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2 trebnuay 20, 1886.] ■
ALL THE TEAS BOUND. ■ (OoDdiioted by ■

iDtolligent girl, for whose behoof Miss 

Ellen Terry and Mr. Henry Irving are 

playing ; bat there is the capacity of pain 

m her expression, and the mark of it lies 

on her brow, though not deep enough to 

mar iU beauty. Her hair, which is very 

dark, and waved upon the temples, is 

plaited intoa larse smooth roll at tne back 

of the neck, and for that reason only, to 

say nothing of its luxuriance and ^loss, 

her head contrasts with the frizzed, fnnged 

noddles around her, looking like the head 

of a statue amid a wilderness of wax 

dolls. ■

The man who is talking to Millicent 

Denzil, and making the most of his time, 

for the risine of the act-drop is very near, 

and the people are coming back to the stalls, 

is elderly, but well preserved, and he does 

not proclaim his position and calling in life 

by any special feature of dress such as 

younger men affect He can turn his head 

in bis collar, and move his body in his 

clothes ; hu hair is not cut like a convict's, 

bat to suit the shape of his head ; he wears 

neither an eyeglass, an orchid, or an 

unmeaning stare. His manner is that of 

a man accustomed to society ; and finally, 

there is nothing remarkable about him. ■

Nevertheless, this ord inary-lookingperson 

had produced a singularly disturbing effect 

upon a young man who had sat more than 

contentedly m the stall next to Millicent 

DenziPs during the first act, and had not 

been aware that he was in the theatre until 

the usual movement took place on its 

termination. Then the ordinary-looking 

person, availing himself of a gap in the 

front row of stalls, had approached the 

young man, unperceived, and slightly 

touched his arm with an opera-glass. The 

younff man, who had been tal£ng eagerly 

to luss Densil, turned sharply, and met 

the slight smile of the other with a start 

and a chanse of countenance, whereat that 

smUe broadened. Miss Denzil had seen 

nothine of this ; she was looking at the very 

newest oeauty, who was *' receiving " in her 

box, and her interest in the spectacle being 

twofold — for the very newest beauty was 

gorgeously arrayed — the sentences first 

interchanged by the two men were unheard 

by her. ■

" I am surprised to see you here, Court- 

land,** said the elder man; " I thought you 

were on duty at Hampstetd." ■

" So I was to have been," answered the 

younger ; '* but I got a reprieve just after 

I left you. They were going out some- 

where unexpectedly.** ■

" You don't know where, I suppose 1 ** ■

"JIo." ■

<' Look up at Box Twelve, cauttoosly, 

and you'll see." ■

"Are they there 1" ■

"All four of them." At this moment 

Miss Denzil turned her head, and the elder 

man added, in a louder tone, " Courtland, 

{Mray introduce me." ■

With anything but a eood grace the 

young man compued with £is request, pre- 

senting his friend to Miss Denzil as Mr. 

Wyndbam. ■

Mr. Wyndham beean at once to talk to 

her of the play ai^ me actors ; but he pre- 

sently turned upon his friend a look too 

significant to be ignored, and the young 

man, excusing himself to Miss Denzil, 

made his way out of the stalls. ■

'* I fear I must get back to my place," 

said Mr. Wyndham, as the occupants of the 

front row began to drop in for the second 

act He had made the interval very agree- 

able to Mi£s Denzil, and she gave him a 

friendly smile when he moved away; but she 

did not want him to stay, and she hardly 

noticed that the place by her side remained 

vacant after the act-drop rose, for Portia 

was on the stage, and Millicent's whole 

soul was with her while she suffered the 

ordeal of the caskets. Many a glance — 

some coldly envious, some pleased and 

sympathetic — fell upon the girl with the 

dark, smooth hair and the mrey eyes, who 

sat absorbed in the play and wholly indif- 

ferent to her surroundings. ■

In the meantime, Mr. Wyndham had 

found his young friend in the lobby, as he 

expected, and accosted him in uncere- 

monious fashion. ■

** You will have to explain this, Court- 

land," he said, "as, of course, you know; 

but this is neither the time nor the place. 

Have they seen you t " ■

" I don't know." ■

" Then you had better find out without 

a moment's delav. The girl can't be left 

alone in the stalls. Though what^ in the 

name of folly, induced you to take her 

there I can't imagine. However, there, is 

no use in talking about that" ■

"No, there isn't; and you need not 

trouble yourself to do it^" retorted the 

youn^ man, whose insolent tone impofsctly 

disguised fear and discomfiture. "What 

am I to do if they have seen me, and what 

am I to do if they haven't t " ■

" SUy a moment, and TU think," said 

Mr. Wyndham, ignoring the young man's 

irritation with cool disdain. "I have it ■

I- ■
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If they've seen yon, say the lady is Mrs. 

DeDzUy the wife of a friend of yours ; if 

they haven't, say nothing at alL In either 

case you cannot join her agaia I will 

stand just inside the entrance to the stalls. 

In the first case, you can point me out as 

the lady's husband; in the second, you 

need not point me out at alL In either, 

I shall take your seat; give me your 

pass — here is mine — and I will look after 

the lad V. Til keep her back in the crowd 

going out, and you can join us at the doors 

after your parents, guardians, eta, have 

started." ■

'' How will you explain it to her f " ■

"Leave that to ma Only, as I shall 

want to know whether I am, or am not| 

an object of attention to your party, 

contrive to drop a programme if you 

fortunately find that you have not lleen 

seen. Mind you don't show in front of 

the box." ■

The young man turned away with sullen 

anger, and Mr. Wyndham slipped quietly 

into the place he liad indicated and waited 

for the signal Let the nature of the ac- 

count which had to be settled with him by 

his friend be what it might, and his own 

cause of annoyance however tangible, Mr. 

Wyndham was not so much engrossed by 

these considerations but that he could 

follow out some train of thought that 

seemed to amuse him. ■

"It is odd, aU things considered," he 

sud to himself, " that I have never chanced 

to come across one of them since that day ; 

yet I recognised them all instantly, and 

should have known each of them separately 

— except the child, of course — wlule I am 

not afndd of their recognising me. And 

yet Pm less changed than any of them. A 

good tailor and a balance at one's bankers 

are true magicians. And there's the silly 

woman that put their spells within my 

reach — talking to the youug fool who is so 

easily kept in hand. She really wears 

surprisingly well." ■

From Box Twelve on the second tier a 

white paper dropped, and fluttered to the 

ground, falling into the orchestra. A girlish 

head bent over the edse of the box, watch- 

ing the descent of the lost programme, and 

Mr. Wyndham observed, by the aid of his 

glasses, that the girlish head was crowned 

with rich black hair, ornamented with a 

comb Eet in pearls. ■

Mr. Wyndham slid into the vacant seat 

by MiBB Denzil's side, and whispered : ■

^' Courtland begs y oa will excuse him 

for asking me to take his place until the ■

end of this act. He has met his uncle 

and aunt, and cannot leave them imme- 

diately." ■

Miss Denzil merely nodded, without 

taking her eyes off the stage, and Mr. 

Wyndham felt that he had successfully 

made a bold stroka ■

Miss Denzil evidently knew all about 

his friend's uncle and aunt, and was not 

in a position to be offended on the present 

occasion. ■

Good ! Mr. Wyndham admitted to him- 

self that he was for the present puzzled, 

but did not propose to remain so beyond 

the earliest hour at which it should be con- 

venient to him to make his friend explain 

himseU on the morrow. Nor was it his 

intention to leave the explanation entirely 

to the candour of that gentleman; he 

meant to extract so much information from 

£Gss Denzil as would enable him to check 

his statements in case Courtlandshould again 

exhibit his innate foolishness by telling lies 

to a person who had on severid former 

occasions demonstrated to him the use- 

lessness of that method. For the present 

he i>ermitted Miss Denzil to enjoy the play 

undisturbed, and gave his own attention, 

but covertly, to the glimpses to be obtained 

of the occupants of Box Number Twelve 

from his place in the stalls.* These glimpses 

were precarious, his place was too far tp 

the right, but the dark-haired girl was 

seated next to the stage, and she leaned 

over and watched the play as closely as 

Miss Denzil herself, only turning her face 

now and then to the lady who sat beside 

her,^ in the shade of the drapery, or 

raising it towards someone who stood back 

in the box: to both she was evidently 

expressing pleasure. Mr. Wyndham was 

enabled to see her at intervals pretty 

distinctly. When the next interval be- 

tween the acts came, he devoted himself 

assiduously to Miss Denzil, and by im- 

plying in an unforced way his complete 

familiarity with Courtland, and assuming 

a quasi-paternal air towards herself, he 

acquired a good deal of information on 

wluch he rightly set considerable value. 

He was careful to give the conversation 

between himself and Miss Denzil all the 

false appearance of diversity that could be 

lent to it by roving glances, the turning of 

his opera-glass in various directions, and 

vivacious nods to nobody in particular ; for 

hn was sure that his friend, in |^o recesses 

of Box Number Twelve, was keeping a 

watch upon him. All this acting before 

the curtain was lost upon Miss Denzil, in ■

f ■
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whose good graces Mr. Wyndham made 

steady progress, while every artless sentence 

which she uttered did but confirm him 

in the false judgment he had ^^assed 

upon her at sight, and increase his im- ■

Eresdon that she was " as cool a hand " as 

e had ever met with. " Uncommonly good- 

tempered," though, he admitted, as tne play 

came to a conclusion without his fnend 

hayine made his appearance, and Miss 

Denzu displayed no ill-humour or sense of 

slight, and then he added : " or uncom- 

monly well-trained." ■

It was very easy to induce Miss Denzil 

to allow all the other occupants of the 

stalls to pass out before her. She was too 

much amused by the spectacle of the 

moving crowd to object, and it was not 

until some minutes had elapsed after the 

evacuation of Box Number Twelve, that 

Mr. Wyndham led her, still talking with 

animation of the play and the actors, 

towards the great staircase, which they 

found still crowded. Pausing for a moment 

at the topmost step, they saw Mr. Court- 

land re-entering from the street All was 

right; his "parents, guardians, etc.," 

h^ been safely deposited in their carriage, 

and Mr. Wyndham's turn of duty was 

over. ■

At the foot of the stairs Mr. CourUand 

joined them, and, with a not very in- 

telligible explanation of his having been 

detamed until the end of the play, told 

Miss Denzil that her cab was waiting on 

the engaged rank not very far up the 

streets He proposed to take her to it to 

save time. ■

"I found Mary standing by the pillar 

when I came out^"he added, '* and put her 

into the cab.^ ■

He gave Miss Denzil his arm, and led 

her out of the theatra His manner was 

confused and even irritated, but she did 

not seem to be disturbed by this. He had 

hardly spoken to Mr. Wyndham, who 

followed them, and walked up the street 

with them, along the line of cabs, until 

they came to one out of which a respectable- 

looking woman was leaning. ■

Into this vehicle Miss Denzil stepped ; 

the two gentlemen bade her good-night, 

and the cabman drove ofi* without having 

received any direction. ■

There was a lamp-post close to them, 

and the two friends, who looked strangely 

like two enemies, moved quickly away 

from the light, but without speaking. The 

younger man lighted a cigar before they 

had reached the turn into the Strand, and ■

found it somewhat difficult to manage. 

After they had walked a few yards 

Mr. Wyndham stopped and hailed a 

hansom. ■

'* GTood-night, Gourtland," he said in a 

cold, dry tone; ''I shall expect you at eleven 

o'clock to-morrow." ■

Mr. Wyndham and his friend were not the 

only persons among the crowded audience 

at the Lyceum Theatre that night for whom 

Box Twelve had attraction. Its occupants 

were not among the remarkable people in 

the house ; for only one of the four was 

young, and the whole party wore a ataid 

and reserved appearanca A white-haired 

gentleman, of an almost shadowy slimness 

of figure, and with bent shoulders ; a lady, 

a g(KKl deal younger than he, but quite 

elderly, white-haired also; and a second 

lady, with a face singularly intellectual and 

tranquil, but who had seen thirty-five 

years at least — these formed a group on 

which the roving glances of strangers 

surveying a crowd woald hardly rest for 

many moments. The fourth member of 

the party had attracted, early in the even- 

ing, the attention of a eentleman who was 

for some time the solitary occupant of a 

box on the other side of the house, and 

exactly opposite to Number Twelve. He 

had seen the play twice already; he 

had come to the theatre this evening at the 

urgent request of a friend, recently arrived 

from New York with his wife and daughter, 

and here was the second act begun without 

the Whartons having made their appearance. 

He m not mind it much, and he did not 

imsgine that anything had happened. Mrs. 

Wharton was generaSiy late for everything 

everywhere, he had observed, and if Miss 

Effie had taken it into her head to prefer 

doing something else that evening, her 

obedient parents would not think of 

opposing her. So he waited patiently, and 

looked about him, first at the people 

opposite, at the serene lady in grey satin 

and black lace, and at the young girl in 

white, whose delight with the play the three 

seniors were enjoying with single-hearted 

sympathy. The lady in srey was unmia- 

takeabl^ English, the girl in white had 

somethmg foreign in her look ; yet surely 

they must be mother and daughter: the 

girl's supreme importance to the lady could 

be seen at a glance. ■

"She's like a child at a pantomime," 

said the amused observer to lumself ; " as 

children used to be in my time. They're 

calmly critical now, I suppose." ■

'^^ ■
T ■
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The girl's right arm rested on the front 

of the box ; the left was propped upon its 

dimpled elbow, and the raised hand slowly 

swayed a feather-tipped fan, with a pecu- 

liarly graceful roovemont, then furled it 

with the slightest turn of tho wrist, and 

subsided softly on the cushion. ■

" Half - Spanish, for any amount of 

dollars ! " muttered the lookor-on opposita 

" No EngUshwoman ever did that What 

hair, too, and what a fine carriage of the 

head and bend of the neck ! A pretty 

little creature, and the mother so proud of 

her ! Well she may b& I wonder whether 

the Whartons mean to come to-night at 

all Ha! here's a visitor, and the sefio- 

rita's glad to see him; so is the mother. 

Now, what are his relations to the party t 

and what the deuce business is it of 

minet" ■

He turned his attention for a while to 

the stage, but again it wandered to Box 

Number Twelve, as the girl in white leaned 

forward and looked down into the ordiestra 

with a movement which reminded him of 

something, someone — he could not tell 

what — in the vague, perplexing way of 

which we have all had experience. What 

was it t Who was it t A very dim and 

distant suggestion, sturely — the faintest 

echo from thenar, far past ; but it annoyed 

him that he could not define it, could 

not catch its whisper with any distinct- 

ness. ■

Again the girl raised her head and looked 

up towards the dim figure of the young 

man in the background ; and, as she did 

so, her hand crept towards the fhrled fan, 

and spread it with the same indescribable 

movement Can he not catch the whisper 

of memory now t Can he not define the 

suggestion that was in those ^sturest 

No; he cannot He is impatient with 

his desultory mind for trying to do this ; 

he will not go on doing it The play's 

the thing, and he will mind the play. 

It is only that she has black hair, and wears 

a comb in it, as all Spanbh women do, or 

did when he used to see them — how 

many years i^o t They may be all different 

now, like the chOdrea Someone had 

told him that bonnets were now worn at 

Madrid. ■

There, Qhe lays the fan upon her mother's 

arm with a Imgering, deepening touch, 

while her face is set towards the stage, and 

she hardly breathes for listening ; and the 

observer is again, and more distmctly, con- 

scious of the stirring of an old association 

with the past But still he cannot seize ■

it, and now, as he hates to be forced to 

think when he merely wants to be amused, 

he gets downright an^ry with himself, and 

unreasonably vexed with the girl, shuts up 

his glass, and resolves to go away at the 

end of tho second act Keally, it is pre- 

posterous that, because he sees a head 

crowned with dark hair, and a line of 

pearls amid its masses, he should be repeat- 

ing to himself : ■

•*She took our daylight with her. 

The smiles that we love best, 

With morning blushes on her cheek, 

And pearls upon her breast." ■

This was not in the play, and how had it 

come back to him ? When had he remem- 

bered the lines, or quoted, or been reminded 

of them, before t The young man was 

standing at the back of the girFs chair now, 

and she had sUghtly changed her poritiou 

as he bent down and said something to her. ■

Are there no bonny dames at home, ■

Or no true lovers here, 

That he should cross the seas to win ■

The dearest of the dear ? ■

" Gross the seas ! " It was coming now, 

like wind over wastes : the whisper grew 

distinct, the suggestion definite. It was 

of " Fair Ines" that the girl reminded him 

—of her who " had gone into the West ", 

with her English lover, so many years ago, 

and since then into oblivion. ** Fair Ines," 

as he had seen her in the theatre at 

Santiago, in her white dress, with her 

coronsi of dark hair crossed by a line of 

pearls, and a fhrled fan lying under her 

dimpled hand. As he had seen her just 

before the earthquake shock, she came to 

his mind's eye now, after twenty years, 

radiant, beautiful, beloved, triumphant, as 

when ■

The smile that blessed one lorer*s heart 

Had broken many more. ■

The box-door was opened, and a gorgeous 

vision displayed itself to the hitherto soli- 

tary occupant— Mrs. Wharton, arraved in 

the newest confection devised for theatre- 

dress by the latest infallible authority, and 

escorted only by a mild old gentleman in a 

brown wig. ■

"I'm dreadfully late,'' saidMrs. Wharton, 

"but I'm sure you don't mind, because I 

always am. So glad we eot here between 

the acts, so that we disturb nobody! 

Where's Fault Oh yes, I forgot Effie 

thought she'd like the opera best, so he 

had to take her there, and Mr. Dexter 

kindly came with me. I believe you have ■

not met AUow me to Mr. Dexter ■

— Mr. Rodney." ■

^1= ■
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CHRONICLES OF ENGLISH 

COUNTIES. ■

SUSSEX. PART IIL ■

The central plain of Sossez, enclosed 

on either hand by the bold ridges of the 

Downs, resembles nothing so much as a 

great river-valley, and when from some 

neighbouring height yon look down upon 

the wide and vaned plain, the eye instmc- 

tively seeks for the broad, majestic stream 

that should wind with gracefol folds 

through the bright country. And if, per- 

haps, a deam of sunshme chases the 

shadows of the clouds ; as it glances upon 

some silvery pool or mere, the imagination 

seizes upon the missing link, and endows 

the scene with the vivid life of the great 

river that might be there. There seems a 

kind of perversity, indeed, in the course 

of such streams as wander through the 

plains, which, instead of following the 

natural contours of the country, break 

through the hills on either side, and find 

their way to the sea in insignificant inde- 

pendence. ■

From Emsworth to Kent Ditch the 

length of this great woodland tract, the 

centre and pith of Sussex, stretches for 

some seventy-six miles — a country once 

abounding with almost impenetrable 

forests, among whose fastnesses there is 

no doubt that a considerable number of 

the earlier settlers in the land contrived 

io exist through successive layers of in- 

vadmg races. The iron works survived, 

as we have seen, to recent times, and 

we may perhaps trace a remnant of 

the ancient inhabitants of the forest in 

the wild and half-civilised people who 

long formed a distinct element in the 

population of the wilder part of the 

county. ■

At 'the narrowest point of the great 

forest tract stands Midhurst, which is in 

some way the metropolis of this Sussex 

weald — originally the middle wood, indeed, 

rather than the middle city — a central 

station between the forests of Sussex 

and those of Hampshire, as well as on 

tiie old Roman way from Chichester to 

London. ■

It is certainly singular that this mid- 

Sussex region should have been the birth- 

place of so many poets. ■

The author of Venice Preserved was 

bom close by Midhurst, at Trotton, and 

was the son of Humphrey Otway, rector 

of the adjoining parish of Woolbeding. 

The poet descrilMS his early years, as the ■

only son of affectionate, higb-minded 

parents, with some fervour : ■

Alone I lived, their much-loved, fondled boy. 

They gave me generous education. High 

They strove to raise my mind. ■

As a Westminster boy, and then as a 

student of Christ Church, Oxford, the 

education of young Obway must have 

strained the resources of a country parson 

of the seventeenth century, so ttutt we 

may perhaps conjecture some generous 

patron in the background, whose death 

cast a blight over the young man's pros- 

pects. Anyhow, he had to leave coU^e 

without taking a degree. ■

The world was wide, but whither should I fi^ ? ■

Otway's predilections urged him to seek 

hi3 fortune in London. ■

To Britain's great metropolis I strayed. 

Where fortune's general game is played. ■

And here he first sought popular applause 

as an actor, but made no success in this, 

although he seems to have made his way 

among the gay people of the Court ■

I missed the brave and wise, and in their stead ■

On every sort of vanity I fed — ■

Gay coxcombs, cowards, knaves, isind {nrating ■

fools. 

Bullies of o'ergrown bulk and little souls. ■

In the midst of folly and dissipation, 

alternating with squalid misery and want, 

Obway still found the inspira^on of his 

genius at work within him. He was con- 

scious of lofty aims in strai^ contrast with 

his loose surroundings. ■

No beauty with my Muse's might compare. 

Lofty she seemed, and on her front sat a majestic ■

air. 

Awful, yet kind ; severe, yet fair. ■

This description of his muse, howevert 

will hardly be recognised by the student of 

his plays, although there are sometimes 

touches of the fire and dignity of the elder 

dramatists among the coarse licence of the 

hack playwright. But Otway pleased the 

town with Don Carlos, and secured a solid 

success with Venice Preserved. But now 

he had arrived at the critical point in the 

career of the literary artist His original 

inspiration had failed him, and the study 

and labour that should supply its place 

were impossible under the conditions of his 

life. . ■

At this period we may conjecture that 

he returned for a while to his native 

country, among the rustics, who were 

ignorant of his fame, and to whom he 

was only old Parson Otway's lad, who had 

taken to more or less dineputable way& 

And so he wandered, neglected and alone. ■

I- ■
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among the hilU familiar to him in boy- 

hood. ■

To a high hill, where never yet stood tree, 

A wandering bard, whose muse was crazy grown, 

Cloyed with the nauseous follies of the buzzing 

town. ■

From bis vantage-point, bad he not been 

preoccupied with his own miseries, the poet 

would no doubt have seen over the great 

stretdi of wooded plain the dwelling-place 

of a brother bard, of na greater calibre, but 

of much more happy destiny. ■

The Sacvillee were a thoroughly Sussex 

&mily, originally of the smaller county 

gentry, one of whom, taking to the law, 

raised himself in the Augustan age of 

Elizabeth, to the council of the Queen and 

high office under the Crown. The lands 

of the Sacvilles lay mostly about East 

Orinstead ; noted for its beautiful church, 

whose tall and elegant spire dominates the 

surrounding plains; and when Elizabeth, 

witii grudging hand, raised her Lord 

Treasurer to the dignity of a baron, he 

took his title from the old manor-house 

among the woods, and became Lord Buck- 

hurst Under the first Stuart kin^ he was 

advanced at once to the dignity of Earl of 

Dorset. The son of Elizabeth's wary coun- 

cillor, a dignified and pious nobleman, left 

at his death large sums to the poor, and 

founded at East Grinstead a college or 

hospital for the poor which still exists to 

preserve his memory. With other times 

came other manners; and the present Earl 

— speaking of Obway's days — had been 

noted in his hot youth for his dissolute 

excesses. ■

But with all his wildness there was a 

fund of generous humour about Sacville, 

with a true poetic verve which has raised 

him to the ranks of the minor poets, while 

his sea-song. To All Te Ladies Now on 

Land, will be remembered when many 

more pretentious works are forgotten. 

And, while his satire was sharp, his hand 

was generous, and even lavish to most of 

his brother bards : ■

The best good man, with the worst natured muse. ■

All this time the ancestors of a greater 

poet than either Otway or his possible 

patron were living in the thick of the 

forest country, small county gentry, ac- 

quiring somewhat in one prudent genera- 

tion, and dissipating somewhat in another 

less prudent^ but never rising or aspiring 

Iiigher than the rank of esquire, justice of 

the peace, or custos rotmorum. There 

might have been Shelleys who had gone 

as crusaders or palmers to the Holy Land, ■

and so had acquired the coat -of- arms 

which bears, however, not scallop-shells, 

but others of a spiral character. But, 

perhaps, the lively imagination of the 

College of Heralds is responsible for the 

shells. Anyhow, the SheUeys of that day 

recked not much of blood, whether of 

Crusaders or of others of high degree, but 

went on marrying and giving in marriage, 

among the stumy respectable franklin 

families of Sussex Among others. Soger 

Bysshe, of Fen Place, had a daughter and 

heiress who married one of the Shelleys, 

who thus acquired Fen Place, and brought 

into the family a name which has since 

become illustrious. Timothy, the son of 

this marriage, seems to have departed 

from the stay-at-home traditions of the 

family, and we find him in America, where 

he married a wife, Joanna, rather vaguely 

described as daughter of — widow of — 

Plum, of New York. ■

From this marriage sprang a son of 

by no means ordinary character. Bysshe 

Shelley, the grandfather of the poet, 

inherited the family faculty of pleasing 

womankind, and put it to a good account 

by marrying a pair of heiresses — the 

first of a sound Sussex family, with a 

good rent-roll and respectable, if common- 

place pedigree ; the second — of course after 

the death of the first — no other than Miss 

Perry, the heiress of the estates and tradi- 

tions of the illustrious Sidneys. And 

both these marriages were runaway love- 

matches — the first not being perhaps out 

of the Way in the heyday of youth and 

passion, but the second certainly a feat of 

high enterprise on the part of a widower 

with a young family. Sir Bysshe was thus 

the founder of two wealthy and aristo- 

cratic families; the line of baronets of 

which was the poet, although he did not 

live long enougn to succeed to the title, 

and Uie family of Sidney Shelley, of Pens- 

hurst ■

Percy Bysshe Shelley was bom at Field 

Place, on the outskirts of St Leonard's 

Forest, a fragment of Andred's weald that 

still retains much of its primitive wildnees 

and solitude. ■

We have accounted in some way for 

Bysshe and Shelley, but why Percy, may 

be asked. We may claim, indeed, the Percys 

as a Sussex family, even the Percys of 

Northumberland, Hotspur, and the rest 

of his kin. For Petworth, close by, is the 

original home of the race. Long ago, 

Petworth was part of the possessions of 

the almost royal seat ot Arundel, and when ■

* ■
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Queen Adeliza and her husband, Albini, 

had the casUe, they bestowed Petworth on 

a kinsman of the Qaeen, Joceline, of the 

princely house of Lorraina This Joceline 

married the heiress of the Percys and 

assumed their name, and his descendants 

were the bold feudal chieftains who so long 

held almost royal sway on the Borders. 

But they always retained Petworth among 

their possessions, and when the towering 

ambition of the Percys had been finally 

quenched in blood, Petworth became the 

favourite family-seat for which the feudal 

towers of Alnwick were deserted. The line 

which began with a Joceline ended with 

a Joceline, and Petworth coming, by 

marriage, into the possession of a former 

Duke of Somerset, was alienated from the 

northern estates. ■

It was to some connection — actual or 

traditional — with these Percys of Petworth 

that the poet owed his first christian-name, 

But unfortunately for our present purpose, 

only a small and fragmentary portion of 

our poet's history is connected with Sussex. 

Field Place is still standing, with its gardens, 

where dwelt an ancient serpent^ one of 

young Percy's familiars, that was supposed 

to be descended from the famous dragon of 

St Leonard's Forest. And there still stands 

the parish church of Wamham, to whose 

vicarage used Percy daily to resort for 

instruction. The parson was a Welshman, 

one Mr. Edwards, who may have had some 

Celtic fervour in his veins to counteract 

the general bucolic dulness all about The 

^andfather. Sir Bysshe, lived at Horsham, 

in an eccentric kind of retirement, a sort 

of district ogre, of strange, unapproach- 

able habits. The ogre, who had once been 

such a squire of dames, lived on till he was 

eighty-five, and being close-fisted in his 

famfly relations, there was cheeseparing 

necessary with sober living at Field Place. ■

Once launched on his college life, 

Percy came back no more to the parental 

nest One flying visit, indeed, he made 

when his father was safely out of the way. 

For Percy's daring independence of thought 

and action had j^ced him under the ban. 

Sussex was accustomed to looseness of 

morals combined with correct principles, 

and ready enough to condone it, but the 

example of one with pure life but theories 

accounted loose was not to be endured. 

And nothing more of a comforting nature 

is heard of Percy Bysshe Shelley till the 

news comes of his early death in the deep 

blue sea ■

Far the less happy was the death of the ■

earlier poet Otway, whom, by the way, we 

have left for an unconscionable time upon 

the lonely hill, where he took up his 

position at least two centuries ago. Back 

to town he went, to the haunts of wretched- 

ness and poverty. His faithless muse had 

for ever fiown. Destitution came upon 

him — actual starvation, and in his last 

haunt — a low tavern on Tower Hill — he was 

choked by too eagerly swallowinc a crust 

that the charity of some pitying f nend had 

procured him. ■

To return, however, from this excursion 

among the Sussex poets to the more solid 

facts of county history. We find ourselves 

here at Midhurst, close to one of the most 

interesting ruined houses of the county — a 

noble mansion, the equal, almost, of a royal 

palace, left desolate by fire ; a desolation 

accentuated by the verdure and luxuriance 

of the surrounding scene. ■

Cowdray passed from the De Bohuns to 

the Neville of the king-making race ; and 

through them it came to their descendant, 

one of the last of the Plantagenets, that 

unhappy Countess of Salisbury, whose 

death on the scaffold forms such a terrible 

picture in our memories of the reign of 

bluff King Harry. Cowdray, then falling 

to the Crown, was granted again, with 

other forfeited estates, to Uie heirs of a 

collateral branch of the Neville, the 

former owners. These heirs were all 

daughters, and were rare prizes for the 

courtiers of the day. The fourth 

daughter, Lucy, who had Cowdray for her 

share, married, first of all, a Sir Thomas 

Fitzwilliam, and secondly a noted lawyer, 

Sir Anthony Browne, from whom are 

supposed to be descended all the exten- 

sive family who spell their name with ■

an "e". ■

There was a son hj the first husband, 

Sir William Fitzwilham, who inherited 

Cowdray 'in due course, and spent the 

substance of the FitzwiUiams in building a 

magnificent house there — a great Tudor 

quadrangular mansion, with its chapel, its 

great staoles, its pleasure-gardens and fruit- 

gardens, its galleries, terraces, alcoves, and 

cascades of water, a second Kenilworth in 

the south countrea ■

Fitzwilliam buUt, butBrowne inherited — 

a Browne, whose descendant was created 

Viscount Montagu ; and here lived a lone 

line of Montagus, who embellished and 

adorned the place, collecting about them a 

host of heirlooms and precious relics. 

Towards the end of the last century — in 

the year 1793, that is— the reigning ■

Tf ■
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Tiscoont was a yomig man who had but 

recently come of age, and who was now 

performing the grand tour with his friend, 

yonng Sedley Bordett. The young Viscount 

was about to ally himself with the financial 

aristocracy of the period, and was on his 

way home to be married. Wealth and 

good taste might be expected to open a new 

career to the ancient mansion, and its some- 

what faded splendour would surely be 

revived. But one night — ^the night of the 

24th September — the housekeeper was 

awoke by the glare of fire. The beams 

and wooawork of the ancient structure 

were alight both aloft and alow, and, 

for all the parish engine could do, and 

the rows of rustics, wiw buckets, who pre- 

sently came upon the scene, Cowdray was 

consumed to its bare walls. ■

The young Viscount never knew the 

misfortune tmit had happened. News tra- 

velled slowly in those aays, and before the 

letter arrived announcing to his lordship 

the destruction of his ancestral mansion, 

with its priceless relics, he was himself 

drowned with his travelline companions in 

the falls of the Ehine, of which, with British 

rashness and obstinacy, they had persisted 

in essaying the passage in a tiny ddfL ■

If we turn from the ereat plain of the 

Weald, with its central forest ridge — with 

its innumerable hamlets and churches — it 

will be remembered that the number and 

riches of the churches in the Weald excited 

the ire of the great enemy of mankind, 

who forthwith set to work to drown the 

country by cutting that great dyke, near 

Brighton, which still bears his name. In 

this the great enemy resembled the daring 

engineers of the early railway days, who 

would cut through a hill rather than go 

round its flank. For, in truth, there are 

many gaps in the great chalk escarpment 

which a skilful engineer, with the resources 

of his great exemplar, might easily turn to 

account. With a little alteration of the 

sea-level the waters would pour in and the 

Weald would once more become — what it 

hsA probably been in remote ages — a great 

lake, with wooded islands andronny slopes, 

the haunt of aquatic birds and monstrous 

amphibians. ■

Each of these gaps on the seaward 

side has its strong castle. To besin with, 

there is Arundel, as nobly placed as anv 

feudal fortress in the realm. The approach 

is admirable — the broad buttress of the 

downs rising sheer from the marshy plain, 

while, with a graceful curve, the river sweeps 

past a rich nook of prairie and pasture. ■

and the clustering towers rise above a grove 

of noble trees. ■

A haze of tradition hangs over the 

origin of this great fortress, as it was in 

the olden time — traditions of ^nts and 

necromancers, who vaguelvrecallits perhaps 

British origin. King Alfred held it once, 

and at the Conquest it fell to one of 

William's most trusted barons. Soger de 

Montgomery, who held its earldom with 

seventy-seven dependent manors. Robert 

de BeUesme, that evil-minded descendant 

of the great Boger, forfeited the castle by 

his rebeUion against King Henry the First, 

and King Henry ^ave it to his Queen, who, 

in turn, brought it to her second husband, 

Albinl Something traditional attaches 

to this really historical personage, for as 

such we must class the wonderful story 

of his tournament before the Queen 

of France, when, winning the prize from 

all other Imights, he won also the heart of 

tiie beautifal Queen. His loyalty to his 

own fair mistress, so the story goes, steeled 

his heart against the love-lorn Queen, who 

in the anger of despised beauty contrived 

that the victorious knight should be shut 

up in a grotto with a fierce, uncaged lion. 

Albini with naked hands met the ferocious 

beast, and tore its tongue from its throat 

Hence the lion without a tongue which the 

brave knight bore as a device upon shield 

and pennon ever after. ■

But there is nothing apocryphal about 

the story of tiie Queen Adeliza and her ■

fnest, Matilda, the Empress, when King 

tephen, swoopins down upon the castle, 

invested it with sJl his force. The Queen 

appealed to Stephen as a knight and gentle- 

man to let her guest go free and give her so 

much law. The King, touched on his 

weak point, consented, and presently the 

Empress was among her friends in the 

West, and setting the kingdom in a blaze. 

Considering the weak and intermittent 

way in which the great Norman families 

were continued, the great castle of Arundel 

has been in remarkably few different hands 

since Uie Conquest, The family of Albini 

lasted till the middle of the thirteenth 

century, and then an heiress carried the ■

freat possessions of the earldom to the itzahms. For a short time the castle was 

in the hands of '^Butcher Mowbray", when 

the then Fitzalan suffered with the Duke 

of Gloucester for conspiracy against 

Richard the Second. But Bolingbroke 

reversed the attainder, and the Fitzalans, 

restored to their possessions, lasted well 

into tiie reign of Queen Elizabeth, when ■

'^ ■
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an heiress carried their lands and honours 

to the Howards. And to the Howards the 

castle still belongs. The castle itself 

was a good deal knocked about in the 

great civil wars, having been twice taken 

and once lost by the Parliamentary party, 

and it had been long abandoned as a 

habitation when, in 1791,theeleventh Duke 

of Norfolk undertook its restoration. And 

thus, like its rival, Alnwick Castle, in the 

north, it is rather a revival of an old 

castle than a veritable antiquity. ■

The next fortified gap is Bramber, now 

a quiet little hamlet^ with a few fragments 

of old towers appearing on the green casUe- 

mound. Here was a noble castle in olden 

times, a castle built by the De Braose, 

which afterwards went by marriage to the 

Mowbrays. But when the Jockey of Nor- 

folk lost life and everything on Bosworth 

field, the castle fell into decay. The lands 

and rents belonging to it are all carefully 

preserved, no doubt, and go to some great 

lamQy ; but as a seat of feudal state it 

has ceased to exist But there is some- 

thing attractive in an old castle left all to 

itself, about which one can wander at will, 

and linger over, and bask in the sunshine 

under its old walls. ■

There is no other break now in the ■

K)at sea-wall of downs till we come to 
wes, with another strong castle already 

described, and beyond that we come to the 

coast-line protected by the Cinque Ports, 

where great barons and their castles had 

no place. ■

But the most charming of all old castles 

is Bodiam, although it never had much im- 

portance as a fortified post Bising among 

low-lying fields and woods, it seems more 

like a castle of enchantment than an actual 

building of hewn stone; and as you ap- 

proach, the castle seems so perfect and 

untouched in its massive strength that you 

can almost fancy that the wwler is still 

looking outfrom the battlement — the porter 

still at the gate to lower the massive draw- 

bridge. And this in the quiet repose of 

a secluded country, with only the croaking 

of the frogs, or the plash of some great pike 

among the weedy margins of the moat, to 

break the stillness. The castle, still al- 

most perfect in all its details, was the work 

of a successful soldier in the French wars 

of King Edward the Third. Sir Edward 

Dalynruge, a knight of no great territorial 

possessions, had accompanied his father in 

the campaigns against the French, had 

fought at Greasy and at Poictiers, and then 

took service on his own account in a band ■

of free lances under Sir Robert Knowles, 

and gained some wealth in ransoms and 

in plunder in Normandy, Brittany, and 

Picardy. And from the spoils of France 

Sir Edward built himself this castle, one 

of the latest examples of the feudal fortress. 

To the Dalynruges succeeded the Lenknors, 

and Sir Thomas Lenknor, attached to the 

Lancastrian cause, was attainted by Richard 

the Third for having raised men for Rich- 

mond. ■

The castle was seized by the King, pro- 

bably after ofiering some resistance, and it 

is said to have stood a siese durins the 

civil wars, although the handiwork of 

Cromwell's generals is hardly to be traced 

in its still perfect enceinte, and the walls 

bear no sign of having been battered by 

artillery. But the records of this really 

fascinating building are few and scanty, 

and leave a good deal to the imagination. ■

Not far ofi* is Battle, with its abbey, 

and the marshy grounds, a scene of always 

vivid interest to those of English blood. 

The high altar of the abbey stood on the 

very ground where Harold pitched his 

standard, and where he fell beneath the 

Norman arrow. ■

Another interesting spot is pleasant 

Mayfield, with remains of we ancient palace 

of the archbishops, with traditions, too, 

of famous St Dunstan, and relics of the 

hard-headed anchorite — his hammer, his 

anvil, and his sword. St Dunstem's Well, 

where the holy hermit slaked his thirsty 

still flows as freely as ever, and is carefully 

preserved and walled round. ■

Just on the borders of Kent, and 

partly in either county, are the remains of 

Bay ham Abbey, endowed in the year 1200 

by Robert de Thumham for Pre-monstra- 

tensian canons. And we may gaze at a 

distance at the pretentious mansion which 

occupies the site of Eridge Castle, once a 

seat of Harold's, and later on a hunting- 

lodge of the old Nevills ; while^ Sheffield 

Place has more modem memories as the 

favourite retreat of Edmund Gibbon; 

and in Fletching Church we may find the 

tomb of tiie great historian, with many 

other fine monuments of the men of still 

more ancient days. ■

NOSTALGIA. ■

One of the most prominent features in 

the literature of the present day is the 

number of words unpronounceable to the 

uninitiated, and hard to be " understanded ■

■

'■r ■
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of the people ", scattered throughout its 

pages. ^ The other week, while reading a 

theological work by a popular author, I 

came upon so many words which I had 

never even seen before, that the dictionary 

was in constant requisition. ■

When I first saw the word " nostalgia", 

I was younger by a good many years than I 

am now, and had no idea what it meant. ■

I looked at it from every side, repeated 

it aloud, wondered — with a hazy remem- 

brance of having once learned "roots" — 

what its derivanon might be, read and re- 

read the context, hoping to have some light 

thrown on its meaning, and finally did 

what I should have done at first — ^went for 

my lexicon. That, however, was useless, 

as being an old-fashioned one it did not 

contain the word, so I hopelessly forbore 

any further enquiry, being surrounded by 

a family as ignorant and badly educated as 

myself, trusting to time or accident to 

edighten me. But by one of those freaks 

of nature — convenient freaks, sometimes — 

one no sooner comes in contact with a 

hitherto unknown word or place, than one 

is sure to encounter it again in a day or 

two — I found my new mend, nostaJgia, 

mentioned in a newspaper, with its ex- 

planation, *' home-sickness,'' considerately 

given in the same sentence. ■

Nostalgia, home-sickness, " heim weh " — 

no matter what you call it — " a rose by any 

other name would smell as sweet'' — ^is an un- 

mistakeable fact, though philosophers may 

sneer, and callous-hearted persons laugh. ■

It is a disease, as much as neuralgia or 

fever are diseases ; it baffles the cleverest 

doctors' skill, and admits of only one com- 

plete cure, and that is by removing its 

cause. ■

Sheer strength of will may keep it in 

abeyance, hard work may turn aside its 

course for a while ; but sometimes, at odd 

moments, in unexpected places, it asserts 

itself with an uncontrollable longing, a 

nckening thirst for home, which will 

neither be repressed nor appeased. ■

A floating scent in the air — ascent laden 

with the memory of a bygone dav, a sun- 

set flush in the sky, an old melody borne 

on the breeze, have been known to bring 

on an access of this strange illness, almost 

unbearable in degree. Season has little or 

no efiect in suMuing its feverish excite- 

ment; friendship the closest, love the 

tenderest, cannot turn aside its current; 

music has no power to soothe its bitterness, 

nor the distractions of gaiety to rouse it 

from its melancholy* It is something out- ■

side the sufferer's body, outside himself, his 

feelings, his reason ; it is a sickness of the 

soul, a longing to outstrip time and space, 

to leave the laggard body behind and fly 

to the native air, the loved associations and 

early friends of childhood. ■

Lonely ranches in wild Mexican moun- 

tains have echoed to its sobbing cry; under 

the glare of a tropic sun, amid the brilliant 

colouring of tropical foliage, in scattered 

homesteads, in far Australian plains, men 

and women have pined and sickened— aye, 

and even died of tUs mjrsterious illness. 

It is strange that an ailment, which to all 

appearance is connected with the nerves, 

should not be more common among the 

weaker sex, but men suffer from it in a 

greater degree than women, and the more 

hardy tiie race the more they seem to suffer. 

Northern races experience its deadly 

symptoms more than the warmer-blooded 

southerner ; indeed, I have heard that the 

Esquimaux have such a deeply-rooted love 

of their cold and barren country entwined 

among the very fibres of their nature, that 

they can hardly exist for any length of 

time out of it, and dwindle away physically 

and mentally till they return. ■

I remember once, in a far forei^ country, 

seeing a man who moped, lost his appetite, 

and looked generally wretched for days, 

but who, on l^ine questioned as to the cause 

of his melancholy, replied that he was in 

perfect health. Afterwards, when the fit, 

which was fortunately merely a temporary 

one, had worn itself out, he told me that it 

was a heart-longing for hpme which had 

suddenly taken possession of him ; that it 

seemed to him he could not again be happy 

tQl he heard ttie old tones and paced the 

old garden-walks — if only for a day or an 

hour, it would have contented him. He 

could again have assumed the harness of 

daHy toil, and spent the necessary years of 

exile in a foreign land, could he for one 

day have drunk at this refreshing well. ■

It is not only in foreign countries and 

far-away scenes that this sickness is felt. 

I have known new-made happy brides 

suffer from it, and often I was not surprised. 

I do not think half enough is thought of 

the sacrifice entailed on many a young 

girl who quits a home full of brothers^ and 

sisters, and life, and gaiety, and marries a 

man who is absorbed in his business or 

profession from morning till night She is 

expected to be ''as happy as^ the day is 

long ", because the supposed mission of her 

life is fulfilled, she has got a settlement, 

I a husband, and a home. Bat what a change ! ■

It ■
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She may be heart and soul in love with 

him, but^ in the daily seven or eight hours 

of enforced solitude, she is left to fill her 

time as best she may, and, in a newly- 

furnished house, without children to occupy 

her, there is not much in a domestic way 

to employ her hands or her mind. How 

her thoughts must go back to the home she 

has just left, filled with the merry laughter 

and jests of young lives, their amusements, 

occupations planned, consummated, and 

talked over in hours filled to the brim with 

a thousand and one different interests 1 If, 

in these tedious, long-drawn-out hours her 

eyes brim with tears, and her heart yearns 

sometimes for the old life of her girlhood, 

with something approaching to home- 

sickness, who can blame her t ■

I knew a lonely young bride like this 

once; she had married the man of her 

choice and loved him to adoration, but 

she told me that in the first year of her 

marriage she was almost miserabla She 

had left a house full of bright, devoted 

sisters, where a stream of friends and 

cousins came and went all day, where talk 

and laughter made the week one long sun- 

beam ; and after the short honeymoon was 

over, she was transplanted to a lonely 

country village, in the suburbs of a large 

town, in which her husband spent the day 

at his office. She had scarcely any friends 

with whom to interchange a word, a church- 

yard bounded her garden, and the passing- 

bell, as it tolled dismally out, was tne onnr 

sound which broke the long, terrible still- 

ness ; and the contrast of the full, gay life, 

which had made her twenty summers so 

happy, with the miserable, lonely hours she 

spent now, used to come upon her with 

such force of home-sickness, that she lay 

helplessly cnring day after da;^, and when 

the young husband returned in the even- 

ing, expecting to find the liveliest and 

brightest of wives — and thinking, as most 

men in their convenient inconsideration do, 

that a woman must be perfectly happy in a 

home of her own — instead he found a limp 

and doleful creature, worn out from many 

tears, and ready to throw herself into hiis 

arms, and shed a few more from sheer 

weakness. ■

It is not the gentlv nurtured or the 

weakly temperaments alone to whom this 

subtle disease comes. Strong men, of 

herculean frame, have been shaken by it ; 

peasants with little refinement, and seem- 

ingly less feeling, have trembled in its 

grasp ; adventurers, men whose lives have 

proved a failure, those black sbeep found ■

under every clime, reckless, careless, 

hardened, have '* sickened of this vague 

disease", and longed, and agonised, and 

prayed for one glimpse of the old country 

to greet their dying eyes, one breath from 

some breezy upland, one waft from some 

flowing river, to cool their fevered brow. 

Some — aye many — headstones there are in 

every continent and colony in thb wide 

world with only rudely-carved initials to 

mark their identity; some little mounds 

without any headstones at all ; but if the 

green grass or stately palm growing over 

them could speak, they would tell sad 

tales of the pining awav of many a brave 

young life, and nobody knew but God and 

themselves that the breath which had 

blasted them was the deadly one of 

nostalgia. ■

WHEN YOU ARE SAD. ■

Whin you are sotL I ask no more 

The lavish rights 1 claimed before, 

When sunrise glittered on the seas. 

And dancing to the wooing breeze, 

The laughing ripples kissed the shore. ■

The morning glow of love is o*er ; 

Oh, rosy dreams we dreamt of yore ! 

I do but ask the least of these, 

When you are sad. ■

Let the f resli darling you adore. 

With joy's light footstep cross the floor ; 

But hear the last of all mv pleas. 

And shut for all but me the door, 

When you are sad. ■

STUDIES OF OVER THE WAY. ■

A HOUSE IN HORSEFERRY ROAD. 

IN TWO PARTS. PART I. ■

It may be remembered, perhaps, by 

some of my readers, that I once went to 

reside on the breezy heights of Islington, 

Dr. CJansius having told me that living on 

high ground was good for indigestion, and 

tiiat I found him to be as ignorant in the 

matter of hygiene as he was in meta- 

physics. Therefore, when I left mj 

lodgings in Crabbe Street, I determined to 

see whether I should do any good by acting 

diametrically opposite to the counsels of 

my would-be mentor, and I took rooms in 

a street very little above the level of the 

Thames at hi^h water — to wit, Horseferry 

Road, Westmmster. My new apartments 

had many advantages. They were very 

quiet, and very light when there was no 

liver-fog about, but their chief claim to 

approbation was that they were a long 

way from the Caledonian Road, the neigh- 

bourhood in which Dr. GlauMUS then had 

his dtvelliDg. ■

=«^ ■ V ■
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Honef erry Boad without doubt possesses, 

as a thoroughfare, a certam individuality. 

It boasts of certain mock marine 

characteristics. The numbers of loafers, 

half bargee, halt dock -labourer, wearing 

real blue guernseys, and affecting the 

nautical waUr, that one sees about, and the 

smell of pitch that steals up the street 

when a baige is being caulked, suggest that 

a bit of the real port of London must have 

got adrift, and floated up on a high tide to 

Westminster. But there is, after all, a 

theatrical air about the mercantile enter- 

prise of the Horseferry Eoad, a sort of 

playing at being sailors. Those brown- 

sailed craft, almost sinking under the 

huge masses of hay and straw they 

carry, hail from the distant ports on the 

Medway or the Essex coast They have 

faced the olfactory terrors of Barking and 

Crossness, and threaded safely the perilous 

passage of Limehouse BeacL Those long, 

narrow barges, with a similar freight, come, 

peradventure, from the Midlands, bearing 

from some remote Warwickshire village 

provender for the mews of Majfair and 

Belgravia. How many locks have they 

descended, and to the voices of how many 

riverside sirens, ministering in cosy bar- 

parlours, have their bronze-featured captains 

tamed an unheeding earl But Horseferry 

Road, lying between stately Westminster 

and aesthetic Chelsea, seems a little ashamed 

of its commercial surroundings, and makes 

believe to have nothing to do with the hay 

and straw littered river-port At least, that 

was the mental attitude of my landlady 

when I went to look at the rooms I 

ultimately engaged. ■

I was very comfortable in my new 

lodgings, and the Dictionary of Meta- 

physics made rapid progress; indeed, the 

pn^rees was, for a time, a litde too rapid, 

as 1 found absolutely nothing in the con- 

templation of my Over-the- Way to distract 

my attention from my work. The house 

opposite was, to speak figuratively, com- 

pletely dumb. There was a card in the 

ground-floor window to say that lodgings 

were to be had there. The milkman called 

once a day, as he did all down the street, 

and every morning the landlady, a little 

skinny woman in a rusty black dress, 

would issue forth and return in the space 

of half an hour, bearing her stock of pro- 

visions for the day. That was all. Had 

no fresh personalities intervened, I should 

have had nothing to write on the subject 

of Horseferry Boad. Nobody in hu 

flenses could build up a story on such ■

materials. A whimsical dreamer, a man 

with an itch to invent a history about every ■

Eerson who may cross his vision, might 

ave piled together a heap of rubbish under 

such circumstances ; but I am grateful to 

remember that I have never taken up my 

pen to write the adventures of my opposite 

neighbours without being first in posses- 

sion of abundant and well-authenticated 

data to work upon. ■

But one morning, when I lifted my eyes 

from my writing, I saw that the card had 

disappeared from the window of the house 

over the way, and naturally I pricked up 

my ears at the prospect of finding some 

additional interest in the opposite dwell- 

ing which, up to this time, might quite as 

well have been a blank wall as a rateable 

tenement From that moment the progress 

of the Dictionary, of Metaphysics was 

sensibly retarded. Late in the evening a 

porter arrived with a truck, laden with 

what looked like seaman's chests, and by 

his side walked a thin, middle-aged man, 

presumably the owner of the same. The 

boxes were carried in, the middle-aged man 

followed, a ruddy glare of firelight shone 

from the hitherto dull and darksome 

windows of the first-floor-front, and I con- 

cluded that the time for observation had 

now really arrived. ■

For a day or two the new tenant did not 

leave the house at all ; but I accounted for 

this by supposing that he was busy ar- 

ranging his possessions in his new abode. 

Then one evening, as the clock struck 

seven, he issued forth and walked brisklj 

down the street, towards the river. At 

nine precisely he returned, and henceforth 

these goings and comings were accurately 

repeated each evening. On the fifth day 

after he had arrived I noticed that he 

spent much of his time in looking out of 

the window doyn the street, as if he were 

expecting the arrival of someone from that 

direction. On the sixth his pale face and 

anxious eyes were visible almost all day, 

and on the morning of the seventh like- 

wise. Then, at twelve o'clock, a big, rough, 

sailor-looking man, dressed in a blue pilot- 

coat and gilt buttons, rang at the door-bell, 

and was shown in, and remained in the 

house for about half an hour. For the 

three days succeeding I scarcely saw my 

opposite neighbour at all, save when he 

sallied forth for his evening walk ; but on 

the fourth day his face now and then 

appeared ; on the fifth he was hardly ever 

out of sight; and the sixth, and up to noon 

on the seventh, were one perpetual vigiL ■
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Then the man in the blae coat again rang 

the bell, spent half an honr in the house, 

and took his departure. Hb visit had the 

same soothing effect as the week before, 

and this effect worked off in the same time 

and in the same manner. The old rest- 

lessness returned on the fourth day, and 

the whole business was gone through over 

again. ■

This particular Over-the-Way was, in 

one sense, a new experience. I had never 

yet been called upon to watch and explain 

the actions of a man who moved with a 

regularity which would have put to shame 

the performances of many a watch of 

modem construction. What had, Mtherto, 

served to kindle my interest was the vague 

and comet-like appearances and disappear- 

ances of over the way neighbours, and I 

dare say my readers will be inclined to 

think that this mechanical gentleman, with 

no more originality than an automaton, 

must have seemed very tame to me after 

some of those whose histories I have 

already told. But after a week or two the 

very regularity of his goings and comings 

began to interest me profoundly, and even 

to exasperate me a little. A person who 

had intercourse with but one human being, 

and who was so powerfully affected by 

the advent of this solitary visitor, must 

necessarily have a story of some kind. But 

how was this story to be unravelled? I did 

not, at this period of which I am writing, 

know the full extent of Simpson's powers of 

investigation, and it seemeid to me that it 

would be a hopeless task to try to probe 

the secret life of a man who bad but one 

confidant in the world. I soon had an 

opportunity of putting my friend's skill to 

the test) for he looked in to see me one 

afternoon about a month after I had been 

provided with my new neighbour. I gave 

him a detailed account of uie drama which 

I saw performed week by week over 

the way, and though he led me to 

believe that he was fully confident of dis- 

entangling the mystery, I must say I was 

not equaUy sanguina However, in less 

than a week, he came back with the 

following history : ■

I followed our friend opposite in one of 

his evening rambles, and tracked him to a 

snug, old-fashioned public-house, about half 

a mile distant He was evidently an 

habitu^, for the landlord saluted him from 

behind the bar, and he passed into a semi- 

private little room bemnd. I made my 

way into this also ; ^hougb I could see from ■

the looks which were exchanged by the 

four or five occupants, that I was regarded 

as an interloper ; but I managed, after a 

little, to dispel the unfavourable impres- 

sion. Most of the gentlemen present were 

interested in the river trade; but, for 

reasons of my own, I turned the conver- 

sation as often as I could towards the eea 

and its perils and adventures, its fatal 

catastropnes and marvellous escapes, l^e 

gentleman from over the way grew intensely 

mterested, I could see, from his nervous 

action and restless eye, and more^ than 

once he asked me whetiier I had noticed — 

I was sitting before the open door— a man 

enter the bar dressed in a pilot-coat with 

bright buttons. One by one the company 

paid their reckoning and took their leave, 

till I was left alone with the gentleman. 

He became more talkative after we were 

left by ourselves, and I gathered easily from 

his diiscourse that he had spent a good part 

of his life on the salt water. At last he got 

up to go, and I did the same. I saw him 

leave the house, and scarcely had he passed 

the threshold before he was joined by the 

man who comes to see him once a week, a 

rough-looking sailor dressed in a blue pilot- 

coat with gilt buttons. ■

I followed them at a judicious distance, 

and was surprised to find that when they 

reached Yauxhall Bridge the sailor seized 

the middle-aged man by the arm, and 

attempted to force him to cross the bridge, 

instead of allowing him to return homa I 

stopped for a moment, and watched the 

struggle ; but when he called out, as if in 

distress, I went forward to assist him. The 

sailor slouched off, and disappeared across 

the bridge when he found he had a third 

party to reckon with, and I bade our friend 

tell me where he lived, that I might see him 

home. ■

He gave mo an address in White- 

chapel, and this attempt at concealment 

confirmed the theory Ihad already formed as 

to his story. He begged me not to trouble 

myself on his account ; he could find his 

way well enough ; he always walked back, 

and would never take me so far east at 

that time of night. I begged him 

to have no such scruples. 1 lived in 

Bethnal Green myself, and liked a long 

walk with pleasant companionship through 

the streets at night better than anything. 

He was a little staggered at this speech of 

mine ; but he saw apparently that I was 

not to be shaken off, so he started eastward 

towards his imaginary dwelling in White- 

chapeL ■

■=«= ■
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I had no intention, however, of taking 

him far. I led the way past an old- 

fashioned coffee-house, a favourite haunt 

of mine, in the neighbourhood of Leicester 

Square, and I took nim in there, nominally 

to taste a particular brand of Scotch 

whisky, but really to listen to the expla- 

nation, which I could see he was anxious 

to give me, of the strange scene I had just 

witnessed. I felt pretty confident that by 

the time this explanation should be con- 

cluded I should be in possession of the 

man's life-secret I will leave you to 

iudge how far I succeeded when you have 

heard the story he told me as we sat over 

our whisky-and-water in a snug box of the 

ancient coffee-room. I will let him speak 

for himself in the first person : ■

" My name is John Lethbridge, and the 

first act of my life which appears to me 

worthy of being recorded is my running 

away to sea at the age of eleven. My 

father was a well-to-do tradesman in a 

Yorkshire town, and destined me to succeed 

him in his business ; but in this he made 

the mbtake, so common with parents, of 

deciding how his son should pass his life 

without consulting the person most con- 

cerned in the matter, namely, mysell 

During my holidays I often went to stay 

with my grandmother, who lived at Gains- 

borough, and then I used to spend nearly 

all my time down by the quays and 

wharves, watching the round-stemed Duteh 

galliots come crawling up the Trent with 

their cargoes of seed for the mills of the 

towa Now and then, as a rare treat, old 

Sam, my grandmother's factotum, would 

make interest with one of the captains to 

let me go on board, and peer about in the 

cavernous hold and the tiny lockers, cabins, 

and companions. Ah me ! what strange 

things are n^emory and association! By 

the very mention of these early pranks of 

mine the wonderful compound odour which ■

Cnetrated everywhere is recalled to me. 

spite of the perfume of this excellent 

Glenlivat, my nose seems conscious of the 

presence of cheese, and linseed, and tar, 

and bilge-water. But I must be getting on 

with my story. My natural inclination 

for a seMaring life, fostered by the perusal 

of stories of "adventure, began to grow 

into an overmastering passion by reason of 

these real and tangible experiences of 

actual ships and sailors. Not that I ever 

thought of embarkine in such a humdrum 

Hne as the transfer of linseed and cheeses, 

coal and dry goods, from one side of the 

North Sea to the other. My ambition ■

was to be such a sailor as Captain 

Cook, or the Frenchman, La Perouse, 

cruising about amongst calm tropical seas, 

and collecting all sorts of wondenul birds, 

and weapons, and precious stones. A little 

later I studied the careers of Drake and 

Hawkins, and I sighed to thitik that the 

slave-trade was on its last legs, and that 

piracy, even when known as harassing 

the Spaniards in the Main, was hardly a 

calling which a high-spirited gentleman 

could adopt with safety or repute ; but I 

was taught by experience that at sea, as 

elsewhere, one has to begin at the beginning, 

so I ran away to Newcastle, and joined a 

collier trading between that port and 

London. A very short spell of this life 

satisfied me that I had not chosen the right 

branch of the profession. If ever any of your 

boys, sir — ^for I presume you are a family 

man — should show any inclination to 

follow my footsteps against your inclination, 

ship him on board a North Sea collier. If 

that does not cure him of his liking for 

the sea, he is a born sailor, and yon can 

let him go his own way. ■

"This was my own case. The horrors 

of the collier only convinced me that I 

must make a new start. J shipped next in 

a vessel trading between the Baltic and 

King's Lynn, and then in a coasting Medi- 

terranean steamer. I was fairly comfort- 

able in this last berth ; but I felt I should 

never be satisfied till I had crossed the 

line and the Atlantic as well, so I took the 

first chance that offered, and sailed in a 

fine barque bound for Eio and the western 

coast of South America. I stuck to the 

Clio, for I knew that I was a bit of a 

favourite with the captain, and after my 

second voyage I got appointed to the post 

of boatswain's mate, and having mastered 

the first step on the ladder of promotion, I 

began to picture myself the commander 

of a vessel as fine as or finer than the Clio 

herself. ■

" In the Clio I visited nearly every port 

of the Indies, East and West alike, and 

one autumn the owners sent us out with a 

general cargo to Sydney, or Port Jackson 

as it was then called. On this particular 

voyage we had shipped more young hands 

than usual, so my duties were rather heavier 

than they had hitherto been, but by the 

time we had doubled the Cape I had got 

them all into some sort of shape with one 

exception, and this exception was a man 

about my own age, entered in the ship's 

books under the name of Samuel Rands. ■

^' When he came on board, while we were ■
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lying in the docks, I coald see with half an 

eye that he was no seaman — that he was 

playing the same game at thirty which I 

had begun before I was into my teens, 

and if it had not happened that hands were 

very short just at that time, I should have 

advified the captain to send him about 

his business. If I had done so, you would 

not now be listening to the tale of a ruined 

wretch such as I am. ■

" Eands was a creature made of that stuff 

out of which nothing worthy the name of 

a man can ever be fashioned. He was weak in 

body, and sullen and lazy in disposition, 

so Uiat if he had been able to do his work 

the will would have been wanting. He and 

I were soon on the worst terms with each 

other, and his life could not have been a 

very pleasant one. I should not have been 

so hard with him if I had seen that he was 

trying to earn his salt He chose as his 

mate the most worthless of the crew next 

to himself, a big, hulking Irishman named 

Dennis Eyan, who likewise knew the rough 

side of my tongua They kept aloof from 

the other men all the voyage out, and when 

they came on board, before we set sail from 

Cape Town, they brought out with them a 

lot of purchases which seemed to be rather 

out of proportion to the wages of a man 

before the mast, and this circumstance, 

taken together with certain others which 

had already come to my notice, made me 

keep a sharper watch than ever over 

Mr. Samuel Rands. ■

"I first made out that Rands was nothing 

else than a 'purser's name', and that he really 

was a certain Francis Horn. I watched 

him steal aft one day with something in 

his hand, and this something he flung over- 

board, or tried to do so, but it caught in 

the chain of a port-hole, and hung flutter- 

ing in the wind. He did not, however, see 

that he had failed in his purpose, and 

walked away, while I went below and 

possessed myself of the parcel It was 

an old shirt, tied up in a knot, and 

evidently containing some other objects. 

These turned out to be several bundles of 

letters and papers, many of the former 

being dated from a place in Australia, and 

written to Horn by his mother. Nearly 

every one of them besought him to leave 

England at once and return to Australia, 

and implored him on no account to go near 

the old man at Cork. The later ones spoke 

of illness and failing health, and the last in 

date was in a strange handwriting, telling 

the news that the mother was dead. ■

" I pieced the story together as well as ■

I could. Here was the reprobate son of 

parents probably reprobate also — for in 

those days a terribly large proportion of 

the dwellers in New South Wales were 

'involuntary emigrants ' — ^who had made his 

way to Eagland and wasted all his money 

in debauchery. There was a grandfather, 

or uncle, the old man at Cork, who might 

do something for the ne'er-do-well in his 

will if they could be kept apart ; but the 

mother apparently knew them both well 

enough to be sure that her son's chances 

would not be improved by a meeting. 

Then came the news of the mother's ill- 

ness; but this was powerless to call the 

prodigal to the place where his duty lay 

so long as he had a pound to spend. Then 

the las( news and the last sovereign ; and 

the beggared profligate, finding London a 

cold home for a man with an empty pocket, 

determined to work his way out to 

Australia in the first ship which would 

take him. Then the evil chance which led 

his footsteps on board the barque Clio. ■

" After this discovery, I naturally felt a 

stronger interest than ever in the man 

whose secret I had, at least partially, 

fathomed, and I found it a little difficult 

to supply a motive for this resolve of his 

to seek again his birthplace ; but I feared 

that it would be found rather in his expec- 

tation of finding something to lay hsmds 

on, than in the pious wish to shed a 

tardy tear of repentant affection over his 

mother's tomb. I resolved to do him full 

justice, and wait till I could watch him 

and his behaviour on shore before con- 

demning him ; but fate gave me no chance 

of this. Before the grey, sullen rocks of • 

Cape Leeuwin, the first point of Australia 

we sighted, came in view, Francis Horn, 

with all his imperfections on his head, was 

rf sting, sewn up in a hammock, in the 

depths of the Southern Ocean. ■

" Horn died of infiammation of the lungs, 

so there was no reason why the health 

authorities of Sydney should have refused 

us leave to land ; but smallpox was raging 

then at the Cape, and the harbour-master 

sent us into quarantine for a week when 

he learnt where we had last touched. 

The days seemed as if they would never 

pass, but, on the last one of our captivity, 

the boat which brought out our provisions 

brought likewise a packet of letters from 

the owners' agent for the crew of the Clio. 

"Even when a man knows that the 

chances are a thousand to one against 

there being anything in the mail-bag to 

concern him, there is a sort of magnetic ■
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aitractioii to draw near while the letters 

and newspapers are being distributed. I 

had completely cat the painter as far as 

my home-friends went, and for the last 

dozen years I had held no communication 

with any of my own family; bat still I 

Baontered up to the ring which had formed 

round the Captain as he made the distri- 

bution. More than half the letters, to 

judge from the looks and the remarks of 

the recipients, must have contained bad 

news, 60 I felt little envy of them. Wheh 

the Captain had finished his task, he held 

up a long blue envelope, and called out : ■

" ' Which of you men will own the name 

of Francis Horn 1 ' ■

'* There was a dead silence. Each man 

looked about with shifty gaze, which might 

have been taken to mean that everylmy 

was willing to affirm that he knew nothing 

of Francis Horn, but that he was by no 

means sure that his words would command 

belief. Once the impulse came strong upon 

me to tell all I knew; but my eyes fell at 

that moment on the face of Dennis Eyan ; 

and I determined to hold my peace a little 

to see whether he, too, knew anything of 

his late comrade's real name. He said 

nothing but stood with his face cast into 

its orduary form of malignant stupidity. ■

'' * No one will own the name,' the Cap- 

tain went on. ' Lethbridge, come to my 

cabin ; I want to speak to you.' ■

" Captain Carter and I were very good 

friends. He was an ezceUent sailor and a ■

i'ust man, and I think he knew my value. 

! dare say this sounds a little vain to you. 

I had told him now and then stray bits of 

my past history ; and he, with his extensive 

acquaintance with sailors in general, was 

able to fill in accurately enough the parts 

which were wanting. ■

*'* Lethbridge,' he said, as I closed the 

door of his cabin, ' why didn't you speak 

out like a man, and own the name of 

Francis Horn t ' ■

"The Captain looked steadily at me 

with his steely-blue eyes, as he spoke these 

words. I was about to affirm that he was 

completely on the wrong track, and to 

ofier to bring my proofs that Francis Horn 

was the same as the man he had known 

under the name of Samuel Bands, when he 

cut me shortw ■

" ' Pon't tell more lies than you are 

forced to, Lethbridga I know how loth a 

man in your position generally is to own 

his real name. Just listen to this letter, 

which I have received from a London 

lawyer, before you say any more.* ■

" And then he read me the letter. It 

was written by the man of law, who had 

evidently been commissioned to find Francis 

Horn, to the Captain of the ship in which 

that worthy was supposed to have sailed. 

Francis Horn was wanted, it was clear, but 

there was nothing in the Captain's letter 

to tell the reason why. As the Ci^tain 

read over the description of the missing 

man, it struck me with surprise to mark 

how a written inventory might fit accurately 

either one of two persons bearing by no 

means any remarkable likeness to each 

other. Never till then had I remarked 

that the same tint of hair and complexion 

would describe both Horn and myself; 

that both of us had lost a front tooth ; that 

we both stooped in our gait, and carried 

the left shoulder rather higher than the 

right As soon as the Captain besan to 

read, the feeling of curiosity, whicn had 

possessed me when I had first fathomed 

Horn's secret, began to wax stronger. 

Many and many a time I had vowed that I 

would satisfy myself as to the past history 

of this man, who, worthless loafer as he 

was, had certainly exercised a strange 

influence over me ; and by the time the 

Captain had brought his letter to an end, 

my mind was made up. The clue I was in 

search of might lie within the four comers 

of the blue envelope which he was 

balancing in his fingers, and when there 

was sOence I neither spoke nor lifted my 

eyes. ■

" * What do you say now, Lethbridge t ' 

said the Obtain. ■

** ' Say, Captain ! ' I replied. ' Say that 

it is no use trying to keep anything dark 

when you have the watch.' ■

*'And then he handed me the long 

envelope, and in ten minutes everybody in 

the ship knew that Francis Horn was a 

man who had run away to sea under the 

name of John Lethbridge. I, meantime, 

was mastering the contents of the letter 

of which I hm thus feloniously obtained 

possession." ■

ON GHOSTS. ■

We own frankly, at the outset of this 

paper, that we are at times inclined to 

think that the dear old lady who used to 

declare that, though she did not believe in 

ghosts, she was very much afraid of them, 

is not quite so much in the minority as 

sceptical folk would have us believe ; for 

we venture to state boldly that the most 

strong-miuded persoii among us cannot ■
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have passed through life without once 

and again pausing to consider whether 

ghosts are quite as impossible as they 

would very much like to believe they ■

are. ■

And, be it understood, we are not now 

alluding to the mere vulgar phantom, 

livid with green, ghastly rays of light, clad 

in a long, white garment, and accompanied 

by the orthodox rattling of chains, whose 

existence is now almost entirely confined 

to the cheaper form of Christmas annuals ; 

but to the more refined spirits whose pre- 

sence is obvious indeed to all those wnose 

minds are endued with sentiment, and 

who are able to look beneath the surfaces 

of life and discover for themselves that 

there is more, both in heaven and earth, 

than is dreamt even of in their philosophy. 

To such a mind as this, the idea of a family- 

ghost would come naturally enough. The 

ghost may be of some far-off ancestor, 

whose portrait hangs in the great hall, and 

whose unwritten story is handed down 

from father to son, either as an example or 

as a deterrent— or the spirit of some nearer 

relation, a mother, or a little sister, may 

be elected to the position of family-ghost 

and may almost be considered in the 

light of a guardian angel ■

How many little quarrels have not been 

stayed half-way by an appeal to some such 

a memory 1 Many hearts have been 

knit together by the intangible touch of 

spirit-hands ; and who shall say that they 

do not come to us, as we sit alone, and 

ponder over the time when they were yet 

with us, until we can almost believe we 

feel their soft, mist-like touch upon our 

shoulders, the while we seem to hear whis- 

pered to us ideas and thoughts too grand, 

too beautiful, too true, not to have been 

spoken by those who have journeyed 

farther than we have, and who know where 

we only believe 1 ■

There is no other way of accounting for 

the manner in which tender remembrances 

of our dead friends seem always present in 

our hearts. We may not Imow we are 

thinking of them ; but their memory never 

leaves us, and is with us, reminding us of 

the faint perfume that hangs about old 

letters, which is too slight to call a scent, 

but which is inseparable from them : just as 

the remembrance of our dead is inseparable 

from our lives ; just as their unknown pre- 

sence may be the cause of many a delight- 

ful idea, many a beautiful thought which 

comes to us, we know not whence, in a 

moment, as if some flash of lightning had ■

suddenly illumined the path we have to 

tread. ■

Think one moment: has no such 

mysterious assistance been vouchsafed to 

you at some critical period of your lifet 

Have you not been conscious of some reason 

for drying your tears as you sat alone, 

perhaps at Ghristmastide, and gazed at the 

empty chairs where they were once wont to 

sit? ■

Has no peculiar influence ever inspired 

you to noble deeds, to good worn, or 

opened out to you the fairy-land of fancy ? 

If to these questions you are constrained 

to answer, yes; then believe you, too, 

have that best of all possessions — a family 

ghost ■

There is no reason why such a fancy 

should be nothing save a mere idea. No 

reason why, when we close the coffin-lid 

on the altered face of our nearest and 

dearest, we should believe that we shall 

meet no more ; hold no more communica- 

tion with them, until we, too, are chanced 

out of all knowledge, and we cometogewer 

again in the Paradise of God. ^ ■

Better surely than credence in so entire 

a separation is a belief in a family ghost, 

who is ready and yearning to give us 

whispered counsel if we are on^ wise 

enough to recognise its presence. Better 

to believe that the clear sight and wide 

knowledge, that were of such inesti- 

mable vfdue to us when our friend was yet 

with us, are not lost to us entirely, but are 

still ours at quiet moments when we sit 

and think of those we have lost^ and can 

believe they come to us, if only to remind 

us of what they once were. ■

This fanciful theory must, after all, 

remain a mere effort of the imagination, 

but there is yet another side to contem- 

plata ■

That side, for example, presented by 

those who, having lost a darling child, do 

not shrink from a remembrance of the 

innocent little creature, but rather make a 

pious practice of talking of it, dius keeping 

its memory for ever green. ■

Like a shrine, the tiny portrait is erected 

on the nursery-shelf, and the children 

always keep flowers before it, speaking of 

their brother or sister in heaven as if she 

or he were still one of them — much 

holier, better, too, than they are, and by 

whose supposed standard of right and 

wrong conduct is measured, and temper 

governed. ■

The idea that evil behaviour may pain 

their absent sister in her rest quickly ■
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xorcises the demon, and keeps a whole- ■

i6 check over hasty hands. 

is impossible for anyone who knows 

nursery to doabt that the children 

V aro not all the better, sweeter, and ■

ader, because they unhesitatingly believe ■

uat, though absent in the flesh, Uie spirit ■

is yet with them, leading them gently on ■

to that home which, after all, is such a Uttle ■

way off 1 ■

Have not family quarrels among older 

people been occasionally ended, also, by a 

recollection that a dead parent may be 

troubled by conduct that would have 

pained her terribly when alive 1 If so, 

sorely she yet speaks to her children in a 

voice that is audible in their hearts, if 

nowhere else. ■

If we once recognise the possibility of 

such communion with our dead, there 

i8 small limit to the train of thought 

that could be followed, for then we should 

remember other and evil ancestors of ours 

who stand ever by us, ready to prompt 

us to the committal of those very sins 

which marred their own lives. ■

Yet, even if this be so, much good may 

still be gathered ; for a due contemplation 

of their careers, and the end thereof, may 

be of great service to us ; for, recognising 

what we inherit, and availing ourselves of 

their experience, we can use them as 

stepping-stones, climbing up from their 

vices to higher and better things. ■

But ghosts are not always merely spirits 

of the departed, but exist around us in a 

thousand other forms, all more or less 

easily recognisable by tibe initiated. ■

Who does not know people who are 

quite as intangible as any spirit, whose 

lives seem absolutely formless, and whose 

real personality we are never able to grasp, 

and of whom, after years of civilities and 

visiting, we know no more than we did the 

first day we metl We never find out 

what they think, what they like, or what 

they are. They are to us only as so many 

shadows cast upon a blind which we see 

when we pass in the street ; and nothing 

surprises us so much as to discover that 

sadi folk as these are ill, and suffer, and 

finally die, for they never seemed to us to 

be real enough to do anything save just 

exist. ■

Then there are rows upon rows of 

ghosts-houses built all around us every 

year, looking so exactly alike, furnished aU 

on the same plan, and all more or less 

draughty and wretched, and never becom- 

ing homes, because no one remains in them ■

long enough to imbue them with any 

personality. ■

But perhaps the most trying of all the 

ghosts that exist around us are those books 

that are surely nothing but the merest, 

most flimsy of ghosts ; where we begin to 

read, and cannot comprehend ; where the 

sentences look plain enough, but are abso- 

lutely without meaning; and where the 

plot, or central idea, escapes us continually, 

and which we are forced to put aside, de- 

daring that, ghost-like inde^, tiiej have 

evaded us altogether, and that we are 

powerless either to grasp them or compre- 

hend them in the least. ■

And yet there is another far more satis- 

factory asi>ect of the ghost-book, and one 

also tiiat is much better known, for who 

among us has not at some time been 

haunted by those who have never existed 

save in the fertile brains of our favourite 

authors 1 ■

Who has not parted with such spirits as 

these, as with an old and familiar friend, 

feeling, when closing the boards of some 

fascinating story, that we have bid adieu 

to a pleasant chapter in one's life, and 

seen the last of a delightful acquaintance, 

who never seems the less real because he or 

she has neither lived, nor walked, nor 

spoken human words from human lips 1 ■

Still yet another hint of ghost existence 

is curiously given us at times, by weird, 

fantastic nooks and comers of scenery 

on which we stumble occasionally in our 

walks, and which, somehow or other, we 

are never able to find again. For example, 

we may take a stroll one afternoon, not 

looking out particularly for landmarks, 

when suddenly we see what appears to be 

a corner of fairyland. Far off " the horns 

of elf -land faintiy blowing " can be heard ; 

delicate mosses and ferns deck the border 

of the babbling stream, or divers-coloured 

autumn leaves cover the ground ; and we 

gaze up to the light blue sky through a 

lace-like tracery of thin, stripped boughs. 

We drink it all in and go away, determined 

to come again ; but we can never do so. 

Something nas confused the road to it, or 

the trees may all have been cut down, the 

stream dried up, the state of the atmo- 

sphere may be changed — we know not 

we reason, and are only aware that^ try 

how we may, we can never find that 

lovely spot aeain; ghost-like, it either 

evades us tant{£singly, or has vanished into 

thin air. ■

These ghosts are, after all, but pleasant 

and harmless ones, and as such are to be ■
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welcomed among us, or else lightly thought 

over and smiled at. Still, there are others 

as real as any we have spoken of, which 

are dreadful possessions in truth. ■

Ghosts, for example, of past follies, that 

will not be laid ; that are strong and 

rebellious, and that appear rattling their 

bones and filling the atmosphere with 

their charneMike odours when we had 

quite forgotten they existed. Ghosts of 

dead loves that smile in the eyes of living 

ones, and mock them by suggestions that 

such as they can never resJly die; and 

most of all, perhaps, ghosts of inherited 

passions and sins — which, conquered and 

laid to rest as regards ourselves, start into 

new life in our children, and jeer at us with 

their lips when we had hoped they were 

parted with for ever. ■

Oh, rather than contemplate such as 

these, we would return simply to the first 

idea of the precious possession of a tender, 

loving family-ghost I Let xis all welcome 

such among us, believing in the sweet 

superstition, and looking forward to the 

time when we too shall join the spirit- 

world, and find out for ourselves that the 

idea of a ghost is not quite such a childish, 

foolish notion after all ■

So will we not say, with Hamlet, ** Alas, 

poor ghost I" but rather: "Welcome among 

us, dear and sacred spirit-world — dear 

ghosts of friends, of happy times, of places, 

and holy memories — the while we relegate 

those ghosts entirely that are comprised in 

intangible people, and in past sins, to that 

border-land of spirits, where we fondly 

hope we ourselves wfll never be con- 

strained to stray." ■

a;^ictim:s. ■

By TIIEO gut. ■

Author qj " LH LoHmer," *'An Alibi and its Price," ■

Etc., Etc. ■

CHAPTER IV, ITPIIUS Oil TYPHOID 1 ■

" There was another death today," said 

the Count, a stout, pompous-looking man 

on the wrong side of forty, with puffy, 

bilious-hued cheeks, a strong, clean-shaven, 

blue-black chin, and a large, loose-lipped 

mouth, hidden — beneficially for himself — 

under a well -waxed moustache; ''Jules 

B]in, a fisherman and goemon gatherer. 

Did you hear of it, St Laurent? The 

disease is certainly spreading." ■

It was on the evening described in the 

fiisb chapter, and Vera, having finished 

serving the three whist-players with their ■

cofl'ee, and having received a gruff " Mcrci, 

p'tite chatte " from her father, and a touch 

on the extreme tips of her fingers from the 

Count's lips in requital of the attention, 

had conveyed Leah's cup to her at the 

piano, where the two girls were sitting, 

when these words fell on tho older ono's 

cars, and, a little startled, sho lifted her 

head to listen. ■

" Yes ; I heard it," said M. St. Laurent 

sourly. ** Those Blins are tenants of mine, 

worse luck. It was always difiicutt enough 

to get any rent from them, and now, I 

suppose, I shall get none, for P'tit Jean, 

our weed- picker, tells me the wife is down 

with the fever too, so I suppose she wUl go 

next" ■

"Oh, Vera, do you think they are 

speaking of my M^re Blin, the lame woman 

with the pretty children 1 " Leah whispered 

eagerly to her fiiend, who, however, only 

looked up at her vaguely. Vera had not 

been attending to the conversation. The 

Count was busy marking at the moment 

When he had finished he said slowly : ■

"It is most annoying, this epidemic 

breaking out just now, for, as Dr. Dupr^ 

says, when it does brave our sea-breezes at 

all it makes friends with them, it remains, 

and one cannot turn it out First one's 

rent-payers die, and there is no money 

coming in ; then arrives M. le Cur^ with, 

' My people are sick, and want nurses; pay 

for them. My people are djring, and want 

cojQ^s ; pay for them.' Enfin, you might 

almost equally die yourself as be ruined. 

Why not ? It is only one step from the 

village to the ch&teaux." ■

Madame St Laurent nearly made a 

revoke, and Leah could see her thin face, 

looking pinched and anxious, in the little 

spot of yellow light formed by the two 

tall candles on the whist-table. She said 

hurriedly to her husband : ■

" P'tit Jean sleeps with his parents in the 

village. He had better not do so in future ; " 

and monsieur grunted in assent It was 

very rarely, save with his "fidus Achates", 

the Count, that he vouchsafed more than 

a monosyllable in answer. ■

Leah bent her head over Vera, who, as 

usual, was seated on a stool at her feet, 

and asked : ■

" What epidemic are they talking of, 

Veral I had not heard anything of it 

before, had you ? " ■

Vera shook her head. ■

"Epidemiol No, not I," she said in 

the somewhat dreamy tone which, at times, 

irritated Leah's more energetic nature, her ■
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soft hazel eyes gazing dreamily out throngh 

tiie open French-window to the terrace 

outside, across which a warm south breeze 

was blowing a handfol of loosened rose- 

petala from a bnsh hard by. ■

Farther away, the golden-fmited boughs 

of the apple-trees in the orchard were 

toesing darkly affamst the soft deep blue 

of the evening sky, and from the yard at 

Ae rear of the house came now and then 

the low of wakeful kine or sharp bark of 

the watch-dog. ■

" Tell me some more about your sister's 

little children/' she went on, as though fpl- 

lowins some train of thought "How I 

should like to see them ! I so often wish I 

had some child to kiss, and pet, and make 

fond of m& Are your nieces fond of 

you, Leah 1 Oh, don't go listening to that 

stupid talk over there, but teU me about 

them ! " ■

But Leah was too much interested in the 

talk to attend to her. ■

"What sickness is it that you are 

speaking of, madame 1 " she saidf, raising 

her voice so that it should reach the group 

at the card-tabla "Vera told me that 

there was a good deal of illness in the 

village at present^ and when we were out 

to-day we twice heard the church-bell 

tolling, as if for someone dead. Is it any- 

thing very bad 1 " ■

Madame St Laurent looked up with the 

worried expression deeper on her face. She 

seemed almost annoyed at having been 

asked the question, and answered with 

even more than her usual hesitation : ■

" Oh no, I think not ; only — only a sort 

of low typhoid fever. They— they often 

have it at Quimper and Pont I'Abb^ when 

the weather has been very hot after a wet 

June as we have had it this year ; and, I 

believe, there have been a few cases in die 

village here; but nothing — nothiug that 

need alarm you at all, or mske you shorten 

your visit to us." ■

" Dame! but I hope not, indeed ! " cried 

the Count gallantly. " We could ill-afford 

to spare mademoiselle for a day of her 

remaining time, and if you are at all 

nervdtis down here at Les Cb4taigniers — 

which does, in fact, chance to be on the 

high road between the village and Pont 

TAbb^^ — ^you had all better come to Mailly. 

We stand higher there, you know, and, 

if St Laurent will excuse me, are better 

drained. I only wish my step-mother and 

her daughters were there to welcome you, 

bat they are such cowards that the mere 

whisper of fever, even as far off from us ■

as Quimner, is enough to keep them from 

visiting Mailly for a whole summer. They 

go to Dinan instead, and if later on 

Mdlle. Vera could be persuaded to join 

them there for a while, I am sure my 

sisters, who are devoted to her *' ■

But Madame St Laurent broke in 

nervously : ■

" Oh, thank you — thank you ! but I 

think not Vera is so youog, such a 

child, that too much excitement is not 

good for her, and after that which she 

has already enjoyed in Miss Josephs's 

visit " ■

" Only, my dear madame, if she is in 

the least nervous about this epidemic" ■

" Oh, M le Comte, pray do not use such 

an ugly word ! I assure you, we thii^ it 

wiser not to talk about unpleasant things ; 

far less make ourselves nervous over them. 

Shall we go on with our game 1 I don't 

think fevers and things of that sort are 

interesting subjects of conversation before 

young ladies." ■

And the subject was dropped accord- 

ingly, to the disappointment of one of the 

young ladies, at any rate, who found some- 

thing more unpleasant than sickness to her 

in the callousness towards those suffering 

from it with which it had been discussed ; 

and when a few moments later Madame 

St Laurent made her usual prim request for 

" a little music ", it was Vera's voic^ alone 

which rose obediently in the gay little 

French ditty : ■

** Que tout le monde soit gai, cherie, 

Que tout le monde soit gai ; 

Car Bi tu m'aimes, 

Et si je t'aime, 

Ou peut faire ce qu*on plait, ch^rie, 

Ou peut faire ce qu'on plait." ■

That night, however, as Leah was going 

to bed, there was a knock at the door,' and 

rather to her surprise Joanna entered. The 

Jewish girl had not undressed. .She had 

only taken down the thick, wavy masses 

of her hair, and having exchanged her 

evening dress for a loose cotton wrapper, 

was standing by the window gazing 

thoughtfully out into the blueness and 

stUlness, the soft semi-obscurity of the 

summer night Her room was in an upper 

storey, and looked down on the avenue of 

chestnuts with their distorted, wind-bent 

trunks and waving interlacement of boughs. 

Just now the moon, unseen itself, was 

shedding a rain of silver over the glossy, 

sharp-toothed leaves, and filling sJl the 

landscape and its enclosing atmosphere 

with a kind of pale, misty radiance. There 

was not much to see that was beautiful or ■
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pictoresqae ; not muoh of anything indeed, 

for the long line of tree-tops intenered to 

shut out the undulating cornfields and 

meadows, and little, heavily-thatched 

cottages which lay beyond; but^ farther 

still, there rose up the long bald shoulcier 

of the hill, over which she and Vera had 

come that afternoon, lying white as snow 

in the moonlight, and peering over the 

summit^ blocked out solidly against the 

blue, star-filled sky, the square tower and 

open belfry of the parish church of St. 

Tryphine-par-mer. ■

Careless St Tryphine, she thought, too 

happy in heaven to look after her village 

by the sea, and keep fever and sickness 

from the hardworking fishermen and their 

black-eyed, snowy-coued wives I And more 

careless landowners and gentry, who could 

discuss the theme as one simply entailing 

so much annoyance or discomfort on them- 

selves, and drop it as soon as it became 

unpleasant or tedious. She had always 

disliked the Count. There was something 

distastefully cynical and arrogant in his 

manner, even when it affected the greatest 

deference — something at once cruel and 

sensual in his expression, more especially 

when his gaze rested on Vera, which filled 

her with absolute repulsion ; but this even- 

ing she thought he was even .worse than 

M. and Madame St. Laurent in the selfish 

indifi'erence, or the still more selfish irri- 

tation they had displayed towards the 

pathetic misery suggested by even those 

few words of details uttered with regard 

to the malady which seemed to be ravaging 

their poorer neighbours. For the Count, 

at least, was rich, and therefore able to do 

much in alleviating the sufferings of the 

hardworking, poverty-stricken people. He 

was the hereditary owner, not only of poor 

little rock -bound St. Tryphine-par-mer 

itself, but of the wide heatlis and desolate 

but gold-productive salt-marshes, amidst 

which his lordly chateau lay in a green and 

fertile oasis. His ancestors lay thickly 

under the dark grey stones paving the 

little churcL Many sturdy fishermen 

and lean, brown - cheeked labourers had 

fought and died around his grandfather, 

battling like tigers to the last for the 

Boyaliat cause in the days of Carrier and 

Fouquier Tinville ; while M. St. Laurent, 

though of old family, was comparatively a 

new comer in Finisterre — his father having 

purchased the little property of Les Cha- 

taigniers when he was quite a young mao, 

and settled himself down there, an men to 

the place and the people, and bent only on ■

getting as much out of both, and doing as 

well for himself as possible. St Laurent^ 

senior, was a close-fisted, prudent, business- 

like man, who beginning with a good 

fortune, managed it to the best advantage, 

succeeded admirably in all his under- 

takings, and died, hated indeed by lus 

poor tenants and the surrounding 

peasantry, but well content with himself 

and leaving his son, as he imagined, 

to follow in his footsteps. The present 

M St Laurent, however, had not been so 

fortunate. Educated in a far more ex- 

travagant and effeminate manner than 

his father, he had early launched out into 

expenses far beyond his means, and, living 

as much in Paris as possible, had drawn so 

largely, even in his father's lifetime, on 

his future resources, that on the former's 

death he entered on his inheritance a 

heavily -embarrassed man, weighed down 

by debts which no future economies or 

additional grindings down of his servants 

and tenants could make up for. ■

He had been strenuously advised by his 

lawyers to marry, farm his own estate, and 

economise, and when pleasures had begun 

to pall upon him he had adopted this 

advice ; but he had no talent for farming, 

and no affection for the country. His 

fields produced less than any others ; his 

cattle died ; his workpeople cheated him. ■

Leah did not need to live three months 

at Les Ch4taigniers before finding out that 

money was by no means a plentiful thing 

there, and that, despite the family carriage, 

the formalities, and exclusiveness, tiie 

St Laurents were obliged to combine 

many small economies with mjofih. outward 

assumption, and but for help, which she 

shrewdly suspected they obtained from 

the Comte de Mailly, might have been in 

even worse casa ■

As for these poor Blins, of whom Leah 

was thinking as she stood by the window, 

they lived in a miserable cottage belonging 

to M. St Laurent, and had first attracted 

the Jewish girl's notice by the Murillo-like 

beauty of one of the chudren, a velvety- 

eyed urchin with scarcely a rag to his back, 

who had begged of her '' un p'tit sous p'r 

acheter d'pain' as she and Vera were 

passing one day. The mother was hope- 

lessly lame, but managed to keep the 

hovel they lived in in decent order, and 

to earn a little money bv spinning ; and 

the husband, much older than herself, was, 

as the Count had said, a ''goemon" 

gatherer. Once, indeed, Leah and Vera 

had lingered to watch him and two or three ■
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others of his trade from a sheltered nook 

m the cliffs as, one stormy morning in 

spring, they stood down among the 

blackened rocks on the beach below, the 

hu^e wares dashing high over the tops of 

their sei^boots, streaUng their brawny 

limbs with white foam, and well-nigh 

smothering them with spray, as they 

hurled far out into the deep the long 

lassoes armed with a trident-shaped hook 

at the end with which they were provided^ 

and which, entanglins itself among the 

masses of tawny, thick -meshed seaweed 

colouring the surf for fathoms out^ enabled 

them^ to dra^ it up on the shore, there to 

remain until it was dry enough to be carted 

away to the manufacturers. ■

^er that Leah had often stopped to say 

a kindly word in passing toBlin's crippled 

wife as she sat at the door with her spin- 

ning, or to bestow a handful of bon-bons 

on the five merry, sunburnt toddlers who 

used to come rushing out with shouts of 

joy to greet her, and as she thought of 

ihem at present, and then of the little 

picture which had pleased her artistic eye 

that evening — the mournful little proces- 

sion, the women (some of them weeping 

visibly) in their flapping, white-winged 

caps, blue aprons, and short, dark-coloured 

skirts ; the men bare-headed and holding 

their great, broad-leafed felt hats in their 

hands; and the swinging censers of acolytes, 

with their thin trails of blue smoke float- 

ing behind them — her heart swelled with 

pity and almost remorse, and she wished 

that she could have followed, too, and 

shared in their ministrations to the dying 

mother, stretched out upon her hard Uttle 

bed beside her husband's corpse. ■

" But at least I will go to-morrow,'' she 

said to herself. "There is nothing con- 

tagious in typhoid, and I must find out who 

is taking care of those poor little children. 

Yes; come in," as a Knock at the door 

interrupted her, and then the handle was 

turned, and Joanna entered, looking as 

amusingly like her mistress as she generally 

contrived to do, her long, lean figure clad 

in one of the latter's caat-off gowns, her 

straight red hair flattened down in similar 

bands to madame's over her ears, her very 

voice sounding (by dint of long companion- 

ship) with the same accent. ■

"^eg pardon, miss, for disturbing you," 

she said in her abrupt way ; " but Mrs. 

Sinlorren and me " — this was Joanna's 

mode of alluding to her mistress, whom, ar 

Leah had often noticed, she never dignified 

by the latter name, or addressed by the ■

orthodox "ma'am" after the manner of 

servants generally — "have been tidking 

about this fever, and she asked me to beg 

you particular not to go into any of the 

cottc^es, or get talking with the common 

folks here while it's about She don't want 

to risk its getting into this house." ■

"Certainly not," said Leah; "but is 

there any fear of that 1 I have always 

heard that typhoid was not catching in that 

sense — that it comes from bad smells, bad 

water, or bad food, and isn't passed on 

from one person to another like typhus or 

small-pox. ■

" Very likely you're right, miss. I don't 

know nothink about that ; but you see this 

is typhus, not typhoid, and as far as I've 

seen, that passes on to anyone as comes 

nigh it." ■

"Typhus! Are you sure, Joanna 1" 

Leah asked rather incredulously. "Your 

mistress told us quite distinctly downstairs 

that it was only typhoid, and seemed to 

think very little of it." ■

" Did she 1 Ah, that was because Vera 

was there, I expect. And that reminds 

me I was to ask you also, miss, not to make 

much of it yourself to the chUd, or go talk- 

ing of it before her, for she's such a timid 

little thing, she'd as like as not go and fret 

herself sick with the mere dread of the 

thing." ■

"Is she as nervous as all that, Joanna 1 

I didn't know it." ■

"She's not nervous, miss; she's just 

cowardly, and always was from a babe ; 

though, as I've just told Mrs. Sinlorren, I 

don't hold with cockering that sort of 

thing, which I think is just silliness." ■

Aiiother peculiarity of Joanna's ! Though 

a most faithful and devoted servant, slaving 

untiringly in her mistress's service, and at 

her beck and caH for everything she 

needed — the only person, indeed, in whom 

MadameSt Laurentseemed really to confide, 

or to whom she spoke with anything like 

ease or freedom — the woman constantly 

manifested to her an air of resent- 

ment and offhand independence which 

struck Leah the more because madame, 

usually so formal and punctilious, never 

seemed to be aware of it. True, madame 's 

punctilios sometimes took Leah by surprise, 

and made her wonder if they belonged 

to some antiquated or foreign rules of 

etiquette ; but in all times and countries it 

has been the rule in families of any 

position for servants to treat their em- 

ployers with a certain amount of sub- 

servience; whereas Joanna thought nothing ■
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of contradicting her mistress flatly, or 

announcing her own contrary intentions 

when given an order to do anything which 

she did not approve of; and instead of 

reprimanding her for this im^rtinence, 

Madame St Laurent either ignored it 

altogether or apologised for it in her 

absence on the score of long service and 

fidelity, and took more trouble than before 

to propitiate and keep her in good humour. ■

** Mrs. Sinlorren's what you call nervous/' 

the woman went on now, " ridicklously so, 

I think ; but not about illness, or things of 

that sort ; but if Vera sees anyone with a 

tooUiache she thinks they're going to die, 

and wants to run away at once. She takes 

after her grandmother, who, they say, did 

die of nothing in the world but fright, 

because her pet terrier snapped at her 

when she was teasine it I suppose 

cowardice do run in Uie blood like other 

things ; and Yera's supposed to take after 

her grandma in most ways." ■

" Her grandmamma on the mother's side, 

I suppose, Joanna, as Jiliss Vera is so fair. 

She certainly doesn't resemble her father 

at all." ■

"Ah, but it's her father's mother I'm 

speaking of, miss, and they say she was 

fair too— as fair as a lily, and her feet and 

hands so small, you'd only to look at 

'em to tell her breeding. She was a 

Rooshian countess," said Joanna with 

evident pride. ■

Leah smiled. ■

" Well, your young lady's hands are very 

pretty, too," she said pleasantly. ■

"Yes; they're pretty enough, if they 

wasn't so dead white. I like a little life- 

blood in people myseli Now, her mother 

had as pretty a colour again as she when 

she was a young woman, and she could do 

somethink with her hi^ds. Vera's are just 

as helpless as a baby's; but I suppose 

that's uke her grandma, too, who never 

did no earthly thing, so I've heard, but 

twiddle her dog's ears and roll up 

cigarettes to smoke." ■

"Well, Joanna, Miss Vera doesn't do 

that^ at any rate," said Leah, unable to 

resist a laugh at the idea of her demure 

little friend with a cigarette between her 

lips. ■

Joanna smiled grimly. ■

" No ; nor I don't think her ma wad|l 

stand it if she wanted to. Not bat whsi 

Rooshan countesses do smoke for all tiw 

world like men, and no one thinks an j die 

worse of them. But, there, as I tell Mn. 

Sinlorren every day, if she'd only ka^ 

her mind to it, a decent EnglishwomaB 

is as good, any time, as the beat-baiB 

furriner, be she Rooshan or French." ■

"That is right enougtu Stand ap tot 

your own country, even if you are away 

from it," said Leah good-naturedly, and 

then she added : "You have been with the 

family here a long time, I suppose, Joannal 

Did your mistress bring you over with her 

when she married, or did you enter her 

service afterwards 1 " ■

It was an innocent enough question, 

asked with no particular interest; but 

Joanna drew herself up stiffly at once, and 

flushed as red as though some hidden 

ofience were contained in it ■

" No, miss ; Mrs. Sinlorren didn't bring 

me here," she said haughtily. "She wrote — 

if you're curious about itF-and asked^ me 

for to come and live with her, and I did — 

of my own accord And now, miss, if you'll 

be kind enough to remember the message 

I brought yon, and keep clear of this nasty 

infectious disease, 111 bid you good-night. 

There ain't anything else you want, I 

suppose 1 " ■

She went away without waiting for 

an answer, and Leah fairly burst out 

laughing. ■

" What an odd creature !" she said to her- 

self. "And how amusingly like her mistress 

even in her absurd reserve. I once asked 

madame what part of England she came 

from, and she reddened in just tho same 

way, and said, 'Essex,' aa shortly as 

though I had been impertinent to her. 

They are the oddest household altogether, 

and, if madame were not such a great lady, 

I should almost say she might be her ■

maid's " But another thought struck ■

her, and she stopped short, her gaze 

travellbg towards the distant church- 

tower again. "I wonder if it is really 

typhus," she said "At any rate, I dare 

not risk going after those poor children 

with the doubt" ■
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A STERN CHASE. ■

A STORY IN THREE PARTS. 

Bt MBS. OASHEL HOEY. ■

THE THIRD PART. 

CHAPTER III. JULIAN'S EVIL GENIUS. ■

Mr. Wtndham*s rooms were situated 

advantsgeoasly for his bosiness, that of 

money-lending, in a fashionable street off 

Pall MalL They consisted of a commodious 

first floor ; they were famished in a com- 

' fortable style, inclining to the solid, and 

not affected by the rag-andplatter fashion 

of recent years; they were eminently 

> decorous, and not dolL These rooms did 

not wear the sort of aspect that immediately 

reveals the character and pursuits of an 

occupant^ and in this respect they were 

Uke the outward semblance of their owner 

himseli There was nothing remarkable, 

certainly nothing mysterious, about Mr. 

Wyndham, and yet, for a man living in the 

busy world of London, and doing a satis- 

factory amount of business in a tolerably 

fair way — or, at all events, in a way that 

had not hitherto brought him into trouble— - 

singularly little was known about him. 

There was, in fact, only one person of his 

acquaintance who could have told any 

whom it miffht concern that the well- 

preserved, weU-dressed Mr. Wyndham had 

once called himself James Willeeden, had 

lived . by precarious employment in the 

lower walks of journalism, and had been 

on a certain occasion hardly distinguishable 

from a tramp. ■

The earlier experiences of his life had, 

no doubti been hard ; he had learned in 

the school of self-earned poverty and pri- 

vation that which certain natures never can 

ordoleam — how tomakethemost of a really 

good chance when it offered — and he had ■

■

life by a sedulous course of money-getting 

ever since one daring venture had supplied 

him with tools wherewith to practise what 

Captain Wragge calls "human agriculture ". 

Mr. Wyndham's methods were, however, 

simpler and more avowable than those of 

the proto-typical "agriculturist", probably 

because he possessed the immense advan- 

tage of having started with capital, in the 

first place; and, in the second, because 

caution was also among the well-learned 

lessons of his Ufa He was content with 

small things in the early days of his trans- 

formation from Mr. James Willesden, of 

nowhere in particular, to Mr. John Wynd- 

ham, of Plutus Place, Pall MalL ■

It is probable that seldom in the history 

of moneyhas any sum been made to increase f 

and multiply more largely, than the five 

thousand pounds which Lilias Merivale had 

paid for the information sold to her by 

James Willesden, and for the possession of 

Hugh Bosslyn*s child. The man's plan had 

proved perfectly successfiil ; he had never 

been seen or heard of since he handed over 

the child and the papers by which his 

statement was proved, to Lilias, in the 

general waiting-room at the London Bridge 

Station. Until her remembrance of him 

grew dim with time, and the secure custom 

of her darling^s presence, she had suffered, 

as her characteristic sensitiveness rendered 

her capable of suffering, about things long 

past; from the horrid recollection that the 

woman whom Hugh had loved had been 

in this man's power — had been his 

wife; but of late he never crossed her 

mind at aU. She might have met him 

anywhere, any number of times, at a period 

much nearer to the James Willesden epoch 

of his existence than that at which her 

eyes reaUv did rest unconsciously upon him, . 

and not nave found a^ord_of association | ■
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He was equally safe from recognition by 

Colonel Coortland, who, in addition to his 

naturally indolent and incorioos way, had 

taken it for granted that the man who had 

come to Lilias with so strange, yet true a 

story, and stipulated for secrecy until he 

should have had time to get away, was 

gone out of the country for good or ill 

with his price — its amount Lilias had not 

divulged — and was a person to be hence- 

forth dismissed from the memory of all 

concerned. Before Mr. Wyndham settled 

down to the doing of a satisfactory business 

in usury at his rooms in Plutus Place, he 

had turned over his capital more than once 

or twice, in ways with which this story is 

not concerned, and by the time he was 

installed in these comfortable quarters. 

Colonel Gourtland would hare been as little 

likely as Lilias to have recognised him. 

He had never resorted to any disguise ; he 

had trusted with well-placed confidence to 

the effect of time, the change of abode, 

and the influence of easy circumstances, 

good living, and good clothes. ■

^ In one instance only had he been out in 

his reckoning. It chanced that^ at a time 

when things were going very well with 

Mr. Wyndham, although he had not yet 

attamed to Plutus Place, he found himself 

in need of legal advice, and was recom- 

mended to put himself into the hands of 

Messrs. VignoUes and Jackson, of Lmcoln's 

Inn Fields. Shortly afterwards, a young 

gentleman from the office of that highly 

respectable firm called, as tiie bearer of 

a confidential communication, upon Mr, 

Wyndham, and a- mutual recognition 

ensued. Julian Courtland could not be 

mistaken in the identity of the man with 

whom he had played cards at a public- 

house at Chouffhton — having secretly got 

out of his nucleus house at night— while the 

man's wife still lay unburied, and Mr. 

Wyndham was, for once in his life, startled, 

when he found himself confronted by an 

eye-witness to one of the discreditable 

incidents of his former career. 

^ The difficulty was formidable, but a 

timely recollection of the circumstances 

under which he had met Julian Courtland, 

and the indications of Uie young man's 

weakness of character which he recalled, 

came to his assistance — Mr. Wyndham's 

memory was of the pigeonhole order, 

and he could generaUy find anything 

he happened to want among its stores. 

He had no §reat difficulty in striking 

up a friendship with Julian, whose first 

unaffected, spontaneous impulse was to ■

wonder at and admire the cleverness of the 

transmogrified individual before him, and 

to envy his good luck. It was natural to 

opine that Julian Courtland, if he did not 

actually want money, could "do with" more 

than he had, or had any legitimate way of 

acquiring, and a loan, airily proposed by 

Mr. Wyndham after some jocose suppoai- 

tion as to the young man's notions of 

" seeing Ufe", and with a well-acted pretence 

of having nothing on his own part to 

conceal, was accepted mth fatal f aoJity. ■

From that hour, not only had Mr. 

Wyndhamnothingtofearfrom Julian Court- 

land, but he found his young friend very 

useful Under Mr. Wyndham's auspices, 

Julian saw life more variously and exten- 

sively than he had hitherto done, and 

if not very seriously at his own expense, 

that was because be brought a good deal 

of grist to a mill which ground '^exceeding 

smaU ". ■

Julian Courtland moved in good society, 

and was a favourite, as his good looks, his 

good nature, his good manners, his remark- 

able and highly-OTltivated musical talents 

entitled him to be. There was, howev^, 

a seamy side to his life, and at their 

first meeting, when he was only a boy, he 

had turned that side out to the keen eyes 

of James Willesden, who had marked with 

a cold and cynical pleasure the tendencies 

of the nephew of Colonel Courtland, of the 

man who at least guessed what Willesden's 

treatment of his mfe had been. He after- 

wards dismissed Julian from his mindi widi 

the brief prediction, "He's safe to go to 

the bad, and not to be long about it," and 

bad never thought of him again (not even 

in the moment of his disconcerting dis- 

covery that his transaction with Lilias 

could not be kept from the knowledge of 

the CourUands) until he recognised him in 

the^ smart young gentleman just out of his 

articles, and about to become a partner in 

the firm of VignoUes and Jackson. Mr. 

Wjrndham found out before long that the 

ambition of Julian Coui^tland was not to 

be, but to seem, all that he was expected to 

be, by the Colonel, who possMsed Uie un- 

worldliness and simplicity of mind which 

distinguish many brave soldiers, and as 

Julian made a better decoy by preserving 

appearances, he did not deride or subvert 

that purpose. He merely maintained a hold 

on hia young friend by keeping a large 

debt (for which Julian had given him a 

tenfold equivalent by the introduction 

of eligible borrowers in temporary diffi- 

culties) hanging over his head, while he ■

^^ ■

r ■
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secored ascendency of a different kind by 

his superior knowledge of the world — that 

is to say, the worst part of it — and his past 

mastership in vices in which Julian was 

by comparison a mere dabbler. ■

Mr. Wyndham was so genuinely indif- 

ferent to the fate of ms dead wife's 

daughter, after he had speculated to so 

much profit in that apparently nnremune- 

rative burthen, that he did not allude to 

her in talking to Julian, nor did he ask 

him any questions about Miss Merivale, or 

the progress of events at The Quinces. ■

T^e child was a growing-up girl, and 

Miss Merivale had not married. These 

two facts made the sum of his knowledge. 

He had not even cared to ask Julian 

whether mention was ever made in his 

hearing of the means by which the 

mystery of Hugh Roaslyn's fate had been 

dispelled at last Mr. Wyndham had no 

retrospective sentiment, even of the cjmical 

kind, and, except in so far as it behoved him 

to keep touch with matters which concerned 

Julian, so as to control any attempt to 

break his bonds, was quite incurious about 

him. So long as he was available for Mr. 

Wyndham's purposes, and obedient to his 

behests, Julian might be anything else he 

pleased, and, as that genial gentleman 

again expressed it in his thoughts, '' go to 

the devil his own way, provided he did 

not go there until he (Mr. Wyndham) had 

done with him." ■

In the course of certain transactions 

between Mr. Wyndham and his young 

friend, involving the transfer of money 

from the pockets of the latter to those of 

the former — for there was between them an 

ever-pending question of the payment of 

instalments — the money-lender discovered 

that Miss Merivale had come to Julian's aid 

more than once. The effect of this dis- 

covery was to make him think once more 

about Miss Merivale, and descry a pos- 

sibility of again making his wife's daughter 

useful, without perpetrating any such 

breach of his covenant with Lilias as could 

be detected, or even suspected, by her. It 

was a notable notion which he cherished in 

silence un^ he had dexterously extracted 

from Julian all the information required 

to make him quite sure of its value and 

feasibility. He had, however, somewhat 

alarmed that young gentleman by his 

questions, which made him apprehensive 

that his secretly-dreaded master, grown 

reckless by impunity, might be contem- 

plating the experiment of making him 

introduce him at The Qubces. ■

Subjected to a close examination respect- 

ing the relations of Miss Merivale with Miss 

Rosslyn, the amount of Miss Merivale's 

fortune, and what she intended to do with 

it; the appearance, manners, and proclivities 

of Miss Eosslyn, and his own position with 

both ladies ; Julian had answered with equal 

candour and surprise that he should be so 

closely interrogated on a subject never 

previously approached. Julian's replies 

satisfied Mr. Wvndham on all the points 

he had proposed to investigate^-on none 

more fully than the extreme improbability 

that Miss Merivale would ever marry ^she 

always seemed to Julian, he declared, like 

a widow with an only daughter), and he 

then dropped the subject. It was, how- 

ever, only to apply himself to the ripening 

of the pear. ■

Julian Courtland had about this time a 

singular run of ill-luck, and by a succession 

of S>llies he had fastened Mr. Wyndham's 

yoke more securely than everupon his neck, 

and increased its weight In Mr. Wynd- 

ham's opinion the pear was now ripe — he 

proceeded to pluck it ■

« You're a little late," said Mr. Wynd- 

ham, with a wave of his ci^rette towards 

a timepiece on the mantelshelf, when Julian 

Courtland presented himself according to 

the appointment made on the previous 

evening. ■

Julian looked at the dial with sullen 

carelessness, and said, as he dragged a 

chair into a position which would not leave 

his countenance fully exposed to Mr. 

Wyndham's scrutiny : ■

" I dare say it does not matter. You 

don't seem very busy. The birds that 

hop upon your limed twigs are not early 

ones." ■

Mr. Wyndham smfled, and let the im- 

pertinence pass. It was not his purpose 

to quarrel with Julian yet ■

"Well, well," he rejoined, "now that 

you are here we will not waste time." ■

He rose, threw his cigarette into the 

fireplace, suddenly faced Julian from the 

vantage-ground of the hearthrug, and 

assuming the business-like tone which the 

young man hated — the tone with which he 

always went into the account between 

them — asked him point-blank what he 

meant by the affair of last night ■

"What affair? I don't understand 

you 1 " ■

" You understand me perfectly. But I 

will change the form of my question if 

vou like. What do vou mean bv brineiofir a ■
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girl like that to a place where yoa may 

be seen and reported on by scores of 

people, and where yon actually did narrowly 

escape being seen by Miss Merivale and 

Miss Bosslyn 1" ■

" A girl like that I " An angry glow 

suffused Julian's face. " What do you know 

about her 1 " ■

'* Enough to convince me that you are 

not playing on the square, Courtland. 

MissDenzil is a respectable young woman, 

and she belieres that you mean to marry 

her. You need not get into a rage ; she 

did not rereal the secret; I merely put 

it to her as a fact of which I was aware — 

in the character of confidential elderly 

friend. Her imorance of the world is 

stupendous, and her confidence in you is 

infatuated. But we will come to the con- 

sideration of her by-and-by. What I 

want to know first is, why in the name of 

all that is foolish you did not admit tiiat 

you were in a difficulty of this kind, when 

we made our recent friendly arrange- 

ment 1 " ■

Julian made no reply, but looked still 

more sullen. ■

" I see," said Mr. Wyndham, after a 

pause, " you thought you could dodge it 

That's so like you — so perfectly useless, so 

purely silly. You can't dodge it, my good 

fellow, because dodging it means dod^g 

me, and if you don't know by this time 

what your chances of doing that are, you 

must be much duller than I take you for. 

The case between us does not require to 

be re-stated, and I'm not going into figures ; 

we did all that too lately. You know best 

whether it would or would not ruin your 

position in your brand-new profession, 

and finish you with Colonel Gourtland, who 

has found out a good deal about you 

already, if the papers which you ana I 

went over so lately were to be laid before 

him with a view to a settlement" ■

*' There are two sides to the case," said 

Julian, whose neryousness contrasted 

strongly with Mr. Wyndham's composed 

mien and mildly-argumentative tone ; " and 

one of them is your look-out, you know. 

If you go to my unde about me, you shall 

go in your own name, and as an old 

acquaintance." ■

*'So! Sits the wind in that quarter 1 

And suppose I did call upon the Colonel — 

with your ' dossier ' — in my own name, as 

you say, what then f Has he never seen a 

man who has risen from the ranks, do you 

suppose t And what is it to me whether 

he knows me or not 1 " ■

" You know best ; I don't know at alL 

Only I always thought you must have some 

reason for keeping Willesden durk — all 

that about Miss Merivale and the child — 

or you would not have been so careful to 

do it" A dark scowl crossed the face 

of the listener; but Julian could only 

keep up his defiant recklessness by avoid- 

ing Mr. Wyndham's eye, and therefore did 

not observe the look. "I don't know a 

great deal about it myself, but I have heard 

my uncle say it was a rascally transaction, 

and that Willesden dared not have tried 

it on with a man ; so that I should tUnk 

you would not care to be identified with it 

—that's all." ■

" You really are mistaken in that con- 

clusion, Courdand. I care little for the 

good or bad opinion of my neighbours, and 

no more for Colonel Courdand's than for 

any other man's. But what has all this to 

do with the fact that you are my debtor to 

a larffe extent in a number of transactions 

which, however the Colonel might r^aid 

my share in them, could only strike him 

in one light with respect to you 1 Does it 

alter the fact 1 Does it modify the situa- 

tion, which is, briefly, that I am resolved 

to have my money, and that you have got 

to pay it 1 Don't you think you had better 

drop this childishness, and stick to the 

point 1 " ■

" What point 1 " ■

" The pomt of your having undertaken to 

reward the ingenuous attachment of Miss 

Bosslyn by marrying her, and to pay your 

debt to me out of the handsome fortune 

which you will certainly get with her. The 

point of your being all the time secretly 

enesged to another girl, and running the 

risK of ruining your chances with Miss 

Bosslyn by l^iug seen about with her 

under circumstances which you cannot 

explain. Come, Courtland, you must get 

off the horns of the dilemma somehow. 

Do you, or do you not mean to carry out 

vour agreement 1 If you do not, I shall 

be glad to know when vou propose to pay 

me my money. With the ' now ' I have no 

further concern." ■

Mr. Wyndham resumed Us seat^ and 

waited for Julian to speak. He waited in 

vain for a short time, and then Julian, 

stUl with his head bent and his eyes down- 

cast, said in the tone of one vanquished : ■

"You need not be so hard on me; ■

it*s all true that you say. You've got ■

the upper hand, and you'll keep it I ■

dare say I should do the same if I were ■

I you." ■

^^i" ■
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•* Of course you would." ■

"Well then, 111 tell you about it I 

have Imown Misa DenzU for two years. 

Her father died long ago, her mother is 

just one year dead. I met her at a small 

evening-party, where she was playing for 

dancing, and found out that the mother 

was a music-mistress, and the girl also a 

teacher of music, but in a rery small way — 

second-rate schools, and that sort of thing. 

They lived in lodgings at Plmlico, and 

at first it was the music they treated 

me to that took me there. I got pupils for 

the mother, and I " ■

« Fell in love with the daughter. I don't 

blame you for thai Go on." ■

'' The mother was the nicest woman I 

ever knew, and the least worldly-minded. 

She had seen many evil days — indeed, but 

few, I fancy, that were not evil — but she 

was always cheerful and hopeful, and she 

thought all the world as good as she herself 

waa ■

" Very pretty ;« but the daughter, if you 

please, llie young lady who might have 

spoiled our game fast night, if it had not 

been for me. ■

"I am not going to talk to you about 

the daughter. I don't think you would 

understand me if I did ; it is not in your 

line. You drew your own conclusions 

quite correctly last night The mother 

died satisfied in the belief that her 

daughter would be my wife. She knew 

notiung about my family or my em- 

barrassments ; but when she was gone 

I told Miss Denzii a part of the truth." ■

" Which part, I wonder," thought Mr. 

Wyndham. He said : " And she was 

reasonable, and satisfied to wait until the 

sky should clear 1 I understand. Of 

course she's all perfection and you are 

all devotion, though your ordinary mode 

of life is inconsistent with that notiOn, 

to say the least of it, and you were not 

too hard to persuade into our arrangement 

of the other day." ■

Julian turned on him with an angry 

oath. ■

" Not too hard to persuade I Not too 

hard when you've got me in your grip, and 

can grind me to powder when you lik& 

I wish I had cut my throat before I ever 

stood in with you." ■

" No, you don't, Courtland— not really, 

you know, because if you did there's no 

reason why you shouldn't cut your throat 

now. You wouldn't be troubled much by 

the fear of posthumous revelations, I 

fanev. Look here," he added, dropping ■

his sneer, and turning savage with in- 

tent, " let us have done with this ! You 

have acted the part of a fool in deceiving 

me as you have done. I am sorry for l^is 

girl ; but she would have nothing to thank 

me for if I were to let you marry her, 

and repent in the sackclo^ and ashes of 

exposure and poverty. Besides, I have 

myself to think of, and not her. You will 

have to keep to your compact, Courtland, 

or take the consequencea I have a pretty 

clear idea of what they will be, but I have 

no doubt yours is a much more accurate 

one. I am not your only creditor in many 

kinds, and I have yet to see or hear of the 

man who has ever made a clean breast of 

aU his debts." ■

*' She is the truest and best girl in the 

world," said Julian Courtland, "and it will 

km her." ■

" Not a bit of it. Besides, you should 

have thought of that before you agreed to 

marry Miss Eosslyn ; the other dear 

charmer was just as true and as good then 

as she is now; but you were feeling the 

turn of the screw. Consider it turned 

now, if you please. And remember also," 

added Mr. Wyndham sternly, ''that you 

have no time to lose. I can't trust you, 

you know, an inch farther than I can see 

you, and, therefore, I mean to keep you to 

the letter of the bond." ■

HOUSE HUNTING. ■

Nothing, at first sight, seems easier to 

anyone desirous of settling in London than 

the selection of an abode suitable to his 

means and tastes, the only apparent diffi- 

culty i)eiBg the necessity of deciding 

between the many eligible opportunities 

open to his choice. Are there not houses 

to let in every street, and accommodating 

agents, almost as numerous as the 

specialities over which they preside, with 

lists as long as Leporello's catalogue, and 

ready to supply at the shortest notice the 

wants of the perplexed applicant, who, 

amidst such an embarras de richesse, finds 

himself hopelessly at a loss which way to 

turn 1 These obliging intermediaries have 

at their disposal — at least, so they profess 

— exactly what you seek, whatever your 

requirements may be, and complacently 

enumerate the various items on their books, 

beginning with mansions in Bdgravia and 

bijou residences in Mayfair, and — ^if these 

temptations elicit no encouraging response, 

or, m other words, if the fish doesn't rise ■
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.t the flj — gradually subsiding into an 

loquent eologiam of the quiet reepecta- 

>ility of Wimpole Street, or the suburban 

ranquillity of a semidetached villa in West 

Kensington. ■

We will suppose that at lengthi armed 

^th half-a-dozen cards authorising you to 

nspect the different localities^ and in a 

rather bewildered state of mindy you start 

)n your expedition, and after tiie usual 

series of disappointments, discover some- 

thing which, as far as price and situation 

ure concerned, suits you sufficiently weU. 

N^aturally distrusting your own inexpe- 

rience in such matters, you decide on 

engaging a practical surveyor to test the 

solidity of the building by prodding the 

walls and minutely examining the state of 

the floorings ; and, on receiving a favour- 

able report, conclude that you have done 

all that is necessary, and finally close the 

bargain. The lease once signed, and your 

installation effected, the chuices are that, 

unless you are exceptionally fortunate, 

you will find that in your anxiety to settle 

down, you have unaccountably overlooked 

certain possible drawbacks, by no means 

conducive to your comfort as a householder. 

For instance, you cannot tell whether your 

chimneys smoke or not until you nave 

tried them ; nor is the question of drain- 

age likely to suggest itself to your mind 

untQ you are unpleasantly reminded of its 

importance as reeards the salubrity of 

the neighbourhood by a visit from the in- 

spector of nuisances, and the consequent 

necessity of disbursing more than you can 

conveniently afford in payment of the 

plumber's bill ■

Minor evils which have hitherto escaped 

your notice gradually assume the shape of 

insupportable annoyances ; if the house 

inhabited by you is an old one, the lower 

part of the premises is probably overrun 

by micd, and swarms witn beetles. Should 

it, on the contrary, be of recent construc- 

tion, the thin purtition wall separating 

you from the adjoining tenement will 

ensure you the full enjoyment of whatever 

vocal or instrumental tortures the young 

ladies on either side may periodically in- 

flict upon you. It is, moreover, quite on 

the cards that the street selected for your 

residence may be the favourite resort of 

barrel-organists and kilted bagpipedroners 

— nay, you may even have unwittingly 

pitched your tent on the direct line of 

march hebdomadall)r patronised by the 

Salvationists, an unkindly freak of fortune ■

for nervous temperaments, we forbear to 

dwell ■

There is a still more unpleasant con- 

tingency — happily of unfrequent occurrence 

— to which it is not impossible that the 

house-hunter may at one period or another 

be exposed ; and we cannot better illus- 

trate it than by the following reminiscence 

of what happened in Paris some five-and- 

twenty years ago : ■

A middle-aged Ei^lishman and his wife 

— ^we will call them Nugent— had a liking 

for the gay city, and having no particular 

ties attaching them to their own countij, 

decided on looking out for a suitable abode 

in a central situation, where they might 

pass the remainder of their days as agree- 

ably as a moderate income witiiout encum- 

brance would enable them to do. The 

Empire was then at the height of its 

splendour, and as a natural consequence 

unfurnished apartments were scarce and 

dear ; so that for some time the couple in 

question failed to discover anything wittun 

their comparatively limited means. ^ At 

length, however, while pursuing their in- 

vestigations in the quarter of the city 

imm^iately behind the Madeleine, they 

came upon a freshly-painted house, at the 

door of which hung die desired announce- 

ment, '' Appartements k louer," and ascer- 

tained on enquiry that the pi^mises, 

having recently been "fraichement d^cor^s** 

from top to Ibiottom, were entirely unoccu- 

pied, and that any suite of rooms they 

might prefer were at their disposal 

" Besides,'' added the concierge, who acted 

as cicerone, " if monsieur and madame are 

not already provided with fumitiure, the 

second-floor would be just the thing for 

them, as it is quite ready for their recep- 

tion, and everything in it would be dis- 

posed of at a very reasonable rate." ■

" We may as well see what it is Uke," 

said Mr. Nugent to his wife, as they as- 

cended a smartly-carpeted staircase pre- 

ceded by their guide ; '* if it suits us, and 

the price isn't too exorbitant^ it would save 

us a world of trouble." ■

On reaching the second-floor landing, tiie 

concierge unlocked a door facing the stairs, 

and ushering the visitors through a small 

ante-chamber into an adjoining apartm^t, 

threw back the outside blinds, and dis- 

closed so brkht and elegantly furnished a 

room that l£rs. Nugent could not refrain 

from an exclamation of delight Every- 

thing was in the best possible taste ;. the 

curtains were of rich damask, and the ■

on the effects of which, out of consideration | carpet, sober in hue, and evidently ihe ■

-^ ■
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product of a Persian loom, was delicioasly 

soft and yielding to the feet ; while "poufs", 

ottomans, and the nsnal appendages to a 

Parisian salon were scattered about in pro- 

fusion. The dining-room, bedrooms, and 

offices having been also inspected and 

approved, and the entire cost only amount- 

ing to two thousand francs, in addition to 

a yearly rent of fifteen hundred, Mr .Nugent, 

after a brief consultation with his wife, 

agreed to the proposed conditions, and 

signified his intention of taking possession 

early in the following week, congratulating 

himself on having maAe, what unquestion- 

ably appeared to be, an excellent bargain. ■

"Very strange," he thought^ "that it 

should not have been snapped up before. 

The drawing-room furniture alone is worth 

double the mouey." ■

In a few days, a cook and ''bonne" 

having been engaged, the pair were com- 

fortably installed in their new quarters, 

thinking themselves exceptionally lucky in 

having secured bo desirable a home. Before 

the week was out^ however, their satis- 

faction was considerably modified by the 

abrupt departure of their two servants 

without previous notice; both of them 

steadily declining to pass another night in 

the house, but giving no reason for their 

breach of contract beyond the simple state- 

ment that the place did not suit them. 

Fortunately, as it happened, the concierge 

and his wifs, whose sole occupation appeared 

to consist in perusing the Petit Journal, 

and looking out for lodgers who never 

came, volunteered their services in the 

interim for the moderate consideration of 

thirty francs a month ; and things went on 

pretty smoothly until a chance meeting 

with his old friend, Bainbridge, also a 

resident in Paris, but who had only just 

returned from a trip to the Pyrenees, 

at once demolished whatever visions of 

domestic enjoyment the unsuspecting 

Nugent had hitherto complacently in- 

dulged in. ■

While strolling together along the boule- 

vard, his companion asked where he was 

staying, and on his mentioning the street 

and number of the house, stopped short, 

and stared at him with a bewildered air. ■

" You don't mean to say you live there 1" 

he said. ■

•* Certainly, why shouldn't 11" enquired 

Nugent ■

" Why, don't you know — no, of course 

you Gan% as you were not in Paris at the 

time — ^that the house you speak of is the 

identical onewhere old Madame de Pr^bois ■

was murdered by her man-servant last 

spring 1 " ■

''Goodness gracbus!" exclaimed the 

horrified Nugent ; " and I have taken the 

second floor for three years, and bought the 

furniture into the bargain ! That accounts 

for my servants refusing to stay thera" ■

"Shouldn't wonder," dryly remarked 

Bainbridge ; " servants are generally better 

informed than their mastera Why, man 

alive, your own bedroom must be pre- 

cisely the one occupied by the old lady 

herself; for I remember now, the papers^ 

mentioned her inhabiting the second floor. 

You must get out of it as soon as possible." ■

" I wouldn't remain another night there 

for a thousand pounds," said Nugent. " It 

would half kill my wife if she knew it" ■

" Then don't tell her until she is out of 

the place. Take rooms at an hotel, and 

have your thin^ packed and sent after 

you. As the furniture is yours, it had 

better be sold at the Bue Drouot for what 

it will fetch ; but you will be liable for the 

rent" ■

"I must put up with that," replied 

Nugent; and, taking a hasty leave of his 

friend, he lost no time in securing the 

necessary accommodation at Meurice's, and 

on his return home, after informing the 

concierge of his intention to leave the 

apartment that afternoon, angrily re- 

proached him for omitting to acquaint him 

with what had taken place thera ■

"I thought monsieur knew all about 

it^" coolly answered that functionary. 

"Monsieur is English, and as it is a 

well-known fact ihsLt all the English are 

eccentric, I naturally supposed that he had 

a fancy for inhabiting a 'maison criminelle'. 

But," he added, "if monsieur wishes to 

get rid of the lease, a gentleman who 

enquired yesterday about it, and was much 

disappointed on hearing that it was already 

disposed of, would willingly take it off his 

hands, fundture and all." ■

" What gentleman t " eagerly asked 

Nugent "Where did he come from 1 " ■

" I hardly know, monsieur, for he speaks 

very little French. But he lefl his name 

and address, in case you might be inclined 

to treat with him." ■

So saying he produced a card on 

which was inscribed "Silas B. Buffnm, 

Cincinnati, U.S."; and, written above in 

pencil, " H6tel Chatham". ■

" Almost too good to be true," thought 

Nugent, overjoyed at this unexpected 

chance of relief. " If this gentleman really 

wishes to step into shoes," he said, "he ■

^ ■
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can do so, and the sooner the better. Is 

madame upstairs 1 ^ ■

" No, monsiear ; madame went ont an 

hour ago, and left word that she would be 

in the gallery of the Louyre untfl half-past 

three." ■

" Come with me then, and help me to 

pack. And mind that the trunks are sent 

this evening to Meurice's in the Bue 

Eivoli" ■

Two hours later Mr. Nugent hailed a 

passing ''milor", and joining his wife at 

the Louvre, communicated to her as con- 

siderately as he could the events of the 

morning, which, contrary to his anticipa- 

tion, appeared to afifect her infinitely less 

than the possible damage done to her 

wardrobe b^ inexperienced packers. 

Leaving her m her new quarters, he pro- 

ceeded at oncie to the H6tel Chatham, and, 

enquiring for Mr. Silas B. Buffum, soon 

found himself in the presence of a sallow 

and bflious-looking personage, who was 

smoking a cigar in the courtyard pre- 

paratory to the table d'h6te dinner. Both 

parties being equally anxious to come to 

an understanding, very few words sufficed 

to effect a satisfactory arrangement; and 

it was agreed that the transfer of the lease 

(the landlord's permission having been 

previously obtained) should be duly 

signed on the following day. When aU 

was finally settled, Nugent could not 

refrain from asking his successor what 

could be his reason for selecting so un- 

pleasantly notorious an abode. ■

*' Waal," replied the citizen of Cincinnati, 

" when a man has a craving for emotion, 

he goes to the right shop for it Excite- 

ment, sir, is what I reouire, and I guess 

IVe hit on the trail The location, sir, 

I convene to occupy oughter produce 

emotion, and I estimate I'm about to 

realise the fact Tes, sir.'' ■

What the result of tiie experiment may 

have been is not recorded ; the tenancy, 

however, of Mr. Silas K Buffum was not 

of long duration, a considerable portion of 

the street in question having shortly after 

been demolished by order of the muni- 

cipality; and among the houses doomed to 

destruction one of the first to disappear 

being the '' maiBon criminelle ". ■

AMERICAN MANNERS. ■

SOME OLD AND NEW OBSERVATIONS. ■

It is remarkable, as indicative of one 

of the chief characteristics of the North 

American people, as now constituted and ■

being constituted, that strangers visiting 

their continent form very different opinions 

of the manners current in the States, 

according to their sex. Most lady- 

travellers, since Mrs. Trollope, return 

to England with more eulogies of the 

Americans in their hearts than they 

can find words to express. But, with rare 

exceptions, male - tourists condemn the 

Americans out of hand. "The manners 

of the Americans are the best I ever 

saw, ** says Harriet Martineau. " T like 

the Americans more and more; either 

they have improved wonderfully lately, or 

else the criticisms on them have been 

cruelly exaggerated," says Lady Wortley. 

And, as spoke these early travellers, so 

speak the later ones of their own sex; 

while Mr. Arnold, as representative of so 

many others of his sex, does not hesitate 

to imply that the social conduct of the ■

EK>ple is, on the whole, execrable. Mr. 

enry James, America's cleverest living 

writer, seeking to explain the courtesy (as 

he understands it) of English life, traces it 

to the straggle for existence : it is rather 

the suavity of the beggar than real gentle- 

ness of heart But we will return him 

satire for satire in quoting Miss Martineau 

on the civilities of American life: "I 

imagine," she says, '<that the practice of 

forbearance requisite in a republic is 

answerable for this peculiarity [sweetness 

of temper]. In a republic no man can in 

theory overbear his neighbour, nor, as he 

values his own rights, can he do it much 

or long in practice." Whatever sweetness 

of temper the Americans may have shown 

towards Miss Martineau fifty years ago, 

we recommend no one to go to the States 

nowadays, whether as a tourist or an emi- 

grant, expecting to be received with kindly 

words and courtesies wherever he may be. 

Rather the oontraiT, indeed. From the 

moment of his landing; at the bottom of 

Canal Street he must be prepared for new 

conditions of Ufa He has left a country 

where, howsoever humbly he may estimate 

himself, he has had many inferiors, for a 

country where, out of question, everyone 

whom he meets or accosts is at least as good 

in worldly value as he is. All officials 

will let him know pretty quickly that their 

officialism does not make them into ser- 

vants, public or private. To secure even 

the curtest of answers from a police-officer, 

for instance, he must carefully modulate 

the tone of his enquiry. The guards on 

the different trains may condescend to 

fraternise with him, but he will soon see ■

■?P ■
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that ihey have little or nothing in com- 

mon with the tip-loving, cap-tonching, 

cordoToy-dad men of oar own railway- 

stations. And so on, np and down the 

scale, to the small nigger-boy, who will 

dean his boots for a nickel, and take the 

money with never a ''Thimk yon". Life 

in the States is a cold condition of barter. 

I do something for you ; you do something 

for ma One service balances and cancels 

the other; thanks on either hand are 

superer^atory, and a waste of precious 

time. The sooner a new arrival under- 

stands this code of conduct, the better for 

him, the fewer his humiliations. It is not 

so bad in the Southern States, where the 

people profess much unenvious goodwill 

for "Britishers", and profound hatred 

for their Northern brethren; but West 

and Far West it is rather worse than 

better. ■

Again, brevity of speech is praiseworthy 

enough at times, tihoi^ it is chilling to be 

met with the most laconic of answers to all 

questions. The following dialogue, re- 

ralting from an interview of Miss Martineau 

with a settler in an unfortunate part of the 

eountiy, is still sufficiently typical "Whose 

land was this that you bought 1" '' M^gg's." 

" What's the soil 1 " « ^s." " W&t's 

the climate 1 " *' Foga" " What do you get 

to eat 1 " " Hoca" " What did you build 

your house of 1 " Loga'' " Have you any 

neighbours 1" "Froga" ■

Msides absolute indifference, indvility, 

and an unpleasant brevity of speech, the 

stranger in the States must accustom him- 

self to not a little blasphemy. The average 

European is a little free in his use of the 

name of the Ddty, but there is nothbg so 

wholly abhorrent about (for example) the 

Frenchman's " Mon Dieu 1 " as the unction 

with which a rough American will pour 

forth indecency and blasphemy in conjunc- 

tion. ■

Alas for innocent Miss Strickland's com- 

fortable theory that since "blasphemy" 

is " neither a want nor a luxury ", it " pre- 

sents after all small temptation to human 

nature, howsoever personally disposed"! 

Miss Strickland lived all her days among re- 

fined people, and knew nothing — absolutely 

nothing— of the needs and capacities of an 

unrestrained democracy. And those people 

who r^ard the progeny of the slaves who 

were emandpated bsurdy a score of years aeo 

as the mildesti worst-used, and mostgenUe 

race under the sun, should dwell for a few 

months or years in the South, and then see 

how they would appear to them. If a ■

wicked Northerner at his worst swears in 

the comparative degree, an excited nigger, 

though a church-goer, and the virtuous 

husband of but one wife, will swear freely 

in the superlative degree. Nor is it at all 

uncommon to hear the Deity's name used 

from the pulpit of the conventicle of the 

coloured people in a decidedly profane 

manner. Truly, as it has been said, 

« nothing fails in this extraordinary 

country, except the stranger's old-fashioned 

notions of political economy ". ■

Everyone may be supposed to know that 

America is. the countiy, par excellence, 

which does justice to its women. The 

French are civil enough to their women, 

but the Americans chum, and with reason, 

to treat themasa superior dasa They maybe 

termed the aristocracy of the Statoa From 

the city shopman, with his respectfal notice, 

" Boys' and misses' hats," to the Preddent 

himself, everyone is imbued with the spirit 

of chivalry from sex to sex. The wonder 

is that American ladies are not more self- 

consequential than they are, which is 

savhiR not a littla But it must be acknow- 

ledged that there are in the States an 

ext^rdinary number of the sex who 

respond to Stuart Mill's test for a clever 

woman — in other words, who possess strong 

intuition and sensibility to the present, ana 

are quick of apprehension. ■

Another duuractoristic of American life 

is the hurry of it. Alike in the heart of 

New York — in Broadway and on its ferry- 

boats, morning or evening, on its overhead 

railway — and in the yet grassy streets of 

Todayville, everyone is driven by a demon 

of impatience to live feverishly for the 

present and in the coming future. Best, 

there is none, except for the crippled ; and 

hurdly have the others time for a word of 

pity to these. And when a man dies, it is 

more than probable he will be gallopidd to 

the grave. The writer chanced to see the 

funeral of an opulent merchant at the beau- 

tifdl cemetory of Greenwood, overlooking 

the Bay of New York. Thirty coaches fol- 

lowed the body ; and the coaches, driven 

by men in whito hats, drawn by horses of 

ail colours, were filled with a number of 

gaily -dressed chattorers, some holding 

bouquets, and all in excellent good-humour. 

But it was a spirited spectacle to see the 

coaches, one after another, break into a 

brisk trot liter the hearse, when this had 

entered the cemetery precincta Later, a 

man in a blouse, with a spade over his 

shoulder, led the procesdon to the grave, 

and, the sumptuous vdvet-covered coffin ■

■* ■
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haying been encased in a common white 

box, this important and tax from miassam- 

ing functionaiy completed the ceremony 

of buriaL Then, with much glib conversa- 

tion, the mourners harried back to their 

coaches, and these hurried back into the 

city. Again, in foreign travelling, the 

American gives himself little rest and time 

for reflection; his experiences have ulti- 

mately to shake themselves into shape how 

they may. Similarly, at his meals, the 

average American eats like a mere animal : 

he sits down to his dinner of half-a-dozen 

messes and viands on separate plates, and 

neither speaks nor lifts his head until the 

plates are cleared ; and then, perdiance, 

he scampers for his train. No wonder 

quacks, with digestive cures, flourish in all 

the large American cities. And small 

wonder that in an analytical list of fatal 

casualties throughout the Union, we meet 

with such a heaSng as, " Choked by tough 

beef— so many". ■

It is really appallisg to consider how 

the happiness of lives is wholly neutralised 

by this spirit of unrest which rules 

tyrannically in the States. "The laws 

of behaviour yield to the energy of the 

individual," says Emerson; and, of a 

truth, the maw of individual energy in 

his countrymen is lamentably capacioua 

The same writer says, fnrtiier: ''The 

men we see are whipped through the 

world ; they are harried, wrinkled, anxious; 

they all seem the hacks of some invisible 

riders. How seldom do we behold tran- 

quillity ! . . . There are no divine persons 

with us, and the multitude do not hasten 

to be divine." No ; but perhaps one may 

be pardoned for adding that they hasten 

to be everything else. Emerson, the 

philosophic and placid thinker, has many 

admirers among the Americans, but few 

followers. Even the pulpit not only 

catches the impelling spirit of the times, 

but makes the restless man yet less 

restful by such words as these (heard from 

Talmage at the Great Brooklyn Tabernacle) : 

"Religion accelerates business, sharpens 

men's wits, sweetens acerbity of disposi- 

tion, fillips the blood of phlegmatics, and 

throws more velocity into the wheels of 

hard work." One may almost be thankful 

that this onomatopcetic definition is not 

applicable on this side the Atlantia ■

At times, however, this energy leads a 

man into difficulties he would surely have 

avoided by a little sober, judicious thought. 

" Democratic et liberty ne sont pas syno- 

nymes," said De Oousia A tombstone in a ■

St Louis burying-ground, not long ago, 

bore these words : ■

Rock of affes, cleft for me, 

Let me hide myself in Thee. ■

Drowned by PhiUnder Bailey and Mark B«gg8. ■

One might suppose that in America the 

will of a dead man in so simple and 

unaggressive a matter as his epitaph would 

be uncontested. Not so, however. For 

Messrs. Bailey and Beggs sued the execu- 

tors of the defuDict, and got the really 

handsome award of eight hundred dollars 

compensation. ■

Of the intolerable little precocities 

in the States called children one may say 

something, though little or nothing in 

praise of them. Wherever they are, they 

make their presence to be seen and heard, 

and it is but just that they should weary 

their fond parents rather more than they 

weary the rest of the world that touches 

them. Spoilt, of course, they are; and 

bitterly, no doubt, do they have to pay for 

their spoiling in such a rough school as 

that of American life in numhood. But 

none the less do they, when parents in their 

turn, bring up precocities, imd go through 

the same process, the effects of which they 

have spent bitter years in combating. The 

sister to Sir John Hawkins, one of John- 

son's biographers, in her Book of Anecdotes, 

gives an example of parental injudicious- 

ness and its consequence which we may 

quote as typical of infant life in Um 

States. "The sister of an important 

statesman of the last century," says Miss 

Hawkins, "heard a boy, humoured to 

excess, tease his mother for the remains of 

a favourite dish. Mamma at length re- 

plied : * Then do take it, and have done 

teasing me.' Hereupon, however, the boy 

flew into a passion, roaring out: 'What 

did you give it me for t I wanted to have 

snatched it' " Frequently in the dining- 

saloons of very respectable hotels the 

clamour of little peevish rogues of seven 

and eight is such as to make all other con- 

versation an effort or an impossibility; 

and the worst of it is that this 

kind of thing is condoned, not con- 

demned. '* Take that right away, 

now," cries the Northern boy, pointing 

to a basin of porridge. And the obse- 

quious darkey — obsequious to children 

more particularly, thanks to his traditions 

of servitude — says " Yes, sar,' deferentially, 

and lays quick hands on the steaming 

6tu£ " Here, I'll have it after all, I wia 

Bring it back, will you 1 " shouts the boy 

when the man is just disappearing through ■
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ihe door. No one of the fifty other 

gaests heed this little domestic drama of 

condactw Mamma and papa smile approval, 

and, with another humble '* Yes, sar," and 

a flash of his white teeth, the humbugged 

nigger replaces the porridge, and stands 

aside with clasped huids to see the young 

gentleman enjoy himself. ■

Nor is this humourmg of children confined 

to the richer classes. When in Jacksonville, 

Florida, for a week, the writer used to dine 

and breakfast at a small restaurant adjoin- 

ing his own house. This restaurant was 

kept by a "yellow" man and his wife; 

" yellow," understand, being the sobriquet 

for a nigger once or twice removed towards 

the white race. These people had one child, 

a fat boy of four, not quite so sallow as his 

parentfli and the joy of their hearts. The 

mother, a pretty woman, like many other 

of the so-called "yellow" women, could 

not attend on her guest unaccompanied by 

her young treasure, and when tms wiUm 

little ras^ took it into his abnomudly 

large head to fancy anything on this or 

tha( plate, without scruple or apology he 

had to be satisfied at the writer^s expense. 

Moreover, when his mother was busy, and 

his father away, the boy was turned loose 

to amuse himself, and, as often as not, he 

would stand by the "saloon" door for 

minutes at a time, with his thumb in his 

mouth, staring in a way fit to haunt a 

memberof the rsychical Society for months; 

nor would he heed coaxings, counsel, or 

threats until, with a sudden whoop, he 

would turn his back and run down the 

passage screaming " Mammy ! " at the top 

of his vigorous voice. And "mammy" 

was as rational in most things as she was ■

f>retty. She would not blame the child 

or whooping, but, by main force, would 

sometimes tug the young monster back 

into the writer's presence, and tell him he 

must get accustomed to the gentleman. 

The gentleman, you see, was to have no 

voice in the matter, so long as the child's 

well-being was assured. ■

One more instance of the outward 

expression of the spirit of "bullyism" 

which is so peculiarly prevalent in the 

Northern States ; a grotesque example, but 

taken from the life. In one of the lesser 

streets of the old part of New York city, a 

barber's shop may be seen, bearing a 

terrible signboard. On thisboard is depicted 

a helpless customer imprisoned in a shaving- 

chair, and over him is a fiendish barber 

flourishing despotically a huge razor, while 

from his mouth proceeds a scroll, on which ■

these words are written: "Don't have 

much to say, or 111 shave you without 

soap." The drift of this eccentric adver- 

tisement is not apparent Personally, one 

would rather be shaved elsewhere. But 

this signboard is a most happy epitome of 

Yankee character. ■

As for the inward significance of this 

same spirit of " bullyiim ", we cannot do 

better than quote once more the man who, 

though a recluse, probably knew hia 

countrymen better than a stranger may 

pretend to know them. Says Emerson : 

"Every man is actually weak, and 

apparently strong. To himself he seems 

weak; to others, formidable. You are 

afraid of Grim, but Grim also is afraid of 

you. You are solicitous of the goodwill 

of the meanest person, uneasy at his ill- 

wilL But the sturdiest ofiender of your 

peace and of the neighbourhood, if you rip 

up his claims, is as thin and timid as any, 

and the peace of society is often kept, 

because, as children say, one is afraid, and 

the other dares not Far ofi; men swell, 

bidly, and threaten ; brinff them hand to 

hand, and they are a feeUe folk." There 

is truth here, but not, mavbe, the whole 

truth. One must go to the neart to discern 

the real root of the matter, it seems to ua 

The defiant independence, universal in the 

States, is due to an internal disease rather 

than to a mere malignant excrescence : it 

is vital, not superficial The determina- 

tion not to aclmowledge an indebtedness 

to anyone may indeed, on the surface, have 

something to recommend it to the social 

philosopher. But only on the surface, 

we think. For just as it is by courtesy 

and kindness, and little else besides 

courtesy and kindness, that life outside 

the home is sweetened, so it is a pro- 

di^ous mistake to suppose there is any- 

thing majestic or laudable in an existence 

of absolute and unbending independenca 

The efibrt of striving to live gregariously 

in a stete of severe spiritual isolation is 

hardening in the extreme. Gentleness of 

manners dies out as a matter of course. 

And gentleness of manners, though by no 

means an infallible index, may well be 

taken as indicative of kindness of heart 

For the times will not admit of the growth 

of a number of Lord Chesterfields. Kemove 

kindness of heart, or, rather, harden the 

heart so that it becomes impervious to all 

influences save those of self-interest, and 

the man is transformed, degraded into an 

animal An animal, possibly, of noble 

parts, of much mechanical genius, and with ■

* ■ w. ■
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a large aptitade for abflorbing such lenraal 

sweets as a high state of dyilisation and 

mach wealth of silver and gold may pot 

within his reach, but none the less an 

animal solely. It is by the heart that the 

animal part of as becomes transfigored into 

the human, the snperhoman, and even the 

divine, and by the heart alona ** The art 

of pleasing," says Johnson, *' like others, 

is cultivated in proportion to its usefulness, 

and will always flourish most where it is 

most rewarded ; for this reason we find it 

practised with great assiduity under abso- 

lute governmeuta" Johnson himself did 

not practise this art himself with much 

success, nor did he attempt to practise it ; 

for this reason, if for no other, he is an 

authority on it, both in its cause and 

effect If his dictum be accepted, we 

may affirm at once that the art of pleasing 

---courtesy or kindliness — ^will never be 

included in the curriculum of the life of 

ninety per cent of the Americans. ■

We have abeady referred to Matthew 

Arnold, and his bold criticism of the people 

whom he visited and lectured a couple of 

years aga And we cannot end this paper 

better than with a single sentence from 

the lecture on Numbers delivered by him 

at Boston during his tour. It is the out- 

come of a great mind touching a great 

people, and none will question its truUL ■

" I suppose," says Mr. Arnold, « that in 

a democratic community like this, with its 

industrialism and its sheer freedom and 

equality, the danger is in the absence of 

the discipline of obedience, the discipline 

of respect^ in the prevalence of a false 

acuteness, a false smartness, a false 

audacity.'' ■

Exactly; Mr. Arnold discerns the un- 

worthy characteristics of our half-brethren, 

and^ impales them on the needle of his 

criticism unerringly. ■

DOUBT. ■

Whkbe is it leadiDg us, this sad procession ■

Of veilM hours and weeks, all grim and grey? 

The stimmer dies in au tunings chill embraces, ■

Then winter calls drear antumn-time away ; 

Till spring days come, all redolent with flowers^ ■

Once more to mock us with their brief, bright 

smile, 

And summer comes but once again to vanish, ■

For all the seasons last so short a while. ■

But whither do they take us in their passing ? ■

Eyes wax but dim, hearts beat a slower tune; 

Hands fail to do the work that seems so pressing ■

Tis winter time, e'er we have welcomed June. 

We cannot stay them, passing — ever passing — ■

E'en though our lives wax shorter as thev go. 

Although we tremble at the ^thering shadows. ■

That wait around, and hide what none may 

know. ■

Oh^ life, sad life, I did not ask thy dower, ■

1 did not take on me Uiy weary pain ; 

Thv pleasures never were by me demanded. ■

And having lived, I would not live again. 

Still would I fain be e^ven wider knowledge. ■

See clear and fair, not darkly through a gUes, 

Made daricer yet to sight dimmed oft oy crying, ■

So dim I cannot see the way I pass I ■

There is no sunshine here without a shadow. ■

No smile that has not its swift following tear. 

No bUsB that is not paid for by a sorrow. ■

That casts before its shade of mortal fear. 

Is there no land, oh, life, where we are happy, ■

Safe in the knowledge that our blessings are ; 

That love is real ; life*8 best jo^ unending ■

Beyond the horrors of some judgment bar ? ■

None answer, for the shadows grim and dreary ■

Are silent with the silence of the dead — 

The dead, that are so quiet, safe, untroubled. ■

Not knowing aught, within their churchyard 

bed! 

Oh, can it be that all our lives but lead us. ■

To share the silence where past ages sleep ; 

That Life himself doth yield our only harvest. ■

And what we sow, we here alone may reap? ■

STUDIES OF OVER THE WAY. ■

4= ■

A HOUSE IN HORSEFERRT ROAD. 

IN TWO PARTS. PART IL ■

"I CLIMBKD up into one of the boftis to 

be secure against all interruption before I 

broke the seal of the letter. It was from 

the same lawyer in London who had 

written to Captain Carter as to Francis 

Horn's whereabouts, and it explained fully 

how it was that he was wanted. The 

executors of the will of a certain Mr. 

Cornelius Creed, of the city of Cork, 

butter-merchant, deceased, were anxious to 

find one Francis Horn, the only son of 

his only daughter, as under his will 

Francis Horn was entitled to the entire 

accumulations of a lon^ life spent in the 

collection and distribution of dairy pro- 

duce. The letter said nothing of the pro- 

bable amount of Mr. Creed's WMlth ; but 

I concluded it must be a considerable sum. 

The lawyer explained to Francis Horn 

that it would be well for him to repair to 

London with all speed to enter into the 

inheritance which fortune had given him. ■

<*If you have ever clambered along the 

steep slope of a mountain, with a yawning 

chasm beneath you, you will remember 

how easy and secure it seems so long as 

you are going up hill with your eyes 

averted from the fearsome gulf below ; so 

long as you are preparing for yourself, 

every step you take, a more lengthy and 

perilous return. It is when you turn 

round and find your head spinning round 

with giddiness, and your heart sinking 

with every downward step, that you begin ■

T ■
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to realise how easy it is to ^t into a dan- 

geroos position, and how difficult it is to 

regam safety. Ab I sat in the boat, gazing 

at the lovdy shores of Sydney Harbonr, 

thongh I had as yet taken only a step or 

two along the crooked and treacherous 

path of fraad, I felt that to stop short 

at once, and tell the whole truth of the 

matter to the Oaptain, would be a task I 

could hardly undertake. It was so much 

easier to go on, though every step might 

bear me nurther and farther away from 

that even and rather monotonous plain of 

rectitude, upon which I had hitherto been 

content to abide. The chasms of self- 

abasement and humiliation I dared not 

face, and a plausible voice whispered to 

me that perhaps there would be no need 

to turn round at alL Only keep on with 

my face in the direction I had taken, and 

I might very well find myself luided in a 

happy valley of ease and content Frauds 

Horn was dead and out of the way ; and 

here was John Lethbridge, just such another 

waif, on the high road to appropriate the 

personality wUch occupied so &vourable 

a position in the will of the late Mr. 

C(»nelius Creed. ■

" Before I climbed down out of the boat, 

I had set myself a task which stamped me 

both as coward and desperada When I 

next met Captain Carter I shirked the 

duty of an honest man, and said no word 

to undeceive the Captain, who, honest as 

the day himself, believed me to be another 

of the same sort ; and I took upon myself 

instead the perilous task of personating 

the man whom I had helped to sew up in his 

hammock not a month aga The Captain 

offered to release me so as to allow me 

to take my passage back to England by 

the next steamer ; but, after thinking the 

matter over, I resolved to stick to the Clio. 

It was .a question which needed some 

debating; for, since the story of my sudden 

fortune had got wind, the ship was no 

longer so pleasant to me as she had been 

hitherto. It was my coward conscience, I 

suppose, which made me fancy that every 

man on board had some inkling of the real 

facts of the case, and looked upon me as a 

villain. Certain it was that I should have 

bade adieu to the CUo, and gone back to 

England as fast as steam could have taken 

me, had I not dreaded my first interview 

with that London solicitor much more than 

the suspicious and hostile carriage of my 

o?m messmates. ■

''And BO I elected to stay on in my old 

berth. I kept aloof from the rest of the ■

crew, and tried to force my mind to fashion 

all sorts of fairy pictures as to the employ- 

ment of Mr. Creed's wealth when his will 

should have been duly proved; but the 

serpent would always creep into my para- 

dise, and the death's-head would show its 

grinning jaws amid the roses of my feast- 

table. Everybody, firom Captain Carter 

downwards, ralliea me on my sour face, 

and said I looked more like a man goins 

to be tried for murder, than one who had 

just come into a fine fortune. Had they 

known how often I pictured myself as 

standing in the felon's dock, with the judge, 

and jnrv, and gaoler idl in order, they 

would have guessed the reason^ of my 

Woeful countenance. Only Dennis Ryan 

kept a respectful silence. He seemed to 

have become a more decent liver since 

Horn's death. He worked now with a 

will, seldom got drunk, even while we were 

lying at Sydney, and by the time we set 

sail for Engluid I began to think I had 

done him an injustice, and became on 

better terms with him than with anyone 

else on board, Uie Captain only excepted. ■

"We started from Port Jackson light, and 

we called at the Swan Biver settlement to 

deliver some Government stores and to 

pick up, if possible, a few bales of wool 

as freight We had a splendid passage so 

far. A gentle south-east wind drove us 

along through the Australian Bight, and up 

the West Coast We landed our stores, 

and took on board what wool there was, and 

set sail on our homeward voyage. For 

three days the same fair weather lasted, but 

at the end of that time came indications of 

a change. The wind shifted to the south- 

west, and in twelve hours' time we were 

scudding close-hauled before such a gale as 

I had never yet experienced. For two 

days it blew in a way which made it quite 

clear to me how it was that Cape Leeuwin 

and its neighbourhood had got as bad a 

name in the Southern, as the Bay of Biscay 

in the Nordiem Seas. Then the wind 

moderated a little, and the heavy clouds 

lifted ; but it was a fearful sight that they 

revealed to us. There was tne lee shore 

not more than a mile and a half distant 

The sea was running tremendously high, 

and the wind was still blowing what would 

have passed for a strong gale in any less 

tempestuous latitude. During the previous 

night the mizen-topmast had gone over- 

board, and the rigging had got under the 

stem and clogged the rudder so that steer- 

ing in any case would have been an impos- 

sibilitv. Not that steering or anvthine ■
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else could have kept our doomed ship off 

that iron-boimd coast As if in derision, 

the smi broke oat through the scattering 

clouds, and shone with a cold, cruel glitter 

upon the spray-dashed rocks of an island 

lyinc: off ^he coast, upon which I thought, 

at first, we should be cast But the ship 

left it still to leeward, and drifted into a 

narrow channel between it and another 

towards her fate. ■

** I went out to the bowsprit to wait for 

the end. Often during my seafaring life 

I had felt the danger, more or less immi- 

ment, of a speedy death, but never before 

had it had so few terrors for me as in this 

moment, when I knew that the chances 

were a thousand to one that I should never 

live to see another day. I think I was 

even a little thankful ^at Fate was about 

to cut for me the tangled skein which I had 

undertaken to unravel I could laugh now 

at any fears of the law's vengeance, and was 

content, in consideration, to let go my life 

and all the Monte Cristo dreams I had 

indulged in. The clouds lifted more and 

more, so that the coast was quite clear. 

Below were the cruel, ragged rocks, upon 

which the coursing waves spent their 

strength and flew up in columns of spray ; 

and at the top of the low cliff I could pliunly 

distinguish the forms of the separate trees 

which marked the edge of the bush-forest 

As the doomed vessel laboured on — now in 

the trough of the sea, with no land in sight, 

now lifted up again on the crest of a wave — 

I fell a-thinking how pleasant it would be 

to explore the recesses of that trackless 

wood. I even determined which way I 

would turn my steps. Far inland I could 

see a vast, flat-topped ridge, falling away at 

one end in a sheer precipice, sharp cut, as 

if Old Nick had been up to some of his 

pranks here as well as with the Bock of 

Cashel, and this was the object I plannc^d 

to investigate. I took no heed of the 

shrieks of some of the crew, who were by 

this time mad drunk, laughing and blas- 

pheming in a most horrible manner, but 

stood waiting for the end. ■

" It came sooner than I had expected. As 

the waves parted just ahead, they showed 

me the sharp teeth of a sunken rock, and 

immediately I was all quivering with 

excitement to begin my struggle for Ufe 

with the waves, though a moment ago I 

was ready to meet death as a friend. Then 

came the awful crash. The ship seemed to 

break up like matchwood as the next wave 

dropped her right on the top of the rock. 

I was conscious of a violent blow on the ■

back from a loose bit of spar as I fdt 

myself sucked down, and to this I chmg 

with all a drowning man's grim tenacity. 

In a moment the sea was covered with 

wreck, and the cargo was spread abroad 

with strange diversity. Wooden chests, 

bales of wool, and bundles of hides floated 

within arm's-length of me, but I had 

a firm grip upon my spar, which I kept till 

I was within fifty yards of the land, llien 

I cast myself adnf t, and had just enough 

strength left me to struggle dirough me 

surf to land. My memory yet retuns an 

image of the events which followed, though 

I was in a state of semi-unconsciousness 

from battling with the waves. I remember 

crawling up over the smooth, water-worn 

stones on the beach for a dozen yards or so, 

and then I sank down in a dead swoon by 

the side of a large rock, which I fancied 

vaguely must be beyond the rise of the 

tide. ■

<* I had not then, and never shall have, any 

notion how long I lay unconscious. When 

I opened my eyes, the sea, though still 

high, was greatly moderated, and the son 

was beating with fierce rays upon my httd. 

I was too dazed at first to form any idea 

of my situation ; but very soon the horrible 

reality stood plainly forth, that I had 

escaped death by drowning only to fall a 

victim to the torrible fato of slow starva- 

tion. The western coast of Australia was 

at that time comparatively unknown, and 

what little was Imown was contained in 

stories of its inhospitable deserts and its 

ferocious inhabitants. How far I was from 

the penal settlement on Swan River I had 

no idea, neither could I toll whether it lay 

north or south. I stumbled along inland 

for a hundred yards or so, to a bit of rising 

ground, to see whether there yet remained 

any vestige of the ship, but nothing could 

I see save the same monotonous race of 

wave after wave breaking upon the dark 

red rocks. As I strained my eyes towards 

the islands off the shore, I fancied I saw a 

black speck dancing on the surface of the 

sea — now visible, now hidden, but ever 

coming nearer. At last it grew so distinct 

I could doubt no longer, so 1 made my way 

down to the shore towards the spot where 

I judged it would come to land, and just 

as I got to the wator's-edge, a cask, no 

doubt from the ill-fated ship, was cast up 

at my feet ■

" I broke in the head with a stone, and 

found, to my joy, that the cask contained 

biscuits, and that these were but little 

injured by the sea-water. I was by this ■
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time nearly famiahing, so made a hearty 

meal, and as soon as my hanger was 

appeased, I sank down upon the stones, and 

in a moment was fast asleep. When I 

awoke it was yet dark ; the stars were yet 

brilliant in the sky ; bat over the forest to 

the eastward, the heaven was overspread 

with the flash of dawn. The day comes 

rapidly in those latitudes, and in a few 

minutes it was almost light I rose wearUy 

from my stony bed, and when I tamed my 

eyes seaward I saw, to my amazement, the 

figure of a man standing at the very margin 

of the land, but as he was looking out to 

sea I could not distinguish his face. I 

could only be sure that he niust be one of 

our ship's company who, like myself, had 

escaped death, and I shouted to him as 

load as I could to attract his attention, and 

moved forward to meet him. In a moment 

he turned, and I recognised the countenance 

of Dennis Ryan. ■

"Ryan and myself, as I have already 

remarked, had been on much better terms 

since the news had been spread abroad of 

my strange elevation than we had been 

daring Horn's lifetime ; but now, no sooner 

did I catch sight of his face, than a sudden 

strange sense of terror came over me. Ryan 

was some ten years my junior, and im- 

mensely strong physically; but I felt no 

apprehension that he would take the oppor- 

tunity of taking vengeance upon me per- 

sonally for the many hard rubs I had given 

him on the voyage out As we walked 

towards each other I could not help asso- 

dating him once more with his ill-starred 

messmate ; and I found it difficult to per- 

suade myself that I could not distinguish 

something shadowy, in the likeness of 

Francis Horn, walking by Ryan's side as 

he approached ma ■

*< < Lethbridge, you here)' he cried. 

* I thought I was the only one who got 

through the surf; but it's lacky for us 

both. If either of us had been alone there 

would have been no chance, but together 

we may fight our way down to Swan 

River.' ■

" ' Til sell my chance of life for a trifling 

sum,' I replied. ' How should we make 

our way along this rocky beach. If we 

had provisions it would be just the same, 

for we could not carry them, and who 

knows whether Swan River is north or 

south.' ■

" * I do,' he replied coolly ; • Swan River 

is about sixty miles southward. I climbed 

up to that peak last night, and made out 

Piunlv a forked island, which we saw on ■

the starboard bow when we sailed. 'Tis 

about thirty miles off, I reckon, and Swan 

River should lie about thirty miles beyond 

it.' ■

" * But how are we to move thirty miles, 

or three either.' ■

" ' You must have been asleep ever since 

you've been ashore,' he said with some- 

thing like a sneer. < Why, there is a boat 

lying on the beach beyond those boulders, 

harmy damaged at all ; and the shore is 

strewn with barrels and stores of all sorts. 

I've rolled a lot of them beyond high- water 

mark. Just come and lend me a hand with 

some of the others.' ■

'* I followed Ryan for about a hundred 

yards along the beach till we came to a 

place where a rocky spit, running out from 

the land, formed a little harbour, and there, 

by the side of a huge boulder, was the 

boat Ryan had spoken of, and strewed all 

around were bundles and barrels of all 

sorts and sizes. ■

*' ' Now you get as many of these things 

up as you can, whUe I put a patch on the 

boat,' said Ryan. ■

" I could not help noticing, though our 

desperate condition might weU have driven 

all such thoughts away, how completely 

Ryan's bearing to me was altei;ed, and our 

positions reversed. He ordered me to go 

about my task with a tone of covert inso- 

lence, just as, a week ago, I should have 

told him to coil a rope or swab down the 

deck; and I, though I knew well enough 

that if I lost the lead now I should never 

regain it, fell into the subordinate place 

without a word, and began to roll up the 

casks which were lying low down amongst 

the rocks, towards the heap which Ryan had 

already collected. ■

*' After about an hour of this work, during 

which time not a word was spoken by 

either one of us, Ryan called out : ■

"'There, I think she's water-tight now; 

and you, Lethbridge, give over that work for 

a bit, and come and have something to eat. 

It won't do for you to fall ill, Lethbridge ; 

at any rate, jast at present.' ■

*' I made a hearty meal of biscuit and 

water ; for, luckily, there ilras a little stream 

coming down from the land close to where 

we had been cast ashore, and we worked 

all the rest of the day, getting some sailing- 

tackle fitted to the boat, and examining the 

casks and cases with the view of provision- 

ing our craft for the voyage. We scarcely 

exchanged a dozen words. I was saved 

from shipwreck indeed ; but I was still in 

supreme danger of my life. In this over- ■
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whelmiDg crisis, however, I was tormented 

with the dread of peril, remote, it is tme, 

bat little less fearfiil than death itself. 

With every moment that passed, the con- 

viction within me grew stronger that Bvan 

was the master of my secret^that he had 

known, all along, the identity of Samuel 

Bands and Francis Horn. Why, I asked 

myself, had I never thought of this before t 

Wliat was more likely than that he, the 

only friend of the dead man amone aU the 

ship's company, shonld have learnt Uie story 

of Horn's alias t I lay awake till it was 

almost dawn, tormented with the con- 

sciousness that I had only escaped death 

by drowning to meet a worse fato ; and, 

more than once, I resolved to get together 

as much biscuit as I could carry and plunge 

into the forest, and make a desperate effort 

to reach Swan Biver on foot If it were 

only sixty miles, as Byan had said, it would 

not be hopeless; but I fell into a heavy 

sleep, and when I awoke, Byan was busy 

over a fire he had kindled, toasting some 

bacoa ■

" < I've been in luck's way, Lethbridee,' 

he said. 'There's a cask of bacon I've hit 

upon. As far as provisions go, we might 

make our way back to Port PMlip. I tmnk 

we'll sail to-morrow.' ■

« < When you like ; it makes no difference 

to me.' ■

** ' You don't seem in very good spirits 

this morning. Now, I'm as lively as a 

kitten. We'll be at Swan Biver in a 

couple of days, and when we get to 

England I'm going to have a real spell of 

fun; and so will you, I reckon, with all 

that money of your old uncle's. It's no 

use asking you to go shares, I suppose, but 

at least you'll stand treat handsomely.' ■

"After these words I had no longer any 

doubt He had known all along that I 

was saUing back to England under false 

colours, and had, no doubt, formed his 

plans of swooping down upon me with 

threats of exposure unless I should pay 

him any price he might ask to keep his 

mouth dosed. Strong as my suspicions 

had been already, the certainty of my peril 

gave me a shock, and I could hwiiy 

answer him by reason of my confusion. ■

"*For Heaven's sake, man,' I cried, 

' don't talk of money now 1 It's ton to one 

that we are eaton either by the blacks on 

shore or by the sharks at sea before another 

week is over.' ■

«< Nonsense! You'll feel bettor when 

you are on board the liner that will take 

us to England. But we mustn't stand ■

here talking. When you've done break- 

fast, just trace this brook up into the 

woods, and see if you can find a pool where 

we may fill our barrels.' ■

"I gladly hailed the opportunity <^ 

getting out of the presence of the man 

whom I now hatod more intensely than 

ever, and followed the course of the stream 

through the rocks to a spot where the difis 

divide and made a narrow gorge, at the 

bottom of which the stream flowed, and 

formed in its course several basins firom 

which wator might easily be drawn. But I 

did not return until, having accomplished 

Uie object of my search, I clambered up the 

side of the gorge till I stood in the heart 

of the bush forest Once there I saw how 

vain was the hope I had nourished of 

venturing to traverse the wilderness on 

foot Into the dense undergrowth around 

me I could not have penetnted a dozen 

yards. I was a prisoner. Nature's bolts 

and bars were as secure as any ever devised 

by the locksmith's art. ■

«I retomed to the shore, and found 

that Byan, during my absence, had eot the 

boat ahnost ready for sea. He had shipped 

the sailing - gear and ranged a dozen or 

more of selected casks under the seats. 

There was a space yet left for water, and 

of this we fetched enough to fill five more 

barrels from the pools I had discovered. I 

was so worn out by the hard toil I had 

undergone that I slept soundly in spito of 

my weight of torror, and was only aroused 

by the rough shake of Byan, who shouted 

to me at the same tune that it was 

morning, and that we must set sail I got 

up, half-dazed, and helped him to get Uie 

boat into deep water. As soon as this 

was done Byan sprang in and called to me 

to follow. I did so, and in five minutes the 

sail was bent, and we were speeding along 

before a light breeze towards the south. ■

The weather continued all day as fine as 

one could wish, and by sunset the forked 

island, which Byan had espied from the 

top of the cliff, was only a few miles ahead. 

If his calculations should turn out to be 

correct, we should reach Swan Biver in a 

couple of days time at the latest Every 

hour that passed Byan grew more excited, 

and he onlered me about with an air of 

triumphant superiority. He took charge of 

the rations, and served me out my portion 

of bacon and biscuit, and a glass of rum, 

which he drew from a small cask, carefully 

stored in the storn beneath the bench upon 

which he sat He drank much more freelv 

himself, and soon fell fast asleep. So I took ■

r ■
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ihe radder, and kept the boat up to the 

wind, which had now fallen almost to a 

calm. The next day we conld not have 

made more than four or five miles, as 

the sail hong idly flapping against the mast ■

" ' Never mind, Lethbridge,' Byan said ; 

' we will get in sooner or later, though yon 

don't seem a bit anxions about it Now, 

if I was going home to finger a fine fortune, 

rd be tearing mad with impatience ; but, 

maybe, 111 get some pickings, after all.' ■

" I had by this time resolved that, if fate 

suffered us to get back to the living world, 

I would bury myself at once in the mazes 

of some great city, and would let the world 

hear no more of Francis Horn. So I kept 

my temper andmy composure as best Icould. 

Towards evening the wind sprang up, and 

we ran along merrily. Byan took the 

rudder, and bade me lie down to sleep, and 

it was bright morning before I awoke. 

Then my companion, who had idready 

been at the rum-cask, took another heavy 

draught, and was soon sound asleep. ■

" We were about three miles from land, 

and right in front of us lay an island. I 

shaped the boat's course to pass between 

this and the mainland, and was just going 

to eat some biscuit^ when a strong smell of 

rum greeted my nostrils, and, looking down, 

I saw that the bung of the cask, which 

Byan had put in carelessly, had come out, 

and all the spirit had escaped. I was 

greatly disappointed at this, for I had just 

promised myself a drink. However, there 

was another cask of the same kind in the 

bow ; I would broach it with a gimlet after 

I had made my meal. ■

*'By this time we were well in the 

channel, and not more than a mQe from 

shore. Suddenly my eye fell upon a white 

speck on the top of a high point What 

could it be, and what was that straight 

leafless tree beside it? In a moment I 

knew we were saved, at any rate from the 

perils of the sea, for what I saw was the 

look-out station of the penal settlement 

The wind had veered a little, and was now 

in our teeth, so I had to tack to make any 

way along the narrow channel I deter- 

mined not to awaken my companion, who 

still slept heavily under the combined 

influence of rum and fatigue, but, at the 

same time, I felt the want of a little 

stimulant keenly. So I drove my dmlet 

into the head of the other cask, and held 

the cup to catch the stream of rum which 

I expected would follow, but to my surprise 

nothing came. I drew out the gimlet, and 

found it discoloured, and when I heeled ■

the cask over, some black dust ran out over 

the bottom of the boat, and I saw at 

once that it was gunpowder. ■

" I was bitterly disappointed, for the ner- 

vous strain had product in me a craving 

for drink such as I had never felt before, 

and I even tried to sop up some of the spirit 

which was still washmg to and fro in the 

bottom of the boat Suddenly I started 

up, to find myself assailed by a new temp- 

tation, more dire even than the one which 

had led me into my present strait This 

new one came upon me like a lightning- 

flash, bom of the sight of those black, 

shining grains which were still pouring out 

of the gimlet-hole in the cask wit& every 

motion of the boat, and it mastered me at 

once. My moral sense, I suppose, was 

dormant; anyhow, I determined in a 

moment to make a buoy for myself of the 

empty rum-cask, bring ihe boat closer in to 

land, fix a slow-match to the hole of the 

powder-barrel, and then, swimming and 

floating, to gain the shore, and leave 

Dennis Byan to his fate. ■

" I quickly made my preparations. I 

twisted a match of some bits of tarred 

rope, fixed the bung firmly in the empty 

rum cask, and knotted a bit of rope round 

it to hold on by, and then ran the boat 

within half a mile of land, a distance I felt 

sure I could easily swim with the help of my 

barrel Then came the supreme moment 

of lighting the match. I had only about 

half-a-dozen, and you know how hard it is 

to coax a flame out of a lucifer in the 

gentlest wind. I struck one, and two, in 

vain, but the third burnt well, and soon 

kindled the bit of frayed-out tarred rope 

which I had prepared. This I applied to 

one end of the slow match, and bavins 

watched it bum up brightly, I jumped 

overboard and strack out for land. As an 

additional precaution I had tied the tiUer 

so that the boat would fall before the wind 

and take a north-westerly course out to sea 

as soon as she should be lefc to herself. 

Once in the water it was wonderful how 

soon we parted company. The boat went 

almost about, and ran through the water 

at a great rate. At one time I feared that 

she might not dear the island, and that 

Byan might be a second time shipwrecked. 

I swam steadily towards the point, resting 

whenever I was out of breath, and turning 

to watch the doomed craft Now she was 

abreast of the extreme point of the island ; 

in another five minutes she would be 

round it, and hidden from my sight, even 

should the match have not done its work. ■

■« i J * ^ ■
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Then came the white puff of smoke and 

the faint 'report, and when the air was 

clear again there was no longer a vestige 

of her to be seen. ■

"There was a strong current running 

between the island and the mainland, and 

as this set in shore I was soon carried to 

land. I clambered up to the flag-sta£f, and 

my sadden apparition almost scared the 

man in charge out of his wits. . At first he 

took me for a runaway convicti but when I 

had related to him my story, with certain 

omissions, he gave me some food and 

directed me to the path which led down to 

the settlement I found my way without 

difficulty, as the trees were marked for 

guidance, and on reporting myself as a 

shipwrecked sailor I was kindly received 

by the authorities, and in about a fortnight 

I got a passage to England. ■

" I had plenty of time to consider my line 

of action with regard to Mr. Creed's estate 

during the voyage homa Sometimes I 

felt inclined to tear the lawyer's letter into 

a thousand bits, and let the old man's 

money go where it might, but the seductive 

prospect of a lifetime. of ease and luxury, 

and the absence of all pressing danger, 

since that slow-match had done its work, 

urged me on. To cut my story short, I 

arrived safely in England, sought the 

lawyer's office, proved my claim, entered 

into possession of over twenty thousand 

pounds, and settled down to enjoy life in 

a pretty little cottage near Southampton. 

My old love of the sea never left me, and 

I spent most of my time cruising about in 

a roomy thirty-ton cutter. My story was 

well known, and I became somewhat a lion, 

and could have had society without stint ; 

but I saw nobody but a few quiet families, 

and now and then smoked my pipe in the 

parlour of a quay-side inn, where I fre- 

quentlymet some petty officers of the various 

mail-steamers which frequented the port, 

and talked over my own seafaring days. ■

"One day I accepted the invitation of 

one of them to go on board his ship, which 

was about to saU, and have some luncL 

The steamer was to leave the dock in a 

few hours' time, and everything was 

already smart and ship-shape. My host 

led the way down to the cabin, and just 

as I turned to descend the companion I 

found myself face to face with Dennis Ryan. 

"Dennis Ryan and no other! There 

was no doubt about it. His eyes lighted 

up with an evil glitter as they fell upon 

xny face ; but he passed me with no sign 

of recognition. I was as one stunned. I ■

hardly knew what I said or did ; but I 

managed somehow to frame a hiJtkig 

excuse to the officer, and left the ship at 

once. I watched her from my upper 

window, and only felt a very little wlief 

when I saw her steam away down the Water. ■

''All that evening and throngh the 

night my brain was busy at work with 

a scheme for burying myself in some 

secluded comer, in some foreign land, if 

need be, far away from the possible path 

of Dennis Ryan, and with speculations as 

to how he could ever have escaped the 

fate I had so carefully prepared for him ; 

but these latter soon left me in the pre- 

sence of the overwhelming necessity for 

instant flight from Uiis sailor-haunted 

town. As I sat at breakfast the next 

morning, I told myself that I had been 

wrong to have ever ventured into it. I 

was just going upstairs to prepare for my 

departure, though the ship on t>oard which 

I had seen my deadly roe would not be 

back again for four months at least, when 

my servant came in and told me that a 

man outside wanted to speak to ma ■

"It was Ryan. Fool that I was, never to 

have speculated on the probability of his 

deserting his ship at the last moment^ 

especially when such game was afoot on 

shore as myself ! He came to the point at 

once, and was brutal in his reference to the 

past, and exacting in his terms as to the 

future. He had doubtless some cause for 

railing at me; but he did not give due 

weight to the fact that self-preservation is 

the first law of nature. He demanded, as 

the price of lus silence, an annual payment 

which absorbed half my income, and since 

that time his exactions have become so 

severe that he leaves me a bare pittance. 

Once a week he comes to claim his hush- 

money, and lately he has even waylaid me 

on my way home from the tavern, for a 

supplementary grant You will be able to 

judge, after what you have seen this 

evening, that I shall have to decide, before 

long, whether I shall end my days in the 

workhouse or in prison." ■

By THEO gift. ■

Author q/ " Lil Larimer," " An Aim and its Prtoc," ■

Etc., Etc ■

CHAPTER V. SENT AWAY I ■

It certainly was typhus, though how, 

why, and whence it had come, none could 

say. Typhus 1 It was not even the ■

IP ■
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season for thioffs of that sort — if, indeed, 

anything of we sort coidd have been 

expected at any season in the wind-swept 

and healthy district of St. Tryphine and its 

neighbourhood. As for Dr. Dapr^, he said 

distinctly that it was '* preposterous, 

unheard-ofy out of all reason," and was 

inclined to pooh-pooh altogether the first 

cases which came forward to claim his 

attention; and yet, preposterous, out of 

reason, or what not, here it was sure 

enough, beginning in some narrow alley 

in the neighbouring market-town; creeping 

thence to breathe upon the busy, chaffer- 

ing groups in the market itself; and carried 

from there to the outlying cottages, and 

even tiie little fishing hamlet, by those of 

thdr inhabitants who yisited the town 

with truck-loads of salt or potatoes, or big 

baskets, skilfully balanced on their heads, 

of fresh sardines, eggs, and butter; and 

returned home laden with groceries and 

hardware, or wool and cotton stuffs, for 

the benefit of those belonging to them. ■

"FeyersI Bahl We are safe enoueh 

from infection, 'nous autres par ici,"* the 

people of St. Tryphine and Mailly used to 

say. ''Our sea-breezes, see you, would 

blow them away before they were even 

bom." ■

But if the sea-breezes were potent 

enough to prevent the birth of such evils 

withm their area, they were powerless to 

cope against them when brought from 

without by human agencies, and fostered; 

as, among a people so poor, primitive, and 

prolific, they were sure to be; by over- 

crowding, open drains, and insufficient 

food. ■

As if, too, to add to these unwholesome 

elements, the weather, which had been hot 

and dry through the early part of July, 

chansed suddenly to wet — a sofb, soaking, 

wincUess rain, which fell day after day, 

blotting out all the bright colours on sea and 

land as with a pall of grey ; and rising from 

the ground a^ain in a hot, dank mist^ which 

seemed to hokl all things malodorous in its 

steamy grasp, instead of suffering them to 

escapa ■

The fever revelled in it. There were 

deaUis here, there, everywhere — nearly as 

manyi indeed, as cases among the neigh- 

bouring poor — till Leah almost grew to 

dread opening the window in her room, 

which looked seaward, lest she should 

hear the bells of St. Tryphine telling with 

sdemn toll tiiat some fresh soul had passed 

from its troubles here to the rest beyond 

theerave. ■

At times, too, she looked out from it at 

mournful little pictures. Now, a rustic 

funeral, lumbering heavily along, its scanty 

train of mourners vaguely distinguishable 

through a slant of rain. Now, a little pro- 

cession, led by the village cur6, in surplice 

and stole, and chanting aloud a litany from 

the thumbed prayer-book in his hand; 

before him a cross-bearer, carrying a big 

gilt cross, which glittered and twinkled in 

every stray sun-ffleam; behind him a 

straigling line of men, women, and chil- 

dren, with bent heads and rosaries trick- 

ling through their brown, sunburnt fingers, 

trudging hopefully along the heavy, deep- 

rutted roads, to pray at the shnnes of 

St. Gildas or St. GuenoU for a cessation of 

the scourge which was devastating their 

peaceful countryside. ■

Devastating indeed 1 M^re Blin was 

dead, and a brother of P'cit Jean's, and 

who could say how many more. The 

very wheat in the fields was lying prone 

against the wet earth, ripe and rotting, 

while the reapers had either fallen beneath 

Death's reaping-hook or were too dis- 

heartened and " demoralises " to wield the 

sickle themselvea And the more super- 

stitious of the peasants were unanimous in 

declaring that the spectre-horse of King 

Gradlon, a favourite Breton wraith, could 

nightly be heard galloping — '*trip, trep, 

trip, trep " — ^across the moor, as when he 

fled from the doomed city of Is centuries 

before Oaul or Norseman set their feet on 

the rocky shores of Bretagne. ■

At Les Ch&taigniers, however, every- 

thing went on as usual with a quiet ignor- 

ing of the sorrow and sickness without, and 

a monotonous formality of routine which 

chafed Leah at times ahnost beyond bear- 

ing, and which was not even disturbed by 

the disappearance in one day of two of the 

under-servants-^one, a Parisian, having 

returned abruptly to her native city for 

fear of the infection ; the other, a village 

girl, because her sister having caught it 

already, she wanted to nurse her. The de- 

fections made no difference in the household 

regime, and were not even known to the 

girls till they were filled up Joanna had 

done the extra work meanwhile; and if 

Madame St. Laurent gave any reason for the 

appearance of new faces about the house, 

it had -nothing to do with the fever which, 

whether as typhus or typhoid, was a word 

prohibited to be spoken. Even the Count, 

autocrat as he generally seemed to be, was 

snubbed when he took upon himself to 

introduce the forbidden subject ; and when, ■
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disregarding the Bufi^ciently dgnificant 

check, he proceeded somewhat perti- 

naciously to descant on the delights of 

Dinan in the bathing-season as experienced 

just then by his step-mother and sisters ; 

and on how much these would be increased 

by the presence there of Madame Si 

iJanrent and her charming daoghter, 

madame qnietly sent Vera out of the room 

on some errand and answered : ■

" I am much obb'ged to you, Counti but 

neither M. St. Laurent nor I are at all 

afraid of the fever, which is entirely among 

the poorer classes, and not likely to affect 

us ; and as my daughter is too young and 

Umid to go away from home without our 

protection, I do not wish her to be 

alarmed or excited by hearing of things 

which might make her nervous and un- 

happy here." ■

The Count bowed low, but with an 

unmistakeable darkening of face, which 

was not lost on Leah, who sat working 

close by. ■

<* Madame is a devoted mother, and all 

who admire must obey her," he said 

politely ; ** but is it not possible that the 

maternal love, which sees the infant it has 

nourished in the adorable woman who has 

succeeded to it, may blind her — I will not 

say to Mdlle. Yera's age— but to her 

powers and qualifications 1 Surely if she 

is able to support the excitement and 

enjoy the society of the charming and 

intellectual Mdlle. Josephs, she is not less 

fitted for that of 'ces deux fillettes', my 

young step-sisters, who are the friends and 

playmates of her infancy." ■

Madame St Laurent coloured. Her 

little flash of anger was evaporating as 

usual in nervousness. ■

" Oh, certainly not — of course not, M. le 

Comte I Vera has, of course, a great 

friendship for Eulalie and Alphonsine, and 

if it were not that you say that they 

would be afraid to come on a visit here ■

just now 1 But too much pleasure at a ■

time is not good for any young people, 

and Vera is undoubtedly very young for 

her age, and has been sufficiently excited 

this summer by the pleasure of Miss 

Josephs's visit; still, next year, if the 

Countess would like " ■

" Next year we shall certainly hope to 

see more of Mdlle. Vera," said the Count 

with a half-laugh, which sounded almost 

threatening. " But even now, since madame 

has been so good as to allow the privileges 

of old friends to my sisters, I trust she will 

not think that I also am presuming too ■

much on the same claim if, in my deep 

anxiety for her charming young daughter's 

health, I still venture to entroat Uiat if 

there be any risk to it " ■

"Oh, but there is none — ^none at all. 

We were never any of us better or more 

cheerful," cried madame, whose tone was 

as little cheerful as the Count's had been 

entreating. "If it were not so, do you 

think Miss Josephs would remain with us, 

or that I should allow her to do so t You 

are forgetting Miss Josephs in your anxiety 

about-— about us — but we do not forget 

her. And if there was the least fear for 

anyone — ^if she had any fear for herself, we 

should send her away at onca Shouldn't 

we, Miss Josephs, my dear t " ■

Leah was hardly allowed to answer for 

the protestations and apologies which the 

Count poured forth upon her. Madame 

had found a way to silence him on ibt 

subject of Dinan and Vera for the time 

being; but Leah was greatly puzzled by 

the tone of the interview — the air of almost 

insolent authority in the Count's manner, 

and the decided hostility and resistance 

showing through all madame's attempts 

at deprecation and civility. It contradicted 

certain girlish, half-formed theories of hers, 

that the St Laurents were intending to 

bestow their young daughter on this man, 

who, tiiough more than twice her age, was 

their only intimate friend, and the only 

unmarried man admitted to the house : and 

these were still further negatived by a 

little incident, most trifling in itself, which 

occurred a few days later. ■

The rainy weather and the state of the 

roads had offered a good excuse for keeping 

the girls at home of late, or confining their 

wdlka to a brief turn along the hira road 

between Les Ch&taigniers and Mailly, 

where there were no cottages — ^nothing, 

indeedi but fir-trees and heath on either 

side, and nothing more dangerous in the 

way of carrying infection than a roush 

heath -pony or a flock of eeese; whue 

indoors they spent a good aeal of their 

time in what was called the workroom — a 

more cheerful and less formal apartment 

than the drawing-room, where Madame 

St. Laurent not infrequently spent her 

afternoons superintending the making and 

mendine operations of Joanna and a littie 

dressmi^er from Pont I'Abb^, who came 

over by the week to assist in them. ■

The distence from any large town 

naturaUy compelled the family to have all 

their needlework done at home, but, at 

the same time, precluded the ladies from ■

■■I ■■ I' U ■
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haying any very familiar acquaintance 

with the fashions of the day; and it 

was, therefore, not surprising that the 

extremely modem style of Leah's gowns 

and bonnets caused her to be regarded 

as the "glass of fashion" by the rest 

of the party, and any opinions or sug- 

gestions of hers to be sought for and 

received with grateful eagemesa Perhaps 

the gratitude was increased by the fact 

that her clever fingers were always ready 

to give a practical exposition of what she 

meant; and even Madame St Laurent, 

though constitutionally timid as to novelties 

and inclined to regard anything unwonted 

in the shape of puffings or flouncings as 

tending to impropriety, was fain to relax 

into an indulgent smile when, on first 

finding herself in a gown made after the 

pattern of one of Leah's, Vera opened her 

eyes of almost childish wonder at the mirror 

which reflected her, and, turning suddenly 

to her mother, exclaimed inpulsively : ■

" Oh, mamma, am I not pretty 1 Did 

you think I could look so pretty in any- 

thing r* ■

It happened very naturally, however, 

that other people came to the same conclu- 

sion, and on the evening following the little 

passage-of-arms between madame and the 

County the latter took advantage of Yera's 

ministrations with the coffee-cups to pay 

her, not only the customary toll on her 

finger-tips, but an elaborate compliment on 

her truly charming appearance ; adding, as 

he turned to her father : ■

" N'est ce pas vrai, mon ami, que made- 

moiselle s'est grandie tout d'un moment 1 

La voil^ femme aujourd'hui; et ma foi, 

femme tr^s jolie, je vous assure ! " ■

St. Laurent glanced across the room at 

his daaghter from under his heavy eye- 

brows ■

" Le crois tu 1 " he said shortly ; but 

then, after a moment^ as his gaze rested on 

the young sirl, who, in her new bravery 

and still mushing from the compliment 

paid her, was looking unusually charming 

and womanly. "Diable! mais^n effet 

tu as raison," he added, with a grim, but 

not ill-pleased laugh. ■

It was just iben that Leah happened to 

glance at Madame St. Laurent. She, too, 

was looking at her daughter, or rather from 

the faces of the two men to hers, the ex- 

pression of her own furrowed by such a 

look of anxious, deprecating misery as 

startled her young visitor as much as it 

puszled her. She did not speak, and 

nothing more was said on the subject; but ■

on the morrow and the day following, Vera 

made her appearance, not in the pretty new 

frock which had excited so much admira- 

tion, but in the dowdy, old-fashioned one 

she had worn previously ; and when asked 

as to the reason why, answered : ■

" Oh, mamma came to me and said she 

did not quite like me in it as it was, and 

that I was not to put it on again till she 

had had something done to it. I was 

sorry, for I thought it perfect after all the 

trouble vou had taken with it" ■

<' And you liked yourself in it too. Vera, 

didn't you)" said Leah. "Did your 

mamma say what was the matter 1 Perhaps 

I could " ■

"No, she did not tell me. She only 

took it awav with her. Oh, II I never 

liked myself so much, dear Leah," said 

Vera, smiling. <' I hope Joanna will soon 

let me have it back." ■

But Joanna did not The dress remained 

in madame's wardrobe, and Leah had too 

much pride and tact to make anv further 

enquiry about it, more especiidly as she 

discovered at the same time that her advice 

and assistance were no longer required in 

the workroom, so far, at any rate, as Vera 

was concerned. She wondered about it a 

little — wondered whether madame had so 

much foolish pride as to feel mortified and 

angry at a Molle. St Laurent being singled 

out forsudden admiration because attired in 

a dress modelled after that of a young lady 

who was (for the nonce, at any rate) only 

her companion and singing-mistress; or 

whether, being a youngish-looking woman 

herself, she could have the more foolish 

vanity of wishing to keep her young 

daughter in the background, for her own 

benefit where the middle-aged admirer was 

concerned. Yera's perfect submissiveness 

prevented the question from being solved 

on either count Where she never even 

attempted to demur or enquire, no one 

else could presume to do so, and her friend 

could only admire for the hundredth time 

the power, however acquired, by which 

this quiet, insignificant hostess of hers 

managed to maintain so complete a hold 

over her daughter's will that the latter 

never seemed to have even contemplated 

the possibility of having one of her own, 

and this without ever descending to anger 

or argument on one side, and coaxing on the 

other ; or so much as presc^iting any solid 

or definite reason for her likes and dislikes 

to the person -she expected to be swayed by 

them. ■

Principle, motive, reason, had nothing ■

It ■
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to do with Vera St. Laurent She had 

been brought up to obey and to ask no 

questions. Possibly this was all her mother 

could teach her, but she had at least taught 

it thoroughly and with a jealous, persistent 

care, a constant checking of every inde- 

pendent thought and action within the 

narrowest limits of her own narrow train- 

ing, which had had (to outward appearance 

at any rate) its desired result At over 

nineteen years of age Vera was simply an 

echo and a shadow, following as her mother 

moved, repeating as her mother spoke, yet a 

shadow with a vast capacity for feeling and 

even passion which certainly never came 

to her from either father or mother, and 

of which she was hardly conscious herself 

until the advent of Leah into her life 

afforded her a partial outlet for it ■

But (and this the acuter Jewish girl 

sometimes thought) if with that unsatisfied 

capacity the echo were ever to be brought 

into response with any other voice, any 

more powerful key-note — ^what then 1 ■

The answer was nearer than she thought, 

for just one week after the little dress 

episode just recorded, M. St Laurent 

himself was stricken down by the fever. ■

He had been ailing for a couple of days ; 

but illness only having the effect of 

making him more morose and obstinate 

than usual, he had refused to let his 

anxious wife send for the doctor; and when 

the sick man was obliged to give in on this 

point, it was evident, from Dr. Dnpr^'s 

face as he left the sick-room, that the 

worthy physician thought the summons 

far frqm prematura Madame, who had 

followed him downstairs, needed not even 

to ask a question, but stood looking at him 

with hands wrung together in silent misery, 

as many another poor woman had wrung 

hers during the last few weeks, and the 

doctor answered the look at once. ■

''Yes, my dear madame, there is — I 

afflict myself to say it — no doubt in the 

matter. Oar friend has managed in some 

way to catch the infection. We can only 

trust that it will not be a bad case ; bat 

what we have to do now is to deal with it as 

promptly as possible, and to avoid its 

spreading further." ■

The Comte de MaiUy came over to Les 

Ch&taigniers the verv next morning. Leah 

thought it spoke well for his fidelity to his 

friends that he did not allow any fear of 

the fever, so lon^ frowned down and 

tabooed, to keep him from their side, but 

she was surprised to see the anxious distress 

on madame's face deepen when his name ■

was announced, and the expression became 

still more marked when the invalid sent 

down word that he wanted to see the 

Count at once, and alone. ■

''I suppose it is about legal matters. 

The Count is one of his executors, and 

perhaps it is as well to arrange things in 

case — ^in case he should be delinous later," 

she said, pressing her thin, dry finders 

tightly together, even her reserve broken 

down for once in the overmastering need 

for sympathy ; " but I do not see why I 

should not be there. I am his wife." ■

Leah ventured to take the restless 

fingers in her warm clasp, and press ^em 

kindly. ■

''Dear madame," she said in her ■

Eleasantest voice, " that is why monsienr 

eeps you away ; it is to save you the pain 

of hearing him discuss events which may 

never come to pass, though it may be 

necessary to discuss them for yours and 

Vera's sake," ■

"Ah, it is about Vera 1" cried Madame 

with a half sob, but checked herself the 

next moment, and added more quietly : 

"But you are a good, kind girL Thank 

you, my dear; and — and go to Vera. CM 

course, we shall have to lose you, at once, 

and she will like to have all she can of 

you. Indeed I don't know how long I ■

shall be let " once again she broke ■

off, her face working ; but the old habit of 

reticence prevailed, and she went on 

quickly : " but don't tell Vera anything. 

There is no call for her to be frightened. 

We have not told her yet what is the 

matter with her father, you know. She 

thinks it is only a feverish attack, and 

perhaps it may pass over. The doctor 

may say he is better in the morning." ■

" But if he does not, and if he thinks 

there is fear of infection, ought not Vera 

to be sent away as much as I?" Leah 

asked. " Dear madame, I do so wish you 

would let her come home with me for a 

while. You know my mother suggested 

it when she first heard of there being cases 

of typhus in the neighbourhood, and 

wanted me to hurry my own return in con- 

sequence ; and though you would not hear 

of it then, surely now, when there is real 

danger for her in staying at home, and 

when you know how delighted we should 

all be to have her, and what care " ■

" Oh, thank you, my dear — I am sure of 

that ; but it couldn't possibly be. I couldn't 

let her go. She is quite a home-bird, you 

know, and so shy she would feel lost away 

from us. Oh no. She will not go near ■

■
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her papa's aide of the house, of coarse, 

bat the doctor coaldn't wish me to send 

her away. Hash! Are not those his 

wheels 1 I mast ga And pray, Miss 

Josephs, my dear, don't suggest such an idea 

to Vera. She would not like it, indeed, 

fond as she is of you." ■

Leah was glad not to be required to say 

anything. Indeed, she would almost rather 

not have gone to Vera, so difficult was it 

for her, with her natural frankness, to prac- 

tise madame's system of silence and hush- 

ing up everythinff, which seemed to be the 

chief article in that lady's creed, and one 

to be carried out even at the price of 

deprivingherself of her grown-up daughter's 

sympathy and help in the hour when she 

had most need of both. On the present 

occasion, indeed, Miss Josephs found her 

friend^ in a rather more cheerful and 

talkative mood than usoal ; feverish, bilious 

attacks being not very infrequent occur- 

rences with her father, and having their 

mitigating side in removing his suny and 

mirth-quenchiog presence from the family 

board for a bri^ period. It was, perhaps, 

nataral that Vera should not have much real 

affection for a parent who never showed 

her the slightest outward sign of any, and 

should congratulate herself on the fact that 

he "never would have her near him when 

he was poorly ", in the hope that she and 

Leah would thereby get a long day to them- 

selves out of doors. Bat it was difficult for 

the latter, knowing the real state of the 

caso, the dangerous nature of the father's 

illness, and the preparations already being 

made for her own departure on the morrow, 

to respond to this innocent cheerfulness 

with any approach to her usual manner ; 

and she could have cried out with relief 

when the door opened at last, and the 

sadden appearance of Madame &U Laurent 

put a stop to the conversation, at the same 

moment that the roll of wheels along the 

drive showed that either the Count or 

doctor, if not both, had just departed. ■

One glance at madame's face was suffi- 

cient to tell that their visit had had a 

terribly agitating effect on her, while the 

odour of vinegar and chloride-of-lime which 

was wafted before her showed that she had 

not dared to come to them without prior 

precautions. ■

" I have something to tell'you — both of 

you," she said, sitting down at a distance 

from tiiem, with her eyes fixed on her own 

daughter, who simply regarded her with 

placid expectation. "Vera, my dear, Dr. 

DQDr6 savs vonr Dana's illness is of an — an ■

infectious character " — even now she could 

not bring herself to say the real word — 

"and therefore he thinks it better for 

young people, who always take things 

easily, not to be in the house. You could 

be no use, of coarse, for Joanna and I can 

do everything your papa wants, and, with 

us occupied upstairs, it would in any case 

be very dull for you when Miss Josephs 

is gone, so, as she has been kind enough 

to urge that you should accompany her 

home " ■

"Oh, mammal" cried Vera, half stretch- 

ing out her hand to her friend, but it fell 

at her side almost at the same moment, 

and whether the exclamation was one of 

paio or pleasure no one knew. ■

Leah was looking at Madame St Laurent^ 

and that lady, after one quick glance at her 

daughter, and a half-repressed sigh, turned 

to the Jewish girl, and went on, not with- 

out evident embarrassment : ■

" You are quite sure that your mamma 

does wish for her — that she will not be a 

— ^in any way a trouble, my dear 1 I could 

not possibly let her go if I were not certain 

of that, or if you had not pressed it so 

much ; for — for, as it happens, the 

Comtesse de Mailly is at Dinan at present, 

and particularly wants me to let Vera go 

to her. The Count brought the message, 

and as he is joining her himself to-morrow, 

he has offered to ttULe charge of Vera and 

her maid on the. journey. Indeed, he was 

inconsiderate enough to speak to M. St. 

Laurent about it, and get him to consent ; 

but though it is, of course, most kind of 

the Countess, and I couldn't have refused 

if — if there had been no prior engagement, 

still, as you had asked her first, and I knew 

my daughter would prefer being with ■

you ." She made a little pause here; ■

but Vera did not speak, only stood looking 

at her, with bewildered, almost stupid, eyes; 

and again she turned to Leah. " But^ 

perhaps — I had not thought of that; your 

mamma might be afraid of the fever 

now ? " ■

"Oh no, madame; that she certainly 

wouldn't," said Leah quickly. "How 

could Vera brine it any more than 1 1 She 

has not been with her father at all since he 

began to be unwell ; and there is nothing 

we should like better than to have her ; ■

unless she " and here it was her turn ■

to stop and look at Vera. ■

She had expected that the latter would 

have interrupted her before now with 

entreaties not to be sent away in this time 

of anxietvand trouble, but to be permitted ■
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to stay and help her mother through it 

Knowing that nothing could have torn her 

from her own parents at snch a crisis, as 

also that it was only stem necessity which 

had compelled Madame St. Laurent to 

consent to the separation, Yera's sQence 

and immohility seemed to her equally 

puzzling and unnatural ; untQ another ex- 

planation of it occurred to her, and she 

went on rather hesitatingly : ■

"Unless she would rather go to the 

De Maillys. They would be nearer to 

you, and they are much older friends, so it 

might be more agreeable to her, especially 

if monsieur gets better ; for Dinan would 

be very gay just now, and of course, as 

you know," colouring a little, but speaking 

quite frankly and pleasantly, " we are very 

homely people in comparison. We live 

very quietly always ; and the season will be 

quite over in London by the time we get 

there." ■

" Mamma *^ Vera began again, this ■

time in a tone of trembling appeal ■

But Madame St. Laurent was already 

answering her friend: ■

"My dear, that is just what I wish. ■

The De Madllys are oh, of course ■

they are very nice — most distinguished 

and condescending, and all that; but I 

would rather Vera didn't go to them just 

yet I would rather she were with homely, ■

Juiet people — ^people of her own stand mean where she would not be troubled 

with much gaiety and that sort of thing, 

and — and made discontented with her own 

home and the ways here." ■

" Mamma, I am not discontented," said 

Vera, going a little nearer to her. "I 

will do just as you tell ma I don't want 

to go away, if you woqld rather have ma 

I only want to do as you say. If I could 

be of use " ■

"But have I not told you you can- 

not bel There is no choice about it 

Dr. Dnpr^ says you must go. Barbe is 

packing your trunk now, and I — I ought ■

iHHilfc* ■

to be with your papa. I have 

here too long already," the mother 

rupted, her voice harsh enough fraoi 

very desperation of anxiety to m^e Taai' 

shnnk back. " Miss Josephs, my dear, JM^ 

will take care of her 1 Promise me 1 " JLbX 

she left the room without another ^ocd. ■

They hardly saw her again, and not inr 

more than a few brief seconds— too Amt 

for conversation — at any tima ■

Indeed, there was not leisure for miuAi' 

conversation of any sort Vera, ignorant ^ 

the very nature of the illness from whicbr 

her father was suffering, and rendered stV 

more incapable of appreciating its gra^ 

by the care with which she hi^ been 

from hearing of its ravages among 

poorer neighbours, was simply bewild< 

between the mixed pain and pleasure 

the double tidings so suddenly conve]f84b 

to her. How she had dreaded Leu^" 

going, and longed to accompany hflt^^ 

her passive sense of the hopelessnew 

of such longing had prevented any* 

one from guessing, while at the sama 

time intensifying her feeling of dumb 

misery at the approaching separation. And 

now, when she was suddenly informed^ 

without one word of warning or pre- 

paration, that her father was veiy iU 

of something infectious, and that she 

and Leah, instead of being parted, wmre 

to go away together at once — ^when Leah 

looked grave and anxious, and her mother 

ghastly and unlike herself — she felt like 

one stunned, and more glad to busy her* 

self in simply doing wmtt she was told i 

folding dresses and petticoats, and helpii^ 

with the packing generally j than in askinflr 

questions or talking. By-and-by Leah woudd 

tell her all about it^ but just now tiiere was 

too much for everyone to do, and too little 

time to do it in, for even Lesth to have 

leisure for much speech. ■

Before dawn on the morrow they wem 

already on their road, but Vera scarcely^ 

realised it all even then 1 ■
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than Fair Ines, and still showed the 

immaturity of early girlhood at the age 

when her mother's beauty had reached the 

perfection of its bloom. If Lilias looked 

in vain for a likeness to her father in 

Dolores, she was not more successful in 

tracing a moral and intellectual resemblance 

to Hugh. Dolores was keenly sensitive, 

indeed, but of an indolent turn of mind, 

and wholly without artistic tastes. Fair 

but not remarkable intelligence, a sweet 

temper, a trusting disposition, and a heart 

much too afifectionate for her future peace, 

were the chief characteristics of this girl, 

who was, indeed, dear as an only daughter, 

and a source of the purest happiness to 

Lilias Merivale. ■

Warned by the experience of her own 

early years, it had been Lilias's great care 

to surround the child, who had come into 

her lonely life with so strong a plea for 

consideration, Mrith all the tenderness and 

solicitude of which her own nature held so 

large a store, but which had been only 

sparingly utilised until the closing years of 

her stepfather's life had drawn upon it, to 

her full compensation and content To gain 

the child's, and keep the girl's confidence ; 

to fill Dolores with the conviction that 

she was the one supreme and all-important 

object in her life ; to make her reliance 

upon indulgence, her confidence in Lilias's 

illimitable love as spontaneous as breathing 

— this was the ambition of Lilias, and 

she had achieved a success which seldom 

attends human efifort in any creditable 

direction. The line she had taken with 

Dolores did not meet with universal or 

unmixed approval; there were others 

besides the household at The Quinces who 

thought she " made too much fuss " about 

the girl Of this number Mrs. Courtland 

was one ; but she based her opinion upon 

more philosophical grounda ■

" You are too careful to make all smooth 

for her in the little things of life and the 

small contrarieties of every day," Mrs. 

Courtland said to Lilias more than once ; 

"this would be well if you could ensure a 

continuance of it, and if you were to be by 

her side always. But she will have to take 

her share of the lot of humanity, to be 

dropped in her turn into the mill, and you 

will either be no longer there to see the 

grinding, or you will have to stand by with 

folded hands, helpless, and see her su£fer 

and be strong, or Euffer and be weak, as 

nature and training shall have fashioned 

her ; for this is what we all have to do in 

the case of those whom we love. Don't ■

brine her up too exclusively in Paradise, 

my dear Lilias ; let her sometimes have a 

peep beyond the gates into the outside 

world, lest she be unable to bear the 

shock of reality when you are no longer 

there to break it to her, or sxe forced to 

look on while others put her through that 

teaching." ■

Lilias knew these were the words of 

wisdom, but she had not courage to act 

upon them. To her seeing, Dolores had 

no faults that needed correction, no wishes 

that ought to be denied ; her sweet wilful- 

ness was just that which she might have 

exercised towards her real mother, and it 

was therefore delightful to Lilias ; lastly, 

if her father had been here, this would have 

been Hugh's way with her. And so Dolores 

was unconsciously, indeed blamelessly, 

self -occupied; for how was she to doubt her 

own supreme importance, or surmise that 

the small world in which she lived had 

interests other than her own, when all her 

experience from seven to seventeen went 

to convince her to the contrary, or, rather, 

to exclude all such ideas from her mind 1 ■

With the steadiness and constancy of 

her character, Lilias had adhered to her 

early interest in Julian Courtland, and, as 

he fdways showed her the best side of his 

nature, she was much attached to him. 

It was not altogether from policy and 

selfish motives that Julian exerted himself 

to maintain his position with Miss Merivala 

He really liked and respected her, and she 

possessed the faculty, given to the favoured 

few, of bringing out the best qualities of 

those with whom she associated. His ^ood 

looks, his pleasant ways, his high spirits, 

and his musical talents were charming 

to Lilias; that any grave faults marred 

this pleasing exterior she did not know. 

Colonel Courtland had always been careful 

to screen his nephew from the odium of 

the conduct which gave himself much pain, 

and kept him in constant anxiety. And 

Lilias was more in accord with him in 

regard to Julian than his wife was. Mrs. 

Courtland, in addition to a belief in 

hereditary characteristics and vices, which 

would in any case have made her suspicious 

of Julian, as the son of particularly worth- 

less parents, was quicker of perception, 

more difficult of persuasion than her 

husband, and she difiered, silently, from 

him on the merits of his nephew, and 

suffered not a little from the fear that a 

severe disappointment was in store for 

him. ■

Julian had always been conscious that ■
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Mr& Conrtland distrasted him, and he 

disliked her accordingly; bat his behaviour 

towards her, from the time at which he 

had acquired the cunning of his precocious 

manhood, had been faulUess. He regarded 

her as an enemy whom he could neither 

dislodge nor disarm, and whom it behoved 

him to keep in check by giving her no 

possible point of advanti^e against him. 

His tactics had hitherto been so successful 

that there was just one subject in all the 

range of things on which Colonel Court- 

land did not value his wife's judgment, and 

did not depend on her sympathy. That 

subject was Juliau. ■

As for Miss Merivale, the utmost she 

believed to the discredit of the Colonel's 

nephew was tiiat he was rather extravagant 

That he was a gambler, and generally un- 

principled, she had not the remotest idea ; 

nor would the Colonel, if he had been 

obliged to tell the truth according to his 

knowledge, have admitted anything like so 

much. ■

To Julian, therefore. Miss Merivale's 

house had been a second home, and 

if anything had been wanted to confirm 

the interest with which she had regarded 

the Colonel's nephew from his boyhood, it 

would have been supplied when Dolores 

came to her, and she found that it was for 

him that the child had fretted herself into 

illness after Willesden removed her from 

Lislee. To the pretty, foreign-looking 

little girl with the invaJid mother, Julian 

had been protector and playmate, after 

the patronisine fashion of a big boy. 

One of the pleasantest incidents of the 

ever-memorable time which delivered up 

Hugh's trust to her keeping, was the 

meeting between the child and the boy 

when, on Colonel Courtland's arrival at 

The Quinces with Julian, he recognised in 

Lilias's new-found treasure the Uttle girl 

whose fate had given rise to so much 

regret ■

Julian was thenceforth doubly welcome, 

and as Miss Merivale had educated Hugh 

BoBslyn's daughter at home, he had fre- 

quent opportunities of being in the 

company of his former little companion, 

when he came to London to pursue his 

studies for his profession. The sequel of the 

simple story is soon told. Julian was never 

dislodged from his place in the heart of 

Dolores. She passed from childhood into 

girlhood, with him for her companion still; 

a little more distant, just a little feared, 

perhaps, but ever the hero of her imagina- 

tion! ^^ idol of her heart, invested with | ■

the glory and the prandeur of manhood 

while she was yet in the humility of the 

schoolgirl period; a being of wondrous 

experiences, but kind and condescending 

to her as ever. ■

About that time there came a break in 

the calm continuity of life at The Quinces. 

Lilias took her charge abroad for a year, 

and when they returned to England, and 

Julian met Dolores a^ain, the day of kind- 

ness and condescension on his part was 

over. He recognised this instantly, partly 

with a slight shock of regret, partly with 

amusement, and then took up his new 

position with tact and readiness. ■

The schoolgirl had vanished as com- 

pletely as the prettv, foreign-looking child, 

and Julian found nimself regarding Miss 

Bosslyn from a new point of view, and 

wondering whether he snould have admired 

her if he had never seen her before, and if 

there were not so much in common in their 

respective lives. On the whole, he thought 

he should not have pronounced her 

" awfully pretty". She was as nice as ever, 

he had no doubt; he was uncommonly 

glad to see her again; and he mentally 

paid her and his recollections of her several 

compliments in the peculiarly objection- 

able slang of these latter days ; bu^ as for 

looks, she was not his " style ". ■

Julian Courtland had &aveUed by this 

time a considerable way along the path of 

descent, and it would have been a hopeful 

sign — ^had there been anyone, except his 

evil genius, in the secrets of his vicious 

life, on the look-out for signs — that he was 

still capable of honest love for a good 

woman. For it was during the absence of 

Miss Merivale that Julian had engaged 

himself to Margaret Denzil, and she was 

in his mind when he decided that the 

dark-eved Dolores was not his " style ". ■

A less vain and more high-minded 

man than Julian Courtland might have 

been acquitted of presumption in interpret- 

ing the shy but irrepressible emotion 

betrayed by Dolores on her meeting with 

Julian as an indication that he might 

change the relation between them from 

that of friends to that of lovers. The 

truth was that Dolores had loved Julian all 

her life ; she had carried his image in her 

heart, never supplanted, never obscured ; 

and by her bright, innocent face, by the 

tone of her voice, vibrating with a timid 

joy, her secret — which she did not herself 

interpret fully — was revealed to the wit- 

nesses of the meeting, Lilias Merivale and 

Colonel Courtland. ■
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Neither of the two was remarkable for 

worldly wisdom, and when each reflected 

upon their common impression, it was 

withont a misgiving respecting Julian's 

sentiments. If there was a hidden hint on 

the part of Colonel Courtland's conscience, 

caused by his private conviction that his 

nephew was not worthy of such a girl as 

Dolores, he is not to be very severely 

blamed for ignoring it The Colonel was 

one of those illogicsJ persons who believe 

that the radical evil of a man's character 

may be uprooted by the influence of a good 

wife, and will lend themselves to the 

securing of lifelong misery to the unfor- 

tunate woman sacrificed to their theory, 

whenever they get a chance of reducing it to 

practice. Dolores was the loveliest and best 

girl in the world — all he could, desire as a 

wife for Julian. Everything would be all 

right when he should be under the lasting 

influence of that dear girl, and they would 

be as happy as possible. Providence was 

indeed shaping the ends of a very rough- 

hewn design ; the workmanship was too 

plain to be mistaken or ignored. This 

good, this excellent, this aU-desirable thing 

was to be, and would be. Like many 

quiet and easygoing men, Colonel Court- 

land was apt, when he did make a mental 

exertion, to jump to a conclusion, and his 

sweet temper rendered him sanguine in 

his views. ■

Mrs. Courtland was not in town when 

Lilias and Dolores returned from their 

foreign tour, and the Colonel did not fully 

account to himself for his disinclination 

to impart his discovery and his hopes to 

his wife by letter. ■

''Better wait until the young people 

have come to an understanding, and there 

can be no doubt about things," said the 

good and honest self-deceiver to himself, 

as he stood before the glass in his 

dressing-room, arranging his white tie 

with scrupulous care before going down to 

dinner ontheday after Lilias's arrival at The 

Quinces. Julian was to join the party at 

dinner, and the astute Colonel wondered 

whether Miss Merivale would find out any- 

thing in the course of the evening, and 

whether she would mention it to him if 

she did. Of how she would take the dis- 

covery he had no doubt. ■

The Colonel joined Dolores in the 

drawing-room, and subsiding into his 

special chair in his most telescopic fashion 

— while she sat at his feet on a footstool, 

not at all like a grown-up young lady who 

had made the grand tour according to the ■

very latest programme, and showed him a 

few of the innumerable photographs she 

had brought home — he slyly waited for 

further betrayals of the open secret, as self- 

congratulatory in his cunning as Tom Pinch. ■

Lilias ; enjoying the quiet homeliness of 

her bright, spacious room, with its view of 

the velvet lawn and the great yew-trees, 

often longed-for amid the novelty and 

variety of foreign travel, and lingering 

there until Julian's arrival should oblige 

her to go to the drawing-room; was occupied 

with similar thoughts. To her, however, 

they came with more solemnity, and 

with a thrill of pain. A woman, however 

inexperienced, if she has a conscience asd 

a heart, never fails to realise that a girl's 

gift of her first love is an awful deed, one 

which sets a gulf between the past and the 

future of her life, with all the joys, affec- 

tions, habits, and pursuits of the former on 

one side of it, and on the other, "the 

hazard of the die". If it be cast for good, 

those who love the giver of that gift are 

indeed bound to rejoice, not only in a great 

positive gain, but in the escape from bound- 

less possibilities of loss ; if it be cast for 

iU, they are powerless to remedy or assuage 

the evil ■

If Lilias Merivale had ever been in love, 

she would probably have found out eaiiier 

that the future happiness of the girl who 

was so dear to her was not in her keeping 

or governance; but she had no instinct to 

warn, no retrospect to guide her. There 

was no call in the attachment of Dolores 

to Julian for the self-repression that had 

characterised her own attachment to her 

so-called brother; but in every other 

quality the one reminded her of the other, 

and had seemed equiUy natural. Stronger 

love than hers for Hugh Bosslyn, Lilias 

humbly but rightly believed there could not 

be, but that it might have been different 

she had learned in the confidence — ^late, 

indeed, but at the last unreserved — reposed 

in her by her stepfather. She was of too 

sweet, too womanly a nature not to feel 

a deep and thankful gladness in the con- 

viction that she was all to him she had 

prayed, hoped, and striven to be, which she 

had derived from Dr. Bosslyn's avowal that 

she herself was the ideal wife he had 

desired for his son, and that he had believed 

her heart was Hugh's. But her calm, 

sorrowful answer, "So it was, papa, and 

yours," had set the matter at rest. ■

The lightest stirring of a feeling that 

might grow into a passion, the least 

troubling of her quiet mind by a preference, ■

4 ■
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had never befallen Lilias Merivale in the 

years before Hugh's trust came to her, and 

after that time DoIotos filled her heart and 

occupied her life. The comparison, " like 

a young widow with an only child/' was 

exactly applicable to her. ■

Was it all over now 1 The most unselfish 

heart that ever beat would sink at that 

question, and Lilias's heart did sink when, 

in that little interval of quiet ensuing upon 

the bustle and business of her arrival at 

home, she put it to herselt Only to banish 

it, however, with the inevitable answer, 

and honestly to welcome the prospect of 

surer, higher happiness for Hugh's child. ■

Julian was a Uttle late, and Lilias joined 

Dolores and Colonel Courtland in the 

drawing-room before he arrived. Dolores 

was stul sitting on the footstool at the 

Colonel's feet, and still busy with the 

advance-guard of her army of photographs; 

but her animation had flagged, and her 

eyes turned to the tell-tale timepiece on the 

mantelshelf with reproachful glances. ■

"Julian is late," said Lilias, <<but it is 

always excusable to be late when a man, 

with any business at all to do, has to dine 

at Hampetead." ■

A few minutes after the door-bell rang, 

and Dolores's dark eyes shone with a starry 

radiance which Hugh Bosslyn might have 

recognised. ■

Three months had elapsed between the 

return of Miss Merivale to England, and 

Hr. Wyndham's interpellation of Julian 

Courtland at the Lyceum Theatre. Three 

happy months Dolores would have declared 

them to be, if she had ever thought of them 

as in any wise different from other portions 

of time except that she was at home 

again, and that she saw Julian frequently, 

instead of merely thinking of him always. 

Three happy months to Lmas, taking pride 

in the quickly-maturing beauty, in the 

ripening inteUigence, in the girlish graces 

of her beloved charge, and nothing doubt- 

ing of the sun of love that was fostering 

tiiem alL Three somewhat perplexing 

months to Colonel Courtland, who could 

not make out why the young people had 

not long ago come to an understanding, 

and who was, for his own part, a little 

uncomfortable and slightly ashamed, be- 

cause, for the first, but as he strenuously 

resolved, also for the last time in his life, 

he was keeping a secret from his wife. ■

lliree montibs to Julian Cotirtland which 

he would have described in strongly objur- 

gatory language. Three months during ■

which he was made to receive an instalment 

of the wages of sin, and to feel some of 

the weight of the yoke under which the 

transgressor staggers and stumbles down- 

hill An incautious word had suggested to 

the tormentor, to whom he had aelivered 

himself over, that there was business to be 

done in an unhoped-for direction, precious 

ore still to be extracted from a mine 

supposed to have been worked out, and 

Julian had to pay the penalty of his 

incautious word. The foot of the avenger 

was following him up. The one good 

thing he possessed was about to be 

taken from him. The one redeeming in- 

tention of his wilful, wasted, unprincipled 

life — the intention of makine a good girl 

who loved him, but had notning but love 

to give him, his wife — ^was about to be frus- 

trated. The most cruel of all the breaches 

of faith he had yet committed, because its 

victim was so guUtless, defenceless, and 

trusting, was about to be forced on him. 

He knew all this must be, that it was his 

only alternative. Buin must have come 

in any case, he believed, for Julian, though 

a sharp young scoundrel, was not so shaip 

as the older scoundrel who had him in his 

grip, and Julian did not know that he 

was toa valuable to Mr. Wyndham for him 

to ruin him after the proverbially short- 

sighted fashion of the slayer of the eoose 

that laid the golden eggs. He dallied, how- 

ever, pleadbg that it was quite too soon 

for him to propose to Dolores, and that he 

knew the old-fashioned people he had 

to deal with, while Mr. Wyndham did not 

know them. In those three months Julian 

had come very near to hating Dolores as 

fervently as he hated Mr. Wyndham ; but 

hehad been perfectlycharming, and nothing 

was wanting to the Fool's Paradise in whi(£ 

they were SH dwelling, except that formal 

declaration to which Julian now found 

himself pledged beyond redemption. ■

Meanwhile, at the very hour in which 

Mr. Wyndham was giving Julian Courtland 

a practical lesson upon we value of discre- 

tion in the selection of one's friends, an 

incident, destined materially to affect his 

future interests, had occurred at The 

Quinces. ■

WONDERFUL WANDS. ■

It is suffidently remarkable that the rod, 

besides being the emblem of authority, is 

also an instrument of the supernatural 

An indispensable instrument, one may say; 

for was ever a magician depicted in books, ■

I ■
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on canvas, or in the mind's eye, without a 

wand ? Does even the most amateurish of 

prestidigitateurs attempt to emulate the 

performances of the once-famous Wizard 

of the North, without the aid of the magic 

staff] The magician, necromancer, sooth- 

sayer, or conjuror, is as useless without his 

wand as a Newcastle pitman is without 

his "dawg". ■

At first thoi^ht it mkht be supposed 

that the association of the rod or wand 

with necromancy were merely an indication 

of power or authority, in the same way as 

the sceptre is associated with kingship. 

But there is something more in it. Magic 

has been well caUed ''the shadow of 

religion," and the early religious idea 

found expression in symbols. These 

symbols, as we know, have in many cases 

retained a certain significance long after 

the ideas they were meant to convey have 

been lost, or abandoned, or modified. If 

we bear these things in mind, it is not 

difficult to discover a religious origin for 

the symbolic wand of necromancy. ■

Mr. Moncure Conway, in his book on 

Demonology and Devil-lore, mentions a 

thing which seems peculiarly apposite to 

our subject. In the old town of Hanover 

there is a certain schoolhouse, in« which, 

above the teacher's chair, there was origi- 

nally a representation of a dove perched 

upon a rod — ^the rod in this case being 

meant to typify a branch. Below the dove 

and rod there was this inscription : " This 

shall lead you unto all Truth ", But the 

dove has long since disappeared, and there 

remains nowbut the rod and the inscription. 

It is natural that the children of the school 

should apply the admonition to the rod, 

ignorant that it was but the supporter of a 

symbol of the Holy Spirit Thus has the ■

I)ious design of inculcating a Divine lesson 

eft only an emblem of mysterious terror. 

In some way, too, has the magic-wand lost 

its reli^ous significance and become but a 

dread implement of the occult ■

Yet we might trace the origin of the 

magician's wand to the very same as that 

of the iron rod of the E^over school- 

house. We may find it in the olive-branch 

brought by the dove into the ark-— a 

message of Divine love and mercy — and, 

therefore, a connecting-link between human 

needs and desires, and superhuman power. 

To construe a mere symbol into a realised 

embodiment of the virtues symbolised, 

were surelv as easy in this case as in Uiat 

of the Eucharist ■

But if this suggestion of the origin ■

of the magician's wand be thought too 

hypotiietical, there will be less objection 

to our findhig it in Aaron's rod. Moses 

was commanded to take a rod from the 

chiefs of each of the twelve tribes, and 

to write upon each the name. The rods 

were then to be placed in the Tabernacle, 

and the owner of the one which blossomed 

was designated as the chosen one. The 

rod of the house of Levi bore the name of 

AMX)n, and this was the only one of the 

twelve which blossomed. Here once more 

was the rod used to connect human needs 

with Divine will ; but now a special virtue 

is made to appear in the rod itself. This 

virtue appeared again, when Pharaoh 

called all tiie sorcerers and magicians of 

Egypt to test their enchantments with 

Aaron's. All these magicians bore wands, 

or rods, and when they threw them on l^e 

ground tibey turned into serpents. Aaron's 

also turned into a serpent, and swallowed 

all the other& Now, here we find two 

things established. Firsts that even in 

these early days necromancy was a profes- 

sion, and the rod a necessary implement of 

the craft; and, second, that the rod was 

esteemed not merely an emblem of 

authority, or a mere ornament of office, 

but as a thing of superhuman power in 

itself, idthougn the power could only be 

evoked by the specially gifted. ■

We find the beginning of the idea in 

the story of Moses's Bod, which turned 

into a serpent when he oast it on the 

ground at tiie Divine command. This was 

what led up to the trial of skill with the 

Egyptian magicians, and seems to have 

been the first suggestion in early history 

of the miraculous virtues of the rod. Then 

we must remember that it was by the 

stretching forth o( the rod of the prophet 

that all the waters of Egypt were made 

to turn into blood, and by which also the 

plagues of frogs and lice were wrought, 

and the hail was called down from heaven 

which destroyed the crops and fiocks of 

the Egyptians. In fact, all the miracles 

performed in the land of Egypt were made 

to appear more or less as ^e result of the 

application of the magic rod, just as to 

this da^ the clever conjuror appears to pro- 

duce his wonderful effects with his wand. ■

It was by the stretching forth of the rod 

of Moses that the Bed Sea divided, and 

that the water sprang from the rock. 

The stafi* of Elisha and the spear of 

Joshua may also be cited in this cimnec- 

tion, and other examples in Holy Writ 

may occur to the reader. We mention ■
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them in no spirit of irreverence, bat 

merely as evidence that the magic virtue 

of the rod was a fixed belief in the minds 

of the early writera ■

We find belief in the vitalising power 

of the rod embalmed in many a carious 

medisBval legend. The budding rod, 

borrowed from the tradition of Aaron's, is, 

for instance, very frequent Thus in the 

story of St. Ghristophoros, as preserved in 

Yon Bulow's Christian Legends of Germany, 

we read of the godly man carrying the 

Child-Christ on his back through a raging 

torrent, and afterwards lying down on the 

banks of the stream, exhausted, to sleep. 

The staff which he had stuck in the 

ground, ere he lay down, had budded 

and blossomed before he awoke, and in 

the morning he found a great umbrageous 

tree bearing fruit, and givmg shelter to 

hundreds of gorgeous birds. There are 

many such legen<u in the traditions of all 

the Christian nations, and the collection and 

comparison of them would be an interest- 

ing and instructive task, but one too large 

for our present pu^ose. ■

It is related by Holinshed, in connection 

with many wonderful visions which were 

seen in Scotland about A.D. 697, that once 

when the Bishop was conducting the ser- 

vice in the church of Camelon, with the 

crozier-staff in his hand, "it was kindled 

so with fire that by no means it could be 

queached till it was burnt even to ashes''. 

This was supposed to have been the handi- 

work of the devil, who has on other oc- 

casions used the staff or wand to em- 

phasise his intentions or spite. Thus, of 

the famous Dr. Fian it is narrated in 

the *' Newes from Scotland, declaring the 

damnable Life of Doctor Fian, a notable 

Sorcerer, who was burned at Edenborough 

in Januarie last 1591 ; which Doctor was 

Hegister to the Devill, that sundrie times 

Preached at North-Baricke Kirke to a 

numbw of notorious Witches," etc., — that 

he made the following, amon^ his other 

confessions : " That the devm had ap- 

peared unto him in the night before, ap- 

Keled all in blacke, with a white wand m 
hande, and that the devill demanded 

of him if he would continue his faithfull 

service according to his first oath and pro- 

mise made to that effect, whome (as hee 

then said) he utterly renounced to his face 

and said unto him in this manner. ' Avoide, 

avoide, Satan, for I have listened too much 

onto thee and by the same thou hast un- 

done me, in respect whereof I utterly for- 

sake thee.' To whom the devill answered, ■

' That once, ere thou die, thou sbalt be 

mine,' and with that (as he sayech, the 

devill brake the white wand, and im- 

mediately vanished from sight." After 

which, the chronicle goes on to tell how 

the redoubtable doctor actually escaped 

from prison, and began to resume his 

Satanic practices ■

This brings us to the most frequent use 

of the rod m superstitions — for the pur- 

poses of divination. We have a sugges- 

tion of the practice by Nebuchadnezzir, 

when he '* stood at the parting of the 

way, at the head of two ways, to use 

divinations, he made his arrows bright^" 

etc. He then threw up a bundle of 

arrows to see which way they would alight, 

and as they fell on the right hand he 

marched towards Jerusalem. Divination 

by the wand is also suggested in the shoot- 

ing of an arrow from a window by Elisha, 

and by the strokes upon the ground with 

an arrow, by which Joash foretold the 

number of his victories. ■

Sir Thomas Browne speaks of a com- 

mon "practice among us to determine 

doubtful matters by the opening of a book 

and letting faU of a sti^." The '* staff" 

business is not quite so famiUar in present 

days, but the opening of a book for 

prophetic guidance is, perhaps, more com- 

mon than most people suppose. ■

Sir Thomas Browne also speaks of a 

" strange kind of exploration and peculiar 

way of Khabdomancy" used in mineral dis- 

coveries. That is, " with a fork of hazel, 

commonly called Moses his rod, which, 

freely held forth, will stir and play if any 

mine be under it And though many 

there are," says the learned doctor, '' who 

have attempted to make it good, yet until 

better information, we are of opinion, with 

Agricola, that in itself it is a fruitless 

exploration, strongly scenting of pagan 

derivation and the virgula divina prover- 

bially magnified of old. The ground 

whereof were the magical rods in poets — 

that of Pallas, in Homer ; that of Mer- 

cury, that charmed Argus ; that of Circe, 

which transformed the followers of Ulysses. 

Too boldly usurping the name of Moses's 

rod, from which, notwithstanding, and that 

of Aaron, were probably occasioned the 

fables of all the rest For that of Moses 

must needs be famous unto the Egyptians, 

and that of Aaron unto many other 

nations, as being preserved in the Ark 

until the destruction of the Temple built 

by Solomon." ■

We must confess that in our experience ■
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of the divining-rod, we have never met 

with it in real life under the name of 

<* Moses his rod," as old Sir Thomas did. 

We had, indeed, quite forgotten the learned 

physician's reference to the matter at all 

when we beean this article, but turning, 

on a sudden inspiration, to his volume, we 

found what seemed so much in accord with 

the theory witib which we started, that we 

forthwith extracted the whole passage, as 

above. ■

It is curious, however, that Sir Thomas 

Browne, who was so fond of delving 

among ancient writers, makes no reference, 

so far as we remember, to a striking 

passage in Herodotus. That historian, 

speakmg of the Scythians, says: "They 

have amongst them a great number who 

practise the art of divination. For this 

purpose they use a number of willow-twigs 

in this manner : They brine large bundles 

of these together, and navlng untied 

them, dispose them one by one on the 

ground, each bundle at a distance from 

the rest This done, they pretend to 

foreteU the future, during which they take 

up the bundles separately and tie them 

again together." ■

From this we see that while the divining- 

rod was a familiar instrument four hundred 

and fifty years before Christ, it was also 

then disbelieved in by some. Curious to 

think that what the old historian of 

Halicamassus was wise enough to ridicule 

four centuries and a half before the birth 

of Oluist^ there are yet people, nearly nine- 

teen centuries after His advent, simple 

enough to accept 1 ■

Herodotus goes on to tell that this mode 

of divination was hereditary among the 

Scythians, so how many centuries earlier 

it may have been practised, one can hardly 

guess. He says that the "enaries, or 

effeminate men, affirm that the art of 

divination was taught them by the goddess 

Venus", a statement which wHl carry some 

significance to those who are familiar with 

the theories so boldly advocated by the 

recent author of Bible Fcdk-lore. ■

Now, the attempt to divine by means of 

rods, arrows, staffs, or twigs, is evidentiy a 

good deal older than Herodotus, and it is 

to be found among almost every race of 

people on the face of the earth. We say 

«iJmost", because Mr. Andrew Lang, in 

his book on Custom and Myth, instances 

this as one form of superstition which is 

not prevdent among savage races; or 

rattier, to use his exact words, *' is singular 

in its comparative lack of copious savage ■

analogues". The qualification seems to 

be necessary because there are certainly 

some, if not " copious " instances among 

savage peoples, of the use of the divining- 

rod in one form or other. And Mr. 

Lang is hardly accurate in speaking, in the 

same book, of the *' resurrection " of this 

superstition in our own country. It has, 

in fact, never died, and there is scarcely a 

part of the country where a " diviner " has 

not tried his — or her, for it is often a 

woman — skill with " the twig ", from time 

to time. These attempts have seldom been 

known beyond the immediate locality and 

the limited circle of those interested in 

them, and it is only of late years, since 

folk-lore became more of a scientific and 

general study, that the incidents have been 

seized upon and recorded by the curious. 

We may take it that from the time t)f 

Moses until now, the "rod" has been 

almost continuously used by innumerable 

peoples in the effort to obtain supplies of 

water. ■

In ancient times it was used, as we have 

seen, for a variety of other purposes ; but 

its surviving use in our generation is to in- 

dicate the bcality of hidden springs or of 

mineral deposits. There are cases on record, 

however — so recentiy as the last century — 

when the rod was used in the detection of 

criminals, and a modified application of it 

to a variety of indefinite purposes may even 

be traced to the planchette, which, at this 

very day, is seriously believed in by many 

persons who are ranked as "intelligent ". ■

Now, of the use of the divining-rod in 

England, Mr. Thiselton-Dyer thus wrote 

seven years ago : " The virgula divinatoria, 

or divining-r^, is a forked branch in the 

form of ax, cut off a hazel-stick, by means 

of which people have pretended to discover 

mines, springs, etc., underground. It is much 

employed in our mining districts for the 

discovery of hidden treasure. In Cornwall, 

for instance, the miners place much confi- 

dence in its indications, and even educated, 

intelligent men oftentimes rely on its sup- 

posed virtuea Biyce, in his Mineralogu 

ComubiensiSy tells us that many mines 

have been discovered by the rod, and 

quotes several, but, after a long account of 

the method of cutting, tying, and using it, 

rejects it, because Cornwall is so plentifully 

stored with tin and copper lodes, that 

some accident every week discovers to us 

a fresh vein, and because a grain of metal 

attracts the rod as strongly as a pound, for 

which reason it has l^n found to dip 

equally to a poor as to a rich lode." But ■
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in Lancashire and Cumberland also, Mr. 

D/er goes on to Bay, *'ihe power of the 

diyining-road is much believed in, and also 

in other parts of England." The method 

of using it is thus described : '^ The small 

ends, being crooked, are to be held in the 

hands in a position flat or parallel to the 

horizon, and the upper part at an elevation 

having an angle to it of about seventy 

deKreea. The rod must be grasped stronely 

and steadily, and then the operator walks 

over the ground. When he crosses a lode, 

its bending is supposed to indicate the pre- 

sence thereol" Mr. Dyer's explanation of 

the result is simple : " The position of the 

hands in holding the rod is a constrained 

one — it is not easy to describe it ; but the 

result is that the hands, from weariness 

speedily induced in the muscles, grasp the 

end of the twig yet more rigidly, ana thus 

is produced the mysterious bending. The 

phenomena of the divining-rod and table- 

turning are of precisely the same character, 

and both are referable to an involontary 

muaculAr action resulting from fixedness of 

idea. These experiments with a divinmg- 

rod are always made in a dbtrict known to 

be metalliferous, and the chances are, there- 

fore, greatly in favour of its bending over 

or near a mineral lode." ■

The theory of "involuntary muscular 

action " is a favourite explanation, and the 

sabject is one well worthy, as Mr. Lang 

indeed suggests, of the investigations of 

the Society for Psychical Besearch. But 

how does this theory square with the 

story of Linnmes, told by a writer in The 

GbnUemsm's Magazine in 1752 ? « When 

Linnaaus was upon his voyaee to Scania, 

hearing his secretary highly extol the 

virtues of his divining-rod, was willing to 

convince him of its insufficiency, and for 

that purpose concealed a purse of one 

hundred ducats under a ranunculus which 

grew up by itself in a meadow, and bid the 

secretary find it if he could. The wand 

discovered nothing, and Linnseus's mark 

was soon trampled down by the company 

who were present^ so that when Linnaeus 

went to finish the experiment by fetching 

the gold himself, he was utterly at a loss 

where to find it. The man with the wand 

assisted him and told him that it could not 

lie in the way they were going, but quite 

the contrary; so pursued the direction of 

the wand, and actually dug out the gold. 

Linnseus adds, that such another experi- 

ment would be sufficient to make a prose- 

lyte of him." ■

The explanation of this case by the ■

incredulous would, of course, be that the 

owner of the wand had made a private 

mark of his own, and thus knew better 

than Linnseus where the gold lay. This 

is probable, but we have no evidence in 

support of the explanatioa ■

The divining-rod, however, is not used 

only in districts which are known to abound 

in metalliferous deposits, when minerala 

are being searched for, but has frequently 

been used by prospectors in new countries. 

Thus we recall that Captains Burton and 

Cameron in their book about the Qold 

Coast, tell how the rod was used by the 

early British explorers on the Gambia 

Biver. One Richard Jobson, in 1620, 

landed and searched various parts of the 

country, armed with mercur;^, nitric acid, 

large crucibles, and a divinine-rod. He 

washed the sand and examinea the rocks 

beyond the Falls of Barraconda, with 

small success for a long time. At last, 

however, he found what he declared to be 

" the mouth of the mine itself, and found 

gold in such abundance as surprised him 

with joy and admiration." But what part 

the divining-rod played in the discovery is 

not related, and for the rest " the mine " 

has disappeared as mysteriously as it 

was discovered. No one else has seen 

it, and all the gold that now comes from 

the Gambia Biver is a small quantity of 

dust washed from the mountain - ridges 

of the interior. It is curious, however, 

to find civilised Europeans carrying the 

divining-rod to one of the districts where, 

according to Mr. Andrew Lang, it has no 

analogue among the primitive savages. ■

We have mentioned, on the authority of 

Mr. Thiselton-Dyer, some of the districts 

of England in which the divining-rod is 

still more or less used. But somethbg of 

its more extended use may be learned 

from Mr. Hilderic Friend. That writer 

informs us of a curious custom of the hop- 

pickers of Kent and Sussex for ascertain- 

ing where they shall stand to pick. One 

of them cuts as many slips of hazel as 

there are "bins" in the garden, and on 

these he cuts notches from one upwards. 

Each picker then draws a twig, and his 

standing is fixed by the number upon it 

This is certainly an interesting instance of 

the divination by twigs reduced to prac- 

tical ends. The same writer regards the 

familiar " old-wife " fortune-telling by tea- 

leaves as merely another variation of the 

old superstition. It certainly seems to 

have some analogy to some^ of the prac- 

tices to which we have briefly referred, ■
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and one finds another analogy in the 

Ohinese custom of diyining bj straws. ■

The divining-rod of England is desoribed 

by Mr. Friend mnch in the same way as 

does Mr. Dyer. Bat, according to Mr. 

Friend, hazel was not always, although it 

has for a long time been the favourite wood. 

Elder, at any rate, is strictly forbidden, as 

deemed incapable of exhibiting magical 

powers. In Wiltshire, and elsewhere, Mr. 

Friend knows of the magic rod having 

been used recently for detecting water. It 

must be cut at some particular time when 

the stars are favourable, and " in cutting 

it, one must face the east, so that the rod 

shall be one which catches the first rays of 

the momine sun, or, as some say, the 

eastern and western sun must shine 

through the fork of the rod, otherwise it 

will be good for nothing.'' ■

The same superstition prevails in China 

with regard to rods cut from the magic 

peach-tree. In Prussia, Mr. Friend says, 

hazel-rods are cut in spring, and when 

harvest comes, they are placed in crosses 

over the grain to keep it ^ood for years, 

while in Bohemia the rod is used to cure 

fevera A twig of apple-tree is, in some 

parts, considered as good as a hazel rod, 

but it must be cut by the seventh son of a 

seventh son. Brand records that he has 

known ash-twigs used, and superstitiously 

regarded in some parts of England ; but 

the hazel is more generally supposed to be 

popular with the fairies, or whoever may 

be the mysterious spirits who guide the 

diviner's art Hence probably the name 

common in some parts, of Witch-Hazel, 

although philolo^ts will have it that the 

true derivation is Wych. In Germany, 

the witch-hazel is the zauber-streuch, or 

the magic tree, and it is probable that both 

witch and wych are from the Anglo- 

Saxon wic-en, to bend. It is curious, at 

any rate, that while in olden times a 

witch was called wicce, the mountain-ash, 

which, as we have seen, had supposed 

occult virtues, was formerly called wice. 

Whether this root has any connection with 

another name by which the magic wand 

is known — viz., the wishing-rod — may be 

doubted, but there is clearly a dose con- 

nection between the hazel-twig of super- 

stitious England and the niebelungen-rod 

of Germany, which gave to its possessor 

power over all the world. ■

Of the employment of the divining-rod 

for the detection of criminals there are 

many cases on record, but the most 

famous in comparatively recent times is ■

that of Jacques Aymar, of Lyons. The 

full details of the doings of this remarkable 

person are given by Mr. Baiing-Gonld in 

his Curious Myths of the Middle Agesj 

but the story as told there is too long for 

us to repeat It will do to serve our 

purposes to quote the following condensed 

version by another writer : " On July 5, 

1692, a vintner and his wife were found 

dead in the cellar of their shop at Lyons. 

They had been killed by blows from a 

hedging-knife, and their money had been 

stolen. The culprits could not be dis- 

covered, and a neighbour took upon him to 

bring to Lyons a peasant out of Dauphin^ 

named Jacques Aymar, a man noted for 

his skill with the divining-rod. The 

Lieutenant-Criminel and the Procureur du 

Boi took Aymar into the cellar, furnishing 

him with arod of the first wood that came 

to hand. According to the Procureur du 

Roi the rod did not move lill Aymar 

reached the very spot where the crime had 

baen committed. His pulse then beat, and 

the wand twisted rapidly. Guided by the 

wand, or by some internal sensation, 

Aymar now pursued the track of the 

assassins, entered the court of the Arch- 

bishop's palace, left the town bvthe bridee 

over the Rhone, and followed the right 

bank of the river. He reached a gardener's 

house, which he declared the men had 

entered, and some children confessed that 

three men — ^whom they described — had 

come into the house one Sunday morning. 

Aymar followed the track up the river, ■

Eointed out all the places where the men 
ad landed, and, to n^e a long story short, 

stopped at last at the door of the prison of 

Beaucaire. He was admitted, looked at 

the prisoners, and picked out aa the 

murderer a little hunchback, who had just 

been brought in for a small theft The 

hunchback was taken to Lyons, and he was 

recognised on the way by the people at all 

the stages where he had stopped. At 

Lyons he was examined in the usual 

manner, and confessed that he had been an 

accompUce in the crime, and had guarded 

the door. Aymar pursued the other 

culprits to the coast, followed them by sea, 

landed where they had landed, and only 

desisted from his search when they crossed 

the frontier. As for the hunchback, he 

was broken on the wheel, being con- 

demned on his own confession." ■

This is briefly the story of Jacques 

Aymar, which is authenticated by various 

e^e-witnesses, and of which many explana- 

tions have been tendered from time to ■
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time. Mr. Baring-Gh>ald eommits himBelf 

to no definite expression of opinion, bat 

says: '*I believe that the imagination is 

the principal motive force in those who use 

the divining-rod ; but, whether it is so 

solely, I am onable to decide. The powers 

of natnre are so mysterious and inscmtable, 

that we most be cantioas in limiting them, 

under abnormal conditions, to the ordinary 

laws of experience." As, however, Jacqnes 

Aymar failed ignominionsly under all the 

subsequent trials to which he was sub- 

jected, the most reasonable explanation of 

his success, with regard to the Lyons 

murder, is that he was by nature a clever 

detective, and that he was favoured by 

eireumstances after he once caught a clue. ■

To return to the employment of the 

divining-rod in England, we find numerous 

instances of its application in searching 

for water, and these instances happen to 

be among the best authenticated of any on 

record. Not very long ago a writer in 

the Times boldly declared that he had 

himself seen the rod successfully used in 

seeking for water. He had even tried it 

himself, with the determination that the 

rod should not be allowed to twist " even 

if an ocean relied under his feet ". But, 

he confessed, that it did twist in spite of 

hfan, and that at the place was found a 

concealed spring ! Then it is recorded of 

Lady Milbanke, mother of Lord Byron's 

wife, that she had found a well by the violent 

twisting of the twig held in the orthodox 

way in her hand — turning so violently, 

indeed, as almost to break her finsers. Dr. 

Button was a witness of the affaur and has 

recorded his experience, which is quoted 

m a curious book called Jacob's Bod, pub- 

lished in London many years ago. This 

case, and others, were cited by a writer in 

the twenty-second volume of Uie Quarterly 

Beview, which writer is again cited both by 

Mr. Baring -Gould and by Mr. Andrew 

Lang. De Quincey, also, asserts that he 

has frequently seen the divining-rod suc- 

cessfully used in the quest of water, and 

delares that '* whatever science or scepti- 

cism may say, most of the tea-kettles in the 

vale of Wrington, North Somersetshire, 

are filled by Kabdomancy.'' Mr. Baring- 

Gojold also quotes the case of a friend of 

his own, who was personally acquainted 

with a Scotch lady who could detect 

hidden springs with the twig, which was 

inactive in the hands of others who tried it 

on the same spota ■

We might cite other instances did 

space permit, but enough has been said to ■

show how the magic rod, from the earliest 

periods, has been an instrument of super- 

natural attributes, and that even to this 

day in our own country it is still believed 

by some to have the special faculty of 

indicating the presence of minerals and 

water. With regard to minerals, we confess 

that we have come across no instances so 

well authenticated as those concerning 

the discovery of water. With regard to 

these last a considiarable amount of 

haziness still exists, and without ventur- 

ing to pronounce them all fictions, or 

productions of the imagination, it is possible 

to find an explanation in a theory of 

hydroscopy. It is held that there are some 

few persons who are hydroscopes by 

nature — ^that is to say, are endowed with 

peculiar sensations which tell them the 

moment they are near water, whether it 

be evident or hidden — ^a concealed water- 

course or a subterranean spring. If the 

existence of such a faculty, however ex- 

ceptional, be once established, we have at 

once an explanation of certain successes 

with the divining-rod. In the meanwhile, 

as hydroscopes seem shrouded in consider- 

able doubt, it is as well to preserve an 

"open mind" until science and the Psychical 

Besearch Society illumine the whole 

subject. ■

OUR FBIEND THE ENEMY. ■

I so well remember that evening when 

the news came that war had been declared 

between France and Prussia. I was at 

Tropez, a sleepy little village some fifty 

miles from Paris, where for months I had 

been gradually sinking into that state of 

blissfm indifference to all events not imme- 

diately present and personal, which is the 

characteristic effect of country air and 

bucolic pursuits. Still, the news startled 

even me, it was so perfectly unexpected. 

The Cur^, the Maire, the Doctor, each in 

turn came to assure me that it was a mis- 

take. " No ; the Prussians might not have 

much sense, but they had just too much to 

be guilty of that folly. Besides, if it were 

true, we must, of course, have heard some 

rumour of it before," they declared. I did 

not see the force of that last argument, I 

confess, for I knew well that I had not 

looked into a newspaper for a month, and 

I rather suspect that my companions were 

very much in the same state. Still, of course, 

the idea of war having been declared with- 

out our knowing of it, struck us as mani- 

festly absurd ; and as we sat and chatted ■
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that C00I9 pleasant evening, we smiled at 

the credulity of those who oelieved such a 

wild, impossible report Now one daily 

Parisian paper came to Tropez^ and was 

punctiliously read and studied — that was 

the Sous-Pr^fet's. We were just discussing 

the propriety of paying a visit to this 

gentleman, for the purpose of discovering 

whether anything hiad hM[>pened that could 

throw light on the origm of this absurd 

rumour, when we saw the Sous-Pr^fet him- 

self opening the garden-gate. He was a 

person whom, for my part, I was prone to 

shun when possible, for the unique reason 

that he alone in the village seemed to 

keep up some intercourse witn the outside 

world — to my certain knowledge he had 

been at least twice to Paris in nine months 

— then, too, when he came to see me, he 

would insist upon telling me the news; 

thus, altogether, he was a disquieting 

element in our community. This evening, 

however, he was welcome, in spite of his 

grave, anxious appearance; but all our 

Uttle jokes died upon our lips as, like a 

bird of evil omen, he took his place among 

us. ■

<( WeU, M. le Sous-Pr6fet, what do you 

think of this latest invention 1 "*asked the 

Maire, striving to speak in his usual jovial 

manner. ■

" What invention 1 " ■

" Why, that we are going to fight the 

Prussians." ■

*' Going to fight 1" repeated the Sous- 

Pr^fet scornfully. *'Are fighting, you 

mean ; " and he drew out of his pocket the 

Steele for the day. ■

Yes, there it stood, clear as day : fight- 

ing had alreadv begun. One and all we 

were seized with a sudden fit of patriotism ; 

for some days there was quite a large 

demand for newspapers, and when we met 

in the street we used actually to stop and 

— thing nnheardof — enquire if there was 

any news. Then a formal notification 

came to the Sous-Pr^fet that we — ^English- 

man though I am, it was always we — had 

gained a great victory over the Prussians ; 

and we rang the bells and organised quite 

a little round of gaiety to commemorate 

it. In a few days came the news of another 

victory, then of another, and after tiiat the 

whole afiair seemed slightly monotonous ; 

so we gave up reading the papers, soon 

forgot to buy them, and finally, having 

decided that we would not ring the bells 

any more until Berlin was taken, we dis- 

missed the war and everything connected 

with it from our minds, and settled down ■

into our usual state of happy semi-somno- 

lence. ■

It was not but that the people of 

Tropez were perfectly loyal and well- 

disposed towaros their rulers, only the war 

appeared to be so far away, so utterly un- 

connected with all the things which con- 

cerned them personally, that no wonder 

they forgot all about it. Then, too, they 

were such a simple, peace-loving, easy- 

going people, how comd anyone expect 

them to feel any lively sympathy with 

blood-thirsty pursuits 1 The Sous-Pr6fet, 

it is true, strove from time to time to 

awake a ray of enthusiasm, but they only 

listened to his harangues with a wondering 

smile, and decided that the poor man's 

liver must be out of order for him to 

become thus excited about trifles. Qooi- 

natured, ease-loving M. le Maire was a fair 

type of the Tropeziens, and " Live and let 

live " was his only code of morals. Thm 

were no signs of poverty at Tropez, crime 

was almost unknown, and, more important 

than either, there were no quarrels, for the 

simple reason that there was no question 

of politics. No man — the Sous-Pr^et 

alone excepted — was a Bourbonist, a 

Bonapartist, or a BepubUcan. They were 

all just Tropeziens and nothing more. ■

Some nine months before the war, winrn 

out mentally and physically, I had come 

amongst these people, and had found what 

I so sorely needed — ^rest and peace. At 

first they had seemed stolidly indifferent to 

my presence; but, by degrees, perha^ 

moveii with pity for my helplessness-^m 

those days I was a cripple — ^ttiey fell into 

the habit of turning into my little garden 

for a chat when they were passing. Some- 

times they were welcome, sometimes they 

were not, but I knew they meant it kindly 

and was not ungrateful. They furnished 

me, too, with a never-ceasing source of 

amusement; there was somewing so un- 

utterably sheeplike in their gentle nai^vet^. 

So completely did they upset all my pre- 

conceived notions of the French people, 

that sometimes, as I listened to their quaint, 

simple speeches, I used to amuse myself 

by imagining that centuries before some 

Northern tribe must have wandered down 

and settled there ; and, cut off l>y a hill on 

the one side and a river on the other, had 

never mingled with the people around 

The summer months passed swiftly by, but 

the news of the talung of Berlm never 

came to set our bells a-ringing ; still, we 

were not impatient, we had tdready for- 

gotten our anger against those Prussians ■

=ff ■
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whose aadadoas folly had led them so far 

astray. Nay, in the lovely aatamn eyenings 

we Qsed to pity them, and hope that oar 

soldiers would remember to be mercifiil, as 

wellasbrava All this time not a wwd— 

not a thonght— of disaster. The Sons- 

Pr^f et seemed to become from day to day 

more careworn and anxtoosi bat no one 

connected that with the war. One day he 

exdted a storm of mild witticisms by sug- 

gesting that, as we were living in a time of 

war, we should raise a rifle-corps ; not, of 

eourse, to fight^ bat just as a little amuse- 

ment ■

Oh, how the Tropeziens laughed 1 The 

Sous-Prdfet^ poor man, soon gave up the 

thought— the idea of a Tropecien fighting 

wss too absurd. ■

Oar own little newspaper always spoke 

in a vague, ha^ way of glorious victories; 

and as for Parisian papers, it soon became 

strangely difficult to get hold of them. 

Oar stationer said that the agent forgot 

to send them; why, he did not know; 

and none of us very much cared. Thus 

the l<Mig sunny days of September passed, 

and when the first frosts began to tinge 

ihe bright foliage with purple and warm 

brown, not a suspicion had reached our 

h'ttle village that all was not well. ■

At length, one lovely morning, I was 

louneing in the sunshine, watching the 

people whilst they arranged their autumn 

fruits upon the stalls in the little market- 

square. I was strolling about from one 

group to another, and chatting to each in 

turn, when a man, with a strange look of 

terror on his face, galloped up. Now the 

Tropeziens never gallop — a gentle trot is 

the utmost they ever venture on ; so we 

knew at once that the rider was a stranger. 

Moved as much by pity as by curiosity, 

for evidently some awful sorrow had come 

upon the man, the people left their stalls 

and gathered around htm. He seemed 

completely exhausted, and although he 

strove to speak, the only words we could 

understand were : " Les Prussiens ! '' This 

he almost shrieked, as he pointed wildly 

in the direction whence he had come. A 

murmur of pity went round, for the idea 

that some trouble had driven him mad was 

I^esent in all our minds. I think he must 

have known it, for he glared at us as if in 

angry despair, and asked for M. le Pr6fet. 

The Prefecture was close at hand, so we 

led him there at once, and lingered aboat 

in tiie garden, for madmen were things 

noheud of in Tropez. 

It could not have been more than five ■

minutes afier the poor man had gone in, 

bef^ the door opened and the Sous- 

Pr^fet appeared. Had he gone mad tool 

White as death, with ohatteiing teeth, he 

stood there trying to address us; but he 

could not utt«r a wwd. Grief y»« "^ 

pUinly writtwi on his face, that a thrillof 

hear^ sympathy passed through the crowd, ■

and we all prased eageriy around him, 

anxious to know the nature of the stranger s ■

revelation. ■

" Mes amis," the Sous-Pr6fet b^an in a 

low, husky voice — "mes amis," he re- 

peated, and then, covering his face with 

his hands, he burst into tears and sobbed 

aloud with un«mtrollaUe emotion. For 

one moment the little crowd stood spell- 

bound; then the Cur6 and the Maire, who 

had just arrived, pushed their way to the 

front, uid, without a word, led him into 

the house. ■

We were none of us very quick at grasp- 

ing at the idea of danger; but as ten 

minates, a quarter of an hour, half an hour 

passed, and we still stood waiting in that 

garden, I think a presentiment of evil crept 

over most of ua No one spoke, no one 

moved, but there was a feeling that things 

were not as they should be, and a dogged 

determination to know the worst was 

written on most facea At length the Maire 

and the Oar6 came out on to the little iron 

balcony that ran around the Prefecture. The 

Cur6 was white and haggard, whilst even 

good-natured M. le Maire wore an air of 

gravity that was almost stem. ■

" My friends," he began, •' a great mis- 

fortune has come upon us.^ We have been 

cruelly deceived. Those victories which 

we celebrated with ringing of bells were 

Prussian victories, not French ; and all the 

news that has been sent to us is false. We 

have been betrayed and beaten in every 

engagement. The Emperor is a prisoner. 

Paris is surrounded, and a detac&nent of 

Prussian troops is marching in this direc- ■

He paused. Men, women, and children 

(by this time every inhabitant of the little 

town was listening) stood as if striving to 

realise the nature of this terror that was 

coming upon thent ■

" M. le Sous-Pr6fet has known for some 

tune that things were going wrong, but he 

wa9 forbidden to tell us. He has asked 

for troops for our defence, but the authori- 

ties say we must defend ourselves." Otx^ 

long piteous wail arose from the crowd. 

«* We have no time for cryii^ In fo^xt 

hours the Prussians will be here, and ^^ ■
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have not a soldier, not a cannoa Has any- 

one anything to suggest 1 " ■

The question seemed almost a mockery. ■

" WeU, then, I wUl tell you what M. le 

Cur^ and I have decided ; and I may as 

well tell you, at the same time, that M. le 

Sous-Pr^fet is far from agreeing with us. 

Now we cannot go out and fight the 

Prussians, so let us go out and welcome 

them. Yes ; I see you are surprised, but 

keep this clearly in your minds : the 

Prussians will come here in spite of all we 

may do, and surely it will be better for 

them to come as friends than as enemies. 

As I told you at first, a great misfortune 

has come upon us, and we must face it as 

best we can. After all, these Prussians 

are human beings like ourselves ; now, if 

you agree with me, we will go out and 

meet tnem, and tell them that we have no ■

Eersonal ill-feeling towards them, and" — 

ere for a moment M. le Maire hesitated, 

and a gleam of amusement shot over his 

face, which, however, he heroically sup- 

pressed — "and in the olden times when 

people wished to gain the goodwill of 

others, they used to send them gifts. Now 

these Prussians will be hungi^ and thirsty 

after their long march— don't you think 

it would be more easy and pleasant to talk 

to them after they have eaten and drunk t 

In two hours' time we will start, and let 

anyone who wishes to aid in this work of 

reconciliation bring with him fruit, cakes, 

wine, or any of those things by which the 

heart of man is made glad?' ■

Astonishment, wonder, terror, every feel- 

ing was now swallowed up in profound 

admiration for the wisdom of M. le Maire. 

One and all they ran to collect their peace- 

offering, and when, two hours later, the 

procession started, there was really a goodly 

show. At its head marched M. le Maire, 

in his best frock-coat, and by bis side 

MleCur^ ; after them came a motley crowd 

of men, women, children — nay, even babies 

were not lacking. Some were bearing 

trays covered with cakes, tarts, and rolls ; 

others, baskets of purple grapes ; one child 

had a few shining red apples, another a 

tiny bottle of wine. There were clothes- 

badrets full of fine white bread; wheel- 

barrows, neatly covered with white linen, 

and tastefully arranged with flowers, sweets, 

sticks of chocolate---in a word, the sort of 

array a grateful people might send out to 

welcome a victorious army that had 

delivered them ih)m some sore danger. And 

all this was going to the Prussians ! In 

all that crowd, not a creature but what ■

was taking his offering, and, except the 

Cur^, not a creature who doubted as to tiie 

spirit in which hisoffering would be received, 

'nruly, blessed are the simple of heart ■

Before evening I saw them return, lead- 

ing their conquerors in triumph. The 

Prussian officers and men seemed delighted 

with the novelty of their position, and if 

a shade of contempt mingled with the 

amusement of the former — what matter t 

The Tropeziens never knew it. As for the 

soldiers, they munched their cakes m 

unquestioning content, and though their 

hosts understood not a word of their 

ffrunted thanks, yet when a ^reat Uhlan 

ufted a wearied child on to his shoulder, 

or gave his arm to a tottering old woman, 

his action spoke plainer than worda ■

During the month that followed there 

was little peace for me. To the Tropeziens 

Grerman was an unknown language, and 

unfortunately I knew it well, and paid the 

penalty of my knowledge by being at 

once instituted interpreter-general The 

German soldiers used to bring to me little 

complimentary sentences to be put into 

French, and later in the day their host, or 

hostess, would come to me for answers in 

German. Many were the intrignes I 

helped to build up, and dire was the con- 

fusion that resulted, whilst the blame or 

the praise that fell to my share was 

unstinted. ■

Still, all went on bright and smooth as a 

summer-day. The German officers were 

good-hearted fellows, and they mingled 

with our people as friends and brothers. 

They gave soir6es, to which, after very 

little persuasion, our demoiselles went 

and danced; their musicians played for 

us; tiiey lent their horses, and all the 

time overwhelmed us widi expressions of 

goodwill ■

The only breach of etiquette I heard at 

was in the case of a man who bent down 

and kissed a pretty girl as she was coming 

with her bonne from school ; and for this, 

many and abject were the apologies that 

were made. ■

The day the Prussians left us, I took 

refuge from the rain in a poor, broken- 

down cottage. Its owner, a decrepit old 

woman, kept wiping her eyes furtively as 

she talked to me, and by decrees I drew 

from her that she was weepmg for the 

Prussiana ■

"Ah, sir," she said in her strange 

patois, " you don't know how good they've 

been to me ! Two were billeted here, and 

when I knew it I almost died of fright, for ■

'^- ■ ,= ■
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what could I do with two great soldiers in 

the house 1 Bat the very first day they 

brought in a piece of beef, and although I 

could not understand a word of their 

grunts and growls, I knew they wanted it 

cooked. I cooked it, and put a bit of 

vegetable to it ; and when it was ready, 

sir, one of those great, fierce-looking men 

took it and cut it into three parte, and 

put one part on a plate, and set a chair 

before it, and then began talking to me so 

fierce-like — at least, it sounded fierce-like 

to me — ^I nearly died of fright again. 

Then, as I didn't understand him, he just 

took me, and led me to the chair, and put 

a knife and fork into my hand, and I 

knew then that he meant me to eat the 

meat. And all the time they were here, 

no matter what they had, they would never 

touch a bit of it unless I would take my 

part too. They used to call mo ' Mutter '." 

And the old woman sobbed again. ■

From all the towns around came tales 

of violence, outrage, and bloodshed. In 

iVopez alone was peace and goodwill. 

Who can say that M. le Maire was not 

wise in his generation ? ■

CHRONICLES OF ENGLISH 

COUNTIES. ■

MIDDLESKX. PART L ■

In dealing with Middlesex, the last on 

our list of English counties, the difficalty 

at once suggests itself as to whether 

London is to be included or excepted. To 

deal adequately with London would require 

greater space than is at our disposal, but 

to pass it over would leave but a meagre 

subject for the chronicler. The difficidty 

is one to be rather evaded than directly 

met, for, like King Charles's head in the 

memorial, London is sure to make its way 

into any essay upon the history of the 

county, which is, in fact, little more than a 

dependency of the great city within its 

bordera Even officially, London may be 

said to rule over the whole county, for, 

since an impecunious King sold the shrievalty 

of the county to the citizens of London, 

whenever there has been a case for hanging, 

drawing, or quartering in any part of the 

county, or of levy, or replevy, or any 

other unpleasant process to be inflicted 

on Her Majesty's lieges, it is the chosen 

officer of the citizens of London who does 

execution. ■

But long before county and city had 

assumed their present relations, the Bii§hop, 

who shared with the Portreeve the secular ■

government of the City, held almost undis- 

puted sway over the country round about 

Whether there had ever ceased to be a 

Bishop in London since the first establish- 

ment of the Christian faith in Britain under 

the Roman sway, is a matter of some doubt. 

When he first comes into full historic light 

we find him a prelate high above the rest in 

power and influence, and little inferior in 

anything but ecclesiastical rank to the 

metropolitan of Canterbury. Eeminders 

of the former territorial importance of the 

Church in Middlesex may be found in the 

prebends of St Paul's, many of which take 

their titles from manors and lordships in the 

surrounding country beyond tiie city walls. 

So ancient are these prebendal endowments 

tiiat some of their estates, situated farther 

afield on the Essex coast, have disappeared 

under the waves in the course of ages, and 

have left only a memory behind. ■

When we remember that the diocese of 

London is nothing else but the ancient 

kingdom of the East Saxons, and that this 

kingdom so-called, was, perhaps, in its 

turn, only tiie survival of the former Boman 

diocese, we may be led into speculations on 

the continuity of civic as well as ecclesiastical 

life hereabouts, which have hitherto no great 

authority to support them. But, anyhow, 

in Middlesex, the Bishop, whether by grants 

from pious Saxon chiere, or in virtue of his 

high office, was something like a prince, 

and long before the Conquest he held one 

of the pleasantest and most fertile of the 

meadow tracts about London. In Fulham, 

to quote from Domesday, the Bishop of 

London had forty hides, and the buildings 

that clustered there, the lowly roofs, beneath 

which was much good cheer, ^ opened 

their hospitable doors upon a fertile plain 

of meadows and orchards, interspersed with 

rich arable tracts, where the ploughman 

drove his team afield, secure under the 

sacred banner of the Church. And there 

is still ploughing going on at Fulham ; even 

in this very year of grace the present writer 

saw a ploughman — actually a ploughman, 

at work with his plough and team, while 

all about the carcases of unfinished houses 

and the rubbish of half-made roads enfold 

the patch of country. ■

Even now, when all things are changing, 

you may look down from the arches of the 

District Railway upon something like 

a country village. The pleasant, wann- 

looking, red-bricked houses are there, with 

their roomy gardens, with arbours and 

pleasure-houses, where one might still eat 

a pippin in summer-time with much ■
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satUfdctioa Among them rises the grey old 

church tower, and beyond are the tall elms 

that screen the Bishop's palace. Pleasant, 

too, was the glimpse of rural quiet, even 

when red omnibuses and dusty hansoms 

were rolling by, a glimpse beneath the 

porte-cooh^re — the square archway, so to 

speak — of the old-fashioned house that 

stood athwart the Fulham end of Putney 

Bridge; a house that seemed a last re- 

minder of the old-fashioned bridges, with 

houses perched picturesquely over the tide, 

and on to which the traveller passed some- 

times under a prison-gate, with, perhaps', a 

grizzly head or two impaled upon its 

spikes; sometimes beneath the groined 

roof of a chapel, where some favourite 

saint invited the wayfarer's votive offering. ■

But old Putney Bridse will soon be a 

thine of the past It had neither antiquity 

nor beauty to recommend it, but stUl it 

will be missed, and tiie more pretentious 

granite arches that succeed it will be long 

ere they acquire such a crust of old associa- 

tions# And just where crosses the primitive 

wooden bridge the river takes one of the 

most gracious aspects of its course. Above 

and below, for some miles, the banks are 

often uncomelv and even gruesome to con- 

template, but here, with woods, and lawns, 

and the noble sweep of the stream, we get 

a glimpse of what a grand river should be 

like. And that this should be such a 

pleasant comer we owe, no doubt^ to the 

old Ohurchmenwho made, their home here, 

and dug and planted for other men's 

posterity. ■

There were swamps and marshes between 

Fulham and Chelsea, where there was 

hawking, no doubt, in the olden days, 

where the heron waded in the marshy 

streams, and where there was abundance 

of fowl, both great and small Indeed, it 

was as the home of the fowl that Fulham, 

they say, first took its name, although this 

may be doubted, being rather too vivid an 

imaginative flight for the sturdv Saxon. 

A brook that nses on Wormwood Scrubs, 

and finds its way, if it can, among a net- 

work of sewers to join the Thames opposite 

fiattersea, forms the boundary between old 

Fulham and Chelsea ; and what a brook it 

is when it reaches the river in the form 

of a sullen tidal creek, where barges lie up 

on the black mud — a fitting place f<Mr Mr. 

Qoilp to take up his abode. ■

There is always something to show for 

Chelsea in the handsome rod4>ridc hos- 

pital for old soldiers ; the plan of which 

kbdly Nell Owyn was the first, it is said, ■

to suggest to her royal lover. But is there 

anytUng left of the suburban village to 

which so many of the court and town 

resorted for fresh air 1 '< Pray, are no fine 

buns sold here in our town, was it not 

R-r-r-r-rare Chelsea Buns I " writes Swift to 

Stella, from his little room in Chelsea. 

^* Six shillings a week for one silly room, 

with confounded coarse sheets/' And in 

May, he records the haj almost fit to be 

mowed. And then he rows across with 

fine ladies and others to hear the nightin- 

gales at YauxhalL One night at eleven 

o'clock he is tempted by the ripples of the 

water, and went down in night-gown and 

slippers to swim in the river. ■

There is just a morsel left of old Chelsea^ 

a fragment of High Street, with the stamp 

of individudity, and two rival bun-hooses 

to keep up the traditions of the warm and 

saffron-flavoured bun. Old Cheyne Walk 

still retains its gracious outline, with the 

elms under which Carlyle would sometimes 

smoke his pipe at nights ; and the comely 

brick church is always a landmark But 

of the great people who lived here in their 

grand houses, only a name here and tiiere 

of street or terrace recalls the memory. 

Lady Jane Cheyne sleeps in the church 

hu*d-by, who gave her name to the walk, 

where perhaps she might be met in dim 

brocade some starry night by one gifted 

with second-sight She was of the proud 

Cavendish blood, daughter of the Cavalier 

chief who fought Tom Fairfax in the north, 

and she married plain Charles Cheyne, 

who afterwards became Viscount New- 

haven. Cheyne's house had once been a 

royal jointure-house ; and here had lived 

Catherine Parr for a while with her hsmd- 

some Admiral, and with the Princess 

Elizabetii under her charge, too sprightly 

and frolicsome for the much - married 

Catherine. A few years later here lived 

the widowed Duchess of Northumberland, 

who had seen her eldest son mounting the 

steps of a throne onlj to mount still higher 

to the scaffold. And yet a mother of for- 

tunate sons and daughters — of the good 

Earl of Warwick, of Elizabeth's favourite, 

Leicester, and of the mother of Philip 

Sidney. Long before, the old manor- 

house had belonged, with the adjacent 

lands, to the reverend abbot of West- 

minster; for all about Middlesex, what 

St Paul had missed, St Peter had gained 

— a division of territory which perhaps 

gave rise to the wdl-known adage about 

robbing the one to pay the other. Last 

of all, in this strange, eventful history. ■

•f ■ * ■
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tppean Sir Hans Sloane, preserved to fame 

in Sloane Street and Hans Place, who came 

to Chelsea in his old age, witih his fine 

collections of cnrios and antiquities, which 

at his death went to form the nucleus 

of the British Museum. ■

But here we are getting fairly into 

London and must retrace our steps. If 

we took the county according to its official 

diviuons, we should now take a complete 

drcoit of the City, for the Hundred of Ossul- 

statte is simply the belt of land surround- 

ing old London, and now comprises some 

of the busiest parts of the metropolis, 

its divisions consisting of Westminster, 

Kensington, Holbom, Finsbury, and the 

Tower. And being covered with houses, 

and ruled by countless local bodies, 

under numberless Acts of Parliament, the 

hundred has disappeared altogether from 

public view, and Uie sufferers from popular 

distorbances are puzzled enough how to 

enforce their legal claims against it But, 

apart from these considerations, the 

existence of this particular hundred and its 

boundaries are of some interest, as show- 

ing pretAy clearly that the divisions of the 

county, which, although popularly ascribed 

to Alfred tiie Great, are, no doubt, much 

earlier, were made with reference to 

London as a centre ; that the county, in 

fact, was made to fit the town, the reverse 

being generally the case in Teutonic in- 

stitutions. ■

It will be more convenient^ however, to 

take the chief highways which branch out 

from London as a centre, beginning with 

the great road to the West — ^the Bath 

road as it used to be called — which may 

be aaid to start from the White Horse 

Cellar in Piccadilly and to end by ■

Famed Bolerium, cape of Btorms. ■

It is only in comparatively recent days 

that the western road took its outlet 

throush Kensington and Hammersmith. 

Stukely says that the Roman road from 

Chichester crossed the Thames at Staines, 

where it was joined by otiier great roads, 

and passed tllrough Brentford to Tumham 

Green, and over Stamford Bridge, where 

Stamford Brook still waters a patch of 

half-open common, and so by the Acton 

road into Londoa And this was the route 

generally followed by travellers, till the 

age of coaches commenced and turnpikes 

were in the ascendant A fragment of 

the old road may be, perhaps, recognised 

in the Goldhawk Boad, which takes its 

name from the extinct manor of Cold- 

hawe, and not from the public-house sign ■

of The Gilded Hawk — and which starts as 

if it meant to be an important thorough- 

fare, but dies away into nothingness just 

about that same Stamford Brook. It was 

a rough and broken way, we may imagine, 

about CromweU's time, when the Lord 

Protector, riding homewards from the 

west, narrowly escaped an ambush laid for 

him in the wuds of Shepherd's Bush. ■

But to follow the more modem track 

We may leave Kensington, to its specialists, 

who discourse often pleasantiy enough 

about tiie old Court suburb, although in its 

courtly functions it does not seem to have 

arrived at any great antiquity. And 

we may leave Hammersmith, which local 

pronunciation would lead one to suppose 

had been Emma's Mead, but which was 

probably Hamon's Mead, with only a 

glance at its convents — now all new 

and furbished up, but in themselves the 

first monastic communities established in 

England since the Reformation. It is said, 

indeed, that a community of nuns has 

existed at Hammersmith uninterruptedly 

since Roman Catiiolic times; being un- 

endowed with landed property, it was 

overlooked or not thought worth dis- 

turbing at the dissolution of religious 

housea But the familiar picture which the 

name of Hammersmith recalls, the graceful 

suspension bridge with its brown towers 

and its steamboat-pier in the centre — this 

will no more be seen by mortal eyes 

— its chains are gone, its towers are 

falling fast, and what we may see in its 

place Heaven only knows. ■

We must turn aside for a glimpse at 

Chiswick, with its church by the river- 

bank — a brand-new church, but with the 

old tower still standing — and surrounded 

by the old graveyard with its tombs of 

Hogarth and Loutherburg, and close by 

a comely old-fashioned Mali Great 

stretches of high brick wall conceal the 

Didce of Devonshire's villa, built upon the 

site of a house once occupied by Robert 

Carr, Earl of Somerset, whose intngue with 

the Countess of Essex, who subsequentiy 

became his wife, formed one of those 

unsavoury romances which delighted the 

public as much then as now. Here in 

sullen retirement and disgrace the unhappy 

woman ended her days in the now loathed 

companionship of the man for whom she 

had sacrificed everything. The Earl sur- 

vived his partner for many years, and was 

obliged to mortgage his house in order to ■

Eay his daughter's marriisge-portion to her 
usband, Lord RusselL In the ducal villa ■

■
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of modem times have often gathered the 

most distmeuished representatives of the 

yarioos worlds of arts, and politics, and here 

by a corioos coincidence died Fox and 

Oanningi visitors only at the house of a 

friend; to whom death came in his torn 

without ceremony. ■

Almost as far as Tumham Oreen, which 

is the inland portion of Ghiswick parish, 

King Charles the First had reached on his 

victorious march from the west^ when 

everyone thought that he was destined to 

enter London in triumph and send all the 

Parliament folk to the Tower, and perhaps 

to the scaffold; when Milton, stout Puritan 

as he was, could only frame a sonnet to 

deprecate the fury of the stormers. ■

Lift not thy spear against the muse's bower. ■

But Lord Essex, with twenty-four 

thousand men, marched out this way, and 

encamped on Tumham Green, and the 

auspicious moment having been lost, 

Charles retreated slowly and reluctantly to 

Kingston. ■

Soon we reach Ounnersbury, originally 

Gunvldsbury, and perhaps the home of the 

Danish princess Gunyld, which, as Norden 

says in his Speculum, "is well scytuate for 

wood, ayre, and water". Gunnersbury 

House, now occupied by Baron Rothschild, 

is a fine old Jacobean mansion in origin, 

built by Webbe, a pupil of Inigo Jones, 

but a good deal altered and enlarged, with 

a chapel built for the use of the Princess 

Amelia, who at one time occupied the 

house. Gunnersbury Lane is still very 

much of a countoy lane, and the county 

round about is still a little countrified, 

whOe orchards and marhet-gardens dispute 

the ground with rows of houses, the 

skirmishing line of greater London. ■

It is not easy to write enthusiastically of 

Brentford — ■

tedious town, 

For dirty streets and white-legi^ed chickens known. ■

Its long dull street, where every other 

house almost is a tavern, seems to the 

pedestrian as if it would never come to 

an end. A wayside town, it owed its 

straggling length to the wayfaring traffic 

of the eoachmg age, and there are still 

more carriers' curts passing through than 

you might think, to and from we Old 

Bailey, while on market-nights there is a 

long procession of waggons all night long 

towards Cpvent Garden — waggons which 

return next day loaded up with manure 

from the London stables. The river 

Brent, from which the place takes its name, 

has some historical interest in respect of ■

its ford, which has often been hotly 

disputed for the defence of London against 

enemies coming from the west. To say 

nothing of battles with the Danes, too remote 

and uncertain to inspire much interest, 

there was a brisk engagement here between 

Royalists and Parliamentarians, when the 

latter were driven from the defences they 

had raised, and London, as we have just 

now related, seemed at tiie mercy of the 

King. ■

The Brent River rises a good way t^ the 

north of London in the valley between 

Highgate and Finchley, where a cluster of 

houses named Brent Street gives us a clue 

to the name of the river. Some Britidi 

dwellings or Roman villas probably stood 

there, which our Saxon ancestors, with 

characteristic amenity, destroyed by fire, 

and named the place m commemoration of 

their exploit. Brent Street And thus the 

Celtic name of the stream being lost^ the 

newcomers called the stream, from the 

place it flowed from. Brent Brook or Brent 

River. ■

Isleworth was probably Thistleworth — 

a grand feeding-ground for donkeys, which 

are still reared in the neighbourhood. And 

now we approach the quondam heath of 

Hounslow, once the terror of travellers 

for its highwaymen, but now nearly all 

enclosed. To the right lies Heston, a 

pleasant village enough, and Osterley Park 

with its solid, red-brick mansion. ■

A somewhat dull and phlegmatic country 

lies before us, highly cultivated, but more 

fertile, perhaps, than fragrant — a country 

without meadows or wild-flowers; the 

smallest primrose-root would be ruthlessly 

extracted for the hawker's basket — where 

gangs of women, with the mud of the 

streets on their broken boots and patched 

gannents, are weeding or hoeing in long 

unes. ■

Bedfont is noteworthy if only for 

its curious yew-trees in the churchyard, 

neatly trimmed into the faint presentment 

of two fighting-cocks — birds in which, 

according to tradition, the parson of the 

parish once took a fond delight. But after 

Bedfont all is blank for miles — straight 

road, stumpy trees, stifif hedges, deep 

ditches, the only eminence a distant rail- 

way-bridge — till we reach Staines, a town 

which is accurately described in gazetteers 

as neat, but which has no other attraction, 

except its convenience as a boating-station 

on the river. ■

Staines, anciently Stan, takes its name 

from the old boundary-stone of the City^s ■
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JQiudiotion on the river — a atone that, if 

ii stands in its original position, probably 

marks the site of the old Roman bridge 

over the river. The Roman name, indeed, 

of Staines, Pontes, would imply that there 

was more than one bridge. It may have 

been that tiie river then flowed in more 

Uum one channel, and was crossed by a 

series of bridges; bat anyhow here has 

always been an important crossing over 

the river. ■

'S(> explore the peninsula cut oS by the 

h^way between Brentford and Staines, 

we may first take a cross-country road to 

Ashfoid, less known than its bustling 

south-eastern rival The first cause of 

Ashford, the ford over the little river — 

once the Esk, no doubt — ^varies the dulness 

of the way; a pretty scene, with a peaked 

hidge and a run of water beneath, with 

reeda and water-weeds, and sometimes a 

water-hen splashing about, and all with a 

backgroand of dark firs. Ashford itself 

comes next^ with villas and cottages about 

the little church, and bigger houses scat- 

tered about in die midst of lawns and 

gardens. Close by is a kind of wilderness, 

called Littleton, with gorse and thorn- 

bushes, and swarming with rabbits, while 

some fine old trees give a kind of dignity 

to the scene. Littleton looks interesting, 

and as if it had a history, but nobody 

seems to know anything about it ■

Laleham, too, is a nice little village, 

on a pleasant and " fishy" looking bend of 

the river, where the banks are shaded with 

aah and willow, and rows of the inevitable 

elm. And here are old-fashioned red-brick 

houses with roomy gardens. Ponds and 

ducks abound, and ditches conduct the 

drainage of the district in a priuutive way 

towards the river. Then there is a 

rambling old church, very ancient and 

much patched, and an enviable parsonage 

all covered with syringa. Happy, too, 

is Laleham in that it has no history 

of a definite character, although tradition 

vpenikm of a certain river meadow that was 

gained for the parish by the pious care of 

its inhabitants in burying a drowned person 

f oond upon its banks. ■

The pleasant little riverside towns of 

Shepperton and Sunbury have little to 

contribute to the genenu history of the 

county, but Hampton, with its splendid 

^reen and adjacent royal palace, seems to 

invite a little delay. Lons was Moulsey 

Hurst, close by, a kind of Campus 

Martins, where, in the old pugilistic days I 

of Cribbi and Spring, and the rest, many | ■

a well-fought battle was decided within 

the roped enclosure. There, too, is the 

racecourse, once almost the only suburban 

racecourse of any note, and that note of 

rather a minor key; with little to tempt 

the turfite, but dear to tiie costermonger 

and sporting batcher and baker of the 

period. But what a wonderful change has 

come over the scene, with Kempton Park, 

and Sandown, and Croydon, with races all 

the year round, and thousands of pounds 

given away in prizes, and stiU more 

Uiousands won and lost over every race, 

while wealth and fashion crowd the stands 

and enclosures, and the gate-money pours 

in with ever-inoreasing stream ! Assuredly, 

whatever else maybe in decay, the turf 

has suffered no hard timea ■

This, by the way, suggested by the 

aspect of MoiUsey Hurst ;^ut it is need- 

less to remark that the serious interest 

of Hampton is concentrated in its palace. ■

The quaint-looking palace, a sort of 

Dutch Versailles on a small scale, retains 

one quadrangle, which bears the marks of 

its first founder, Cardinal Wolsey, and 

with its trim lawns and flower-beds, and 

geometric avenues, looks, on a bright 

summer's day, a really going concern, which 

it would be easy to people with the actors 

of other timea It is not altogether un- 

inhabited; soldiers mount guiurd at the 

gates; within the sunny garden-borders old 

ladies with their lap-dogs are wheeled 

about in Bath-chairs; nor are there wanting 

grace and beauty to brighten up the sombre 

old windowa It must oe a kind of splendid 

misery to be lodged in Hampton Court, 

the rooms often dark and low, the kitchen 

a long wav off from the dining-room — in 

the next block, perhaps ; and then there are 

the ghosts at night. Sometimes we may 

fancy anterooms, and presence-chambera 

and secret dosets, all illumined by a spectral 

kind of light, as gilded coaches dash nlentl^ 

up, and pages and equerries throng th^ 

staircases and entrancea i ■

At Hampton you have a glimpse of the 

royalty of the past, the life en plein jour oi 

the Kin^ or Queen, when their rising and 

their gomg to bed were so many half -public 

performances of high interest and impoi 

tance, when the gentlemen and ladies 

the bedchamb^ actually performed tl 

duties of their office, and royalty shiver< 

in the cold, while noble dames disputed tl 

right to hand over the robe de nuit Thei 

is the royal four-poster, there the clock ' 

which the King regulated his slumberd 

With all this cumbrous etiquette ^^ ■

^ ■
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majesty had fiometimea to rise early and 

start upon loDg journeys, Trith hard knocks, 

marching, and cannonading at the end of 

them. There were backstair plots, too, 

and mntterings, and, altogether, life at 

Hampton Court was not a l>ed of roses. ■

But all this is lon^ ago. Hardly one of 

our present dynasty has nsed the place as a 

residence, and it is with William the Third 

and his Qaeen that the chief associations 

of the court are connected. But always 

we shall remember Wolsey there, the proud 

Cardinal who first saw the adyantages of 

the site, and who must have deeply 

regretted the sacrifice to prudence that he 

made in handing over the place t^ his royal 

master. Henry himself is a constant pre- 

sence there, now with his cruel frown, and 

now with his falsely jovial air. Here came 

his Queens, one after the other. It was a 

sort of ogre's castle for them, where they 

might in fancy see the bleaching bones of 

their predecessors. Queen Bess did not 

care for the place; the air was too stagnant 

for her. But the Stuarts loved it wefi, the 

merry monarch the least of all, perhaps. ■

The pictures, too, that line the walls — 

the fine collection of portraits chiefly — 

require a lengthened study, and are of 

priceless interest to those who have become 

acquainted with the originals in the history 

of their own land. But, somehow, a hasty 

glance seems all that is possible at Hamp- 

ton Court You promise yourself to go 

again often, but you do not ga There 

seems a spell about the place, so that no 

cunningly-laid plans to reach it ever suc- 

ceed. It must be visited, if at all, 

"promiscuous like ", ■

And now we come to Twickenham — le 

vieuz Twick of the bourgeois monarch 

who, as Duke of Orleans, lived here so 

long, and gave his title to Orleans House. 

The house, where lately the Orleans Club 

held its aristocratic revels, is not without 

its interest. Here once came Princess 

Anne for country air, with that one boy of 

hers who, among her flock of children, 

alone passed safely the perils of infancy. 

He would have been King of England had 

he lived, and changed the ftce of history, 

perhaps, thisyoun^ Duke of Gloucester, with 

his little boy regunenti instead of wooden 

soldiers, to march up and down the formal 

paths and round about the oabbaffe-beds. ■

Two notable veterans shared the rest of 

the century between them in this same 

house. ■

Jamie Johnstone, of Warriston, whose 

father had lost his head, with his patron, ■

Arg^le, in the troubles of 1663, and who 

was now Secretary of State and Lord 

Register for Scotland, was one of them. 

Here he entertained Queen Caroline, Oeorge 

the Second's faithful consort, buildiDg an 

octagon room in honour of the occasiim. 

But the good man died in 1737, just about 

the time of the Porteous Riots ; so thai 

Jeanie Deans could not have seen him 

when she made her famous visit to London. 

He was ninety years of age when he died, 

and had lived under ten sovereigns, if one 

may count the two Cromwella He might 

have been taken in his nurse's arms to the 

execution of Charles the First, and lived 

to hob-a-nob with poor Queen Caroline — 

surely a life that must have been charged 

with strange memories. ■

The ot^er veteran was a stout and florid 

English figure, a brave, old-fashioned 

Admiral, Sir George Pocock, who, after 

exchanging many hard knodcs with the 

French in the Indian Seas, had the good 

luck to capture the Havannah, and retired 

to Twickenham to enjoy his laurels and 

his prize-money. Kempenfelt — brave 

Kempenfelt, who went down, with twice 

five hundred men, in the Royal Geoi^e — 

was one of his captains, and another 

was Norfolk Jervis, who afterwards won 

a peerage at Camperdown. Pooock 

himself was a nephew of that unhappy 

Admiral Byng who was court-martialled 

and shot, ''pour enconrager les autres". A 

notable thing, too, is it that Sir (George 

had under his orders the gallant Thunder- 

bomb, and knew something about the 

unhappy Billie Taylor and his ladie faire. 

Pocock died when the French Revoluti<m 

was in full swing, and illustrious exiles 

were coming in shoals to our shores. ■

One of the first to settle at Twickenham 

was Louis Philippe, a fugitive from Uie 

revolutionary army, in which he had held 

high command. Hmb two younger brotiiers, 

the Due de Montpensier and the Comte de 

Beaujolais, who joined him here on their 

release from prison, died in their sombre 

place of exile. But Louis Philippe lived 

here, at intervals, till he returned to France 

at the Royalist restoration. Hardly, how- 

ever, had he unpacked bis trunks, when he 

came flying back, contentedly enough, to 

le vieux Twick for the hundred days of 

Napoleon's last struggle. The house was a 

resort of the Orleans family till 1875, when 

the Due d'Aumale finally abandoned it to 

the clubbites, but when Louis Philippe re- 

turned for his last exile, in 1848, he took up 

his abode at Claremont, which was assigned ■
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to him by King Leopold of Belgium, who 

had a life-interest in the place in right of 

his late wife, the hapless Princess Charlotte. 

More congenial, perhaps, are the me- 

moric s of Pope, in his villa by the banks 

of silver Thames, and of Walpole at Straw- 

berry Hill, the house still eziBting, but the 

grounds all cut up into building sites ; 

memories that we must leave for another 

chapter. ■

victim:s. ■

By THEO gift. ■

Author <tf*'La Larimer," *'An Alibi and its Price," ■
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CHAPTER VL A VILLA AT WEYBRIDGE. ■

" Vera, don't forget that Naomi is going 

to have some friends this evening, and that 

you are to make yourself look pretty," said 

Leah, with something more than her usual 

briskness one afternoon. ■

They were not at the Josephs's house in 

Kensingtoa Mr. Josephs had gone off 

with his wife to the meeting of the British 

Association in Dublin, and Naomi, whose 

husband had taken a villa at Weybridge 

for ihe summer, had invited all the younger 

members of the family — Vera included— 

to come down to her there for the weeks of 

their parents' absence. ■

'' It will be a treat to get you to myself 

for even so short a time, Leah, after your 

bein^ away so long,'' the elder sister said 

coazingly ; ^ and as for your friend, I shall 

be delighted to have her. My babies have 

struck up a tremendous alliance with her ; 

and only yesterday Alix was saying to 

me, ' Do ask F'ench 'uDg lady to 'tay here, 

mummy. Her tells such nice fairly 'tories 

io L' Come all of you to-morrow." ■

And they had done so without more 

ado; not being a family at all given to 

making difficulties, or standing on ceremony 

with one another, but being always pre- 

pared to give or take with equal readiness. ■

To Vera, indeed, the overflowing hearti- 

ness and jollity, ihe keen banter and family 

jokes, the freedom from all constraint, and 

absolute confidence which reigned in both 

households, were a perpetual and never 

flagging wonder, the effect of which, how- 

ever, was to make her at first even more 

shv and retiring — with Leah as well as the 

others — than she had ever been before. ■

"But you see it is all so new and 

different to me," she had said plaintively 

once when the latter expostulated with her. 

''Even you yourself, Leah. Not that you ■

are less nice to me than you were. In- 

deed, I think that in some ways you seem 

nicer than ever, bat at St Tryphine your 

niceness all appeared to belong to me, to 

be for me, and no one else ; just as you 

were not like anyone else, but a beautif al 

fairy come down into my world to make 

it bright for me ; while here you belong 

to your parents, and brothers, and sisters, 

and a lot of other people, and they belong 

to you, and are all a little like yon, and 

you like them, and it is I who have come 

into your world — the fairyland world — 

only, instead of being a brightness, I am 

a dull little patch there as a mortal should 

be," and Vera laughed a trifle sadly. ■

Leah laughed too, putting her arms 

round the girl as she did so. ■

"Why, Vera, what a fanciful little 

flatterer you arel And such poetical 

fancies, too ! But, do you know, you are 

not really flattering me, after all, when 

you show me that you made me more at 

home with you in Brittany than we are 

doing with you hera Why should you 

call yourself a dull little patch ) You are 

not so to us, and you would not feel so 

yourself if you would be only less shy, and 

would talk and enjoy yourself, instead of 

hiding away in comers and peeping out 

with your great, solemn eyes like a white 

mouse in a cage of magpies. Mother said 

only the other day that she was afraid you 

were not happy here." ■

"Oh, but I am; and I did not mean 

' dull ' in that sense," cried Vera eagerly. 

''That is just what I enjoy, looking at 

and listenijig to you all, and keeping 

quiet myseli It is just like a play to me 

with a lot of scenes, or a long gallery of 

pictures ; only they are all pleasant pictures 

and scenes, and I never get tired of them 

as I might of real ones. Please, please 

tell your mother so, dear Leah, or perhaps 

she will think I am ungratefcd, and will 

want to send me away." ■

*' Here she is, so you had better tell her 

yourseli She is such a sceptical old 

woman she mightn't believe me," said Leah 

gaily; but, indeed, both she and the others 

soon found out that Yera's shyness and 

silence did not mean unhappiness, and that 

the only thing which really distressed her 

was to be forced out of it, and made to 

come into the foreground, and mingle with 

the talk and chi^ of the lively young 

people about her. ■

Her great delight on the other hand was, 

as Naomi said, to get hold of that 

lady's three younger children, and pet and ■

** ■
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play with them by the hour together; a 

fancy of which those young Turks soon 

became aware, and which they turned to 

account by riding roughshod over her in 

every sense of ihe word, galloping to 

Banbury Cross on her foot, trapping her 

between four chairs as a bear, chasing her 

along the garden walks as a rabbit, riding 

triumphantly on her back with the thick, 

plaited tail of her hair clutched in their 

little hands to hold on by, or cuddled down 

in her lap to be sung to, with a luxurious 

pleasure which was more than reciprocated 

by the lonely little girl, who haid never 

lived in a house with little children in it 

before, and thought each of their words 

and ways more charming than the last. ■

For their parents she had much less 

admiration. Naomi, it is true, was not 

unlike Leah in many ways; and was a 

very pretty, sensible young woman, over- 

flowing with good nature to everyone, and 

prepared to feel special kindness towards 

anyone who had the good taste to admire 

her children ; but she had not her sister's 

advantages either in the way of natural 

talent or education, and having had to deal 

with the rougher and more prosaic side of 

life in her early youth, had in these later 

days of prosperity taken more aidently to 

tiie creature-comforts of life than is per- 

haps consistent with a high degree of 

refinement or intellectual culture. And 

creature-comforts, combined with a healthy 

capacity for enjoying them to the utmost, 

have a tendency to make the female 

figure spread, to double the classic chin, and 

bring an undue floridness to the cheeks. 

Naomi did not like getting fat She had 

bad a particularly small waist in the days 

of her girlhood, and that portion of her she 

manag^ to retain of very medium size by 

dint of rigorous lacing ; but the result, as 

regards the line of beauty, was hardly per- 

haps as successful as might have been 

desired ; and her mother had remonstrated 

more than once on the process. ■

*' Better let yourself go, dear," she said 

kindly. " It can't be hcNUthy to take your- 

self in so much ; and I'm sure it is that 

which sends the blood to your face." But 

Naomi was unpersuadable. ■

<'My dearest mother, I should be a por- 

poise I How very brutal of you I And 

my waist is only just decent as it is. If I 

were to let it get a bit bigger, Lucas would 

be so disgusted with me he'd go off with 

some other young woman. Don't you 

think he would. Miss St. Laurent! I 

know he admires you." ■

Vera thought Mrs. Lucas vulgar, and 

wondered she could be Leah's sister, or 

that Mrs. Josephs should seem equally fond 

and proud of both her daughters. She did 

not at all understand it when the tender- 

hearted mother would say, with tears in 

her eyes, after a visit from her eldest girl : ■

" Ah, no one knows what Naomi is to 

me, who didn't see her in the days when 

she and I had to fight through our worst 

troubles together. That child ! I can see 

her now, a wee thing of seven, toasting her 

father's bread, or steggerin^ up and down 

the room with baby Leah in her arms so 

as to set me free to see to tiie other house 

duties. And when she was bigger, the 

times and times she's gone to scnool with 

only a bit of dry bread in her satchel that 

there might be more butter left for the 

little ones, or pretended not to care about 

milk in her coffee at breakfast I The 

Lord bless my girl I 'Tis a righteous re- 

ward that she uiould enjoy her life now.'' ■

Neither did Vera return Mr. Lucas's 

admiration; though her indifference to 

men — a peculiarity which even Leah could 

not help remarking wonderingly — made her 

less keen to detect the special faults in hiuL ■

After all they were not very heinous 

ones; for it certainly could not be put down 

as a fault, of malice on his part that Mr. 

Lucas only stood five foot nothing in his 

boots, and that the little legs terminating 

in the said boots were so thin and curved 

as to suggest his having been a weakly 

babe set down to toddle too early in life ; 

nor that his nose was unduly large, and his 

chin disproportionately small for the rest 

of his features; while ms conversation dealt 

so exclusively with sale and barter, with rise 

in this and fall in that, that Vera, who, like 

most girls, tiiought nothing so uninterest- 

ing as money matters^ quite sympathised* 

with Mr. Josephs when he used to say : ■

"Naomi's good man is coming to teat 

Then bring me mine into my study, one of 

you. I've got a delicate experiment to 

make this evening, and if the word ' city ' 

once gets into my brain tiiere's no more 

hope for science in it" ■

To do him justice, however, Mr. Lu(»8 

never wilfully obtruded his own special 

topic on his father-in-law, for whom, as for 

all his wife's family, he entertained the 

warmest respect and admiration. He 

was a City man, of course, and a City 

man, ''pur et simple," understandmg 

nothing so well as the making of money, 

succeeding venr well in the manufacture, 

I and enjoymg it hugely when mada But ■
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more even than money— or the making of 

it — did Mr. Lucas worship his wife and 

adore hiB children ; nor did the assidoity 

of his grabbings in the City show itself, as 

with many Christians, in stinginess at 

home and dose-fistedness generally. He 

was really an excellent young man, generous 

to his family, charitable to the poor — ^the 

Jewish poor, "bien entendu" — a regular 

attendant at the synagogue, keeping all the 

fasts and feasts of the law with the greatest 

regularity^ and being fax more orthodox 

senerally than the men of the Josephs 

uunily. Also, utterly prosaic and common- 

place as he might be, he had a weakness, 

or, rather, a passion, a romance of his very 

own, so delicious, all-absorbing, and con- 

solatory, tiiat^ even though '* slurtings had 

fallen again " and " blue winseys were a 

drug in the market", he could still find 

peace and joy during those months of the 

year when the seasons permitted him to 

devote part at any rate of his evenings to 

the enjoyment of it. I allude to that sport 

which an ill-natured person has somewhat 

flippantly described as " a hook at one end 

of a line and a fool at the other." ■

It was for the indulgence of this pastime 

that Mr. Lucus had gone to the expense of 

the Weybridge villa ; though it is not to 

be denied that he got it cheaper than any- 

one else could have done, its owner beine 

in his debt and glad to economise abroad 

for a time ; and anyone who had seen him 

emerge from the station of an evening and 

hurry home, smug and City-like, in his 

tighUy-fitting f rock-coat, top hat^ and patent 

leather boots, to sally forth again a few 

minutes later, dad in a shabby and worn- 

out suit of checked flannel, a cap of the 

same material on his head, with ear-flaps 

tied down under his chin, a disreputable 

old fish-basket in one hand and a bundle 

(A rods, etc , in the other, would hardly have 

known }nm for the same person. This, 

however, was Mr. Lucas in his highest and 

happiest moments, just as the subsequent 

hours, which he passed, silent, motionless, 

and almost breathless, on a cane chair in a 

punt moored about half a mile down the 

liver, were those of the purest and most 

unalloyed enjoyment he ever experienced. 

So well this was understood, indeed, by 

the whole family, that his eldest boy and 

tiie two youDg Josephs looked on the 

privilege of a seat in the punt, and a 

miniatore rod of their own, as something 

akin to the *^ golden bar of heaven " ; while 

his wife, though delighting in nothing ^ 

mudi as the society of her neighbours on ■

these summer afternoons, would have given 

up every engagement in the world rather 

than not be at home when her Albert came 

back from town, so as to see that his rods 

and other paraphernalia were ready in the 

hall, and give him a cup of tea and a kiss 

before he departed to his beloved punt, 

and she to some river picnic or afternoon 

tennis-party ; at which latter, though she 

did not play herself, she could sit in the 

shade chatting to other matron friends, and 

think how much more gracefully Leah 

played than the other girls, and how much 

prettier, sharper, and better behaved her 

children were than the children of any 

other lady present ■

Vera did not play tennis. In the first 

place she did not know tiie game, and in the 

next she was too shy to learn it ; on hear- 

ing which, Mr. Lucas was cruel enough to 

propose that she should come in the punt 

with him and fish, and Naomi declared it 

was the greatest honour he^had shown any 

girl of her acquaintance. ■

" He won't have me. He says I can't 

do without talking and friffhtenine the 

fish; and it's true— I really cant I snould 

scream if I wasn't allowed to say some- 

thing once in five minutes," she said 

cuiiudly ; and even Leah observed : ■

" I hope you won't mind it, dear. You 

needn't go again if it's stupid ; but I do 

think Albert wants to be kind, and show 

you attention." ■

Poor Vera had not courage to resist, 

and went like a martyr offering no further 

protest than a feeble : ■

<< But I don't know how to fish 1 " ■

" Oh, you will soon learn," said Mr. Lucas 

benevolently ; " it comes of itself to those 

who have a taste for it, and I am sure you 

have. I see you like being quiet, and this 

is quiet and exdtement, too — ^the perfection 

of both. See here ; take hold of your rod— 

so, and just play the line gently. We mustn't 

talk, you know — ^it woufi never do to dis- 

turb the fish — and, when you fed a bite, ■

turn your wrist quickly, and Of course, ■

though, if it is a very heavy fellow " ■

But perhaps this recommendation was 

needless. Indeed, Mr. Lucas was not often 

called upon to struggle with a ''heavy 

fellow " himself, and v era certainly never 

felt a bite at alL She sat like a statue, the 

picture of meek dodlity, for three hours, 

never opening her lips or stirring ; and 

only revealed the depths of her misery to 

Leidi by ^e piteous enquiry, after tiheir 

return home : ■

''Do you think I need ever go again, ■

TF ■
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Leah ) Of coarse, I moat, if you say so ; 

but do you think I need 1 " ■

Leah made haste to assure her to the 

contrary. ■

" My dearest child, bow often must I 

tell you that you never need do anything 

you don't like here 1 All we want — now 

that your father is better — i% for you to 

enjoy yourself *and be happy." ■

» ■

On the present occasion, Vera did not 

look as if the idea of an evening entertain- 

ment was enjoyment, for she faced round 

from where she was sitting, screwed up on 

the lower step of an iron staircase leading 

down from the drawing-room to the villa- 

garden, and said, rather apprehensively: ■

" Do you mean a party, Leah 1 " ■

<' Oh dear no ! But Naomi has found 

out that the Salomons are at Shepperton, 

and she asked them to row up this even- 

ing, and have supper and some music with 

us; and the Werthers, from next door, 

and two gentlemen, old friends of ours " — 

Leah's colour deepened suddenly in her 

cheeks — '* are coming toa" ■

*' Friends I have met already 1" asked 

Vera, not noticing. ■

"No; I don't think so — not one of 

them, at any rate. He (his name is Dr. 

Marstland^," Leah's colour was certainly 

wonderfully beautiful that afternoon, and 

she seemed to feel it herself, for she turned 

her face aside, so as to face the fresh 

breeze, " had left town before we returned 

from Brittany. He has taken a house- 

boat on the river for the summer holidays, 

and it was only by chance he found out 

we were here. His friend is a ^Ir. Burt — 

John Burti the water-colour artist Don't 

you remember our meeting his wife and 

her sister one day at the Exhibition, and 

her saying they were just off to Switzer- 

land 1 Well, they didn't go, because the 

sister was taken Ul with the measles, and 

he is staying with G^rge Marstiand on 

board the house-boat instead." ■

" WeU, it will be like a party to me," 

said Vera; "and tiien there was that garden ■

oneyestei^ay. I wonder Leah, do you ■

think mamma would call it being too gay I" ■

"Gay 1 My dear, of course not" ■

" But you know what she said when you 

spoke of it not being the season now, and 

of how quiet you were." ■

" Yes ; bu^ my dear Vera, that was only 

because of the danger your father was then ■

in. You did not know of it, because Mdme, 

St Laurent did not wish to frighten you; but 

I dare say she felt that if you did know, 

you would not care to be going out much, 

or enjoying yourself. However, thi^ is 

all past now, for he is much better ; even 

the fear of a relapse over. Didn't your 

mother say so in her last letter ) " ■

"Yes," said Vera. "WeU, Leah, you 

know befit, and if mamma only meant ■

that " She paused a moment, add ■

then added somewhat irrelevanUy : " I 

remember Mrs. Burt, a rather melanchdy- 

looking person, dressed in a funny way, 

something like the saints in stained-glacs 

windows. She asked me if I knew St 

Matthias's in West Brompton, and told me 

how beautiful the Whitsuntide decorations 

there had been ; so I supposed she was a 

Christian." ■

" Oh yes ; the Borta are very decidedly 

Christian, and very High Church people — 

almost Boman Catholics. Indeed, when 

Mr. Burt is on the Continent (by tiie way, 

he is very fond of Brittany ; I must intro- 

duce him to you), I believe he goes to mass 

as refi^ularlv as any of the peasants." ■

"Does be, reaUyl" said Vera, looking 

shocked ; then : " And Dr. Marstiand — ^u 

he a Chnstian, too 1 Somehow, the name 

doesn't sound Jewish." ■

" Yes." Leah's tone had grown suddenly 

grave, almost sad ; but the next moment 

she smiled, and added : " I know what is 

in your mind, Vera, but vou are safe 

enough this time. Dr. Marstiand is as good 

a Chnstian and Protestant as your moUier. 

You may make friends with him safely, and 

you will He is a man everyone likea" ■

" Do you like him, Leah 1 I have more 

faith in you than ' everybody'.*' ■

"II" Leah hesitated an instant, but 

added almost immediately and with extra 

distinctness : " Yes, I like him exceedingly; 

but we have known him a long time, 

Naomi and L He used to attend father's 

chemistry class, and study botany privately 

with him as well, before he took hu degrea 

Father is very fond of him. Well, don't 

be late in dressing. Vera. I will go and 

cut some flowers lor your hair," and she 

ran off humming a tune as Ae went ■

It was that of the littie French song she 

had taught Vera. ^ ■

"Que tout le monde soit gai, ch^cj^!" 

and Vera thought that her voice had neyer 

sounded sweeter. ■
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THE THIRD PART. ■

CHAPTER V. INTRODUCED BY MR. DEXTER. ■

Breakeast was always a pleasant meal 

at The Qainces. The sun shone into the 

bright, pretty dining-room, from whioh 

lihaSy with the dismal recollection of 

Harley Street before her, had carefoUy 

excladed the ponderous fomitore, the 

hideons carpet, and the melancholy hang- 

ings that used to be regarded as the ■

\ correct attribute of an apartment in which 

people were to eat and drink. The 

windows looked out on the lawn, where a 

multitude of birds, daOy pensioners of 

The Quinces, were busily engaged in clear- 

ing off sereral little heaps of food which 

were put down for them regularly every 

morning. Order, very curious to note, 

attended this observance. Shortly after 

the baskets of food had been emptied, a 

flapping of wings would be heard, and ■

}the rooks from two rookeries at a con- 

siderable distance, would arriva While 

these early birds were breakfasting, the 

smaller legions would muster, discreetly 

alighting on the erass at a respectful dis- 

tance, and twittenng in the trees, until the 

shining black company rose and flapped 

away nomewards again, with tit-bits in 

their beaks for domestic consumption, 

when they would set-to upon the scattered 

prcvender with delighted chirpings and 

ma«Aniga And then, how good it was to 

hear their shrill pipings, and occasionally 

a glorious burst of song from some 

hilarious feathered creature, with more 

leisure than its neighbours to give thanks 

for its breakfast Lilias loved to preside 

unheeded over her daily dole to the birds. ■

On the morning after the play, the party I 

assembled at breakfast was even more 

cheerful than usual, for not only was there 

the usual pleasant discussion of plajis for 

the day, but Dolores had a real good oppor- 

tunity of expressing her feeungs about 

PortiaandShylock. (Lionel and Mra Court- 

land, and even Aunt Lilias herself, had all 

been so unaccountably and inconsiderately 

tired on the previous night, that there was 

no getting to say one half she wanted. 

If Julian could only have come home with 

theml He was quite as much pleased 

with the play as she had been, and they 

might have talked it over so delight- 

fully. ■

Nobody was tired this morning, however, 

and there was sunshine inside and out, for / 

Dolores had a pleasant day in prospect, I 

and Julian was coming to dinner. \ ■

Colonel Courdand followed the multi- 

tude in the matter of reading his favourite 

newspaper at breakfast ; but there are « 

many ways of reading a newspaper — some , 

of them excessively aggravating to the 

beholder — and the Goloners was an 

amiable and inoffensive way. He was open 

to being diverted from the leading article, 

or even from the telegraphic news; he 

was even capable of spontaneous inatten- 

tion, and consciousness of the presence of 

other persons; he did not mind being 

asked whether *' there was anything in '' 

the paper, by a lady who couldn't be 

troubled to glance at the epitome of the 

history of the world for herself, and he 

never upset his teacup in the ardour of his 

interest in anything. On the present occa- 

sion he was about equally divided between 

the burning question of the day, which 

would be to-morrdw the white ashes of 

yesterday, and the animated discussion of 

tho play at the Lyceum Theatre. The 

ladies were all agreed on its merits ; but ■

QA4 ■
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Dolores was naturally the most entha- 

elastic of the three. ■

" And 80 you wonld not mind going to 

see the same play again this evening — eh, 

Dolores 1 " said Colonel Gonrtland, as he 

finally laid aside his newspaper. ■

'* Indeed I should not/' answered Lilias ; 

"or to-morrow eyening, and on Thurs- 

day — no, not Thursday, because we are 

going to Mrs. Donne's dance; but on 

Friday — ^no, no; you need not shake your 

head.' I know it would take much more 

than a week to convince me that I had 

seen enough of Shylock and Portia." ■

''Ah well,'' said the Colonel, as he poured 

out some cream for a remarkably hand- 

some and elegant eat, known as ''The 

Masher ", *' it's a fine thing to be young. It 

makes all the difference.'' ■

'* I never enjoyed a play so much in my 

life ; did you. Aunt Luiaa f " ■

''Not for a great many years, cer- 

tainly," said Lilias with a grave smile. ■

'^Even though I had read it all, and 

knew that it comes right in the end, I 

was quite wild with anxiety while that 

beautiful Portia was in suspense. It must 

be a dreadfol thing to be kept in suspense. 

Aunt Lilias, I really almost persuaded 

myaelf that Bassanio might choose the 

wrong casket." ■

"iniat is just what it was the actor's 

purpose to made you feel, my dear," said 

the Colonel "And I have no doubt, so 

pretty and artless a tribute would please 

even those ^eat artists." ■

" Supposmg he had — ^if it was all real, I 

mean,' said Dolores, with a thoughtful 

look, "I wonder what would have hap- 

pened to Portia 9 " ■

" Ah, now," said Mrs. CourUand, " you 

have struck out an original vein of Shake- 

spearean speculation. I don't think any- 

body has ever thought of that before. It 

would have been vervbad for Bassanio, 

but Portia would, no doubt, have made a 

much better match, i^ as you say, it was 

all real." ■

" Oh, Mrs. Courtland, how can you say 

60 ! I am sure Portia would either have 

died on the spot^ or ^ven up everything 

and married Bassanio. And I'm sure 

Aunt Lilias thinks so, too 1 " ■

" I would not ' put it past ' Aunt Lilias 

and somebody else also to think so," said 

Mrs. Courtland with a sly little smile, and 

a glance which included her husband in 

its kindly fun ; " but you forget that poor 

Bassanio could hardly afford to settle it 

in that way. No, Dolores ; I think, if it ■

was real, Portia would have had to get 

over it." ■

The subject was discussed for a few 

minutes longer, to the amusement of the 

Colonel, but unheeded by Lilias, to whom 

a servant had brought a note with an 

intimation that the bearer was to wait for 

an answer. ■

"From Mr. Dexter," said Lilias, and 

then she perceived the word "Private" 

above the few lines which the note con- 

tained. She read those lines with a slight 

change of colour, and, excusing herself to 

Mrs. Courtland, left the room. ■

Miss Merivale did not return to ti&e 

breakfast-table. Dolores went off to prepare 

for a ride in the Colonel's company ; and 

Mrs. Courtland betook herself to her own 

sitting-room, where she invariably remained 

invisible until the hour of luncheon. ■

Dolores had run into her aunt's room in 

her riding-dress to say a gay good-bye, 

according to custom, and had flitted away 

without an idea that Lilias was disturbed 

about anything. Lilias watched the 

riders pacing soberly down the avenue 

with a parting salute of envious barks, 

from the little dogs left at home, to the 

fine greyhound, Dombey, who condescended 

to accommodate his speed to that of the 

inferior animal mounted by his beloved 

mistress, and then she seated herself at 

the window which commanded the avenue 

— to wait ■

There was a shadow upon the &ce oi 

Lilias, so calm and untroubled of late. 

The long-laia ghost of the past had imn 

before her; the long-hushed echo of the 

old wailing had once more come to her ear; 

the long-healed wound was beginning to 

ache with a revival of the former pain. 

Her hands lay in her lap; a twisted ■

taper was pressed between iJieir palms; 

er thoughts were back in the years that 

were gone, but — it might be — not done 

with even yet; and fear, always easOy 

aroused by the unexpected in those ydto 

have suffered much, had taken hold of her. 

"That man," she said to herself over 

and over again; "it must be that man! 

Mr. Dexter did not see him, and even if 

he had seen him, he would not recognise 

him after all these yeara What brings 

him here 9 ' The interests of Miss 

Rosslyn ! ' " She twisted the paper im- 

patiently between her fingers. " What 

has he to do with her ? Oh, my darling, 

is sorrow cominff to us ) Is any calami^ 

upon us) I look at our position from all 

sides, and I can see none on which it is ■

T ■
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not guarded ; and yet my heart fails me, 

and something that I cannot resist tells me 

this interview will have some great mean- 

ing to me." ■

She smoothed oat the twisted paper and 

read Mr. Dezter's written words once 

more. ■

" I am requested by a gentleman, who 

was closely connected with certain 

inddents in the life of Mr. Hugh Bosslyn, 

to ask yon, in the interests of Miss 

Rosslyn, to give him an interview. He 

prefers to tell yon himself what his name 

is, and what are the circmnstances that 

have led him to address this request to 

me. I must, however, add that he has 

fully explained himself to me in my double 

capacity of your legal adviser and your old 

friend, and that I strongly advise you to 

see him at once, and alone. Immediately 

on my receipt of your favourable answer — 

for which the gentleman will wait at my 

office, where he now is — he will go to The 

Quinces." ■

" It must be Willesden," thought Lilias; 

"in good clothes he would have looked 

like a 'gentleman '." ■

The time seemed long to Lilias, for all 

her dread of what it was to bring, and yet 

she started from her seat at the sound of 

wheels upon the avenua A hansom drew 

up at the porch, and a man alighted from 

it, so quicKly that she could not see what 

he was like. She heard the hall-door 

opened and closed, and then she waited 

untH her visitor was announced as ''a 

gentleman from Mr. Dexter's". She passed 

by a lon^ glass near the door of her room, 

and caught sight of a very pale face in it ; 

but rallying her courage she descended 

the stairs quickly, entered the drawing- 

room, and found herself in the presence of 

a distinguished-looking man of middle-age, 

who was an entire strusger to her. ■

Lilias had so completely persuaded her- 

self that she was about to see James 

Willesden, that the surprise of meeting a 

person totally unknown to her instead, 

overthrew the self-command which she bad 

summoned up for a different emergency. 

She faltered and stood still, deadly paJe, 

and without an attempt to speak. ■

"IkOss Merivale," said the stranger, 

hurriedly approaching her, " you are iU — 

brightened. I beg your pardon a thousand 

times, if I am the cause of this. Let me 

ezfdain in as few words as possible." He 

brought a chair for her, and she seated her- 

self, looking up at him dumbly. '* I could 

not have mought you would be so much ■

upset after so many yeara I saw you at 

the Lyceum last night; I was in a box 

with Mr. Dexter, and I asked him about 

you. When he told me you were the step- 

daughter of the late Dr. Bosslyn, and that 

the young lady with you was his grand- 

child, I felt a great desire to make your 

acquaintance, and I ventured to ask him to 

introduce me to you.'' ■

He paused in some embarrassment. ■

" Yes," said Lilias faintly. ■

" I fear I've horribly mismanaged a very 

simple thine," he continued; '* presently 

I will explam how I came to do it The 

fact is, I knew your brother very well, a 

^eat many years ago, in Cuba. My name 

IS Rodney." ■

"Rodney! They told us you were 

dead ! " ■

"So I have learned from Mr. Dexter, 

and that is another strong reason for my 

asking to be allowed to see you. It is 

very strange that such a statement should 

have been made under the circumstances 

of which Mr. Dexter has informed me, 

with wonderful deamess and recollection 

for so old a man, but still not so fully as I 

venture to hope you will relate them to 

ma There must have been some strong 

reason for the mystification which was 

practised, I understand, upon an agent of 

Dr. Rosslyn's ; for more uian one person 

at Santiago could have told the agent not 

only tiiat I was alive, but where I was, and 

what I was doing. Now, even after all 

this lapse of time, I mean to find out what 

that reason was." ■

He had gone on with a sort of fluent 

coolness, for the purpose of allowing 

Lilias to recover her composure, wondering 

indeed that she should stand in need of 

such consideration, and thinking : " What 

a heart tlus woman must have, uius to feel 

about her brother who has been dead nearly 

twenty years!" But he now perceived 

that what he said was making no im- 

pression upon her. Lilias had not been 

able to follow him beyond the words : 

" I knew your brother very well, a great 

many years ago, in Cuba. My name is 

Rodney." ■

It had all come back — the misery, the 

suspense, and the horrid certainty. And 

now the thing she had so often longed 

for with the painful intensity of abso- 

lute hopelessness^ had come to pass; 

she was face to face with one who, if his 

memory of those long -past years would 

serve, could tell her many things which 

she still longed to know — for instance, all ■
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about the old home of Ines and her 

parents. That Mr. Rodney's memory 

would serve him in this respect was 

probable, for, were it otherwise, why 

should he have cared to see Hugh's sister, 

or been touched at the sight of Hugh's 

child? ■

It was with all this her swift, confused 

thoughts were busy while Eodney was 

speaking, and she was not alive to the 

point that he was making of the lie cir- 

cumstantial which had been told about 

him to Mr. Walter Eitchie. ■

When he perceived this, he adapted 

himself to the direction of her thoughts, and 

began to speak of the old, old days of the 

studio in the Calle de Santa Rosa, and the 

brief but ardent friendship that had sub- 

sisted between himself and Hugh Rosslyn. ■

"After I heard, at New York, from 

Wharton, the captain of the ship in which 

they got oflF," continued Rodney — " he's in 

town now, and will be much interested in 

hearing of you — ^that everything had ^one 

right, and they had been married at King- 

ston, Jamaica, I wondered at intervals, for 

a long time, that I had no news of Rb^lyn 

and his wife. I fear I began to ir«^ute 

this to the ordinary negligencOi indifference, 

and selfishness of mankind." ■

Lilias remarked that Mr. Rodney did 

not use the word '' ingratitude ", and she 

noted the delicacy of the omission. ■

'* Our talks had been chiefly on art topics 

or respecting the place we were in ; he had 

always been reticent about his home, and 

his relations — with one exception — " 

Rodney pointed the compliment with a 

very expressive look — *' and although I did 

entertain an idea of writing to 'Dr. Rosslyn, 

London', to enquire what had become of 

his son, I was restrained from doing so by 

many feelings; now I suspect that the 

head and front of them was indolence. I 

had a long illness, followed by a spell of 

general ill-luck, and then I went to Mexico 

and many other parts of the earth, and 

if I did not altogether forget Rosslyn, his 

beautiful wife, the queer story of the 

elopement, and my occult share in it, 

I ceased to think of them. You would 

not care for the history of twenty years 

of the life of a special correspondent, 

Miss Merivale, even if I could relate 

it, and I need only say that five years 

elapsed before I again met Paul Wharton. 

I distinctly remember that we talked of 

the adventure at Santiago, and that Whar- 

ton also expressed surprise and disappoint- 

ment at hearing nothing of the young ■

pair he had befriended. I don't think it 

occurred to either of us that Rosslyn might 

be dead ; we agreed that he was all rignt, 

in the lap of Britannic luxury and content, 

and from thenceforth 1 rarely thought of 

Rosslyn, except when I wrote the address 

of the studio which he and I had shared 

upon my few-and-far-between letters to 

Don Gualterio de Turras. ■

" There is an English side to my famfly, 

and I had not seen it for several years. I 

had just made up my mind to come to 

England, when one of my uncles died, Bni 

left me a small property. I was bound to 

look after it, and it so happened that 

Wharton was also coming to Europe with 

his wife and daughter. We have been in 

London only three days, and last evening, 

at the Lyceum Theatre, I was struck, firstly 

by the foreign look of the young lady 

in the box opposite Mrs. Wharton's, and 

secondly by something in it that set my 

memory struggling over a vague reminis- 

cence. I was a long time making it out, 

but I found it at last^ and all about Rosslyn 

came back to my mind. You will readUy 

believe that I listened with great interest 

to Mr. Dexter's history of the sad fate 

of the young husband and the still more 

sad fate of the lovely girl whom we used 

to call 'Fair Ines'. I think I should, 

in any case, have ventured to introduce 

myself to you, on learning that the young 

lady whose face I seemed to know was 

Miss Rosslyn, but when I heard that 

the agent sent out to Santiago had been 

deceived with such statements as that 

Dona Ines was in a convent, and that I was 

dead, and that no communication between 

Miss Rosslyn and her mother's family 

existed, I felt the matter wanted looking 

into, notwithstanding the lapse of time." ■

^<We do not even know whether any 

of them are living," said Lilias, who had 

now recovered her composura ■

"Information ought to be procured," 

said Rodney, " in the pecuniary interests 

of Miss Rosslyn. Her mother was entitled 

to a considerable fortune on the death of 

Doiia Modesta de Rodas, Don Satumino's 

first wife, and this, of course, ought to be 

claimed on behalf of Miss Rosslyn. One 

of the most puzzling points in this curious 

history is why Mrs. Rosslyn, being aware 

of her right to this money, as I happen to 

know she was, allowed herself to be re- 

duced to such straits as Mr. Dexter told 

me of ; why she did not place the matter 

in the hands of some lawyer here — die 

could easily have got one to take it up ; ■

^■ ■
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and why she did not make her way 

back to Cuba with her child, when her 

8coandrelIy second husband deserted her." ■

" I cannot offer any explanation or even 

suggestion concerning her/' said Lilias, the 

tears rising in her eyes at the recollec- 

tion of the lonely, never-to-be-interpreted 

life of poor Hugh's " dream of loveUness". ■

Then she briefly related the incidents con- 

nected with the convalescent cottage, and 

added that not a paper had been found 

belonging to Mrs. Wulesden which could 

throw any light upon her past, while those 

which had been sold to herself by James 

Willesden were formal documents relative 

to the marriage that had lasted for so brief 

a span. To fOl this Mr. Rodney listened 

wim curiously dose attention, and after- 

wards asked Lilias whether, now that she 

knew that Ines would only have to take 

legal proceedings to get her fortune, she 

(Lilias) could account for such a man as 

Willesden refraining from claiming that 

property 1 She professed herself quite 

unable to devise any reason that could 

have induced him to do so, but added : ■

** Perhaps he did not know anything 

about the money ; it may be that Ines did 

not know she had any rights that could 

be enforced fromEngland j that she believed 

all to be lost, and never said anything 

at all to Willesd^ on the subject." ■

This answer seemed to impress Rodney 

seriously. He repeated it to himself in 

the exact words of Lilias, adding : " This 

looks very bad — cruel and bad." ■

" Have vou any interpretation in your 

own mind, Mr. Rodney 1" asked Lilias, 

fixing a sad, questioning gaze upon him. 

" Tou look as if you had." ■

" I am groping after one, Miss Merivale, 

but it is far away and very dim. You 

must forgive me if I do not impart it to 

you until it is nearer and not so dim ; it 

seems almost absurd to myself who knew 

all the persons concerned, and to you it 

would seem simply unreasonable and silly. 

Tell me, however, if you can, whether tins 

man, Willesden, referred to his wife's 

former home, her family, or the subject of 

a fortune at all ) " ■

Lilias smiled slightly. ■

<^ I smile," she said, "at the idea that 

fhe poor man who brought me Dolores had 

any notion of a possible fortune anywhere, 

to be secured at no matter what risk ! He 

was little above a tramp, though there was 

something in his appearance that carried 

an assurance that he had seen better daya" ■

"And he did not 8$iy anything of bis ■

wife's knowledge of her claim to a share 

of her father's property 1 " ■

" He did not allude to anything of the 

kind. I see your point, Mr. Rodney, though 

I do not discern your inference, and I feel 

more and more sure that Willesden knew 

nothing whatever of his wife's claims." ■

"That would explain much," said 

Rodney. "His subsequent conduct, for 

instance, is made intelligible by it I 

learned from Mr. Dexter that there has 

been no attempt at black-mailing you 

since 1 " ■

"None whatever ; I have never seen the 

man from that day, and do not know 

whether he is dead or alive." ■

" I have come to the end of my ques- 

tions on this subject. Miss Merivale, and I 

am now ready to answer as many as you 

please to address to me." ■

He smiled at Lilias, very much as if he 

already knew all her questions by heart, 

and as she was by this time quite at her 

ease with him, she took him at his word, 

with her usual simplicity, and was soon 

talkine to him of the past of her own life, 

^v^ the present of that of Dolores, as 

iliceiy as if she had known him in the 

dear days of old. The first painful thrill 

of agitation had passed away, and a sense 

of thankfulness and relief had come to her, 

which animated her voice, tinged her face 

with colour, and brightened her eyes. ■

Apart from the personal interest in- 

volved, Rodney's conversation with her 

was a sweet pleasure to Lilias. She would 

have enjoyed it still more if she could 

have known how like the easy, wide- 

ranging, unpretentious, highly-cultivated 

talk of the distineuished-looking man of 

forty-five was to Uiat which had so fasci- 

nated Hugh Rosslyn nearly twenty years 

before. It was better talk, but its quali- 

ties were the same. ■

It was arranged between Lilias and 

Rodney that we views of the latter 

respecting a communication to be sent to 

Cuba, based, this time, upon the know- 

ledge of Dolores's pecuniary claims, should 

be laid before Colonel Courtland, and 

Rodney accepted Lilias's invitation to 

remain for luncheon. ■

When the Colonel andDolores came back 

from their ride, they were much surprised 

to see Lilias standing on the lawn with a 

strange gentleman by her dde. She made 

a sign; they stopped their horses, and 

Lilias and Rodney went up to them. A 

few words explained the situation, and 

Dolores, who had instantly recognised the ■

f ■
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lisceming stranger, whose observation of 

lerself on the preceding evening had been 

evident to heri and — wluch was much more 

mportant — to Juliani leaned gracefdlly from 

ler saddle, and with a smile gave her hand 

}0 her father's friend. As he raised it 

to his lips, by an impulse of old Cuban 

custom, a vision of Fair Ines flashed across 

bim as his eyes had last rested on her when 

bhey gave her the assurance of his help, and 

her eyes told him she had descried his 

note in the folds of her fan. ■

His impressions of the preceding evening 

were confirmed as, during the remainder of 

his visit, he continued to observe the girL 

Nevertheless, when Rodney said to himself, 

as he was walking briskly in the direction 

of the Swiss Cottage : " She has the 

sweetest face I ever saw, and her voice is 

deUghtful r' he was not thinking of the 

face or the voice of Dolores. ■

MONT BLANC SIXTY YEARS AGO. ■

Strolling not very long ago through 

the churchyard of Cranbrook, a quaint 

little town in the heart of the Weald of 

Kent, my eye fell upon an inscription to the 

following effect : " In memory of Edmund 

John Clarke, M.D., one of the few enter- 

prising travellers who have succeeded in 

ascending to the summit of Mont Blanc. He 

departed this life, March 24th, 1836, aged 

thirty-seven years." Here was food for 

reflection. In the days when classical 

epitaphs were common, mention of such a 

fact might have been expected, as it would 

afford an opportunity for elegantly-turned 

conceits in the modem style of Latin 

elegiacs — "attigit hie puras, purior ipse, 

nives'^ — ^but the inscription before us is 

plain and English. It is not yet fifty years 

old, and Chamonix will in a few months be 

celebrating the centenary of Balmat's 

ascent, yet when these lines were cut, a 

man who had climbed Mont Blanc was an 

*' enterprising traveller ", a lion in society, 

who would l^ pretty sure to write an ac- 

count of his experiences. What a contrast 

to the present day ! Then the journey often 

occupied the better part of a week, now it 

is frequently accomplished in a single day. 

Then a man took a dozen guides or so, if 

he could get them; now it is a common- 

place of ^pine complaint that the autho- 

rities insist that each traveller shall be 

accompanied by two. ■

Dr. Clarke, of course, wrote an account 

of his adventures, and so did many others. ■

Many of these narratives are now rare, most 

of them are interesting, and all are more 

or less amusing. The most ambitious and 

the best known is that of Auldjo (1827), a 

quarto volume embellished with audacious 

lithographs. These travellers (for as such 

people who ventured to Switzerland were 

then regarded) show a curious absence of 

personal pride in describing their exhaus- 

tion and their fear. On the contrary, they 

show some inclination to exaggerate them 

both, as tending to enhance the merit of 

their exploits. The modem mountaineer 

cannot bring himself to pain his sympa- 

thetic reader by a too ingenuous narration 

of how his knees tottered with weariness, 

and his heart wad consumed with personal 

terror; but no such considerations check 

the naive flow of the early narratives. 

Auldjo, for instance, tells us how his 

courage failed him, and his zeal for the 

ascent suddenly evaporated ; how he im- 

plored his guides to let him alone and to 

complete Uie ascent without him; how 

his progress up the snow slopes was mate- 

rially assisted by a notable invention, 

being neither more nor less than the tving 

of a long rope round his middle, and the 

hauling of lum up stage by sti^e. Long 

before he got back to Chamonix, he was 

unable to move fast enough to keep him- 

self warm, and, even when restored to 

warmth by the exertions and the coats ef 

his numerous guides, he was nothing but 

a helpless heap. In this emergency, alpen- 

stocks were passed under him on each side 

to form a sort of hand-barrow, and on these 

he was half carried, and half dragged, till 

at last the hero made his dignified entry 

into Chamonix exactly as we are accustomed 

to see borne along the effigy of Ouido 

Fawkes. ■

But Auldjo, though he will always be 

regarded with reverence by the learned as 

the author of the " first quarto ", is one of 

the latest of the writers on this subject 

To De Saussure belongs the place of honour 

among them, and it is thoroughly well de- 

served ; not merely because he was a ^eat 

man and the first — ^not beinpan inhabitant 

of Chamonix — ^who reached the sumnut^ 

but because it was entirely due to the in- 

fluence of his gold and his enthusiasm 

that the explorations were carried on 

which led to ultimate success. It would 

have been cruel if any stranger had slipped 

in and made the ascent before him. Yet 

this was within an ace of happening. An 

English man of science had quietly resolved 

to ascend, and, ignorant of De Saussure's ■
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saccees, arrived at Ghamonuc so soon after 

the event, that M. Bourrit was still there. 

Poor M. Bourrit ! A hundred years aeo 

his works were regarded as containing the 

cream of Alpine adventure, and now we 

doubt if they find two readers in a year. 

In five years he made five determined 

efforts to reach the summit — one being in- 

spired by De Saussure's success, and under- 

taken immediately after his return. It 

failed, like the rest ; but this did not deter 

Colonel Beaufoy, whose narrative is just 

what we might expect from a soldier and 

a man of science — manly, precise, and 

free from all taint of ezaggeration. We 

seem to see the practical officer in the 

manner in which he levied supplies and led 

forth — somewhat as we are wont to picture 

Hannibal crossing the Alps — ^his expedition 

organised under strict military discipline. ■

He was by no means the weak tourist, 

bowing to the sway of an imperious head- 

guide, but a man evidently resolved to be 

captain in his own ship. However, the 

man of theoiy peeps out when he describes 

ike garb which he adopted to protect him- 

self against " the reverberation of the 

snow " — a costume which we should think 

more suitable for wear on the plains of 

Bengal than amid the icy nooks of the 

Grands Mulets — " a white-flannel jacket, 

without any shirt underneath, and white- 

linen trousers without drawers." Contrast 

this with the equipment recommended by 

Captain SherwiU : '' Two pair of stockings, 

two pair of thick shoes, two pair of 

gaiters, two pair of cloth pantaloons, a 

flannel waistcoat, a great-coat, a neckcloth, 

and a large flannel night-cap." ■

As the party ascended, they seem to have 

risen superior to terrestrial vices; for, like 

De Saussure, they felt '' a strong aversion 

to the taste of spirituous liquors" — an 

aversion which, we fear, the depravity of 

modem mountaineers has enabled them to 

overcome. " At last, but with a sort of 

apathy which scarcely admitted the sense 

of joy,*, we reached the summit," and the 

Colonel had the satisfaction of determining 

the latitude of the mountain-top, which 

had not previously been ascertained. ■

In the year which followed the Battle of 

Waterloo, an attack, now half forgotten, 

was made by a very remarkable man. In 

the early ascents nearly every nation, 

except ttie French, tooK part — Swiss, 

Savoyards, English, Germans, Dutch, Rus- 

sians, Poles, and even Americans; but 

M. le Comte de Lusi may be said to have 

represented nearly all of them in his own ■

person. At Ghamonix he was thought to 

be a Russian ; he was thoroughly master 

of French, and wrote his account in that 

language ; he was an officer in the Eang of 

Prussia's Guard and a Knight of the Iron 

Cross; he had English relations; and that 

he was at home in Austria is shown by his 

publishing bis book in Vienna, In short, 

he was half a native of every country in 

Europe. Two of his English relatives, who 

actually saw him at Geneva just after his 

ascent, are still alive and hearty, and there 

are still a few people in England who 

remember him weU. He was by no means 

a big man ; but his close and symmetrical 

buila concealed an altogether exceptional 

strength of limb, which enabled him to 

perform astonishing feats. Lying at ftdl 

length on the floor he could lift clean into 

the air a heavy man standing on the palm 

of his hand. In the use of his fists he was 

wont to exhibit British skill and British 

promptitude, and this led him into many 

a brush with people whose opinions differed 

from his. With French postboys this was 

especially frequent American teamsters 

are said to consider themselves unrivalled 

in ** exhorting the impenitent mule" ; but 

they would cheerfully admit that a French 

driver swearing at a refractonr horse dis- 

plays a powerful vocabulary and resourceful 

un^nation. At that period, however, their 

ne plus ultra of venomous objurgation was 

concentrated into the simple words : ''Ah, 

sacr6 Prussien ! " At the first sound of 

the last word Lusi would come bounding 

out of his carriage into the mud or the 

snow, as the case might be, and, rushing at 

the astounded postboys, roar out: "A 

genoux, k genoux ! Je suis Prussien moi ! 

Demandez pardon k genoux ! " And lucky 

it was for them if they made instant sub- 

mission. Satisfaction obtained, he would 

return to his carriage, there to remain until 

a change of postboys necessitated a renewal 

of his patriotic exertions. ■

He tells the story of his ascent with re- 

markable clearness and modesty ; but facts 

which he casually mentions make it clear 

that he displayed an amount of heroic 

endurance, which in anyone whose bodily 

fortitude was less surely known would be 

scarcely credible. In those days, to get to 

Chamonix itself was no easy matter. A 

careful writer of that date explains how 

the journey from Geneva may be performed 

in three days, two of which, he warns us, 

cannot but be long and highly laborious. 

The Goxmt, however, left Geneva on the 

13th September, 1816, at ten a.m., and ■
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travelling continuously, reached Chamonix 

about half-past five the nextmorning. With- 

out resting, he at once set to work to procure 

guides and have provisions prepaid, and 

in little over four hours from the time of 

his arrival at Chamonix. after a day and a 

night of severe travel, he started with 

eight guides. They took but two hours 

in crossing the Glacier des Boissons, but 

found a huge crevasse cutting them off 

from the Grands Mulets, where it is usual 

to sleep, and were forced to pass the night 

in a hole scraped in the snow. Here an 

unlooked-for annoyance awaited the Count 

'' Quant k I'eau de vie elle me d^gouta 

enti^rement, ainsi que ma pipe, k laquelle 

je suis cependant tr^-accoutum6." When 

a man has been on his legs for six-and- 

thirty hours, and his pipe refuses to comfort 

him, the outlook is cheerless indeed. Next 

day they did very well till noon, when 

the wind, which had gradually increased, 

became fearfully violent, and repeatedly 

buried them to the waist in snowdrifts; 

four of the guides lost blood at nose and 

mouth. After a short rest at the Demiers 

Bochers the snowdrifts had so much in- 

creased that the leader was at once engulfed 

neck-deep, and advance from that side was 

plainly impossible. Lusi, nothing daunted, 

resolved to turn the flank of the calotte, 

and though this involved a considerable 

descent, he succeeded by half-past two in 

reaching the same level on the opposite 

side. Here he found comparatively easy 

going on a gentle slope, and in half an hour 

reached a tiny plateau. Then the guides 

coming up, represented to him the late- 

ness of the hour and the frightful state of 

the weather, owing to which, they said, the 

remaining two hundred and fifty feet could 

not be accomplished in less tiian three- 

quarters of an hour. The Count, though 

anxious to advance, bad the courage to 

desist Having come to this determination, 

his heart brimmed over with piety and 

patriotism ; his first thought, he says, was 

to fall on his knees and thank God for lus 

preservation up to that point, his second 

was to "porter un triple Houra k mon ■

grand Roi Fr6d6ric Guillaume le Juste, le 

ib^rateur de TAllemagne. J'avais con- 

serve,'' he continues, " pour cette occasion 

une bouteille de vin du Bhin, car un vin 

d'etranger ne m'aurait pas paru propre.'' 

Turning to depart he noted that the colour 

of the sky overhead made his coat — which 

was, of course, of Prussian-blue — seem 

light in comparison. By seven p.m. they 

reached their snow-pit, and passed another ■

wretched night, the result of which might 

have been foreseen. ■

The unfortunate Count had both feet 

severely frozen, and only reached Chamonix 

next day with the utmost difficulty and 

pain. He was received with the warmest 

enthusiasm, and the ladies, with whom he 

everywhere enjoyed unbounded popularity, 

honoured him with a crown which — 

perhaps, he says, in order to render it 

more accurately typical of his exploit — was 

remarkably thorny. Here he had the 

satisfaction of going to bed for the first 

time in four days, and next morning 

received the coveted certificate, which set 

forth that he had reached a point guaran- 

teed less than fifty toises (three hundred 

feet) from the summit^ and that nothing 

but the lateness of the hour had prevented 

him from doing more, tmd it went on to 

declare — surely at his own suggestion — 

that "nul Fran9ais n'est parvenu k cette 

hauteur". Let us hope that it consoled 

him during the next fortnight^ for his frost- 

bitten feet kept the poor fellow twelve 

days in bed at Geneva, with the threat of 

amputation hanging constantly over hun. 

But he himself gratefully says: ''La 

soci6t6 de mes neveux les jeunes MM. 

Bumand et de quelques autres Anglais qui 

s'y trouvaient me firent passer agitable- 

ment ces jours d'ailleurs si p^nibles." Both 

these gentlemen are now still in full health 

and vigour, and enjoy, what must surely be 

an almost unique pleasure — the satisfaction 

of seeins their social gifts recorded in a 

book which has been printed seventy 

year& ■

The Americans were early in the field. 

In 1819 the top was reached bv Dr. 

Jeremiah Van Bensselaer, of New York, and 

Mr. William Howard, of Baltimore ; and 

the former gives a brief but clear account 

It would be interesting to learn whether 

this gentleman — whose name, by the way, 

is not spelled alike in any two accounts, or 

right in any one — was an ancestor of the 

American climber of that name, who, in 

1884, made, h^ a very few days, such a 

dean sweep of all the most difficult peaks 

round Chamonix. In this account there 

is no attempt at enhancing the exploit by 

descriptions of harrowing nurewells between 

the guides and their wives. The only 

difficulty was to select from the large 

number who were anxious to go with them. ' 

They carried poles nine feet long ; in other 

respects everything went much as usual, 

even to the regulation butterfly of goigeous 

hues who chose the saine day for his ascent. ■
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Mr. Frederick Glissold describes a narrow 

escape which he had daring his ascent in 

1822^ and Mr. H. H. Jackson deserves 

notice as the first who boldly disclaimed 

all scientific motives for making the 

attempt "From a love of hardy enter- 

prise, natural to, and, I trust, excusable in 

a young man, I had determined to ascend 

Mont Blanc — chiefly, perhaps, because the 

attempt was one of acknowledged danger 

and difficulty, and the succeeding in it 

would be rewarded with that pleasing 

recollection which always attends saccess- 

fol boldness." This was in 1823. Four 

years later, Sir Charles Fellows, the Lycian 

traveller, and Mr. Hawes, brother of Sir 

Benjamin Hawes, made an ascent which 

was somewhat baldly narrated by the last- 

named. They reached the top without 

incident, except the sight of the usual 

butterflv flying over the summit, where 

they *< drai]^ success to our friends of the 

Thames Tunnel". ■

Captain Markham Sherwill's account, 

tiioogh much inferior to his companion's, 

has the merit of clearness. To us, perhaps, 

^ geo^phical information may seem 

rather inadequate. Yet those who know 

how imposing the Canigou can look, or 

have enjoyed the marvellous view from its 

summit, may well forgive him for believing 

it to be " the highest of the Pyrenees " ; 

and we can scarce wonder at his statement 

that " from Cliamonix to the top (of Mont 

Blanc) and back is near one hundred 

miles", at a time when the high and 

mighty critic in the Edinburgh Review 

could describe that mountain as ''the 

highest in the old world". The indifle- 

rence of the guides was matter of constant 

wonder to the early climbers. " We could 

not help remarking, as we continued to 

ascend the difficult and narrow path, how 

cheerful the guides appeared; they were 

all in eager conversation on trivial sub- 

jects." For his own part, though he showed 

throughout most indomitable pluck, he was 

so deeply impressed with the magnitude of 

his ondertaking that, on reaching the Pierre 

de I'Echelle, he heaves a sigh of relief, and 

informs us that they '* felt great security 

from the avalanches". He might almost 

as well have " felt great security " from 

hansom- cabs. His description, as a whole, 

is manly and to the point, and evidently 

aimed at nothing more. ■

Dr. Clark's is a much more elaborate 

affur, and, if too grandiloquent here and 

there, is, with the possible exception of 

Anldjo's, the fullest and most graphic of ■

all. Urged partly by mere curiosity, 

partly by scientific zeal, and partly, again, 

by a desire to pioneer the way for the ladies 

who had crossed the Col du 66ant three 

years before, and were said to be then 

about to attack Mont Blanc, he was 

preparing for his ascent when Captain 

Sherwill, a complete stranger, arrived at 

Chamonix, and agreed to join him in the 

attempt To both of them this arrange- 

ment proved a source of unalloyed satis- 

faction, and — as is not always the case 

with the ''capital fellows" one picks up 

at a Swiss hotel^-on further trial, each 

found in the other a staunch comrade and 

a delightful companion. They took seven 

guides, and Dr. Clarke tells us that of the 

forty enrolled guides, a good half refused 

to accompany them at anv price. There 

is some capital description m the narrative, 

which we have not space to quote; but 

one *' purple passage" is much too delicious 

to be abridged. Proud of his native land 

as the pacificator of the Continent, he 

acted upon a brilliant idea, and proceeded 

" to place the symbol of peace at the mast- 

head of Europe, and deposit a little 

memorial of the pre-eminence of England 

where it may be likely to remain for 

centuries tmmolested. For this purpose 

we had gathered on the shores of the 

Mediterranean small branches of olive, 

and, lest a plant reared on a land of 

slavery and oppression should be of un- 

happy augury, we had replenished our 

wreath with twigs of olive from the free 

and happy soil of Geneva. These we had 

enclosed in a cylinder of glass, with the 

name of our King and of his deservedly 

popular Minister, subjoining the names of 

some of the remarkable persons of the 

age, whether high in honour as enlightened 

politicians, revered as sincere and eloquent 

theologians, admired as elegant poets, use- 

ful as laborious physicians, or adorning the 

walks of private life by the mingled charm 

of urbanity, gentleness, accomplishments, 

and beauty. Having reached the loftiest 

uncovered pinnacle of Mont Blanc towards 

England, the land of our hopes, wo selected 

a little spot sheltered from the storm by 

incumbent masses of granite, and there 

buried in the snow an humble record, but 

sincera Hermetically sealed down by an 

icy plug, covered with" a winter's snow, 

and perhaps gradually incorporated into 

the substance of a solia cube of ice, it may 

possibly remain unaltered for many cen- 

turies, like the insects preserved in amber, 

and so bear witness to distant generations ■
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when other proud memorialB have crumbled 

into dost! During this little operation 

honest Jolien, who did not wholly partake 

of the enthusiasm of the thing, occasionally 

exclaimed : ' D6p6chez-you8, monsieur ' ! " 

The learned doctor thought l^t he had 

erected a monument more enduring than 

brass ; but — alas for human hopes of per- 

manence ! — two years later the " cylinaer" 

was found exposed and half full of water, the 

twigs of olive rotten, and the humble record 

utterly illegible. What names did he select 

to represent " urbanity, gentleness, accom- 

plishments, and beauty "1 Was the " very 

fair young lady " who crossed the Col du 

G6ant onel Did he allow the gallant 

captain any vote, or did he leave this sec- 

tion entirely to him, while he was himself 

adjusting the claims of the *' sincere theo- 

logians " and the <* laborious physicians " t 

It is vain to speculate ; " 'tis sixty years 

since''. We only know that, less than 

twelve years later, when most of those 

whose virtues he was anxious to record 

were still in the fullest enjoyment of life, 

he himself was called away, and laid in 

that quiet grave beside which we so lately 

stood. ■

A GOSSIP ON DRINKING. ■

Probably there is no natural feeling 

more imperative in its demands thim that 

of thirst Man can suffer heat or cold, pain 

or sickness, with more or less equanimity; 

but thirst is more insupportable than even 

hunger, and if not assuaged ends in mad- 

ness and death. With most men, the 

amount of drink necessair to satisfy the 

craving of thirst depends undoubtedly 

upon hahit. Thus, the desert Arab, who 

must of necessity go for long periods 

without drinking, accustoms himself to 

abstinence, and will drink only at stated 

intervals, even when not compelled by cir- 

cumstances to abstain. He wiU often refuse 

offered drink by the simple reply, " I drank 

yesterday". With this we may contrast the 

habit, far too common in our large cities, 

of taking during the day a large number of 

" nips " of brandy and whisky, or glasses 

of wine and beer, quite independent of 

thirst, which, although not entailing so 

much shame as drunkenness, causes quite 

as much injury to the mental and physical 

health. ■

The habit of excessive drinking after 

dinner is now obsolete ; yet at all festive 

gatherings there are many who would be ■

happier for bearing in mind Sir WiUiam 

Temple's maxim : ** The first glass for 

mysdf, the second for my friends, the third 

for mine enemies" Undoubtedly many 

men become drinkers to excess because 

they suffer from such an inordinate thirst 

as amounts really to disease. A well-known 

instance may be cited in the case of the 

celebrated Greek scholar, Porson, who, as 

Home Tooke informs us, would drink ink 

rather than nothing at all ; and is known 

to have swallowed an embrocation intended 

for a sick friend. When dining out, he 

would frequently return to the dining- 

room after dinner, and drain the glasses of 

what had been left in them. At a friend's 

house, he once drank off a bottle of what 

he pronounced to be the " best ^ he had 

ever tasted," but which was in reality 

spirits-of-wine. ■

Dr. Johnson was another celebrated 

victim of thirst, but happily for him, his 

favourite drink was tea. As he said himiselfy 

he was a hardened and shameless tea- 

drinker, whose kettle had scarcely time to 

cool; who with tea amused the evening, 

with tea solaced the midnight, and witn 

tea welcomed the morning. Mrs. Thrale 

sometimes sat up, pouring out tea for him 

till four o'clock in the morning. The 

doctor's teapot was recently in existence, 

and is said to have been capable of con- 

taining half a gallon. Johnson's friend, 

Kit Smart, the poet, was another thirsty 

soul, whose excessive potations, however, 

eventually ended in madness. Dr. Bumey 

was told by Johnson that the poet had 

"as much exercise as he need to have, for 

he digs in the garden. Indeed, before his 

confinement, he used, for exercise, to walk 

to the ale-house ; but he was carried back 

again." ■

Whatever may be advanced by the 

apostles of teetotalism as to water being 

the natural drink of man, we never find 

any nation, whether savage or civilised, 

where it is the customary drink when any- 

thing stronger or more stimulating can be 

obtained. Nearly all nations, even the 

most savage, appear to have discovered the 

art of making " drinks ", generally appre- 

ciated in proportion to their intoxicating 

qualitiea Goldsmith, in his Citizen of 

the World, mentions a tribe of Tartars 

who made a strongly intoxicating drink 

from a kind of fungus, and this account 

has been confirmed by several travellers. 

Most readers will be able to call to 

mind many instances of natives of 

various countries contriving to make ■

•=# ■
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intoxicatiDg drinks from the most innocent 

materials. ■

Our own country seems to have been in 

no way backward in this particolar, for, 

from Uie earliest times, drink seems to 

have held a foremost place in the afiections 

of the Briton with his mead, the Saxon 

with his ale, the Norman with his wine, 

and the Englishman with all these and 

more. The Danes and Saxons were notable 

topers, and prided themselves on the 

quantity of strong liquors they were able 

to take. Fighting and drinking were their 

greatest pleasures, and were, indeed, the 

chief delights of their promised Walhalla. 

A frequent cause of quarrels among the 

drunkards of old was the indignation roused 

in the breast of one thirsty soul by the 

selfish and gluttonous action of some fellow- 

toper in drinking more heartily, when it 

came to his turn to hold the flagon, than a 

just comparison of numbers and quantity 

entitled him to do. Where several were 

drinking from the same vessel this question 

of " drinking fair " was an important ona 

Dunstan is said to have caused King Edgar 

to ordain that all drinkinff-vessels in taverns 

should have pegs fastened inside at regular 

diirtiances, so that each should drink his 

fair share and no more. From this intro- 

duction of pegged tankards we have, doubt- 

lessy the proverb ''a peg too low". The pegs 

were afterwards replaced by hoops fixed at 

regular intervals round the pot. Shakespeare 

makes Jack Cade promise his followers : 

''There shall be in England seven half- 

penny loaves sold for a penny ; the three- 

hooped pots shall have ten hoops ; and I 

will make it felony to drink small beer." ■

The quaint ceremonies attendant on the 

passing round of the '' loving-cup " at our 

City iMinquets, are a relic of the old drinking 

halnts of our ancestora In the days when 

sword and dagger were ready at each man's 

hand, and little regard was had as to how 

or where a man avenged himself upon his 

enemy, anyone drinking in a numerous 

assemblage of armed men, inflamed with 

strong liquors, was in a peculiarly dan- 

gerous position. Both hands being engaged 

with the large cup which was passed round 

the company, his arms both held up, and 

his eyes upon the liquor, his side and 

breast were necessarily left exposed ; and 

it was no uncommon thing among the 

Northmen to stab a foe while drinking. 

It was therefore customary for the guesto 

at each side of him to stand up and pledge 

themselves for his safety. Hence we have 

the term " drinking-pledges''. It was the ■

custom at Queen's College, Oxford, in old 

times, that the scholars who waited on 

their fellows while drinking, should place 

their thumbs on the table. The same 

custom prevailed in Germany, whilst the 

superior drank to the health of his inferior. 

The object, of course, in each custom, was 

the safety of the drii^er from Outrage. ■

All through our history we find the love 

of drinking prevalent among the people. 

There have been probably i^ore songs and 

poems written in praise of drink than upon 

any other subject. The confession of faith 

of the confirmed toper may be said to be 

contained in that famous old song from 

Gammer Gurton's Needle, which begins : ■

I cannot eate but lytle meate, ■

My stomacke is not good ; 

But sure I thinke that I can drinko ■

With him that wears a hood. 

Though I go bare, take ye no care, ■

I nothing am a colde ; 

I stuff my skyn so full within, ■

Of jolly good ale and olde. ■

Perhaps the Stuart period was about the 

most drunken in our history. Drinking 

had then become almost an art, and all 

manner of devices were practised both to 

increase the obligation to drink, and to 

add to the capacity of the toper. To give 

themselves a relish for their drink, they 

were in the habit of taking thirst-provokers 

known as "drawers-on", *• gloves'*, or "shoe- 

horns". "You must Iwve," says Tom 

Nash, *'some shoe-horn to pull on your 

wine, as a rasher on the coals or a red- 

herring." Other " gloves " were salt-cakes, 

anchovies, pickled • herrings. Massinger 

gives a list <^ *' pullers-on " in his lines : ■

'Tia not Botaigo, 

Fried frogs, potatoes marrowed, cavear, 

Carpus tongues, the pith of an English chine of ■

oeef. 

Nor our Italian delicate oil'd mushrooms, 

And yet a " drawer-on " too. ■

Another writer says : " 'Tia now come to 

pass that he is no gentleman, a very milk- 

sop, a down of no bringing up, that will 

not drmk ; fit for no company ; he is your 

only gallant that plays it off finest ; no 

disparagement now to stagger in the streets, 

reel, rave, etc., but much to his fame and 

renown; 'tis a credit to have a strong 

brain, and carry his liquor well ; the sole 

contention who can drink most and fox his 

fellow the soonest. They have gymnasia 

biborum, schools, and rendezvous, these 

centaurs and lapithse, toss pots and bowls 

as so many balls; invent new tricks, 

as sausages, anchovies, tobacco, caviare, 

picUed oysters, herrings, fumadoes, etc., 

innumerable salt meats to increase their ■

■
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appetite, and study how to hart themselves 

by takbg antidotes to carry their drink 

the better." Most of the Saxon drinking- 

caps were made without foot or stand, so 

that they must be emptied before they 

could be set down again on the table. But 

these seventeenth-century topers required 

that a man, after drinking, should turn up 

his cup and make a pearl with what was 

left on his nail, ''which if it shed^ and 

cannot make it stand on by reason there 

is too much, he must drink a^ain for his 

penance." This was drinking " super- 

nagulum", or, as Fletcher phrases it, '' ad 

unguem". Another proof of having 

tossed off his cup like a man, was for the 

drinker to turn it bottom upwurds, and, 

in ostentation of his dexteri^, give it a 

fillip to make it cry " ting". After all these 

tipplings a man was held to be sober who 

coiUd " put his finger into the flame of the 

candle without pkying hit I — miss I". 

At this time, too, was devised the custom 

of drinking a full cup to a healdi, and 

requiring the health of everyone in the 

company to be drunk in turn, and when 

all were done beginning again, which 

made it a certainty that the whole 

party should become intoxicated. No 

wonder that in 1628 William Prynne 

published *a tract *' proving the drinking 

and pledging of healthy to be sinful and 

utterly umawf ul unto Christians ". ■

Shakespeare, as might be expected, is 

full of allusions to the drinking habits of 

his day. His Christopher Sly is a capital, 

though brief, sketch of the drunken boor 

of the time. The merry roisterers at The 

Boar's Head, and Sir Toby Belch and 

Aguecheek, present other types to us. 

Shakespeare himself does not appear to 

have been given to excess in drink; but 

his compeer, "rare Ben Jonson," seems to 

have had the habit of hard drinking so 

prevalent at the time. To his " humours " 

at The Mermaid, and his convivialities at 

The Apollo, he was doubtless indebted for 

" his mountain belly and his rocky face ". 

One sometimes wonders if Shakespeare 

could have had him in his mind when he 

painted Falstaff and Bardolph. The follow- 

ing incident, which is fairly well authenti- 

catedy would seem to give some probability 

to thi& It is said that Jonsou was recom- 

mended by Camden to Sir Walter Raleigh 

as a tutor for his son. Young Raleigh 

seems to have had a desire to shift the 

yoke from his shoulders, and with this end 

in view he took advantage of Jonson's 

taste for liquor to render him helpless. He ■

then had him placed in a buck-basket, and 

carried by two men to Sir Walter, with the 

message that " their young master had sent 

home his tutor". ■

We get a vivid idea of the habits of the 

highest in the land from a letter of Sir Ralph 

Harrington's concerning the sports and re- 

joicings consequent on tiie visit of the King 

of Denmark to James the Firsts in 1606. 

He says : " We had wine in such plenty 

as would have astonished each sober 

beholder." He goes on to say: *'The 

ladies abandon their sobriety, and seem 

to roll about in intoxication." Sir John 

describes a masque which was attempted 

to be given representing the visit of the 

Queen of Sheba to King Solomoa The 

lady who played the Queen, whilst cany- 

ing presents to His Majesty of Denmark, 

tripped up, and the presents, such as 

"wine, cream, beverage, jellies, cakes, 

spices, and other good matters, were be- 

stowed upon his garments. His Majesty, 

nothing disconcerted by this mishap, in- 

sisted on dancing with the Queen of 

Sheba, but he fell down and humbled 

himself before her," and so was carried (^ 

to bed. Hope, Faith, and Charity then 

came forward. Hope tried to speak, but 

was too full of wine, and Fidth and Charity 

soon staggered in her company to the lower 

end of the halL Peace made her entrance, 

but being held back in her attempts to 

reach the King, she laid about her lustily 

with her olive-branch, much to the detn- 

ment of many pates around her. ■

If such scenes were possible in the 

presence of the throne, one may imagine 

what orgies were practised in the low 

taverns. So the game went merrily oa 

James's reign was essentially a peaceful 

one; money was plentiful, and the bumpers 

were tossed off gaily. A sterner time set 

in during Charles's rule ; the middle-classes 

were feeling their strength, and beginning 

those agitations and combinations which 

were to broaden and strengthen our 

liberties. Cromwell came into power, and 

the drunkards, if they drank no less, had 

to keep quieter, and to make no boast of 

their prowess. The Cavaliers had to con- 

tent their spite by putting a crumb of bread 

into their glass and saying before they 

drank, " G<>d send this crumb well down". ■

Bat the Puritan bands were strained too 

tightly, the people tired of long faces and 

long sermons, and the whirligig of time 

brought in Charles the Second and hia 

court of idlers and drunkards. Pepys tells 

us how, on the night of the coronation, he ■

^- ■
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and hiB friends were stopped in the streets 

and compelled to kneel down in front of 

the bonfires and drink the King's health. 

The public peace was so often broken by 

such ultra-loyal drunkards that a royal 

proclamation was issued against "a sort of 

men who spend their time in taverns, 

tippling-houses, and debauches ; giving no 

othor evidence of their affection to us, but 

in drinking our health ". ■

Pepys was a clever, industrious man, 

budnesa-like and sedate, and exceedingly 

anxious as to what people might think of 

him. A ludicrous passage occurs in his 

diary, where he says : '< Took a turn with 

my old acquaintance Mr. Pecheli, whose 

red nose makes me ashamed to be seen 

/ with him« though otherwise a good-natured 

^ man." Tet it shows the loose manners of 

the time when Pepys, who did not like to 

be seen in the streets in company with a red 

nose — ^Pepys, the staid and dignified Clerk 

of the Acts, afterwards Secretary to the 

Admiralty and Member of Parliament for 

Harwich— could indulge in what the topers 

of the present day would call " a spree ". 

There had been a ^preat victory over the 

Dutch, and the rejoicings were general 

Pepys, of course, being so intimately con- 

nected with the navy, felt bound to take 

part Accordingly we find that, on August 

I4th, 1666, after dinner, he took his wife 

and Mercer to the *' beare-garden '\ and 

" saw some good sport of the bull's tossing 

of the dog ; one into the very boxes". They 

supped at home and were " very merry ". 

At nine o'clock they arrived at Mrs. 

Mercer's, where abundance of fireworks 

had been provided, "and there mighty 

merry — my Lady Pen and Pegg going 

thither with us, and Nan Wright— tifi 

about twelve at night, flinging our fireworks, 

and burning one another and the people 

over the way ". They then went indoors 

and were again " mighty merry, smothering 

one another with candle-grease and soot, 

till most of us were like devils ". They 

then broke up, and were invited to Pepys's 

house, " and there I made them drink, and 

upstaks we went and then fell into 

dancing ". Three of the men, Pepys being 

one, dressed themselves up like women; 

Mercer put on " a suit of Tom's ", like a 

boy, and danced a jig, and Nan Wright, 

Pegg Pen, and "my wife" put on peri- 

wigs. " Thus we spent till three or four 

in the morning, mighty merry, and then 

parted and to bad." One is not surprised 

to find the first entry in his diary the next 

day is " mighty sleepy ". ■

And thus the ball was kept rolling merrily 

through the reigns of the second Charles 

and his wrong-headed successor, through 

that of the silent William, and of the 

Marlborongh-ruled wife of " Pas Possible", 

and so on through the Georges down to 

our own time. One can imagine the same 

actors coining up generation after genera- 

tion, some little change in the costume, 

some few changes in the words, some 

alterations in the toasts. We find the 

Stuart adherents at one time drinking to 

the heal^ " of the little gentleman in the 

velvet coat", alluding to the mole over 

whose earthwork William's horse stumbled; 

at anotiier time holding their glasses over 

a bowl of water as they pledged " the King" 

(over the water) ; but always the same 

round of hard drinking and deep potations. 

We can discern the nrst rift in the cloud 

when the coffee-house began to be the 

resort of the politician, the poet, and the 

man of leisure, and when " the new drink 

called Thee " began to be fashionable. ■

The scenes that Hogarth painted will 

show us what the drinking habits of his day 

were, especially those striking pictures of 

Gin Lane and Beer Street. The duty on 

spirits being little or nothing, the people 

were able to indulge to a disgraceful 

extent ; and perhaps no Act of those days 

was more beneficial /to [the lower classes 

than that which put an end to this facility. 

The Gentleman's Magazine for May, 1736, 

records that on May 28th *^ a proposal was 

put in the House of Commons for laying 

such a duty on distilled spirituous liquors 

as might prevent the ill consequences to 

the poorer sort of drinking them to excess ". 

The writer further adds : " We have 

observed some signs where such liquors 

are retailed with the following inscriptions: 

' Drunk for a penny, dead drunk for two- 

pence, clean straw for nothing'." ■

The growth of a spirit of vitality in 

the Church and the amelioration of the 

condition of the people, together with the 

spread of education, combined to work a 

change, gradual but sure, in the habits of 

the nation. ■

With the bucks and dandies of the reign 

of George the Fourth expired the gross 

habits of intemperance amongst the 

fashionable classes, and "drunk as a lord" 

no longer truthfully expressed the super- 

lative of intoxication. Now that the 

respectable mechanic considers it dis- 

reputable to be seen intoxicated in the 

streets, we are able to look forward to the 

time when Morrie^ England shall mean ■
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sober and happy England. But let all 

good men and true determine that it shall 

never mean intolerant, fanatical, and 

hypocritical England. ■

AT EVENTIDE. ■

Crimson, and gold^ and russet, ■

Against the blazing sky, 

The trees stood up in the sunset ■

As the wind went wandering l^. ■

Crimson, and gold, and russet ; ■

And a drifting haze of rain 

Caught up the western ^lory. ■

And gave it back again. ■

Just so, when life is sinking. ■

To the twilight time of tears, 

Worn with the fret and fever. ■

The turmoil of the years, ■

Light from the land we're nearing. ■

Falls on the path we tread, 

Like the smile we see throu^^ weeping. ■

On the faces of our dead. ■

TRAVELLING MADE EASY IN 

CENTRAIi ASIA. ■

Central Asia is very different now from 

what it was even a generation ago. The 

fear of Russia has made life safer and tra- 

velling far lees dangerous. One is not quite 

as much at one's ease on the Steppes as one 

is on the moor of Bannoch; me Tekke 

Turcomans are still down on the unpro- 

tected wayfarer who seems to have some- 

thing worth stealing. Khans and Emirs 

are shy of letting unaccredited strangers 

into the towns where they still maintam a 

shadowy authority. But how great the 

change since Conolly and Stoddart paid 

with their lives the penalty of their rash 

visit to Bokhara, or even since Yamh^ry, 

dressed like a holy man in flea-hitten rags, 

was trembling at every stage of his jour- 

ney, lest some sharp Mussulman should 

find out that he was a sham. By-and-by, 

complete peace and security will come to 

the whole land between the Caspian and 

China — a peace like that pax Bomana 

which, in St Paul's day, enabled him and 

his fellow Apostles to travel without pass- 

port from one end of the civilised world to 

the other. This peace does not necessarily 

mean prosperity. Eoman rule is said to 

have crushed out national life ; and very 

probably in a few generations the Rirghese, 

and Turcomans, and Dungans, and others 

will have been Eussianised, their native 

industries killed out, their energies — which 

too ofton ran in the direction of killing or 

enslaving their neighbours and those who 

rashly adventured among them — cramped 

into the mould of Moscow or Astrakan. But, 

though travelling in theSteppe isnot yet free ■

and open to everybody, it is all as easy as 

a Cook's tourist-trip to one who has the 

goodwill of the Russian authorities. Now, 

Dr. LwQsdell won this goodwill by telling 

what he had seen in the Siberian prisons. 

Those prisons have a very bad name. 

We have been led to believe that the 

exiles are sent off wholesale, with very 

little investigation, and that the stories are 

quite true of people sent off by mistake, 

who were coolly told : " Yes ; you're not 

the culprit He's another of the same 

name ; but vou must go, for it would never 

do to confess that the Grovemment has 

been in tiie wrong. Gro, and behave well ; 

and then, after a year or so, you may 

petition to be sent home." That sort of 

thing — sufficiently aggravating in itoelf, 

and accentuated with a good mixture of 

lesser annoyances as marchine hundreds 

of miles in irons, bein^ packed Uke herrings 

in filthy barracks, bemg flogged if you are 

recalcitrant, set to mine-work if you con- 

tinue stubborn, freezing to death in the 

forest if you run away, is what most of 

us believe to be the system. " Oh no," 

said Dr. Lansdell; '* you're quite mis- 

token. Life in Siberia isn't half-bad; 

most of those who write about it never 

were there at alL The prison rooms are 

not mouldy with rank fungus ; the smells 

are not abominable — certainly not worse 

than the smells in thousands of peasants' 

hute; the prisoners are not at the 

mercy of brutal turnkeys. Altogether, 

what ' Stepniak ' and the Nihillsto describe 

is evolved out of their own inner 

consciousness. The people who write 

are often not escaped prisoners at all, bat 

refugees who are workmg in Switzerland, 

and whose trade it is to say all they can 

against the Russian Government" lliatis 

the substance of Dr. Lansdell's Through 

Siberia. "Oh, do finish it," said his 

friends, when he read them his notes; " all 

the talk has hitherto been on the other 

side. The lions ought in common fairness 

to have a painter as well as the men ; and, 

as you've seen things for yourself, your 

testimony cannot be gainsaid." So Dr. 

Lansdell told the world that the devil of 

Russian officialism is not so black as he has 

been painted, and that the hell of Russian 

prisons is at worst a mild kind of purgatory. 

He did not convince the British public; 

John Bull is very hard to move when he's 

made up his mind ; and most of us were of 

the late Dean Close's opinion : " Yes, my 

dear doctor," said the Dean ; " of course 

you tell us all you saw ; but I, who am no ■
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anti-Rass, am quite sare those canning 

RoBsiAns knew what they were about when 

they tmdeirtook to show you all oyer their 

prisons. Do you suppose they would let 

you into their chamber of horrors 1 They 

saw that, if they could make bdieve to 

show you everything, they would get what 

they wanted — a whitewashing in The 

Times." ■

But though his countrymen refused 

to be undeceived, the Russians were duly 

grateful to the man who spoke up for 

Ihem. Thenceforth Dr. LansdeU was as 

sure of a good reception from any Russian 

governor as if he had been a Grand Duke 

himsell All doors were open to him; 

if there were any skeleton cupboards they 

were walled up, and the space covered with 

ikons (sacred pictures) and religious prints. 

Had he not published a book, of which a 

Russian prison-inspector wrote: "What 

you say is so perfectly correct that your 

book may be taken as a standard even 

by Russian authorities 1 " And so, when 

his desire to visit the nomadic Rirghese 

became irresistible, and he had got 

the needful funds from the Bible and 

Religious Tract Societies, he found every- 

body, from Count Tolstoi to the Cossack 

post-masters, eager to speed him on his 

way. He went^ and saw, and wrote 

another book, which he dedicates, Iby 

permission, to ''the Autocrat of all the 

Rossias", in words that remind us of 

orator Tertullus in the Act& But though 

we may smile at the quaintness of "I 

count myself happy, august Ruler of an 

Empire '', etc, we have no desire to laugh 

at Dr. LansdelFs earnestness. He had 

distributed in Russia more than one 

hundred thousand tracts, and had put 

some part of the Bible in every room of 

every prison and hospital, not onl^ in 

Siberia, but in several parts of Russia in 

Europe ; and now he tells the Czar how he 

has been doing the same in the new 

provinces of. Central Asia, even giving 

Bibles to Mollahs and other Mahommedans. ■

Thus much to show what a very different 

reception Dr. LansdeU and Professor 

Yamb^ry might expect Not long ago we 

saw how the latter, a wretchedly poor 

Hungarian boy, ran away from his 

stepfather's tailoring, and imitated that 

Athenian of old who worked ad} night as 

a gardener's water-carrier that he might 

earn enough to attend by day the lectures 

of the philosophers. At last Yamb6ry 

became a first-rate Oriental linguist, and got 

a small grant from the Hungarian Academy ■

towards a journey eastward, in which he was 

commissioned to learn the earliest forms of 

that Turkish which is closely connected with 

the Magyar language. What a joumev it 

was! Travellmg in Central Asia nad 

never been very safe; but^ threatened as 

they had begun to be by England on one 

side and Russia on the otiiet, now stealthily 

creeping up, now moving by leaps and 

bounds, no wonder the Tartar princes were 

maddened at the sight of a white man« ■

Very excusably they would say of him, 

<' To spy out the nakedness of the land is 

he come,'' and so, when he got in, he 

found it hard to get out Even Dr. Wolff, 

backed up with a firman from the Sultan, 

and dressed, too, in full clerical costume, 

only escaped from Bokhara by the skin of 

his teeth. They did not strip him as the 

Beloochees did afterwards. (Who that has 

read his Travels does not remember the racy 

account of how '' I, Wolff, naked as I was 

born, and thankful to have escaped these 

marauders, presented myself before Runjeet 

Singh "?^ But they tried to poison him, 

and made every excuse for keeping him in 

what was virtually a prison, though it was 

called a guest-house. Yamb^ry shammed 

to be a had jt (pilgrim) from Stamboul going 

to add to his sanctity by visiting the 

tombs of the saints at Samarkand and there- 

about& Hadji like, he was dressed in rags, 

foul with vermin ; not a note did he dare 

make; he even turned away from much 

which to a stranger must have been most 

interesting, but which it did not become a 

hadji to seem too inquisitive about Always 

he was haxmted by the fear of discovery ; 

an unguarded word, a wrong movement 

in salutation or prayer-saying, a breach of 

etiquette, must have brought discovery and 

certain death. He had his life in his hand; 

and a weary weight he found it after the 

noveltv had worn off. The sharp Persians 

found him out again and again ; luckily the 

hatred of the rersians, who are SMahs, 

for the Turcomans, who are Sunnis^ and 

kidnappers, prevented them from saying a 

word; but, dense as the Turcomans are, 

Vamb^ry was several times within a hair's- 

breadth of detection. ■

And now to the very city where, fifty 

years ago, Burnes had been obliged to dis- 

mount and walk, while his Mahommedan 

escort rode. Dr. Lansdell drove up in his 

tarantass, exchanging it at the medisBval- 

looking gate, with its loopholes and sentries 

as old-fashioned as the walls, for a grand 

horse, on which he was taken along the 

Rhigistan, a private road of the Emir, for ■
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presaming to ride along which Stoddart, in 

1838, was kept for two months in a prison 

twenty feet below the earth's surface. The 

finest house in the city was given up to this 

friend of the all-powerful Russians; and one 

day, when he insisted on being taken into 

the big mosque just before service began, 

and his conductors wanted to keep him out 

of sight because he was an *' infidel'', he 

deliberately chose a place where he could 

see and be seen. " Oh, but thejril look at 

you, and so lose the benefit of their prayers," 

was the plea, to which he retorted : " Then 

tell them not to look." So Dr. Lansdell 

watched the service, and found the wor- 

shippers far too absorbed in their work to 

stare round at him. He even waited till 

prayers were over, and examined what he 

thought might be a Nestorianfont, earning 

thereoy a good many black looks, and 

feeling, he says, a little nervous lest some 

zealot should rush upon the inquisitive 

unbeliever. Another time, the humorous 

doctor insisted on galloping round the city 

walls, and actually compassed in one ride 

seven out of its eleven gates, fioishing the 

remaining gates another morning. When 

he found the Kushi-beggi (lord of begs — Le., 

Emir's chief minister) looking annoyed at 

his taking notes, he boldly said : *' I'm an 

author ; my book has been accepted by the 

great white Czar. I mean to write a book 

on Bokhara, so you must take care to show 

me everything.'' They did not like to show 

him the prison, so he told them : " If you 

come to London we'll show you all our 

prisona Here's my card. Send your 

son, and see if- I'm not as good as 

my word. Besides, please to remember 

I'm General Ghernalefifs visitor," showing 

a letter from that officer, <*and I should be 

sorry to teU him I had not been shown all 

I wanted to see." He was always saying 

unpleasant things to tihie Kushi-beggi, wnom 

he summed up as an old fox ; whilst his 

son was the greatest nincompoop in the 

khanate. One day, at dinner, he asked : 

'* Do you remember two Englishmen who 

were put to death here about forty years 

agol'^ "He appeared not to like the 

subject," is Dr. Lansdell's naive remark ; 

"and I proceeded to administer another 

potion, asking him if he remembered how 

Dr. Schuyler bought a slave, and adding 

how glad I was that slavery was done away 

with now." Prisoners sUll have a hard 

time of it Our doctor saw a pair of them 

outside the prison, chained by the neck, 

and howling piteously for alms. A kind- 

hearted Uz^k traderhad comeintoBokhara ■

on purpose to spend a few pounds in giving 

bread to those in prisoa Of course he did 

not hand his money to the officials, or the 

prisoners would not have been a penny the 

better. He got leave to personally dis- 

tribute his gift, and used daily to drop a 

score of rations into the underground cells, 

as one might feed the bears in the Zoo if 

they had not a pole to climb up. " What 

a brute this Emir must be ! " Softly, my 

friend. Bead your John Howard, and see 

how things were in England a century 

back. If you, in those days, had been 

" green " enough to hand five guineas to 

any British gaoler, how much good do you 

thmk your gift would have done the 

prisoners t The Emir is less in fault for 

these things than Bossia; for she is as 

omnipoteut in Bokhara as we are in 

the Deccan, and her own prisons are 

models of humane treatment, as she has 

taken care that the world (through Dr. 

Lansdell) shall know. ■

Sanitary matters are as bad in Bokhara 

as they used to be in England ; but the 

people are far less to blame than our 

fathers were, for England is by nature 

blessed far more than Bokhara in regard 

to matters of health Some London water 

is even now — well, let us say, trying to 

the constitution — alfter it has been stored 

for a month or so in a filthy water-butt 

But no length of storage wUl, in our 

happy climate, breed the "rishta", that 

horrible worm found also in parts of West 

Africa, and taken, long ago, over to the 

New World. Old Jenkinson, who, in 1558, 

being in the Russian service, sailed over 

the Caspian, and made his way to Bokhara, 

says : "The water is very bad, breeding in 

the legs worms an ell long. If these break 

in being pulled out, the patient dies. For 

all this inconvenience, they are forbidden 

to drink any liquor but water and mare's 

milk; and they who break this law are 

whipt through the market — ^yea, if only a 

man's breath smells of spirits he shall have 

a good drubbing." It is not quite so bad 

as Jenkinson said; but, if the "rishta" 

does break, all the little worms inside it 

spread through the body, and the sufierer 

gets full of mcers, which take months to 

heal The native barbers use a needle and 

their thumb to squeeze it out The Bussian 

doctors wind it out on a reel, so much a 

day, till the whole is extracted. It varies 

from three to seven feet in length ! How 

does it get in ) Why, the little pools are 

full of a very small grey crustacean (the 

'' Cyclops"), whose colour makes him ■
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almoat invisible Men swallow these, and 

they are pretty sure to be infested with 

'^rishta" germs, which, finding in the 

homan stomach a good place for their 

development, develope accordingly, and 

work their way to the skin. I wonder if 

Dr. Lansdell gave the Bokhariots a hint 

about boiling their water, not once only, 

bat (as Professor Tyndal recommends) 

twice at least, so as to kill the germs which 

have escaped the first boiling. They 

wonld have listened to a man whom their 

Emir had welcomed with a guard of honour 

in magnificent array, headed by a Colonel 

all in clothof-gold, and who, infidel though 

he was, was allowed to ride right into 

the courtyard of the palace, while his 

Mussulman attendants had to dismount at 

the gates. Then the presents — a dozen 

sugar-loaves and as many boxes of candy, 

and trays of sweetmeats; and the after- 

dinner hte — a dance of long-haired boys 

who here answer to the Indian nautch girls, 

and a play by the same performers, in 

which one made himself very comical as 

the " heavy father " in a wool wig and ditto 

beard. ■

Between Kitab and Bokhara the doctor's 

tent was set up in the courtyard of a 

mocque which, a few years ago, he would 

hardly have been allowed to look at. When 

he came to interview the Emir, the troops 

were turned out as a guard of honour — a 

nondescript set, many of them in cast-off 

English regimentals ; and in " the presence '* 

he was allowed to walk by himself, whereas 

ordinary mortals are supported under each 

arm, lest the Emir's overpowering majesty 

should make them sink to the ground. 

There were two chairs; in one sat the 

Emir, resplendent in gold brocade, in the 

other the man whom the Czar delighted to 

honour, in a cassock which he had worn at 

a St. James's Drawing Room, a gold- 

embroidered Servian vest, a D.D.'s scarlet 

hood, a Masonic Grand Provincial Chap- 

lain's collar, with all its jewels, and a 

college-cap on his head. The hood and 

collar he graciously bestowed on the Emir, 

for whom, being a moUah — learned priest 

— the former seemed anappropriatepresent 

This is remarkable in idl these Central 

Asian kinglets — their reverence for book- 

learning; books are as indispensable in 

the presence-chamber as the pipe itself; 

wherever Khan or Dmir goes, his books go 

with him. In return Dr. Lansdell got a 

whole wardrobe of khalats — robes of 

honour; two horses — sorry screws— ^with 

splendid saddle-cloths, and bridles set with ■

turquoises. One of the doctor's presents 

was returned with thanks — his Through 

Siberia, with Copious Illustrations, and the 

Author's Portrait. "I don't want it," 

said the Emir. *'0h, but the Czar was 

graciously pleased to accept a copy, and so 

was Count Tolstoi" *'You see, I have 

not visited any of the places," pleaded the 

Emir, who, while gladly accepting a Persian 

Bible and Arabic New Testament, firmly 

declined the doctor's book. He could not 

accept an illustrated work, for in all 

Bokhara 'there isn't the ghost of a picture ; 

some lately brought firom China by a 

foreign merchant were broken to bits, and 

their price paid by the Emir, and it is 

not so very long since the possessor of a 

picture was solemnly put to death. The 

Mussulman belief is that those who 

paint living creatures will have to give 

life to them at the day of judgment Yet, 

though they had to treat him civilly, as a 

friend of Bussia, they didn't like their 

enforced guest The Kushi-beggi tried to 

show him as little as possible; his search 

for old manuscripts and curios was made 

fruitless; and his entertainer tried hard 

to make his " splendid hospitality " a gilded 

captivity, failing only because the buoyant 

doctor refused to be sat upon. ■

At Khiva, which has seen more of 

Bussia, the doctor had no Kushi-beggi to be 

at once cicerone and spy. He wandered 

as he liked amongthe twenty-two colleges — 

medresses — in a cell of oneof which Yamb^ry 

fixed his quarters among the other '' kalen- 

dars ". He puzzled the Khan — whose body- 

guard he thought dowdy and poverty- 

stricken — by telUng him the sun never sets 

on our empire, at which his majesty could 

not refrain from saying : " That cannot be 

true." He went through the famous peach 

and melon gardens, and brought home a 

lot of melon-seed, some of which grew too 

rank, but some — that at Chevening — pro- 

duced fruit as good as the Khivan — ie., 

the best in the world. ■

Dr. Lansdell says the photographs flatter 

the mosques and medresses, <' mere's always 

an unfinished look about them". Earth- 

quakes are common and a crack soon loosens 

theenamelled bricks. He wasonly too ready, 

by the way, to take advantage of this loose- 

ness; and no zeal of art can justify his 

setting a pack of boys to hunt for tiles 

among the debris, and getting a mollah to 

fetch a ladder and pick him out a loose one 

from the wall Tartar undergraduates, 

by the wayi keep a great many terms; 

the cells are bare enough, but idle fellows ■
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like the lazy, half-begging life, and stay as 

long as thirty years, learning the Koran 

and comments by heart (without under- 

standing a word of Arabic), as some Oxford 

men have tried to learn Euclid. ■

What most scandalised our doctor's 

escort at Bokhara was his attention to the 

Jews. In " Bokhara the noble", the Jews 

were, till the other day, as badly treated 

as in mediseval England, without the com- 

pensation of making now and then a good 

penny out of their persecutors. Anybody 

might knock them about with impunity ; 

and a good many availed themselves of 

the privilege. But now, when a Russian 

grandee comes he often brings a Jew 

interpreter, and the Bokhariots have to 

treat the <' Israelite dog " as respectfully 

as if he were a Eussian. Dr. liansdell 

would go into the Jews' quarter, and 

would not allow the people who swarmed 

out to see him to be kept at bay with the 

staves of his attendants. ■

But such a traveller could do pretty much 

as he liked ; when he was going across the 

desert on horseback, he sealed up in the 

governor's house the hood and curtain of 

the tarantass which he was entrusting to 

a native Arab driver, thereby so impress- 

ing the man that had the carriage been full 

of precious stones they would have been 

safe. Once a party of robbers did ride up 

to some of his baggage and began firing 

guns. '' If you want these goods, you had 

better come and take them," said the 

drivers, '' only, remember, they beloujg to 

the Russians 1 " Whereupon the highway- 

men stole off. In Khokand, the Tartar 

"manufacturing centre", stUl famous for its 

brass ewers, chain armour (see our doctor's 

portrait, in suit of Khokand maU), massive 

silver bracelets, velvet, and cloisonne 

jewellery (of which he brought back 

samples such as had never before been 

seen in London), the police, as he came in, 

all rose, some bowed, and some dismounted. 

At Samarkand he saw the mausoleum of 

Timur, a six-foot slab of jade to which 

the world has no fellow, a pillar at the head 

with the usual banner and horse-tail. 

Timur was buried, by his own wish, beside 

his tutor — respect for learning again — 

under the dome which he had reared over 

that tutor's grave. The floor of the build- 

ing is of hexagons of jasper, the wainscot 

of transparent gypsum, the doors inlaid 

with ivory. It was here the doctor got 

his enamelled bricks, and actuaHy bought 

the three-lipped lamp which used to be 

kept always lighted on the shrine. ■

Of course he saw a great deal more 

than Yamb^ry, and he saw it at his leisure 

— could notice butterflies (our big blue, 

found only with us at Bolt Head, is 

common on the Steppes), and Steppe 

flowers (fancy square miles of meadow 

sweet and blue anemone and not a soul 

to enjoy them !), and geological changes. 

Yamb^ry could not be geological, even when 

his caravan once took to a salt Steppe 

to avoid marauders. Dr. Lansdell notes 

the wonder of travelling along the cliff- 

bounded bed of a river, and he is all 

agog for the changes in the course of the 

Oxus, about which Bawlinson and Mur- 

chison had such a dispute. If only the 

Russians could get rid of the choking pand, 

and turn the Oxus into the Caspian, they 

would have a water-way almost to the fron- 

tiers of India. Above all, he was able to 

be cheerful, to give out English tea — " you 

would soon grow as fat as a camel, drinking 

such famous stuff as that," said a guest 

who drank it; to sing God Save the 

Queen at a Kirghese dinner-party, and 

Twickenham Ferry at a Bokhaxiot enter- 

tainment; to look on at the dervidies 

without being obliged to take a part in the 

performance ; to leam about the climate 

— how it is steadily growing worse, the 

dryness of the air constantly turning fresh 

land into steppe, young trees being unajile 

in the three growing months to get to Snj 

size, and the nomads cutting down the old 

ones ; to find that Russian imports are 

killing out the native industries (we did 

the same in India), while, nevertheless, 

Russian trade is so clumsily managed, that 

they are afraid of our goods being imported 

into Russia itself by way ^f Central Asia I ■

In one thing Yamb^ry had the advMitage : 

he could talk almost any language. Dr. 

Lansdell, despite several visits, apparently 

knows no Russian ; and when, in Hi, he 

talked to the Sibo military colonists 

brought in by the Chinese to fill up the 

gap left by their exterminating conquest; 

the transmission from Sibo to Chinese, 

and thence through Russian to English, 

must have been perplexing. Naturally 

he was well supplied with statistics ; learnt, 

for instance, that among Kirghese cliildren, 

deaths from scalding and burning are 

exceptionally frequent — ^they roll into the 

fire, or get scalded with the camp-kettla 

But Tartar statistics must be doubtful, when 

a man, having used up his hands and feet in 

counting, has to borrow those of the man 

standing next him to ^ on with the reckon- 

ing. Besides, the Russians must have ■
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hambogged him now and then; they 

actoally told him that in West Siberia 

the yearly consumption of alcohol is only 

jast over five pints a head, whereas in the 

British Isles it is twenty-six ! ■

Sach a book, by sach an enterprising 

man, was sure to be fall of interest. 

There is not too mach about tract and 

Bible giving, though we are told that 

Bibles were given everywhere, even to 

moUahs and fanatic Kirghese, and that at 

evenr post-house, just under the portraits 

of the Bussian royal family, our doctor 

fiutened up a picture of the Prodigal Son, 

whilst the post-masters piously excudmed : 

<< The Lord must have sent you ! " ■

On the whole, Central Asia is hardly a 

country for tourists; though, as far as 

safety goes, they need not fear if they 

get a toavelling permit from the Bussian 

Government. ■

VICTIIVES. ■

By THEO gift. ■

Author nfLtt Larimer/* "An Alibi and it9 Priee," ■

£tc, Etc ■

CHAPTER VIL NAOMl'S LICTLE EVENING. ■

Yera's question as to Dr. Marstland's 

religious proclivities had not been, as her 

friend intimated, without a point of per- 

sonal applicatioa In the hurry and con- 

fusion of the g^l's sudden departure from 

Brittany, and the all-absorbing grief and 

anxiety attending the necessity for it, all 

Madame St Laurent's fussy nervousness 

and prudential timidities with regard to 

her daughter had perforce been laid aside. 

The one idea of removing her from the 

risk of infection without submitting her to 

the influence of the De Mailly faimlv had 

been powerful enough for the time being 

to overwhelm every other; and at the 

mcnnent of parting even these maternal 

anxieties were subordinated to those of 

the wife grudgins even that second from 

her husband's bedside. ■

It was only later, when his illness began 

for tiie first time to take a favourable turn, 

and the doctor to whisper a hope that any 

inmiediate danger might be considered as 

over, that his devoted nurse could even 

spare time or thought to do more than 

glfunce over her daughter's letters for the 

assurance that she was weU and happy, and 

to wonder — with some inward qualms — as 

to what her husband would say to her in- 

dependent action when he should be well 

enough to hear of it ■

That her child had been warmly wel- ■

comed, and was receiving every kindly care 

and attention from the hospitable Jewish 

family to whom she had been committed, 

the mother knew well enough from the 

tone, even more than the woms of Yera's 

somewhat meagre epistles (it is seldom 

that a girl who has never left home, or had 

rirl-Mends, is a good correspondent), and 

Madame St Laurent's own communications 

had been more meagre still; generally 

consisting of a daily bulletin as to her 

husband's condition, often of two lines only, 

and always carefully fumigated before being 

sent ■

It Was only when this condition im- 

proved, so as to leave room for other 

thoughts, that, as I have said, the wife had 

leisure, for the first time, to question the 

wisdom of her own conduct, and dread 

lest any unforeseen result, subversive of 

her lord and master's well-known wishes, 

should eventuate from it; and when a 

letter arrived from Yera, mentioning, 

among other matters, a visit from '' a 

young Mr. Rosenberg, a very funny young 

man, with long haur and a grey velvet coat, 

who talked in a way she couldn't under- 

stand, and asked hex if she had ever ' sat 

for a Madonna'," Madame St Laurent 

replied by quite a long epistle, beginning 

pleasantly enough, inaeed, with the im- 

provement in her invalid's condition, but 

going on to express a hope that Yera's 

good spirits, in consequence, would not 

lead her to giddiness or folly (poor Yera! 

she had never known the feeUng of being 

giddy in her life 1), and giving her a most 

stringent caution against dropping into 

anytiiing like flirtation, or even fnendly 

intimacy, with Mr. Bosenberg, or other 

youths of his sort ■

'* I know," she wrote, '' from what Leah 

has said here, that her parents do allow 

some young men friends--Jew8, as I gather 

— to visit at the house ; but that, as you 

know, is not the way with us, and though 

I have not objected to your making this 

visit to Leah Josephs and her family 

(indeed, I think you are less likely to be 

led astrav among a people whom even you 

know beforehand to be hopelessly benighted 

and set apart from the Lord's housenold, 

than among fashionable, so-called Chris- 

tians, whom you might be inclined to believe 

in, and perhaps vex papa and me equally 

by imitation), you must remember that he 

would not approve for a moment of your 

letting yourself become intimate with any 

of the young men, or encouraging them in 

paying you silly compliments or attentions. ■
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I am quite sure, in fact, that he would 

send for yon home at once if he imagined 

there was the least fear of such a thing ; so 

I do hope yon will be prudent and careful, 

and draw back the minute anyone is the 

least particular, so to say, in his manner to 

you." ■

" There, I can't say more," the mother 

thought to herself. " I don't believe he 

could have put it more strongly himself ; " 

and, indeed, Yera's answer, when it came, 

seemed equally comprehending and satis- 

factory. ■

"Dear Mamma,— There are very few 

visitors of any sort at the Josephs's just 

now. Leah says town is empty, and every- 

one gone away, but it is cheerful enough for 

me. You are quite right about the people 

who come to this house being mostly Jews, 

acd I am so glad you say I need not like 

the young men, or be friendly with them, 

for I don t care about them at all ; only till 

you wrote I thoueht I was wrong not to try 

to do so, and to be less shy with them. I 

do like Mr. Josephs, for, though he is so 

learned that I am a little afraid of him too, 

he is very kind and fatherly, and so gentle 

everyone loves him. Perhaps, however, 

you didn't mean to include him, for he 

never pays compliments to anyone but dear 

Mrs. Josephs, and she likes them. Fancy, 

every Friday evening, he has a beautiful 

candlestick, with seven candles in it, lit up 

in her honour, which they call ' the bride's 

candlestick' — ^I suppose it was given her 

when she was a bride — and, after dinner, 

he makes her sit in the best armchair, and 

kisses her hands, and says all those pretty 

verses out of Proverbs, about a good wife, 

to her, and the children say, 'Happy 

Sabbath, good mother, to you,' and Kiss 

her too. Tne young men are quite different, 

however. I don't like them a bit ; they 

are mostly so small, and have such big 

noses, and don't look either like French- 

men or Englishmen. Besides, I can't 

understand their conversation, which is 

chiefly about music and what Leah calls 

aBsthetic subjects, so that when they call I 

am quite glad to escape or get into a comer 

with the fittle boys. Tell papa, please, he 

need certainly not send for me home on 

their account ; and, oh 1 if he and you do 

go to the Count's cb&teau in the Landes, 

for change, when he is better, do let me 

stay here tQl you return. The Josephs all 

beg that I will" ■

This was written before the visit to 

Naomi's, and if, in excuse for her increased 

shyness with the male sex, Yera felt com- ■

pelled to betray the counsels she had 

received on the subject, Madame Si Laurent 

had no right to blame anyone but hersdf 

and her system of education, which, by 

keeping a girl of twenty in as strict leading- 

strings as a little chOd, had trained her 

indeed to the docility of one, while depriving 

her of all the natural tact and judgment of 

a woman. ■

Fortunately Leah had enough of both, 

and of generosity in the bargain, not to 

betray the contempt and indignation which 

this proof of how Christians looked on 

'* her people " kindled within her; still less 

to resent it on her quest's innocent head. 

Her cheek flushed a little, and her lip curled 

— ^that was all, and Yera only gathered that 

there might be something offensive in 

her confidence by the gently spoken 

caution: "Don't tell dear mother what 

your mamma has written toyoa It — it 

might hurt her." ■

It was evening now, and Yera was 

chancing her dress in obedience to her 

friend's orders to *< make herself pretty for 

Naomi's evening". Rather, I should say, 

she was looking at her limited stock of 

*' best dresses " as they lay on the bed, and 

wondering which she should put on, and 

why Leah did not come in as usual to assist 

her in her choice. There was the black 

silk, and the striped brown and purple, and 

the green muslin. There was also a white 

book- muslin, but that was for very best — 

nothing under a dance, at least, and Leah 

had distinctly said this was not e^lB& to be 

a party. Why didn't Leah come in and 

decide for her, tell her what to wear, and 

how to wear it^ and so save her the trouble 

of thinking at all about the matter t ■

" I only care about looking nice to please 

her, and she understands how to make me 

do so much better than I do," Yera thought 

plaintively. "Now, would she say the 

brown f I suppose she is still busy pre- 

paring for Naomi's people. How much 

trouble she seems to give herself about 

them 1 " ■

Indeed, it was a fact that Leah had been 

wonderfully busy the whole afternoon, 

flying about hither and thither, arranging 

antimacassars in dainty shapes, and dis- 

arranging them the next moment to try a 

dantier ; removing unorthodox litter, such 

as children's toys, and Mr. Lucas's d^- 

rettes — the Lucases were not a tidy family 

— from the drawing-room, and filling every 

available bowl and vase with fresh flowers, 

which she kept running in and out of the 

garden to procure, while ^aomi leant back ■
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in a rocking-chair, easily clad in a cool 

cambric <' peignoir ", her fat baby at her 

feet and a novel in her lap, the picture of 

good-tempered laziness and comfort She 

laughed openly at her sister's energy, and 

whispered something jesting to her in 

passing which sent the blood into Leah's 

brown cheeks ; but the latter did not relax 

In her self-imposed duties all the same, and 

Vera noticed that her lips wore a happy 

smile the whole time, and that ever and 

anon little bursts of song came rippling 

to them and went floating out upon the 

summer air. Now, when dressing-time 

came, and she had not put in her customary 

appearance at Vera's toOet, the younger 

girl, still puzzling over her gowns, began 

to puzzle over something else too — ^t 

laughing whisper, namely, of Naomi's: " Is 

the object of all this bustle worthy of it t " ■

Was there any special object for iti 

Vera wondered. Any one among the 

expected guests, the thought of whose 

coming was pleasant enough to make Leah 

look so bright herself, so eager that every- 

thing else ^ould look so t And who could 

it be ) It was only then that there flashed 

upon her the look and tone, unnoticed at 

the time, with which her friend had spoken 

of the friend she had met in the street, 

Dr. Marstland ; and in an instant Naomi's 

joke seemed to acquire a sudden point, and 

Leah's unwonted forgetfnlness of her a 

hidden sting, none the less painful because 

she blushed at herself in hot shame for 

feeline it She had no friend in the world, 

save Leah ; no one whom she loved so well 

or confided in so utterly ; and yet it seemed 

possible that Leah could have friends dear 

enough to cause her to be forgotten, though 

their existence, even, had never been 

whispered to her till to-day. For the first 

time since she left Brittany, poor little 

Vera half wished herself back there. At 

least, she had never known what jealousy 

meant at home. ■

She began to dress all the more quickly, 

however. It was one of her forms of shy- 

ness that, when company was expected, 

she always liked to be downstairs and 

safely ensconced in a quiet comer of the 

drawing-room before any of the guests 

arrived — a manoeuvre by which she escaped 

the ordeal of a formal entrance and intro- 

duction into a roomful of strangers; and 

now, being left to herself, it did not take 

her many minutes to discard the black silk 

as too hot and the brown as too ordinary, 

to endue herself with the green muslin, 

which, having been stiffly starched and ■

badly packed, presented a condition of 

stiffness and crumples neither suggestive of 

grace nor comfort ; and having twisted her 

hair up on the top of her head — a fashion 

peculiarly unbecoming to her, but which 

she innocently thought gave her a more 

'^ company " appearance — to glide down to 

the drawing-room and seclude herself in the 

friendly embrasure of a window before the 

first ring at the bell had sent Naomi rust- 

ling, fluttering, and flushed into the apart- 

ment to receive her guests. ■

Even then Leah, usually beforehand in 

punctuality with her sister, did not make 

her appearance, and it was not tfll some 

minutes later that Vera suddenly caught 

sight of her at the other end of the room, 

talking to a young lady guest ; but looking 

so more than usually bright and handsome, 

that the little French girl could only gsze 

at her in a sort of admiring rapture, while 

even little Benjy Lucas, whose indulgent 

mother allowed him to sit up much later 

than was good for him, exclaimed : ■

"Oh— h — hi isn't Aunty Leah loverly 

to-night 1 " ■

Yet Miss Josephs was really by no means 

so regularly beautiful as the Salomon 

girls — intensely dark brunettes, whose 

black eyes and hair were set off by the 

daintiest of summer costumes in white 

cambric and lace; her cheeks and eyes 

being only so much brighter than usual as 

to suggest to those who knew her best 

some inward cause for excitement ; while 

her gown was a very old and well-worn 

one of black satin, originally belonging to 

her mother, and made more simply Uian 

many of her dresses, but with an open, 

square-cut bodice and short sleeves, rufiled 

round with fine black lace, which relieved 

the warm, creamy whiteness of the neck 

and arms, and a scarf of the same material, 

knotted loosely round the hips. All of 

colour or richness in the costume was 

concentrated in a great cluster of roses 

fastened against one side of the bosom — 

roses of every hue, from palest yellow to 

deepest crimson, nestling in their own 

bronzed leaves, and glowing out from that 

shelter with a luxuriance and vividness 

which would have made even a plain girl 

striking. ■

The person who wore those roses needed 

no other adornment ; nay, even the half- 

blown bud, hiding itself like a flake of 

ruby velvet among the coils of her dark, 

wavy hair, seemed like an impertinence in 

attempting to distract the eye from the 

queenly gorgeousness of its sisters. ■
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She had not forgotten her friend, how- 

ever, over her own more sncceesful toilet, 

for, even while Vera was still regarding 

her with wistful admiration, the dark eyes 

met hers in recognition, and the next 

moment Leah was at her side, whispering 

reproachfully : ■

" Vera, you bad girl ! Did you hurry 

downstairs lest I should prevent your 

screwing up your hair that way! And 

why didn't you put on your flowers! 

Naomi kept me in the nursery with Aliz, 

who is croupish, till later than I thought, 

and when I went to your room you had 

flown, and there were all the pretty flowers 

I cut for you — white roses, and your 

favourite clematis, and the only bit of 

gardenia in the conservatory — wasting 

their sweetness in the glass just as I left 

them 1 " ■

*<0h, Leah, I am so sorry! I didn't ■

see " Vera began, but the sentence ■

was not finished, for at the same moment 

the door opened to admit some fresh 

guests, and Leah went forward to assist 

her sister in receiving them. ■

They were three gentlemen — one, young 

Rosenberg, and the other two strangers, 

tall men both, and one, at any rate, 

singularly handsome, slight, graceful, and 

scarcely middle-aged, with a thoughtful, 

rather melancholy face, fair hair parted in 

the middle, and a long fair beard, pointed 

on the chesi ■

Vera felt an instinctive certainty that 

this was Dr. Marstland, more especially as, 

after a brief greeting to the other, Leah 

remained talking with him at the farther 

end of the room, where he seemed only 

too well content to detain her, while Mr. 

Burt — if the second stranger were he — 

crossed the apartment at once, and entered 

into lively conversation with Naomi and her 

husband, both of whom welcomed him with 

even more than their wonted effusiveness. ■

Certainly he was not like the wife with 

whom Vera had already made acquain- 

tance. Indeed, remembering that lady's 

rigid and almost "stained-glass" solemnity, 

she could not help feeling that the Burts' 

marriage must have been one of those 

founded on the law of contrarieties; for 

the very sound of the gentleman's voice, 

pleasant in tone, perhaps, but loud enough 

to overpower most of those in its vicinity, 

and of his laugh, ringing and explosive as 

a schoolboy's, were enough to banish the 

idea of solemnity from his presence, and 

make shy Vera tremble in spilit lest so 

noisy a person should be introduced to her, ■

and so bring general attention on her timid 

head. In truth there was something 

vigorous and demonstrative enough about 

his whole personality to make many nervous 

souls flutter on their perches. Ajb tall 

really as his Mend, he looked less than his 

height^ owing to the great width of his 

shoulders, and substantial, not to say some- 

what thick-set frame. His head, too, though 

not actually large, had the appearance of 

being so from being covered with a thick 

mass of curly hair of an unusually vivid 

shade of chestnut-brown, which was made 

the more noticeable by the much darker 

shade of the moustache and short pointed 

beard which covered his moutL His eyes 

were brown, too, large, well-opened, and 

almost too brilliant, wiUi a habit of fixing 

themselves so intensely on the face of the 

person he was speaking to as to be some- 

what trying to the nervous feminine organi- 

sations afore-mentioned; while hb firesh and 

ruddy face, sunburnt hands, and uncon- 

ventional attire (for he made his appearance 

in a rough serge and coloured slurt) spoke 

to plenty of outdoor life in wind and sun, 

if not to a somewhat contemptuous di^ 

regard for the exactions of evening-dress. ■

'* But the truth is, I haven't got so much 

as a white tie, let alone a swallow-tail on 

board the boat," he was saying to Naomi, 

though at a distance just too far removed 

from Vera for her to catch the words. 

" When I determined to allow myself this 

outing, I made up my mind to do it 

.Bohemian fashion or not at alL I don't see 

any Am in carrying London shackles into 

country air, so I left evening toggery, 

and all other handcufls and ankle-gyves, 

locked up in my wardrobe at home. I 

thought you'd make me welcome without 

them" ■

"If Oh, I'd make you welcome in a 

dressing-gown, and so would Albert," said 

Naomi warmly. "Leah had told me yon 

were camping out in a house-boat ; but I 

thought it was somewhere above Oxford, 

and never expected to meet you down 

here." ■

" We only came down yesterday. My 

chum there wanted to be within half an 

hour's reach of town for a day or two on 

account of some business matters, so we 

upped anchor and came. How well year 

sister is looking ! " ■

" Isn't she t Never better, I say, though 

she didn't enjoy her Brittany visit very 

much, after all. Indeed it was an awful sell 

in some ways, for Oh, here she is 1 " ■

"I hear the word Brittany," said Leah, ■

^' ■
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coming up, her black draperies and glow- 

ing roses, with those bright eyes over 

them, making her, indeed, so sti&ing and 

gracious a figure that Mr. Burt might be 

excused for allowing his keen, intent gaze 

to rest on her in most open and cordial 

admiration. ** Is Naomi ofifering to intro- 

duce you to my friend from there, Miss 

St Laurent t " ■

"No ; where is she V* and " No; we were 

admiring you," came from man and woman 

simultaneously ; the former's speech being 

tiie last quoted, and bringing a bright 

blush into Leah's cheek. She turned it 

off, however, with a frank, pleasant smQe 

and answered (Vera could guess what she 

was saying by the turn of her head): ■

"Then come now and let me do it 

There she is in that window, and she is so 

nica" ■

" That girl t " he turned a quick glance 

in the direction indicated, and flNS^ ^^^ 

felt what was being spoken. ''The young 

woman with red h^ strained off her face 

like a Dutch doU, and an impossibly hideous 

dress covered with green cabbages t No, 

please don't ; I would much rather talk to 

you." ■

" Oh, but I want you to know her. She 

has made herself look ugly to-night ; but 

her hair is lovely really, and so is her 

character. I doubt if you have ever met a 

sweeter or more innocent girl ; and, as to 

her dress — you are not Mr. Rosenberg to 

' die Hke a rose in achromatic pain ' 

because of a false tone of colour. She has 

lived out of the world and never learnt the 

art of dressing — ^that is aU." ■

"A true woman never needs to learn it. 

It comes to her by nature. Do you mean 

to pretend anyone taught you how to put 

those roses together! No, I'm not going 

to talk to your friend. Her sweetness may 

be saccharine, and her innocence only equal 

to a 'bashful young potato, or a quite 

too-too French-bean'; but they must be 

wasted on less deserving mortals for the 

present I haven't seen you for three 

months, and I want a chat" ■

" Then you must wait for it, or do it 

solo "—but Leah did not speak chillingly — 

" for I have just promised to sing." ■

"Very well, that will be better than 

nothing. I wUl come and listen to you, 

and we will have our chat afterwards." ■

And they went off together, his shaggy ■

curls and massive shoulders towering over ■

nearly everyone else present, and making ■

Leah look slim and fairy-like in comparison. ■

Vera sat still in her comer. Her heart ■

need not have fluttered so quickly after alL 

She had got her wish. The loud-voiced 

Mr. Burt was not going to be introduced 

to her; but she knew as well as if each 

word had reached her, that the introduction 

had been offered and declined ; and, humble 

as she was^ it would have been unnatural 

if a little twinge of mortification had not 

mingled with the relief. ■

"Of course he liked better to go and 

listen to Leah," she thought "Anyone 

would; but it would have been more — 

more polite if he had just let her introduce 

him to me first Besides, I daresay she 

would much rather have had that hand- 

some Dr. Marstland to turn over for her." ■

Miss St Laurent little thought that her 

opinion of "that handsome Dr. Marst- 

land " was to go down in similar fashion 

before many minutea ■

Some of Leah's Brittany sketches were 

lying on a table near Vera's window ; and 

while the singing was going on. Dr. Marst- 

land drew near and began to turn them 

over. He did not say anything, and Vera 

was disappointed not to see the melancholy 

beauty of his face lighted by any very keen 

expression of admiration ; but her wrath 

began to rise when little Rosenberg, who 

had already told Leah in the frankest way 

that he was very sorry, but they would he 

no use to him, " much too mannered and 

conventional Suffolk Streety (if she 

wouldn't mind his saying so), sadly Suffolk 

Streety," drew near ako. ■

"Another example that one must not 

look for music and painting in one soul 

more than now and again in a cycle," he 

observed as he came behind the doctor. ■

" Yes," said the latter. ■

" She can sing, you know." ■

"Ye— es." ■

" Don't you think so f It's a very good 

quality of voice." ■

" For that quality of song — yes." ■

"But she oughtn't to paint I'm very 

sorry. Indeed it is my fault, for I en- 

couraged, her at the beginning. I thought 

it was in her ; that there were germs — ^very 

crude, you know ; but still germs of the 

divine cult. And she is such a dear 

creature. I admire her intensely, don't 

you know. Those very things were done 

for me." ■

"Ah!" ■

Dr. Marstland went on turning over the 

sketches with no more expression in his 

face or finger-tips than befora He might 

have been simply toying with them in a 

fit of abstraction. ■
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** Yes, I said to her, ' Go into the heart 

of Natare — Nature as she sits on the sea- 

coast of Finisterre, and just daub down 

what yon see there ; not what yon think 

you see, or fancy you can paint Yon 

can't paint, bat I think you could daub. 

Daub only as you see and feel;' and she 

promised me she would. It was very 

precious of her, you know. She was gone 

three months, and — these are the results?" ■

He whisked three or four of them 

towards the doctor with a smile that was 

almost tearful ■

" Humph 1 " said the latter, and put them 

aside. ■

'< Yes, you can guess what I felt Smart, 

neatly - coloured sketches, smacking of 

science and art schools and cheap drawing- 

copies. I wish she had burnt them." ■

" Yes," said the doctor slowly ; ** school- 

girlish — ^very. Not so very bad for a school- 

girl, though. Unluckily she isn't one." ■

'' Who isn't — Miss Josephs!" put in a 

sudden, deep-toned voice, startling Vera, 

who in the extremity of her indignation 

against these insolent traducers of her 

idol's genius had risen to her feet, heedless 

that the impetuous movement had entangled 

her hair in the curtain-folds, and ruffled it 

in quite tragic fashion. ■

** No ; more of a mistress than a school- 

girl, isn't she, both in music and painting t 

What are these 1 Her Brittany sketches 1 

By Jove ! they're clever. Just look at the 

lines of that fisher-girl's figure. Makes 

you feel a bit jealous, don't it, Rosenberg 1 

You're awfully shaky in your anatomy, 

you know, old fellow. The fact is, you 

ought to have studied in the life-schools 

more. It's easy enough to daub in land- 

scapes by your untutored genius^ like the 

old boss here ; but when you come to the 

figure you want science ^" ■

The speaker was going on, but stopped 

rather abruptly; not because of any interrup- 

tion from the discomfited Mr. Rosenberg — 

his friend had only smiled tolerantly — but 

because of a face which seemed to have 

sprung out of the shadows behind to 

greet him — a girl's face, pure and soft, 

framed in a tangle of fluffy hair, and with 

a pair of marvellously appealing eyes, 

filled one moment with burning anger 

and contempt for the two adverse 

critics, but only to be turned on him 

the next with an expression of the ■

sweetest gratitude and approval, so lovely 

in its unconscious fervour as to touch him 

with a species of wordless caress. He did 

not know to whom it belonged. He did 

not even associate it with ** the Dutch doll 

girl in the impossibly hideous dress". He 

only saw the face itself relieved for one 

moment against a dark curtain in the jm) 

between the two men's shoulders. The 

next, a movement of one of them hid it^ 

and when he looked again it was gone, 

and its owner to be seen nowhera Indeed, 

that sudden pause, and the answering 

flash in his keen eyes, had startled Vera 

back into more than her normal timidity. 

She became conscious that she had oome 

forward, had attracted attention from the 

very person who had refused to be intro- 

duced to her so short a time ago ; and in 

an access of terrified shyness and confusion 

she slipped out through the ofen window 

and made her escape mto the garden, thus 

missing Rosenberg's answer: ■

''Ah, Marstland, my dear fellow, you're 

a surgeon and a Philistine, don't you 

knowl not an artist. You look on a 

woman with the scalpel in your mind's 

eye; not as I do, as the expression of a 

soul — a harmonious fortuity of colour and 

form. Miss Josephs would not thank you 

for your praise." ■

It was in this way that Vera escaped 

learning the mistake she had made — 

namely, that the tawny-headed stranger 

wiih the big voice and broad shoulders 

was not Burt, the artist, whose ecclesias- 

tical appearance was far more consonant 

with his wife's, but Dr. Marstland himsell 

And therefore, when the girls retired to 

bed for the night, it was in perfect good 

faith that she told her friend : ■

" I'm very sorry, Leah ; but, no, I don't 

like your handsome doctor — though he is 

handsome— at ail; and I don't think I 

ever should. No, don't ask me why, for I 

couldn't tell you; and please don't be 

offended with me. His friend Mr. Bart is 

nice, if you like. I didn't think so at 

first; and he is rather a frightening sort of 

man too ; but I do like him, all the same." ■

*' And yet you would not let me intro- 

duce him to you once when I asked yon," 

said Leah in astonishment. ■

"No; because I can't tell you ■

because why, either," Vera ansivered, 

crimsoning. ■
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THE THIRD PART. 

CHAPTBR VL FINDING A FLAW. ■

" A ROMANCE in real life, indeed/' said 

Captain Wharton, when Rodney came to 

Uie end of the story of his visit to Miss 

Herivale. " I suppose so snccessfol a poll 

npon a man's recollections of twenty years 

before has seldom been mada It is odd, 

too, that I have a perfectly distinct re- 

membrance of the young pair, and of all 

the drcomstances. To be sore it was the 

only elopement I ever had a hand in, and 

a remarkable case in itsell And to think 

of it having ended so sadly 1 " ■

The friends were sitting at one of the in- 

' mmierable tables in a vast dining-room of 

the Langham Hotel There was a pleasant 

solitnde^ffonnd them; only a few stragglers 

remained at the farther end of the room. 

Captain Wharton was enjoying himself 

thoronghly in Bodney's society. His wife 

and their beautifol daughter, a brilliant, 

firefly sort of girl, whose word was law 

to her proud and obedient parents, had 

informed him that they did not want him 

to escort them that evening. His pleasure 

m Effie's enjoyment of the delights of 

London, and in the admiration which her 

rare and novel loveliness everywhere 

excited, never flagged ; yet CaptainWharton 

was obliged to remind hiioself now and 

then that he was not so young as he had 

been. ■

Twenty years had changed both Bodney 

and Wharton ; the first into a middle-aged, 

the second into an elderly man, but they 

had treated the two gently. Rodney's 

npright figure, frank countenance, quick, 

penetrating glance, and slow, humorous ■

smile, were all untouched by time ; the 

thinning of his hair, and the deepening of the 

lines in his face, were the only marks of the 

handiwork of the destroyer. Captahi Paul 

Wharton was now a white-hairod gentle- 

man, with whom it was more than ever 

di^cult to associate the idea of a life 

passed in the toil and danger of seafaring. 

Alertness of movement unusual at his age, 

and a readiness of resource, characteristic of 

men whose business is in the deep waters, 

were all that told of Paul Wharton's former 

experience. At home— his beautiful, re- 

fined home at Boston — he was a quiet 

dweller among his late-acquired treasure 

of books; abroad, he was well content 

that his claims to notice and distinction 

should rest upon the fact that he 

was the husband of the charming Mrs. 

Wharton, and the father of the brilliant 

and lovely Effia ■

"I remember it all, as if it only hap- 

pened last week," said Gaptain Wharton : 

''the girl's terrible nervousness, and 

Rosslyn's unconsciousness that tiiere was 

any stronger reason for it than their 

elopement I can see her face now, as I 

said good-bye to her, and assured her it 

was impossible that any information about 

them could reach Jamaica from Cuba until 

they should be safe in England. I can 

recall the words I said : ' Supposing you 

were recognised here, the steamer by which 

you will sail for England will have left 

Kingston before there is any means of 

getting from Jamaica to CuIml It won't 

matter then how soon the truth is known.' 

She was aware that you had told me 

all, and she let me see her fear of her 

cousin plainly. I tried to rally her out of 

it, but in vain ; it was half-superstitious, 

and of course that is always hopeless 

especially in the case of a Spanish woman.*' ■

" Her fear waswell-founded, as I fdt wit}^ ■

■
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sincere conyiction at the time, or I shotild 

not have mixed yon np with the matter/' 

said Rodney. " I confesfZ have never been 

able utterly to discard belief in the Evil 

Eye, and, if ever it existed, Norberto de 

Rodas possessed that baleful influence. 

Look at this very instance. The girl was 

rescued, the villain was defeated, her lover 

was saved, the marriage was accomplished, 

but Norberto triumphed in the end ; his 

curse was fulfilled ; his successful rival 

perished within a few hours of home, after 

a few days of happiness, and the girl's after 

fate does not bear thinking of." ■

" True ; but you don't want the Evil 

Eye to account for all that — 'the plain devil ' 

suffice& Her cousin's . wickedness drove 

the poor girl to the fatal step she took ; 

but KoBslyn's death must have been pure 

accident, and, after all, it is from that the 

ulterior consequences have come. There 

is one point in the narrative, however, 

which seems obecara It is the motion 

which led the poor girl to aK . n 

from communicating with her hu^^;<^>u h, 

family when she reached Enghn .. ven 

supposing that her knowlp;>i'^ w^3 of the 

slightest, she knew thftl j-os :yn was a 

man of means, an artist. iLexefore known 

to a certain extent, «. t i).j,t his father was 

living. I remember il^ telling me that he 

had said his father and sister would 

welcome her ; then why did she not apply 

tothemt Granting that she wasever so help- 

less, she would at all events have consulted 

a minister of her own religion, and there 

would have been little difficulty in discover- 

ing Dr. Rosslyn. Did not the full force of 

thu strike you, when Miss Merivale related 

the story to you t Apart from the results 

to herseU, it is incomprehensible that the 

poor girl should have left her husband's 

f atiier and slater ignorant of his fate. How 

terrible have been the consequences 1 What 

years of suspense and misery she inflicted 

upon them !" ■

<<I have thought of all these points," 

said Rodney, "and discussed them witli 

Miss Merivde ; but she threw no more light 

upon them than Mr. Dexter had dona 

She remembered with perfect distinctness 

what Willesden had told her — indeed, 

her olear-mindedness and recollection are 

remarkable. She put it strongly to him 

that Mrs. RosbIju's not having applied to 

Dr. Rosslyn in the first instance was inex- 

plicable, and that his not having done so, 

afterwards, when he could have recom- 

mended hiimseU by revealing the existence 

of the child, was, if possible, more inex- ■

plicable still. He freely admitted this ; and 

when she observed that it was the weak 

point in his story, he admitted that also, 

but coolly added that he relied upon the 

strong points." ■

"There cannot be any fraud in the 

matter, I suppose ? " ■

" Not so far as the facts concerning the 

poor girl are concerned. Of course, Miss 

Merivale was put to ransom by Willesden, 

who was an undoubted scoundrel — his own 

account of himself makes that abrndartW 

evident. Mr. Dexter does not ku > - r. 

amount of money the fellow ^ot from her, 

and with me she naturally -.'ivl not touch 

upon the subject" ■

"I suppose thic pa.-^ of the story will 

never be dearrd ny. After all, considering 

the lapse of lue, it is very strange that so 

much . ^^\«iJ Iiave come to light; and not 

the V .. . curious link in the chain of cir- 

r-^; •-! jnces is the seeming accident of Mr. 

. . .Iter's being at hand at the moment 

when Miss Rosslyn had attracted your 

attention, to tell you all about her. 

Another illustration of the world's being 

a very small place." ■

" It was an odd sensation," said Rodney 

irrelevantly, " to find myself talking with 

people who had for so long believed me to 

be dead. Miss Merivale showed me the 

report sent to Dr. Rosslyn by the agent who 

went out to Cuba. 6y-the-bye, we shall 

meet the very man at dinner at The 

Quinces, on Thursday, most likely ; and 

Colonel Courtland also told me about a letter 

written by this gentleman to him, in which 

the brief announcement, 'Mr. Rodney is 

dead,' was mada Ton will not be sur- 

prised that no incident in the whole case 

impressed me more strongly than this; and 

if you don't mind my being more than a 

little tedious, I will try to show you why I 

regard it as a more important feature tlum 

at first sight it seems to ba" ■

" I'm profoundly interested," replied 

Captain Wharton, '' and all abroad as to 

how such a mistake was mada" ■

" It was no mistake. Bear in mind the ■

Srson who told Dr. Rosslyn's agent that 

r. Rodney was dead. That person was 

Don Norberto de Rodas. Beur in mind 

the persons with whom the agent was 

in communication — the English Vice* 

Consul, Don Gualterio's servant, Juan, 

and Don Pepito Yinent None of the 

three knew anything about me, and Don 

Gualterio, to whom I had written idFter 

I reached New York, was not in the 

island. The lie fulfilled Don Norberto's ■

T ■
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purpose. It convinced the agent that his 

task was fruitless and most be abandoned, 

and, snpposing Don Pepito afterwards 

rememberod anything at all about it, it 

was easy for Don Norberto to say that he 

hid been mistaken." ■

"That is plain enough; but I don't 

see the man's motive." ■

" Don't yon t It is as clear as day to 

me, and it fits in exactly with a notion 

of mine respectbg him, which I well 

remember to have imparted to poor Bossl]^^ 

— the notion that there was vast poten- 

tiality of undeveloped wickedness in Nor- 

berto de Bodas. In deceiving Dr. Bosslyn's 

agent, and inducing him to give up hb 

mission as a bad job, Don Norberto had 

two objects to gain — ^the preservation of 

the family secret concerning Fair Ines," 

it was strange how easily he dropped back 

into the familiar words after all those ■

Effs, " and most effectual revenge upon 
rival — ^whom he hated, depend upon it^ 

dead or living, as only such a man canhate 

—and also upon the unfortunate girl who 

had, at all events, and at the very worst 

that could befall her, escaped from him. 

He accomplished both those objects, the 

first, manifestly, because the asent left 

Santiago without any suspicion that Ines 

was not in the convent, or that I was still 

in the land of the living ; the second, pre- 

sumptively, because the mission of the 

agent had disclosed to him that evil of some 

and had befallen his cousin and her 

husband, and that whether Hugh Ro8sl3rn 

ware living or dead — the latter being fax 

the more probable — Ines was without the 

aid sjid protection of his family. These 

two pleasant subjects of contemplation 

were provided for Norberto de Bodas 

by the agent's abortive mission. As I 

remember him, twenty years ago, he must 

have revelled in them." ■

" What a fiend you depict in a phrase 1 " ■

"He was a fiend in malignity of spirit, 

and an adept in most of the merely human 

vices as well I wonder whether he has 

yet gone to his own place, or whether he 

is now a prosperous, pious, and popular 

personage in Santiago de Cuba." ■

"There were more fiends than one in 

the business. What wretches the ffirl's 

fadier and step-mother proved themselves, 

too. After seven years' ignorance of her 

fate, to learn that it had iNden so terrible, 

9a&. to disown her child I Why, Rodney, 

ift a disglrace to human nature ! " ■

*• It ia indeed ; and even when I have 

srid wl^t I am goiog to say, the case is ■

black enou^ against Don Satumino de 

Rodas and his wife. But I have the 

strongest conviction — ^it came to me while 

I was talking with Miss Merivale — that 

the whole thmg was the doing of Don 

Norberto." ■

'' Impossible, Rodney. Her own parents 

must have told the falsehood about the 

girl's being in the convent ; no influence 

could have prevented tiliem from ta^ng 

measures to ascertain her fiite, and if any 

had been resorted to they must have suc- 

ceeded easily. Fou, yourself, were within 

reach of enquiry from Cuba. No — ^no; 

the cruel resolution to abandon her was 

taken jiirhen the lie that was devised to 

save the &mily crodit, according to their 

notions, was told; and it was ruthlessly 

carried out in that vile letter, which was 

written in answer to the communication 

addressed to them when tiie child was 

found.*' ■

** That letter was written by Norberto de 

Rodas, and it forms one of the strongest 

grounds of my conviction. Thero is not a 

scrap of evidence that Don Satumino or 

Dofia Mercedes had anything to do with it, 

or that they ever saw the letter to which it 

was an answer. There is not a scrap of 

evidence that they ever heurd of the agent's 

visit to Santiago. Whv should tiiey t Not 

a breath of rumour had ever connected the 

names of Hugh Rosslyn and Ines de Rodas. 

If it suited the purpose of Don Norberto to 

conceal the ciroumstance from them, he had 

only to keep his own counsel; it was 

nobody's business to roveal it I knew 

those people well Don Satumino was a 

weak person ; he adored his wife, and did 

not particularly caro about his daughter ; 

but he was not inhuman, and — though he 

would no doubt have assented to the first 

falsehood, for the sake of the family pride, 

credit, and honour — I am perfectly sure tiiat 

he would not have been induced by any 

influence to consent to ignorance of the fate 

of Ines. I took the measuro of Dona 

Mercedes, too, with tolerable accuracy in 

those old days, and although I knew her 

to be cold-hearted, hard-hearted, profoundly 

self-interested, and that she disliked her 

step-daughter, I could not believe her 

capable of such cruelty as this." ■

"Then how is their conduct to be in- 

terproted 1 " ■

"As I believe, by iniputing it, as it 

appears, to Don Norberto de Rodaa 

Allowing that they consented to the lie 

about the convent; granting even that 

Dofia Meroedes suggested it, they would ■

■
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only have regarded it as a temporary 

expedient for suppressing scandal, and we 

might then conclude that the task of 

making secret enquiry would have fallen 

to Don Norberto. Let us suppose, for the 

sake of working out my theory, and aJso to 

rid those people of odium of which I cannot 

believe them deserving, that he did to 

them in the case of Ines what he did to ■

Dr. Eosslyn in the case of myself " ■

*' Told them she was dead, do you 

meanl" ■

" Told them she was dead, knowing that 

they would accept his word for it ; and then 

left her to the utter abandonment which he 

must have hoped for and foreseen bom the 

nature of the agent's mission." ■

"It is a strong web of conjectural 

villainy that you have woven, Kodney. 

Tou bring out the ' potentiality ' you spoke 

of a little while ago on a grand scale ; but 

there is a great dral in your theory of this 

man's conduct that is consistent witfi all you 

knew of him when you came to me on board 

the old Manhattan. The scoundrel who had 

scared the poor girl to such desperation 

at that stage of the business, would un- 

doubtedly be capable of carrying out the 

scheme you have guessed at The only 

thing against it is the presumption of great 

folly on the part of the people he was 

deceiving, and the extraordmary improba- 

bility of the girl's not having commumcated 

directly with her father, when she fell into 

the distress which ultimately threw her into 

Willesden's hands." ■

" Unless I could make you understand 

the state of things in the De Rodas family, 

as I remember it^" said Bodney, " I could 

not meet your first objection convincmely ; 

so I must leave it, merely saying that it.does 

not present so much difficulty to me, and 

that the reason is not because I am 

enamoured of my own reading of a riddle. 

Tour second objection I can more readily 

dispose of. Although WiUesden could 

not give Miss Merivale any information 

on the pointy there is no reason why we 

should conclude that Fair Lies did not 

appeal directly to her father ; but nothing 

would be easier than for Norberto de Bodas 

to suppress the communication. He 

would only have had to watch for such 

a thing, and he would naturally have been 

expecting it from the time when the agent's 

mission apprised him that calamity of some 

kind had overtaken Lies, and that Bosslyn's 

&mily knew nothing about her. He had 

free access to Don Satumino's papers ; his 

part in the business gave him tlutt ; he had ■

only to be on the alert when the mail from 

Ei^land was delivered, and, if he secured 

and concealed one letter from Ines, he might 

feel pretty confident tiiat he need not fear 

the coming of a second." ■

''You think, then, she would not try 

agam t ■

'' Tes ; I feel sure her timidity and her 

despair would prevent her from making any 

further attempt" ■

Captain Wharton looked doubtful, and 

shook his head. The weak point in the 

cleverly - constructed and plausible case 

made by Bodney for Don Satumino and 

I Dona Mercedes de Bodas made itself 

evident to him, where the weak point in 

Willesden's statement to Lilias Merivale 

had made itself evident to her. In neither 

the case nor the statement was the influence 

upon Ines of her child's interest sufficiently 

recognised. Lilias had argued that no 

consideration such as Willesden named 

would have withheld Ines from making 

her position known to her lost husband's 

father when it became a question of letting 

her child want Again, nothing in the 

case as put forward by Bodney, Captain 

Wharton felt, accounted for Ines's making 

no second application to her father when 

it had become a question of letting her 

child want Far as Bodney still was from 

divining the whole truth, he had worked 

out a great deal of it in his ingenious 

brain ; but Wharton had detected a flaw in 

the web, because, whatever he might be 

doing or talking of, his own daughter was 

never out of ms mind, and as te listened 

to the story of Ines his fancy linked it 

with that of Effia Thus, the note of 

sympathy, which is the truest enlighten- 

ment, was struck. ■

" The villain must have been lucky in his 

villainy and have secur^ all she wrote," 

said Captain Wharton, <<for it is totally 

impossible that she made no farther effort 

But, even so, I still find it difficult to 

account for her being driven to the deap«ir 

which induced her to marry so soon. Ilie 

alternative can have been nothing short (rf 

starvation, and that, they say, no one can 

face. No woman can face it for her child, 

certainly." ■

" Extreme helplessness and ignorance of 

everything English had probably as much 

share in forcing her to that resource as 

actual x>enury," said Bodney. '* A deserted 

child in a wilderness is the only image 

of the desolation of Fair Lies tbiat I can 

conjure up. Bom and reared amid wealth, 

luxury, and indulgence, and with all tiie ■
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helpleBsnees of a Creole lady — ah, it does 

Dol do to think of, even as a thing past 

and gone so many years ago ! " ■

Captain Wharton was silent. In his 

nund's eye was a vision of Hagh and Ines 

18 he had seen them, standing side by side in 

the moonlight on the deck of his good 

ship, the rirl's starry eyes uplifted to Uieir 

kindred i^ies, the young man's bent on 

hers with a lofty look of love, reverence, 

and protection, while the silver sea lay 

glittering in a boundless plain around 

wem — the silver sea, so soon to be the 

grave of that true lover. Twenty years 

aeo ! — and here was he, Paul Wharton, an 

elderly man, prosperous and happy, to 

whom that same sea had ever been pro- 

pitious and beneficent, with as keen a pang 

of pity at his heart for the bridegroom 

and tiie bride as though their fate had 

befallen them yesterday. ■

"You're right, Wharton — ^you're quite 

right," said Rodney, after a meditative 

pause. *'Even if I have worked it out 

r%htly, there's a missing link, and I don't 

lee how it is ever to be supplied." ■

" Nor L Have you any idea of the 

present state of things in the Bodas 

family! I gathered from what you said 

that yon don't know anything about the 

viUainons nephew, who is now probably a 

local magnata" ■

" I know nothing, because I have never 

enquired. But my old friend, Don Oual- 

terio, is still alive, well, and erratic At 

least, he was all this at the beginning of the 

year, when I came upon himin the Yosemite, 

tranquilly sketching £1 Capitan. I had 

not heard of him for a long time previously. 

He wanted me to go back to Cuba when 

he shoold be going ; but my face was set 

for Europe just ab^ut that tima I shall 

write to him, after I have seen Miss 

Merivale and Colonel Courtland again, for 

all the preliminary information that will be 

required." ■

'* You are sure of your facts about Do£ia 

biea's Inheritance from her mother t " ■

"Perfectly sure." ■

" Do you know, Bodney, the money part 

of this matter is the strongest argument, 

to my mind, for the correctoess of your 

notion that the villain suppressed, not only 

the poor girl's own letters, but also the 

eommtinication made on behalf of Miss 

Merivale when Willesden gave up the child. 

Ton see, the money which Dona Ines 

inherited from her mother did not belong 

to Don Saturnine at all, and you have 

spoken of him as an honourable person." ■

" Certamly." ■

"Well, then, he might have refused to 

take back his daughter, or to have any- 

thing to do with her, either from pride, 

anger, revenge, or all those bad motives 

combined; but he would not have been 

likely to rob her of her just inheritance, 

and, when he had been informed of herdeath, 

to go on robbing her child, just because 

the lady who had taken charge of her was 

not aware that the child h^ any rights. 

Don't you agree with me that the two 

actions belong to di£ferent kinds of base- 

ness and turpitude, and that a man might 

do the one thing who could never be 

induced, by any security of impunity, to 

do the other 1" ■

" Of course I do," said Eodney, with a 

keen look of satisfaction ; " and I see how 

strongly your observation supports my 

theory. That's the second time you've 

hit where IVe missed, Wharton. If I 

know anything at all of men, Don 

Saturnine de Bodas would be absolutely 

incapable of a dishonest action, although 

he might be persuaded into an unfeeling 

and revengeful one. The question is 

settled for me : every communication was 

suppressed; the existence of his grand- 

child is unknown to the old man, if he be 

still living." ■

" I think that is the only way out of it," 

said Captain Wharton quietly; "and I 

should say the next scene of this drama — 

with so long an interval between the acts — 

will be of a lively and exciting nature. 

Of course, Miss Merivale has not as yet 

considered the steps to be taken in con- 

sequence of what you have told her." ■

" No ; I fancy not A first consultation 

with you, and then a general council under 

the advice of Mr. Dexter, is as far as she 

has got." ■

"It's getting late," said Captain Wharton, 

looking at his watch. " My wife and Effie 

will be back from their concert presently. 

Shall we go upstairs 1 It will be pleasant 

news for them that Miss Merivale and 

Miss Bosslyn are coming to call on them 

to-morrow. Mrs. Wharton was very much 

struck with both ladies at the play." ■

Bodney occupied rooms of more modest 

dimensions, and a good deal nearer the 

roof of the Langham, than the spacious 

suite of apartments to which Mrs. Wharton 

and Iffie had already, by some mysterious 

art, given an air of home. It was past 

midnight when he sat himself down at 

the window of his sitting-room for a final 

smoke, and fell to thinkm^ again over the ■
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occurrences of the day, and the long con- 

versation of the evening. The resnlt of his 

reflections was the forming of a resolu- 

tion. ■

'<No agent this time/' he said to him- 

self. '< I am an idle man for the first time 

in my life, and I will see the matter 

througL It is no good waiting to exchange 

letters with Don Goalterio ; there must be 

somebody lefb among them who can be 

brought to an accountw She shall not have 

anotherspell of suspense in her life if I can 

prevent it. I will start as soon as I have 

seen about this confounded place of mine 

at Southampton." ■

CHRONICLES OF ENGLISH 

COUNTIES. ■

MIDDLESEX. PART II. ■

Pope's villa and Walpole's Gothic 

building of Strawberry Hill have given a 

flavour to Twickenham that it has pre> 

served through all the disillusionments of 

its modem growth. The name conjures up 

in the imagination the placid river, the 

graceful swans, the green sward, the artful 

artificial plantation. ■

In vain fair Thames reflects the double scenes 

Of hanging mountains and of sbping greens. ■

What are the gay parterre, the cheauered shade, 

The morning bower, the evening colonnade ? ■

What are all these, the poet would say, 

without the fair creatures who once 

adorned them — ^without the especial fair 

one who, for the moment^ received the 

poet's adoration, an elegant and ethereal 

passion tiiat might rest like a flower upon 

the purest bosom. Not that one would 

like to think in that connection of the 

hard and unsympathetic Lady Mary Mon- 

tague, but of that softer and more pleasing 

train of nymphs, who are pictured by Gky 

as welcoming their hero back from the 

visionary land of Homer and the plains of 

Troy: ■

I see two lovely sisters, hand-in-hand. 

The fair-haired Martha and Teresa brown, ■

Madge Bellenden, the fairest of the land, 

And smiling Mary, soft and fair as down. ■

And though it would have been a delight 

to have visited Pope's 'garden, laid out by 

his own hands and arranged in dainty 

devices : ■

I plant, root up ; I build, and then confound. 

Turn round to square, and square again to round; ■

or to have pictured his friends from the 

great world at work with the little poet, 

I hammering;, nailin^c, and tying up, Boling- ■

broke, perhaps, his head running rxpoa 

Jacobite plots, or Peterborough, just home 

from the war in Spain ; ■

And he whose lightning pierced the Iberian lines, 

Now forms my quincunx and now ranks my vines. ■

Pope had won this villa of his owing to 

the wonderful success of his translation of 

the first books of the Iliad having put 

money in his purse, which he thus 

judiciously invested. And he eame there 

in Mardi, 1715-16, bringing his father and 

mother, and his household gods, like any 

Trojan hero, from the sktrts of Windsor 

Forest to the pleasant and sunny nook 

which tiie poet styles alternately ''a 

paltry hermitage " and " my Tusculum." ■

Pope had a&eady been some years at 

Twickenham when his friend, Lord Boling- 

broke, who had made hb peace with the 

ruling powers, came back to England, and 

settlM in the same county, at Dawley, 

within an easy drive of Pope's villa. ■

Still retired and secluded is the little 

village of Harlington, where Dawley House, 

or some part of it^ is yet standing. This 

had been the seat, at one time, ot the 

Bonnets, one of whom had been made a 

peer in Charles the Second's time, and was 

the well-known Lord Arlington, one of the 

A's of tiie GabaL That he should have so 

unconcernedly dropped the H frY)m the 

name of his native village, from which he 

took the title, makes one think that people 

were not so particular about their h's in 

those days, and that even exalted personages 

did not trouble themselves about an aspirate 

or two. However, Lord Bolinffbroke bought 

the place, and gave out that he had buned 

himself in the pursuits of a rural life, while 

he was still near enough to London to be 

ready for that summons to action which 

never cama And here Pope visited him 

often enough, and describes nim, in a letter 

to Swift^ as reading the Dean's epistle lying 

between two haycocks. ■

Once, in returning from Dawley in 

Lord Bolin^broke's coach-and-four, rope 

had an accident which is, in a Uteraiy 

way, historic. At Whitton, a mOe or two 

from Twickenham, a little river crosses the 

road, or rather the road should cross Uie 

river by a small brick bridge. But tiiis 

ni^t die bridge was broken down, and 

the alternative ford was choked by a balk 

of timber, and my lord's fine coach was 

upset into the middle of the stream, and 

the poor poet soused in the water. The 

great Voltaire was visiting Lord Boling- 

broke at the time, and wrote a graceful 

I letter of congratulation — on the eeei^, ■



not on the daoking — to his brother ■

poet ■

It 18 like witnessing the feasts of the 

gods, to read of the meeting of the great 

men of the rising eentory, all among the 

dms and meadows of the green Thames 

VsUey. When Qsj and Swifb met at 

Pope's villa, in 1726, one had jost finished 

Oomyer, and the other was beginning to 

hatch out The Beggar's OpenL And thea 

the happy frolics of these days, when dress 

was sUff bnt manners were easy 1 Pope 

and Swift one day found their way to 

Marble Hall, close by Twickenham, where 

dwelt pretty Mj& Howard, who was often 

glad to escape there from her bordensome 

a^rice at Conrt — ^that Mrs. Howard who^ 

in later years, as Lady Suffolk, appears in 

the Heart of Midlothian as the object of 

Jeanie Deans's nnconscioos satire. Bat the 

mistress was away, and Pope and the Dean 

made themselves at home in the house, 

and dined there, served by laughing maids. ■

But evanescent is the charm of life— that 

subtle aroma of the wine which vanishes 

before die bottle is nearly drained. On 

hu next visit to Twickenham the Dean 

found nothing to his mind. Hewasdeafand 

giddy; the tattle worried him; there was too 

much company; and he found the dullest 

London lodging more endurable tlum the 

once-loved Twickenham. ■

But Pope had been sleeping some years 

in his quiet grave when Walpole came to 

Twickenham. He found the name of 

Strawberry Hill in one of the old deeds of 

the property when he bought it^ and pleased 

with the simple name, he rescued it from 

obUvion. To see Strawberry Hill in lilac 

time was the great attraction; and even 

now there are few pleasanter sights than 

the suburban gardens of TwickenhiEuai, with 

the shrubs in their freshest verdure, and 

masses of luxuriant bloom which throw the 

poor, old-fashioned lifaics into the shade^ — 

a si^t that almost reconciles one to the 

harui Hues of new houses. ■

The dainty Horace himself was generally 

to be found in a flowered silk coat of a 

lavender hue, moving about among 

curios and treasures, from the tribune to 

the gallery , from the gallery to the Holbein 

chamber or the Beauderk closet. Or in 

the GU>thic library, with serious fa^ he 

would read over the proofs that ELirgate, 

his printer, had just brought him from his 

cwn Stewberry Hill press. Or we may 

lad him in his garden, with his little, fat 

hm-dogs puffing and yapping at his heels. 

Always, too, he is builaing and adding to ■

the queer composite' edifice for which he 

has quite an ill-reflated affection. Now 

a pinnade is added, or a turret crend- 

lated into warlike guise, or a Gothic window 

is filled with painted glass. Who would 

think to see in the dilettante the harbinger 

of the cominff romantic revival in litera- 

ture, or the (^thic revival in architecture, 

of wluch the beginning and end are almost 

within Uving memory t ■

We have followed Pope in his frequent 

journeys to his friend Boliogbroke at 

Dawley, and the same route w^ bring us 

into a hitherto unexplored country, where 

the level floor of the Thames Valley is 

exchanged for gently rising hills, intersected 

by brooks which, of no great volume in 

themselves, have made such deep beds in 

the stiff, tenacious day as to be formidable 

obstades enou^ to the cross-country rider 

or pedestrian. One of these brooks, formerly 

haunted by the solitude-loving crane, has 

taken its name from that bird, and 

given it in turn to the seduded viUage of 

Cranford. ■

Oranford on the Crane is quiet and 

seduded enough to this day, perhaps even 

more seduded than when from its position 

on the high Bath road the coaches and 

carriages of the wealthy rolled by on the 

way to the festive court of Beau Nash. 

Formerly part of the extensive possessions 

of the Eniffhts of St. John, the manor of 

Oranford f ml at the time of the dissolution 

of religious houses to the house of 

Berkdey, whose descendants still occupy 

the Lodge. And to this connection Oranfcra 

owes two of its more or less distinguished 

rectors. Thomas Fuller, the authcnr of the 

Worthies, was chaplain to George, Earl of 

Berkdey, when he was presented by his ■

C' on to the living of Oranford. Wortiiy 

ter Fuller di^l in his lodgings in 

Oovent Garden, and his body was 

reverentiy attended to its tomb in Oran- 

ford church by two hundred or more of the 

clergy of London and the neighbourhood. 

Fulkr's successor was the eccentric 

Dr. WOkins, who had been warden of 

Wadham, Oxford, under the Oommon- 

wealth. His wife was a sister of tiie 

Protector's, and he^might thus have been 

thought quite out of way of promotion 

under the new regime, but he made friends 

with the Bestoration, and was made Bishop 

of Ohester. It was Dr. Wilkins who first 

in a literary form projected a voyage to 

the moon, and sketched out the possibility 

of a flying man — an idea carried out with a 

good deal offeree in the Adventuresof Peter ■
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Wilkuds, SO called, perhaps, in acknowledg- 

ment of the soggestion. Bnt the difficnlties 

on the way to the moon have been more 

completely explored since the doctor wrote, 

who imagined that birds took their flight 

there, and that swarms of gnats and flies 

descended from the same placa ■

By West Drayton, where the Coin makes 

its way in many devioos channels towards 

the Thames, stood not long ago an old 

brick mansion called Barron^ — a moated 

grange with pensive shaded walks. Tradi- 

tion has it that here the Lord Protector 

had a private dwelling — a retreat unknown 

to any bat his closest friends, and not 

perhaps to more than one of those — and 

it is said tiiat on Cromwell's death his 

body was secretly bronght to Bnrronghs ; 

and thos, while pompous obsequies were 

celebrated over some nameless corpse in 

Westminster Abbey, in this retired spot 

beneath the pavement of the hall the 

veritable relics of the great Protector were 

interred. There are many curious tradi- 

tions about the burial of Oliver Cromwell, 

but this is one of the most curious of them 

alL ■

Some way nearer London lies Hayes, a 

colony of brickmakers and bargees, with 

an old rectory-house upon the site of the 

former manor-house, which belonged in old 

times to the Archbishop. Thus, in the 

da3rs of the Red King, when he and his 

witan were at Windsor, and Anselm, the 

Archbishop, was keeping the feast of 

Whitsuntiae at Mortluce, the King sent a 

message bidding him go to Hayes, and 

there remain, so that he might be nearer 

the King. It was only a question of 

squeezing money out of the Archbishop, 

and nothing particular came of the inci- 

dent; but some parts of the old church 

may have seen the Archbishop at his devo- 

tions, and the Bishops of the realm about 

him in a swann. Be<^et, too, was here 

often enouffh, as well as at Harrow, where 

he had idso a residence. Hillingdon 

Eectory, too, was another episcopal resi- 

dence, having been given to the Bishop of 

Worcester that he might have a lodging 

there on his way between his diocese and 

London. ^ ■

We might now visit XTxbridge, the proa- 

pect of which, with its smoky industries, 

is not tempting on a hasty view, but 

whose name has a familiar ring to the 

student of the history of the great Civil 

War. The treaty at XTxbridge was the 

last serious effort to end the dispute 

between Crown and Parliament in a peace- ■

ful manner, and although, perhaps, neither 

party was quite sincere in the matter, yet 

the Commissioners met with all due pomp 

and ceremony. The meetings of the Com- 

missioners were held in a roomy mansion, 

then belonging to a Mr. Carr, which 

subsequently became The Crown Inn. The 

Cavaliers, it is reported, gay and debonair, 

marched about the town, freely conversing 

with the townsmen, and carried themselves 

as if the place belonged to them, while 

the others, in sad-coloured raiment, were 

rarely seen out of doors, and then always 

two or three tc^ther, avoiding private 

conversation with anybody. The Cavaliers 

had their headquarters at The Crown, 

while the Puritans bestowed themselves at 

The Gborge — houses that then faced each 

other in me market-place. ■

A few miles to the north of XTxlmdge 

lies Harefield, dose to river and canal, 

where time out of mind there has been an 

important seat| the site of which may be 

tniiced near the ancient chnrch. An old 

priory of the Kniffhts of St John— a 

branch of the Clerxenwell preceptory — 

once stood near the long strageling village. 

For long centuries the Ne^egates have 

been connected with HarefieM; among 

whom was the noted Serjeant Newdegate, 

who refused to serve as judge under the 

Protector, till Oliver roueh^ told him 

that if the red robes would not serve, he 

would place his red coats in the judgment- 

seat — an anecdote which may be true in 

the main, although surely English soldiers 

were not known as redcoats till a mudi 

later date. The Protector did not make 

much out of his new judge, who, on the 

trial of Colonel Halsey and otiiers at 

York, ^ave the dictum that while the law 

made it treason to levy war against the 

King, he knew of none to make it treason 

to levy war against the Protector. For 

this OUver reduced him to the ranks of his 

profession, but he was restored under 

Charles the Second, with the rank of a 

baronet — a title which became extinct with 

Sir Roger, the last of that branch of the 

family, and the founder of the Oxf<»d 

"Newdegate" Prize. ■

In Elizabeth's time Harefield Place was 

occupied by her Lord-Keeper, Egerton, 

whom she visited twice at this place, where 

the Queen's Walk may still be pointed out. 

Egerton's widow, who bore the title of her 

former husband, the Earl of Derby, lived 

on at Harefield to a good old age. To her 

it was that Milton in his youth — he living 

close by at HortoUi in Bucking] ■

*= ■
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presented his Qrst attempt in the cnirent 

taste for maaqnes and musical diyeraiona. 

Onij a fragment of the Arcades have come 

down to us. "Part of an entertainment pre- 

sented to the Countess Dowager of Derby, 

at Hirefield, by some noble persons of her 

family, who appear on the scene in pastoral 

habit, moying towards the seat of state 

with this song : ' Look, Nymphs and 

Shepherds, Look ! '" ■

The noble persons in question were, no 

doubt, her ladyship's grandchildren, the 

SODS and daughter of Lord Bridgwater, 

and the same who were the performers in 

the more important work of Oomus in the 

Mowing year, 1634, at Ludlow Castla ■

The Countess died in 1637, and her 

tomb is still to be seen in the ancient 

church of Harefield, among the monuments 

of Newdegates and Andersons. ■

At The Bed Lion at Hillingdon, on the 

h%h-road west of the church, Cluurles the 

Furst put up for the night or for part of it. 

"The King was much perplexed," relates 

hii companion, Dr. Hudson, "what to 

resolre upon — ^whether for London or the 

north." Had he thrown himself upon the 

generosity of his enemies the result might 

have been far happier. But here he took the 

fatal resolution of trusting himself to the 

Scotch, and at two of t£e clock took a 

guide towards Bamet ■

It would not bean easy way to find, even 

in this nineteenth century, without taking 

the way through Harrow, which was then 

probably barred by the vedettes of the 

Parliamentary forces. Even now there is 

a bare and thinly-populated line of wolds 

between Uxbridge and Bamet, with streams 

flowing deep in the heavy clay bottoms, 

and only footpaths and bridle - tracks 

nmning in the required direction. On 

the left might be seen lights in cottage- 

windows in Ickenham village, while Swake- 

ley^ Hall, a then new ludian mansion 

rising white and ghostlike among the trees, 

was the home of an uncompromising 

enemy, Sir William Harrington, destined 

afterwards to sit in judgment upon the 

King and sign the warrant for his execu- 

tion. Farther on the woods of Buislip 

hung darkly on the horizon, with the 

wmdmill on the crest of the hilL Then 

the fugitives would pass between Pinner 

and Harrow, the latter with its scattered 

lights upon the hill, hardly known for its 

SOKX)! beyond the immediate neighbour- 

hood. The old moated manor-house of 

Headstone would be full in the track, 

OBoe a country-seat of the Archbishops, and ■

said to have been at times ^the residence of 

Wdsey. And then Stanmore would be 

passed and Edgware reached, from which 

a well-frequented way timmeh a more 

sheltered country would bring the travellers 

without further difficulty to Bamet ■

To retrace our steps in the bright day- 

light of this present era, somethmg may 

be said on the way about Edgware, familiar 

in name to Londoners as the object-point 

of the Edgware Boad. The road itself, 

from its starting-point at the Marble Arch, 

is comparatively a new one, but it soon 

falls into the track of the old Boman 

Watling Street — a track, however, which 

had be^ discontinued for many centuries, 

as the wild and lonely woodland country 

through which it pasised abounded with 

outlaws and bushiangers, and was alto- 

gether a region to be sedulously avoided by 

travellers. ■

FoUoinng the highway for some two 

miles beyond Edgware we come to Brockley 

Hill, where the site of the Boman station 

of SulloniacsB is still to be made out ; the 

intermediate stage for soldiers on the march 

to Yerulam, now St. Albans. Tradition, 

wonderfully retentive in such matters, 

points to the nekhbourhood of the Boman 

foundations as l£e hiding-place of untold 

treasure: ■

No heart can think nor tongue can tell ■

What lies between Brockley Hill and Fennywell. ■

A distich which puts the treasure- 

seeker well on the track, for Fennywell is 

little more than half a mile from Brockley 

Hill, lying about half that distance to the 

right of the highway, near the village of 

Elstree, but on this side of the county 

boundary. ■

The Boman station belongs to Stan- 

more parish, whose name records that 

hereabouts was the meer-stone or boundary 

mark of the borders of county or Saxon 

petty kingdom; a stone that was placed 

in the heait of the wild forest, where stags, 

boars, bucks, and wild bulls abounded up 

to the beginning of the thirteenth century, 

when the district was disa£forested. One 

little patch of this great forest of Middle- 

sex is still left in Oaen Wood and other 

parcels of woodland, the remains of the 

great lordship of the Bishops of London. ■

We have hitherto spoken of Stanmore 

the great, but Little Stanmore must not be 

forgotten, within whose boundaries stood 

one of the greatest of the grand houses of 

the eighteenth century. James Brydges, 

Duke of Chandos, was Paymaster of the 

Forces during Marlborough's campaigns, ■

\p i ■
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and acquired an enonnoiu fortune in that 

soggeatiye employment The ostentation 

of Uie man developed itself in the way of 

building. He began two grand and 

enonnous mansionsy one in Cavendish 

Square, which was nerer finishedi the 

other at Oanons, in Stanmore, which cost 

a quarter of a miUion before it was com- 

pleted. ■

The enormous house, with its artificial 

grounds, appears in Pope's satire as Timon's 

Villa— ■

Grove nods at grove, each alley has a brother, 

And half the platform jnat reflects the other. ■

The Duke was accustomed to dine in 

public like any monardi, while the dishes 

were changed to the flourishes of trumpeta 

He went to his derotions attended by a 

military guard of honour, and his chapel, 

with its florid decorations, is recalled by 

Pope: ■

On painted ceilings yon devontl^ stare, 

Where sprawl the saints of Yerno or Lagnerre. ■

The poet is less happy when he alludes 

to the musical services : ■

Light qnirks of mnsio broken and uneven, 

Make the souls dance upon a jig to Heaven. ■

For whatever his other absurdities, the 

Duke seems to have been gifted with 

excellent musical taste, and Handel himself 

often acted as '* capelmeister " in t^e ducal 

chapeL A musical festival would some- 

times be held — a Handel festival, with 

Handel himself as conductor — which drew 

the critics, and amateurs, and the great 

world, from London to this then gay and 

attractive comer of Middlesex ■

Apart from his ostentation, the Duke 

seems to have been an amiable and even 

generous man, and his former kindness to 

Pope makes the satire of the latter appear 

somewhat mean. The poet, like a boy 

who throws a stone and runs away, denied 

that he had intended Timon for the Duke, 

but nobody believed him. Pope was more 

happy in his prophecy : ■

Another age shall see the golden ear 

Imbrown the slope, and nod in the parterre, 

Deep harvest bury all his pride has planned, 

And laughing Ceres reassume the land. ■

The bursting of the South Sea 

Bubble crippled Timon's fortune, but 

he continued to Uve at Canons, 

with diminished splendour, till his death. 

The Duke's heir, finding the place too 

enormous for his means, after vainly 

trying to dispose of it, pulled it down. A 

cabinet-maker bought the site — the cabinet- 

maker of the periM, for Walpole speaks of 

Hallet as the representative of ms craft ■

A smaller house was built of a portion of 

the materials of the ducal palace, which re- 

tains the name of Canons. The elaborate 

woodwork and carvings of the mansion 

famished the cabinet-makers with abun- 

dance of materials, and Wardour Street and 

Soho were enriched wit^ the spoils of 

Canons, as during the present centuiy 

with the treasures of the tvrin ducal palace 

of Stowe. An equestrian statue of King 

Gteorge was removed frt>m Canons to 

Leicester Square, where its hapless fate of 

slow, ignommious decay excited the derinon 

or compassion of a succeeding century. ■

Jn tnis neighbourhood is Kinggbu]^, a 

royd seat in &kzon times, with its anient 

church, about which are traces of Boman 

foundations, and Kingsbury Hvde relieving 

the dtdl straight course of the Edgwan 

Road, where Goldsmith retired to write his 

Animated Nature, lodging in a farmhouse 

just by the sixth milestone from London. ■

Of Harrow and its school it is not 

necessary to say much. The school has 

its own historians, and the school has 

swallowed up the town. The founder of 

the school, John Lyon, was a wealthy 

yeoman who had no more extended view 

than that of founding a soUd, useful school 

for the sons of his friends and neighbours, 

preference to be given to the km (tf the 

founder, to natives of Harrow, '* and sudi as 

are most mete for towardnesse, poverty, or 

painfulness," while the amusements of die 

hojB were to be limited to driving a top, 

tossing a hand-ball, running, and shooting. 

The shooting is of course archery, and the 

use of tiie bow was kept up at Harrow till 

Uie middle of the last century by a yearly 

match in public on the 4th August, aftei^. 

wards replaced by a public speech-day. 

Under the headship of Dr. Thackeray, the 

school for the first time took its place 

among the chief public schools of the 

kingdom. ■

Hanow-on-the-Hill ends with a bold 

eminence, the ridge of hills which, in- 

tersected by the valley of the Brent, is 

continued to the heights to the north of 

London. When Canute was King in London 

and defended the capital against the West 

Saxon King, it was along this ridge, 

probabljr, that the Danish King marched to 

meet his assailants. And there is some 

likelihood Uiatby Horsington Hill, overlook- 

ing the valley of the Brent^ the great battle 

of Assandum was fought which decided the 

fate of the Saxon monarchy. The site of 

the battle is generally placed among the 

Essex flats, from the statement in the ■
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Ghromde that oombatB were fought on the 

liver Crouch, but tihen we have Crondi 

End near the aouroe of one of the feeders 

of the river Brent, which auggeata wheUier 

the Crouch may not have been an 

altematiTe name of that stream. ■

Hotsington Hill looks down on the 

secluded village of Perivale, which is 

properly Oreenford Parva, and Parva Yale 

has probably been corrupted into the 

present name ; and a little higher up the 

stream, where onoe it flowed in a double 

dianael, is Twyford, where the quiet, un- 

sc^^histicated countey makes its nearest 

iqpproach to the smoke and smotiier of 

Lcoidon town* ■

OF THE WEITING OF LETTERS. ■

What a magic there is in the advent of 

the postman I Our heart leaps at the two 

sharp raps And the lifting of the lid of the 

letter-box. Like Charles Lamb's poor rela- 

tion, **he is known by his knock". But 

the magic is not always that of the kind 

fieory ; the post can bring both good and 

evil ; and often when we are cheered by the 

sight of a well-loved hand, and the littiie 

creature of good temper bom in our souls 

is helped and blessed by letters from old 

friends, from brother or sister, or, maybe, 

from a dearer source, there comes at tiie 

end of the packet the ugly witch of a long, 

blue, plaguey business-lBtter, and blights 

our innocent festival ■

But it is not of the receiving of 

letters so much as of the writing of 

them that we wouM now speak. It is 

a wide field on which our feet are for 

a few momenta straying. Now that we 

are blest with an Education Act, letter- 

writing is what everyone is thought able to 

do, and if speech, wmch all the philosophers 

will have it marks o£f the man from tiie 

brute, were taken away, what of thatf 

Would not humanity still be sufficiently 

distingushed by the faculty of inditing 

^istlea 1 There are, it is true, disadvan- 

tages in this method of communication. It 

is m(»e trouble and less pleasure to set 

down in black and white the words that 

we like to hear flowing smoothly from our 

own ready tongue, and besides (and this 

is graver), we miss all that the look 

of the eyes and the tone of the voice 

can give us. Many a sad misunderstand- 

ing has arisen because a letter has been 

vid with the reader's expression, and not 

widi the writer's. Yet, to balance these 

drawbacks, letter -writing has its own ■

conveniences. We are cooler when we sit 

down to a pad of blotting-paper tiian when 

we talk face to face; and what a sense of 

being master of the situation is ours I If 

we wish to be complimentary, how com- 

fortably we can round off our happy 

thoughts, and cheat the hard fate which too 

often brinj^ our flue sayings to our minds 

only to give us regret that our oppor- 

tunity is gone for ever. If we are con- 

ducting a controversy, we can collect with- 

out let or hindrance our ^lustrations and 

our instances, till the argument flows on in 

an uninterrupted stream, which must needs, 

we think, carry away our opponent in its 

waters. If our letter is one of wrath, there 

is no one to contradict us. We can be 

severely dignified or frankly angry, and 

all the time ride triumphajit over the 

offender. I knew a family which clearly 

understood the value of letter-writing. In 

the times of tension in domestic politics 

they always resorted to epistolary instead 

of oral communieationa The tender subject 

was never alluded to in the converse of the 

garishday, but at night, as befittedso solemn 

a matter, one party to the negotiations 

would softly open his window, and letting 

down a packet by a string, would dangle it 

against a lower lattice. When it was 

opened, the packet entered and was read, 

and presentiy an answer rose through the 

air. Except in d^ree, there was no 

difference between the frmctions of that 

slight cord, and those of all the Boyal and 

Imperial messengers in Europe. ■

Letters have played important narts, 

and stand high in the hierarchy of litera- 

ture. From the days of Cicero they have 

been preserved, commented on, and edited 

— nay, how much of the Sacred Text itself 

is made up of Episties I There is some- 

thing of especial charm about old collections 

of letters. They show us their authors in 

veritable flesh and blood. Their writer is 

not hidden in his periods. Tully, no doubt, 

thought more of his Offices, but it is the 

Epistols, in which he told his joys and 

sorrows '*ad Familiares", which showus him 

and Boma He has had plenty of followers 

in the field. To leap over more than 

seventeen centuries, let us just recall the 

worldly old Earl of Chesterfield, whose 

letters to his son are known to all, and 

whose correspondence fills four fat volnmea 

His letters are bright and sometimes witty, 

if spiced not infrequentiy with profanity, 

and often after some most ambiguous sen- 

timent the old reprobate ends with a 

fervent "Ood bless you". His style ■
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reminds us of Cicero, and where the Roman 

quotes Greek, the JBnglishman interlards 

his sentences with FrencL It is not many 

of PS who write sach letters nowadays 

We are too much in a hurry; for the fatal 

genius of the nineteenth century who 

drives us forward ever faster on our way, 

has robbed us of our time for corre- 

spondence. Our letters, like our manners, 

lukve lost their stateliness. I myself have 

seen a letter from a very great man 

scrawled hurriedly on a scrap of paper. ■

Ah, what a change is here, my countrymen, ■

from the solemn and leisurely writing of a 

bygone age I ■

Two kmds of epistolising have now quite 

changed their fashion, and seem about to 

share the extinction of the Dodo. First, 

are those nameless letters of that Junian 

kind which caused great commotion, first in 

the world political, and later in the world 

literary. Plain-speaking, to great men of 

that sort, and under that form, is not often 

indulged in now. The tone is altered, 

and when such letters are printed they are 

satirical and not invective. The second 

change is in the manner of the epistle 

dedicatory, that once was wont, with many 

flourishes, and printed bowings and scrap- 

ings, to be prefixed to every work. It 

must have pleased the wealthy patron to 

find at so cheap a cost a ** most humble, 

obliged, and obedient servant" in an 

author worth twenty of the man he had to 

flatter. We have changed all that — and 

rightly — ^yet there is an old-fashioned smack 

about those epistles dedicatory, which 

sometimes contrasts pleasantly with the 

follies now to be found on the page next 

the title, where the author inscribes his 

book, ''To my great- grandmother," or 

" To everybody in general and nobody in 

particular." ■

This rambling essay will best be brought 

to its end by a simple story, called to 

my recollection by my subject, of an old 

man whom I knew when I was a boy. ■

When young, Benjamin Scrivener had 

been taken into the service of a large London 

firm. He had worked his way stcMuiily, 

and, though he never rose to eminence or 

wealth, he presently came to occupy a post 

of some trust in his office. There he had 

his own comer, where day after day he used 

to arrive at half-past nine, nor was he ever 

late but once, when he had stayed to carry 

home a child that had been hurt by a 

passing carriage in the street. It was 

part of his duty to write a number of ■

letters every morning, and herein was at 

once the business and the joy of his life, 

for Benjamin wrote a fair and deridy 

hand, and took his pride in his sinqple and 

little-varied periods. ■

At length, when he was well turned of 

sixty-five, and the hair which still clnstered 

almost as thickly on his head as when he 

was a boy, was now a reverend silver, he 

was allowed to retire, and to take with 

him by way of pension the salary — not a 

very large one — ^which he had always been 

accustomed to receive. The old man 

determined to go from London, and, with 

his sister AUce, some ten years younger 

than hims^, who kept his little bachdor 

household, he came and pitched his tent in 

the village where I was bom, and at that 

time liv^ The cottage which the simple 

pair took for their dwelling was not in 

itself beautUuL It was one of those 

regular, small, red-brick houses, the archi- 

tecture of which seems modelled on the 

square habitations of dolls ; but over the 

porch, which looked tc the southern sun, 

blossomed, in June, a great wealth of 

yellow roses, and on each side of the 

garden was a goodly border, where ttU 

white lilies flowered, and stocks and 

sweet-williams and Canterbury bells grew 

together in loving and prosperous eon- 

fusion. Beyond the road ran a little brodc, 

and there were fine elms in the field at the 

side, so that Benjamin Scrivener found a 

pleasant resting-place for his kind old 

age. ■

For the first month all went smoothly, 

and Benjamin with his sister passed his 

days happily enough, but at the end of 

that time a restiessness came over him. 

Something — ^he knew not what — seemed 

demanded of him, and he was troubled and 

anxious, till finally his vague idea took 

to itself definite shape, and one morning at 

nine o'clock, the hour at which he had 

been used to leave his London lodgings for 

his office, he started up, brushed his hat, 

and said that the holiday was over, and he 

must go back, for he had many letters to 

write. It was in vain that his sister told 

him that working days were over. He 

insisted that he must retum, or he would 

lose his post. Alice quieted him for that 

day by promising to go back with him on 

the morrow, and meanwhile prepared for 

him a desk and stool in a room not 

ordinarily used. On the following day, 

when the craze came back, she took him to 

this room to try if he would be satisfied. 

'a merciful success attended her little ■

4 ■
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aehema Old Benjamin mounted the stool, 

and taking hia pen began to write letters 

in his accustomed manner, with his 

dgnatore in due form at the end, " Tour 

obedient servant, Benjamin Scrivener, for 

Mercer Brothera" ■

He went on the whole of the morning, 

till his mind was relieved and tiie daily 

task seemed over, and from that day he 

was contented to pass his time in the same 

manner. His letters were sometimes read, 

and found to contain mingled together old 

recollections of his office correspondence, 

meaningless, but composed with proper 

precision. His madness never affected himin 

any other way, and, except for this strange 

morning habi^ he was to the world, what 

he was tome, a simple and a kindly old man. ■

For five years his happy life continued, 

when one summer day he was, as usual in 

the morning, in his "office", with his 

sister sitting near him. He had just 

finished his letters. They were neatly 

addressed and folded up, and his pen was 

wiped and put away. Benjamin looked 

out of the window upon the sunny land- 

scape, and said : " AJice, I am tired, my 

dear — ^very tired. I must leave o£f working 

soon. I cannot write as once I did." He 

pdnted, with a sigh of regret, to the in- 

scription on one of his envelopes, where 

the handwriting was more trembling than 

of old. Then he looked again on the quiet 

scene he had loved — his garden, the brook, 

and the pastures beyond, and remained 

still sitting at his desk, his white head 

supported on his hand. But he spoke no 

mate, Alice rose hastily, and went to 

him, and found that Benjamin Scrivener 

had taken a holiday at last Peace to thy 

ariies, gentle soul I No letters need to 

be written in the land where now thou 

dwellest, but thou hast found brighter 

flowers and a sunnier landscape there I ■

LUNAR FANCIE& ■

Certainly since, and probably long 

before. Job *' beheld the moon walking in 

brightness", all the peoples of the earth 

have surrounded thatluminary with legends, 

with traditions, with myths, and with 

superstitions of various kinds. In our time, 

and in our country, the sentiment with 

which the orb of night is regarded is a soft 

and pleasing one, for ■

That orhhd maiden with white fire ladon 

Whom mortals call the moon, ■

is supposed to look with approval upon ■

happy lovers, and with sympathy upon 

tiiose who are encountering the proverbial 

rough places in the course of true love. 

Why the moon should be partial to lovers 

one might easily explain on very prosaic 

grounds — ^perhaps not unlike that of the 

Irishman who called the sun a coward 

because he goes away as soon as it begins 

to grow dark, whereas the blessed moon 

stays with us most of the night 1 ■

Except Lucian and M. Jules Verne, 

we do not remember anyone who professes 

to have been actually up to the mooa 

Lucian had by far the most eventful expe- 

rience, for he met Endymion, who enter- 

tained him royally, and did all the honours 

of tiie planet to which he had beeii wafted 

from earth in his sleep. The people of 

Moonland, Lucian assures us, nve upon 

flying frogs, only they do not eat them ; 

they cook the frogs on a fire and swallow 

the smoke. For drink, he says, they 

pound air in a mortar, and thus obtain a 

liquid very like dew. They have vines, 

but the grapes yield not wine, but water, 

being, in fact, hailstones, such as descend 

upon the earth when the wind shakes the 

vines in the moon. Then the mocmfolk 

have a singular habit of taking out their 

eyes when they do not wish to see things 

— a habit which has its disadvantages, for 

sometimes they mislay their eyes and have 

to borrow from their neighbours. The rich, 

however, provide against such accidents by 

always keeping a good stock of eyes on 

hand. ■

Lucian also discovered the reason of the 

red clouds which we on earth often see at 

sunset They are dyed by the immense 

quantity of blood which is shed in the 

battles between the moonfolk and the sun- 

folk, who are at constant feud. ■

The reasons why the gentier sex are so 

fond of the moon is satirically said to be 

because there is a man in it I But who and 

what is he 1 An old writer — John Lilly — 

says: ''There liveth none under the sunne 

that knows what to make of the man in the 

moone." And yet many have tried. ■

One old ballad, for instance, says : ■

The man in the moon drinks claret, ■

But he is a dull Jack-a-Dandy, 

Would he know a shee|)'8-head from a carrot, ■

He should learn to drink cyder and brandy ■

— ^which may be interesting, but is cer- 

tainly inconsequentiaL It is curious, 

too, that while the moon is feminine in 

English, French, Latin, and Oreek, it is 

masculine in Gtoman and cognate tongues. 

Now, if there is a man in the moon, a^ if ■
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it be the case, as is asserted by antiqaa* 

lians, that the " man in the moon" is one 

of the most ancient as well as one of the 

most popular superstitions of the world, 

the masculine is surely the right gender 

after alL Those who look to Sanscrit 

for the solution of all mythological as 

well as philological problems will confirm 

this, for m Sanscrit the moon is masculin& 

Dr. Jamieson, of Scottish Dictionary fame, 

gets out of the difficulty by saying tiiat the 

moon was regarded as masculine in relation 

to the earth, whose husband he was ; but 

feminine in relation to the sun, whose wife 

she wasi ■

With the Greeks the moon was a female, 

Diana, who caught up her lover Endymion ; 

and Endymion was thus, probably, the 

first "man in the moon". The Jews, 

again, have a tradition that Jacob is in the 

moon ; and we have the nursery story 

that the person in the moon is a man who 

was ocmdemned for gathering sticks on 

Sunday. This myth comes to us from Ger- 

many — at all events, Mr. Proctor traces it 

there with much circumstantiality. Mr. 

6aring-Gk>uld, however, finds in some 

parts of Germany a tradition that both a 

man and a woman are in the moon — the 

man, because he strewed brambles and 

thorns on the church-path to hinder people 

Arom attending Sunday mass; and the 

woman, because she made butter on Sun- 

day. This man carries two bundles of 

thorns, and the woman her butter-tab, for 

ever. In Swabia they say there is a man- 

nikin in the moon, who stole wood ; and 

in Frisia, they say, it is a man who stole 

cabbages. The Scandinavian legend is that 

the moon and sun are brother and sister — 

the moon here being the mala The story 

goes that Mani took up two children 

from earth, named Bil and Hiuki, as they 

were carrying a pitcher of water from the 

well Brygir, and in tiiis myth Mr. Baring- 

Gk>uld discovers the origin of the nursei^- 

rhyme of Jack and Gull <' These chil- 

dren," he says, '' are the moon-spots, and 

the fall of Jack and the subsequent fall of 

Gill simply represent the vanishing of one 

moon-spot after another as the moon wanes. " ■

In Britain there are references in the 

ancient monkish writings to a man in the 

moon ; and in the Becord Office there is 

an impression of a seal of the fourteenth 

century, bearing the device of a man with 

a bundle of thorns carried up to the moon. 

The legend i^taohed is, "To Waltere 

docebo cur spinas phebo gero" {**! will 

teach thee, Widter, why I carry thorns to ■

the moon'\ which Mr. Hudson Tayloi^ 

who describes the seal, thinks to be sn 

enigmatical way of saying tiiat honesty is 

the best policy — the thorns having evi- 

dently been stolen. ■

Chaucer has more than one reference to 

the man in the moon, and so have most ci 

the older poets. Shakespeare not only 

refers frequently to "a" man, but in the 

Midsummer Night's Dream, Peter Quince 

distinctly stipulates that the man who is 

to play "the moon ".shall cany *'a bush 

of tiiorns ". ■

The man in the moon, according toDante, 

is Gain, carrying a bundle oi woms, and 

yet in that planet he found loca^ 

only those mild sinners who had partly 

neglected their vows. A French l^and, 

on the other hand, identifies " the man " 

with Judas Iscariot Per contra, in India, 

the Buddhist legend places a hue in the 

moon, carried Uiere by Indra for kindly 

service rendered to hun on earth. May 

not this hare of the Indian mythology be 

the moon-dog of some ol our own legends! 

Peter Quince, we knofr, recommended that 

the moon should have a dog as well as a 

bundle of sticks, and the association of the 

quadruped in Uie story is very common. 

The North American Indians believe that 

the moon is inhabited by a man and a dcg. 

The Maoris believe in the man, but not in 

the dog, which is not surprising when we 

remember the limited fauna oi the anti- 

podes. The Maori legend runs something 

like thi& A man called Bona went out one 

night to fetch water from a well, bnt^ fall- 

ing, sprained his ankle so as to be unaUe 

to return home. AU at once, the moon, 

which had arisen, b^an to approach him ; 

in terror he clung to a tree, which gave 

way, and both tree and Bona fell on die 

moon, where they remain even unto thii 

day. Here we have clearly a variation of 

the " bundle of sticks '' legend, but there 

is an absence of apparent cause and effect 

in the Maori legend which is unsatisfactory. ■

More precise is the Bushman legend 

quoted by Dr. Bleek. According to this, 

the moon is a man who incurs the wrath of 

the sun, and is consequently pierced by the 

knife (the rays) of the latter, until there 

is only a little piece of him left Then he 

cries for mercy for his children's sake, and 

is allowed to grow again until once more 

he ofiends his sunship ; the whole process 

being repeated montUy. ■

Dr. Bink relates a curious tradition of 

the Eskimo, which we can hardly quote 

here, but the gist of it is that a man, who ■
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dodred to make his abter his wif e, wm 

transformed into the moon, while the 

woman became the son. Something like 

the same legend has been traced as far 

aotth as Panama. Another notable thing 

about Eskimo traditions is that the moon 

is associated with fertility in woman. This 

lapentitioa is both yeiy ancient and very 

widespread, and, indeed, seems to have 

been the root of the moon-worship of the 

oriental nations and of the mysterious rites 

of the Egjnptians referred to by Herodotus. 

Lnna is identified by some mythologists 

with Soma of the Inoian mythology — Isi, 

the emblem of reproduction. ■

In China, according to Dr. Dennys, the 

man in the moon is called Yue-lao, and is 

belieyed to hold in his hands tiie powers of 

{Hredestining marriages. He is supposed to 

tie together the future husband and wife 

with an invisible silken cord which never 

parts while life lasts. Miss Gbrdon- 

Comming, in her recent account (4 wander- 

mgs in China, relates that^ in the neldi- 

boorhood of Foo-Chow, she witnessed a 

oeat festival being held in honour of the 

rail moon, which was mainlv attended by 

women. There was a Temple-play, or sing- 

songs going on all day and most of the 

night, and each woman carried a stool so 

that she might sit out the whole per- 

formance. This reminds us of what Mr. 

Biley states in The Book of Days, as rdated 

by John Audrey in the seventeenth cen- 

tory : <* In Scotland, especially among the 

Highlanders, the women make a courtesy 

to the new moon, and our English women 

in this country lutve a touch St this, some 

of them sitting astride on a gate or sUle 

the first evening the new moon appears, 

and smnff, < A fine moon 1 Godbleraherr 

The Uke i observed in Herefordshire." ■

As illustrative dE this superstition may be 

instanced a curious practice in this country 

in olden times, of divination by the moon. 

It is quoted by Mr. Thiselton-Dy er from an 

old chajhbook : "When yon go to bed (at 

the period of harvest moon) place under 

your pillow a pntyer-book open at the part 

of the matrimonial service which says, ' witfi 

this ring I thee wed'; place on it a key, a 

ring, a flower, and a sprig of willow, a small 

heart^^e, a crusti and the following cards: 

a ten of dubs, nine of hearts, ace of spades, 

and ace of diamonda Wrap all these in a 

thin handkerchief, and, on getting into bed, 

cover your hands, and say : ■

*' Lima, every woman's friend, 

To me thy goodness condescend ; 

Ijet me this night in visions see 

ISmMems of my destiny.'* ■

It is certainly hard to imagine pleasant 

dreams as the result of such a very uncom- 

fortably-stuffed pillow. ■

In this same connection may be named 

other items of folk-lore related by Mr. 

Dyer. For instance, in Devonshire it is 

believed that on seeing the first new 

moon of the year, if you take off one 

stocking and run across a field, you will 

find b^ween two of your toes a hair 

which will be the colour of the lover you 

are to have. In Berkdiire the proceeding 

is more simple, for you merely look at the 

new moon, and say : ■

New moon, new moon, I hail thee I 

By all the virtue in thy body, 

Grant this night that I may see 

He who my true love idiall be. ■

The result is guaranteed to be as satis- 

b/tUnj as it is in Ireland, where the people 

are said to point to the new moon with a 

knife, and say : ■

New moon, true morrow, be tme now to me. 

That I, to-morrow, my true love may see. ■

In Yorkshire, again, the practice was to 

catch the refiection of the new moon in a 

looking-glass, the number of reflections 

signifymg the number of years which will 

elapse bwore marriaga All these super- 

stitions are suggestive of that which 

l^lor calls " one of the most instructive 

astrological doctrines" — ^namely that of 

the '' sympathy of growing and declining 

nature with the waxing and waning moon". 

Tylor says that a classical precept was to 

•et eggs under the hen at new moon, and 

that a Lithuanian precept was to wean 

boys on a waxing and girls on a waning 

moon — to make the boys strong and the 

girls delicate. On the same grounds, he 

says, Orkneymen object to marry except 

with a growing moon, and Mr. Dyer says 

that in Comwul, when a child is bom in 

the interval between an old and a new 

moon, it is believed that he will never live 

to manhood. ■

Dr. Turner relates several traditions 

of the moon which are current in Samoa. 

There is one of a visit paid to the 

planet by two young men — Pnnifanga, 

who went up by a tree, and TafaUii, 

who went up on a column of smoke« 

There is another of the woman, Sina, 

who was busy one evening cutting 

mulberry-bark for doth with her child 

beside her. It was a time of famine, and 

the rising moon reminded hex of a great 

bread-fruit — ^jnst as in our country it has 

reminded some people of a green cheese. 

Looking up she said : '< Why cannot you 

come down and let my child have a bit of ■
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yon I " The moon was so indignant at 

being taken for an article of food, that ahe 

came down forthwith and took np woman, 

child, and wood. There they are to this 

day, for in the fall moon the Samoans still 

see the features of Sina, the face of the 

child, and the board and mallet ■

Mr. Andrew Lang finds in an Australian 

legend of the moon something oddly like 

Grimm's tale of "The Wolf and the Kids", 

which, again, he likens to the old Greek 

myth of Oronos. The Australian legend 

is that birds were the original gods, and 

that the eagle especially was a great 

creative power, llie moon was a mis- 

chievous being, who walked about the 

earth doing all the evil he could. One day 

he swallowed the eagl& The eagle's wives 

coming up, the moon asked where he could 

findawelL They pointed out one, and while 

he was drinking, they struck him with a 

stone tomahawk which made him disgorge 

the eagle. This • legend is otherwise sug- 

gestive from the circumstances that amone 

the Greeks the eagle was the special bird 

of Zeus, and it was the eagle which carried 

off Ganymede. ■

There is another Australian fable that 

the moon was a man, and the sun a woman 

of doubtful reputation, who appears at 

dawn in a coat of red kangaroo-skin 

belonging to one of her lovera In Mexico, 

also, die moon is a man, across whose face 

an angry immortal once threw a rabbit ; 

hence the marks on the surface of the 

planet I These same marks are accounted 

for in the Eskimo legend to which we have 

referred, as the impressions of the woman's 

sooty fingers on the face of her pursuer. By 

some mythologists the moon is thought to 

be Medea, but it is more common to in- 

terpret Medea as the daughter of the sun — 

ie., the dawn. ■

It is certainly not a little curious to find 

the moon-lore, as the star-lore, having so 

many points of resemblance among such 

widely-separated and different peoples as 

the Greeks, the Egyptians, the Australians, 

the Eskimos, the Bushmen of South Africa, 

the North American Indians, and the New 

Zealand Maoris. The comparative mytho- 

logists would argue from this resemblance 

a common origin of the myth, and a dis- 

tribution or communication from one race 

to the other. The folk-lore mythologists, 

according to Mr. Andrew Limg, would 

infer nothing of the sort They say there 

is nothing remarkable in all savage races 

imputing human motives and sex to the 

heavenly bodies, for, in fact, to this day ■

there are savages, as in the South Padfie, 

who suppose even stones to be male and 

female and to propagate their species. On 

this method of interpretation the hypo- 

thesis is not that the Australians, Induuu, 

eta, eta, received their myths from, say, 

the Greeiks, either by community of stock 

or by contact and borrowing, but because 

the ancestors of the Greeks passed through 

the same intdlectual condition as the 

primitive races we now know. And thus 

it is that in listening to the beautiful 

legends of tiie Greeks, we are but, as Baoon 

says, hearing the harsh ideas of eariier 

peoples "blown softly through the flutes 

of tiie Grecians". ■

Now, beside the personality of the 

moon, and the peculiar influence he or ahe 

is supposed to exercise on mortals, there 

has survived a world-old superstition that 

the moon has direct influence on the 

weather. Apropos of this association, we 

remember a pretty Uttie Hindoo leg^id 

which is current in Southern India, and 

which has been translated by Miss Frere, 

daughter of ^ Bartie Frera This is 

the story as told her by her Lingaet ayah : ■

'' One day the Sun, the Moon, and the 

Wind went out to dine with their uncle 

and aunt^ the Thunder and Lightning. 

Their mother (one of the most distant stan 

you see far up in the sky) waited alone for 

her children's return. Now both the Sun 

and the Wind were greedy and selfish. 

They enjoyed the great feast that had been 

prepared for them, without a thought of 

saving any of it to take home to their 

mother ; but the gentie Moon did not forget 

her. Of every dwity dish that was brought 

round, she placed a small portion under one 

of her beautiful long finger-nails, that the 

Star might also have a smffe in the treat. • 

On their return, their mother, who had 

kept watch for them all night long with 

her bright little eye, said : ' Well, chldren, 

what have you brought home for me!' 

Then the Sun (who was eldest) said : ' I 

have brought nothing home for yoa I 

went out to enjoy myself with my friends, 

not to fetch a dinner for my mother I' And 

the Wind said : ' Neither have I brought 

anything home for you, mother. You could 

hardly expect me to bring a collection of 

good tilings for you, when I merely went 

out for my own pleasure.' But the Moon 

said, ' Mother, fetch a plate ; see what I 

have brought you,' and shaking her hands 

she showerod aown such a choice dinner as 

never was seen before. Then the Star 

turned to the Sun^ uid spoke thus: ■
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* Becanae you went out to amuse yourself 

viUi your friends, and feasted and enjoyed 

yourself without any thought of your 

mother at home, you shall be cursed. 

Henceforth your rays shall ever be hot and 

scorching, and shfJl bum all that they 

touch. All men shall hate you, and cover 

their heads when you appear,' and this is 

why the sun is so hot to this day. Then 

she turned to the Wind and said : ' You 

sbo, who forgot your mother in the midst 

of your selfiui pleasures, hear your doom. 

Tou shall always blow in the hot, dry 

weather, and shall parch and shriyel all 

living things, and men shall detest and 

SToid you from this very time,' and this is 

why the wind in the hot weather is still so 

disagreeable. But to the Moon she said : 

'Daughter, because you remembered your 

mother, and kept for her a share in your 

own enjoymenti from henceforth you shall 

be ever cool, and calm, and bright. No 

noxious glare shall accompany your pure 

lays, and men shall always call you blessed,' 

and that is why the moon's light is so 

soft^ and cool, and beautiful even to this 

day." ■

It is remarkable, neyertheless, that among 

western peoples at any rate, the moon has 

Usually been associated with the "un- 

canny." It is an old belief, for instance, 

that the moon u the abode of bad spirits ; 

snd in the old story of the Tampire, 

it is notable that the creature, as a last 

request^ begged that he might be buried 

where no sunlight but only moonlight 

might fall on his grave. Witches were 

supposed to be able to control the moon, 

ss witness the remark of Prospero in The 

Tempest : ■

His mother was a witoh, and one so strong, 

That could control the moon. ■

The Bev. Timothy Harley, who has 

ecdlected much moon-lore, suggests that if 

the broom on wluch witches rode to the 

moon be a type of the wind, " We may 

guess how the fancy grew up, that the airy 

creation could control those atmospheric 

yapours on which the light and humidity 

of die night were supposed to depend." ■

But the " glamour ' of the moon is not 

a mere poetic invention or a lover's fancy. 

Mx: Moncure Oonway reminds us that 

I* gl4m ", in its nominative form '* gUmir ", 

is a poetical name for the moon, to be 

found in the Plrose Edda. It is given in 

the Glossary as one of the old names for 

the moon. Mr. Oonway also says that 

there is a curious old Sanscrit word, " glau," 

or " gl^y ", which is explained inaU the old ■

lexicons as meamng the moon. Hence 

"the ghost or ffohUn, 01am (of the old 

le^d of Grettii^, seems evidently to have 

ansen from a personification of the delusive 

and treacherous effects of moonlight on 

the benighted traveller." ■

Similar delusive effects are found re- 

ferred to in old Hindu writings, as, for 

instance, in the following passages from 

Bhdsa, a poet of the seventh centory : ■

"The cat laps the moonbeams in the 

bowl of water, thinking them to be milk ; 

the elephant thinks tbit the moonbeams 

threadea through the intervals of the trees 

are the fibres of the lotus-stalk. The 

woman snatches at the moonbeams as they 

lie on the bed, taking them for her mudin 

garment Oh, how the moon, intoxicated 

with radiance, bewilders all the world I " ■

Agon: ■

"The bewildered herdsmen place the 

puis under the cows, thinking that the 

milk is flowing ; the maidens fuso put the 

blue lotus-blossom in their ears, tninkinff 

that it is the white; the mountaineer^ 

wife snatches up the jujube-fruit, avaricious 

for pearls. Whose mind is not led astray 

by the thickly-clustering moonbeams f " ■

Such was the " glamour " of Glam (the 

moon) in ancient eyes, and still it works 

on lovers' hearta The &scination haa 

been felt and expressed by nearly all the 

poets, and by none better, perhaps, dian 

by Sir Philip Sidney : ■

With what sad steps, O moon I thou climb*st the 

skies! ■

How silently, and with how wan a face ! ■

What, may it be, that even in heavenly place 

That bus^ archer his sharp arrow tries ? ■

Sure if that lonp: with love-aoquainted eyes 

Can Judge of love, thou feePst a lover's case. ■

I read it in thy looks— thy languished grace 

To me, that feel the like, thy state descries. ■

The number of human beings who have, 

articulately or inarticulately, cried with 

Endymion, " What is there in thee, moon, 

that thou should'st move my heart so 

potently ?" is not to be measured in ordi- 

nary figures. ■

To return, however, to the bad side of 

Luna's character. We read that in Assyria 

deadly influences were ascribed io the 

moon. In Vedic mydiology there is a 

story, whidi Mr. Moncure Ccmway tells in 

DemonoliMnr and DevH-Uwe, of a quarrel 

between Brahma and Vishnu as to which 

was the first bom. Siva interferes, and 

saya he is the first bom, but will recognise 

as his superior whoever is able to see 

the crown at his head or die sole of his 

feet. Vishnu thereupon transforms himself 

I into a boar, pierces underground, and thus ■
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1668 the f 66f; of Siya, who salutes him on 

iiis return as the first-bom of the gods. 

Now, De Gubematis regards this fable as 

" making the boar emblem of the hidden 

oaoon *\ and Mr. Conway thinks there is 

no doubt that the boar at an early period 

became emblematic of the wild forces of 

Nature. "From being hunted by King 

Odin on earth it passed to be his favourite 

food in Valhalla, and a prominent figure 

in his spectral hunt" But it is with the 

moon, not with Odin, that we are at present 

ooncemed, and we note two curious items 

mentioned by Conway. In Sicilian legend, 

he says, "Zafarana, by throwing three 

hog's bristles on embers, renews her hus- 

band's youth"; and in Esthonian legend, 

a prince, by eating pork, acquires the 

faculty of understandmg the language of 

birds. All this opens up a very suggestive 

field of enquiry. Thus, Plutarch says that 

the reason why the Jews would not eat 

swine's flesh was because Adonis was slain 

by a boar, and Bacchus and Adonis, he 

says, were the same divinities. Now, if 

we turn to Herodotus, we find that careful 

narrator saying: '*The only deities to 

whom the Egyptians offer swine are 

Bacchus and Luna ; to these they sacrifice 

swine when the moon is full, after which 

they eat the flesh," which at other times 

they disdain. The meaning of these sacri- 

fices is understood by those interested, and 

we do not propose to go further into the 

matter. All we wish to do is to point out 

the curious involvements, among so many 

nations, of the moon and the boar. ■

May we not even trace a connection with 

the superstition current in Suffolk, accord- 

iuff to "C. W. J." in The Book of Daysl 

" C. W. J. " says that in his part of the 

world it is considered unlucky to kill a pig 

when the moon is on the wane, and, if it 

is done, the pork will waste in boiling. 

** I have known," he says, ^ the shrinking 

of bacon in the pot attributed to the fact 

of the pig having been killed in theknoon's 

decrease j and I nave also known the death 

of poor piggy delayed or hastened so as to 

happen dtwbg its inereasa" Truly the 

old superstitions die hard I ■

The moon's supposed influence on the 

weather is a matter of general knowledge. 

The writer last quoted mentions it as a 

very prevalent belief that the general con- 

dition of the atmosphere throughout the 

world during any lunation depends on 

whether the moon changed before or after 

midnight Another superstition is that if 

the new moon happens on a Saturday, the ■

weather will be bad during the month. 

On the other hand, in St^olk, the old 

moon in the arms of the new (me is 

accounted a sign of fine weather, contrary 

to the belief in Scotland, where, it may be 

remembered, in the ballad of Sir PatriA 

Spens, it is taken as a presage of storm 

and disaster. Shakespeare has many allu- 

sions to the moon's influence on the 

weather, as "The moon, the governess <rf 

floods, pale in her anger, washes the air"; 

«The moon, one thinks, looks with a 

watery eye ; and when she weeps, weeps 

every little flower "; " Upon the comer of 

the moon there hangs a vaporous drop 

profound," and so fortL Then we have 

the old proverb : " So many days old the 

moon is on Michaelmas Day, so many floods 

after." Other beliefs are mentioned by 

Mr. Harley — such as, that if Christmas 

comes during a waning moon, we shall 

have a good year, and tne converse ; that 

new moon on Monday is a certain sign 

of good weather; that a misly mocm 

indicates heavy rain; that the horns of 

the moon, turned upward, predict a good, 

and, turned downward, a bad, season; thai 

a large star near the moon is a certain 

prognostication of storm. In &ct, the 

superstitions in this connection are legion, 

and are not confined to any country. 

They are as common in China, where the 

moon is still worshipped, as they are in 

England, where, in some places, old men 

still touch their hats and maidens still bob 

a curtsey in sight of the new moon. We 

have thus the relics of moon-worship about 

us still, as well as a strong popular belief 

in the moon as an active pnysical agent 

Whether the actual influence of the moon 

on the tides lies at the basis of the belief 

in its influence on the weather, we know 

not, but it is probable, and at any rate it is 

curious that the Persians held that the 

moon was the cause of an abundant supply 

of water and rain, while in the Japanese 

fairy-tale the moon was made to rule over 

the blue waste of the sea with its multi- 

tudinous salt waters. The hortiealtoral 

superstitions about sowing and planting 

according to the age of l£e moon, Is no 

doubt a product of the fusion of the 

meteorological superstition and that of the 

old-world belief in Luna being the godden 

of reproduction. ■

Any who have stUl doubts on the 

meteorological question, cannot do better 

dian refer to a letter of Professor NIdiol't 

— late Professor of Astronomy in the 

University of Olasgow — ^wUch is quoted in ■
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The Book of Dijil He anerto positively, 

as ihe result of sdentifie obserradoiiy that 

no relation .whatever exists between the 

moon and the weather. ■

Bat does any exist between the moon 

and the brain 1 '* Whom the gods would 

destroy they first make mad, and the 

moon was supposed to be the instrument — 

nay, ^ still is, as the very word " lunacy " 

implies. The old astrologers used to say 

thi^ she governed the brain, stomach, 

bowels, and leffc eye of the male, and the 

right ^e of the femal& Some such in- 

fluences were evidently believed in by the 

JewB,aswitness the onehundred and twenty- 

first Psalm: "The sun shall not smite 

thee by day, nor the moon by nJ^i" It 

may be remarked that Dr. Forbes Winslow 

ia not very decided in dismusing the 

theory of the influence of the moon on the 

insane. He says it is purely speculative, 

but he does not controvert it The subject 

is, however, too large to enter upon now. 

Whether or not it hd true that " when the 

moon's in the full then wit's in the wane "; 

it certainly is not true, as appears to be 

believed in Sussex, that the new May 

moon has power to cure scrofulous com- 

plaints. ■

Before leaving our subject it is well to 

mention a remarkable coincidence to which 

Mr. Harley draws attention. In Ohma, 

where moon-worship largely prevails, durihff 

the festival of Tue-Plng, which is held 

annually.duringthe eighth month, incense is 

burned in the templM, cakes are made like 

the moon, and at fcdl moon the people 

^»read out oblations and make prostrations 

to the planet These cakes are moon-cakes 

and veritable ofierings to the Queen of 

Heaven, who represents the female principle 

in Chinese theology. **I{ we turn now to 

Jeremiah vii, 18, and read there, 'The 

women knead dough to make cakes to the 

Queen of Heaven, and to pour out drink- 

offerings unto other'gods,' and remember 

that, according to Bashi, these cakes of the 

Hebrews had the image of the god or 

goddess stamped upon them, we are in 

yiew of a fiict of much interest" The 

interest becomes greater when we learn 

that in parts of Lancashire there exists 

a precisely sioiilar custom of making cakes 

in honour of the Queen of Heaven. From 

these facts, the discovery of two buns, each 

nsriwd with a cross, in Herculaneum, and 

other evidences, we are driven to the 

oonchiaion that the "hot-cross buns" of 

OhriKMn Eo^and are in leaUty but a relk 

of nooorwoxahiD 1 ■

VICTIMS. ■

bt theo gift, ■

AuUior (tf**ia Larimer/' **An AWd and iU Price," ■

BU,,Btc ■

CHAPTER VIIL THE LEGEND OF ST. 

TRYPHINE. ■

It was between ten and eleven on the 

following morning that George Marstland, 

having rowed himself to shore from his 

houseboat, sprang lightly up the little 

wooden steps leading to the water from 

the Lucases' lawn, and was proceeding 

in the direction of the house, when a 

murmur of youthful voices from behind 

some shrubs in the neighbouriiood caused 

him to turn his steps in wat directi<m, on the 

chance of finding there some of the family 

he had come to visit ■

The sight that met his eyes was a pretty 

enough one to detain him. ■

Under tiie drooping boughs of a tulip- 

tree, whose broad leaves cast a pleasant, 

dappled shade over the velvety, sun-kissed 

grass, was gathered a little group consist- 

ing of three very young cmldren and a 

girl, youthful and fair enough to have 

attracted the attention of any man not 

unduly soured or satiated by the sex. It 

was tiie same girl — ^he recognised that at 

once — ^whom he had seen in that one 

moment of illumination on the previous 

evening, and had somehow thought of 

more tiian once since, with a sensation of 

mingled pleasure, amusement, and curiosity. 

But she looked far more charming now, 

dad in a simple morning-gown of bluish 

cambric, its limp, clinging folds gathered 

tightly under her, and making apparent 

the extreme smallness and delicacy of her 

slender, giriish figure, as she sat curled up 

on the warm grass, one sturdy, black-eyed 

child of two nestled in her arms, its dark 

head resting on her bosom, and its plump, 

rosy arms clasped round her neck ; another 

fairylike girl of four frisking about behind 

her, busy in unplaitinff the thick tress of 

ruddy hair which fell from the back of her 

small head, and letting the light, glittering 

strands flow over her shotdders like a 

mermaid's veil ; while the third, a stout boy 

of six or seven, lay stretched at ftdl 

length on the grass at her feet, his chin 

supported on his folded arms, and his face 

turned upwards in vehement remonstrance 

at the interruptions caused by his sister's 

operati<ms to the story that was being told 

them. ■

«A]ix does tease so," he said impatiently. ■
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" Why do you let her, Vera 1 It's very 

rude. Alix, Til tell mamma if you go on." ■

" Oh no, don't, Bengy," said Vera's soft 

voice. "It isn't rude if I let her, yon 

know, and I did. I eaid ehe might." ■

"'Cause I doesn't tease you, does I, 

Vera 1 " put in little Alix eagerly. " I does 

it welly gently." ■

" Oh no, ducky, you don't tease. Now, 

Ben, I'm sroing on. So St Tryphine " ■

*' Bat, Vera, I want to know something, 

only Alix would bother. What do you 

call her < saint ' for 1 What is a saint t " ■

" Oh, the Brittany people called her so 

because she was so good. Very, very good 

people are called saints when they die." ■

" Then my papa wfll be called St. 

Lucas," said Ben triumphantly, nor knew 

why the syringa and laurel bushes behind 

him shook as with a sudden gust of wind, 

" for he's awful good. He's the goodest 

man anywhere, except mndpapa Grand- 

papa's so good he don% eren need to go 

to synagogue. Mamma says so." ■

" Go on with 'tory. Vera," said Alix. 

<' Us doesn't want Ben to talk." ■

*<rm not talking," said Ben; ''I'm 

asking questions. Aunt Leah says I may 

ask questions when I don't un'erstand, and 

I wants to un'erstand one thing more. Why 

did St. Tryphine, if she was so good, marry 

a wicked old Bluebeard of a King who had 

killed four wives already % " ■

''She didn't know that he had killed 

them. All that anyone knew was that he 

had had four wives, and each of them died 

as soon as she was going to have a baby, 

and perhaps they remembered what Uie 

old magician bad said, that 'Gomorre should 

reign all over the land, and meet his death 

by his firstborn's hand'. Besides, King 

Comorre was such a powerful monarch, 

and so fierce, that they, Tryphine's fatiier 

and mother, were afraid he might ravage 

their eountoy, kill the people, and bum 

the houses if they didn t give him their 

daughtw." ■

** Well, I wouldn't have been gived, and 

I think the^ was a very bad father and 

mother to give poor Tryphine away to such 

a wicked man. Don't you tiiink, Vera, she 

was a silly to let them I " ■

"I — don't know," said Vera gravely; 

" I suppose people must do as they are 

told — ^by their parents. Anyhow, Trsrphine 

did, and for a little time she was very 

happy, for King Comorre loved her very 

mud), and gave her all manner of beautiful 

things — jewels and rich Presses, and " ■

** And toys, an' cakes, an' sweeties — lots ■

of sweeties 1 " put in little Alix, lotting the 

loosened hair fall through her hands, and 

beginning to caper about in hex eagerness. 

''Yes, lots of sweeties," said Vera, 

smiling; "and so everybody was very 

good and content for a time ; and as the 

song about it says," and the girl's voice 

dropped into a sofb, crooning melody : ■

" Partout Breta3rne on n*y vois 

Si belle reyne, si galant roy. ■

Sifflez, sifflez, mea oiseaux ! " ■

"What does that mean)" asked Ben, 

staring. " Don't tell it in gibberish." ■

Vera held up her pretty finger. ■

"Hush, Ben ! Biertie's going to sleq». 

It means — oh, it means what I said just 

now, that everything went well till the 

time came when Tryphine was going to 

have a baby too " ■

"But what did she have one fori I 

don't think babies are a bit nice, I don't 

She was a silly." ■

"Perhaps she couldn't help it," said 

Vera naively. "Anyhow, when King 

Comorre heaxd of it he was very angry, 

and determined to kill her too, so he 

locked her up in a tower, and told her to 

prepare to di&" ■

" That was like Bluebeard," interrupted 

the irrepressible one ; " only Tryphine had 

no sister Ann&" ■

" No ; but she had a ring which a good 

old monk, named Gildas, at her &t£eff's 

court, had given her when she married, 

telling her if she was ever in trouUe to 

send it to him, and he would help her. 

So now, when she was looked up, she took 

the ring from her finger, and calline her 

pet dove, put it on his beak, and told him 

to fly as fast as ever he could to — — oh, 

Aiix — Ab'x I don't pull poor Vera's hair so, 

you hurt her. Why, what's the matter) " ■

"Alix fwightened," sobbed the Utde 

maid, making a sudden dive under the Bok 

meshes ol ludr she had unbraided, and 

dinging with both hands round her friend's 

throat for protection. " Alix see a Ug 

man behin' ze bush zere. Fink him's Hbe 

baddy king oomin' to kill us alL" ■

" The man isn't going to do anything of 

the sort ; isn't baddy at all, Alix, exc^t 

for Ustening to a story not meant kx 

him," said Marstland, coming forwurd and 

adding, " Please forgive me, and don't let 

me disturb you," to Vera, who had started 

up, crimson wiUi confusion, and was trying 

to assume a more decorous position. ■

It was an entirely fruitless efibr^ how- 

ever, with Alix on her back, and the sleep- 

ing Bertie in her arms, and she was obliged ■

^■w* ■
^im ■
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to sabaide on to the grass again, the 

prettiest little statue of embarrassment 

possible, her ordinarily pale cheeks rosy 

with blushes, and her loosened hair hang- 

ing round her like a warm'KX)loured silken 

doud. Ben stood up and took a good 

stare at the stranger, both hands planted 

defiantly in the pockets of his serge knicker- 

bockers. ■

''I know who you are," he obserred. 

*'Tou're a man what goes to see grand- 

papa. IVe seen yon in his house, and you 

gired me some cocoanut-rock out of your 

pocket Have you got some more tiiere 

nowt" ■

" No, I haven't I shouldn't wonder if 

joa fqund something else, however, nearly 

as good," said Marstland, seating himself 

on a cane garden-chair. '' Gome and see ; 

and you, too, little Aliz," holdmg out his 

hand to the girl, and stooping low enough 

to bring his bright eyes and broad, pleasant 

smfle on to a level with the tiny face peep- 

ing apprehensively at him from behind the 

cnrtain with which it had provided itself. 

'*rm not King Comorre, I assure yoa 

Whv, what a smy idea ! He was killed off 

dead ever so long ago, and good St Gildas 

pnthim in his pipe and smoked hioL" ■

"What! Did he really— truthfully 1 

How do you know 1 " cried Benjy in great 

excitement^ and swinging himself on to 

the visitor's knee. ■

" Well, I don't know about the pipe part 

—not exactly, at least ; but I know that he 

was killed after he had killed Tryphine and 

cat off her head; though, as St Oildas — 

he was a saint, too, by the way — stuck it 

on again for her, that didn't so much 

matter as if I had cut off yours." ■

" But is it all true 1 Is it, Veral " per- 

sisted Ben seriously. " And how does he 

know it 1 Have you told him the story 

beforel" ■

Vera blushed and shook her head, a form 

of negative easier than speech just then. 

She was not surprised at "Mr, Bart" 

knowing the quaint old legend, however. 

Had not Leah told her that he often went 

to Brittany to paint pictures and attend 

the Koman Catholic churches 1 ■

''No, she didn't tell me," said Marstland, 

laoghing. " I^ found it all out for myself. 

Dicbi't you think I was clever enough for 

diatt Why, Fm as clever as ever I can be. 

Fve found out something else already; 

and that is that you are fond of stories, 

hot you're fonder still of sweets, and Alix 

there is fond of them too ; only she is a 

Hide afraid of me still, which is f ooUsh, ■

for if she doesn't come quickly, youll have 

eaten them all up without her." ■

This was too much for Aliz, who, won 

by something pleasant in the big, deep 

voice and merry eyes, had already emerged 

from her covert, and was advancing on tip- 

toe, one step at a time and very slowly, 

with her hands held behind her back, and 

her small face expressive of a channing 

combination of coquetry and bashfulness, 

until Marstland's warning and the sight of 

a white paper parcel which Benjy was 

already extracting from his pocket over- 

came all scruples, and she made a bound 

forward, and was straightway captured 

and lifted on to the other knee beside 

her brother. Even Bertie lifted his ruddy 

face from its pQlow and said piteously: 

" Me 'weetiee too I " but catching sight as 

he did so of the shaggy head and beiBurded 

physiognomy of the ogre who had seem- 

ingly got possession of his relations, his 

entreaty died away in a small howl of 

terror, and he buried his face again in 

Vera's neck and clung to her tighter than 

ever. ■

" A striking example that in the human 

animal even greed is sometimes subservient 

to terror," said Murstland. ''Will your 

more trusted hand kindly make these over 

to him. Miss St. Laurent 1 And may I 

hope you have forgiven me, first for mamng 

one of your audience without permission, 

and then for robbing you of the remainder 1 

The latter sin was at any rate unpremedi- 

tated. I had meant to remain * en cachet ' 

till the end of St Tryphine's adventures. 

They were too interesting (especiaUy with 

the Lucas annotations) for human nature 

not to listen to." ■

*'But you knew them already," said 

Vera reproachfolly. ■

She did think it was very bad of him to 

have listened, though she had not courage 

to say so more dnrectly; and, after all, 

married men with (perhaps) chfldren of 

their own, may, perhaps, take liberties 

denied to less fbrtcmate bachelors. ■

" Quite by chance. I came upon it one 

day in an old book of Celtic saints and 

legends. And, by the way, I ought to 

apologise also to you for addressing you by 

your name, unintroduced " ["Whose fault 

was it you were not introduced t " thought 

Vera, and coloured hotiy at herselfl ; " but, 

you see, I had heard Miss Josephs s friend 

from Brittany was staying here, and though 

you don't know me " ■

"I — I do know who you are," Vera 

faltered, feeling it 'would not be honest to ■

^r ■ ■^ ■ ■ ^ ' ■ f ■ ^•■^^ ■
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accept the imputation of ignoranca ''I 

have met Mn. JBurt in London," she added 

timidly. ■

" Have you 1 '^ with a momentary lifting 

of the eyebrowa " Then yon have met the 

most portentously sBsthetic and religious 

person the world has yet produced. I hope 

you found it out." ■

Vera blushed still deeper. She supposed 

he meant to praise his wife ; but the tone 

and manner of doing so were whimsical, to 

say the least ; and how was she to agree 

or disagree, considering her very s^ght 

acquaintanceship with me lady) ■

"I — I," she stammered, and then 

stopped short in confusion. Marstland 

came to her relief, the comers of his mouth 

working. ■

'*Ah, I see you agree with me too 

completely for words. Unfortunately, 

however, the lady has not as high an 

opinion of me as I of her; and since you say 

jrou heard of me from her, I fear it was not 

m a way to prejudice you in my favour." ■

*'0h, please don't say that, though you 

are joking, of course," cried Vera, rather 

shocked. ''Indeed, she — I don't think she 

mentioned you at all, except, by the way, 

to tell Leah that you had not been work- 

ing since the Academy opened, but that 

iron talked of doing a great deal in Switzer- and." ■

" In Switzerland ! What the— what on 

earth should I do in Switzerland 1 The 

woman must have been dreaminff I There 

was a suggestion that I should join them 

there, but I refused to go, and that would 

have been as a holiday. And as to not 

working during the summer, I should like 

to know what Mrs. Burt knowa about that. 

I know she keeps old Jack's nose to the 

grindstone pretty severely, but as he is her 

husband '' ■

'' And — and are you not^ then t " asked 

Vera, as pale now as she had been rosy. 

What blunders had she not been making ) ■

" Not what 1 Mrs. Burt's husband, too ! 

Certainly not, thank goodness ! Though 

of course it is known even in Finisterre 

that we buy our wives in ' Smiffield ' over 

here, we ore, as yet, only allowed to buy 

one at a time ; and the only lawful possessor 

of Mr& Burt is the happy individual who 

is at present enjoying the sweets of 

bachelorhood on board a houseboat as my 

guest, and came here with me yesterday 

evening. Didn't you know him ) The 

fellow with a fair beard " ■

" Oh yes, I saw, but I thought — I don't 

know how — it was very sifly of me," ■

stammered poor Vera — <' that you were he 

—and he " ■

"George Marstland, surgeon, now at 

your service I understand, and also I 

now understand your righteous indignation 

at the impertinence of any man, not being 

an artist, presuming to pass depreciatciy 

criticisms on Miss Josephs's pretty li^e 

sketches. You were indignant, you know, 

Miss St. Laurent I caught sight of yoor 

face, and shook in my shoes as I rushed to 

the rescue. Indeed, I didn't know which 

to shake most for, Burt or poor little 

Bosenberg." ■

Vera could not help amiling a little. 

Perhaps there was something infectious in 

the finmk geniality of her companion, or 

perhaps it was the remembrance of Leah's 

encomiums on him, " Everyone likes Dr. 

Marstland," for she even found courage to 

answer: ■

'<I didn't think it was to their rescue yon 

came ! And I was dad you did. I oodd 

not bear to hear them sneering in that 

mean, unjust way when everyone most 

know how beautifully she drawa" ■

" One person, at any rate, knows some- 

thing more to ike purpose — namely, that 

Leah Josephs is happy in a very entha- 

siastic and warm-hearted friend." ■

Vera shrank back a little. Madame 

St Laurent had a peculiar distaste for en- 

thusiasm, and had always checked it in her. ■

"Nobody could help loving Leah who 

knew her," she said apologetically. " Ton 

must feel that, for you— 4he told me so— 

you are a friend of hers, too." ■

"A very old one. I've known the 

Josephs family o£f and on for the last eight 

years, and have liked them more every 

succeeding one. I was a pupil of tiie 

old man's once, you know." ■

" Yes ; so she said." ■

" And a very troublesome one, working 

like a tiger three-fourths of the term, and 

then going in for a fit of idleness and good- 

for-nothingism just as the exams, wore 

drawing near. I remember Leah rowing 

me about it once. I had been plucked 

once already, and was going on in the same 

sort of way, thinking the less of it becaose 

old Josephs let me ofif so mildly, and only 

looked a little graver and more careworn 

than usual; but as I was going away one 

afternoon I stumbled on Leah, and didn't 

she give it me ! ' You'll be plucked a^on,' 

she said, * and you mayn't care, but I do, 

for every time you fail you injure my 

father more than if you put your hand in 

his pocket and robbed him. You make ■

•ij= ■
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joar parents and ezaminen think that ho 

does not teaeh well, and he does, and yon 

know it, and are dever enoogh to learn if 

yoa cared to do so ; bat yon don't Yon 

are cruelly selfish.' By G^rge ! she didn't 

need to say that to me twice. I worked 

night and day for the rest of term." ■

"And 1" ■

" Passed) Oh yes ; and rather high in 

botany and chemistry, Josephs's sabjeots. 

He was deUghted with me, dear old boy ! 

But it was ail Leah's doing." ■

" It was very brave of her," said Vera ; 

*'lmt I shoold think Leah would always be 

baya I couldn't have dared " ■

"To row a lazy medical student t " said 

Marstland, lau^hmg, as his gase rested on 

the slender, childish figure ajod soft young 

&ce. " No, I doubt if you could ever row 

mybody. Do you think it would be 

possible for yon to frighten a very, very 

little mouse — if you triM hard, that is." ■

Yen's cheeks answered for her ; but not 

as if she resented his banter, for she even 

piocked u^ spirit to say, after a second : ■

"Tousaid I looked very fierce last night." ■

''So you did ; though I was telling a fib 

vhen I also said I shook. I only wanted 

to shake hands with ^ou. I knew we 

ikooU be friends from that moment, for I 

like Leah Josephs quite as much as yon 

do. Now, wasn't I right 1 " ■

Vera hesitated a moment from timidity, 

kt her answer, when it came, was simple 

enongh to disconcert anyone flirtingly ■

"I hope sa I should like to be friends 

with anybody that Leah cares about, she 

kas bem so good to me, and she is the 

(oly Mend I have." ■

"The only friend you have 1 " repeated 

Msrsdand incredulously. " You must have 

led a very secluded life, Miss St. Laurent" ■

'*Tes, very," she answered quietly. 

"Thatis why, perhaps, this seems to me so 

del%htful that I almost dread going home 

ifcsioi, though I feel it is wick^ to do so, 

vhsu I only left on account of my father's 

iUaeas, and he is not well again yet." ■

*' Bat you are out of anxiety about him, 

lhaf9; so that, unless he needs you at 

home, there is nothing to prevent your 

paying your friends here a long visit." ■

"* Oh, papa does not need me. He never 

vants anyone but mamma when he is ill," 

•aid Vera rather wistfully; "and the 

Josq^hses have very kindly persuaded her 

toecmsent to my staying on with them while 

he and she ^ away for change of air to 

itay with a friend in the South of France. ■

They started last Friday, so but, please, 

do you think the children ought to eat so 

many sweets 1 Aliz is looking quite pale." ■

<' The little glutton ! " cried Marstland, 

tossing the nearly empty bag into a neigh- 

bouring bush, and swinging the child on to 

his shoulder to console her. "Aliz, if 

you've made yourself ill, your mother will 

never forgive me, and I'll never forgive 

you. Gome, and let us find her. We've 

teased Miss St. Laurent long enough." ■

Yet he was not aware that it was fully 

half an hour since he landed in a great 

hurry to see his two friends, and make 

them promise to let him row them out that 

evening. The pretty idyll of that legend 

under the tulip-tree had detained him 

longer and more pleasantly than he im- 

agined; and so infectious were his own 

ease and geniality that even Vmra, after 

the first affony of shyness was over, forgot 

not only ner offence against him of the 

previous evening, but, what man^ girls 

would have been still more conscious of, 

the dishevelled state ol her locks, and the 

fact that this very dishevelment ntade her 

a great deal prettier and more fascinating 

in the eyes of a man like G^rge Marstland, 

than the smartest arrangement of fringes 

and plaits could have don& ■

Leah, on the othw hand, was keenly 

recognisant of both these eureumstanceSi 

From her bedroom-window she had chanced 

to see the doctor's landing, and her first 

thought had been to go down at once and 

welcome him. It was only when she saw 

him pause behind the shrubs to listen (as 

she guessed) to the stories with which Vera 

was regaling the children, that she delayed 

her appearance so as not to spoil sport; but 

when he came forward and sat down among 

the little group, making one of them, and 

seeming to forget all about the other in- 

mates of the house in sporting with the 

children and drawing Vera out of her 

shyness — ^more especiidly when she saw the 

latter yielding to his frsmk " bonhommie", 

checking hex first impulse to run away, and 

finally smiling and talking to him as she 

could hardly ever be prevailed on to do 

to anyman — ^the brightezpectancy of Leah's 

face sobered a little, and there was a curious 

half-puzzled look on it as she stepped slowly 

back from the window. ■

" Vera said she did not like him at all — 

that she could never like him; and she 

would not tell me why," she thought. 

"Had l^e said something unfortunate, 

given her some unintentional offence, and 

is he ezplaininfiT it now and apolosisine 1 ■
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If BO, she has certainly fcnrgiven hinii for 

she is talking to him as friendlily as if he 

were papa, and he — he seems to have quite 

forffotten his last night's objection to her. 

Weil, that's natural enongh, for no one 

could call her a Dutch doU at this minute, 

and I — I am very glad. I wanted them to 

be Mends." ■

But something rose in her throat at that 

moment that was not wholly gladness, and 

the consciousness of it brought the blood 

suddenly into her cheek and made her 

strike her hands together with an impatient 

gesture as she exclaimed aloud : ■

** I do hope I am not little enough to be 

jealous because I haven't had the pleasure 

of making them so myself; or because I 

was more eager for a talk with him than 

he seems to be for one with me." ■

One special trait in Leah Josephs's 

character — an uncommon one among 

women — was an unflinching habit of 

honesty with herself. Many women are 

truthful to the letter with their neighbours, 

but few — fewer among good and con- 

scientious women even than others — are 

equally so with themselves. Some, indeed, 

¥^1 actuaUy shrink from such inward 

frankness as from something sinful, 

indelicate; will even (I have £iown ex- 

amples of the fact) pray aeainst it, strive 

against it, and ma^e a reugious duty of 

tying the very thickest of Mndages over 

their mentd vision, so as to shut out, if 

possible, the very practicability of such 

intrusive and unseemly introepectiveness. ■

Leah, however, had from childhood 

been incapable of seeing any force in such 

artificial blindness, or any greater indelicacy 

in being true to her own heart than to 

those about her. She knew very well that 

her feeling for Greorge Marstland was no 

mere liking, but a very steady affection, 

begun in ^e days when they were still 

boy and girl, and strengthened by lapse of 

years and pleasure of renewed intimacy 

after long absences, until at present be was 

like no other man to her, nor could she 

indeed think of any other in the same 

category with him. There was little more 

than a year's difference in age between 

them, and from the time when he had been 

her father's favourite pupil, and had 

boarded for some months before his final 

examination for the M.B. in their house, 

she had known that in a thousand ways ■

their thoughts and sympathies were akh ; 

and perhaps few things had given her 

keener pleasure than the news received in 

a letter from himself during her stay ia 

Brittany, that after spending the winter 

and spring in Edinbuigh, working in die 

principal hospital there, he had decided om 

purchasing a share in a London practice^ 

and estabushing himself in the neighboQ^ 

hood of his old tutor. ■

Yet even the keenness of this pleasnrs 

and the knowledge that it was enhaooed 

by his tacit assumption of her interest 'b^ 

his movements, brought a twinge of paitf 

with it lest that interest might be suc^ as 

it would be her duty to check befOTe & 

became too absorbing. ■

She did not think it would be sa She 

believed that his feelings for her were as 

true and warm as hers for him ; but just 

what the depth of that warmth was, or 

whether it passed the bounds of dni^ 

friendship and affection, she could not 

honestly tell, and did not wish to enqairsi 

True, it would have been impossible for her 

even to imagine herself any other man's 

wife; yet that she should ever be hjs 

seemed, if she allowed hersdf to think of 

it, almost equally* so, if only for the fact 

that she was a Jewess and he a Chriatian ; 

and, though Dr. Marstland was not mote 

dogmaticiuly religious than the genCTali^ 

of young men " de son si^de " and Leak 

herself belonged, like her father, to the lar 

and modernised Beformed branch of ber 

creed, she knew that her mother was, on 

the other hand, too faithful a daughter of 

the orthodox church, and too strict m 

follower of the Talmud, to look wHk 

pleasure on the union of one of lier 

children with an unbeliever. ■

A man might indeed love her well 

enough to embrace Judaism for her sake ; 

or, at any rate, to make such concessions 

to it as would enable her to many hfan 

without any falling off from her present 

rooted and heartfelt loyalty to the tesdi* 

tions of her race ; but that George Marslland 

would be this man she dared not astume, 

and was resolute with herself not to enqnite. 

It had been enough hitherto to know tbat 

he was her dearest friend, and she is. AH 

else she could afford to leave. ■

The question came to her now for ;)the 

first time — could ahe afford it as eaoly 

as she had thought I ■

IIP * ■
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been agreed between Lilias, Bodney, and 

Colonel Coordand Uiat, until some infor- 

mation had been obtained from Cuba, 

nothing was to be said to Dolores on the 

subject of her mother's family and her own 

rights. ■

The two girls parted, well pleased to 

know that they were to meet on the next 

day, and Captain Wharton and Bodney, 

finding that Miss Merivale and Dolores 

were going on to the Boyal Academy, 

arranged to join them there. ■

" It was a long time before I could bear 

to see pictures," said Lilias to Bodney as 

he was takins her to her carriage ; " but 

now I like to look at them." She said this 

simply, as if it were quite natural that he 

should understand what she felt " I often 

wonder whether Hugh would have been a 

great artist had he fived. I believed him 

to be a ^eat artist then, and I am very 

glad I did. It is better to overrate those 

we love while they are with us. Don't you 

thin^ so 1 " ■

*' Better for ourselves, perhaps,'' he 

answered slowly. ■

'' And certainly for them. If they are 

not to escape whipping, we may leave 

it to the outer, world to whip them ; it will 

do it with a will But we can't make them 

too happy, seeing how little we can do, and 

for how shoTt a time." ■

''A gentie doctrine. Miss Merivale, 

though it has a root of bitterness," said 

Bodney, perceiving that her thoughts had 

passed from Hugh to Hugh's daughter, and 

wondering whetiier she was in amdety or 

iarouble about Dolores. ■

It was difficult to believe that there 

could be any cause, judging by the youth- 

iul beauty and content of the girl's face 

and mien as she bowed and smiled, touched 

her ponies with the whip, and drove ofif, 

tiie very picture of happiness, irradiated 

with the light of hope and expectation 

which is to the human countenance what 

sunshine is to a landscape. ■

But Lilias was anxious and troubled 

likbout Dolores, and now that the tumult of 

feeling, into which Bodney's coming had 

thrown her, had subsided-^uickly, too, by 

the aid of his quiet friendliness and sym- 

pathy — she returned to the source of her 

trouble. This was Julian. It was im- 

possible for her to avoid the conviction 

that there was something wrong with him, 

and that meant danger to the peace 

of Dolores. Was the time coming when 

Mrs. Courtiand's words of warning would 

prove to be words of wisdom — ^when she ■

(Lilias) would have to stand aside and 

witness the grinding of the inexorable 

mill) Something was wrong. If she 

could have thought it was only a trouble 

of the kind with which she was tolerably 

familiar-— one to be assuaged by recoune 

to her cheque-book — she would not have 

minded so much, for Lilias, although her 

administration of her own money matto 

was ord^ly and exact, never did rightly 

estimate the moral meaning of Janan's 

*' extravagance". But she was sure that 

the something wrong was not of this kind. 

It would not be at all like him to span 

his unde or herself the knowledge of it ia 

that caae. Was it anything that mi^ 

mar their hopes for Dolores ! ■

Twice recentiy Julian had assigned 

excuses for not coming to The Qoineea, 

which Lilias had acddentally discovered to 

be falsa Although lilias did not know 

that a man in love will violate binding 

obligations, incur serious risks with aa- 

tounding heedlessness, neglect his evn 

affairs, and those of other people for 

which he is accountable, with total 

unscrupulousness, go where he ia not 

welcome, stay when he is wished away, 

make himself an intolerable nuisance, and 

be imperturbably aware that he is so 

regarded, rather than lose a chance of 

meeting the object of his passion; still her 

woman s wit told her that these excosei 

were a bad sign. ■

It was not Julian himself, but Colonel 

Courtland, who had proposed the visit to 

the Boyal Academy, and he had promised 

to dine at The Quinces on the next day 

without any of the alacrity for which laliai 

(as a spectator) would have looked in a 

lover. To be sure, she knew nothing abont 

lovers except in poetry and romance, and 

the ideal which sh^ had formed in her girl- 

hood was perhaps an absurd one. Never- 

theless, she was uneasy. That Dolores 

should be perfectiy and always happy; tiiat 

she should have her heart's desire, and 

never, never discover or dream tha^ her 

heart might have desired anything lofder 

or better ; that the destiny of Hugh and 

Ines shoidd be reversed in that of their 

child; was the single aspiration, the con- 

centrated longing of this woman's sooL 

If absolute unselfishness could have secured 

the fulfilment of that desire, as it purified 

and hallowed it, the future of Dolores 

ought to have been very sure. ■

There had been one experience in the 

life of Lili&a to which she looked back 

when her trouble about Julian was im- ■

^ ■
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poxtonite. She and Hugh had been brought 

t(^ther yery much in the same way as 

Dolores and Julian, and when she grew 

into womanhood her stepfather had per- 

sosded himself that she loved Hugh, bat 

be was entirely mistaken. Was she now 

makii^ a similar mistake about Julian) 

Thus did the instinct of a pure womanly 

nature shrink from the false without 

certainty of its falsehood, and strive 

towards the true unwitting of its truth. ■

Her own words to Rodney had set 

liiias thinking acain on this line, and 

die gave only mitigated attention to the 

nmarks of Dolores upon the Whartons. 

Dolores had never seen so pretty a girl as 

Miss Wharton. Had Aunt Liiias! Yes; 

Annt Liliaa had, but she thought Miss 

Whsrton very pretty and very charming. 

Dolores was sure Julian would be delight^ 

with her, especiaUy as she was so fond of 

mosic. Of course she played beautifully ; 

she had promised that they should hear 

her to-morrow evening, and that would be 

inch a treat for Julian. Dolores hoped 

liGss Wharton would be quite up to the 

mirk, though, as Julian was very hard to 

please about women's playing. Finally, 

Dolores said : ■

" I used to be 80 sorry, Aunt Liiias, that 

yon allowed me to give up music just 

because it was too much trouble, but I am 

glad now." ■

"Are you, my deart" said Liiias, 

lottamg herself. " Why ? " ■

" Because my playing would never have 

been fit for Julian to listen to, and it is 

much better that I can't play at all" ■

" But you might have given pleasure to 

less fastidious ears, Dolores. After aU, 

Julian is not the only person in the world, 

ud " ■

"There he is! There he is I Just 

going up the steps. He sees us 1 Is that 

gentleman with him 1 No ; he has walked 

(m. How delightful 1 We shall not have 

to wait for him under the clock." ■

She pulled up the ponies at the entrance 

to the Royal Academy, and flashed a 

radiant smile at Julian Courtland as he 

helped Miss Merivale to alight. Liiias had 

to give ati order to the servant, and did 

not hear Dolores say : *' Oh, Julian, how 

good of you to be so punctual ! " Nor 

did she hear him answer in a tone which 

would have put all her doubts to flight : ■

"Was I not coming to meet you 1 " ■

•Tolian had been sumnK}ned that morning 

to a conference with his evil genius. He ■

found Mr. Wy ndham in a surly and despotic 

mood. One of those ugly accidents which 

occasionally happen to persons in his line 

of business had occurred to him. He was 

not flree from the weakness conmion to 

clever men ; he never could believe that the 

other party to any bargain of his making 

might be more clever than be, and he had 

just sustained a serious loss by his chronic 

incredulity. This was the second within a 

week, and Mr. Wyndham, although Julian 

had had only two da^s' grace, felt it necessary 

to remind him again Uiat he expected the 

fulfilment of his promise at very short date, 

under penalties. ■

There was not much novelty in the 

matter of their interview ; the manner of 

it was, on Mr. Wyndham's part, a little 

more coolly implacable, and on Julian's 

more conciliating. The young man was, 

in fact, quite beaten, tired out, and in 

despair. ■

"I am going up there to dine to- 

morrow," he said, "and I will see how 

things look" ■

" What do you mean by that ? If you 

haven't been dealing in empty boasts — an 

unsafe transaction with me — things have 

looked like the girl being ready to say 'Yes' 

ever since she's been grown up. Come here 

on Friday and tell me she has said ' Yes ', 

and let us have no more nonsense about 

it." ■

Julian laughed insolently. ■

" I don't think that would quite do," he 

said, "even according to your unconven- 

tional notions. There's a dinner-party; 

some brand-new people from Boston, 

and a man named Rodney, who knew 

Mr. Bosslyn out in Cuba, and was an old 

friend of your wife, I believe — but I'm not 

clear on that point." ■

" Rodney — Rodney ! " said Wyndham ; 

"I don't remember the name. I don't 

think I ever heard of the man. What is he ? 

Is he English or American 1 " ■

'* How the deuce should I know I I'll 

tell you to-morrow." ■

Julian observed, with the secret pleasure 

that any annoyance to his evil genius was 

calculated to produce, that Mr. Wyndham 

was disturbed by this seemingly harmless 

communication. He tapped the table with 

his fingers, and repeated "Rodney, Rodney," 

under his breath, without heeding Julian's 

words. ■

"There's something in the note about 

* Aunt Liiias being so glad to see someone 

who knew all about my mother \ and that 

sort of thing," continued Julian, recovering ■
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his memory when he saw a chance of 

making it unpleasant to Wyndham. '* And 

now I mast be going. I lutve to meet Miss 

Merivale and Miss Kosslyn at the Boyal 

Academy at three o'clock. ■

He rose with an unsuccessful air of inde- 

pendence, and took up his hat ■

"Wait a bit," said Wyndham; "Tve 

something more to say. I don't like these 

new people and old friends coming about 

the place. You've had it all your own 

way up to the present, and you're either 

right about the girl's being ready to say 

*yes', or you're wrong. But you may not 

go on having it all your own way ; other ■

Sople may have their views on Miss 
erivale and her money, or Miss Bosslyn 

and hers. And if you should happen to be 

wrong about the young lady, the sooner 

we both know it the better. I feel pretty 

sure you're right, but I don't mean to put 

off niaking quite sura" ■

" And ^ I am wrong, what is to become 

of me ? " asked Julian in a tone of despair. ■

He seemed to have sunk below every- 

thing except the motive of self-preservatioui 

under the influence of this man. ■

'* I have not the slightest idea," replied 

Mr. Wyndham with gay unconcern. " I 

have taken a fancy," he continued, "to 

have another look at the young lady who 

must settle that question for you ; I saw 

her only imperfectly from tne Lyceum 

stalls. So I shall go and have a look at 

the pictures, too." ■

" And run the risk of Miss Merivale's 

recognising you 1 " ■

"I'm not afraid that Miss Merivale 

will recognise me, and if she did, I'm not 

afraid of Miss Merivale," returned Mr. 

Wyndham airUy. ■

Miss Merivale did her picture-seeing con- 

scientiously, working through her cata- 

logue herself, and lor the most part in 

silence. She took very little notice of 

Julian and Dolores, and none at idl of any 

of the other people about her. Mr. 

Wyndham, also a conscientious picture-seer 

and catalogue-consulter, had an undisturbed 

opportunity of observing her, sometimes 

standing close beside her, sometimes 

taking a seat and contemplatiLg the group 

of threa Lilias was not likely to find 

much favour in the sight of Mr. Wyndham. 

The woman who had allowed heiself to be 

put to ransom by him, to the amount of five 

thousand pounds, for a purely sentimental 

reason, and without the least attempt to 

beat him down in his demands, was to be ■

regarded from the intellectual point of 

view with contempt; while the grave 

and lofty refinement of Miss Merivale'i 

aspect, the peculiar charm of a woman of 

highly cultivated mind, who is at the same 

time not a woman of the world, were 

things outside his ken and foreign to hii 

taste. ■

"A regular dowdy old maid," was hii 

summing up of Lilias ; but Dolores foiuid 

favour in his sight "Where are the 

fellow's eyes," he said to himself, as he 

critically examined the face, figure,* and 

dress of the unconscious girl ; " where's hii 

taste, where's his common-sense 1 The 

other's not to be named in the same day 

with little Dolly. Why, she's better- 

looking than ever her mother can have 

been, I should say ; very like her, but not 

altogether like her either. What a smile, 

and what a laugh ! That's some witticism 

of his, I suppose, that diverts her, little 

fool ! She's a great deal too good for him, 

and if the money could be got at in anj ■

other way, I wouldn't who's this, I ■

wonder ? " ■

Rodney had joined Miss Merivale and 

her companions. Mr. Wyndham, consnlt- 

ing his catalogue with great assiduity, 

drew near enough to hear his name, as 

Lilias introduced Julian to him. ■

"Wharton, unfortunately, could not 

come," said Kodney. " His daughter " ■

Here a stream of people making for the 

nearest door came between Mr. Wyndham 

and the speaker, and he did not catch the 

rest of the sentence, but he caught Dolores's 

merry look at Rodney, and he heard her 

silvery laugh. ■

Then the group of four divided into two 

and two, and went on into the adjoining 

gallery. ■

Mr. Wyndham closed his catalogue, re- 

sumed his seat, and pursued his oogitatiom, 

which recurred every now and then to 

Dolores, in such a strain as : ■

" Who could have thought she'd ever he 

so pretty I The sullen little obstinate 

brat who cried all day at that wretched 

place in Praed Street after that lout of a 

boy I Well, well ; I should not wonder if 

she and I were very good friends some 

day.^' ■

With this latter reflection — ^boding no 

good to Julian Courtland — Mr. Wyndham 

rose and sauntered round a couple of 

galleries, not unwilling to have another 

look at Dolores. He was, however, rather 

disconcerted, when turning away from a 

picture which he had stopped to examine, ■

I" ■

H ■
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he pereeived Dolores hard by, and looking 

at him fixedljin the puzzled bat searching 

way which just precedes recognition. He 

bent down to inspect a superb landscape, 

hong close to the floor, and, of coarse, 

nnintolligible; then after a moment or two 

glided tbroagh the crowd, and gained the 

safe and lonely haven of the architectaral 

drawings ■

"JaUan," said Dolores, ''I have just 

seen a man — he was here a moment ago, 

and he wears an eyeglass — that reminded ■

me of someone " She hesitated — ■

sbo had never heard Willesden's name 

spoken in Lilias Merivale's house — '' Of my 

poor mother's husband." ■

" Have you ? " said Julian carelessly. 

"I diould not have thought you remem- 

bered him well enough to trace a likeness 

in anybody to him. Here's the Tadema 

you wanted to see. Just look a: the 

white marble 1" ■

Mr. Wyndham avoided notice skilfully, 

bat he took so much interest in these 

particular visitors to the Boyal Academv 

that he remained as long as they did, 

keeping steady watch upon them all the 

time, and especially upon Lilias and 

Bodney. He followed them down the 

staircase at a discreet distance; then, while 

the ladies waited in the hall, and Rodney 

went to call up Miss Merivale's carriage, 

he placed himself by the side of Julian, 

who was claiming his cane from the proper 

castodian, and said in a tone as peremptory 

as it was low : ■

" Do it to-day. That man means mis- 

chief." ■

^Do you think I might volunteer to go 

home with you!" whispered Julian to 

Dolores, just as Bodney returned, and the 

eania{!e stopped the way. ■

" Of course ^ou may. Aunt Lilias, here 

it Julian wantmg to come home with us." ■

The girl's voice vibrated with her 

umocent gladness. Lilias nodded to Julian 

in smiling assent. ■

" Poor Mr. Bodney 1 " said Dolores, as the 

grey ponies trotted away down Piccadilly, 

**I think he would have liked to come 

too." ■

That was a delightful drive in the close 

of a beautiful summer afternoon. Julian 

was in high spirits — such hich spirits, 

indeed, that Lilias asked herseU whether 

she could be mistaken — ^whether her mis- 

givings and her conviction that somethbg 

was wrong with him were groundless. His 

manner to Dolores had somethine in it ■

which Lilias could not fail to observe, and 

which Dolores felt with trembling inten- 

sity — with a deep-seated happiness too 

ereat for words. She said little. Julian 

did two-thirds of the talking. Some- 

times she affected to be quite engrossed 

with the ponies, but all the time sue was 

radiant with content After her first 

pleased and wondering perception of the 

change in Julian, Lilias took little notice 

of her companions. She was not tired, she 

assured them, and she had enjoyed the 

day thoroughly ; but she liked to think 

over the pictures in silenca ■

When Julian had gone back to town 

that night, and Lilias was in her own room, 

sitting, as her custom was in the summer, 

at the open window, with no light but that 

of the stars, there came a gentle tap at the 

door, and Dolores entered the room, carry- 

ing a little lamp. ■

'< What is it, dear 1 " asked Lilias, who 

had said good-night as usual to Dolores. ■

The gin set down the lamp, crossed the 

room, kneeled down by the side of Lilias, 

and clasped her arms round her waist. ■

« Well, mv darlmg, what is it t " ■

'' Aunt Lilias," said Dolores slowly, and 

with a strange solemnity, '* I have always 

been happy. I have never had a trouble 

or a sorrow, that I can remember, since I 

came to you; but to-night I am the 

happiest person in all the world 1 " ■

" And why, Dolores % " ■

" Because Julian loves me, and has asked . 

me to be his wife." ■

ABT NEEDLEWOBK. ■

Needlework began to be practised 

very early on this our earth, and from the 

first it was, according to the workers' 

lights, what we call artistic. Even the 

cave-woman had her bone needles where- 

with she stitched together mantles of 

skins, as the Esquimaux do now, and on 

these skin garments they embroidered 

figures, even as their husbands engraved 

mammoths and reindeer on bits of bone 

and ivory. Look at a Hungarian shep- 

herd's overcoat He wears the wool inside, 

and on the outside are traced all kinds of 

quaint, interlacing spirals— quainter than 

what one sees on the collar of the fast<lisap- 

pearing British smock-frock. Boadicea's fur- 

cloak had the same kind of ornament ; so 

had the state robes of Bed Indian diiefa 

In EfiTvnt. aman. where one finds examples ■
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of almost every kind of work, this leathern 

stitching was in high repnte. At the 

Botilac museunii wh^ the late Mariette 

Bey managed to get together a fair number 

of antiquitiesi one of the most interesting 

things is Qaeen Isi-em-Kebs's foneral tent 

This is a patchwork of thousands of squares 

of gazelle-skin, coloured red and green, 

and stitched with a cord of twisted pink 

leather sewn on with pink thread. The 

flat top is worked with vultures, gazelles, 

lotuses, and rosettes, forming an luerogly- 

phical epitaph. ■

But Uie " textiles " in Egypt are much 

older than Solomon's time. The earliest 

known pyramids, those at Saooarah, have 

yielded their quota ; and these, wonderfol 

to say, are strangely like the mummy- 

wrappings in Peru. You can see samples 

of both in the British Museum, and you 

can read about the latter in Beiss's Necro- 

polis of Ancon. Whence this startling 

likeness, seen also in certain Egj/ptian 

idols of the baser sort, the counterparts of 

idiich may be picked up amid Mexican 

ruins, or among the non-Aryans of Central 

India % Shall we, with Mr. Hyde Clarke, 

dream of a time when there was a "Kine 

of the West", whose dominion included afi 

western Europe, and northern Africa, and 

also central America, and the islands of the 

Caribbean Sea, and who belonged to that 

Iberian or Basque race of which even in 

our isles we have some remnants 9 Who 

can tell ) It may be that man, whether 

red, black, white, or yellow, behaves in 

much the same way under the same 

circumstances. The old Greeks, whose 

sepulchres Dr. Schliemann delights to 

open, covered the faceB of their mighty 

dead with masks of beaten gold, and the 

Ashantees do the same ; yet no one 

supposes any sort of kinship between 

Agi^emnon and King Coffee. ■

Whatever may be the explanation, the 

fact is certain — old Peru had her em- 

broidered mummy - wrappings like old 

Egjrpt ; and if we begin to tolk of trans- 

mission, why should not both have come 

from China 1 It seems pretty certain that 

embroidery, and perhaps other arte, went 

from Babylon to Bgjft; the earliest 

Egyptians prized &ose ''Babylonish gar- 

ments" the possession of one of wmch 

cost the Jewish Achan so dear. And 

embroidery is of all arts the most trans- 

missible. It can be folded in the tent- 

hanginffs, and taken a thousand miles on 

camel -back without getting any hurL 

Hence, along with jewels, it made up the ■

chief wealth of nomads. From Mongol 

travelling-wains to Arab tents ih& art wu 

spread, and Arabs then, as now, went 

down into Egypt; whilst, in tiie oUisr 

direction, it is more than probaUe Uist 

prehistoric China had sent out voyagen 

across the Pacific. ■

Whether, however, we claim one common 

origin for embroidery, or deem that ii 

arose in many places independently, it was 

certainly carried to great perf ect&m amcmg 

the earliest peoples of Asia. When Siseia's 

mother, in the Book of Judges, looks oat 

of the window, anticipating hex son's 

triumphant return, she can find nothing 

grander for his share of the booty than **% 

prey of divers colours of needlewoik on 

both sides ", In David's day, the Ejog*! 

daughter of Egypt is brought to David's 

son *' in raiment of needlework", described 

immediately before as " of wrought gold ". 

A dangerous *' vehicle" that, for the nse 

of it luLS caused the destruction of count- 

less square miles of embroidery on which a 

countless amount of time and labour had 

beenlavished. Think of the thirty-sixponndi 

of gold got by meltbg down, in 1540, the 

funeral-robes of the Emperor Honoriaa's 

wife, who was buried A.D. 400 1 So, whoi 

Childeric's tomb at Toumai was opened in 

1653, his robe of plaited gdd strips was 

melted. How it hxei wiUi the gold 

brocade which in 1871 was found wrapped 

round Henry the Third's coffin I cannot 

telL We are more art-loving now than 

they were two hundred years ago, but the 

"beaten work" of gold and silver so 

freely used in the Middle Ages to adorn 

dresses and hangings must have been even 

a greater temptation than the gold and 

silver thread which English needlewonien, 

beyond all others, had the art of '* laying 

in" between their stitches. Very little of it 

has escaped the mditing-pot, except where 

religion has interfered, as in the case of the 

English vestments wUch were sent abroad 

at the Reformation, and some of whichhave, 

since our Church Art revival, been ccping 

back, while others, like the Westminster 

Abbey hangmgs at Valencia-are perma- 

nently lost to us. ■

For a diflferent reason, wool is as littk 

lasting as the precious metals ; yet some 

of it has escaped the moth, and of the 

Egyptian wool embroidery in the British 

Museum the colours are as bright as when 

the work was done ; you can identify the 

flowers with those still blooming in the 

fields by the Nile. Some of the fines! 

I pieces of wool-woi^ have been found in ■

"ff ■
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Crimean tombs. These (now in the St 

Petenborg Moseom) are dated about 300 

Ra In some of these thededgnt are painted 

on the material ; in a few they seem woyen 

in, tapestry -fashion; in most they are 

plainly needlework, makine ns think of the 

gomoos *^ peplns " of PaBas Athene, em- 

broidered every year by the Athenian 

maidens of highest rank, with that subject 

of which Greek art was never tired, the 

war of the gods and giants. In one of 

these tombs, Uiat t)f *' the seven brothers *\ 

at Eertch, a piece of silk has been found, 

not embroidered, but painted in transparent 

colours. From this tomb, also, was taken 

a bit of linen, which may be earlier than 

the flaz-thread found in the Swiss lake- 

dwellings, but probably is many centuries 

hter. These Swiss lake-people were what 

is called " Neolithic '' — Le., they had well- 

shaped stone tools, but had not learnt the 

USB of metals ; yet the loom-combs found 

among their remains show that they knew 

all about spinning and weaving. Their 

wool-work, if they wrought any, mis wholly 

perished. In Western Europe, the earliest 

wt>ollen fabrics belong to the bronze age ; 

and of these some, among them the^^arment 

fonnd in a Yorkshire barrow, at Bylston, 

are (says Dr. Rock) not woven, but 

plaited. ■

From sculptures and mosaics we can form 

a better idea of embroidery as it was than 

from the poor,'decaying fragments taken out 

of tombs. This is notably the case with the 

Babjlonian embroideries. None of them 

Tsmam, but the wonderful richness of 

them is shown in the bas-reliefs. Look at 

AMQrbanipal fighting lions ; get a bright 

daj, for he stands in the British Museum 

in nkther a dark place ; you see his corslet 

and helmet and horse- trappings ^solid 

niaiaes of gold wire drawn through and 

throosh, and tiien hammered up till they 

looked IQce jeweller's work. So in the 

Ravenna mosaic the Empress Theodora and 

her ladies are dressed — some in Indian 

shawl stuffis, some in embroidery after the 

style of Athene's peplua. It is the same with 

cor own tombs: the recumbent figure is clad 

jost as the living man used to be. Nay, 

King John at Worcester was buried in a 

rich red silk with ^old - embroidered 

bordering, just like his painted efSgy. 

ISiiB was proved when they opened his 

temb in 1797. Much older and much 

I lieher was the beautiful embroidery taken 

in 1827 from St Guthbert's tomb. In 

Dt Baine's St. Outhbert it is described 

as "of woven eold with spaces left ■L n ■

vacant for needlework. The figures on 

rainbow - coloured cbuds give it the 

effect of a ninth-century illumination." 

Aelfled, Queen of Edward the Elder, had 

this stole and maniple embroidered for 

Frithestan; Bishop of Winchester. His 

name and hers are on the end of the stole. 

When King, and Queen, and Bishop were 

all dead, Athelstan, making a *' progress" 

northwaxd, visited St. Guthbert's shrine at 

Ghester-le-Street, and gave Uiese along with 

other precious vestments. It is a good thing 

they were buried, or they might have shared 

the fate of the Saint's banner of crimson vel- 

vet, delicately wrought with flowers in green 

and gold, and '* most artificially worked and 

fringed with little silver bells in the fidnge, 

which, having in the centre the oorporax 

used by the Saint in celebrating mass, used 

to be carried into battle. But Dame Whit- 

tbghame, the dean's wife (about 1730), 

did most injorionsly destroy the same in 

her fire." Another instance of embroidery 

reproduced in stone is the Black Prince's 

surcoat. The velvet still hanging over the 

tomb shows the very same stitches and 

ornaments which are reproduced in the 

recumbent effigy. ■

I spoke of embroidery as a special art 

for dwellers in tents. Long after the 

nomad stage was past it was used to 

ornament tents; indeed some of its 

greatest triumphs were wrought for 

tent-decoration. Antar's tent, under whose 

embroidered shade five thousand horsemen 

could find room to skirmish, belongs to 

romance. But Alexander's tent, erected 

at his namesake city^ and the still grander 

one, with fifty solden pillars and a roof of 

woven gold, and curtains embroidered with 

figures in gold and colours, which he had 

made for bus wedding-feast, are hisUmcaL 

So is the yet richer tent erected at Alex- 

andria by Ptolemy Philadelphus. Of this 

the pillars represented alternately golden 

palm-trees and golden vines, of which the 

grapes were amethysts, while the hangings 

that divided it into rooms were em- 

broidered with portraits of Kings and 

heroes. Sir John Chardin says : ** The 

Khan of Persia caused a tent to be made 

resplendent with embroideries. It cost two 

millions. They called it the house of 

gold." Nadir Shah's tent^-about 1700— 

in which was placed the famous peacock- 

throne, was of scarlet cloth lined with 

violet satin embroidered with gold and 

precious stones. Then there was that ■

Salace on the Tigris, built for Galiph 
loctader, which Abtdfisda describes as ■
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adorned with thirty-eight thootand pieces 

of tapestry, of which twelve thousand were 

of silk worked in gold; and then again were 

the hangings of Chosroes's palace, represent- 

ing all the flowers of spring, and wrought in 

gold and jewels and coloured silks. The 

impassive Gibbon goes into raptures as he 

describes them; and Chosroes entreated 

Uie Caliph Omar, his conqueror, to keep 

them uninjured; the destruction of such 

a glorious work would grieve him as much 

as his own downfall But it was then 

early days with Mahometanism (a.d. 651); 

Oaliphs had not yet grown loxorious; 

and Omar cut these grand tapestries into 

little bits to make praying-carpets for his 

officers. ■

War is alwajrs the enemy of culture. 

A few years ago the markets of Western 

Europe were flooded with Turkish em- 

broideries, heirlooms stolen from the 

dying, or sold for a piece of bread, amid 

the accumulated horrors of that war which 

was aggravated by the cry of " Bulgarian 

atrocities". And peace, too, has had its 

waste. At a very grand funeral the pyre was 

often hung with tapestries and embroideries 

which were burned along with the body. 

O^er his friend Hephsastion, Alexander 

raised a wooden palace two hundred and 

fifty feet high. Each of its many storeys 

was hung with embroidered CDrcains; and, 

aloft, in huge hollow figures of sirens, 

were singers who chanted the funeral-dirge. 

All was burnt ; let us hope that the singers 

had good notice and were able to escape. ■

Of course embroidery has always been 

a favoured servant of relieion. The Jewish 

tabernacle had its veib enriched with 

needlework; the veil which Herod hung 

before his '^beautiful gate" was Babylonian 

work representing the signs of the Zodiac — 

the earth, and sun, and all the planets. 

The same was the case with heathen 

temples. The Bible tells how, at Jeru- 

salem, "women wove hangings for the 

grove " (the graven image). ■

Greek temples, solid though they were, 

were often burnt, thanks te their em- 

broidered hangings. The Roman style, 

with its round arches and great wall-spaces, 

specially lent itself to this sort of decoration; 

with the pointed arches and bigger windows 

of the Gothic, it gradually gave place to 

stained glas& But, if hangings were less 

used in the later medisBvid churches, em- 

broidery in other ways got more and more 

in vogue. Bead the catalogue, made by 

Edwara the Sixth's commissioners, of 

the ornaments even in the smallest parish ■

churches. Such a wealth of copes and 

altar-cloths; and these not church pro- 

perty, but most of tliem belonging to 

guilds (of which almost every pansh had 

two or three), and used on their festivals, 

as the insignia of the Oddfellows are 

nowadays. People then gave liberally to 

their church and got something in retora 

Fancy what a grand fcmction must have 

been at Lincoln, where the commissioners 

found six hundred embroidered vestments! 

England was specially rich in Uiis kind 

of work Matthew Paris tells us that 

when Innocent the Third saw some of our 

splendid vestments, he cried: "Surely 

England is a well inexhaustible ; and where 

there is such abundance, firom thence much 

may be drawn out." At the Beformation 

all this was destroyed or dispersed. A few 

have come back, notably the Stonyhurst 

cope, which was Henry the Seventh's, and 

is embroidered with Tudor roses — a po(Hr, 

mean thing compared with our thirteenth 

century cope at St John Lateran, and 

Thomas k Becket's vestments, sold aw&y to 

the cathedral of Sens ; and the Syon cope, 

carried, when Elizabeth became Qaeen, by 

the nuns of Sion House, through Flanders 

and France, till they and it found a reetLog- 

place in Lisboa Some sixty years ago it 

came back to England, and is now in SmUk 

Kensington. ■

A few palls — that of Dunstable, the 

Vintners, and the Fishmongers, and mmtb 

in the little Norwich churches — have 

always remained to us ; but most of our 

treasures were lost in that ignobly selfiidi 

scuffle for wealth which marked oar 

change of religion. Other nations managed 

better. The North Germans became much 

more thoroughly Protestant than we did ; 

but they did not destroy or make away 

with their works of art They confiscated 

the endowments, but respected the art- 

treasures. Our reforming gentry (for the 

Beformation with us was munly a political 

movement for enriching the higher classes) 

kept the endowments-family livings ware 

too good to be given up for conscience-sake 

— and ^ve the painted glass to be ham- 

mered m pieces; and the statues to be 

broken down ; and the broidery of copes, 

and stoles, and altar-cloths to be sold or 

pulled to pieces for the sake of the gold 

thread ; and the illuminated missak to be 

cut in pieces to fledge arrows with. We 

were well punished for such vandalism, and 

that soon. Of old, needlework had been 

the glory of the land, a tradition since 

Anglo-Saxon days, if not since the time of ■
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Empress Helena, a Welsh princess, wife 

of Emperor Constans, whose embroidery 

Maratori, in the seventeenth century, 

described as still preserved at YercelU. 

Back, in his Litureische G^wander, says 

it is still there; if so, it is nearly one 

thousand five hundred yean old. ■

It was a pity the art should die out 

The series of workers had been so long kept 

apuubrokea In Domesday, we read of 

Alvive the muden getting from Gknlric, 

Sheriff of Buckingham, for her life half a 

hide of land "U she might teach his 

dsaghters to make orphreys " — auro- 

phrygia, the gold embroidery on church 

yestmenta. ■

Iq Mrs. Lawrence's Woman in England 

there is a great deal about our English 

work. It even survived the Wars of 

the Roses; and, lA the ups and downs 

of that sad time, noble ladies, reduced 

to penury, were glad to earn a living 

by their needla The religious houses 

had always been famous for needlework; 

eyen the monks occasionally plied the 

needle. Gifibrd, writing to Cromwell of 

Uie suppression of a monastery at Wools- 

thorpe, Lincolnshire, says : '* There is not 

one religious person there but what can 

and doth ase either embrotheryng, wry ting 

bookes with a fayre hand, making garments, 

karyynge," etc. With the change in religion 

the embroiderer, like the illuminator, was 

Btarved out. It is astonishing how soon 

the art died out Queen Catherine had 

been a notable needlewoman, solacing her 

loneliness by practising the art she had 

learnt from her mother, ** who always made 

her husband's shirts ". Mary, Spanish in sdl 

her tastes, spent her weary vigils for Philip, 

who never came, in working '^ Spanish 

stitch, black and gold". There is a good 

deal of EUzabeth's handicraft still extant; 

bat the taste in her day was getting 

depraved. Elizabethan needlework is 

perfect in workmanship, but wholly want- 

ing in naturalness and beauty. In the next 

reign even the workmanship deteriorated. 

Nothing shows more clearly how the good 

old English traditions had died out than 

the Mompesson businesa We used to be 

famous for our gold thread, it was so 

mnch purer than the Spanish or Itsdian ; 

but when Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, got 

the monopoly and employed the Frenchmen 

Mompesson and Michael to get his thread 

made, it was soon so scandalously debased 

as to corrode the workmen's hands, and 

wren the flesh of the wearera The Villiers- 

Mompesson patent emnowered the monono* ■

lists to punish anyone whom they found 

making a better or cheaper article; for 

they made the public pay exorbitantly for 

this scandalous stuff. ■

Thus it was that, in James's day, needle- 

work degenerated into simple crewd, a style 

popular since the old Assyrian timea ^d 

here, where we might have been hdped 

by hmts and patterns from India, we were 

cut off by that foolish legislation which 

even then was beginning to destroy the 

Indian manufactures, in the supposed 

interest of the British workman. The 

East India Company was founded in 

Elizabeth's reign; and, though at first 

other Indian manufactures were admitted, 

the Broiderers — whom Elizabeth had just 

formed into a Company — ^had sufficient 

influence to keep out Indian embroidery 

from the very first. ■

Coarseness of execution went hand-in- 

hand with poverty of design in the Jacobean 

and Caroline needlework James and Anne 

of Denmark figure as Solomon and the 

Queen of Sheba, with Windsor Castle in 

the background. Such clumsy allegorical 

work lets us down by a rapid descent to 

the heavy " German Louis Quatorze work " 

of the Georges. Early in the eighteenth 

century it was found that, despite pro- 

hibition, Indian patterns were coming in, 

and were being copied in tambour-work. 

A new statute, therefore, forbidding the 

importation from India of any wrought 

material, was passed by the influence of 

the Broiderers, and our chance of assimi- 

lating Indian taste was lost for a century 

and a half. English worsted-work spent 

itself in firuitless efforts to imitate oil- 

paintings. Our mothers remember Miss 

Linwood's needle-pictures, which were so 

long on show in Leicester Square. These 

are not legitimate embroidery ; they are 

attempts, some very clever, but mostly 

abortive, to do something which the 

material forbids. Those who could not 

work like Miss Linwood or Mrs. Pawsey 

could make life a burden with hideous 

Berlin-work; which, by a strange irony of 

fate, our missionaries' wives are teaching to 

little Hindoo girls, and thereby stamping 

out their own immemorial and really 

beautiful designa ■

Well, to sum up, needlework is real art, 

and its triumphs are connected with all the 

grandest events of man's history. The 

moral is, that those who practise such an 

art should be able to live by it. Irish 

girls workine their eyes out at lace which 

brinss wealdi to the recrrater. to them ■
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only a starvation pittance ; English girls 

embroidering children's coats at such fabu- 

lously small prices the dozen that one 

thinks The Spng of the Shirt was written 

in vain — these uiings ought not to be. The 

workers in such an old and honourable 

craft ought to be able to live by it ; and, 

while one is glad to hear of the prosperity 

of " the Royal School of Art Needlework'', 

one also hopes that Mrs. Heckford and 

those who, like her, are doing something 

for the East London needlewomen, will 

have their share of success. ■

OLD ACTON. ■

Of the great highways that lead from 

London with a definite purpose towards 

the provinces, hardly any one takes such 

an unpretending start as the Uxbridge 

Road. There is nothing, indeed, so very 

imposing about Uxbridge that the way 

thereto should attract particular attention, 

but it must be remembered that the high- 

way does not come to an abrupt ending at 

Uxbridge, as one might perhaps infer from 

its designation, but continues on to Oxford, 

to Worcester, and the western midlands 

generally. The road, indeed, properly 

begins with Oxford Street, which has pre- 

served its more dignified title, but seems 

to forget its destination altogether among 

the fashionable and wealthy denizens of 

Bayswater, and then, after an intermediate 

existence as Notting Hill High Street, 

awakes to a life with a definite purpose 

by Shepherd's Bush, and announces itself 

with humble aspirations as the road to 

Uxbridge. OriginaUy, perhaps, the road 

was a cattle-track, used by drovers from 

Wales and the marshes, with its Ox-ford 

and its Ox-bridge on the way, a miry track, 

we may be sure, looking at the stiff clay on 

either hand, and scenting the smell of 

brickfields on the breeze. Indeed, on 

wintry days there is a suspicion of mud 

about the Uxbridge Road even now ; and 

with the bare bmlding fields and brick- 

fields on either hand, with here a row of 

houses, and there a forlorn hedgerow that 

has preserved of its once rural surround- 

ings only a deep and muddy ditch, with 

troughs trickling muddy water into muddier 

day-pits, and a general slabby and clayey 

feeling everywhere — with all this, accom- 

panied as often happens by a genial 

suburban fog, there is no great prospect 

offered of a pleasant ramble. ■

But then there is a tramway that bridges ■

over this strip of debateable land, which 

halts half-way between town and country, 

and the tramcar stops at the foot of Acton 

Hill, where the road assumes a pleasant, 

rural aspect. Not long ago the great 

feature of the road, as it wound up the 

hill, was a noble old brick wall — solid, 

massive, with long buttresses, oontaimng 

bricks enough to build a modem street, 

and toned down with age to a rich and 

mellow hue, with patches of moss and 

lichen here and there, and rough, luxuriant 

growths of wild creepers and dimbers 

topping its crumbling coping. Every- 

thing spoke of rigid quiet and seclusion 

behind this great brick barrier, of the 

uninterrupted quiet and seclusion of a 

couple of centuries at least You might 

catch a glimpse from a distant hill of the 

tops of high trees, and perhaps of a gable 

or chimney-shaft, but in every other way 

within its walled enclosure the house was 

as far removed from all the stir and life 

outside as if it stood in the depths of some 

forest wild. ■

And then, one day, not long ago, a virit 

to the spot revealed a sudden transfomu- 

tion. The great wall had been levelled 

almost to its foundations, and the zealoosly 

secluded grounds were open to the public ■

Eze— deep grass, tall elms, tangled shmb- 
ries, the massive limbs of oaks, over- 

grown lawns and negle<^d parterres, 

while here and there, as if still shrink- 

ing from observation, peered a turret, 

gable, or chimney-shaft of the old house. 

Big notice-boards announded the sale of 

the site for building-lots, while the old iron 

gates which had long almost rusted on 

their hioges were now thrown wide open. ■

The old house is known as Benymead 

Priory, but how it got the name it is diffi- 

cult to say. No record has come down to 

us of any religious house having been 

founded on the site. And yet local tradi- 

tion will have it that once upon a time 

there were monks at Berrymead. A che- 

quered history would the old house have 

to show if its annals could be completely 

written. But no one has as yet dived 

very deeply into the antiquities of Acton, 

and we can only catch a glimpse of the 

life-history of the place at one point or 

another, and never very clearly. ■

It is likely enough that, from its secluded 

position and proximity to London, the 

place may have been used as a seminary 

or other institution for priests of the old 

faith between the Reformation and the 

reign of Charles the Second; but at the ■

if ■
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latter period the hoase was the residence 

of l^raiiam Saville, Murqnis of HaUfaz. 

The Marquis died at the house in the 

beginning of the eighteenth century. It 

seems an appropriate place to die at, 

with a touch of sombre melancholy about 

the spot that no gflding can brighten — 

and there is plenty of gilding — and no sun- 

shine altogether dispel, although the sun 

shioea brightly enough at times. ■

Some time after this we find the house 

inhabited by the first Duke of Kingston, 

whenKingG^rgethe Second was a frequent 

YiBitor, and, aft^ that, the Dt^e of New- 

castlo—not of the old Cavendish, but of the 

later Clinton stock— occupied the place, 

having for the companion of his solitude — 

BO says the tradition of the place — no other 

than the Nancy Dawson of ballad fame. 

The Duke made a good many alterations, 

it ia said, and built out the music-room and 

die billiard-room ; but the final conversion 

of the place into a bastard kind of Oothic, 

is due to one Colonel Clutton, who was a sub- 

sequent owner. Then local tradition is at 

work again, and connects Lord Byron with 

the place ; but here tradition is probably 

wrong, and has confou&ded the poet witib 

a later peer. But if the genius loci is to 

be believed. Sir Edward Lytton, as he then 

was, occupied the house for some time, 

and in the dining-room occurred the final 

quarrel with Bosina, Lady Lytton, which 

led to a lifelong separation. Alas ! they 

both had the sensitive organisation of 

literary artists; both were hungry for 

appreciation; and how could the one 

appreciate the other? And then a wife 

with a keen insight into character, and 

a fine sarcastic touch, such as Lady 

Lytton's novels reveal — ^how could a man 

80 vulnerable be expected to get on with 

her ladyship ? ■

The house itself seems sympathetic 

with the Lytton legend — recalling the 

days when great nobles had their houses in 

Clerkenwell, or in Hackney, or in localities 

as little fashionable at the present day; a 

touch of the old baronialfeeling — one luurdly 

knows whether real or sham — a little bit of 

mystery in passages that lead to nothing 

^panels that give a hollow sound, wind- 

ing stairs that begin at my Lord's chamber 

and come out nobody knows where, old 

vaulted cellars that may have been prison- 

cells, with a possible monk bricked up 

behind the port wine bin; and then a 

moaic-room that Polly Peachum may have 

sang in, and still the melancholy, sombre 

shadow over alL ■

And then for a little Bohemian glitter 

commend us to the episode of Lola Monteci, 

for whom the old house was made to glow 

with a kind of Oriental splendour in gfld- 

ing and plate-glass. A strange career 

for that dauntless Scotch lassie, with the 

hot blood of her Creole mother dancing 

too fiercely in her veins! A wfld story 

indeed it is — how she captivated old 

King Ludwig, and ruled Bavaria, and 

had her foot upon Grand Duchesses 

and Serene Highnesses, but was finally 

vanquished by irtudents and sans culottes 

in a revolution in which Lola would 

have gladly taken the lead, if she had 

been permitted. Then she came to 

England with the ^clat of her exploits 

upon her, drove in Hyde Park, and 

captivated a young Ouardsmaa Lola 

was n6t wanting in a kind of magnanimity. 

She made her lulmirer take three months 

to consider the matter ; then she married 

him, and they went to live at Berrymead. 

Lola was then thirty years old, in the full 

power of her undoubted fascinations — not 

beautiful exactly, but with wonderful eyes 

and magnificent hair. But hw domestic 

happiness was of short duration, for certain 

unfriendly relations of her husband had 

discovered that she had another husband 

alive, a certain Captain James, whom she 

had married at sixteen, and might well 

have hoped to be finally rid of. But, 

threatened with a prosecution for bigamy, 

Lola and her de facto husband took refuge 

in Spain, where she gave birth, it is said, 

to two fine children. But her temper 

was of the stormiest, ar-^ finally she 

wearied out her husband's patience. He 

left her, and took proceedings to annul his 

marriage as bigamous. And then Berry- 

mead was once more inhabited, but not for 

long, for its owner soon fell into a kind of 

consumption, and died. As for Lola, after 

a strange, adventurous career in California 

and South America, she died in poverty and 

misery in New York, about five-and-twenty 

years ago. ■

Most strange are the popular legends 

about the old house. One might be in- 

credulous of the existence of such legends 

in a London suburb, but Acton has some- 

how retained a good deal of local indi- 

viduality. It might not be prudent, 

perhaps, to dwell upon ghosts, but there 

can be no harm in saying that tradition 

has it there is a large treasure buried 

somewhere in the grounds. For the 

rest, there is a fine o^-tree, at least four 

hundred years old, with a sturdy limb at a ■

f= ■
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eonvement height from the grouAd, which 

did duty for a gallows in the days of the 

wicked old monks — adopting the popdar 

view of their charaoter — although if there 

eyer were monks about the place, they 

were doubtless a very harmless, inoffensive 

kind of people. ■

Among tiie curious vicissitudes of the 

place it may be mentioned, by the way, 

that for some years in the present century 

it was occupied as a nunnery ; and there 

was a pool at the bottom of the garden, 

with swans and fountains, now nearly all 

fiUed up with builders' rubbish. And, 

indeed, the all-devouring builder is already 

close upon the skirts of the pleasure- 

grounds. A huge board-school looks down 

upon a once secluded lawn; a public hall has 

be^ reared just beyond the fish-pond ; tiie 

house itself has been secured for a club ; 

and rows of villas will before long spring 

up all round. ■

As we pass through the iron gate, and 

reach the highway once sum, we may 

notice farther up on the opposite ride, in 

the recess of another very high and solid 

brick-wall, an ancient conduit, almost the 

last surviving example of a public benefit 

once so frequent This is Thomey's Ck>n- 

duit, endowed in 1612 with a rent-charge 

of twenty shillings per annum; but ^ 

water is now conc^mned as unwholesome, 

and the pipe is under lock and key, and 

where the twenty shillings go nobody 

knows. ■

But we have not yet exhausted the 

associations of Acton. At the top of the 

hill, just before entering the High Street, 

we turn along Horn Lane, and there, haii- 

wav down, we come upon more high brick- 

walls, thong) not so masdve or so ancient 

as the fallen wall of Berrymead, and peer- 

ing over this wall id a solid, substantial, 

square, red-brick manrion, known as Der- 

wentwater House, once the town residence 

of the Batcliffes, and of that unfortunate 

member of the family, James, Earl of Der- 

wentwater, who was beheaded for his share 

in tbe luckless Jacobite rising of 1715. 

Here, it is said, the body of the unhappy 

Earl rested for a night alter the execution, 

and the great gates were thrown open for 

the last time as the hearse, with its six 

black horses, drove away on the long, dismal 

journey to the north. And here, again, 

local tradition has been busy. There is a 

grass-plot in the garden, adorned with an 

obelisk of stone, and beneath this is buried, 

so says the popular voice, the decapitated 

EarL But here tradition can be shown to ■

be clearly in the wrong. The remsiiu of 

the Earl lay for many years in the deserted 

chapel of Dilston Hall, and have, within 

late years, been removed to Sussex, to Um 

private burying-place of the family who 

now represent the Batcliffes. But ii is jait 

posrible there may be some ground for itie 

tradition, i^r aU. There was a brother 

Charles who, after the death of his nephew, 

the titular earl, assumed the title of Eiri 

of Derwentwater, and he, who hid been 

condemned to death in 1715, but had 

managed to escape, was captured, in 1745, 

on hu way to join the Toung Pretender, 

and was condemned and executed on the 

former attainder. It is just possible thit 

he may have found a grave within the 

walls of the fiunily domain. ■

Opposite the walls of Derwentwiter 

House is another old-fashioned house, with 

the air of a country manor about it, now 

known as The College, which looks si it 

it had a history, with its ivy-covered walls 

and low, irregular roof ; and alongside thii 

is a kind of grassy hollow, known m The 

Steyne, about which congregate the cr^ttgtb 

oftbelaundry-peopla Acton has taken rank 

as a laundry town, tod, on Saturdays, the 

roads about are thronged with light c«rU 

carrying home to customers their weekiy 

tale of dean linen, while, on Monday?, thero 

is the same procession of vehicles loadrd 

with soiled raiment Tuesdays are devoted 

to washing and wringing. On \\ednes- 

days and Thursdays innumerable clothes- 

lines are hung out, and the air is whitened 

with fluttering garments. Then there 

is Friday for ironing and mangling, and 

then the whole round begins again as 

befora ■

The High Street of Acton is pleaswt 

enough — a quaint, county-town kind of 

hi^h-street, with its raised causeway on 

one side, a sort of parade or promenade, 

flanked by the country shops, the saddler, 

the confectioner, the shoemaker, and the 

rest, while here and there an old-fashioned 

bow-window projects over the scene, foil of 

blooming flowers, and festoor ed with neat 

white curtains. There is a feeling that 

here is really a public walk, like, at a long 

interval, the Pantiles of Tunbridge Wells; 

you can almost hear the rustle of the 

garments, the silks, and brocades, and 

paduasoys of other days; you feel the 

ceremonious politeness of the t^ee-cornered 

hats, the profound curtseys of the hoops and 

f arthingale& And thus you feel a ham%n 

interest in the fact that Acton reaUy was a 

watering-place at one time, with its welb ■

■

^ ■
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■

apon the commoDi ita pamp-houfle, and ita 

Jiumblj Eooins, where people danced, and 

flirted, and felt that here wai a giddy maze 

of pleaBore and delight These things are 

all gone now ; the wells, indeed, may be 

mnning still in somebody's back-garden, 

bat even the memory of the AMembly 

Rooms is lost, although there is a modem 

hall which answers we same porpose, and 

whero people, no doubt^ manage to find 

the same interest as in former days. ■

And here we take ano Aer torn which 

bnns^s ns to the railway-station of the 

period, with a train for the Mansion Honse, 

or, periiqw, for New Cross, jost doe, and, 

rattling oyer the familiar route, the memo- 

•*e8 of Old Acton grow fainter and more 

bdistinct ■

UNDER THE CHESTNUTS. ■

'Wi stood beneath the chestnuts beside the river- ■

Uok, 

S-o stUl Uie BwallowB swooped and poised, and from ■

the 5treainlet drank; 

Ihe nm beyond the purple moors, was setting in ■

the west. 

With the clouds like vassals ronnd him, in gold and ■

crimson drest. 

Too laid the words that made life full of hope and ■

joy to me. 

And it omr feet Ure shone and gleamed, on rushing ■

to the sea. ■

I stood beneath the chestnuts, beside the river- ■

Unk, 

And bom the robin's vesper-song, as if it hurt me, ■

shrank; 

Tlir son beyond the purple moors was setting in ■

the west; 

I thoQght, so set my happiness, with all that life ■

loves best. 

And nc one whispered " Be of cheer," no hand held ■

help to me, 

And at my feet Ure shone and gleamed, on rushing ■

ti> the sea. ■

Ah, still beneath the chestnuts, beside the river ■

bank. 

Will other glad young lovers, the golden evening ■

thank . 

The son beyond the purple moors sink glorious to ■

his rest, 

And hear the pleading promise made, the trusting ■

love confessed ; 

And other maidens meet the fate, that wrecked my ■

life and me, 

while all the while Ure shines and gleams, and ■

rosh* ( to the sea. ■

DUELLING, ANCIENT AND 

MODERN. ■

A'hsn we read in the newspapers — as 

we may haye done lately — that two gentle- 

min m high life have met in hostile encoan- 

^ with no more deadly weapons than their 

S>U, we can hardly fail to recall that in a 

M very remote past snch a fracas wonld 

fMnritaUy have been followed hj a meet- 

ing of a more serious character — wat a duel ■

with pistols or swords wonld certainly 

have followed the undecided boxing-match. 

Happily in our days quarrels, which in 

times past were left to the arbitrament of 

combat, are now adjusted in less heroic or 

romantic fashion. On a prosaic judge, and 

twelye commonplace and matter-of-fact 

jurymen, as a rule, deyolyes the duty 

of awarding " satisiaotion " to the party 

aggrieyed. ■

it cannot be denied that, eyen in the 

days when it was in yogue, the custom of 

duelling was more honoured in the breach 

than in the obsenrance. At best it was but 

the pursuit of yengeance under difficul- 

ties — with the supentdded drawba<^ that 

the yictor might possibly be hanged. Eyen 

as a means of exacting yengeance for 

injury inflicted, it can hmly be said to be 

quite e£fectiya For instance, let us sup- 

pose that it is still in &shion, and that I 

haye been insulted and consider myself 

injtured by an adyersary. I demand satis- 

faction — that^ii to say, I inyite him to 

meet me on equal terms, armed witb the 

same weapons. If I succeed in killing, 

or nearly kflling hioi, I shall haye obtainea 

satisfaction at the subsequent risk of being 

indicted for murder or manslanj^ter, and 

no doubt afterwards grieye greaUy for his 

fate ; but if I get killea, or badly wounded, 

where does my satisfaction come in 1 ■

Li what we modems are pleased to 

regard as the barbarous ages, duelling had 

a more intelligible raison d'etre ; it was a 

particularly rough, though not yery ready 

way, of inyoking poetical justice on wrong- 

doers and designers of eyiL By the judicial 

combat^ or " wager of battie ", as is well 

known, an accuMd person was permitted 

to challenge his accuser to single combat, 

and did yictery declare for him, his inno- 

cence was held to haye been incontestably 

established. This test, howeyer, can 

hajrdly beconaidered as condusiye, since the 

physically weaker party must of necessity 

haye been unfkirly handicapped. Proyi- 

dence is said by an eminent modern 

authori^ to be alwajrs on the side of big 

battiJions, and by a parity of reasoning 

may also be supposed to fayour the party 

witii the more formidable ph^que, so that 

the ordeal of combat as deciding the guilt 

or innocence of an accused person can 

hardly be considered conyin(^[ig in its 

results. ■

Moreoyer, those olden -time duellists 

took exceeding pains to protect their 

persons. They were f earftdly and wonder- 

ndly apparelled, begirt with impenetrable ■
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steel, 80 that the armonrer shared with 

the proverbial Providence responsibility 

for the issue. ■

The precautions against facile blood- 

letting, and the pomp and circumstance 

attending the mediaeval duel, are strikingly 

set forth in contemporary records of the 

preparations for a historic combat — which, 

however, did not come off^-between the 

Duke of Hereford and the Duke of Norfolk, 

in September, 1398. The former was said 

to have basely betrayed a private conversa- 

tion, in which he alleged that the latter had 

drofqped several expressions of a treason- 

able nature. The accusation was denied, 

and according to the usage of the times 

the Duke of Norfolk demanded the privi- 

lege of acquitting himself by single combat. 

Each of the Dukes, according to the laws of 

chivalry, flung down his glove, which were 

both taken before the Kmg and sealed, in 

order to prevent any future denial of the 

challenge. ■

The King appointed Ooventryasthe place 

of combat, and caused a splendid theatre 

to be erected on Gosford Q-reen, wherein 

the fight was to come o& Froissart main- 

tuns that neither of the rival Dukes would 

trust native artificers to supply their 

annour. One imported four annourers from 

Lombardy, and the other, certain equally 

cunning cniftsmen from (Germany. When 

the bdLligerents were armed for the en- 

counter, it is said they looked very 

imposing, but, seeing that they wore 

heavy and brightly pdished steel armour, 

that was, moreover, ''elegahtly inlaid" 

with gold and silver, however striking 

they were in appearance, they must have 

felt in person particularly uncomfort- 

able — boxed-up like this in envelopes of 

heavy metal, they could hardly have been 

at ease, particularly as the weather is 

said to have been very hot. Besides, they 

both relied on the intrinsic strength of 

their armour apart from supernatural 

influences, for they were required to clear 

themsdves, on oath, from having any com- 

merce wi^ incantations, oe of rendering 

thdr armour or their bodies invulnerable 

by any charm — agencies that were had 

recourse to on similar occasions by less 

illustrious people^ ■

"The Duke of Hereford," says that 

veracious chronicler Hollinshed, "armed 

him in his tent, that was setup neeretothe 

lists, and the Duke of Norfolk put on his 

armour between the gate and the barrier 

of the town, in a beautiful house, having a 

fair perdois of wood towards die gate, ^t ■

none midbit see what was imm within hk 

house. The Duke of Aumarle, tibat daie 

being high Constable of England, and the 

Duke of Surrie, Marshal, placed themselves 

betwixt them, well armed and appointed, 

and when tiiey saw their time, they first 

entered into the lists with a great company 

of men apparalled in silke sandals, em- 

broidered with silver, both richlie and 

curiouslie, everie man having a tipped staff 

to keep the field in order. About the hour 

of prime came to the barriers of the lists 

the Duke of Hereford, mounted on a white 

courser, baided with green and blew velvet, 

embroidered sumptuously with swans and 

antdopes <^ goldsmith's worke, armed at 

all points." ■

All being ready, the first to appear was 

" Henrie of Lancaster, Duke of Hereford," 

who said in a loud voice: "I am oome 

hitheir to do mine indevor against Thomas 

Mowbraie, Duke of Norfolk, as a traitor, 

untrue to Ood, the King, his realme, and 

me." And then '' incontinentlie he aware 

upon the holie evangelists that his qoarrel 

was true and just, and upon that pomt he 

required to enter the lists. Then he put 

up his sword, which before he held naked 

in his hand, and pulling down his 

visor made a crosse on ms horae, and 

widi speare in hand entered the liata^ and 

then descended from his horse, set liim 

down in a chi^ir of |;reen velvet, and theie 

reposed himself, abiding the coming of his 

adversarie." Soon aftw there entered Kin| 

Bichaid, ** with great triumph, accompanjed 

by all the peeres of the realme,'' and, 

moreover, attended by above two thousand 

men in armour, " least some frai or tomnlt 

might arise amongst his nobles, by quarrel- 

ling or partaking/' When Itie King had 

taken his seat, a herald cried : ** Behold 

here, Henrie of Lancaster, Duke of Here- 

ford, appeUantj which is entered into the 

lists roiall to do his devoir against Thomas 

Mowbraie, Duke of Norfolk, defendant, 

upon pain to be found false and recant" ■

Then came the Duke of Norfolk on horse- 

back, <*his horse being baxded with cpmaon 

velvet, embroidered richly with lions of 

silver and mulberie trees, and when he 

made his oath before the Constable and 

Marshal that his quarrel was just and true," 

he too alighted, and sat down on his chair, 

that was of crimson velvet The hendd 

then gave the word to begin. The com- 

batants mounted, and all was ready for the 

dread encounter, when — ^very provolringlj 

for the reader— the King commanded Uiem 

to resume their seats, where they remained ■
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for two long hours while his majesty was 

in eonsoltmon with his advisers. The 

apshot of the whole portentous affair was 

that the combat did not take plaoe, and 

the King decreed the banishment of both 

the intending combatants. ■

The same pomp of preparation and 

arrangement are noted in the accounts of 

other famous single encounters of this 

period. One of the most remarkable was 

the duel fought a century and a hidf later, 

in the park of St Germain en Laye, between 

Francis de Vivonne, Lord of Ohateigneraye^ 

lod Guy de Ohabot, Lord of Jamac, in the 

presence of King Henry the Second and 

his court The former being dangerously 

wounded in the thigh was diaibled, and his 

fife, according to the rules of the combat, 

became forfeited to the victor, who 

generously waived his right, and desired 

the King to accept at his hands the Ufe of 

the foe he had vanquished, to which request 

hifl majesty was graciously pleased to 

assent Chateigneraye, however, took his 

defeat so much to heart that he died three 

days afterwards. He was confident of 

Tictory ; so much so, that he had prepared 

a magnificent entertainment for his friends 

on the day of the combat As the event 

proved, however, he set too much store 

on his own dexterity, and strangely under- 

▼iloed the skill of his adversary. So strft- 

in^y was this made manifest, tiiat the 

coop De Jamac thenceforward became a 

hmuehold word — used to denote an un- 

expected manoeuvre reserved by an enemy. 

The King greatly regretted the loss of 

Chateigneraye, to whom he was much 

attacked, and he prohibited future en- 

ooonters of that kind under severe penalties. ■

Nearly a century later another King of 

France took still more vigorous action 

agamst duelling; he caused two nobles 

who had fought, despite his prohibition, to 

be pat to death. In 1626, the Count de 

Bontteviile^ father of the famous Marshal 

de Luxembourg, killed the Oount of 

Thor^ny in a private duel, and soon after- 

wards, having taken part as principal in 

another encounter in which bis second 

Uled the second of his adversary, fled to 

^WeiB, f earine arrest Thither he was 

poraaed hf the Slarquis de Beuvron, who 

nad vowed to revenge the death of his 

tnead Thorigny. By the intervention of 

the Archduchess, however, a temporary 

laeondliation was effected between the 

^ gentlemen. The truce of seeming 

frimship did not last long; Beuvron 

aoon recanted his altered resolve, and ■

wrote insulting letters to De Boutteville, 

who had retired to Nancy, re-chaUendng 

him to the combat in Paris. Des Chap- 

pelles, a notorious duellist, who had 

espoused Beuvron's quarrel, also wrote to 

bun with the view of compelling him to 

fight ■

*' You make a great deal of noise, sir,'' 

he said, '' giving out everywhere that you 

intend to fight, but this I will never believe 

until I see you in action." ■

De Boutteville, though not anxious for 

the encounter, could not resist such incite- 

ments. He repaired to Paris, and sent word 

to Beuvron that he was ready to give 

him satisfaetioa When the preliminary 

arrangements for the meeting were made, it 

was found that the duel had resolved itself 

into a combat of three on each side. After 

each had been examined by a gentleman to 

see that they had no private armour the fray 

began. In addition to the two principals, 

Boutteville and Beuvron, their friends 

Des Chappellas and La Berthe, Bussy 

d'Amboise and Buquet, took part^ in the 

encounter, which had a curious termination, 

that is thus described: *' Boutteville and 

Beuvron rushing forward and seizing one 

another by the collar, threw their swords 

on the ground, and held their poignards 

elevated without striking. At length 

Boutteville proposed to put an end to the 

combat, ana they reciprocally begged their 

lives from one another. Bussy d^Amboise, 

however, was not so fortunate ; Des 

Chappelles gave him a mortal wound in 

the breast; and La Berthe was also dan- ■

grouely wounded by the friend of iuvron." ■

This afifray was witnessed by thousands 

of spectators, and greatly angered King 

Louis the Thirteenth, who at once ordered 

the arrest of the surviving combatants. 

All, however, escaped except Boutteville 

and Des Ohappelles, who were imprisoned 

in the BastiUe, afterwards brought to 

trial, and, in spite of the intercession of 

influentiid friends, both beheaded on 

the 12th of June, 1627. They died quite 

resigned to their fate, each having pre- 

viously petitioned that the other might be 

pardoneid. ■

" I must beg two things of you," said 

Des Chappelles to his judges. " The first is 

that justice may be satisfied in my person; 

and the second that you should show 

mercy to my friend ;" and De Boutteville 

spoke to the same effect^ pleading not that 

his own life, but that of Des Chapelles 

might be spared. ■
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In the latter part of the last, and be- 

ginning of the present, century it was, how- 

ever, that duelling most genendly prevailed 

in most Continental countries, as well as in 

Great Britain and Ireland. In France, at 

the close of the last century, according to 

au eminent authority, ** there was scarcely 

a man worth looking on who had not killed 

his man," and in Great Britain about the 

same time a gentleman's education was held 

to be hardly perfect until he had *• smelt 

powder". Ledslators, lawyers, judges 

even, and members of other learned pro- 

fessions, gentry and estated persons of 

every degree, were so jealous of their 

honour, and of the preservation of the 

'' tone" of high sodety, that they engaged 

in deadly conflict on the smallest provoca- 

tion. One indeed is puzzled to recall the 

names of more than a few of the many 

eminent persons of the period who are 

recorded as having fought duels; from 

''the minister down to the clerk of the 

crown", allpublic and prominent men were 

duellists — indeed, to doubt the morality or 

deny the necessity of the duel in these 

" brave days of old ", would have been 

thought excessively " bad form." That it 

was illegal rather added to its attractiveness, 

and increased the zest with which it was 

had recourse to as the occasion seemed to 

require. Moreover, but few offenders were 

ever brought to justice, and most of them 

escaped punishment. ■

But the Emerald Isle has been pre- 

eminently the land where duelh'ng 

tiourashed in the immediate past. Most of 

the English readers of Lever's and Lover's 

earlier Irish novels, no doubt, consider 

that the many duels arising from trivial 

causes on which the plots of most of them 

hinge, are either gross exaggerations of 

possible occurrences, or pure inventions of 

the lively fancy of their authors; bub, 

if anything, they are but faint reflections 

of actual facts. Daelling, without doubt, 

was universal in Ireland at the commence- 

ment of this century. No gentleman 

was held to be qualified for admission to 

polite society until he had encountered, if 

not killed, his man. No barrister could go 

circuit until he made a reputation in tms 

way, and scarcely an assize passed over 

without a number of duels. Sir Jonah 

Barrington gives a list of famous lawyers 

who hi^ been often " out" with antagonists, 

and of judges who are said to have fought 

their way to the Bench; and his state- 

ments obtain ample verification in the 

works of contemporary historians. ■

In our own days it is difficult to realise 

that staid and dignified administrators of 

law, high-placed legislators of " credit and 

renowir', not to speak of distinguished 

membws of other learned professions, or of 

the nobility and gentry, engaged in en- 

counters condemned alike of God and man; 

yet that is precisely what happened in 

Ireland, and, less extensively perhaps, in 

England and Scotland at the time men- 

tioned. ■

Amongst the most famous of the dodlists 

spoken of by writers of and concerning 

this period, was '* Bully " Eean, chairman 

of quarter sessions for the county of 

Dublin, who was so good-natured that he 

never sentenced a malefactor without 

'* blubbering on the bench", yet he foo^it 

more duels thui any of his oontemporaiies. 

His most remarkable encounter was one 

that he had with the Master of the Bolli» 

at Donnybrook, in the presence of an im- 

mense crowd; it was, however, bloodleai; 

the " bully " f eeerved his fire, and when hn 

antagonist had discharged his pistol with- 

out effect, threw down his weapon, invitinf 

the judge to '* shake hands, or go to tiie 

devil". ■

It was no unusual thing, according to 

the same writers, for two opposing coonad 

to fall out in court in discussing a l^gal 

point, retire to a neighbouring field (o 

settle it with pistols, and, if no blood was 

shed, as was generally the case, return to I 

court to resume their business. Sir Jonah 

Barrineton gives many illustrations of ihia 

oomicsl conten^t for the law held by its 

paid advocates, of one of which '^BuUy" 

Egan, already referred to, was the hero. 

That worthy person and a barrister named 

Keller had a tough law argument at the 

Waterford Assizes which became warm and 

personal, and both simultaneously retired 

from court Everyone concerned knew 

perfectly well what was up, and calmly 

awaited the result. The two gentlemen 

both crossed the Suir to a field on the 

opposite bank, which happened to be in 

the county of Kilkenny, and, therefore, 

out of the jurisdiction of the presiding 

judge, where they exchanged shots with- 

out any harm being aona Having thus 

adjusted their differences satisfactorily, they 

returned to court to find the bench, bar, 

jury, and spectators patiently waiting to 

learn which of them had been killed. ■

Can anyone outside Bedlam now oonceive 

such a scene possible? Or does it now 

seem credible that occupants of the highest 

positions on the judicial bench should nave ■
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hid part as principals in distinoUy illegal 

praeticds % Clearly not ; but yet it is on 

record that Attomey-G^eneral Fitzgibbon, 

who lbs afterwards LordChanoellor of 

Irelsndi fonght with Corran, who was 

gabieqaently Master of the EoUs, with 

"enormous pistols twelve inches long"; 

thit "Councillor " Scott, who became Lord 

Chief Justice of the King's Bench and 

Earl of Clonmel, met Lord Tyrawly, the 

£arl of Lluiduff, and many others in hostile 

enooonter with swords and pistols; that 

Btfon Metge, of the Exchequer, was '< out " 

vith his own brother-in-law,and with other 

people as well ; that Judge Patterson, of 

the Common Pleas, foueht three county 

gentlemen, and woundea them all; and 

thit Lord Norbury, Chief Justice of the 

Common Pleas, had encounters with 

"fighting" Fitzgerald, and many others. 

So tremendous was the reputation of this 

judge as a ''fire-eater" that he was trusted 

by ministers of his party to fri^ten trouble- 

some members of die opposition, and so 

rapid was his promotion in consequence 

that it was said he "diot up into prefer- 

ment''. ■

Equally illustrious people are mentioned 

18 bmng indulged in this vicious and 

crimmal propensity. The Hon. Q. Ogle, 

a privy councillor, fought a duel with one 

Buney Coyle, a distiller of whiskey. The 

eombatants are said to have been very deter- 

mined, but ineffectiye, in their efforts to kill 

eieh other ; tiiey discharged four brace of 

piitobwidiout result SirHatdingeOifford, 

Chief Inspector of Ceylon, J^ a meeting 

with Hanrey Bagenal, who was known 

lobeeqaently as a rebel leader, by whom 

he was wounded. The eminent Grattan, 

kader of die Irish House of Commons, was 

Abo a duellist of note. He fought with 

and wounded the Hon. Isaac Corry, 

Chanoellorof tiie Exchequer, for an alleged 

inralt spoken during a debate on the 

Union. The Provost of Trinity College — 

thatfoontain-hMd of all the peaceful arts 

—was ** out '' with a Master in Chancery, 

whom he wounded, and his son, amenable 

to the parental example, had a hostile 

meeting with Lord Mountmorris. ■

Cnr^dsly enough,'^ duelling was more 

gnunlly practised during the continuance 

of the r^ormed Irish Parliament — from 

1782 to 1800. As many as three hundred 

dnela are said to have been fought by 

ptomment personages within that period. 

l^soOingclubs were established, to which 

m man could obtain admittance who could 

Bot ihow that he had exchanged a shot ■

or thrust with some antagomst And it 

sometimes happened, as may be readfly 

imagined, that the valour of the most con- 

fident challenger oozed out at his finger- 

ends before tine firm front of the party 

challenged. ■

An occurrence that happenedinFebruary, 

1783, is a case in point. A Member of 

Parliament, wearing the uniform of the 

Koscommon Volunteers, was assailed in a 

public room hj a person with whom he 

was engaged m litigation, and for that 

reason he did not notice his assaQant 

His forbearance was misinterpreted by a 

young subaltern in the army who was 

present Indignant at the supposed pol- 

troonery of a gentlenuui wearing a military 

uniform, this impulsive youth snatched off 

the hat worn by the volunteer officer, tore 

the cockade from it, and trampled it 

under foot As a matter of course, a 

challenge was the result, but the originator 

of the dispute soon learned imt his 

antagonist bore the reputation of a daring 

and skilled duellist, and he lost 'no time in 

tendering an apology. But such a settle- 

ment of the quunrel would only be accepted 

on condition that atonement should be 

made for the inralt in the same place where 

it was given, and under like circumstances. 

Accormncly the over-bumptious party was 

compelled to humbly beseech the pardon 

of the gentleman he had insulted in public, 

replace by another the cockade he had 

torn from his hat, and declare his con- 

viction that his antagonist was well worthy 

of wearing it ■

At this time, too, there were in Dublin 

men — ^who were supposed to be gentlemen 

— ^who seemed to have no other aim in life 

than to annoy and provoke their fellow- 

men into armed conflict. They were, in 

fact, reckless rowdies, whose exploits would 

nowadavs earn for them, if not the reward 

of the nalteri at least ensure them a long 

spell of degrading imprisonment *' 'Fight- 

ing" Fitzgerald was one of them. He 

maide it a practice to stand in the middle 

of a narrow crossing in a dirty street^ so 

that every passenger should either step 

into tiie mud or jostle him in passing, in 

which case the offending party was promptly 

challenged to fight Another was Pat 

Power, of Donagle. He was a furious fire- 

eater, but an amusing character withal. 

He was rough of exterior, had small regard 

to his dress or personal appearance, and 

was possessed, besides, of a most mellifluous 

brogua These peculiarities, while travel- 

UnK in Enehmd, made him the object of ■
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some practical jokes, which, however, rather 

recoiled on those designing them. For 

instance, on one occasion when seated in a 

tavern, a gronp of <' backs " of the period 

honoured him with tiieu* regards They 

sent t'he waiter to him with a gold watch 

belonging to one of them, with tiie request 

that he would tell the time by it Power 

calmly took possession of the watch, 

sent his servant to fetch his pistols, and, 

with one under each arm, i^proached his 

would-be tormentors, and pohtely requested 

to be introduced to tiie owner of the watch. 

The request was received in silence. He 

then put the watch in his pocket, declaring 

that he would keep it safe till called for, at 

the same time stating Ids name and where 

he was to be found, should the owner 

desire its return. It was not daimed. On 

another occasion, under similar circum- 

stances, a waiter was sent to him with a 

plate of potatoes, which he ate with 

apparent relish. Then ascertaining from 

the attendant to whom he was indebted 

for the repast, he caused his servant to 

bring in two covered dishes, one of which 

was placed before the gentiemanin question, 

and the other on the table at which he 

sat The covers were removed, and under 

each a loaded pistol was seen. Power, 

taking up his weapon, cocked it, and 

invited his volunteer entertainer to do 

likewise, assuring that gentleman that^ if 

he killed him, he was perfectly ready to 

give satisfaction to the friend who sat 

beside him. Needless to say, the practical 

joker declined the invitation. Another 

ferocious ruffian was Mr. Bryan Maguire. 

He had been in the army, and his favourite 

pastime was shoving peaceful people o£f 

the footways, and insulting passers-by from 

the windows of his dwelling-house, in the 

hope of inciting some of them to challenge 

him to fight He was, however, rather 

farcical in his ferocity, seeing that he always 

kept his pistols witldn reach for use on 

every possible occasion. When he wanted 

to summon a servant, '* to keep his hand 

in,'' he did so by firing at the bell-handle. ■

During all this time the laws asainst 

duelling were in effect a dead letter. 

Indeed, it would have been foolish to have 

put them in force, for judges, jurors, and 

advocates were all duellists, who were not 

ashamed to own the impeachment ■

The custom, however, from the early 

part of the present century began gradually 

to fall into desuetude, and may be now 

said to be altogetiier extinct We still 

hear sometimes <rf a challenge having been ■

sent from one gentieman to another, but 

the expected fight does not fellow. For 

emmple, the O'Donoghue, an Irish Member 

of Parliament, a few years ago felt lo 

bitterly aggrieved at being refemd to by 

the i^esent Sir Robert Peel as a " mMwilnB 

traitor "-*a singularly inappropriate de- 

scription, seeing that the "manniln'Ti'* 

mentioned stands some six feet odd in Ik 

boots — ^that he sent a challenge to the 

honourable baronet, who had the good seiue 

to bring the matter under the notice of (be 

Speaker of the House, and the O'Donoghna 

was not only baulked of the '' satisfaction* 

he sought, but had to apologise as we&J 

A similar result still later attended tbi 

attempt of Mr. O'Kelly, an Irish member, 

to provoke Mr. M'Coan, another Irak 

member, to fight a duel — the profesied 

'* fire-eater " had to eat his worda^ sod 

withdraw his challenge, which it is not 

uncharitable to believe would not hare 

been sent had there been the remcteit 

possibility that it would be acoepted. ■

Society certainly is no worse for the ex- 

tinction of duelliBg, more e^iectaUy as wA 

it has departed the unrestrained lioeme 

of coarse speech and freedom of mannen 

which, as a rule, occasioned the qosads 

that were held to be only satisfackmly 

adjusted by conflicts with deadly weapooa ■

Br THEO GIFT. ■

Author oJ*'La Linimer,'' '* An AUbi aikd its Priet,' ■

EtCtEtc ■

CHAPTER IX. VJERA. GOES FOR BUSH£& ■

If Messrs. Marstland and Burt had enlj 

had thdr house-boat brought doim tlM 

river for" a day or two to suit the laktsi'i 

convenience, the fact of finding mnttal 

friends settied at Weybridge decided 

them very soon on prolonging their staj 

near that pretty vQIaffe for an indefinite 

period ; and certainly they wece fv 

too great an acquisition to the sooi^ 

at T^OM Villa for the inmates of thst 

pleasant abode not to do thdr utmoet to 

retain them. Indeed, as Naomi said, they 

could not even be considered as an esdbra 

tax on her powers of chi^ronage, seeisg 

that Bnrt^ being married and medi»M 

was almost as good aa a woman, while as 

for dear old George Marstland, he wu 

such an old friend and good, steady fellow, 

that he mkht be trusted with tiie girls 

anywhere like a brother. ■

Perhf^s it was for this reason thst^ ■
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thoughMr. and Mrs. Joiephs had returned 

from DaUin and reclaimed their younger 

boji, Leah and Vera yielded to the 

hospitable entreaties of the Lneaies, and 

agreed to remain at the riyenide villa 

a Httfe longer. ■

**nnl688 yon would rather go home, 

deer," Leah had said to her friend. '* It 

shall be jost as yon like, for yon know I 

can stay with Naomi whenever I please ; 

80 if 7<m would prder to be back in London 

vifeh the &ther and mother and me ** ■

** Only the children would not be there," 

|Bt in Vera. " I do like your home aiHl ■

K father and mother very much, Leah, r even than this, and — and Mr. Lucas" 

~^ was too polite to add Naomi), " but I 

can't bear the idea of leaving those dear 

Me ehQdren ; and you wouldn't like to 

io either, would you, just as your nice 

bind, Dr. Mantland, has come t" ■

A yntry sli^t flush came into Leah's 

dnek Vera's phrase, "your friend", 

thoogh scarcely conventional, gave her a 

earious feeling of pleasure keen enough to 

pie?«nt her correcting it^ and she only 

nil laug^ungly : ■

"Tou do think him * nice ' now, then, 

Te»r ■

*<0h yes; he is 00 bright and amusing, 

Aoagh I think his voice and eyes are very 

itirtUng all the same, and I can't help 

Mhig that if he were ever to be annry he 

voaU be very terrible. Lideed, I can't 

imagine anyone daring to make him so, 

ean you ! " ■

"Very easily," said Leah with some 

amoaemeni " Why, Vera, I've made him 

dnadfoUy angry lots of times, and I didn't 

&)d kun very terrible even then." ■

"Ah, that is because you are as bright 

md defer as he is ; and, besides, he could 

not be really angry with you. It would 

only be play-anger, like when he gro^s 

at AUx, and she screams, but clings to him 

iU the tighter." ■

Leah riioek her head — not ill-pleased, 

however. ■

"Wait till you witness our next battle, 

nd see tf yea call it play then. But I am 

glad that my prediction was a true one, 

aod that you don't dislike him as you pre- 

tended you were going to do." ■

"I didn't pretmid. You know it was 

only that stupid mistake of mine made me 

My 80; and as I have forgiven him for not 

wanting to be introduced to me, I think 

70a mipit forgive me that." ■

"I l»ve never admitted that he didn't 

wiat it|* said Leah; <'and if he did, it ■

was only because you would put on that 

horrible dress, and I am sure he has suffi- 

ciently repented himself of it since." ■

For Dr. Marstland had lost no time in 

making a full and frank recantation to 

Leah of his low opinion of her friend.' ■

'* You were quite right," he said. '' She 

is a sweet littie thing — ^the prettiest mix- 

ture of confidingness, timidity, and little 

prim ways that I ever saw ; and those soft 

grey eyes, which seem always appealing to 

you not to take her in, or be cross to her, 

are very bewitching. I w<mder if they ever 

looked cross themselves." ■

** I never saw Aem do so," said Leah, 

** and I hope no one would take her in. It 

would be only too easy to do so, considering 

how guileless she is." ■

** Guileless ! Alix is a hardened coquette, 

and new-boni lambsnot in it beside her. She 

might have dropped out of some other 

plimet, or been shut up in a convent all her 

life, for idl the knowledge die has of the 

world in general ; and as to an oj^inion of 

her own on any of the topics which even 

young ladies are ^ven to discussing, if her 

mind was the whitest sheet of p^>er ever 

made it couldn't be more unsoored by one." ■

'' You have studied her, J see," said 

Leah, smiling gravely ; '' but do you mean 

that last renuurk for a compliment? I 

shouldn't take it as one." ■

Marstiand flushed rather hotiy. ■

''Undoubtedly I do. I spoke of her 

mind as being IQke a sheet of white paper, 

not a ba^ c? pulp ! You can write any- 

thing you like on paper, the wisest things 

and the most beautiful, and it will retain 

theuL You can't write anything on pulp ; 

and, though, of course, this is a very won- 

derfol age for march of intellect and cul- 

ture, and all that sort of thing, I must 

own that, if I had anvthing to do with a 

girl personally, I should Kke her to have 

some comer of her mind not so entirely filled 

up with her own opinions and prejudices 

tibiat I could not have the pleasure of plant- 

ing there some of mina" ■

"Frank, at any rote, and truly like a 

man !" saidLeah, laughing; ^^though hardly, 

perhaps, the man who used so oftim to come 

bothering Naomi and me to advise him, 

and make up his mind for him, in old 

dajTS." Then, as Marstland was going to 

make some ea^r protest : " No, don't pay 

me any compliments; I was not fishing for 

them, unless indeed " ■

" Unless what 1 " ■

** I was only eoing to say, unless you 

would take my advice now." ■
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'' Now, or any tima I have never had 

a better adviser, and never wish for ona 

What is it 1" ■

'' Not to write anything on this sheet of 

white paper we are speaJdng of that its 

parents and owners would not approve of. 

Vera is so happy here, it woold be hard if 

she were never let come to stay with as 

again." ■

The young man looked at her in some 

astonishment. ■

"'Is thy servant a dog, that thou 

should'st ask him this thing)'" he said. 

"Or what are these parents and owners 

like for such an idea to be possible % " ■

" Not like yon or me,** answered Leah, 

and then blushed a scorching blush at the 

innocent luxtaposition of the pronouns. 

Fortunately Marsdand did not notice it. 

" Nor, I should think, like the generality 

of Breton gentry. They are very lofty 

gentlefolk, of coursa Lideed, though not 

particularly well off — rather the reverse, 

mdeed — and though the father is a surly, 

lowering sort of man, who potters about 

his farm all day, dressed in the shabbiest 

of clothes, I know that he comes of a very ■

!;ood old family, expects the slightest word 

rom his lips to be received with the abject 

submission of the laws of the Medes and 

Persians, and would rather perish than 

allow his wife or daughter to associate 

with the wealthy bourgeois of Quimper 

or Pont TAbb^. Lideed, they lead the 

most utterly isolated Ufa" ■

« But the mother— she is English, isn't 

she?" ■

" Yes ; but she is more a mystery to me 

than her husband, though not an interest- 

ing one; devoted to her daughter, but 

not demonstrative even to her, and 

curiously narrow-minded, timid, and un- 

communicative towards the rest of the 

world — ^the most timid woman I ever 

saw, and more exclusive even than M. 

St Laurent. Vera was not allowed half 

as much vulgar liberty as a young Duchess 

or a Princess of the blood royal^ and has 

been so entirely occupied all her life in 

learning the commandmenti 'Thou shaJt 

not do this or that,' that I don't think she 

has even begun to learn what she may da 

Of course I don't pretend to know much 

about the ways and haUts of the English 

upper-upper-ten," said I^eah, with so mmk 

and sweet a smile that it would have made 

any protest an imp^rtinenca "And perhaps 

my oeing of a different race altogether 

would make me more unfit to. pronounce 

I on them. They must always be different ■

from me; but my feeling at Les Ch4taigaien 

always was that I was living in a gUsi 

house among glass peopla One was afraid 

to move or speak, lest one should bmk 

something." ■

"And such excessive brittleness does 

not suggest solidity, I see," said Marsdand 

slowly. "However, the names of the 

upper ten are well enough known. Who 

was madame before her marriage t " ■

" I don't know. She never once sUoded 

to her own family." ■

"But hasn't Miss St Laurent any 

relations in England t " ■

"She thinks not You will hsidlj 

believe it, but she does not even know her 

own mother's maiden-nama She told ms 

she asked her the question once whoi she 

was a little girl, but was rebuked lo 

severely for vulgar inquisitiveneH, she 

never even thought of repeating it I mpsfc 

say I couldn't see the sin mys^, though I 

didn't tell her so, for Yera's simplicity hu 

provided her with a very ha^^y creei 

Whatever her elders say is right xt oever 

occurs to her to question it" ■

MarsUand gavehis mouth a oomicaltvdit ■

" It seems to me your mystery is emy 

enough to read, especially by the ligb i 

certam very funny UtUe ways and ex- 

pressions which, I may tell yon — who^ M 

me remind your modesty, belong to ths 

oldest and most aristocratically exclosive 

commonwealth in the worldr-4iav6 ocei> 

sionally startled me in a young lady who 

was supposed to hail from we ' /ieflle 

noblesse'. * Upper - upper - ten p :ople,' 

my dear Leah, don't sit on the exlireme 

edge of their chairs, or use the name of the 

person they are speaking to at every 

second word, or talk of 'ungented cou- 

duct', of someone being ' quite the lady', ot 

an objection to ^ peruse anything that ii 

not quite nice'. If Miss St Laurent has 

never known any other society than her 

mother's, depend on it, monsieur made a 

fooUsh marriage some years ago, and 

robbed his mother of her lady's-maid. 

Some of the French 'grands dames' affiBd 

English maids as ours do i^rench ones ; and 

had madame been a peasant girl she wooid 

have had too much of nature's digi% to 

be ashamed of her antecedents, especially 

before her own daughter. Anyhoff^; the 

latter is charminfi^ enough in spite of her; 

And now, to turn to something else, mipdi 

Leah, neither yon nor Naomi dare to Ming 

a crumb of anytiiing with you to-monov. 

If you can't trust yoonelvea to the rcflomraeB ■

of male hospitality for a picnic you ought ■
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to do 80, especially as I am ready to vow 

tnd dedare that the batcher who supplies 

the meat shall have had his certificate, 

BJgned by the Chief Rabbi himself, if 

required, and that the pastry shall have no 

lird in it The Talmud doesn't say any- 

thing about chocolate-creams and other 

sweets, does it t " ■

^Dr. Marstland, you are too bad alto- 

gether,^ said Leah. But she could not help 

imiliDg at him at the same time, and 

H&ntbnd knew she was not offended. ■

The subject in question was a picnic 

fhich he and Burt were getting up on 

Wd their house-boat for the morrow. 

Ihe Lucases, with Leah and Vera, were to 

ie there, and one or two other Mends, and 

thej were to have luncheon on board the 

boat first, followed by a row up the river 

ia those who liked it, and fishing for those 

vho didn't; to wind up with tea, music, 

lod cigars — ^a "smoking concert", as Marst- 

lasd put it, till the moon was high enough 

to light the party home. ■

lie programme sounded well, and, what 

VIS, perhaps, more wonderful, it went off 

itill better. For one thing the day was 

perfect, not too hot — despite all that the 

poets and romancers say, it seldom is too 

sot CD the Tliames in late August ; while 

s slight shower or two, which fell in the 

ttoming, had just sufficed to make the 

brilliant sunshine afterwards more enjoy- 

•hle, freshen the somewhat fading verdure 

of the banks, and lend an exquisite blue- 

aen to the distance, and crispness to the 

Bghis and shadows, which would have 

Bide the most commonplace scenery 

ikrming. ■

The house-boat, too, presented a very 

iDTiting appearanca It was a large one, 

isd by no means uncomfortably fundshed, 

Uustiand having a private fortune of his 

own &nd a very good idea of using it. 

What with pots and baskets of flowers, 

which he had scoured the country to pro- 

care, and which, suspended from every point 

of Qkd roof-eaves, reflected their glowing 

ccJonrs in the water below; what with 

iftowy muslin-curtains looped back by red 

ribands to the tiny windows, and long 

American and low basket-chairs scattered 

about the snowy upper deck ; what with 

|Hr. Burt's series of Tharoesside Sketches 

di^layed for the art-lovers, baskets of fruit 

i tod sweetmeats for the young ladies, un- 

fisuted cigars for the gentlemen, and iced 

dttet^mp, illustrated papers and magazines 

kt everybody, the aspect of this floating 

b(MBe eitcited such general admiration that ■

Miss James, an enthusiastic young lady in 

aesthetic attire, who, with her father and 

brother, formed Burt's contingent to the 

party, declared she should like nothing 

better than to live in it for ever and ever. 

Marstland promptly responded by entreat- 

ing her to become its mistress from that 

moment; and Vera stared at them both 

with great, wide-opened eyes, wondering 

if this was really a proposal, and, if so, 

how he could have the heart to make it in 

Leah's very presence, and she to listen with 

such smiling unconcern. She decided that 

poor Dolly James was a very bold young 

lady, and shuddered to think what mamma 

would have said of her had she been there. ■

But though Vera herself said less, per- 

haps, in the way of admiration and pleasure 

than any of the rest of the party, it may 

be doubted if she did not feel more of 

both than all the rest of them put together. 

To her, after the almost conventual seclu- 

sion, the narrowness and repression of 

anything like youthful gaiety or freedom 

in her past life ; after the bleak, wind- 

swept moors, the grey rocks and boisterous 

seas of Finisterre; all this gaiety and 

brightness, this smiling river flowing 

between its low green shores, and dotted 

with innumerable gaily-painted craft, bonny 

girl-faces and white-flannelled youths, this 

banter and repartee, freedom and friendli- 

ness on ever^ side, seemed more like some 

dream of fairyland than anything real or 

tangible. Indeed she almost dreaded to 

speak or move lest she should wake suddenly 

from it, and find herself back under the 

ff^Jt ^arled apple-trees in the orchard, 

or gazmg out from the high window of 

her bare little room over the long, flat 

colza-fields which stretched away to the grey 

''dunes " and dark sea-line of St Tryphine. ■

Some girls might have disturbed them- 

selves by wonderings whether it was not 

wrong to shrink so terribly from the 

idea of going back to their own home and 

the parents in whom thefr life had hitherto 

centred ; but Vera was not of an intro- 

spective nature, and had been as little 

trained to mental examination as to home 

tenderness. The mere prospect of that 

old dull life, the solitary walks, the aimless 

monotony of reading and practising, the 

uninteresting conversations between her 

mother and Joanna on nothing more ex- 

citing than domestic worries and economies 

— wort^e than all, the dreary evenings %vith 

those three grave, middle aged faces bent 

over the whist or b^zique table, chilled and 

depressed her, and as she stood alone at ■

i^*»» ■

■ ■■ < ■
"»♦• ■
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the bow-end of the boat, to which she had 

wandered through the door leading out 

at that end of the cabin, her heart sank so 

low that something like tears glittered in 

her eyes and dimmed the beauty of the 

scene before her. They might have fallen 

in another moment but for an interruption. ■

" Miss St Laurent," said George Marst- 

land's hearty voice at her shoulder, *' what 

is the matter ? Have you quarrelled with 

the world, or has the world quarrelled with 

you, that you are standing here all alone 

and forlorn ? " ■

Tea was over, and the rest of the party, 

to whom the arrival from town of Albert 

Lucas had just imparted a little fresh 

excitement, were enjoying themselves in 

pleasantly lazy fashion at me other end of 

the boat Captain James, a retired old 

naval officer, Lucas himself with his little 

Aliz on his knee, and Naomi leaning com- 

fortably back in a long chair, made a group 

by themselves on the upper deck; wmle in 

the cabin Dolly James, perched on the table 

with her lap full of Burt's sketches, listened 

with enthusiastic interest to the explana- 

tions of them, which he was imparting to 

her with perhaps more low-toned fervour 

than Mrs. Burt would have altogether ap- 

proved of, had she been there. Beyond the 

cabin, on the little open space at the stem, 

sat Leah Josephs, making a pretty picture 

as seen through the doorway, with her 

dark hair, delicate features, and pale pink 

boating-costume all lit up by the last rays 

of the setting sun, and her slender hands 

busy with some sheets of loose music, from 

which young James, reclining at her feet 

with his violin across his knees, was 

entreating her to select something to sing. 

Little BenjY stood near her, fishing 

solemnly still, and shouting to his friend 

the doctor to come and help with his line ; 

and Leah herself had appealed to the same 

gentleman a moment before to assist in the 

selection of her song; but Marstland had not 

quite answered to the expectation of either. ■

*' One moment, Benjy, lad. Sing 1 Oh, 

slag whatever you like best yourseU, Leah. 

You're sure to do it better than anyone 

else could," he had said heartily enough. ■

But he did not stay, oxdy oast an 

enquiring glance round, and passed through 

to the other end of the boat, whither he 

fancied he had seen a little figure retreat a 

few moments before. , ■

As host, it was of course his duty to see 

that no one was neglected, the greatest 

stranger least of all ; but in truth Vera's 

soft eyes and liquid voice had awakened ■

an interest in him to which Leah's sketch of 

her home and up-bringing had added a touch 

of compassionate tenderness ; and now, as 

she looked up at him with the timid flash 

and start which almost made him wish she 

were younger, that he might stoop down 

as he would to Alix, and reassure herwi^ 

a kiss, he saw that her eyes were moist 

Yet she answered him smiUng : ■

'' I am not forlorn. I was only thinking." 

" What about ? It is very rude to think 

at picnics, you know." ■

" Is it really % " But his laugh answered 

her, and she went on : ** I only came here to 

look at the sunset-colour on tihe water; and 

then I wondered what sort of an evenbg 

it was at St Tryphine, and got thinloDg 

of home." ■

<' And wishing yourself back there and 

away from all of us f That is too bad of 

you. Miss St Laurent, when we all want 

so much to make you happy here. I shall 

tell LeaL" ■

** Oh no ; please don't ! Indeed, I im 

not wishing that ; " but, though she bladied 

crimson, she could not own how different 

her thoughts had been, and, to prevent hii 

asking her, added hurriedly : " I had been 

wishing a few minutes back that I had 

been able to get some of those feath^ 

reeds we passea on our way up the river. 

Leah was wanting some the other daj, 

and I saw quite a number on the little islet 

just beyond that bend of the river there." 

"Did youf Why not get them now, then!" 

"Now 1 But I could notr— could It" 

"Why noti Nothing easier. Herek 

the dingy," pointing to the little boat which 

was rocking on the water at her feet, " and 

here am I ready to pull you to your island 

in a dozen strokes and cut as many roshei 

as you please. (Jet in." But Vera pro- 

tested very honestly and with ciimson 

cheeks against such a notion. She had 

not thought of it for a moment. She 

would not dream of letting him take 

so much trouble ; and it was only when he 

assured her it would be a pleasure, not & 

trouble, adding jestingly, "Besides, you 

forget ; it is not for you, but for Leah," 

that she yielded, and said quite simply : ■

" Ah, so it will be, and you will like that 

But I must ask leave first" 

"Leave? Nonsense! Why should you T 

" Oh, but I must, please. I never do 

anything unless I am told I may ;" and with 

a mild find of persistence which amused 

by its contrast to her usual ductility she 

passed t^ou^h the cab^, and going 

to Leah's side, asked; "Leah, might ■
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I get some roahes with Dr. Manilaiid ? 

He says he will cut some for me. May hel " ■

Leidi looked up at her, colouring in a 

way Vera did not at all understand. She 

nndentood, of course — ^knew that it was 

the very simplicity of long tutelage which 

merely led Vera to transfer the maternal 

anthority which usually guided her to the 

friend to whom her mother had entrusted 

her ; bat she also knew and realised keenly 

that no one else present would believe in 

sQch a spirit of childish docility in one 

grown-up girl to another; and that the 

request must seem to bear some special 

^plication to her own feelings or rights 

oyer the person alluded to. For once she 

ipoke ahnost ahiurply : ■

"May you, Vera I Why, of course. 

Why do you ask me ) ^en't we all 

imiiBing ourselves as we please 1 Mr. 

James, this is the song I meant Now, will 

yoQ try over the air first, and then I'll begin." ■

Vera went away satbfied. She had " got 

leave", and next moment had stepped into 

the tiny boat in which Marstland was 

standing up waiting to put her in the seat 

and give her the tUler-ropes. That done, 

he took the sculls, and pulled out into the 

stream. ■

For the first two or three minutes neither 

of them spoke. It was getting late. The 

hundred and one craft that had dotted the 

river earlier in the day, the big steam- 

lamiches puffing clouds of smoke and raising 

great waves on its glassy surface, the swift 

four-oars, and deftly-paddled canoes, were 

gone now; and the sun had set behind 

I light bsAik of vapour, leaving sky and 

itrmi su&used with a delicate rosy glow. 

A few silvery clouds floated softly across 

this haze of rose above, while the dip, dip 

of the oars, or the splash and spring of a 

moorhen sent showers of silver from the 

rosy bath below. It was all an enchanted 

^mm of rose and silver — silver and rose. 

Even &» stately swans sailed by under the 

shadow of the woods with rose-flushed 

plamage and beaks tipped with argent; 

even the bending willow-trees took a 

roseate tinge, and tossed their thin grey 

leavesysilver-lined, against the blushing sky. 

There was no other boat — no other human 

being in sight. They seemed, in their 

white clothes, like two silvery figures 

gliding through a mist of crimson glory, 

uidVera's heart so swelled with delight 

that it was some minutes before she could 

even breathe out: ■

" Oh, how lovely it is ! Too lovely to ■

be real." ■

Marstland had been looking at her 

more than the scene, wondering he had 

never thought her lovely before ; wonder- 

ing if she had ever looked as much 

so as at that moment ; her delicate 

figure in its simple gown of white serge, 

her pure child-face with its exquisite oval 

of cheek and chin, its softly-parted lips 

and tender eyes, her slender, helpless 

hands, and the little knitted b^r^t (Leah's 

gift) made of white wool and pressed down 

over those soft, ruddy locks. Something 

rose in his throat — something foolish and 

impetuous ; but he choked it down, and 

only answered coolly : ■

"You like it 1" ■

'* Oh, it is like floating through Para- 

dise. One would like to go on for ever.'' ■

*' Then let us go a little farther at pre- 

sent. It is prettier beyond the islet here, 

and we can get the rushes coming back." ■

Vera assented eagerly, but then be- 

thouffht hersell ■

"If you will not be tired 1 " ■

<<Tired ! 1 1 What can you think of 

my muscles) I am as strong as Eling 

Comorre himself." ■

Vera laughed a little. ■

" I do not know about his strength ; but 

you are not as bad — ^I am sure of that." ■

" How can you tell f " ■

The ffirrs colour rose. ■

" I^ don't think you would be Leah's 

friend if you were, or that Benjy and Alix 

would be so fond of you." ■

" If Alix and Benjy's fondness is a test 

of virtue, how good you must be ! " he said, 

laughing, but pleased. *' Well, I hope I 

am not as bad as ELing Comorre. I haven't 

murdered five wives yet The worst of me 

is, as my people would tell you, that I have 

been too selfish hitherto to earn one." ■

Vera's face said she did not comprehend, 

so he went on : ■

" Tou see, the fact is, I'm rather handi- 

capped in life. I belong to the profession 

I prefer to any other, and I have money 

enough of my own not to need to make 

more by it Ergo, as yet I haven't made 

more. I have revelled in sick-rooms, cer- 

tainly ; but they were of the really sick 

poor, wanting food to fill their stomachs 

as much as medicine to heal their pains — 

not of sham invalids in luxurious cham- 

bers; and I have triumphed in two or 

three successful operations, but on 

wretched crossing-sweepers, run over by 

some passing dray, or penniless maids-of- 

all-work, maimed before they were women 

by incessant over-work; not on fashionable ■
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patients with large fees and abstnise, 

pleasare-indnced diseases. That's all very 

well for a bachelor, and my own income 

has kept me very comfortably, and helped 

me to keep a good many of these poor 

wretches without more ; but, as my sister, 

Lady Hessey, said when she persuaded 

me to go in for a share in this West End 

practice I've just bought, it wouldn't keep 

a wife as well, and a wife wouldn't stand it 

if it would."- ■

"Leah would, I am sure," said Vera 

quickly. *' She is fond of poor people, too. 

She was always going into the peasants' 

houses at St. Tryphine, and talking to and 

helping them. I did not Mamma does 

not think it quite nice for me, but I 

often wished I might when I saw her. The 

people looked out for Leah, and smiled 

when they saw her. They used to say 

Dr. Dupr6 neglected them for the rich 

people. I am certain she would think your 

way much the nobler, and she would help 

you beautifully." ■

It was a long speedi for Vera, and ■

Grhaps fortunately so, for it gave Marst- id time to recover from the start and 

stare of undisguised amazement with which 

he received her first words. He said rather 

abruptly : ■

** Leah and her family have ofcen helped 

me. They. are all excellent friends to the 

poor — their own poor especially. But why ■

should you single her out as if " he ■

stopped short, and laughed with some em- 

barrassment. Vera looked more embarrassed 

still ■

" Was I wrong t I beg your pardon," 

she stammered humbly ; " but I forgot — I 

mean when you were talking of a wife I — I 

fancied you were naturally tmnkingof Leah." 

It was Marstland's turn to colour. 

"Why 'naturally'!" he said sharply. 

" You did not think we were in love with 

one another, did you t Surely no one has ■

said " ■

" Oh no, no ! " cried Vera in great 

distress ; " no one — nobody. It was only 

that I thought — I took it for granted ■

you indeed, I am very sorry, but I ■

did not think you could help it." ■

" Help what ) Falling in love with 

Leah ? Well, perhaps I couldn't, if such a 

thought had ever entered my mind. As 

it IS, it is fortunate for me that it didn't, 

for I am sure it would never have entered 

hers, and I like Leah Josephs too well, I 

respect her too heartily, to risk losing her ■

friendship by posturing before her as a 

rejected suitor. Surely, Miss St Laurent, 

you are not cruel enough to wish to see me 

in that humiliating role t " ■

" Oh no," Vera began, but stepped short, 

blushing vehemently. ■

How could she tell this chestnut-haiied, 

strong-limbed man, with the bright, keen 

eyes and dominant voice, that no idea of any* 

onerejecting him had occurred t^hermindt 

Even to her simplicity this would htis 

been, in her mother's and Joanna^ 

phraseology (which reveie.ed the und 

acceptation of the phrase) "rather par- 

ticular", not to say unseemly. ■

"I am afraid I have been very silly ani 

— and rude, too," she said falterindy ; ^M ■

somehow I fancied I do love Leah la! I ■

" That you fancied no one woitii 

her friend could . hdp loving her tool 

Well, Miss St Laurent, I thsjik you ' 

the compliment, for I know it is one ~ 

you ; and you are right. As a friend, as' 

sister, if you Uke, I love and honour 

Josephs as well as yon do. That we bm] 

never even thought of one another in 

other way is natural enough, too, if 

come to think of it For one thing, she 

a Jewess and I a Christian." ■

" Yes ; but oh, surely would that] ■

mattert" Vera stammered, b^inning tof< 

pitiful over both as martyrs to their religkm. 

" I am inclined to think that if (M 

loved a woman and was loved by har 

your sense of the word, nothing wodl! 

* matter'; but in the opposite caseldii 

believe in race-differences as making a ' 

to the idea of marriage. I hope 

and Leah's husband when she mar 

will be my friends to the end of our joi 

lives ; but I am nearly as certain that 

husband will be a Hebrew as that my 

— if I ever get one — will be a Ghnatiaa 

She is immensely loyal to her people, ft 

is one of the finest traits in her." ■

"Only" — ^Vera spoke wistfuUy, ahno* 

sadly ; the idea of Leah wasted on aB; 

Albert Lucas or a young Bosenberg see 

terrible to her — "I cannot imagine hov' 

any man who knows her could Tike e 

the very nicest Christian girl better." ■

" Cannot you 1" said Marstland, snuliitt' 

He bent down over his oars so as to loot! 

into her face, the sweet, pale young face 0\ 

unconscious of its own tender chaim, 40 

spiritual-looking in the fading roa^-ligb^ 

the silvery shadows of the evening. **So«fr 

how — just now — I think I cau I " ■
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A STERN CHASE. ■

A STORY IN THREE PARTS. 

Bt MRS. OASHBL HOBY. ■

THE THIRD PART. 

CHAPTER VIII. CLEARING THE WAY. ■

A DINNER-PARTY had taken place at 

'Dkb .Qoinces under particolarly aaspicioos 

riroiUBstanoes to the mmds of all con- 

eonediwith the exception of Julian Couirt- 

Itnd. The pleasant excitement of a 

dedaiation and an engagement is irresis- 

tiUe to all womanly women, and although 

the engagement of Julian and Dolores 

was deprived by the long-standing inti- 

macy of the two households of many ol 

the osoal features of similar occurrences, it 

flattered everybody in an agreeable manner. 

£r«o Mr& Courtland, when she. saw how 

wofound was the satisfaction which the 

ViolaQel and Lilias derived from the event, 

to^ a more cheerful view of it than she 

woold have expected herself to take. ■

Hrs. Gonrtland liked Dolores very much, 

but she did not adore her, and although she 

did not like Julian, and entertained a vague 

diitrnst of him, this was chiefly because he 

fell so much more short of the Colonel's 

czpeefcations than the Colonel would 

icknowledge, and she could ill bear any- 

thing that troubled her husband. ■

"He is the best of men," she would say 

to herself ; "and in some things the 

unseat ; but he makes the practical mistake 

of beUeving everybody else to be as good as 

^umael^ and one can't ward off disappoint- 

insnt from that sort of disposition." ■

She would have chosen differently for 

Poloresrif she might have had the order- 

u^ o{ her fate ; but when she was told 

Wait had happened, sjhe was able, without 

^i^(Buier sacrificing sincerity, to congra- 

i^^ those concerned, and she summed ■

.na»-!lHVlii ■

I ■

t' ■

up the matter in a sensible way, by reflect- ll 

ing upon the exceeding good fortune of If 

Jiuian, an^d the probab^ty that he would i 

prove aware of it . Dolores would have her 

trials, no doubt, and the dream of Lilias 

that unsullied happiness was to be the 

privilege of thia one amone the daughters 

of men, would be dispelled ; nevertheless, 

the youne people would start in life 

with such hrge advantages, that the chances 

were greatly in their favour. ■

Whatever Mrs. Courtland suspected 

Julian of, it was not insincerity about 

Dolorea There is love and love: he 

wa9 not a man to feel the sublime and 

^^Ifforgetting sort, but that he cared for 

It^e lovely girl in whose heart he had held 

Ibhe first place from her childhood, as much 

as it was in him to care for anyone, \\ 

she believed. Mrs. Courtland discerned j| 

bhat Julian's spirits were forced, and ^ 

that he had occasional fits of absence of 

mind, even while Effie Wharton was in- 

dulging him with the music that his soul 

loved; but she' ascribed both of these varia- ' j 

tions from the mood becoming to a happy f 

lover in the first flush of his triumph, to I 

some scrape, and also to Julian's knowledge ' | 

that in the general clearing-up of affairs 

which his marriage with a young lady of 

fortune must bring about, the proverbial 

bad quarter of an hour would have to be 

faced. ■

The satisfaction of L9ias and Colonel ( 

Courtland was perfect and unmixed. It ll 

had been agreed between them that the 1 

news of the engagement was to be im- j 

parted to Kodney and Captain Wharton, 

because it would necessarily influence the 

nature of the communication which would 

have to be made to the persons to whom 

Kodney proposed to apply for information 

respecting the De Bodas family. It had 

also been agreed that nothing should be ■

3C ■ ■i^«- ■

>v^ .•■ ■
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said to either Julian or Dolores concemins 

the facts of which Rodney had apprised 

Lilias, until a farther constdtation between 

the eiders had taken place. ■

Daring the evening, Julian observed 

Rodney closely but covertly. He was 

puzzled by Mr. Wyndham's words — " That 

man means mischief" — although he had 

acted upon the peremptory command which 

accompanied them. He had deliberately 

abstained from communicating with Wynd- 

ham; he wanted time to think; he 

was now hopelessly committed. His evil 

genius had had his way, but there 

was something to be done which must 

be well considered, and he would let 

Wyndham wait for intelligence. He had 

even a petty pleasure in this little bit of 

futile free-will. His thoughts had, however, 

helped him to no conclusion up to the hour 

at which he had to start for The Quinces ; 

the thing that had to be done was none 

the less imperative and difficult ■

Never had Julian been paid alarger instal- 

ment of the wages of sin than on the day 

which succeeded his lyingdeclaration of love 

to Dolores ; the day wluch saw him in full 

assurance of fortune, and freedom from the 

yoke of his evil genius; the day which 

passed as the hours of the earthly paradise 

of old to the innocent, deluded girl who 

was watching and waiting for him, in 

wonderment at her own happiness. He 

arrived at The Quinces a little earlier than 

Eodney and the Whartons, had a few 

minutes alone with Dolores, and afterwards 

received the gravely affectionate greeting 

of Lilias, and the heartfelt congratulations 

of Colonel Courtland with a perfectly good 

graca Mrs. Courtland did not make her 

appearance in the drawing-room until the 

whole party was assembled, and it was 

only by a smile and an expressive glance 

towards Dolores that she signified her 

sentiments. Julian was very glad of this ; 

it was easy work for him to pretend, and, 

in ordinary circumstances, he rather liked 

it, but he never did it so well when Mrs. 

Courtland was present ■

Nothing occurred to enlighten Julian 

as to Mr. Wyndham's meaning respecting 

Rodney. The young man saw in the 

middle-aged one a pleasant, cultivated 

person, who had dropped, on the strength 

of a sentimental reminiscence of very old 

date, into the position of an old friend 

while he was yet a positively new acquain- 

tance, and he admired the savoir vivre 

which enabled Rodney to do this, while he 

wondered that he should care to do it ■

The Whartons interested him moreptiian 

Rodney. The girl was so pretty and 

so bright, and she played so well 1 EfEe 

was not Julian's '* style " either, but her 

playing was, although his attention did 

wander from it^ and the touch of foreign- 

ness about her pleased him. At interras 

he threw off the oppressive thought of what 

he should have to do on the morrow, and 

tiien he was bright and fascinating. ■

Mr. Wyndham was so well pleased with 

Julian's report of the state of affaira, that 

he graciously overlooked the delay in 

communicating it to him. He was civil 

to the young man, who told his story in a 

sullen and grudging manner. The thing 

was done, the end was accomplished, and 

for reasons of his own it suited Mr. Wynd- 

ham to adopt a different line from that by 

which he had driven Julian to obedience. ■

"Nothing could be better, my dear 

fellow — nothing could be better," said Mr. 

Wyndham ; ''quite a blaze of triumph, in 

fact And now the great point is to get 

the business over as quickly as possible. 

Delay is proverbially dangerous, and in 

this case it would be particularly foolish" ■

" You don't want me to marry the girl 

next week, do you? " asked Julian wiw a 

short aggressive laugL ■

"No, no ; not next week. There will be 

the matter of settlements, and, by the way, 

you and I had better have a preliminary 

look into it, so that when it comes on 

for discussion you may know exactly what 

you mean to have dona Everytlung of 

the sort takes time, but you must press 

for as speedy a marriage as possibla" ■

"Why? If the thing's secure, Dolores 

won't tilirow me over, depend upon it 

Poor child ! " ■

Julian's tone, though affectedly light, 

had a suggestion of remorse in it wmch 

Mr. Wyndham did not like. He coold 

understand and deal with the young man's 

hesitation and reluctance on his own 

account, but that he should shrink from 

the position on account of Dolores, or be 

troubled by a thought of wrong to her, vas 

a troublesome development of misplaced 

sentiment, and needed to be checked. ■

" Poor child ! Why, she's absurdly in 

love with you, and I don't suppose yoa 

mean to iUuse her. To go back to your 

question — Why? The answer is simple: 

1 want my money, Courtland, as soon as 

you can let me have it" ■

He said this in the easiest way, bat it 

made more impression on Julian in his ■

F ■
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present mood than a threat would have ■

'* And I want you to have it/' said the 

young man with sudden bitterness; "I 

irant to be done with it alL I wish I 

could marry the girl to-morrow, and pay 

yoa down on the naiL Bat what's the 

good of driving me ? It is for them to 

fiz the time, not for me. I don't suppose 

they Ve ever thought about it yet" ■

''Then the idea must be suggested. 

^W^hat about these American people 1 Are 

they going to be in London for long 9 " ■

^* Only for the season. I heard Miss 

^Vharton talking to Dolores about some 

place in Scotland they are going to in 

August." ■

" Have the girls taken to each othert " 

" Very much." ■

*' Then there's your opportunity. Appeal 

to aentiment^ and you will have Miss 

Mesivale on your side of any question." 

Mr. Wyndham smiled as though permitting 

himaelf to be amused by some divertmg 

remembrance. "And what a charming 

sentiment to appeal to I Old friends of 

your betroAed's much lamented father, 

accepted in that touching character as 

new friends of your betrothed's devoted 

guardian, and anxious to be present on the 

auspicious occasion. Eh % Don't you see % 

Bridesmaid, and all that sort of thing ! 

1 Vfhj^^'B what pious people would call quite 

providentisJ. Tou have only to be properly 

preasing, to drop a hint to the two girls, and 

the whole business may be comfortably got 

oTer by the end of July." ■

^' What do you mean by the whole 

business 1 You surely don't suppose I 

shall be able to lay my hands upon the 

money from the start ) " ■

** I suppose that you will be in a position ■

to enable me to lay my hands upon it, which ■

IB my look-out I don't at all doubt that ■

you will get hold of a good deal of ready ■

money down. Indeed, the more I look ■

into this matter, the more I like the look ■

of it. Having got the chance in the way ■

of my business, I have been making some ■

^iquiries, and I find that Miss Merivale has ■

always lived below her income, and made ■

very safe investments. She will be a rich ■

woman, even after she has handed over ■

Dr. Bosslyn's tenderly-nursed savings to ■

your not quite so fosteriug care." ■

*<My uncle will propose strict settle- 

ments, I am sure, even if Miss Merivale 

did not^ or was not advised to do so. I 

know his ideas about things of that kind. 

There's no good in your thinking I shall ■

I ■

get the money to do as I like with it If 

it was only Mrs. Oourdand, she'd bar the 

way to that ; but the Colonel would not 

allow it either." ■

"I don't object^" said Mr. Wyndham 

with judicial gravity, " to your wife's money 

being settled on herself, and put out of your 

reach in the sense of making away witlx it 

That will not interfere with your discharge 

of my claim, and it will be a very good 

thing for you both. The handling of the 

income is a different matter. Although 

nothing that law or lawyers can do 

can keep a woman's money from her 

husband if he is determined to have it, 

it is better to make things pleasant from 

the start I don't want you to have to 

bully your wife out of cheques to meet 

cerUin obligations — supposing you don't 

get a lump sum, which is supposing the 

worst — ^if she should happen not to be of 

the coaxable kind, and that no one can 

ever tell about any woman until she has 

been tried with the possession of money." ■

" I should not bully her if you did want 

me to do it," said Julian, with a glance of 

sullen hatred at the blandly explanatory 

speaker. ■

*' Oh yes, you would^ Courtland, I assure 

you. We need not, however, discuss that 

contingency. If you cannot avail yourself 

of the sentimental tendencies of iShs 

Merivale, and the boundless confidence of 

your betoothed to get such settlements as 

will suit us both, I can only say you are a 

greater fool than I took you for." {** As if 

anyone could take me for a greater fool 

than I have been ! " was Julian Courtland's 

mental comment on these airy words, for 

remorse was stirring feebly in his soul) 

''As a matter of fact," continued Mr. 

Wyndham, " the whole thing is in Miss 

Bosslyn's hands, her grandfather having 

merely provided for the possibility of his 

son's, or a child of his son's, turning up 

within ten years of his own death, and 

appointing no guardian or trustee in the 

latter case, but simply taking it for granted 

that Miss Merivale would hand over the 

money. As it is impossible, for obvious 

reasons, to act on the real position of 

affairs, and you have to accept the guardian- 

ship fiction, you must jast do the best you 

can for yourself, without offending anyoim 

concerned, especially Miss Merivale. Aud, 

talking of her, your star is no longer in 

the ascendant there, if my eyes are to be 

trusted." ■

" What do you mean 1 She was never 

kinder to me." ■

=F ■
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<* Probably not To whom do you suppose 

Miss Merivale will leave her property 9 " ■

** To Miss Bosslyn ; bat Miss Merivale is 

not forty. And, besides, we need not talk 

of her money. We have got nothing to 

do with her, at least, and lucky for her." ■

He spoke with impatient disgust, which 

seemed to amuse Mr. Wyndham, who had 

pleasant recollections of having had a 

good deal to do with Miss Merivale's 

money, and a good deal of her money to 

do it with. ■

** Ah, to Miss Bosslyn ! I should have 

taken your word for that before my inspec- 

tion of the party at the Boyal Academy ; 

but I am by no means sure of it now. I 

told you the man who was with her meant 

mischief, and he does. Why, she was 

listening to him as though he were an 

oracle, and he was talking to her as though 

that were the one thing worth doing in the 

world." ■

" Mr. Eodney 1 " exclaimed Julian, with 

incredulous surprise ; " he's five-and-forty, 

at the very least" ■

'' What has that to do with it t " ■

''But one has never thought of any- 

thing of the kind in reference to Miss 

^f erivale " ■

" And what has that to do with it ? Of 

course I may be wrong; speculating on 

subjects of the sort is not in my Tine ; 

but in one thing I'm sure I'm right The 

man has gained an influence over her 

already, and anyone who wants to manage 

Miss Merivale in future, at least so long as 

he is about, will have to reckon witii Mr. 

Eodney." ■

Confounded by the assurance with which 

Wyndham spoke, and impressed with the 

idea that he was generally right, Julian 

rapidly reviewed the occurrences of yester- 

day, in search of anything which might 

confirm this surprising theory. ■

He had, indeed, puzzled over the mean- 

ing of Wyndham's warning, but had not 

fone near such a solution of it as thia 

[e was disposed only to ridicule it now ; 

but he did not venture to do so openly, and 

he was conscious, too, that he had felt from 

the first a vague dislike of Eodney. ■

« I'm sure I don't care whether you are 

right or wrong," he said, after a pause. 

**i{ Miss Merivale's fool enough to part 

with her independence at her time of life, 

I suppose she must do it." ■

'* Just the time of life to give a fortune- 

hunter his best chance," observed Mr. 

Wyndham, with as much scorn of the 

interested motives of a fortune-hunter as ■

'=^ ■

though the transaction in which he snd 

Julian were engaged had been of the purest 

morality. ■

'*I don't know much about Mr.Bodnej, 

but he's no fortune-hunter ; or at least he 

is not a poor man scheming to many a 

rich woman. They were talking yesterday 

about some property he has in England 

— some place he has not yet seen, that was 

left him by somebody." ■

'' The sooner he goes to see it the better 

for you," said Mr. Wyndham, sticking to 

his point with a characteristic pertinadtj 

much loathed by Julian, whom it idways 

overbore and put down. ■

Julian made no reply. Little more was 

said between them, and they parted with- 

out having alluded to one subject which 

each knew to be in ihe mind of the other. ■

Mr. Wyndham was satisfied with the 

position of affairs. Julian had committed 

himself beyond recall, and whether he had 

arranged matters with Miss Denzil pr^ 

viously, or had to face the arranging of 

them now was of no consequence. He did 

not think she was at all likely to make a | 

row or a scandal ; he could even intennpt 

his complacent sneers at the general eiois- 

purposes of those so-called " affairs of the 

heart" wluoh of all the weaknesses of 

humanity he despised the most, with a 

passing regret that Miss Denzil should 

be ''so good a sort", seeing that she had to 

go to the walL ■

Julian made a pretence of doing some 

business that morning at Messrs. Yi^oUes 

and Jackson's, actually remaining m his 

room until business hours were over. Bat 

he was not thinking of turning over a new 

leaf — an intention with which his on- 

wonted diligence caused him to be credited 

by the least experienced of the clerks— he 

was debating with himself how he was to 

meet or not meet Margaret Denzil ; what 

he was to tell or not tell her ; how he was 

to silence his conscience, or bear its re- 

proaches ; how he was to do without her 

love in his life, knowing that in its stead 

he had earned her contempt ■

It was one of the most significant 

symptoms of Julian's moral downfall that 

he was not sensitive to disdam. He 

knew that where he was best known he 

was despised; he had latterly become 

aware that his footing in society was inse- 

cure, but he did not suffer from the know- 

ledge. So long as he was not thoronghlj 

found out, where detection might mean his 

being renounced and left to helphis^ 

by the unpleasant means of real w(»rk, he ■
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did not much mind. All fear of this was 

at an end now; he would have it in his 

power to make his position whatever he 

chose; but the one for whose sake he 

sometimes felt he should like to be — and 

not only to seem — ^what she took him for, 

irould hold him in utter disdain for ever 

the very type of mean, unmanly false- 

The more he thought of this the 

more he hated the man who had '* brought 

him to it", and the more he tried to relieve 

his pain a little by dwelling on the pros- 

pect of washing his hands of him by pay- 

ment in full, and by rehearsing the form 

of 'vrords in which he would renounce 

acquaintance with Mr. Wyndham from 

thenceforth. ■

Several times during that day, and in 

the course of some profitable transactions — 

for his luck had turned again — Mx. Wynd- 

ham's thoughts were, occupied with Julian 

Conrtland; but they took a different 

direction. He greatly liked the looks of 

Dolores, and, though by no means a lady's- 

man, he intended to be the house-friend of 

the future household. ■

It came to after office-hours, and Julian 

had not made up his mind how the thing 

that had to be done was to be done. He 

had not seen Margaret since the night at 

the play, nor had he written to her ; she 

must be already surprised and anxious, 

and this was just as well. Something 

might occur to make the thine that had to 

he done easier to do; she migbt get anny; 

he might pretend to quarrel with her, 

and, having parted with her thus, leave 

her to find out the fidl measure of his base- 

ness by the announcement of his marriage. 

In these turnings of his tormented thoughts 

the mere simple tdling of the truth to 

Margaret, and throwing himself upon her 

mercy, had not faUed to present itself to 

him, but he dismissed it hastily. He could 

not tell her the truth, he could not ac- 

knowledge the means by which he had got 

into Wyndham's power ; and besides, if he 

could do this, and she were to forrive 

him his own past and her misery, how 

would she regard the treachery to Dolores, 

which was, perhaps, the worst deed 

of his life t He did homage to the 

woman whom he was deserting by his 

quick, instinctive conviction that she would 

look upon the woman for whom he had 

deserted her as the more cruelly wronged 

of the twa No ; he had not yet devised 

a way of doing t^ thing that had to be 

done, but he could not do it by the way 

of the truth. ■

^ ■

Evening came, and found him in the 

same perplexity, with added iiritation 

and impatience. He raged and chafed 

nndet his own unusual and importunate 

thoughts; the touch of remorse was 

horribly disagreeable; that he should be 

forced to look at anything in his conduct 

or his fate with a view to its effect on 

other people, was as odious as it was novel. 

The irksomeness was almost worse than 

the pang of the loss of Margaret, because 

it was new; the other he had been reckon- 

ing with for some time. He Would do 

nothing until after to-morrow; he must 

keep his head cool and his nerves steady, 

for he was expected at The Quinces, and 

he would go there bent on getting tiie 

business settled and the marriage hurried 

on with all a lover's alacrity. ■

Julian dined at his club, and afterwards 

went to a dance at a house in Harley 

Street — ^it was the same house at which 

the ball took place on the night of the 

great thunderstorm and of Hagh Rosslyn's 

death — ^and there he met Miss Merivale and 

Dolores. ■

The girl was radiant with loveliness and 

happines& It had always been delightful 

to dance with Julian ; it was a new kind of 

delight to dance with him now. ■

llie summer sky was flooded with rosy 

light when he put Dolores into the carriage 

and bade her ''Good-morning", with a 

smUe as gay as her own. ■

Dolores was on the lawn, attended by 

the dogs, when Julian arrived at The 

Quinces, and she intercepted him on his 

way to the house with a pretty little 

manifestation of petulant discontent, which 

would have been irresistibly flattering and 

delightful if Julian had been in love with 

her. She was very simply dressed in 

white ; her hair was piled high upon her 

head, and her mother's pearl-set comb 

adorned it She looked very lovely, and 

formerly Julian would have told her so, 

but his dark mind was actually full of 

resentment against the innocent victim of 

his treachery. He could not even admire 

her now; he hoped he should not hate 

her in the time to come. ■

" Oh, Julian,'' she said, blushing beau- 

tifully, " I came out to meet you because 

you are going to be taken up about busi- 

ness, and they don't want me there ; so I 

thought I might just see you first. Dinner 

is put off for an hour, and altogether it's a 

bore." ■

** Business ! " said Julian, having kissed ■
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her hand with much graoOi and a discreet 

recollection of the drawing-room windows. 

^' What basiness can I be wanted for 1 " ■

He mentally added '<bo soon", and 

wondered whether Fate was giving his 

affairs a push forward for him. ■

Now this was precisely what fate was 

doing. ■

''I don't know. Fm not to be told imtil 

it is all settled. Indeed, I have hardly 

seen any of them. They seem very solemn 

over it" ■

" Any of whom 1 " asked Julian, startled 

by her words. Basiness, in which he was 

concerned, and over which people were 

looking solemn, had an ominous sound. ■

"Aunt Lilias, and the Colonel, and 

Mr. Bodney, and that Mr. Bitohie who 

dined here on Thursday." ■

''I did not know uiey were expected 

to-day." ■

" They weren't They came out together 

in a hansom two hours ago, and they've 

all been talking ever since. Tou had 

better go in, JaUan, or they will say it is 

my fault" ■

He went in, and was made acquainted 

with the facts that Bodney had imparted 

to Miss Merivale, and also with an im- 

portant occurrence which had just been 

revealed to her and to (Colonel Ck)urtland 

through the instrumentality of Mr. Walter 

Bitchie. ■

When Julian Courtland left The Quinces 

that night, he carried with him a good 

deal of additional material for thought; 

but yet it did not crowd out or smother 

that question of the thing that had to be 

done on the morrow, and of how to do 

it He was so tired that he soon fell 

asleep, in spite of his perplexity, and his 

last waking thought was not of this — it 

was that he would have at least one solid 

triumph over Mr. Wyndham. ■

" When I am out of his hands for good," 

said Julian to himself, ''and when I am 

spending the money that he might have 

had to spend if his wife hadn't been so un- 

accountable a fool, I shall let him know 

that his stepdaughter was doubly an heiress; 

but not a word of it till then." ■

Julian slept tiU late next morning, and 

was hardly awake before the remembrance 

of the thing that had to be done came back 

to him. He took up his letters. One of 

them was from Margaret, and when, after 

a slight hesitation, he read it^ he knew that 

fate had indeed been working for him. 

The thing was done ! And fi&te had used 

the delicate hands of Effie Wharton to do it ■

" When these lines reach you," wrote 

Margaret Denzil, ''I shall have left 

London. I have heard what I suppose you 

would before long have told me jGwxeiL 

I was engaged by Miss Wharton to play 

duets withher, and I went to the 

Hotel yesterday for the second time. Miss 

Wharton told me, describing her first 

English dinner-party, of your engagement 

to Miss Bosslyn, and the happiness whidi 

it has caused to several good people who 

love and trust yoa The narrative left 

nothing to be explainedi or I should have 

asked you for an explanation in the name 

of my dead mother, who also loved and 

trusted you. The first time I went to the 

Langham Hotel I saw Miss Bosslyn, but I 

did not know that it was she. She u veiy 

beautiful, and she too loves and trusts yon 

Be more merciful to her than yoa have 

been to me. I am going to a finend in a 

foreign country, who told me to come to 

her u life shoidd ever be too hard for me 

where my work was, and she would find 

work for me in a strange place." ■

" I wish," muttered Julian, as he looked 

at the reflection of his haggard face in tiie 

glass ; ''I wish I had the courage to cat my 

throat 1 " ■

AN AFRICAN ABCADIA- ■

For centuries traditions have been cur- 

rent as to the existence of a mysterions 

mountain in the centre of Eastern Eqoa- 

torial Africa. Sometimes these traditions 

have been associated with wonderful tales 

of fabulous mineral wealth, at others only 

with fierce and unc<mquerable savages. 

Yet the mountain itself is, as it has alwaiys 

been, within comparatively easy reach, for 

it is within one hundred and eighty miles 

of the coast opposite Zanzibar. JJ-poa that 

coast the Portuguese were settled four 

centuries ago, and although it is throogh 

them that we received the stories, not one 

of them seems ever to have attempted to 

reach the mountain. ■

Just below the third parallel south of 

the equator, and, as we have said, within 

one hundred and eighty miles of the coast, 

rises high above the surrounding coontiy 

the immense mountain mass which is called 

Kilimanjaro — the name, according to 

Mr. H. H. Johnston, being taken £:om 

« kilima", mountain, and " njaro ", a demon 

supposed to cause cold. By this name, how- 

ever, it is only known to the peojde of the 

coast, while it la unrecognised in theinterior. 

Thus ''remote, inaccessible^ silent, and ■

1^ ■ =f ■
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lone," it was addressed by Bayard Taylor, 

bat " inaccessible " it is no longer, for we 

are about to tell of a recent journey to it ■

The monntain, coUectiyely called EJli- 

maojaro, consists of two grand peaks — 

the one, called Edbo, rising to an elevation 

of eighteen thousand eight hundred and 

eighty feet ; the other, Kimawenzi, rising 

to sixteen thousand two hundred and fifty 

feet Both peaks have their summits above 

the region of eternal snow, and both are 

the craters of extinct volcanoes. ■

It must have been known by repute to 

the Portuguese in the sixteenth century, for 

in that century Enciso, a Spanish pilot, 

speaks of it in his book of travels as 

" Mount Olympus". But the first European 

to actually discover it was the G-ennan 

missionftry Rebmann, and that was not 

untfl 1848. Rebmann was followed by 

another Grerman named Sjrapf, and again 

in 1861 by the Baron Von der Decken. 

Ten years later the first Englishman to 

reach Kilimanjaro was the Rev. Charles 

New, a Methodist missionary, who as- 

cended fourteen thousand five hundred 

feet up ihe sides of Eibo, and reached the 

snow. New was robbed by a chief of one 

of the tribes of the Chaga people who in- 

habit the soutiiem slopes, and died on his 

way back to the coast After this the 

YBil over Kilimanjaro dropped, not to be 

ndsed again until Mr. Joseph Thomson, 

in 1883, passed round the mountain on his 

way to Masai-Luid. But Mr. Thomson, 

although giving a most entrancing account 

of the country and of the awful beauty of 

the snow-peaks, did not spend much time 

there, and only ascended to an altitude of 

nine thousand feet. ■

The name, we should mention, is 

variously spelt Kilima-Njaro and Kili- 

manjaro, and is pronounced Killymanjahro. 

It means, according to Mr. Joseph Thomson, 

" The Mountain of Greatness," but as we 

have said according to Mr. H. H. Johnston, 

"The Mountain of the Demon of Cold." 

Either signification seems appropriate. ■

In 1884, a joint committee of the British 

Association and the Royal Society was 

appointed to form an exploring expedition, 

for the purpose of which a fund of one 

thousand pounds was formed. Mr. H. H. 

Johnston, who had previously explored 

the Congo, and who is an accomplished 

naturalist, was appointed leader, and he 

left for Zanzibar in March of the same 

year, proceeding thence to Mombasa, mi 

Aen, after the delays and vexations which 

seem inevitable in the formation of an ■

African expedition, finally started for the 

interior witii a train of one hundred and 

twenty porters. He himself was the sole 

European member of the expedition, and 

combined in his own person the offices of 

leader, botanist, historian, trader, and 

taxidermist After six months' residence 

among the Chaga people he returned, and 

having seen more of the mountain and its 

surroundings than any preceding traveller, 

his narrative may be taiken as offering the 

most authoritative information about it ■

The great attraction to naturalists of 

this mountain, and the main reason for the 

expedition, rests in the fact of such a snow- 

clad mass lying in the equatorial zone, and 

exhibiting such an extrordinary range of 

climates on its slopea Perpetual snow 

under the equator is only elsewhere to be 

found in Central and South America, and 

isolated mountains of great height often, 

like oceanic islands^ serve as shelter and 

last resting-place for peculiar types and 

forms of fauna and flora. Many curious 

features were, therefore, expected to be 

found on Kilimanjaro, and it was Mr. 

Johnston's mission to examine, to record, 

to collect specimens of animal and vegetable 

life, and to acquire as much information 

of a scientific character as might be possible 

within six months, that being the term 

which it was calculated thefimd would cover. ■

The result of his observations, we may 

say in brief — for it is not our purpose to 

go into scientific details — ^has been to reveal 

a state of Nature almost equally divided in 

its affinities between Abyssinia and Cape 

Colony. Which is the progressive form, 

however, is an interesting problem yet to 

be solved. But even to the non-scientific 

there is something altogether wonderful in 

the aspect of the Kilimanjaro region. "The 

summits," says Mr. Johnston, "clothed 

with virgin snow, the upper regions bear- 

ing the humble plants of temperate climes 

— the heather, the hound's-tongues, the 

forget-me-nots, the buttercups, clematises, 

anemones, violets, and geraniums; the 

bracken, polypodies, and male-fern, that are 

always associated with the flora of our 

chilly lands ; and then, descending through 

rich forests of tree-ferns, draeoenas, and 

moss-living mimosas, to the vegetable 

wealth of the equatorial zone, to the wild 

bananas, the palms, the orchids, the india- 

rubber creepers, the aloes, and the baobabs, 

that are among the better known of the 

myriad forms of vegetation clothing the 

lower spurs and ramparts." ■

As to the fauna, Mr. Johnston found ■
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monkeys much more abondant than on the 

West Coast, and among them an entirely 

new variety with white heavily - plumed 

tails. Bats were seldom seen; lions and 

leopards are abundant and bold, also the 

jackal, wild -dog, and hyena, civets and 

genets, but no kind of weasel or badger. The 

elephant inhabits Kilimanjaro to a great 

height, Mr. Johnston observing a herd at 

an altitude of thirteen thousand feet 

At the base, the rhinoceros is abundant ; 

in Lake Jip6, the hippopotamus ; on the 

plains, vast herds of zebra, buffalo, giraffe, 

and many varieties of tiie antelope. Harte- 

beests are literally in myriads, and theostrich 

also abounds. Sueh are the general features 

of animal and vegetable life ; but there are 

many details of great interest and vast 

scientific importance which it is impossible 

to refer to here. ■

To reach this varied and remarkable 

region, the traveller has to undertake some- 

thing like a fortnight's march through a 

tract of country of Uttle interest, and for 

the most part devoid of water. The 

weary traveller, however, may be cheered 

by an occasional peep of the mountain 

giant^ who seldom reveals all his grand 

bulk at once. Seen, as Mr. Johnston first 

saw it, " weird, in the early flush of dawn, 

with its snowy crater faintly pink against 

a sky of deep blue-grej, wherein the pale 

and faded moon was sinking," Eolimanjaro 

is awful in his grandeur and beauty. ■

Then from the sun-scorched wilderness 

the traveller suddenly reaches a region 

within the benign influence of the moun- 

tain — ^the area of perpetual moisture and 

luxuriant vegetation. Within this district 

is situated that Arcadian spot — ^Taveita — 

of which Mr. Thomson has given some 

description, and which at Mr. Johnston's 

hands now reveals fresh attractions. Says 

Mr. Johnston : ** The Biver Lumi, which 

flows through Taveita, and creates all its 

luxuriant forest, is uninhabited by noxious 

creatures, such as crocodiles or leeches, and 

only harbours harmless fish| which are 

good to eat, or great, timid varanus lizards, 

who never interfere with one's bathing. 

Its water is exquisitely cool, clear, and 

sweet, and comes from the snows of 

Kilimanjaro. Here and there amid the 

lofty aisles of the Taveitan forest are little 

clearings, pretty homesteads of yellow 

beehive-huts, neat plots of cultivated 

ground, groves of emerald-green bananas, 

which are the habitations of the happy 

Arcadians who have made this tropical 

paradise their home." ■

The toils of the journey are passed when 

this beautiful spot is readied, but not^ per- 

haps, all the dangers. Even in an Arcadian 

forest man may meet with foes, and cer- 

tainly in Centnd Africa. Thus, in what is 

described as a perfect paradise of a camp- 

ing-ground, occurred the following incident: ■

" Soon after we had retired to rest^ when 

the men had begun to snore round their 

fires, wrapped up in dusky-white cloths 

like so many mummies, and when the 

leader of the caravan was curling himself 

snugly between the blankets, the most ter- 

rific roar you ever heard startled us all'into 

sudden wakefulness. Though the lion that 

uttered it was probably forty or fifty yards 

distant, the sound of Ms thunderous bellow 

seemed to come from our very midst. I 

sat up in bed and looked uneasily around 

me ; but nobody complained of being eaten, 

so I lay down again, and even began to 

think this very interesting and very Africaii, 

full of local colour, and so on. But now, on 

our right and left, on either side of the 

river, a chorus of loud roaring began. The 

night was as yet pitchy dark, for the moon 

would not rise till the early morning. We 

could see nothing beyond the blaze of oar 

cordon of fires. However, feeUng that it 

was despicably tame to lie still in bed and 

go to sleep while my porters shivered with 

fear, I arose, took my gun, and fired into 

the bushes where the roaring was loudest. 

This, the men informed me, was the un- 

wisest thing I could do. Of course, I killed 

nothing, and the noise of the firearm, 

instead of awing the lions into sflence, 

only seemed to exasperate them. I cer- 

tainly never heard anything like the noise 

they made. My men averred that we were 

surrounded by ten beasts — I suppose they 

distinguished ten different roarings. Cer- 

tainly, the next morning, when we ex- 

amined the precincts of our camp, the 

many footprints, of different sizes, which 

were marked in the soft v^etable soil of 

the surrounding woodland and in the red soil 

of the river-ba^, indicated unquestionably 

that a whole troop of lions had been in our 

immediate vicinity during the night I 

noticed a curious fact connected with the 

unseen approach of these beasts. Whenever 

a lion was nearing our camp, and before he 

attested his vicinity by a roar, we were, 

when we had learned to read the warning, 

made aware of the fact by the sudden ner- 

vous twittering of the small birds in the 

branches above. It was a tremulous 

diapason of fear, most singularly impres- 

sive. On several subsequent occasions the ■
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approach of large wild beasts has been sig- 

nified to me in the same manner." ■

Taveita is on the border of the Chaga 

country, which is practically the inhabited 

belt of Kilimanjaro. • It is thus within no 

^eat distance of the little kingdom of 

Moshi, where Thomson had resided, and 

w^here the missionary New was robbed. 

Moahi is ruled over by a chief called 

Mandara, who, in some respects, is above 

the average of African kings, bat who has 

the greed peculiar to all of them. Mr. 

Johnston was well received by Mandara, 

and, after the usual presents, he succeeded 

in obtaining an allotment of land on the 

banks of a rivulet some distance up the 

moontain. Here a miniature village was 

built for the accommodation of his followers. 

Grardens were planted with the seeds of 

Earopean vegetables, eta, brought with the 

expedition, and soon there was an abun- 

dant cropof everything. Milk, horses, sheep, 

and bullocks were obtained from Mandara's 

people in exchange for beads, and a happy 

time followed, during which collections 

of animals and plants were diligently made. 

Bat Mandara being at constant feud 

with all the neighbouring chiefs, Mr. 

Johnston was unaUe to ascend the moun- 

tain while living under his protection, for 

between Moshi and the summit are other 

warlike tribes, all of whom live in carefully 

entrenched kingdoms. To prosecute his 

design, therefore, Mr. Johnston had to 

leave Mandara, and make friends with a 

rival chief, who provided him with guidea 

Then, for a second time, the attempt was 

made to reach the summit ■

It was only partially successful, for the 

Zanzibari followers were unable to sustain 

the fatigue and cold of the upper regions, 

so that our traveller was left alone for the 

final effort. He attained an altitude of 

sixteen thousand three hundred and fifteen 

feet — ^Le., within nearly two thousand feet 

of the summit of Elibo — but then being 

caught in a mist^ and after being nearly 

lost in a snowdrift, he had to give up the 

attempt to reach the awful, isolated crater. 

He resided, however, for some time at an 

altitude of ten thousand feet, in order to carry 

on his observations and collect specimens. ■

Then he descended, and proceeded by 

a new route to Taveita, passing through 

a delightful country, averaging between 

eight ^ousand and nine thousand feet above 

the sea, with an almost cool temperature, 

singularly English m look, with open, 

grassy spaces, and apparentiy made by 

Nature for a European settiement ■

Within the region traversed there is 

necessarily a wide range of temperature, 

and an infinite variety of climates. In the 

low salt plains, extending between Taveita 

and the coast, you may be parched and 

scorched by the hot desert winds. In the 

forests of Taveita you have the unvarying 

moist warmth of the tropical lowlands, 

where the utmost range of the thermometer 

in the twenty-four hours wQl be ten or 

twelve degrees. But midway up the 

mountain Uiere are lovely regions, mild, 

equable, and moist, resembling the climate 

of a Devonshire summer. Li these parts 

the intense verdure and the luxuriance of 

fern-life " testify to the constant showers 

of gentle rain". In two days' climb in 

Kilimanjaro you may escape from a tropical 

atmosphere and surroundings to a lifeless 

wilderness of ice, rocks, and snow. ■

Snow is never absent from either of the 

twin peaks— Kibo and Kimawenzi, but on 

Kibo it varies almost daily in extent 

After a rainy night on the lowlands, for 

instance, the snow may be seen down to a 

levd of fourteen thousand feet, and a day 

later will have withdrawn a thousand feet 

or so higher. The least snow is observable 

in July and August^ and the most in 

Octobcv. There is aliBO a great deal in 

February and March, but the natives say 

this is the best time to ascend the moim- 

tain, because the mists then are not so 

frequent, and tiie cold is not so intense. 

It is this abundance of snow which causes 

the numerous rivers and streams, which 

render the southern slopes so fertile. No 

streams flow down the northern slopes. ■

Semembering what we have just said 

about the snow, it is remarkable that 

vegetation extends up to fifteen thousand 

feet. At between seven thousand and 

eight thousand feet tree-ferns abound, and 

from eight thousand feet to the snow-line 

giant senecios, gorgeous gladioli, many- 

coloured irises, and other flowers are found 

at a great altitude, and even between ten 

thousand and fourteen thousand feet some 

brilliant specimens were gathered. After 

thirteen thousand feet ferns cease, and the 

vegetation becomes more stunted, but at 

fourteen thousand feet heaths and ever- 

lasting flowers were found, which give 

place within the next thousand feet to 

lichens of several kinds. Bees and wasps 

were observed at thirteen thousand feet, 

and birds seven hundred feet higher, while 

the traces of buffaloes were found up to 

fourteen thousand feet ■

As to scenery, there is infinite variety. ■
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That of the Ghaga country is described 

as channiiigly soft and pretty, like Devon- 

shire hills and coombes in general aspect. 

At six thousand feet are grassy downs 

of short, springy turf scattered over with 

clumps of splendid forest, while brilliant 

wild flowers abound. Looking out from 

his first settlement in Mandara's country, 

Mr. Johnston says that the beauties of the 

scenery never palled, never grew monoto- 

nous. The varied atmospheric changes 

produce kaleidoscopic effects in the land- 

scape. Now Kibo is veiled in mist, and 

anon only his summit is seen gleaming out 

above the clouds in rosy effulgence. At 

noontide the vapours vanish and the velvet 

forest is glowing in gold-green and dusky 

purple shadows, with the precipices and 

jutting rocks of Kibo as an effective back- 

ground, and so on, with constant change 

of afternoon and evening glories, whue 

far below the eye rests on the sunlit plains, 

with the lines of forest, the winding 

streams, and the stretches of open pasture- 

land spreading away in the distance. ■

About Lake Jlp^, in the neighbouring 

Par6 hills, the scenery too seems enchant- 

ingly lovely, wooded crags, rich valleys, 

emerald - green banana -groves, ripplmg 

streams, and splendid waterfalls. Here is 

situated the village of Gk>zija, which, with 

its clear, swift river, its splendid groves, 

and its luxuriant plantations, seems a 

second Taveita. ■

Again, on the descent, after scrambling 

through a dense, dark forest on the eastern 

flank, our traveller was ravished with the 

beauty of the scenery and the magnifi- 

cence of the view from a height of eight 

thousand five hundred feet. " The distant 

valley, with its sinuous lines of green 

forest, the mountain mass of Ngweno, with 

hills and hillocks in all directions, the 

nearer forests, the natural lawns sloping 

downwards towards the cultivated zone; 

and, lastly, the awful, jagged, snow streaked 

and spotted Kimawenzi rising to the north 

— all were irradiated with a tender, smiling 

light, the very shadows of which were 

attenuated and softened." ■

The region generally seems a sportsman's 

paradise, for nowhere else in Africa is big 

game found in such abundance. The 

plains are covered with compact herds of 

antelopes, moving in squadrons, -with, 

straggling companies of zebras and giraffes, 

and flocks of ostriches. Bhinoceroses are 

so numerous that their horns are a great 

article of trade, and those who have read 

Mr. Thomson's book will remember the ■

extraordinary number he shot witiioat 

going out of his way. But^ contrary to 

Mr. Thomson's experience, Mr. Johiuton 

found the neighbourhood of KiUmanjaro 

to abound in elephants, and the water to 

abound in hippopotami ■

All these things are attractive not only 

to the sportsman but also to the trader, for 

they mean ivoiy, and skins, and feathers. 

As to vegetable products, there is an 

immense growth of fine timber ; gums are 

produced in some parts ; india-rubber can 

be produced from at least one creeper; coffee 

grows wild and would succeed admirably if 

planted in many districts where it is not 

native ; orchilla-weed is found in incredible 

quantities ; and the natives cultivate the 

banana, the sweet potato, the sugar- 

cane, Indian com, millet, and several 

varieties of peas and beans. Add to all 

this that vast herds of cattle are kept both 

by the mountain and the agricultural 

tribes (Mr. Johnston used to purchase a 

bullock for about the equivalent of ten 

shilling8),that goats andsheep are abundant, 

and that fowhi are kept by most of the 

tribes, and it will be seen that not only is 

there abundance of flesh-meat, milk, cheese, 

and eggs to be obtained, but that hides 

and wool are possible articles of trade aba 

As to the fertility of the soil, it may he 

mentioned that Mr. Johnston's plantation 

at Mandara yielded him potatoes, onions, 

carrots, peas, tomatoes, cucumbers, melons, 

etc., within about three months after 

planting. ■

These are some of the features of the 

natural wealth of the country, and besides, 

Mr. Johnston says that iron-ore is foond 

in some abundance, and copper also, while 

nitrate of soda covers vast plains to the 

south, west, and north of Kilimanjara 

The special wealth of the country, however, 

consists in its vegetable resources, and in 

its adaptability to cultivation of almost 

any kind. Gonsidering all this, and the 

advantages of climate, Mr. Johnstone is of 

opinion that this region between the 

coast and the Victoria Nyanza lake is more 

worth possessing and opening up than 

many other pa^rts of Africa which are 

being run after. He is convinced that here 

lies a new field for commerca ■

On the other hand, we find Mr. Joseph 

Thomson in recent lectures declaring tlukt 

the commercial potentiality of East Central 

Africa is practically nil I Where travellers 

differ so much, how shall others agree 1 

Perhaps the best way would be for a 

number of merchant adventurers to com- ■

^- ■
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bine and send out an exploring expedition 

on pnrelj commercial lines. There seems 

no reason why oar great commercial 

people should leave exploration entirely to 

ge(^raphers, natoraliste, and missionaries. ■

ON BEING ON THE TOP OF THE ■

HILL. ■

ONthetopofthehill! What thoughts 

are not suggested to ns by the mere words! ■

In a moment we resJise the sense of 

ezfaanstion ; the while we feel a glow of 

saceess, when we think that at last we have 

climbed tiie long ascent, and stand breath- 

less and triumphant, gazing over the land- 

scape that unfolds itself before us, and that 

is a thousand times more beautifd than we 

had ever believed it to be. Lingering 

t&ere for a little, we look round us, 

and wonder how we ever reached our 

present elevated position, even while vi^ 

leaUse that we have to begin to descend 

before our day's journey is over ; and we 

allow our eyes to stray first from this 

object and then to that, until the lengthen- 

ing shadows, or a sudden chill in the atmo- 

sphere, reminds us tiiiat night is comhiff, 

and causes us to begin our downward task. ■

And although we have hiffh authority ■

for regarding Kfe as a ^< wale ^, we cannot 

oonelves resist comparing ourselves gene- 

lally with anjrone who has for the moment 

climbed a material hiU. ■

Once aUow youth to be parted with, once 

leeognise that there are other folks around 

ps, grown up, whose birth we remember as 

if it were yesterday, and we may be quite 

sure we are either on our own especial 

lammit, or are passing along downhill ■

It is not often that people can realise 

that they have reached the highest altitude 

they are ever permitted to attain, until they 

are passing away from it^ for there is inva- 

nMy something in the human tempera- 

ment that causes it to look forward, and 

that cannot understand tiiat the zenith 

has be^ reached — aye, and been passed 

by— while they were i^ill straining their 

utmost to obtain the unattainable. ■

Still, there are some who do comprehend 

their position, and can either gaze from it, 

content to know they have done well, and 

80 can rest for a while, or else stretch out 

a hdping hand to those still behind 

them; though it is not often that they 

find this taken by the young folk, who 

are all so sure they know so much better 

than anyone else did, and are quite positive 

that they will never fall into any of the ■

traps and pitfalls into wluch they often 

enough stumble at the very moment in 

which they are carefully explaining to ns 

that no pitfall that was ever made can take 

them in. ■

Naturally, some of life's pilgrims attain 

but a low eminence, after aU. ■

Either their ambitions are circumscribed, 

or their circumstances are such that they 

only wander along, scarcely conscious of 

climbing at all, untfl, their utmost being 

done, they sadly and unconsciously turn 

their backs on progress, "worsening" 

imperceptibly as they saunter towards the 

end of dl thmgs, their &ces turned towards 

that mysterious fog and mist that, more 

effectual guardians of death's portal than 

anything more tangiUe couldever be, drift 

ceaselessly between us and the gates of 

another world. ■

Then there are undoubtedly other fblk 

who reach the summit without any exertion 

on their own partMa^ all — ^who borrow the 

wings of the immoHals, and so find them- 

selves suddenly in the rarefied atmosphere 

of the hilltop, with no Ions life of labour to 

act as ballast, and enable them to keep their 

footing. ■

Sometimes the fine ur acts <ndy as an 

intoxicant, and causes the climber to lose 

his balance entirely, making him fall 

suddenly and swifUy into outer darkness, 

amid a taunting chorus, from those he 

passed so suddemy, of '* I told you so 1" ■

But this is not always the case. To the 

true genius whose feet are winged, and 

whose eyes are fixed on the stars, are some- 

times vouchsafed a head that knows not 

giddiness, and a mind so simple, so child- 

like, that he never realises his own great- 

ness, the while he wonders greatly why 

the world is so pleased with him. ■

Indeed, he feels inclined to gratefully 

thank those who discovered the excellence 

in his work, of which, indeed, he was 

hopeful, but for which he dreaded far more 

than he expected. ■

To such a one as this the top of the hill 

is as a very Paradise. ■

He drinks in the bright, fresh air that 

blows to him straight from the elysian 

fields ; he looks over the earth, which in- 

variably shows her best side to the suc- 

cessful man, and pronounces it to be very 

good : and though, at times, he may be a 

Uttle lonely because so few of his own age 

are there with Mm, he so dreads disap- 

pointing his good friends the public, that 

he works better than ever, because there is 

no one there to draw him away bom his ■
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duty to those, who look to him for so 

much. ■

Imaginatioii and fancy stand beside him ; 

he is too high for jealousy to reach or for 

spite to wound ; and, fortunate to the last, 

Fate often enough calls him away suddenly 

before he turns his back on the sun, and 

has to begin that descent which has always 

to be faced, and which, either as old age, 

or failing powers, or lessened income, can 

never be anything sare a bitter and tiding 

promenade. ■

There are others who imagine that once 

the hill-top is reached, they may behave 

there precisely as they themselves like 

best. ■

They forget how far a figure is seen 

against the sky-line, and take advantage of 

their exalted position to cast convention- 

alities — ^ave, and even decencies, to the 

winds, believing themselves to be too tall, 

too ^and, for the earthworms behind them 

to criticise, much less condemn. ■

The fact that a man or a woman pos- 

sesses genius should not surely exempt 

them from the ordinary rules of life ; nay, 

rather should this ensure a greater care — a 

more circumspect walk, remembmng that a 

city set upon a hill cannot be hid, and re- 

collecting that evil done by those in high 

places is seen of all, and often enoush is 

copied by those who excuse it in uiem- 

sefves because it cannot be so very bad if 

So-and-so is guilty of the fault ■

Such folk as these appear anxious to 

demonstrate that genius and lunacy are, 

indeed, closely allied ; and one is tempted 

to wishfor them a spesdy exit from a world 

that can never look on at anything; outi6 

without some of its members longmg and 

striving to emulate it ■

Can a great statesman recollect where 

he stands— the influence he has thrown 

aside, when law and justice tap him on the 

shoulder and pillory him in his private 

capacity before the world, thus causing 

him to give the open lie to his public 

and oft^uoted sentiments 1 Gan yonder 

preacher realise his widespread influence 

at all when he gives forth marvellous ser- 

mons on a Sunday, that the whole world of 

fashion flocks to hear, the while his osten- 

tation, his expenditure, his fine horses and 

carriages are flaunted in the faces of the 

poor, who are unwelcomed in his church, 

and who know their parish priest barely by 

name, and who would no more seek him in 

trouble than they would go to tiie nearest 

Duke or Marquis for spiritual advice 1 ■

Still, ^part from these more prominent ■

examples, it is well to remember that all of 

us, even the very meanest among us, is 

higher at times than someone else, and 

that few exist whose example or whose 

actions do not form either a guide or i 

warning to some poorer neighbour. ■

Sometimes we realise this with i 

shudder, as we hear that words we haye 

forsotten ourselves, either written or 

spoken, have influenced someone im- 

mensely with whom we may be personally 

unacquainted. ■

Or we may be brought face to face with 

the fact that extravagant living, or silly 

and bad management in our own hoosei 

may have been copied by a neighbour, aiid 

what in our own case resulted only in 

temporary embarrassment has brought him 

to ruin ; and we learn, too late, that care- 

fulness on our part would have helped 

him to bear privations that only became 

unendurable when we appeared to be aUe 

to have everything, and rather more than 

we required. ■

Of course we should all be strong 

enough to stand firm ; but few of us m; 

and to those few we all look, recognising 

their position, and being bitterfy dis- 

appointed if they do not come up to oar 

expectations. ■

For there are some who are actually 

and forcibly put on the top of a hill, 

without eitiher desiring or deserving to be 

there. ■

The lover places his lady at a very hifh 

altitude, and revenges it on the wife if ^e 

does not keep a situation in which he 

himself put her. ■

The child elects his parents to a height 

even surpassing that of the adored one. 

And who can express the agony that chfld 

endures when either mother or father fails 

him, and show themselves as they are, and 

not as the child believed them to be t ■

The pain is none the less real, the bos- 

band's disgust none the less hard to bear, 

because tiie pinnacle was never desired by 

the person who was placed there, and 

who, we doubt not, is extremely glad (o 

get down tiierefrom and stand once more 

on a safer and lower level ■

Of the few people who can really 

realise and enjov a well-earned eminence, 

surely a dramatic author is most to be 

eilvied ! ■

He sees his public, drinks in his success, 

and, though he knows to-morrow's papers 

may make him growl, he recollects that 

Smith, whose heaa he punched at school, will 

only be too glad to return the blow in the ■

^= ■
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eolamns of the Snarler, whose critic he is, 

and that Jones's wife, of whom he was 

fooUah enough to saj that he remembered 

her grown-up when he was a boy, is on 

the Monday Mauler; and so laughs at the 

arrows that cease to be barbed when he 

knows the hand that forged tiiem and the 

petty, jealous motives that winged them on 

their way. ■

Of course we all of us must realise that 

period of middle-age that sometimes is the 

only appreciable height we can reach ; when 

we turn to grasp the hand, if only for a 

farewell, timt gave us once so much 

aaeistance, and find we only clasp a shadow; 

when we look back and see our path is 

marked by tombstones; and when we 

diaeoyer that eager-eyed youth has parted 

company with us, and diat instead of 

laag^ter and song, sorrow and fatigue have 

taken up their stand by our side. ■

And even if we only know our position, 

all may be still well with us. No grave 

can hide the kindly manly heart that once 

beat so strongly near our own ; no touch 

obscure the love of nature, the knowledge 

of bird and beast, that taught us so much ; 

and though we know he sleeps beneath 

the yew in that Dorset churchyard, beneath 

the shadow of the church where he taught 

so well and so manfully, we, from our 

eminence, look up, and kno^ he is no 

more dead than is that friend of ours in 

Australia, of whom we have had no token 

for twenty years or more, and yet exists, 

we know, because others have seen and 

spoken unto her. ■

Others have seen and spoken with 

thoie of whom we hear no more, save 

from memory ; and as we rest for a while 

on onr summit, content to gaze even upon 

the tombstones that have marked our way, 

we aeem nearer now than we ever were to 

thoee who passed from our lives when we 

were in the thick of the fray in the valley, 

and had scarcely time to say good-bye to, 

because the future was then so much 

more to us than the present. ■

The present and the past become very 

real on die top of the hilL ■

life is gentle, is slow. It has done us 

so much harm, dealt us so many blows, 

we feel its worst is over. It has taught us 

so many lessons, we cannot have any more 

U) learn ; and for the few years we remafb 

then, we can look back or simply rest 

bsppSy, contentedly, because our clunbing 

days are over at least, and the worst of the 

work is done. ■

Ddightlul as is the eminence oceupied ■

by genius, or taken possession by talent, it 

is too dangerous, too lonely to be really 

happy ; the way up to any summit must 

mean exertion and toil Therefore, surely, 

the best height of all is that cakn, beautiful 

table-land of middle-age, where we rest a 

while, contemplating £e long Une of pic- 

tures time has painted for us, numbering 

those nobler, stronger natures who have 

won their rest, and only lookbg forward 

for our chilcbren, or towards that marvellous 

land of shadows where they walk who 

were once with us here, and who seem very 

near indeed to us once more as we linger 

for a while silently, thankfully, on the top 

of our own particular hill. ■

ALMOND-BLOSSOM. ■

At last I draw the veil aiide, 

Come, darling, full of wifely pride, ■

And see my finished work ; 

Lift up those cloudless eyes of thine, 

Deep wells of happiness divine. ■

Wherein no shadows lurk. ■

Look at the canvas. Dear, like thee. 

My pictured maid in fair to see, ■

Like thine, her eyes are blue ; 

Like thine, the clusters of her hair 

Wave golden on a forehead fair; ■

She looks, as thou art, true. ■

Like thee, she wears a robe of white, 

Like thine, her smile, as sunshine bright, ■

Doth all her face illume. 

Thy perfect parallel, she stands 

Loose-holding in her slender hands ■

A branch of almond-bloom. ■

Ah, wife I that tinted almond-flower ! 

Dost thou remember that dark hour ■

Of anguish, long ago, 

When I, with all the world at strife. 

Heart-sick of labour, tired of life. ■

Was vanquished by my woe ? ■

Dost thou remember how I spake 

Rash words of Crod, and tried to break ■

The spirit from the clay ? 

How now ? Thy tears fall down like rain ; 

Thou wast the braver of the twain, ■

Dear heart, on that dark day. ■

The cold spring twilight filled the room, 

I saw thee standing in the gloom, ■

Thy girlish cheek grown white ; 

The tears of pity in thine e^ep. 

Without a murmur of surprise. ■

Or tremor of affrignt. ■

And in thine hand an almond-spray ; 

God gave thee words of hope to say ■

To me in my dark hour ; 

I know not now what words they were, 

I know I blessed thee, standing there. ■

Holding the almond-flower. ■

And when the storm was overpast, 

And I could meet thine e^es at lost, ■

Thy gentle hand laid down 

As gage of hope, the almond spray. 

So ou life's dreadest, dreariest day ■

I won love's golden crown. ■

And now the budding year doth bring 

New hopes, like almond flowers in Rpring, ■

That deck the branches bare ; 

Foretelling summer days to come. 

The blossom -time of heart and home, ■

A perfect life and fair. ■
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But lo ! the piotore — it is thine. 

Love, let it be a sacred sign ■

Of all thou art to me : 

Far more than wife, far more than love, 

And only Grod in heaven above ■

Can pay my debt to thee ! ■

CHRONICLES OP ENGLISH 

COUNTIES. ■

MIDDLESEX. PART IIL ■

It was a strange and not altogether 

happy destiny wiuch drew London out 

towiurds the west An admirable site for 

the development of a great ci^ital lay 

ready at hand. The fields that gradually 

sloped upwards to the northern heights 

afforded an excellent site for public bmld- 

ings, for theatres, temples, and the palaces 

of the great nobility, as well as for the 

settlement of a large population. Till 

the end of the seventeenth century such 

a development seemed possible. When 

curlew and snipe fed among the marshes 

about the site of Grosvenor Square, the 

mansions of the nobility clustered thickly 

around the pleasant suburbs of Highbury 

and Islington, and the wealth and d^nity 

of the ci^ took its airings in the verdure 

and shade of ClerkenweU Green. But the 

town has followed the Court, and its centre 

of gravity lies now nearer the swampy 

flats of Pimlico and Belgravia, than the 

healthy suburbs to the north. ■

Chief in the chaplet of villages once 

surrounding London, but now enclosed 

within its compass, is Hackney, with its 

savour of quaint Puritan traditions, its 

red-tiled roofs, and solid, substantial 

dwellings. And there are few finer sitesthan 

where the hill rises with a bold sweep, 

crowned with the villas and gardens of 

Stoke Newington and wealthy Clapton, 

looking down upon the green valley of the 

Lea — ^uttle but the corpse of a river now 

— empested and smelling vilely, but 

beautiful at times in its winding course 

with the light of the sky reflected from its 

placid reache& It is not to be wondeired 

at that Hackney was a favourite residence 

with the ancient nobility, that Templars 

and Knights of St. John built their pre- 

ceptories thereabouts, while the two ancient 

manors of the Lord's hold and the King's 

hold seemed to show that royalty too may 

have had a favoured seat in the same 

favoured parish. Crowded, too, is the 

church and churchyard with ornate monu- 

ments. Nevils and Percys mingle their 

dust with great City dignitaries, and ancient 

meeting-houses have their own records of 

departed worthies. ■

We may picture worthy Pepyi al 

Hackney Church among the crowd of 

periwigs and powdered heads and T<]a% 

silks. " A knight and his lady very ctvu 

to me when tiiey came," writes P^ys; 

** being Sir George Yiner and his lady, in 

rich jewels, but most in beauty; timoA 

the finest woman that ever I saw." WUk 

he niuvely confesses : ** That whidi I went 

chiefly to see was the young ladies of tiie 

schools, whereof there b great store, vary 

prettyj and also the organ." ■

The complete history of Hackney by 

yet to be written, for which there ii ample 

store of materials in Hackney itself— i 

whole library of local deeds, books, m^n, 

and other documents being now gathered 

together at Hackney Town HaU, the gift 

of the Sector of South Hackney ; and oat 

of these riches we may expect a fiill harv^ 

of memoirs by local historians. ■

From Hackney to Islington we pass 

through a wilderness of houses. Merry 

Islington is chiefly noticeable here as the 

begimiing of one of tiie great hi^wayi 

losing out of London. From the Aojpd 

we may start on an imaginary tour by 

coach, in the direction of that green and 

pleasant country which must lie somewhere 

beyond the noisy streets of the ^riiirling 

town. ■

In dajrs* when travelling was a more 

leisurely affair than now — even before the 

age when speedy^ well-hovsed coaches had 

superseded the crawling waggon and the 

creeping stage-coach, a traveller on his first 

entry into Highgate was tiie subject of a 

mock ceremony of initiation, which recalls 

the frolics of seamen, not yet quite ob8(dete, 

on crossing the Une. There ia a Babelaisian 

flavour about the oath taken by those who 

were sworn at Highgate, but the ceremony 

was interesting from its antiquity, and may 

have once represented the necessary affilia- 

tion to some guild of carriers, or to some 

transit company of the remote past In 

the days when the highway over Highgate 

Hill was a mere track through the forest, an 

anchorite, it is said, established his her- 

mitage close by, and for long afterwards 

tiie cell was never without an occupant 

One of these hermits, of a more induatrioos 

temper than the generality of the brother- 

hood, is said to have devoted all the time 

h% could spare from his devotions, to build- 

ing a causeway to Islington, filling up tiie 

muddy pools with stones, and bridging oyer 

the Slough of Despond with faggots and 

trunks of trees. If people are sceptical as 

to the industry of the hermit, thiey may ■
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place more faith in the vigour of the Bishop 

of the period, who presently erected a toll- 

bar upon the lull, and enacted toU from aU 

who crossed his domain — an exaction that 

was only removed at the general dearance 

of toU-gatee about the metropolis. The hill 

was a terribly steep one for all kinds of 

vehicles, and early in the present century, 

when coach travelling had arrived almost 

at perfection, it was proposed to make a 

tonnel through the hill under Homsey 

Lane, and thus spare the cattle and save 

the time of the eighty or so of fast coaches 

that daily passed that way. The tunnel in 

its progress caved in, and a cutting was 

necessarily substituted, across which was 

thrown the famous Archway, whose giddy 

height has proved as tempting to suicides 

as that of the Monument, till ths latter was 

finally caged in. ■

In the valley beyond, where rises Mus- 

well Hill, crowned by the now desolate 

courts of the Alexandra Palace, is the 

source of a little stream called the Mosell, 

interesting for its name, which may recall 

its more famous sister — the sparkling 

tributary of the Bhine. But it is probable 

that the original name of the stream was 

the Mose or Mouse, whence Muswell, as 

the head-spring of the little rivulet In 

the pleasant meads about Muswell, where 

now racecourses and tennis-grounds, 

formerly established a dairy-farm of 

the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, whose 

head-quarters at Clerkenwell were within 

the compass of a short and pleasant ride. 

To our Lady of Muswell the good knights 

dedicated a little chapel, and the well itself 

had a reputation as a healing spring, and 

was the object of a yearly pilgrimage from 

the country round about. ■

Close by, Wood Green preserves the 

memory of Tottenham Wood, once famous 

in adage and old saw. ''You shall as 

easily move Tottenham Wood," it was said 

of old, but the task has proved within the 

ability of modem timea And now villas, 

and terraces, and eligible buflding-sites 

have replaced the merry green wood ; and 

the Weil of St Dunstan, that once in its 

deep forest seclusion was regarded with 

something like superstitious awe, is no 

longer to be found. Another mystic saying 

may be quoted : ■

When Tottenham Wood is all on fire, 

Then Tottenham street is nought hut mire — ■

a distich that suggests the after -glow 

ot a stormy sunset, and the woods that 

teem to be enveloped in fiery vapour, with 

the wet and streaming highways, that are ■

■

touched m turn with ruddy reflections from 

the skies. ■

Miry enough was the way by Tottenham 

High Cross when the weather gave the 

least excuse for mire. This was the 

chief highway to Cambridge and the fen 

country, and was often impassable on 

account of floods. According to some of 

the old chroniclers, Alfred the Great 

drained Tottenham Marsh, in order to dry 

up the Danes in tl^eir stronghold at Ware, 

which inland place, as we are accustomed 

to regard it, the Danes had contrived to 

reach in their swift galleys. But the 

drainage of the marsh was not of a very 

perfect character, and scholars travelling to 

Cambridge, or traders on their way to 

Stourbridge Fair, might find it necessary to 

take a guide at Tottenham Cross to conduct 

them through the labyrintii of waters. ■

But although Tottenham village is little 

but a traveller's settlement, which has 

sprung up about the crossways, yet the 

manor of Tottenham is of high and ancient 

importance. Of old time me manor be- 

longed to Widtheof, the son of old Siward, 

the conqueror of Macbeth, and through 

Widtheofs daughter, Maud, it fell to 

David, King of Scotland, Maud's second 

husband, and so for a time shared the 

vicissitudes of the crown of Scotland. The 

question of disputed succession which 

agitated Scotland, and brought about a 

series of destructive wars between north 

and south, afiected also the succession to 

the honours of Tottenham. But here 

the question was settied in a peaceable 

manner by sharing the spoil among the 

chief claixnants. Eobert de Brus, &ther 

of the future King of Scotland, got one 

share, and built a castle on his demesne, 

of wUch the name survives in a modem 

house upon the site. John de Baliol was 

awarded another; a third was allotted to 

Henry de Hastings. Bruce's manor pre- 

served its name to the last, but Baliol's 

became known as Dawbenys, from^ a 

later owner; both these manors having 

been seized by the crown during the 

Scotch wars. The Hastings third received 

the more modem name of Pembrokes. 

Although the manor was once more united 

in the last centtuy in the person of a 

London Alderman, yet its history has left 

its traces in local nomenclature. Other 

suburban settiements may own as sponsors 

distinguished builders and contractors, 

local squires, or speculators in building lots, 

but Tottenham may claim a derivation for 

its local names from Kings and Princes, ■
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proud feudal nobles, and other mighty men 

of old times. ■

Another memorial of history in its 

humbler aspects is preserved in certain 

almshouses at Tottenham, which were 

founded by Balthazar Sanches, a Spaniard, 

said to be the earliest confectioner in Eng- 

land — the first, at least, to practise the art 

and mystery of comfit-making as a distinct 

trade. Skilful, too, were the publicans of 

Tottenham in compounding spiced and 

luscious drinks for the citizens, who often 

made parties to drain a cup of sack in mine 

host's garden in the summer time — such as 

Walton and his friend, Piscator, who, in some 

editions of the Complete Angler, are seen 

enjoying convivial converse in the arbour 

of the garden of The Swan at Tottenham. ■

Edmonton, too, has its claims upon the 

memory, if only for the famous journey ■

Unto the Bell at Edmonton, 

AU in a chaise and pair. ■

But John Gilpin was not the first to 

discover the gaiety of Edmonton. The 

place has an ancient reputation for fun and 

frolic even from the days of ■

The frank and merry London 'prentices 

That come for cream and lusty country cheer. ■

No play was more popular in its day 

than that called The Merry Devil of 

Edmonton ; we have the testimony of Ben 

Jonson to diat effect And it must be said 

that the play has great merits, with touches 

in it that are worthy of Shakespeiure, and 

with the light of true comedy shining 

through the rude medieval humour. Ana 

yet it is strictly a local play, the scene the 

country about Edmonton, and as such may 

claim a little notice here. ■

The merry individual with the ill- 

sounding name is brought before us in a 

short induction : ■

'Tis Peter Fabel, a renowned scholar, 

Whofte fame hath still been hitherto forgot 

By all the writers of this latter age. ■

Peter is an astrologer and magician, 

an English Dr. Faustus, a Cambridge 

scholar, too, and professor, who has nightly 

Ciommuned with the starry firmament from 

the towers of Peterhouse. Like Faust, 

our Dr. Fabel has committed himself too 

deeply with t^e Evil One in his thirst for 

knowledge, and the latter claims his bond, 

but is threatened or cajoled into giving 

another seven years. ■

The action of the piece begins at the sign 

of The Greorge, in Waltham, where a 

Imight has just alighted with his train : his 

wife, and his son, and his daughter being 

amone them. Here a meeting has been ■

arranged to settle the preliminariei of 

marriage between the daughter, Millicent, 

and young Mountchesney, the son and 

heir of a neighbouring knight The yoimg 

people are warmly attached to each other, 

but the girl's father repents of his bsrj^ 

as he hears that old Mountchesney'ssfiiiis 

are embarrassed, and he has in his mind a 

better match for Millicent^ in the son of a 

wealthy friend. Hence he resolves at ^ 

last moment to cry off from the bargain 

with Mountcbssney, under the pretext of 

having vowed his daughter to a religiom 

life. So Millicent is snatched from her 

lover's arms and taken to the nunneij 

of Oheshunt ■

Here the magician of Edmonton comei 

to the aid of the parted lover& Foryoong 

Mountchesney is a favoured pupil, and en 

his friend and disciple should lose his 

promised bride, the doctor declares, with 

some recollection, perhaps, of Alfred and 

the Danes : ■

111 first hang Envil in such rings of mist, 

As ever rose from any dampish ten ; 

I'll make the brined sea to rise at Ware» 

And drown the marshes unto Stratford Bridge, 

111 drive the deer from Waltham in then: waUcs. ■

The matter, however, is arranged with«j 

out any such catastrophe. By hu art Ui( 

mi^cian assumes the person of the Abbe 

of WsJtham Abbey, and forthwith receiye 

into the brotherhood young Mountchesnef. 

By old custom, a confessor from Waltb 

is sent to shrive all newly-admitted novic 

in the neighbouring nunnery, and, by th< 

order of the mock Abbot, ike newl] 

admitted brother is deputed for the offic 

Thus the lovers meet, the enamooi 

Mountchesney and the love-lorn damsel, 

promised bride : ■

But since she now became a nun, 

Galled Millicent of Edmonton. ■

Impassioned vows are exchanged in the 

shadow of the monkish cowl, and all 

arrangements are made for an immediate 

elopement. The keeper of Enfield Chase 

is a good friend of the young knight, and 

has consented to receive the fugitives in 

his secluded lodge in the middle of the 

forest. When night comes the lovers are 

away together, and presently are wandering 

in the wilds like the lovers in A Midsummer 

Night's Dream. ■

Here the humourous element appears, m 

a party of jolly poachers, who are scouring 

the forest in search of a fat buck. Here 

are mine host of The George, who " serves 

the good Duke of Norfolk , a jovial parish 

priestj Sir John, whoa© oiicliwofdA ■
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<<Grft88 and hay, we are all mortal Let 

ns lire until we die, and be merry, and 

diere an end." And with these Smog, 

the honest smith of Edmonton, and aU find 

themaelyeB astray in the forest, and tihis 

while the friendly keeper is abroad after 

tiie poachers, and the old knight and his 

confederates are pursuing the runaway 

noyice Mid her lover. All these meet, and 

play at cross-purposes in a way that affords 

a good deal of fun for the groundlings; and 

ererythiog winds up happily, with Sir 

John to marry the pair and the fat buck 

^m the forest to furnish the marriage- 

feast. ■

Altogether the play gives a favour- 

able notion of the taste of the unlettered 

multitude in their dramatic diversions, 

with faithful friendship, true love, and jolly 

lawlessness furnishing the motive of the 

play, and with tenderness and wit in the 

dialogue, and plenty of fun and movement 

in the action. But we lose sight of the 

doctor's entanglement with the Evil One in 

the denouement Still, the doctor himself 

does not seem to take his doom very 

lerioQsly, and we may hope that the merry 

magician somehow contrived to elude his 

hai^;ain, and that his ashes now rest 

•peacefully in Edmonton Churchyard, where 

ues a kindred spirit, in humour and 

fteneral friendliness — the geniial essayist; 

Charles Lamb. ■

At Enfield, again, we have memories of 

Charles Lamb, who lived in the neighbour- 

hood for many years, and whose favourite 

walks were in the wild and rural scenes 

about the ancient chase. ■

A wild and lovely country was this in 

olden time, haunted by witches and war- 

locb, by Egyptians and conjuring folk, as 

well as the occasional resort of robbers and 

highwaymen, who found a refuge here 

when their more frequented haunts became 

nnsafe. Here Dick Tnrpin and his friend, 

Tom King, are. said to have contrived a 

secret lurtdng-place. Once noted for its 

oak-trees, whose hearts of oak furnished 

forth the navies of the Commonwealth, the 

forestwasalmost cleared and partly enclosed 

daring the civil wars. But at the Besto- 

ratioQ it was once more afforested, and 

Ktocked with deer. From this time the 

fBsident population, comprising many who 

had been evicted from their enclosures, 

devoted themselves mainly to poaching and 

deer-itealing, and associated bands of law- 

less men, the most noted of whom were the 

Waltham Blacks, often set the authorities 

at defiance. To end this state of things. ■

as well as for the profit of those concerned 

in the operation, the Chase was disafforested 

by Act of Parliament in 1779. ■

Some five - and - twenty years before, 

Enfield Wash was the scene of an 

adventure which for long set the town 

by the ears. Elizabeth Canning was 

only a servant-maid in the house of some 

obscure citizen, and when she disappeared 

from her place, and was no more seen for 

a while, the circumstance seems to have 

excited little attention. But, a month 

later, Elizabeth reappeared, pale and 

emaciated, and told a wonderful story of 

how she had been waylaid in Moorfields, 

seized, and carried off to a place which, by 

her description, was identified as a cotte^e 

near Enfield Wash. An old woman, we 

tenant of the cottage, and a gipsy-woman 

who resorted there, were identified by 

Elizabeth, and arrested as being concerned 

in her detention. They were tried at the 

next assizes, convicted on Elizabeth's evi- 

dence, and sentenced to death. The gtrFs 

story had created an immense amount of 

popular enthusiasm and excitement, but 

many cooler heads looked upon her story 

with suspicion, and eventcudly the two 

women were respited, and Elizabeth Can- 

ning was put upon her trial for perjury. 

The evidence was conclusive that neither 

of the women she accused could have been 

concerned in the matter, and thus, in spite 

of the tide of popular /eeling, which ran 

strongly in the girl's favour, a verdict of 

Guilty was returned, and Elizabeth was 

sentenced to transportation. All this time 

there was such a fire of pamphlets, broad- 

sheets, and brochures about the case, that 

the literature of the subject is as bulky as 

if it had been an affair of national impor- 

tance. And idthough Elizabeth was trans- 

ported, yet it was m quite a triumphant 

manner, accompanied by the blessings and 

good wishes of her adherent?, and by some- 

thing more substantial in the way of a 

large sum of money that was collected for 

her; and, thus endowed, it is said that 

Elizabeth, soon after landing on the shores 

of America, was wooed and won by a 

planter of Maryland or Virginia, and 

perhaps helped to found one of the 

celebrated first families of those ancient 

States. ■

But Enfield has other memories more 

savoury — Saleigh's cottage, Uvedale's 

school, the elder Disraeli's house, Charles 

Lamb's house by the wayside, to say 

nothing of its ancient royal state, when 

Kings and Queens held tl^eir court at ■

-rr? ■ ■?*•"•▼■ ■ ^»F- ■
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Enfield, and its roads and lanes were 

blocked by trains of horsemen, or the 

lambering gilded coaches of the^period, 

while state processions and royal pro- 

gresses were matters of everyday occur- 

rence. Enfield has something to show in 

the way of a royal palace in the town 

itself; but, in aU probability, the cluef 

residence of royalty was at El^ge Hall — 

an old hoose now pnlled down^ the site of 

which may still be traced within the 

grounds of Forty HalL ■

The earlier manor-house of Enfield is 

said to have been placed among some 

ancient earthworks which bear the name — 

itself suggestive of high antiquity as mostly 

applied to British or Eoman works— of 

Camlet Moat The site is described in 

The Fortunes of Nigel, and within it is a 

deep well, at the bottom of which, accord- 

ing to popular tradition, is an iron chest 

full of treasure. Another tradition tells, 

with what might strike a novelist as a 

wasteful expenditure of useful incident, 

how the last owner, or perhaps chief 

keeper of the Chase, being attainted of 

treason, and pursued for his life, hid him- 

self in a hollow tree, and toppled over into 

the well — and there an end. ■

Another and better authenticated tragedy 

is that of the Witch of Edmonton as dra- 

matised by Ford and Dekker in the 

seventeenth century, what is actually 

founded on the tnie story of a poor old 

woman, a denizen of Enfield Chase, who was 

executed for witchcraft in the year 1622. ■

Although Enfield ceased to be a royal 

residence after Queen Elizabeth's time, yet 

the frequent presence of the court of 

James the First, at his favourite hunting- 

seat of Theobalds, kept up the assoeiations 

of the place with royalty. Popular tra- 

dition describes King James as frequently 

unbending, and mixing incognito with the 

humble people about. The sign of The King 

and the l^ker celebrates one of these 

occasions, which is also the subject of a 

famous old ballad. The King, alter hob- 

nobbing with the tinker, and winning his 

heart by his good fellowship, draws from 

him the admission that the great wish of 

his heart is to have a good look at the 

King. The disguised monarch, who, with- 

out the trappings of royalty, looks as much 

like a brother tinker as anything else, offers 

to gratify his companion, and bids him 

mount behind him on his horse : ■

Then up got the tinkler, and likewise his sack, 

His budgiBt of leather and tools at his back, 

They rode till they came to the merry green wood, 

His nobles came round him, and bareheaded stood. ■

"But where is the Kingt" asks ih« 

tinker. To which the King replies tiiat, ai 

they are the only two who remain coTered, 

it must be either one or t'other, yfhm- 

upon the poor tinker rolls off the steed ia 

abject devotion, expecting to be led iwij 

to instant execution ; but the King Udi 

him rise, Imights him on the spot, and 

assigns him a revenue of three hnndreda 

year, which is just as a King should do^ 

from a minstrel's point of view. ■

Since those happy days the gipsies and 

tinkers of Enfield have not had mock 

chance of foregathering with ro3ralt7. Bal 

there have been many settlers of ruik aii4 

influence who, in one way or another, hi4 

obtained slices of the old forest 

various lodges which still remain to 

the extent of the Chase have been 

by various distinguished personages. 

Earl of Chatham had the SouA Lodge, 

Lord Loughborough the East Lodge ; wj 

at an earher period Lord William Howt 

the Belted Will of Border legends, had 

house at Mount Pleasant, in Enfield C 

White Webbe House was a rendezvons 

the conspirators of the Gunpowder Plot 

The Earl of Lincoln had a seat at Ponder^i 

End ; the Cecils had a small establishment 

at I^mmes ; and there were many oUur 

pleasant seats in the neighbourhood. One 

Hugh Foriee gave his name to Forty EaU 

and to Forty Hill, which sometimes figures 

as Fourtree HilL Then there was Smf 

Hall, once the seat of President Bradsbaw, 

the chief regicide, and at that time a greit 

resort of the chiefs of the Parliamentazy 

party. But none of the distiogoi^ 

people who ever lived here have left anj 

distinct traces in the locality, and persons 

unknown or obscure have given their names 

to the flourishing settlements of Pottet^s 

Bar and Ponder^s End. ■

Enfield and Edmonton were once noted 

for their fairs, which were resorted to bj 

the London citizens, and once gay and busy 

enough, but which have mosUy been pat 

down now as public nuisances. James the 

First, enclosing some of the parish common 

land on Enfield Chase to add to his hnnliiig' 

ground at Theobalds, granted in ezehmge 

the right to hold two fairs, called the 

Beggar's Bush Fairs — a bad bargain for ^e 

parish it would seem^ for the land is still 

there, but the fairs have been abolished. ■

Beyond these regions lies Hadley or 

Monken Hadley, having once belonged to 

the priory of Saflron Walden — a pretty 

rural place, whose ancient churchyard is 

rich with tiie dust of nameless wairion, ■

=1f ■
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who fought at Bamet Field close by. On 

the square solid tower b reared an ancient 

beacon-cresset, which maj have been 

lighted when the Armada was in sight, 

and which was last fired in honour of the 

Prince of Wales's marriage. ■

And now there is omy South Mims to 

visit and ita ancient church, with interest- 

ing Norman features, in a pleasant, diver- 

dned landscape, with seats and mansions 

scattered here and there, but with no 

strikbg features in its local annals. ■

And now we may retrace our steps 

towards London, of which we may perhaps 

catch a glimpse from some of these northern 

hei^ta All round lie her rising settle- 

nents, evidences of the marvellous growth 

of the mother dty, while winding here and 

tiieie, crossing and interlacing, twine the 

isrpent-like wreaths of steam from the 

passing trains ; and the continuous murmur 

of thour progress suggests how widely 

stretch the arms of the great city which 

lies there shrouded in the mystery of her 

garment of smoke and vapour. ■

By THBO gift. ■

A^Ukornf ** La Lorimer," **An AlHd and its Price," ■

Etc, Eto, ■

CHAPTER X. LESSONS IN LOVE AND OTHER ■

THINGa ■

On the house - boat the prolonged 

absence of Marstland and Vera was 

beginning to attract notice not altogether 

&Toarabk. DoUy James made a little 

joke about it, and by-and-by Naomi came 

fiusing up to Leah, and observed in an 

undertone of decided petulance that she 

tbooght it was very odd of Miss St Laurent 

to have walked off with George Marstland 

in this way. ■

" It is getting late^ you know, Leah, and 

we onght to be going home. Aliz will be 

ma to catch cold sleeping on Albert's biee 

like that." ■

"Take my shawl to cover her," said 

I«sh quickly. " It isn't really late, dear. 

Besides, this sunset time is the pleasantest 

psrt of the day on the water, and Vera 

sad I won't be here to enjoy much more 

of it." ■

"You might be, if you would only stay 

with ns till our term was up," said Naomi 

ho^tably ; '' but seriously, Leah " — in a 

vbi^er— *' I was surprised when Burt said 

tbst George and AGss St Laurent had 

Uun tilien^elvea off together directly after ■

tea, and had not been seen sinca It 

isn't civil of George to leave all the host's 

duties to his friend ; and as to the girl, I 

tiiought you said her parents were such 

tremendous sticklers on the score of 

propriety." ■

Leah looked annoyed. ■

" So they are ; but surely there is no 

impropriety in going with George Marst- 

land to get a few rushes 1 I would have 

done it in a minute." ■

" You % You are old friends ; and Miss 

Vera has known him about a week. I 

never believe in these seemingly ultra-shy 

girls. There 1 it's striking seven now." ■

<< Never mind if it is. Don't make a 

fuss, Naomi dear, when we are all so com- 

fortable," said Leah, distressed lest anyone 

should hear, and trying to coax her sister 

into the seat from which she herself had 

risen; but fortunately at that moment 

there was a splash in the water and creak 

of oars quite near them, and out of the 

purpling twilight two white figures rose 

suddenly into sight as, grasping the rail of 

the house-boat with one hand so as to draw 

the dingy idongside, Marstland held out 

the other to help Vera to her feet. ■

** Did you thmk we were lost 1 " he said 

in his loud, cheerful tonea '* It was Miss 

St. Laurent's fault more than mine, how- 

ever. I promised to cut her a few rushes, 

and she would be hardly content with less 

than a ton, and a lapful of Water-lilies 

into the bargain. I thought the boat 

would have gone under with the weight of 

them more man once." ■

'^ We thought it had gone under long 

ago," said Naomi sharply, but checked 

herself as much out of natural kindness as 

in deference to Leah's look of appeal, as 

she stepped forward, holding out both 

hands to help her friend on to the deck: ■

*' So long as you've got the rushes, it's 

all right," she said pleasantly. '' I thought 

you would find it ta^e you some time. Vera; 

they are so stiff to cut. I hope some of them 

are for me." ■

" Why, they are all for you, Leah," said 

Vera, smiling up at her from where she 

stood, a picturesque little figure in the soft, 

violet haze, with the drooping lily-buds in 

her hands, and the sheaf of rushes at her feet 

'' You said you wanted a quantity, and that 

was why Dr. Marstland took me to get them 

for you. Are they not feathery ones, too 1 

I thought you would be pleased;" and she 

looked so bright and unconscious of having 

done anything unconventional that even 

Naomi had not the heart to look grave, ■
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thongh annoyed more than she would have 

cared to avow, both by the girrs conduct, 

and by Leah's instant and cordial accept- 

ance of the rashes which had served as a 

pretext for it ■

As it was really getting late by now, 

however, and Ab'x had woke up and began 

to whimper, the adieax were harried, and 

the party broke up : Bart accompanjring 

the Jameses to Weybridge, and Marstland 

lending an oar in the Lucas boat He 

was in high spirits all the way, teasing 

poor Benjy about his empty fish-baske^ 

rallying Leah with quite brotherly sauci- 

ness on young James s admiration for her, 

and telling one good anecdote after another 

till little Mr. Lucas was kept in a perpetual 

giggle of laughter, and Naomi's round face 

was nothing but a coruscation of dimples. 

Bat when they had landed, and he had 

carried Aliz up to the house, and given 

her into the arms of the parlour-maid, he 

declined to come into supper, and saying 

they had had quite enough of him, bid 

them good-night rather hurriedly, and 

strode off whistling. They could hear the 

air, " My love she's but a lassie yet," quiver- 

ing out of the summer darkness for some 

nunutes after the dip and splash of the 

sculls told that he had started on the return 

journey. ■

" Well, you people seem to have had a 

very good time. Those fellows fed us 

capitally, didn't they t " said Mr. Lucas 

cheerfully. ** And how did you enjoy it, 

Miss St Laurent ? " ■

<< Eojoy it 1 Oh, I think it was the 

pleasantest day I ever spent anjrwhere," 

said Vera, waMng up from a reverie wiUi 

a sudden shine in her eyes which more than 

endorsed the words ; but even pleasure did 

not make her more conversationid than 

usual, and Leah noticed that she rather 

shrank from than sought their customary 

bedroom confabulation afiber retiring for 

the night, and that her eyes had a curious, 

pitying expression in them as they kissed 

each other before saying good-night ■

She had noticed before, wondering 

whether anyone else did, that though Vera 

wastheonly one Marstland did not jest with 

or talk to on the way home, he always broke 

off in anything he was saying if she spoke, 

and, encumbered as he was with Alix, 

managed that it should be his hand which 

helped her to shore, and hers which he 

held in a second good-bye after he had 

already said farewell to the whole party 

onca ■

Silly to take count of such trifles; ■

strangely silly for a sensible girl like 

Leah, and still more so to suffer tham to 

weigh on her spirit so heavily that, even 

though tired enough by the long day's 

outing to be glad when the moment for 

retiring came, she felt no desire for bed, 

but having undressed and extingoiahedho 

candle, sat down by the window, and gaaog 

out on the faintly-silvered ripples of tb 

broad river gliding blackly between iti 

shadowing trees, gave herself up to reflec- 

tions grave enou^ to provoke more thm 

one heavy siffL ■

It was well, perhaps, that the shadovi 

under those trees were so black, or ahe 

might have seen a boat lying there witiii 

solitary man seated in it, his arms restaog 

on the suspended sculls, and his gase fize{ 

not on the wing of the house where her 

room was situated, but on a lighted 

window in the main body of it, behind 

whose drawn white curtains Vera wasem 

then preparing for rest after her nsod 

methodical fauiion, but with the lu^ 

look which had floated about her lips lU 

the evening still resting on them. ■

Suddenly a thought occurred to the 

young French girl Marstland had laked 

her, as they returned to the house-boit 

under the light of the first stars of even- 

ing twinkling through the twilight bine, if 

she was fond of astronomy, and hid 

observed that Orion had shone out pir- 

ticularly brightly the last night or two 

after the moon was down. ■

" That wouldn't be till eleven, however," 

he said; '* and I don't know if you could 

see it fh>m your room. It is only visiUe 

from the river-side of the house." ■

"Oh, but my room is on that side," 

Vera answered. '' It is just over the bresk- 

fast-room. I must look out to-night" And 

Marstland had said '<Do", and chained the 

subject Only in taking her hand to saj 

'* Good-bye ", he had haJbf whispered : ■

'* Tou won't forget Orion 1 " and though 

she had not answered, indeed she had had 

no time to do so, the sound of eleven 

striking from the hall-dock below stain 

brought it to her remembrance now, and, 

dropping the comb and brush with which 

she was just manipulating her long treaees, 

she stepped to the window, drew aside the 

curtain, and looked out ■

Marstland was right The moon had 

disappeared, and the stars were •hiniog 

brightly indeed, the sword and belt of Orion 

glittering like a double triplet of jewels 

above the tufted willows on the farther 

shore of the river, and being reflected in ■
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broken glimmera on the rippled enrface 

beneath. Bat their very bnghtnesa came 

upon her like a painfol shock by recalling 

to her nights in her lonely girlhood when 

she had watched them drearily from her 

chamber window at Lea Gb^taigniers ; and 

involuntarily she shivered, the smile on her 

lip faded, and after one long, wistful gaze, 

she dropped the curtain again and turned 

iwij without even a downward glance at 

the river where, shrouded by the darkness, 

the lonely boatm&n, in his little skiff, sat 

still and motionless as if carved out of 

ibony. He had not wanted her to see 

lim. He had chosen his position, indeed, 

with the opposite intent; but as the slender, 

dark figore, with its loosened veil of hair, 

stepped back from the window, and the 

eortains fell together again over the space 

it had occupied, a long murmuring sigh 

broke from his lips — a sigh which formed 

itself into the words : " She did remember. 

Heaven bless her ! " and, letting the blades 

of the sculls drop into the water, he bent 

once more over them, and with a couple of 

long strokes, was in the middle of the stream 

and oat of sight ■

Not before Leah had spied him, however. 

The flash of the blade as it struck the water 

had caught her eye almost simultaneously 

vith the sudden darkening of a bright patch 

of yellow light which, for the last two 

aunates, had been reflected from Vera's 

vindow on to the lawn below ; and, though 

it was too dark for her to distinguish more 

than the outlines of the oarsman, and there 

iras nothing extraordinary in anyone being 

ontbe river at eleven o'clock on an August 

night, the knowledge that he had been 

there stationary and unseen by her came 

npon her mind with a sort of shock, and in 

eonjanction with her previous train of 

thoaght, and the disappearance of that 

light from her friend's window, forced a 

radden suspicion into it ■

"Could it have been he)" and <<Have 

they come to assignations already ? " was 

the double thought it contained, the last 

an mtensely bitter one ; but the next 

moment her face flushed hotly with genuine 

aelf^K>ntempt, and she stepped back from 

the window, pulling down the blind with a 

jerk, as she muttered : ■

" How despicable I am growing 1 As if 

die might not have said the same of me 1 

Was I not standing there too) And 

iQI^KMe it was he, what right have I to 

complaint" She was too honest with 

herself even then to try to deceive her 

▼anity with the thought that it was her ■

window he was contemplating. She knew 

too certainly that it was not ■

And she was risht Marstland had 

fallen in love, and being of an impetuous 

and energetic temperament, had done so 

with aU the energy and impetuosity which 

might have been expected of hint He 

had seen Vera St. Laurent six or eight 

times perhaps within the last ten days; 

and at first sight had pronounced her ugly 

and uninteresting ; yet he felt and believed 

now that there was no single moment in 

all that time that she had not been the 

most charming of all women in his eyes ; 

and was prepared to prove the same by any 

act of chivalry and devotion, however 

romantic or imprudent, which came into his 

head. To him, indeed, it would not have 

mattered a jot had the whole world seen 

him playing the love-sick swain under his 

lady's window. Why should it? If a 

woman were fit to be worshipped at 

all, he would have said, it were fitter and 

more manly to worship her openly than in 

secret ; and in his then state of mind Vera, 

with her soft voice and limpid eyes, her 

naive ignorances, childlike docility, and 

tender, serious enthusiasms, was a creature 

as worthy of worship as any " Madonna 

Laura " or " blessed damozel " in the golden 

days of mediasvalism. ■

Nor was he like the sBsthetes of to^ay, 

satisfied with worshipping his goddess. He 

wanted to possess her; to become "guide, 

phOosopher, and friend," husband and lover 

in one, to appropriate for his very own this 

tender maiden before some ot^er hand, 

less reverent perhaps, should rub the 

bloom off that spotless innocence: some 

'other soul, less loving, dim those unclouded 

eyes with the shaSow of this world's 

wisdom. He had been in love before, 

more than once perhaps. There are few 

men of six-and-twenty who have not ; but 

these had been brief, ephemeral passions, 

fancies and flirtations, light of life, and 

lightly laughed over when extinguished; 

not to be compared even with his far 

more deeply rooted affection and respect 

for Leah Josephs. This was the first time 

that he had ever seriously thought of 

marriage, but now he desired nothing 

so ardently, and if he could have gained 

Vera's consent would have been overjoyed 

to rush off the following morning and 

have his banns put up in the parish church 

at Weybridge. True, he had not known 

her long ; but he knew that she was pure, 

and gentle, and sweet-natured ; her devo- 

tion to Leah and the little ones proved ■
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that she could love, while Leah's regard 

for her was — ^from a woman like Leah — a 

testimony in itself as to her other merits. ■

His own parents were dead, and the only 

relation nearly interested in him was a 

sister, very happily married herself, and 

most anxious to see him so, while of 

Vera's parents he had only heard enough 

to feel that he need not stand in much 

fear of them. They might be everything 

that was disagreeable; but "disagreeable 

people-in Jaw " (as Max O'Bell hath it) do 

not so much matter when they are on one 

side of the Channel and you and your 

wife on the other; and it certainly did 

net occur to him that the small "seigneur'' 

of an impoverished property in Brittany, 

and with an English nobody for his wife, 

was at all likely to refuse his daughter to 

an English gentleman of unblemished 

character, excellent famUy connections, a 

good profession, and a fair private income. ■

The real question was, would the 

daughter consent f And this was the 

only one which he kept turning and weigh- 

ing in his head. Of course ne was not 

worthy of herl What true man ever 

thinks himself worthy of the woman he 

loves ) But might not her sweetness over- 

look that, and take him as he was, in spite 

of his unworthiness f ■

Of one thing he felt convinced, that as 

yet she was fancy free ; her whole bearing 

and conversation proclaimed that, even u 

Leah would not have been sure to know 

had the reverse been the case; and then 

he thought — he almost knew — she liked 

him ; and liking, with very young girls, is 

often only one step from love — so small a 

step, indeed, that frequently the mere 

revelation that they are beloved is sufficient 

to lift them over it " La jeunesse aime 

I'amant"; and it was with a sudden, 

daring desire to prove the extent of this 

liking and of his influence over her that he 

had proposed that little test of the star- 

gazing. ■

Vera had not known it was a test — had 

scarcely thought of him at all in it ; but^ 

as he sat in the darkness watching her 

shrouded window, he said to himself : ■

"If she doesn't look out I shall know 

I am nothing to her as yet ; that she does 

not care enough for me or my words to pay 

a mom^t's heed to them." ■

And when the curtains were drawn back, 

and she stood there, framed in the yellow 

light, it seemed to him as if she had 

come in answer to the yet unspoken 

prayer of his heart; and he blessed ■

and thanked her for it, and went home 

rejoicing and feeling as though a great step 

had been gained and the battle half won ■

He called at the villa the very next 

afternoon. Naomi was out ; but L^ h^ 

pened to be in the garden, cutting flewen 

for the drawing-room, and came forward st 

once to greet him with all her wonted cor- 

diality : continuing her occupation sftn- 

wards while she talked to him of ike part 

day's enjoyment& ■

For once, however, Marstiand did not 

seem to respond to or even appreciate her 

expressions of pleasura Poor Leah I 

Heaven alone mew how little pleanui 

there had been in the day to h^. He 

answered, of course, but in so absent a 

manner, tiiat she saw he was not attending 

to what was said, and as he kept ^andng 

round as if in search of someone else, she 

said quite frankly to him: ■

" Vera is in the morning-room, workiif 

at Naomi's sewing-machina Wouldn't yoa 

like to go in) Iwillfollowyoainaminata 

Indeed, I have got nearly enough flowen 

as it IS. ■

Marstland's handsome face coloured lib 

a girl'a He had not expected so directan 

answer to his wandering gaze ; and it wai 

not without a good deal of embarrassment 

that he managed to say laughingly : ■

<' Working at a machine ! A^U, that ii 

the last thing I could have pictured Vm 

St Laurent doing. Those soft, white fingen 

of hers seem too helpless for any form of 

work, but if you have got enough flowen 

let us go in and contemplate the anonudf 

by all means. There is a decided east 

wind to-day, and I don't think you ought 

to be standing out in it." ■

" You are too careful of me ! " said Leah, 

and then reproached herself for the dryness 

which she could not help detecting in her 

own accent. It was very hard to keep it 

back, however — ^very hard to stand still 

and see her best and dearest friend drifting 

away from her into the possession of some- 

one else, just at the moment, too, when she 

had begun to realise with a shock of 

absolute anguish how dear he really was 

to her. But she had to see it, all the 

same, for they were no sooner in the hoose 

than he was at Vera's side asking anxiously 

how she was after yesterday's exertions, if 

she was sure, quite sure, that she had not 

caught cold from his keeping her so long 

upon the water in that litllB dingy, so<] 

going on to tease her about her laborioas 

occupation, declaring that he knew she 

could not do it, and volunteering to assist ■

■

Tf ■
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her with it Naomi found them so when 

she came in, with both their heads .bent 

over the machine, and Vera laughing as 

happily as a child, while Leah sat at some 

distance sewing frilling on to a frock for 

Aliz, and with a worn expression on her 

face which caused her sister to welcome 

the young doctor far less effusively than 

osoa], and to decline his proi>osition of 

tating them for a row with a decisioni which 

notevenTera's look of timid disappointment 

coold soften. ■

Bat the look more than repaid Marstland 

for the refusal It was another proof that 

she cared, and when he pleaded for the 

following day instead, heab came to his 

assistance, and cut short the objections her 

lister was beginning, by saying that she 

ind Vera would go in any case, and take 

Benjy and his fishing-rod to make the 

number even. Vera thsmked her for it after- 

wards with frank gratitude, more difficult 

to bear than Naomi's shrug of disapproval ■

" I am so glad we are going, because he 

hsd.promised to teach me to row, and I do 

so want to leam. He says he taught you, 

ind that I could do it quite easily; but I 

doabt that. He doesn't know, I expect, 

how stopid I am." ■

** Well, it would be rather wonderful if 

he knew much about you in any way, con- 

adering theshortnessof your acquaintance," 

aid Leah rather sharply; but the next 

ttoment she repented, and added in her 

deasantest voice : "There is no reason, 

however, that he shouldn't learn, or you 

other. You will find him a very ^kkI 

teacher, dear." ■

Perhaps Vera was a bad learner. Marst- 

land was right in calline her fingers help- 

less ones, and her decided clumsiness at 

the oar justified the careful and protracted 

ksson which he found it necessary to 

bestow on her. It took all Leah's pride 

ind patience, more than all her generosity, 

to jnrevent her from wearying of bein^ 

leatedat the helm while Maxstland wasted 

bapp]^ fljiciments in trying to teach that soft 

wnst £6w" i4 bend the oar to its right 

htent, and those pretty fingers to clasp or 

vnelasp their presape at the proper 

inoment To nim it was an hour in 

Paradise, a delicious luxury to touch that ■

C)cious little hand, a passionate joy to 

k mto those wistful eyes, with their 

b«M)cent appeal, " Is that right 1 " a proud 

^^ph to see the soft cheek pinking with 

tender roses at his words of praise or 

wcouragement Probably it was sweet to 

^era too, for she showed no inclination to ■

shorten the lesson, and, even after they 

had landed, suffered him to delay her on 

the bank, listening to final inskuctions, 

and making plans for future lessons, until 

Naomi had to send down one of the chil- 

dren to hurry her in to dinner, and even 

Leah wondered if this was the same girl 

who had been wont to start from shadows 

the most figmentary, and entertain qualms 

and scruples as to tiie propriety of walkmg 

through the village unattended, or saying 

a few kind words to a servant in passing, 

at Les Oh4taigniers. ■

Neither of the sisters, however, were 

prepared to see their mest make her 

appearance at t^e break&st-table on the 

following morning, hatted and smiling, with 

a pretty glow on her cheeks and two little 

blisters on her hands, which she held up 

to them as she announced that she had 

just been out for an early practice with 

Dr. Marstland, and had rowed ^' quite a 

great bit without catching a crab or doing 

anything stupid." ■

This was too much for Naomi, and, 

despite all Leah's entreating looks, she 

took the girl upstairs after breakfast and 

gave her a good lecture, which had the 

effect of maun^ Vera cry bitterly, and of 

puzzling her quite as much as it distressed 

her. ■

" How should she know that there was 

anything particular in going with Dr. 

Marstland f Leah had said that she might 

do BO when she asked her leave the first 

time, and had also said there was no reason 

he should not teach her to row, and she was 

sure Leah wouldn't let her do anything 

that was not quite nioe. As for her mamma, 

she had never said a word about boating, 

or the doctor either. Mamma had only 

warned her against getting intimate with 

the Jeiidsh young men, and she had been 

careful to obey her. She always was." ■

*' Oh, bother obedience I " said Naomi 

bluntly. " Surely, my dear, you're woman 

enough to have instincts of your own, and 

you must know that to take yourself off 

alone to flirt with young men isn't the 

thing for a girl, unless she wants to be 

talk^ about" ■

" I never flirt 1 " said Vera indignantly. 

"Of course I know that would be most 

unseemly, but I never did, and I only went 

alone because Leah looked tired last night, 

and nurse wouldn't let Ben or Alix go 

before breakfast Besides, Dr. Marstland 

asked me to come, so he couldn't have 

thought it was wrong, and he must know. 

Leah savs he is a verv eood man. and tha^. ■
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everyone likes and trusts him ; she said he 

was a man to be trusted, and she wanted 

us to be friends. Mamma put me in Leah's 

care." ■

It was evidently hopeless. Vera was 

perfectly sincere, but she also did not like, 

or look up to Naomi, and the result was 

this timid, tearful obstinacy which irritated 

the latter and made her agree the more 

readily to Leah's proposal that the two 

girls should return to liondon, and the 

more efficacious direction of Mr. and Mrs. 

Josephs. ■

It was impossible, however, to achieve 

this without Marstland being acquainted 

with the fact and its cause. V era's reddened 

eyelids and nervous, altered manner when 

they next met would alone have betrayed 

that something was wrong, and he imme- 

diately devoted all his enegies to securing a 

t^te-^-t^te with her, and finding out what 

the ** something " was. ■

The result may be easily guessed ; for as 

soon as he was gone Vera went in search 

of Leah, and flinging her arms round her 

neck sobbed out : ■

*' Oh, Leah, Leah, what do you think f 

He loves me, and he wants to marry me, 

and not let me go back to France any 

more. Oh, dear Leah, aren't you glad 1 

Do say you are, for now you know we 

shall always be near one another ; and, 

besides, he is coming up to London by the 

next train after us ; and he wants you to 

be our friend, and tell your father and 

mother before he arrives." ■

Leah's face was very pale, but she had felt 

what was coming, and spoke quite calmly : ■

" My dear chOd, it is your father and 

mother that have got to be consulted, and 

I think mine will only say he should have 

done.that before speaking to you. Suppose 

they should not consent ? " ■

" Oh — ^but, Leah, they will," said Vera 

confidently. "No one could help liking 

him, and he says he does not even want a 

' dot ' with me ; and, besides, he could not 

ask them till he knew if — ^if I cared, too. 

He was afraid — oh, Leah, fancy him 

afraid 1 — afraid of vexing me 1 " ■

"And do you care for him, dear!" 

Leah asked with her arm round her friend's 

waist ; but it was well the latter could not 

see her face as she answered, hiding her 

own the while and begging anew for 

Leah's friendship and help, they "were 

both so fond of her". The Jewish girl's 

reply was full and clear as it could be: ■

" I am your friend now — his and yoon 

too. I always shall be so, and I wfil Up 

you both at any time, and all I can." ■

There was no denying that Mr. and Mm 

Josephs looked grave over the news, ud 

thought) as Leah predicted, that theyoong 

people had been too hasty ; but they were 

kindly, easy-going people who had alwiji 

allowed full freedom of choice to their own 

children, and had besides too warm a& 

esteem and liking for young Marsthmd not 

to look hopefully on his chances. So, whoi 

they found that both he and Vera hid 

written to the St Laurents even Mote 

leaving Weybridge, they merely insisftej 

that there should be no whisper of la 

engagement or lovers' privileges till the 

answer came, and did not carry their 

severity so far as to forbid the house to 

the young man in the interim. ■

And Marstland fully availed himielf of 

his implied liberty. Those four days that 

followed were very happy and peaceful onei 

to the two young lovers; days of snspeue^ 

indeed, but of suspense brightened bj 

hope and anticipation, sweetened by nmtoil 

sympathy, and nlled full of the novd^ani 

deUciousness of first love. ■

They were sitting together on the ato 

noon of the fourth day. Vera had begns 

to get nervous as the time for a letter (o 

amve drew nigh, and Marstland was sealal 

beside her on the broad window-seat ol 

the pretty, old-fashioned drawing-roooi, 

stroking one of her little hands as he tried 

to console and encourage her, while Leak) 

with her back turned to them, was diS* 

gently practising on the grand piano, 

when the door opened and the maid 

announced : ■

"A person, please, m'm, to see AGtf 

Laurence." ■

" A person to see me 1 " repeated Vera 

in amaze ; but the next moment her bee 

changed and she started up with a lot i 

agitated cry at the sight of a thin, red- 

haired, plain-featured woman in black, 

who had entered the room behind the 

servant " Joanna ! " she exclaimed faistlj. 

"Youl" ■

•* Yes, Vera, it's me," said the woman 

grimly, not coming nearer or looking a( 

anyone else in the room. " I've be^n sent 

to fetch you home, as your mother coold|i'fe 

be spared to come herself; and, ifjaapleuot 

I'll help you to put up your thing" 1^ 

once. The mail-traii^ leaves at nine thii 

evening." ■
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A STERN CHASE. ■

A 8TORY IN THREE PARTS. 

Bt MBS. GASHEL HOEY. ■

THE THIRD PART. 

CHAPTER IX, FOUND OUT. ■

If Henry Bodney, at the date of his 

meetmg with the daughter of Fair Ines, 

had s^ted himaelf apon Prince Hassan's 

carpet, and had been forthwith deposited 

in Santiago de Gaba, to refresh his 

memory after twenty years, he would 

have foond less change in Don Norberto 

de Bodas than in any other individual 

of his former acquaintance there. Don 

Norberto at twenty-five had looked ten 

years older, but at forty-five he seemed 

to be standing still in life. His hair was 

still densely black, and he was as lean and 

light of movement as of old, with the 

same furtive restlessness in his black eyes. ■

In his moral nature there was as little 

alteration. His life was as vicious, and his 

heart was as evil, as in the days when his 

cousin had crossed his path to her own 

min; his ambition and his covetousness 

were also unsatisfied now as then. ■

Don Satumino de Bodas had died three 

years after the making of that will, 

concerning which Norberto had fore- 

boded evil, and his prevision had been 

tealiBed. The distrust, gradually growing 

into dislike, with which Don Satumino 

had come to regard his nephew, would 

probably have been more plainly mani- 

fested tf he had lived longer and seen 

more of Norberto. But» for a year before 

his death, Don Satumino resided at La 

Yalladoncella, not coming to his house in 

Santiago at all, and he had no fault to find 

with his nephew in his business capacity. 

" The relf^ns between Norberto and 

Dona Mercedes had been considerably ■

I ■

:sssA ■

strained from the time when he had ex- ii 

pressed his annoyance at her failure to |j 

ascertain the provisions of Don Satumino's ^ 

will, with so much candour and so little 

caution. Her pride, not to be subdued 

by her complicity with his wickedness, then , 

received a wound which she never forgave. ■

He had to wait three years, and then 

to learn that his forebodings had fallen 

short of the trutL His uncle had done 

less for him than he had calculated 

as the very least he could do, in com- 

mon decency — an elastic term when we 

apply it to other people's duty — and he 

had made mention of his lost daughter. ■

That Dona Mercedes was really ignorant | 

of either of these injuries, which he ranked ) 

as equal, so unslaked was his hatred by time \f! 

and death, Norberto refused to believe. 

He was convinced that the mention of 

Ines by her father was in reality prompted 

by Dona Mercedes, and that she had 

played him false, as he called it, from some 

superstitious motive. He had observed 

symptoms of this kind of weakness in her | 

more than once, especially when anything 

occurred to make her uneasy about Ramon. 

Don Satumino's reference to his daughter 

was to the efiect that he had never been ' 

folly satisfied of her death, and, in the 

event of her return to her former home, or 

making appeal to Dona Mercedes or her< . 

brother, he charged them to receive her, or 

to repty to her, treating her in all respects 

as thoueh she had not forfeited her place 

or her daims. The portion to which she 

was entitled by inheritance from her mother, 

and which had remained in his hands, 

would, of course, be hers. He added that 

these injunctions were also to hold good in 

the case of any child or children of his 

daughter, whose identity should be duly 

established. 

Ten years had elapsed since the flight of ■

a ■

■
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InoB de Eodas when those {orgiving wordi 

saw the light, and thiM since her death. 

Norberto had the pioob of that event m 

his possession ; but he kept his knowledge 

to himself as closely as ever, and merely 

observed to Don Jos^ de SJQva that the 

injunctions were not of a practical nature ; 

that Don Satumino's entertaining the idea 

of his daughter's possible reappearance 

mi^ht be made to bear the interpretation 

of insanity, were it anybody's interest so to 

stigmatise it ; and that there would be a 

fine chance for the rogues who make a 

profession of personation, in the loose and 

sentimental testamentary dispositions of 

his uncle. He might have seen that Doua 

Mercedes was painfully impressed, but 

his fixed idea of her falseness to hun in 

the matter on which he was morally 

insane, blinded him. ■

To Don Norberto his undo bequeathed 

a sum equivalent to the half of that which 

would have been the dowry of Lies, had 

she become the wife of her cousin. And 

then came the crowning proof of Don 

Satumino's confidence in Do&a Mercedes. 

Convinced that he could best assure the 

future welfare and happiness of his son by 

placing them unreservedly in the charge of 

the boy's mother, he bequeathed to her the 

whole remainder of his property, to be at 

her absolute disposition. ■

Norberto's rage at finding himself 

treated by his uncle so much worse than he 

had feared, was at once intensified and con- 

trolled as to its outward manifestations by 

this final blow, this last revelation of the 

"uxorious imbecility" of Don Satumino, 

True Dona Mercedes had been, to a certain 

extent, Norberto's accomplice in the past ; 

but not in a way that gave him any hold 

over her, to compare with the enormous ad- 

vantage she possessed in wealth, power, and 

independence. All things, save one, had 

prospered with the house of De £odas,.for 

many years past, and the handsome, re- 

served, stately widow of its late head was 

a very rich woman. She was a clever 

woman also, one whom it would be difficult 

for him, whom she had every reason to 

regard with mistrust, to deceive; and 

there was nothing to bind her to pro- 

long his association with her afiairs, k it 

were not her good pleasure to do so. With 

his usual tact he accepted the situation, 

abandoning any notions of d<nnineering 

which he had entertained while his uncle's 

will was yet a secret, and foiling into his 

place of trusted subordinate with readi- 

ness that imposed on Doua Mercedes. ■

She had seen but little of Norberto for 

a long time, and in addition to her smcare 

grief for her generous and devoted hus- 

band, there was a trouble in her life, which 

dwarfed other things and put them at a 

distance. The Dona Mercedes who set at 

ease the dark mind of the man who had 

garnered up out of all the past osAj a 

store of hatred for the living and the 

dead who had befriended him, treating 

their interests as one, and his manage- 

ment of afiiairs as a matter of course, was 

more altered in mind than in person from 

the Dona Mercedes who had hated her 

husband's daughter, and had sanctioned the 

suppression of the desolate young widow's 

appeal to her father. ■

Of the manner of the rejection of QuX 

appeal. Dona Mercedes was innocent; of 

the ferocious threat which had driven Ines 

into the power of Willesden, through her 

desperate fear for her cMd, and the 

urgent necessity for hiding herself and the 

infant under another name and a changed 

condition, she was as ignorant as of the 

results which it produced. The girl had 

defied and deceived her ; let her eSoffer for 

it I She had disgraced her family for tiie 

sake of a stranger. That he was dead was 

a fitting punislunent for her, but no pallia- 

tion of her offence to them Let the family 

of the stranger see to her now 1 If they 

did not take proper care of her, Ines would 

make her moan again, no doubt ; and then 

Dona Mercedes might think about her 

case. Until then, her father's weakness, 

already much to blame, should not be prac- 

tised on. ■

Thus had Dona Mercedes made herself 

the accomplice of Norberto, and, as time 

went on and the silence was unbroken, she 

had readQy accepted his view that Ines 

was dead. What other explanation was to 

be offered t ■

When Don Norberto's apprehensicHis as 

to his own future position were allayed by 

the prompt tact of Dona Meroedes, he 

had leisure of mind to exnlt in the 

secret knowledge which he possessed, and 

which, he soon be^an to suspect, would 

have been very precious to her. He would 

have been glad had that knowledge been 

of a different kind; he was forced to 

conclude that the child who had found a 

home with Hugh Bosslyn's sister was well 

cared for, and he would have liked to think 

of her as an outcast and a beggar ; still, it 

was pleasant to watch the workings of 

Dona Mercedes's mind, now that she would 

give anything to be able to cany out her ■
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husband's wishes, and to feel that he 

ooold quiet them if he would. ■

After the death of Don Satomino, the 

Ug hoose in Santiago remained practically 

shut api a few rooms being retained by 

Don Boberto for business purposes and 

his own use; but Dona Mercedes and 

her son residing at La Valladonoella. 

In the third year of her widowhood 

Dona Mercedes took her son to Spain, 

and they were absent for several months. 

Before that time, however, odd things 

had been said about the boy, and the 

extraordinary seclusion in which his 

motiier waa bringing him up. It was only 

yagae talk, but Dona Mercedes was a 

ponon of importance while Don Satur- 

nino was not forgotten, and people did 

wonder why Bamon was so little heard of, 

and never seen in the city. Occasionally 

there was a revival of curiosity about the 

girl, the child of Don Satumino's first wife, 

who had gone into a convent in a queer 

sort of way. Attempts were occasionally 

made by ladies of the more dauntless sort 

to extract information about Dofia Mercedes 

and her son from Don Norberto ; but he 

was politely impenetrable. Doiia Mercedes, 

whom numbers of the actually existing 

society had known as one of the leaders of 

it, was said to be so plunged in devotion 

that there was little to choose between her 

honse and the doister. She heard none 

of the fitful speculations upon herself and 

hv son ; she kept the even tenour of her 

way, with the idol of her heart, and tiie 

sm which had '' found her out'', for all her 

company. ■

Year had followed year in a monotonous 

eonae. Norberto de Bodas was, as Captain 

Wharton had guessed him to be, a local 

magnate. His capacity as a man of business 

waa rated very high, but otherwise he was of 

evil repute, and as unpopular as in the 

long-ago time when Bodney and Hugh 

BoBslyn " talked of the wolf, and they saw 

his ears ", He was no favourite even with 

those who shared his vices, and profited by 

them, and he was still the favourite aversion 

of Don Pepito Vinent ■

Dena Mercedes was a white-haired lady, 

in whose face might be read the constant 

schooling of sorrow. It was still pride that 

looked out of those strange blue eyes, but a 

softened pride, and the lines which patience 

bad graven about the mouth tempered its 

imperiousneeSk ■

Her son at twenty-five years old re- 

sembles his mother, having the same 

I dear, hish-bred look, the same stranee ■

blue eyes. But Bamon is still a child, and 

he will always be a chOd. This is the 

explanation of Dona Mercedes's secluded 

life — ^this is the constant sorrow that has 

softened the pride in her eyes, and trained 

her in the school of patience. ■

There had been nothing wrong with the 

boy until a year before lus father's death, 

when he had a very bad fever, from which 

his body recovered completely, his mind 

not at alL Don Saturnine died without 

having learned the truth ; he fancied his 

son's condition was only a protracted con- 

valescence, and was latterly too lethargic 

to think about it Upon his mother the 

knowledge had come with unerring and 

unsparing certainty, and afterwards, with 

the hearing of the paragraph in Don Satur- 

nine's will relating to Lies, had come the 

recollection of what she herself had done, 

and the conviction that judgment was upon 

her. ■

Norberto had discerned correctly enough 

the strain of what he called superstition in 

DofLa Mercedes. It was, in truth, the 

striving of conscience and an early- 

implanted, but unfruitful faith, in a soul to 

which piety was unknown. When this 

strife was first kindled, the boy was but 

fifteen ; the dreadful change, the arrest, or 

rather the retrogression of intelligence was 

of recent occurrence ; there surely was — 

there must be hope. Might there also be 

some sort of possible propitiation 9 Was 

there a place of repentuice for her ? Then 

it was that she betrayed the direction of 

her thoughts to Norberto, to his unmeasur- 

able contempt, and that he steadily with- 

held from her the fact of the existence of 

Ines's child. ■

Ten years 1 The silence of death main- 

tained for ten years! That could only 

mean deatL She must bear in mind 

that at the time the fullest enquiry 

was made, without result, to satisfy 

Don Satumino; it was impossible that 

anything could come of a renewed enquiry 

now. How were they to set about it f Thus 

did Norberto meet her timidly-hinted 

wishes and her unconsciously-revealed 

remorse. Then, too, he had referred to 

his own part in the catastrophe with a 

half-careless regret, treating it lightly as a 

young man's exaggeration of a fair-enough 

feding, but conveying in wordp, tone, and 

manner, that for him the whole thing was 

dead and gone to the very verge of that 

dead-and-gonenesB which becomes boredom 

beyond bearing. 

Time passed for the bov who had become ■
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a man, but remained a child ; his mother 

lived for him only, while Don Norberto 

ruled over the affairs of the house of De 

Rodas, and the name of Ines was never 

uttered by either of the two who had 

driven her to her doom. ■

There was little change in the course of 

Dona Mercedes's life for several years, and 

the changing world around her interested 

and occupied her not at all. But, in the 

same year that^ in England, witnessed the 

events just narrated, the "thing which 

she had feared " befell her — Don Ramon de 

Rodas died. Her grief was beyond telling; 

and not the least part of it was the know- 

ledge that there were people who said it 

was a happy release, a great blessing, and 

all the other things that people do say 

about afiiictions outside their personal ex- 

perience, and which they regard from their 

comfortable standpoint of no-feeling. ■

Don Norberto behaved very well on this 

occasion, which promoted him to the 

position of an heir-presumptive. He had 

probably never approached so nearly to 

contentment as when, after the funeral of 

Dona Mercedes's sen, he betook himself to 

a contemplation of his own position and 

prospects. The former was very good, and, 

above all, it was safe; the latter were 

brilliant There did not exist anybody, 

so far as Dona Mercedes knew, who could 

be, upon any reasonable grounds whatever, 

interposed betweenhimsw and theultimate 

possession of the whole of his late uncle's 

wealtL That he was only a few years 

younger than Dona Mercedes was a consi- 

deration which did not trouble him, or 

disturb his calculations. ■

Don Ramon had died at Santiago, and 

his mother remained at her town house, 

but in complete seclusion. Don Norberto 

naturally indulged in some conjectures 

respecting what she would be likely to do 

with the remainder of her life. Its sole 

occupation for so many years had been 

her son, that Don Norberto was at a 

loss to imagine in what direction she would 

seek employment for her time. She had 

renounced society, and society had for- 

gotten her. For a short time he had 

thought it likely she might have gone back 

to Spain, after Don Satnmino's death, to 

reside among her own people, leaving 

him master of the position at Santiago, and 

he had ardently desired that solution. The 

affliction that both overshadowed and filled 

her life was, however, even then too plidn 

to be mistaken, and it deprived her of all ■

care for anything outside itself. She had 

no wish to see her native country again. 

None of her kin whom she had ever 

known were living now. There was no 

competing interest to ' trouble Don Nor- 

berto's security. He was aware that 

in one sense he was nothing to Dona 

Mercedes, but in another — the only sense 

he cared about — ^he was all she had. ■

While he was reflecting upon these 

things in a mood as nearly pleasant as 

he was capable of, a happy idea occurred 

to Don Norberta Supposing Dona Mer- 

cedes were to take to religion I Propitious 

fate could only do him one better torn tiiaa 

th i^T ■

He welcomed the notion with warmth ; 

indeed he caressed it so fondly as to 

lose the sense of its incompatibility with 

all previous indications of character in 

Dona Mercedes, and to arrive, after a 

short time, at regarding it as the likeliest 

thing in the world. ■

The solitary respect in which the life of 

Dona Mercedes de Rodas now resembled 

that of twenty golden years ago, was her 

invariable attendance at early mass at 

the cathedral Every morning she might 

be seen, wearing deep mourning attire, and 

with her silver-white hair, covered by 

a long, black veil, kneeling in the 

chapel of San Ignacio, on the same spot 

where fair Ines had knelt at her side, in 

the beauty of her bright girlhood. She was 

usually the first to take her place in the 

chapel, and the last to leave it Was the 

happy thought of Don Norberto near the 

mark) Was fate going to do him that 

supremely good turn — ^wasDona Mercedes 

taking to religion — taking to it, that is, 

in the serious way which would lead to her 

retiring to a convent t ■

It was not surprising that DonN<Nrberto 

should regard these questions in a cheer- 

fully affirmative lights when on a certain 

day, having asked to see Dona Mercedes 

on business, he was told she had gone to 

the Convent of Las Anonciades. ■

No disturbing idea was suggested to 

him by this. It was with light-hearted 

expectation of the happiest remits from 

the visit that he went to his inter- 

view with Dona Mercedes in the 

evening. ■

He found her in the inner coridor — 

that which overlooked the patio, where the 

fountain played as of old, and the flower- 

ing-plants made a central spot of colour. 

A few Ughts were twinkling in the ofiioes, 

but the balcony was Hesl ■
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Dona Mercedes was seated in the shade, 

and her face was not distinctly to be seen, 

bat there was nothing calculated to disturb 

the serenity of Don Norberto in her 

manner of receiving him, and listening to 

his business communication. Her de- 

meanour was now habitually grave, and 

her ydce was always low. When he had 

said what he had come to say, and the 

matter was disposed of her composure was 

Blightly shaken as shd asked him to remain 

with her, in order that she mf^ht speak 

to him on a matter of grave import to 

them both. In the dim light he shot an 

eager glance at her, and his hopes rose high. ■

Dona Mercedes lifted her black fan, and 

shaded her face. Why did that movement 

send Norberto's memory travelling twenty 

yean back, and show him Ines in the 

day of her scorn and his defeat t So 

vividly did the image of the girl, as she 

had defied him, rise up before him, that 

the years seemed as nothing, and the old 

hatred and revenge, fulfilled yet baffled, 

swelled his heart anew. ■

" I have reopened a sealed book to^iay," 

said Dona Mercedes, "and read strange 

things in it. Do you know where I have 

beent" ■

''At the Convent of Las Anonciades, I 

believe." ■

"For the first time for many years. 

I will tell you, Norberto, what made me go 

there. It was remorse." ■

** Remorse 1 '' ■

"Yes. Since my son was taken from 

me I have been learning that my sin had 

found me out, and with the knowledge 

came despair, because I could see no place 

for repentance; because no reparation, 

however late, was possible; and I must 

bear the curse, together with the punish- 

ment, to the end." ■

"What do you mean) What folly is 

this!" ■

"You know well what I mean, Nor- 

berto; and I am not speaking foolishly." ■

She let her fan fall to the ground, and 

faced him now, with her huids tightly 

clasped, and her features set in resolute 

self-controL ■

" I will not reproach you— do not fear 

that My own share in the wrong that 

was done to my husband's child is too 

great, too heinous, to give me the right 

to reproach you, even knowing what I 

now know." 

" What do you know 1 " 

For all the hardihood of his tone there ■

was fear in it. ■

" That Ines had a child, that she appealed 

to her father in the name of her child, and 

that you suppressed the appeal Do not 

deny this, Norberto ; but, for Heaven's sake, 

tell me the truth. Now, after all these 

years, tell me what you really did know ; 

let tUs awful thing be cleared up between 

us." ■

He gripped the sides of his chair, and 

ground his teeth as though he were striving 

to suppress the manifestation of bodily pain. 

The same kind of convulsion that had seized 

him when Do£La Mercedes told him that Ines 

had fled passed over him now, and although 

she could hardly see^ his face, she divined 

the passion that distorted it ■

" Who told you ! " ■

«The English nun. Sister Santa 

Gertrudis, who was Ines's friend, has long 

been at the head of the community, and 

when I asked to see the reverend mother 

I recognised her. It is not necessary for 

me to repeat to you the reminiscences, the 

questions, and the answers, which led to her 

discovery that I had never known of the 

existence of the child. I did not try to 

excuse myself for the part which I had 

taken in the separation of Ines from her 

father, and the venerable nun, who had 

never fprgotten her, did not hesitate to 

condemn me as I deserved. But when 

she asked what had become of the child, 

she saw that I was innocent and ignorant 

of wrong in respect to her — for Ines's 

child was a girl — and she knew that the 

guilt of her abandonment must lie at the 

door of the person who acted for us in 

everything. I need not repeat her words ; 

they sank deeply into my heart I entreat 

you to tell me the truth. We may both 

find peace and pardon yet in undoing what 

has been done." ■

Her voice failed her here, and tears rolled 

down her pale and wrinkled cheeks. ■

Don Norberto neither spoke nor moved. ■

" I entreat you," she repeated, ** to tell 

me all the truth. I will not blame you for 

anything which you did or lefc undone. 

What right should I have to blame you ? 

We were accomplices, and you went beyond 

me—that is the only way to look at it now. 

I cannot undo my sin, and the punishment 

of it can never be remitted in this world ; 

but there is something that may be 

done, if you will but tell me all, and help 

me. ■

"Now, if I were but sure how much or 

how little the old woman in the convent 

knows," thought Don Norberto, " I might 

beat them both vet." But he said onlv: ■
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"YoQ could have had the troth at any time 

by asking for it. It was yonr policy from 

the first to say nothing, to ask nothing, to 

know nothing. I followed your lead. 

Ton hated the false wretch who brought 

disgrace npon oar name as much as I did, 

though not with such good reason, and it 

was your line to know as little as possible 

about what had become of her, while it was 

mine to know as much." ■

*' I grant all that," she said feebly, '' but 

it is vain to speak of it Every feeling of 

mine, except the one wish to make what 

atonement may be merdfidly permitted to 

me, lies buried with my son." ■

<' You do not doubt, I presume, that the 

woman is dead f " ■

*' Oh no, I do not doubt that. But the 

childl" ■

« I cannot tell you whether she is living 

or dead, because I do not know. If you 

were wise you would abstain from 

enquiring. I don't profess to understand 

your present frame of mind, or how you 

account for its extraordinary contradiction 

of your consenting sQence for all these 

years. Nor shall I waste breath in the 

attempt to justify my own conduct It 

suited your purpose in the past ; it suits 

your purpose no longer. So be it. You 

shall hear all that I can tell you." ■

** And you think she is living, and safe 

with her father's sister 9 " ■

<' I see no reason to doubt it, and the 

fact is easy to be ascertained." ■

''She has not suffered as her mother 

suffered 9 " ■

'' Not at alL I fancy she has been well 

cared for." ■

'*! will write by the next mail," said 

Doua Mercedes, " and send my letter 

through the a^ent whose address you have. 

Notwithstandmg all time's changes, there 

will be someone responsible for its reach- 

ing the right hands. I thank vou, Nor- 

b^rto. This has been a painful mterview, 

but I have well deserved all that it has 

made me suffer. Let us bury the past 

now." ■

Lights had been brought b, and he could 

see her face, as she rose and stood for 

a few moments, with a forlorn, lost look in 

her faded eyes. Then she bade him good- 

night, and left him, confounded no less by 

what had occurred, than by the quietness 

with which this scene of startling import 

had passed. His own concentrated rage 

was beyond relief by words. At first it 

was all the blind wrath of defeat and dis- ■

appointment, but that phase was soon 

succeeded by another. ■

On the following day, Dofia Mercedes de 

Sodas addressed to Miss Merivde, under 

cover to Mr. Walter Ritchie, a communi- 

cation whose first effect was to cause 

Rodney to abandon his intenticm of going 

out to Cuba. ■

MODERN TASTE. ■

The Greorgian period was the dark age 

of taste in England. Art of all kinds was 

then at its lowest ebb. As nearly as 

might be England had ''reeled into the 

beast" Manners, music, painting, architee- 

ture, dress, furniture, were all unlovely. The 

mind of a generation that had tolerated ha- 

bitual drunkenness at home, and tot 

amusement watched prize-fights and cock- 

fights, expressed itself outwardly in the 

most cumbersome and unmeaning style of 

dress, architecture, and furniture that the 

world has yet seen. ■

About the beginning of the present gme- 

ration, that is to say about thhty or forty 

years ago, a change became evident People 

began to have a dim idea that the taste of 

their fathers was not all it might have been, 

lliey began to rebel against sudi things as 

the decoration of carpets and chairs with 

flowers ; they felt there was something un- 

pleasant in trampling over or sitting on 

blossoms ; but it was rather a feeling that 

something was wrong than a knowledge of 

what was right The parents had eaten 

sour grapes, and the children's teeth being 

consequently on edge, their first efforts 

were not liappy. They invented mauve 

and magenta for their persons, and ribbon- 

gardening for their pleasure grounds, and 

honestly admired them alL In those early 

days of revival we were almost more 

barbarous in our tastes than our fathers 

and grandfathers had beea By d^;ree8, 

however, taste improved, and, when the 

present generation b^an to grow up and 

setde itsdf, it was able to some extent 

to avoid the barbarous if it did not quite 

know what was right The " advanced " 

people struck out a line for themselves in 

the right direction; but, unfortunately, 

those who wished to be considered as be- 

longing to the new school followed them 

blindly and caricatured their .ideas. The 

new tasto said our mothers' rooms had 

been too bright and garish; and, before 

long, rooms were nearly black. It said 

that china was a beautiful manufacture 

that ought not to be hidden away in cup- ■

■
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boards; and immediately every drawing- 

room in London broke out into an irrup- 

tion of ehina. It was hong on walls, and 

even on doors, in ev^ possible and im- 

possible place, till a lady's drawing room 

looked as if it had been arranged for pistol 

practice. Half the world went mad aboat 

china. Enormous prices were given for it, 

mi you might hear peqple disputing 

whether a more than orainarily ugly and 

ill-made figure was "Old Chelsea,'' and 

worth several guineas, or " Fair ware," ie., 

the common pottery sold at country fairs, 

and not worth twopenca About its 

artistic value, its power of gratifying the 

eye, there was no question whatever. It 

was represented by a minus quantity ; but 

Aat did not entor into the question. ■

Then came the Chippendale mania. If 

you would be considered as a person of 

taste, you must worship Chippendale furni- 

ture. No room was tolerable unless it was 

famished with Chippendale. The ugliest 

piece of furniture that could be said to be 

Chippendale was more admired than the 

most beautiful and graceful thing in any 

other Btyle, If it was not Chippendale it 

had no merit, though its lines might be 

perfect ■

This craze was subsequently modified, 

and the appliances of a house must be 

" old." Age was the only qualification. A 

gentleman was heard buying, in a shop in 

town, soma old chairs the leather of which 

was torn. It was explained to him that 

the rents could easily bia mended ; but he 

atterly refused to have them touched. 

Their appearance of age was their value in 

his eyes, and ttus appearance was enhanced 

by their torn and ragged condition. The 

thi^ and make, the mellow colour, and 

other characteristics of age were nothing to 

him ; the mere fact of age was everything. ■

A gardener knows that when he buds his 

roses he must carefully suit his briars to 

the roses he is going to graft on them, for 

if the briar is too strong for the graft, it 

will overpower it and throw out branches 

from its own plebeian stom instead of 

nourishing its gentler-bom nursling. In 

tUs gentleman's case, the briar was evi- 

dentiy too strong for the artistic ideas 

he had attempted to graft upon it ■

As a rule, people take what is estab- 

lished without question, without it occur- 

ring to them that there is anything wrong 

WI& it They have no innato sense of 

fitness to be o£fended; all thev want to 

know is whether it is in accordance with 

the prevaOine fashion ; but, as soon as the ■

unknown authority that settles these mat- 

ters decides that an alteration is to be 

made, the new thing is right and the old 

intolerable. ■

It is to be hoped, therefore, that our 

domestic art authorities will soon turn 

their attention to some of our daily sur- 

roundings which sadly want reform. ■

What can be more hideous than that flat 

slab, stuck in the wall without visible sup- 

port, which does duty as a mantol-piece in 

most houses ) It is impossible to look at 

it without an uneasy feeling that it ought 

to tumble down; a feeling which we ac- 

centuate by putting on me shelf heavy 

ornaments uke docka and bronzes. Almost 

the only suggestion modem taste has made 

on the subject, is to disguise the shelf by 

putting on it a trumpery nondescript thing 

made up of little shelves and pieces of 

looking-|;lass, and patohes of velvet stuck 

about with bite of china and other mean- 

ingless ornament The eye demands that 

whatever has to bear a weight shall have 

an adequate support The old solid mantel- 

pieces, with only such shelf as could be 

made in the thickness of the material, 

were good. They could evidently bear all 

the weight that was put upon them, and 

gave opportunity for carving and other 

graceful ornamentation that made a plea- 

sant resting-place for the eye. Even our 

modem shelves could be made unobjec- 

tionable by the support of brackete, wluch 

themselves give scope for graceful design. ■

Glass is another thing that wante the 

reforming energy of an arastic genius. The 

glass itself, the material, is exquisite now. 

it is made as clear as a diamond and as 

thin as a bubble. There never was any- 

thing of the kind so beautiful before as far 

as we have any evidence; and now and 

then the manufacturers get hold of a sood 

shape. The things of every day use, how- 

ever, wine glasses for instence, are, as a 

rule, utterly bad Among the things to 

which the modem revived taste objected was 

our fathers' glass, and, in rebeUion against 

their heavy shapes, Uie artistic eenius of 

the day invented ''straw-stemmed glasses. 

From the manufacturer's point of view, no 

doubt straw-stemmed glasses are good, 

llieir use must give considerable impetus 

to trade; but it is the only merit they 

hava It is difficult to conceive anything 

more inartistic than one of our big modem 

glasses full of wine, supported on a stem 

that die least shake will break, and with 

nothing to protect the bowl from being 

pierced by ite thin pedestal Had the ■
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designer studied the formation of a rose, 

he would have seen how to avoid that 

radical mistake. The tall, narrow glasses 

our fathers used for champagne, were at all 

events graceful, even if they were a Utile 

difficult to drink out of; but our glass 

saucers stuck on spikes have nothing to 

recommend them. ■

In our plate too we have improved very 

little. Plate, like wine, improves with 

keeping. Use rounds off too obtrusive 

angles, and gives a softness of outline which 

cannot be produced with tools. If the 

lines are true, and the material solid, use 

only softens down and mellows the outline. ■

In our plate of the present day the 

workmanship is excellent. The mechani- 

cal finish, the surfaces, and so on, leave 

nothing to be desired, but of imagination 

it shows little trace. The public for whom 

the silversmith caters do not want imagi- 

nation. They want the money they mean 

to expend on the purchase spread over as 

large a surface as possible ; and so the 

silversmith rolls out his metal into a very 

thin sheet, and moulds it into shape with a 

machine. If ornament is wanted it is 

stuck on. Such work as this must needs 

be painful to artistic eyes, but it gives you 

bigger and cheaper things. ■

Now and then you see silversmiths with 

artistic instinct rebelling against this de- 

basement of their handicraft, and turning 

out very beautiful work ; but they do it 

more for their own satisfaction than from 

any hope of profit from it. Modem eyes 

are satisfied with the Houses of Parlia- 

ment, and find no music in the roof of 

Westminster Abbey. ■

Silver work finds its lowest depth how- 

ever in that dreadful thing, a piece of 

presentation plate. Who does not know 

it 1 An unsupported vine standing erects 

and bearing on its topmost leaves and 

tendrils a group of cut-glass dishes. Those 

whose memories go far enough back re- 

member that those dishes bore chutney, and 

olives, and anchovies, and such like things, 

during dinner, and, when the cloth was re- 

moved, were replaced by other dishes con- 

taining fruit. The vine tendrils were 

equally appropriate in each case. ■

Another development was a collection of 

silver dolls. If the recipient were a mer- 

chant the dolls carried bales on their backs 

or led draught animals. If be were a 

soldier or a sailor he had little silver repre- 

sentations of his own men. We have so 

far improved now that we do not always 

trust our own invention. When we have ■

to make such a presentation we prefer to 

copy models that have received the ap- 

proval of many venerations, but we have not 

yet arrived at me creation stage. ■

It is hazardous to criticise women's 

dress. Fashion has nothing to do with 

fitness, and women's dress is governed by 

fashion alone. Men groan over the terron 

of trains, and will continue to groan, nntfl 

trains give place again to the still greater 

absurdity of crinoUnes. There is a bar- 

baric splendour in a great lady sweeping 

through palatial rooms, with her tram 

flowing in graceful curves behind her ; bnt 

the sight of Mrs; Jones gathering up her 

long skirts, and forcing them into die small 

space allowed to her in a crowded suburban 

drawing-room, is painful to those whose 

sense of humour is not of that robust kind 

that rejoices in the ludicrous. Chancer 

declaimed against trains, and our great- 

grandsons wUl no doubt continue to do the 

like. A few years ago some women made 

a feeble attempt to popularise a prettier 

style of dress, but the female aesthete took 

the idea and burlesqued it to death. The 

vagaries of female fashion are among the 

things that men have to bear as they best 

can. We can at least be thankful tJiat we 

have not as yet returned to the crinolme 

age. ■

About jewellery one need not be so T^ 

ticent, seeing that most of it is at all 

events bought by men, and about modem 

jewellery there is not much good to be said. 

The jeweller's taste seldom seems to go 

beyond dumping precious stones into 

lumps of gold, like plums in a pudding. 

They are so pleased with the idea tha^ 

they repeat it in lockets, in rings, in ear- 

rings, in bracelets — even in clocks and 

table ornaments. It is the rarest thing to 

see any grace of form or originality of idea 

in their work. The ancient Egyptians 

were fond of making gold ornaments in 

the shape of serpents and reptilea Many 

of them are found in the Pyramids, and 

you can see at a glance what kind of 

serpent the smallest ring made in that 

shape is intended to represent The finish 

is not as good as you will see in Bond- 

street, but then you cannot identify the 

species of a Bond-street serpent Silver- 

smiths, and goldsmiths, and jewellers wiU, 

however, tell you if you ask them about 

it that thev are obliged to make what 

will sell. People like to have what other 

people are buying, and they will not have 

anything to which they are not accustomed 

I until it has received Uie sanction of some ■
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aathorityin which they believe. The average 

people require guidance in their taste, as 

well as in their religion and their politics. ■

In painting and mnsic we have less cause 

to grumble. If few great pictures are 

produced now, at least there is plenty of 

good work, and Nature is reproduced with 

a tenderness and insight seldom before 

attained to ; while no one need listen to 

bad music when a Saturday Popular Con- 

cert can be heard for a shilling. ■

In the matter of domestic architecture 

also we have made some advance. We 

have rebelled against the square-box archi- 

tecture of our fathers, and though we build 

aix-roomed '* Queen Anne'' houses with 

balconies into which a cat can scarcely 

squeeze itself atleastwehavemany buildings 

that are pleasant to the eya The genius 

of the age runs rather into the line of me- 

chanical than of artistic invention, but 

after all in many things a revived taste 

chooses good models for imitation and gives 

some hope of coming creative genius. ■

NOSEY BLAKE AND HIS GALAXY. ■

Nosey Blake's Galaxy, like political, 

literary, artistic, dramatic, and most other 

galaxies, is a galaxy of talent. At least it 

eLums to be so, and that boldly and *' in 

print. ** Their special line of talent is the 

pugilistic. Nosey Blake, the landlord — or 

u he is usually styled in the window-bills 

announcing benefits at his house, *'^ine 

Host" — of The Bull and Butcher, is a 

" professor of the manly art of self-defence," 

ind his galaxy consists of those whom he 

employs as "practical exponents of the 

noble science." As there is no college for 

granting — or even selling — pugilistic de- 

grees, it may be assumed that Nosey's title 

of professor is self-conferred. But he is 

iiot without legitimate claim to so style 

himselfl In his day and way he was 

nombered with the mighty men of valour. 

He belonged to the old school of fighting 

men, andfiourished in the latter part of the 

*' palmy " era of the fistic ring. His name 

figures in the pugilistic roll of fame, " Fis- 

tmna," and the record of his performances 

in the roped arena are chronicled in the 

pages of " BelL" When " mellered " with 

dimk — and he often is so mellered — he is 

more than willing to fight his battles o'er 

again ; to toe tl^ scratch, and show how 

** nulls" were won in the brave days of 

old. '* To witness if he Ues," the cuttings 

bom " Bell's life," neatly scrap-booked in ■

chronological order, are ''to be seen at the 

bar." The same scrap-book likewise fur- 

nishes proof that Nosey has even been cele- 

brated in versa On one of its leaves is to 

be seen pasted a copy of the Broadsheet, 

in which a ballad-monger of the Gatnaoh 

press has sung of the battle between Nosey 

Blake and Bill Bursess, alias Fishy, alias 

Live Eels. The baUad opens by calling 

upon "all sportsmen bold, and lovers of 

fistic fame," to give ear while the poet re- 

lates how ■

"Two heroes bold 

Fought for the wreath of victory and a hundred 

-pounds in gold " ■

It then goes on to give the details of the 

battle in very slangy phraseology, and 

strangely varied and halting versification. 

It describes how the heroes ■

" Did gaily toe the mark, as if it were a lark one ■

mifjht suppose, 

And went to work ding dong, and neither was far ■

wrong 

As they landed straight and strong— on the nose." ■

How ■

•* First blood went to Nosey, and first knock down 

to BiU ; " ■

And how ■

*' Bill did stop, and Nosey prop, and both did get 

away." ■

As the battle progressed, Nosey, we are 

informed, " took the lead," whereupon — ■

"At six to four and three to two the bets went ■

freely round 

That Nosey bold would win the fight before he left ■

the ground." ■

As a matter of fact he did win, and the 

reader of the ballad is called upon to ■

"Drink success to Nosey bold all in a flowing ■

bowl, 

Who gained the wreath of victory and the hundred ■

pounds in gold." ■

But the poet, while he lauds the victor, 

does not go upon the principle of woe to 

the vanquished, for he further calls upon 

his hearers to ■

" Drink a glass to Bill also, who did his best to win. 

For his backers were well satisfied although they 

lost their tin." ■

In addition to these printed memorials, 

there are likewise ^' to be seen at the bar," 

the silk handkerchiefs, technically known 

as the ** colours," which bound the manly 

waist of Nosey in his various enoounteiB in 

the •* roped arena," together with the fight- 

ing-boots and pants worn by him in his 

great battles with Sledge-hammer Wilkin- 

son — the battle in which he got his scar of 

honour in the shape of a broken nose, and ■

^= ■
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in which, though he suffered defeat, be was 

held to have covered himself with glory, 

by reason of the ''gameness" whidi he 

displayed. ■

^* You would hardly believe, to look at 

me now, I used to fight at eleven stone," 

Kosey will sometimes regretfully remark, 

and it certainly would require an effort of 

imagination to picture the Nosey of to-day 

as an athlete. At the present time he is 

over fifty years of age, and has waxed 

exceeding fat and scant of breath. He is 

Falstaffian as to figure, Bardolphian as to 

countenance — so much so indeed as to have 

been made a subject for scornful jests in 

those respects. On one occasion for ex- 

ample, while disguised in liquor, he fell 

into a cellar and became wedged there. A 

rescue party of the galaxy was sent for to 

free him, but upon arriving at the scene of 

action they professed to be unable to extri- 

cate him by hand power. Going to a 

neighbouring workshop they borrowed a 

set of shear-legs with block and tackle, and 

obtained the assistance of a gang of 

labourers. Eetuming thus provided, they 

slung the chains around the fallen man, 

and then hoisting away with a will brought 

him up as though he had been a pocket of 

hops. * Then for some minutes they kept him 

struggling and spluttering in mid air to the 

intense delight of a jeering and howling 

mob, who, having <*got the office," had 

assembled to witness the sport provided 

for them. Another time one of the galaxy, 

in the course of a quarrel with his chief, 

earned quite a reputation as a wit, by sar- 

castically suggesting that Nosey should 

'* put himself in the hands of a vet, and get 

cured of the rinderpest" — a saying that 

was considered a happy and delicate hit at 

the inflammatory and be-pimpled condition 

of Nosey's featiures. But if familiarity has 

introduced a spice of contempt into the 

regard in which Nosey is held by near 

neighbours and immediate associates, he 

may still on the whole be described as a 

highly respected personage. ■

Many there are who are proud to know 

him or be noticed by him, and those of a 

class much higher in the social scale than 

his neighbours or the members of his 

galaxy. Locally, the trade of The Bull 

and Butcher is but a pot-house trade, but 

the' house does not depend to any con- 

siderable extent upon local custom. It is 

a sporting house — the police authorities and 

sterner critics generally are unkind enough 

to describe it as a low sporting house — ^but 

however that may be it is as a sporting ■

house that it thrives. In its capacity of 

sporting " crib " it is " used " by numben 

of young *' swells "> and would-be swoUb, 

mostly young fellows who fondly imague 

that they are seeing life and graduatmg as 

men of the world. It is a well-known 

resort of the boxing fraternity, and u 

patronised by a variety of other spotting 

characters — by self-styled bookmaker!, 

who are probably not wronged by b^g 

suspected of belonging to the welBhi]i2 

brigade; dog breeders, and trainers and 

fanciers of the type generally credited with 

combining a little judicious dog-stealing 

with their ostensible calling ; the smaller 

fry of rowing and running men, and their 

backers, managers, and "owners." It u 

chiefly, however, in relation* to pugilism 

that the house is a "draw," and in that 

connection Nosey Blake is distincUy king 

of the cartla Compared with the mem- 

bers of his galaxy — the best of whom he is 

wont to assert would have been a mere 

" chopping-block " to him in his best day 

— he is as a triton amongst minnows. They 

are only glove men, are unchronicled and 

unknown, while, as ahready intimated, 

Nosey figures on the bead-roll of (pugilistic) 

glory, and has been made famous by the 

pens of Uie sporting chroniclers of old. 

To the young sweUis who frequent the 

house thegallant and song-celebrated Nosey 

is an object of hero worship. They regard 

him as the representative of days in which 

there were giants, as one ■

" Meet for a time when force was fame." ■

To shake hands with him; to be seen in 

his company ; to be of the audience, fit but 

few, to whom he recounts the incidents of 

his more notable fights; they esteem privi- 

leges. They delight to honour their hero, 

and the hero, it must be confessed, delights 

to be honoured — in the fashion of honour- 

ing that prevails at The Bull and Butcher; 

the fashion namely of '* standing " drinks. 

It is a leading artide of Nosey's tnde 

creed that a landlord, being above all 

others bound to consider <' the good of the 

house," should never refuse an invitation 

to drink at a customer's expense. Li 

this respect he certainly acts up to his 

creed. He never does refuse an invitation 

to drink, and he has probably imbibed ai 

much bad and fabricated champagne as 

any man breathing. For keeping '*the 

good of the house" strictly in view, he 

invariably names champagne as his tipple 

when adced to drink. This custom of 

"mine host" sometimes leads to an amu- ■
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BiQg bit of comedy in real life. Occasionally 

some *' maaher ''-dressed youth trading on 

his appearance and with ''more brass in 

his face than in his pockets,'' will, while on 

a first visit to The Boll and Batcher, ask 

its redoubtable landlord "what he will 

take)" The question is put with a money- 

no-object air, but the thoughts of the 

pinchbeck masher are of two of whiskey 

cold, or of three of rum hot, or at the out- 

side '<a glass of sherry win&" When 

therefore Nosey, in the tone of one con- 

ferring a favour, replies, ''I don't mind 

if I crack a bottle of sham with you," the 

rash imitator of what he believes to be 

" swell form " looks unutterable things. If 

by the sacrifice of his all in the way of 

pocket-money he can, in the phraseology of 

Nosey himself, who has a grim sense of 

the humour of the situation, ''muster up 

the pieces, he outs with 'em," tryine, 

thoush generally unsuccessfully, to smile 

and look indifferent. As a rule, however, 

this type of young man of the day cannot 

''muster up the pieces." Under the cir- 

cumstances here in view he is wise enough 

to know that it would not do to "put 

side on"; to talk of people trying to 

" have " him, or anything of that und. 

Having put his foot into it by trying to do 

the grand, there is nothing for it but to 

slink off, which he does, amid the jeers of 

other customers and the objurgations of 

the galaxy. The latter worthies consider 

that they have a personal and material 

interest in the matter. Save on rare and 

festive occasions they do not expect to 

have champagne, but " swells as is swells" 

are in the habit of " standing " them more 

plebeian drinks. In their opinion the man 

who, dressed as a '"owling swell," is 

capable of making himself parlour com- 

pany at The Bull and Butcher, while lack- 

ing pieces or the will to spend them in 

stimding treat, is one " whom it were base 

flattery to call a villain." ■

Nosey Blake, seated in his own parlour, 

"faced by a knot of young swells of the 

right — that is the money-spending, cham- 

pagne^itanding — sort, is a study. With 

the portraits of a line of champions, from 

Tom Cribb to Tom Sayers, looking down 

upon him, with cigar in mouth, his glass in 

hand, his bottle at his elbow, the scrap- 

book, the fighting costume and colours on 

exhibition, a group of admirers hanging 

on his words, and the brighter stars of the 

galaxy flitting about — Nosey, set in these 

surroundings, is quite a picture. So much 

and so litendlv so that, on the occasion of ■

the annual benefit of the proprietor of the 

local music hall, the great attraction of the 

evening is the realistic scene, " The Parlour 

of the Bull and Butcher," with the great 

Nosey himself preddinff. ■

As between fTosey Blake and his galaxy 

it is a case of Eclipse first, the rest no- 

where. But with the great gun out of com- 

parison the galaxy are persons of considera- 

tion — in their way. They are held by 

others besides themselves to be a very 

complete team, ranging as they do from 

Bantam Johnson, who barely scales seven 

stone, to Nosey's Big 'un, who stands 

she feet two in his stockings, and has to 

train hard to get down to thirteen stone 

ten. It comprises several men in each of 

the three divisions of light, middle, and 

heavy weights, and incmdes left-handed 

and other special, not to say phenomenal, 

performers. As it is esteemed both honour- 

able and profitable to belong to Nosey's 

team, mine host of The Bull and Butcher 

has his pick of the profession, and being a 

good judge of talent, his galaxy are reidly 

expert boxers, are quite entitled to their 

description of " practical exponents of tiie 

art of self-defence." They can generally 

"give a bit of a start and a beating " to 

the beet of the amateurs who come to 

practise with them — ^if it is their cue to do 

so. If they can depend upon the good 

sense and good temper of amateurs who 

specially stipulate that they are to do all 

t^ey know against them, they show their 

form, and a good display of boxing will 

ensue. But as a rule their aim is not to 

box up to their own form, but to suit 

themselves to the form of their patrons. 

The swells, they reason, do not come theve 

to be knocked about; they come because 

they fancy themselves, and their liberality 

is likely to be proportioned to the degree 

with which they are impressed with the 

belief that they have held their own, or 

even had a shade of the beat of it, with 

a professionaL. The object of the pro- 

fessional is therefore to box down to ttiat 

shade. Ocoasionally, however, if tlM self- 

satisfied amateur waxes very " bounoaable, ' 

or happens to "land a stinger," tibe pro- 

fessional throws prudence to the winds, 

and goes for his man, who suddenly finds 

himself reduced from the give-and-take 

level to the position of being "receiver- 

general" It is in the bouts between them- 

selves, that the members of the galaxy 

really become practical exponents of the 

noble science. To the ooBnoisseon fre- 

auentinff The Bull and Batcher, the ffreat ■
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boxing treat is a *' set-to " between two of 

the star *' glovers," with the great Nosey 

judging and calling the points. ■

Apart from their professional position, 

the galaxy are a very mixed and very 

rough lot They are a powerful set of 

fellows, bat their greatest admirers could 

not speak of them as handsome. Low 

foreheads, beetUng eyebrows, small and 

sunken eyes, snub noses, and heavy jowls 

are the typical characteristics of their 

features. They are bullet-headed, and 

look markedly so by reason of the fact that 

they always keep their hair closely cropped. 

That is *' the thing " professionaUy, and in 

their case it has the advantage that if they 

have been "in trouble" — a thing that 

frequently happens with one or other of 

them — the " state of the poll " on their 

return from exile does not attract atten- 

tion, does not of itself suggest that they 

have been "doing tima" The galaxy 

a£fect what is considered to be a sporting 

style of dress — tight-fitting trousers, cut 

away and much bepocketed coats, 

highly coloured sUk handkerchiefs tightly 

''wisped" round the throat, and close- 

fitting caps, which, in conjunction with 

their closely cropped hair, "show off" 

their abnormally large ears to what most 

people would regard as a great disad- 

vantage. Only one of the galaxy — 

Chumpy Ellis — it may be remarked, can 

boast of the distinction of the trade-mark 

— a broken nose. And even he is a fraud 

in that connection. He leads outsiders to 

infer that it is an honourable scar received 

in battle, and the belief that such is the 

case brings him many a drink for which 

otherwise he would not come in. As a 

matter of fact, it is a scar at which his 

acquaintances jest They know that it is 

anything but a scar to be proud of ; that 

the wound was received in brawl, not 

battle, that, in fact, it was inflicted by the 

hand of a woman — wielding a quart pot — 

whom he was " slogging " in the course of 

a public-house row. ■

Some few of the galaxy who, in addition 

to being in more general request among 

the patrons of The Bull and Butcher, have 

got " private lesson " engagements, manaee 

to knock out a living as boxers. The bulk 

of them have to turn their hands to other 

things also to " make a do of it" They 

will undertake the r6Ie of " Big Dog " to 

young swells who are seeing life ; or they 

will procure the vermin for gentlemen 

given to the noble sport of ratting ; or act 

as agents between dog dealers and dog ■

buyers. If they can hook on to athletic 

associations as odd-job men, they will do to 

for what they can pick up, preferring money 

of course, but taking liquors or castoff 

clothing if nothing better is to be had. On 

the strength of their acquaintance with 

sundry " waterside characters " they some- 

times do a little trade in spirits, tobacco, 

and cigars, which, with all the mystery 

and mannerisms of the turnpike-sailor type 

of bold smuggler, they allege to be con- 

traband. If the allegation is true, the 

excise authorities are in these cases avenged, 

for the goods are of such a quality that 

they invariably make the consumers ilL hi 

this connection it may be mentioned that 

minor members of the galaxy occasionally 

earn a shilling or two, and their "bacea," 

by colouring pipes for young swells, who, 

as smokers, are more ambitioned than 

seasoned. ■

In the summer season some of Nose/s 

team attend certain races and fairs as lead- 

ing performers in a boxing booth company, 

while in the winter they frequently obtam 

engagements to keep order at pubUc meet- 

ings. At least that is how those who em- 

ploy them on such occasions put it Less 

euphemistic, the galaxy themselves speak 

of such engagements as chucking-out jobs. 

It is darkly whispered that there are diose 

among the galaxy who for a consideration 

will undeitake to ''bash" any victim 

pointed out to them by their employer for 

the time being. Lastly, one or two weaker 

brethren among Nosey 's satellites have been 

known, when very hard pressed, to take a 

day's honest labouring. Such a proceed- 

ing upon their part, it need scaroely be 

said, is regarded by the general body of 

the Talent as being highly derogatory, and 

the sort of proceeding tnat, if persevered 

in, would righteously involve loss of 

caste. ■

While the rank and file of Nosey Blake's 

galaxy are willing to turn their hands to a 

variety of such things as those indicated 

above, the police are unkind enough to be 

disposed to rank them with the no-visible- 

means-of-support class, and the authorities 

probably have good grounds for such a 

classification. As already hinted, members 

of the galaxy occasionally become subjected 

to prison discipline, and the offences which 

lead to their periods of enforced retirement, 

though frequently, are not always assanlts. 

It is the interest of these men to pose as a 

sort of modem gladiators, and sundry 

gilded and other youths, being in their 

green and salad days, and young in jadg- ■
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ment, are ^iren to— in more senses than 

one— treating them as gladiators. The 

prosaic tmth is, that they are little else than 

sheer ruffians. Their strength and science 

only makes them brntal, and their brutality 

is imtempered by any gleam of chivalroos 

feeliDg. They are in a certain sense a 

cnriesity of civilisation. A few years a^o 

their type seemed to have reached a yani£- 

ing point, while such a house as The Bull 

and Batcher, and such a landlord as Nosey 

Blake, would have been chiefly interesting 

as illustrating a phase of life which had 

apparently passed away never to return. 

Bat 80 much could scarcely be said in the 

present day. Within the last year or two 

there has been a distinct, if not an obtru- 

siye, revival of pugilism. Many more 

"little mills" than uiose of which some 

leoord finds its way into the papers are 

brought off, and men of the Nosey Blake's 

galaxy type are flattering themselves that 

there is a good time coming for them. 

Smce this revival movement set in the 

first rankers of the galaxy have been " on 

the job ** in the old-fashioned prize-fighting 

line. ■

Among a certain set it is quite under- 

stood that whenever any syndicate of swells 

or "sports" like to subscribe a purse of 

twenty, ten, or even five sovereigns, Nosey 

and his "aides-de-cong" will find the men to 

fight for the money. Often enough these 

fights are '' arranged " in a double sense. 

That is to say, after they have been 

arranged by the backers, the principals 

come to a private arrangement, under which 

they agree to divide the stakes and settle 

^0 is to win, and that they shall not 

knock each other about to any greater ex- 

tent than is absolutely necessary to malke a 

good show. But many of these affairs are 

genuine, and in proportion to their genuine- 

ness is their brutahty. That there will be 

a M-blown re-establishment of the prize- 

ring, as a public institution, need not be 

fetted. Nevertheless, the revivalistic move- 

ment in that direction is bad as far as it 

goes, and ought to be crushed. To talk of 

prize-fighting as an incentive to, or illustra- 

tion of, pluck or endurance is nonsense, is 

the innocent talk of greenhorns, or the 

interested talk of those who trade upon 

them. Boxing is no doubt a capital exer- 

cise, and " the manly art of self-<iefence " a 

thing to be desired ; but it is the interest 

alike of the^ art and the artists that they 

should be dissociated from forms of ruffian- 

ism, which they cannot touch without being ■

STUDIES OF OVER THE WAY. ■

A HOUSE IN THE EUSTON ROAD. 

IN THREE PARTS. PART I. ■

Mt tenancy of the rooms I engaged in 

the above-named thoroughfare was a very 

short one ; but, short as it was, it was not 

unfruitful, and in one respect it was pecu- 

liar. Never before or after did I succeed 

in unravelling the thread of the over-the- 

way mystery without the aid of Simpson ; 

but the story of the young man who lived 

opposite to me in the Euston Boad I mas- 

tered by myself alone, and I am rather 

proud of it on that account ■

On the very first morning after I had 

taken possession, I espied the pale face of 

my opposite neighbour at the window. 

He was a very handsome young man, but 

one could hardly think of his good looks 

for the terrible seal of melancholy which 

fate or misfortune had stamped upon his 

countenance. He sat stiU, starine into 

vacancy, till a quarter to eleven, and then 

he disappeared. At eleven the front door 

opened and he came out, leanine upon the 

arm of some one who looked Uke a con- 

fidential servant, and the two walked away 

westward. At one o'clock they returned, 

and then till the dusk fell I could see the 

young man's face at the window, except in 

certain short intervals which I concluded 

were taken up with meals. ■

Day after day this was the unvarying 

routine. At the end of a week I began to ■

fet restless, and, as Simpson did not appear, 

determined to do a little investigation on 

my own account. One fine day I foUowed 

my neighbours in their morning walk, and 

found tiiat they repaired to the ornamental 

water in the Regent's Park; and spent an 

hour or so in feeding the ducks. I passed 

and repassed them several times, but found 

no opportunity of enterine into conversa- 

tion with theuL The elderly man broke 

up the biscuit and threw it to the water 

fowl, but his companion took no heed of 

it. The handsome young man sat gazing 

as sadly and as vacanUy at the duc^ 

and the children here, as I had seen him 

before surveying the cabs and omnibuses 

in the Euston ICoad. ■

For four days I deserted the study of 

metaphysics at eleven a.m., and did my 

bit of amateur spying, and all with no 

result I was indeed beginning to feel 

that I was certainly not a bom detective, 

and to long more ardentiy than ever for 

the return of Simpson, when on the fifth ■

'I ■
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fate was kind to me, and gave me the 

opportunity of getting a word in private 

with the sad-faced, haj^some yoong man. 

It fell oat as follows. ■

The two were sitting in their accustomed 

place by the ornamental water, and I was 

located on a bench a few yards in the rear. 

The ducks and geese were enjoying the 

bits of biscuit, and a lot of children down 

by the brink were seemingly as much 

pleased at the sight of the feast, as if they 

themselves were demolishing cakes and 

strawberry creams. All at once one of 

the little ones, a curly-haired darling about 

five years old, staggered down the slope, 

and before she could recover herself fell 

into the water. Even the young man gave 

a start of excitement, and his companion 

sprang up at once and dashed into the 

water after the child, who by struggling 

had by this time been carried several yards 

from the land. No sooner, however, did 

the young man find himself alone than he 

started up from the bench and took to his 

heels as ^ the police were after him. The 

police — represented by the vigilant officer 

on duty, who was engaged in peeling an 

orange — took no heed of him ; but I did. 

By the time he was clear of the Park I was 

within ten yards of him. I kept this dis- 

tance between us till I saw him turn into 

a coffee-house, and then I followed him 

strdghtway, and in a minute's time was 

sitting in the same box with him face to 

face. ■

As soon as he saw me he gave a terrified 

start, showing that my face was not strange 

to him. " Sii," he said, '< for severid days 

I have noticed you in the Park, and, at- 

tracted by your benevolent countenance, I 

have more than once determined to lay 

before you my wretched state. If you 

have now a few minutes to spare, I will 

beg of you to give me a hearing ; and, if I 

do not convince you that I am the most ill- 

used man iix Londoui your looks strangely 

belie you." ■

''I can assure you, sir," I replied, ''that 

I shall listen to your story with great plea- 

sure. If too, have remarked you and your 

companion in your daily waJk, and have 

learned to take an interest in you; and 

here allow me to congratulate you on the ■

e^ssession of so brave a man as your friend, 

ow splendidly he rushed to the rescue of 

that drowning child ! I fear though that, 

during the wmter months, rheumatism will 

remind him of the noble deed." ■

The young man smiled bitterly as he 

listened. ■

" Friend, ha ! you little know what you 

are saying. Friend t He is my bitterest foe! 

That man keeps me a stranger to aH 

that makes life worth having. I sin,8o 

my friends declare, a harmless lunatic, and 

the man from whom I have just escaped u 

my keeper. Ever since a strange adTen- 

ture which befel me some years ago, I haye 

been under his charge — a strange state of 

things in free England. My story is this: 

About a year ago I was wiUi my brother, 

staying at a quiet watering-place on the 

south coast. During my last year al 

Oxford I had Jceenly taken up the study of 

biology, and I was at the period above 

named engaged in getting together some 

materials for a brochure to aisprove the 

pretensions which certain persons, calling 

themselves mesmerists or electro-biolog^ 

were then putting forward and raising no 

small excitement thereanent My broth« 

was an enthusiastic naturalist, and wooli 

spend the whole day hunting for foasib m 

the cliffs, or sea-weed on the beach ; bat m 

the evening he would, now and then— in a 

spirit of banter, I fancy — ^take up the pod- 

tion of a believer in the semi-supematonl 

rubbish I was labouring to discredit Bnt 

we were none the worse friends on this 

account. There could never have been a 

more perfect example of brotherly relations 

than that which existed between us till that 

ill-starred day, when my brother^ in common 

with die rest of the world, arrived at the 

conclusion that I was not fit to manage my 

own aSaira. But I must tell you it was not 

brotherly affection, nor the search of 

literary quiet which attracted me to ■

L . I was engaged to be married, and ■

Kate Lawson, my fiancee, was living then 

with her uncle, Mr. Sinclair, and it was on 

account of a certain matter connected with 

Mr. Sinclair that tJie first doud of estrange- 

ment between my brother and myself arose. 

When I first introduced my brother to the 

family at the Abbey he was almost as 

much taken with the uncle as I had been 

with the niece ; but by degrees a coohiesa 

grew up between them, and my brother, 

who was not a good dissembler, soon let it 

be seen that Mr. Sinclair was no favourite 

of his. ' He's a queer fellow, Bob,' he said 

to me one evening, as we sat smoking, 

' and the sooner you take Kate away out 

of his influence me better it will be for 

both of you.' ■

" ' But what do you mean, Jack, by such 

a vague expression as that ! Ton surely 

don't intend to bring any charge againat 

Sinclair's morid chanicter. There is no ■
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one in the place so much esteemed and 

respected.' ■

*" I say nothing abont his morals, either 

pro or ooa I say that his inflaence is 

unwholesome and nncanny. If I did not 

fear to pat yon in a towering rage, I should 

8sy that he really possesses a sort of mes- 

meric power — a power to which you your- 

self, with all your scepticism, would fall an 

easy victim.' ■

«<0h come, this is a little too strong!' I 

Slid, firing up. ■

*' * There, I said how it would be,' Jack 

went on with provoking coolness, ' but all 

the same Imaintain that he has an influence 

over you. Whenever you happen to meet 

him, I notice that you are restless and 

imstrang for hours afterwards. I have 

noticed too, over and over again, that you 

cannot keep your eyes ofi" his face.' ■

" I was too anery to answer — all the more 

angry because I was forced to admit to 

mysdf that there was a grain of truth in 

what Jack had just said. ■

"Sinclair certainly was a mostfascinatug 

man. Nobody could deny that His well- 

formed intellectual features with his plea- 

sant, half-sarcastic smile ; his entertaining 

manners, as far removed from affectation 

as £rom vulgarity; his figure modelled after 

manly symmetry, and as yet unbent vrith 

years; all combined to form one of the most 

charming companions that a man or woman 

conld wish for. When he chose to give 

his social qualities free play, few could be 

more attractiya Yet I often detected, in 

the midst of genial pauses, a commanding 

not to say obtrusive expression in his eyes, 

which seemed to daim obedience ; and at 

SQch momenta I could not gaze upon those 

keen my orbs without thinking, with a 

sort (» shudder, that their quick intelli- 

genoe and fire, unseen yet felt, were but the 

s^ffeasions of a mind capable of c<mceiving 

h(ray and executing unscrupulously. In his 

presence I neyer felt perf ecdy at ease. An 

thnost irresistible desire came upon me to 

gase into his face and seek to fathom the 

iDAaning of his look — to pierce to the 

centre of that pupil, as it gathered to a 

fluhing point or expanded with sudden 

'•diating gleama And yet the effort was 

puBfol, as painful as it was involuntary. It 

^ one of those tendencies not yet ex- 

plained by science, and on that account 

quoted by the vulgar as a glimpse of the 

<*9onistaral ; but I was not going to make 

myself uneasy about a certain peculiar ex- 

pression in Hr. Sinclair's eyes. I cut the 

conversation short ; but it was vividly pre- ■

sent in my memory as the next day I walked 

up a winding path, formed out of the face of 

the cliff, that led from the shore towards an 

undulating and well-wooded slope which 

formed one of the chief beauties of the 

little watering-place. It was enclosed, but 

the fences were so badly kept that it was 

almost public property, and was briefly 

termed the Park. Kate's uncle lived in a 

quaint old house at the further end, the 

former character of which survived in its 

name — the Abbey. One of its great charms 

consisted in its nearness to the Park. Mr. 

Sinclair had, unquestioned, cut a doorway 

through the high brick wall of his garden 

and used the Park as if it were his own. ■

" Aslmusedover my cigar, I heard some 

one approaching along the gravel, but 

hidden from my sight by a projecting 

mound. A second uter, Sinclair himsw 

appeared, strolling on vrith his eyes fixed 

upon the ground as if in deep meditation. To 

walk on seemed strangely opposed to my 

inclination, yet it would have been rude to 

turn back. A dread such as I had never 

before experienced took possession of me, 

but yet, summoning up fdl my resolution, 

I advanced to meet him. When I was 

within ten paces of him he raised his eyes 

and drew them slowly along my body from 

foot to head. I could feel a strange sen- 

sation, somewhat as if a snake were crawl- 

ing upward over me, as his gaze rested 

upon me ; but when his eyes met mine, a 

shocklikeelectricity thrilled throughme, and 

I tottered to the side of tiie patL For an 

instant I seemed to lose all consciousness. 

Then I heard a quick, sharp exclamation, 

and in a moment more I was seated on the 

bank at the other side of the path, with a 

grasp like a vice on my arm. Sinclair had 

saved me from being precipitated over the 

cliff, where the fall would have been dan- 

gerous, if not fatal ■

" < €Ux)d heavens I Ferrers,' he exclaimed, 

' what has come over you t ' ■

"I staggered to my feet and, with mut- 

tered thanks for his timely aid, moved 

towards my lodgings, still supported by 

his arm. To his eager inquiries, I returned 

but confused answers, and never shall I 

forget my feeling of relief when I sank 

exhausted on the sofa of my sitting-room, 

and heard the door close behind him as he 

left the house. I was in no state to wonder 

at his sudden departure. The one idea 

present to my mind was that I had escaped 

a great danger, the nature of which I could 

not define. The very vagueness of my 

thoughts added to my apprehensions. It ■

r ■
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by this time nearly nine o'clock, and 

80^ leaving a message for my brother, in 

case he should call, I retired mechanically 

to bed. ■

" Bat when sleep was wanted it refused 

to coma Hour after hoar I rolled from side 

to side, hearing the town clock strike with 

tedioas r^alarity, till, anable any longer 

to endare sach toilsome rest, I sprang up 

and obtained a light The night was warm, 

so, hastily slipping on my clothes,'! threw 

ap the window, and to while away the 

time lit a cigar. Soon, this too became 

monotonous, so, jerking the end into the 

street, I proceeded to explore a small book- 

case at the farther end of the room. I 

found my worthy landlady had left it un- 

locked. The collection was eyidently not 

her own — ^possibly some student's library 

left in her charge. My eyes ranged over 

one shelf after another, but I was difficult 

to pleasa Some of the books were 

familiar, some had unpromising titles, none 

were exactly to my taste. At last I came 

upon one with no title on the back, and 

out of the merest curiosity, I took it down 

and opened it At the first two lines I 

read, I started ; then, sinking into a chair, 

I composed myself, and read oa I shall 

not easUy fcn^et that paragraph. Coming 

so soon after my experience of the pre- 

vious day^ tallying so exactly, as it 

appeared, with my case, a mere assertion 

struck my excited fancy with all the force 

of truth, and bred in me spontaneous con- 

viction. It ran as follows : ■

" ' It is a well known fact that some men, 

by their mere presence, obtain a wonderful 

ascendency over others. The old belief in 

the Evil Eye may possibly have some 

foundation in natural lawa To what 

degree this influence may be acquired has 

not as yet been investigated by competent 

authorities, though numerous instances are 

said to be on record in which it has 

extended to every action, whether of the 

body or the mind.' ■

"Was this the influence that Sinclair 

possessed over mel I answered instinc- 

tively. It was. Had my brain been less 

excited, I should no doubt have reflected 

more both as to the ground of the state- 

ment I had just read, and its application to 

myself. But rushing with or without 

reason to my conclusion, a huge dumb 

terror began to swell within me, and to 

paralyse all power of will. Trembling, I 

threw myself upon my bed once more, and 

tried to drown consciousness in sleep. But 

in feverish and transient dreams, I thought ■

myself deep down in slimy seas, sucked 

towards some half-descried, untluokible 

horror, entwined in a thousand fibioni 

coils; or sitting spell-bound before two 

monstrous eyes, behind which was a vigoe 

hideous shape, the fear of which chiUed 

even fear to numbness — till with eretj 

effort of my nature I broke the spell, vA 

woke. ■

" With the dark shadow of my dream still 

resting on my senses, the first resotva I 

made was never to see Sinclair again. Bat 

then there arose a vision of Kate's swe^ 

face and soft brown eyes, and auburn hsir, 

and the thought of her roused all my 

dormant enerRies and determined me to 

meet him, and by the force of a resohte 

will, to free myself from his control Befon 

long, pride came to my aid, and I stt for 

an hour putting my will against his, asdt 

in imagination, winning the victory. I 

little thought then what was before me. ■

" By degrees my mind grew calmer, and, 

as the morning was breaking, I betook 

myself to bed again, and slept profoundly. ■

''When I awoke the sun was shiniog 

brightly in at my window. The biidi 

chirped merrOy overhead, and far sw&j 

into the distance staretched the bright ex- 

panse of sea. It was impossible to be 

gloomy amid such universal joy. The 

events of the day before, the strange co- 

incidence of the night, seemed like a datk 

dream that had passed away for ever, lod 

I went down to breakfast with as lights 

heart as if nothing had occurred to distmb 

my equanimity. At twelve my brother 

celled. He had heard that I had been 

indisposed the previous evening, and 

questioned me rather closely as to the 

cause, but seeing that my answers wen 

evasive, and that his solicitude was some- 

what troublesome, he changed the subject 

I was to drive Kate out in the afternoon 

to a curious old ruin about ten miles away, 

and after that to dine at the Abbey. Hj 

brother had spoken the day before of boo- 

ness which would occupy him the whole 

day, and I was therefore surprised when he 

proposed to accompany me on the way, 

and stated that he intended to est ft 

mouthful of lunch with us at the Abbey 

before we started. ■

'* ' Take your macintosh,' he said, flingii^ 

it over my shoulder — an ugly, white, con- 

spicuous thing, but useful enough io a 

shower. *It's big enough to hold you 

both,' he said, laughingly surveying its 

ample folda ' And you must take care of 

little Kate, you know.' ■
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" On oor road to the Abbey my thoughts 

once more rererted to ShicUir. In the 

fall blaze of a sommer'e day, and with my 

pndJeal brother by my side, I fdt per- 

feedy sceptical as to any influence Sinclair 

possessed over me, and I was on the point 

of teUiog my brother, as a joke, all my 

foncies of the preyious night But I re- 

membered his admonitions, and felt too 

proad to own that they were not entirely 

illtimed. What would I not now give to 

hsTe told him all my mind 1 ■

<* We entered the Abbey garden firom the 

Park Kate ran across the lawn to meet 

08, and cleared away the last shadow of 

onpleasant thought from my mind. She 

was yiyadty itself, and even my sober 

brother was forced to smile at her playful 

ttlHes. Sinclair did not appear at lunch, 

but he sent a message excusing himself on 

the ground of a slight indisposition. He 

hoped to be able to see me at dinner. I 

could not help noticing that my brother 

seemed annoyed at Sindair's absence. ■

"Lunch oyer, Kate tripped upstairs to 

prepare for the drive. My brother looked 

steadily at me for a moment, and then, as 

the carnage I had ordered drove up, de- 

parted without a word. ■

"Ishallneverforget that afternoon. The 

wurm sun overhead, the. gentle breeze, the 

qniet country lanes with their solenm 

yistas of trees, the ramble over tiie quaint 

dd rain, the drive homeward in the still 

golden sunset, and above all, Kate in a 

thoosand moods, capricious, playful, tender, 

traatfol, and loveable in aU ; but I must 

sot continue thus, or I shall very justly 

merit all my brother's accusations. Yet, 

oh! the happiness of that halcyon day, 

snd the black storm gathering from the 

night 1 ■

"Daring the whole of the afternoon, not 

a thought of Sinclair had presented itseH 

When, after our return, I entered the 

fibrary, I found him pacing up and 

down before the fireplace, with clenched 

&ti and knitted brows. He started as 

he caaght sight of me, smoothed his 

features rapidly, and accosted me with 

tmosoal friendlmesa He once more apo- 

kgiied for his absence at lunch, and ex- 

pressed a hope that I was none the worse 

for my walk the previous evening. The con- 

trait between his expression as I entered, 

and his present tranquillity, which I felt 

■ore WIS only assumed, was by no means 

pleasant, and yet, such was the fascination 

e( hia address, when he chose to make 

^^nmif aioreeable. that idl sense of aimov- ■

ance vanished as soon as it made itself felt 

Still, I determined to be guarded. I 

thanked him for the assistance he had 

so promptly rendered me the day before, 

saying that I suddenly felt bunt, and 

stumbled, but that I was now in my usual 

robust health. I then alluded, with cour- 

teous regret, to his indisposition in the 

morning, and we were soon, apparently, on 

the best terms in the world. ■

ATICTIIVCS. ■

By THEO gift. ■

Autkor nf'*La Lorimer," ** An AUH and Ui Price," ■

me,, Etc. ■

CHAPTER XI. — ^A ROMANCE IN A 

RETROSPECT. ■

Dr. Marstland had not been exactly 

correct in his deductions when he suggested 

that in the days of his youth M. St 

Laurent had run away with a lady's maid ; 

but he had gone rather near Uie mark. 

Madame St. Laurent, it is true, was never 

a lady's maid ; she only came from the class 

(a highly respectable one) from which 

upper servants are generally taken; her 

grandfather being a carpenter in the little 

town of Leytonstone in Essex, and her 

father a baker and confectioner of the same 

place who, firom being tiie boy to take out 

the bread, had worked himself up by 

prudence and steadiness to the post of 

foreman, and had then married his em- 

ployer's widow, succeeded to the business, 

put in a new plate-glass front, and become 

a leading member of the strictest Dissenting 

chapel in the place, before the birth of his 

only child, a daughter whom he named 

Joan, after his own mother. ■

This worthy baker had a brother, how- 

ever, who, having succeeded to the car- 

penter's bench, married while still a mere 

lad, had three boys whom he buried one 

after another, and finally lost his wife 

within six months of the birth of a 

daughter, also called Joan, whom he 

speedily provided with a stepmother, a 

lady of uncertain temper, who presented 

him with any number of unruly boys, beat 

his daughter, and made him so miserable 

that he was glad to seek consolation from 

her in drink. The upshot of this was 

that, coming home one night from the 

public house in a state of helpless intoxi- 

cation, he dropped a paraffin lamp among 

the shavings in the shop, and set the whole 

place on fire. ■

ShoD. house, tools and furniture were all ■
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burnt to the ground. Only the inmates 

were saved ; and as poor James Higgs had 

not a penny in the savings' bank and very 

few friends (his brother hot excepted) even 

to sympathise with him, he was obliged 

to begin life again as a journeyman car- 

penter and let his wife ts^ke in washing ; 

while little Joan, who till then had at- 

tended a respectable day-school with her 

cousin (now called Jane for greater gen- 

tility) was forced to bring her education 

to an end, and return home to assist in the 

housework. ■

Some people thought John Higgs might 

have come forward to assist his relatives, 

and indeed he did go so far as to take his 

eldest nephew into the shop ; but as the 

lad was dismissed a fortnight later for 

idleness and disobedience, and as Mrs. 

James immediately called on Mrs. John 

and gave her " a piece of her mind," the 

baker retaliated by bidding his brother 

keep ** that woman and her brood " £rom 

ever crossing his doorstep again. After 

this the relations between the two fiunilies 

became so strained that nearly all com- 

munication between them ceased, and 

would have done so altogether but for the 

lame and intermittent friendship still kept 

up between the girl cousins. ■

They had been aJmost like sisters^ those 

two little pale, red-haired, freckle-cheeked 

girls ; but after Joan, unable to bear her 

stepmother's nidging, had at thirteen 

found a *' little place *^ for herself as nurse- 

maid to the butcher's baby, while Jane, ■

red eleven, was still learning "To 

Lave and To Be and the Rule of Three," 

wearing neatly-braided black aprons and 

frilled pantalettes, the intimacy natu- 

rally decreased; and though they still 

continued to write to one another even 

after Miss Jane Higgs had been promoted 

to a still more gentcNdl " seminary for young 

ladies," the correspondence soon died out, 

owing to that young lady's natural shame 

at the mirth evoked in her chief friends, 

(the Baptist minister's daughter, and the 

principal draper's " young ladies,") by the 

sight of one of poor Joan's grubby and 

ill-written letters addressed to *' Miss higs 

At miss Smith's Simmary," and commenc- 

ing, " my oan Deerest Kuzzin." ■

For even then Jane Higgs had started 

on Uie path which eventua^y carried her 

so far ; and had shown herself not only a 

clever, plodding, cold-natured girl, but 

possessed of an amount of quiet ambition 

and narrow-minded tenacity of purpose 

not common among young people of either ■

sex. Her parents had originally intended 

to apprentice her, when her education vu 

over, to some good milliner or dressmsksr, 

so that in the event of anything happeniDg 

to them, or her not marrying, she might 

be able to set up for herself in a nq«^ 

table and paying business. But no sooner 

did Jane fibad out that the minkitei'i 

daughter was being educated for a goTs- 

ness, as also that governesses — gented 

governesses that is — might employ, baft 

could not be intimate wiui milliners, thaa 

she decided on discarding the lattor pro- 

fession and going in for me former. Why 

not ) If Selina Smith could learn w^ 

enough to teach others, why should sot 

she with the same advantages I And with 

this end in view she plodded on at her 

books so persistently, as not only to indsoe 

her parents to give in to her views, but to 

obtain an offer from her schoolmistress <m 

her sixteenth birthday of becoming a 

pupil teacher in that good lady's semi- 

nary, and so obtaining all future instnu^ 

tion, including even such extraa as Frendi, 

music, and deportment — dancing Ur. 

Higgs' religious views would not Slow-- 

without further expense to the bakei^s 

household. ■

The plan worked well with one ezcep- 

tioa Plodding and drilling not only msde 

Jane familiar before long with Murray and 

Mangnall, Walkinghame and Miss C^noi^ 

but taught her to use such refinements d 

speech as the words " chest " instead of 

<< stomach," « limbs " instead of << legs," and 

'^intoxicated " instead of " drunk "; to cast 

down her eyes in walking, sit on the edge 

of her chair in company, and spread oat bar 

little finger when drinking. By the time 

she was seventeen>and-a-luJf she had not 

only learnt to blush unaffectedly at ho 

father's mode of substituting a knife for his 

fork, and her mother's misplacement of 

aspirates, but could write a French esaaj 

grammatically, and play through a set (» 

quadrilles without a wrong note. The 

exception consisted of something which not 

even plodding seemed able to remedj. 

She could indeed write that French essay 

correctly, but when she came to read it no 

human being could have guessed in what 

langua^ it was written. It was not onlf 

that "French of Paris was to her un- 

known," but she failed to imitate even the 

<* French of Stratford-atte-Bow," spoken by 

her instructress, and this was the mofe 

distressing as Miss Smithers herself told hot 

that without French nowadays a girl ooold 

never hope to earn her living as a governess. ■
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Fortunately that lady could suggest a 

wty oat of the difficulty. A cousin of hers 

who had married a French dancing-master, 

and in conjunction with him kept a "pen- 

sion pour les jeunes demoiselles Anglaises 

et Fmn9ai8es " in an unfashionable part of 

Paris, was in want of an English teacher, 

and Miss Smithers offered Jane the post. ■

The difficulty, however, was to get her 

parents to consent to her taking it She 

was their only child, and, in addition to the 

insnlar dislike for "iurrin things" generally, 

inherent in the small British tndesman, 

Mr. Higgs held a rooted belief that French- 

men in particular were all frog-eating, 

blaspheming card - sharpers ; whue Mrs. 

Higgs shuddered over them as a race of 

idolaters given over bodily to the devil, 

and felt sure that they would welcome 

Jane and her Bible with a summary "auto 

da f^," if they did not prefer the slower 

process of bricking up both in the wall of 

a convent ■

Nevertheless, the daughter got her way, 

as indeed she had done in most things. It 

was not that her opinion of the French 

nation differed in any degree from that of 

her parents. What they oelleved she had 

heen brought up to believe also, and, if she 

had progressed beyond their use of the 

aspirates, she had not done so beyond their 

prejudices. But with her the one thing 

jQst then to be considered was the improve- 

ment of her pronunciation, and, conse- 

quently, of her position, pecunianr and 

otherwise, as a teacher; and to this end 

ihe had even entered into communications 

with Madame Le Brun before applying to 

her parents for their consent ■

That they did give it, after a fashion, at 

least) was a comfort to her in later years 

when she was a mother herself. But it was 

^en with sore hearts, and the hearts 

would have been sorer still had they known, 

what in truth came to pass, that they 

wonld never see her again. ■

She was still at Madame Le Bran's two 

years later, and she had never had a long 

enough holiday to make it worth while to 

go home, when she first met M St Laurent 

At that time she was not unlike Vera, with 

lees, perhaps, of the latter's sweetness of 

expression and softness of outline; but 

ttUer, more alert in her movements, with 

a touch of fresh English red in her cheeks, 

and a few of those small, light-brown 

ireddes, which Frenchmen always find so 

ehaiming in relief to an otherwise fair skin. 

She coTud speak French now, but with a 

Und of broken stiffness and slowness, which, ■

coming from the pink lips of a very young 

woman, hadanadditionid charm for M. St 

Laurent ■

However it was, he fell in love with her, 

and to no one's surprise more than his own. 

He was then thirty-two, jaded and blas^ 

already by a life of seU-indulgence ; and 

his object in visiting the pension was to 

see after the welfare of one of the scholars, 

towards whom an intimate friend of his 

held certain parental obligations, which for 

reasons of a domestic nature it was not 

advisable for the latter to perform in his 

own persoa The demoiselle in question 

being some twelve years old and big for 

her age, Madame Le Brun did not consider 

it proper for her to receive the visits of her 

guardian, or be taken out by him, except 

under the chaperonage of a governess, and. 

Miss Higgs being chosen for the purpose, 

St Laurent found himself able to combine 

his benevolent surveillance of the youthful 

" pensionnaire ** with a very warm and 

rapidly marching flirtation with her prim 

little governess, more easily tlian might 

have been expected. ■

Not that Jane flirted. She would not 

have been guilty of such a thing for her 

life. M. St Laurent described her to a 

friend as being " d'une farouche virginity," 

''d'une pudicit6 non plus mena9ante que 

suggestive " ; but in truth there was to a 

man of his sort something inviting even in 

the menaces of a modesty whidi, being 

always on the defensive, suggested a know- 

ledge of the dangers from which it was 

protecting itself. ■

And suggested it truly ! Extreme pra- 

dence is indeed seldom compatible with ■

Eerfect innocence, a fact proved every day 

y the follies and rashness into which 

young girls, brought up in that absolute 

ignorance of certain evils possible among 

the ranks of the upper ten, are so fre- 

quently betrayed by Uieir very innocence 

and unconsciousness of danger. But to 

the children of the working classes this 

ignorance is not possible, and when our 

learned judges speak, as some have done, 

of the sin of offending it, they speak of an 

absurdity. Jane was as familiar from her 

infancy with such homely incidents as men 

getting drank, or girls " going wrong/' as 

young ladies in aristocratic schoolrooms 

are with the lesser errors of greediness and 

telling fibs. These former things were the 

common accidents of the class to which she 

rightfully belonged. She had only raised 

herself to that far less honest intermediary 

one which thinks it " nice " to affect the ■
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ignorance it does not possesB ; and which 

in private giggles and whispers, or parses 

np its moaSi and listens, to the discussions 

of social dangers, which it is none the less 

on the alert to avoid, because in public it 

makes believe to be unaware of their exist- 

ence. Jane never giggled. Her early 

chapel training led her to be of those who 

only purse the mouth and listen ; but she 

was always on the alert, and she made 

believe so skilfully, that, instead of taking 

her in. Monsieur was taken in himself. He 

believed her to be "une vraie ingenue," 

all the more because, while always keeping 

him at a distance, she never avoided or 

even appeared to dislike his society. She 

accepted his presents with modest thanks, 

but never suffered him even to snatch a 

kiss in requital ; and thus, while thinking 

to compromise her, perhaps even secure her 

dismissal, and drive her to seek consolation 

in his arms, M. St. Laurent found some- 

how that he had compromised himself. In- 

deed, thanks to the prudent wariness of the 

maiden who, however flattered by her con- 

quest of so great a eentleman, and won by 

his compliments and fascinations, not only 

managed to lose her heart without once 

losing her head ; but even to secure Madame 

Le Brun's co-operation in her matrimonial 

efforts, the man about town woke one 

morning to find himself committed to a 

marriage of which assuredly he had never 

dreamt through the whole course of his 

courtship. ■

He submitted, and was married. Jane 

had won the day. She, the baker's little 

daughter, was Madame SL Laurent, the 

wife of a gentleman of family and fortune, 

with fine friends and connections, with 

carriage and horses, an estate in the 

country, and a box at the opera ; and yet 

it may be said that, with the day of her 

marriage, Jane's troubles in life really 

began. In the first place, though a 

foolish and vulgar shame for her true posi- 

tion had led her, while her husband was 

still only her lover, to represent her 

parents as having merely <* come down in 

the world for a tune," and being " reduced 

by pecuniary losses to keeping a superior 

place of business," the petty deceit bad not 

been any good to her. M. St. Laurent 

made it a " sine qua non " of marriage 

that she should drop all intercourse, save 

by letter, with her relations in England ; 

aye, even with her father and mother, the 

good old people, who had worked so hard 

to raise themselves and her, who had been 

so fond and proud of her, and whose only ■

child she was. And Jane had consented; 

consented, but with a lingering pain whidi 

rankled uneasily in her rel^^ious snd 

natural feelinga ■

Nor was this alL Once married, and in 

the first flush of gratified passion, St 

Laurent was disposed to justify the step 

he had taken by showering presents and 

attentions on his young wife, taking her 

everywhere, and introducing her to his 

friends ; and had the latter been only of 

his own sex and nation, the test might not 

have been such a dangerous one ; since to 

these Jane was simply *^ une jeune mees 

Anglaise/' and her awkwardness, stiffness, 

and want of conversation, due to the mis- 

fortune of a barbarous nationality. Unfor- 

tunately, however, there were her hus- 

band's women friends to be considered, 

and still more unfortunately it happened, 

that among these were the wife of the 

English Ambassador then accredited to 

Paris, and two or three other English snd 

American ladies of good position belong- 

ing to the same circle, and these, finding 

that '^that shocking rou6 St. Laurent" 

had actually married an English girl, were 

the more anxious to make her acquaint- 

ance. They made it ; and — alas for poor 

Jane's aspirations ! — ^from that day she 

learnt the bitterness of the Dead Sea froit 

of empty ambition. ■

A fashionable bride, the wife of a man 

of property and position, who could not 

walk across a room with ease, lounge with ■

Srace, or take a gentleman's arm with 

ignity ; who came from nowhere, seemed 

to have no family connections, and knew 

nobody ; who was visibly distressed as to 

the question of "knife or no knife" with 

regard to fish, and hopelessly puzzled as to 

the use of a variety of wine glasses; who 

had never heard an opera, and thought the 

ballet ** improper"; who owned to ac- 

quaintance with ''Bow Bells" and the 

" Christian World," but not with Carlyle 

or Goethe ; who said " Sir " in speaking to 

gentlemen, and "my lady" at every 

second word to the Ambassadress ; such a 

young woman had not only never been in 

society herself, but had never belonged to, 

or come in contact with persons in society 

either. She might have been a nursemaid, 

or a national school teacher (not a milliner 

or a lady's-maid, the ladies agreed, as in 

that case she would have had some idea of 

dressing herself) ; and as for St Laurent, 

he had been gi^lty of a grave impertbence 

in introducing such a person into their 

exalted circle, and representing her as a ■
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jooDg lady, the daaghter of well-bom 

parents in reduced circomstances. ■

In effect Madame St. Laurent was 

dropped almost as soon as she was taken 

up, and Monsieur was made to learn the 

reason why; not only through the sym- ■

Sthetic confidences of certain of his 
ends, but by the chilling manner and 

restricted smiles of the great ladies them- 

selves. Of course he was disgusted, 

farioosly so, but, alas 1 more with his wife 

than with the fastidious friends who had 

weighed and found her wanting. In 

troUi his brief passion, swiftly satiated and 

sot kept alive by any charms of wit, con- 

Teisation, or even sympathetic companion- 

ibleness on the part of his young wife, was 

akeady dyin^ out He felt tlmt he had 

made, or, as ne put it, had been trapped 

into malong, a hopeless mesalliance, and for 

the fature took the easy course of ignoring 

it, leaving the bride whom society rejected 

at home, and going abroad '* en ear^on " 

himself, after the manner of old times, 

finding also consolations after the same 

manner for the pruderies, the timidity, 

andprinmess which,«however provocative 

in a mistress, were unendurable in a wife. 

At first Madame was rather glad of the 

ehunge. She had made her plunge into 

soeiety, and had been at once chilled and 

sppalled by it She had climbed to the 

top of the social tree, and felt about as 

comfortable there as a fish at the same 

irboreal altituda The fine ladies she 

thmight to ape so successfully, the genteel 

lodel^ in which she considered herself 

formed to move, had disappointed and 

floated her. Though she could not under- 

hand one part in ten of their conver- 

sation, she understood that they had 

lomehow iis^omed her real po8iti9n, and 

looked down on her as of erst she had 

looked down on her tipsy Uncle James 

sod poor Joan. Though she was too 

doll to even detect the particular points 

in which she failed to pass muster, or 

to correct them, she was not too dull to 

detect that she was snubbed, and to feel 

irate thereat. For, indeed, if her ideas 

<ni the subject of dress (fall dress espe- 

cially) moved the fine ladies' mirth, theirs 

^odnd her unafiectedly. If her vulgar 

little pruderies, affectations, and narrowness 

disgoated them, their breadth of ideas and 

^^udeas coolness, their freedom and ease, 

pii2zled and appalled her. It positively 

^eemed to her like a going back to the 

jovial anarchism of the lowest class of all, 

^ she would not. if she could, have ■

imitated it Indeed, it was fur easier to 

her to admire and model herself on the 

ceremonious courtesy and formal con- 

descension shown her by the old French 

familie«i ; the venerable Gomte de Mailly 

and his young wife in particular — persons 

of the "ancien regime," whose life-long inti- 

macy with her husband gave them an 

influence over him which they would 

willingly have used for the benefit of his 

wife as well as himself. ■

It was the de MaiUys, indeed, who had 

so often joined his lawyers in advising him 

to marry, and who were the only persons 

besides those functionaries who knew of 

the almost hopeless state of embarrass- 

ment into which St Laurent had allowed 

his monetary affairs to drift ; and it was 

therefore in the purest spirit of kindness 

that, when they saw that the marriage had 

so far failed that he was already driftbg 

back into his old habits, the Countess 

decided on calling on the young wife, 

opening her eyes to the true state of the 

case, and urging her to use all her fascina- 

tions and influence with her husband to 

induce him to eive up Parisian life alto- 

gether, and settle himself on his estate in 

Brittany, where, with economy and mutual 

affection, the couple might yet lead a life 

of homely dignity and domestic affection. ■

Unfortunately poor Jane had neither 

the breadth nor generosity of spirit neces- 

sary for taking the kindly-meant counsel 

weU. She hsd not been in ignorance of 

her husband's character when she married 

him; but then to girls of her kind it 

seemed a natoral and accepted thins that 

gentlemen should be ''a little gay, and 

addicted to ruining girls who were ''silly " 

enough to let them. They steadied down 

after marriage of course; and when she 

saw, or suspected, that in St Laurent's 

case this ** steadying down " had not taken 

place, it was more consonant with her own 

character to affect ignorance of the wrong 

done to her, and swallow her mortification 

in private, than to either shrink in horror 

from the sinner or try, from the depths of 

her own love and purity, to win him back 

to virtue. That the de Maillys should be 

aware of her humiliation was therefore a 

reason for Jane to dislike them with all 

the rankling intensity of a petty nature, 

and to take a small pleasure in repulsing 

their overtures of friendship ; but in truth 

the loneliness of her position was almost 

unendurable, and her remorseful yearnings 

for the home and parents she had so lightly 

abandoned so added to it that she entreated ■
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her husband to be allowed to leave him, if 

only for a visit of a few weeks to her 

father and mother. ■

St. Laurent refused, and the de Maillys 

encouraged him in doing so. It seemed to 

them indeed a peculiarly ill-judged request; 

not only because they had just succeeded 

in inducing him to give up his Paris resi- 

dence and prepare to return to the home 

in Brittany he had so long neglected, but 

because Jane herself, being near her con- 

finement, it appeared of all things desirable 

that the son and heir hoped for should be 

bom under his father's roofbree. And the 

poor woman submitted in silence. There 

was nothing else indeed for her to do, but 

perhaps distress of mind contributed to the 

fact that the son, when he did arrive, was 

bom dead, and before she had fully re- 

covered her strength again she received 

news of the decease of both her parents 

from small-pox within a fortnight of one 

another. ■

All vestiges of girlhood died within Jane 

St Laurent from that day. Even the pink 

colour went out of her ch^^^, and the 

youthful lightness from ^^? step, and, 

though she sdd litre ^^ her sorrow — 

always reticent, since ^ ^iiarriage she had 

become more so than^ver — ^the signs of 

inward suffering were too apparent in her 

not to rouse all her husband's pity and 

tenderness ; and, when she humbly begged 

him to allow her to engage the person who 

had nursed her parents uirough their last 

illness for her own personal attendant, he 

gave the required permission with positive 

cordiality. She did not say that the per- 

son was her own cousin Joan, who had 

left her place as general servant to perform 

the absent daughter's duties to her uncle 

and aunt Madame St Laurent had too 

much fedse shame still with regard to her 

connections, and too little trast in her 

husband, to dare to be frank with him 

even then; but she wrote plainly and 

urgently to Joan, concealing none of her 

woes and troubles, and entreating her to 

accept a home for life with a good salary 

and the position of housekeeper and con- 

fidential maid at Les Chd,tai^iers, on the 

one condition of not betraying the rela- 

tionship between them. ■

And Joan consented ; not without some 

contempt felt and expressed for her cousin's 

shufflings and cowardice, but with a shrewd 

practical perception of the advantages con- 

tained in the proposal for herself and those 

of her family who needed her help, and 

with only this condition in return. She ■

would stand by Jane to the death, and 

work for her as willingly as for anybody, 

but call her own flesh and blood "ma'am," 

or "missis," she wouldn't, not to save her 

life, and nothing would make her. ■

With this proviso, therefore, Joan— 

afterwards called Joanna, for greater 

grandeur— came, and with her coming 

Madame St Laurent felt as if she had 

taken a great step in retrieval of her past 

shortcomings towards her family, and be- 

gan to reap a speedy reward in the com- 

panionship and sympathy of her homely 

kinswoman They had plenty to do and 

think of now, both of them, for M. St 

Laurent's affairs were in a far worse state 

than he had in any way supposed, and it 

was only by most careful management and 

economy, aided by loans from tiie Comte 

de Mailly, that they were able to retain 

the property at all, and make both ends 

meet for some time. Fortunately for 

Madame these economies did not affect 

her, as they might have done a person nsed 

from childhood to the comforts and loza- 

ries of life; and, still more fortunately, 

she developed, with the need of them, a 

perfect genius for household saving and 

good management, which filled her husband 

and even Joanna with surprise and admi- 

ration, and caused the former to regard her 

for the first time with something lili» posi- 

tive respect That a whole establishment 

should be kept up in decency and moderate 

comfort, and a margin afforded for his own 

" menus plaisirs '' duxinp the year with less 

expense than it cost him to maintain his 

bachelor apartments for a month, was a 

marvel to him — the one consolation for 

what he bitterly regarded as the enieltyof 

his exile from the only place where life 

was worth living — and if it was oUained 

at the cost of a niggardly parsimony both 

abroad and at home, grinding down of 

wages and ilUberality to the poor, that 

mattered little to hiuL His long absenee 

from iBrittany had made him more Puisian 

than Breton in his sympathies, and it only 

roused a keen feeling of dislike against hu 

wife among the cbep-feeUng, impuUTe 

Bretons, already prejudiced against ner by 

the fact of her alien nationality, and by 

whispers emanating firom the kitchens at 

Mailly as to her plebeian origin. 

And then Vera came I 

M. St Laurent had always been indul- 

gent to his wife in one respecc, he had not 

interfered with her religious viewa In the 

beginning, indeed, he had taken it as a 

matter of course that she should go to ■
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Mass; but that was when he was still 

»* furiously " in love with her ; and when 

she broke from her nsual snbmissiYeness to 

plead with more passion and fire than he 

had ever before seen in her, that she wonld 

rather be slain then and there than "bow 

her knee in the temples of Baal," he gave 

np the point ■

To obtain tiie same liberty for a daughter, 

however, was a different thing, especially 

when the reckless pleasure-seeker of those 

days was transformed into the sulky and 

discontented country gentleman. But 

Madame made her petition juat when her 

own health was so impaired ,Jy nursing 

him through a long and severe illness, that 

I the doctors warned him that only the 

I greatest care and consideration could avert 

j the risk of a similar disappointment to 

that which had before overtaken them. 

St Laurent made haste to pacify his wife, 

therefore, by granting her petition. It 

was only a hypothetical one after all, and 

he certably hoped that no girl might ar- 

rive to call for its fulfilments ; but, when a 

few weeks later, the girl did make her ap- 

pearance, it must be said to his credit that 

I he showed no dispouition to go back from 

his word, or to prevent Madame from send- 

ing Joanna for the Protestant chaplain at 

Qoimper and having the babe baptized be- 

fore it was a month old. ■

He nicknamed it "La petite Huguenote," 

and cared very little for it from the first ; 

hut to his wife this was of small moment. 

What she wanted was her daughter for her 

very own; a daughter who should be 

always with her, never forsake her, never 

look down on her or imagihath^t it was 

I possible for others to do so, but who should 

! iiaye no other guide than her mother's voice, 

j no higher motive than her mother's will ; 

I and who withal should be in every par- 

i ticolar << quite the lady;" not, perhaps, 

after the pattern of *' those Paris women " 

of whom Madame still retained an uneasy 

and resentful recollection; but after that 

npon which she had desired to model her- 

self in early days, — ^her own very superior 

and superfine teacher, Miss Smithers for 

example, and a certain Mrs. Jones, the 

wealtiiy widow of an ex-alderman and the 

leading lady in the gloomy little Dissent- 

^g congr^tion to which Jane had be- 

longed. This was her double aim, to 

achieve which, and to achieve it so per- 

fectly that her husband should have no 

excuse for taking her daughter fromher, and 

Bending her to some fashionable and godless 

, boarding-schooLwhileyeraontheotherhand ■

should so grow up in dependence on her 

mother as to have no wish or ambition to 

leave her side, formed the one untiring 

endeavour, the one gnawing anxiety of her 

life. It was for this end that she so scru- 

pulously attended to Yera's education, and 

modelledjton the pattern of herown,so that 

no strange or unsafe ideas might find their 

way to the girl's mind ; for this end that 

Vera was never allowed to soil her gen- 

tility by speaking to the under-servants or 

peasantry in the neighbourhood, lest, in so 

aoing, she should seem to betray an affinity 

with the working classes which might re- 

flect on her mother ; and withheld as far as 

possible from intimacy with girls in a su- ■

Eerior station for fear they, on the other 

and, should inspire her with any thing like 

discontent or dissatisfaction with her own 

home regime: for this end even that, when 

some supplementary teaching in music, etc., 

were found absolutely necessary, Leah was 

chosen in preference to sevend ladies ad- 

vertising themselves as of high degree and 

aristocratic refinement, for the very reason 

of her suppG|[?^d mediocrity and amenable- 

ness to Madikio "^s patronage. ■

Poor motheUl&^Sucjh ceaseless striving, 

such constant aLwii^^ Tor so poor an aim, 

so pitiful and narrJ** a summing up of a 

life unspeakablv pitiful too in the very 

shallowness ana vulgaritv of its highest 

aspirations and bitterest aisappointments ; 

its entire absence of anytlung like one 

noble thought, one pure or lofty principle, 

one spark of that human passion or re- 

ligious enthusiasm which can kincQe equally 

in peer and peasant, and elevates both alike I 

And, after all, she could not even keep 

the one object of all this watchfulness and 

jealousy for ever. Nay, she was not even 

to keep her as long as many mothers do. 

Vera was only fourteen when M. St. 

Laurent came to his wife with a communi- 

cation which sounded to her like the death- 

knell of her brief happiness. At that 

time the girl was tall for her age and 

looked almost as full grown as she did at 

twenty, though with the contrasting charm 

of almost infantile softness of feature and 

delicacy of complexion; and it was this 

contrast which struck the present Gomte 

de Mailly, as, visiting at Les Gb^taigniers 

after an absence from Brittany of nearly 

two years, he came upon the maiden sing- 

ing softly to herself, as she swung to and 

fro on the pendent bough of an old apple 

tree ; and the picture was so charming a 

one that he crossed the grass to speak to 

her. Vera answered simply and shyly ■
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enough ; but with that indefioable sweet- 

ness of eye and languor of lip which she 

had inherited from her grandmother ; and 

though the Count's Gallic sense of pro- 

priety did not permit him to detain her 

five minutes, he went straight from her to 

Stu Laurent's study, and Uien and there 

made the proposal to him which it so over- 

came Madame to hear. She could hardly 

gasp her answer : ■

"Marry her ! My Vera I That baby ! 

Oh, it isn't possible." ■

Her husband cut her short roughly, and 

with that look in his eyes whidi always 

cowed her, ■

"Pas possible) Et pourquoi done! 

Tiens, ma femme, art thou then still so 

' bourgeoise ' as to be unable to appreciate 

the pleasure of seeing thy daughter a 

Countess ; or is it that thy mediocre train- 

ing has unfitted her for the position of a 

lady of rank 1 Dame I but in that case it 

will be advisable to send her at once to 

the Convent of the Sacr^ Coeur, in Paris, 

to acquire a little polish and become like 

other demoiselles of position." ■

And before that threat Madame suc- 

cumbed almost without resistance. In 

effect too was it not a erand thing for a 

woman of her mental calibre that her child, 

the baker's little granddaughter, should 

become the wife of a nobleman, the mis- 

tress of a magnificent chateau within a 

mileof hermother'sroof, and where shecould 

still live almost under the shelter of her 

mother's wing 1 In truth there were con- 

solations in the picture ; and when Joanna 

spoke of the Count's age, which was 

identical with that of Madame herself, and 

called it selling the child, the poor lady 

blushed nervously, and said : ■

'* Ah, no, it's that which will make it 

safer for her. They — gentlemen I mean — 

get so much steadier when they are middle- 

aged. You see, yourself. Monsieur has done 

so ; and after all it is in his hands. He 

might have proposed something worse, 

some one who would have taken her quite 

away ; while now — who knows what may 

happen before she is grown up ! " ■

For Madame had made one stipulation, 

that the marriage should not take place till 

Vera was twenty-one. " English girls are ■

children till then, and she is spedallj 

childish," the mother urged, and rather to 

her surprise, the Count himself acceM 

with less difficulty than her husband. ■

truth he was in no hurry to marry ■

settle down. He liked bachelorhood 

and had amusements of his own whUt. 

fully satisfied him for the time bet^, 

What he desired was the pleasure of koov* 

ing that a soft^ fair, innocent creature vn 

growing up for him till the hour whenb: 

should tire of his present life and oIua' 

her ; and for this he was not only ready to 

do without '< dot," but to release M. ^ 

Laurent from the heavy debts which hi 

had already incurred towards the de Ma% 

estate, and make, him fresh loans for the 

improvement of his own. Further, he 

suggested a stipulation which coincided n 

exactly with Madame's wishes that she 

could almost have embraced him for ii 

Vera was not to know of his propofiak till 

the day when he was permitted to raiet 

them ; and in the meantime she wm to 

continue to live in the country with her 

parents, and not be introduced to sodeij 

and the admiration of other men. ■

The bargain was made and condaded; 

but during the last year Madame St 

Laurent had begun to feel it a hard ona 

It seemed to her that the Count was not 

only master of the situation, but of her 

husband and her child. Everything iSl 

to be referred to him in a way mor 

to any woman* Even the improvement m 

her accomplishments which led to Leah^ 

visit was his suggestion ; and of late, as he 

grew older ana Vera more womanly, he 

had manifested such an evident desire to 

curtail the time of his probation that 

Madame, dreading to lose her one treason 

a day before it was necessary, jumped erea 

at the excuse afforded by her husband's 

illness for sending the girl out of his sigU 

for a time. But she had never expected 

such a result from her action, as had 

actually come to pass. She thought 

indeed that she had guiurded most carefollf 

against even the risk of it*^ and her dis- 

may at the news contained in Yera's letter. 

was as ^reat, as the wrath and excitement 

roused m both her husband and the CowU 

by that of Dr. Marstland. ■
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She believed Norberto's statement bo far 

as it went; bnt she auBpected him — as it 

happened, wrongftdly — of the suppression 

of a personal commnnioation from Ines. 

She did not believe that the sole sonrce of 

his information was the commnnioation 

made on behalf of Miss Merivale by Mr. 

Ritchie. Her instinct told her that Ines 

would have made another effort for her 

child's sake, when death was drawing near 

to her; and she believed that Norberto 

had destroyed a letter written under those 

circumstances. She knew, however, that 

she would have to abide by what he had 

told her ; for if he had indeed done this 

thing he would never acknowledge it ■

The meht was sultry, and Dona Mer- 

cedes comd not sleep. Hour after hour 

she slowly paced the floor of the large, 

cool, moonlit room, and communed with her 

own strangely softened heart in the utter 

solitude made around her by time's changes. ■

What if she had loved Ines, and faithfully 

tried to replace the mother whom she had 

lostt Not for the first time was Dofia 

Mercedes confronted by this question ; but 

hitherto she had angrily put it from her. 

Now she hearkened to it, with all its pain 

and reproach, and with a great retrospec- 

tive pity for Don Saturnino. ■

There are times in our moral life when 

hours do the work of years. This was 

such a time in the life of Dona Mercedes. 

The dawn broke in upon her sleepless 

vigil, and found her with remorse changed 

into repentance, and all her mind set on 

making reparation to the daughter of Ines, 

if happily she were living, for Uie injury 

done to one who had been so long beyond 

the reach of reparation. ■

Don Norberto was to bring to her the 

letter which had been written by Mr. 

Ritohie, thirteen years previously, to- 

gether with a copy of his own. He had 

stated, falsely, Uiat the appeal of Ines 

to her father, written at Southampton, 

had been destroyed, and he had, of course, 

made no mention of the threats to which 

he had resorted in his reply ; so that Dona 

Mercedes was, like Lilias Merivale and 

Henry Rodney, without a clue to the 

mystery of the second marriage. Had she 

but known of those threats ; had she been 

aware that the man whose nature she 

held, with reason, to be so implacable, had 

vowed a vendetta against Ines' child ; she 

would probably have devised some other 

means of making the reparation upon which 

she was bent than that which came readily 

to her hand. ■

Norberto also had thought a good deal 

over the {HMUtion, although he had nol 

sacrificed an hour's deep to it; andwhsuhi 

came to Dona Merceoes on the foIlowiDg 

day, bringbg the promised documents, he 

was prepared for any course into whidi lui 

contemptible superstition might drive Im, 

Several courses were open to hisr, and he wu 

h\A little concerned as to which of then 

she might adopt The fabric of his tna- 

quillityhad been rudelyshaken; the psaska 

of a past time had been re-awakened ; kt 

his profound and cultivated dissimolatioo 

was ready for use in the emergency. ■

He showed Dona Mercedes at once tint 

he meant to take the whole thing for 

granted, and to treat it in a bnsiness-13n 

iashion. ■

''That is the correspondence," heaiid, 

handing her two papers, ^ and it sums op 

my knowledge on the subject You inll 

see that no material wrong to the child 

was done by my concealment of this com- 

munication — at the time for your good, ai 

I think you will not dispute." ■

'' I shall not dispute anything, Norbetta 

I Uame you in nothing; you acted for 

the best Myself I am bee to Uame, and 

I look to you to ad vise me, and to help me to 

make atonement" ■

"That is a matter of course," he 

answered, with a well-assumed air of reM 

« When you have told me what it is yoa 

wish to do, I will give the best of mj 

ability to the doing of it, even though it 

must be at the cost of admitting a serioni 

mistake on my own part" ■

This unusual tone surprised Dona Mer- 

cedes. She was, however, too much is- 

lieved by it to listen to her suspicions. ■

"Thank you, Norberto," she said. "I 

will tell you all that is in my mind." ■

She glanced over the copy of his letter to 

Mr. Walter Ritchie, and observed how 

skilfully, by his stetement that he wrote 

on behalf of Don Saturnino de Rodas, be 

had covered his responsibility ; but she laid 

down the paper without allowing him to 

see that she nad perceived this. ■

" When we have ascertained where the 

daughter of Ines is — ^for our purposes we 

take it for granted that she is living— and 

in what position, I should like to propose 

that she should come out to reside with 

me for as long a period as her EDgliib 

relations would permit, in order thai ihe 

may become acquainted with her mother's 

country, and with what may be her own 

future home, if she likes to make it sa'' ■

" Do you bear in mind that she wiU be ■

•^^ ■
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qoita Engliah in her edneation and ideas, 

aad that yon Iiave never fallen into the 

waj of Ulang the English t " ■

"I don'4 forget that; bnt I do not 

hesitate, nerertheless. If yon have no 

greater objection to make, we may pass 

over this ona" ■

"Very well," said Norberto, in cheerful 

Msoit; ** then the ground is cleared. You 

will write the invitation to my uncle's un- 

known granddaughter, and I shall encloie 

tt in my explanation to this Sefior Ritchie 

or his representatives; then we shall see 

what will happen. I can only say that I 

hope everything may turn out according 

to your wishes." ■

'*If she comes to me," said Dofia 

Mercedes nervously, and with an in- 

voluntarily wistful look at Norberto, '*I 

hope I may be able to make her happy." ■

Don Norberto repressed the sardonic 

safle of retrospective meaning that hovered 

about his thin lips, and answered gravely : ■

''To will, with you, has alirays been to 

BDcoeed." ■

On the following day, that of the dis- 

patch of the mail to England, Don Nor- 

berto brought the draft of his letter to Dona 

Mercedes. She approved of it and gave him 

her own letter, which was in French and 

addressed to Miss Merivale, to read. ■

Hits letter was feelingly and most 

eourteousiy oomposed, and Don Norberto 

lead it widi as much wonder as anger; 

bat he expressed his approval in terms as 

weU- chosen as its own. It would have 

taken a keen observer indeed to discern 

in his even phrases the deadly wrath of 

a man beaten in his dearest hopes, and 

defeated in his steadiest and worst pur- 

pose, for the second time — after a lapse of 

years sufficient in any ordinary case to 

tnbdue the strongest of passions, and to 

effiice the keenest of memories. ■

From that day forth Dona Mercedes 

began to resume her former interest in 

her surroundings; she was rehearsing 

for the time when the daughter of Ines 

would be with her; she was filling her 

life with purposes in order that phan- 

toms might find no place there. She 

placed the girl's figure in the large, bare, 

vacant rooms. She disposed their scanty 

foniture in imagination for Ines's child 

as she had never done for Ines herself; 

ihe even pictured to herself a return to 

the world and its ways, for the sake of 

the girl to whom this foreign home would 

be so new, aui might be made so pleasant 

She did not f orset her met nor did she ■

imagine that the vacant places in her 

heart could ever be filled, but the bitter- 

neu was assuaged. She had asked Misa 

Merivale to send her a photograph of 

Miss Rosslyn, and she began to be im- 

patient for the answer to her letter long 

before it could arriva Would the girl be 

like Ines ? Dona Mercedes hoped at first 

she might not prove so, but as the agita- 

tion of her discovery wore off by degrees, 

she blamed herself for this, as a shrinking 

from a just part of her penance ; and she 

had the covering removed from the 

portrait of Ines's mother, which might have 

been that of Ines herself, and would sit 

before it for hours, busy with her embroidery 

and her thoughts. ■

When in due time Don Norberto de 

Bodas received BCr. Walter Ritchie's answer 

to his communication, it occasioned him a 

good deal of thought One immediate result 

of the perusal of his reflections was his 

searching for some papers relating to a laige 

transaction with a certain Spamsh house 

of business, and taking them with him 

when he went to see Dona Mercedes. ■

''The maU is in," he said, "and the 

letters we have been expecting have arrived. 

Here is one for you." ■

She took it eagerly, but her eyes did not 

leave his face. ■

"The Sefior Ritchie tells me strange 

news, and in a brief way. The girl is 

hving, is still with her fauier's sister, but 

is to be married very shortly, with the 

approbation of all her firienoU, including 

that man who, as you may remember, 

brought the other to your house, and whom 

I always suspected of having a share in 

what happened." ■

"In the flight of Ines?" ■

Don Norbc^ nodded. He never uttered 

her name or Hugh's. ■

" Yes — Rodney. You remember him t " ■

" Perfectly." ■

"I had heard that he was dead, and I 

repeated the statement to the asent Thu 

Senor Rodney has appeared m London 

among these friends of the other English- 

man, and was intending to come to Ouba 

and tell us all the news that we have learned 

without his troubling himself so much, when 

our letters arrived and spared him the 

voyage. You had better read Miss Meri- 

vale's letter ; I am referred to it for further 

information." ■

Dofia Mercedes, with her fear of him 

revived by the tone of his voice, which 

revealed Uiat he was struggling witfi some 

f eeling too strong for him for the moment. ■
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obeyed him. Miss Merivale wrote in 

French, most graciously, and with an ex- 

pression as frank as it was dignified, of her 

gratificaticm at the nature of Do£La Mer- 

cedes' communication, and then she entered 

into the particulars of Dolores' position at 

the moment The marriage was to take 

place in six weeks from the date of Miss 

Merivale's letter, and not only was a 

photograph of Dolores enclosed, as re- 

quested, but one of Julian Courtland was 

also sent. The feelings with which Dolores 

had heard of the recognition of her by the 

sunriyors of her mother's family were 

gracefully conveyed, and due acknowledg- 

ment was made of the generous intentions 

towards her, intimated by Dona Mercedes 

in addition to her statement of the sum to 

which Dolores was entitled in right of her 

mother. Then came a passage that quelled 

the tumult of disappointment and regret 

with which Dona Mercedes had read all 

the foregoing portion, with its announce- 

ment of the subversion of her plans, and 

the defeat of her hopes. What might not 

Dolores have been to her ) She was to be 

nothing to her now. There was to be no 

chance for her, no new spring of hope and 

consolation for her, nothing but the poor, 

bare reparation of money ! But Miss 

Merivale went on to propose that the visit 

which Dolia Mercedes had invited Dolores 

to make to her should still take place, the 

bride and bridegroom extending their tour 

to the <* Pearl of the Antilles." ■

Dona Mercedes read the letter aloud, 

.and Norberto de Bodas Ibtened to its con- 

tents and her comments without a word. ■

" Dolores 1 " she said. ** A name Ines 

liked, as I remember ; but I wonder she 

did not give the child her mother's name, 

Modesta. And this is sha A lovely 

creature ; very like Ines, and without the 

least look of her father, whom I remember 

perfectly. See." ■

Dona Mercedes held out the photograph 

to Norberto, but he put it aside, and said 

roughly : ■

'*! am no judge of likenesses." ■

She looked up at him ; his face wore a 

fierce look which she had not seen theie 

for yeara ■

''Can it be possible," she thought, '*that 

jealousy and resentment are living in him 

still t " ■

She replaced the two cards in the en- 

velope, taking no notice of his rude 

speech, and simply asked him what he 

bought of Miss Merivale's letter. ■

Don Norberto thoaght well of it on the ■

whola He could have wished for the 

sake of Dona Mercedes that the girl bd 

come out to her free, so that she might 

have remained in Cuba had she wished to 

do so; but, as this could not be, Hin 

Merivale'sproposal was the next best thing. 

He supposed there would not be anyliksh- 

hood of this Senor Courtland — another 

barbarous English name — ^wishing to settle 

atSantiago. MissMerivale had said nothing 

of his profession, and it might be that he 

could do so. Don Norberto said this es 

carelessly that he threw Dona Mereedet 

otf her guard, and she answered : ■

" If they are both what we like, theie 

could be no such good way of building sp 

the old house again." ■

"Precisely my meaning," said he, with 

an approving nod. Then they talked over 

the letters, and the mode in which a qoiek 

reply might be sent, so as to reach Doiorei 

before her wedding, and Don Norberto 

had completely removed the impresuoi 

which his momentary failure in aelf-oontrol 

had produced, before he asked the pei- 

mission of Dofia Mercedes to turn asde 

for a while to the discussion of a preseinc 

matter of businesa He then prodaeed 

the papers he had brought with him, tnd 

having explained the matter to which they 

referred with his customary luddi^, eioe- 

tually recalled the wandering attention d 

Dona Mercedes by informing her that he 

considered it absolutely necessary for hiB 

to go to Spain in order to secure eetim 

jeopardised interesta He had been arriving 

at this conclusion for some time past, but 

had not liked to trouble her on the subject 

until after her mind had been set at rest 

by the arrival of letters from England, and 

now he felt no time must be lost He 

regretted the necessity, but was quite 

satisfied that it existed. ■

Don Norberto'sexplanation was plansiU^ 

and Dofia Mercedes had nothii^ to do 

except agree to his proposal ■

*' Of course I also regret the neceasitj 

very mudi," she said, *' especially as joa 

will be away when Dolores and her 

husband arrive, if you start immediatelj, 

and they make their visit here shortly sftw 

their marriaga This will be a most un- 

fortunate occurrenca" ■

Don Norberto smiled in the most frank 

and amiable way as he replied : ■

« There is no help for my being away 

when they arrive, but as I do not entertain 

any doubt of your persuading them to 

remain as long as you wish to detain them, 

that will not matter so very much after aU. ■

' ■
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I shall make no delay, but will start for 

home the veiy hoar my biuinesa is done." ■

Don Norberto's preparations were made 

ezpeditioosly, and he took his departure 

by the next outgoing mail At his last 

conference witli Dona MercedeSi she 

consulted him upon the subject of the 

dowry of Dolores, .as to what sum 

she ought to add to the original inheri- 

tance of Ines, and the most convenient 

manner of arranging the affair. Never 

had she found Don Norberto so agree- 

able, so ready, so liberal-minded; for 

he was usually much averse to witnessing 

the expenditure even of other people's 

money. The interesting nature of the 

strange eiroumstances seemed, however, to 

have completely transformed him; his 

yicariouB stinginess and his habitual ten- 

dency to underralue all claims which had 

to be recognised in money, forsook him for 

the nonce. He entered into the matter in 

the most liberal spirit, only proposing to 

Dona Mercedes that she should wait until 

she had had an opportunity of forming a 

sexious estimate of the character of the 

young Englishman with the barbarous 

mune, before she handed over money to 

his keeping. He reminded her that her 

offer had been made to Dolores only, and 

could not have been taken into considera- 

tion with regard to the marriage. In a 

word he said : '' Give lavishlv, but do not 

be in a hurry about it," and uie recognised 

the soundness of his counsel ■

Thusit happened thatwhen DonNorberto 

came to take leave of Dona Mercedes, he 

found her in a very pleasant frame of mind 

respecting him, and they parted with a 

diq»lay of greater conuality than had 

existed between them from the time of 

Don Satcunino's death. ■

Great was the delight and the excite- 

ment of Dolores, when she was made ac- 

qusinted with the new events in her own 

history. The story was told to her by 

Liliasi imder the instruction of Bodney, in 

such a way as to convey the smallest 

possible amount of condemnation of her 

mother's relatives, and she was too young 

and too little versed in the ways of the 

worid to suspect that anything was kept 

back from her, or to put questions respect- 

ing the far past eitfier to ner informants or 

to herself. The prospect of distant travel 

with Julian, with such a goal in view as 

her mother^s old home and the welcome of 

her mother's people, was enchantincr to ■

her imagination and her feelings, and she 

was never tired of discussing it with her 

great friend and ally, Henry Kodney. For 

that much-travelled gentleman Dolores en- 

tertained ardent admiration. He knew 

everything, and he had forgotten nothing. 

How vivid were the pictures which he 

drew for her of her mother's country, its 

physical features, its people and their 

manners and customs ! His memory was 

so vivid and minute that he could describe 

the house in which her mother had lived 

as thouffh he had seen it quite recently, 

and he had endless anecdotes to tell her 

of his brief companionship with Hugh 

Bosslyn. That he had known the father 

whom she had never seen, and of whom, 

strange to say, her mother had never 

spoken to her — she was certain of that, 

and persisted in the assertion — was 

Bodney's great charm for Dolores. There 

was a portrait of Huch by no means 

remarkable as a work of art, which 

he had painted for Ulias in very early 

days, and Dolores had been most anxious 

to know whether his friend thought it so 

good a likeness as Aunt Lilias did. The 

portrait was very like Hugh Rosslyn, and 

gave one of his best looks. Then Dolores 

wanted Bodney's opinion as to whether 

she resembled her father at all, and was so 

much disappointed when he represented 

to her that it was impossible she could do 

so, bring tiie living miage of her mother, 

that he reconsidered his judgpent and 

thought he detected a likeness in the ex- ■

Eression. Dolores reported diis to Lilias 

1 triumph, and Lilias, who justified Mr. 

Wyndhsm's foreboding of her amenability 

to Bodney's influence, was very soon able 

to recognise the "look" which had never 

struck her previously. ■

It was arranged that the young couple 

were to sail for the West Indies in the last 

week of their honeymoon, and great was 

the effect of this decision upon the im- 

portant matter of Dolorers wedding- 

clothes. Bodney knew all about what she 

ought to take, and what she must leave at 

home, and was, in fact, simply invaluable. 

In truth he was deeply interested in the girl, 

sincerely fond of ner, and involuntuuy, 

unreasonably, instinctively, sorry for her. 

He was careful to check himself upon the 

latter point, for he did not know any fact 

to the disadvantage to Julian Oourdand, 

and he could not £ive said anything posi- 

tive except that he had not taken to Julian, 

and Julian had not taken to him. 

It was stranse, but true, that if there ■
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was a drawback which Dolores wonld hare 

admitted, to the happiness of the weeks 

which preceded her marriage, it existed in 

Julian himsell She wondered why it was 

that she did not feel so much at her ease 

with him as before she was blest with the 

knowledge that he loved her with lover's 

love, and why she sometimes failed to 

please him now, even in those very things 

which had formerly pleased him most 

Bat when she ventured to put these timid 

girlish doubts before him, he would always 

turn tiiem off by protesting that he was 

out of humour with the fuss, the prepara- 

tions^ the delay, the people about them, 

and that when they two should have left 

all this worry belund, he should be per- 

fectly happy. Now Dolores, a simple, 

happy, healdiy-minded ^1, liked all the 

thiz^ which he included in the opprobrious 

term ** worry," and was sometimes not quite 

sorty when " business " detained Julian in 

London. She dwelt with delight upon his 

assurances that all he wanted was her un- 

interrupted society, and she devoured and 

treasured his little notes of excuse, which 

he turned veiy prettily. ■

Money matters were arranged satis- 

factorily for Julian, or rather for Mr. 

Wyndham, although as that astute person 

had foreseeui Mr. Bodney was consulted. 

Julian might confidently look forward to 

paying Mr. Wyndham off, and getting 

finally rid of him, as soon after the marriage 

as he could with propriety devote himself 

to affairs of so prosaic a kind. An arrange- 

ment was made between the two that they 

were to meet at Paris, where Julian and 

Dolores were to pass a few da^ on their 

way back to England, other business taking 

Mr. Wyndham thither at the same time. ■

Julian regarded the OTOspect of the trip 

to Cuba with favour. He wanted to get 

right away. He told himself constantly 

tlutt he should be all right when he was 

in a new scene and among totally new 

people; that a man can always forget 

thinffs if he chooses, and that he (Julian) 

did dioose. Also, that he meant to behave 

well to Dolores, whom he really liked 

until he had to think of her as his wife, 

instead of Margaret whom he reallv loved ; 

and that she was such a fool and so ab- 

surdly in love with him that she would 

never know the difference between the 

sham and the true, and bein^ a thoroughly 

good giri, would not be too tiresome when 

she got over her romance. After all, it 

was worth anything to be free, and then, 

he could not have helped it. To that point ■

all his attempts at consoling himself came 

back. He had, however, one source of pure, 

unalloyed pleasure ; it was Mr. Wyndnam's 

ignorance of the Cuba affedr. Had this msn 

known that Dolores was doubly an heiress, 

he might have put the screw on Julian 

much more tightly ; as it was, he would be 

paid, dismissed, and done with, and hu 

victim would be speeding towards a seoond 

fortune, with no lien upon it, not one 

shilling of which should ever find its way 

into Mr. Wyndham's pocket. And tbe 

beauty of the thing was tiiat the money he 

should never touch, never hear of, wis 

money that he might have enjoyed, that 

had actually been Us wife's by right. Tbe 

malicious pleasure with which Jufian con- 

templated this instance of the irony of &te, 

constantly reminding himself of it when he 

was with its unconscious subject was, m 

fact, the chief alleviation of tnis period of 

his existenca ■

Mr. Wyndham was, indeed, unawarB of 

the Cuban incident; so far Julian was weD 

entitled to the enjoyment of his joke ; bat 

he was fully cognisant of his friend's inten- 

tion of getting rid of him Altogether by tlie 

approaching money settlement between 

theuL Now, Mr. Wyndham greatly liked 

the looks of Miss Bosslyn, a^ whenever 

he saw that Julian's intention was parti- 

cularly present to Julian's mind, he wonld 

repeat to himself : ■

'' She and I will be very good friends 

some day." ■

So time went on, and the wedding-daj 

of Julian Courtland and Dolores Bosilyn 

arrived. ■

CHEONICLES OF SCOTTISH 

COUNTIES. ■

THE BOBDBR COUNTIIS. ■

When we cross the Borders to Soothnd, 

it will be preferably by the Lady kirk ford, 

within sight of ■

Norham*B cMtled steep 

And Tweed'a fair river broad and deep . 

And Cheviot's mountains lone ; ■

for here we are at once among the most 

stirring reminiscences of the old B(»der 

region. By this ford, what armies have 

crossed in olden time, what tiains of 

knights and men-at-arms, what bands of 

rude Border prickers, and of yet wilder 

warriors from the Highlands 1 all eager ^ 

share in the spoil of me English land. At 

Holiwell Haugh, dose by, the EngUsh KiDg 

met the Scottish nobility at a fsjootiB con- 

ference, which was to settle the daimB of 

Bruce and Baliol to the crown — the bd- ■



g^uliIlg of a serieB of mutual wrongs and 

iojories that estranged the two kinMomB, 

which had hitherto had but little iU-blood 

between them. ■

There was always peril in crossing the 

broad bed of the Tweed, a river sudden in 

its floods and capricious in its moods. 

James the Fourth was nearly drowned 

one day in crossing, and vowed in his peril 

a chapel to Our Lady' should he escape. 

TIm chapel was duly built, and gave its 

name to the ford ; but no power could stay 

the doomed King from that last fatal 

crossiDg, when he led his chiyahy ■

Of grallant Gordons many a one, 

And many a stubborn Highlandman, 

And many a ragged Border clan, ■

to the fatal field of Flodden. ■

Once over the Tweed and we are in 

the county of Berwick, and in the fertile 

district of the Merse. When Marmion 

took the same journey ■

The Merse f orayers were abroad. ■

Bat there is no danger of that kind now, as 

the Merse is one df the richest and best 

settled districts of Scotland. *'Marche 

and Tevidale are the best mixt and most 

plentiful shires for grass and com, for 

fleshes and bread, in all our lands.'' It 

was thus of old, ev6n when Border feuds 

and raids sometimes spread desolation 

around ; but now, after centuries of peace 

and prosperity, the district has become 

known as the garden of Scotland — a garden 

hedged about with bleak mountain ranges, 

but everywhere green and luxuriant with 

hedgerows and stately trees ; with charm- 

bg cottages half hidden in the foliage; 

with sdid fikrm-honses that rise almost to 

the dignity of mansions, surrounded by* 

hMidsome farm-buildings and well-fillea 

«tackyard& ■

Beyond is the moorland region of Lam- 

mermuir, with here and there a rough 

Border peel or tower crumbling to decay 

among the heather : a district of wide sheep 

farms, whose sturdy, hospitable farmers 

ai6 built of a mould more grand and liberal 

than elsewhere. ■

la following the Scottish side of the 

Tweed upwards, Ooldstream is the chief 

town we c(mie to, a thriving place once, as 

anoh resorted to as Gretna Green by run- 

away couples eager to be married. There 

was no bladcsmith, indeed, at Coldstream 

who set himself up as competent to forge 

the bonds of wedlock, but the innkeepers 

luidertook tike business, and did a thriving 

tilde in consequence, till an alteration in ■

the English marriage laws put an end 

to the traffic over the Boiders. Oold- 

stream has also afamiliar sound to English 

ears dating from tiie time when (General 

Monk lay here in 1659-60, waiting events 

and raiong that regiment of his, here- 

after to be known as the Ooldstream 

Guards. ■

Half-a>doEett miles above Ooldstream the 

Tweed becomes entirely a Scottish river, 

and the Border line turns abruptly south- 

ward, marked by tfhe gently swelling 

ranges of the Ohevkyt Hills. ■

The county town of Berwickshire is 

Greenlaw, a place in nowise remarkable, 

but the place of most importance is Dunse, 

as testified by the old saying '^Donse 

dinn a'." But whatever fame may attach 

to Dunse as the birthplace of the famous 

medieval schdar, Dunus Scotus, belongs 

more properly to the old town which was 

pulled down a good while ago, and 

whose site is now within the grounds of 

tiie modem castle of Dunse. The chief 

feature of the place is the green, round- 

topped hill of Dunse, or Dunse-Iaw, the 

view from which is well described in one of 

the best of Wilson's <* Border Tales.'' ^'Te 

have the whole Merse lying beneath your 

feet like a beautifully laid out and glorious 

garden, the garden o' some mighty con- 

queror diat mi converted a province into 

a pleasure ground, and walled it round wi' 

mountains. There ye behold the Black- 

adder wimpUng along, the Whiteadder 

curling round below you, and as far as ye 

can see, now glittering in a haugh or buried 

amongst wooded braes. Before ye are the 

Oheviots, wi' a broad country, the very 

sister of the Merse lying below them, and 

the Tweed shining out here and there like 

a laka To the right ye behold Roxburffh- 

shire in the diomess o' distance, wf the 

smoke of towns, villages, and hamlets 

rising in mid-air. On each elbow ye have 

the purple Lammermuir, whexe a hundred 

hirsels graze, and to the east die mighty 

ocean and the ships wi' white sails spread 

to the sun," or as the Border poet sings, 

the author of the *' Day Estival " : ■

The herds beneath some leafy tree ■

Amid the flowers they lie, 

The stable ships upon- the sea ■

Tends up their sails to dry. ■

With all its tranquil beauty the scene 

has often been filled with the smoke clouds 

of war, and the passage of marching 

legions, as well as fierce end random broils 

of Bonier waifare. An incident of this 

latter class was the slaughter of the gaUant ■

i= ■
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and accomplished French nobleman, de la 

Bastie, known among the Borders as Tillie- 

batie, who had been appointed by the 

Begent Albany, in the years of confosion 

and disorderwhich followed the fatal field of 

Flodden, Warden of the Eastern Marches. 

The office of Warden was claimed as a right 

by the powerful family of the Lords Home ; 

but the chief of the house had recently 

been ezecnted by order of the Eegent, and 

the Homes resolTod at once to assert their 

right, and aTcnge the death of their kins- 

man at the cost of the intrnding French- 

man. ■

Some Border fray abont the old tower of 

Langton — no longer in existence, bat a 

noted place of arms in the Border wars — 

broneht the active and zealous young 

Warden upon the scene to regulate matters. 

The whole matter was arranged, it is 

thought^ as a snare for the Warden's de- 

struction, and no sooner did he appear at 

the head of a small following, than be was 

surrounded by swarms of Borderers. TilUe- 

batie rode for his life, hoping to reach 

Dunbar, the nearest point of safety, but, 

becoming entangled in a swamp still called 

Batie's &g, he was surrounded by pursuers 

and killed, when David, the fierce laird of 

Wedderbum, cut off his head, and hang- 

ing it by its long silken locks to his saddle- 

bow, rode home in barbarous triumph. ■

A century later, and the whole condition 

of thingjs had undergone a complete changa 

The union of the crowns of England and 

Scctland had abolished the raison d'etre of 

Border warfara The wild Border chieftains 

had become prosperous and wealthy land- 

lords. The rude prickers of a former 

cbiy, full of wild superstitions, and who had 

dung to the old faith when elsewhere all' 

the dtars had been overthrown, were suc- 

ceeded by a race of staunch Presbyterians, 

ready no longer to lay down their lives for 

Doufflas or Cordon, for Home or Graham, 

bid» for Holy Writ and the solemn League 

and Covenant ■

Scotch and English were once more 

arrayed against each other when Alexander 

Lesley encamped on the hill of Dunse with 

twenty-two thousand foot and five hundred 

horse, while he watched the movements of 

his royal master, who was posted on the 

Engl&h side of the Tweed. The hill was 

garnished at the top with mounted cannon, 

the soldiers lay encamped around in wooden 

huts thatdied with straw, while the officers, 

among whom wwe many of the chief nobles 

of Scotland, were accommodated with more 

•paeious canvas booths. Ministers, too, ■

were there in numbers, to keep alive 

embers of hostility ; and psalms and hjnna 

in rugged harmony were heard around die 

hill of Dunsa The bold front shown by 

the Scotch made the King reooil from bu ■

!)roject of re-establishing Episcopacy hj brce of arms. ■

Of some fame, too, in the annals of the 

Merse is Polwarth, with its fiunous greeB^ 

where once stood the old thorn rouid 

which all newly-married couples must danee 

three times, and which the lads and Iscsei 

danced about ad libitum. ■

At Polwarth on the green. 

If yonll meet me on the mora ■

Where lanes do convene 

To dance around the thorn. ■

Tradition ascribes the origin of the dsnoe 

around the thorn to the romance of the 

Sinclair ^Is, heiresses of Polwarth, who 

loved their neighbour lads the Homes oi 

Wedderbum. A cruel uncle intervened, 

and shut up the girls in a tower in the 

Lothians, but they contrived to let their 

lovers know of their pliffht, and the Homes, 

raising the men of the Merse, stormed the 

tower, and brought away their brides in 

triumph, when the nuptials were c e l ebr ated 

in a wild danee round the thorn. This 

recital shows that even at the uncertsin 

date of tiie story the dance round the thorn 

was considered an essential and valid part 

of the marriage celebration. ■

Whether the dancers brought the moa- 

cians,orvice versa, it will be difficult to settle, 

but it is certain that Polwarth was noted 

for its fiddlers — ^the last minstrels of the 

district, whose descendants in foieign 

climes may still perhaps half knowing 

repeat the old lut of Polwarth on the 

Green. Now the fiddlers are all gone, sod 

with the arts the industries have dedined. 

Where are the coopers of Fogo t And there 

are other places noted for sonterswheie 

now perhaps but a solitary cobbler plies 

his inde. For, alas ! the Borders have 

been cleared much as the Highlands have 

been. Tou may meet with traces of the 

expatriated race, in patches of cultivated 

ground now thrown into sheq^ walks, in the 

crumbling walls of ruined cottages, sod 

hearthstones that have long been ookL ■

There is a black well at Polwarth hom 

which the stranger should not incantioasly 

drink — for, says the Doom, if one drinks 

one nevet leaves the plaoe. There u 

a similar superstition, it will be nmim- 

bered, about an old well at Wintheleea; 

and it is curious to meet with the saae 

tradition in places where there is no oos- ■

Tf ■
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^ ■

naeimg link in the way of migration or 

settlement to account for it ■

Pdwarth is noted, too, as the ancient 

seat of the Hames, Barons of Polwartb, of 

whom a younger son, Alexander, was a poet 

of no mean order, if we may jndge from 

his ''DayEsltyal,'' already quoted. Of the 

same ftmily was Patrick Hume, Earl of 

Marchmont, who, in danger of lodng his 

head from his oonnecticm with the Coto- 

nanters, lay hidden for soTcral weeks 

among the bones of his ancestors in the 

vault under Polwarth ChurcL His 

daughter, of whom the memoirs of Lady 

Grisel Baillie give a graphic account, was 

accustomed to visit hmi at niffht with sup- 

plies, braving all the supersUtious terrors 

of the place, the tomb-lights uid corpse- 

candles, to carry her fisher his nightly 

meal in his gruesome abode. The chief 

danger of discovery arose from a vigilant 

house dog at the manse, which barked at 

the disturber of the graveyard quietude 

with a persistence tmtt threatened dis- 

covery. But^ by raising the scare of mad 

dogs in the neighbouriiood and by sacri- 

ficing a lap dog of their own, the ladies of 

the famiiy induced the unsuspecting 

minister to destroy the faithful guardian 

of his premises. ■

"As the gloomy habitation my grand- 

father was in," writes Lady Grixel in a 

passage familiar to the young people who 

are now getting old, in the pages of Miss 

EdgewcHTth, " was not to be endured but 

from necessity, they were contrivinff other 

places of safetv for him, parti<»ilarly one, 

under ft bed which drew out in a ground 

flo(Mr, in a room of which my mother kept 

the key. She and the same man worl»d 

in the night, making a hole in the earth 

after lifting up the boards, which they did 

by scratching it up with their hands, not 

to make any noise, till she left not a nail 

upon her fingers; she helping the man to 

carry the earth, as they dug it, in a sheet 

on his back, out at the window into the 

garden. He then made a box at his own 

house large enough for her &ther to lie 

in with bed and bed-dothes, and bored 

holes in the boards for air. When all this 

was finished, for it was long about^ she 

thought hersdf the happiest creature alive." 

Before leaving the Merse there is to be 

noted the beacon on the hill by Hume 

Castle which gave the fake alarm of French 

iovaeion described in Scott's "Antiquary." 

It was on the last days of January, 1803, 

that the watchman by Hume Castle caught 

Ltaieht of the slow a( the beacon ob the ■

coast^ as he thought, and set light to 

own fire. Tevlotdale, Tweeddale, and 

Liddesdale were aroused, the men armed 

themselves and set out for the mustering 

places, marching in with the pipes blowing 

before them — ■

My name is litUe Jook Elliot 

And wha daur meddle wi' me ? ■

The women cheered and urged them on 

their way, while one old dame, in the Spartan 

spirit of Old Scotia, greeted an armed 

band that passed her cottage with tiie 

words, " Come back victorious or come not 

back at a^" whild a leu martial note is 

echoed in theutteranceof the parish domi- 

nie, ''But if the chid Buonaparte should 

come owre to Britain, surely he inll never 

be guilty o' the cruelty and f oUy o' 

onything to the parish schoolmasters.'' ■

Close by is the ancient seat of the 

Grordon dan, theorigind gowks o' Gk>rdoB, 

celebrated in the musicd rhjthm of the 

old baUad— ■

Huntley Wood— the wa*s down 

Baisanaean and Barrantown. 

Heckapeth wi'the golden hair, 

Gordon gowks for ever mair. ■

Something may here be said of the 

Border clans, whether Gordons, Grahams, 

Scotts, Armstrongs, or others, who have 

littie in common with the Highland Septs, 

united by a common ancestry and by a 

complete and complicated system of inheri- 

tance and tenure. The Border chm was 

a much more dmple affair, and is rather an 

associaticm for mutud defence and for 

common cause in ndd or foray. Originally 

the population of the Borders differed 

little from that of the rest of Northumbria 

soutix of the Tweed. On the western March 

there may be some admixture of Cdtic 

blood from the r^ons of Cumbria and 

Strathdyde, while the pure Scottish de- 

ment can have been but smdl, dthough 

powerful; and eventually leavening the 

whole lump. But, till the Norman conquest 

of Englana introduced a more rigid distinc- 

tion l^tween the two nations, there was 

no trace of any nationd animodty between 

the two countries, with no need for any 

spedd organisation beyond tho ordinary 

townships and hundreds. And thus the 

Border dans seem to have come into ex- 

istence from the pressure of circumstances, 

a federation of fighting men for the pro- 

tection of their own flocks and herds, and 

the acquidtion of those belonging to other 

people, and leagued in alliance against the 

£nglish power on one side and on the other 

Sftainst him whom the Borderers contemp- ■
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tnoosly called the King of Fife and Loihian. 

Any bold fighting man who wonld swear 

fealty to the Chief was welcome to join the 

clan and assome iti distinctive somame, 

while an equitable distribution of the 

plunder acquired by the tribe stocked the 

pasture lands of Chief and clansmea ■

The rude towers of the Border chiefs 

are nowhere more plentiful than along the 

course of the Whiteadder river, where 

probably the Border^s only adopted and 

renewed the fortidices and entrenchments 

of an earlier race. All tradition points to 

this district as the final refuge, and Hbe 

scene of the eventual exterminaticm of the 

Fiets. ■

As to the very origin of the Picts we 

have little to guide us ; but tradition points 

to there having come from the north a 

strange uncanny race with perhaps Mon- 

golian features in their dark and swarUiy 

complexions, driven like the Finns and 

Lapps from the favoured parts of Scandi- 

navia, by incursions and settlements of the 

fair-haired Teutonic tribes. Like the Lapps 

they were accounted great magicians, and 

they have survived in popular mythology as 

Pixie, Elf, Brownie, or BiUyblind. Each 

Border tower is haunted by its familiar 

Bedcap, a name which perhaps suggests 

the character of the Pictish head-dresa ■

It is no unlikely site this for the last 

stand of a defeated race. To the north 

there are steep ravines which a handful of 

men might defend against an army, and 

which at a later date were actually closed 

afl;ainst Cromwell and his army, before the 

victory of Dunbar, by a small detachment 

of Covenanters. To the east are precipi- 

tous defiles, and the broad Tweed cuts ofi 

access from the south. When the outer 

defences of the land were carried or 

turned, the last stand of the Picts was 

made, so tradition pays, on Cockbum-law, 

between Cranshaw Castle and DunSe. And 

here the remnants of an ancient race fought 

their last fight and were slaughtered — all 

but two, as old tradition says, an old man 

and his son, who were saved, as it seems, for 

a purpose. ■

To the Picts belonged the secret of a 

wondrous drink, a delicious and wholesome 

liquor, distilled from heather-bells. The 

manner of making it, says an old writer, 

has perished with the Picts, as they never 

showed the craft of making it except to 

their own blood. Now to turn the heather- 

bells to ^d advantage must have seemed 

a grand mvention to a Scot, seeing that so 

noUe a harvest was growing all around. ■

Awidedonuun. 

And rich the soil had purple heath been grain. ■

or, according to an older riiyme, anent the 

possessions of the bold Bucdeuch, ■

Had heather belli been oom o' the beit 

Bucdeuch had had a noble grist. ■

And thus to utilise a natural prodaet 

seemed to the conquerors of the Picts a 

consummation worth a little pains. So 

the old man and the young one were 

brought before the King ot the Scots, who 

ofifered them botfi their lives if they woald 

reveal the secret " Kill the otiber oae 

first," said the father, pointing to his sob, 

<<and then I will tell you." The youth 

was quickly despatdied. '* Now kill me/' 

said the old man ; " my son might have 

yielded to your threats and promisea I 

nevw shall Quick! Despatch T' The 

King condemned the old man to live os. 

And live he did, far beyond the ordinsty 

span of human life, far on into later tbiea. 

Then the old Pict, blind and bedriddea, 

heard some youth of the period boastiogof 

his athletic feats. '* Give me your wrist," 

said the old man, '*that I may judge if 

your strength is equal to that of the men 

of old." PriKlentiy the bystanders handed 

the old man a thick bar of iron, which be 

twisted and bent, and then thrust away, 

saying, '' You are not feeble, but you can- 

not be compared with the men of andeat 

times." ■

It has been whispered, indeed, that the 

secret of the wonderful drink of the Pieto 

was not altogether lost, and its survival 

may be thus accounted for. The Plcti, 

when they first landed in Scotland, eoa- 

sisted of men only, their womankind thej 

had beeti obliged to abandon to their eon- 

querors. In this hard case they i^Ued te 

the Britons as well as to the Scots to 

provide them with wives, but ndther nee 

would ally themselves with the hated intra- 

ders. The Gk^ls, however, w«re not so 

particular, and bestowed their daughlen 

on the strangers — the ill-favoured ones 

for choice, like muckle-mouthed Meg for 

instance. In this way the secret lesked 

out among the relatives of the Picts' wives, 

and thus the race became possessed of the 

art of making that ambrosial drink, called 

U8(]^uebangh, or, in modem langosge, 

whiskey. And it is a curious fiict, when 

you come to think of it, that among no 

other races tiian the Gkiels of Ireland or of 

the Scotch Highlands is this liquor msde 

in perfection. ■

The Borderers, and the Scotch ni 

general, did not take to whiskey till a ■

1f= ■
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period oomparatively modem. Indeed, 

from an early date, London porter, or 

London beer at all events, seems to have 

been a &yonrite beverage, as in the "Day 

Estival ** we have the labourers in the heat 

of the day refreshing themselves in this 

manner: ■

Some plucks the honey plumba and pear ■

The cherry and the peach, 

Some likes the reamond London beer ■

Their body to refresh. ■

Wa may now pass on to Lammermnir, 

whose hills and ravines formed the defence 

of the fertQe Merse, hills which break off 

in a roj^ed coast-line, the chief promon- 

tory of which is St. Abb's Head. The 

HMd itself consists of two high monnts 

eat off from the mainland by a natural 

dyke. On the western hekht stands the 

Inoken tower of Fast Castte, gloomy and 

almost awftil in its loneliness and desola- 

ti<m. The most seaward of the two is the 

Kirkhill, where once stood the old chorch, 

the earliest of all the churches of Scotland, 

tbnost on the verge of the precipice, where 

innumerable seaf owl scream, and the surges 

thunder below against the rocky buttrMs. 

A tiny strip of beach affords a perilous 

landing-place, and one day the anchorites 

in the lonely church above saw a boat 

approaching, driven by wind and waves, 

but steered by a strong and skilful hand 

towards the beach. As well as the steers- 

man the figure of a woman could be 

discerned, and the venerable fathers, hasten- 

iog downwards by the perilous path, were 

just in time to receive the Doat as it 

grounded. But there was only one passen- 

ger now on board, a young and beautiful 

Princess, firom Northumbria, who had been 

I cast adr^ in the boat to perish. Clearly 

the boat had been steered to its haven by 

tngelic hands, and the young Princess, 

forthwith taldng the veil, founded the 

Priory of Coldingham, near at hand, and 

was afterwards canonized as Saint Abba. ■

The Priory of Coldingham, the mother 

of all tiie monasteries of Scotland, has left 

only a few foundations to preserve its 

memory : but the aspect is delightful, and 

tiie village which occupies the site is the 

plea»ntest all idong the coast Colding- 

ham Moor was once noted for its £unous 

football play, where, once a year, there was 

a great match between married and single. 

Tl» goal to be kicked by the former was 

any part of the sea-shore, while the single 

men had to drive the ball into ahole inthe ■

I groimd, or later, bcoieath the lintel of a ■

II Dani4oor. Under these uneoual condi- ■

tions the married men, it is said, nearly 

always gained the victory. ■

The road that winds over the hills of 

Lammermnir was once greatiy frequented 

by the farmers of the Merse, who rode to 

market at Haddington, each carrying his 

sack of com. The chief stopping; place 

on tins lonely road was Dunskem Inn, 

about which a gruesome tale is told. The 

hmdlord, once upon a time, was a desperate 

and determined villain, and, if a guest was 

driven to seek shelter with him for a night, 

that guest was never more seen alive. Even 

those who only called at the house to bait 

and refresh, he would pursue at a distance 

till they arrived at a lonely and desolate 

spot among the peat bogs, when he would 

shoot downhis victim ; and soon tiie yield- 

ing bog concealed all traces of the deea. So 

daring and yet so cautious was the man 

that, although long suspected, none had 

ventured to bring him to justice, till a 

Marquis of Tweeddale himself essayed the 

adventure. Disguising himself as a travel- 

ling merchant, he stopped to drink at the 

inn, and then rode on alone. Preaentiy 

he heard the muffled sound of hoofs behind 

him, when a man masked and armed rode 

swiftly forward. But the Marquis was 

prepared, and, with a pistol-shot brought 

the vUlain to the ground. He lived long 

enough, it is said, to confess his crimes, and 

his body soon^ swung high on a gibbet, as a 

warning to evil-doers. ■

There now remains only Lauderdale to 

visit — ^the vale of the Biver Lauder. And 

a few ndles above the junction with the 

Tweed is Earkton, with Cowden-knowes 

dose by, the Parnassus of Scotland, a hill 

of no preat height, overiiangine the vil- 

lage, witii irregmar ridges whidh are the 

knowes. ■

More pleasant far to me the broom ■

So fair on Cowden-knowes, 

For sore so sweet so soft a bloom ■

Elsewhere there never grows. ■

Somewhere close at hand grew the 

Eildon tree, where Thomas the Bhymer 

met the Fairy Queen, and, snatching a kiss 

from that sweet face, was presently 

carried off to serve his mistress in fairy- 

land for seven years. Thomas is, perhaps, 

better known as prophet than poet, and 

hisdark sayings even yet are not aU fulfilled, 

while Thomas himself b said at intervals to 

revisit these glimpses of the moors : ■

BCvsterions Rymer, doomed by fate's decree 

StiU to revisit Eildon's lonely tree, 

VHiere oft the swain at dawn of Hallow Day 

Hears thy blaok barb with fierce impatience neigh. ■

I But except for Earlston and the Bhymer ■
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there is nothiog yery taMog in the Yale of 

Lander or in the memoirs of its cmel Duke } 

the last and wont letter in the Cabal; 

whose memory is stiU execrated among the 

descendants of the Oovenanters. ■

A SPRING SONG. ■

SwEKT ! let me see thine eyes, and place thine hand, 

' Thy fair small hand, in mine : nay, thou ean'st ■

trust. 

I love thee so ! None other in the land 

Oan lore as I. 

NaT, do not sigh. 

, opring walks the earth and whispen thee, " Thon ■

must 

Be one with me — and join my happy band ! " ■

Sweet ! kiss me on the lips I each d&y that's bom ■

Brings us new beauties. Spring-tide has begun, 

Yon hedg^ was black and bi^e but yetter-mom, 

Until the sun 

Its Drize had won ! ■

And with a kiss, the sweet buds that did scorn 

' His vows, were bought — 'twas thus the deed 

was done. ■

Sweet ! lay thee in mine arms— dose to my heart. ■

The life-blood rises, pulses but for thee. 

See, as the sun shines lorth how shades depart, 

Away they flee ; 

They may not be, 

Where love and sprins-tide act their joyous part, ■

Where thou and I shall wander presently. ■

Fkir flower-buds that all this winter-tide ■

Have lain asleep, are blooming in von bed ; 

Whisp'ring and nodding, as there side by side, 

They meet once more : 

For once before 

Tfa«7 loved and kissed, till autumn's leaves were 

ahed. 

And when they slept, the world was bleak and 

vride. ■

Nay! an thou hast not loved; FU teach thee, ■

sweet ! 

^ What were thy life, should love ne'er be the ■

prize, 

Twere spring without its flowers. Life is fleet. 

Loveme^ mine own, 

E*er spring be flown ; 

Tis true that clouds will hide these dappled ■

skies. 

That we must part, need not forbid we meet? ■

Sweet— let me see thine heart ! Sfning-tide is there ! ■

The flower of love was bom there yesterday. 

What though nor I nor thou canst truly swear 

That there for ay« 

'Twill live alway. 

'Tis now the spring — *tis now thouVt fresh and fair ; ■

So let us love — e'er spring-tide dies away I ■

STUDIES OF OYER THE WAY. ■

A HOUSB IN THE EUSTON BOAD. 

IN THREE PARTS. PART II. ■

"Dinner passed very pleasantly, and 

under the inflaence of Kite's charmine 

presence, and Sinclair's flow of hnmonr, I 

gradually forgot my caution. When Kate 

left us over our wine, with an injunction 

not to let her remain too long alone in the 

drawing-room, every atom of reserve to- 

wards my host had vanished. We con- 

versed for a few minutes on general topics, ■

and then threw ourselves into easy-chain 

Sinclair handed me a cigar, and for ths 

first time that evening I thought he was 

gazing at me very attentively. 1 dismissed 

the action at once, however, blaming my- 

self for my foolish suspicions. But before 

long a pleasant drowsmess began to steal 

over ma The puffs of smoke took f antastie 

shapes before my eyes, and every now and 

then changed oMOur in strange, but not 

unpleasing transitions. I felt as if m a 

quiet dream from which I did not wish to 

awake. Then a deadly torpor spread 

through my limbs, and a heavy weight 

dragged down my eyelids. A mmute 

more, and a dull dark wall seemed to shnt 

out every recollection of the pasti and for 

a considerable time my memory is a Uank. 

A succession of ereat physical exertions 

followed, of whidi, however, I was bat 

vaguely conscious. One object, neverthe- 

less, I aftcurwards called to mind — a huge, 

gnarled oak, around which a pale green 

light seemed to hover ; and then complete 

oblivion took possession of my senses. ■

" AnoUier bright summer's mom, tone- 

fid with the song of birds, the rustling of 

the breeze, and the murmuring of the 

ocean. I was in bed in my own room, bat 

how I got there, I knew not One by one, 

the events of the previous evening unfolded 

themselves, but only to excite greater 

astonishment A vague, horrible dread 

began to stefd upon my breast Again the 

words which had so startled me bef<»e 

began to ring upon my ear ; again I thought 

of those instances in which one man had 

been known to command every thought 

and action of another. I looked at the 

tower clock in the distance. It was nearly 

noon. Springing up I dressed hurriedly, 

and went downstairs. I found that my 

brother had called to see me half-an-hoor 

before, looked in at my door, and seeing 

me asleep had gone away again, leaviog a 

message that he would return later on in 

the day. I asked the slatternly serrant 

what time it was when I returned, sayinx, 

and with truth, that my watch had stopped, 

and that I had no idea of the houi^ 

although I knew I had been very lata 

She replied that she had sat up for me till 

two o'clock, and expressed a good-natured 

wish that I was better, for, she said, when 

Mr. Sinclair took me upstairs, I looked 

pale and ilL I replied shortly, and com- 

manded my features with an c^ort till she 

left the room. But then a wild, unreason- 

ing fear unmanned ma I trembled in 

every limb, and my breath came and went ■

^ ■

=F ■
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in quick, hard gasps. What did it all 

portend t I remembered nothing, or next 

to Boyimg ; I had appeared ill, and Sin- 

cUr had bronght me home. The first 

ddinite thon^t that presented itself was 

to question Smelair, and so^ dadung on my 

hat^ I rushed bom the house. The air 

refreshed me and cooled my hrain, and by 

the time I had got half way to the Abbey 

I was calm enough to reflect that it would 

be wiser to think tirioe befine speaking to 

Smdair. Half-an-honr could not make 

much difference, and so soon as I got 

inside the Park, I turned down a shiMly 

aranue leading away from the Abbey, 

and strolled along, tryins to arrange my 

scattered thoughts. A snarp turn in the 

road Inroaght me suddenly beneath a vast 

oak. Gaatbg my eyes up, I saw before me 

the very tree I remembcnred in mv torpor. 

There, rising before me, was the same 

huge trunk, with one side blasted by light- 

ning, and above, the great boughs knotted 

and contOTted, as if in endless throes of 

anffuish. Every detail came out deuly now, 

and I knew, knew with a convulsive spasm 

of dread, that I had been there the night 

before. And a horrible foreboding filled 

me, as I asked myself the question. Why f 

"As I stood there, filled with terror, and 

vainly trying to realise my position, I 

became conscious that something unumial 

was occurring beyond the stragghng hedge 

which formed on that side the boundary 

of the Park. Walking towards the nearest 

gaps, I descried about two hundred yards 

fatther on an excited group of people 

standing round an ol^ect in the field. I 

harried up, and pushed my way through 

the dirosg. The sight that met my eyes 

chilled my very heart's blood. A man was 

Ijing on his face, with the handle of a 

knife protruding from his back. A rustic, 

bolder than the resti raised his head, and 

the face was fearfully battered, lii an 

instant, a fearful thought flashed across 

me. My violent exertions the ntght before, 

the gnarled oak, the dead man, all pre- 

sented a chain of evidence that seemed 

incontestable. The very idea was madness. 

My limbs trembled beneath me, my eye- 

sight fafled, and I should have fainted on 

the spot, had not I felt a strong hand upon 

my arm, holding me up, and leading me 

from the throng. The tooch served to 

recall me to mywlf, and by a violent effort 

I suppressed aU outward indications of the 

horrible dread within. Turning my head, 

I saw it was my brother who had come so 

opportnnelv to mv aid. ■

** ' Bobert,' he said kindly, ^ you mustn't 

try yourself by so fearftd a spectacle. Some 

poor wretch has, I fear, been foully mur- 

dered. Let us leave the matter in the 

hands of justice.' ■

** We walked slowly home. I have but 

faint recollections of the rest of that dav. 

It seemed like a terrible dream, and I could 

hardly persuade myself of its reality. I did 

not dare to question my brother, did not 

dare to speak of the day before, lest some 

fresh link should be added to the awftil 

evidence, lest I should be branded as a 

murderer. All through the night the horrid 

knife was present to my eyes. The ghastly 

head haunted me like a phantom, and not 

till the l]|;ht of dawn Inoke through my 

window did I fall into a troubled sleep. ■

" As I was coming down to breakfast late 

the foUowing day, Uiere was a violent ring 

at the door. A minute more, and Kate 

rushed, pale and agitated, into my arms, 

and hant into a flora of tears. For a short 

time she was unable to speak, and I was 

about to ring the bell and summon assist- 

ance, when she convulsively grasped my 

arm, and implored me in trembling accents 

to let no one enter till I had heard her 

story. At first she was almost incoherent^ 

but grew calmer as she proceeded. She told 

me that after dinner, two days before, I 

had entered tiie drawing-room in a strangely 

absent state, and had gone away as if in a 

dream. Sinclair accompanied me, saying 

that he would see me home. That night 

she was unable to sleep. After the tower 

clock had struck two, she distinctly heard 

the front door opened by a latch-key, and 

a footstep in the hall she recognised as her 

unde'a He went quietly to his room and 

closed the door. The lateness of the hour 

astonished her, but she thought little more 

of it at the tima At this point of her 

narrative she took a newspaper from her 

pocket, and begged me, in a faltering voice, 

to read a paragraph she pointed ta It 

related to the murder, and was to the effect 

that^ on the night when it was committed, 

a tall, well-built man, in a white macintosh 

doak, was seen by several people lurking 

under a large oak-tree near the spot My 

own white macintosh was lying in a comer 

of the room, where I must have left it that 

evening, and towards it we both involun- 

tarily turned our eyes. ■

'* I saw plafaily enough that the shudder 

which ran through my frame did not escape 

Kate's notice. She tried to smile and to 

say some cheerful words, but this attempt, 

as weU as her simulated attitude of uncon- ■
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c«rD| ended in dismal fAilare. The horror 

we neither of us dared to name apoka from 

onr eyes. We wera both of as contcioos 

of its hateful pesence: bat tome, aslsaw 

it, it was ten tunes more mystic and texrible 

than it was to tiie brave and loving girr 

who would have given her best blood to 

shield my head from the swoop of its 

hateftal wings. Kate saw that suspicion 

would probably attach to me with regard 

to the murdw. I saw this likewise; but I 

saw besides something far worse — tiie ful- 

filment of the dread which had been lately 

haunting me, the dread that there was an- 

other wHl which had equal share with my 

own in shaping my actions. It would have 

been terrible enough, supposing this will to 

have been unifoindy benevolent How 

fi^htfol was the revelatimi, now almost a 

certainty, that it was sinister, cruel, and 

unscrupulous! I could bear Kate's agonised 

looks no longer, and rushing from the room 

I went, as if drawn by some strange fasci- 

nation, out into the Park. I could see the 

towering branches of the Uasted oak, but 

I dared not approach it. I sat down (m a 

broken stone oench in a secluded comer. 

I remioned for more than an hour, with my 

mind intensely bent on the solution of the 

olystery — the strange confused struggle of 

my vision, half mental, half physic^, des- 

perate as if I had been in the grip of dsath; 

the oak-tree suflfused in the mysterious 

green Ught exactly like the toee near 

which the murdered man had been found ; 

the white macintosh, that damning link in 

the chain of evidence. Beyond these three 

fieicts I found it hard to travel I tried to 

start over and over again on a fresh train 

of thought; but my mind always reverted 

to them as so many proofs that Sinclair's 

infiuence over me was real and terrible, 

and to the c^iviction that he had singled 

me out as a subject for the exercise of his 

mysterious power. My imagination dM not 

stop here. A horriUe dreM diaped itself 

that it might really have been my hand, 

urged by Sinclair's will, which had driven 

the knife into the heart of tiie victim. ■

"A footstep startled me. I looked up, and 

there was Sinclair dose upon ma 'Sobert,' 

he said in his soft, silvery voice, 'I have 

been looking for you everywhera Gome 

with me into the house. I want to talkto 

you.' ■

** I looked at him, dazed and terrified. I 

dreaded to see him, to speak to him, much 

more to go alone with him into his room. 

Seeing me hesitate, he sat down beside 

me. ' I know what is worrybg you, my ■

dear fellow: but don't be cast down. These 

local police are always over^fficious, snd 

we must take this n^oiy of the man in the 

white macintosh for what it is worth. At 

any ratOi yours is not the only one in the 

country ; bat come ia with m» now.' ■

^He rose and led the way back to the 

house, and| as I walked, I lek the sane 

hatful, numbing spell creeping over me. 

My brain was luJf paralysed, and I could 

but liken myself to a hdplees bird under 

the |[lave of the serpent All power of 

volition seemed passuiff away when sud- 

denly, I cannot say now or why, tlia 

thoudii arose that it was od^ one num'k 

will I had to fight against Hitherto tlie 

odds had been all in my adversary's fiavonr; 

He had attacked me by stealtii, and had 

overcome me before I even knew there was 

a contest But now my eyes were opened, 

and possiblyl might find this will to be no 

stronger than my own should I meet it on 

equal terma ■

''We entered the 13>raiy, the ro^m in 

which my terrible trance had fidlen upon 

me, and Sinclair motioned to me to ait 

down in the same chair I had oeouj^M the 

last time I was thera As I sat down I 

resolved that his victory this time should 

be no eaqr o^o. I determined, however, 

on no acooimt to undeceive him. I would 

fe^ submission to his spdls and find out, 

one way or anotfier, the secret of the 

devilish plot he had in hand while he 

should be ofif his guard. I would let hina 

believe he still had over me power aa great 

as ever, and mark what he would do aa 

soon as I might appear to have succnaibed 

to his influenca ■

*' As Sinclair motioned to me to sit down 

there floated over his ftce a smile which 

had often fiucinated and terrified me, and 

deep down wi^iin his eyeal could discern 

a bnditening glow which I recognised and 

drea&d. !m>w I knew the moment had 

come when I must put forth all mypowera 

of wQl; but, clearly as I saw this necessity, 

I felt that these powers, even as I wouU 

call them into their highest activity, b^gan 

to fjBol ma The lethargy which stole over 

me, fatal as I knew it to be, was not un- 

pleasant Sinclair moved behind my diair, 

and I was almost sure I saw him make one 

or two rapid passes with his hand aa he 

crossed the room. Still I held out though 

hard {nressed. How long I mi^t have 

done so I cannot say, had not the church 

bell at that moment began to toll It waa 

like the presage of my impending doon, 

and its mournful notes seemed to arouse ■

r ■
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my failing energfes. I sat motionloBs and 

aileni, with my eyes fixed as if I wen in 

the deepest trance, bat my mind was no 

IcMiger speU-bbnnd. After a moment I 

hoBW I had eonqnered. The spell was 

broken. Myfl^olties were more dear and 

aetire than I had known them for long 

pM^ and I sat and awaited the next 

mora ■

^ After a mbnte or two Sbolair passed 

round the table and stood facing me. He 

again made mesmeric passes before my 

faooy and pressed his finger on my forehead 

between my eyes. Thongh I was terribly 

agitated I kept my composure. Then he 

told me to sit down at a writing-table and 

copy what he wonld repeat to ma I took 

a pen and wrote word for word the stanza 

of ft poem which be dictated, and as soon 

as I had finished he came round and looked 

oTer my shoulder at what I had written. 

He then told me to tear it up and put it 

in the^ waste basket This was repeated 

three times, and after each copying I obeyed 

hia^ command and destroyed what I had 

written. ■

"Then Sinclair rose, and ^ing to acarved 

oak cabinet be pressed his hand on the 

bead of a grotesque figure, fashioned in one 

of the anglea A panel fell down, dis- 

closing a secret recess, out of which he 

took a packet of letters. He read them 

oyer carefully, making notes from time to 

time, and when he had finished he gaye me 

a fresh sheet of paper, and told me to write 

again as he should direct. ■

" The words he dictated to me are grayen 

on my mind as if in letters of fira Should 

I liye for a thousaod years I could neyer 

forget one of them. Thej were these : ■

••*My dear Sinclair,— I write to you 

in great tronbla I feel I must tell some 

one what straits I am in, and there is no 

one in the world I would sooner make my 

confidant than you. There is a wretched 

story in my life which you know nothing 

about It will not profit to tell you the 

whole of it, so I wiU tell you just enough 

to make you understand how hard I am 

pressed, and no mora ■

•* The prologue I will pass oyer. It is 

jost the ordinary sQcoesdon of weakness, 

foUy, erime, desperation, and impending 

ruin. I am at once the sinner and the 

yictuoDL If my secret were my own I 

slMmld only haye conscience to reckon 

with, and there it would end ; but it is not 

so. This miserable secret is known to one 

^lo has been my bane and eyil genius 

fiem the beidnnhifir. a yillain who is now ■

driying me mad by his threats and perse- 

cutiona I am weU-nigh ruined in pocket, 

and eyery week this deyil threatens that, if 

I do not riye up the little that remains, he 

will tell me world all he knows, and lodge 

me in a prison before sunset He has 

ordered me to meet him to-morrow eyenine 

under Uie great oak in the Park here, and 

my first thought was that I had no alter- 

natiye but to obey ; hot the more I think 

about it the more clearly I see that I shall 

incur well-nigh as much danger by going 

as I shall by disregarding hu summona 

A rat will turn and mte if it be pressed too 

hard, and I feel it may be difficult for me 

to keep my hands from tids yillain's throat 

if I meet him alone. Shall I go or not ? I 

know I may trust you, my dear Mend, to 

keep my secret^ and to giye me your best 

counsel. Only one more word : judge me 

not too harshly should you hear I haye 

been unequal to fbrther self-restraint' ■

" I skned and dated the letter two days 

before &e date of the murder as Sinclair 

directed me, and sat stiU as a dead man 

till he spoke again. * Now put what yon 

haye written into an enydiope, and seal it 

with the signet ring you wear on your 

finger.' I dared not hesitate, though these 

last words of lus showed me how surely 

and inextricably he was making me knot 

the halter round my own throat; and I 

resolyed that, at any cost, this writing 

should neyer pass into his hands. I de- 

tached two sheets of paper as I prepared to 

blot what I had written, and it was the 

blank sheet which I folded and placed in 

the enyelopa I then sealed it with my 

signet ring, and haying addressed it to 

Sinclair, waited again for his commanda 

The sheet upon which I had written I 

slipped unnoticed, thank Heaven! into 

the sleeye of my coat. Sinclair then ad- 

yanced tovi^^s me, and taking up the 

letter he cut open the top of the enyelope 

with his penkiife, so as not to injure the 

seaJ. He then put it away in an iron safe^ 

and replaced the letters he had been read- 

ing in the secret drawer, and closed the 

panel. Then he made some horizontal 

passes across my body and face, and shook 

me to recall me from the stupor in yrtdth, 

he belieyed I had been cast I at once 

caught the cue, and feigned to recover as 

from a mesmeric tranca I rubbed my 

eyes, and gave a sleepy assent to Sinclair's 

bantering remarks about my drowsineBa 

'You have had a nap. Bob,' he sud. «It 

will do you good. I did not disturb yon, 

as I could see you were worried by what ■
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has happened. I don't like to troable yon 

aboat it^ bat there is one thing I must tell 

you. llie police are watching this house, 

as well as other houses in md place. I 

have seen the superintendent, and have 

y^itured to promise in your name that you 

will not leaTe L— — till after the inquest' 

"I murmured a few words to the effect 

that he had done quite right; and after 

some commonplace remarks, during which 

I felt it a hard matter to retain my com- 

posure, I took my leave. ■

THE DUKE OF THE SAUCEPAN. ■

'* Bravo 1 Bravo, Dnca 1 Ob, the gene- 

rous soul ! The dear one 1 Oh, beloved 

of the San Stefanati 1 Oh, noble 

mind I May the benediction of our 

Lord, and the protection of the Madonna 

and all the saints be with himl" And 

then, crushing, struggling, shouting, smiling, 

the populace of Verona crowd up to the 

gates of the palazzo of tiie Via San Alessio, 

and make a wild rush to kiss the hand of 

thrir benefactor. What piles of loaves, 

what mountains of meat and grain, what 

rivers of wine that generous hand has 

disp^ised to-day 1 No wonder old Monna 

Tita, hump-backed and lame as she is, is 

willing to be jostled and trampled und^ 

foot almost in order that she may press 

the Duke's hand to her lips and heart, and 

shedding the rare tears of old age, implore 

the blessing of Heaven to rest upon him and 

his for ever. With the charactmstic good 

humour of an Italian crowd, even her 

jostling fellow townsmen find time to say 

a kind word to her and to each other. 

" There she goes 1 Monna Tita, eh, yes ! 

Goraggio, modierl don't mind a Uttle 

tumbling. And there's Gianni the soppo 

(lame one), he too ! What has the Duke 

given you, brother ? " ■

" Four flasks of wine, and two sacks of 

grain, and pane and paste (bread and 

macaroni) for a royal dinner 1 " ■

"ThaVs rights Gianni! Bravo! To 

the Duke again 1 Eb, he's fallen down, 

poor fellow ! He can't reach Eccellenza's 

hand. So, there, there 1 Wait a little, 

Luvio, to kiss the Duke's hand, for Gianni's 

fallen down. Eh, bravo, Gianni! Good 

people, Gianni's kissing the Duke's foot, 

since he can't reach hui hand ; and right 

enough too, for the Duke is the saint and 

guardian angel of the Veronese ! E^viva, 

£mvai Long live the Duke of San 

•Stttfano and the Pignatta I " ■

And once again the gay crowd, clad ■

in the motley-coloured garments of tbe 

Carnival, raise a shout of acclamation 

which rends the very skies, as a shower of 

golden grain and copper coins f aUs upon 

them fn>m the hand of the Duke, wIks 

escaping at last from their hpring, grateful 

grasp, has had the palace gates sbuti and 

now appears on the terrace, from wh«Me 

he throws lus largesse broadcast. No 

doubt it is a proud, as well as a happy- 

nay, a blessed moment in his life. To hsTS 

the power to died the light of haziness 

on so many worn and weary faces, to 

clothe the naked, to feed the hungry, to 

bring comfort— even plenty — ^into many 

homes where for years it has been nothmg 

but a name, all this it has been his to da 

And mora Bom in the dark and wretched 

quarter of San Stefano in Verona^ yet 

feeling for that particular quarter a ■

{atriotic and local love which none but an 

talian with his strong local attachments 

can understand, he htm been aUe, alone 

and unaided, to reclaim it in a great 

measure from beggary, dirt, and squalor; 

and every night he lays his head on his own 

luxurious pilbw with the happy conscious- 

ness of having lightened the biuden of many 

hearts that day ; while, if grateful prayerB 

can bring deep sleep and happy dreams, 

no slumbers can be more blessed than hia 

To the long Hst of his splendid and 

almost fantastically generous charities, he 

has to-day added the crowning generoaty 

of the " Feast of the Pentata," or in the 

Veronese dialect, the " Pignatta : " that is, 

every poor family in Verona has to-day 

dined sumptuously at Us expense, and an 

abunduit largesse has, as we have seen, 

been given at his palace gates. It is a 

beautiful abode, that palace of the Via San 

Alessio, with a noble court and staircase, 

adorned with palm-trees and bronse 

leopards; a splendid loggia, shut in by 

lofty windows of stained glass, and fur- 

nished with rich divans and magnificent 

bronzes; and to the west a noUe view 

over the wide and lovely garden of the 

Convent of San Giorgia Within are long 

suites of sumptuous and richly fiimished 

rooms, the door of one of wluch, on the 

ground floor, bears the inscription : " I 

nevet lend." The poor Duke is so assailed 

by beggars that it has become necessary 

for him to defend himself in some way. 

And it is a proverb in Verona that, though 

he may refuse to lend, he never is un- 

willing to give. ■

To-day, as we have said, his h^^iness, as 

his generosity, is at its heightw Not on^ has ■

■
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he feftsted the populace of Verona, bnt the 

light of official approval has been given to 

hu '' Bacchanalia della Pignatta " (Bevels of 

the Saucepan) by the presence of the 

Sindaco and other Veronese officials. And 

everything has gone off well The feasting 

and revel^ have been kept within decent 

bounds ; the generosity has been unlimited, 

and the gratitude of the populace is in pro- 

portion. Now, as the night creeps on to 

the small hours, as the palace gates are 

shut, the lights extinguished, and all the 

world asleep^ a single figure Ungers in the 

Via San Alessio. It is poor Beppo, the 

blind man, to whom the night is as the 

day, and who has come to repay, in his 

own simple way, the princely churity he 

has received. It is true that the Duke 

deeps ; he will never know, in all proba- 

bility, the full extent of the blind man's 

deep gratitude, but nevertheless Beppo 

will stand there at the palace gates, all 

night long, murmuring prayers for the wel- 

fare of his benefactor. And when the bell 

rings, at four o'clock, for first mass, and he 

creqps into the church of San Giorgio, with 

a cheerful sense that his vigil is over, and 

that he at least has done his duty to the 

beloved Duke, Beppo knows well that the 

church will bo crowded with the Duke's 

pensioners, and that all about him the 

worshippers — poor and humble ones, most 

of them — are imploring blessings on their 

guardian angel ■

Surely the Duke must be blessed above 

measure to win such ardent gratitude! 

" Vox populi, vox Dei," says the proverb, 

and does not a still more ancient proverb 

say that he for whom the poor cease not 

to pray, shall never want for happineut 

If that be so, there is no need to tell the 

fortune of the Duke of San Stefano and 

the Pignatta; he is fenced from all evil 

chance by the prayers of the poor whom 

he has succoured. The stars have looked 

down to-niffhtupon the innocent revelry of 

which he has been the author, and upon 

the grateful watcher at his gates, and they 

are siiU hanging in the sky as the worship- 

pers come out from the first mass where 

they have been to pray for him. But they 

sie not soothsayers, those fair cold stars, 

or they would turn blood-red, as a sign of 

evil portent, since, if the Duke is to be re- 

waided, it must be in some other world 

than this. Here, in but a few days, a soli- 

tary, dishonoured death, and an unblessed 

grave awaits him. ■

Siro Zuliani, dubbed by the populace of 

Yerona. the Duke of San Stefano— the ■

quarter in which he was born — and also 

quite as often the Duke of the Pignatta, or 

saucepan, was bom in Verona some thirty- 

five years ago, of a very humble family. 

He was always a silent, reserved, and rather 

^melancholy boy, with a taste however for 

whatever was bizarre and eccentric in 

costume, and, whenever he had the means, 

he arrayed himself in dothee which were 

as far as possible a travesty of the reigning 

fashion. Quite early in life he obtsined a 

situation in a commercial house in Verona 

at a stipend of 200 francs a month, and 

he retained this situation and discharged 

its duties to tiie entire satisfaction of his 

employers up to the last day of his- life. 

About five years before his death he be- 

came suddenly — no one has ever known 

how — ^possessed of an ample fortune, and 

he at once launched out into a wild ex- 

travagance which was a never-endhig 

source of wonder and interest to the Vero- 

nesa He bought an old convent in the 

Via San Alessio, and converted it into a 

superb palace, which he furnished in the 

most luxurious manner. He added ^a 

garden, a conservatory, and an aviary, and 

his equipages were on a scale of equal 

splendour. Fortunately for his fellow 

townsmen his generosity kept pace with 

his taste for luxury, and it was a favourite 

saying with the Veronese thaty for every 

moathfnl His Excellency put into his mouth, 

he gave two awa^. As an example of the 

scale of his chanties, it may be as well to 

mention that he gave to tiie husband of 

his wife's sister a pension of 1,500 francs 

— sixty pounds — a month, and that his 

other gi^ were on the same scala '' He 

had a passion for beneficence," said one of 

his friends, and it was a passion which he 

indulged without stint ■

The great families of Verona have long 

since ceased to be very rich, and though 

charitable, cannot afford to be lavish in 

giving, so that Siro Zuliani soon became a 

&mous persoa He was the idol of the 

populace, and it was the popular voice 

which awarded him the sobriquet of 

Duke of St Stefano, when he had oalj 

been for a few months a public bene- 

factor. For long before his death he 

was never addressed by any one, even by 

his employers, otherwise than as " Duca^" 

This gentle-hearted, open-handed man, was 

provwbially serious, silent, and reserved. 

Never ; even to his wife, with whom he 

lived on terms of the greatest affection; 

did he betray the secret of his wealth, 

wUch was neither inherited, nor earned. ■
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nor Btolen, nor won in a lottery — ^tha 

popular mind suggested all these hypo- 

theses, and rejected them alL Among 

other things it was whispered that Zoliani 

— ^who was a Mason — ^hai been concerned 

in an enormous robbery, planned by the 

Masonic confraternity in general, and that 

he was appointed almoner of the ill-gotten 

goods 1 This ridiculous fable was exploded 

after a time as the others had beeiiy and 

the mystery loomed more impenetrable 

than ever. But the poor of the quarter 

— the Sanstefanati as they are called in 

Verona — invented a theory which satisfied 

them completely, and even called a smile 

of approbation, though not of assent^ to 

the Duke's grave face. The Duke — so the 

Sanstefanati asserted^-had found a pot or 

saucepan, in some place unspecified, and 

the said pot or pignatta was full of golden 

coins, each coin of fabulous value. ''In 

truth it was the best story which had yet 

been invented," the Duke said, and the 

populace were hi^py. ■

During the years — five in all — that 

Zuliani was leading this life of luxury, 

extravagance, and beneficence, he was 

invariably punctual in attendance at 

Casa Laschi — the bureau of his em- 

ployers — and scrupuloualy faithful in the 

discharge of his duties^ always spending 

the allotted hours at his desk, and never 

absenting himself on any pretext whatever, 

or assuming any airs of independence with 

his employers, who, whenever questioned 

as to the origin of bis fortune^ rejplied that 

he was an honest man, and did his duty so 

thoroughly by them that they never ven- 

tured to inquire into his aflEsirs. ■

The Italians are a loving and a grateful 

race, and, during the last two years of his 

life, the Duca della Pignatta could scarcely 

move along the streets of Verona without 

being conscious of receiving an ovation of 

a quiet kind, in the looks of affectionate wel- 

come and the murmur of approbation which 

followed his footsteps. His prosperity and 

popularity reached xikeir height^ as has been 

said, on the Monday in Carnival week — the 

Monday before Ash Wednesday — when he 

feasted all the poor of the city of Verona. 

Several of the gentlemen who stood beside 

him on the balcony over his palace gate, as 

he threw his largesse to the crowd, noticed 

that^ as the shouts of acclamation reached 

his ears, he seemed more deeply moved 

than usual Never very demonstrative, he 

did not in any way abandon himself to the 

enthusiasm of the moment^ '' but the pecu- 

liar bri^tness of the eye, very perceptible ■

in him when he had performed a kind 

action," was more vivid than usual, and 

once or twice he seemed to be struggling 

with suppressed emotion. ■

The festival, however, drew to its end; the 

guests departed. In two days more the Car- 

nival ended and Lent began. Early in Lent 

the Casa Laschi audited its aocounte. They 

were found to be petf ectiy correct, showing 

no deficit whatever; but there was a mii- 

take of 8,000 francs, which needed cone^ 

tion. Zcdiani's attention was called to thii 

— it may here be observed that there was 

absolutely no deficit, but that there had 

been a mistake in copying merely — and he 

at once said that he would take the boob 

home and examine them. This he did, 

and, early in the evening, sent his wife to 

bed, observing that he was obliged to sit 

up and write Tetters. Left alone, he called 

his valet, with whose assistance he drenched 

the books with petroleum, and then car- 

ried them on the terrace, where they were 

burned. He then wrote a le^r, directed 

and sealed it, and placed it on his library 

tabla Later, he went into his wife's room 

and bid her good-bye, saying that he was 

obliged to sj^nd a day at Muitua on busi- 

ness ; but that hereafter he should lead a. 

quiet life, adding : ** 1 am weary of these 

perpetual agitations." He took the tiiree 

o'clock train for Mantua, which place he 

reached at five in the morning, and he went 

at once to an albergo, the Croce Verde, 

where he locked himself in his room. He 

never left it again. The door was broken 

open at five in the afternoon, and tiie body 

of the unfortunate Zuliani was found, lying 

hcQ downwards on the ground in a pool 

of Uood. The revolver, a small pocket one, 

with which he had shot himself, lay on the 

carpet beaide the body. On the table 

several letters, each duly folded, sealed, 

and directed, were lying, and two tele- 

grams, upon each of which the requisite 

fee was placed. The letter which he left on 

his library table in Verona was addressed 

to. his brother in-law, and ran as follows : ■

" Dearest Brother - in - law, — The 

Laschi have assumed that I was a bad 

man, and I now show myself to be such. I 

have burned their books, and now depart 

to make an end of myselt My secret will 

go with me to the tomb. Two posons of 

the highest distinction alone know some- 

thing . The monthly pension of 1,500 ■

francs ceases with my life. ■

" Sell the house and furniture, pay my 

debts, and provide for my wife with what 

remains. ■

^ ■
^F ■
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" If my wife wiahee to many amin, she 

hu mj fall eonsent to do so ; and I hope 

Aat we may find aome one who will love 

her as well aa I have dona And now fare- 

wall mitil we meet again in heaven with 

the dear Mother. ■

''Hy best compliments to the SindacOi 

the pzefeet, and my oolleagnes. ■

"SiRO Zulianl" ■

Some days before the poor fellow's death 

ha said to a Mend : " My life, like my 

daath, will remain a mystery. The Vero- 

nese will widi to kiiow something of both ; 

bat it b too late." When nr^ to ex* 

{dain what he meant^ he added that he had 

"distressing thoughts." Although of a 

ganerons and affectionate disposition, he 

was extremely excitable, and, when angry, 

very violent^ and apt to break whatever he 

hod hands on. These moments of intense 

axetement^ however, were tare, and passed 

qniddyy and for some time b^ore his death, 

tiiongh profoondly melancholy, he bad not 

been in the least excited or irritated. The 

letters he wrote at Mantna were addressed 

to the i«efect and to his wife, and con- 

tained each a few words of adieo. One of 

the telegrams was to his employers of the 

Casa Laschi, and was on bosmess, the 

other was addressed to his brother-in-law, 

snd ran as f <dlows : ■

"Protect the two poor wiHnen. Be a father 

to than. Kiss my poor Lnigia for ma ■

"SiRO Zxjlianl" ■

AH Znliani's affairs were found to be in 

perfect order, his private account books 

accurately balanced, and his receipts duly 

filed. He had been harassed by many 

diffieolties for some time before his death, 

but his debts only amounted to about 

20,000 francs, a sum that was amply 

covered by the sale of his horses and 

carriagea Nothing was ever discovered 

which accounted in any way for his dis- 

tress of mind, or for die act of suicide ; 

and the origin of his fortune, as well as 

its loss — if lost it was — still remains 

wnqpped in impenetrable mystery. All 

.that was found to belong to the 

*'Diike" was the Palace in the Via San 

Alassio, wtth its furniture, wbxtii was sold 

for the payment of his few debts and for 

the support of his widow. * ■

No sooner did the news of his death 

reach Verona^ than the populace ^owded 

the Via San Alessio and the streets leading 

in that direction, and the sound of mourn- 

ers was heard in the city of Verona, '* as if 

there were not a house in which there 

were not one dead." The theatres were ■

dosed, and at all the usual places of rendez- 

vous but one subject was discussed, the 

death of the popular hero. ■

His dead body lay for three days in a 

small mortuary chapel at Mantua, which 

was constantiy visited by his Mends, and 

then buried at midnight, and, necessarily, 

without religious ceremonies of any kind; 

Later, a subscription was raised in Verona, 

and the remains were transported thither. 

The poor, who from the time of bis death 

had not ceased to throng the Via San 

Alessio, now crowded to the railway station 

to receive his dead body, and with "weep- 

ing, and wailing, and many bitter cries," 

accompanied it to the grave. As the vast 

procession crept slowly through the beauti- 

ful eii^, the sounds dl lamentation and of 

prayer rose and fell with the trampling of 

man]|r feet| and not the least pathetic part 

of the procession were the blmd, the halt, 

and the lame, vdio, struggling far in the 

rear, still followed patiently until all that 

was mortal of their benefactor was laid in 

the earth. ■

The grave of the poctf " Daca " is covered 

by a handsome monument with a bronze 

medallion, but in point of fact it is not the 

monument which distinguishes it from its 

kindred mounds. Leading directly to it 

is a small footpath, worn through the gtass 

by the tread of many feet, and there at 

morning and evening, and often far into 

the night, kneeling figures are to be seen — 

the fidthful grateful poor, who go there to 

pray for the soul of uieir benefactor. ■

VICT lives. ■

By THEO gift. 

Author Q/**m LorimerT ''An AliH and itt Price, ■

OHAFTEB XIL A SUDDEN BSOALL. ■

Fob the first minute or so after Joanna's 

announcement no one spoke. Vera, in- 

deed, who had started to her feet at the 

unexpected sight of the old servant, and 

made as if to dart forward, stood still in- 

stead, white and staring ; while Leah, who 

had stepped playing and was leaning for- 

ward, her hands stiH resting on the keys, 

and Marstiand, slowly drawing himself 

into an upr^t position, and frowning sor- 

prisedly at the harsh-voiced intruder, ap- 

peared (as was indeed the case) uncertain 

as to whether they had heard correctly or 

not ■

It was Vera, after all, who had to apeak, 

and spoke first ■

«(Xa— fetch me home!" she repeated, ■

r ■
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the dismay cansed by the Bugeestion show- 

ing 80 plainly in the tremoling of her 

yoicei that it was all Marstland comd do to 

restrain himself from patting his ann round 

her. "I — ^I don't understand. Is papa 

worse then, Joanna f " ■

"Not as I'm aware of," said Joanna 

curtly. *' Leastways he was nearly well 

till your letter cama After that he wasn't 

so well, or your ma would have come for 

you herself. They'll be at LesGh&taigniers, 

however, before we shall, so you'll see him 

soon enough." ■

There was so little encouragement in 

the tone of these last words that Vera 

trembled more than ever, and Leah, who 

felt annoyed at what she considered the 

insolence of the woman's manner, thought 

it time to interfere. ■

<'Tou haven't seen me yet^ I tiiink, 

Joanna," she said, rising from her seat at 

the piano^ '* and your sudden appearance 

has taken us all by surprise, Miss Vera 

especially. Sit down, pray, while you talk 

to her, and I will order some refireshment 

for you. Tou must be very tired, if you 

have only just arrived from your long 

journey ; but I hope M. and Madame St 

Laurent are not really wanting your young 

lady at homa" ■

"They're not wanting her only. Miss 

Josephs; they've sent me to fetch her," 

said Joanna, with decided emphasis on the 

final verb, " and I'm in no need of refresh- 

ments, thank you. If Yera'll show me 

which is her room, she and me can begin 

packing at once ; for trains and steamers 

wait for nobody, so there ain't no time for 

delay." ■

"But — ^you are not dreamine of taking 

her to-night 1 " cried Marstland, unable to 

repress himself longer, or keep one hand 

from closing in a protective dlasp on the 

drooping shoulder of the girl he loved. 

"The idea would be madness. Besides, 

there must be a letter from her parents. 

Vera, dear, this person cannot mean '* ■

" Begging your pardon, sir, whoever you 

are," Joanna interrupted, "Vera knows 

well enough that ' this person,' as you're 

pleased to call her, generally do mean what 

she says ; as likewise that she isn't likely 

to ha' come all this way, and crossed that 

beastly sea for nothing. Here's your ma's 

letter. Vera. I'd have kep' it for you till 

we were alone ; but if ^ou like these folk 

to see it that's your a&air." ■

She held out the missive as she spoke, 

and Vera took it,' but with such evident 

reluctance and alarm as puzzled Marstland, ■

and made Leah almost impatient with her. 

She did not even open it^ only held it 

helplessly in her hand as she asked, very 

low and ?nstfhlly : ■

"Joanna, is — ^is mamma angry 1" ■

Joanna shrugged her shoulders, a cestiffe 

more significant than respectful ; and Leah, 

seeing that Marstland's indignation was 

rising beyond restraint^ broke in laugh- 

ingly : ■

"My dear Vera, why should joaat 

mother be angry with youf What a 

nervous child you are 1 Why, you know, 

dear," coming up to her firiend and taking 

her little cold lumd soothingly, " we quite 

thought your parents womd want you 

home once they got your letter. We woe 

talking of it only this morning, though we 

didn't realise then that the parting would 

be so soon." ■

"It cannot be," said Marstland hotly. 

"It is oat of the question. Why, what time 

is it now! Nearly six! Darling, read 

your letter, and you will see it is some 

stupid mistake. You will not go to-night" ■

The strong deep accents, and the pressure 

of those powerful fingers on her shoulder 

seemed to give Vera courage. The colour 

came back into her face, and she looked 

up at Joanna with a faint smila "It is 

some mistake," she repeated ; " but don't 

stand there, Joanna. Sit down while I 

read mamma's letter. She will tell me 

what she wants." ■

And in the fewest words ! The lettw 

when opened only covered half a sheet of 

paper, and ran as follows : ■

" My Daughter,-- Tour father has been 

so horrified and upset by the news reeeived 

this morning, that he is neither able to go 

to yon himself nor to spare m& We are 

sending Joanna, therefore, with autiiority 

to bring you home to us at once ; and you 

are to lo^ on her as taking my place, and 

comply with all her arrangements without 

maldng extra trouble and difficulty for her. 

Do this, unless you wish to increase your 

papa's anger, and pray never mention again 

the foolishness about which you wrote to 

ma We expect vou to put it out of your 

head at once, and to assist us to forget it 

also. I send no message to the Josephses, 

as I consider they've tehaved most indeli- 

cately and dishonourably with regard to 

the trust I put in them ; but your papa 

says he intends to send them a dieque for 

your keep. Lose no time now in returning 

to your grieved and displeased ■

"Mother." ■

Poor Vera 1 The letter fluttered down ■
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into her Up, and both hands wont np to 

cover her face, bat only for a moment. ■

" Ob, she can't mean it 1 " she exclaimed 

piteonsly, as Marstland, rather pale him- 

self, uttered a sound of interrogation, 

" She says I am to come back and forget — 

foiget ! Oh, yon said it was a mistake, and 

it mnst be. Leah, read it and say it ia 

She — she can't mean to forbid " ■

She had tamed towards her lover as she 

spoke, stretching oat her hands to him as if 

for protection; and he took them both in a 

firm clasp, thongh his eyes were tamed on 

Leah, whose flcuhtng cheek and sparkling 

eye, as she read, told plainly enough the 

indignation aroosed in her by one part of 

the epistle. ■

"I do not quite know what your mother 

does mean, Vera, except that you are to go 

back," she said, trying to speak calmly, 

"but she has certainly made more than ■

one mistake which ah 1 here comes ■

father," for at that moment Professor 

Josephs entered the room, surveying the 

agitated little group with curious eyes as 

he asked quickly : ■

** Why, George— why, girls, what's amiss ■

here 1 Surely " his mind leaping to a ■

sadden conclusion as he became aware of 

the presence of a hard-featured woman in 

black, whose red hair was just then strongly 

illumined by the setting sun, ** this is not 

Msdame St ' ■

'* No, father, it is Madame's maid," said 

Leah quickly, though strack anew by the 

resemblance which she had before noticed 

between the two women. '* She has come 

to take Vera home — at onca" ■

And as Vera and Joanna repeated the 

same thing in diiSerent words, the old 

gentleman had no need to ask further as to 

the disturbance on the lovers' brows. He 

turned to his young guest^ who had crept 

nearer to him, as if for sympath^^ and 

qK>ke to her in a low tone, but widi his 

kindliest smile. ■

"To ^o home, ehl Well now, you 

know, this is what I rather expected. I 

warned Qeoige, you know, that you had 

both been a little hasty in settling matters 

for yourselves, and then looking on them 

as settled ; and you mustn't wonder if the 

old peofde don't see it in the same light, 

and want to see and know something of 

tUs young man before considering his pro- 

posals. 1 bet yon that's what I should do 

if Leah there had written me from Brit- 

tsay, that she had got engaged to some 

young Frenchman — and I suppose that's 

the state of the case, eh t " ■

" Except that Yera's parents don't seem 

to want either to see or know me," said 

Marstland bitterly, " ot to look on my pro- 

posal as worth considering. No, Yera, 

dear, don't show him the letter," as the 

young girl, with that curious dulness of 

perception in matters of good taste or deli- 

cacy which she sometimes manifested, and 

whi<A had allowed her to show it to Leah, 

held it timidly out'to hiuL "It was meant 

— to be private, I don't doubt, and would 

only annoy the Professor to read." ■

** I should certainly decline to read any 

young lady's letters from her mother," said 

the Professor brbkly; ''but haven't you 

one yourself then, Graorge f " ■

"No, sir; they haven't condescended 

even to answer me, and ^" . ^ ■

"If this gentleman is Dr. Marstlana, he 

should ha' told Mr. Sinlorren he was living 

in the same house as Miss Yera here» and 

then he'd have had his letter at the dame 

time," Joanna put in hardily. "Madame told 

me he gave his address as 111, Phillimore 

Oardens, and I posted abetter to him there 

as soon as ever I got to Waterloo this 

morning." ■

"And it is probably there now, seeing 

that that is Dr. Marstland's address, and 

that he is only calling here this after- 

noon," observed the Professor, diecking 

Marsdand's attempt at a more haughty re- 

joinder. "At the same time, as I do not think 

it respectfcd to Miss St. Laurent to be dis- 

cussing these matters before her servant^ 

I will ask you, Leah, my child, to have 

some food got ready for this good woman. 

We can easily put her up tOl her young 

mistress leaves us, which, if your mother 

says 'at once,' means, I suppose, my dear, 

a good-bye to us as early as to-morrow." ■

"Joanna said to-night 1" said Yera 

plaintively, and with a glance of piteous 

appeal in Marstland's dirMtfam. The Pro- 

fMsor raised his eyebrows comically. ■

"Then Joanna is a much-to-be-envied 

person, my dear, for possessing a stomach 

capable of standing out two nights on the 

Channel StiU, n your mother wishes 

it " ■

"Which, if you please, sir, she does," 

said Joanna, though in a more respectful 

tona Despite the old scientist's lean, bent 

form and shabby coat, there was evidently 

something in the mild dignity of his man- 

ner, his long beard, and a certain humorous 

twinkle befauid the spectacles which shielded 

his keen-looking eyes, which inspired her 

with more deference than the youthful and 

stalwart manliness of George Marstland. ■

I.- ■
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''Not that yoa're right, beggiiur your 

paidoD, M to me being a good sauor, air, 

ai doge oooldn't be aioker every tiine I 

set my foot on a steamer^a deck; bat 

Monnfleer, he said to me, ' Now remember, 

I tmst to yon not to delay even a night in 

England,' and when I'm tnuted, I'm to be 

relied on. I shonld ha' been here hours 

ago if Vera hadn't written from Barnes, so 

that her ma thought she would still be 

there." ■

"Oh, Joanna, I am sorry," said Vera 

penitently. ''I left there directly after 

writing; but " ■

'' Oh, it don't matter, so I've found you 

in the end/' Joanna interrupted. '' I'm a 

first-rate packer, and I've just had a good 

meal, thanking the gentleman for his ofEer 

all tiie same. So if you'll take me to the 

room where your thines are '* ■

*< My daughter will do that for you," 

said 1&. Josephs quietly. " If Miss St. 

Laurent has to start so soon on such an 

unforeseen and tirine journey, she will 

want both rest and food before starting, 

and must take them, whatever other peopls 

do. Don't think me too authoritative, my 

dear," turning to Vera with his old kind 

snule ; '* but while you are in my houses 

you Imow, yon are like my child, and I am 

your guardian aiul bound to arrange what I 

think best for your health and well-being. 

Therefore, put yourself in that big arm- 

chair and stay there till I give you leave 

to come out ol it; and, Leah, take this good 

woman to her young lady's room and tell 

your mother, in passing, what has hap- 

pened, and that we want dinner to be ready 

in half'-an^iour at latest." ■

It was in vain for Joanna to protest 

She did try to do so, smarting inwardly 

under the superiority assigned to Yeraover 

her, the girl's own cousm; to insinuate 

even that her instructions had been not to 

let the young lady out of her sight once 

she had reached her ; but fate, or the Pro- 

fessor, was agamst l^r. With a perfectly 

blai»i and poUte perversity he seemed un- 

able to hear or understand what she was 

driving at, and only reiterated his orders 

with a peremptoriness which even she felt 

compelled to obey. ■

She followed Leah from the room accord- 

ingly, fisaruig that if die did not do so she 

might alter all miss the train through her 

own fault ; and as soon as they were gone 

the Professor turned to the two lovers and 

observed: ■

"Now, George, Vm goinff to be good- 

natured enough to letch tiiat letter of yours ■

for yon. Only don't begin to cry year 

eyes out as soon as I'm gone, my litlb 

ffirl ; and you, Marstland, be a man and 

keep up her heart. Bemember, if yon had 

spoken to her parents first this wouldn't 

have happened As it is, you've ffot todo 

so now, and win her hnnd>ly, an^ ci^ ia 

hand, instead of looking on her as won." ■

'< As if I wouldn't win you on my bate 

knees, if needfcdl" cried Marstland pas- 

sionately as the door dosed. ^'Mydarinig, 

come here. It is impossible that they 

should refuse you to me when Uiey know 

how we love one another. It is quite trae 

that I forgot about your fiither brag 

French, and that I ouj^t to have pro- 

pitiated him first ; but you will forgive ms 

for that, Vera, won't yon, dearest! For 

you Imow that it was only because it was 

impossible for me to remember anyone or 

anything else when you were present." ■

And di«i, as Vera only answered by a 

burst of tears, the more unresteained be- 

cause with di^culty kept back till now, 

the young lover took her, for the first time 

in their brief courtship, into his arms ; and 

in the work of soothing her it seemed only 

a bare minute or two before the bang of 

the hall-door and the Professor^s coogk 

outside showed that he had returned. Be 

was merciful to them even th«i, however, 

for he only put in his head, and handed 

the letter to his ex-pupil, saying with a 

great affectation of haiste : ■

** Here it is. Game by two o'clock post 

No, I shan't come in. I've a load of woric 

waiting. Keep the child resting, that's alL" 

And off he w«it again to his study below. 

No one else came near them ; and Marst- 

land, kneeling beside Vera, with one arm 

round her waut, tore the letter open, both 

of them trembling with eagerness. ■

It was in French, and, translated, ran u 

follows: ■

"MoNSDSUR, — I have the hcmour to 

acknowledge the receipt of your pn^Kisal 

for the hand of my daughter. In dedin- 

ing tiie same absolutely, and without the 

customary apologies, permit me to maition 

that gentlemen, in this country at beat, 

are ordinarily too honourable to condescend 

to the cowardice of intriguing the consent 

of a young girl when away from her parents' 

roof, and without applying to them in the 

first instance. When you recdve thii, 

McUle. St Laurent wiU have been re- 

da&ned within the protection of her fiunily, 

wad I am undor the necessity of begging 

that from this moment your acquaintanoe 

with her ceases. ■
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** Accept, monaienr, the aararanee of my 

Torj humble derotion, and beliere me, 

efecLy eia, ■

" PmTiTPPK Marie St. Laubknt." ■

Perhaps in all London that sonny 

afternoon in late Angost, there were 

not two yonng faces paler than those 

bait above the letter jost transcribed; 

but Maryland's was white with indigna- 

tioii, and in his effort to hold it under 

control and keep back the words, ''Inso- 

lent, overbearing old fooll" he crashed 

the paper together, and striding across the 

room stood looking out of the nearest 

window without speakuiff. He had not 

remained there for more uian a minute or 

sOy however^ devonring his wrath and 

mortification in silence, when his elbow 

was very timidly touched, and turning he 

saw that Vera was at bis side, her face 

still blandied with the pallor which had 

come over it on reading her fifither's curt, 

contemptuous missive; but wearing also 

an expression of mingled terror and des- 

peration sudi as he hM. rarely before seen 

on a girl's features. ■

'^Geoige," she said, trembling very 

maeh, and the words so thrilled and fired 

him, for it was the first time her shyness 

had ever permitted her to use his Christian 

name, that he forgot everything else, and 

snatching her to him covered her lips with 

kLsses. " G^ige, what — am I to do 1 " ■

" To do, my own darling 9 How do you 

mean f " ■

" You see," she almost whispered, " papa 

says our acquaintance is to cease now, 

nowl and mamma tells me to forget 

What am I to dot" ■

Marstland smiled scomfuUy. ■

" My acquaintance with you, Vera," he 

said, in the full, strong tones which seemed 

as though by an elecmc current to fill the 

girl's feeble veins with new blood and 

vigour, "will never cease while you and I are 

alive, nor, please Heaven, after our death. 

And for you — ^but you know best--do you 

think you will forget me, love t " ■

'* Forget youl How could I) You 

know I could not," she answered quite 

simply. "After death — well, I suppose 

we shul be in heaven. One cannot ^ink 

about that^ it is so £sr away ; but I would 

rather be here with you, just as we are, 

even than that ; and so— so— Gh)orge, I 

don't know how to bear it I feel i£at if 

I once go away — go back there— I shall 

nev^ see you again. Th^ will not let 

me J and I womd rather die. Tell me 

what to do. You are so stronir and clever. ■

you must know what is best I will do 

just as you say." ■

And in that moment Marstland felt 

certain that she would. It was a tempta- 

tion and a test too, a powerful one for a 

young man of strong passions and impetu- 

ous energy, this mil, slender creature 

clinging to him with her soft hands, gazing 

at mm with her appealing eyes, and he 

knowing that he had only to say : " Don't 

ga Brfuse. Say you are iU, that you 

must have a day's grace, and slip out in 

the morning to be married to me," and 

that she would do it^ and would probably 

never rq>ent it through all the happy 

years that they might live togetiier. A 

terrible temptation indeed ! and whatever 

others he may have succumbed to in after 

years, it should be remembered to Mant- 

land's credit that he did resist this ; thnnt 

it scornfully away from him as it rose in 

seductive colours before his eyes, and only 

infused an extra tenderness into his tones 

as he answered, holding hw dose to him 

and speaking bnghtiy aud cheeringly : ■

•? Do, my own darling 1 Why, go back 

and be stoong and true for me, as I will be 

for you. If you love me like that — Heaven 

bless you for it, sweet ! — no one living can 

separate us ; and though I promised the 

Professor we would not enter into any 

6Dgagement before hearing from your 

pi^snts, and even as things are I will not 

ask one pledge from you till I can do so 

under their roof, I engage myself to you 

now, and swear to be true to you and yon 

only while life is in us. Be brave, my 

Vera. Don't look so unhappy, dear, or I 

shall blame myself more than your father 

blames me for having made you sa How 

long do you think it will be before I am in 

Brittany) Just twenty-four hours after 

you. And then if I have to go on nqr nose 

and knees to propitiate your parents 1 wiU." ■

" But if — ^if— ," Vera was only partially 

comforted, " if they should not " ■

*' Why should you think of such 4fc ' t 

As they really know nothing of me they 

can have no personal objection to me as 

yet ; and you tell me you do not know of 

any other. But even supposing the worst, 

it is but waiting a littie. You are almost 

of age, aa it is, and when it is a questicm 

of a woman's hapfoness or misery for life, 

she must judge for herself Be sure of one 

thing, my dearest, if you trust your happi- 

ness to me you shall never regret it" ■

They were almost tiie last words qpoken 

between them. The next moment the 

door-handle turned rather noisilv. and ■
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Mra. Josephs entered, her wrinkled, sallow 

face eloquent with all motherly kindness 

and sympathy, to say that Vera mast 

come to her dinner. It was waiting, and 

the Professor insisted on it ■

There was very little said at that meal : 

a few disjointed words of regret or en- 

couragement from the family party, and a 

repeated entreaty to Vera to eat — ^that was 

alL She herself never spoke a word ; and 

though she tried meekly to obey, and put 

the food set before her in her mouth, the 

effort was evidently almost beyond her, 

and she seemed to derive her only strength 

from keeping her wistful eyes fixed on her 

lover, who widted on her lumself , in silence 

too, but with tenderest assiduity. Leah 

did not appear. She was still upstairs, 

busy in helping — ^perhaps it might be truer 

to say hindering---Joanna in the work of 

packing Yera's clothes and other properties : 

an operation, however, which that experi- 

enced servant seemed determined to get 

through in good time under all difficulties. 

The moment for starting came all too 

soon. Joanna insisted on going for a cab 

herself, saying that she had pre-engaged 

a particular one on the stand at the comer 

of the street ; and had any of the family 

been looking out of the window they might 

have been surprised to see her return from 

there, not alone, but in company with a 

stout, well-dressed, foreign-looking gentle- 

man, who, however, left her withm two 

doors of the house and turned back. No 

one was thinking of Joanna, however, ex- 

cept to be glad of her absence. Those 

few minutes that elapsed between her 

going and returning, had been given to 

the lovers for their farewell, and when 

they were over Yera came out alone into 

the haU, where all the kindly household 

were assembled to bid her good-bya ■

It was a very affectionate leave-taking. 

GUkmI Mrs. Josephs had tears in her eyes, 

and the Professor kissed the girFs forehead 

as he bade her good-bye, adding cheerily 

and with the hope of bringing the colour 

into her pale cheeks, that he should be the 

first to call on a certain young doctor's 

wife in the good dajrs to come; while 

David and Joki joined in an eager (^orus 

of, " Come back soon, and pay us another 

visit, Yera. There'll be no one to tell us 

Breton fairy stories when you are gone." ■

But it was to her first friend dfter all 

that Yera clung at the end with sudden 

passionate tears and kisses; and it was 

Leah who said the last word to her, a ■

bright^ tender word, spoken wiUi a psle 

face but shining, steadfast eyes, the tho^ht 

of which cheered the weeping maiden for 

long afterwards : ■

** Good-bye, darling, and remembftt I 

don't pity you a bit 1 Love that is wi»ih 

anythu^ is all the better for a few trisb, 

and since you love one another everything 

is sure to come risht for you in the end* ■

That was the last The cab drove oK 

Yera'6 brief life in England had come to 

an end, and with it, as it seemed to her, 

all that made life worth liring. She ist 

crouched together, her face hidden nndto 

the thick veu she had pulled over it, and 

never spoke or even attempted a reply to 

the rough but good-natured efforts at en- 

livening her which — ^now that she had got 

the girl in her power — Joanna, who wss 

really attached to her, bestirred herself to 

make from time to tima ■

Yera did not even look up or rouse her- 

self when they reached Southampton, bat 

stood shivering and helpless beside her 

laggAgo on the platfohn while Joanna went 

for a cab; but when they were in it and 

driving to the docks, she lifted her head 

suddenly and asked : ■

"Joanna, who was that gentleman yoa 

spoke to at Waterioo, and who was on the 

platform here when we got out of the train t" 

Joanna hesitated a moment, glancing at 

her as if uncertain what to answer, and 

then said brusquely : ■

''If you saw him, Yera, I should think 

you recogniMd him. It was the Count do 

MaiUy." ■

" The Oount here ! But— if so, he knew 

I was with you. Why didn't he come acd 

speak tomeT' ■

<' Well, I don't know, Yera," said Joanni 

crossly. ** Frenchmen is that stiff in their 

ideas o' politeness, he might think y<m 

wouldn't care to be bothered wiA him 

when you was travelling alone with ma 

He come over on business, and he's going 

back by the same steamer as us, so we'H 

have him to look arter us in case o^ need; 

and I don't doubt he'd be only too glad to 

come and talk to you if you lika** ■

''(^no, no! I should hate it I don't 

want to see him or anyone,"med Yera, bant- 

ing into sudden tears. '* Please— plesse 

don't make me." And when they al^ted 

she clung closely to the maid's arm, and 

kept her faoe more hidden than before tffl 

they were on board, and she could hasten 

to bury herself in the ladies' oabia She 

did not see the Count again. ■
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neck, concealiDg it with the lace at the top 

of her gowD, and cla^^ed her close in an 

embrace that might haeire been a mother's 

in its fervour, ■

''Tell me again/' she said, "that you 

have been quite happj with me," ■

Dolores, still held in her arms, looked seri- 

ously into her face» her bright eyes yelled 

with sudden tears, as she replied : ■

''Aunt Lilias, I don't believe there was 

ever in the world anybody so happy as I 

have been with you." ■

The wedding guests dispersed in due 

time after the departure of the bride and 

bridegroom. The Whartons w^re the last 

to go, and cordial farewells were ex- 

changed between them and Lilias, with 

anticipations of a pleasant meeting in the 

winter. The house was lefb to the peculiar 

blank that follows a wedding, and Lilias 

to the equally inevitable sense of being 

unable to settle down to her ordinary occu- 

pations. Colonel Courtland had gone out 

on horseback ; his wife had retired to her 

sitting-room ; Sodney, who was staying at 

The Quinces, had idso disappeared. LOias 

changed her wedding finery for a walking- 

dress and set out for the Heath. It was 

growing late in the afternoon, the sun 

would soon be setting; she would have 

just the one hour that she liked beet 

in which to think, amid a favourite 

scene, of the events of the day, and the 

new life that had opened for her. ■

She bent her steps to her chosen spot, 

the little ridge upon the Heath below 

the road, from which the widest pros- 

pect was to be commanded; she sat 

down in her accustomed place, but she 

could not give her thoughts the orderly 

direction she had intended. They per- 

sisted in taking another course, and she 

was obliged to let them have their way ; 

a profitless way she knew, but she could 

not help thatb And so she gave herself 

up to them, promising herself that it should 

be for the last time, and was tasting to the 

fall their bitter-sweet, when a quick step 

upon the solitary road above her caught 

her ear. It was not a thing to note, f<Nr 

such sounds were of course common ; but 

tiiis was a step she knew. In another 

minute Bodney was standing by her dda 

She was absurdly unable to address him 

in the matter-of-course fashion that befitted 

the occasion, for the simple reason that it 

was of him she had been thinking, and she 

rose hurriedly, with some embarrassed re- 

mark about the lateness of the hour. ■

" Are you going home 1 " he asked, with ■

evident disappointment. "I fancied I 

might find you m this dire<^ion, and that 

the postponement of dinner would give oi 

time to see the sunset" ■

She resumed her seat without a word, 

and he placed himself on the grass a little 

below her ; l^ut he did not pay any attea- 

tion to the sun, although the clouds d 

glory were beginning to muster for the 

grand '' good-nigfat" He leaned upon his 

elbow and looked at her. ■

"The wedding went off very weD," 

said Lilias, " and our young people seemed 

very happy.'' She knew she was maklDg 

a dtupid remark, and that it was also 

superfluous, for she had said those veiy 

words to Bodney five minutes after Julian 

and Dolores went away ; but she could not 

think of anything else to say. ■

" We agreed upon both those points a 

couple of hours ago," said Bodney, with 

the slow smile to which she had grown 

used, " and I don't propose to talk abont 

our young people. They have been talked 

of, and thought o^ quite as much as is good 

for them or for us, and I now mean to 

change the subject" ■

She still watched the muster of the 

clouds of glory, and he still looked at her. ■

'* To-morrow will see our pleasant com- 

panionship broken up, as tcnlay has seen 

the old order ot things in your home pssi 

away for ever. Briore that happens I want 

to tell you a story." ■

"A story r' ■

'' Yes. A love story. It is not an un- 

eommon one, and I shall tell it briefly. It 

is my own story. When I was a very 

young man, and quite ridiculously poor, 1 

fell in love with — an angel That, ^u 

know, is what we generally do when we 

are young, and especially when we are 

poor. She was, however, an angel who 

Uved upon this solid earth, and she had a 

mother, who cannot, I think, have ever 

been an angel. But this mother was a 

wise woman, and, when I had won her 

daughter's heart, or at any rate, her pro- 

mise, she offered no violent opposition to 

our engagement, but put her trust in 

absence and time. My calling was one 

that took me away to &r distanoes imt 

lon^ periods ; we had no idea of an im- 

memate marriage ; my angel and I parted 

with all the usual protestations, and 

I am sure the purest intention of ever- 

lasting constancy. I got a valuable com- 

mission — of course I was to save largely-^ 

and I started for the ends of the ear^ in 

high hope and profound griel" ■

I ■

"^ ■
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She was looking at him now, and her 

Bensitive face was all alight with interest. ■

" My joomeya were (Uffioolt, the means 

of commonicating with me were nnoertain. 

I heard Irom mj angel bat rarely ; after 

sozae time Iceased to hear irom her at all ; 

and when at the end of ten months, I 

again reacned ciyilised regions and fonnd a 

handle ot letters awaiting me, the first I 

(^>eiied informed me that the yoang lady — 

who ceased to be an angel as I gjaaced 

oy«r the first lines of her mother's jabilant 

epiatie — had married very well indeed, and 

hoped to hear that I had done, or was 

about to do, likewisa It cat me np at the 

time to an extent which I shoold be 

ashamed to acknowledge to any (me bat 

yoo, and it did me a great deal of harm. 

Saoh experiences always do harm men, I 

think, jast as onkindness to chiktren 

injures their natures. At all events, it 

made me a savage for a long time, and a 

cynic, or so I believed, for good and all." ■

<< Were you a savage or a cynic when 

Hugh knew yon in Cuba 1 " ■

** I had got over the first stage by that 

tinie ; but I was cynical enough, and if I 

had not been moved by considerations for 

him of a more serious kind than what he 

might suffer about Ines de Eodas, I should 

have left him to his disi^ppointment in that 

respect with but faint compunction." ■

** Should you S That would have been 

hard sorely." ■

*' To you with your earnestness, unsel- 

fishness, and constuicy, it would seem so of 

coarse ; but I should not have blamed my- 

self ; for I did not then believe in love, ex- 

cept as a young man's fancy, of which he is 

much better balked in nine cases out of ■

n ■

'' Hugh would never have got over it^" 

Lilias, with the sincerest conviction ; 

•< and he might have been harmed as much 

aa you were. I would rather think of his 

fate as it was, with all its sadness, than 

that he shoidd have had so much to 

aidfer." ■

''I have been sure ever since I have ■

known you," said Eodney, '' that you are ■

one of those rare women who hold the old ■

faith which has so few votaries now — the ■

faith that love is everything, that love is ■

enough. I have seen that faitJi manifested ■

in your life, which has no self in it, and I ■

have wondered whether you had learned ■

any lesson of disappointment, such as I was ■

taoght, bearing no fruit of bitterness, but ■

only that of peace and charity and all the ■

SCraces of womanhood, in vou." ■

Her colour rose, her hearb beat fast at 

these strange words. She took them as a 

question, and she knew not how to answer 

it He paused for a moment ; but she did 

not speak. ■

" I will go on with my love story," he 

continued. " You think it has been told, 

but that is not so. I was a very young 

man at the time when wisdoiju was so 

amply justified of one of her children, in 

the person of the mother of my angel, and 

I took a long, long leave of love of tiie 

illusory sort. The years that have put my 

3routh flff behind me have taught me a deep 

lesson. The woman whom I love I re- 

verence ; the wife whom I humbly aspire 

to win is the ideal of all my later, 

better, more instructed life. That is my 

love story. Lilias, what do you say tO' 

iti" ■

With tibese words he rose to his feet and 

stood before her with outstretched hands. 

Bat she did not speak. ■

'< Lilias," he repeated, *<wha(« do you 

say to it 9 It is as true a story as ever was 

told. Is there any chance for me) Is 

there any hope that in my evening there 

shall be light!" ■

She looked up at him ; but her eyes fell 

hastily before the deep, calm, masterful 

gaze of his. Then she said, very low, out 

distinctly: ■

*.* I never had a love story in my life — 

until now." ■

The clouds of glory were all radiant in 

crimson, and purple, and gold; the sun 

had gone down in awful majesty, saluted 

by the evensong of birds; the evening 

shadows were falling ; as Lilias and Bodney 

walked home together through a world 

transformed to both. She said but little ; 

he had so much to say. He had to tell 

her how the charm of her unworldliness 

had appealed to one who had seen so much 

of the opposite ; how the lofty simplicity 

and disinterestedness of her mind had first 

surprised and then delighted him; with 

what lively curiosity and interest he had 

studied her conduct to Dolores, and con- 

templated the steadfast consUuicy with 

which she cherished the memory of the 

dead and the associations of the past Of 

all that he had noticed in her of unlike- 

ness to the rest of the world, the latter had 

struck him most as being least in accord- 

ance with his ordinary experience, and with 

the fashion and castom of these latter 

days. The old-world "piety" of Lilias 

had a wonderful charm for him in his ■
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middle age; but perhaps he would not 

have denied that in his youth, at the period 

of the angel, he might have scoffed at it 

He had to tell her, too, how altogether 

lovely she was to him in her dignified, self- 

possessed womanhood, with her clear eyes, 

her smooth, thou&htful brow, her grave, 

sweet smile, and that air of perfect purity 

in thought, word, and deed which was 

always around her. All this and much 

more he had to say to her, with many 

words of love, and some pleasant sketches 

of their days to come, for whose speedy 

beginning he pleaded in his own whimsical 

way, in the double character of a true lover 

and an elderly man. Lilias heard it all, 

amazed at her own good fortune and 

supreme happiness, half doubting whether 

it could be true, because it made so very 

much of her — and her humble rating of her- 

self was all unfeigned — yet trusting it 

wholly because it was said by him. There 

was something of awe in her mind when she 

re-entered, as the affianced of the only man 

she had ever loved, iht house which she 

had so recently left with the sense that 

her life had come to a standstill, and that 

its vitality and beauty had gone out of her 

home. How much of that feeling had been 

du^to the love that she had not dared to 

acknowledge to herself, until the owner of 

her heart had claimed it, Lilias did not 

ask. ■

The poBtponed dinner was a pleasant 

repast. There was an unaccustomed shy- 

ness about the manner of Lilias, Colonel 

Courtland thought: and this Rodney noticed 

too, and appreciated, as so true a lover 

should. They were soon left to themselves, 

for Mrs. Courtland had excused herself 

from coming down to dinner on the plea 

of fatigue, and the Colonel joined her 

when Rodney sought Lilias in the drawing- 

room. ■

It was natural that they should talk of 

Dolores ; and it pleased Rodney to draw 

Lilias on to telling him of what her own 

care and solicitude for the girl had been, of 

her faithful fulfilment of Hugh Rosslyn's 

trust, and also of the closing years of his 

father's life. She was wholly unconscious of 

the testimony that she was bearing to her- 

self, and of the profound admiration and 

respect with which her simple matter-of- 

course narration was inspiring him. But he 

soon made her understand both, as he pro- 

tested that henceforth it should be his 

pride to surround her with the love and 

care that she had hitherto lavished upon 

others. ■

It was late when these old^ashioned 

lovers parted, but much later when Lilias 

closed her eyes, after this day of wonder 

and delight, in perfect happiness, and 

slept with such a smile upon her face as 

had not touched it since Hugh was lost ■

Mrs. Courtland was not only very tared 

on the evening of Dolores's wedding-day, 

but she was unaccountably out of spirit& 

She tried to rouse herself when the 

Colonel came upstairs, but it was not to 

be done, and he found her particularly dis- 

inclined to talk about the wedding. There 

was no ffreat improvement in her spirits 

on the following day, and the good Colonel, 

who genuinely regarded all his fears and 

troubles with respect to Julian as ended, 

now that he had the best girl in all the 

world for a wife to make a delightful home 

for him, and keep him safe in it from the 

temptation of bad company — the Colonel 

was always down on Julian's supposed 

tempters — felt himself decidedly snubbed. 

Things would be pleasaoter, he hoped, 

when they got back to Lislee. ■

Rodney took leave of Lilias and her 

friends early on the day after the wedding, 

and left town for Southampton the same 

evening. Colonel and Mrs. Courtland and 

LUias started at noon for Lislee. The 

Colonel's hopes were realised ; things 

were much better when Mrs. Courtland 

found herself at home again ; but this was 

only because she had come to a wise reso- 

lution that she would keep to herself the 

matter which was troubling her. Nothing 

could be changed ; the wrong that had 

been done was irredeemable. ■

Now the matter that was troubling Mrs. 

Courtland was the following : ■

Late in the afternoon of Dolores's 

wedding-day the post brought Mrs. Court- 

land a foreign letter, which had been for- 

warded to her from Lislee. The writer 

was Madame Isambard, who had retired to 

Florence, and the contents consisted of the 

story of Julian Courtiand's conduct to 

Margaret Denzil, who was staying with 

her. " She has come to me, as I desired 

her to do if ever she was in trouble," wrote 

Madame Isambard, "and she did nat 

know, neither does she now know, that I am 

acquainted with you. I tell you Uiia 

pitiful history — ^not to harm the yoong 

man, though he might be the better for 

some sound punishment, and not to help 

Margaret, for nothing can help her but 

time and her own good sensa Both these 

will act soon, I trust, the former in the 

natural course, the latter by showing her ■
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that she was in love with a creation of her 

own fancy, not with Julian Courtland. 

I tell it to you in the hope that the other 

poor girl may be saved ; yon will know 

best whether that can be done, and, if it 

can, how to do it. I know how deep an 

interest you have always taken in her. 

Margaret Denzil has seen her, and tells 

me me has grown up a lovely creatura" ■

The fears, suspicions, and forebodings of 

Mr& Ck>urtland were fulfilled. But the 

"other poor girl" could not be saved; 

and the best thing to be done, for the 

sake of all concerned, was to keep silence 

herself, and to entreat Madame Isambard 

to do the same. ■

Colonel and Mrs. Courtland learned the 

good news which Lilias told them, after 

the arrival of a letter from £odney gave 

her a ready opportunity of speaking of 

him, with unqualified pleasure. They were 

not so much surprised as she expected. 

Mrs. Courtland had observed the im- 

pression that Lilias made upon Rodney ; 

and as she was not prepared to accept her 

friend's own humble estimate of her 

powers of pleasing, it had occurred to her 

more than once that a marriage might be 

the result of their strange meeting. She 

was, however, too wise to drop a hint of 

such a thing to Lilias, who would im- 

mediately have been placed at a disad- 

vantage by her embarrassment The 

pleasure with which she heard the news 

had, too, a strong element of relief in it. 

The evil to come could not be averted ; it 

was in the inevitable sequence, in the 

fitness of things, but it might be made to 

wear a less terrible aspect to Lilias, with 

Henry Bodney to support and console her 

when it came. The Colonel, in whose 

thoughts there was no complexity, rejoiced 

with simple gladness, declaring that he had 

never met a finer or a better fellow than 

Rodney, and that^ if any man could be 

worthy of Lilias, Rodney was that man. 

Soy amid the heartfelt congratulations of 

her friends, and with her heart filled with 

deep gratitude, true love of a quality as 

uncommon as her own nature, and exqui- 

site measureless content, Lilias began the 

visit to Lislee, which was to be brightened 

by constant letters from Rodney, with his 

presence in prospect, and by the news of 

her dear Dolores. She was wonderiully 

happy. Sometimes she caught sight of 

her own face in a glass, and could hardly 

believe it was hers, so soft, smiling, and 

youthful was it Just before he said 

good-bye to her, Lilias had asked Rodney ■

2= ■

whether he did not think Hugh would 

have been pleased, and Rodney had 

answered: ''I think, my love, we may 

change the tense, and assure each other 

that he is pleased." ■

Dolores sent short but charming letters 

home. She was delighted with " abroad," 

as she called foreign lands generally; 

she liked the hotels, the people, the 

streets, the shops, the churches, the dogs, 

and the food. She was sure Aunt Lilias 

would be shocked at her extravagance 

when she should see the heap of lovely 

things she had bought everywhere ; but it 

was Julian's fault, he thought she ought to 

have everything she wished for. They had 

seen such beautiful places. Dolores was 

sure '* abroad " had improved greatly 

since she and Aunt Lilias were there, 

although that was so short a time ago, and 

she should like to stay for ever, only 

that "at home" was going to be so de- 

lightful too. Julian's name appeared in 

almost every sentence, and when it did 

not, it was because Dolores mentioned him 

as '* my husband " instead ■

A fortnight passed The weather was 

beautiful Lilias and her friends almost 

lived out of doors. Rodney sent charming 

accounts of the nice little estate which he 

had once called " that confounded place of 

mine at Southampton." Now he considered 

that it only needed the rule and governance 

of LUias to be an ideal home. ■

It was situated within a short distance of 

Southampton Water, and commanded the 

prospect that is said to have suggested to 

Dr. Watts the image of the spiritual Canaan. ■

Rodney sketched the place, and marked 

where ■

Sweet fields, beyond the swelling flood. 

Stand drest in living green, — ■

sent her flowers and fruit from the gardensi 

and proposed that the whole party, having 

seen the young pair off from Southamp- 

ton on their voysge to the West Indies, 

should afterwards make an inspection of 

the lucky legacy that had brought him to 

England. ■

By the same post which brought this 

pleasant proposal. Colonel Courtland re- 

ceived a letter from Julian, with the latest 

information about the plans and movements 

of the happy pair. They proposed to reach 

Paris by the middle of the coming week, 

and had bespoken rooms at the Grand 

H6tel UniverseL Dolores was quite well, 

but slightly inconvenienced by the loss of 

her maid. She intended to engage a sub- 

stitute in Paris. ■
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Below Julian's aignatare was written : I ■

"A LINE FOR AUNT LILUS. ■

" No one in the world was erer so 

happy as Dolores Rosslyn, except ■

•'Dolores Courtland." ■

" A testimonial to character/' observed 

the Colonel, as he carefully tore off the 

lower half of the sheet on which these 

words were written, and handed it across 

the breakfast-table to Lilias. "Yours, 

Julian's, and her own." ■

On the following Monday at noon, Lilias 

received a telegram from Rodney, des- 

patched from the railway station at South- 

ampton. The message was in these words: ■

" I have made an important discovery, 

relating to events of interest to you which 

took place here, and I am coming up to 

town to-day. Expect me at Lislee by the 

first train to-morrow." ■

FADING FLOWEE& ■

^ ■

There is nothing stranger among the 

facts of biology — it used to be called 

Natural History — than the very partial 

distribution of plants. Take the Galapagos 

Islands ; almost every separate islet has to 

some extent what is called its own flora, 

Le. some species which are not found in 

any of the others or on the American con- 

tinent. In the lonely islands of the 

Atlantic this was far more noticeable ; for 

there the distinctive forms were not merely 

new species, allied to, though different 

from, those found elsewhere, but plants the 

like of which were not to be seen in any 

other part of the world. Of these the 

most are hopelessly lost, thanks to the 

goats and rabbits left on the islands by old 

navigators. Some, like the dragon-tree of 

Teneriffe, have been just saved in time. 

Man has interfered, and has fenced round 

one or two as samples of what used to be 

a staple product of the island ; though pro- 

bably man might have fenced in vain were 

not the dragon-tree by no means so palat- 

able as the primeval woods which used to 

clothe Ascension and New Amsterdam so 

richly, as to make scholars who landed 

there remember what they had read about 

Circe's Isle. ■

Man will have to interfere in Oceania, 

too, if the flowers about which we read in 

the old legends, and of which chiefs and 

common people alike used to make their 

garlands, are to be prevented from going 

the way of the dodo. There every island ■

group has, of course, its own plants; 

and no wonder, for almost every island 

group is as far from any other group as 

Norway is from Timbuctoo ; ay, many of 

the islands which form the separate groups, 

and on the map look pretty dose tc^ether, 

are really scaroe nearer than London and 

Vienna. The wonder here is, not that the 

" floras " differ so widely, but that some 

plants are found over idmoat the whole 

Paoifia How can this have come about t 

Is it that, as some have fancied, these 

island groups are the mountain-peaks of a 

submerged continent 1 Or are ocean cur- 

rents answerable for such a wide dispersioii 

of plants ; and are those which are found 

everywhere of such as have strong seed- 

cases, able to resist the action of salt water t 

However it comes to pass, some plants are 

in the Pacific as ubiquitous as the nettle is 

in Europe ; others are confined to a very 

few places, or even to one, like that lovely 

flower which Miss Gordon Gumming tells 

us is only found among the volcanic debris 

close to the crater of Mouna Loa^ in the 

Sandwich Isles. And it is these plants 

which are in danger of extinction ; many 

are disappearing year by year, so thati 

when Mrs. Francis Sinclair has stated the 

number '*of flowering species in the 

Hawaiian Isles at four hundred," she at 

once corrects herself, and says : " But pro- 

bably there are far fewer now, for this 

enumeration was made some years aga" 

What a good thing it is that she took in 

hand to paint them — such beauties many 

of them are I I hope some one out of 

the many London ladies who can paint 

flowers will copy her pictures, and hang 

them up in one of the Kew houses, perhaps 

in the vestibule to Miss North's gallery of 

tropical trees and flowers, so that those of 

the public who cannot afford to buy Mrs. 

Sinclair's costly book, may have a chance 

of learning what the plants are like which 

the white man is killing out as surely as he 

is killing out the brown man who delighted 

in them. ■

How sad ihaX even about that delight 

one has to use the past tense 1 Everybody 

testifies that no race on earth had such a 

love of natural beauty, showing itself in 

a fondness for flowers, and a skill in using 

them for decorations, as this brown raca 

And everybody is astonished at their 

strange loss of heart in these latter days. 

They seem to know they are going, uid 

not to want to stay. Why t May it not 

be due to the way in which " civilisation *' 

has come among themf First came the ■

■

* ■
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whaler, English and American. He seemed 

to be a god with his death-dealing fire-tabes, 

his ships with great white wings, his iron 

— snch a wonder to people who knew no 

metal He was drunken often, and diseased 

as well But then, their own gods had 

human passions ; and, therefore, low-lived 

brute though he was, the great gods might 

hare chosen to visit them in that form. 

Next came the missionaries, and showed 

them a better way. And they, too, were 

as gods, great in knowledge and in wisdom. 

Bat they hated flowers and dances, and 

everjrthing that put brightness into life. 

'* Dance now, wear flower garlands now, and 

you'll bum everlastingly,"said the holy man 

in black. " Let your women wear poke- 

bonnets and your men shirts and trousers, 

and worship inside blank white walls, and 

then you may hope for safety." What an 

alternative ! Either the mad orgies of the 

sailors — a whole island drunk for a week, 

as was too often the case when a ship 

brought in a cargo of spirits — or the de- 

pressing dulness of the teachers. One 

hopes that the Bishop of Honolulu and 

the Soman Catholics in Wallis Islands 

and elsewhere are at last showing the 

brown race that beauty and true religion 

can go together, and that God may be 

'worshipped with flowers and art-decorations 

quite as faithfully as in the bare ugliness 

of an old-fashioned chapeL Li the Roman 

Catholic religious colonies — for their plan 

is to form their people into communities 

apart — ^the population is actually increasing. ■

Why don't the Boman Catholics try to 

keep plants as well as people from dying 

out f And why should not Hawaii, which 

has its Constitution and its Houses of 

Pariiament, and everything that a civilised 

community ought to have, set up also a 

botanic garden, a Pacific Kew, in which 

the plants that are disappearing may be 

kept alive till better times f ■

I think the Catholics are right in isolat- 

ing their converts. To teach a Kanaka 

and then send him back to his tribe, 

is simply to give him new powers for 

mischief. He will throw off his clothes, 

kill somebody to prove his mettle, and 

use the skill that you have developed in 

him in circumventing his neighbours. 

I am speaking of the wUder islands 

which are still in the tribal state. The 

Hawaii group has passed out of that ; the 

Samoan is passing out of it, the pro- 

cess being helped or hindered — it seems 

very doubtful which — by the rival consuls 

of England, America, and Germany, in ■

whose hands the King is a mere puppetn 

Tribes are always at war with one another, 

till one has so thoroughly got the upper 

hand as to make all resistiuice hopeless; 

and the labour-traffic keeps up this state 

of constant war. Prisoners are sold to ihe 

" black-birders/' whom the High Commis- 

sioner seems more powerless to check than 

were the captains of cruisers in the days 

when they could act independently. Pay- 

ment is always in muskets, powder being a 

sort of small change ; and wars are there- 

fore far more exterminating than they were 

when men had no weapon but a club. 

From the New Hebrides come the best 

workers, and there the drain has been so 

severe that no more men are forthcoming. 

The Chinese are filling up the gap left by the 

dying out of the Kanakas ; already in the 

Gilbert Isles all the trade is in the hands of 

a house rejoicing in the name of Ong-Chang. 

The *' black-birding ** (sometimes helped by 

using a sham missionary as a decoy) is 

mosUy kept up by Queensland planters. 

They must have '* hands." Chinese cost 

too much. Coolies the Indian Govern- 

ment will not give them, except under re- 

strictions which they think vexatious. So 

they go in for islanders of all kinds, who 

are nobody's subjects, and therefore unpro- 

tected, except by the farce of an agent 

who shuts his eyes to all the tricks that go 

on in order to secure a shipload. It is 

slavery over again, with "browns" in the 

place of ''blacks," and is fast killing 

out the population in the islands to which 

no whaler ever went, and which mission- 

aries have not yet tikken in hand. Plant- 

ing needs " hands " ; " hands " must be paid 

for in guns ; guns kill faster than clubs — 

that is how the system works. ■

And the planter, too, is mainly answer- 

able for the disappearance of the flowers as 

well as of the human population. On the 

big German farms in the Islands, for in- 

stance, are grown cotton, and oranges, and 

cocoanuts, etc., for which the ground has 

to be broken up and the "weeds" got 

rid of. And, besides, on every planta- 

tion there is a quantity of "stock," and 

these, wandering high and low, nibble off 

the shrubs which, growing in poor soil 

on rough ground, would be pretty safe to 

escape spade and plough. That is why so 

many plants are dying out; they never 

had to stand against such enemies before. 

Like the New Zealand birds, which had not 

learned to hide their nests, because Maori 

boys never thought of taking the eggs, the 

plants in these islands have been for ages ■
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growing in an easy^careless style, and cannot 

all at once develop the cautious ways of an 

English weed, whose life has so long been 

a struggle against man and beast. What 

with Ullage and forest fires, and, above all, 

the ravages of animals, Mrs. Sinclair says 

you may travel for miles in the Sandwich 

Islands without finding a single native 

plant They were all trampled in, or eaten 

off, or burnt down ; and, before they could 

recover, the ground was taken up by some 

foreign weed which had come in with the 

cotton or other seeds. ■

With plants, as with men, it is the 

survival of the hardiest The nettle, for 

instance, has so long had to run the 

gauntlet that it will last while the world 

stands. See what a root it has come to 

have ; you never can get all of it out, no 

matter how thoroughly you break up your 

ground. But neither the delicate kokio- 

keokeo (Hibiscus Amottianus), which is the 

subject of so many songs and legends, and 

which, with its white petals and rich pink 

stamens, used to drape the sides of rocky 

ravines, nor the red variety with which 

girls used to adorn their hair, ever had any 

struggle for existence till the goats came, 

who have made them both very nearly 

things of the past We have lost plants in 

England, who can tell how many 1 The 

" lady's slipper," daintiest of our orchids, 

is almost extinct Perhaps in one of the 

lovely dales of West Biding, in a sunny spot 

where thick woods all round keep the 

air damp, you may find it ; but I never did. 

I have seen it in a garden near Pen-y-gant, 

and of course it is in the orchid-house at 

Kew. Then another fine orchid, the great 

white helleborine, used to grow on Bath- 

wick Hill, near Bath, but building and 

high farming (that foe to botany) have im- 

proved it off I dare say the draining of 

Whittlesea Mere lost us some plants, as 

it certainly lost us the big copper and 

perhaps the swallow-tailed butterfly. It 

is not every plant that you can treat as you 

can corn-bottle and poppy, which grow 

anywhere and stand any amount of ill- 

usage. A poppy, by the way, the puakala, 

( Argemone mexicana), is the only Hawaiian 

plant that has really got a firm foothold. 

Captain Cook noticed its snowy blossoms ; 

and its leaves and stems have covered 

themselves with rough hairs as if to resist 

the beasts which he first introduced into 

the islands. Moreover, its seed has the 

same wonderful vitality as that of white 

clover. When ground is cleared by a fire, 

the puakala is sure to come up, though it ■

had not been seen on the spot for thirty or 

forty years. As its name shows, the 

puakala is also found in America ; but this 

is not so wonderful as the fact that the 

ohia lehua (Metrosideros), a dark evergreen 

with scarlet blossoms — which, as shrub 

and tree, is so universally present in Hawaii 

that in song and legend it takes the place 

which the heather does in Scotland — grows 

also in New Zealand, a quarter of the 

world's circumference away. So, by the 

way, does that gaudy creeper, the ieie 

(Freycenetia), which in Hawaii is being 

killed out by rats, who gnaw off its succu- 

lent bracts. ■

The kou, too, the most useful of the 

Hawaiian woods, soft and yet durable, and 

of a beautiful brown, is found in acme 

islands south of the line, though not in 

New Zealand. This tree (Cordia) is being 

killed out ; but if there is any wisdom in 

the Hawaiians they will surely take 

measures to preserve it Unhappily their 

old handicrafts are also dying out Nobody 

nowadays makes a kou-wood bowl or dish. 

He buys an ugly, imported stoneware one ; 

and so the skill which came out in the old 

home manufactures will soon be lost past 

recovery. It is very fine to be able to sing 

hymns which one does not understands^ 

and know the names of the twelve apos- 

tles and the minor prophets; but to be 

able to make a bowl of kou-wood, or build 

a canoe, making the outrigger of the cork- 

like wood of the wiliwili (Erythrina), 

whose scarlet blossoms were used for deck- 

ing hair, and its still brighter scarlet beans 

for garlands, or to catch birds with a view 

to feather cloaks, or even to compound herb 

medicines, is better s£ilL And all this the 

natives have forgotten. The chiefs don't 

wear feather cloaks; on grand occasions 

they put on dress-coats, and look very 

awkward in them. The sick have given 

up trusting to simples, and take patent 

medicines which play the mischief with 

their unaccustomed stomachs. They are for- 

getting their folk-lore, in which flowers 

played such a conspicuous part ; they are 

even (says Mrs. Sinclair) forgetting the 

names of the commonest plants, as well 

as the stories connected with them. ■

I hope that Mrs. Sinclair will fill anotiier 

volume or two; and that what she is 

doing for Hawaii some one else will do for 

Tonga, and so on. What better occupation 

for a missionary's wife! What more 

graceful work, too, for the girls' schools t 

These brown maidens, with whom the 

love of flowers is a passion, would sorely ■

f ■
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be apt scholara in sketching and colouring 

them. ■

Thanks to chromo-lithography, what is 

done in thb way can be reproduced at 

small cost for the delight of the Eoelish 

working-man. Of old, a book like Mrs. 

Sinclair's wonld have been a precious 

thing for a King or an art-pa^nising 

noble ; now there is no reason why erery 

free library should not possess it^ and, 

displaying it on a convenient easel, let 

designers of all kinds come to it for lessons 

in form and colouring. What can be more 

graceful, more helpral in art<lecoration, 

tnan the Ipomseas, of which Mrs. Sin- 

clair figures six kinds t These beat all 

the rest in form, glorified Convolvuluses 

S8 they are ; and tiie Hibiscuses (mallow 

tribe, to which also belongs the indi- 

genous wild cotton) in colour. And, then, 

the ohai (Sesbania) and other plants of 

the pea triba Fancy our Tufted Vetch 

transformed from a slender creeper into a 

big shrub, and its lilac blossoms quintupled 

in size and turned to the brightest coral; 

that is the ohai — nearly extinct, alas I so 

popular is it with catue. Over and over 

again, in Mrs. Sinclair, one reads *' like most 

Hawaiian plants, it has feeble roots and is 

therefore soon destroyed." Whereas our 

buttercup, not content with being abso- 

lately uneatable, and producing any amount 

of seed, has in one or two of its species 

developed a creeping root which runs 

along like couch-grass. That is the way to 

last; be so unpbasant that nothing will 

toaeh you, and continually keep strength- 

ening your hold on your surroundings. 

If, like the poolanui (Coreopsis) you are a 

nsefol fodder plant, there is no hope for 

yon; you will be eaten down till you dis- 

appear, and then people will wonder what 

makes the forest look so sombre that used 

to look so cheery in spring when it was 

lighted up with your gay blossoms. Even 

the ae-ae (Lycium sandwicense), which 

thrives on the edge of salt lagoons, and 

gets on without rain, sucking up through 

the sand the brackish water, is in 

danger of being exterminated, for during 

droughts cattle are only too glad to browse 

on its thick juicy leaves. 1 said the kou 

was dying out; so, too, is the kouili 

(Alphitonia), a fine, large, hard-wood tree, 

which the natives used to like for house- 

posts because kouili posts would last a 

life-time. ■

One pecoliarity of the Hawaiian flora 

is the number of shrubs which grow 

down at the water's edee. One exneots ■

convolvuluses — one of them creeps through 

the sand of our English coasts. One is 

not astonished to find a sort of cistus or 

substitute for a rose, with yellow blossoms 

and seed-pods, armed with stout thorns, the 

nohu (Tribulus) ; but it does not seem 

natural for a shrub just like a daphne, 

white flowers, green berries, shiny leaves, to 

be growing within the wash of the waves. 

Another peculiarity is the scarcity of eat- 

able fruits. What there are, too, are dis- 

appointing ; the akala (Bubus hawaiensis) 

looks like a very fine raspberry ; but it is 

quite flavourless. Even that brilliant giant, 

the ohia-ai (Eugenia), whose blossoms, just 

like those of the Pyrus japonica, make it 

the glory of the Hawaiian woods, bears a 

wretchedly insipid pear. The natives used 

to live largely on this poor fare; they 

often suffered from famines, during which 

they were glad to cook even the very bitter 

tuber of the hoi (Dioscorea). Yet in those 

old days they did not dwindle away, as 

they do now that common food is plentiful 

and wholesome. ■

Another tree, the iliahi (Santalum), or 

sandal-wood, is almost extinct, not owing 

to ravages of cattle, but because it was so 

remorselessly cut down and sold (too often 

for rum) to skippers who carried it over to 

China and sold it at an immense profit 

This again is one of the plants which are 

found from one end of the Pacific to the 

other, as is also the aalii (Dodonase), of the 

hard wood of which Maoris as well as 

Hawaiians used to make spears and paddles. 

I hope the ohenaupaka (Scavola^, a sort of 

yellow honeysuckle, will not die out ; for 

it is described as "living on the bleak, 

misty precipices, 5000 feet above the sea, 

wet with t^e-wind clouds, and braving 

the gales which rush upward from the 

ravines." Another mountain plant is the 

kolokolo-kuahiwi (Lysimachia Hillebrandi), 

with dark blue flowers, delicately scented. 

The name means tha^ if it is plucked, 

heaven will shed tears. Hence the natives 

were careful never to gather it when on a 

march, for they dreaded the cold rain as 

much as coolies do during the monsoon. 

Alas 1 nowadays very few natives have ever 

seen it ; they stay at home instead of roam- 

ing freely over the hills. Above all things 

they eschew ttie windward side, where — like 

the Edelweiss in the less-frequented Alps — 

many plants still thrive which have been 

quite killed out on the drier and more 

frequented lee-side of the mountain ranges. 

They have even given up most of their old 

srames. No one now thinks of makins a ■
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swing of nukuiwi (Strongylodon) ; it is 

"improper" to swing. I wonder "the 

authorities " have not set their faces against 

the displays of fireworks with which every 

visitor is so deb'ghted. These take place 

on the north side of Kauai, where the cliffs 

rise sheer out of the water to a height of 

nearly 2000 feet. On a moonless night 

the spectators put to sea in their canoes, 

and the "pyrotechnist" walks up the cliff 

with a bundle of dry papala sticks (Char- 

pentiera) with their feathery blossoms. He 

lights one and flings it down, and the wind, 

which blows up the face of the cliff, catches 

it and whirls it about Then he launches 

another and another; and soon there is 

a grand display of stars careering madly 

about, until, when the wind drops, they 

glide down gracefully into the sea. ■

The Hawaiians must regret their disap- 

pearing plants ; they must, with their keen 

sense of beauty, see that a pasture sown 

with artificial grasses is a poor exchange for 

a naturalmeadow with its grass all festooned 

with the beautiful blue convolvulus. They 

must be thankful that the akaakaawa (Be- 

gonias) by the waterfalls are not likely to 

die out ; and that the simple little nohuanu 

(Geranium cuneatum), so like an English 

field-flower, is not likely to become extinct 

because its home is in the bleak upland 

swamps, 4000 feet above the sea, out of 

the reach of cattle, and seldom visited by 

man. Well ; the world will be distinctly 

poorer when the brown race and the 

flowers which were its loved companions 

disappear from Hawaii. There will always 

be Germans enough in the world, and they 

are not in general a very interesting people ; 

and there will always be as much cotton 

and sugar in the world as the world wants. 

Does not it seem a pity that, after his 

Anglo-Saxon brothers have set the brown 

man's feet so firmly on the downward path 

that there seems no chance of his puUing 

up again, the German should complete the 

work of destruction by killing out the 

native plants for the sa^e of a little more 

cotton and sugar 1 ■

THE MIRACLE OF ERBREZZO. ■

THEEnglish race haseverbeen considered 

the^most gregarious race of all, but those 

tourists who have travelled much in Italy 

return to England fully convinced that in 

the love of wandering to and fro the 

Italians beat us hollow. The question 

with them is not, as with us, " Where shall 

we go to?" but "Where shall we hurry ■

from ) " The first case is terrible from 

hesitation and uncertainty ; the second is 

quickly answered, and resolves itself into 

the simple response, "From whatever 

place we may happen to be in at the 

moment'' Now that place is never " home " 

for the modem Italian knows it not^ and 

half Italy is always on a visit to the oUier 

half, which second half hurries to return 

the visit as soon as possible. Etoi 

strangers seem bitten by this strange 

mania of locomotion, and you may witness 

the flight of whole bands of fordgners 

rushing from one place to the other witli- 

out any apparent motive than ihsX o! 

changing locations with their friends and 

fellow-countrymen. ■

During my stay last year at Verona, 

whither I had hastened to fly from Milan, 

leaving my comfortable quarters in thai 

city to an English family flying from 

Verona, I was seized with the same kind 

of vertigo which falls ux>on all Italy at 

certain times, for I had scarcely arrived 

in the place before I could fully under- 

stand this Southern mania of flight It 

diflers entirely from the yearning we 

Englishmen experience for the free sea- 

breezes or the fresh country air. It is no 

yearning for that which we have not ; it is 

simply a disgust for that which we hava ■

Now in my own case the attack came 

on after four-and-twenty hours' sojourn 

in Verona. I had seen most of the sights 

in that time, and could behold the rest in 

my mind's eye with sufficient deameis to 

be convinced that they were not worth 

beholding otherwise. And now Uie 

dreaded weariness came over me with re- 

doubled violence from the mere circum- 

stance of witnessing from my window, on 

the second morning of my stay, the 

streams of people aU hurrying by, in one 

direction, on foot, on horseback, rushing to 

the Porta Vescovo, which leads out into the 

Val Pantena. Whither were these people 

hurrying ) Not to any festival or £dr cer- 

tainly, for all were clad in sober garments 

and every countenance wore a grave and 

solemn expression. "They are evid^Uy 

not on pleasure bent," thought I ; " they 

must be flying from something in Verona." 

First the panic of revolution, so common to 

English travellers on the Continent^ then 

the panic of oontagioU} seized upon me, and 

I descended to the street to make en- 

quiries. The water-carrier, to whom I 

addressed myself, |4tied me from the 

bottom of his soul ; nay, he almost shed 

tears to think that any human being ■

°=# ■
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should be eo utterly deToid of edacation, 

oi religion, of general knowledge as not to 

^ aware that it is by the Porte Vescovo 

thmt people get into the Yal Pantena, and 

bjr the Yal Pantena to the holy village of 

I^S^9 And that the holy village of Logo is 

on the road to the still holier village of 

£rbrezz0y where the most wondrous 

curacies are being performed, and the 

moat^ heavenly blesongs vouchsafed to 

certain favoured individuals, by the Holy 

Vix-jgin, who dispenses them, not through 

the intervention of Pope or priest, but in 

hmr own proper person. ■

^ot a moment did I hesitate to take 

ad'FBntage of the information thus obtained, 

and immediately set about procuring a 

place in one of the numerous public 

conveyances at that moment leaving 

Verona every ten minutes, eager to behold 

with my own eyes what I had hitherto 

beheld through Uie visual organs of other 

people. ■

The vehicle was crowded. I was fortu- 

nate enough to be seated between two 

priests from Yendri, both of them men of 

education, but each one educated in a 

different school Their opinions on the 

mira c l e of Erbrezzo dififerea entirely, and 

their arguments being enforced by Italian 

gesticulation, conveyed every sentiment 

but that of confidence and security to the 

listener. Opposite to me was seated a 

lady clad in the deepest habiliments of 

woe, "who never ceased turning over 

between her fingers a rosary of huge box- 

wood beads, which rattled beneath her 

touch with sharp and sudden sound like 

that of cracking walnuta Young maidens, 

too, were there, with eager, inquisitive 

eyes, and little girls, to whom the most 

important part is assigned at Erbrezzo, as 

the Holy Virgin had evinced from the 

commencement a decided preference for 

female children. ■

The more enlightened of the two priests, 

who had studied at Milan, discoursed 

l engthil y on the classic souvenirs of the 

varicms places we passed tlurough. He told 

us the antique origin of the crypt at Santa 

[Maria delle Stelle, fwrnerly dedicated to 

the ** nervous goddess," as he delicately 

put it, wherein the priests and pythonesses 

performed the rites that induced the statue 

there enshrined to give answers to timid 

|. believers and exact offerings from tibem. 

I "Idols,'' said he, "predous both in matter 

and form, have been found in many places 

in the neighbourhood; and every relic of 

antiquity tends to show that, although the ■

goddess had fied, it was not before she had 

developed in this part of the country a 

faith vivid enough to retain impressions of 

the superstitions of the dark ages, and 

carry it into the holy beliefs of our own 

true faith." The priest who had studied 

at Verona grew alarmed at the hint of 

doubt and incredulity in the miracle of 

Erbrezzo conveyed in this speech, and in 

his turn ventured upon establishing his 

own doctrine by side-winded hints in its 

favour, and, as we were drawing near to 

Lugo, took the opportunity of strengthen- 

ing our minds for Erbrezzo by endeavour- 

ing to inspire belief from the example of 

Lugo. A most miserable place, by the way, 

is this said Lugo, lying in a deep and narrow 

valley, over which the sun at this season 

only passes hastily, never even in summer 

granting more than an hour or two of heat. 

The population are sallow-faced, dirty, and 

bigoted, with the enjoyment of a goodly 

tribe of cretins. The vine is stunted 

and dried up ; rarely does its fruit ripen 

at Lugo. The harvest is meagre and in- 

sufficient for the wants of the inhabitants, 

who have no means of existence but that 

supplied by the sale of firewood, brought 

down from the hills, for the lime-burners. ■

By-and-by we drew near to Erbrezzo, 

and all were preparing by the emotion ex- 

pectant for that about to be realised. The 

situation of Erbrezzo itself is peculiar, and 

well fitted to be the scene of supernatural 

visions. It lies in the Lessini hills, upon 

a perpendicular rock, and closes the Yal 

Pentana towards the north. It is a village 

composed entirely of shepherds' huts. It 

possesses, however, the inestimable blessing 

of a mayor and other officials. It is sur- 

rounded by uncultivated meadows as far 

as eye can reach, and differs from the 

rest of this part of Italy in displaying 

neither vineyards, nor oUve groves, nor 

mulberry plantations, nor corn-fields. ■

On arriving at about a mile distant from 

Luffo our vehicle stopped, and we were 

told that neither horse nor carriage could 

proceed further, and that the remainder of 

the journey must be performed either on 

mules or on foot. A terrible footpath 

alone leads up the rock. On the left 

is the bridge of Yeja, and the celebrated 

grotto produced by the falling in of the 

lower rocks. To the west of Erbrezzo the 

extent of meadow-land seems boundlesa — . 

dull brown withered grass parched dry, not 

by the sun but by the cruel mountain wind^ 

All around is desolation; the land is markec]^ 

out by heaps of stones embedded in the soix^ ■
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standiDg never less than a yard high. A 

few chestnut-trees, oaks, and beeches, may 

be seen scattered here and there, bat 

whole groups of them never bear leaves. 

Two hamlets, Stafor and Regazzani, are 

jost visible in the distance. ■

On one side is a very rapid elevation of 

soil Its form is that of a semicircle. At its 

foot is the dried bed of a stream, and towards 

the top a slab of rock aboat a yard and a 

half in width overhangs a deep rent^ not 

more than ten inches wide, bat of immeasur- 

able depth. It was in front of this — the 

miraculous reck — that there first burst 

upon our view the mighty concourse of 

people assembled to behold the Virgin Mary 

appear for a moment, then move away and 

float out into space. Thousands upon 

thousands believe that others see the 

vision, while themselves can only testify 

to beholding the snow, the rocks, the 

multitude, and the barren heath all around. 

For myself I must confess to an ardent 

desire of belief, and as I stood in the midst 

of the poor people murmuring their prayers 

while shivering with cold, I found no heart 

to laugh or scofif at the humble faith which 

had brought them thither. ■

The scene was indeed marvellous. An 

immense multitude bareheaded, kneeling 

on the frozen snow ; the monotonous chant 

of the hymns; the wailing cries of supplica- 

tion; the white peaks of the mountains, 

and in the distance the evergreen oaks of 

Chiesamonte throwing their sombr(9 sha- 

dows over the snow ; a pale but spotless 

azure sky; a splendid heatless sun; a biting 

bitter wind ; and alas ! the sharp pangs of 

hunger which it stirred, all combined to 

inspire a mixture of feelings which I could 

well imagine might in most cases turn to 

passionate devotion and entire belief iu 

the miracle. By the rock had been built a 

shelter constructed of newly-cut logs. This 

is set aside for 'Hhe seers," and round it 

stand the mountain-priests, a strange set 

of men, who merit a description — with 

their threadbare cassocks and their goat- 

skin capes, their shining leather skull- 

caps, their shaggy locks falling low down 

over their shoulders, their perpetual snufif- 

taking, their greasiness and dirt Pre- 

sently one or other of these priests, 

turning to the multitude kneeling on 

the ice, shouts forth an exhortation to 

pray in honour of Mary, and instantly 

there bursts forth in an indescribably high 

pitch — a miracle in itself — a strange wild 

psalmody, without rhythm or measure or 

melody, but which from this very cause ■

seizes on the nervous system with an in- 

tensity of power indescribable. Here then 

will no doubt be discovered the secret of 

the music of the f utura Every now and 

then the discord receives new impulse, be- 

comes full of the shock of unexpected 

clamour. This is produced by the mingled 

voices of the thousands clambering up or 

sliding down the slope; and the women 

with red kerchiefs on their heads, men 

with their dark blue caps of the most 

singular shape, boys and youths bare- 

hei^ed, and girls with plaited liair bound 

with coloured ribbons, form the wildest 

and most picturesque groups ever dreamed 

of in the most inspired visions of the 

painter. All sing the Stabat Mater, the 

Ave Maria Salve Regina, but each singer, 

male or female, in a different key. Now 

and then however the old " Viva Maria e 

chi la creo " would rise in shrill treble tones 

above the whole. All these hymns are 

supposed to be pleasant to the Madonna — 

the strains she invariably calls for. ■

I saw several thousand persons assembled 

on an inclined portion of the rock, difficult to 

dimb at all seasons, but particularly dan- 

gerous now that the ice is incmsted on its 

sides. But faith permits all to walk easily 

across it» and very few fall Only one 

poor Christian believer broke his skull in 

attempting to seize the Madonna by her 

cloak as she floated from peak to peak 

Needless to say he seized nothing. How- 

ever, people affirm that whilst kneeling in 

expectation of the appearance of the appa- 

rition they feel neither hunger nor cold, 

and that the frozen earth appears soft as 

down. The mountain-priests do not object 

to people standing, but as soon as one of 

them intones a chant all hats and caps 

must be laid aside. Some of the very old 

men are allowed to replace the hat by the 

grotesque parti-coloured kerchief. It 

seems to strike no one, however, that this 

must be a manifest sign that some amongst 

them must really feel the bitter cold. 

The multitudes from all parts of Italy, of 

various feelinss, emotions, and souvenirs, 

fall all together upon their knees, and 

pray with a unity of purpose perfectly 

astonishing. I saw the pious believer im- 

ploring help as a rewa^rd for his faith, 

while the sinner lit his side was crying out 

for pardon and mercy. I saw the stupid 

face upturned beside the intelligent physi- 

ognomy of its neighbour; the innocent child 

bending low beside the lately yielding 

convert to righteousness ; the fresh young 

maiden and the toil-worn matron; the ■
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ludf naked beggar, and the rich, warmly 

clad farmer ; the critic too, whose inoreda- 

looB smile dies away half-formed npon his 

lips, as he witnesses such a miserable exhi- 

bition of religions fanaticism and hysterical 

oonynlsion. ■

Whilst all eyes are thns directed towards 

the Holy Rock, suddenly a young girl is 

heard to exclaim in a shrill voice and 

with an accent that is really electrifying : 

"Here — here — is the Madonna!" and, 

breakuig through the dense crowd, runs 

down the slope. Precipitating herself under 

the shed, her eyes staring wildly, she raises 

her trembling hands above her head, crying 

ont,"Glory to Maryl" and the people answer 

devoutly, *« Glory to Mary 1 " The priests 

standing round the shed now bid the seer 

to question the Madonna. This is done in a 

whuper and the girl tells the priest the 

answer, which she alone hears and under- 

stands, although it is given only by a sign of 

the head on the part of the apparition. Some- 

times the seer communicates the answer in a 

k>ad tone to the multitude. Often has the 

ery, " I behold the Madonna 1 " burst forth 

simultaneously from five or six different 

tongues, and the seers have hurriedly 

crowded together to the shed where they 

idated the request made by the vision to 

each one in particular. Now, the Madonna 

is said to demand an Ave Maria; anon 

the third part of a Rosary or any other 

prayer ; and they instantly begin to sing it 

aloud. Meanwhile, the priests busy them- 

selves in taking down the names of the 

hs^py mortals considered worthy of so 

great a miracle, and in preparing proofs 'of 

its authenticity. The more devout shed 

tears while they slug, and I own to having 

been almost won over to the tearful 

majority. Emotion is contagious, and the 

sight of big, hot tears rolling down the 

bronzed and careworn visage of a hard- 

working peasant, must always produce a 

gash of feeling difficult to repress. ■

Sometimes men and women of a certain 

age are deemed worthy of a manifestation ; 

but generally the seers are girls under 

twelve years of age. At all events, those 

who see nothing are comforted with these 

words of the Madonna transmitted by the 

seer, " Happy are they who yet have faith 

although they see not." ■

The greatest favourite of the Madonna 

is a lame woman of Erbrezza She is twenty- 

foor years of age ; she sees daily. * She has 

taken up her abode in the shed, and indi- 

cates to her companions the movements 

they are to make; she is, however, re- ■

garded as an exceptional . being, and is 

looked upon as destined to fulfil a great 

mission. ■

All the time that I stood there gazing 

on the vast multitude, insensible to all 

things save the fancied presence of the 

Madonna, the endless stream of sinners and 

believers kept pouring in from Verona, 

from Prento, and even from progressive 

Milan, to implore grace and mercy. The 

roads resounded with an interminable 

litany, and the waste of time, money, 

and health can never have found a parallel 

save in the mad days of the Crusaders. ■

Although the season was not favourable 

for travelling in those regions, I could not 

resist the temptation of paying a visit to 

Ghiesanuova, which lies at a short distance 

from Erbrezzo. Although still higher up 

in the mountains, the site is so beautiful 

and picturesque, that speculation has lately 

discovered it and has established several 

good inns in the place, one of which is con- 

ducted on the plan of the great Swiss 

hotels. Much prosperity is anticipated, as 

Ghiesanuova has at last been noticed by a 

party of travelling English artists, and, its 

fame having been carried to Rome and 

Milan, a golden harvest is expected. The 

philosopher, as well as the artist, might 

find some interest at Ghiesanuova, for the 

place resists all progress in idea, and still 

preserves in the church the inscriptions 

graven on marble in honour of its late 

foreign masters, with the addition of new 

ones in contempt of the National Govern- 

ment, which latter include the one from 

His Holiness, '' Perdnellione abupuit pro- 

vincius." ■

Here, as a matter of course, I was 

favoured with new details concerning the 

miracle, and learned, what none could tell 

me at the Rock itself, the history of its 

origin, from these poor mountaineers, who 

daily defy the elements to climb the rugged 

heights, to adore what they do not see and 

what they can realise better by the sculptured 

column of their own piazza. Their inform- 

ation bade me believe that about the year 

1850 two small children were gathering wild 

berries on the very spot of the present 

apparition, and, choosiog the most unripe 

from a wild plum tree, were enjoying the 

feast to their hearts' content, when suddenly 

a fine and beautiful lady passing by en- 

joined them, with motherly solicitude, to 

abstain from eating the acid fruit The 

poor babes would not listen to the friendly 

words, but continued to swallow the un- 

wholesome treat No sooner had they ■
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returned home than they both fell ill, and 

died during the night ! Bat the Holy Virgin 

comforted their parents unth the promise 

of taking them both with her into Paradisa ■

From that hour, until the year 1860, the 

Madonna appeared not again. The parents, 

who had heard the sweet promise, had told 

the secret to no ona But when the 

Holy Virgin returned from time to time to 

earth, sometimes with two lovely children 

at her side, the memory of this adventure 

was raked up and added a new charm to her 

visitations; for did not these two poor 

children belong to Erbrezzo, and are they 

not buried there 1 ■

Those who declare themselves seers do 

not number more than a hundred, and 

are mostly young children. The hysteri- 

cal lame girl is the greatest seer of all, 

and is for ever addressing and saluting 

her advocate in heaven. It must also be 

observed that many are the methods of 

''seeing." Some behold the Madonna quite 

small, with a "bambino" which seems 

falling from her arms. Some behold her of 

matronly appearance, but all describe her 

dress as that of the Madonna in their own 

village church. The apparition usually 

stands upon the split rock, but does not 

disdain to walk about or float through the 

air. The Virgin does not speiUc, but nods 

or shakes her head in afi&rmation or denial 

Many people have seen an altar brilliantly 

illuminated with tapers, others have per- 

ceived myriads of white doves, supposed to 

be angels, flying about^ and these doves 

sometimes alight for the seers to take them 

up. They are tamer than earthly birds, 

and suflbr themselves to be handled by the 

most devout amongst the spectators. But 

when the pious souls believe they have 

caught an angel they find they have only 

got a handful of moss, while the seers 

affirm that the doves have flown back to the 

Madonna. '' The priests have seen nothing, 

nor ever will they be permitted to see,'' 

says the lame ^ir^ '^becia^ise they have no 

faith ; " and this accusation was vociferated 

from the rock more than once during my 

visit. The fact is undeniable — the priests 

merely perform the task of suggesting ques- 

tions to the privileged children. Being 

aiiked whether epidemic, famine, or war 

would occur shortly, the apparition sig- 

ualled a negative to the two first enquiries, 

and a decided affirmative to the last ■

It would be too long a task to detail all 

the researches which have been made, and 

all the pains and trouble which have been 

expended to trace the.autbora of the pre> ■

sent excitement ; but we get a clue to .the 

aim of all this turmoil from the fact that 

what the Madonna desires most is to have a 

church built at Erbrezzo, wi^ a foundation 

of three masses a day, to be celebrated by 

three priests salaried from the money de* 

posited by the pilgrims. ■

A few of the answers to the seers I have 

been able to collect; they are interesting 

from their appropriate application to the 

feelings of many of the agitators who arenow 

busily spreading their propaganda through- 

out Italy. '* Next Easter >ml see the re- 

establishment of the temporal pow^ of 

the Pope. All Protestants will be con- 

verted, and will become the most ardent 

champions of the Church of Borne. How- 

ever, all reprobates and unbelievers will 

not be destroyed ; indeed they will even 

outnumber the saved among the just At 

the present moment the just are so few 

that, even were they all to die, their loos 

would not be felt in the population of the 

world." Thousands of stories, more mar- 

vellous one than another, are related of the 

miraculous Virgin and the seers of Erbrezzo 

— and, as usual, no one dares to breathe a 

word against all this ignorance and siqier- 

stition. The man wno should dare to 

utter an ill-timed jest upon the subject 

would do so in peril of his life. ■

Is it hallucination) Is it fraud! 

Given the point that there is no appari- 

tion on the rock, one of these two de- 

ceptions must exist Hallucination haa 

often existed in past times — ^while the 

Archangel Gabriel appearing to the peasant 

Martin with a message for Xiouis Dixhuit, 

the Madonna at Simini, and the Vizgin 

of La Salette, are all of recent datei The 

'^ convulsionaires " of St.Mddard, who could 

submit to crucifixion without feeling pain, 

must have presented the same form <rf 

mental disturbance as that shown by &e 

multitude gathered at Erbrezzo, bare- 

footed and bareheaded amid the frozen 

snow. ■

The Government does not interfere 

with the manifestations, but it is feared 

that it will soon be necessary to punish 

what might have been prevented : the pro- 

vocation to quarrel excited at Verona 

by refusal to bow the head or bend 

the knee at mention of the miracle might 

prove fatal at any moment The Bishop 

of Verona, a wise and learned man, 

has used his most strenuous efi'orts to 

arrest the evil He has lately issued a 

pastoral letter to the clergy of his diooese, 

commanding them to silence on the subject ■

T ■
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of the apparition at Erbrezzo, bat it is 

doubtful whether even this tacit denial of 

its reality will have any effect on tbe stolid 

and i^orant devotees who gather on the 

Hofy Kock at Erbrezza ■

STUDIES OF OVER THE WAY. ■

A HOUSE IN THE EUSTON ROAD. 

IN THREE PARTS. PART IIL ■

"As soon as I was oat of Sinclair's pre- 

sence I knew there was not a moment to 

be lost I felt I mast see my brother at 

onca I determined to trast anreservedly 

to his counsels. Jack had detected Sinclair's 

inflaence over me before I had any sos- 

picion of it myself, and now I began to 

hope that his strong common sense might 

devise for me a way of deliverance from 

the peril which yet threatened me. I 

found Jack in my lodgings, and at once 

told him everything. As soon as I had 

spoken my last word we set oat for the 

Abbey, for it was plain that we mast take 

Kate into our counsels at once. We met 

her in the garden, and we went all of us 

into a summer-house on the lawn, and then 

I told her the whole of my strange story. ■

"Elate was shocked, terribly shocked, 

when she knew all. Of course no bus- 

pidon of my guilt had ever crossed her 

mind. She knew not who the murderer 

might be. She was only sure that he was 

not her lover. After she had heard my 

story she was just as sure that he was the 

man who had all her life stood to her in 

the place of a father. Often, in the past, 

doubts as to Sinclair's character had arisen 

in her mind, but he had guarded his 

private life too closely to let them grow 

into anything more definite than doubts. 

Now Kate's eyes were opened. She had 

lived long enough with Sinclair to learn 

that he was a man of violent temper and 

ungovernable passions, and what I had 

juBt told her confirmed all her former sus- 

picions and made it dear to her that he 

was unscrupuloas enough to let no con- 

sideration of right or wrong, of life or 

death, stand between him and the accom- 

plishment of his aims. ■

" The first definite proposal came from 

Jack. *I don'c much like the idea of 

amateur burglary, but you and I, Bob, 

must have an hoar or so to ourselves in the 

library, just to see what those letters in 

that secret drawer are about' ■

" 'Thdre will be no difficulty as to that,' 

said Kate. 'I will come down at one 

o'clock to-morrow morning and let you in ■

at the side door. It is no time for petty 

scruples. It is a game of life and death that 

we are playing.' This she said, pale and 

trembling, keeping back her tears with a 

brave efibrt. ■

" So it was decided. At one my brother 

and I stood by the little side door at the 

Abbey. I turned the handle, the door 

yielded, and there was Kate with a shaded 

candle in her hand. We followed her 

noiselessly into the library, and there she 

left us. ■

"The library was a strange old room, 

irregular in shape, full of angles and 

recesses. The ceiling was richly embossed 

in plaster, and divided into compartments 

by huge beams of oak, now warped and 

black with age. I went at once to the 

cabinet containing the secret drawer, and 

easily opened the spring by pressing the 

carved head. The drawer was half full of 

papers and other things. I handed it to 

Jack, and he, having emptied the contents 

into a basket^ bore them to the farther end 

of the room, and proceeded to arrange 

them on the tabla ■

"'Jack,' said I, 'you surely do not 

think of remaining. Put that drawer back 

into its place and let us be gone as quickly 

as we can. We run a very great risk by 

staying here. Why not examine the 

papers at home 1 ' ■

" 'Just for this reason,' answered Jack : 

' if we take the papers away, we are com- 

mon thieves and nothing else. We are at 

least housebreakers at present' ■

" ' But Jack,' I whispered, ' think what 

the consequences to ELate would be in case 

we should be discovered.' ■

" ' Well, yes, it's only natural you should 

think about Kate, and we'll take care we 

are not discovered. You lock and fasten 

the door there, and I will undo this window. 

It opens down to the ground, so we can 

bolt easily in case we hear anything.' ■

" I saw at once that this proposal of Jack's 

diminished greatly the chances of surprise. 

After I had fastened the door ; I replaced in 

its recess the secret drawer and closed the 

panel. Just as I did so I fancied I heard 

a faint sound overhead, and I paused in 

breathless anxiety to listen. All was still, 

however, still as the grave ; and I rejoined 

Jack, who was by this time busy reading a 

letter which he had drawn at a venture 

from the basket I took Out another and 

was soon deep in its contents. The still- 

ness of the place was intense, broken only 

by the ticking of the clock on the chimney- 

piece. The Uttle circle of light in which ■

JL ■
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we sat, made the gloom of the deep re 

cesses and distant corners all the more 

sombre and mysterioas. We had not 

been reading many ndnntes when the 

sound of alight tap at the door and Kate's 

voice outside made as fly to open it. She 

came in and, with her face all terror- 

stricken, bade as go at once, as she had 

heard sounds in Sinclair's room as if he 

had been disturbed. Without a word we 

gathered up the papers and stole out into 

the garden. Kate silently made fast the 

casement, and when we looked back at the 

house from the other end of the drive, all 

signs of light had disappeared from the 

windows. There was neither sight nor 

sound to make us fear that our presence 

had been detected, so we made our way 

back to our lodgings as fast as we could. ■

« We read every word of the letters be- 

fore we went to our beds. All apparently 

had been written by the same person, a man 

signing himself ' Bernard La Forge.' The 

earliest was dated some five years back and 

the last not more than five days. Bead 

consecutively they told a story — a story 

sad enough, but all too common. They 

told us that the letter which Sinclair had 

dictated to me, which he had as he believed 

now in his safe keeping, described his own 

case to the life. There was a shameful 

secret which the writer of these letters bad 

mastered, a secret which had become the 

bane and torment of Sinclair's existence. 

In the last letter the writer commanded 

Sinclair to meet him, the very night when 

the murder Was done, under the great oak 

in the Park. In every letter there were 

demands for money, and threats of ex- 

posure in case of non-compliance on Sin- 

clair's part The tone of the letters written 

most recently was truculent and insulting, 

and must have tried severely the patience 

of a violent and quick-tempered man. It 

was all plain enough now. Driven to 

despair by the persecution of his tormentor, 

he had determined, cost what it migbt, to 

rid himself of his plague; and the dis- 

covery of his mesmeric influence over my- 

self pointed out to him a method by which 

he might carry out his purpose with com- 

parative impunity. *We have not come 

to the end of the business yet,' said my 

brother as we sat over a late breakfast the 

next momiog. < We have convinced our- 

selves of Sinclair's guilt; but we have still 

to dispel the suspicions which hang around 

you. You had better keep altogether in 

the background, Bob. I must go and see 

the police authorities at once.' ■

" Jack rose to leave the room ; but just at 

that moment Kate was ushered in by the. 

landlady. We told her, in a few words, 

the result of our night's work. ' It mnit 

have been some imaginary noise whick 

frightened me last night,' said Kate. 

' Af cer you went away the house was as 

still as the grave, and before I left the 

library I searched that part of die room 

where you had been sitting to make sore 

you had left nothing behind you in yoor 

hurry. UDder the table I found this.' ■

"Kate drew from her pocket a small 

sheath covered with ereen leather, curiously 

figured and embossed. There was a sort df 

Arabesque tracery engraved on the brass 

rim round the top of it; but this pattern was 

abruptly broken ofi* at the Mge of the 

mounting. ■

" ' I never saw this before,' said Kite, 

'though I thought I knew all the cari- 

osities and things of this sort in the house. 

It must have fallen out of the secret 

drawer unnoticed.' ■

'* Jack took up the sheath and examined 

it carefully. 'It must be as Kate says,' 

he added. ' I do remember now that I 

heard something rattle when I emptied the 

drawer, and no doubt it was this. We 

overlooked it in our haste, but we must 

take care of it now. We should have been 

helpless altogether in this matter, Kate, 

without your assistance Cheer up, Bob. 

I think the worst is over.' ■

" I was utterly worn out by the strain 

my nerves had undergone. I liud down and 

slept till late in the afternoon. The weather 

was terribly hot ; but, when I woke, there 

was a cool breeze coming ofl the sea, and 

the fresh air tempted me out to walk a 

little along the beach. I walked a few 

hundred yards, but I found no relief for 

my heavy limbs and aching head. I Mi 

sick and faint, and a sharp pain which 

shot suddenly through my side frightened 

me somewhat, and I resolved to see a doctor 

at onoa I made my way with difficulty to 

the house of the principal practitioner in 

the place. I rang, and the servant who 

admitted me told me his master was not in 

for the moment, but that he would certainly 

be back very soon. He had been summoned 

suddenly about an hour ago to the Abbey, 

and had not yet returned. ■

"'To the Abbeyl' I cried. *WhoiB 

ill there ? Tell me, did you hear to whom 

the doctor was called ) ' ■

" * The messenger mentioned no name, 

sir, when he came ; but I heard soon after 

that it was for Mr. Sinclair, sir, who had ■

^^ ■
=r ■
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met with some accident They say as how, 

sir, that he has tried to make away with 

himself; bat I don't know how true it is.' ■

"I rushed away from the door back to 

myownrooma The terrible news had taken 

away all sense of my own illness, of which 

I was so painfally conscious five minutes 

aga As I reached the gate I saw Jack 

coming along the 'road, and I read at once 

upon his face the confirmation of the worst 

of what I had just heard. ■

"There is not much more to tell, and 

what there Is I will set down in my bro- 

ther's words as near as may be. * I went at 

once to the superintendent of police,' said 

Jack, *who was in consultation with a 

gendeman. apparently an official from 

Scotland Yard. I told them I had some 

information to give them with regard to 

the murder, upon which they both of them 

assumed an air of the most intense wisdom, 

as if to assure me that I was indeed pre- 

sumptuous to attempt to enlighten them. 

They took out their pocket-books and sat 

with their pencils ready to jot down my 

statement ; but I told them at once that, 

before I said a word, I wanted to see the 

knife with which the murder had been 

committed, and that I would also like to 

know the name of the murdered man, if 

they had made out what it was. ■

^' * They hummed and hesitated for some 

minutes, and wanted to know the reason 

of this request of mine, but finding me im- 

moTable, they gave way. The name of the 

victim was Bernard La Forge, and the 

knife did fit exactly the sheath Kate 

brought to us this morning. There could 

be no doubt about the correspondence 

between the two. When I thrust the 

dagger into the sheath a hidden spring 

dosed upon it, and I had some trouble to 

get it out again. The Arabesque pattern 

traced upon the brazen rim of the sheath 

runs on to the hilt of the dagger, so that it 

seemed to be all one when the dagger was 

in its place. I left the sheath with the 

police, and told them I would return later 

in the erening, when I might be able to 

lay before them evidence connecting the 

satecedents of Bernard La Forge with 

some one in the neighbourhood they pro- 

bably did not suspect, for I resolved I 

would t^ke no further step till I had once 

more seen Sinclair. I found him In his 

library, and, difficult as it was, I felt I had 

better plunge at once into the matter. I 

always thought Sinclair did not like me, 

and now I fancied I could detect a look of 

malevolent triumph in his eve when I ■

began to talk about the purport of my 

visit ■

" * Of course I see,' he began, * how 

painful this must be to you, these reports 

connecting your brother nith this miserable 

business. We cannot tell what turn affairs 

may take, but at present they look dark, 

very dark indeed.' ■

" ' Oh, I am not come to apologise for 

my brother,' said I ; * I am ' ■

" ' Ah, weU. I see you decline to accept 

the situation, and of course I admire your 

loyalty ; but now I will be frank with you. 

I dare say I ought to have told you before, 

but I have not known it long myself — Bob 

is very deep in the mire indeed. Certainly if 

I had known of it I should not have allowed 

him to pay his addresses to Kate. The fact 

of it is, this mui who has been killed by 

somebody or other had some terrible hold 

over him. Men who are driven to the last 

extremity of despair do not, as a rule, 

neglect any opportunity of deliverance 

which chance throws in their way ; and so 

I fear it has been with poor Bob.' ■

" ' I could hardly contain myself while he 

was saying this. I was just about to inter- 

rupt him when he continued, '' I suppose I 

may as well show you something now which 

will have to see the light before long.". Here 

he unlocked an iron safe, and, taking out a 

letter, he was about to hand it to me when 

he checked himself, and drew the enclosure 

out of the envelope. As his eye fell upon 

it, the mocking leer faded from his face, 

giving place to a look of confused terror. 

As the sheet of paper fell from his hand to 

the ground I saw that it was blank. It 

was Uie one you put into the envelope. Bob, 

the day when he thought he had got your 

self-accusation safe under your own seal ■

"'Sinclair recovered himself quickly; 

but his eyes flashed with the alarm he was 

trying to conquer and conceal. Then, as if 

suddenly recollecting himself, he said : ''Ah, 

that is not the lett^, I must have mislaid 

it, or perhaps it is here." He went into the 

recess where the cabinet containing the 

secret drawer was standing. I could not 

see him, but I could hear him press the 

spring, and let down the panel ■

** 'There was a confused noise, something 

heavy fell to the floor, and then a wild 

cry burst from his lips as he rushed back 

towards where I was sitting. " Gone I " he 

shouted ; " and you know something of the 

theft, I see it in your looka There were 

thieves then in the house last night when 

I heard that noise, and you were one of 

them. Now I see whv vou are so confident ■
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about your brother's innocence ; but I'll be 

even with you yet" ■

" * He moved towards me in a threatening 

manner. I rose from my seat and, keeping 

my eye firmly fixed upon himi I said, '* I 

have very little to say to yon, Sindair. 

First, my brother, as you know well enough, 

is innocent. There is no need for me to 

tell you who the murderer ia Second, the 

police have in their possession a knife-case 

found in your library, which fits exactly 

the knife with which the murder was done, 

and it rests with me whether they will or 

will not know before night what reasons 

you may have had for wishing to get rid of 

Bernard La Forge.' ■

" * When he hail heard this name, his face 

became yet more livid and terror-stricken ; 

his hand moved rapidly towards something 

on a side table. The next moment I saw 

it was a pistoL I had not a second to lose, 

I had just time to clutch his arm before he 

fired. The bullet passed close to my head 

and bi;ried itself in the window-frame. 

The next minute Kate, followed by two 

servants, burst into the room ; and Sinclair, 

breaking from me, rushed through the open 

window into the garden. ■

'' ' I was so much shocked by my narrow 

escape, that for a moment I hardly knew 

what was happening ; but the report of a 

piatol in the shrubbery recalled me to my- 

selC I knew at once what it meant I 

followed as quickly as I could, and as I 

crossed the lawn I saw one of the servants 

hurrying poor Kate, who seemed to be 

half fainting, into the house, and some 

others moving about amongst some laurels 

that fringed the flower garden. There 

Sinclair lay, shot through the head. Life 

was extinct when I reached the place, 

but of course I sent off for a doctor at 

onca ■

« < This is all. Bob. You have escaped a 

terrible danger, but at a terrible price.' ■

''My brother no doubt spoke in good 

earnest when he spoke of the terrible price. 

What would he have said if he had known 

the whole truth 1 This, however, I felt I 

could never reveal, and as the days went 

by the burthen of my secret became intoler- 

abla Every moment I found myself face 

to face with the frightful contioeency that 

I might be a murderer in deed though not 

in wilL I used to sit by the hour together 

gazing at my right hand in search of the 

'damned spot,' till one day it broke out 

terribly true before my agonised eyesight. 

See, sir, and judge for yourself whether I 

am the subject of a delusioa" ■

The young man held out before him hb 

right hand. ■

" See, there it is 1 " he went on, pcnniiog 

with his finger to the middle of the palm, 

" there is the evidence of my woe I " ■

To my eyes the young man's hand wig 

as spotless as my own ; but I could teU 

from the look of strained anxiety in hu 

eyes as he sat gazing at it, that the spot of 

blood had a terrible reality for him. I loie 

from my seat, and thanking him for the 

confidence he had shown by putting me in 

possession of his strange history, I left the 

room. ■

Never again did I see his pale face tt 

the window over the way, and a few dayi 

afterwards a card in a window proclaimed 

the fact that the rooms were to let ■

By THBO gift. ■

Author «tf*La Larimer," "An Alibi and iU Friee, ■

JBtCtBte. ■

CHAPTER XIII.— MARSTLAND WHITES A 

LONG LETTKR. ■

It was evening just a week later, snd 

Leah was sitting aionein the drawing-room 

at home ; sitting doing nothing too, which, 

with her, was a very rare occurrencei 

Downstairs in his study the Professor wii 

giving a lesson in practical chemistry to a 

private pupil, while Mrs. Josephs wis oc- 

cupying herself with poulticing tittle Dand, 

who, having come home from school that 

afternoon with a sore throat, had been 

despatched to bed early to be doctored. ■

In the drawing-room the lamp wis lit, 

and the French windows stood open, let- 

ting in a cool breeze from the little garden 

at the back, where, in the daytime, till 

hollyhocks, both red and white, gold- 

disked sunflowers, and homely mar^oidi 

and nasturtiums made a bright look-oot 

even in these waning summer days. Only 

a few evenings ago, George MarsHsiul 

and Vera had paced those narrow garden- 

paths with lingering happy steps, paodng 

now and then to throw a merry word •( 

Leah, who, having given them her com- 

panionship as an excuse for coming oat, 

took pains to prevent its being burden- 

some to them by devoting herself imme- 

diately to a war which she declared it 

was necessary to wage, day after day, with 

those enemies of her sunflowers, the slugs. ■

Now, however, the lovers were gone and 

the slugs allowed to feast on the gnnflowen 

at their will, while Leah sat alone beside a 

little table covered with a half-written and ■
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Qcb-blotted score of music, not doing ■

ijtbiog, only thinking. ■

Thinking! Bat with a face so much ■

der and graver than that of the bril- ■

'ant girl who had sat on the sea-shore in ■

rittsDjonly two months ago, that two, if ■

five, years might hare passed over her ■

head since then. ■

Yet had anything happened to her in ■

the interim t Nothmg at all to speak of; ■

othing, except that the friend with whom ■

was then stajring had since come to ■

toy with her; and that anotiier friend, ■

as to whom she had been wont in days ■

t to wax indignant if friyolons folks ■

ke of him as her lover or admirer, had ■

ffectnally saved her from the need of snch ■

ind^nation in the fatore by proclaiming ■

himself the admirer and lover of the other ■

girl " Tera's lover 1 " Even now Leah ■

toold hardly comprehend it ; hardly bring ■

her mind to realise her little Bretonne ■

friend in the character of "Marstland's ■

wife." And yet if the old St Lanrents ■

could be brought to consent, that was what ■

Vers would be, perhaps the very next time ■

she Mw her, and what Marstland, after ■

knowing her one short fortnight, declared ■

that he desired nothing so ardently as to ■

make her. ■

Afortnight 1 Only that; and hehad known 

Leah herself intimately for over eight years. 

Her own brothers were not better under- 

stood by her than he; whfle, as for his 

sister, Lady Hessey, she had never read 

with him, felt with him, worked with and 

for him in London slums and thrown her- 

self into his aioos snd affairs generally as 

Leah had done ; ay, done ever since she 

was an enthusiastic girl of seventeen, and he 

an energetic youth with unusually high aims 

and philanthropic purposes, a year older. ■

Perhaps it was because of the very 

length of that intimacy, that familiar fra- 

ternal bond, that the idea of any nearer or 

dearer one had never come into his mind ; 

but then no one else had aroused it either. 

He had never even seemed to care enough 

for any other girl to teach Leah by the 

tiniest twinge of jealousy how deep her 

feeling for him really went ; and now that 

Vera — poor little childish Vera, aimless and 

idealess as the daisies in her father's 

orchards — should be the one to win him, 

seemed to her a thing as impossible to 

realise as that of which the poet once sang 

in bitter wonder : ■

Having known me to decline 

On & nan^ of lower feelings and a narrower heart 

than mine. ■

Yet, even as the quotation forced itself 

into Leah's mind, she felt that she was 

blushing furiously for very shame of the 

pride which prompted it. Who was she, 

she asked herself, to decide that poor 

Vera's heart was narrower, because her 

feelings found their expression on a lower 

grade tlum her own t Had not she herself 

Found the Bretonne girl both lovable and 

loving in an eminent degree) Was she 

not ^d, gentle, docile — all that men 

most love in their wives, a creature bom ■

Her babes to worship and her lord to praise. ■

And could Leah say as much for her- 

self) Her "lord" would assuredly get as 

much blame as praise if he deserved it ; 

while as for baby worship, she had had too 

much to do in a practical way for the little 

beings about her — from her own youngei? 

brothers to Naomi's children and those of 

several poor Jewish mothers in her neigh- 

bourhood — too many little jackets to mend 

and socks to dam ; too many niehts made 

sleepless by the fretftd wails which, because 

they arose from sickness, she could only 

soothe by patience and tenderness ; to have 

room for looking on children as mere 

angels of poetry and lights brought into 

the world to be praised and worshipped, 

told stories to, and fed on sugar-plums. ■

"Vera's children will be well spoilt if 

they are not well cared for," Leah thought 

grimly, for with the recollection of her 

friend's devotion to Naomi's babes, there 

came to her a sudden unkindly one of the 

girl's helplessness in the event of anything 

being amiss with them, and of her once 

putting back the baby in its cradle because 

It screamed violently while she was dan- 

dling it, and leaving it alone there, fairly 

running away, insteaa of looking to see what 

ailed the little creature, and if she could 

remedy it. Leah also called to mind the 

readinesswith which Vera had left her fathed 

and mother during the former's danserouiJ 

illness ; though Leah had previously looked 

on her as a pattern of filial duty, as regarded 

the mother at any rate. " But then, Georgi 

Marstland thought her love for me mon 

beautiful than anything that women ia 

general feel for one another," the Jewi^ 

girl went on with a faint, bitter smile^ 

''and so did I too; yet that love neve^ 

once, I think, suggested to her that ti 

might possibly be a little painful to me ti 

fiad myself suddenly playiug second fiddl^ 

where I had before played first, even ii| 

her affections, let alone his ; never onoj 

led her to spare me a confidence as to hi 

sayings and feelings when he was abseni ■

:3 ■
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or to feign a momentary preference for my 

company in his presence. Is her love for 

him of a more active nature, I wonder 1 

Will it make her as curiously obtuse to his 

feelings, as helpless in his troubles, as ready 

to leave him at the least temptation ? Will 

she ever satisfy him, and not make him 

feel he has thrown himself away in " ■

Bat Leah's wonderings got no further. 

With a sudden revulsion of feeling she 

stopped short and stood up, her colour 

changing rapidly, her full, flexible lips elo- 

quent of a noble scorn. ■

"Ohl" she said aloud, and with an 

almost despairing gesture, ''what am I 

thinking 1 What am I coming to 1 Isn't 

it bad enough to — to care for a man 

who doesn't care for me, bad enough 

to envy my own friend the good fortune 

Heaven has been pleased to send her, 

but I must become so mean, so abomi- 

nably mean and despicable, as to begin to 

pick holes in her immediately, to under- 

rate her good qualities and try to find bad 

ones ? A fine contrast I am to her, indeed, 

that I should think it necessary to pity him 

for having left me and 'thrown himself 

away on 'her ! Oh, what miserably petty 

creatures we women are I A man is always 

'thrown away' when he cares for some 

other woman instead of our precious 

selves; and, after all, what is Gkorge 

Marstland himself, that I must needs 

trouble myself so immensely about his 

choice of a wife ) Isn't a pure-minded, 

senile, innocent girl like Vera,. good enough 

for any man, him included ; or is he so won- 

derfully better than the rest of the world ■

that he must needs ) No, no, though," ■

checking herself again with a hotter blush 

and a little stamp, *' that's humbug, and I 

won't try it even with myseli Whether 

he's better or not than others in reality, he 

is better to me, better than any other I 

have ever met or shall meet ; and I know 

it — I'll be honest whatever else I am — 

know it as well as I know I used to think 

I was better to him than other girl! 

Well, that was my mistake," and here the 

tears welled, slowly up into her dark eyes 

and softened all her face, " and a mistake 

like that is a misfortune ; but it needn't be 

a shame and degradation too, unless I 

choose to make it so. It needn't unfit me 

to be her friend still, and his, as it would 

if I were to give way to these vile thoughts 

of spite and envy. That friendship with 

him has always been one of the best things 

in my life. Why can't I let it be so stiB, 

and rest contented with it t I may, unless ■

I let myself sink as low as I have done 

to-night; and that I'll never do again, 

though she were to absorb him so that he 

ceased to care for me altogether." ■

Nor did she look Uke it as ahe 

stood there with her hands clasped, her 

head erect, and her eyes shining. The 

battle had been fought and won — a hard 

battle and a bitter one ; for she did love 

this man, and that he should love, not her, 

but her friend, cut her to the heart Bot^ 

however she might accuse herself, there 

was nothiog either low or mean in Leah 

Josephs' nature ; and the same clear-eyed 

honesty which made her confess her own 

weakness, showed her also that there 

nothing but common maidenliness and 

lution, nothing either heroic or self-sacri- 

ficing in the e£fort needful for crushing it. 

Perhaps, had it been otherwise, the effort 

might have been easier ; magnanimity and 

generosity being such far finer and more 

comfortable virtues when we feel ourselves, 

and know others are feeling, that we have 

been so hardly used as to make the ex^- 

cise of them specially grand and nobler 

Nay, it had been much more easy for Leah 

to put herself on one side, and only stand 

forward as the warm and enthusiastic 

champion of the lovers at Rose Villa — where 

Naomi (who had quite made up her mind 

that Marstland was to be her brother-in- 

law, and in that capacity to dp the sacred 

wine, and bow his head to the congrata- 

latory *' Mozeltoff I" * at Leah's aide) 

was disposed to be snappish and un- 

sympathetic with the non-fulfilment of 

her expectations. Here, at home, all the 

interest and sympathy were reserved for 

the betrothed couple, and Leah was not 

only expected to feel even more pleasurable 

excitement than the rest in the fulfilment of 

their hopes, but to be able to keep up the 

family spirits generally in the natural flat- 

ness and monotony following on their joint 

departure. ■

To her, however, the flatness had seemed 

worse than to the others. She had been 

just long enough from home to have got a 

little " out of" the routine there. She had 

been just long enough mixed up with other 

and foreign interests to be unable to realise 

that her part in them was only that of a 

temporary onlooker ; while, on the other 

hand, the old routine was so identified with 

the constant presence or proximity of 

Marstland, and with their mutual plans. ■

* *'May it turn out happily!" spoken by the 

witnesses at a Jewish wedding. ■

■■

=f ■
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BjmpathieB, and labours, that the first 

awakeniog to the fact that she must regu- 

late her own life now apart from these, had 

seemed for a time to take all the savour of 

it from her. ■

For a time only I At worst the " black 

dog" had crouched upon her shoulders for 

fiye days. Now at last she had found 

ooarage to face, wrestle with, and fling it 

off; and as if to signalise or test her little 

victory, there came, almost in the same 

moment, a sound for which she had been 

watching — the postman's knock and the 

nutle of something thick being squeezed 

into the little letter-box In an instant 

Leah was in the hall and back again, hold- 

ing in her hand two letters, both for her, 

sod both bearing the stamp of the French 

Bepublic; but at one she hardly looked. 

That could wait It was only in Madame 

Stb Laurent's feeble pin-pointed hand- 

writing. The other — a portentously bulky 

one — was from Marstland, and with the 

heartfelt exclamation, " Oh, I hope it is all 

settled, and that they are to be made 

huppy 1 " she tore it open. ■

It was headed, " Hdtel des Strangers, 

Qaimper," and was as follows : ■

'' Mt dear Lsah,— I shall be in London 

soon after you get this ; but as some stories 

are less pleasant to tell than write, I may 

as well let you know the upshot of my 

joomey by letter, especially as, despite all 

your friendship for Yera, I think it doubtful, 

as things are, whether she may even be 

allowed to write to you. ■

" I had a quick voyage to St. Malo, and 

Lmded in France twenty-four hours after 

our poor little darling, being determined 

not to leave her longer than I could help 

to the task of smoothing down her un- 

pleasant old parents single-handed. Indeed, 

I had calculated for her beforehand the 

time of my probable arrival both at St 

Malo and Pont TAbb^, so that, though I 

could not telegraph to her, 'I am here,' 

she might feel sure of the fact and happier 

for the assurance. Perhaps you'll call this 

abominably conceited; but why should I 

pretend not to know that Vera loves me, 

because I wonder just as much as you at 

her goodness in doing so 1 One may be 

certain even of the most wonderful things 

ia creation, yet the certainty need not 

lessen the wonder — rather, I think, it 

increases it ■

"It was evening before I got to Pont 

rAbb^, and having had no food since an 

early breakfast, I was ravenous enough to 

eat mine host of the inn where, at your ■

recommendation, I put up ; but the know- 

ledge that there were only five miles be- 

tween me and the lady of my heart drove 

out everj other thought but her for the 

time bemg; and before doing anything 

else I wrote a note to M. St Laurent, 

soliciting the honour of an interview with 

him on the morrow, and despatched it to 

Les Ch&taigniers by a messenger, who 

assured me in barbarouslv unintelligible 

Breton-French that he would be there and 

back in the crack of a whip. It must 

have been a long whip to crack, for he was 

not back under three good hours at leasti 

time enough for me to have dined and 

rested, and even enjoyed a twilight ramble 

through the quaint dead-alive little town, 

which brought pleasant thoughts of you 

and your sketches at every turn ; but he 

came at last, and when I saw the note in 

his hand I forgave him. ■

" It was from monsieur, very short, and 

wearing the air of having been written in 

a rage; for he began by deprecating in- 

dignantly my persistence in having come 

over to Brittany at all after the definite 

answer he had already given to my pro- 

posals ; but went on to say that as I had 

done so he would not be discourteous 

enough to absolutely refuse me an inter- 

view, provided that I had the folly to insist 

on what could only result in a repetition of 

his previous reply ; and he named eleven 

in the morning.. That was enough for me, 

however. I was outside the gates of Les 

Ch^taigniers by ten, and for an hour I 

paced to and fro along the very dustiest 

road imaginable, keeping my eyes fixed 

on the house which held my treasure like 

a miser on his money casket, till the 

moment when I might go up and put for- 

ward my claims to it ■

** WeU, I put it forward, and without 

snccesa It wasn't a pleasant interview. 

Monsieur received me alone, and a more 

beetle-browed, bilious-eyed specimen of a 

French gentleman I never saw. Perhaps 

he had not yet recovered from his late ill- 

ness ; at any rate, if I had not wanted . to 

marry Vera before, I think I should do so 

now if only to rescue her from such a 

father. At first he didn't want to hear me 

at all, but simply to renew his refusal, and 

dismiss me; but I had determined on 

two things — that he should listen, and 

I would keep my temper. And when he 

found that I persisted first of all in show- 

ing him that, as an Englishman, I had only 

acted according to English customs in 

speaking to the young lady first, and had ■
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lot lost a moment afterwards in writing to 

lim for his consent, he was obliged to 

nodify his bearing a little and withdraw 

ihat word ' Mche/ which had been rankling 

In me efrer since it was nttered. All the 

same, his answer was ' No.' And when I 

isked for some reason, trotted out my 

family tree, and enquired somewhat 

!ianghtily if he considered my position in 

iny way inferior to his own — ^we Marst- 

iands are rather proud of that same tree, 

yon must know — the old man shrugged 

[lis shoulders, and observed icily that he 

bad nothing to say to that Doubtless 

monsieur was of a family excellently re- 

spectable, although it was nevertheless true 

bhat. all things else being equal, his highest 

imbition had not x>erhaps centred in see- 

ing his daughter the wife of 'un petit 

midecin.' ■

'*I swallowed even that affront, and asked 

[f he objected to my profession, for if 

90, 1 was ready to give it up. . . . Leah, 

ion't despise me. Vm glad he didn't take 

me at my word, but at that moment I'd 

have given up everything for Vera, . . . And 

looking round the shabbily furnished room 

and mQdewed walls, I mentioned the 

amount of my private income, and that I 

was prepared to settle it all on his 

daughter and ask no * ddt ' with her ; add- 

ing that I believed I could give her a home 

with which she, at any rate, would be fully 

content. This, however, only seemed to 

exasperate M. St Laurent still more. He 

begged that I would not afDront him by 

alluding to the momentary and deplorable 

folly of which the young lady in question 

had been guilty in listening to my preten- 

sions, and craved my pardon for informing 

me that, whatever opinion I might have ot 

them, he, as her father and the legal dis- 

poser of her hand, had entirely different 

views for her, views which were by no 

means of recent arrangement, and which 

were not likely to be altered by any fresh 

proposals, no matter from whom pro- 

ceeding. ■

** This was startling, and I asked, perhaps 

too abruptly, what the ' views ' he alluded 

to were. Monsieur bowed with more 

politeness than before, and begged, 'with 

all humility,' that I would excuse him for 

declining to discuss family matters of a 

private nature with a stranger. ■

** Might I at least enquire if his daughter 

knew of the views in question ) ■

" She did. ■

*' And did she concur in them 1 ■

"The question, he said, was, with all ■

due deference to me, an impertinence, see- 

ing that a French demoiselle of good breed* 

ing and family always concurred in the 

views of her parents. MdUe. St. Laurent 

might have been temporarily misled by the 

intrigues of an ungrateful prot6g6e, bnt 

was no exception to the rule. This rasped 

me, and I told him bluntly that if he 

alluded to the young lady with whom Idi 

daughter had been staying of late, her 

friendship was as much an honour to 

Mdlle. St Laurent as the latter's was to 

her ; further, that, as I knew of my own 

knowledge that Vera was neither aware o( 

nor consenting to, the arrangements he had 

mentioned when I last saw her, three days 

previously, I absolutely declined to believe 

that she had adopted them in the interim, 

unless I was informed of the fact frt>m hw 

own lips. ■

" This led to a regular battle, he having 

made up his mind not to allow a meetmg 

between us, and it was only|when he found 

that I was absolutely not to be got rid of 

on any other terms that he gave in, and 

muttering that I would only have the 

mortification of hearing my dismissal from 

the young lady herself, left the room. He 

returned m about five minutes — I believe 

it was only that, but it seemed an hour to 

me — ^followed by a fenude in black silk, 

whom at the first glance I took to be the 

maid I saw at your house, but who tamed 

out to be Madame St Laurent herself, and 

with her. Vera, clinging to her arm and 

looking — poor child i it makes my blood 

boil now to think of it — so cruahed, pale, 

and swollen-eyed, that I think even yon 

would scarcely have recognised her. At 

the sight of me standing there, howevur, 

the colour rushed into her face, she dropped 

her mother's arm and made a start fonraid 

with a kind of inarticulate exclamation; 

but in the same moment her father came 

between us, and addressing her in an even 

harsher voice than he had used to me, said 

that he was sorry to expose her to a morti- 

fication which was no doubt painful, bnt 

that it was not of his choosing. She mm% 

for it blame^the man who had too little 

delicacy to spare her the shame of avown^ 

before him her regret for tiie foUy which 

had induced her to forget both propiietj 

and her duty as a daughter, and to listen 

to his addresses for a moment Poor Httle 

Vera's colour changed from crimson to 

white half a dozen times during this epeech, 

as you may well imagine, and she shrank 

back against her mother, looking so ntterlj 

ashamed and miserable that I could not ■
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betf it, and coming forward exclaimed in 

Eo^h — thitherto the whole talk had been ■

m ■

"'No, Vera, that is not the tmtL I 

came here kxlaj to ask yonr father for your 

hand, as we agreed I shonld. Be has re- 

foBcd It to me, telling me that he has other 

yiews for yon, of which yon are aware, and 

for which you are willing to give me np ; 

and what I answer him is that I will not 

beHeve it nnless yoa tell me so with your 

own Ups. I don't befieve it. I have not 

known yon long, love, it is tme, bat I 

think I know yon too well to believe that 

yon have ceased to love me so'soon, unless 

indeed yoa were mistaken in thinking yon 

loved me at all If you can teU me ■

80 ' ■

" Tell him then, ma fille," broke in the 

old man angrily, ' tell him that you were 

mistaken ; that you were led away by the 

designing firiends who took advantage of 

your youth and inexperience ; and that now 

yon are back in your own home and under 

Ihe protection of your father and mother 

you are deeply sorry for the weakness into 

which yoa were betrayed.' And thus 

prompted, Vera, who had grown paler 

with every word he uttered, looked 

piteously at me and stammered out: ■

"I — am sorry. I — I did not mean — ■

did not know. Please forgive me. I ' ■

And with that she broke down into sudden 

hdplees weeping, and before I could even 

get to her, touch her hand, or utter more 

than her name, her mother, who had stood 

with one arm round her all ^the time, 

whipped her quickly out of the room near 

which th^ haid remained; and Monsieur, 

throwing open the other, said to me : ■

'* 'There, sir; you have humiliated us 

enough 1 You have had your answer, and 

yoa have witnessed the shame and distress 

which the mere sight of you occasions in the 

breast of the young lady upon whom you 

wooU have forced yonr unauthorised pre- 

tensions. I — ^her father — have permitted 

this most onwillingly, [in order to satisfy 

yoa; and I now desire that you will leave 

my house and make no further attempt to 

iotrode yourself on any member of it' He 

nog the bell as he spoke, and bowing 

^nrj sHgfatly, left the room without even 

waiting for me to answer. Perhaps it was 

aswelL I had been very near knocking 

ium down more than once, and I don't 

know that that would have helped matters. 

As it was, I had no resource but to leave, 

ttd I did so. ■

"I retBTmed to Pont I'Abb^, paid my ■

bill at the hotel, told the landlord I had 

finished my business, and was going back 

to England forthwith, and departed by the 

next train. I did this because I saw plainly 

that any attempt to see Vera again, or 

communicate with her openly, would not 

be permitted by her parents, while, as it 

was utterly impossible for me on the other 

hand to leave Brittany without at least 

coming to an understanding as to her real 

feelings in the matter, and our position 

towaras one another, I did not wish to 

give M. St Laurent an opening for frus- 

trating my intentions by allowing him to 

suspect that I was stUl lingering in the 

ndghbourhood. That is why I have come 

here, but now that I am here, I see no 

more dearly than before how I am to com- 

municate with my poor little sweetheart, 

whose miserable face seems to pursue me 

everywhere, and tell me what I am con- 

vinced only fear kept her h'ps from repeat- 

ing, that she cares for me as much now as 

in those blissf al hours which seem so far 

away, though the thought of them will ever 

make your pleasant parlour and garden 

seem l&e sacred places to me. If she does, 

be sure nothing under heaven will ever 

induce me to give her up. It will then be 

simply a case of waiting till she is of age 

to be her own mistress and choose for her- 

self ; but I must ascertain this, and I have 

only two days to do it in, as I promised 

Dr. Hunter to be back at my duties on 

Friday at latest In the meantime my one 

hope is that Vera may have written to you, 

in which case I am sure you will telegraph 

to me at once. That is why I am writing 

to you now, and if I have bored you un- 

utterably—which I don't believe, for I 

know the extent of your patience and 

sympathy where those whom you allow to 

call themselves your friends are concerned 

— I expect you to forgive me nevertheless, 

for the reason that I owe the knowledge 

of my love to you, and that I verily believe 

her love for you is no whit less true and 

deep than it is for ■

" Your sincere and grateful Friend, 

"Geouge Marstland. 

"P.S. — ^Pray telegraph at once if you 

have heard. At present I don't know 

what to do, and am as miserable, restdess, 

and impatient as it is possible to be." ■

** So it would appear," said the Professor 

drily. He had come into the room while 

Leah was absorbed in her letter, and, 

taking up the page she had finished with 

a word of enquiry, had sat down in the ■

1 ■
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arm-chair she vacated for him, and pro- 

ceeded to read it from beginiUDg to end, 

keeping one hand on his daughter'a 

Bhoulder the while; but making no com- 

ments till he had finished. ■

"And what is the other letter!" he 

asked then. '^ The fair Dolcinea's, I sup- 

pose, as I see it hails from France also, 

and looks portentously thick. My poor 

Leah I" ■

"No, it is from Madame," said Leah 

quickly, but without lifting her face, which 

various causes had helped to flush a deeper 

crimson than she cared to make apparent 

during the reading of Marstland's letter ; 

but the crimson became still more vivid as 

she opened this second epistle, and saw 

that ^e first thing to drop out was one 

from herself to Vera unopened, and that 

this was accompanied by a brief discour- 

teous note from Mdme. St. Laurent, saying 

that, as she did not intend to permit any 

foriher acquaintance between her daughter 

and the young person who had so treach- 

erously abused the trust reposed in her, she 

returned the letter addressed by the latter 

to Mdlle. St Laurent, and begged that 

with it all correspondence with Les 

Cb&taigniers would come to an end. 

Further, she enclosed a cheque for twelve 

pounds, for Mdlle. St Laurent's board and 

lodging for six weeks. ■

**0h, father!" cried Leah indignantly, 

and with a quick movement of her hand, 

as if to crumple the paper. The old bota- 

nist smiled. ■

" Give it to me, my dear," he said ; and 

tearing the cheque very neatly into four 

pieces, he wrote on a sheet of paper : '* With 

Prof. Josephs's compliments," and enclosed 

it, with the fragments, in an envelope ad- 

dressed to Madame St Laurent, adding, 

as he fastened it up : ■

*' And so closes a rather unpleasant page 

in your youthful adventures, Leah, child. 

For the future well not let you run about to 

foreign parts in search of friends, but keep 

to home-brewed onea" ■

**It — ^it wasn't in search of friends, 

father," said Leah, very low. Mortification 

and a mingling of other feelings had 

brimmed her eyes too full to risk lifting 

them. ■

" No, it was to give your old dad a 

trip to the British Association, and now he 

wishes he had never gone. " ■

''Ah, father, not don't say tittUf 

cried Leah, flashing a reproachful kek iK 

him. "As if that woman's impeitiMMk 

mattered to that extent 1 It can't horlii^ 

and I shall certainly not desert Y^a tmt^ 

poor girl I " ■

"Unfortunately that isn't for yoa l» 

choose, my dear. Her parents have ilir 

right to decide who her acquaintances ilufl. 

or shall not be, and have done so If 

putting you out of the list Tou haf»M 

option in the matter." ■

"But^ father, poor little Veral kd 

when you see what G^rge Marstland 

of her broken-hearted look ! And I 

mised him — I promised them both^— ■

" My dear, Qeorge Marstland is an ii^ ■

petuous young fellow with a bad atta^il ■

love sickness, which he will work off iB ■

the better for not being too much coddU ■

in it I am glad he has got to work alHi ■

professioa Fancy talking of giving itip ■

for a little girl he has iNirely known nt ■

Uiree weeks 1 Why, upon my word, if hi ■

were a son of mine I'd have taken mj ■

stick to him for even uttering such fci^ ■

Just look at all this waste of good ptfflv ■

too i How many sheets are there t Ssml ■

Grood Lord 1 But, there, 'tis a sort of fsm ■

that all boys go through now and agoi^ ■

and we'll excuse it this once. I shall td ■

him when he comes back, however, that Ur \ ■

mvLit just put all his sentimentality in Ul ■

pocket till he has got a wife to expend it ■

on, or work it off as a man shonld. Fa* ■

selfish old father myseli^ and I vahisaf ■

women-folks' bright faces too highly tokl ■

them be turned into rain-douds besi|M ■

another selfish old father chooses to knp ■

hia women-folk to himself. Sensible oMft ■

too ! I'd like young Marstland to see Die ■

sort of face I'd welcome any young fsBMr ■

with who wanted to carry you off just nflu^ ■

when I've got a nice hour's leisure Iv ■

listening to that article of Grant ABsiA^ ■

and mounting some microscopical dils ■

Gome down to the den, child, and p^ ■

Brittany out of your head." ■

And Leah made haste to obey, siimnfctf 

indeed rather extra cheerfulness as shew 

so. Something — some indefinable tomii 

half- wistful tenderness in her Esther's irorfi 

had startled her with the fear that he iW 

guessed her secret ; and she dared aik 

make any further plea for MarstlaaiV 

Vera just then. ■
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The apartment at the Grand Hdtel Uni- 

yersel occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Conrt- 

land was sitnated at one end of an eztenaiye 

coiridor, and commanded, like all those on 

the same side, a view of the earden of the 

Tnileries. Between the sittmg-room and 

Dolores's bed-room, and commonicatinR 

with both, there was a dressing-room, which 

had also a door opening into the passive. 

Access to the salon m>m the bed-room, 

without passing alonff the coiridor, was to 

be had only uirongh this dressing-room, 

and Dolores had gone that way. ■

''It would never do," said Julian to 

himself, remembering how Dolores had 

been reminded by Mr. Wyndham of James 

Willesden, " if she were to take it into her 

head to have a look at us." ■

He softly shot the bolt of the door of 

communication with the bed-room, and had 

just done so when Mr. Wyndham was 

ushered into the salon. ■

They met with the usual exchange of 

courtesies, but Mr. Wyndham was aware 

of Julian's effort to suppress a conscious- 

ness of triumph, and Julian detected in 

Mr. Wyndham a sense of amusement which 

irritated him, because if there was any- 

thing to be amused at in the situation, 

the laugh was not on Mr. Wyndham's side : 

he was, at all events, losing; his victim. ■

They lost very little tune in prelimi- 

naries, but proceeded to a settlement of 

accounts. Dolores had not received any large 

sum of money "down" on her marriage, 

and therefore Julian was not in a position 

to hand over to Mr. Wyndham crisp bank- 

notes or tinkling sovereigns, but his name 

had acquired value which fuUy satisfied 

that gentleman, and he was shortly in 

possession of the solvent signature of Julian 

Gourtland for the large sum he claimed, with 

dates of payment arranged, and all "com- 

fortable," according to one party to the 

transaction. ■

Mr. Wyndham's cheerfulness increased 

from minute to minute during the pro- 

gress of this business, and when, at length, 

he placed in his pocket-book the long slips 

of blue paper that represented so much 

more thim the money against which they 

were to be exchanged, he was in positively 

high spirits, and as much disposed to be 

sociable and communicative as his com- 

panion was to be moody and reserved. ■

''That's well!" said he, replacing the 

book in a secure inner pocket, " and now, 

my dear Gourtland, business relations be- 

tween you and me having ceased and de- 

termined, the way is cleared for our purely ■

friendly oneai Come, tell me all aboal 

yourseU. How's Dolly 1 " ■

"Sirt" ■

"Hang it, man, can't I call my step- 

daughter by the name I gave her ti a 

baby!" ■

Mr. Wyndham's tone of bantering in- 

dignation was perfect A whole homilj 

could not have explained the position more 

clearly to Julian, or made him better aware 

that he had been a fool to imagme that 

he could get rid of Mr. Wyndham U lb. 

Wyndham chose to hold on to him. He 

had never thought of the man's relation to 

Dolores ; he had not realised it even when 

she was reminded of Willesden by seeing 

Mr. Wyndham at the Boyal Academy. As 

the man who had made a good thing— no 

one ever knew how good — out of the death 

of his deserted • wue, by acting on the 

sensibilities of Miss Merivale, Julian had 

rather admired his dangerous acquaintance; 

but that he would brave identification and 

claim any sort of right as regarded DoIoreB 

had never occurred to him. The blood 

rushed into his &oe ; he felt as though he 

were caught in a trap. ■

"You astonish me." he ■ "Yoi ■

made no claim of this kind before." ■

" Of course I didn't Before was not the 

right time, after is. But what daim am I 

nuudng now 1 I only ask bow is Dolly f* 

"You know very well," said JuHanwfth 

the boldness of despair, "that I did not| 

that I don't intend her to know yon, that ■

I don't intend to know you mysen ** ■

Mr. Wyndham laughed. Mis laughter ■

was soft, low, full-toned — ^the exact ei^fireB- 

sion of enjoyment of an excellent joka ■

"Gk) on, pray go on. It is so Auny. 

You were to pay me ofif and bow me out, 

eh t Or to kick me out^ perhaps t You look 

like it. You do look so very like it 1 Bat 

you are wronsjjny dear Gourtiand," con- 

tinued Mr. Wyndham, recovering hii 

gravity and assuming a serious demeanoiii, 

" you should never tSirow down the ladder, 

until you are quite safe on the other side 

of the wall" ■

Julian, thinking ruefolly how safe he 

had supposed hin^lf on the other side of 

the wall, answered angrily : ■

" I d<m't know what you mean. I have 

kept my word ; you will get your mon^. 

I don't see what good it can do you to 

molest me and my wife — to force yonradf 

on us. I tell you plainly, since yon make 

me do it, that I wish all acquaintance be- 

tween us to cease from this tune. I should 

not hftve tiiought you wanted to be ■
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known to my wife and her friends as 

WiUesden." ■

*'Yoa can't see, and yon don't knowt 

Bat I can. and da Sit down, Courtlaad, 

listen to me, and speak when I have 

dona" ■

Julian glanced at him, and obeyed him. 

There was an extraordinary menace in his 

tone. ■

"You are a Incky young man on the 

whole. You have got a pretty young wife, 

with a good fortune, in the nick of time, 

and a remarkably pleasant future before 

yon. It will, however, surprise you to hear 

tiiat you hold the good fortune and the 

pleasant future at my will and pleasure ; 

the pretty young wife is yours for better 

or worse, but it will be your own fault if 

there is any worsa" ■

" What— what do you mean 1 " ■

" I mean that you and I don't part upon 

your plan. Where is your wife t " ■

"In her room." ■

"Is there any danger of her overhearing 

Q8, or coming in 7 " ■

"Nona" ■

"That's right. Then I will tell you 

what I mean, and convince you easily that 

you and I must isink or swim together.'^ . ■

Mr. Wyndhsm had taken out a small 

letter-case while he uttered those ominous 

woids, and he now produced some papeni 

from it, placed them on the table, ' and 

continued, keeping his hand on thenii. ■

"You remember the day I went to 

Lialee, in the character of Mrs. Willesden's 

husband, and claimed the child 7 " ■

" I remember it welL" ■

" You know how I afterwards accounted 

for that claim t " ■

" I do not ; I never heard." ■

"Simply enougL I merely said that 

the child was quite an infant when I 

married her mother, and had always been 

called by my name, and accustomed to 

look upon me as her father. I need not 

trouble you with the details of the narra- 

tive I gave Miss Merivale ; indeed I don't 

rememoer them. I omitted to tell her 

that although the people at Lislee found no 

papers belonging to my wife, I had been 

more fortunate. She was known to have 

written something on the day of her 

death ; it is of no moment how that which 

she did write reached my hands ; I took care 

it should never reach those for whom it 

was meant. It was a letter addressed to a 

nan in a convent at Santiago, and when 

yon have read it, you will understand why 

I oonid not explain the reason for my wife's ■

not having applied to Dr. Bosslyn on be- 

half of her cmid before she married me, 

and why I did not make her do so after- 

wards, or do it for her. You will also see 

the truth of what I have told you, that 

you hold your fortune and yohr future at 

m y go od will and pleasure." ■

With this he handed to Julian the un- 

finished letter of Ines to Sister Santa 

Gertrudis, and leaned back in his chair, 

narrowly watching the young man as he 

deciphered it with difficcdty. ■

So absorbed was Julian in the perusal 

of the letter, and Mr. Wyndham in that of 

Julian's pale and terror-stricken counten- 

ance, that neither heard a knock at the 

door until it had been repeated three 

times, and the applicant in despair entered 

the room. ■

"Yes. What is itT' said Mr. Wyndham 

to a waiter, who made him no answer, but 

handed to Julian a card with a pencilled 

line on it : ■

" Mr. Bodney begs that Mrr Courtland 

will see him at once and alone on urgent 

business." ■

" I am engaged. Ask the gentleman to 

wait a few minutes." ■

" What brings that fellow here 1 " said 

Mr. Wyndham, almost in a whisper, when 

the waiter had shut the door. ■

"No good." Julian's face was ashy 

pale, and his voice was hoarse. " Good 

Heavens I can it be this affair 1 He comes 

from Southampton." ■

He held out the letter of Fair Ines, 

which shook in his hand. ■

Again there was a knock, and Julian 

crammed the paper into his breast-pocket, 

and pointed to the open door of the 

dressing-room. ■

"Go in there," he whispered. "You 

will hear aU." ■

With wonderful .celerity and noiseless- 

ness Mr. Wyndham obeyed him, and 

Julian opened the outer door, to find that 

it was Bodney who had knocked. ■

"I beg your pardon for my impor- 

tunity," said Bodney, gravely, as he 

entered the room, " but my bushiess with 

you is pressing." ■

" Is any one dead 1 " ■

"No one is dead. Where is your 

wife % " ■

" In her room." ■

"Is there any danger of her over- 

hearing us, or coming in I " ■

" None." ■

''Then I will tell vou at once what has 

brought me here. No pleasant errand; ■
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on the contrary, a painful one, which most 

alter your poaition materially. A discovery 

which has occasioned Miss Merivale the 

greatest pain, has been made — ^let me say 

at once by me. It is that Dolores is not the 

child of Hugh Bosslyn 1 " ■

•< Not the child of Hugh Bosslyn t Then 

whose child is she I Absurd, Mr. Bodney." ■

*' Take care what you say, Courtland." 

Bodney raised his right hand quickly, as 

though to stop his further speech. '' I am 

bound to tell you that there is grave sus- 

picion against yourself of having know- 

ledge of the fraud. Stay I Don't protest. 

You had better hear me patiently, and say 

anything you like after. I come to you in 

no unfriendly spiriti be assured. I have 

been, as you are aware, at my place near 

Southampton, ever since your marriage, 

and it occurred to me one day last week 

that Miss Merivale would like to know 

whether any of the people who were men- 

tioned in the story told by Willesden, when 

he sold Dolores to her, were still living. 

Miss Merivale had drawn up an exact record 

of his statement, and at my request she 

sent the document to me. It was easy to 

find the chemist's shop nearest to the 

harbour, and I saw at once that it was an 

old-established place, but the name on the 

door was not Jones, or '' late Jones," and 

I made inquiry with little hope of success. 

The diemist, Mr. Fisher, was a*^ man 

of about sixty, who had lived there and 

kept that shop for nearly forty years. 

There never haa been a Jones, but be and 

his wife distinctly remembered the beau- 

tiful youns Spanish lady, Mrs. Bobinson, 

whose husband was lost at sea^ and who 

lodged in their house until her baby was 

six months old. ■

"They also remembered the young man 

who was then assistant to Fisher, and had 

left them some time before Mrs. Bobinson 

went away. Now comes the strange part 

of the story. Mrs. Bobinson left the place, 

telling Mrs. Fisher she was going to friends, 

and promising to write to her. Mrs. Fisher 

had no children, and had been very kind 

to the baby. Mrs. Bobinson did write, but 

only once, six months afterwardsi and then 

it was to tell of her child's death. Mrs. 

Fisher had preserved the letter all these 

years ; she gave it to me^ and it is now in 

Mr. Dexter'a hands. ■

"There were full details of the illness 

and death of the child, and of its burial in 

the cemetery at Eensal Green. There were 

many expressions of gratitude to Mrs. 

Usher, but no information was given about ■

the writer herself, and the letter was dated 

from a small street in PaddingtoUi wiUiout 

any number. ■

"Mrs. Fisher never again heard from 

Mrs. Bobinson, but a ^ear later a servant 

girl who had lived with her while Mrs. 

Bobinson lodged in the housd, coming back 

to Southampton from London, told Mrs. 

Fisher that she had seen Mrs. Bobinson— 

' the foreigner ' she called her — ^with Wil- 

lesden, and that she had traced her to a 

house in Camden Town, but had not 

spoken to her. The girl had learned from 

the neighbours that ' the foreigner ' wai 

Willesden's wife, and that she had a girl 

baby then a few months old. Dolores is 

that child." ■

Julian had not interrupted Bodney onoa 

He sat with his elbows on the table and 

his head in his hands, in silent despain ■

Not a sound, not the faintest stir, came 

from the dressing-room. What wondeifal 

self-control, Juliui thought, the man miut 

have, who could listen to the announce- 

ment of his own ruin in such stillness u 

that I As for himself, his heart was sick, 

his head was dizzy, his whole body wis 

icy cold ; he did not even want to speak. ■

"It was my duty, and a painful one, to 

inform Colonel Courtland and Miss Meri- 

vale of these facts," continued Bodney with 

still deeper gravity, " and Mr. Dexter was 

at once apprised of them. It was in the 

course of the inquiries instantly instituted 

by him that^ I am very sorry to say, an 

impression unfavourable to jon was given. 

This caused so mudi pam to Colonel 

Courtland that he was unequal to coming 

to Paris with me, and I undertook to Uj 

the matter before you. I need hardly 

assure you of the suspense and misery 

in which all at Lidee must be, untfl this 

part of the story is cleared up. It seems 

that Willesden was earily identified by the 

police with a man of the name of Wyndbam, 

a money-lender, with whom you are known 

to associatOi and the inference, as you will 

at once f^rceive, was of a serious kind. 

Miss Menvale has to bear the knowledge 

that she was grossly deceived and cheated 

in the matter nearest to her hearty though 

Dolores can never be less dear to her. I 

speak with authority, for Miss Merivale 

will soon be my wife. But your uncle and 

Miss Merivale are both forced to sun>e^ 

you of being a party to this fraud— long 

after the fact of course — ^for they have 

proof that you are heavily in this man's 

debt, and they cannot resist the belief that 

it was your knowledge of his secret that ■

t«- ■ fl ■
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induced him to let you have the money. I 

speak plainlr, Conrtland, bat the case 

compdji me. ■

** What aie they soing to do abont himt 

Where ia he t " Jmian managed to say ; 

but hia dry lips and clicking throat comd 

hardly form the worda ■

** He ii said to be abroad, but is expected' 

at hia rooms in a few days, when he will be 

arrested. Toor ancle and Mr. Dexter 

wonld not hear of his being aUowed to 

escape pnnishment Miss Merivale would 

haye let him go soot-free, because he is 

Dolores's father, and also— pray mark this, 

and let it induce you to tell us the truth — 

becauae she would screen you if you really 

are involved, also for Dolores' uike. You 

have gone near to break the heart of 

your best friend, GourUand, but she would 

save you yet^ for the sake of her whom you 

have deceived more cruelly than you lutve 

deceived Miss Merivale." ■

"Whatdoyoumeant" ■

'<I mean that Miss Denzil is at Florence 

with Madame Isambard, from whom Mrs. 

Courtland has heard the whole story of ■

Sir conduct She concealed her know- 

ge nntn this discovery was made. Tou 

muat see how the fscts strengthen the sus- 

picion against you; you must know that 

you were even more cruel to the girl you 

married than to the girl you forsodc" ■

"I knew nothing; I swear 1 knew 

nothing. Give me a few minutes alone to 

recover myself, and I will tell you aU." ■

Julian went into the dressing-room and 

dosed the door. Mr. Wyndham was 

behind it, leaning against the wall, where 

he could hear uL Their eyes met^ but 

not a word was spoken. Julian sofUy 

opened the door which gave on the 

passage, and looked out A waiter half 

way down the corridor was the only person 

in suht At a sign from Julian, Mr. 

Wyndham crossed the room as noiselessly 

as a shadow, laying the bundle of slips of 

blue stamped pq>er on the table as he 

paased, with an expressive shrug of the 

shoulders. In that action there was entire 

conviction that the game was up. His 

own danghtei^s husband would meet no 

obUgationa to him with Dr. Bosslyn's 

numey. He would have to besin again 1 In 

a moment he had disappeared ■

Julian returned to the salon. Bodney 

was standing up, with papers in his hand. ■

"^How come these things heret" he 

asked Julian sternly, '' I found them under 

the table." ■

'* What are thev t I never saw them." ■

But he recognised them for the papers 

that had remwied when Wyndham took 

up the last letter written by Ines; the 

letter that was in Julian's pocket now. ■

" They are the certificates of the burial 

of Hugh Bosslyn's daughter, and of the ba|i- 

tism of Dolores Willesden, at the Cathokc 

Ohurch of St Edward in the Horseferry 

Bead. How came these papers here t " ■

«I will tell you, Mr. Bodney. In this 

matter, at leaat^ I am not guilty." ■

"Two hours," said Dolores to herself. 

''Now, what shall I do with myself for 

two hours t I would write to Aunt Ulias 

only that I have not got out my letter-case. 

I know what to da I will settle my- 

self in this delightful wmdow and look out| 

and thbk, and rest But firstlll take my 

gown off" ■

She did so, substituting a soft, white 

morning dress with*some fiine lace about ity 

and then she nestled cosily into a blue 

satin chair of nuurvellous construction, and 

began to watch, with a delijjhtf ul sense of 

idleness, the busy life of the Aue de BivolL 

She began to enjoy being alone — ^but with 

Julian so near her — and having a little 

time to think. And so she thou^t beau- 

tiful, innocent, happv thoughts about lalias, 

her home, her chudhood, her girlhood, and 

Julian, always Julian, ever since she was 

a little child, ever and always Julian; about 

her wedding and the recent happy days, 

about the happy years to come, and 

the serious life m which she would try to 

be like Lilias, and to make Julian always 

happy. She thought about her father too, 

and her mother, and wondered whether 

they could see her (how she hoped they 

could 1 ) ; whether tiiey knew how ex- ■

Jmsitely happy she was and how much 
ulian loved her. They who had loved so 

well would certainly be glad, more glad 

even in heaven, to know Uiat And then 

she took her rosary of coral and gold from 

her neck, and laid it across her lap on 

the white that showed off its colours. 

She was so glad Mr. Bodney had told her 

about her father and the ** royal rosary," 

and also about the "Fair Ines" of the 

poem. Was "that f;allant cavalier" like 

Julian in the poet's mmd t Ah, how Julian 

loved her, and how exquisitely happy she 

was ! M4;ht not she say of her own life 

also^ as the poet said of " Fair Ines" : ■

It would hATe been a beanteovB dream, 

If it had been no more ! ■

There was a gentle knock at the door. 

"Gome in." she answered : anda waiter. ■

y ■

*•■ ■

i ■
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canying a glass of red wine and a biscuit 

on a Hule t^y, entered the ro(»D. ■

" I did not order anything/' said Dolores 

with a smile. ■

"No; but Monsieur did. Monsieur is 

much engaged, but requests that Madame 

will take the wine he sends." ■

She put her hand out to the tray, and 

saw that the waiter's attention had been 

caught by her rosary. He was a very cor- 

rect waiter, however, and he discreetly 

withdrew bis eyes from the oond and gold, 

and cast them meekly down. In. that 

moment Dolores had recognised him, and, 

remembering how she and Julian bad 

speculated about the yellow-faced man with 

the clerical hat and the blue glasses, she 

smiled at the discovery that the object of 

their curiosity had been only a waiter on a 

holiday trip after all ■

» Thank you," she said. " I shall cer- 

tainly take the wine." • ■

She had the glass in her hand, intend- 

ing to put it down and sip the contents 

leuurely ; but the man stood there holding 

out the tray, and, to get rid of him, she drank 

the wine off at once. It was not very nice, 

she thought, but then she hated wine. She 

replaced the glass, took ^e biscuit, let it 

drop, and put her hand to her heart as she 

fell back in her chair. The man looked 

steadily into her face, noted a fluttering of 

the eyelids and a clid[ in the throat There 

was, too, a quiver of her whole frame, and the 

royal rosary slipped off her lap and lay on 

the floor. The waiter turned his dark 

glance once more upon the costly object ; 

but if he were tempted to possess himself 

of it, prudence prevailed. He only picked 

up the biscuit which Dolores had let fall, 

and left the room as composed and correct 

of aspect and demeanour as before. He 

crossed the corridor and entered No. 50, 

while the interview between Julian Court- 

land and Mr. Wyndham was still in pro- 

gress. ■

The waiter locked the door of No. 50 on 

the inside, and proceeded without any 

hurry or nervousness to change his clothes 

for the ordinary travelliog suit in which 

he had arrived at the Grand Hdtel Uni- 

versel. He packed up the waiter's costume 

with the tray, the glass, and the biscuit, in 

a portmanteau, which bore many passenger 

labels, one from Madrid, tc^iched the electric 

button in his room, ordered his luggage to 

be^ taken down, descended to the bureau, 

paid his bill, and took his departure for the 

Lyons Railway station with unruffled com- 

posure. The business of the great hotel went ■

on, and the temporary occupant of Na 50 

had several successors at the baresn. 

Among these, was the temporary occupant 

of Na 42, who also paid his bill and took 

his departure; but he looked as thoimh Us 

short sojourn in Paris had disagreed with 

him. ■

Two hours 1 In all his life, let its comss 

be what it may, let him seek a place for re- 

pentance and find it or not find it, whether 

those two hours mark his plunge into 

deepest ruin, or his painful return to the 

narrow way of rectitude, with hope glim- 

mering in the distance, Julian CourUsnd 

will never foiget those two houm The 

gay yet pathetic words of his young Inide, 

the fingering pressure of her soft carnation- 

tinted cheek against his forehead, her psrt- 

ing loss, the coming of his evil genius, the 

revelation of the letter, the arrival of Sod- 

ney, the exposure of the fraud, the ex- 

piration of the two hours, and the inter- 

ruption of the interview, will lurk for ell 

the future in the dark reo oooo a of hii 

memory, darting out upon him, at once the 

phantom and the punishment of the past ■

Two hours! Julian has told Bodnej 

the truth, with the exception tiiat he hsi 

not admitted the fact of his having seen 

Wyndham, but professes to have heard 

from him by letter enclosing the doca- 

ments. And Sodney believes Julian's stoiy 

in all but that one particular. He is sore 

Wyndham has made the commnnication in 

person, and is within reach ; but he is con- 

tent to pass over this incident, for be 

blows that to punish the miscreant who ii 

the father of Dolores, would be to distress 

Lilias, and he is above all things solicitoos 

for her. He has been chargea by Lilisi 

with many loving messages to Dolores, 

and especially to assure her that as the dis- 

covery leaves her position with regard to 

her mother's relatives actually unchanged, 

so it leaves her position with regard to 

Miss Merivale virtually the same. ■

Bodney was sajing : " I am to teU her 

that although she is not Dr. Bosslyn'i 

granddaughter, she is none the less Miai 

Merivale's adopted child," and Julian wai 

thinking : " That is all very fine, but 

the setUementa are waste pardiment, and 

Miss Merivale is going to marry yon,'' 

when a noise in the corridor attracted the 

attention of both. ■

** They're bringbg up the luggage," said 

Julian, glancing at the timepiece on the 

mantelshelf, ** and Dolores will expect roe 

to go to her. If I don't, she will come in ■
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here^ and perhaps I had better prepare her 

for seeing von.'* ■

On Bodney's assenting, Julian went 

through the dressing-roonii and had his 

hand on tiie bolt of we door of communica- 

tion, when a woman's shriek rent the air. 

He rushed into Dolores's room, followed in 

an instant by Bodney, and they found 

themselyes in the presence of a group con- 

sisting of two of the hotel porters and a 

chambermaid. Thelatterwasdingingtothe 

rail of the bed with one hand in helpless 

tenoFi while she pointed with the other to 

a wUte figure in a chair by the window. ■

Dolores had been lying white and beau- 

tifol upon her bed for several hours, before 

Julian, for whose reason Bodne^ was 

seriously alarmed, uttered an articulate 

sentence. But when Bodney, to rouse him 

from his dumb torpor, half-led, half-sup- 

ported him into the room, showed him how 

kmdly women had made it fair and fra- 

grant with flowers, and Bodney himself had 

placed die royal rosary upon the quiet 

breast to'be removed no more, and folded 

over it the beautiful hands, Julian fell 

upon his knees, and cried with an exceed- 

ing bitter cr^ : ■

**My punishment is greater than I can 

bear!'^ ■

'' The doctor of the dead" was perfectly 

satisfied with Bodney's explanation of the 

sad event; that indiurated functionary was 

indeed almost affected by the sight of the 

bride, dead in her hon^moon, and the 

young husband dumb and dased by his 

deqiair. It was a curious instance of here- 

di^, the young lady's mother having died at 

twenty-four years old,under aknost raentical 

drcomstanoes, quite suddenly, when up and 

dressed, reclining in a chair, and alone. ■

" You wm not be able to think of it 

with any such alleviation, for a long 

time, my dear love," Bodney wrote to 

Liliaa that night, *^ but in the future there 

will be comfort in the remembrance of 

what a perfectly happy creature she was, 

and how well she knew it Her last words 

to yott were an assurance of this, and th^ 

say here that it was not only her beauty 

bat her 'charming gaiety of heart' which 

caused her to be remarked by aU who saw 

her on her arrival and in the morning. 

For OS is the heartache, for us is the dreari- 

ness; but, knowing what we know, how 

long could we have hoped to see her ■

Witbout a lorBow in her eong, 

Or ft winter in her year ? *' ■

They laid her in n grave beside her 

mothers, and placed, a white marble cross 

at its head. The ^ inscription consisted 

only of her name and the date ot her 

death, and below these: , ■

"Good-bye, daeling Dolores." ■

Norberto de Bodas expressed himself 

with propriety when, upon his return from 

his satisfactory business-visit to Spain, he 

found Dona Mercedes deeply affected by 

the intelligence of the death of Dolores. 

He was however unpleasantly impressed by 

her remarkable reticence on tne subject. 

She told him merely the bare facts. ■

It was Bodney who had written to her ; 

and ha enclosed in his narrative of events 

the unfinishea letter of Ines to Sister Santa 

Grertrudis, with a request that Dofia 

Mercedes would forward it to its rightful 

owner, in case she was still living. Dofia 

Mercedes took the letter to the Convent of 

Las Anonciades the next day, and the 

two women tesA it together. Then were 

the secrets of the past revealed; then 

was the wickedness of Norberto de Bodas 

laid bare ; for Fair Ines confessed in those 

last words of hers, that she had left her 

father's home with Hugh Bosslyn, to save 

her lover's life, threatened by Norberto; 

that she had hidden herself from Hugh's 

father, lest Norberto should find ner 

out by her dead husband's name, and 

wreak his promised vengeance on the 

child; that she had been driven by the 

same motive, in her dire poverty, to a 

disastrous marriage, which was speedily 

followed by the death of Hugh BossIynvB 

child. The object of her letter was to 

entreat her ffood friend to send for her 

father, reveal the truth to him — speaking 

for her who should be in her grave when 

that truth was made known to him — and 

implore him to befriend the deserted little 

daughter whom she was leaving. Nor- 

berto's letter, which had driven Ines from 

Southampton, was attached to the sheet. ■

It was all over; they were all gone. 

No reparation was possible. For ever and 

ever Dona Mercedes's debt must remain un- 

paid, her remorse must be unavailing. Her 

sin had found her out, and her accomplice, 

who had gone so far beyond her, was the 

object of her deepest abhorrenc& Of his 

greatest crime she did not suspect him ; a 

doubt that the death of Dolores was other 

than natural never occurred to anybody. 

Don Norberto is perfectly secure on that 

point. He might as well have left the deed 

undone, however, at least on the score of ■
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interest; for it has brought him nothing 

bnt barren revenge. He persecuted IneB 

to worse than death, and he killed her 

child; bat Hugh Eosslyn wonl^ Dona 

Mercedes, who nAS refused to see him, and 

has ^one to reside at Havana, has also 

depnved him of any prospective advantage 

in her death by mi^inff it known that 

only the poor wfll profit by that event ■

So the long chase is ended ; but the prize 

has gone down close to the shore. ■

THE END. ■

CHRONICLES OF SCOTTISH 

COUNTIES. ■

THE BORDER COUNTIES. PART IL ■

Like its sister counties, Bozbnrgh follows 

the conformation of its dales ; in this case, 

the valleys of the Tweed, the Teviot, and 

of liVldcuwater, the latter river running 

close to &e English Border line, and for 

some distance forming the actual boundary 

between the two countries. ■

Entering the county by the high road 

from Berwick to Kelso, we are at once 

reminded that we are in the land of the 

poets. For here is the village of Ednam, 

close to the boundary of the counties, the 

birth-place of Thomson, the poet of *'The 

Seasons." There is little indeed in Thom- 

son's verses to remind us of his nationality. 

Our notions of the Border minstrel, witii 

his vigorous martial strains and intensity 

of feelmg both in love and war, have nothing 

to justify them in the writings and career 

of Thomson, who is to us more the poet 

of Bichmond or suburban Eew, than one 

of the singers from the land of the 

mountain and the flood. And yet indi- 

vidually Thomson was a thorough Bor- 

derer, tall, burly, stout, and lazy — for 

tiie Castie of Indolence is perhaps more 

likely to be found by sylvan Jed or 

Yarrow's sweet waters, than by the wind- 

ing shore of Thames ; and Scott himself 

records, as a family feature, ''the determined 

indolence that marked us alL" ■

Bnt Thomson to the last retained his 

northern burr, and spoke, if he did not 

write, like a true Scot He was bom in 

the manse of Ednam, acquired his rudi- 

ments m the grammar school, formerly 

hdd in the old Abbey of Jedbiurgh, and 

studied at the University of Edinourgh ; 

and tiius soon exchanged, in written com- 

positions, the nervous idiomatic lansuage 

of Ids country for the smooth classic 

style of English then in vogue. When 

the poet left his native land for London ■

in 1725, being then just as old as the 

century, it was a final abandonment tliat 

left no room for regret. His hopes of a 

favourable introduction to the world of 

letters were originally fixed upon his 

countrywoman, Lady Orizel Bailie, d 

Polwarth fame, who, according to the 

opinion of the Borderer, was a shining 

light in that particular hemisphere. Bat 

the young poet soon found that the appre- 

ciation of his brother litterateurs afforded 

a more ho^fnl opening for his powen, 

and from this time till his death, in 174^, 

the Borders knew him no more^ and we 

are not| therefore, further concerned with 

his history. ■

But we are here on the tra^ of a 

mightier spirit than Thomson's, for dose 

by is Snuulholm Tower, and near Small- 

holm, was the £Bamhouse of Boberi 

Scott, of Sandyknowe, an active and 

intelligent farmer and drover, who had, 

in excursions over the Border and among 

the great cattie markets, brought home 

more good English siller than his anceston 

could have dreamt of possessing after the 

most successful foray. There was enough 

siller anyhow to bring up a son to the Iaw» 

and that son became in due time a writer 

to the signet in Edinburgh, and the father 

of the great Walter Scott It was in the 

infancy of the latter, who was bom under 

his father's roof in Edinburgh, that some 

accident, or perhaps the development d 

some congenital defect, brought on a lame- 

ness, from which the ^eat novelist suffned 

more or less all his life. For the sake rf 

curing this weakness of the limb, Scott was 

sent away from home to the care of his 

Aunt Janet, under Grandfather Bobert's 

hospitable root Hero he q>ent the best 

days of his childhood under Uie influence 

of a clever and sympathetic woman, and 

here his fancy was fed with all the old tales 

and songs and legends of the Border which 

were stm everywhere rife. ■

Not far from the scenes of Walter Scott's 

childhood is Dirburgh Abbey — ^his final 

resting-place — the fittest sepulchre that 

could be imagined for the remaks of the 

great enchanter. ■

The shattered ruins of Dryburgh Ue 

amonff the loveliest part of the Yale of 

Tweed — in Berwickuire locally — one of 

the thick cluster of religious houses tiiat 

owe their or^;in to the early prqwganda 

of the Church of Ireland and l!ona, before 

there was yet any England or Seotland, 

properly speakinff, or any Borders between 

the twa In weir turn these Abbeys ■

"^ ■

=F ■
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Benred as xnisdonary centres, to spread 

the faith through the rest of the Nor- 

thumbrian Land — and they may clwn eren 

to be the mother churches of holy Lindis- 

fame, of prond Durham, and of Lichfield 

eren, far to the south. ■

Melrose Abbey Scott has made his own, 

and all the world goes to visit it by the pale 

moonlight, and thinks more of William of 

Deloraine, and the wizard, Michael Scott, 

than of the lonely anchorite, or ascetic 

disc^le of St Colnmba, who first raised 

the walls of a Christian temple in these 

lonely places. ■

A curious and antique villaffe, in the 

form of a triangle, witn the old cross in 

the middle — one of the few survivals of the 

village crosses of Scotland — was Melrose 

itself j the Eildon Hills lying close by with 

their three peaks, defb thus by the cut of 

Michael Scott, the trysting-place of fairies 

time out of mind, and the site of the Eildon 

Tree where Thomas the Bymer descended 

into fairyland. ■

The neighbourhood stOI recalls the last 

departure of the fairies; for at Gatton- 

side, on the opposite bank of the river, 

they were heard to pass through the vil- 

lage, a great company of them, laughing 

and talking after their fashion, but Si in- 

visible, and after that they were no more 

seen. ■

Three miles westward lies Abbotsford, 

erected by Scotti who transformed a 

barren farm, known as Cartly Hole, into a 

sort of baronial demesne. But Abbots- 

ford has but a painful interest after all for 

the true lover of Scott, for it may be said 

to have destroyed its creator. ■

Lower down the Tweed is Kelso, de- 

scribed by Scott as the most beautiful, if 

not the most romantic, village in Scotland. 

Here, too, are the ruins of one of the 

Border abbeys ; while some ancient trait of 

the inhabitants of the village is preserved 

in the traditional expression of a " Kelso 

convoy " — such scant politeness on the part 

of a host that a guest may find himself 

rapidly shown to the door, but no further. ■

Close by Kelso is Fleurs Castle, a Border 

stronghold transformed by Vanbrugh into 

an imposiog mansion. The "policy," answer- 

ing to the English demesne, of Fleurs Castle 

strotches down to the river Tweed. Here 

is seen, on the opposite bank, a wooded 

height crowned by the fragmentary ruins 

of Boxbui^h Castle, a famous English 

stronghold, at once a defiance and an in- 

sult to the Scottish power. The Scots 

were prudent enough to keep up no great ■

castles of their own on the Border, the 

English being much more skilled than they 

in the defence and attack of fortified 

places, as well as possessing a more com- 

plete materiel of war. But when the 

English began to build and fortify castles 

within the Border it was a matter touching 

national honour and safety to ding them 

down. ■

The Castle of Bozburgh stands on a nar- 

row isthmus not far above the junction of 

the Tweed and Teviot, and had been 

strengthened by the English engineers, 

who had raised a strong weir on the latter 

river, so that its waters flowed all round 

the castle, and guarded it against surprise. 

And when James the Second — on this side 

of the Border it is not necessary to add of 

Scotland — came against the castle with a 

large but motley army, drawn from all 

parts of the kingdom, he felt that the 

ordinary devices by which castles might be 

won in those dajs without a siege were all 

hopeless. The hay-cart full of armed men 

that should stick fast under tlie portcullis ; 

the drove of cattle, where the drovers 

wore armour of proof under their soiled 

gaberdines; the half-dozen of stock sur- 

prises that were the common property of 

the skilful captains of those cuiys — these 

would have been laughed to scorn by the 

wary and seasoned English men-at-arms. 

Hence the King, with the help of his French 

engineers, planned a regular attack upon 

the fortress, and threw up a battery on the 

northern bank of the Tweed to hammer 

the walls of the stronghold. His cannon 

were built up somewhat after the modem 

fashion of wrought-iron rings welded over 

an inner tube, but the steam hammer was 

wanting to bring the whole into a co- 

herent mass. And thus, in firing a salvo 

one day against the castle, a great gun 

burst, and a fragment killed the King, who 

was standing near. ■

In 1818, when the zest for national an- 

tiquities was in its wannest stage, a cedar 

was planted with some ceremony on the 

spot where the King fell, of which tradition 

had preserved the memory. Perhaps the 

cedar failed to flourish. Anyhow, the site 

is now said to be marked by an aged 

thorn. ■

The ancient stronghold is Bozbur^h 

itself; there is nothing else to be dis- 

covered in the way of a town thereabouts. 

And, indeed, the most important place in 

this part of the county is Yetholm, which 

is but an insignificant place after all, but 

noted as being the ancient seat of the gipay ■
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monarchy, the Faas of Kirk Yetholm hav- 

ing long held the nominal sovereignty of 

the tribe. The place was also the head- 

quarters of smuggling, and the last of the 

celebrated gipsy chieis, William Faa^ was 

a great performer in that line at about the 

commencement of the present century. 

He had carts and horses of his own, and 

smuggled Hollands gin, which waa landed 

at Boomer from foreign vessels. Faa was 

a great pq^list, tHl his hits from the 

shoulder were spcnled by a slash from an 

exciseman's sword. He was also a famous 

angler, his pursuit of the gentle craft 

seeming hardly to harmonise with his other 

endowments. ■

All about here the familiar Northumbrian 

traditions are still in existence. There is 

Wormiston Hill, once the home of a worm 

or dragon, which in this case was killed by 

one of the SomervUles, who acquired great 

possessions as his guerdon, doming to 

Linton Ohurchi on a knoll in the midst of 

trees, we are in the presence of an ancient 

site, revered from prime ral times, and the 

subject of numerous legends. The pecu- 

lianty of the church knoll is that it is 

formed of finely-sifted sand free from peb- 

bles, in a district of heavy clay-land full of 

stones. The mystery is accounted for by 

Border tradition, in which two sisters are 

always employed, although the story varies 

as to their motives. In one case a Border 

knight is condenmed to death, and his two 

sisters obtain a promise of his pardon on 

condition of their raising such a mound with 

riddled earth. In another story, the sisters 

are two beautiful maidens, but scornful 

and ill-natured, who set their rival suitors 

by the ears, the end being a general free 

fight among the youth of tihe neighbour- 

hood, of whom the greater number perished. 

The Pope himself is here introduced, who 

imposes, as a fitting penance, the task of 

sifting the sand of the church hUL The 

connection of the young women with sieves 

will, no doubt, suggest the Danaides, and 

the myths have probably a common origin. ■

Famed among.Border towns is Jedburgh, 

on the Jed, with its steep High Street 

running up the hill to the castle, like 

Edinburgh on a small scale, and with the 

vast roof-ridge of its abbey-church rising 

above the houses like the bones of a mam- 

moth among the pigmies of to-day« Jed- 

burgh has always had a character of its 

own, and was probably the head-quarters 

of some independent tribe — Gh)deni, per- 

haps, or possibly even Jutes — who gave 

their name to river and town. ■

The town had its own war-cry, ^*Jethart8 

here" — its own favourite weapon, the Je- 

thart sta£r, or the Jethart axe; its own juris- 

diction, for Jethart justice is probably dder 

than the Border court, whidi was quicker 

4t hanging^ than trying. The town may 

still boast of its old municipal constitution, 

its provost, its four bailies, its sixteen 

councillors, with the mediseval accompani- 

ment of a dean of guild, a treasurer, and a 

convener of trades. ■

Fierce and full of fight, the Jedburgh 

men turned the fortune of war on 

more than one well-fought Border battle. 

Their town was often burnt, the castle often 

stormed by the English. The last of these 

neighbourly visits was in 1523, when Lord 

Dacre's force entered Scotland, stormed 

Jedburgh, and plundered the Abbey. Bat 

never were such strange and eerie sights 

as those seen b^ the vict<mou8 host Six 

times in one night were there alarms of 

visitations by evilspirits and fearful sighti. 

The powers of darkness wete abroad, and 

the fear and horror of the night were not 

confined to human beings. Eight hundred 

horses belonging to the force broke loose 

from their fastenings, and stampeded over 

the plain. ■

In after days, the Jethart men were as 

stubborn for Kirk and Covenant as they had 

been for their Border chieftains. After the 

escape of Queen Mary from Loch Levni, 

when the country was divided into hostile 

camps, the Jedburgh men took up arms 

against Queen Mary, while the chief man 

of the neighbouring county, Kerr of Femie- 

hurst Castle, was a warm supporter of the 

Queen. By Kerr's instigation a royal pnr- 

suivant-at-arms rode one market-day into 

Jedburgh and, dismounting at the market- 

cross, read out to the astonished market 

people the Queen's proclamation annulling 

all acts which had been done against her 

authority. The provost was soon upon the 

spott and, seizing the herald, compelled 

him to swallow bit by bit the proclamation 

which the indignant magistrate hadtm 

to pieces before his eyes. And then, with 

the bridle of his own horse, the pursuivant 

was ignominioualy scourged and driven out 

of the town. In revenge, Kerr seiied and 

hanged ten citizens of Jedburgh. ■

l^e River Jed that flows past the 

town and brightens np the otberwite 

sombre scene, is, In its passage from the 

Carter Fells among the Cheviots, where it 

takes its rise, rich with charming woodhnd 

scenes, and abounds in beautiful nooks — ■

Eden scenes on crystal Jed. ■

Ti' ■
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Abore the Carter Fell rise the wildeat 

aod most ragged heights of the Oheviot 

nxijg^, on (me of the edges of irhich k 

Beidswire, noted as being the scene of one of 

thslast of the Border fights. The Scottish 

dansof the Middle MareheSi with Sk John 

Carmiehael at their head, there met the 

English Borderers of I^nedale and Sedes- 

dale in friendship, first of all, to settle 

scores for depredations and injuries on 

eiAw sidei of which ihexe Iras a rough 

taiifl^ generally acknowledge as Border 

law. The meeting began fn mirth ai^ 

good fellowship. Booths were erected, 

drink was sold, an imprompta fair n»rang 

I np among the wild hills. Bat while all 

went on merrily, the two wardens qnar- 

relled. The English warden took umbrage 

at the pretensions of the Scot, and, rising 

in his stirmps, gaye a signal to bis men of 

Tynedale, who forthwith discharged a flight 

of arrows into the air. ■

Then both sides set to work with jack, 

and spear, and bended bo w, and a fkir stand- 

up fight eiMued, which was decided at lai^ 

in favoor of the Scots, by the prowess of the 

men of Jedborgh. Great was the anger <tf 

Qaeen Elisabeth when she heard hpw her 

men had been chased across the Border, 

and the Beigent, Morton, to i^[q;>ease her, 

sent the Scotch warden a prisoner to Eng- 

land. Bat the English Qoeen was too 

magnanimous to take vengeance on a help- 

less foeman. ■

Another battle-field lies between Jed- 

burgh and Selkirk, where the Scottish 

force under Douglas, Earl of Angus, indicted 

a stinging defeat on the EngUsh, who had 

been spoiling, the Borders, burning towns 

and monasteries, and, worst of all in the 

eyes of Angtut, defacmg the monuments of 

the Douglas family at Melrose. The battle 

was begmi on a lowpiece of marshy ground 

known as Peniel Haugh, from which, at the 

moment of encounter, a heron rose into 

the air, the sight of which made the 

Douglas exclaim : " Oh, for my white goss- 

hawk, that we might all Ml to togedier " 1 

Tradition says, as Scot relates, that a young 

maiden, named Lilliard, followed her lover 

from the little village of Manton, and, 

when she saw Mm fall in battle, rushed 

herself into the heat of the fight and was 

kHIed, after slaying several of the EnglisL 

In memory of tUs maiden a neighbouring 

hilloek bears the name Lilluurd's Edge, and 

a rude stone monument has an inscription 

to her honour-^ ■

Fmf Maiden lillyard lies under this stane — 

Little was ber stature, but orreat D^ai her fame — ■

and recounts how, like Benbow, when her 

legs w^e cut off she. fought upon the 

stumps. ■

The road from Jedbur;^h to Hawick 

crosses the vale of flie Rule - ■

Where Tumbulls once, a race no power could awe. 

Lined the rotigfa skirts ^f «tortty Raberslaw. ■

l%te clan of Tumbulls, however, were 

surprised and massacred by their own Ejng 

James the Fourth in 1510; and although 

there have since been indftridttals of the 

name conspicuous for strragth and courage 

on the Boffders, yet^ as a clAn^ from that 

time they ceased to be formidaUe. ■

Upon the way lies Dmholm, tl^e birth- 

^ace of John Iieyden, who^ above even 

Scott, may daim to be tholmhistrel of the 

Borders. Scott coott^' perhaps, with too 

great a pomp and datter, with too much 

waving of plumes and ckdiing of armour, 

upon these quiet Border scenes. We miss 

the pathos sm tiie mdandioly minor key 

of the true native Muse, femnd here and 

there in fragments of melody such as Bnrd 

Helen. ■

I wish I were where Helen lies, 

Nigbt and day on me die cnes, 

Ob. that I were where Helen liee-^ 

On fair Kirkconnel Lee ! ■

This delicate, tender strain of the 

Border JAuse often rings in the verses of 

John L^yden, who was indeed to the 

mann^ bom, the son of a humUe but 

liigh-minded peasant ; bom and bred in lus 

father's lonely cottage, where he drank in 

from earliest years the eerie atmosphere 

of the lonely fells ; ■

He«rd in the breeze the wandering spirits sigh. 

Or airy skirts unseen that rustled by. ■

And thus the rude traditionary ballads and 

tales of the Borders, interwoven with his 

early impressionc^ ^ave his mind an ecc^i- 

tric and romantic texture, such as the poet 

himself describes : ■

The woodland's sombrs ^imde that pessMits fear. 

The haunted mountam-stream that murmurs near. 

The antique tomb-stone and the churchyard green, 

Seem'd to units me with the world unseen. ■

The elements of a sound, if limited, 

education wete ready to the hands of any 

peasant's son in Scotland, from her ex- 

cellent system of parish schools, and Levden 

having mastered his rudiments at Kirktown 

school, repaired as a poor scholar to Edin- 

burgh University, in ac<k>rdance with his 

father's ambition that he should "wag lus 

pow '^ in a pulpit Here his rustic yet un- 

daunted manner and his humble dress, 

combhied with the harsh tones of Teviot- 

dale, routed the gravity of professors and 

students. ■
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It is imposaible to avoid the thought that 

Scott had some of his friend I^jden's 

charaeteristica in his mind when he drew 

the inimitable Dominie Sampeon. Like 

the Dominie, Leyden was a failure in the 

polpiti and his appearance — a wild-looking 

Koxbnrghshire man, with sandy hair, a 

Bcreechinff voice, and staring eyes — must 

have dwelt in the anther's mind, umI, uncon- 

sciously, perhaps, inspired his story. Like 

the Dominie, too, Leyden became a private 

tator; bat here the resemblance ceases, 

for the real man was full of varied talent 

and ambition, with a courage that no 

obstacles could daunt ■

Leyden soon plunged into literature, but 

here his versatihty of talent diverted him 

from the path of poesy. He became full 

of travelfl, of diMoveries, and wrote a 

hist<N7 ai African discovery, which in some 

wajr offended the friends of Mungo Park. 

It IS said that the Bozburghshire yeomanry 

being then quartered at Hawick, some of 

the troopers threatened the author with 

personal vengeance, who thereupon marched 

mto Hawick market-place and held the 

crown of the causeway, murmuring the 

fragment of some Border song, likely 

enough — ■

My name is little Jock Elliot, 

And wha daur meddle wi* me ? ■

A few years later Le^rden was one of the 

acknowledged literary hghts of the Modem 

Athens ; the editor of a magazine, and a 

zealous coadjutor with Scott m hunting up 

Border ballads and Border traditions for 

the "Minstrelsy " and "Antiquities" which 

Scott was then compiling. But loi^ before 

his friend had reached the summit of his 

fcme, Leyden had been laid to rest in a 

foreign Inid. The literary profession was 

then a steppins-stone to otiier preferment, 

and Leyden obtained a medial appoint^ 

ment in India, obtaining his medical 

degree for the purpose wvli marvellous 

celerity. ■

Friends in Edinburgh looked forward to 

his return well loaded with rupeesi and 

changed with all kinds of marvellous 

stories. "What cannibals he will have 

eaten, what timers he will have torn to 

pieces ! ** said his brother poet| Tom Oamp- ■

The brother poet was not far wrong. 

Leyden's letters tell us of a broad river 

crcMsed m a copper kettie — of being pur- 

sued by a tiger for three miles. But alas ! 

the record soon comes to an end. Leyden 

took part in an expedition to Java, and, 

seieed with fever on the way, died among ■

the Javanese swamps, his wandering 

thoughts reverting to his native ■

Is that don loand the hum of TeTiot*8 stream ? 

If that blue light the moon's, or tomb-fire's i^eam ? ■

And thus perished a true poet and a 

good sound Borderer; while his &ther, the 

old shepherd, still lived, and tended hii 

sheep among the hills. ■

doming to Hawick we are among the 

old, half-fbrtified houses of the days of 

Border warfare, of which an example may 

be found here and there, built of haid 

whinrtones, the walls very thick, and with 

no door to the streelb, but entered throu^ 

a long entry which gives access to an 

inner courtyard, from which an outside 

stair leads to the second flat — anglic6, the 

first floor, while the third storey was 

reached like a hayloft, by a ladder and a 

hole in the ceiling. Part of the existing 

inn shows the remains of a house once 

occupied by the Duchess of Bucdeuch and 

Monmouth, the widow of the unhappy 

Duke of Monmouth, who never bated her 

claim to the gloomy state of a royal princess. ■

It is tins Duchess, by-the-way, who 

entertains the ancient mmstrel in Scotf s 

poem; and Branksome itself is a littie 

n^;her up the Teviot on the opposite 

bwk, and not noted only in the "Lay," but 

in a Border ballad, which records how a 

noble and gallant young soldier wins and 

woos the b^mie lass of JBranksome. ■

As I came in by Teviotside 

And bj the braes o' Branksome, ■

There fint I saw my blooming bride, 

Young, smiling, sweet, and handsome. ■

And now we are at the mouth of rugged 

Liddisdale, known perhaps all over the 

world through the fame of Dandie Din- 

mont, a dale which can still show its stout 

farmers, as joyous and hospitable, as if 

more refined than, their great proto^rpe. ■

The great feature of the dale is its ill- 

omened stronghold of Hermitage O ae Ue , 

a square massive ruin in an extensive 

waste — a place deserted and abhorred, and 

the subject of some of the darkest legends 

of the Borderside. ■

Before the days of Bruce it belonged to 

the Enelish Lords Soulis, an evil race, of 

whom tiie last was the most, wicked, who 

used his tlBuants as the beasts of the field, 

vokin^ them to sledges, and even boring 

holes m their shoulaers to harness then 

the better. Ceaseless complaints of Ifas 

evil deeds of Lord Soulis wearied the eais 

of good King Robert, till one day, in a 

rage, he exclaimed, " Fient I nor he w^ 

sodden and suppit in brose ! " ■
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The men of Liddiadtle wanted no farther 

wuiftnt. ■

They roll*d him up in a sheet of lead, 

A sheet of lead tor a funeral pall, ■

They plunged him in the cauldron red 

Ana melted him— lead and bones and all. ■

The very cauldron is said to be still in 

ezistenoe. ■

At the Skelfhill the cauldron still 

The men of Liddisdale can show. ■

Another story of more uncertain date 

relates bow the Coat of Eeildari sap- 

|K)sed to be a Norwegian brave, ford- 

ing the river, was set npon by the men of 

Lord Soalisy who unable to pierce his 

armoar of proof, held him down with their 

lances under the water till he was drowned. ■

Atreasore lies deqp beneath the dun^ns 

of Hermitage ; all Uie wealth of the wicked 

Lord Soulis, who, as he was being drM;ged 

away to his doom, threw the keys ofthe 

castle over his left shoulder, thus confiding 

them to the care of the Evil One, who stiu 

retains their custody. ■

From the wild desolation of Hermitage 

the transition is pleasant to the luxuriant 

woods and charming scenery, among which 

lies Gastleton. Lower down the water is 

Mangerton Tower, the chief seat of the 

Armstrongs, of which only a small frag- 

ment remains. But while the Laird of 

Mangerton was alwqrs acknowledged the 

chief of the clan, other branches have 

risen to greater fame, such as Johnnie 

Armstrong, whose roofless tower of Gil- 

noehie lies between Langholm and Can- 

obie. Johnnie, summoned to meet the 

Ein^ James Uie Fifth, in his visit to the 

Borders, appeared at the head of thirty 

horsemen to do his obeiBance; the King 

ordered hun to be hanged with all his 

men, and hence Johnnie Armstrong's 

laqient ■

But had I kenn'd ere I came f rae home 

How thou unkind wadst be to me, ■

I wad hare keepit the Border side, 

In spite of all thy force and thee. ■

But hanged he was with all his men, on 

the trees by Carlenrig Chapel, some ten 

miles up the Teviot m>m Hawick. And 

the King replaced his good Borderers by 

more profitable flocks of sheep. ■

CLAUDIA. ■

▲ STORT IN FOITR CHAPTERS. CHAPTER I. ■

The gray wintry day was drawing early 

to its sullen close, and the thick, low-lying 

'doQid of heavy smoke seemed to drop a 

dingy vefl between the greats ugly, durty 

city, with its yellow lights, and the free ■

space of heaven, where the dear blue points 

of the celestial lamps shone cold and bright 

above the open face of the country. It 

was a very prosaic and hideous world 

which Louis Dumareeq left behind him in 

the Bloomsbury street as he opened the 

door of the great dingy house with his 

latch-key, and made his way slowly up the 

broad staircase to the second storey, where 

hisroomswera Mr. Dnmaresqwasno longer 

young. Fif t^ years of care and struj»le, 

many a privation, and many a trouUeynad 

turned his hair white, and his face was 

lined, thin, and sallow, though his large 

dark eyes had kept some of the fire and 

some of the dreaminess of youth in spite 

iA the sunken spaces round them, and the 

fine crow's-feet m the comers. No one in 

London led a more commonplace, toilsome, 

and monotonous existence to outward 

seeming than he did. For twenty-five ye^rs 

he had worked at a desk in an dfioe, risine 

from clerk to secretary, earning a small 

weekly stipend, punctuaUy paid and fairly 

gained by hard and conscientious work and 

uncomplaining regularity of attendanoe. 

Tear after year the silent, reserved, 

courteous man had taken his seat in the 

office, as little known and caring as little to 

give or take confidence as if he were a 

mere writing automaton, wound up to go 

from ten tm five from Monday morning 

tm Saturday night The heads of the 

office, tiie fellow clerks amongst whom he 

sat, and with whom he exchanged the 

necessary greetings and remarks which 

civility and bufluiess demanded, knew 

absolutely nothing of him except that he ■

lived in Street, Bloomsbury, and wasan ■

intelligent^ exact, and conscientious worker. 

But he had his other world, like the rest ; 

his romance, his relaxations, his passions 

and desires, though most of these had 

faOed and died, and the dull level of a 

thorny path left few ^[limpses oi brightness 

as he trod it with patience to the appointed 

end. There had been a time when his 

heart had leapt as his hand closed on the 

latch which would open and give him his 

vision of home, when home meant a smiling, 

dark-eyed wife eager to welcome him, 

when the chatter of the curly-headed boy 

on the hearth with his toys had music 

in it for the man who was tired of the 

weary routine of the long dull day, and 

when Louis Dumaresq envied no one his 

palace in that room where his household 

gods were. The dark, kind eyes had been 

many a year put away into silence; he 

could hanlly nuke his ear exactly repeat ■
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the tones of the Bweet Italian voice, whose 

broken English had been so deUdioos to hm. 

Cremma had been too dear for his possessing 

long. She left him two l^ades : the one was 

tixeonrlj-headed boy, a^ublesome posses- 

sion enough, which he often felt had brought 

him as much pain as pleasure ; the other a 

picture that hung above the mantelpiece, and 

which always greeted his eyes as he entered 

the room with a serene snule of welcome, a 

little piece of sunshine, a bit of ideal 

beauty in the dingy surroundings of the 

TOOsaic London life, delieious to the bcNMity- 

loving, imaginative nature which it was 

the business of the rest of the day to re- 

press. It was a little Olaude, the one 

valuable possession poor Gemma had 

brought into her husbiaid's home, an heir- 

loom from an artistic family. ■

When Louis Dumaresq was one-uid- 

twenty, the son of a rich banker, brought up 

to enjoy life and gratify every wUm, he had 

taken a fancy to go to Bome for six 

months and study art. It was merely 

a whim, he had no intention of becoming 

an artist, he had no necessity to be that 

or anything else ; but he had a consider- 

able turn for a dilettante, and might have 

done a good deal if he had been poor, and 

if ttie world werelessoverstocked with talent 

He painted in the studio of an Italian 

artist, who was as poor as an artist can be 

except for two priceless treasures. The 

one was the Claude, the other his daughter 

Gtomma, who was the prettiest model any 

father could have, and who, consequentlv, 

appeared in every one of Signer Biccardi's 

pictures tmder one name or another, and 

who was just ekhteen, and at her prettiest, 

when young Dumarecq painted at her 

fadier^B stuoia Of course he fell in love 

with her, and she with him. The fkther 

encouraged it with a sort of innocent 

craftiness, the young Englishman being 

rich and Gtemma having no portion and 

nothing but blank pover^ to look to— no 

portion, that is to say, but the Claude, 

which was promised to her. Louis Du- 

maresq came back next year, and die two 

were betrothed. They were married when 

he was twenty-three, and he took her home 

in triumph to introduce her to his father, a 

sleek, prosperous banker, who was ap- 

parently as safe a man as the City of 

London knew. They beean life as gaily 

as possible, with visions oi unlimited blim 

before them. The Claude wassent over to 

Qemma when her father died, the year after 

her marriage, when the brown-eyed baby, 

who was so exactly like her, was bom. ■

Then came the storm of troubles wbidi 

after that beat on the poor young thnigi, 

and destroyed ail the fair prospedi before 

them Mr. Dumaresq, the bimker, absconded, 

and the bank collapsed with a fall that 

brought ruin on hundreds of homes, and, 

amongst others, on his son's. From livbg 

in careless ease and luxury they had to 

come to a couple of rooms, and he wai 

thankful for hard work and a meaoe 

clerk's salary. They were not miserabk 

Qemma was a bright-natured girl, and 

used to the economies and plans of poverty. 

Dumaresq got on by slow degrees, and 

was respected and trusted. It was not 

long before they changed the two rooms 

for the floor in the great old Hooms- 

bury house, which in its palmy dayi 

had been a bshionaUe gentleman's, and 

still had its relics of dbgy grandeur in 

carved mantelpieces, broad solid staircaie, 

and wrought-iron railings ; and the Clande 

decorated the wall above the fireplace, and 

made its own little centre of peaceful sun- 

shine and beauty, which was a joy and 

rest to tte derk when he came in out of 

the roar and tiie mud of the streets, keep- 

ing aUve the lamp of artistic bean^ whidi 

at one time had seemed to him the load- 

star of his destiny. He might have made 

a small fortune out of the exquMte pio- 

ture, wUch was declared to be an abso- 

lutely perfect specimen of the master ; but 

he could almost as well have parted with the 

boy, whmn he used to hold up to see the 

sparkline waters and the sunny sky before 

he could speak plain, but not before be 

could scribble with a slate pendl with a 

certidn aim in his scribblii^ unusual at 

such a period of life. Gumma's boy was 

a bom artist, he had inherited it from both 

sides, and she was proud to declare that he 

would bo just like her father someday. 

Dumaresq diook his head a little doubt- 

fully at her prophecies, and would dedaie 

that Clement would never do anything in 

life till he learnt perseverance. The ^rd 

taskmaster, poverty, had taught it to him, 

and his strong will was now past even the 

power of misfortune to defeat Clement 

adored his mother, and she stood between 

him and his father when there was any- 

thing wrong, as there often was. She was 

so sunny and hopeful that she could never 

see much harm in his constant bits of 

naughtiness; and he was always affsctioDate^ 

and as easy to mdt into passionate re- 

pentance as to rouse into rages or fitk of 

childish misohieC She was a determined 

optimist— a bit of ItaHan blue slgr i^d ■

■^*'*i ■
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sunshine, like her picture. Her hoshand 

had an odd association of ideas with the 

twa She brightened the doll places of 

his life with her blithe hopefulness, as the 

landscape — which seemed to have been 

dipped in southern warmth and sunlight — 

lit up the dingy room and the foggy atmo- 

sphere, and collected in itself a point of 

beauty and radiance. She rested his soul 

as the Claude rested his eyes, tired of ^ the 

ugly monotony of the lone business clay. 

But the inanimate had a durability which 

the animate lacked. London could not 

dim Gemma's merry heart, but it could 

steal her strength and health ; and, while she 

declared erery day that she was better and ■

5oing to be quite well soon — unconsciously 
eceiving him and herself — death was too 

strong for her, and there came a black 

nightmare of a day which remained for the 

rest of Louis Dumaresq's life a shuddering 

memory of unendurable pain — a day on 

which Gumma's large, bright, feverish eyes 

dosed on her litUe world of love, and 

oyer which where there had been joy, and 

warmth, and hope, despair brooded. ■

He went on to aU appearance much 

the same; tiie office did not see any 

great difference, for none counted hn 

gray hairs or noticed the lines that had 

come on his sallow forehead; he went 

and came as when Gemma had welcomed 

him ; he had to satisfy his hungry soul 

as well as he could with what she had 

left him— the boy, and the picture that 

always reminded him of her and the sun 

of lus Italian days. He sent Clement to 

school. The boy was loveable, with a 

hundred Atults, and had sparks in him of 

a real but wayward penius — a very uneasy 

and doubtful possession which often means 

worse than failure. He painted and de- 

signed '^ wonderfully " for twelve years old, 

as everybody said, only he never had the 

patience to make a correct copy of any- 

thing. He played by ear, and sang like 

a seraph. His father gave him, the first 

time he had anything like a good report at 

school, a little violin, on wnich he soon 

leamt to play with extraordinary facility, 

and to compose little wild, quaint melodies 

of his own. He was very handsome, and 

when he was ''eood," which was a rare 

occurrence, his mther delighted in him. 

On such evenings, sitting in his old easy- 

diair, inaioking, with the boy opposite 

him, by turns chattering and making 

ikrange wandering music out of his little 

vioKn,. aomethhig like contentment came 

ttmtibe tired, desnondent reserved soul of ■

Louis Dumaresq ; his severe looks relaxed, 

and a trace of the old smQe which he had 

given his wife returned as he looked at and 

listened to the eager, clever, dark-eyed boy. 

He had not much faith in the lasting- 

ness of the peace and repose he felt A 

deep distrust of the future and a certain sus- 

piciousness of nature, which haunted even 

his love for die boy, was always underlying 

the smoothness of the surface ; but for the 

moment he was half consoled, and his heart 

rested for a space from its eternal disquiet. ■

Such an evening he remembered always 

in after years as standing out bright from a 

sombre background of cusappoinlment and 

weary monotony of day& He came home 

rather early, and found Clement in one ot 

his bright, affectionate moods, which came 

and went like sunshme on an April day. 

He greeted his fadier with a boykh hug ; 

he had much to tell of his day at school, 

and chattered ail dinner-time — thay had a 

frugal dinner together late — with bursts 

of laughter in between his sentences which 

were infectiousi and made Dnmaresq's 

thin, worn face light up into something of 

the gaiety of youth. In the evening 

Clement announced himself in a " playing 

fit" — sometimes he could not produce a 

note, and would not touch his violin ; some- 

times he had a craze fiMrart^ and would not 

lay down his pencil ■

To>night, as he perched on a high stool 

opposite his father, with his legs tucked 

under him and his violin on his shoulder, he 

glanced with his great bright dark eyes 

first up at the landscape overhead, then 

at his father, with his bow poised in his 

hand ready to begin. ■

" You are awfully fond of that picture, 

dad," he said, still gasing at it. ■

" Yes, if you put it so," Dumaresq an- 

swered, uniling, as he watched the rather 

elfin-looking figure through the smoke of 

his pipe; "it is more than a picture to 

me. ■

'* Yes, I know. I remember when you 

used to hold me up, and tell me stories 

about it and about Italy. I shall go to 

Italy some day and paint. It is more than 

a picture to me too ; it has told me some- 

thing. Listen, dad, I'll show you what it 

has told me." ■

And dashing the bow across the strings 

Clement struck into an air; his father 

listened with more than his ears, the 

strange, fresh, sweet little melody went to 

his heart The boy broke off suddenly. ■

" niat's the pietmre, father, doesn'titmake 

vou see it % The sun on the river, and the ■
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^ine-trees, and the girls danciog — it all 

daneea together, the water and the eon- 

flhine and the girls." ■

''Play it again, boy/' the father said 

briefly. ■

He could not have praised, or expressed 

any of the painful pleasure which was 

swelling In ms heart; it was impossible 

for him — a habit of chill reserve and re- 

pression had grown npon him like ice 

over a lake. Years of grinding work, 

of loss and failure, had made hun what 

he was, the worst companion for the 

ardent, impulsive, hot-headed boy that 

Oemma had left behind her. Tet Louis 

Dnmaresq loved him, and would have 

died for his eood any moment. ■

Olement played it again. ■

<< Do you like it t '* he asked impatiently, 

when the last note ceased to vibrate and 

his father still said nothing. ■

'< It is pretty ; how did it come to yon, 

Clemi" ■

''Before you came in. I was drawing. 

Look here, see what I did." ■

He suddenly produced a sepia sketch and ■

it it on his fouier's knee. It was an en- ■

jed cojpy of the only likeness Dumaresq 

had of his wife ; a veiy poor photograph, 

4aken in those days before photo^phy 

was one of the fine arta There was in- 

correctness of drawing, but Clement had 

made a spirited likeness of the pretty 

Italian head, with its soft thickness of 

dark cloudy hair standing round the thin, 

oval face; the greats deep eyes; and the 

«weett half-open, smfling, pathetic mouth. ■

His father drew a long breath ; he sat 

and gazed at it, and his heart beat so fast 

that he could not speak ■

The boy went on: "I was trying to 

make it like to nve you, and thinking about 

her, and then i looked up suddisnly, and 

I remembered your saying once that she and 

the picture madeasunshineinthe room when 

there was none outside, and, as I looked at 

it, somehow I seemed to hear the tune. 

I stared and stared till I beUeved I saw it 

all move, and the man there in the comer 

play on the guitar, and the girls begin to 

dance and sing, then I took up the violin 

and it came. I played it over and over 

again. Do vou like the drawing, dad 1 " ■

He was always eager for praise and ap- 

proval, but, if his father could have spoken 

out his thoughts, they would have surprised 

Clement by what would have seemed an 

extravagance and flattery. As it was, the 

boy thought his father undervalued him. 

Instead of putting into words what was in ■

his mind, which was that this child of 

theirs was a senins, and that, at that 

moment^ his father loved him passionately, 

he only said, and it was with an effort that 

he made even this sound at all warm: 

"Yes, Clem; yes, I like it verymuch, and 

the tune toa You are agood boy ; it hai 

pleased ma" ■

It was but meagre, but he had seldom 

said so much; and the eager boy was satii- 

fled, for he was not us^ to praise, nor 

often felt he deserved it ■

In the long silent night Dumaresq lay 

and thought over the curious, dainty Uttk 

melody, till he knew every note by heart ■

" He is a genius — a genius," he repeated 

with a warmth that made him feel almost 

happy, " and he has a power of loving toa 

How Gemma would have delighted in it T ■

LITERARY SURVIVAL. ■

Of late much discussion has taken place 

with regard to the choice of books. 

Carlyle and many other authors more or 

less famous have given to the worid their 

opinions on the subject; each author, of 

course, consulting his own taste. The re- 

luctance with which the average man or 

woman takes advice, in any form, is pro- 

verbial, and we see no reason to doubt that 

any exception will be made in the present 

instance. Allowance must be made in tUs 

case, as in many others, for difference of 

taste. Because &rown, for instance, is fond 

of reading French novels, it does not 

necessarily follow that Jones Is so easily 

suited. This is self-evident ; and yet many 

people seem to lose sight of the fact. Byron 

preferred Pope's translation of the Hiad to 

the original, and spoke very slighti^ly of 

Shakespeare and Wordsworth. C^ules 

Lamb considered Marlowe's "Faustns" 

superior to Goethe's immortal "Fau8t^"and, 

not to multiply examples, Johnson could 

see no genius in Fielding. " Sir," he said, 

"there is more knowledge of the heart in 

one letter of Richardson^ than in all ' Tom 

Jones.'" It is certain, then, that one 

should not be ffuided by individual opinions 

in his choice of reading. ■

The question is sometimes asked, of the 

many works in existence now, how many 

are likely to survive % TUs is very difficult 

to answer. A glance at any old volume of 

a literary review will show praises of 

writers who have l(mg since dropped into 

oblivion, while many who have hem scath- 

ingly condemned suU have a place on our 

bookshelves. Denbam's "Cooper^a Hm" ■

C32: ■
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was deecribed as a "^m which, for the 

majesty of the style, is, and ever will be, 

the exact standard of good writing." 

*< 'Pamela,' ''says a critic,'' next to the Bible, 

ought to be preserved." Home, because he 

wrote " Douglas," was dabbed the '' Scot- 

tish Shakespeare," and the critics of the 

time seem to have considered him superior 

to the great bard. How many writers in- 

daded in Johnson's " lives of the Poets " 

do we read to-day t On the other hand, 

taking a few instances at random, the 

critics conld see no genins in Lytton; 

Tennyson's first vohime of poems was 

ridicided by one of the reviews ; and Lord 

Beaoonsfield's early attempts were regarded 

as "indications of literary Innacy.'^ The 

fate of Keats h almost too hackneyed to 

quote. Beferring to him, Byron wrote : ■

Tia strange the mind, that fiery particle, 

Shoold let itself be snuffed out by an article. ■

Byron's mind was evidently not " snuffed 

out "by the sladiing review his first volume 

of poems received. ■

An American professor makes a curious 

assertion with respect to many of our 

dassica "By some kind of spell," he 

says, '' all the old books, whose names have 

been rattled off for generations in essays, 

speeches, and in table-talk, pass as embodi- 

ments of merit, while the real truth is that 

those names won their popularity in a 

vul|^ age, and have now outlived their 

mentsL" This may be true in some in- 

stances. The number of people who 

think for themselves is, we know, very 

small ; but it is idle to say that we are aU 

like tibe pious Brahmin. We dare say 

'I Pamela created as much talk on its pub- 

lication as '* Tom Jones," yet who reads 

Bichardson's*novel now t '* Pamela," how- 

ever, is by no means the only book of 

which much was prophesied. Numerous 

instances will be familiar to our readers. ■

Mxaj of our old books are, as Mr. 

Henry Morley says, "more quoted than 

read." Butler's " Anal<»y," Paley's " Evi- 

dences," Hooker's " Ecdesiastical Polity," 

Hobbe's "Leviathan," Locke's ''Essays 

on Civil Gbvemment^" these are books 

which, althouffh well known, are by 

no means widely understood. Charles 

Lamb, who tlumked God that he had a 

calholio taste' for 'reading, classed among 

the "books which are not books" the 

works of Hume, Gibbon, Robinson, 

Beattie, Soame Jenyns, and the histories 

of Josephus — a list to which many addi- 

tions might be made. Of those old authors 

whom we do read few are renresented ■

by more than one book. Take Defoe, for 

example. What schoolboy has not read 

"Bobmson Crusoe" t The " j;eneral reader," 

however, can scarcely be said to have more 

than a superficial knowledge of "The 

Journal of the Plague Tear," or of " Colonel 

Jack;" and verjr few are acquainted witii 

the many political and historical works 

which Drfoe wrote. Fieldine is generally 

known by " Tom Jones ; " Swift, by " Gulli- 

ver's Traveb;" Smollett^ bv his " History 

of England;" Johnson, bv his Dictionary ; 

Lamb, by his Essays ; and so on. ■

SpcAking of reading. Professor Blackie 

says : " We are running too much to booka 

The people don't come together any mora 

There are no more grand public reunions 

of the massea A man buys a book or a 

paper, and, hunyinff home, shuts the door 

and reads. Everybody reada Enter a 

famfly circle nowadays, and every man, 

woman, and child has his, her, or its nose 

poked down between printed pagea It's 

read, read, read. Absolute silence reigns 

throughout the house. . . . These human 

reading machines are stuffed full of the 

sausage meat of literature^ When the 

world was the wisestit read no booka Ite 

teachers taught from natura" Owing to 

increased fatties, it is certain that of 

late the love of reading has greatly in- 

creased. Whether we read too much is, 

however, another question. This is, no 

doubt, an age of cram and hurried reading, 

and if one is to follow Mr. Matthew 

Arnold's advice to young journalists, viz., 

read ail books and all newspapers, it csb 

scarcely be otherwise. ■

Having regard to difference of opinion, 

we scarcely see the necessity of drawing up 

a list of the best hundred booka Sir «John 

Lubbock must have very peculiar ideas of 

the requirements of workine men when he 

recommends the works of Marcus Aurelius, 

Cicero, ^schylus, St. Augustine (not to 

mention many others), as likely to meet 

their requirementa The real point is, 

not which books we shall read, but which 

we shall buy. Every large town has now 

its free reference library, at which any 

well-known work may be consulted or reaa. 

What the working man wants is a small 

library of his own, and, his means being 

necessarily limited, he does not wish ta 

encumber himself with a lot of worthless 

rubbish, or with books which he mav not 

consult more than once a year. If he be 

making a study of one particular subject, he 

will soon discover the most useful books on 

that subject It is certain, therefore, that ■
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no workiiig man should keep filep of any 

newspapers, or taroable himself about books 

of merely ephemeral interest^ such as 

"Dame Enropa's School, '^ whic^ was ab- 

normally suocessfiil for a short tune after 

its poUication, and of which nearly 200,000 

copies were sold. Emerson advised evexy- 

bcdy to wait a year after a book appeared 

before readmg it, and then to depend upon 

the verdict of those who had read it 

whether it was worth reading or not. The 

pecnliar Irish flavour of this "bull" con- 

sists in the fact that if everybody should 

follow his advice, there would be no general 

opinion to depend upon. What tibat pe- 

culiar personage, the "general reader," 

devours is litenture which is neither very 

(dd nor very new. He dingn to most of 

our famous nineteenth-oMitnry novelists, 

and prefers to test most of his stories 

through the columns of the local p^per 

hetote he purchases them. ■

Judging by an account of an interview 

with Mr. Boutledge, which ''ThePallMall 

Qasette *' publishM, most of our favourites 

hold their own. Of the poets, Lcmgfellow 

— according to the editions which Mr. 

Boutledge publishes— is most generally 

read: 6,000 volumes of Us poems are 

sold yearly. Scott comes next, with 3, 1 70 

copies; Shakespeare, with 2,700 copies; 

Byrcm, with 2,380. Boffers (whose name 

was great in our grandfathers' days) is 

the lowest on the list, with only 32 

copies. Of novelists, Dickens is most 

generally read and widely appreciated. 

la England alone, we believe, nearly 

5,000,000 copies of his works have been 

sold since hu deatL This number does 

not include unauthorised editions. A short 

time ago the street boys were selling an 

illustrated << Nicholas Nickleby" for a 

penny, and many other cheap editions of 

"The Master's" novels have also been 

published. "Fifty years ago," says Mr. 

Boutledge, " an edition of 500 was con- 

sidered large, and one of 2,000 enormous." 

These figures seem small indeed when 

compared with, say, the large editions of 

the " Pickwick Papers." ■

A writer's chance of being widely read 

depends greatly on his style ; and it seems to 

us a piece of literary a£fectation for any 

author to write in florid or obscure language. 

No man who writes for posterity, as the 

"Times" says, can afibrd to neglect the 

art of composition. Dr. Johnson's ver- 

bosity was a standing joke amongst many 

of hu contemporaries. Of him Macaulay 

said that he wrote in a style in which no ■

one ever made love, quarrelled, drove bsr- 

gains^ or even tbousht When he wrote 

to his friends he wrote ^ood English; bat 

when he wrote for pubhcation he "did his 

sentences into Johnsonese." " He has had 

his reward," says a writer. " His ' Bambler' 

lies unread o^ our bookshelves ; his talk, 

as recorded by Boswell, will be perused by 

thousands of delighted students.^ Garlyle'i 

extraordinary style undoubtedly militateg 

against his being more extensively read. 

The feelings of the ordinary reader after 

having read " Sartor Besartus " are similar 

to those experienced by Jerrold on a 

memorable occasion. "Chi the author of 

' Mrs. Caudle's Curtain Lectures ' recover- 

ing from a severe illness, Browning'i 

' Sordello ' was put into his hands. Lme 

after line, page after page, he read ; but no 

consecutive idea could he get fromthemystic 

production*. Mrs. Jerrold was out, and he 

had no one to whom to appeal The thonght 

struck him that he had lost his reason 

during his illness, and that he was so imbe- 

cile tbkt he did not know it A perspiration 

burst from his brow, and he sat silent and 

thoughtful As soon as his wife returned 

he timist the mysterious volume into her 

hands, crying out^ ' Bead this, my dea&' 

After several attempts to make any sense 

out of the first page or so, she gave back 

the book, saying, 'Bother the ffibberishl 

I don't understand a word of it r 'Thank 

Heaven r cried Jerrold, 'then I am not 

an idiot r" ■

Both Macaulay and Cobbett had good 

styles, although they were by no means 

alike. Macacuay's style was that of the 

university scholar ; Cobbett's, that of the 

self-taught man. Macaulay took great 

pains over his compositions, and thought 

nothing of rewriting a sentence or even a 

page ; Cobbett did not believe in patching, 

and dlid not trouble himself about rounding 

off a period. Yet, like Macaulay, he never 

wrote an obscure sentence. Although many 

of Gobbett's writings — those of ephemeral 

interest — are forgotten, his grammar, which 

is used in many schools in France, and 

which is as interesting as a novel, will 

survive. Turning to Macaulay, we can 

easily understand the popularity of his 

writings. His " Critical Essays " are, to 

use a paradoxical phrase, not critical; nor 

can many of his sweeping historical state- 

ments be swallowed wiUiout a gnun of 

salt He himself confessed that he was 

"not successful in analvsing the works of 

genius," and he also said that he had nev^ 

written a page of criticism on poetry or the ■

==f ■
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fine arts whieh he would not bom if he 

had the power. We, therefore, condode 

thit mooh oi his popohirity ia due to his 

clear, attraotiTe style and his dever w<Mrd- 

painting. ■

Books inerease so rapidly 'that by-and- 

by an author who writes pithily wQl haye 

hr iaore4ahaiiee of being read than one who 

isverboee. Be a book eyer so deyer, it will 

be heayily handic^>ped by being written 

in a heayy style or in the ordinary florid 

newiilNiper language. ■

victim: s. ■

bt theo gift. ■

CHAPTKB XIV. B^NOIXE, THE BLANCHIS- ■

SEUSS. ■

After finishing his letter to Leah, Marst- 

land went out to post it himsell Writing 

it had distracted his mind for the time 

being from the unmediate trouble of what 

to do about Vera, and had done so the 

more pleasantly because, with that happy 

ooidldence in tiie honeety and goodwill of 

othoa which ia inherent in some people, 

he neyer for a moment doubted that 

Leah's heartiest sympathy and interest 

would go with every word he wrote. He 

was not a vain man. It had never 

oocuried to him for a moment that the 

Jewidi girl's feeling for him, any more 

than his for her, had any tenderer element 

than friendship in it As he had told 

Vera that evening on the water their dif- 

ferent creeds seemed a sufficient bar against 

all ideas of love or marriage between them; 

but then, on the other hand, that very fact 

made their friendship ail the stronger and 

sweeter by taking any dements of foolish 

flirtation from it, and enabling them to 

show frankly their appreciation of each 

oth^s eharacter, and preference for each 

other's sodety, without risk of comment or 

misunderstanding. Whether he was right, 

and whether any guarantees of friendship 

are strong enough to do away with such 

tiak in a cynicd and un-utopian age is 

another question ; as also wheUier if Leah 

had shown equal appreciation of a prefer- 

ence for anyone else, Marstland might not 

have been reminded that <<friendiBhip is 

only love in mufti," by the pangs of un- 

plaionic jealousy. The plain facts were 

thai Leah never had given him a loophole 

for such jealousy; while be himself was 

eminently [utopian in all his ideas, and 

never so oasilv moved to wrath as by the ■

sneering andcynieal tone so common in the 

present day. ■

"By the time they have given up believ- 

ing in Grod and Heaven they will already 

have ceased to believe in one another," he 

would say bitterly, *'as while j^reaohing 

their new Gospel of Humanity they are 

even now practising that of deyiloom." 

And there was truth in his words as there 

was in a good many of the young man's 

thoughts and sayings. Fortunately for him 

perhaps, his actions were not always as 

flawless as his theories, and Uierefore he 

had notas yet made many enemies. It is 

not easy for any of us to love heartily a 

faultless man ; tiie desire to pick holes in 

him is too great ; but Marstland had lots 

of faults, all on the outside too, and withtd 

was eminently loveabla The fact was he 

had hitherto been exceptionally fortunate. 

He had good looks, perfect health 9jA 

skength, enough mon^,and energy enougn 

for tbree. He had been a qnnlt child all 

his life, and yet spoiling had never made 

him selfish or conceited ; while his natural 

generosity and kind-heartedness made him 

use hb many advantages so freely for the 

benefit of his fellow-men, that they could 

almost afford to forgive him for them. 

At the same time he was hot-headed, 

masterful, and obstinate, with an almost 

feminine repugnance to coarseness, and an 

imprudent t^dency to take up other 

people's quarrels or injuries which had got 

him into various troubles already, and was 

perhaps the cause of his bein^ less popular 

with his own family than with outsiders, 

and more so with women than men : the 

f adbionably fast set among the former only 

excluded. ■

Certainly no woman had ever yet owed 

her ruin to him, though more than one 

wretched girl might have dated her first 

step in an upward path from the day 

when, brought by sickness under the hands 

of tiie clever young hospital surgeon, she 

experienced for the first time that mingling 

of sympathetic kindness and respect which 

a man who looked on such as she simply 

and solely in the light of victims to the 

brutality of his own sex, could not help 

showing to the poorest and lowest of the 

weaker one. There were rumours, too, 

of his having more than once risked his 

l^e or limbs by the outrageous folly of 

turning aside from his professional duties 

in some dty slum to step between a shriek- 

ing, half-murdered creature, and the brute 

who was exercising the " sacred rights " of 

coniueality by batterini; her to death ; but ■
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whether this was true or not, the fact that 

snoh things were said testified to a 

quixotic sort of cbivahy which is neither 

common nor fashionable among a la^ 

ckss of voung eentlemen and ladies of the 

day, and caused them to regard the person 

inculpated with a certain amount of shy- 

ness, not to say suspicion. Marstland was 

spoken of as "a good fellow enough, but 

odd, you know— comery " ; "got hold of 

morbid notions on the subject of women"; 

and thoueh his immense physical strength 

and the aosence of anythug effeminate or 

lamb-like in his disposition preserved him 

from contempt^ he had fewer intimate 

friends than acquaintances among young 

men of his own age and degree. ■

That such a man, therefore^ should have 

been attracted to Vera St Laurent was 

just the event most likely to come to pass. 

To be soft, weak, and genUe, to have ap- 

pealing eyes and a plaintive voice was the 

very way to be attractive to this big- 

limbed, warm-hearted fellow, with his fund 

of tmezpended energy and unsatiated 

tenderness. He delighted, indeed, in the 

companionship of women like Leah, though 

his relations to them were purely fraternal, 

and, but for the extra deference extorted 

by their womanhood, more like those 

between one intelligent young man and 

another. But the little child that nestled 

in his arms, or tiie timid maiden creeping 

to his side for protection from the rough- 

ness or freedom of other men, awoke a 

much deeper feeling in him, and one which 

had made his sister. Lady Hessey, more 

than once whisper in strictest confidence to 

a friend that she lived in daOy anguish lest 

Greorge should arrive at the Hall one day 

and present to her one of his repentant 

Magdalens as a sister-in-law. ■

ui Vera, however, Marstland had found 

the union of delicious weakness and perfect 

innocence, trembling docility and exquisite 

tenderness, which seemed to him the very 

perfection of dawning womanhood, and 

thrilled him through and through with 

such a passion of protecting love and 

worship that he had not bMn able to 

master the desire to fold her in his arms 

and shield, appropriate, and defend her 

from that day forward. ■

The mere thought of her stretching out 

her hands to him, with that look of help- 

less, pitiful appcuEd, forced burning tears 

into his eyes and brought a cloud over 

even the sunny brightness of this pleasant 

S^tember day, never pleasanter than in 

that sunniest and brightest of Breton ■

towns, Quimper, with the brown swift 

waters of the Odet flashing at its feet, and 

the twin spires of its glonous cathednd— 

over whose porch the stone statue of King 

Gradlon, of mythical renown, still prances 

on horseback, as in the days when on a 

certain feast it used to be presented with 

a cup of wine by a chorister in cassodc sod 

stole— -dominating the entire town and 

towering into the sunlit air at the end of 

every street. ■

It was market-day, and at any other 

time Marstland would have been enchanted 

with the aspect of. the place, tiie crowds of ■

Kople gathered together from every neigli- 

uring district and commune, in eveiy 

variety of picturesque costume, yet all com- 

bining certain salient features — ^the short 

jackets, enormous black felt hats, and 

baggy '' bragou-bras,** or breeches, of tbe 

swarthy, lone-haired men; the gorgeom 

caps, embroidered bodices, and big Use 

or bright-coloured aprons of the brown- 

cheeked, large-eyed women; and the 

straight long gowns, and quaint dosely- 

fitting skull caps of the tiny children, 

making them look like animated i^cbnei 

from the Middle Ages — and bWding 

delidously with the brown colour of the 

houses, the blue sky, and golden sunshine, 

the huge madder-red sails of the market 

boats crowding the bright river, and the 

high, tree-mantled hill on the otiber side. ■

In the *' place" where tiie market wis 

held it was quite difScult to get aloo^ 

owing to the influx of peasantry, frffmers^ 

and artisans from the surrounding villages, 

and the number of visitors, FwnA snd 

English, with whom Quimper market is 

such a weU-known and popular sight in the 

watering-place season. The noise of voicei^ 

ranging from the high-pitched Frendi 

accents to the An^lo-Sucon gutturals, and 

in which the oddities of the Breton tcoigae 

mineled quaintly with the nasalities of the 

Yanxee, ahnost deafened him, and he hid 

to pick his way among green avenues of 

cabbages, stacked high above his head; 

mountains of ^tatoes, smelling pleasantly 

of the rich, moist soil from which they had 

just been dug ; big round baskets of fowbi 

crimson- watUed and bronxe-^lumed, making 

such a screaming and cacklmg as drowned 

all else in their vicinity ; rolls cm rolls of 

the sweet cowslip-odoured Brittany butter; 

heaps of rosy carrots and snow-white 

onions; hundreds of new-made sabots; 

trucks of fish, glittering blue, pink, and 

silver-hued in the sunshine; trays d 

<< cr6pes" and ''galettes,'' ail hot and fresh ■
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from the pan; Btalla laden with cheap 

jewellery, medab, and croesea for the 

"jpardona," broidered sknU-oaps, belts, bo- 

dices, and ribbons of every colour under the 

sun; baskets of flowers, grapes, peaches, 

melons, and plums, all heaped together in 

a lovely, haimonious confusion, and form- 

ing, with the say costumes of the vendors, 

the grand Cawedral, pierdng the blue sky 

above, and the waving trees, casting their 

chequered shadows on the circling groups, 

a picture which it would have required a 

very love-sick man not to find leisure to 

admire. ■

Unfortunately for Marstland, however, 

it brought before him still more vividly 

the contrast with that dismal, sunless room 

at Les Chitaigniers and the wan, tear- 

stained visage of the young girl who had 

once described to hun this very scene and 

urged him to come and see it; till, in 

tmnkinff of her, he forgot even where he 

was, and was standing motionless before a 

stall, at which he ud not so much as 

looked, when, startled by its owner's voice, 

asking in better French than that spoken 

by the peasants usually : ■

'^ Is it then that Monsieur would please 

himself by taking home a Bretonne cap 

as a souvenir to the dear demoiselle, his 

sister)" ■

Marstland looked up at the speaker with 

a start of surprise. She was a tall, comely 

young woman, with more intelligence than 

usual shining in her long black eyes, and 

wearing on ner head the quaint, square- 

shaped white cap, tied under the chin, and 

surmounting an embroidered, skull-shaped 

one beneath, which he had already noticed 

to be peculiar to the women of Pont 

rAbb6 and Ste. Tryphine-par-Mer. Her 

wares,' a q>;>ntity of caps and collars in 

fine muslin, loaborately fluted and frilled, 

were set out on a very primitive table, 

(^nsisting of a board supported on two 

little banels, and she leant across this 

with so pleasant and friendly a smile that 

Marstland, always genial towards women 

of the working classes, could not help 

smilmg in friendly fashion also. ■

*'Whv not for my wife)" he asked 

pleasantly. <'To be sure I haven't got 

one, and I have a sister; but how you 

know that I can't imagine." ■

" Ah I assur^ment, Mademoiselle would 

not have thought of mentioning B^noite 

and her sister Catherine, good as she was 

in their regard while staying with the 

iamiUe St Laurent And for Monsieur, he 

natorallv was too nreoccunied to notice ■

their little cottage by the roadside as he 

walked up and down outside the great 

gates yesterday." ■

''Yesterday 1 " repeated Marstland, colour- 

ing vividly, as he recalled his lengthy pro- 

menade to and fro the spot mentioned 

fixed on by M St Laurent ''Oh, you 

saw me, then, did youl Tou live in one 

of those cottages near the ch&teau ) " ■

"Mais oui, certainly I saw Monsieur, 

and, for that matter, Catherine — it is dhe 

who is bedridden and who makes these," 

— gliding her finger lightly over the wdtt- 

starched headgear — "she said an Ave 

Maria for Monsieur as welL 'It is not 

much in efiect an Ave Maria/ Catherine 

said ; ' but whfle ev^ day I feel the good 

of the soft pillow whidi cette ch^re Sl^e. 

Josephs save me, it would be tmgratefol 

not to oo something for Monsieur her 

brother when he comes to make court for 

the hand of our little mademoiselle here.' 

Ah, 9a, that was right enough. Neverthe- 

less, one must avow that wnen I took the 

linen up to the house later — I am 'blan- 

chisseuse' to the famille St Laurent, as 

Monsieur may Imow — and heard the poor 

little demoiselle weeping, oh, so bitterly i in 

her room, I said to Catmrine, 'Apparently 

thy Ave Maria was of no effect Ya, ma 

fiile 1 thou shouldst have said threa' " ■

Marstland had started and changed 

colour more than once during this speech. 

His first feeling indeed was the natural 

British one of annoyance that his private 

affairs should already have become the 

theme for talk and comment among the 

dependents at Les Ch&taigniers ; but the 

qmck pain evoked by the bst words drove 

out that first feeling, even if there had not 

been something in Bdnoite's manner, sym- 

pathetic with no shadow of disrespect, 

which would have disarmed offence in a 

more touchy man. ■

" So you know all about me, I see," he 

said, leaningforward over the blanchisseuse's 

stall, at the imminent risk of crumpling 

her fragile wares ; " and though you make 

a mistake in one thing — ^for I am not 

Mdlle. Josephs's brother, only an intimate 

Mend — I am not the less grateful for 

your friendly feeline for her and me." ■

"Not tiie brother of Mademoiselle t 

Dame I but I ask Monsieur^s pardon for 

my 'b^tise;' notwithstanding, however, 

tliat Our Lady and the saints know that it 

would be an honour to any one to be 

connected with that dear yonag lady," 

B^noite ezdaimed volubly. "Ya, doncl 

it is like that ' mauvaise langue,' Joanne, ■

' ■

■ ■

* ■

t ■

! ■
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to call her an adyentoreBS at present, and 

pretend that the has not treated Mdlla 

V era well ! For me, I believe, Monneor 

here conld tell a very different tak, and 

oonld expla&i why the parents of MdUe. 

Vera have not had a smile for her sinee 

her retam to them, whfle she herself sits 

and weeps ineessantity." ■

"Is Mdlle. Vera so unhappy 1" cried 

Marstland passionately. " My good girl; it 

is yoa who can tell me things, and perhaps 

help your poor young lady by doing sa 

You will, will you not, my preUy B^noite I 

— ^for you are pretty, and you have a kind 

heart, too, I can see ; and it is quite true 

what you have guessed, that I have come 

all the way to France to propose for the 

hand of Mademoisdle, which her &ther 

will not give me. He has even refused to 

let me see her, so that I cannot find out 

her real sentiments. But you go to the 

bouse often, B6noite. Tou can see her 

when you wfll ; and if ^" ■

"Ohut, doncl Not so loud," intei^ 

rupted tiie blanchisseuse, waving one of 

her smartest caps in front of the young 

doctor's eyes, and making a great parSide of 

pinching out and arranging its embroidered 

streamera "How does Monsieur know 

that there are not others of the tenants of 

M. St Laurent here t If it were supposed 

that I was indiscreet enough to be con- 

versing with Monsieur ab<mt our young 

lady, I who earn my living and that of 

Gatiierine at Les Ch&t— ■

II ■

V ■

" But, my good friend- ■

"Bat^ Monsieur, I implore you! See 

there, Jean Baptiste, the factor from Les 

Gh&taiffniers, looking to the unloading of 

those mdt-baskets. M. St Laurent con- 

fides in him unalterably ; and if he were to ■

see but I shall be going back this ■

afternoon by the potato-boat of Antome 

B^loc. It leaves at six o'clock from the 

quay just below the last town bridga 

Monsieur has only to ask there for the boat 

of B^loc ; and meanwhile, if — ^to give an 

air of business to our conversation — he 

would choose a cap— — t" ■

Marstland bought the one in her hand 

instantly, paying double the price asked 

for it in order to secure the vendor's good- 

will ; and, having promised to be at the 

place of appointment^ went obediently on 

his way. He could see that the woman 

was in earnest in her fear of being com- 

promised by his longer presence ; and' now 

that he had a hope of communicating witii 

Vera through her, he could better a^ncd to 

be patient In far brighter mood than ■

before, therefore, he wandered about the 

market and town, seeing all that there was 

to be seen; and then went back to lus 

hotel and wrote a letter to his sweethesri 

Not a long one, like that to Leah, for it 

only covered part of a sheet of note-paper; 

but in it he told j her that the sight of 

her in tears and trouble had nearly broken 

his heart; that he had done and urged all 

be could to win her father's consent to 

their marriage and had failed, without ev^ 

receiving a reason for his rejection; that 

the question, therefore, now lay between 

them twa If she also had decided against 

him, if it were even true that she regretted 

havine permitted him to. love her, <^ 

wished the bond between them to be 

broken, he would leave Brittany at oice, 

and« loving her just as weD, blaming hex 

not at all, would never try to see <»: tiouhle 

her again. Bat if, on the other hand, she 

had only been coerced into giving him up; 

if she still loved him and was willing to 

be his wife ; no one and nothing (m 

earth should s^arate them. They would 

wait, that was all — ^wait till she was of 

age, and, if her parents weald not giTO 

their consent then, marry without it 

Meanwhile, she would at least know that 

he was loving her only, working for her 

only, thinking of her only every day of hiB 

life ; and, if she loved him too, that know- 

ledge would su£Soe to comfort them duriog 

the {time of their separation. ■

He took the letter down to the quay at 

the time named. The sun was now low, 

and the river looked a bright orange coloiir 

in the waning light, in which the reflec- 

tions of the steep, wooded hUl on the 

opposite bank, of the bridges spanning the 

stream, and of the slender masts and big 

brown sails of the boats juml^led together 

under the quay, were pai&^ed in strong 

dark shadow. The market people were 

crowding down to the water's edge, eitha 

with a view to embarkation or to take 

leave of friends there. Funny little chil- 

dren in stiff long gowns and wondecfol 

melon-shaped caps of pink, blue^ and ydlow 

satins, the segments divided by lines of 

gold braid, were trotting about and show- 

ing one another the handfols of damaged 

frmt or cheap toys which had been be- 

stowed on them during the day. Aboye^ 

the cathedral bells and those of a convent 

ludden among the trees, were making a 

sweet, musical jingling in the pore, warm 

air. It was easy for Marstland amid all 

this pleasant stir and clatter to finish hii 

oonversation with B^noite unperceived, ai ■

=^= ■
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soon as he had f oimd out which of the 

many boata was that of Maitre B^loc; 

though not quite lo much so as to get her 

to agree to what be desired. ■

*< A letter! Onmd Ciel ! but n^that is 

iiqxwsiUe/' she e^oclaiiiied at fiist, retreat- 

ing and throwhig up wide-qiread hands at 

the si^ of the missive ; but wheui after 

a little ooasdng, he had persuaded her into 

agreeing to deliver it^ it was the blanchis- 

sense, not he, who suggested all the details 

of the manoBUvre, andeven arranged that, 

in place at remaining at Qnimper he should 

go (m to Lootudy, the little port at the 

mouth, of the Pont I'Abb^ river, whichi 

being so much nearer to Les Cb&taigniers, 

wouH be handier loi getting an answer to 

him from the latter place should Made- 

mobelle think it desirable to send one. ■

Harstland agreed to everything she pro- 

posed. His depression and downhearted- 

ness had given place to almost wild spirits 

at thii sudden revival of his hopes. He 

oonld have blessed Qaimper Market for 

the unexpected friend he had found there, 

and rewarded the latter with a lavish libe- 

nlifywhidh almost bewildered her. Finally, 

when he got to Loctudy, he was too excited 

to rest, and spent half Ae night wandering 

along the shore and looking at the little 

army of fishing-boats riding at anchor in 

the estuary, and the island of Tudy, as it 

rose up in the moonlight exactly qppodto 

to him like a lump of ebony out of a silver 

setting; ■

Late on the following day he was sitting 

in the little inn from which, as his ^^c- 

tatbn ffrew keener, he had not been willing 

to bu^e, when a little bov came up to 

him, and, after staring hard at him for a 

minute or so, said, ^in atrocious Breton- 

French, and handing him a letter : ■

" I am Ftit Jean. B^noito la blanchis- 

lense told me to bring this letter to the 

Rny^ifth Monsieur." ■

Yera's letter i Well, it was but a little 

Uotted scrap of paper after all ; but few as 

were the words it contaimdi and feeble 

and incoherent as they miffht have seemed 

to anyone eke, to MarsUand they were 

more eloquent than all the epistles ever 

penned by Mesdamesde Stael or deS^vigny 

ui the course of their two lives. ■

" You are very good to me," Yera wrote. 

** tSomehow I hoped at first you would un- 

dentand, and be strong for both of us, but 

ftfteiwards it seemed all over. Forgive 

ma I could not help it, and I do love you. 

I win widt all my life if you like, and if 

^hqr will let me alone. Onlv I am not ■

brave, and it is so lonely and wretched 

when everyone is angry wi& you ; but how 

could I guess it would make them so? 

'—and I cannot hdp it now. ■

" Qood-bye. Your affectionate, ■

"Vera." 

And then there came a little postscript : 

''Please talk of me sometimes with 

Leah, and give her my dear lova I may 

not write even to her now.** ■

Yera was foelii^ better now that her 

letter was gone. The poor child had re- 

mained in a stete of half-dazed misery 

from the moment of her leaving London 

till that when she had seen her mo- 

ther waiting for her inside her own door. 

Then indeed a rush of filial yearning and 

afifection had swept over her, and she would 

have thrownher arms round the parent from 

whom she had been parted for the first 

time in her life, and clung fondly to her, 

but that she was chilled and frightened by 

Madame Sti Laurent's air of severity and 

displeasure. The mother had scarcely per- 

mitted the tiired nervous girl te touch her 

cheek with her lips, and had not be^d five 

minutes alone with her before she burst 

out r^roachfully : ■

"Oh, Yera I who'd have thought this of 

you 1 You've disappointed your papa and 

me more than woras can say. Indeed he 

was all for sending you off to some severe 

ccmvent school when he first heard of your 

conduct ; and if you want to be let stay 

here even now you will have to be very 

good, and promise never to give a thought 

to that — ^that young man a^dn." ■

" But, mamma, how can I ) " cried Yera 

piteously. '* I must think of him when — ■

when and he is coming here, all the ■

way from England, to see papa. You will 

see for yoursdf how good and nice he is. 

And how could I guess you would be 

angnr t You had never told me " ■

"Yeral'' her mother interrupted se- 

verely. •* When I warned you so strictiy 

that you were not to get flirting or allow- 

ing young men to become at all particular 

towards you I '' ■

"But mamma," Yera spoke in all sin- 

cerity, " you spoke of Jewish young men ; 

and indeed I never flirted witn Dr. Marst- 

land. I '' ■

" My dear, that is sheer prevarication, 

and I am shocked at your demeanine your- 

self to it What is flirting but aUowing 

a man you know nothing about to go 

talking of love and marriage to a child 

like vou. when vou were quite aware that ■

■
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if yoar parents knew of it they wouldn't 

allow it for a moment" ■

'^ Mamma, I didn't know it," Vera said 

with timid persistence. Madame threw up 

her handa ■

'*Yoa didn't 1 Then yon should have 

known, and you are patting the blame on 

me by saying you didn't. Bat there I yoar 

father is waiting to see yon, and if yoa 

take that tone to him I don't know what 

he will da All I can say is, that if you 

drive him to send yon into one of those 

Popish nunneries it will break my heart 

But I suppose you don't care for that. 

Girls never care 1 " ■

Madame Laurent's cold eyes were wet 

and her voice husky. What was Vera to 

do % She could onlv kiss her mother with 

tiie tears running aown her own cheeks, 

and follow her into the study, where her 

second reception was even less encouragbg 

than the first Her father did not even 

allow her to embrace him, but put out a 

hand to keep her off, looking at her under 

his frowning brows as he said : ■

" So, Mademoiselle, you have returned, 

and just in time, as it seems, to prevent you 

from disgracing yourself and your family. 

In truth you have done both already, and 

to a degree which makes me doubtful, even 

now, what to do with you " ■

'' St Laurent, you promised me 1 " cried 

the mother appealingly, and trembling so 

much that Vera, awed beyond measure by 

this new proof of agitation in one usually so 

cool and self-contained, and filled with 

vague terror as to the prospect in store for 

her, was almost readv on her part to 

promise anything. This harsh welcome 

nrom both her parents, coming after all the 

love and kindness of the last few weeks, 

and acting on her tired body and unstrung 

nerves was too much for her, and she 

fidtered out : ■

^* Papa, forgive me I If I had known 

you would have been displeased I — I would 

not have done it; but indeed I did not 

understand." ■

'*Not understand! A pretty excuse 

for a demoiselle of good family, if in 

your case the reason for it were not 

so near at hand!" and he turned his 

eyes for a moment on his jrife with an 

ugly sneer, which the poor woman compre- 

hended only too well ''Did you also 

understand that it was decent and con- 

venable to be amusing yourself with follies 

and coquetries when your father was lying 

dangerously illl " ■

" But| papa, you were better, you wen ■

nearly well; and I never ** Bat, u ■

usual, she was not allowed to finisL ■

"Ah, 9a, 9a ! That is enough. Hie thbg 

is over, and I do not wish to hear or aj 

more about it There, if you repent^ yoa 

may embrace me. And now go with your 

mother, and see that you obey all she telli 

you, if you would wish to remain in her can." ■

Vera was dismissed. sobbing helples^, 

though Madame St Laurent was kinder now 

than she had been, and did her best to 

console the overwrought girl with tea and 

hot cakes, coupled with the assurance that 

if. she only put ''that silliness out oi 

her head," papa would not say any more 

about it The words only added to Yera's 

grief; she felt that her dream wia 

over, that brief, lovely dream which had 

made the world so dififerent to her ; and 

when her piteous attempts to plead for her 

lover and the Mends who had been 10 

kind to her were abrupUy silenced, and 

she was told that she was no \onwsr to 

regard the latter even in the li^ d 

acquaintances, her unhappiness inmased, 

and she spent ^e time untU Marstland'a 

arrival in such constant weepings, as had 

naturally reduced her to the crniahed and 

broken-hearted condition in which he 

found her. ■

The mere sight of the young surgeon, 

however, of his bright, manly face and 

vigorous bearing, was lOce a xiish of new 

life and light into her veins ; but it receded 

again before tiie first sound of her father*! 

voice, and when she was taken from the 

room she felt as if all hope was over, and 

gave way to the agony of tears which 

had moved B^noite to compassion. Hist 

precious littie note concealed within the 

sleeve of a frilled "peignoir," which the 

blanchisseuse insisted on submitting to her 

inspection, came to her, therefore, like a 

re-opening of the gates of Paradise to one 

just condemned to uttermost darkness, and 

she had not the sl%htest scmide aboit 

availing herself of the same opportimity 

for replying to it It seemed to her that 

it would have cost her her reason to have 

done otherwise. ■

Next week will be Oommenoed a 

NEW SERIAL STOEY, ■
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and longer ago still, when CSiarlie was a 

yonnger soni a mere sailor-boy ; but now 

that nis brother is dead, and he is the 

squire, and the manor and the farm belong 

to him, is it likely that he will be able to 

keep absurd old promises — childish pro- 

mises t— Why, you little fool 1 he has for- 

gotten them ah^eady, though, of course, he 

can't help thinking you the prettiest girl in 

the country. Atenant's daughter, a fanner's 

dauffhter, who is shel even though her 

mol^er was the Sector's only cluld, and her 

father has been to college, and her people 

have lived at the Old Farm two hundred 

years, as long as the Melvilles at the 

Manor." Then Alexia answered that biting 

voice, and said in her heart: " Still Charlie 

loves me — ^though, of course, not half or a 

quarter as much — but he carried me home, 

and I know." ■

But the argument was unsatisfactory, as 

most things are when one is aching ail 

over; and Alexia was glad to see Mrs. 

Dodd, who came trampine in full of health 

and virtue, dressed in a pain serge gown, 

a large cloth jacket, and round bkck hat : 

the very picture of a oountry rector's wife 

visiting her sick parishioners. ■

Alexia lifted herself up on the sofa; her ■

Eale delicate face, and^ soft dark curly 

ead seemed to look wistfully out of the 

background of some old picture. She held 

out a thin little hand, as hot as fire, to be 

clasped in Mrs. Dodd's knitted glove. ■

" How kind of you to come out on such 

a cold dayl" said Alexia. "If you 

wouldn't mind pushing mv table one inch 

away, that little chair will just fit in be- 

tween it and me." ■

<' Thank you," said Mrs. Dodd. She 

looked doubtfully at die table, which had 

flowers on it, and scent, and a basket of 

bonbons, and two or three books and 

Christmas numbers, whose character she 

suspected. " Thank you, I won't come so 

near the fire. This room is very hot, do 

you know, Alice. Have you had the win- 

dow open to-day ! " ■

** Before I came down. Dr. Smith says 

I must be careful about chills," said Alexia, 

and her visitor sat down where she pleased, 

which was a long way off ■

The attitude of Mrs. Dodd's mind to- 

wards Alexia Page was one of disapproviJ. 

Slie could not despise the rirl, whom every- 

body respected ; uie coula not dislike any- 

one so pretty, with so much tact and such 

nice manners; she was not small-minded 

enough to env^ the height of popularity 

to which Alexia's generosity, justice, and ■

pleasant ways had lifted her among th« 

poor. Tet certainly she did not like hec. 

Alexia held a sort of position in the plaoe 

which was entirely her own, and Mn 

Dodd failed to see any reascm for it. She 

was the old Hector's granddaughter— the 

old Sector had been a gentleman and a 

scholar, neither of which was Mr. Dodd— 

but what did that matter, when her 

mother had chosen to lower herself by 

marrying William Page % Mrs. Page had 

been a very foolish, wrong-minded woman, 

in Mrs. Dodd's opinion. She had known 

nothing of the management of a f ann, and 

had rather gloried in her ignorance. She 

had all sorts of ridiculous, fine-lady ways, 

such as dining at seven o'clock. Latterly 

she had set up for being an invalid, and 

had seldom come down before the middk 

of the day. Mr. Page, poor man, was fond 

of books and fond of horses. He was ex- 

travagant ; he was a careless, refined md 

of man; it was quite impossible, accocding 

to Iubs. Dodd, that he could make his turn 

pay. Yet somehow these two got on wj 

comfortably ; they were in love witti each 

other to the last; they IumI a singolar 

faculty of winning the devotion of their 

servants, both in and out of doors; and 

Alexia, at a very early age, ruled Aem, 

the servants, the horses, the d(^ the fann, 

with an authority founded on reason and 

independence of character. Poor Alexia 1 

She was much prettier than her mother, and 

cleverer than her father, even in his own 

lines of horses and books ; her inbom taste 

was excellent^ and she had all the practkil 

good sense on which her ancestors had 

prospered, with a tolerably strong hit of 

the vanities of life as well ■

Her mother died when Alexia was hm- 

teen, and Mrs. Dodd then tded to take the 

management of the girl, but fiidled. Sie 

could only comfort herself by calfine 

her Alice, instead of the foolish, hmm 

name which her mother had given her. She 

kept up this custom carefully, and thni by 

a small daily provocation missed any chance 

she might ever have had of making fiModi 

with the girL ■

Alexia's constant companionship with 

Charlie Melville, when he was at home, 

had always been an ofience and an anxiety 

to Mrs. Dodd. She used to wonder thai 

Mrs. Melville did not interfere; bat m 

those days Mrs. Melville could think of 

nothing but the looks, the mannm, tlM 

debts, the scrapes of her ddest son George, 

who had given hw every possible *w™*^ 

that a son could give his mother. He had ■

■
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ended by marrying a third-rate actress, 

and three years ago had died, fortunately 

leafing no children. Since thai his widow 

hadmanied again. ■

Fer a long time Mr& Melville stayed away ■

from the Manor, bat at last she came back, ■

hcffiging Charlie with her. He had left the ■

navy, and everyone said he was a good ■

L fellow. He was not very bright, and easily ■

Lioflaeneed, like his brother; bat his natural ■

Ltendency was good instead of bad. He was ■

affectionate and generoos, and, for a young ■

I man, unselfish. His mother took a great ■

deal of interest in him now, bat she did ■

1 act love him as she had loved George, who ■

I'htd done his best to break her heart. ■

[•There was something a little 8inq>le, a ■

I litde stupid, about Cluurlie ; he was abear, ■

Lhit mother said, and she was very often ■

Itangry with him. One thing she was re* ■

Lsolved upon : that he should marry well ; ■

I and the idea of Alexia Page as a daughter- ■

Ij in-law had not^ of course, ever crossed her ■

pmmd. The ball might have opened her ■

1 ejes ; but Alexia was not at the ball ■

I <*Howdiditgooffl Please tell me all ■

I about it," aaid Alexia to Mrs. Dodd, who ■

[ibid been there. ■

I '*0h, very well indeed 1" said Mrs. 

iBodd. "Everybody was there, and the 

I jooms looked very handsome. I believe 

[•Hn. Melville was quite satisfied ; in fact she 

1 said so. Of course we came away early, 

r for I don't like late hours, and I would 

I act have gone to a ball anywhere else." 

I "Were there any pretty dresses)" said 

IjUexia, gazing at her with eyes full of sad 

biDigination. ■

I **No doubt you would have thought 

Itiiem all pretty," said Mrs. Dodd. <'I 

I don't know. I am not dever at describing 

I that sort of thing." ■

I ''And everyb^y was theret" repeated 

LAlexia, rather vaguely. 

I Hra Dodd exerted herself, and gave a 

llong list of names and families : her bare 

li outline was enough for Alexia to make 

rmctoree firom. She knew them ally at 

K least by s^ht and by name; she knew who 

I Charlie wmild dance with, and how bored 

I ke would be, and how little he would have 

I- to lay to most of them; she had a little 

ItriaBii^ant suspicion that the evening had 

I been spoilt for him, as well as for her. At 

I. last, among the various groups, she thought 

w of some people who had always been friends 

ft of the Melvillesi and whose daughter, a 

i plain girl with a good deal of money, had 

I bem long ago intended by the respective 

I parents to marry George. ■

'' Were not the Martin Badcliffes there, 

Mrs. Dodd r' said she. ■

" Of course. Didn't I mention them ! " 

said Mrs. Dodd. ''That was funny, be- 

cause thev were much more conspicuous 

than anybody else. I quite expect — in 

fact Mrs. Melville hinted as much — ^but I 

won't gossip. It is better not to talk about 

thii^ before they come to pass." ■

limL Dodd, at the same time, did not 

mean to stick to this excellent principle. ■

"A fine lesson for Alice Page," she 

thought. " It is a pity she was not there 

to see for herself." ■

Alexia herself did not affect any blind- 

ness or stupidity on the subject. A slight 

shiver crept over her, and she turned a 

little pale, but Mrs. Dodd could not see 

that in the twilight. ■

"And did Mr. Melville dance with 

Miss Badcliffe a great deal ! " she asked 

quietly. ■

Mrs. Dodd was rather glad to have this 

opportunity of telling tbe worst. The 

girl had brought it on herself; die had 

actually asked for it ; she deserved it — ^for 

what business had she to enquire with 

whom the Squire did or did not dance 1 ■

" That is what I meant, of course/' said 

she. "Everybody was talking about it. 

He danced with her over and over again, 

and hardly spoke to anybody else all the 

evening. I thought it was hardly the 

thing to be so entirely devoted to one 

girl, but of course, as Mrs. Williams 

said to me, it would be such a good 

thing, such a desirable thing, such a com- 

fort to Mrs. Melville, such a blessing to 

the neighbourhood — ^because, you know, 

besides other considerations, poor George 

spent such fabulous sums, and Miss Bad- 

cliffe will have an immense fortune, and 

everybody speaks well of her." ■

"How did she lookl" said Alexia 

meekly, after a moment's pause ; and that 

was the only dart of feminine spite she 

allowed henselC It fell shorty too. ■

" Very well," answered Mrs. Dodd, with 

emphasis. "She was most handsomely 

dressed in yellow, with large wreaths of 

brown leaves. Her figure is improved, 

she is certainly slighter than she was, and 

holds herself better. If she had a olearer 

complexion, and better teeth, and rather 

more hair of a more decided colour, and a 

differently shaped nose, I really think she 

would be a good-looking girL Many people 

said so last night" ■

Alexia gave a little laugL How well 

she remembered Charlie saying to her, a ■
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long time ago, what an awful fright Miss 

Badclifife was ! And then she scolded 

him, and then he began to talk nonsense, 

as usual. But a younger son, a midship- 

man, could afford to talk nonsense ; it was 

very long ago. Now, perhaps, Charlie 

took different views of things. Mrs. Dodd 

no doubt spoke the truth when she de- 

scribed his devotion to Miss Radcliffe; 

Alexia did not think of disbelieving her. 

Miss Radcliffe was a stick, as well as a 

fright; there were other people at the 

baD of quite as much distinction; he 

must have had some reason for singling 

her out in such a pointed way. '^ And if 

I had been there, I wonder — " thought 

Alexia, and she smiled. She felt sore and 

stiff, somehow, but Mrs. Dodd saw no out- 

ward sign of this; she went on talking and 

asking questions, in a much more hvely 

manner than before, till at last the Rector's 

wife, very well satisfied with her charitable 

visit, got up and went away. ■

Then the soreness and stiffness became 

unbearable, and Alexia hid her face in the 

cushion, with set teeth and clenched hands, 

wishing wild wishes, poor child ! wondering 

how she was to bear the bitter pain with 

which Mrs. Dodd had so lightly threatened 

her. She thought now, forgetting former 

reasonings, that from the bottom of her 

heart she had believed in Charlie, and that 

he was going to be false to her. Jn the 

darkening afternoon the comers grew more 

indistinct and the fire flamed up brighter. 

Alexia lay fighting with herself, pitying 

and yet half hating herself, for she had as 

much pride and fine instinct as any Miss 

Raddiffe in the world. ■

Then the door opened, the maid an- 

nounced somebody, and GharUe Melville 

came into the room. ■

SOME FAMOUS PLAYa ■

L 

JOHN gay's "beggar's OPERA." ■

On the afternoon of the twelfth day 

of June, in the year of grace 1727, Sir 

Robert Walpole, then prime minister 

of England, rode in hot haste to Rich- 

mond in order to inform the Prince 

of Wales that his father, Gleorge the 

First, had died suddenly at Osnaburg. 

History narrates that, roused from the 

oustomarv nap which an early and over- 

hearty dinner was wont to induce, the 

new monarch tumbled out of bed, and 

rushed into the antechamber breeches in 

hand, where he found the great minister ■

on his knees waiting to hail him king. 

Next day the silent luid expectant nmlti- 

tndes thronging the streets of London 

town were didy informed that^ by the 

grace of Ood, George Augustas Goelph 

had succeeded to the throne of QtseiX 

Britain and Ireland as (George the Second. ■

The sudden death of the late king, lod 

the proclamation of the new, caused a pro- 

digious sensation among statesmen, coor- 

tiers, and place-hunters. The f avonriteB of 

his late majesty were heavy at heait, 

knowing their day of triumph had paned 

for ever; the followers of the pnieBt 

monarch were filled with joy, belie?- 

ing their hour of exaltation wss at 

himd. The court end of the town 

presented a scene of vast excitement 

By night and by day the stateHroom^ 

of Leicester House, situated in Ldoeiter 

Square, where the prince and princen hid 

lived since their banishment from Si 

James's, and to which they now retoned 

from Richmond, were thronged by moit 

loyal crowds anxious to kiaa thdr mtjeB- 

ties' hands. The square outside jnreidnted 

an unusually brilliant spectacle which, 

phantasmagoria-like, changed c<mtmaa%, 

without loss of colour and with gain of 

variety; for here were gathered together 

courtiers, politicians, gossips, soldiers, citi- 

zens, players, poets, pamphleteers, cosch- 

men, cha&men, and footmeui all bosj with 

unquiet speculation as to what altenlioD 

in the affairs of state this new reign would 

produce. ■

Now, amongst those who looked for- 

ward with impatient anxiety to a profitaUe 

place in the new establishment of their 

majesties' household, was John Gay the 

poet He was a man who in his time 

had played many parts, and had for op- 

wards of fourteen years posed as a courtier 

in the drawing rooms of the late Prince 

and Princess of Wides. Bom of an ancieBt 

and worthy Derbyshire family, he had 

been bred a mercer ; had served the im- 

perious Duchess of Monmouth as seen- 

tary ; and had travelled into Holland with 

my Lord Clarendon in a like capaeitj. 

Returning to England with his lordship 

on the accession of George the First, he 

had written a poem reganling the new 

Princess of Wales, describing her to the 

English ladies before die came over. This 

effusion, under the guise of loyal homage, 

shaped itself to a courteous ^petiticoi for a 

place ; it resulted in procunnff him the 

favour of her he addressed, wiuioatgsin- 

ing him the reward he eiqwcted Bow- ■
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ever, he became regular in hia attendance 

at coort^ and subseqaently formed one of 

that gay and gracious assembly of wits, 

gallants, and beaaties which gave a char 

racter for brilliancy, politeness, and pleasure 

to the drawing rooms of Leicester Honse, 

saeh as had been unknown to the English 

court since the days of the Merry Monarch. ■

Here the blond and stately princess was 

flUTonnded by her fair maids of honour, 

foremost amongst whom were the piquant 

Msfy Bellenden and the charming MoUy 

Lepel, both possessing a charaotto for 

wmsomeneas and beauty. Here too as- 

sembled such notable figures as my; Lord 

Chesterfield, wittiest of wits, most courteous 

of courtien; my Lord John Henrey, 

sornamed the "handsome," a supine 

gentleman, daintily rouged, elegantly 

raffled, and delicately perfumed; the 

Dachess of Queensberry, eccentric in 

speech and dress; the mad Duchess of 

Bockingham, who hatched foolish plots for 

the return of the exiled Stuarts ; Dean 

Swittf who made sharp speeches to the 

princess; Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, 

who engaged the amorous attentions of the 

prince ; and young Colonel GampbeU, then 

secretly married to Mary Bellenaen, whom 

he afterwards raised to be Duchess of 

Argyla ■

Notwithstanding his constant attend- 

ance at court, and his loyal homage to the 

princess, Gay remained unreward^. ■

" I have been considering," writes Dean 

Swift to him, "why poets have such ill 

sQcoess in making their court, since they are 

allowed to be the greatest and best of all 

flatterers. The defect is that they flatter 

only in print or in writing, but not by 

word of mouth. They wiu give things 

under their hand wUch they make a 

oomcience of speaking. Besides, they are 

too libertine to haunt antechambers, too 

poor to bribe porters and footmen, and too 

proud to cringe to second-hand favourites 

in a great fSumly." ■

Gay's attendance at court was actuated 

by constant expectation of reward ; but 

whflst hope sustained his poetic soul it 

entirely failed to nourish his corpulent 

body, or to enable him to dress in "silver 

loops and garments blue," according to his 

yam desires. ■

That he might live he therefore wooed 

the muses, and wrote poems and plays 

which had more or less success: more 

where his poems — the subscription for 

wUfifa realised him one thousand pounds — 

were concerned : less with reeara to his ■

playa One of these, The Wife of Bath, 

was damned at its birth; whilst his 

burlesque farce, What D'ye Gall It, and his 

tragedy, The Captives, were short-lived, 

though patronised by royalty. ■

Some of his friends in office had, how- 

ever, proved kind, and in 1723 he had 

been appointed Commissioner of the State 

Lottery, a post he held for two years, and 

then lost at the instance of Sir Bobert 

Walpole, who believed him to have written 

a pamphlet dealing severely with (Govern- 

ment measures. ■

Now the prince and princess had come 

to the throne, Gray's hopes revived. In 

order to keep his memory green in the 

hearts of ro^iuty, he had written a book of 

very ingemous fables in verse for the 

amusement and instruction of Prince 

William, afterwards known to his genera- 

tion as " Billy the Butcher " ; and, in refers 

ence to the story of the Bare and Many 

Friends, the princess told Mrs. Howard, her 

bed-chamber woman, that she would take 

up the hare, and bade her nut her in mind 

of Mr. Gray when the housenold came to be 

settled. Hearing ^ thb gradous speech, 

he believed himself on the broad nrnd to 

certain honour and high reward. ■

Endowed with the poetic temperament^ 

his moods of hope and dejection followed 

each other as regularly as hght and shadow 

on April days ; and now his expectations 

were at their meridian. Perhaps it was 

his sanguine disposition, together with a 

certain simplidty of character, which 

enabled him to make his way quickly to 

the hearts of those with whom he came in 

contact. Pope, who had '' seen too modi 

of his good qualities to be anything less 

than his friend," described him to Spence 

as " quite a natural man, wholly without 

art or design, who spoke just what he 

thought, and as he thought it " ; and Swift, 

who loved him likewise, gave it as his 

opinion that Providence never intended the 

poet ''to be above two-and-twenty by his 

thoughtiessness and gullibility." ■

The royal household in due time was 

settled, and Oay, after fourteen long years' 

attendance at' courts " with a large stock 

of real merit, a modest and agreeable con- 

versation, a hundred promises, and five 

hundred friends," was offered the post of 

usher to the Princess Louisa, who had then 

reached the mature age of ten years. 

Though this post was worth £200 a year, 

Gay rejected it with indignation, aban- 

doned St James's, and forswore courtiy 

servilitv for evermore. '*The queen's family ■
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iB at last settled," he writes to Dean Swift, 

then in Lreland, ^ and in the list I was 

appointed Gentleman Usher to the Prineess 

Louisa, the youngest princess; which, upon 

account that I am so far advanced hi life, 

I have declined accepting. So now all my 

expectations have vanished, and I have no 

prospect but in depending wholly upon 

myself and my own conduct As I am 

used to disappointments I can bear them ; 

but as I can have no more hopes^ can no 

more be disappointed, so that I am in a 

blessed conditioa" The poor dean had 

suffered much the same sore vexations at 

the hands of statesmen and courtiers as Oay 

now endured; and was quick to sympathise 

with hioL He therefore wrote back he 

entirely approved of his refusing the ap- 

pointment, and by way of comforting the 

poet, hoped he might soon obtain some 

oUier situation which " will be better cir- 

cumstantiated.'' ■

Pope likewise sought to soothe Gay's 

cha(^, and reminded him he had often 

repeated a ninth beatitude for his benefit : 

''Blessed is he who expects nothing, for 

he shall never be disappointed." Instead 

of feeling reeret, he continues, he could 

find it in his heart to congratulate him on 

a happy dismissal from all court depen- 

dence. " I dare say," he adds, " I shall 

Jud you the better and the honester man 

for it many years hence ; very probable the 

httslthf uller and the cheerfuller into the 

bargain. You are happily rid of many 

ourMd ceremonies as well as of many ill 

and vicious habits, of which few or no men 

escape the infection who are hackneyed or 

tsammelledin the ways of a court Princes 

indeed, and peers, the lackies of princes, 

and ladies, the fools of peers, will smile on 

you the less, but men of worth and real 

friends will look on you the better." ■

Gay's depression did not continue long, for 

it happen^ he had at this critical time 

just fimshed his Beggar^s Opera, which was 

soon destined to create a prodigious sensa- 

tion throughout the kingdom. Eleven 

years previously, a hint^ which served as 

the germ for this opera, had been con- 

veyed to him in a letter Swift wrote 

to Pope. There was a young, ingenious 

Quaker living in Dublin who penned verses 

to his mistress, "not very correct, but in 

a strain purely what a poetical Quaker 

should do, commending her look and 

habit" This set Swift thinking a set of 

Quaker pastonds might succeed^ and he 

asks Pope to hear what their fnend Gay 

says on the subject *'I bdieve farther," ■

he continues, ** the pastoral ridieole is not 

exhausted, and that a porter, footman, or 

chairman's pastoral might do well Orivkk 

think vou of a Newgate pastoral smongit 

the tmeves t " Later on, as we leirn from 

Pope, Swift said to Gay, '* What an odd 

pretty sort of thing a Newgate pastonl 

miditmake!" ■

Gay was inclined to tiimk a comedj 

having its scenes laid in the famous prkos 

might be better stiU, and hence tite 

ori^ of The Beggar^s Opera. '' He b^ 

on it," says Pope, ** and, when first he meo- 

tioned it to S wUt, the doctor did not mock 

like the project As he carried it on he 

showed what he wrote to both of us; and 

we now and then gave a correetion, or a 

word or two of advice, but it was wholly 

of his own writing. When it was done, 

neither of us thought it would socceei 

We showed it to Oonereve, who, after read- 

ing it over, said, 'It would either tike 

greatty, or be damned confoundedly 1 ' " ■

Gay attributed his bitter disi^point- 

ment, on being offered an ushersluptoa 

royal baby, not to the Queen, bat to Sir 

Bobert Walpole, who had previously carted 

him from his commissionership. Inthii 

opinion he was strengthened by Swift, who 

hmted Sir Bobert was his keen sBomj, 

whereon the pious dean prayed God to 

forgive him ; " but not»" says he, in nfe 

reservation, ** until he puto himself in i 

stote to be forgiven." Feeling giieroiBlf 

injured Gay therefore determined to aten^ 

his wrongs on courtiers and miniaten m 

general, and the prime minister in ptf- 

ticular. Therefore, though his opera vii 

finished, he sidlfiilly changed it so as to 

compare, as Swift says, "the common 

robbers of the public, and their aerenl 

stratagems of betraying, undermining, and 

hanginff each other, to the several arts d 

the p<ditician8 in times of comptioD.'' 

Moreover he pointed his dialogue soi- 

ciently to sting the man he considered hii 

enemy ; added verses satirising the coort; 

and introduced a scene in which two 

notorious rascals, Lockit and Peachom, 

wrangle, in commemoration of a limilir 

occurrence which a little while before had 

taken place in public between Walpole and 

Pulteney. Time has of course senred to 

blunt many of the speeches of thdr origfaul 

sharpness, but we can well imaginehowndi 

sentences as that in which Peachum teDs 

Lookit their employment as go-betweens 

for thieves " may be reckoned diahoneit 

because, like great statesmen, we encourage 

those who betray their friends," must hafe ■
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gilled the men for whom they were 

inteodecL ■

When The Beggar's Opera was quite 

finiihed it was offered to Golley Gibber and 

his brother mana^^ of Dmrj Lane, who 

promptly rejected it; whereon it was carried 

to John Eich, at this time proprietor of 

Uncohi's Inn Fields Theatre. Bich accepted 

the play, speedily put it in rehearsal, and 

on the 29th of January, 1728, printed 

the following announcement in the " DaQy 

Post": ■

Never Before Acted ■

By the Company of Comedians ■

At the Th^tre Boyal in Lincoln's Inn ■

Fields. ■

The present Monday being the 29 th day ■

of January, will be Performed ■

THE BEGGAR'S OPERA. ■

Boxes, 5s. ; Pit, 3& ; Gkdlery, 2a. ■

On the first night of its iSrst repre- 

sentation Gay's many friends assembled 

at the old playhouse in the Fields, being 

mach concerned for the success of his 

opera, and determined to give it what 

support thev could. Moreover there was 

a vast crowa of women of quality and men 

of parts present, whom curiosity or the 

hope of diversion had drawn to this end of 

the town. The piece commended itself in 

Uie strongest manner to popular taste, 

inasmuch as rumour set forth it sparkled 

with wit slightly screening innuendo, and 

ridiculed morality in the fireest manner. 

On the other hand a ballad opera was a 

form of entertainment new to the public, 

and there was no knowing how it might 

be received. Pope tells us he and Gay's 

iriends were in great uncertainty at its 

first production, ^*till," says he, "we were 

very much encouraged by overhearing the 

Doke of Argyle, who sat in the next box 

to us, saying, 'It will do, — it must do; I 

see it in the eyes of them.' This was a 

good while before the first act was over, 

and so gave us ease soon. For the duke, 

besides his own good taste, has a more 

particular knack than any one now living 

in discoverins the taste of the public. He 

was q[uite r^t in this as usual ; the good- 

natoie of the audience appeared stronger 

and stronger every act» and ended in a 

clamour of applause." ■

The success of the opera was assured 

before the curtain fell, for the acclamations 

which rang through the house were said to 

be " the greatest ever known." The sensa- 

tion it created elicited a criticism from 

the Dailv Journal two davs later, a most ■

rare occurrence and certain sign of distinc- 

tion in tiiose days. ''On Monday," this 

notice says, '* was represented for the first 

time at the Theatre Royal in Lincoln's Inn 

Fields, Mr. Gay's English opera, written in 

a manner wholly new, and very entertain- 

ing, there being introduced, instead of 

Italian airs, above sixty of the most cele- 

brated old English and Scotch tunes. 

There was present then, as well as last 

nighti a prodigious concourse of nobility 

and sentry ; and no theatrical performance 

for these many years has met with so much 

applause." ■

The excitement it caused throughout the 

length and breadth of the town was indeed 

remarkable. The exterior of Lincoln's Inn 

Fields Playhouse presented a scene of vast 

confusion nightly. Crowds blocked the 

doors hours previous to their opening; 

linkboys, chairmen, and footmen wrangled 

to make place for their masters and 

employers; orange-women cried their 

wares in slurill tones ; ballad sineers droned 

and sold songs of the opera ; sedans jostled 

each other amidst the curses of their 

Hibernian carriers; and the constant and 

heavy roll of ponderous coaches added to 

the general noise and bustle. Inside the 

theatre men of all parties and women of 

every condition assembled; ministers who 

were ridiculed came to protest their indiffer- 

ence to satire by laughing with the crowd ; 

and grave clergymen, doffing their bands 

and gowns, sat disguised in the pit amongst 

saucy coxcombs. ■

For sixty-three consecutive nights The 

Beggar's Opera was performed in the season, 

a rare distinction in times when three 

nights was the average run of a play. 

Nor was this alL It drove the Italian 

opera, which it burlesqued, out of town ; 

its songs were sung in every drawing-room; 

and its verses printed on the fans of women 

of quality. Its fame spread from the 

capital all over the kingdom, it was played 

in all the larger towns in England, and 

finally made its way to Scotland, Wales, 

and Ireland. ■

"We are as full of it^" writes Dean 

Swift from Dublin to the successful author, 

*< <pro modulo nostro,' as London can be ; 

continually acting, and houses crammed, 

and the Lord Ueutenant several times 

there, laughing his heart out We hear a 

million of stories about the opera, of the 

applause of the song when two sreat 

ministers were in a box together, and all 

the world staring at them." ■

No doubt a part of the success was due ■
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to the vivacious and witty maimer in which 

the characters of the hero and heroine were 

played by Walker and Lavinia Fenton. At 

first the part of CaptainMacheath was offered 

by the author to James Quin, who had, as 

Davies tells us, " so happv an ear for music, 

and was so famous for singing with ease a 

common ballad or catch " ; but after a short 

trial at rehearsal Qoin gave it up, " from 

despair of acquitting himself with the dis- 

solute gaiety and bold vigour of deportment 

necessary to the character.'' It was then 

offered to Walker, who though he had but 

an indifferent voice and could barely sing 

in tune, acted with so much drollery that 

he gave entire satisfaction to author and 

audience alike. ■

In the character of the heroine, Polly 

Peachum, Miss Fenton gained both fame 

and fortune, as will hereafter be narrated. 

Up to this time she had in no way raised 

herself above her theatrical contemporaries, 

and was merely noted as an actress pos- 

sessing a vivacious spirit and a fascinating 

beauty, both of which she had exhibited 

on the stage of Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre, 

for the sum of fifteen shillings weekly. But 

the part of Polly Peachum affording full 

scope for her talents, her innate grace, her 

winnine archness, and seductive ways, 

vastly delkhted the town and caused Bich 

to double her salary. ■

The story of her life of twenty summers 

was calculated to heighten the interest her 

performance inspired. The daughter of a 

ffay young naval officer, named Beswick, she 

had come into the world in the year 1708, 

whilst he was sailing on the seas. Soon 

after her mother, yearning for congenial 

companionship, married one Fenton in the 

Old Bailey ; but being "awoman of a popular ■

S)irit,'' she soon set up a coffee-house near 

haring Cross. Here her little daughter 

Lavinia, a vivacious child, became a favour- 

ite of the fops, who taught her snatches of 

such playhouse songs as it was the pleasure 

of these pretty gentlemen to hum, whilst 

sipping their coffee or making love to her 

mamma. To this coffee-house came like- 

wise an actor from the old house, who, 

hearing her sing, took some interest in 

giving her instructions in music, and she 

being apt her progress repaid him for his 

pains. ■

In the next chapter of her life we find 

Miss Fenton at a boarding-school, where 

she was made love to by a gallant spark 

from the Inner Temple, who, bv bribing 

the porter, gained admittance to the garden 

attached to the polite academy for young ■

ladies. Here he pledged vows of etenil 

love to his adored Lavinia. This, howerer, 

was but a school-girl's romance; indeed 

but a mere prelude to episodes of the same 

interesting complexion ; for, no sooner hid 

she left the Academy, than she fell in lore 

with a Portuguese nobleman. This km 

behaved so Uberally to her that he wis 

soon carried to the Fleet; from whidi 

scene of durance vile the grateful LsTinia, 

by the sale of her jewels, was enabled to 

release him. Soon after, in 1726, ihe, 

being now in her eighteenth year, found 

her way through the stage door of the new 

theatre in the Haymarket, then under the 

management of Huddy. Here she madeher 

curtsey to the town, which received her 

with considerable applause ; for haring, u 

a contemporary critic said, '' a lively imigi- 

nation, joined with a good memoiy, a mi 

voice, and a graceful mien, she seemed is 

if nature had designed her for the pleasore 

of mankind in such performances as ire 

exhibited at our theatro 1 " ■

The great triumph of her career wii, 

however, reserved for her appearance k 

The Beg^'s Opera, in which die was pro- 

nounced inimitabla Widi her gray ejei 

sparkling with merriment, her softly- 

rounded cheeks suffused witli Uushei, her 

cherry lips parted in smiles, her graoefDl 

form bending to a curtsey, she came fat^ 

ward night alter night to receive uniTeml 

applause. When the enthusiasm had sub- 

sided, and she had spoken the first lines ol 

her part declaring a woman knew hov 

to be mercenary, though she had nerer 

been in a court or at an assembly, ihe 

broke into the song *' YirginB are like the 

fair flow'r in its lustre," and by her piqnancj 

completed the fascination her i^pear- 

anoe had begun. Her name was oniE 

men's lips; her pictures were enenTBd 

and sold in great numbers ; books of letten 

and verses to her were pubUshed, and 

pamphlets made even of her sayings and 

jests. ■

Amongst those who sat nightly in 

one of the stage boxes at lincohi's Ion 

Playhouse, was Gluffles Powlett» third 

Duke of Bolton, then in his fortr-third 

year. His grace was a man of pleaine 

well known to the town, and was mne- 

over, as Swift assures us, '*a great boohft 

who does not make any figure at coort^ or 

anywhere elsa" He had, fifteen yean 

before, married the daughter and sde 

heiress of the Earl of CarlSrry, with whom | 

he had never lived ; and he now /bond ; 

himself desperately in love with Ltrinn i ■

■
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Fenkmi who wts nothing loth to receive 

his lu>mage or accept Im settlement of 

£iOQ a-year daring hia pleasure, and half 

that amount npon their separation. ■

Aoeoidinglj when, on the 19 th of Jane, 

in this year, The Beggar's Opera was played 

for the last time danng the season, Imstress 

Fenton made her farewell bow to the 

pablic as an actress. So accomplished 

mi agreeable a companion did the duke 

find her, so well did her wit, sense, 

and tact delight him, that she retained 

bis affections daring the remainder of 

hit life^ a space covering some five-and- 

iwenty years. She bore him three sons, 

and, on the death of his duchess in 

1751, he raised her to the peerage. He 

snrrived this act but three years. The 

dnchess lived on for six years more, not 

wholly uncomforted for his loss ; for, being 

at Tainbridge, as we read in Horace Wal- 

pole's Letters, *'she picked up an Irish 

lorgeon," to whom, as a memento of their 

mntoal happinessi she bequeathed when 

djiog, the sum of £9,000 ; to her three 

8ont she left X 1,000 each. ■

By-and-by the Beggar's Opera was pub- 

liihel, and then, as if to keep its memory 

freih, a hot dispute arose regarding its 

effect on public morals. Swift gave it as 

his conviction that Oay, " by a turn of 

hamoor entirely new, placed vices of sll 

tdnds in the strongest and most odious 

light, and thereby mi done eminent service 

both to religion and mcurality." The Bev. 

Thomas Herring, a court chaplain, who 

afcerirarda became Archbishop of Canter- 

bory, entirely differed from the dean in 

hii opinion, and even ventured to denounce 

the opera from the pulpit. Whereon the 

Irish parson waxed exceeding wroth, and 

give vent to his hopes in the third num- 

ber of The Intelligencer, that "no clergy- 

mtn should be so weak as to imitate a 

court chaplain who preached against The 

Beggar's Opera, which will probably do 

more good than a thousand sermons of so 

itapid, so injudicious, a divina" The 

argument did not end here; for that 

worthy justice, Sir John Fielding^ de- 

cUred '* many robbers had confessed they 

bad been seduoed by The Beggar's Opera 

to begm the commission of those crimes 

which finally brought them to the gallows." ■

The great success of the piece inclined 

John Oay to write another in the same 

style, a brief mention of which will serve, 

M aa epilogue to The Beggar's Opera. Ac- 

cordio^y, next year a second ballad opera 

entitled Pollv. a seauel to the first, was ■

ready for the stage, and great were the ex- 

pectations it raised throughout the town. 

Bat the poet counted without his host; for 

the ministry, being secretly enraged by the 

plentiful satire contained in the former en- 

tertainment, declined to brook further ridi- 

cule from the same pen, and ordered the Lord 

Chamberlain — his Orace of Orafton — to 

suppress the new piece. This was regarded 

by Gay and his admirers as an act of re- 

venge; for the second opera was more decent 

in its language, and more respectful in its 

tone to those in high places, than its pre- 

decessor. The prohibition was issued 

without any charge being made against a 

part or parts of the piece ; but later on 

Gay says he was accused in general terms 

of having written many disaffected libels, 

seditious pamphlets, and immoralities, and 

was informed that his new opera was 

'* filled with slanders and calumnies against 

particular greatj persons, and that majesty 

itself was endeavoured to be brought into 

ridicule and contempt," of all which dreadful 

charges he avows himself most innocent in 

thought^ word, and action. ■

There was yet, however, one card in 

this game between himself and the Ministry 

left for him to play. Though the public 

might not see hJs opera on the stage there 

was no law to prevent them reading it in 

their homes, and accordingly it was sent to 

press. This was better for Gay, from a 

pecuniary point of view, than if his piece 

had been duly produced. For, lacking the 

wit and humour which his late opera 

contained, it would probably not have 

obtained a similar success on the boards, 

whilst in its published form it was, as 

the composition of one persecuted by 

the ministry and neglected by royalty, 

rapidly subscribed for by a large section 

of the community then in opposition alike 

to court and government Prominent 

amongst these were the Duchess of Marl- 

borough, who presented him with one 

hundred pounds for a single copy; Lord 

and Lady Essex, who gave him many 

proofs of their interest ; and the Duchess 

of Qaeensberry, who warmly espoused 

his cause, liberally subscribed for his work, 

and carried him to live at the ducal resi- 

dence in Burlington Gardens. Nay, her 

grace's enthusiasm on his behalf went still 

further, for, at one of the drawing rooms 

at St James's, she besought the courtiers 

to subscribe for the opera so obnoxious to 

royalty. It happened whilst she was en- 

gaged in this manner his majesty entered 

the room. and. noticing how earnestly ■
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she conversed with some officers of the 

household, enqaired the subject of her 

discourse. Hearing this question her grace 

answered boldly: *'What must be agree- 

able to anyone so humane as your majesty, 

for it is an act of charity, and one to which 

I do not despair of bringing your majesty 

to contribute." ■

The king at once understood to what 

the duchess referred ; his face grew crimson 

with indignation, but he uttered no reply. 

However, when the drawing room was 

over one of the vice-chamberlains was des- 

patched to the duchess, with a verbal 

message from royalty forbidding her 

presence at court in future. Her grace 

was a woman of spirit^ as was shown by 

the fact that she no sooner received this 

command than she sat down, and» "for 

fear of mistakes," as she said, immediately 

penned the following epistle, which she 

bade the vice-chamberlion carry to their 

majesties without delay : ■

"The Duchess of Queensberry,'' wrote 

she, ''is surprised and well pleased that 

the king hath given her so agreeable a 

command as to stay from court, where she 

never came for diversion, but to bestow a 

great civility on the king and queen ; she 

hopes by such an unprecedented order as 

this that the king will see as few as he 

wishes at his court, particularly such as 

dare to think or speak truth. I dare not 

do otherwise, nor ought not^ nor could 

have imagined that it would not have been 

the very highest compliment that I could 

possibly pay the king to endeavour to 

support truth and innocence in his house, 

particularly when the king and queen 

hath both told me that they had not read 

Mr. Gay's play. I have certainly done 

right then to stand by my own word, 

rather than his Grace of Grafton's, who 

has neither made use of truth, judgment, 

nor honour through the whole affair, either 

for himself or his Mends." ■

Nor did the quarrel end here, for the 

Duke of Queensberry, much against his 

majesty's desire, resigned his post as 

High Admiral of Scotland, and was 

seen no more at court for many a day. 

The noise the affair created only served 

to increase the fame of the new opera 

and its author. "The inoffensive John 

Gay," writes Arbuthnot to Swift in a 

jocular vein, "is now become one of the 

obstructions to the peace of Europe, the 

terror of Ministers, the chief author of all 

the seditious j^amphlets which have been 

published against the government. He ■

has got several turned out of their places ; 

the greatest ornament of the court 

banished from it for his sake; anoUiar 

great lady in danger of being ohass^e like- 

wise ; about seven or eight duchesses pittb- 

ing forward, like ancient circumcdliooea^ 

in the church, who shall suffer mar^pdom 

upon his account first. He is the darMng 

of the city, and if he should travel about 

the country he would have hecatombs of 

roasted oxen sacrificed to him." ■

The result of all this was that Gay 

made over twelve hundred pounds by tlw 

sale of his opera, and gaineii the perma- 

nent friendship and protection of the Dake 

and Duchess of Queensberry, with wliom he 

lived for the remainder of his days. ■

FATHER OHEYSTAL'S ELTXHL ■

A STORY. ■

" Do not suppose for a moment that the 

life of a monk in these days is one whil " 

duller than it used to be. Comedy, aj, 

and for the matter of that, tragedy also,. 

diversifies our daily routine, aa waa tlie 

case when monasteries would be tonied 

into camps and Abbots into generalis- 

simos. No more now, than then, have 

monks ceased to be human beinga Active 

brains are still at work in spite of the 

tonsured crown, and tiie spirit of tniiidiirf 

is alert within tiie monastery walla aa in 

the olden tima" ■

Thus spoke my agreeable friend, Fatiher 

Bartolomaus, Capucin friar, quartered in 

the iVench town at which I was ataying: 

We had become acquainted during one of 

my sketching rambles near his monaatety, 

and soon became the best comrades imagia- 

able A man of the world, an agreeable 

talker, keenly observant, and warm-hearted 

withal, his society was the greatest possiUe 

boon to me on my sketching tour. ■

With him it was out cdf the question 

to feel dullfor a moment As for himaeU, 

he was always in the highest spirits, and no 

wonder I Such dire problems as making a 

fair income out of one's brains, paying rent 

and taxes, bringing up a young family, 

starting one's boys in Ufe, finding smitaUe 

partners for one's daughters, and all the 

rest of it, would never whiten his hair or 

furrow hjs brow prematurely. Perp^oal 

immunity from every-day anxietiee, an 

existence as easy as tiiat of a blackUrd in 

a well-filled garden, were surely worth the 

puny sacrifice made in exchange. To f or- ■

* A sect of African heretics smitten with the 

desire of being martyrs. ■
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swear domestio happineis, to cut an oat- 

landish figure in the ejes of tiie world, to 

feel bom at the wrong epoeh in human 

hisUMy, what mere bagateUes were these 1 

Anyhow Father BartolomaoB looked and 

admowledged himadf the hi^ieat fellow 

under the son. ■

••Comedyi to begin with. We will leaye 

kigedy for to-monow," he went o& '' Let 

me relate a oomie incident that happened 

only a few yeart ago, and for the troth of 

▼bich I can Toneh. Yon will then see 

that if we monks weep mtxte freely tluui 

Toa laymen over mortal weaknesses, at 

leist we can laosh with the merriest of 

jfxa whem. moved by wit or folly. ■

"I am now going to tell yon a story of 

the jdliest company, that ever alternated 

good cheer with h/^ng and rcdlicking talk 

with midnight vigils. Not a mothers son 

of this brouierhood but was bom a wag, 

and might have got his livii^ by his wits 

b the Middle ^^ aa a King^s jester or 

Ckmrt fbol ; or in these as a comic actor. 

Perhaps a few years of bnffetting with the 

world might have sobered them; bat» as it 

WM, their good hnmonr and pleasantry 

leoeived no check from the first of January 

to the last day of December. Trae it is 

that occasionaily high spirits overstepped 

the bonnds of diseration, and fan was apt 

to become too ebollient for decorum. How- 

eyer, derelictions which are only amenable 

to luoh slight punishments as the mum- 

Uing of a few extra Paternosters and 

fasts 80-called, are not very dreadful affairs, 

and indeed, only served to add MSt to the 

daily ron^e. But for such occasional 

Sllipi, existence might have appeared a 

little flatand insipid. Like certain luscious 

wines it would have palled upon the appe- 

tita But when was the tide of human 

affaira ever permitted an unbrokenly calm 

and even flow % On a sudden this smooth 

condition of things was brought to an 

abmpt end. Like a bomb-shell in the 

midst of the happy fraternity came a piece 

of erilnews. ■

"Their Superior, a genial, amiable man 

of the world, a man who loved, if not jollity 

and carouse^ at least comfort and good- 

feUowship, was transferred to another 

houe. In his place was sent a taciturn, 

BOOT, ascetic theologian, who evidently 

held, like the hermits of old, that the only 

joatifiable existence is one of self-mortifi- 

cation and voluntarily incurred depression 

of body and mind. ■

''What were th^ poor brothers to do ? ■

" Open rebellion asainst leeitimatelv im- ■

r)d authority was not for a moment to 

thought oi No justly founded com- 

plaint could they raise. Tke new Superior 

did not in any particular exceed his ■

rers or show himself tyrannical But 

was of a morose disposition — ^there 

you have the troth in a nutshell ! — and no- 

where is a morose disposition more out of 

place tiian in a monastery. ■

*' Cheerful looks, sprightly speech, to sAy 

nothing of wit and pleasantry, seemed a 

positive affront to this n&guided, but 

doubtless wdl-intentioned, man. He was 

probably a naartyr to dvspepsia, or perhaps 

— ^let me whisper this m your ear — a prey 

to secret remorse, some saint recently 

whitewaahed from mortal peccadilloes. A 

jest was odious to him. A sndle he 

turned away from as if it were loath- 

soma In fact^ do what they would, die 

unfortunate monks found it impossible in 

his presence to be grave enough; and, 

although, fortunately for them, they spent 

a good deal of time out of his sight, they 

were yet at thdr wits' end how to arrive i^ 

the necessary staidness of demeanour. 

Especially on days of Church festival, or 

ceremonials of their own calendar, was tiie 

task grievous and painful in the extreme. 

Upon these occasions the board would be 

spread more plentifully than usual, generous 

wines, and even liqueurs, would be handed 

roundi, and the pleasures of the table were 

apt to be long <uawn out ■

"If then hard for a company of 

jovial fellows to behave like mutes at a 

funeral when faring on potatoe soup and 

haricot beans, washed down with water 

from the fountain, was it not outrageous, 

even irrational, to expect them to be down- 

cast and monosyllabic when bidden to a 

sumptuous banquet t ■

"The Superiw might frown and look 

glmnness itsdf, as he tossed off his final 

glass of ripe old Burgundy or sparkling 

champagne. The brothers made piteous 

attempts to put on a rueful countenance 

and restrain the too ready tongue. All in 

vain. Eyes sparkled, lips curled upwards, 

cheeks glowed, as one good story after 

another elicited roars m laughter. The 

Superior at last could bear it no longer. 

Calling the elders of the fraternity before 

him he remonstrated briefly and tartly. ■

«<Beally, well, really, such a state of 

things was passing bdiei High spirits 

and uproarious ndrth were pardonable 

amon^ a set of schoolboys on the eve of 

breakmg up, but the case of men vowed to 

a reUidous vocation was quite different. ■
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Beally — ahem — ^in fact, the long and the 

short of the matter ib, that unless a decorous 

sobriety of demeanour is at once striven 

after and attained, all celebrations that 

have hitherto taken the shape of a festival 

must be stopped, and fasts, even sterner 

mortifications of the flesh, be substituted 

for such indulgences as the canons of their 

Order not only sanctioned, but encouraged.' ■

" The crestfallen delegates were then dis- 

missed, and the monks took counsel 

together. For the moment they looked 

miserable enough. The Superior must 

have been more than satisfied with such a 

demeanour, could it be looked upon as 

lasting. Not much seemed forthcoming in 

the way of comfort or advice, till, when 

each member of the ecmdave had said his 

say, the youngest of them all, Father. 

Chrystal by name, opened his lips. ■

"This Father Chrystal was quite a genius, 

in no common way either. He was not 

only a good botanist, but a skilful herbalist 

and simpler, cognizant with the medicinal 

properties and virtues generally of a vast 

number of plants. Whenever anyone fell 

ill inside the monastery walls, or met with 

an accident. Father Clu7Btal was the phy- 

sician sent for. His bums, syrups, decoc- 

tions, and miscellaneous remedies brought 

in quite a little revenue to the house, being 

known throughout that quarter of France. ■

'' Father Chrystal, with twinkling eyes 

and countenance unabashed, now unfolded 

his plan. He had long been in the posses- 

sion, he said, of an interesting, a most 

valuable secret, a secret that, were he a 

civilian and able to indulge in commercial 

speculation, would certaimy mi&e his for- 

tune. More than one unworked mine of 

gold, indeed, was his. There was not a 

monk or lay-brother in the house who had 

not told him that a dozen times. His eye- 

water, for instance 1 Patented and sold as 

a medicine, such a remedy must bring in a 

handsome income Then his cure for scalds, 

burns, and bruises— but, pshaw 1 these 

were mere bagatelles, trifles not worth 

thinking about^ at least, talking about just 

then ! A matter much more important 

had come to the fore. ■

" Then Father Chrystal began to quote 

Oreek, for, as well as being a first-rate 

naturalist, he was a fair scholar. They 

must all have read, he continued, of the 

wonderful nostrums of the ancients, love- 

philtres, aphrodisiacs, as the classic writers 

called them, and so fortL But he had 

struck out a wholly new line for himself. 

He had invented an elixir such as the world ■

had never yet heard of, and which yet in 

so complex a civilisation as that oi the 

nineteenth century, must have exteordi- 

nary valua They were all familiar with 

the wine that maketh glad the heart of 

man. But would not the wine that sobered 

men's spirits have its use also t ■

" 'At any rate, it nicely meets our own 

case,' he said. ' This day se'nnight is the 

festival of our patron saint It will be my 

turn to act as steward upon that occaoon. 

Mind and drink everything I offer you. A 

light effervescing wine I shall hand round 

pretty freely is the draught especially to 

be indulg^ in. Whilst tidding the pfdate 

and refreshing the body, its ^ect <hi the 

mind is curious and palpable. The first 

portion imbibed diffuses pendve gravity ; 

empty your glass, and the muscles of the 

face take a downward curve ; drink deep, 

and you become apparently a prey to in- 

tense dejection and melancholy.' ■

" The monks hearkened, all attentbn, and 

one and all, with the utmost alacri^, 

promised to obey. True, tiieir ardour oon- 

cerning Father Chrystal's elixir was some- 

what damped by the &ct that it indneed 

mental depression. That was surely on- 

comfortable enough of itself ; nevertholasa^ 

the solution of a knotty problem was caught 

at What harm, moreover, would a tern- 

p(Hrary fit of low spirits do themt They 

weuld, at least, be spared those fiar moite 

unplei^ant alternatives hinted at by tibe 

Superior — rigorous abstention from wiiie» 

an increase of fast days, and, perhaps — ^wbo 

could say f — ^penances savouring of medi- 

SBval harshneaa A scourge still formed pari 

of the furniture of every cell, and though it 

was no more used than the ancestral sword 

hanging over the mantelpiece of an En^iah 

mansion, well, there it was ! ■

"The important day came duly round, 

and the presence of visitors, dignitaries 

from distant houses, lent additional pcmap 

to the celebration. ■

'*It was indeed an inviting, an appet&ing 

board that was spread in the loi^ refec- 

torium that da^. Trout, fresh from the 

river; melons in the perfection of ripe- 

ness; venison from the adjoininff foreet; 

pasties for which that especiid regioQ 

of France was famous; cheese creamiest 

of the creamy ; luscious grapes ; in fact^ 

the banquet was prinedy, aldermanie. 

On the sideboard a goodly array of 

bottles promised equal delectation in tiie 

way of wines and liqueurs. Well mig^t 

the Superior, as he passed down the 

refectory with his guests, cast a satisfied ■

r ■
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glance to the right, to the left, and before 

him ; everywhere he saw ugns of a feast 

befitting one of the cheeriest, most hos- 

pitable Orders that ever wore the cowl 

This religioas man, it most be admitted, 

altfaongh his gravity in no wise abated 

whiltt he sat at table, was an excellent 

trencher-man. Doubtless his appetites 

were so porged by fasting and prayer that 

no kind of enjoyment was derived from 

ddieate cates or exqnisite draughts, never- 

theless he could eat and drin£ with the 

merriest gourmet going. ■

^ Grace having been chanted the meal 

began, Father Ghrystal having the wine bot- 

tles and the lay-brothers in attendance well 

in hand It was his business to-day to give 

oat ttie contents of the cellar and superin- 

tend the procedure of the feast generally, 

80, whilst contriving to keep up with the 

rest, he yet rose from time to time to see 

that lus instructions were properly carried 

oat^ and even took part in the business of 

serving. ■

"Rich in expedients and full of devices, 

the miracle-working distiller had now a 

twofold object to attain. He must not 

only take good care that not a drop of any 

strong drmk, save his own elixir, should 

moisten the throats of his fellow friars, 

equally important was it that the Superior 

and his gueets should be plied from other 

soarces. Thus, by an ingenious sleight of 

hand, he managed to exchange precisely 

similar bottles on the sideboard, pouring 

into the glasses of the monks his Elixir 

de Dotdeur, as he pleasantly stvled it, into 

that of their stem monitor and his friends 

a beverage of directly opposite properties. ■

'' The result was what had been foretold. 

In grave and decorous silence the twenty 

and odd Capucin friars sat down to table, 

and the Superior almost smiled to see — ^yes, 

his rebuke had not been made in vain ; no 

roysterous conversation, no unseemly jests 

were to shock his sense of propriety and 

disgrace the Order to which he belonged 

that day. All was as it should be — de- 

mure, decorous, and sobriety itself. ■

"No sooner, however, did Father Chrys- 

tal's eli2dr b^in to circulate freely than 

grarity was succeeded by pensiveness, pen- 

sireness by gloom, gloom by absolute, dire, 

lachrymose dejection. One by one the 

poor monks looked the veriest images of 

woe ; they ate, they drank, it is true, but 

an outsider might have supposed they were 

all going to be hanged next day. ■

" And still the Superior almost smiled to 

Me. It was a verv difficult thincr to make ■

this man unbend ; even under the influence 

of sparUing, joy-giving champagne, he 

could maintun the grave demeanour of a 

judge. ^ Still to-day the duties of a host 

necessitated exertion and sacrifice on his 

part; he must at least make a show of 

urbanity. He was flattered, moreover, that 

his subjects, as in a certain sense these 

friars were, should be so amenable to 

reason and remonstrance. Thus, although 

no mood could be farther from hflarity 

than his own, he looked positively ex- 

hilarated by comparison with the brothers. 

As to his guests, they had been informed 

beforehand of recent occurrences, and took 

this openly displayed penitence on the 

part of the ofienders as a matter of course. ■

" All this time of course Father Ghrystal 

abstained alike from his own elixir and 

the mellow cup bedde it, pride of the 

monastery cellar. He must be master of 

himself to the end, or all would be ruined. 

So he plied now the one bottle, now the 

other, delighted with the success of his 

little scheme. There they sat, his once 

jovial comrades, as he had predicted, sUent 

as mutes at a faneral ; if they interchanged 

a word, it was in monosyllables. They 

looked neither to the right nor to the left, 

and ate of the dainty cates placed before 

them automatically, without rdish, appa- 

rently without appetite, and when the 

crowning feature of the entertainment ap- 

peared m tiie shape of a chef d'oenvre of 

the confectioner's skill, the signal on former 

occasions of a round of applause, one 

brother, hitherto the joUiest of the crew, 

drew out his pocket-handkerchief. ■

" That pocket-handkerdiief brought mat- 

ters to a climax. No sooner was one brother 

seen wiping away his tears, than another 

and another felt an imperative cail to 

weep. Grief is even more contagious than 

joy. At what should have been the 

merriest part of the banquet, the monks, 

one and all, sat sobbing over the delicious 

morsel served out to them, which they 

nevertheless contrived to eat all the while. 

Then at last and indeed, a smile, real, 

visible, and unmistakable, was visible on 

the face of the ascetic Superior. The whole 

scene was so incongruous, so ludicrous, so 

unexpected, that mul he not smiled, he 

must have been more than human. As 

to his guests, they feigned a tickling in the 

throat and tittered Mhind their handker- 

chiefs, whilst the poor lay brethren in 

attendance, ovo^some with merriment^ had 

hurried pell-mell into die buttery in order 

to avoid a scandal ■
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'^'^ «The onlyperoon pieBontwhowaB exactly 

himself, neither one whit merrier nor sad- 

der, was Father ChrystaL A proud and 

happy man he felt that moment, and well 

he might He had vindicated the honour 

of his Order, he had foiled the intentions 

of a crusty Superior, he had proved him- 

self as good as his word. As the pi^ty 

broke up — the monks, with tears running 

down their cheeks, filing off in one direc- 

tion; the Superior and his guests, now 

laughing audibly as they pamd through 

the opposite door; the lay bretiiren, burst- 

uag with fun as they peered from the 

pantry; Father Chrysttd surveyed the 

scene, triumphant He stood like some 

successful stage-manager, contemplating 

the triumph of his own bringing about, no 

empty vaunter, no vain trumpeter of his 

own adiievements. His Elixir de Dotdeur 

was, past question, one of the great inven- 

tions of the world." ■

''And what became of it t " I asked of 

the narrator, ■

" It has made the fortune, not of Father 

Chrystal, but of his house,'' added Father 

Bartolomaua "How coidd it be other- 

wise with such a brewt Its vast ap- 

plicability must at once occur to you. 

For instance, it is not vouchsafed to 

all of us to leave behind a host of 

heart-broken relationa How appropriate, 

how decorous. Father Ohrystal's eludr at 

certain funeral feasts, when a semblance of 

grief is obligatory 1 Again, in public Uf e, 

it comes in with great handiness and 

decency. It will often happen that an 

unpopular functionary is f^ted before his 

departure, and upon such occasions civilians 

have recourse to this wine in order to 

squeeze out a tear or two, or when an 

obnoxious Superior is about to be removed, 

we monks drmk to him in cups that make 

us seem to lament rather than unseasonably 

rejoice. As to actors on the staffe, it is 

invaluable to them. By the help of 

Father Ohrystal's elixir they can weep and 

show extreme dejection in the most natural 

manner and without the least effort. 

The clergy of all churches have recourse 

to it largely, and judges — at least in France 

-^never go on a circuit without it As to 

women 1 WeU, you will say I ought to 

know nothing about them, I may, how- 

ever, at least tell you what others tell me. 

They say then that lovers are constantly 

winning our obdurate mistresses to listen 

to their suit by help of this precious 

nostrum. They just imbibe a little, and ■

their sighs, tears, and melancholy are 

more than the hearts of the tender sex can 

resist Not a daughter of Eve but yietds 

to it Suppose you make the ea^erimentt" 

<' You forget," Isaid, ''that I amalready 

a paterfamilias with a host of youngsteia 

all depending on my palette and brush. 

Fits of dejection come, alas, to me often 

enough, without needing to resort to arti- 

ficial means 1 However, when I am next 

woe-begone and d^[iressed, I shall think of 

your story, and I mnst be very &r gone 

indeed if it does not provoke a smile,' ■

MY LADY'S PIOTURR ■

In a corner of the oasUo-— where kmg shadovB dim 

and dosty 

Haunt the footsteps of unwary folk, who dimb 

the turret staiTi 

Where si)ider8 build and wee mice raoe, thio«^ 

curtains old and fusty — 

Hangs on tibe waU a t>ictare of a lady tall and ■

Oft at eventide, when round the Hall sad autumn's 

winds are sighing, 

I come and gaze upon het, as she hangs there aU 

alone. 

With brilliant eyes that seem to watch the faint 

pale simbeams lying 

Asleep below the elm trees black, the walla of 

mildewed stone. ■

Or yet I eame whan spring-tide wakes her gay T^aag 

troop of flowers. 

And the climbing rose beside the gate peeps in 

the casement old. 

When each day springs to greet with joy the crowned 

and laden hours, 

When every minute sparkles bright— a jewel in 

the gold! ■

Yet nothing seems to move her, the guiet old-time ■

ladj^, 

Nothing fades the lovely colour on her soft jovifr ■

blushing cheek. 

As she shines upon us from this place so desolate. ■

so shady ; ■

[er cor 

speak. ■

al hps ■ just open — ^as if she yearned Co ■

None can teU me of her childhood; nay, not one 

word of her hist'ry 

Has lived to tell us who she was, or what her 

girlish name. 

Her life has vanished quite away— a faint, eventlosa 

mysfry ; 

Yet she herself is handed in this picture down to 

Fame. ■

And her beauty smiles upon us, from these walls bo 

^grim and hoary. ■

What matters hew she lived and died? Death 

holds her in his arms ! 

King Death ! who puts the finis to the most en- 

chanting story ! 

Who claims with kisses for his own, the meet 

bewitching charms. ■

I wonder if you stand here, close besida me, while 

Pm talking. 

If you long and strive to utter just one whisper 

of the past ! 

If in the night time all alone, yovx pr^ty ghast goea 

walking 

Down the garden, when the moon's beams are e'er 

the chttrdiyard oast I ■

=t ■
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Xay, sleep on, my queen, my lady ; life at beat is 

brief, is dreary. 

Yon are better living only in this picture old and 

fweet. 

I think you must have found life oat— a shadow, 

sad and weary ! 

A courtier waiting hat in hand, each new-bom 

soul to greet. ■

So faded softly from our ken, and left this picture 

only, 

That can never alter in our sight, nor yet wax old 

and gray. 

Tis best to hang here ever yoimg, e'en though 'tis 

somewhat lonely, 

Than live to pray each day for night — each weary 

n^ht for day. ■

Twas best to leave us early ; life slipped gently 

from your holding. 

For the middle-aged grow bitter, and the old are 

grudged their place. 

And though I leave jrou, with the night's gray 

shadows round you folding, 

111 find vou here next year the same, with just 

the self-same face. ■

CLAUDIA. ■

A STORY IN FOUR OHAFTERS. OHAFTEB IL ■

Alas ! as Clement grew older, there 

were fewer of rach minates to lighten the 

gloomy days. He was not rightly managed, 

bat he was perhaps impossible to manage, 

with his erratic genius; his facility for 

temptation; his sensuous, impatient, 

thoughtless nature, swift to love and to 

hate, swayed here and there by every 

goat of impulse. He did no good either 

at the day or boarding school to which he 

went, he fascinated half the boys, and fought 

with the rest, and all the masters, while 

confesring him capable of almost anything, 

imited in declaring him hopeless. When 

he was fifteen his father yielded to his 

psnionate wish to be trained for an artist, 

and took him finally from school, but he 

had not much hope of his keeping even in 

this mind, though, as his master allowed, 

few boys began with so decided a talent-^ 

one amounting almost to genius. Doma- 

resq was steadily patient with him, but it 

was a hopeless kind of patience, and 

Clement felt that there was no faith in 

him behind it He fancied there was no 

affection either. Here he was wrong, his 

father loved him, and would love him 

doggedly through everything, for he had 

no cnansing in him. He led exactly the 

same life, going every day to his office, 

doing his secretary work with precision, 

faithfolness, and slull ; always unapproach- 

ably polite and even kindly in his inter- 

coone with the men he met, but as abso- 

lutely a stranger to them all as if he had 

met them yesterday ; returning at his usual 

hour to dinner, to an evening snent in his ■

easy chair with his books, his pipe, his 

silent, musing contemfdation of tlM Claude 

idiich he loved, as he had alwi^s loved it, 

if Clement were out — as he very often was, 

for as he grew up he made friends, and 

loved society and gaiety as his father 

hated it — ^if he were at home, Dumaresq, 

who was logical and just, and keenly felt 

the depressing atmosphere of the home 

which he could not alter, tried hard to 

make it more interesting for the lad, who 

was shooting up fast into a thin, handsome, 

delk»t6-looUng young fellow, with a look 

of his mother in his Italian eyea He 

persuaded him to play, iriien he was in 

the mood, or he interested himself in his 

drawings ; he tried not to be severe and 

represi^e when he talked about his amuse- 

ments — sympathising he could not be, they 

were so uxuike. Clement was dull at 

home, he stayed ohiefly from a compassion- 

ate sense of his father's lo n di ne ss, and 

from a certain love which was the linger- 

ing reUc of childhood; but sometimes^ 

when one of his melaaehdy and musing fits 

came upon htm, he found the quiet room 

resting and a refreshment after the thou- 

sand sensations and emotions idiioh be 

crowded into tiie daysi He did not believe 

that his father loved him, the£ather had the 

same profound disbelief in his son's affec- 

tions — ^neither could come any nearer. 

They wanted the uniting touch of Oemma's 

sanguine faith in both. ■

As Clement grew up, and as manly tastes 

and habits drove out the boyish fancies, a 

sudden change came in the rdationship 

between them. Louis Dumaresq, when 

scarcely more than a boy, had been saved 

from all gross sins and temptations, not 

only by a fastidious taste and pure nature, 

but also by falling in love with an inno- 

cent, confiding ^L He had gradually 

forgotten even the flavour of temptation, 

and had hardened into disgust and con- 

tempt for the vices of society. He tried 

to be just, but if wasvery difficult for him 

to comprehend the leaninff to " pleasant « 

sin''; he had a woman's coldness and purity 

in these things. Clement had the Southern 

temperament, the passionate weakness 

which is sometimes stronger than strength. 

He had the oorresponding virtues which 

often balance such natures, he^was as com- 

passionate and tender with snfiiaring, with 

little children, and with frail women, as 

his father seemed hard and cold. Every 

one of this sort who came across him 

adored him; every toddling baby wanted 

him to take it in his arms : if anv <^ his ■
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friends were ill or in trouble he spent him- 

self on them. He had his mother's soft 

heart, none of his father's stem strength 

and uprightness ; added to this he had the 

fatal temperament of genius. What could 

the poor boy do but go wrong f It would 

have been almost a miracle if he had kept 

straight ■

Louis Dumaresq distrusted him, it was 

his habit to do so; but he had no proofs to 

bring against him till he was more than 

twenty-one. He had his studio now, 

which he shared with two friends, and 

was less at home than ever. His father 

spent scarcely any of his now not incon- 

siderable salary on himself: it nearly all 

went to make a painter of Clement The 

young fellow still had lessons, or rather 

painted under his old master, an artist of 

some genius and a great deal of skill, a 

man of the world, shrewd, kindly, and 

practical One evening this genUeman 

called to see Mr. Dumaresq. Clement's 

father felt that there was a storm in the 

air. His anxious mind forecast calamity, 

he only waited for what he was sure was 

coming. After preliminaries of attempted 

small talk, Mr. Kennedy cleared his throat 

and looked uncomfortabla Mr. Dumaresq 

glanced across at him calmly, with an air 

of philosophical stoicism which helped on 

the necessary communication. ■

"You have something to say about 

Clement, I fancy f " ■

''Yea I thought I ought, as you are 

obliged to be so much away, and are of 

course often quite unaware of his doings. 

I take a great interest in him, as you know. 

He is the cleverest pupil I ever had, one 

who ought to do something in life ; but I 

am afraid he is going a bit wrong." ■

"Yes," Dumuesq said coolly, as if he 

were discussing a stranger; " and in what 

direction t You will oblige me deeply by 

beingezplidt, Mr. Kennedy." ■

" Well, he is neglecting his work. He 

has half a score of pictures* unfinished, and 

hardly works half a dozen hours a week. 

I am afraid he has taken up with a loose 

set I fear he takes more stimulant than 

he can stand, and you must be aware that 

neither his excitable brain nor his health 

can do with that; in the evenings I have 

reason to believe he often plays in a rather 

objectionable concert-hall, and I fancy — I 

am not sure, but I have my fears — ^there is 

some entanglement with a girl who sings 

thera I am very sorry, very much con- 

cerned, about all this. He has such pro- 

mise^ and I am fond of the lad." ■

" £ am very much indebted to you for 

your kindness and confidence," the other 

said in the same level voice. " I am afraid 

I have not much influence, but what I dim 

do I will I was fearing there wss scuae- 

thing wrong." ■

"You won't be too severe on him,** 

urged the good-natured, easy-gomg ptinter, 

unoonscionsly taking the tone of a fither 

appealing to a judge. " There is so much 

good feeling about him, and no one ca& 

help likmg him." ■

" That is just the worst of it Feeling 

without principle is only another snare. I 

will do my best, and I thank yoa" ■

As he stood up to go, Mr. Kennedy 

looked long at Uie Claude. "You are 

lucky to have such a gem," he said with 

the enthusiasm of knowledge. " It is by 

far the most beautiful specimen I have 

seen of him. If ever you are hard up, and 

want to sell, let me know. Lord Enderby 

would give anything almost for it" ■

" I shall never part with it When I 

go it may be for sale," Mr. Dumaresq 

answered briefly. ■

" No, Gemma," he said to himself as he 

stood before the hearth alone, "I shall 

keep your legacy as long as I live ; it may 

be the only thinff left me of my old life 

with ^ou some day. Your other l^aoy 

will give me many a heartache yet" ■

He went out that very evening in some 

hope of finding Clement at the stadio 

where he slept occasionally, as he had not 

come home. He was not there, however; 

there was nothing but confusion and 

silence in the great untidy room covered 

with a litter of artistic properties, nn- 

cleaned palettes, unfinished sketches, to- 

bacco pipes, and the lay figure standing in 

an outrageous attitude^ with a soft felt hat 

cocked rakishly over one of her eyea The 

violin-case was gone. This was a significant 

fact after what Mr. Kennedy had said. 

Mr. Dumaresq hesitated a few minutes 

over his next step, and decided suddenly 

upon it He went to Mr. Kennedy's house, 

and sent up a note asking for the name of 

the concert-hall he had mentioned. On 

receiving it he took a hansom at onoe^ 

and went thera He had never entered 

such a place in his life; but out of the atmo- 

sphere of smoke and bright gia and 

general rowdiness he took away some 

oistinot impressions^ One, the first that 

forced itself upon lum, was the individuality 

of one of the singers ; he felt, he knew ntit 

why, that this was the girl of whom Mr. 

Kennedy had spoken. She wassmalli plump, ■
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and pretty, .with a cloudy irizs of golden 

hair round an almost childish, not at all 

bad, face. She was not in any way im- 

modest or objectionable; she looked, on 

the contrary, fresh to it all and half 

frightened. She had a sweet, dear voice 

like a lark's, worthy of something better 

than the siUy comic song ; which was not, 

however, worse than silly. She seemed now 

and then to glance off the stage ; there was 

an air of consciousness about her as if some 

one were watching her. Dumaresq knew 

who it was when Clement came from that 

direction, looking flushed, excited, hand- 

some, witl) his violin. His father groaned 

inwardly, and let his head fall on his 

breast Gomma's boy here, and like this ! 

He played an odd, wud, eerie sort of tune, 

getting faster and faster till it finished in a 

kind of skirl. He was applauded, but not 

half as much as the pretty girl, whom the 

people round about called ''Tillia" ■

Mr. Dumaresq wrote on a bit of paper 

the following words : ■

" I have heard you play here to-night, 

and have seen Mr. Kennedy. I must ask 

you to come to-morrow evening if I do not 

see you before thea — L. D." ■

Folding this note, and directing it, he 

made his way out, and leaving the note 

with the doorkeeper to give to his son, he 

went homa He did not put any of his 

sensations into shape ; he took up this new 

trouble with stem patience, as he had 

accepted his others, half proud of his power 

of self-controL He expected nothing but 

misery in life, he told himself, and nothing 

now could take him by surprise ; but he 

meant to do what he could for the boy, for 

his mother's sake. He more tiian half 

despised him, but there was, after all, a 

tenderer thought at the bottom. He tried 

to foster this by looking at the sepia 

sketch, which Clement had made years ago 

to please him, that evenine when he 

phyed the little air whi<m he had 

christened the *' Claude," after the picture. 

"There is good in him, there's good in 

him," the father repeated as he held the 

sketeh before his eyes. ''If his mother 

had lived it might have come to more. I 

never could get any hold upon him. That 

is part of the curse that hais been upon me 

since she went." ■

CHAPTER IIL ■

Tms following evening, after a solitary 

and barely-tasted dinner, Louis Dumaresq 

sat stem, silent, and immovable, awaiting, 

with that resolute patience with which he ■

steeled his spirit^ the visit he had de- 

manded from his son. The room was but 

dimly lighted ; his face was in deep shadow 

by the picture above his head, over the 

sunshine of which a sudden eclipse seemed 

to have fallen. Nine, ten, eleven o'clock 

cama Dumaresq had told himself it was 

no use ; Clement meant to keep away ; but 

just as he was putting his watch back in 

his pocket he heard the door-bell, and then 

a minute afterwards a stumbling step up 

the stairs, a rattle at the handle, and the 

young man came in. He was highly flushed, 

his eyes had a strange glitter ; he seemed 

to bring in with him an odour of cigars and 

wina A keen shiver of repulsion and dis- 

gust, a pain like a knifb ran through his 

f atiier's heart as he looked at him steadily 

with a pale, cold face, as utterly dissimilar 

to the other as it is possible for father's 

and son's to ba His voice sounded clear, 

cutting, and steady as he said : ■

''Sit down, Clement^ I have a good deal 

to say to you." ■

"Thanks, I'd rather stand," the other 

said with a reckless laugh, leaning his 

elbow on the mantel-piece and looking at 

Dumaresq with a defiant, sneering face. It 

was champagne that inspired the reckless- 

ness and the sneer. An hour or two hence 

despondency and self-hatred might take 

their place. ■

" I can't stay long ; they are waiting for 

ma We've got a supper party on ; but I 

thought I'd better come roimd and see 

what you wanted." ■

" It was very kind of you," the other 

said with a curious little smila The tole- 

rance, the kindness he had been trying to 

force upon himself had vanished in the long, 

dreary waiting. He felt now almost an 

abhorrenoe of the dissipated lad " And 

from whom have you come to honour me 

so far?" ■

" From the concert hall in Street^" ■

the other retorted fiercely. " Where you 

followed me, I suppose, last night" ■

" Do you go there then, every evening ? 

And what is your attraction in such an 

utterly mean, vulgar, and inconceivably 

stupid place of amusement ) " ■

"Everyone is not like you. I don't 

suppose you were ever young and fond of 

pleasura" ■

" Is that pleasure t I beg your pardon ; 

it did not strike me in that l^ht 1 So you 

go only for the pleasure you find there — ^tbe 

refined songs, the costumes, and general 

tomfoolery. I should hardly have thought 

it could be so fiuBcinating even to twenty- ■
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two years humanity. Certainly, if that is 

enjoyment, I never should have found it — 

not even when I was young. So there is no 

spedal attraction t " ■

There was a moment's silence ; the two 

stared at eadi other. On the one side with 

looks of cold, averse displeasure, on the 

other with fierce but half-fnghtened glances. 

Clement broke suddenly on the stilmess in 

a hoarse voice, from which all the music 

seemed departed. '<Yes — there is — I'm 

not gdng to beat about the bush, for I 

believe you know. There's a girl there 

I'm in love with — ^I can't get on without 

her." ■

" A young person with frizzled hair, who 

sings idiotic nonsense t " his father said in a 

low, iced tone, stroking his thin, hollow 

cheek with a hand that trembled. ■

''Don't provoke me," the young man 

burst out with a sudden blaze of fury. " I'm 

half mad to-night — ^I can't stand much." ■

<' More than half drunk," his father re- 

turned with contempt "Let's make an end 

of this. You are going to the bad, or gone; 

you are throwing away time, money, talent, 

opportanity; you are going the path that 

ends in p^dition. f can't stop you ; I 

<2an't help it I've done what I could for 

you — everything. I have kept myself 

straight that you might have every chance. 

I've Dome and forboma What is it you 

want now ? What delirium of folly has got 

hold of you t" ■

" I want money ; I must have money," 

the boy cried fiercely, the wine firing his 

brain; the coldness and scorn in his father's 

looks and voice helping it to madden him, 

and make his moods into a fury almost in- 

sane. ''Everyone says you have heaps of 

it, and I must have it" ■

"I have kept myself on the verge of 

poverty that you imould have enough," 

the other returned bitterly. "I cannot 

give what I have not ; and if I could I 

would not — ^to dissipate on sots and loose 

women 1 " ■

Clement started forward with an oath ; 

he held up his cane almost as if he would 

strike his father, who looked at him coolly, 

without a muscle quivering in his fine 

white face. ■

" You cannot threaten it out of me," he 

said in a voice unlike his own. ■

Clement let his arm fall a moment, and 

turned half away. As he did so his glance 

caught on the Claude over the mantel- 

piece ; he pointed at it with his stick. ■

"You ask where you can get money," 

he said sneeringly. " If you cared to save ■

me at the expanse of your hobby, there are 

thousands, they say, locked up in that 

picture." ■

" You think I would sell my Claude for 

you and your fancy for a low girl t " ■

The words were scarcely out of his lips, 

when, in a moment, a thing was done that 

left its mark on both their lives for ever. ■

Clement himself did not realise what 

the madness of the drunken impulse of the 

instant had done till he saw that the 

picture — ^his mother's heirloom — was for 

ever ruined, thrust through and through 

with a madman's frenzy of destructioiL ■

He stood still as a stable, staring at his 

work, white and cold, and sobered with a 

ghastly shock of shama As for his father; 

he sat motionless, not speaking, looking 

silently at the destruction of the comfort 

and hope of his life ; not the destruction of 

the picture, but the destruction of some- 

thing a thousand times dearer and more 

saored. The bojr G^mma had left him — 

this too was a ruin, like the stabbed can- 

vas. The thrust seemed to him to have 

gone through his heart as welL Strangolj 

enough, though, all the contempt, all Hm 

disgust were gone ; only a vast pity and an 

unavailing ache of forgiveness remained ; 

but he could not speak, his tongue, which 

had lighted readily enough on reproach, was 

still and dumb. Before he could move or 

say a word, the room was empty ; Clement 

had turned, as if he felt the li^h dE the 

Furies, and was ^na His father started 

after him, called m vain. One door after 

another slammed, and Dumaresq waa 

alonoi standing stricken under the ruined 

picture — the ^pe of the disaster and dis- 

may which had come upon him in a moment ■

" All that she left me, all that she left 

me 1 " he groaned out, stretching his arms 

above his head with a piteous appeal to 

the darkness and silenca " Was it for tliis 

I was bom f Gemma, my Gemxna, why 

did you leave us to such a life as this t " ■

By THEO gift. ■

mc, Etc ■

CHAPTER XV. THE COUNT MOVES. ■

Mabstland was gone, leaving Vera the 

one small legacy of comfort he had be^i 

able to bequeadi — ^the knowledge of his 

love and fidelity. And about the same 

time she began to find out a minor con- 

solation for herself, in the fact of the 

Comte de MaiUy's f rienddi^, and to fed ■
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(^ or diBappointed according as he camo 

or stayed awa;^. ■

For one tune, home was a much less 

pleasant place wan formerly. Trae, her 

father did not say much more to her on 

the sabject of her poor little love affair. 

Pezfaaps he thought it more politic to treat 

it as an unpleasant and handliating inci- 

dent, well over, and best forgotten. Bat 

his late illness had neither improved his 

nerves nor his temper ; and the former had 

recdved an nnpleasant shock from the 

alarming alteration in his friend de SCaQIy's 

manner of receiving news of Vera's un- 

expected outburst of independence. ■

Madame, wiser in her generation, would 

rather have kept the whole matter a secret, 

and simply announced that her daughter's 

return from England, sooner than had been 

expected, obliged tiiem to cut short their 

own visit to the Count's Southern estates, 

and return to Les Ch&taigniers to receive 

her; but M. St Laurent's irritable nerves, 

and tiie wrath aroused in him by young 

Marstland's letter, utterly prevented him 

from keeping such a secret from the man 

who was at once his host and his best 

friend; and he was only brought to a 

sense of hia folly by observing the almost 

livid rage which swept across the Oount's 

visage as the full meaning of the tidings 

took root in his mind. ■

"Unlucky chance!" he repeated after 

hii gueet, with a laugh fierce and bitter 

enough to awe even the latter into oom- 

posore. ^''Unforeseen, girlish folly 'I Mais 

non, mon eher, there is nothing of chance 

or unforeseen in this. It is a design, a 

plan to rob me of my rights ; and I will 

teU you of whom — of Madame I Madame 

has always been the enemy of my preten- 

sions. She submitted to them for her own 

interests, see you, as long as they were in 

the remote future ; but from the moment 

that Mdlla Vera is grown up, is become a 

charming woman, she endeavours to hold 

me back. She even makes an excuse, 

oSrontinff to myself and to my family, for 

sending her daughter away out of the 

country, and exposing her to the imperti- 

nmi amours of foreign adventurers, and 

all because she detests ma My step- 

mother offended her once, and her jealousy 

of toj friendship vrith you completes the 

offenoe, so that she would gladly sacrifice 

Mdlle. Vera to anyone of her own shop- 

keeper nation, even though — for, yes, 

^srtably, it must come to that if one is 

hettayed — even though it were to be at 

the price of her husband's ruin." ■

" But, mon ami — ^but, my dear de Mailly, 

I entreat, I implore you to hear me," cried 

M. St Lauren^ all his own anger and ex- 

citement quelled before the expression in 

his friend's face, and the threat whose f uU 

meaning he comprehended onlv too well 

"You are not just. Madame — it is only that ■

{on donot understand theEnglishmanner — 

ladame is devoted to you. She recognises 

in you the saviour of our house, and she Is 

in despair. She overwhelms herself with re- 

proaches at this moment for the imprudence 

which has exposed you, as well as our- 

selves, to the affront of this young man's 

temerity." ■

The Count smiled contemptuously. ■

"A despafr easy of consolation, mon 

cher, as you will find when you have 

married MdUa Vera to this young " ■

" But, de Mailly, permit me ! Either 

you are laughing or you exaggerate enor- 

mously. What question of marriage is 

there in the absurdity we are discussing ! 

These Jewish people have taken advan- 

tage of Yera's presence in thefr house to 

present this aaventurer to her; and the 

innocent child, who, as you will recall to 

yourself, is not even aware of the honour 

you have done her, has not had sufficient 

hardiness to refuse him permission to 

address her. She writes to her mother for 

counsel and protection, and we reclaim 

her instantly, and forbid these Josephs 

and thefr friends ever again to intrude 

on our society. Voil^, mon ami ! what 

would you more? These little con- 

tretemps are annoying, but one must have 

reason. It is too much condescension to 

regard them seriously." ■

It was plain that M. St. Laurent had 

already forgotten how seriously he was re- 

garding the " contretemps " in question, at 

the moment when his friend^s entrance 

afforded him an outlet for his irritation ; but, 

if the Count had a better memory, he per- 

haps allowed it to remind him that his guest 

was more easily worked into a rage than 

the generality of men ; and that the risk 

of being cheated out of his bargain might 

not after all be so great as he had at first 

imagined. He would fain have seen Yera's 

letter to her mother so as to assure himself 

that the young lady — who had never 

seemed so desirable to him as in the 

moment when he was threatened with 

losing her — ^was really as indifferent to her 

new suitor as her father endeavoured to 

persuade him. But courtesy forbade him 

to demand what was not offered ; and he 

allowed himself bv slow de^ees to be ■
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pacified, and even to consent to the substi- 

tation of Joanna for either the father or 

mother of the girl who was to be fetched 

home . withoat a moment's delay. Not 

even to them, however, did he state that 

he intended to superintend in person the 

safe reclamation of his betrothed. ■

A wise man will oft succeed in extract- 

ing a victory from a reverse; and the 

Comte de Mailly was wiser, as men go, 

than his friend Lanrent. Quite convinced 

that he had read Madame aright^ and that 

the English visit had been a successful 

piece of strategy for the express purpose of 

baffling his desire to curtail the period of 

his probation, he was determined now to 

draw from that very defeat and the morti- 

fication attending it, the weapons by which 

to triumph more decisively in the future. 

St Laurent's helpless dependence on him 

and terror of his displeasure made him 

virtually master of the situation, and when 

he consented to allow his wounded pride 

to be appeased, he did so on the clear 

understfmding that his rights and interests 

in Vera were to be recognised as at least 

as strong as those of her parents; and 

that therefore it lay with him now to throw 

them up, or carry ^em out, according to his 

own pleasura ■

It may be imagined, therefore, that 

when Vera had returned, and the Count 

neither wrote nor came to Les Gh&taigniers, 

M. St Laurent felt profoundly uneasy. 

He was acquainted now with the fact 

of his friend 8 excursion, and questioned 

Joanna closely on the subject: but she 

assured him Uiat, though the Count had 

certainly endeavoured to ascertain from 

her what Dr. MarsUand was like, and 

whether Mademoiselle showed emotion 

at parting from him, her reply that 

Mademoiselle seemed to care a great deal 

more about bidding ffood-bye to Miss 

Josephs than anyone eue; and that the 

young man had not even been present at 

the fmal farewells, had appeared perfectly 

satisfactory to him, and probably served 

as an explanation of Yera's woe-bM|one ap- 

pearance at the railway station. Then St 

Laurent wrote to his friend, telling him 

humorously of Uie presumptuous tover's 

visit and rout, astdng when they should 

see their late host at Les Ch&taigniers ; 

and adding that his enlivening society 

would be a boon to all there, not except- 

ing "la petite," who naturally felt tne 

separation from her ad(»ed Me^s Jos^hs 

after the manner of young girls. The 

Count answered courteously but briefly. ■

excusing himself for a day or two longw 

on the plea of a business visit from his 

hwyer, and making no mention of Veraat 

aU, beyond the usual formal recommenda- 

tions at the end of the letter. M St 

Laurent felt almost frantic, and did his 

best to make his wife so into the bargain. ■

"You see, is it not so, Madame! you 

see now what you have done,'' he observed 

in private to that much-suffering woman. 

" Me is disgusted. He sees tlm>ngh the 

' chansons ' of that Jeanne of yours, ^o is 

a fool like the rest of her countrywomen ; 

and he wills to have no more to do witii 

the girl. Do you mark that line in hii 

letter, ' my lawyer is with me ' ! Ah, per- 

haps at this moment even his lawyer is 

advising him to call in his loans ; and to- 

morrow he will write, ' Our compact is 

over. Pay me therefore the money that I 

have advanced you.' And thoa, thou 

whose obstinacy has done this, doat thou 

know what that means! We have no 

money to pay ; therefore we shall have to 

leave Les Cb&tajgniers. Hie Coont will 

add it to the MaiUy estate ; and we, when 

we have sold everything for food and have 

no more, we shall be reduced to picking 

up rags in the streets of Paris I AJi I the 

accurMd day that I ever went to a certain 

girls' school there I " ■

It must be owned that Monsieur's man- 

ners were not Parisian, and that Madame 

in marrying him had not made for herself 

a bed of roses. Naturally, perhs^, she 

retaliated on Vera by an air of chilly dis- 

pleasure, which, in conjunction with her 

father's irritability, made the contrast be- 

tween this gloomy home and the happy, 

affectionate one she had so lately left, seen 

still sharper to the girl ; and but for the 

possession of her lover's letter, read and 

kissed twenty times a day, she wooU 

hardly have mown how to endure it ■

She had two letters to comfoirt her 

now; the second a hastilv-scribbled note 

in answer to hen, and sent throng 

P'tit Jean, the weeding-boy, who, beiog 

B^noite's cousin, had hwn easily penuaded 

to act the part of Mercury. But in it^ 

while thanking and blessing his sweet- 

heart for the goodness of her letter to 

him, Marsdand said frankly that he would 

not set her parents ftqther at defiance, or 

endanger her home happiness, by asUi^ 

her to keep up any correspondence witii 

him during their term of waiting ; UBbss, 

indeed, some unforeseen trouUe should 

cause her to require his help or praeeDoe^ 

in which case he entreated her to write to ■

■

r ■
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him at once, and he wonld answer or come 

to her withoat a moment's delay. ■

"I am yoor saryant now for life," he 

wrote ; *'bat I do not want to be a selfish 

servant^ or to exact favoors which might 

bring a shadow of discomfort to my 

dadiog little mistresa" And Vera, reacU 

iDg it, wondered in her heart of hearts 

whether there was oyer before a lorer so 

good, or who wrote so sweetly. ■

It was the tenth evening since her return 

home, and the day had bemi so wet and 

windy that a tiny wood fire bnmed npon 

the hearth in deference to Madame's rheu- 

matism, an ailment to which dhe had been 

very subject since the long niffht-watches 

consequent on her husband's illness. 

The Count had not yet cidled; and 

Monsieur was in a worse temper than ever, 

80 that the poor child was glad to escape 

from the vicinity of tiie b^ssique, and, 

mider cover of warming her despised 

fingers, to ensconce herself in a low chair 

by the fire, and seek a refuge from the 

present in memories half sad, but wholly 

sweet, of the past Poor litde Vera 1 Even 

Mr. Lucas, even those three hours' penance 

m the punt, became glorified by the light 

of memory, and she wondered with inSg- 

nant remorse how she could ever have 

gnunbled at them. ■

A sudden burst of voices in cheerful 

greeting startled her from these medita- 

tions, and she rose hurriedly to find that 

the Gomte de Mailly was in the room, and 

receiving quite a little ovation of welcome 

bona both her parents. Even her mother, 

80 indifierent to him usually, was smiling 

and holding out her hand quite warmly ; 

while M. & Laurent seemed to have cast 

away all his gloom and peevishness in a 

moment, and embraced his friend with 

effosion, not altogether unmingled with 

8(uiiethhig like affectionate reproach for 

having IcSt them so long to themselves. ■

The Count took his wdcome very quietly, 

bat even Vera could not help noticing how 

urasually well and cheerful he looked. He 

was always carefully got up ; but to-day he 

had an air of being particularly well dressed 

and even voung, which latter was certainly 

not one of his usual characteristics. ■

"Thanks, thanks, my friend," he said 

briskly. *' Business, that frightful business, 

has been the only thing that has kept me 

&<»a visiting you and your charming home 

sooner. But how has my dear Madame 

been, smce she did me the honour of being 

my guest % And you, too, St. Laurent, are 

you qnite recovered now ! No« no : do ■

not disturb your game, I entreat you. I 

see you are still in the middle of it, and if 

you permit me while you finish to pay my 

homage to Mdll& Vera, whom I have not 

seen for so long, I shall be spared the deso- 

lation of interrupting you." ■

He crossed the room as he spoke, with- 

out waiting for the permission ; nor indeed 

giving much heed to it as M. St. Laurent 

called after him in tones so amiable that 

his daughter hardly recognised them : ■

«But assuredly, assuredly, my friend. 

Vera, ma mie, entertain our ^ood neigh- 

bour whilo the mamma and I finish, since he 

permits us, our little game." ■

Vera had given the Count her hand, and 

as he looked at her (his eye had indeed 

been on her from the moment of Us en- 

trance) he was thinking how infinitely her 

late experience of life, however short, nay 

even the added expression in her sad eyes, 

and the wistful droop of her sweet young 

mouth, added to the new grace of woman- 

liness about her; also, lu>w much more 

prettQy dressed die was than of old, in a 

softly-draped gown of some deep terra- 

cotta-coloured materia], trimmed with 

rufflings of lace, and bought and made 

under Leah's tutelage ■

" To think thatMadame'sintriguesnearly 

cost me thisl" was the thought in his 

mind, indicated by a sudden hardening 

about the lines of the mouth, even while 

he was asking in his softest tones after 

the girl's healUi, and expressing his plea- 

sure at meeting her again id%erher lengthy 

absenca "Aja absence, however," he 

added gallantlv, "which doubtless seems 

less long to Mdlle. Vera than to the friends 

it deprived of her society." ■

Vera blushed faintly. If her father had 

not been in the room she would have liked 

to say that to her it seemed only too short. 

As it was she faltered a little, and then 

answered, with an awkwardness which was 

unconsciously flattering : ■

** You were away, too, Ifonsieur." ■

" Yes, truly, at my estate in the South 

with your amiable parents latterly, and 

before that at Dieppe, where the bathing 

season was altogether charming this year, 

and where my step-sisters were beyond 

measure afflicted at hearing you were not 

to join them. They overflow with jealousy 

of that Mdlle. Josephs, who thqr declare 

has stolen all your affectiona Let me 

trust you left her in good healtL" ■

The Count was persistent in returning 

to the subject of Yera'a visit, in hopes of 

discoverinir fix>m her looks wiiether her ■
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feelings had really soffered in it ; but he 

did 80 wiUi such an air of eheerfol inno- 

cence that the girl, lifting her wistfoli 

questioning eyes to him, fancied that he 

really spblro in ignorance of all that had 

happened to her. ■

*' She was very well when I came away," 

she answered in a low voice, and added, as 

her eyes filled with uncontrollable tears, 

"I do miss her -wry much I cahnet 

help it" ■

*'My dearest mademoiselle, who could 

be unnatural enough to wish you to do 

so t " cried the Count, leaning forward in 

his chair and speaking with quite refresh- 

ing warmth '' Sorely the power of attach- 

ing oneself quickly and tenderly to another 

person is one of the loreliest privileges 

of youth and trustfulness. Even I felt 

the influence of Mdlle. Josephs's fasci- 

nations, and should be delighted at any 

time to renew the agreeable acquaintance I 

formed wiUi her. Pethaps next year, in- 

deed, she might be induced " But he ■

broke off there, as Vera gave an ihvoluntary 

shake of her head at the thought of how 

little chance there was of her parents 

forgiving Leah by that time, and 'added in 

a tone of playful reproach : '' Only Mdlla 

Vera has too large a heart, I am sure, to be 

content with favouring one friend at Ihe 

expense of others. She will keep a. comer 

for Eulalie and Alphonsine, and for — ^for 

others who, if not as meritorious as the 

talented Mdlle. Josephs, have at least the 

daim of old and faithful friendship." ■

<<0h, but I do, indeed," said Vera 

simply. ''I often spoke to Leah of the 

time I spent at Mailly, and of your sisters, 

though I thought they would hardly re- 

member me now that it is so longjsinee we 

have seen one another. When are they 

coming to the Ofa4teau again, Monsieur, 

and is it true that they do not like Finis- 

terrot" ■

The Count burst out into protestations. 

His stop-sistep adored the country of their 

birth. It was only their mother, who since 

her husband's death shrank from staying 

in tiie house which his memory still per- 

vaded ; and as there was no lady there to 

play hostess to the poor girls and chaperon 

them, it was difficult for them to come. 

Still, he must urge his stepmother to make 

the effort soon, as otherwise Alphonsine 

would not even be able to bid adieu to her 

old home before entering into religion; 

since die had decided (luid Mdlle. Vera 

heard of it !) to begin heir noviciate in the 

following June at the Convent of the ■

Sacr^ Codur in Paris, where she had been 

educated. ■

''And will she be a' mm, thenf '^ ex- 

claimed Vera, a sentiment of almost 

shocked pity banishing even her a hyn ew. 

" Oh, poor Alphonsine 1 But why f " ■

'' Ah, Mademoiselle, you, happily for the 

world you adorn, have never experienosd 

that mysterious thing a vocation, which 

makes the 'why' for such a saorifiee 

possible even to a beautiful young woman. 

Alphonsine acts of her own free dunee, 

and it is only in deference to the tears and 

entreaties of her mother and sister tiiat 

she has consented to wait until her twenty- 

fourth f6to day before entering a religions 

life, to which, indeed, she has l^n * voa^ ' 

ever since her thirteenth year." ■

Vera listened with wide-open eyes fisU 

of astonishment and interest. It was quite 

startling to her to hear that her old play- 

mate was voluntarily choosing what had 

never been held up to her exc^t aa a 

threat involving dark and myaterioiu 

terrors; but she found the Count's talk 

very agreeable, especially after the ^oom 

'and dulness of the last ten days, and 

answered to it much as a flower beaioi 

down by the rain will lift ito little. head 

gratefully .to tiie first gleam of sondiine. 

She had never talked to the Count ao mneh 

in all her life before. ■

The game of b^zique came to an end at 

last It had been protracted as far aa even 

M. St. Laurent's strictiy GUUio sense of 

tiie proprieties would permit; bat even 

b^ztque must be won or lost some time or 

another ; and the capture of Madame's last 

tep was the finale of the Count's littie t^te- 

kiri^U by the fira He did not att^oapt to 

prolong it; indeed, he was quite man of 

the world enough to know that it never 

does to overdo even a success— and that 

hisvittthad been one so far, he fait aasarei 

For the rest of it he devoted himself to his 

host and hostess with undiminished, if 

more sob^, zest, and departed earlier than 

was lus wont, leaving a sudden sense of 

dulness and blank bemnd him. ■

That evening Madame St Laurent ga^e 

Vera a more affecticmate kiss than nsaal in 

bidding her good-night, and Monsieiir, 

while bending his cheek for his daughter's 

salute, patted her shoulder good-natuedly, 

asking: ■

'* Ml, well, art thou less cold at present^ ■

Poor, mnocent Vera went to bed, thank- 

ing the Count in her hearty and hoping 

sincerely that he would come again on tb^ ■

■
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following eTening, if his mace pretence was 

80 cffieftdoiu in restoring her parents' 

good-humour. She was able for once to 

lead her lonor'a two precious letters with- 

out weeping over them 1 ■

The Count did not come on the morrow. 

Perhaps he guessed he would be wiihed 

for, and sta]^ away to let the wish grow 

stronger; but a day or two later as 

Madame St Laurent and Vera were ta^g 

a walk along the stretch of wide breezy 

moorland extending between Ste. Tryphine 

and MaiUy. they heard the tramp of a 

horse on the liard, springy turf behind 

them, and the next moment were overtaken 

by the Count, who explained that he had 

just been callhie at Les Ch&taigniers, and, 

hearing in whkh direction the ladies were 

walkings had made bold to orertake them. 

He disBioanted accordindy, and walked at 

their side, ehattmg Ughuy and pleasantly, 

and actually going ba& a few steps once to 

eat a spray otred-beUed heather and white 

Uaekberry blossom which Vera paused to 

admire. The girl blushed crimson at the 

idea of his taking so much trouble for her ; 

bat the Count protested that the pleasure 

of serving a charming young lady was an 

honour inta the bargain, and, while paring 

the staOks with Us penknife before pre- 

aentbg them to her, added witii vivacity : ■

'*Bat since Mademoiselle is fond of 

flowers she ought to honour me still more 

by seeing the magnolias at Mailly. Even 

strangers come fn»n a distance to admire 

them, and just now they axe in full per- 

faetion. Will not Madame St Laurent 

generously fix a day to come with her 

hosband and daughter to lunch at the 

Ofa&teau, and inspect these floral triumphs 1 " ■

Madame coloured, hesitated, and stam- 

mered. She was really trymg, though 

with painful ill-success, to mBak her old 

iliiEDess and dislike under a thin veil of 

eordiaUty ; but the Count did not seem to 

notaoe the effort, and as he put the flowers 

in Yera's halids ventured to gently press 

her fingers, sajring : ■

" I shall leave my cause with Mademoi- 

tdla She will be on the side of the 

msgnoliaa, I am sura One white flower 

qrmpathisee with another.'' ■

^Hamma, how poetical the Count is 

getting 1" Vera exclaimed as soon as he 

was gone; and Madame so far forgot 

peliey as to answer with some irritation : ■

"He is getting very silly, I think. I 

OHi't bear with poetry in a man." ■

Vera was sUent for a moment^ and then 

ttid Quite simnlv : ■

"Well, I think it does sound rather 

silly in so old a man as he." ■

And Madame immediately repented hw- 

self vigorously. She would have done so 

still more, if she had known that her 

daughter was thinking how differently the 

compliment would have sounded if Marst- 

land had paid it to her. ■

They went to the lunch all the same. 

Madame knew indeed that the invitation 

had only to reach her husband's ears to be 

acceptea ; and Vera certainly enjoyed the 

little dissipation. Comparatively near 

neighbours as they were she had not even 

been inside the grounds of MaiUy for 

nearly three years ; and the Count felt a^ 

secret triumph at seeing the shy delight in 

her face as she first cai&e in sight of the 

great pride of the Chateau, a row of mag- 

nolia trees on the south side of the building, 

all in full bloom, the magnificent cream- 

white blossoms loading the air with per- 

fume, and contrasting grandly with the 

deep poUshed green of the large leaves. 

She did not, indeed, talk or eat mudi at 

the grand lundieon which followed; but 

Uiere was an air of languid content in the 

very way in which she sat at the luxu- 

riously spread board, looking from the 

display of glass and silver on it to the 

lovely view of orchard, and meadow, and 

far-away sun-sparkled sea, visible thiough 

the deep-set window facing her; and the 

Count smiled grimly to himself at the 

thought that he had merely to bide his 

own time and this fdr, soft creature, so 

long marked down for himself, would bow 

her young head to his sceptre, and accept 

with najfve gratitude the position of chate- 

laine over ms superb demesne. ■

A well-laid plan and a promising one ; 

for Vera, finding what a decided difference 

the Count's visits and civilities made to 

her, daOy grew to look forward to them 

with frank pleasure, and meet him with 

the shy, sweet smile due to an acknow- 

ledged friend; so that M. St. Laurent, 

seeing how smoothly things were working, 

began to think that sufficient time had been 

wasted on preliminaries, and to grow im- 

patient to bring the afiair to an md. He 

was a man of too tyrannical a nature to 

have patience for such slow and feeble 

weapons as policy and management for 

carrying out his wilL To his mind Vera 

had been shown quite sufficient indulgence 

already, and the apparent passiveness with 

which she had submitted to the edict 

against her English admirer, deceived him 

as comrietelv as it had done the Count. ■
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and made him contemptaons of any farther 

need for working on her feelings before 

the final mova In truth he was a much 

injured man at the present moment; for 

de Mailly, having suddenly conceived the 

idea that to pose as the elderly friend of 

the elderly father is not the best way to 

awaken a sentimental interest in the 

daughter, objected to returning to the 

regular whist evenings and other formal 

customs of old times ; but made his visits 

at capricious and uncertain intervals, some- 

times letting nearly a fortnight pass with- 

out one, sometimes comins two days 

running, sometimes bearing a Douquet or a 

new piece of music for Vera ; but always 

disregarding with brutal selfishness the 

entreatmg glanceB at the whist-table which 

poor M. St Laurent kept persistently 

casting. ■

As a consequence the latter's temper 

became more irritable day by day, and as 

the colour of his wife's spirits generally 

reflected his, life at Les Cb&taigniers 

seemed even duller to poor Vera thim it 

had been before Leah's advent Lideed, 

she had fewer distractions than ever now ; 

for Madame St Laurent's rheumatism kept 

her very much at home this autumn, while 

the late visitation of typhus in the house- 

hold had frightened their few acquaint- 

ances out of any eager desire to ini^e 

them. So poor Vera, living on memories 

of her brief sojourn '' in Arcadia ; " longing 

for a sight of her lover's face or Leah's, 

or even a word or line from either of them ; 

could have cried for loneliness at times, and 

was ready to welcome the Oount or any 

other Mend with a kind word or a pleasant 

look for her as a relief from it Perhaps 

the greatest friend she had at present 

was JB^noite's friendly smile and bright 

eyes beaming with knowbgnesa and sym- 

pathy from under her square white cap 

when they chanced to meet ; but even tiliis 

comfort Vera dared not go out of her way 

to seek, for fear of exciting suspicion and 

so depriving herself of the one ally she 

possessed. It was only now and then that 

she ventured to exchange more than a 

word in passing with the kindly blanchis- 

seuse. ■

Other confidante she had nona In 

justice to the girl it must be said that she 

did at first tiy, in a feeble, tentative way, 

to make one of her mother; and, while 

still under the influence of the loving, al- 

most sisterly familiarity between good Mrs. 

Josephs and her daughters, did really put ■

forth more than one efibrt at drawing 

nearer to the parent of whose love txa bar, 

despite the coldness of her manner^ sbe 

thought she felt sure. But she made hir 

attempt badly, more espedally in thinkiDg 

she could forward it by pndses of tbit 

Jewbh mother across the Channel, ef 

Leah's home virtues and Naomi's efaildzei; 

and Madame St Laurent^ secretly devoored 

witib jealousy of all these people fortke 

hold they had acquired over her daiq;ht6i^8 

affections, listened coldly and answered de- 

preciatingly. Vainly, but bitteriy, die re- 

pented ever having let Vera leave her for 

the country to which she had beloDgej, 

and never more so than when the gkl, 

fresh from recollections of the Joseplufs 

family circle, friends and relatives, would 

ask innocently natural questions as to what 

part of England her mother's Aunily cuae 

from, and whether she had no friends and 

relatives living there now. '' I asked yoa, 

mamma, in my letters ; but you forgot to 

answer me," Vera said, and got short 

answer then. That miserable, vi^gir 

mystery, the false and petty shame for her 

own parentage and upbringing, kept up lo 

long before her own daushter, held the 

mother silent and reserved stilli even on 

subjects which might otherwise have been 

most natural and pleasant to her ; while 

her coneciousness of Yera's munupeet- 

ing ignorance of the way in whidi she 

was even then being disposed of made her 

nervously anxious to check, rather thaa in- 

vite, the least approach to confidence on the 

subject of the young lover whom this my 

disposal rendered it necessary to bniah (n^ 

of the girl's memory. ■

Quite suddenly tiie Count moved. Once 

or twice, perhaps, he had allowed a shade 

of something more than friendly wamtb, 

a slight liberty of gaze, a longer pressoreoi 

the hand to invade the bland and oonrteom 

prudence of his demeanour when with Am 

young girl ; and Vera had shrunk back in- 

stantly, startled only perhaps the first timet 

but with unmistakable flindung and repag> 

iiance on the latter occasions. A littto 

while ago she micht have let these mani- 

festations pass without notioe or qaeat«m; 

but those who have even nibbled at the 

fruit of the Tree of Knowledge get to 

know the colour of its leaves, aisd t» 

tremble without even understanding. Tto 

Oount felt that he had been repulsed, andr 

piqued and disgusted, determined to mo^ 

all the quicker. He saw M. St Laurent 

alone the very next day. ■

■
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would care to hear ; bat now he really was 

not Bare. ■

It WEB very odd, he thought j in all the 

years he had known Alexia she had never 

been so hard, so ongracioos, had never 

received him so coldly. She evidently 

meant to show him that his visit was no 

particular pleasure to her. And if she 

could have guessed the feelings widi which 

he came up to the door just now 1 ■

*'Mrs. Dodd has been here this after- 

noon, and was very amusing," said Alexia. 

''She has been telling me all about the 

balL" ■

"Oh— that beastly balll" muttered 

Charlie after a moment ■

'* What I " said Alexia, lifting her eye- 

brows with an air of surprise, ''llurs. 

Dodd did not think so ; and she did not 

think that you thought so. She said it 

was, delightful, and splendid, and altogether 

nice, and that you *' ■

''What did Mrs. Dodd say about me ! " 

interrupted Charlie. "Come now, a 

woman like that, always preaching, she 

had no business to be there at alL She 

only came for gossip and mischief, and you 

must not believe anything she said about 

me. ■

'* It was nothing bad," Alexia went on 

calmly. '' She said you danced all night, 

and seemed to be enjoying yourself im- 

mensely. Why shouldn't I believe that t 

I am (j^nite sure it was true." ■

" Did she say nothing but that ! Look 

here, one may dance a great deal, and talk 

a great deal, and be wishing one's self out 

of it all the time. I tell you the ball was 

beastly, and I was awfully glad when the 

people went away. Didn't you know I 

should feel like that, Alexia — tell me ! " ■

" I really can't see into other people's 

minda I know I should have enjoyed it/' 

said Alexia, with a little fatigue in her 

-voice. ■

She hardly knew what * she was saying ; 

but as Charlie talked the old conviction 

came back of her power over him. She 

knew she might be happy if she liked ; yet 

she was half afraid, half sad, and she 

thought that everything had better float 

on uncertainly a little longer. She looked 

at him as he sat there, stooping forward, 

playing with his stick ; at that moment he 

was looking at the fire, and his fair bright 

head and honest face were in the full light 

of it He was so unusually grave and 

thoughtful that she felt rather nervous, 

and went on talking hurriedly. ■

"And are you going to some more ballsY " ■

she said. " Didn't you say somettuog aboot 

going away f " ■

"Yes; to Lincolnshire. Skatbg, and 

three balls, I believe. Fm going to- 

morrow, unfortunately. I wish I oonU 

get out of it" ■

"How can you be so lazyl"saidAlezk 

" People like you are luckier than anyone, 

and more ungrateful I wish I had tlM 

chance of flying off somewhere for skating 

and three balls." ■

" Tou wouldn't like it if you were me," 

said Charlia ■

" Indeed I should," laughed Alexia. ■

" Well — for some things it's rather good, 

because I had a row with my mother this 

morning, and the house won't be comfort- 

able till that has blown over. I wouldn't 

go for any other reason ; but I believe it'i 

wisa One must think of the future. She 

will have time to come to her senses and 

understand that I am not — that after all 

she can't twbt me round her little finger 

and make me do as she likes." ■

" She is sure to want yon to do what Ie 

right," said Alexia. ■

"No," said Charlie positively. "She 

wants me to do what's wrong. Yen see 

you don't know what you're talking aboat^ 

Alexia." ■

<• Very true ; but I am safe in standing 

by Mrs. MelviUa" ■

"If you knew what you are saying"— aaid 

Charlie. And with a sudden, startling 

resolution he got up, and leaning on the 

back of his chair, bent down towaids 

Alexia. " Do you know," he began, in a 

quick, low voice, while she shrank back 

into her comer; but then he was inter- 

rupted, and all was over. ■

Mr. Page slowly turned the handle of the 

door and walked into the room. He saw 

CharlieMelvillestandiugwithhis backtothe 

fire, holding his hat and stick, his visit evi- 

dently just at an end. His manner was a little 

flurried, but Mr. Page did not notice that 

Alexia was flushed; no wonder, so near 

such a blazing fire. ■

It appeared that the Squire was jost ■

foing away. He could not stay any longer. [e took leave of Alexia with a murmor of 

"shall see you when I come back/' and 

Mr. Page went out of the room with him. 

After he was gone. Alexia looked at her 

hand for a moment, and then, with a 

sudden foolishness, kissed it. Then ehe 

drew back the heavy curtun that shaded 

the end of her sofa, and, hidden herself 

among the shadows, looked with wistful 

eyes f3ter Charlie as he walked towards the ■

'=^' ■
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gate. He did not tarn or look back ; but 

her father was with him, and they seemed 

to be talking yery earnestly. Her father 

walked on with hun, the gate clicked ; they 

were lost to sight now behind the ivy wall, 

and presently Alexia crept back to her 

comor and coiled herself up there again, 

thinking, and wondering, and wishing. It 

was impossible, it was nnnatanJ, it coold 

not be that Charlie coold think of her as 

die thoaght of hint The difference was 

too great; something in Charlie was al- 

ways reminding her of that, with all his 

fiimpleness. And yet, what did he mean 

jost now ? ■

As she lay crouched there half dreaming, 

with the weight of the next few days 

upon her weary little soul, her father 

B^urtled her by coming in rather suddenly. 

He poked the fire with a good deal of 

yiolence, and then stood rubbing his hands, 

looking at her with a curious, excited ex- 

presdoa She pressed her face into the 

coshion, and wished he would go away. ■

*'AIex, are you awake? " he said; and 

she answered rather crossly, feeling as if 

she could not bear ordinary talk jast then. 

"Look here, my dear, I don't think this 

will do, you know," said William Paga ■

" What t " asked Alexia, groaning. ■

"Young Melville savs you know all 

about it, though he had not time to say 

much this afternoon. I came in at the 

wrong moment, it seems. But he was de- 

termined, at least, to have it out with 

me.'' ■

'[Father, what are you talking about ! " ■

' Alexia, sitting up and smoothing baok 

her hair. '* What has he been saying to 

youl" ■

'^Qf course," said Mr. Page, gravely, 

"I always knew that you and he were great 

allies ; but I did not know that things had 

come to that piteh, quite. Alex, look here. 

He says that you promised to marry him 

years ago." ■

"Oh, that wait nothing," said Alexia, 

colouring crimson. *'That was — oh, yes, 

years ago, when we were almost children, 

and he wis noboly. I don't know what 

he means — why he should mention that at ■

*^ Exactly — I told him that was no en- 

gagement People are not bound by 

cfaildidk promises like thai He under- 

stood ; he couldn't say they were. But he 

wants to have it all renewed now. How 

do you feel about it!" said Mr. Page, 

rather vaguely. He was a shy man, and 

l-tijfc Sfiemed averv awkward aubiect, even ■

with his daaghteK. It also struck him as 

one of the most serious things he had ever 

had to say to her ; and so no doubt it was. 

He was afraid that Alexia might take tibe 

decided line of tolling him that he had no 

right to interfere. He thought he had a 

right : he could not bear to cross tiie child 

or make her unhappy ; but he saw great 

obstacles in the way of Charles Melville's 

wish. In fact, with an old-fashioned feudal 

loyalty in his mind, he did not think his 

daughter good enough for the Squire ; but 

he could not exactly tell her that, being 

gentle and considerato always. ■

For several moments Alexia did not 

answer him. She was, perhaps, too happy 

to speak; yet she could not realise hiur 

happiness, which already seemed to have 

something terrible in it " No, it is im- 

possible," that voice kept on saying in the 

depths of her heart She could not be at 

peace, as another girl misht have been, in 

the knowledge that her love was her own 

love afcer all, no matter how many times 

he danced with Miss Badcliffe. ■

" He means it 1 " she said at last^ half 

under her breath. ■

«* Oertamly," said her father. <<He 

would hardly have said it to me if he did 

not mean it And he seemed to have a 

sort of assurance that your ideas were the 

same as his. Perhaps it is not fair for me 

to ask you questiona" ■

" I don't see any good in it, father," said 

Alexia after another pause. ■

** I should be very well satisfied if you 

could tell me that you don't care for the 

fellow," said Mr. Page ; but his daughter 

made no response to this, and presently he 

went on : " it seems a queer view for me 

to take of it perhi^a But the thing, as it 

strikes me, is an awkward thing, Alex; 

not very good for you and bad for him. 

Of course you don't agree with me" — as 

she made some little murmur. '' As far as 

character goes yon might suit each other 

well enough. I am looking at it from a 

worldly point of view — thinking of his 

interests and the family opinion, and so 

forth." ■

"And you are not ambitious," said 

Alexia, with her face half buried in the 

coshion. ■

'' No, I am not Are you 1 " said her 

father more sharply. " Would you like to 

enter a family and be looked down upon 

by them and their friends 1 Oharlie him- 

self would always be good to you — I have 

no doubt about that — but there are his 

motiier and a dozen other women to be ■
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considered. Could you hold up yonr head 

amongst them, Alex 1 " ■

" I should hate them all, no doubt," said 

Alexia. " But I should not be afraid of 

them if " ■

*' Ah, very likely I " said William Page. 

*' That is not real happiness, though. But — 

putting your feelings out of the question, 

my dear, for a moment — such a clear- 

headed young woman might be able to see 

that by marrying Charlie Melville she 

would be doing him an injury." ■

His first nervousness had quite left him 

now. He stood looking down at the floor; 

looking at Alexia was no use, for she had 

turned her face away from him. His quiet 

attitude, his smooth grey hair, and pale 

clear-cut face, all had somehow an air of 

calm determination. Very gentle, very 

matter-of-fact, seeing his own duty and 

Alexia's with a certain positiveness, — and 

yet behind all this there was considerable 

doubt of having his own way. Alexia had 

been too much for him in most of the 

a£fairs of life ; she had ruled him and his 

house for many years now. It was true, 

they generally agreed in their views of 

things, — ^but now, if Alexia had set her 

heart on this % ■

'* Father," said Alexia, interrupting his 

thoughts. She spoke with difficulty, for it 

seemed rather horrible to talk like this, 

when Charlie himself had not said a word 

to her. "Tell me what you mean," she 

said. " How could I ? " ■

" The Melvilles' affairs are in a very bad 

way," said Mr. Page. *' I was talking to 

old Morton the other day, and he gave me 

a frightful account of the sums of money 

(George ran through. One .would luurdly 

have believed that a fellow could do so 

much mischief in so short a life. He 

said Charles would have to live prudently 

for years, might have to mortgage the 

estate very likely--Ceorge'8 debts are not 

half paid yet Ue said Charlie must not 

marry at idl, or else he must marry money. 

And that was what he seemed to think 

likely, from something 1^ Melvflle had 

said to him. These times too— rents un- 

paid, land losing its value — he could better 

a£foi4 to make a fool of himself, if he was 

a sub in a marching regiment. It was a 

pity, by-the-by, that he left the navy 

— something at least to fall back upon." ■

'* You pay yonr rent»" said AlexuL ■

** Yes, and it is as much as I can do. 

There is no money to throw away as there 

was in old times." ■

Alexia was sOent ; she had nothing to ■

say. Only she wondered and longed to 

know what Mrs. Melville had really said 

to Mr. Morton, the old lawyer, who knew 

all the family affaiis. Was it Miss Bad- 

diffe's money that they meant CharUe to 

marry ) Alexia was by no means a foolish 

girl, but she argued with herself that there 

was a right and a wrong in this matter, 

and that it would be supremely wrong if 

Charlie and she, who cared for each oth^ 

were to be separated because of mon^. 

If he had to live prudently — well, why 

should he not f Must one be extravagant 

in order to be happy 1 ■

Mr. Page did not say much more, for he 

saw with regret that Alexia differed from 

him. He felt a little angry, but he could 

not be harsh with her. It was not the 

marriage that he would have chosen for 

her. With all his attachment to the Mel- 

ville8,'he did not respect them ; he thou^ 

they had no strength of character. In 

many ways, he told himself, Alex was too 

good for the young fellow. But he sup- 

posed that if Charlie was in earnest 

Alexia would be obstinate, and bo there 

would be nothing more for him to s^. 

Perhaps his chief feeling on the snbjeet 

was a very strong disindination to meet 

Mrs. MelvQle. ■

CHEONICLES OP SCOTTISH 

COUNTIES. ■

THS BORDER COUNTIES. PART IlL ■

The little county of Selkirk, with iti 

bare sheep pastures and bold hills, has 

changed in character altogether in tiie 

course of centuries, and only here and 

there an ancient thorn-bush or clamp of 

birches remains to recall its fame as the 

once forest^ the Ettrick Forest of song and 

legend. ■

The scenes are desert now and bore 

Where flourished once a forest fair. ■

And although much has been done m 

the way of covering the hillsides witli aiti- 

ficial plantations, yet are the sheep pastures 

still paramount] although it is said that 

the forest, though subdued, is not and never 

will be extirpated, and that were the 

sheep removed and the country left to 

itself all the slopes would be soon covered 

with a thick underwood, and forest trees 

would push their slow growth till the 

scene would be once more as of old when the 

outlaw Murray ruled over the greenwood 

and when the Border minstrel could sing — ■

Etricke f oreste is a f eir f oreste ; 

In it grows manie a semelie tree. 

There's hart and hinde, and doe and roe. ■

And of a* wilde beastes grete pLentte. ■

'V ■
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The first dearmce of the forest and the 

b^inmng of its redaction into sheep-walka 

was e&cted by James the Fifih — the 

eoodman of Ballengiech — who, with the 

desiga of tnming the nominal rights of 

the Crown over the waste lands of these 

regions to good profit, descended in strong 

force upon the Borders, in the guise of a 

great hunting expedition, and, taking the 

Border chiefs in detail, carried death and 

destmction among them. One of his first 

blows was delivered against the outlaw 

Muiray — ■

I'm either be king of Etrike foreste. 

Or king of Scotlimd that Outlaw BtJl be. ■

At this ereat crisis of the fate of the 

Borderers the great chiefs of the clans were 

conspicuously absent The King had shut 

them up in one fortress or another, and 

his Lowland lords and their followers, who 

had often suffered at the hands of the 

raiders, made short work of the smaller 

lairds and chieb. Murray was hanged 

from one of the forest trees, and Adam 

Scott, tiie King of the Borders as he was 

called — a potentate whom thereat norelist 

was proud to own as one of his forbears — 

was hanged also in front of his own tower 

of Tushielaw. The old elm which formed 

the gallows was still to be seen, its sturdy 

projecting limb still scored with the marks 

of the ropes of yarious executions, for it 

bad been a favourite tree of Adam Scott 

himself, who, if family pride does not ex- 

a^ierate the case, had there on his own 

account hanged many a stout fellow. ■

There was something specially cruel, too, 

in the fate of Piers Cockbum of Hender- 

land, another of the forest worthies, who 

was actually preparing his racks and spits 

to feast his monarch royally when he was 

seized and hung up before the door of his 

own hospitable stronghold. ■

From the time or this reign of terror 

on the Borders the clans, broken and dis- 

mayed, ceased to rule the Borderside, and 

peaceful cottars and shepherds replaced 

the sturdy outlaws of the forest, and great 

flocks of sheep — the King himself is said 

to have had ten thousand of his own at 

one time grazing on the hills — displaced 

the hart and the hind and the other " wilde 

beaates." As late, howeyer, as Queen 

Mary's time there was royal hunting in the 

forest, and the Qaeen herself followed the 

wild deer with horn and hound — ■

Up pathless Ettricke and on Yarrow 

where erst the Outlaw drew his arrow. ■

In the wildest part of pathless Ettricke ■

lies St. Mary's Loch, a lake that takes its 

name from the ruined chapel at its head ;, 

where the hills range in heights of some- 

thing like savage grandeur, and close by, 

was once a village of small settlers and 

cottars, which bore the name of Ettrick,. 

and was ruthlessly cleared away ear\y m 

the eighteentii century to make room tot 

the building of Ettrick Hall by some un- 

feeling proprietor. Popular indignation 

found vent in maledictory verses containing 

a prophecy — ■

Or the trees owre the chimney tops now green 

We winna ken where the house has been — ■

a prophecy remarkably fulfilled in the 

event of the hall having followed the cot- 

tages to destruction. Ettrick Eirk still 

stands lonely among the wild hills, and 

near here was the cottage where was bora 

the well-known shepherd, the poet of Ettrick 

Vale. ■

James Hogg was a veritable shepherd^ 

the descendant of a race of shephesds and 

herdsmen who had lived on the forest sida 

time out of mind. His father, indeed, had 

risen to the grazing of his own flock, but 

only to fall into utter ruin ; and Hogg re- 

lates that at seven years old he was turned 

out to earn his own living as a cowherd, 

his year's wages in that capacity being am 

ewe Iamb and a pair of new shoes. One 

winter he had the luck to have a quarter's 

schooling, and this, with as much at some 

other time, was aJl the teaching be go^ 

from recognised sourcea And he went on 

tending cows and sheep till at eighteen he 

fell in with the ballads of Willie Wallace 

and the pastoral of the Gentle Shepherd, 

and so got a tmn towards letters > fox 

reading and writine seemed to C(mie to him 

by nature rather £an by instruction ; and 

so he took to making songs and ballads fo? 

the lasses to sing in chonuL Among 

the lasses he became known as Jamie the 

Poeter, but for long attained no higher 

fame, or wider rather; for what higher 

fame can a poet aspire to than the appre- 

ciation of the lasses of his acquaintance % ■

Jamie had never heard of Burns taU 

1797, a year after the poet's death, when 

Jamie himself was in his twenty-sixth 

year. His delight in Burns was tempered 

by a little natural jealousy. If a plough- 

man with his eyes in the furrow could 

attain such fame, what might not be exr 

pected from the genius of a shepherd with 

his days and nignts of meditation, bis eyes 

roaming far over bank and brae or watch- 

ing the stars in their courses % But ia this 

the shepherd was sadiv out of his reekonr ■
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ing, for after all he nerer rose much beyond 

the versifier. ■

Bat the maryel is that ^ith such scanty 

culture and in[ his thirty-eighth year, know- 

ing no more, as he says, of life or manners 

than a child, he shomd by sheer force of 

will and determination posh his way to 

sometiiing like literary success. ■

Where am I g&xm — I darena tell ; 

Alas 1 I hardly ken myseL 

There's something burning in mv hnm 

That leads me out this gate my lane. ■

The mairel, however, will be lessened 

when we consider what a strong and vigor- 

ous race, of what soundness of intellect 

and grasp of mind, is the peasant race on 

that wide stretch of varied country that 

lies between the Cheviots and the Gram- 

pians, a race that has preserved its visour 

unimpaired under the strict laws of kirk 

and session. But when we read of three 

shepherd lads of Ettrick Vale, of whom 

Jamie was one, sitting on the hillside and 

discussing tiie art of poetry, and resolving 

forthwith on a poetic competition which was 

to settle the merits of rhyme against blank 

verse, we are filled with amazement mixed 

with a certain amount of incredulity. ■

The Ettrick shepherd took the publishers 

by storm, if he did not make an equal im- 

pression on the public. He had a pleasant 

touch with a song, and knew the lilt of 

the Border ballad ; but he lacked the fire 

that should have lit up the rugged metre; it 

mi^htbuminhis bnan,butitdid not bum 

in his heart, as with the Ayrshire plough- 

man. And thus the shepherd is more than 

a little disappointing. Having done so 

much we wonder that he does no more, 

but the well-spring has exhausted its 

strength in reaching the surface, and lacks 

the power to overflow in a full, perennial 

streasL But on his own ground the shep- 

herd is always interesting ; the mischief is 

that he is too much the man of letters and 

not enough of the shepherd, when he takes 

pen in hand ; and we get tiie familiar tap 

of the big drum inst^ of the notes of 

the shepherd's oaten pipe, rarer and more 

sweetw ■

Our notions of Hogg as to his personality 

are mostly derived from the "Noctes" of 

Professor Wilson. Hogg appears with the 

accessories of haggis, whisky toddy, oysters, 

and all the apparatus of a Scotch sympo- 

sium, and Hogg's protests at the part he was 

made to play, and at the sentiments put into 

his mouth, and all this was part of the fun 

that delighted the conductors of Maga in 

tiuMe early days. It was a laughing, scroech- ■

ing time, all kinds oS jokes and mystifica- 

tions were flying about, of which the 

shepherd was often the subject ; but he 

was a distinct and powerful figure in the 

literary circle of Modem Athens, which m 

his time was in the fulness oi its power. ■

But Hogg never altogether abandoned 

his vocation, and strange to say, while he 

made a good deal of money out of hit 

books, idl things considered, he lost it 

again over his sheep. If for a while he 

lived among Uie wits in Edinburgh, edited, 

wrote, quarrelled fiercely, and spent gtj 

nights at the Forum with the jovial crew 

whose high jinks Scott has described with 

so much fOTce in Gc^ Mannering, if he 

was driven to this it was because his 

flock had been a failure, and no man would 

hire him again as a shepherd. But hii 

heart was tJways in Ettrick Yale, whose 

fairy folk had inspired some of his beit 

verses. ■

Old David spied on Wonf eU oone ■

A f aiiy band come riding on. ■

A lovelier troop was never seen. ■

Their steeds were white, their donblets green, ■

At every flowing mane was hnag ■

A silver bell that lightly rang. ■

Fast spur they on through bush and brake, ■

To Ettrick "Wood tiieir coarse they take. ■

The poet's desire was fulfilled befon 

long, for a worthy peer, one of the good 

old race of the Scotts of Bucdeuch, Daks 

Charles of that ilk, offered the Border 

minstrel a home, a house and farm rent 

free in the very heart of the poet's countiy 

and close by the Dowie Dens o' Yarrow. 

And now the shepherd at home appears as 

a homely and yet dignified figure, no more 

successful with his sheep thim of old, but 

making the publishers suffer — a lost srt 

that, of which Hogg was master — ^for^the 

murrain among the sheep. ■

And what days were tiiose upon the 

hills when the sheriff came among them, 

with something light to be done in Uie waj 

of quest or session, and then a hard giDop 

over the hills, full tilt on horsebodc, to 

hunt upsome old ruin or battered monu- 

ment. Walter Scott hunted antiquities with 

all the zest of a sportsman, and he iniuses 

some of his enthusiasm into the lairds and 

farmers, and set the shepherd lads on their 

mettle. To-day the auld kirk, the ruined 

abandoned kirk among the wilds is to be 

explored. There are rumours of an dd 

slab there which may reward the search of 

spade and pick. But nothing is found but 

an old iron pot, which the shirra'is in- 

clined to think may have been part of a 

helmet, but which from the traces within ■
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the fanners proBoanee to have been juat 

left there by tiie sheep-ahearera ; recalling 

the charter verse of Ettrick — ■

Green hills and waters blue, 

Grey pUids and tarry woo. ■

Bat all is fan and good-fellowdhip. The 

shirra' laaghs and jokes from mom till 

nighty and then is always ready for some 

promising bit of fan. "Sow he and the 

shepherd are ^'leistering kippers" on the 

Tweed — ^homing the water, as it is called. 

The disasters of the night, the leaky boat, 

and forgotten ta^barrel, all are sabjects for 

Scott's contagions laughter. Or he is sitting 

gravely, with his toddy in front of him, 

Borroonded by an eager knot of farmers, 

who in load voices are discassing over his 

shoulder the merits of long sheep or short 

ones. The shirra's joke sets their pows 

all wagging, whether they understand it or 

not. ■

Another kind of guest was Wordsworth, 

for whom the shepherd acted as guide and 

host to the bonny holms of Yarrow. In 

his gray russet suic and broad beaver, and 

with ms dry and cautious manner, the 

neighbours Uiink he is some horse-coper 

from over the fell, that their Jamie has got 

hold of ; the name, too, strengthens the im- 

{Hression, as it seems that one Wordsworth 

was a great dealer of the period, better 

known on the Borderside than the poet 

Wordsworth had already commemorated 

Yarrow Unvisited in a charming and 

spirited poem. ■

Let beeves and home-bred kin partake 

The sweets of Bum-mill meadow ; ■

The swan on still Saint Mary's Lake 

Float doable — swan and shadow I ■

We will not see them ; will not go ■

To-day, nor yet to-morrow ; 

Enough if in onr hearts we know ■

There's such a place as Yarrow. ■

Wordsworth's visit suggested the com- 

psaion poem, Yarrow Visited, which, as 

the shepherd remarks, with critical acumen, 

u not nearly so successful A result, too, 

for the she^erd was a cordial invitation to 

visit the Wordsworths at Rydal Mount, 

of which he availed himself so eagerly that 

he reached Bydal before his hosts had 

returned from their Scotch tour. But the 

visit was marred, and the humbler poet's 

amour propre wounded by an incident 

which may be termed the "triumphal 

areh" business, an incident variously told ; 

bat which the shepherd recounts substan- 

tially as follows. The scene is the terrace 

of Bydal Mount ; the time, a lovely even- 

ing of autumn; an autumn marked by ■

splendid displays of meteoric fire in the 

heavens. On this particular night, a 

radiant arch of lambent flame spanned the 

star-spriokled skies, and all' had turned 

out of the house to witness it The shep- 

herd watched the sight with Miss Words- 

worth on his arm, while Wordsworth, his 

wife, and De Qoincey formed a separate 

group. The poet's sister, a woman of rare, 

but somewhat troubled spirit, let fall some 

anxious words of the dire presages that 

these lights were supposed to bring. "Hoot, 

mem'M cried the shepherd in his jolly, 

boisterous tones, ^ it's jist a graun treiaum- 

phal arch in honour of the meeting of the 

poets ! " ■

The' saying smote the lofty self-revering 

poet of tihe Lakes as it were with a knife. 

" Poets, poets 1" he cried to his companions, 

" what does the fellow mean t Where are 

they 1 " The Ettrick bard did not hear 

the remark, and^ so far all was well ; but 

De Qoincey amiably lost no time in re- 

peating it, and it cut the poor shepherd to 

the quick. He never forgot it; could 

hardly forgive it, although it afterwards 

occurred to him that De Qoincey had pos- 

sibly invented the speech ; or, at all events, 

put the sting into it, a thing which might 

very well have happened. ■

The shepherd's pugnacity, however, is 

one of the salient features that marie him 

out as one of the good old Bovderers. He 

fancies that somebody bites his glove at 

him, and then out claymores and pistok. 

It was a characteristic fierceness which 

came down from old times, when a man, 

hungering for a fight, would hang his glove 

up in the parish church ; a chidlen^ for 

anybody who dared to take it down. Fietoe 

were the duels, too, in the old Border times. 

This very Vale of Yarrow owes, it is said, 

its melancholy associations to a duel be- 

tween two members of the same family of 

Seotts, one just married, or on the point of 

being married, the subject being some 

family dispute, and the result the death of 

the bridegroom or lover, while the bride 

that should have been throws herself into 

the stream and is drowned. ■

The legends of Yarrow, however, are 

various, and all of vague and doubtful 

purpose — ^a vagueness whfch, perhaps, ac- 

cords with the doubtful sweetness of the 

scene, depending more upon sympathy and 

a mind attuned to the surroundings than 

upon any distinctness of natural beauty. It 

is not for nothing that the sorrow of ancient 

days seems to rest like a mist upon the 

winding stream. ■

:» ■ 3 J ■
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Meek lorelinesB is round thee spread, ■

A softness still and holy ; 

The grace of iForest charms decayed ■

And pastoral melancholy. ■

And the Flower of Yarrow is equaUy 

vague and ansabstaniiaL Who was she 

after all ! For Wordsworth surely is wrong 

when he makes the Flower one of the mas- 

culine persuasioa Was she the bride of 

yestere'en i' the ballad, or the lass whose 

lover comes to woo with horse and hound 

^uid gay gosshawk 1 ■

Hepromised me a wedding ring, 

Tne wedding day was fixed to-morrow ; ■

Now he is wedfded to lus ^Te, 

Alas, his watery gprave m Yarrow ! ■

The tear shall never leave my cheek, 

No other youth shall be my marrow. ■

I'll seek thy body in the stream, 

And then with thee I'll sleep in Yarrow. ■

In itself, the valley so renowned in song 

and legend is a simple scene of low green 

hills, where a rivulet with bare grassy 

banks wanders through, "with uncontoolled 

meanderings," a scene which owes much of 

its pathos to its bare, peaceful simplicity. 

Lower down the stream finds its way 

through rich plantations of recent date, to 

where the shattered front of Newark's 

towers crowns the sylvan scene. ■

But the head of the stream, ■

By lone St. Mary*s silent lake, ■

affords the more characteristic prospect, ■

Shaggy with heath, but lonely bare. 

Nor tree, nor bush, nor brake is there ; ■

whUe the hills rise abruptly from the 

water's edge ; ■

And just a traoe of silver sand ■

Marks where the water meets the land. ■

And here with strange persistency, not- 

withstanding his Calvinistic leanings, the 

Scottish peasant still brings his dead, al- 

though the kirk, within whose precincts 

the graves are thicker than elsewhere, has 

been a ruin ever since the old faith was 

abolished in the land. Here it was that 

Scott^ in his youtii, half dreamed of some 

refiige for his weary age. ■

Here have I thought 'twere sweet to dwell. 

And rear again the ohaplain^s cell. 

Like that same peaceful hermita|;e 

Where Milton longed to spend his age. ■

And here peasants will still point out the 

wizard's grave; not of the great wizurd, 

Michael Scott, who lived, however, close 

by according to tradition in his tower of 

Oakwood, but of a more humble follower of 

his, a priest of the little chapelry : ■

That wizard priest's whose bones are thrust 

From company of holy dust. ■

Above are the wilds of the Merecleug^ ■

Head, along which a narrow track is still 

shown as we route of the Scottish King 

when he came to spread deatii and destnw- 

tion along ike Boiderside. ■

The King rode round the Merecleugfa head 

Booted and spurred, as we a' did see. ■

The round tower near the eastern end 

of the loch is Dryhope Castle. ■

Then ffaze on Dryhope's ruined tower, 

And tnink on Yarrow's faded Flower. ■

Another Flower of Yarrow in this case, 

one of the many claimants to the title, wis 

Mary Scott, who married Elliot of Mmto, 

and who faded only in due course of 

nature, as her descendants are alive at 

this day to testify. By Dryhope Tower 

opens out the valley of a tributary riU, 

within whose solitary recesses lies the 

solitary ruined peel of Henderland, where, 

as has been already told, Piers Cockboin 

was hanged by the King before his own 

threshold. ■

That night the spoilers ranged the vale 

By Dryhope Towers and Meggat Dale. ■

Miles away down the vale, passing New- 

ark Castle, where the wandering hiffper of 

Scott's lay was hospitably entertained bjtfae 

Duchess, we come to the meeting of the 

waters of Ettrick and Yarrow, and, in die 

angle of their junction lies Carterhai^b, 

famed as a meeting-place of the fuiy 

conclave. ■

Fair as the elves whom Jane saw 

By moonlight dance on Carterhaugh. ■

Famed too, in later years, as a meeting- 

place for the stout football players of the 

Border — a famous gathering having been 

held in 1815, when forthe last time, perhaps, 

and this only in mimic war, the banner of 

Buccleuch was raised — and the circom- 

staoce inspired one of the Ettrick shep- 

herd's lyrics. ■

Lower down the course of the united 

streams on the north bank, and just above 

Selkirk, is Philiphaagh, noted for the com- 

bat in which the rising star of the gallant 

Montrose was finally quenched in dsik- 

ness. Hitherto the career of Montrose 

had been a succession of brilliant viotovies, 

the last of which had made him the master 

of Scotland. For whOe the army of the 

Oo/enant had been fighting against Kio^ 

Charles in England, Montrose had raised 

Uie Highlands for the King, had hnmUed 

in the dust his hereditary foe Argyll 

and dispersed the hasty levies of theCofS- 

nanters. The great towns of Ssotland 

were his, and the loyal nobili^and|;entry 

of the country were zealously wofkmg tot ■

■^ ^ ■
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him ; and the time had now arrived in the 

jadgment of the brilliant commander when 

tie might lead his victorious army into 

England to the assistance of his royiJ 

master. True that the Highland's mdted 

away fromhim as his purpose becameknovm, 

but undismayed, and with the nucleus of 

a gallant army, Montrose pushed on to- 

wards the Borders, and was now with his 

cavalry quartered in Selkirk; while his 

infantry were encamped on the opposite 

side of the river on the plain of Philip- 

haagb. ■

But while many of the Border chiefs 

were loyal to the King, tiie peasantry were 

stem and rigid Covenanters to a man, nay, 

ahnost to a woman, for the very mistress 

of the tavern where Montrose was lodged 

ia said to have remarked in the presence of 

h^r guest, as she popped a sheep'St head 

into the cauldron, how dad she would be 

were that the head of Montrose. ■

At Selkirk lay Montrose, in perfect 

seoimty as he thought ; while if there had 

been a loyal herdsman or shepherd lad in 

the whole country side he might have been 

warned in time, and possibly have changed 

the result of the whole war. For in the 

meantime the lords of the Covenant, who 

were with the army in England, advised by 

their fugitive brethren of the disasters and 

despair of their brethren in the north, had 

dispatched David Lesley, a tried and 

veteran commander, with a picked force of 

about five thousand men, chiefly cavalry, 

the flower of the Covenant army, to make 

head against Montrose. This force crossed 

the Borders at Berwick, and hastened by 

forced marches towards Edinburgh, where 

Montrose was well content to leave them, 

intending to settle the matter on quite a 

different field. ■

But Lesley on his march, kept in full 

information by zealous volunteer scouts 

on every hand of his enemy's movements, 

suddenly changed his line of march when 

almost within sight of Edinburgh, and 

descending Gala Water encamped for the 

night at Melrose, within five miles in the 

rear of Montrose's position. But there was 

net a soul in all Selkirkshire, or in Box- 

burgh either, to warn the Boyalist chief of 

the near approiich of his foe. ■

The veiy elements conspired to the ruin 

of the King's cause, for next morning a 

thick mist overspread the whole country, 

and nothing could be discerned beyond a 

few yards' distance. Only the zealous aid 

of the country folk could have brought the 

armv e! Leslev within strikinsr distance. ■

and at the last moment it is said that 

Lesley was wandering hopelessly astray, 

when a small farmer of the neighbourhood, 

upon part of whose farm the Boyaluts 

were actually encamped, took the guidance 

of the troopa According to tradition, it 

was this man who suggests the manoeuvre 

by which the royal ^oops were to be over* 

whelmed. As the Border ballad has it : ■

But halve your men in equal parts ■

Your purpose to fulfil. 

Let ae ludf keep the water side, ■

The rest gae round the bill. ■

Montrose was busily writing despatches 

to the King, assuring him, so it is said, 

that his enemies in Dcotland were finally 

disposed of, when Uie sudden uproar from 

the camp, the rattle of musketry, and the 

roar of combat warned him of some serious 

affair in progress. Hastily assembling his 

cavalry he dashed across the river to the 

scene of danger, but only to find his army 

already defeated and flying in all direc- 

tions. In vain he strove to rally Us men 

and restore his rank of battie. His horse- 

men presently joined the flying crourd, and 

with a handful of men he galloped ofi up 

the Yale of Yarrow, having lost everything 

at one fell stroke, and being reduced within 

hardly an hour's space from being the 

master of Scotland, and the saviour of the 

monarchy, to the lot of a fugitive and 

outlaw. ■

We now come to the chief town of the 

county — chief and only town indeed. ■

In Selkirk famed in days of yore 

For sutors, but for heroes more. ■

A dull, little Scotch burgh, Selkirk pre- 

sents few outward attractions, but its his- 

tory is interesting, if only as an example 

of a municipality of artisans, who in the 

strength of their guilds and societies sus- 

tained themselves against the rude bar- 

barism that enclosed them on every side. 

Nor were these men mere slaves of the 

work-bench, but as ready for the fray as 

for the feast^ marching to battle under the 

banners of their guild and patron saint as 

readily as tihey turned out in civic pomp 

on a day of feasting and revelry. From 

the days of the Bruce Selkirk was proud to 

own itself a royal boroush. A hundred 

men of Selkirk followed weir King to the 

fatal field of Flodden ; the town clerk at 

the head of them, who was knighted by 

King James on the field of bat£l& But 

few of the band returned, and to punish 

the town for its daring the English burnt 

the whole place to the ground soon after 

Flodden. while the inhabitants tookrefuffe ■
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in the woods. Bat the guild of weavers 

loDg could show a knightly pennon which 

they boasted as a trophy of war, while to 

be a sutor of Selkirk was to be accounted 

next in prowess to a paladin of chivalry. ■

And for long in the north was Selkirk as 

famous as Cordova among the Latin races 

for its leather and its shoes. The trade has 

passed away to other centres of industry, 

but even now perhaps there are more sutors 

in Selkirk than in other towns of like 

population, and half a century ago there 

was an old rhyme current among the youth 

cl anti-sutorial sympathies : ■

Suton ane, Sutors tw», 

Sotora in the Baok-r«w. ■

And harmless as is this ditty in appearance 

it iras only necessary for some urchin to 

declaim it aft the top of his voice in the 

neighboarhood of tm Back-row to bring 

oat all the shoemakers of the place, and 

aU who did them lemce, like an angry 

swarm of bees. ■

Sutors and all turned out after Philip* 

hangh to plunder the camp of Montrose, 

after his defeat There was good looting 

about there, and the Selkirk men might 

well compare themselves to the Israelites 

when they fell upon the camp of the 

Assyrians. Rich robes, horses, arms, re- 

waided the skilful plunderers, but the 

Selkirk men missed the military chest 

of Montrose, which, according to tradition, 

was flung into the cottage of a miller and 

his wife by its bearer, hardly pressed in 

flight. Thrown off their bidance by the 

si^ht of all this money, the man and his 

wife began quarrelling as to the particular 

use they should put it to — the husband 

declaring he would buy an estate and 

become a laird, while the woman was 

equally decided upon some other project. 

The noise of their dispute attracted the 

attention of some of Lodey's soldiers who 

were riding by, and these, looking in upon 

the unruly pair, carried off the bone of 

contention, and divided the contents of the 

chest among themselves and their comrades. ■

Another ezdting day for Selkirk was in 

the year 1707, when news was brought to 

the town of a great fight going on in the 

meadows, and iJl the town rushed down to 

see it This was the famous Border duel 

between Pringle, of Crichton, and Walter 

Scott, of Baebum, uncle, or perhaps great- 

unde, to Sir Walter. The two young men 

had no apparent cause of quanrel, except 

that Scott had seen his antajronist bite lus 

glove in what he considered a menacing 

manner. If there waa a woman at the ■

bottom of the quarrel, some Flower of 

Ettrick or of Yarrow, her name was kepi 

out of the gossip of the period. The fight 

was with the national broadsword, ud 

lasted for hours with various tomi of 

interest, eagerly watched and commeated 

on by the spectators. Pringle woidd aore 

than once have closed the business bj an 

honourable reconciliation, but the sikei 

would not hear of it, and was run through 

the body for his pains, and so died on ibe 

field of combat ■

A good many years after this— in iad, 

in the '45 — the fome of the suton of 

SeUdrk brought them an unexpected and 

unwelcome otiet to supply the Prbee'i 

army with five hundred pairs of aboei, 

most of which were worn out on the 

famous march to Derby, tiie strsgg^ 

forces who returned being mostly ban- 

footed. And although the sutors no longer 

form the majority of the population—jet 

their ancient supremacy in the town hei 

left many traces in its manners and ooi- 

toms. Thus, until recent years, the ceie* 

mony of creating a bui^ess was accon^paaied 

by a typical act, which seems to soggeit 

that to be free of the town one must alio 

be free of the guild of sutors ; this b^ 

the meaning apparently of the ceremony 

of lickbg the bkse or bristles— which 

every man in the council did in turn, and 

the neophyte last of all — a ceremony not 

in any way to be avoided or evaded, nnleii 

by one of royal blood. ■

They have left their traditions too, theie 

sutors, most of which have been forgotten; 

but ^ere is one eerie tale which ie itill 

sometimes told of a sutor who, late one 

night, served a strange customer with a 

pair of shoes, which the man canied off 

under his ann. So strange and word 

was his appearance that tiie sutor followed 

him to see where he would ga To the 

lAoemaker's horror his customer mide 

straight for the churchyard and descended 

into [one of the craves. The cobhler 

had Us awl in his hand, and marked the 

place by sticking it into tiie ground.^ Next 

day the sutor told the story, and, wiA the 

assistance of the authorities, the grave wai 

opened, and there, sure enough, in a coffioi 

was the body of a man fresh and unchanged, 

while a pair of new shoes laid beside it 

The shoemaker took the shoes, wliich he 

thought he could turn to better use. Bat 

on the following night, at the same time) 

the same customer appeared in ateweriog 

rage, and reproaching the sutor for hii 

di^onesty, seized first his Aoes aid than ■

=ff ■
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the shoemakeTy and, flinging the latter 

across his shooldar, carried him off to the 

churchyard. There, next morning, the 

remiins of the unhappy sator were dis- 

coyered torn limb from limb. ■

Those shoemakers of old moat have had 

rather a morbid imagination, one would 

think, and if this is the best of their stories 

one can hardly regret that no more of them 

have come down to us. But we have been 

long enough about SeUdrk, and must fl^d 

our way oyer the hills to Dumfnea* ■

OLAUDLL ■

A WOBY IN FOTTR CHAPTERS. CHAPTEEt IV. ■

SsvEN years had gone by somehow: 

seven long^ monptoneus, desolate years. 

Loois Dumaresq had not thought of making 

any diangp in, them, he seemed incspaUe 

of the emrL ^e came home to the silent 

rooms erery night, and sat ^ he used to 

da Even the Olaode remained ii^ its 

irame, though |bl beantv was gone for ever, 

and the holes in it would have astonished 

and horrified any one, if ther« had been 

voj to see it» But I^ouis Dumaresq lived 

like a hermit and saw no one. ■

The only effort he had made, beyond 

jost the necessary routine of his work, was 

in t^ing to g^ a due to the whereabouts 

of his son. He enquired everywhere. He 

advertised; he employed detectives; he 

lisited every possible acquaintance who 

might know something of him ; but it was 

in vain. Clement Dumaresq had gone 

onder, as so many young men do, as c<nn- 

pletdy disappearing as if drowned in 

Lethe. The only thmg his father 

coolddisoover was that at the same time 

the girl ** Tillie " had vanished also, the 

concert hall knew her no more. He had 

made some discoveries about her, and they 

had given bin a pang of self-reproach. 

ThoQffh she sang at such a place, and 

mixed with the most doubtful company, 

no one had anything bad to say of the 

girl The mimager St the rooms declared 

that she was a "good little thing," k^t 

herwlf respectable, worked hard, vras kind 

to people^ and would "stand no nonsense. '' 

Be was very sorry to lose her, and had an 

idea she went off with the young fellow 

whowsasodever at the fiddle, and who 

called himself Dumas — ^he thought they 

ware mairied aod gone abroad,, and had no 

doubt they would get on if the young man 

k^t stea^yt as botii were xmcommonly 

clever. ,. ■

1(ie; JDumsresa itook back this infonna- ■

tion, and pondered it in his way. He 

seemed to see how his words about thia 

girl, whom Clement loved pw hi^ truly 

and purely, must have enraged him, haU 

vrild as he was already on that fatal nighV 

He well understood why he had disiap^. 

peered after what had happened. Clem^ 

had never bdieved in his father's affeotimi! 

or indulgenoe, he knew his severe idea of 

right and wronff, imd his extreme fondness, 

for the poor Ckude. After such a soeMi 

Clement would feel out off for ever fnwit 

his father's mnpathy, ie9 be Utile knew Im 

heart Indeed, Dumaresq had havdly 

known his own. He would not bm^. 

believed beforehand how entirely resent* 

ment and anger would have diedt even aft 

the.mutHnent ol the greatest iigury done 

him, and that a w<»naii's tenderness and. 

inexhaustible pi^ would take p oss esei aia . 

of it instead. It was as if the geatla 

mother had given Um her spirit He put 

away the remonbranee of the last phase of 

his boy's life^ he dwelt on his childhood 

and growing youth; on his brightness, the< 

flash <rf genius in himi his soft heart an4 

caressing ways; the old dogi of which h^ 

had been fond, cv^tinto hiafatberVi heetly 

thouffh he had never cared for animalsi: 

the old applewoman to whom Clement used: 

to give sixpences and chat with about 

"Oirdand," in his winning way^ was Btr>t 

prised' at the grave, grey gentleman stop** 

(Hng to talk and ^ving her a shilling otw 

and over again. When he sat abne. in 

the dim room he recalled the bearish voiee 

and laugh, the music ci the little old violin^ * 

the tune which he called the "CSaude 

tune " haunted his ear with a half iooth- 

ing persistenca The story of the son who* 

came home, and of the father who fell <mii 

his neck and kissed him, lay at his heart ■

One day in the beginnii^ of December, 

about five o'olodk, I^uis Dumaresq oamo. 

home. It was a Saturday, and he was 

earlier than usual He had nothing to do 

with his time, and did not care to spend^ift 

anywhere but in that old room, where* fK> 

many hours had worn themselvee away. 

Whatever h» opened the door he could not 

help, though he tried to do so sometimes^ 

letting his glance fall on the spoilt pietare» 

It hiul one gash through the sparklitig 

water, another through the group of daaciMt 

girls; yet the^lighS still caught it and 

brought out the soft mellowness of the . 

colouring: He got his books; be wa$ it> 

great r^der of all kinds of curious latent 

ture, and, finding in one of them a snbjeot 

which was susxestive to him« he icel. ai' ■
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piece of paper and sketched in black and 

white. ■

He WAS rather absorbed in his drawing, 

which took shape that pleased him, and 

whistled over it yeiy softly, as was his 

habit when he was designing. Suddenly 

the low whistle stopped. He raised his 

head qcuckly, and listened with a onrioas 

intensity of expression. It was only the 

distant sound of a street musician's fiddle 

that he eaa^ht What made all the 

muscles of his worn face quiver as the air 

was faintly borne in to him ! ■

He started to his feet, ran to the window 

and threw it open, letting in the damp and 

stnoky air, and, kneeling on the window- 

4U, stretched his head out, trying not only 

to hear bat to see. The tune was distinct 

now. It was a light and merry one ; but 

somehow the very lightness of it made it the 

more pathetic in the misty grayness of the 

London street. It was the tune which 

Olement had made years ago — '' to fit the 

picture," as he said. Dumareeq's heart 

beat audibly to himself, as the notes were 

repeated more distinctly. He knew in a 

moment that only one person in the world 

could play tbat tune, and that the time 

bad come at last for which he had hungered 

these weary years. ■

He left the window, forgetting to shut 

it, left the room door open too, so that the 

draught made the lamp on the table flicker 

and flare. He ran downstairs, as he had 

never run since he was a boy, opened the 

great heavy hall door, and went straight 

up ^o the wandering musician. He only 

saw his boy ; he never even noticed tbat 

a daric-eyed, curly-headed child was holding 

on to his coat with both her little hands ; 

holding on fondly to the one dear thing in ■

i ■

«< Clement— you've come home — at last, 

my boy f " the father panted out, breath- 

less with his haste. *' I've looked for you, 

wanted you all this while— come in— come 

in — out of this cold." 

I He had one hand in his, the other was 

holding the violin. He clasped the arm, 

however, since the hand was ftdl. He drew 

him towards the open door behind them. 

It was Clement; a moment would have 

aatisfied him of this if he had ever doubted ; 

but seven years of want and folly had 

wasted him to a shadow. Gemma's great 

eyes, as they had been in the last months 

of her life, looked out of his thin, brown, 

handsome young face, and if he had needed 

any appeal would have made his father's 

heart yearn over him. ■

'' But stay, father," the young man said, 

drawing back a moment to bring forwud 

the little figure half hidden behind him. 

'* Here is another come to ask you to take 

her in." ■

Dumaresq stooped and lifted her in his 

arms without a word. He led the waj, 

carrying the child, who trembled a little, 

but neither cried nor spoke. Clement fol- 

lowed him ; they went silently up the bmd 

dark staircase, silently entered the toom 

from which the young num had roshed 

seven years ago. Dumaresq drew the old- 

fashioned sofa dose to the fire, stinedit 

to a blaze, shut the window, and placed 

the child gently in one comer. Clement 

sank on the other ; he was too ezhaoBted 

in body for mentol emotion ; he^ only 

glanced up once at the ruined pictoiei 

The little girl called out with deUght it 

the warmth, and spread out her eager 

little hands to it She was still ahndder- 

ing with the cold, and with a certain aena* 

tive timidity which was not exactly diy- 

ness. Dumaresq stood a moment to look 

at her, as the firelight flashed on her small 

oval face, and was reflected in her wonder- 

ful dark eyes. He gave a aort of stifled 

cry at last, a hungry cry of delight ■

<< Clement," he said, " do you know) do 

you see f She has your mother's face !" ■

And kneeling down on the rug before 

her, he took the thin little arms and pat 

them round his neck; his grey hair toocbed 

her thick, crisp, dark curls ; he kissed hxx 

passionately. ■

Clement looked at them with a wiitfbl, 

melancholy smile. ■

" Yes, I saw that," he said ; « I think 

that was why I came. I thought I wooM 

give her to you, for I shan't stay long with 

her, and her mother^s dead. I felt that 1 

must come home and tell you." ■

'< Don't tell me anything yet," the iilheT 

said, turning from the child wilJh a geetoie, 

as if he would gladly have taken his ton 

into his arms too, only the long habit of 

reserve forbade. « I'll take it i3l— every- 

thing — for granted, at any rate till you're 

well Everything shall stop till then." ■

'' I shall never be well," the young mm 

answered indifferently; ''and nowthati'm 

home, and have seen you, I don't mmd 

about that The child's a good child— I 

give her to you." ■

Dumaresq sat down and took her on 

his knee. She leant her sleeny head 

on his breast; her little hand rested 

confidingly on his for the first time. 

Clement leant back as S he had come to ■

■
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the end of all strengtli and power of 

endnnuaee ; not unhappy or in pain, only 

worn oat His deep pathetic eyes were 

fixed on the pietnra He said in a low 

dreamy voice : "Ah, how often I've thought 

of it I The poor Claude you were so fond 

of, I couldn't face you again when I came 

to myself — it was too much ! " ■

"Clement 1" his father cried in an 

anguish of reproach. " As if it were more 

to me than you 1 " ■

"But, you see, I did not know. I 

thought I had quite done for myself. I 

did not know till now what you were, 

father. But something told me to come 

and bring the child, I believe. I tiiought 

she would make up for it all ; for the loss 

of that. I caU her Claudia." ■

Dumaresq stretched out the hand that 

had held the child, whose eyes had closed 

on his breast, and took lus son's in a close 

and tender grasp. They looked at each 

other sadly but fondly, and the long dis- 

trust, the unavailing remorse, the foUy, 

and the waste were forgotten in the first 

touch of souls which had never met before. ■

So without any formal explanations, and 

with but few words of any kind,. Clement 

and his child were taken to his father's 

heart and home. Each felt that it was not 

for long, but it was a peaceful and a gentle 

paoae before the parting. Clement 

watched, as day after day he lost a little 

of his poor remaining strength, how the 

child grew and flouruhed l&e a happily 

transplanted flower ; and he saw how she 

had won her way at once into the warmest 

mdhe of his father's heart. She made the 

quiet rooms gay with her innocent 

laughter; she had a thousand pretty 

winning ways and tricks of loving. A 

hand-to-mouth stru^Ie for existence had 

giren her docility and patience ; and she 

was bom with a sunny, loving heart Louis 

Dumaresq forgot the weary years between 

at times, and almost fiancied that this was his 

own little daughter — Gremma's daughter. 

His work was light now, for he had a 

purpose in it His money went to buy 

contorts for Clement; pretty Arocks, toys, 

trinkets for the little one. She never 

found him cold or stem; he had not a 

word of repression for her ; she had nothing 

but gentle looks and caressing tones — the 

^per nourishment for her sensitive, tender, 

litue souL It was Clement who was quiet 

and silent now ; his days of storm and sun- 

Bhine were over ; he waited calmly, and felt 

only tired. He had done little with his ■

^if t of genius ; but he could scarcely regret 

it, he was too languid for regrets. Only 

one last work he had set himself to do, and 

for that he braced all tiiat was left him of 

energy, and forced his weary spirits to his 

secret task. When it was done, and he 

put down his brush, he said : " Now I can 

rest ; there's nothing left to da" ■

That evening Dumaresq found his little 

Claudia waiting on the landing for him, 

trembling with eagerness, whi^ quivered 

all through her finely-strung frame. She 

seized his hand. ■

"Oh, I've been listening and waiting 

for you so long ! I thought' you wotdd 

never come 1 There's a surprise for you 

in there — ^father's surprise — and I've never 

told. I said I never would till it was 

done. Come, come, let me show it yon 1 " ■

He followed her as she pulled lum in 

with all her little strength, hurrying his 

step& He looked first, as he always did 

now, with anxious glances at his son, who 

was lying back on the sofa with his arms 

clasped behind his head. It gave him a 

pang to see how every day left him whiter, 

thinner, more brilliant-eyed. There were 

surely tears, too, behind the drooping lids. 

But Claudia drew his attention away. 

'' Look up ! " she cried, " over tihere. Not 

at fSather; the surprise is there!" And 

her little finger pointed above the mantel- 

piece where the Claude had hung, where 

the frame still hung, but enclosing no 

longer the «poOt landscape with its wreck 

of beauty. The frame held now a little 

wistful face surrounded by a mass of curls, 

an oval face with soft, deep, tender eyes, 

and a half open, half smiling mouth. ■

'< Clement!" his father said, and no 

more, his voice choked, and he put his 

hand over his eye& Claudia pulled at the 

other, crying in disappointed tones : ■

" Don't you like it f Aren't you pleased ! 

It's me, your little Claudia. I've kept the 

secret to surprise you. Father's painted 

me a little every day, and I've sat so stilL 

Don't you like me there, instead of the 

poor, pretty picture father spoilt when he 

was naughty, and he was so sorry about f 

Don't you like it, grandfather f " ■

He stooped and kissed her. ■

" Yes, yes, my little Claudia ; so much, 

I cannot talk about it It is the sweetest 

picture in the world." ■

He left the child, who tumed well pleased 

to her doll, and sat down beside Clement, 

putting his arm half shyly round his 

shoulders, thus half embracing him. ■

''I could not bear to see it always ■
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like that/' tiie son whispered, " it was too 

hatefol a reminder. I thought, I fancied 

if I could put her there instead, 70a would 

be pleased. Claudia instead of Claude," he 

added with a curious little smile. '' Will 

it do instead, father f " ■

" GUkI bless you, boy 1 You've made me 

very happy, and better days are coming 

— you can paint still. Youll make a man 

yet." ■

He did not see the silent shake of the 

head. Clement said nothing ; but he knew 

that the shadow was deepening, that his 

brush was laid down for ever, tut the rest 

he wanted was dose at hand. ■

''I have made it all up," he said to 

If with weacy satisfaction ; " I leave 

him Claudia." ■

BELZONI. ■

Bblzoni has not had half justice done to 

him. Morethanonewealthy traveller, who 

never attempted anything beyond going 

up tiie Nile ip his comfortable, weU-pro- 

visioned dahabieh, being hoisted on Arab 

shoulders to the top of the Great Pyra- 

mid, and taking a hasty glance at Luxor 

and the valley of the Tombs of the 

Kings, has, when he returned home, de- 

velopeid a taste for Egyptology ; and, after 

skimming the cream of half-a-dozen learned 

treatises, has written a book, and has got 

more talked of than the man who first 

made Egyptology possible for English 

people. Napoleon's French savans had 

done a good deal for science, but the way 

they went to work was not calculated to 

smooth the path of those who came after 

them. They had any amount of armed 

force at their back; and therefore those 

for whom armed force was not forthcoming 

would fare bat badly, especially among 

Arabs, whose commonest proverb is : " The 

stick came down from heaven." Never- 

theless, without any armed force whatso- 

evOT, Belzoni managed to do a great deal 

more than the French had done; while, con- 

sidering his antecedents, it is a marvel that 

he was able to do anything at alL ■

For Belzoni was an acrobat, and a giant 

to boot; the nott of man who at good, 

old-fashioned fairs exhibits inside the 

tent, while a man with a drum calls atten- 

tion to the inviting picture of him hanging 

up outside. He was bom in Padua in 1778, 

the son of a Boman barber who had settled 

in that city. At Bome he was brought up 

to be a monk, but, he remarks, " the sudden 

entry of the French altered the course of ■

my education." Monkery seemed at a 

discount, and the Bevolution madeyoimg 

men restless, and so, *' being destined to 

travel, I went off, and have been a wan- 

derer ever since." He came to England 

in 1803, and lived here nine years; Imt he 

does not tell us that during that time he 

went about the streets like the acrobaid 

my schoolboy days, who was often to be 

met with in void spaces around the. Tower 

or by Spitalfields Square, and who, afkei 

swallowing fire and pulling onttof hu 

mouth shavings enough to stuff a small 

sack, would appeal for addition^ bsok 

with the tempting assurance, never fnlfilled, 

— in my experience at least s ".Sizpenca 

more and up goes the donkfi^i" Thsrek 

a ^etch in we British MoBeurn (SadWi 

Wells, vol. ziv.) of Belzoni'-s booth at 

Camberwell and Bartholomew Easr in the 

same year in which he arrived in-Englani 

He was six feet seven in height, and 

correspondingly broad, with a pleasiDg &oe 

and winning manners— altogether »a itxf 

condbrtable, well-proportioned g^t^ sod 

as an acrobat he went about tne Iion^ 

streets and attended the London fain 

till he got an engagement at.Astkj'a. 

Here he ^K)eed both as Apollo juid ai 

Hercules, in tiie latter c^>acity wielding 

leaden weights beyond the ;power of 

ordinary men to lift. He also took to 

himself a wife of the same gigantic pro- 

portions, and when the season at AsUej'i 

was over the two went through ikigland ex- 

hibiting tliemselves, tiie husband tiyii^ to 

combine engineering with his mountebank'e 

work. He had studied hydraulics at Roma, 

and had really made some improvementa 

in water-engines, but he did not get modlk 

encouragement^ and the Hercules tiicb 

were very wearing. So in 1812 he msdoa 

tour of Spain and Portugal in the capaoii^ 

of Samson. From Malta he, and. his. wife 

embarked for Egypt in 1815, and there, to 

sum up his discoveries in his own/wordi, 

he *' succeeded in opening one of the two 

famous Pyramids of GhLsdi, as weU sa 

several of the tombs of the kings atXhebei 

One of these, pronounced by the beat 

scholiurs to be the tomb of Psaminnthis, ia 

the most perfect and splendid monumsni 

in that country. The celebrated bo*^ ^ 

the young Memnon, which I bsooght from 

Thebes, is now in the British MAseon; 

and the alabaster sarcophagus^ found in one 

of the tombs of the knogs, is on its* way to 

En^and. Near the Second Cataract of tha 

Nile I opened the temple of Ybsambol ; 

then journeyed to the coast ot the Bed ■

■
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Sea to the city of Berenice, and afterwards 

vmted the western oasis." That is the 

simple, unpretending record of nearly five 

years' hard work, accompanied with un- 

exampled success as a discoverer. When 

he got to Europe he found, he says, so 

many erroneous statements about his dis- 

coveries that he " felt bound to publish a 

plain statement of facts ; and if any one 

should call its correctness in question, I 

hope they will do it openly, that I may be 

able to prove the truth of my assertions." 

A little in the showman style this : " There's 

DO deception, gentlemen. You can step up 

snd see for yourselves ; and if you're not 

satisfied that it is as I say, why, you can 

have your money back again." He writes 

in English, " though the reader will with 

great propriety consider him guilty of 

temerity, because he would rather describe 

his prooeedtngs himself than run the risk 

of having bis meaning misrepresented by 

another." No doubt his acrobat life had 

something to do with his contentiousness ; 

while his want of education accounts for the 

prominence which he gives to his quarrels 

with French and Grerman interlopers, and to 

his suspicion of Mr. Salt» our consul, who 

supplied him with funds for removing the 

Hemnon. ■

These details detract from the pleasure 

of reading his book ; at the same time they 

show what real difScolties — smoothed away 

for explorers nowadays — he managed to 

lormountb ■

Bat how did he get his first start 1 He 

does not tell much, though he is not quite 

so reticent about his beginnings in Egypt 

as about his early b'fe in Engluid &>me 

say he <* tumbled " into favour with Me- 

hemet Ali, winning the heart of that rather 

grim sovereign by featsof agility. He, on the 

o(mtiary, says that what took him to Egypt 

was his hydraulic knowledge. He proposed, 

as so many since have done, to better the 

system of irrigation which has lasted since 

^e Pharaohs. It is quite certain that 

before long he got an order to set up an 

unproved hydraulic engine in the gardens 

of the Shubra Palace ; for Mehemet Ali 

wu wonderfully accessible to Europeans, 

and somehow Beizotd had an introduction 

to 11 Bsghos, the chief interpreter and di- 

sector of all foreign affairs. ■

When he landed in June, 1815, the plague 

Wis TSgbg in Alexandria, and he and his 

^6 were put in quarantine. ■

"Fortmouitely Su John's Day, when the 

PbgQe is supposed to cease» was not far 

^ is his remark on this trvin^ occasion : ■

and he explains that it is not the sainty 

bat the season, which checks the disease, 

great heat stampbg it out as effectually 

as cold. Their only anxiety was to hide 

the sickness which really did seize them 

both as soon as they got into their lodginga 

"Had it been known that we were ill, 

they'd have set us down as plague-stricken, 

killed us secundum artem, and added us to 

the tale of victims. Nobody, during the 

plague, is thought to die of anything eke.'^ ■

After the 24th they got away, and, 

passing Aboukir with its heaps of fresh 

human bones, settled at Boulak, close to 

Cairo, in a house so ruinous that' its con- 

dition stood them in good stead when the 

place was plundered by a party of miutinous 

troops. ■

While waiting to be presented to the 

Bashaw, Belzoni managed to see the sun 

rise from the ton of the Great Pyramid, and 

to visit those oi Saccara and Dajior, and to 

meet the great traveller BurcMiardt, a 

meeting to which we owe a |2;ood many of our 

best Egyptian antiques. Biding up to the 

citadel with M. Baghos to see Mehemet Ali, 

he admired " the majestic appearance of the 

Turkish soldiers ;" but soon found that looks 

are not everything, for one of these noble- 

looking fellows, passing on horseback, man- 

aged, out of pure spite, to cut two inches of 

flesh out of his leg wiUi the sharp comer of 

his shovel-like stirrup. The wound was so 

serious that it kept him prisoner a whole 

month; and when ''Ali Bashaw" noticed 

his limp and learned the cause, he simply 

said: ''such accidents will happen when 

troops are about." The soldiers just then 

hated the very look of a Frank, for Ali was 

trying to teach them European driU. There 

was a mutiny about this not long after, and 

the attempt had to be given up; the 

mutineers geting off scot-free, though 

Belzoni remarks that just then there came 

on an unaccountable mortality among the 

high officers of the army. ■

^y-and-by, after he had got into high 

favour with Ali, our traveller was nearly 

killed by a bimbashi, out of whose way he 

could not get^ a loaded camel filling up the 

streets The bimbashi (lieutenant) gave him 

a blow in the stomach, which he repaid by 

cutting him ovw the naked shoulders with 

his wmp. " The fellow then took out his 

pistoL I jumped off my ass ; but the shot 

singed the hiur near my right ear, and 

killed one of his own soldiers, who was 

getting behind me. He took out a second 

pistol ; but his own men disarmed him.'* 

This was a narrow escane : for iust then ■
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tiie daughter of Chevalier Bocty, Swedish 

eoiifiiil-^eiieral, was riding with a party of 

ladies, ner mother among them, to get a 

bath, when a soldier shot her dead oat of 

pore wantonness. ■

There was great troable in getting his 

machine, which was to do with one ox as 

much as the native engines did with four, 

set up. Nobody would work for him ; the 

smiths and carpenters argued that, if he 

succeeded, where three engines were used 

there would be only need for one, and so 

their trade would suffer. Still he persevered, 

though the sight of a hydraulic machine, 

worth £10,000, which had been sent out 

as a present to Ali, and was qtdetly allowed 

to rust away where it had been unpacked, 

was not encouraging. Belzoni's engine, 

however, did begin work in the presence of 

Ali and a body of experts ; and everybody 

admitted that it did at least as much work 

as four of the machines in use. '' But then," 

said the Pasha, '4t'll cost four times as 

much;" and the deputy-governors, who 

would only have the control of 100 oxen, 

and a man to each ox, where now they had 

400, were determined that it should not come 

into use. Mehemet's love of practical jokes, 

however, settled the question. A man 

who spent all his time with buffoons, and 

had been more pleased with the shock that 

Belzoni gave him after he had repaired an 

electrical machine that had long been lying 

useless, than with all his irrigation plans, 

thought nothing of ordering the oxen in 

the wheel to be replaced by men. Fifteen 

were put in, and along with them would ■

gCurtin, the young Irish lad whom 

Izoni had taken with him from England. 

But the moment the thing moved, out 

jumped all the Arabs, and of course the 

weieht of the water sent the wheel spinning 

backwards so rapidly that the catch couldn't 

hold it Curtin was thrown out and got 

a broken thigh, ''and would have been 

crushed to death had not I managed to stop 

the engine." This accident was fatal : ** It 

was not the will of Allah that the Frank 

machine should go on working in Egypt" 

The question now was : should he go 

back to Europe, or take the opportunity of 

seeing some of the wonders of the land f 

He would have to economise ; for, unlike 

his successors, Mehemet was a bad pay- 

master. ''All that was due to me from 

the Bashaw was consigned to oblivion;" 

and Consuls-Greneral in those days were not 

powerful enough to enforce even a just 

claim. He counted the cost, and found 

that he could manage to go— of course I ■

with Mrs. Belzoni — ^to Assouan and back; 

but when he went to Mr. Salt, ourCoDBul- 

Q^neral, for a firman, the Consal uked 

him if he would undertake to convey to 

Alexandria the bust of "the little Menmoo/' 

which had been lying inside a temple at 

Goumou near Thebes, ever since the 

French severed it from its body with the 

view of carrying it off Belzoni is very 

anxious to prove that he got from Silt 

none of his personal expenses, nothing but 

the bare cost of getting the bust to the 

water's edge and putting it on board ; and 

of this he said that Burckhardt, who hid 

long been trying to persuade Ali to send 

the thing as a present to the Prinoe 

Regent, told Mr. Salt he wonld pay haU. 

Salt's letter, given at full length, is cer- 

tainly — as poor Belzoni says — "in an 

assuming" (and amusingly dictatorial) 

" style," but there is not a word in it aboa( 

payment to the explorer. Be this as it 

may, Belzoni's work is an instance of what 

tact and imperturbable good-humour will 

accomplish in spite of every kind of draw- 

back. The French ex-consul, Dronetti, was 

very anxious to send the Menmon to its 

oHginal destination, the Louvre ; and he 

managed, by small presents, to make 

Cacheffs and Kaimakims thwart Belsoni 

in all sorts of ways, even to the extent of 

putting in chains the workmen with whom 

they themselves had provided him. ■

It was very provoking. The Nile was 

beginning to rise; and, umesa the Memnoo 

could be speedily moved to the causeway 

by the river, there would be no chance of 

getting it off till next year. There wai 

Belzoni, marvelling at Thebes, " that City 

of Giants,'' in a hut in which he had placed 

his wife, fretting himself into an intermit- 

tent fever at the trickery and delays, at last 

getting together a few men, who all Uiongfat 

the bust must be full of gold, and proposed 

to blow it in pieces instead of dragging it 

along. Then came the triumph of moviog 

it a few feet, and the joy of tilting it on to 

the cart, which his Greek carpenter had pre- 

pared for it I Itgoes&teadUyon,notmaiaDg 

much way, for it is Bamadan, and the 

wonder is how the poor fellaheen can work 

at all when they don't taste food till son- 

down. The river is not far off; they have 

reached the middle of the marsh which lies 

between it and Goumou, when, one morn- 

ing, not a man appears. " How is tiikt It 

means absolute ruin. If the water comes 

up while we're in this soft ground, Hem- 

non will get embedded so deeply that iD 

the Bashaw's men — they don't use draught ■

■
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honeB out there — ^won't be able to get. him 

oat again. Bah! these Bmooth-spoken 

Torks are all the politer the more deter- 

mined they are not to do what they 

promisa" Happily, Mr& Belzoni's health 

Wis splendid, far better than her hns- 

band'a She hadn't got young Memnon on 

her mind, and *' she was constantly among 

the women in the tombs/' learning the 

" Manners and Costoms/' which form sach 

an interesting appendix to her hnsbuid's 

book. So Ae oonld be safely left while 

Belxoni crossed to Loxor, in quest of " that 

rogue of a Ejdmakan, who had ordered the 

feUahs not to work for the Christian dogs 

any longer." This time the Kaimakan was 

the yery reverse of polite ; he exhausted on 

the mothers of the whole of Frangistan all 

the flowers of Eastern Billingsgate ; and, 

enoouraged by Belzoni's patience, " for my 

patience was great," he tried to lay hands 

on him, and, when the good-humoured giant 

rasisted, actually drew his sword. This was 

going too far. <' Before he could think of 

his pistols I had seized and disarmed him, 

my janizary taking up the weapons, and 

after keeping the fellow in the comer, kneel- 

ing on his stomach and giving him a good 

shaking, I said I shoiUd send lus arms to 

Cairo to show the Bashaw how his orders 

were executed." The Kaimakan thereupon 

became very humble, and said he was only 

domg as the Cacheff bade him ; so off went 

Belzoni to Erments, and ooming in just at 

dinner-time had to take his part in the 

scramble for roast mutton and pilau, at 

whidi Hadjis and Santons went with 

sleeyes tucked up to tixe elbows. <<The 

men must work for the Bashaw," said the 

Cacheff^ when with the coffee came the 

time for opening up the subject. "Be 

content till next season." ''Very well; 

you refuse, and 111 get men from Luxor, 

and then you'll lose me merit of helping in 

the work. To Luxor 1*11 return this very 

night" " Nor need you fear the night 

journey with such a fine pair of English 

pistols as those in your belt" ''They 

are yours, Cacheff, if you please ; but IVe 

written to Cairo for a far finer pair, which 

are on their way to you." ■

The Cacheff put his hands on my knees, 

and saying : " We shall be friends," dictated 

a firman for all the men Belzoni wanted 

and sealed it forthwith. And so, despite 

Drouetti, the statae was got to the Nile 

bank before the waters had risen. ■

While waiting for a big boat to put it in, 

Belzoni felt he must see something more 

L of Ezvntian wonders : and so. passincr ■

Ombos, Dakke, and all the now well-known 

places " where the fellahs' huts inside the 

temples look as mean as wasps' nests," he 

gets to Yb8ambul(Abu-Simbel they nowcall 

it), with the six colossi, each 30 feet high, 

sitting at its doorway. The doorway was 

so blocked with sand, that not tiU his 

second voyage, when he had the help of 

Captains Irbv and Mangles and Mr. 

Beechey, did be manage to get inside. In 

the British Museum as it was (I don't 

know how it is now), the walls of an up- 

stairs Egyptian room were covered wiUi 

frescoes worked up from the sketches which 

Belzoni copied under difficulties (with the 

thermometer at 1 30 deg. ) in one of ttie rooms 

in this temple. This opening up of the great 

temple he thought a grand triumph ; for 

everything had to be done by influence, 

money beinff of little use up there in Nubia. 

When he held up a piastre the sheiks 

laughed and said : " Who'll give six grains 

of dhourra for a bit of iron like that f " One 

thing was in his favour — ^the people had 

none of the Arab fear of the supernatural 

'' They are so accustomed to be among the 

mummies, that they think no more of 

sitting on them than on the skins of their 

dead calves. I, too, became indifferent about 

them at last, and would have slept in a 

mummy-pit just as readily as out of it." ■

This time the temple remained sealed ; 

and Mr. and Mrs. Belsoni made their way 

up to the Second Cataract, sleeping on one 

of the islands, among a strangely primitive 

people, to whom a looking-glass was a mar- 

vel of marvels. On his way down, Belzoni 

landed at Philoe, and found that a beauti- 

ful bas-relief eroup of sixteen blocks ot 

stone, of which he had taken possession 

and which he had cut thin for convenience 

of shipment, had been mutilated by some 

rival curio-hunter, who had scrawled 

''operation manqu6e" on several of 

the blocks. "Drouetti again, or one of 

his agents"; and Belzoni's endeavours 

to brin^ them to justice for this and 

other misdeeds, take up a good deal of 

his second volume. Indeed this Drouetti 

business so worried him that his last 

word, in September 1819, was: "Th^c 

God, we are embarked for Europe; not 

that I dislike the country, on the contrary, 

I've reason to be grateful Nor do I com- 

plain of Turks and Arabs in general, but 

of some Earopeans out there, whose con- 

duct and mode of thinking are a disgrace 

to human nature." Unhappily the number 

of such scoundrel Franks is increased several 

hundredfold since Belzoni's day ; they are ■

' ■

■

' ■

■

I ■
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a corse to Egypt and a reproach to Christi- 

anity. ^ What astonishes me is how the Ko- 

man barber's son picked up English enough 

to write so flaently, unless indeed he was 

helped by Mrs. B., who, when he went a 

second time up the Nile, said: "Go to Thebes 

again I would not/'and who actually managed ■

i while he was gone) to see Syriaand the Holy 

jand, getting into the temple at Jerusalem 

(the Mosque of Omar, of which she gives a 

plan), and losing her shoes in so doing. Any- 

how, her style is very like his in its bitter- 

ness ; she talks of " a countryman of mine" 

{who had laughed at her stories about 

Nubian women), as one ''whose merit lies 

in low buffoonery, caricaturing, and imita- 

ting like a monkey those in whose company 

he has been, particularly unprotected fe- 

males and old men.'' ■

There is plenty more in Belzoni's book 

— ^how he moved out of the tomb of Seti I, 

at Kamak, the splendid alabaster sar- 

cophagus for which Sir J. Soane (in whose 

Museum it is) gave bim £2,000; how 

he hit on a door in the Second Pyramid 

of Ghizeh, which, since Herodotus's day, 

had been supposed to be solid, and found 

in it the sarcophagus of Ghephrenes ; how 

he got from Philoe island and sent down 

as ur as Bosetta the big obelisk which Dr. 

Erasmus Wilson afterwards brought to the 

Thames Embankment, and this despite the 

mishap of seeing the pier, from which it 

was to be shipped, slip down into the Nile — 

obelisk and aiL All tips is told in his pleasant 

way, with much vituperation of "Bossignano 

the Renegade" and his master, Drouetti, 

and some signs of jealousy because Consul 

Salt got so much glory out of matters in 

which all the hard work had been his. ■

He is specially proud of his trip to the 

Bed Sea and identification of the City of 

Berenice; and he insists that the oasis 

which he visited was really that of Jupiter 

Ammon. There he had to tell the sheiks, 

who had heard of hi9 finding in one temple 

a golden cock filled with precious stones, 

that he was not come for treasure, but to 

ascertain, by collecting inscribed stones, 

whether the ancestors of his nation had or 

had not come from those parts. ■

Visiting Italy on his way back to England, 

he was made much of by the Paduans, to 

whom he gave two Egyptian statues. They 

set up a monument to him and struck a 

gold medal (now in the British Museum) ■

* **For the Land of 3gypt is all® fwU© of Devyla 

and Fiendes that were clepen Bondholders." — Mr. 

lifmg to Sir J. MaundeviUe in " Letters to Dead 

Authors." ■

with a commemorative inscription. In 

England he opened the Egyptisn Et^ 

and therein exhibited a model, from driv- 

ings and wax impressions, of tiie two 

chambers of Seti's tomb. This wasaboex- 

hibited in Paris, where nobody paid modi 

attention to it. At Berlin, however, hii 

idea was acted upon — ^the Egyptian muwom 

there la partiy underground and ezictiy 

represents a series of tomb diambers. 

Taken in hand by that art-patron, the Doke 

of Sussex, Belzoni might have lived ia 

honourable comfort in England ; bat rack 

a man, whose suspicion of Mr. Salt shows 

eccentricity, if not wrong-headedness, codd 

not rest quietly. " Destined to travel," he 

determined to prove the old theory that 

the Nile and Niger are one river; and 

getting funds from tiie firm of Bri^ i\ 

Alexandria, and failing to obtain leave to 

go through Morocco, he began from Cipe 

Coast, the King of Benin giving him hk 

royal stick in sign of full authority. Bat 

Mrs. Belzoni was not there to look aftsr 

him, and he died of dysentery at Otto, in 

December, 1823. ■

Considering Belzoni's ori^, one eannot 

help rating him as the most extraoidmaiy 

of Egyptologists. He opened the load 

for Lepsius, Mariette, Brugseh Bey, tod 

the rest; and the genial way in which 

he accepted his early position in EDgbod 

without accepting degradation along with 

it (as too many Englishmen would hawedooe 

under like circumstances), doing hit best 

as a mountebank, yet never losing i^ht of 

better things, contains a wholesome lesson ■

By THEO gift. ■

Author cif** La Lfnimer,"" An Aim and iU Prite," ■

StCtEtc ■

CHAPTER XVL 

"ON ALL SIDES SORE BESET." ■

" Vera, is that you, my dear f Wh»t 

a long time you have been out to4ayl 

I've been watching for you to come in thii 

half hour. Your papa wants you." ■

It was getting hX% in November; the 

sapphire blue summer sea had been ex- 

changed for grey, foam-capped waves, 

which raged and thundered against the 

black rocks of Penmarc'he and the Poiote 

du Baz, and on stormy days made ^e 

echoes of their roaring heard as far as Lei 

Ch^taigniers and even Pont FAbb^ Tlie 

heather had shed all its pretty purple bells, 

and only a solitary yellow flower showed 

here and there on the gorse bashes dottiog ■

•=1!= ■
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the wide mooilaiid stretches, made weird 

and RijBtic hj the presence of strange, 

grim-looking menhirs, monuments of a past 

age, baring their heads against a windy 

sky, and keeping their strong feet warm 

with withered bracken and silvered moss. ■

Vera's daily walk, however, led her for 

choice along the lanes where there was at 

least shelter to be had, and where, now 

and agun, the fading oak-leaves in the 

hedgerow above flozi^g out a golden wreath, 

and, mingling with the blood-red streamers 

of wild raspberry and blackberry branches, 

lent a touch of colour to the landscape 

which would have delighted an artist's eye. 

They gave little comfort to Vera, however, 

and ^e was looking chilled and tired as 

she came into the hall, and dropped wearily 

on to the nearest chair in order that P'tit- 

Jean, who, unsuspected little traitor that 

he was, was specially deputed by Madame to 

attend the jotmg lady in her walks, might 

remove her goloshes. Her mother^s words 

made her look up with a nervotis start ■

" Papa wants me, mamma 1 What for! 

I haven't done anything to vex him, have 

I!" ■

"Why, what should make you think so, 

you foolidi child f " ■

Bat though Madame smiled as she asked 

the question, the merriment was deddedly 

forced, and therie was a paleness in her 

cheeks and a curious twitching about the 

month which^' had Vera noticed them, 

td^t have roused her wonder. ''Ton 

are always &ncying evils beforehand. Vera ; 

bat just now I beUeve your papa has some- 

thing very — very pleasant to say to yoa 

So oome along witii me, and don't look 

{lightened.'* >> • ■

"Mamma 1" cried Vera. In a moment 

the blood had rushed into her pale face 

making it scarlet A vision of Marstland 

in tihe study/ of her father relenting and 

telling them -to be happy, rose before her 

and dazzled hereyes. She could hardly 

speak. " Mamma, oh, is it " ■

"Tou are* not to ask me what it is. 

Yoor papa irill tell yon. But, Indeed, 

Vera, it is great good fortune, and I hope 

yon wOl feel it so," Madame St Laurent 

said impressively; but her voice shook, 

and though Ae came beside her daughter 

snd smoothed her hair, which the wind 

had nunpled, riie did not look at her, and 

seemed to. a^oid the touch of the girl's 

appealing hand. ■

"Come, dear," she said with a curious 

catch in her breath, which even Vera 

itotieed with increasing excitement, and ■

led the way quickly to her husband's 

study at the back of the house. ■

There was no Marstland there at all 

events, and the room looked comfortless 

enough, with no fire, and the uncurtained 

windows staring out on a vista of untidy 

k"ba8se-cour," dilapidated hay-ricks, and 

grey sky, while M. St Laurent himself, 

clad in an old dressing-gown and with his 

feet on a " chaufferette," scarcely wore as 

promising an aspect as his wife's words 

foretold ; but as Vera entered, looking about 

her with wide, eager eyes, and a rapidly 

beating heart, he smiled in what was cer- 

tainly meant to be an encouraging manner, 

and said, with even an attempt atjoviality : ■

"Eh, well, little cat, so here you are! 

And what have you to say for yourself, 

for I suppose you know very well what I 

have seht for you f or f " ■

''Papa, have you consented t" cried 

Vera huskily. It was cruel The girl's 

expression was lovely at the mon^ent ; her 

eyes at once radiant and suffused ; her lips 

apart; the pink colour, coming and going 

in her cheek. Even Madame, cold as she 

was, could not bear to look at her, but bent 

nervously over the knitting which she had 

taken up on seating herself Only Monsieur 

remained unmoved, and observed jocularly : ■

" Consented ! Ma fb! ! one is not left 

much choice when it is a question of one's 

daughter becomhig a Oountess, and one of 

the richest women in Finisterre. Ah, the 

poor old father and mother will be put in 

the shade entirely. They have done what 

they could for their child hitherto, and 

now it is she to condescend to them ; but 

there 1 she is a good girl with all her little 

faults, and parents must not be selfish. 

My daughter, I congratulate you 1 * ■

Vera had put out one hand to the nearest 

chair as if for support. It was an involun- 

tary' movement, a grasping at anything by 

which she could hold in that moment of 

reaction in which a great gulf appeared to 

open before her ; a gulf across which she 

seemed to see, not Marstland's face any 

longer, but the Count's, with that look in 

it from which — while not even comprehend- 

ing its meaning — she had shrunk with in- 

stinctive repugnance. A mist came over her 

eyes, so tender in their bashful joyousness 

a moment back, and she stammered out : ■

" Papa, I — I don't understand." ■

'' Not understand ! Nay, then, fillette, 

there is no need to affect that little air of 

astonishment with your parents. It will 

be very pretty and in the right place for 

the Count when he comes ; but you are ■

^ ■
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not a 'b6b^' to have misunderstood his 

attentions to 70a of late ; though perhaps 

you were hardly prepared to hear already 

that he has done you the honour of pro- 

posing to us for your hand." ■

<'For me ! The Count ! Oh, papa» he 

can't really mean it 1 " Vera cried incredu-^ 

lously. " Why, he is quite — quite old 1 

He hias always been your friend." ■

Her father's lips curled ironically. Poor 

Vera had a knack of saying the wrong 

thing with him. ■

''All the better reason for his being 

yours, my dear. A sensible girl finds her 

best friends among those who are her 

father's already. It is a tribute to both of 

us, that having been my best friend so long 

the Count should now wish to make him- 

self yours; and I hope you will thank him 

for it in your prettiest style when he comes 

to you this evening for his answer." ■

" I ought to thank him, I suppose ; but 

— but what do you mean by my ' answer/ 

papa f " Vera asked, her eyes beginning to ■

fill and her h'ps to iuremble. " I can't ■

he must know I can't do anything but 

thank him. I " ■

''And nothing more is required of you, 

petite," Monsieur interrupted blandly. 

" The word was in truth a silly one, seeing 

that we, your parents, and tiie only persons 

having the right to dispose of your hand, 

have already answered him and in the one 

way possible. The Count is a man of the 

world, and can appreciate the modesty 

proper to a young lady in your position. 

It is a great thing for a little girl like you 

to become a Countess, Vera." ■

" Yes, I know, but I couldn't — I couldn't ■

Indeed, I am sure he means to be ■

kind," Vera faltered, the tears coming fast 

now; " but I don't want to be great, and I 

never thought of him for a moment in that 

way. I never could. Papa, you know ■

'*I knowf Truly, Mademoiselle, you 

pa^ too great a compliment to my per- 

spicuity, and I must ask you to explain 

yourself. I call you here to inform you of 

the happy and prosperous future in store for 

you — one indeed which will cause you to be 

the envy of every girl in the department — 

and in reply you make me a scene 1 See 

now, I am not fond of scenes ; but you are 

young, and young girls are apt to be silly 

and hysterical when taken by surprise. I 

am willing therefore to believe that you 

were surprised a moment back ; but now 

that you have had time to reflect and take 

in the good fortune proposed to you, I ■

should like to hear what you have agaiiul 

it, or more particularly against the Comte de 

MaiUy in the character of your husband. 

It appears to me that you have been yeiy 

willing to receive him in that of an 

admirer." ■

Vera's cheeks were crimson. ■

"Papa, indeed I never intended to do 

so. I never thought or dreamt of lach 1 

thing. Why, he has been coming hero so 

long, ever since I was a little girL I 

thought it was to see you only. How 

could I fancy anything else 1 " ■

" Ah, bah 1 Girls have fancies whidi 

they do not always confess, even to their 

directors; though, by-the-way, you, poor 

unfortunate, have not got one. 'Sem 

mind, the Count will alter all that, I daie 

say, and a good thing too. At any ratekt 

there be no fancies now. I, your father, 

tell you in so many words that this gentle- 

man, your oldest friend as you say, wishes 

to marry you* Your moUier and I hsTS 

given our consent. All you have got to 

do is to repeat it in whatever pretty voids 

occur to you. Yoilk, the afifair is settlei 

That will do." ■

" But I cannot — ^I cannot. Oh, mamas, 

won't you spei& to papa for me t " Ten 

exclaimed, crouching suddenly down by her 

mothei^ and clinging to her. "If ithsd 

been earlier even, before — ^butnowyouknow 

it is impossible ; that he — ^Dr. Marstlsnd 

cared for me first Oh ! I know yon sent 

him away, and I have tried not to fret, tobs 

patient I thought if we waited— tf 70a 

ever knew him better — ^I could never; 

never marry anyone else." ■

Vera's voice was choked in weeping, and 

Madame St Laurent, putting one arm 

round her, looked appeidingly at her hos- 

band. He only answered tiie mute en- 

treaty, however, with an angry stare, and, 

turning to Vera, said, in a tone of bitiog 

sarcasm more cutting tiian a lash: "So, 

Mademoiselle, this is the secret of your ex- 

traordinary conduct 1 You are stUl then 

thinking of that adventurer whom I chased 

from my house long enough ago^ as I 

hoped, for you to have forgotten ms nais^ 

even if sluune did not prevent you from 

recalling it But you, it seems, have neither 

shame nor decency, and it is I who have 

to blush for my daughter — my danghtsr 

who has the harainess to tell me that she 

waits — waits for a man she has seen half*- 

dozen times ; an impertinent wh > was pro- 

bably amusing himself with her, and who 

has been kicked out of her father's hooae 

for his presumption 1 If a man of honear ■
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like De Mailly were to hear this, it might 

well be that he would withdraw from his 

offer altogether, and " ■

"Oh, papa, papa 1 bat he ought to hear 

it ; he ought to know ; he must ! '' cried 

Vera, lifting her head quickly from her 

mother's knees, and speaking with a kind 

of trembling, desperate eagerness which 

foond a momentary support in the mere 

feel of the maternal arm which was still 

sronnd her. *'It would not be right to ■

let him think that I — that I and I ■

cannot help it It was before I knew ■

and I know — I know that he is waiting ■

toa I could never Mamma, won't ■

you have pity f Won't you tell him t Oh, 

you must know I — I couldn't be — shame- 

less as papa says I " ■

The girl had broken down altogether. 

She was shaking all over, cold as ice, and 

Bobbing in great gasps like some drowning 

ereature. Madame St. Laurent almost 

lifted her on to her feet, and, turning to 

her husband, said imploringly : ■

" St. Laurent, let me take her away. It 

is no good saying anything more while she 

ifl in this excited state. She will see 

things differently afterwards, when I have 

talked to her a littla Come, Vera; hush 1 

Your papa will let you go to your room 

for awhile." ■

She led the girl away as she spoke, em- 

boldened by getting no more decided nega- 

Uve from her husband than an angry 

growl ; but directly they were outside the 

doorVera's unwonted agitation overcame 

her. She turned faint, and her mother 

had to call Joanna, and between them to 

eany her to bed. ■

It was palpably impossible to say any 

moite to her either then, or when, the faint- 

ness having passed off, the girl's over- 

stnuned nerves found vent in hysterical 

weeping. Even Joanna observed that it 

woud be " sheer cruelty to go on at her 

again that afternoon, at any rate; least- 

ways, unless tiiey wanted to drive the 

child into a fever." But as, under these 

drcomstances, it was equally impossible for 

her to receive the Count that evening, as 

had been intended, it became necessary for 

M. St Laurent to go over to Mailly and 

pat his friend ofi^ on the plea of Yera's 

illness, a severe chill — ^it was decided to 

call it— caught during her walk in the 

hmes that afternoon. ■

For the rest of that dav, therefore, Vera 

was 1^ in peace, and allowed to stay in 

her room, where she spent the time lying 

om her bed. ervinir sometimes over this ■

unlooked-for complication in her fate ; but 

at others thanking God, in her ignorance, 

at having, as she thought, got over it with 

no worse result, and even a little proud at 

having found courage to do battle, however 

feeb^, for the love to which she had 

pledged herself. One appeal for sympathy 

she did make; not to her mother, who 

after the work of restoring her had been 

partially successful, kept away from the 

room, as if on purpose to avoid further 

words on the subject, but to Joanna who 

brought her up her dinner, rather invitingly 

set out on a little tray, and insisted on 

cuddling her up in a big shawl while she 

ate it, observing, in a gruffly good-natured 

way, that it was no use for fol^ to be sick 

or starve themselves because they made 

other folks angry with theuL ■

Vera lookea up, her cheeks a moment 

back so pale, blushing vividly. ■

'* Is papa still so angry then % " she asked 

nervously. " I suppose you know why it 

is — that mamma has told you % " ■

" I didn't need your ma to tell me. Vera. 

Of course I know. Your pa has made up 

a fine match for you, and you're sillv 

enough not to be pleased with it It s 

enough to make anyone angry. Why, lor* 

bless the child 1 what more d'you want % " ■

" I don't want the County" said Vera de- 

cisively. " Why, Joanna, I wonder at you. 

He's nearly as old as papa, and so stout and 

bald 1 I don't believe anyone would have 

dreamt of his wanting to marry a girl like 

me. Now would they truly, Joanna % Is 

it even natural 1" ■

"I don't know anything about 'natural,'" 

said Joanna with some embarrassment; 

"but as to dreaminff, I've never dreamt of 

anything else this long time ; nor I don't 

suppose has anyone in the neighbourhood. 

Where were your own eyes. Vera, not to 

see it for yourself t And I thought you 

did see it You've seemed to Iook to his 

visits a good deal of late." ■

" Because they made papa more cheerful, 

and because, when it is so dull, any visitor 

is pleasant," said Vera with doleful frank- 

ness. '' I should never have cared to see 

him even once if there had been anyone 

else. Why, I quite disliked him when I 

was a little |;irj, and I thought mamma 

did toa Besides, if he were ever so nice, 

I shouldn't want to marry him. I shall 

never marry anyone but — but the gentle- 

man you saw in London ; and oh, Joanna, 

how can you even talk of the Count when 

you did see him ; when you know how dif- 

ferent they are ! " ■

■

■ ■

i ■

i ■
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**I should think thej was different!" 

said Joanna cortly. << An' it's yon I wonder 

at, Vera, comparing that cheeky young 

chap with a respectable gentleman like the 

Count, who can give you a mint of money, 

and make a lady of title of you into the 

bargain. Why, think o' that! Just to 

hear, it would ha' made your grandfather 

get out of his grave with pride, and here 

are you turning up your nose as if you was 

a bom Duchess. As for that other one, I 

don't believe he meant a bit of good, and 

if you ask me I tell you so plainly. Doctor, 

indeed, he called hisself ! A man as 

couldn't speak civilly to a respectable 

female when he saw one. Medical student, 

more likely, I should say, with all that 

hair an' moustache; and if you'd ever 

lived servant in a house where six on 

'em boarded, as I did, you'd know what 

sort they are. The rampagiousest, devU- 

may-care lot as ever you see ; and thinkin' 

no more of gettin' young girls into trouble 

and ruiuin' them than of drinking brandy 

of a momin', ' See him ! ' Bless you, I 

saw through him the first moment I clapped 

eyes on him, an' you might ha' knocked 

me down with a feather when I see those 

Jos^hiies letting him make free with you in 

the way he did. You may thank your stars 

and me, my child, as Mounseer don't know 

of it and that you're shut of him in time;" 

and Joanna took up the tray and marched 

out of the room. ■

Alas for poor Yera's feeler after even an 

old servant^ sympathy I The failure of it 

left her more downhearted than ever ; and, 

as soon as she was left alone, the tears came 

again, and she fairly cried herself to sleep. ■

It was late when she awoke. A little 

wood fire was burning in the room. Some- 

one had put a warm wrap over her feet, 

and a lamp stood on the dressing-table, 

beside which her mother was seated work- 

ing. The girl started up half dazed, think- 

ing at first that it was the middle of the 

night, and wondering why her head ached 

so, and why she had been sleeping in her 

clothes ; but before she could do more than 

push the damp hair back off her poor 

swollen eyes, and utter a half inarticulate 

ozclamation, Madame St, Laurent was at 

her side, speaking kindly and giving her a 

eup of tea. ■

''What is the matter, mamma f Is it 

late 1" Yera asked hazily. ■

''It is just ten. You ought to be in 

bed ; but you have had a nice long rest, 

and so, as I want to talk to you a little, 

you had better drink this and listen seri- ■

ously to me. You ean't think, you kusw, 

Yera, that you will be allowed to go onii 

this way." ■

Yera's pale hoe became paler. ■

" Mamma," she said trembling, "yra ■

don't mean Oh ! snrdy papa won't ■

persist in wanting me to many the Coont 

whether I like him or not f '* ■

'' We want you to be reasonable, Yen, 

and it is not being so to talk in tiiat wty. 

You do like the Count. You were onlj 

saying the other day how kind he had 

been in bringing you flowers." ■

"I know I did, mamma, becaue I 

thought that it was kindness, and not tbt ■

he wanted " Yera broke <£ ind ■

blushed furiously. " I should have hated 

him if I had thought he was thinloDg of 

me in that way." ■

Madame St Laurent gave a sh<^ im- 

patient sigh. ■

''What do you mean by 'that wayM" 

she asked coldly. '' Beally, Yera, I don^ 

know what has come over you. Toa 

hardly seem like my own child, talking in 

this wild, exaggerated way about hi&ig 

men, and all that It positively isn't nice 

to hear you." ■

The tears came into Yera's eyes. ■

''I didn't mean to be wild or exsgg^ 

rated, mamma ; but surely one ought not 

to many a man one does not love, and 

I know I could never, never love the 

Count. Do you think I could f " ■

*' My dear, pray don't speak so exdtedlj. 

That is just what I am saying. How can 

you know anything of the sMtt Of 

course you don't love him yet It wonldnH 

be seemly you should, before he has erm 

spoken to you on the subject No well- 

bred girls do such things. Nor are 70& 

asked to marry him at onoe; <mly to 

remember that, as you will do so some clay, 

there is no harm in your knowing that he 

loves you now, and feeling affectionate and 

gratefol to him in return. Come, mj 

child, do not be wilfuL You were ready 

enough a little while ago to fancy yovndf 

in love with an almost total stranger, 

because he chose to pay you attention, and 

turned your head, I suppose, with siDj 

compliments; while now, when a fii^ 

you've known all your life, a good, steady 

man, whom your parents approve ol, offsn 

to make you his wife and devote liis liTa to 

you, you cry, and faint, and go on as if some- 

thing dreadful was proposed to yoo. My 

dear, can't a young girl Hke you trntbif 

parents to know what is beet f oif bar hq»- 

piness, and take pleasure in pleasing Iheml' ■
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" Bat does it please yoa theoi mainma f " 

cried Vera, fixing her laige eyes suddenly 

on her mother's face. " Do yon ihmk the 

Count would be the best person to make 

me happy f For that is what pozzies me. 

I should never have thought yon would. I 

know* papa is fond of him, that they were 

friends even before I was bom; but I 

never thought you liked him, or that you 

wanted me to. You never seemed to do 

80 or even to care about taking me with 

you to Mailly when he invited us. I used 

to &ncy you didn't much like him to take 

iu)tice of me, and I never remember your 

ever praising him befora But with Dr. ■

MarsUand Mamma, don't be angry. ■

1 wouldn't speak of him, only you did — it 

was, oh 1 so oifferent. It is true I had not 

known him long; but the Joeephses had, 

and you can't think how highly they 

thought of him. Mrs. Josephs was almost 

IB fond of him as if he had been her son ; 

and Leah— mainma, you know how clever 

and sensible you used to think Leah was 

—she alirays said she knew no one quite 

like him, so talented, and good, and up- 

right Indeed it was because of that^ 

and because he seemed to care so much 

for her, that I first cared for him ; not — 

not beoftuse he paid me compliments." ■

'* Indeed !" said Madame drily. ■

This unwonted outburst was rather a 

relief to her, for her cheek had burnt 

nncomforta^ly at Vera's opening remarks. 

Was it not too true that, in her morbid 

jealousy of the Count and his pretensions, 

she had actually predisposed the girl 

against him, and helped to block the path 

she was now trying to open t ■

"This is quite a new story. So Leah 

Josephs was as much in love with this 

hero as you imagine yourself to be ; and 

he cared for her almost as much, and was 

Already treated like a son-in-law by her 

mother ! Then may I ask why he didn't 

propose to marry her, and let you alone f " ■

"Indeed, mamma," said Vera simply, "I 

don't wonder at your asking that. I quite 

thought myfi(elf that he was going to pro- 

pose to her; that it was almost settled, 

nntil " ■

"Until he threw her over to make 

love to you 1 I suppose he thought you 

had n^oney, and would be a better catch 

^han a Jewish siogtng mistress with nothing 

hut what she earned. Well, Vera, I can't 

^J it was very genteel conduct in you to 

^ BO willing to take away your friend's 

lover; and I don't wonder now at her 

giving you 1^» so easily." ■

'' Mamma, what are you saying f " cried 

Vera, her face iriiite as a ghost, her eyes 

quite wild-looking. Leah, her darling, 

adored Leah, in love with George Marst^ 

land, and she ! ■

^* My dear, it is all as plain as possible. 

Of course I did say that I didn't wish any 

acquaintance kept up ; but I own till now I 

have wondered at her never even answering 

me. However, if her lover — and a fickle, 

worthless scamp he must be— had already 

jilted her for you, I dare say she was glad 

enough to see you gone and out of his 

way." ■

''But, mamma, indeed, indeed you are 

quite wrong," cried Vera, a whole wave of 

loving memories sweeping over her and 

giving her courage to protest against this 

cruel suggestion. "Leah never even ■

thought of Oeo of Dr. Marstland in ■

that way ; nor he of her. You forget that 

he is a Christian and she a Jewess. They 

would neither of them dream of marrying 

one another. He told me so." ■

" He told you ! Did you ask him. Vera 1 

Things must have gone far between them 

then for you to do so indelicate a thing as 

to question a young man on such a subject 

But the more I hear of your behaviour 

over there the m6re it distresses me. And 

as if it was not likely he would say what- 

ever he thought would please you I " ■

" But, mamma, it was not only he. Leah 

herself was as pleased as possible when I 

told her he had — had spoken to me ; and 

though she did say he should have written 

to you first, she wished me joy— oh, ever 

so affectionately — and I am sure she hoped 

almost as much as we did that you " ■

" In other words, my dear, Leah Josephs 

had spirit enough to pretend to take it 

easily, and you were so simple you be- 

lieved her. Ah, well, I dare say the young 

man has gone back to her now that he has 

learnt there is no chance of getting you ; 

and I must say, Vera, that if you are still 

wishing you could take him away ^" ■

« Mamma, if Leah had ever loved him 

the least little bit, or he her, I would never 

be so wicked as even to wish to see him 

again," said poor Vera, weeping; "but, oh, 

you don't know them as I do. I know it 

is not so, and that even now " ■

"What nowl" asked Madame coldly. 

" How can you know anything about him 

now; unless, indeed," and she turned a 

sudden, penetrating glance on her daugh- 

ter's tear-stained face, "he has been in 

this neighbourhood or writing to you since 

we sent him away in September." ■

1 ■
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For a moment — one moment — the im- 

pulse came on. Vera to throve herself on 

her mother's mercy and confess. And 

sorely if her mother saw her lover's own 

words, words so brave, so loving and 

tender, she would believe in him more than 

she did now. But, on the other hand, the 

sternness of Madame'sexpression frightened 

her; and, if the effect of confession was 

only to be that of angering her parents 

more, and making them take measures to 

stop her from ever again communicating 

with Marstland or Leah, what should she 

do 1 Now, especially, when she must — yes, 

at all costs she must satisfy this cruel doubt 

which had been put into her mind t She 

burst out crying and answered, ** No ! " 

and then tried to comfort herself between 

her sobs by remembering that it was true 

after all. He had not been in the neigh- 

bourhood, nor had they corresponded— 

since September I ■

Madame St. Laurent, however, accepted 

the negative easily enough. In truth she 

kept a dose watch on the post-bag, and was 

too well aware that her daughter had no 

correspondents, and never went near town 

or post office except in her company, to 

expect any other answer. She thought she 

had been too hard on the girl, and even 

stroked her hair saying, *' Well, well, there 

is no need to cry about it," in Buch a much 

gentler tone, that Vera was encouraged to 

do what she had never in her life done 

beforoi seize her mother's hand and kiss it 

as she exclaimed : ■

" Oh, mamma, I am so unhappy. Don't 

make me more so. Don't ask me to marry 

the Count, and I will love you so. I wiU 

be so good. I will never do anything more 

to vex you." ■

But Madame drew her hand away. She 

had to do so with a force that savoured of 

harshness, because Vera held it so tightly, 

and because the girl's appeal, touching as 

it did the deepest feelbg in her heart — ibaX 

silent, jealous craving after her daughter's 

whole love and devotion which her own 

coldness balked of its ftilfilment — required 

extra resolution to rebuff. And yet it 

must be rebuffed and her distasteful duty 

persisted in. She had promised that Vera 

should marry this man, and there was no ■

S;oing back for her. Loosing herself, there- 

ore, from the clinging fingers, she pro- 

ceeded to point out, as strongly as she 

could, the sinfulness and presumption of a 

young girl setting up her own judgment 

against her parents' in a matter of such ■

importance ; the happiness which she ought 

to feel at having her married home witEis 

easy reach of her childhood's one, and of 

the mother she professed to love ; the high 

position and sohd merits of the Count, and 

especially the fact that this was no sudden 

fancy with him, but an affection beginning 

six years previously and persisted faithfully 

in ever since. ■

" Six years,'mamma 1 " Vera exclaimed, 

rather in a tone of horror than otherwue, 

"When I was only fourteen 1 He told 

you thent And — and I have never 

known 1" ■

" My dear, you do shock me. As if it 

was nice for a little girl to discuss such 

matters, or have love-nonsense put into her 

head ! But at present, when the time has 

come for you to know i^ I hope yon see how 

ungrateful and wicked it would be to 

throw this gentleman over now without 

rhyme or reason, especially when he has 

been so kind to papa all these years, 

helping him and — ^yes, I may as well teD 

you — lending him money to an extent 

which it would be impossible for ns to repay, 

supposing you were heartless enough to 

make it needful for us to do sa" ■

Vera was silent, the tears running down 

her face. Oddly enough her indifference 

towards the Count had become changed 

into something very like active dislike on 

learning for how long he had, as it weny 

held her an unconscious and involuntaij 

prisoner in his net. Yet, on the other 

hand, if this that her mother sdd about 

Leah and Marstland was true, she oonid 

never marnr the latter ; and in that ease 

she cared little what else became of heL 

Only was it true t She must find that out 

first ■

Madame St Laurent rose, pressing one 

hand on the girl's shoulder. ■

"Ton are beginning to refiect. Vera," 

she said, '' and I am glad of it, for I shall 

not say anything more. Remember, yon 

are not required to fall in love widi the 

Count at once. He does not even uk to 

marry yon for another six months ; and 

who knows what may happen in that time! 

Yonr feelings to him might be qmte 

changed, or he might be— — " '^dead,* 

Madame was going to say, but checked 

herself abruptly, and added instead, ^ he 

might be changed too. You are not even 

called on to say anything — ^yet; only to 

pacify yonr father by receiving lus mcond 

nicely when he comes here, and doing 

your best to return his affection for you.* ■
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Hs did meet Mr& Melville, however, 

the very next day, on the road between his 

own hoose and the Manor, and he had to 

torn round, and walk with her a mile or 

more, while she poured her wrath upon his 

head. Not that she said anything rude, or 

ookind, or unpleasant She had been fond 

of Alexia's mother, and had always tareated 

the girl with kindness, and she did not 

change her tone now. She was too sensible 

to imagine Uiat William Page could wish 

for anything so ridiculous as a marriage 

between her son and his daughter. It was 

Charlie she was angry with — ^foolish, selfish, 

inconsiderate Cht^Ue. He had behaved 

very badly, she thought; and though 

matters might have been worse if he had 

himself spoken to Alexia, speakingto her 

faUier was quite bad enough. For William 

Page was obliged to confess that he had 

talked the matter over with his daughter, 

and that the attachment was not all on one 

aida ■

'* There is no money, none at all," said 

Mrs. Melville. *' We are not nearly out of 

oar difficulties yet You may guess how I 

have been struggling — to make up for the 

past — and Charlie, instead of helping me, 

sets his heart on this foolish, foolish mar- 

liaga The place will have to be let ; and 

I don't know — I assure you the house is 

ahnost ruinous. They must live abroad, 

or somewhere, if Charlie; has his way." ■

William Page walked along, looking 

gravely before him, and listening to her as 

the talked. She was a very handsome 

woman* tall and fair, a little flushed with ■

" I am sorry I mentioned the subject to 

Alexia," he said ; " but I did not think — in 

fact I was not sure that they did not under- 

stand each other already." ■

" Oh, it doesn't matter," said Mrs. Mel- 

ville. "Sooner or later Charlie would 

have committed himself. But I am glad 

you see things as I do." ■

They had been walking rather fast along 

a straight road bordered with elm trees. 

The afternoon was waning ; the frost was 

stronger than ever; and the grey thick 

sky was lit up with a reddish brilliancy. 

It was a stem, hard, yet not cheerless day, 

and the red buildings of the Old Farm had 

warmth and beauty as these two people 

walked up to them. Mr& Melville looked 

at them absently, and stretched out her 

hand to William Page, who had arrived at 

his own gate. ■

"Will you allow me to suggest some- 

thing, Mrs. Melville f" he said. "It 

strikes me that if you were to talk to 

Alexia, you might put things before her in 

a convincing way." ■

Mrs. Melville looked him straight in the 

face, with her deep, anxious, blue eyes ; the 

idea was startling, yet it did not seem quite 

impossible. ■

"What good would it dot" she said. 

" How would she take it 1 " ■

"She is not an unreasonable girl," he 

said, with bis hand on the gate. ■

"But not so sensible and generous as 

her father," said Mrs. Melville, breaking 

into a sudden smile. ■

He smiled too. He had a great deal of 

loyal admiration for Mrs. Melville, and 

had once made Alexia laugh contemptu- 

ously by saying that her smue would take 

her to heaven. To Alexia, whose views 

were young and decided, Mrs. Melville 

was embodied worldliness. ■

■
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rate," said Mrs.' Mdville; and so another 

visitor appeared in that old twiHghtiroom. ■

Alexia felt ez^iemely startled and eon- 

f used. Though Mrs. Melville had always 

treated her kindly, she had grown up with 

feelings of antagonism towards her; life 

had been a long coarse of taking Charlie's 

part {gainst his mother, who hM kept all 

her indulgence for her eldest son. And 

Alexia quite imderstood that she, her little 

obscure self, had now been the subject of a 

dispute between Charlie and his mother. 

But Mrs. Melville did not seem to remem- 

ber this. She talked about the accident, 

and asked civil questions. For the first 

few minutes Mr. Page stayed in the room, 

then he went away, and after the first 

horror at his going Alexia b^an to be 

glad. If Mra Melville had anytmng to say 

to her, it might as well be said alona As 

she sat upright in her comer, her cheeks 

and eyes glowing, a strange little [bright 

picture, at which Mrs. Melnlle looked with 

a painful consciousness of having forgotten 

how very pretty she was — she was ooUectiDg 

all her courage, all her strength, to fight 

for herself and Charlie. ■

What would Mjrs. Melville say ? There 

she sat in her furs, handsome and calm, 

with an easy, quiet manner, and an ex- 

pression in her eyes which reminded Alexia 

of Charlie. She looked earnestly at the 

girl opposite to her. She was much too 

well-bred and clever to try lirighteniDg 

Alexia, or treating her with the smallest 

sign of contempt Neither did she try to 

gain her end by flattery. ■

*' Alexia," she said, after a little pause, 

"I have had a great deal of talk wiUi 

Charlie about you. May I tell you what 

I think about it aUr' ■

" I know," said Alexia under her breath. 

She daaped her hands together, and looked 

away at the fire. ■

"And your father agrees vrith me," said 

Mrs. Melville, smiling faintly — '*but you 

don't Well — " she went on after a 

moment, seeing that at present she was to 

have the talk to herself — " I dare say I 

was more surprised than I ought to have 

beea I should have remembered that 

you and Charlie always used to be together 

— and he tells me Uiat the last time he 

was at home here, four or five years ago, 

he said something to you, though of course 

you were both too young for any promises. 

I ought to have seen then, I suppose, but I 

had other great troubles to think of, as 

you know. Would you mind telling me, 

Alexia— did you expect Charlie to come ■

back to you the same, after all ^ time, 

aind in tuch diffiaorent circumstances t'' ■

" I don't know what I expected. No, I 

think I was very much '^surprised," «dd 

Alexia quietly. ■

''Then you did not think there wuisy 

kind of engagement between you and himf ■

«'Na Did he think so r ■

Mrs. Melville hesitated an instant befon 

answering the low, quick questioa ■

" Of course not," she said. " Bat giiis 

often think, you know, that men nuanso 

much more — however, you were botii 

children, so that is absurd. Now, Alezig, 

you think me a selfish woman — and I an 

going to tell you a little of our history for 

the last few years. It is a histoiy of 

troubles, and you ought to know it^ 

before you decide on what you will uj 

to Charlie." ■

Alexia was surprised and touched bj 

Mrs. Melville's tone, which was much lea 

positive than she expected. She turned 

towards her without any words, bat witk 

a little air of Tesped^ and attention. ■

Mrs. Melville tiiought it very pret^, and 

widied at the moment that Alexia Page 

had been in somebody else's {daoe. li 

was very easy to talk to the girl, modi 

easier than die had expected; she had 

also a conviction that no bad use woold 

ever be made of her confidence. She went 

back to her trials of the last few yein, 

talking quietly, but on the verge of break- 

ing down sometimes. Ilien she spoke of 

Charlie, and of all her hopes lor him. She 

spoke of him so that Alexia's eyes filled 

¥rith tears, for she confessed that she had 

never done him justice, that she had ne- 

glected him, and had never loved him 

enoi^h in the old days. ■

" But now," she said, *< now you see he 

is all I have left" She said that shehad 

come back to the Manor with all sorto of 

bright plans for the future : that Chailie 

should live there, and improve the eststie, 

and make up by his goodness for the 

wasted years that had done such tenS)le 

mischief. And as Alexia listened silentij, 

she went still f uridier, and talked of the 

position she wished him to take in the 

county, and of her hope that some day he 

trngjit be in Parliament — ^for Charlie wu 

popular as well as good. Then she aud- 

derdy broke off, and, after a mmnte's 

silence, she said : ■

"Do you see anything wrong in my 

ambition for him. Alexia 1 " ■

" No," answered Alexia, frankly. " lou 

are right ; it is very good." ■
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"You would have the same aort of 

amUfcion ior him," said Mra. Melville. 

"Yoa would not like him to be obUged to 

leave the Manor,let or sell it, perhape^ and 

either work in some obscure way for his 

living, or dawdle thzoo^ his days in some 

wretohed place abroad 1 " ■

Alexia did not speak now. Perhi^ she 

saw whither all this was tending. ■

"Because, yon know," said Mn. Melville, 

"one cannot get anything in the world 

except by sacrifice. Of coarse I knew that 

all along. None of these good things can 

come to Charlie except from the oatside. 

He most give np something for them — and 

I think it is his duty to do that Alexia, 

I think a girl who really loved him — 

onselfishly — woold not wuh him to give 

up this laat chance of lifting the old name 

up again. I can't help thinking that you 

are too proud, and too generons, to make 

hiia give up all his prospects in life for 

you." ■

There was. a long silence. Alexia sat 

with her face tamed away, while Mr& 

MeltriUe watched her anxionsly. Alexia 

wistelling herself that of coarse it was all 

tme; she had known every word of it 

before. She was weak ; her braises began 

to ache again; she was tired of the 

straggle in her own mind; and Charlie was 

gone away to skate and danca with his 

friends, none of whom she knew, or ever 

coold know. And she felt that he was 

hoghiog and talking with th^n, jast as he 

laughed and talked with Miss Badcliffe at 

the ball ; and she, small, sad, and lonely, 

iriahed she coald go away and creep into 

some hole and forget these troables. After 

all, he need not have gone ; he need not 

have left things nncertain for a whole 

week, have left her exposed to such an 

attad£ as this from his mc^er. Yet, even 

in the midst of her heartache, Alexia 

knew that she was onjost to Charlie, and 

felt with a hi^py thrill how mach he was 

ready and willu^ to give up for her. Well, 

he was very generoas ; she woald be gene- 

rous too ; bat first she woald make Mrs. 

Melville understand that she knew all her 

plans for Charlie. ■

"He must marry," she began in a 

whisper. *'Do you mean that he must ■

marry— MiBS Eadcb'ffe 1 " 

Mrs. Melville was startled by this very ■

plun speahiog ; she coloured, but she was ■

quite able to answer Alexia. 

" One does not generally mention names ■

in that way," she said, "except in the ■

strictest confidence. However, as you ask ■

me, I think he would be a fortunate man 

if he did marry Miss Baddiffe." ■

Alexia still sat gazing into the fire. The 

minntes stole by, and ^we seemed to be 

nothmg more to say. It was growing 

dai^ outside, and Mrs. Melville, b^an to 

think that her visit had been long enough. 

She got up, and Alexia came forward 

gravd(^ from her sofa. She went across 

ti^e room, and, having fetched a pen and 

paper firom her writing4able, laid them 

dowu' beside Mrs. Melidfie. Without nos- 

ing bw eyes, she said in a hard, quiet 

voice : '' Please will you give me his 

direction f" ■

Mrs. Melville gave her a quick glance, 

took the pen, and wrote it at once. She 

did not quite understand the girl; but 

before she went away ahe laid her hands 

upon Alexia's shoulders and looked 

eameatly into her face, meeting a gase in 

return which was full of some farofif 

myatedouB feeling. Mra Melville at that 

moment fait something a little like shame ; 

bn^ Alexia did not know that, as Charlie's 

mcyther kissed her gently on the forehead, 

and went away into the twilight Alexia 

crept back to her sofa, very .tired ; and yet 

no.one could say that she had made much 

fight for herself in the interview. ■

CHAPTER IV. ■

Mbs. Dodd approved highly of the turn 

that Charles Melville's affairs had taken, 

and the whole neighbourhood agreed with 

her. They were all equally wise as to ^e 

(Mioses of thinga Mrs. Melville, Mr. Page, 

Alexia and Charlie kept their own counsel 

The outer world only knew that Charlie 

stayed away for several weeks, skating and 

amnsing himself ; that when he came back 

he was never to be found at home, but 

always at thelMartin Badclififes' ; that after 

about a month of this, his engagement to 

Miss Baddiffe was announced publicly; 

that early in May there was a smart wed- 

ding in London, and so Mrs. Melville's 

idea of her son's future was realised. The 

Redwood Church bells were rung, and the 

poor people were feasted, but Mr. and Mra 

Dodd considered it a grievance that the 

wedding had not , ta^n phtoe in the 

country. Mrs. Dodd thought it was a 

piece of finery and affectation on the part 

of Miss Badcliffe. Mr. Dodd had heard 

from Mrs. Melville that it was her son's 

particular wisL ■

" Not the way to be popular," said Mr. 

Dodd. '*I wonder, now, could it have 

been because of the Pages? The Squire ■
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was very much cut up about that accident, 

you know." ■

"Oh, rubbish, nothing of the kindl" 

said Mrs. Dodd. " What Alice Page may 

have imagined I won't pretend to say, but 

no one in his senses could have thought 

such a thing possible. Charles Melville 

was not such an idiot." ■

Alexia, poor child, had done her 

part only too well She had made her 

father write a cold, stiff letter to Charlie, 

containing a refusal so flat and decided 

that there could not possibly be any appeal 

from it ■

Charlie's feelings were deeply hurt ; he 

was terribly disappeinted in Alexia. She 

had deceived him, he thought ; and yet on 

consideration he could not really say so, 

for her manner that afciemoon had been 

repelling enougL Yes, she had certainly 

done her best to snub him, he thought 

After the first sensations of despair he 

pulled himself together, and remembered 

that there were good things to be had in 

life still, with the help of plenty of money. 

He had no more love to throw away, of 

course; that heartless Alexia had had 

it alL But he liked Maud Radcliffe ; 

she was a pleasant, good-natured girl, and 

quite ready to make a great fuss with him. 

Money was, after all, the thing in this 

world. Everything else was hollow and 

disappointing. Charlie, thus converted to 

his mother's views, set about acting on 

these new convictions as quickly as pos- 

sible. ■

Though Alexia had honestly intended to 

give him up, his silent acceptance of her 

refusal was a new pain to her. She quietly 

put into the fire Mrs. Melville's little letter 

of thanks for her generous behaviour ; it 

only made the heartache worse. When 

Charlie came back, in dread of meeting 

him, she went away to an aunt in a distant 

county, and there in her father's letters she 

heard of his engagement, his approaching 

marriaga For one whole day she thought 

t^t her father must give up the Farm; 

she could not go on living there, ¥rith those 

people at the Manor. But then her pride 

and courage came back, and she scolded 

herself for t^e weak, selfish thought Why 

should her father be uprooted, and his life 

made miserable, because it had been neces- 

sary for her to refuse the Squire % After 

all, he had very easily consoled himself; 

and as for her — ^well — not even her father 

should Imow in future that she cared any 

more than he did. Some day — ^very soon 

most likely— she and Charlie would meet ■

again, quiet matter-of-fact neighbours, and 

then they would go on living wiUiin a mile 

of each other, and in time they would both 

grow old and grey, and long before tb&t 

Charlie would have forgotten that he kd 

ever asked his tenant's daughter to mirry 

him. And then Alexia thought, what aa 

extraordinary difference there was between 

the memories of men and of women ! ■

She had plenty of time for these thoughts 

in the idle months she spent with her annt 

away in Devonshire. She had never before 

been so long away from home. Her&ther 

did not quite know how things went on with- 

out her ; but somehow they did, and he 

obeyed Ids sister Mrs. Rowley whenshewrot« 

that he must not be selfish. Alexia had been 

seriously shaken by her fall in the htmyog- 

field, and by her mental catastrophe alter. 

wards ; though her aunt knew nothing of 

that It was good for her to be petted and 

worshipped by her young cousins, and to 

be kept for a few months from aU hoose- 

hold anxieties. When Edmund Bowlej 

went back to Oxford at Easter, he made 

his mother promise to keep Alexia till Jose, 

when he intended to take her home himBelf. 

The time till June slipped away very 

quickly, and Alexia found herself travelling 

back into the Midlands under Edmund's 

care. He was a slight^ fair, enthiuiaatic 

boy of two-and-twenty, clever and fond of 

books, and an advanced Radical of Uie old- 

fashioned youthful and poetic kind. ■

*< What's all this about t " said Edmund, 

as they steamed into the station nearest 

Redwood, and found it all decorated with 

flags and garlands, carriages and a crowd 

of people waiting outside. ■

" I don't know, I'm sure," said Hem 

She looked out in some] consternation, Uie 

truth at once flashing upon her mind. ^ ■

'' Is it all to welcome you home again 1" 

said her cousin. ■

Mr. Page was standing on the platforn), 

and came up rather hurriedly to greet the 

two young faces that looked out to him. ■

"Well, Alex, here you are," he said. 

<* Glad to see you, Edmund," and his ejet 

met Alexia's with an anxious question iii 

them. "Come along," he said, ''this 

place is all in an uproar. The London 

train will be in directly. Let us dear oat 

before they come." ■

"Are you expecting somebody gre»^^ 

Royalties, or Mr. Gladstone 1" asked the 

young man curiously. ■

" No, no," said Alexia, laughing. "Only 

a bride and bridegroom. Isn't that is, 

father f " ■
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William Page laughed too, looking at 

her with relief and admiration. ■

" Bight, my dear, as osoaL Suppose we 

get oat of the way." ■

The train moved on, and the London 

train was signalled almost immediately. 

As they hnrried oat of the station they 

were met face to face by Mrs. Melville, 

looking handsome and happy. She stopped 

and took Alexia's hand, pressing it warmly. 

She was fall of kind enquiries. Edmund 

Bowley wondered why his uncle and 

cooBin were so restless under her friendly 

words, so eager to escape from them. ■

They drove into Redwood village under 

triomphal arches, through delaying crowds 

of ahouting childLren. Alexia had become 

grave and silent ; her father talked a good 

deal to Edmund, and whipped up his horse 

with spirit as they went spinning along the 

straight, dusty, shady road towards the Old 

Farm; it and the Manor both lay some 

distance beyond the village. ■

Alexia looked about her, and noticed 

how beautiful the foliage was on all her 

old elm-trees, which she had left bare and 

brown. The meadows were deep in grass, 

the hedges sweet with honeysuckle — for 

how many sonuners had she enjoyed it all 1 

and now it did not matter mucL ■

Edmund looked into her face rather im- 

ploriDgly. To him all this was beautiful, 

because it was her home, for at present, 

poor boy. Alexia was the whole world to 

him. He had been making wonderful 

pictares in his mind of long days spent 

with her, while her father was away in his 

hayfields. No mother, no brothers and 

sisters, to watch and listen and interfere ; 

his darling cousin all to himself — ^and now 

why was she looking so sad? Alexia 

understood him, and smiled, and he was 

bappier. His anxious eyes reminded her 

that the past must be past indeed ; that she 

most be her old self, and that no one, not 

even her father, if possible, must see a 

shadow on her faca ■

'' By Jove, here they come ! " muttered 

Mr. Page. " I thought we should have got 

home.'' ■

Alexia had not thought so, for she had 

heard the church bells clang out their wel- 

come a few minutes before. Now she sat 

ap and looked straight before her as the 

Melville carriage dashed by in a cloud of 

dust. Not so thick that she could not see 

Charlie, as he sat with his back to the 

horses, and took off his hat and looked up 

at her. He did not smile at all ; his ex- 

pression in &ct was sulkv : but then, as ■

his mother said, he was a bear. The 

momentary, half-obscured glance was over; 

but Alexia saw quite well that his eyes 

were angry; she had not known Charlie 

so long to be mistaken in his humours 

now ; and there rose in her mind at that 

moment a little lurking fear of the future. 

For, if he did not care, he would have for- 

given and forgotten long ago. She began 

to be afraid when she thought of the many 

times they must meet, of the long life, per- 

haps, that they must spend near each 

other; and again she thought that her 

father must give up the Farm. Then her 

means of escape, Edmund, with his fair 

eager face, turned to her and said : ■

" You have got a cross-looking fellow for 

a squire, Alex." ■

*' He is very nice," said Alexia, a little 

absently. '* Have you seen much of him 

lately, father f " ■

<'No," said Mr. Page; "he has been 

away nearly all the spring. Quite friendly 

when we have met." ■

" Oh, I say, what a picture of an old 

house 1" exclaimed Edmund, as they 

stopped at the Farm gate, and saw the old 

red gables lifting themselves out of a 

tapestry of pale roses, and the cedar 

shadowing the lawn, and the borders 

bright with all Alexia's favourite flowers. ■

" This is a f dte-day for me, as well as for 

Mrs. Melville,'' said William Page, as he 

lifted Alexia down and kissed her, and she 

went in under the old porch into the dark, 

oak-furnished haU. ■

" Gk> in, my boy," he said to Edmund, 

and the lad followed his cousin, past the 

foot of the stairs, along the narrow polished 

passage into her drawing-room. ■

There it was more or less twilight 

always, even on a summer afternoon. 

Under the great chimney there was no fire 

now, but the fireplace was full of green 

boughs which the servants had put there, 

and the red blinds, half down, gave a soft 

rosy tinge to the room. When Edmund 

came in. Alexia was standing on the hearth- 

rug, gazing in an odd, aimless way into 

the leafy fireplace. ■

<' There you are, Edmund," she said with 

a little start. '' Come along, let us go out 

I want to see the dogs and the horses. I 

must take Lil some sugar ; perhaps she has 

foi^otten me." ■

The boy stood silent ; he was as sensi- 

tive as a girl, and knew quite well that she 

had started from some absorbing dream. 

He looked at her, and she came up to biiu 

and nut her hand on his arm. ■

i ■
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"Eddy/' she said, "Z spent so many 

hozrid hours in this room last winter. It 

is not quite nice to come baok to it." ■

He caoght her hand in Us. " 0£ coarse 

not,'' he said ; <' but you are all right now, 

and yon will soon forget all thid*. Yes, 

come out and show me everything." ■

KNOCKS AND KNOCKERS. ■

It is a hot July afternoon. I have 

walked a few miles across country to, enjoy 

a chat with a " bookish " Mend. I have 

knocked at his door three several times, 

each time loader and longer; I have been 

round the back way only to find ihe gard^i 

deserted and all the doors fast^ and have 

come to the conclusion that my Mend and 

Mb family are enjoying the l&esh air in 

some of the neighbouring lanes or meadows. 

However, being as sure that they will re- 

turn at a certain hoOr asl am*of a pleasant 

welcome, I decide to wait Here, however, 

fortune favours me. My friend has attached 

to his modest residrace something which 

reminds him of his early home. At the 

front door h a poroh| with honeysuckle 

overgrown, and in that porch is a ccmifort- 

able seat I fill my pipe, and sit down to 

enjoy what is really the "contemplative 

man's recreation." Watching idly the 

wreaths of smoke curiing and waving above 

me, my eyes fall on the knocker, with 

which I have become, so to speak, better 

acquainted this afternoon. Why, it is orna- 

mented with a lion's head ! I never knew 

this before. Scores of times have I handled 

that leonine visage, and yet I may say this 

is the first time I have really looked at it 

This sets me thinking, and I try, but in 

vain, to remember what my own knocker 

is like. Images of nmny kinds of knockers 

arise in my imagination, but with none of 

them can I identify my own. Since I do 

not know what even my own is like, 

whence have I derived my knowledge of 

so many kinds of knockers 1 Where 

have I seen those lions' heads, some grim, 

some facetious ; those Egyptian sphinx-like 

faces, generally, I seem to remember, in 

bronze 9 Where did I become acquainted 

with that briffht brass hand clutching a 

small brass rod 1 It was on a green door, 

I am sure. At whose door hangs that 

wreath of oak leaves, ribbon-bound, that 

I seem to know so well 1 Is it Brown, 

Smith, or Simpson at whose door I knock 

with a goat's head? How is it that in 

trying to recall to mind the knocker on my 

own door I see, in imagination, knockers ■

like curious knobs in metallic rope ; leay«i 

of various kinds twisted fantastiadly ; Bgtt 

dainty strips of metal with a tonr knob 

hardly sufficient to wakeababy ; solid ioOb I 

of iron with a vindictive swelUng in the * 

centre warranted to make any listener 

jump; square knockers; round knoeken; 

oblong, oval, round, high, flat kndoksn! 

Will any psydiologist explain how <me cin 

see so nmch without loolang, or k>ok at m 

much without seeing f ■

I should like to see a model of that 

famous knocker which played its part !d a 

certain ghostly scene one Chrfetmas Eve, 

when Scrooge saw ''not a knocks bofe 

Marley's face, a dismal light aboat it like a 

bad lobster in a dark cellar," and as Scirooge 

« looked fixedly at it, it was a knoder 

lujain." Do we not ail know how, whilst 

the reformed Scrooge on Christmas mom- 

ing was waiting for the boy to come back 

with the tuikey, the knocker caught his 

eye. '' I shall love it as long as I live !" 

said Scrooge, patting it with his hand. "I 

scarcdy ever looked at it before. What 

an honest expresrion it has in its face! 

It's a wonderftd knocker." ■

In these utilitarian days it is strange ftst 

we do not get more oat of our knockers 

than we do. At present tiiey ff:9e ll» 

minimnm of information with the maxi- 

mum of noise, like a street preacher ot a 

political agitator. We have no recoCTised 

method of giving information (ailentg^) lyf 

means of the knocker, if we except Hm 

tying-on of a kid glove ; and where is &st 

put in practice nowadays 1 Once it nnat 

have been considered imperative in ''gea- 

teel " society under certain circnmstanoes; 

for who has not read how, << Mr. Kenw^i 

sent out for a pair of the cheapest white 

Ud gloves — ^those at fourteenpence-— and 

selecting the strongest, which happened to 

be the right-hand one, walked downstaln 

with an air of pomp and much exdt^nent, 

and proceeded to muffle the knob of tiie 

street-door knocker therein," afterwards 

going into the middle of the road to bm 

the efifectt And yet how muc^i trouble 

might be saved by the use of emblematic 

knockers? One pattern might imply, 

"travellers in coal need not call here;' 

another, " book-hawkers will be shot;^ or, 

"begging letters referred to the poUoa" 

Again, how useful it would be, on caDisg 

on some newly-made acquaintance, ff du 

knocker intimated that it was " a serious 

family," or that the master of the house 

was a ''thorough radical" Why shouid 

not one man have a jovial knocker, whicfa ■

'^ ■
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shoold mean. ** welcome .{riends ; " or why 

shoold not auotber xoan'e knocker inform 

08 that we "moat not 9top long," or, by a 

piece of blae ribbon tied round it, tell as 

that the ''beer and wine were 'always out'l " 

Wliat a docker that would be which 

would convince dons of , the uselessness of 

caUiag 1 We implore . electric engineers to 

tij and , cal(»ilate the market value of a 

knocker warranted to " spifiicate " a tax- 

collector 1 And as for a knocker that 

would " do the needful " by " the gas " or 

''the water" — but there, words fail at 

tiie mere thought ol such bliss ! ■

From knockers, Okie's thoughts ni^urally 

turn to knocks. Is there any simple inci- 

dent that awak^os more interest than a 

knock at the door 1 The talker is silenced, 

the reader is aroused. Who is it ) What 

is it) Only the post^nan'd knock gives 

any intimation of who knocks. To say 

nothmg of St. Valentine's Day, what hope 

or fear, what anxiety or doubt, are aroused 

byitl Aletter! Who is it from) What 

does it contain? Has Arabella "come 

round," and written to say tl^at it is all her 

fault, but that she f oigives me nevertheless, 

and that she is as ever, etc., etc ? Or is it 

from my wealthy but very, cross old Aunt 

Penelope, to say that she is coming to 

spend a month in London with me t Is it 

news that I have been appointed to that 

good post 1 Or is it an intimation from my 

tailor that something )0n apcount will 

oblige 1 ■

With what varied feelings do different 

people hear a knock at the door ! With 

what pleasure does ^mily hear Harry's 

knock, and with what opposite thoughts 

does Master Tommy, after an unusually 

mischievous day, flit swiftly and unob- 

tnisively to bed without going through the 

ceremony of saying " Good night," when 

"lather's knock" is heard at the doorl 

To the embarrassed man, who in every 

knock hears a dun, the sound is hateful ; 

as it is also to the criminal who, hiding 

from justice, mentally crouches at the 

Bound. Watch his face as he listens from 

above, when the street-door is opened, half 

oxpeoting to hear himself asked for, or to 

catch some mysterious whispering below. 

See that lone woman waitings by the 

flickering light of a low fire, for a knock at 

the door. Hour after hour she sits through 

the night, weary, dejected, waiting the re- 

taru of husband or of son. How her 

thoughte wander back, through past years, 

to times when the evening seemed so short, 

when home seemed so bright and joyous, ■

the present , so happy, and the future so 

hopeful; to the time when her husband 

had not become the slave of the accursed 

drink ; or when the son, now entangled in 

the bonds of evil connections, was a bright 

youth fresh from school, full of love and 

honesty, 9^d. of bright promise for the 

future! Vainly she eQdeavours not to think. 

The brain works on independently of her 

will — think, think, think, like the ticking of 

a weird timepiece, the dial of her life, with 

the hands working back, back, into the 

past, till she begins to feel what a real bless- 

ing would be one draught of the waters of 

Lethe. Hark! footsteps. A knock at 

last ! The door is opened, and amid a dull 

sound of growling and muttered impreca- 

tions, the entrance of what should be the 

central point of her happiness,^ the support 

of her weakness, relieves her of the weary 

watch, and gives at least the sad relief of 

changing one anxiety for another. ■

There must be something, beyond the 

mere love of mischief, specially attractive 

to a boy in knocking at a door, some mag- 

netic attraction which draws his Angers to 

the knocker, and gives him a fierce joy in 

hammering even at an empty house. It is 

thismysterious influence which undoubtedly 

gives birth to the irritating "runaway 

knock.'' Uncle is waiting for his new 

boots, or aunt is waiting for her new 

bonnet ; father is waiting for Smith to send 

round that little amount as promised; 

delay is breeding bad temper ; when all is 

bright, the clouds clear off, "there's a 

knock!" What a fall there is in the 

temperature when it is discovered to be a 

"runaway!" Do we not all of us suffer 

many times by finding that on those occa- 

sions, when we answer the door to "For- 

tune " — who is said to knock at every num's 

door OQce in his life — that in our case it is, 

alas ! a runaway knock i ■

As bad as or worse than the " runaway " 

is what may be called the " noodle's" knock. 

After your curiosity and interest have been 

aroused on a winter's night, by a knock at 

the door, you are still further excited by a 

long pause after the door is opened, and 

your impatience is increased by a cold, 

cutting draught, showing that the street 

door is still open. At last the servant 

solicits your intervention. You go out, 

and find on the door-mat a fussy-lookiog 

individual, who is profuse in apologies for 

disturbing you, but cannot believe that the 

servant was correct in saying that Mr. 

Brownwig does not live here. You toll 

him she is correct He is astonished ; then ■
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he must have moved, for he <^me here to 

see bitn last year. You remarK that must 

be wrong, as you have resided here for 

five year& He is more astonished than 

ever ; apologises again, and says, " Surely 

this is No. 27." Yes, it is. He wipes his 

brow slowly, and says with an air of busi- 

ness-like carefulness : '' 27, Plaster Ter- 

race 1 " No, you cry at once, seeing your 

chance of getting rid of him, this is Lath 

Avenue; the next street is Plaster Ter- 

race. At this he starts with surprise, and 

commences a new cascade of apologies 

whilst you bow him out, involuntarily 

glancing at the coat-rack to see that, after 

all, he has not succeeded in what you half 

suspected to be his intention aU along:. 

Sometimes the Noodle asks for a Mr. X, 

admitting at the same time that he does 

not know the number of his friend's house; 

thinks it either 27 or 53; is almost sure 

there is a 2 in it ; and after a few minutes 

you elicit from him that he is not quite sure 

of the name of the street, but thought it 

might be Lath Avenue, adding, with a tri- 

umphant pride in his own acuteness, that 

he is sure it is in this neighbourhood some^ 

where. ■

Under the head of swindlers' knocks we 

may refer to the gentleman who, having 

gained admission, induces the servant to 

leave him in the hall for a few minutes, 

which time he improves by clearing the 

place of any portable articles he can lay 

hold of. There is also the man in the garb 

of a railway porter, who comes with a post- 

man's knocl^ leaves a parcel, afterwards 

discovered to contain bricks or mud, and 

gives a receipt for the three-and-sixpence 

he takes for carriage. This knock is gene- 

rally practised at the West End, at the 

time when most of the ** families " are out 

of town, and the housekeeper or other 

servant left in charge has no means of 

verifying the contents of the parcel ■

There are some knocks which are not at 

doors, yet nevertheless are full of interest 

and suggestion. Who can measure, for 

instance, the amount of mischief that has 

been done by the knocks known as spirit- 

rappings? They have driven money out of 

some people's pockets, common-sense out 

of their heads, and in many cases have 

driven some weak heads to the shelter of 

a lunatic asylum. ■

Then there is '* Mr. Chairman's " knock 

at a convivial meeting. With what a lively 

rattle he knocks down Mr. Sillikin for a 

song 1 With what a bang he comes down as 

a signal for the chorus 1 And at the dose of ■

the song his hammer sounds a very Gratliog 

gun as he leads the applause. ■

Another kind of knock is that with 

which, instead of men, '* these splendid 

lots" are knocked down "for a song." 

With what a threatening air Mr. Le?i 

Smart raises his little hammer, as thon^ 

impatient at the mean spirit of those 

around him in letting this crimson vdret 

suite go at the beggarly price of eight 

pounds. He will wait no longer, he Ib dis- 

appointed with human nature, his eon- 

fidence is misplaced; going — going— for 

eight pounds — going — thank you, sir—ten 

— eight pounds ten. He is a little better; 

mankind is not quite so bad as he thoi^ht; 

going for eight ten, for .eight ten— my 

advance on eight ten, — a flourish of hk 

hammer, he is sick of them, humanity is a 

poor lot after all; going — going — ^knockl 

GU)ne. Little Tomkms^ who couldn't make 

up his mind till just too late, is sony he 

did not ofifer the ten shillings more that 

would have secured the lot ; and Bdddles 

feels sorry that he did. For now he 

wonders where he shall find room for the 

lot, and wonders what Mrs. Boddles wiU 

say, and how many vastly superior methods 

of investing eight pounds ten she will 

bring under his notice during the next 

eighteen montha ■

Some knocks there have been whidi ire 

so well known and are such familiar 

memories to all of us, that we might term 

them historical. How many of the EogM- 

speaking race would be unable to inform 

you who knocked at a certain door k 

Gray's Inn, and how astonished was Hr. 

Perker's clerk, when he opened the do<ff, 

at the contrast between the continuous and 

imperative knocking and the calm, sleepiBg 

visage of the " Fat Boy " who knocked ) ■

miat memories of fun are conjured up 

when we think of a certain sedan-chair 

whioh turned into a certain crescent at 

Bath, one morning, just as the clock stniok 

three 1 We think of the ehairman giving 

a ''good, sound, loud, double knock " at the 

door to wake the servants, whom he 

imagines to be in the " arms o' Porpui.'' 

We laugh at the awful consequences of 

Mr. Winkle's answering the do<Mr, and how 

nearly he fell a victim to the fievoe valov 

of Msjor Dowler. ■

What a wonderfully dramatie use of 

knocking is made by Shakeq>eare in 

Macbeth 1 It is in the scene where, in 

the dark hour before dawn, tiie guHy 

lliane has murdered his sleeping King. 

Already he is overcome with noUy f^^ ■

J^ ■
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and horror at his own deed. His stem 

wife's attempts to infose some firmness 

into him are unheeded, his very soul seems 

steeped in horror; he dare not re-enter 

the chamber of the King to rephice the 

daggers he has nnwittin^j brought away 

with hiuL His wife goes to do so, leaving 

him alone with his thoughts, the world 

around him seeming hushed, as though all 

Nature was appalled at the deed. At this 

instant is heard ''a knocking without." 

The silence is ended, Nature has awakened. 

He feels that ■

Heaven's cherubim horsed 

Upon the sightless couriers of the air, 

Shall blow the horrid deed in every eye, 

That tears shall drown the wind. ■

He feels the awful change in himself : ■

How is't with me, when every noise appals me? ■

Lady Macbeth returns, and the knocking 

is again heard ; but Shakespeare stilfully 

shows the difference in the two characters. 

To her it is simply an ordinary sound, an 

mddent of everyday life, and she can even 

localise the sound : ■

I hear a knocking 

At the south entry. ■

Could anything be calmer or more col- 

lected) How wonderfully this remark 

contrasts her hard, wolfish nature with 

that of the weak-minded warrior at her 

side ! The knocking simply suggests to her 

mind Uie precautions necessary for them to 

take at once. To himsit suggests the des- 

pairing, repentant thought : ■

Wake Duncan with thy knocking ! Ay, would thou 

ooold'st! ■

It is a relief to turn to another Shake- 

spearean scene of knocking. There is a 

merry party assembled at the Boar's Head, 

that hostelry in Eastcheap, so well known 

all OTer the world. The Gad's Hill adven- 

ture has been discussed, the "men in 

buckram'' have been fought over again, 

andFalstafT, anxious to turn the conver- 

sation from " courage " and *' instinct," by 

"a play extempore" assumes the part of 

"•The King," and with a cushion for crown, 

and a dagger for sceptre, he chides the 

Prince for his conduct, and warns him 

against his companions, excepting only 

"one virtuous man he has noticed in his 

company." The parts are then exchanged, 

andFaktafi*, in the character of the Prince, 

ia deli?ermg a glowing eulogy on himself, 

when, at the words ** banish plump Jack, 

and banieh all the world," a knocking is 

heard. This proves to be ''the sheriff with 

a most monstrous watch," who have come 

to search the house for '' a man as fat as 

butter." ■

Perhaps the knock which had the most 

important bearing on our history was that 

prophesied by William Langland, in his 

"Vision of Piers Plowman," written in 

the latter part of the fourteenth century : ■

Then shall come a Kyiis[ and confesse you alle 

And beat you, as the bible telleth for breaking of ■

your rule. 

And amende you mon1u, moniales and chanons, 

And put you to your penance . . . • • ■

• ••••• ■

For the Abbot of Engelande and the Abbesse his 

niece ■

Shullen have a knock on their crownes, and incur- 

able the wounde. ■

In the reign of Edward YL this was sup- 

posed to have been prophetic of the blow 

given to the Papal supremacy by Henry 

VIII. ■

Sweet in the ears of Englishmen of the 

olden time must have been ''ye cook's 

knock." We can fancy the guests and re- 

tainers in the great hall of some old manor- 

house giving a sigh of satisfaction as they 

heard the cook give three loud knocks on 

the dresser with the rolling-pin, as a signal 

for the servants to place the dishes on the 

table. Washington Irving, in his accoimt 

of Bracebridge Hall, mentions this old 

custom, and quotes a verse of Sir John 

Suckling's "Ballad upon a Wedding," tempo 

Charles L ■

JuBt in the nick, the cook knocked thrice. 

And all the waiters in a trice ■

His summons did obey ; 

Each serving-man with dish in band 

Marched boldly up, like our trained band, ■

Presented, and away. ■

Addison has made certain knocks famous 

by his essay on that celebrated dramatic 

critic, the 'Hrunk-maker in the upper 

gallery." He sajs: ''It is observed that 

of late years there has been a certain person 

in the upper gallery of the playhousd* who, 

when he is pleased with anything that is 

acted upon tne stage, expresses his appro- 

bation by a loud knock upon the benches 

or waiuBcot, which may be heard over the 

whole theatre. This person is commonly 

known by the name of the trunk-maker in 

the upper gallery." After discussiog the 

various rumours as to who and what this 

critic was, Addison says : " I fiad that he 

is a large black man whom nobody knows. 

He generally leans forward on a huge 

oaken plant, with great attention to every- 

thiug that passes upon the stage. He is 

never seen to smile ; but upon hearing any- 

thing that pleases him, he takes up his sta£f 

with both hands and lays it upon the next 

piece of timber that stands in his way with 

exceeding vehemence, after which he com- 

poses himself in his former posture until ■
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such time as something new sets him ag«ki 

at work" ■

Very famoos, too, are the knocks con- 

nected with the Cock Laoie Ohost; knocks 

which attracted to the iraromantic neigh- 

bourhood of Smithfield crowds of visitors of 

the wealthy and educated classes, among 

then^ Dr. Johnson, Dr^ DoQglas (afterwards 

Bishop of Sidisbnry), and that aristocratic 

author and letter-writer, Walpole. ■

The poet Churchill wrote a poem (''The 

(^lost ") OB this imposture, in which he 

ridiculed Johnson under the title of Pom- 

pOio. The burly* doctor, howeyer, so far 

from being a believer in the ghost, was one 

of the principal persons to expose the cheat. 

Evidently the golden age of spirit-rappmg 

had not then arrived, for we read in 

the British Chronicle of February 10th, 

1762 : '< On Tuesday last it wiub given out 

that a new knocking ghost was to perform 

that evening at a house in Broad Court, near 

Bow Street, Covent Garden, information of 

yriiich being given to a worthy magistrate 

in the neighbourhood, he sent his compli- 

ments, saying that it might expect to be 

nrach more usefully employed, than by 

answering questions, to knoiik hemp at 

Bridewell; on which the ghost very dis- 

creetly omitted the intended exhibition." ■

PerhsEps the most remarkable experience 

in connection with a knock at Uie ddorwas 

that x>f the' gentleman who was knocked up 

at three o'clock one Sunday morning to see 

"The Great Fire of London." ■

Pepys in his <' Diary," under the date of 

September 2nd—- Lord's Day— says, " Some 

of our maids sitting up late last night to ■

Set things ready against our feast to-day, 

ane c^led us up about three in ^e morn- 

ing, to tell us of a great fire they saw in 

the City. So I rose and slipped on my 

night-gown and went to'her window." He 

goes on to say very quaintly, **but, being 

unused to such fires as followed, I thought 

it far enough o£F, and so went to bed again, 

and to sleep." Fancy, affcer setting up to 

look at the Great Fire of London, going to 

bed and to sleep again 1 ■

A LAWN-TENNIS TOUENAMENT. ■

A COMPLBTJS STORY. ■

One summer afternoon a niunber of 

ladies and gentlemen, seventy or eighty 

altogedier, was assembled in an enclosure 

which resembled a large yard. It was sur- 

rounded by a high waU, and in the centre 

were a couple of concrete lawn-tennis 

courts, on which the sun beat fiercely. ■

One of them was not being used ; on 

other, a burly, bronzed, elderly man with 

straggling grey hair and whiskers wsscoa- 

tending against ared-headed, stalwartyoug 

fellow, whose undoubtedly excellent jky 

was marred by affectation. At each ei^ of 

the net there was a big barrel, and (m the 

barrel a diair, and on the chair an un^ 

with an umbrella over his head Pe^^ 

neither umpire could give quite as mnek 

attention to the game as he shoidd hsTe 

done, for the groups around k^ up a 

running fire of comments. Most of die 

hdies occupied benches placed along the 

shady tide of the yard ; but there was ako 

a goodly show of 8nnshades;oppo6ite,andi 

row of figurea lin fiannela and atrftw bits 

behind. ■

On a bench apart from the rest sat two 

ladies and a lad. One was the wife of the 

elderly player, Captain Wimm ; another 

was his sister-in-law. Miss Hubbard ; the 

third was his son Godfrey. All there were 

remarkablv alike — tall, thui, and angakr, 

with pinched features, nearly Uack hair, 

and sallow complexions. Not a handsome 

trio by any means ; bat interesting-^^-Uiej 

looked so lonely, and were so shabbify 

dressed. They scarody seemed to breathe 

as they watohed ike game, from whieh 

their eves never wandmd for a moment, 

and wnen the Captain, who had doflM 

coat and waistcoat, jmd wore. a soft hat 

with a puggaree, made a suceeaidnl strdn, 

their fa^es brightened simultaneously, only 

to return immediately to their prevuliDg 

expression of intense anxiety. ■

It cannot be said that their satiafadion 

on these occasions was shared by othtt 

spectators. There was manifest a general 

disposition to ridicule Captain W^pi^a&d 

to applaud his young opponent, Baail 

Moore, who could do nothing wrong, wfaSe 

the elder man oouM apparently do notfamg 

right He showed no sign of annoyance al 

the cruel jests levelled against him ; he was 

too absorbed in his game for that; hot 

the three motionless figures sitting* apart 

quivered at every stab. He had gripped 

his racket more firmly and set his tem; 

he glared at two or three as if he would 

have feUed diem to the ground, their con- 

temptuous indifference to him only adding 

to his wrath ; and the sngry light that 

blazed from his eyes was dimly refleeted 

in the eyes of his wife and her aster. 

Nobody cheered the Captain but th^; 

all the other people laughed at him, no 

doubt without knowing the pain they w^e 

inflicting. And yet, like numy big men, ■
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he was light of foot; he was amgolarlj 

aetiTe for hk yean ; and he fought with 

the greatest stnblxmmessi riiovting aloud 

after each diffienlt stroke and ' 

appealing to ibe mnpires. ■

Whai was hiEi offence 1 Fixstl j, he was 

stalker withoat taet; in other words, a 

boce^ to bewhich is to oommit the greatest 

sooial.siny Secondly, he was coBsideied 

mean and nig^pffdlyv though m tmth the 

most abject porerty was at the root of the 

natieri 4Hid oni^ the most stren voos efforts 

coold hare eoneeahd it so lonj^. ■

The origiiiator of the lawn-lennietoama- 

meat^ which lud cansed snch a stir in 

Orerbnry daring* the last few weelo^ and* 

waato be cenolnded this afternoon, fhe had 

been elbowed oat of the management be- 

caoM of fhia fosaniessi which was decidedly 

objeetionaUe teeome other fossy persons.' 

Howetar, inatead^ot iaking offienee, he had 

giyenway to the new manaffers. with his 

iisnal-good*natare, andenterea himadf and 

his baaSSj' jm^ as if nothing onpkasant 

had hajqpened. ■

Ihere were foar competitions alti^ether 

-Hnet-far^ wives, another for horiMuids, a 

thivd fot spinsteai, isnd tkelaat for bache- 

lom The prizee were to be gtrem' in 

mousy, and as neari^ everybody in the 

towiiy whether intending to play or not^ 

had ihoni^t' it a matter of doty to sab^ 

scribe, die amennts were very ecnsideraUa 

It was possible, of course, for one family to 

▼in evttythlDg; and the ardonr with which 

the Wigrama practised brooght down apon 

their heads tbi strongest oensore. It waa 

scandaloas, anprinciplcd, the height of 

meanness, and mocb more to the same 

pinportM However, these good pecqple did 

not know how very, very mach a few 

poonds meant to those whom they censored 

80 severely. ■

Obtain Wigram, into whose dream- 

stttBces It ia onneeessary to enter fbrther 

than the statement of their woefol plight, 

lived in a tomble^own oU farm-hoase, 

situated at some distance from the town, 

and timref ore remote firom theT prying eyes 

of neighboars. In the wilderness of de- 

crepit trees, tangled badics, and rank grass 

that sarronnded it, he had made a coaple 

of kwn-tennis coart& And here he 

manoeiQvred his little crew, roaring his 

orders at them jost as if they had been at 

the masAead and he oil the qaarter-deck, 

aad capering aboat with marvelloas enfargy, 

his white poggaree floating away behind. 

They worlrod at the game from 'morning 

till night, vret or fine : when the son blazea ■

with intcderable heat they hoisted torn and 

rosty imibrBllas and so defied him. Now 

and again some passer-by, peeping through 

the saatted fonce, woold see £em, and 

wondered when they fed. When did they t 

But sddom, I fear. Tbsdj knew Aat wliat 

they wttre striving ior was in reality a 

reff^ from starvation. ■

The Wigtams improved wonderfolly, 

CKmsideoring the short time at their disposal, 

and the Captain grew very sangaine. Poor 

old- man 1 he talnd a Ikde too loicidly uid 

a IMe too soon aboat wliat his wife coold 

do, and what his son coald do. For 

when it was saddenhr proposed tiM 

the tcnmament shotdd be played, not 

en glass, bat cm the concrete coarts 

which had been constracted for tiie new 

elab^ his heart slmk within him. He 

opposed the proposd tootii and nail; it 

was onfaif, and ne said' so with onnmid 

warmth ) bat it was carried against him. 

' Once more his good-natare reasserted 

itself. Those whom Ids oatspoken words 

had offended he tried to talk into a moi^ 

friendly mood ; he vdanteered his services 

to cany oat many tSnnga^his own sagges^ 

tions — which were declmed witiiont thiu^; 

and finally he and his troope joined the 

dab and practised on the groond as mach 

as possible daring the two days which still 

remained to thenu Bat it cost them a 

tenible wrench^* for Ae sabscriptions 

nearly emptied Ito family parse. This 

step, it ahoald be said, was taken by the 

Captain against the widies of his wife and 

her sister, who woald both have retired 

from a contest which they considered hope- 

less. However, he stood firm ; he aaed 

his powerful longs to brettthe coorage ^into 

them; he rated them soondly for their 

cowazdice; he predicted their sienal 

triompL' In the end tiiey jrielded, smiling 

to Older yet qoaking inwardly, and so 

he led them into the contest. ■

yboL Wigram was soonoot of it, bat the 

othera managed to straggle into their 

respective ^finials." When the Captain 

stood op against BasQ Moore his family 

had st31 a diance of winning three prizes, 

small tiioofth it was, for the yoong man 

waa mach ^e better player and knew tiie 

groand« Hie ladies were most eager to 

back him for coantless pairs of ^oves, and 

when the fidr bat prudent sex takes to 

phmffing, jta may be tdlerably certain 

they have got hold of af oregone condosion. 

And so it proved. The score was called 

" one— love," ** two— love," " three— love," 

" foar— one " — the Captain having: at last ■
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won a game — " fire — one " ; and then came 

a long and desperate straggle, ending as 

most of the others had dona While a 

noisj' group of friends gathered round 

Moore, who gave himself as many airs as 

if he had performed an act of lofty heroism, 

his yanqoished opponent put on his shabby 

old blue coat^ and slunk away to his wife's 

side, where he sat down without a word. ■

Moore presently followed, under the 

pretence of consoling him. There are some 

men who derive the most exquisite pleasure 

from this part of their triumph, and he was 

one of them. ■

"Upon my word, Gaptab," said this 

insufferable puppy, "you played uncom- 

monly well ; you did really, though. Don't 

you think so, Mrs. Wigram 1 " ■

"You have the advantage of age, Mr. 

Moore," she replied quietly. ■

"Ah, yes, that's somethmg, certainly. 

But with a little more practice, Captain, 

you would be a good match for me. Upon 

my word, I think you would, really." ■

"Confound you, you cad," shouted 

Godfrey, springing to his feet and shaking 

his fist " There are ladies here, but come 

outside — ^just come outside— and I'll knock 

better manners into your red head." ■

Moore gave the lad a cool stare, and 

then turned his back on him. ■

"Sib down, sirl" said the Captain, 

drawing his son back into his seat. " Can't 

you trast your father to fight his own 

battles! I'm very sorry indeed, Basil, 

that he should have been so rade ■

9$ ■

"Oh, don't mention it," said Moore 

coldly. " By-the-way, as the afternoon is 

getting on, the Committee have decided 

that the two remaining competitions are to 

be played simultaneously." With which 

he walked oSL ■

The Captain's face darkened at this 

news ; for he meant to superintend the play 

of his sister-in-law and lus son, and feared 

that if they were engaged at the same time 

each would be embarrassed by anxiety for 

the other. He went to the Committee and 

stoutly protested against the new arrange- 

ment, but in vaia Two additional um- 

pires mounted the chairs at the second 

court, which was alongside the other, and 

the competitors were summoned to take 

their places. ■

"Courage, Louie," said the Captain. 

" You can beat Edith Beed into a cocked 

hat, if you only keep cooL" ■

With a shiver, and a piteous look at her 

sister. Miss Hubbard rose, racquet in hand. 

In order to reach her place she had to pass ■

in front of the whole line of spectator!; 

and as she did so, white-faced, tremUiDg, 

jerky in her walk, and with a cartain 

pitiable air of pride, there was a genenl 

flutter of fans and sunshades, and mneh 

whispering and tittering behind them. As 

there is no kindness so kind as a woman'ii 

so also is their cruelty the most crad. 

This unfortunate girl winced and qui?a«d 

beneath them ; she stumbl^ ana neadj 

fdl, but recovered herself and went ob 

again. She knew the meaning of that 

smothered laughter and those cutkiog 

remarks very audibly uttered, but the men 

behind did not They saw that her yerj 

short and shabby dress hung like a limp 

rag upon her thin and angular figuie, and 

they afterwards noticed that she ran aboat 

with singular freedom, but how should the^ 

know .the reason! Whatever it was that 

excited so much comment^ the responsibility 

rested with the Ci^tain. ■

An athletic contest between two ladiei 

is never a pretty sight ; it was positivelj 

painful to-day. Notwithstanding the en- 

couragement of her many friends, Edilh 

Keed, a saucy little girl in a big hat tamed 

up at the brim, looked almost as distressed 

as her opponent ; they confronted one an- 

other with smiles cm tiLeir white faces, and 

who shall say what feelines in their heaiti. 

Godfrey, who was oppos^ by G^rge Car- 

michael, a muscular little bull-dog of a 

man, with unfailing nerve, was at the same 

end of the ground as his aunt^ and doee to 

her. The Captain stood behind, their only 

supporter, except his anxious wife sitting 

over yonder by herself. ■

A slow twister to Miss Hubbard opoied 

the game. She advanced to meet it ■

"Back, Louie, back," roared theCi4>tain, 

gesticulating wildly. "For mercy's sake, 

girl, get further away from it. There, of 

course, it has done for you," added be, as 

she made a f ri^tened scoop at the ball 

which darted at her like a snake. "Didnt 

I tell you to keep back 1 Right on the edge 

of the court" ■

"Captain Wigram," said the umpire, 

" would you be good enough not to inter- 

fere with the players." ■

There was an instantaneous Bilenee. 

Would he show fight, they wondered, this 

mean old fellow who was trying so hard 

and so unfairly to get a few more pounds 

to add to his hoardi He looked desperate 

enough. But, bowing his grey head to the 

umpire, he drew back and leaned against 

the wall, where for some time he watched 

the progress of both games in silence. ■
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The score was called "love — one" against 

Miss Habbard, who was playing very 

badly. She seemed quite to lose heart 

when the second game also went against 

her; and no wonder, considering the yalae 

of the prize to her. The heat and glare 

from the concrete were trying enough, but 

not so trying as that battery of unfriendly 

eyes or the cheers given to her opponent, 

who was improving every moment. They 

rose to quite a shout of triumph when 

Miss Reed gained her third consecutive 

raocesa ■

The Captain could stand it no longer. 

At the commencement of the next game 

he seized his hat by the brim and rushed 

forward, waving it in the air and crying : ■

'' Well played, Louie, well played ind^d. 

Get back from that one — back, back, for 

heaven's sake, back ! Good, Louie, very 

good 1 Now, over in the far comer with it. 

Well done, my girl, bravo 1 " ■

"Upon my word, Captain Wigram," 

called out Basil Moore, who was now offi- 

ciating as umpire, ** it's too bad; it is reidly, 

though. I must request you to go away 

and keep quiet" ■

"Must you? Then why don't you see 

fair play ? If the other side is allowed to 

cheer, I'll cheer ; by heavens ! I will Gk> 

ahead, Louie, you shan't lose for want of 

shoutmg, anyway." ■

" But — ahem — what do you mean about 

fidr phiy? Cheering is one thing, but 

dancing about the court and giving advice 

ifl— well, it's another, you know." ■

" If you choose your way of giving en- 

couragement, I'll choose mine. If you don't 

like that arrangement, let the game be 

played in silence." ■

"Very well," said the umpire. ■

So the Captain crudied his hat on his 

head, and once more vrithdrew to the wiJL 

Bat Miss Hubbard continued to play so 

badly that he had to turn away lest the 

temptation to speak should become too 

powerful He scarcely knew when die was 

beaten, so quiet had the spectators become. 

Time were not a few men present who 

pitied that poor, limp thing, as she dragged 

herself back to her sister's side. ■

The other competition was more closely 

contested. Carmichael, playing with con- 

stunmate coolness, sent the balls flying like 

80 many bullets ; but nearly half of them 

were stopped by the net, fortunately for 

Godfrey, who was kept rushing from one 

end of the court to the other. Though in- 

ferior in skill, the lad was quick and active. 

So the score rose verv evenlv until at last ■

it stood at " five all" Carmichael, having 

the service, won the next game. ■

*' What's the value of this prize 1 " asked 

the Captain, in a hoarse whisper, of one of 

the eager spectators who was pressing 

around. ■

" Twenty-five pounds." ■

Twenty-five pounds ! Why, they could 

live for three months on that, and before 

then his pension would be due ; and here 

it was to be lost or won by a stroke of a 

racquet 1 He felt his strength going as his 

voice had gone already ; so he crent away 

to his wife and sat down between her and 

her sister, not one of the three being able 

to give even a smile of encouragement to 

the frightened lad who was stanoing but a 

few feet from them. ■

It was long since Geerbury had wit- 

nessed such an exciting scene. For the 

moment everything was forgotten except 

what was taking place on that dazzling 

concrete slab around which the spectators 

were gathered, standing or sitting. As 

Godfrey raised his racquet there was a 

breathless silence, followed by a sigh of 

relief, as the ball struck the net. His hand 

was shaking so, that his next service was 

equally unsuccessfhL ■

"Love — fifteen," announced Basfl Moore, 

now acting as umpire at this court. ■

After another couple of failures, then 

followed a smart rally which Godfrey won; 

and then another, most desperately-fought 

and eagerly-watched, which fell to Car- 

michael The score, therefore, stood at 

" fifteen — forty." Godfrey then got a fast 

ball over the net It was feebly returned, 

and he was about to send it back just as 

feebly, straight to Carmichael, who was 

waiting with a giim smile to receive it ■

It was more than flesh and blood could 

endure to see a game thrown away like 

that and do nothing to save it The Cap- 

tain sprang up, gesticulating and moving 

his lips as if he was shouting, though his 

hoarse tones were scarcely audible. ■

" Not there," he said ; " not there, lad, 

whatever you do. Over here— h^e in the 

shadow." For the high wall already over- 

shadowed part of the court ■

Every eye was indignantly turned upon 

him, but there was no time to say any- 

thing. Godfrey, flurried by these instruc- 

tions, missed the ball ; then arose a shout 

of triumph, and while it was ringing in his 

ears his father tottered and fell, in the 

shadow at which he was pointing. As he 

did not rise immediately, a couple of 

medical men who happened to be present ■
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hastened to hit aidei but he was already 

beyond the reach of their assistance. He 

had passed into that deeper shadow through 

which we most all pass sooner or later. ■

I have spoken of " the good people " of 

Overbary, and without the least widi to 

be satirical, for they now earned the titla 

Mrs. Wigram had no money to pay for her 

husband's funeral, and so die pitiful truth 

came to he geneially known. The result 

was a handsome subsoriptton, which placed 

her aboTO want until her son could sup- 

port ^hen But g^a4 m all were to giye, 

they would ha^e ibwa still more glsid to 

have been aUe .to recall those iU-natdved 

speeches, the last that the poor oldCi^ytain 

heard in this world. r ■

SOME FAMOUS PLAT& - ■

n. • ■

goldsmith's "she stoops to conquir." 

in two parts. part i. ■

WiLUAM CooKi, Esquire, baitister-a^ 

law and, author of a didactic^poem, relates 

that his friend and neq;hbour, OUver Gold* 

smUb, met an <dd acquaintance at a chi^ 

house soon after he had finished his comedy, 

then unnamed, but subsequently known as 

She Stoops to Conquer, or The MistakcNB 

of a Night And with him the ingeni- 

ous writer fell into confidential disemirse 

concerning his ^y, of ^riiieh ha-r begged 

his honest opinion as a friend on whose 

word he reUed, as a critic in whose 

judgment he trusted. Therefore, in hiA 

"strange, uncouth, deranged manner" he 

laid htm the plot^ whi<^ hia hearer under^ 

stood turned upon one gentlemaa mistak- 

ing the house of aiiother for an inn. This 

device, his critic believed^ was one the 

puhUc^ " under thefr dben sentimental im- 

pressions," would think too broad and 

farcical for comedy. Hearing which, (Gold- 

smith, who like all. poets was alteniately 

sanguine and despoii<font, looked most 

serious. Then, seizmff his friend's hand, he 

" piteously exclaimed, he was much obliged 

for the candour of his opinion ) "buty'^^he 

continued, "it is all I can do ; for, elaa, I 

find that my genins, if ever I had any, has 

of late totally deserted me !/' ■

This happened in the vpnag of 1772, 

when Goldamith's age numbered f ort^-four 

years, most of which had been spent m toil 

and trouble. Sixteen years previously he 

had returned from those strimge, eventful 

travels abroad, where 4ie had experienced 

such humiliations as w«» produced by 

"living on the hospitalities of the friars in ■

convents, sleeping in bams, and picking 

up a kind of mendicant livelihood by ths 

Glerman flute with great pleasantry." Meaa- 

while he had played many pi^ npoo 

life's stage; During the night of miiay 

preceding the dawn of his pro^eri^, 

he had herded with the beggars of Azs 

Lane; mixed medicines, spread ointmenti, 

and run of errands for Jacob, a poor 

apothecary in Monument Yard ; became a 

physician " in a humble way " ; conected 

proo& for the press of SamiMl Bichaidsou, 

printer and author; taught in a polke 

academy for young genflemenat FecUism; 

contributed to Griffith's *'^M<mthlyBeriew;'' 

returned starring atnd miserable to tettus 

his: usbership ; and began his career as la 

author by writing a seiies of papen for the 

columns of the " Pnblio Ledger," cdlad 

"Chinese Lettera," jreprimted under Os 

title of ^ TIm Oitisen ot the World.'' ■

Then came brighter days. From le* 

viewing bboks he fell to writing them*; 

from oceupyii^ A garret in Gtreen Arboor 

Court near the Old Bailey, be rose t» 

chambers in the Templft Moreover, the 

companionship of the beggars in Axe Lsm 

was exchanged for the> association of acn 

of learning and parts, who loved the sin* 

plicity of his nature and valued the wciA 

of hk genius. Accordingly, he became 

a frequent visitor to the liiop of Tern 

Danes, an unsucceesfol player, who n- 

nounced the stage to become ^ a pros* ■

I>erousbook8eUer and publisher. Hisshop^ 
ocated in Bussell> Street, Oovent Gaidsa, 

was famous as> a place of resort for acton 

uid autlums, poets -and their patrons, will 

and gosrips. It was here &)swdl met 

Johnson ; young Mr. Reynolds discouTNd 

with the admiied anther of "Ngfat 

Thouj^ts ; " Foots mimicked Garrick; and 

George Colman, Bichard Cumberisnd, 

Hugh Kelly, and Arthur Murphy, play^ 

Wrights all, debated on the condition ci die 

drama with George Steevens^ Esq., a cynic 

by nature, a critic by profession.* ■

Here the fortimes of ar play were fre- 

quently dedded, the value of a book de- 

clared, the fote of an author determined. 

The potent-voiced, central figure of the 

brilliant group congregating on these ■

* Here, likewise, was it, that Johnson, hearing 

of Foote'fl intention to caricatnre him on the iM(;^ 

Mk«d Daries i <* What is ibo price of a oooaKM^ftt 

stick, sir ? " * * Sixpence," answered the booTpkOf* 

" Why, then, slr,^ exclaimed the philosopher, "giw 

me leave td send yout servant to ptirefaaMi*iM * 

shillktf one. I'll hkve a d«ubU quantity ; f er X tii 

told I^te means to take me off, as he <»*l«.Jt.^g 

I am determined the fellow shall not do it ITot 

impunitr." ■

ii= ■
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premises was the ex-player, who was, 

indeed, as Steevens wrote Ghirrick, "to 

the Mi as much a king in his own riiop as 

ever he was on your stage. When he was 

on the point of leaving the theatre," con- 

tinnes t^e critic, " he most certainly stole 

some copper diadem from a shelf and pat 

it in hu pocket. He has worn it ever 

since." Eecognising GMdsmith's genius he 

had 1)id<ien kirn to his levees, and the 

faturepoet was p^ond to associate with the 

freqiMBten erf the bookseller's shop. ■

It was not conversation concerning lite- 

rature, exchanged byDavies's friends, wfaidi 

dione possess^ keen iiitetest for GU>ld- 

smith; all topics regarding the theatre 

exercised A fascination for him, liMe sns^ ■

Gfced by his acqnaintanees. Tba stage 

It indeed, ever proved' a sdnree of great 

attraction and innocent delight to him in 

the p&st; it was destined to become a centre 

of brief triumph, a source of bitter humili- 

ation, to him in the future. A proof that 

his talents had early inclined towards the 

drama, lay in the fact that he had written 

part of a tragedy in his days of struggle 

and want Ajud now he had achieved suc- 

cess as author of ^< The Yic^r of Wakefield " 

and *' The Traveilei^*'^ and possessed a t^xx- 

tation for elegance, Immour, and pathos, he 

resdved to write a comedy. This determi- 

natien was quickened to fidfilment by the 

Boecess of The tJIstodestine Marriage, the 

jomt compositien of David Qarrick and 

George Golman. ^' ■

Nor was €k>Idsmith unaware of the dif- 

ficulties which beset a dramatist's path. In 

the previous decade^ a reaction from the 

gms indeeencies of Dryden; Wyoherley, 

and Congreve had set in ; and a species of 

play, introduced by Steele, known as een- 

timeiital comedy, held possession of the 

Btaga From this school of dramatic 

writing, Groldsmith was resolved to depart, 

and determined to portray life in a manner 

troe to nature. ■

Bat before he could succeed in present- 

ing his ^y to the town for approval, it 

m necessary he should first gain &vour 

with the managers of Drury Lane or 

Cevent Garden weatres. Of the obstacles 

bore awaiting him he was wdil convinced. 

Indeed, in his "Enquiry into Polite Litem- 

tore," he had already devoted a chapter to 

the subject. ■

** A drama," he said, "must undergo a 

pfoeess truly chemical before it is presented 

to the piiblic. It must be tried in the 

niaaiger'e fire, strained throng a licenser, 

safer from reneated corrections till it mav ■

be a mere caput mortuum when it arrives 

before the public. . • . Old pieces are 

revived and scarce any new ones admitted. 

The actor is ever in our eye, the poet 

seldom permitted to appear, and the stage, 

instead of serving the people, is made sub- 

servient to the interests of avarice. Getting 

a play on, even in three or four years, is a 

privilege reserved only f (ur the happy few 

who have tiie Ms of courting the manager 

as well as the' Muse ; who l^ve adulation 

to please his vanity, powerful patrons to 

support their merit, or money to mdemnify 

disappointment Our Sezoo ancestors had 

but one niaine for a wit and a witcL I 

will not dii^ttte the propriety of uniting 

those characters then; but the man who, 

under the present discouragements, ventures 

to write for the etage, wnateter claim he 

may have to the appellation of a wit, at 

least has no right to be called a conjuror.'' ■

However, €k>ldsmith determined to try 

hisfortune as a dhunatist, and whilst his first 

cconedy, The Oood-natured Man, was in 

progress, decided on offoring it to Rich, 

then lessee of Coveat* Garden theatre. 

The manager's death occurring at this 

period, and his affiurs being thrown into 

confusion, Goldsmith resolvedon submitting 

his play to Ghmiek's consideration. Un- 

fortunately a misundersttodinghad sprung 

up between the poet and the player, 

which suspended khidly feeling on either 

side. Shortly after Goldsmith's remarks 

on the sti^oj just quoted, he had striven to 

obtain the vacant secretaryship of the 

Society of Arts, and had personally can- 

vassed the great Mr. Garrick for his vote. 

On this occasion the actor, with some show 

of indignation, replied that it was impossible 

Dr. Goldnaaith could lay claim to any 

recommendation from him, having taken 

pains to deprive himself of his assistance 

by an unprovoked attack upon his manage- 

ment of the theatre. The poor author, not 

dreaming of making an apology, replied 

simply enough that '<in truth he had 

spoken his mind, and Ifclieved what he 

said was very right" Hearing this, 

Garrick dismissed him with civility, and 

Gkddsmtth lost tiie office he sought ■

After this interview the poet and the 

player avoided each other's company; 

and though possessing many mutual 

friends, did not meet untQ kindly Joshua 

Beynolds brought them together in the 

drawing-room of his house in Leicester 

Square, in order that Goldsmith might 

place his manuscript of The Good^iatured 

Man in Oarrick's hands. Their meeting ■
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lacked the cordiality which forerans friend- 

ship. Davies, in his "Life of Garrick," 

speaking of the occasion, says the manager 

" was folly conscions of his merit, and per- 

haps more ostentations of his abilities to 

serve a dramatic author than became a man 

of prudence," whilst Gbldsmith, on the 

other hand, was no less persnaded of his 

own importimce, and anxious to assert his 

independence. " Mr. Garrick," writes Tom 

Davies, *<who had been so long treated 

with the complimentary language paid to 

a successful patentee and admired actor, 

expected that the writer would esteem the 

patronage of his play a favour ; Goldsmith 

rejected all ideas of kindness in a bargain 

that was intended to be of mutual ad- 

vantage to both, and in this was certainly 

justifiable. I believe the manager was 

willing to accept the play, but he wished to 

be courted to it ; and the Doctor was not 

disposed to purchase his fnendship by the 

resignation of his sincerity." The original 

breach therefore remained unbridged ; and 

when presently David Garrick took his 

leave with many smiles, the distressed 

poet muttered "he could not suffer such 

airs of superiority from one who was only a 

poor player.'' To which Joshua Seynolds 

replied : " No, no, don't say that ; he is no 

poor player surely." ■

The manuscript of The Good-natured 

Man remained in Garrick's keeping a con- 

siderable time, during which Goldsmith 

chafed at the strain to which his patience 

was subjected. At first the manager re- 

garded the comedy with favourable eyes, 

whilst he took care, as Sir James Prior 

states, " not to express himself so frankly, 

as to be unable to retreat from any rash 

inferences of the author." Hesitation and 

prevarication followed. Goldsmith was 

led to anticipate success for his work, whilst 

Joshua Eeynolds and Johnson were assured 

that it would never gain public esteem. 

Meanwhile Goldsmith battled with book- 

sellers, and slaved for editors that he might 

earn his daily breaa ; and at last, harassed 

by unmerciful circumstances, he took heart 

to ask, in hopes of future success, that the 

great manager would lend him a littlemoney 

upon his note, a request immediately 

granted. Interviews at Garrick's house 

w^ere now held, when he suggested certain 

alterations and amendments strongly ob- 

jected to by the author. And no prospect 

of a mutual understanding being visible, 

Garrick proposed that the comedy should be 

submitted to the opinion of his reader. 

Whitehead, the Poet Laureate, or others. ■

This incensed Goldsmith thoroughly, who 

concluded that the manager had canvaaced 

his friends for their unfavourable opinioni of 

the comedy. He therefore vented his feel- 

ings in expressions of anger, whilst Ganick, 

serene and affable, loftily assured him tint 

"he felt more pains in giving words to his 

sentiments than Dr. Goldsmith could pos- 

sibly have in receiving them." ■

The last days of June, 1767, werenov 

at hand, and Garrick left London to imi 

his native town, Lichfield. The fate of 

Goldsmith's play was yet undetermined, 

but an event had recently happened which 

caused him to look hopefully towaids its 

acceptance in another theatre. Some 

months after the demise of Eich, George 

Colman purchased a fourth share in Co?ent 

Garden Playhouse, and became its maoBget 

To him Goldsmith forwarded his comedj, 

and in return speedily received some sorelj 

needed words of encouragement The 

poor playwright's gratitude overflowed. 

** I am very much obUged to you," he 

writes to Colman on the 19trh July, "both 

for your kind partiality in my favour and 

your tenderness in shortening the intenril 

of my expectation. That the play is 

liable to many objections I well know, hut 

I am happy that it is in hands the most 

capable In the world of removing them. 

If then, dear sir, you will complete you 

favours by putting the piece into such a 

state as it may be acted, or of directbg me 

how to do it, I shall ever retain a sense of 

your goodness to me. And, indeed, 

though most probable this be the last I 

shall ever write, yet I can't help feeling a 

secret satisfaction that poets for the fatare 

are likely to have a protector who declines 

taking advantage of their dependent aitoa- 

tion, and scorns that importance which may 

be acquired by trifling with their anrietiefi." 

Having placed his comedy in the hands 

of a rival manager, he wrote to infom 

Garrick of his action. He had forwarded 

the play to Govent Giurden, he said, "think- 

ing it wrong to take up the attention of 

my friends with such petty concerns as 

mine, or to load your good nature by a 

compliance rather with tiieir requests than 

my merits. I am extremely sorry,^ he 

continues, "that you should think me 

warm at our last meeting ; your judgment 

certainly ought to be free, especially in a 

matter whid& must in some measure con- 

cern your own credit and interest" He 

then states he has no disposition to differ 

with him on this or any oUier account, and 

that he entertains a high opinion of his ■
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abilities and a real esteem for his person. 

GarridL's reply was generous and courteous : 

"I was indeed much hurt," he says, '' that 

your warmth at our last meeting mistook 

my sincere and friendly attention to your 

play, for the remains of a former misunder- 

standing which I had as much f oi^ot as if 

it had never existed. ... It has been the 

business, and ever will be, of my life, to 

lire on the best terms with men of genius; 

and I know that Dr. Groldsmith will have 

no reason to change his previous friendly 

disposition towards me, as I shall be ^lad 

of every future opportunity to convmce 

him how much I am his obedient servant 

and well-wisher." ■

la due time The Grood-natured Man 

was accepted, but five slow months passed 

before it was produced. For this delay 

there were several ezcusea Disputes 

arose between the proprietors of the thea- 

tre; disa^eement] followed concerning 

the lady selected to represent the heroine ; 

some of the actors protested against the 

characters they had to undertake; and 

Colman abandoned all hope of the success 

of the play. Ultimately it was produced 

on the 29th of January, 1768. On first 

representation its success was not assured, 

bat it ran for ten nights, and was much 

commended for striking originality and 

hearty humour. ■

Inasmuch as the incidents just narrated 

regarding The Gk>od-natured Man bear on 

the production of Goldsmith's second and 

more important comedy, they are mentioned 

in these pages. Though he had intimated 

that his firot play should be his last^ he 

was again tempted to write for the stage 

by knowledge of the honours and profits 

awaiting successful dramatists. But whilst 

strongly desirous of popularity in this line 

of art, and of the resulting gains which he 

sadly needed, he was resolved to again com- 

bat we public taste for sentimental comedy, 

and huit, as he expressed himself, " after 

nature and humour in whatever walks of 

life they were most conspicuous." That 

he might be freer from interruptions whilst 

engaged in writing the comedy, he took 

lodgings in a farmhouse, situated in Hyde 

Lane, close to the pretty village of Hyde, 

and six miles removed from London. 

For him the country possessed inexhaust- 

ible charms ; the voice of nature found a 

reverent echo in his heart; the peace of 

pastoral life soothed, refreshed, and inspired 

him. He had more than once, when 

oppressed by work and bewildered with 

care, fled from Fleet Street, with its dark ■

bookshops, noisy taverns, and crowded 

ordinaries, to take refuge in Islington, 

which then boasted its green fields and 

pleasant lanea He had ukewise, in com- 

pany with his friend Bott, taken a house 

on the Edgware Soad, some eight miles 

removed from town, where he wrote his 

'' History of Bome." And when, through 

stress of circumstances, he could not 

afiford the luxury of a country lodging, he 

stole a few hours from work that he might 

spend them in the purer atmosphere of the 

suburbs. This relaxation he called his shoe- 

maker's holiday. William Gooke quaintly 

describes the innocent manner in which 

these holidays were passed. At ten o'clock 

in the moming three or four of the 

author's intimate friends met at his 

chambers; at eleven they proceeded by 

the City Boad and through the fields to 

Highbury Bam. Here an excellent ordi- 

nary, consisting of two dishes and pastoy, 

was served, at tenpence a-head, induding 

a penny to the waiter; the company 

generally consisting of a few Templars, 

some literary men, and some citizens retired 

from trada About six o'clock in the 

evening Goldsmith and his friends ad- 

journed to White Conduit House, where 

they drimk tea ; and concluded a pleasant 

excursion by supping at the Grecian or 

Temple Exchange Cofiee Houses, or at the 

Globe in Fleet Street The whole ex- 

penses of the day never exceeded a crown, 

but generally amounted to three shillings 

and sixpence or four shillings each. ■

Having in contemplation the comedy 

which was destined to delight, not only 

his own, but succeeding generations, he 

once more sought the country, and 

hired a room in the Hyde Lane farm- 

housa* After months of toil and anxiety 

he rested here as in a haven of contentment. ■

* Some months ago I went in search of the home- 

stead where the poet lod}?ed ; and arriving at Hyde 

Lane, a charming locality gradually rising on a hill- 

side, bordered by thick hedges and commanding a 

prospect of peaceful meadow-lands, I hesitated as 

to which of two houses standing not far apart, was 

sacred to the poet's shade. The place seemed de- 

serted; no sound of life disturbed the noonday 

quiet, until the figure of a postman with an empty 

bag upon his back, whistling as he walked for want 

of letters, came in sight. To him I addressed m>^- 

self enquiringly, begging he would inform me m 

which of these houses Goldsmith had lived. A 

thoughtful expression crossed his vacant face. ' ' Mr. 

6ol(&nith?" said he. ** Well, I don't remember the 

name of such a gentleman, and I've been in this 

district three years. He must have lived here 

before my time.'* I gravely replied that he had, and 

we parted with expressions of mutual civility. I 

succeeded in identifying the house, and in seeing the 

apartment in the upper storey where She Stoops to- 

Conquer was written. ■
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His days were chiefly spent in his room, 

where hh meali weresenred, that continuoue 

work might not be interrupted. At times 

^— his stooping figure atturod in an old 

dressing-gown, his neck exposed by a wide 

open collar, his feet encased in worn 

suppers — he sauntered into the kitchen, and 

takhie his position on the wide open 

heart£, remained silent and abstracted, till 

some tiiought fladung. through his mind, 

he hurried away to record it instantly. 

Occasionally, when days were fair, he 

^Midered about the neighbouring fields, 

sometimes with a volume in his h^d, and 

again loitering in the shade of hedgerows, 

lost in thought. At intervals he journeyed to 

town and tarried there for days, and now 

and tiien Dr. Johnson, Joshua Reynolds, 

and Sir William Chambers visited him, 

when they drank tea, and told excellent 

stories, in tiie prim parlour which was 

placed at their service for such special 

occasion* ■

Meanwhile his comedy drew towards its 

dose, and early in the year 1772 Gold- 

smith was back in London, battling with 

booksellers, labouring to surmount financial 

difficulties, and strmng to get his play 

acc^ted. He had submitted it to George 

(Tolman ; but tedious weeks and lingering 

months wore away, and no satisfactory 

answer was returned to the expectant 

author. Spring passed and brought him 

' no hope ; summer came, and he lay prostrate 

from illness. With the reopening of the 

theatrical season in autumn his expec- 

tations rose again, only to meet with dis- 

appointment once mora At last, harassed 

by doubts and beset by difficulties, he 

wrote the following pathetic letter to 

George Colman in January, 1773 : ■

" Dear Sir, — ^I entreat you will deliver 

me from that state of suspense in which I 

have been kept for a long time. What- 

ever objections you have made or shall 

make to my play, I will endeavour to re- 

move and not argue about them. To 

bring in any new judges either of its merits 

or faults I can never subndt to. . Upon a 

former occasion when my other play was 

before Mr. Garrick, he ofifered to bring me 

before Mr. Whitehead's tribunal, but I 

refused the proposal with indignation. I 

hope I shall not experience as hard treat- 

ment from you as from him. I have, as 

you know, a large sum of money to make 

up ahortly; by accepting my play I can 

readily [satisfy my creditor that way ; at 

any rate I must look about to some cer- 

tainty to be prepared. For G^'s sake ■

take the play and let us make the bait o{ 

it, and let me have the same meMt« at 

least which you have given as badpU|8ai 

mine. ■

**I am, your friend and siovant, 

''Oliver Goldsmuh." ■

In answer to this appeal his maniucript 

was returned, with various remarb snd 

proposed alterations seribbled over the 

blank sides of its pages ; it was accom- 

panied by a note, stating that JnoVriAt 

standing its blemishes the play woold U 

product Feeling the hardship of tim 

treatment he was powerless to zeienti 

Goldsmith sent his comedy, with the tat- 

rections thick upon its pages, to Gankk, 

Constant intercourse between the i^r 

and author at Joshua Beynolds' houae bd 

made them better acquainted, and helped 

to estabUsh kindly feelings in which pM( 

hostility was happily forgotten in fWMA 

friendship. Therefore the poet had hopei 

that his play wouU be produced at Dioiy 

Lane; but before Garrick had timo to 

arrive at a conclosion concerning it, Geli- 

smith, acting on Johnson's advice, reqofliled 

the manuscript might be tetumed. ■

*' I ask nuiny pardons for the troibk I 

gave you yesteiday," he wrota '^Upw 

more mature deliberation, and the sdm 

of a sensible friend, I began to think it io- 

delicate in me to throw upon yon tbs 

odium of confinmng Mr. Golman's sente&ee. 

I therefore request you will send my fhf 

back by my servant, for having bees 

assured of having it acted at the other 

house, though I confess yours in tivj 

respect more to my wish, yet it would 1m 

folly in me to forego to advantage whkh 

lies in my power of appealing from Mt 

Golman's opinion to tha judgment of tbe 

town. I entreat, if not too kite, ^oa viO 

keep this affair a secret for some tima" ■

Garrick having returned the play, Jdm- 

soui who was ever anxious to serve bii 

friend, waited on Golman, *' who was pie- 

vailed on at last by much solicita^ 

T^Jf hy a kind of force, to bring it ca" 

The time fixed for its production wis 

MardL ■

Golman, accepting the comedy against Ibi 

will, predicted its ill-success, and his tose 

was speedily adopted by soma membenef 

his company. Mrs. Abington, Genyen^ 

Smith, and Woodward — ^three of the pin- 

cipal players, for whom tiie characteo of 

ACss Hardcastle, Marlow, and Tony 

Lumpkin were respectively intended— de- 

clined their parts. This was a severe 

blow to Gt>ldBmith, who had boasted of ■

■15^ ■
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writing the heroine to suit t/Ln, Abington, 

and moreorei' expected much help from 

Smith's and Woodward's playing. The 

motiye instigating their conduct may be 

jadgedfrom3ieBm)sequentconfes8ionofthe 

latter, who declared that he was influenced 

bj Uie manager's opinion that the comedy 

would never reach a second performance, 

hi thtt dilemma Shuter, who had rendered 

Goldsniith much service in The €rood- 

natoied Man, proposed that an actor 

named Lewes should represent Young 

Marlow ; but to this the author was un- 

willing to consent, Lewes being principally 

employed as a harlequin, and but seldom 

entrusted widi s^eakins parts. Shuter 

was, however, of opinion uiat he had talents 

which merely required opportunity for 

development Therefore he had frequently 

nrged nim to throw down the mask and 

don the buskin. He now advised him 

that there was a part in the new comedy 

befitting his abilities^ which Smith had 

declined, and at the same time besought 

Goldsmith to entrust him with the cna- 

racter of Toune Marlow. To this the 

author consented with some reluctance, but 

seeing him at rehearsal declared that next 

to Shuter, who plaved Hardcastle, Lewes's 

was the best performance. Miss Hard- 

castle was allotted to Mrs. Bulkley, and 

Tony Lumpkin to Quick. The cast, with 

the exceptions mentioned, proving most 

indifferent, Groldsmith's friends urged him 

to postpone the perf omumce of his comedy 

until autunm, when probably the better 

members of the company might reconsider 

their judgment But he answered stoutly, 

"I should rather that my play were 

damned by bad players, than merely saved 

by good acting." ■

Therefore the rehearsals were continued 

m a dispirited manner, when Colman 

occasionally suggested fresh alterations, 

now accepted, and again rejected by the 

suffering author. Kor was the manager 

willing to avert the apprehended fisdlure by 

incnmng the slightest expense for scenery 

or clothes. Stock scenes which had seen 

active service, and old dresses taken from 

the general wardrobe, were reintroduced. 

Occasionally these gloomy rehearsals were 

brightened by the presence of the play- 

wright's friends. Here in front of the 

semi-lit stage sat ponderoxis Johnson, 

surrounded by Joshua Beynolds and 

his sister, the Homeck family, Edmund 

Borke, and Arthur Murphy, all being 

ready to offer suggestions and express 

comments. ■

Bi THEO GIFT. 

Etc, Etc ■

CHAPTER XVII. THE PROFESSOR LBCFURHS ■

ON GHOSTS. ■

It is a relief to turn from the moral 

atmosphere of Les Oh^taigniers to a very 

different home in smoky old London, where 

in the doomiest month of all the year^— 

when ydlow fogs reign supreme and white 

curtains become dingy in a week ; if/bea 

you cannot open your mouth without 

swallowing enough soot to make your 

inside as black as a chimney, and the 

brightest litde back garden degenerates 

into an abomination of desolation— the 

Josephses yet managed, by dint of bri^t 

fires, smiling faces, and the fund of energy 

and good spirits peculiar to the whole 

family, to render even November more 

cheerful than elsewhere, and make their 

Saturday evenings centres of mirth, nrasic, 

and talk, which attracted a good many of 

the artistic and scientific world into thefr 

vortex. Not the big fixed stars of that 

world, pethaps, but the smaller ones, whose 

light, if extending over a more limited 

area, often shines quite as brightly in the 

homely circle of a drawing-room. ■

Dr. Marstland was not seen there quite 

as often at present as heretofore. To 

speak the trutn that impetuous young man 

was a little disappointea in the Josephses ; 

a little inclined to be huffy with them, or 

with the Professor and his elder daughter 

at any rate. It had seemed to him — when 

he came back from Brittany, full of his 

adventures, burning with his wrongs and 

with enthusiasm for Vera, whose pathetic 

little note had made him mcMre in love with 

her than ever — that his old friend and 

former tutor showed himself less sympa- 

thetic than might have been expected from 

his usual benevolence of character, and the 

kindness which he had already shown to 

the lovers. He had chaffed the youne man 

on the tremendous heat of his lately 

kindled flame ; had humorously professed 

to uphold the severity of M. and Madame 

St Laurent, as a wholesome corrective to 

the over-indulgence accorded to young 

people of the present day in general ; and 

only dropped his bantering tone to ad- 

minister a sharp and scathing rebuke to 

his ex-pupil on what he styled the 

''blasphemous folly" of even talking of 

throwmg up a noble profession like that 

of medicine for the sake of a girl's pretty ■
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face, whoever she might be. Altogether, 

and between jest and earnest, '^Marstland 

grew to feel that he had better put 

his love troubles in his pocket when 

the Professor was present; and, though 

Mrs. Josephs, on the other hand, was most 

kind and sympathetic about them, and 

ready to ask questions and listen with as 

much interest as he could desire, the un- 

grateful young man could not help remem- 

bering that the sympathy thus extended to 

him was of that wide order which would 

have embraced just as readily the sorrow 

of a burglar mourning over his lost 

« jemmy," and felt almost irritated when 

the good lady would say in her joUiest and 

most comfortable tone : ■

" Ah, poor little Vera ! Yes, it's quite 

true; short a time as she was with us I got 

almost as fond of her as if she'd been my 

own. Not much backbone, I'm afraid, 

but as gentle a bit of a thing as ever I saw. 

Oh yes, my dear, of course I'd be very glad 

to hear of her again now or at any tune; 

but as to her father and mother being kind 

to her, don't you fret yourself. Fathers 

and mothers are always kind to their chil- 

dren, especially if they've only one, when 

there's no one to make them otherwise." ■

But it was Leah who, more than her 

mother, disappointed Marstland's expecta- 

tions at present ; Leah, who did not share 

the former's optimistic view of parents in 

general, and whose sympathy was the more 

valuable because more discriminating : 

Leah, too, who had been the chief centre 

of Yera's idolatry, and whom Yera's eyes 

had been wont to follow with such fond, 

worshipping admiration. He had expected 

more from her, more active assistance and 

advice as to breaking down the St 

Laurents' prejudices ; less of that heartless 

readiness which her father showed to 

take those unpleasant people at their first 

word, and retire from an acquaintance to 

which he had looked forward as a means 

of obtaining occasional news at any rate of 

his poor little sweetheart ; and more pal- 

pable eagerness to secure him the t^tes-^* 

tStes in which alone he could find the 

solace of pouring out his heart on the 

all important subject When he could 

secure one for himself, indeed, he found 

nothing to complain of, and Leah all that 

was sweetest and most sympathetic ; ready 

to talk or listen to his heart's content, to 

praise Yera lovingly, and offer either advice 

or pity as he most needed, which was all 

very delightful, and made him con^tulate 

himself on having got hold of a friend who ■

could be at once appreciative and intelli- 

gent But alas 1 she was so difficult to get 

hold of ! It had not been so always. Now 

she was always so busy, so busy that, smce 

her return from Brittajiy, she scarcely eren 

seemed able to find time to go vitJi 

him on those errands of phUantnropy or 

mercy which in previous days they hi. 

shared so often and so pleasantly. She 

had not lost her interest in them. When 

he told her of some tale of trouble among 

his poorer patients, her dark eyes would 

kindle or moisten as readily as ever, and 

she would say : ■

" Write me down the name and addron, 

and I will [make a half -hour to go and see 

them." But somehow the half-hoor wu 

never one when he could have gone with 

her, and occupied the time there and hade 

with those plans and confidences which it 

would have been so delightful to him to 

pour out to her ; and now and then the 

ghastly suspicion would occur to him, that 

she, of whom he thought bo highly, wu 

no better than shallower women, ready to 

weary of a man and lose interest in him 

directly he betrayed his interest in the 

love of another woman % ■

In plain fact, £larstland was to some 

extent a spoilt child, and Leah had helped 

considerably in making him so ; but it was 

well all the same that neither he nor any- 

one else, save one old spectacled scienti^ 

guessed at the stem and bitter battle 

which the girl was waging with herself and 

her own heart at present ; nor at the 

strenuous and sensible care with which, 

while resolutely showing all frank kmd- 

liness and friendship to the man who was 

dearer to her than any other, she withdrew 

herself steadily from an intimacy whoae 

closeness had been disastrous to her own 

peace of mind in the past, and might be 

dangerous to his loyalty in the f utaia ■

People were saying this autumn that 

Leah Josephs was growing handsomer than 

ever; that her features had gained anew 

sweetness of expression, her voice a mater 

richness and depth; and Marstland him- 

self seemed to hear of her everywhere: 

now wiiming laurels by her singing at 

some fashionable concert for the poor ; now 

lending the same talent to charm the help- 

less inmates of a hospital for incoraUes; 

now as the composer of a little song every- 

one was singing ; and again, as taking daily 

lessons on the violin in order to be able to 

impart them to certain youthf ol and ragged 

geniuses in the slums of Drury Lane. ■

The young surgeon was convinced at ■

■
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this time that he hated music ; as also that 

mnaical people had less largeness of soul, 

and were narrower and more deficient in 

sympathy for things outside their own 

useless and frivolous art, than any others. 

As a consequence he kept away from the 

Josephses' house more tlum he had ever done 

before ; and, not knowing any other equally 

fascinating to him, worked all the harder 

at his profession which, after the first few 

days, he could not help feeling was quite as 

fascinating and absorbing to him as ever. 

More so, indeed ; since he had made up his 

mind to use it as a means for gaining name, 

fame, and fortune for the benefit of the girl 

whom he hoped to make his wife. ■

"Monsieur told me sneeringly that he 

had higher views for his daughter than the 

bestowing her on a 'petit m^decin in- 

connu,' " the young man thought, throwing 

back his splendid head. " Let's see if he 

will be equally scornful when I have made 

my name known in Paris as well as London, 

and can count my income by thousands as 

easily as I can now in hundreds. I believe 

1 shall. I believe that if this very experi- 

ment I am trying now succeeds " ■

Ah, well, it is the way of the world, 

and the great difference between men and 

women! George MarsUand was very much 

in love; bat there is no denying that 

between experiments, hard work, and 

natural hopefulness, he found his love, and 

his life tlurough it, very much pleasanter 

than did poor v era, amid the storm-clouds 

and gloom of her uncongenial home. ■

"And now let us have an explanation of 

this rubbish," said the Professor. " I never 

heard anything so ridiculous in my lifa 

'Ghosts' indeed 1 and such babies 1 Tell 

me all about it at once." ■

Something of a storm, a domestic uproar 

of a small and laughable nature, had been ■

r' g on in Addison Gardens that evening. 

Driginated in Naomi's two children, 

Benjy and Alix, who were on a visit to 

their grandparents, and who, after being 

perfe<^y good and even lamlhlike all day, 

had, when bedtime came, stoutly refused 

the maid's invitation to them to retire to 

rest, and, when vanquished on this point, 

had attempted to make it a condition of their 

yielding ^t they should sleep together 

and not, as usual, in separate rooms. Van- 

qniahed again by brute force, and not 

without the expenditure of much kicking 

from Benjy, and lusty howls from both, 

they had maintained a treacherous quiet 

until the servant had eone downstairs, and ■

had then arisen and horrified the elders of 

the party assembled below by presenting 

themselves in their little white night- 

gowns hand-in-hand at the drawing-room 

door, bare-legged and rumple-hair^l, an- 

nouncing with fiercely-scarlet faces and 

wet eyes that they " wasn't going to sleep 

alone when nasty, bad things might come 

to them." "Ghosts," Benjy put in dis- 

tinctly, while Alix hesitated on the ad- 

dition " 'pirits." ■

Mrs. Josephs caught them up both at 

once in her motherly arms, and bore them 

off to the fire, scolding and fondling in a 

regular tumult of anxiety lest croup or 

cold should be the result of the escapade ; 

but the Professor had a soul above such 

puerile detaOs, and lifting Benjy on to 

his knee, demanded an exphwation of the 

matter. This, however, Benjy seemed to 

find it rather hard to give ; and only after 

much difficulty and questioning was it ex- 

tracted from him that Rose, the Christian 

cook (Professor Josephs, as belonging to 

theSeformed Jews, had a penchant for eooks 

not liable to be troubled with culinary 

scruples on the Sabbath), had asked Becky 

the Jewish housemaid to get her something, 

and that because Becky, who was just taking 

a bunch of carrots out of her market-basket, 

did not at once obey, cook got cross and 

gave her such a shove that Becky started 

and jerked the carrots out of the window 

beside which she was standing; farther, 

that Becky had burst out crying, and said 

cook was very wicked and spiteful, as 

everyone knew that witches — " what is 

awful bad^ horrible old women things," 

Benjy explained — ^had power to injure any 

one who threw away a bunch of carrots 

without untying it ■

** Becky is a stupendous fool," said the 

Professor. " There are no such things as 

witches, except that Auntie Leah of yours 

there, who never injured any one in her 

life ; and if there were, what have they to 

do with ghosts or spirits t " ■

'' Why, then, grandpa, Becky said next 

time Rose went near the ashpit she'd 

shove her down on it, for bad spirits always 

sit on rubbish heaps; an' I asted Sose 

what a spirit was, and she said a ghost, 

what's a tall thing all in white, an' 'pears in 

the dark to frighten people." ■

" Bose,too, is a stupendous fool," said the 

Professor. '* There are no such things as 

ghosts either; and as to bad spirits, the 

only ones I know of are — ahem 1 those my 

grocer sends me, and they're kept corked 

up tichtlv in sreen ^lass bottles." ■
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"Saphael, deary, don't/' said Mrs. 

Josephs, who was still chafing and cosset- 

ing Alix's littde pink feet before the fire. 

*< Yon shooldn't joke in tiiat way." ■

"Is grandpa joking T' adced Benjy, 

solemnly. ''Bat, grandpa, yen's mistook, 

for I know there is ^osts sometimes, 

'cause when Becky oon^lained to granny, 

granny said she and Bose should deep 

together to-night, and then if anytiiin' 

came it couldn't hurt them, 'cause ghosts 

never hurt two people what's together ; so 

that's why me and Alix want to deep 

together, too, so's we mightn't be hurted 

either." ■

*' Yes, 'cause I's welly 'f raid of ghosts, I 

am," put in Alix's small pipe as Ben's 

ceased ; '' and I 'onte to deep in Benjy's 

bed, too. Us may, may'nt us, granny % " ■

The Professor lifted his hands in silent 

.deprecation, and turned a remonstrant 

gaze on his wife, who was bending her 

head over the little girl's black curls in 

rather comical confurion, till young David, 

after looking expectantly from one to 

another of his parents, put in : ■

''Is it all nonsense, father) Because 

Johnny Cohen, he used to say that about 

rubbish heaps, too ; and " ■

" It is worse than nonsense, my lad ; it 

is lies, and hurtfhl lies into the bargain ; 

for everything is hurtful that turns brave 

boys and girls into wretched, miserable, 

little cowards," said the Professor, with a 

look which made Benjy wriggle uncom- 

fortably on his perch, and turned his cheeks 

to a more poppy-lUce hue than befora 

"Also," half closing his eyes behind his 

spectacles, and speaking more dreamily, 

'^ it is, I grieve to say, one of the most un- 

erring signs of an effete and fast decaying 

creed^ ti^t when all real knowledge or 

study of its dogmas is rapidly dying out 

among the very people who profess to ad- 

here to them, its superstitions survive and 

flourish more rankly than before, as if in 

direct contradiction to the theory of 

natural law which, by the doctrine of the 

survival of the fittest ** ■

"Leah, love," burst in Mrs. Josephs 

briskly, " take Benjy up to bedi won't you 1 

Alix can sleep with him till it's time for 

you to go up, just for once— only once, you 

know, father dear. Here, David, you 

carry her, there's a good boy. I hear a 

knock at the door now, and what would 

anyone think to see the state of us now ! " ■

"They won't see much. That's only 

the postman's knock, mother dear," said 

Leah, laughing, as she shouldered her ■

■

sturdy captive, and bore him out to the 

postboz, where indeed a letter was lyiig 

for her ; but as David and Alix f oQowsi, 

the mother drew near to her husband, aol 

wiid reproachfully : ■

" Baphad, I w<mder at groa ! To go on 

that way about the decay of xeligioii^HKir 

own religion too — to David 1 " ■

"And, mother, I wonder at you 1" said 

the Profeasor, smiling, and patting the 

worn, wrinkly hand whidi was lying on 

his sleeve with infinite tendemeea. "En- 

couraging the vnlgarest of snperstitioDS in 

the^nunds of servants and children ; jmr 

own servai^ and grandchildren toot 

'Bubbish heaps,' indeed! The wlude 

thing is a heap of rubbisL" ■

" Ah, well, deary ; of course you're toe. 

learned to — though I know one penom 

who believed in it thoroughly, and tlttfe- 

was Mrs. Josephs, your motiier — Bul^: 

dear, I don't want you to go apaeitiag- 

David; for you know he thinks all the 

world of every word you say, and I do 

want him to be a good, orthodox lad. 

I know he's not as dever as Matt or John^ 

but he'e always been ten times as religiowly 

minded, and never misses saying ha 

Poorshah''^ of a morning, however late he 

may have <yv«rslept himself. Only yester- 

day he reminded me that next year he'd 

be thirteen, and old enough to wear the 

phylacteriesy^as men do ; and he asked ma 

straight out : 'Father wears it, doesn't het' 

So I was glad to be able to say 'ye&' " ■

"My dear, I'd wear all the law and thsi 

prophets unabridged if it would make yoft. 

glad; though I doubt all tiie same^ dd 

woman, if I couldn't remember their pie* 

cepts just as wdl, and more comfortab^, 

without doing so," said the man of sciflDce 

kindly "Hullo! that iattle*te-tat isnt 

the postnum ! " ■

It was not ; for Mrs. Josephs had ody 

time to get back to her chair before Haotti 

and her husband entered, and were kir 

lowed very shortly after by young Boaen- 

berg, accompanied by a Icmg-haired male 

friend with a roll of mude under his ami, 

and a short-haired femde ditto with a 

violin clasped in both hers; finally, by 

(George Marstland, on whom, as a now 

infrequent guest, and one more in his line 

than the others, the Professor pounced im- 

mediately, and engaged in conversati^ai on 

the "germ theory " and the reoent experi- 

ments of M. Pasteur. ■

* A chapter, or portiona of a chapter, in tha 

Hebrew Bible recited by orthodox Jews on gettu^ 

up of a morning. ■

=' ■
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Lefth did not make her appearance from 

above stairs till the whde partj were 

assembled. She said she had waited till 

the little ones were asleep; but both 

Naomi and Marstland noticed how nn- 

Qsoally grare she looked, and that her 

cheeks were flashed to a vivid crimson, 

which, though adding to her beaaty, gave 

it an almost feverish appearanca She was 

extremely restless too ; nearly broke down 

once in singing one <rf her own songs, let 

her attention wander in the most unpardon- 

able manner during a most interesting 

description which Herr Miiller, tiie long- 

haired man, was giving her ol the per- 

formance of (rouncKl's new oratorio at the 

Albert Hall; once lost the thread of 

what she was saying herself, and started 

nervously when Marstland, having finished 

his talk with her father, happened to cross 

the room in her direction. A few minutes 

ktec, however, she went up to the young 

loigeon as he was standing rather apart 

from the others, glancing over the pages of 

a scientific journal, and, under cover of a 

daet for violin and ^iano which was beinff ■

E)rfoimed by Naomi and the i^ort-haired 

dy, said in a low tone : ■

"I was half wondering if we should see 

you to-night I wanted to ai^ you "—she 

paused a second, the flush deepened on her 

cheek — " if you have heard from Vera I " ■

Marstland looked at her with a start of 

Borprise too palpably frank to be put on. ■

"From Vera? No, not a line. You 

know we agreed there should be no writing 

without some serious cause. Why do you 

ask I Have — have you heard t " ■

" Tee." Leah's expression had changed. 

There was a look of sudden relief in it 

" I had a letter only this evening. No ; I 

am sorry, but I can't show it you," for 

Marstland almost put out a hand in his 

eagerness, " because " (her face must have 

been burning, for she put up one hand to 

it, but went on speaking wiUi extra quiet 

and distinctness^ " it has to do with some 

private affairs ot my own ; but she is well, 

which you wHl be glad to hear; and true to 

yoo, though that, I am sure, you don't need 

to be told ; and sadly unhajppy, poor child ! 

because — ^because those ' views ' which M. 

St Laurent hinted at have at last been 

I announced to her." 

' "Indeed 1 And they are 1" ■

" Just what I suspected long ago. That 

Count 1 It seems he proposed for her 

when she was fourteen. Her parents 

settled the matter for her in French fashion 

there and then : and have only now con- ■

con- ■descended to take her into their 

fidence." ■

" Andshel" ^daimed Marstland; then, 

fixing his eyes on Leah's troubled face in 

the pittcing manner which Vera used to 

find so embanassing: " But how is it she 

wrote to you and not me t Surely——" ■

" Surely you are not going to be jealous 

of me 1 " said Leah smiling. << Semember, 

please, I was her first fhend, and do not 

grudge me one little nota Indeed it was 

not easy for her to write at all, for she was 

in great disgrace with her parents for 

having refused to receive the Count's 

addresses." ■

''She did refuse them, my brave, true- 

hearted, little angel 1 And have they 

given in amce f Has he — Leah, I am not 

grudging you your letter," and Marstland 

tried to^check his impatience, and smiled, 

though evidently pained and perplexed, 

" but I can't thmk why, at such a crisis, 

Vera did not write to me tea" ■

''My dear friend, you forget that she 

has no intimate friends or correspondents, 

and is looked after as strictly as a child of 

five years old, so that it is very difficult for 

her to write or post even one letter with- 

out attracting notice. And then — ^I think 

she had another reason. I think that after 

the months that have passed since you and 

she met she wanted to make sure through 

me whether you would be as pleased to 

hear of her loyalty now as you would have 

been then ; and she knew — she said so — 

that I would tell her the truth." ■

" Good heavens 1 Does she doubt ma, 

then % I who have not a thought or wish 

that is not concentrated on her 1 But I 

will soon satisfy her on that subject I 

will write to her at once ; and, Leah, you 

can endorse what I say, can't you t You 

will write to her now ? " ■

" Yes, I shall certainly write to her now," 

said Leah very gravely. "I should like 

of course to do so openly; but as she 

would not be allowed to get my letter — I 

did not tell you before, but Madame sent 

back my la^t unopened — I must do it 

through B^noite." ■

" Your father will make no objection, I 

suppose f " ■

" No, for I shall not compromise him by 

asking his permission. I shall simply tell 

him that I am going to disobey one of his 

commands, and that I would rather he did 

not ask me what it is." ■

Marstland looked a little doubtful ■

" But—but is that wise ? What will he 

say, do you think 1 " he asked* and thfiKi ■
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was made to feel ashamed by Leah's 

smile. ■

"He — will trust me," she said quietly. 

''We always trust each other in this house ; 

and if you will do the same and give me 

your letter to enclose in mine, I think it 

will be less risky for Vera than sending 

her two separate ones. She tells me that 

she has managed to temporise for awhile, 

and put her parents off, how, I don't 

quite know; nor whether she has told 

them plainly that she has given her love 

to you, and cannot help but be true to it 

At any rate their dislike to you has evi- 

dently been freshly roused ; and I shoald 

not like to do anything ignorantly which 

might make her position more painful and 

difficult than it is. I must write ! " ■

"I should like to kiss your hands in 

gratitude for your saying so," said Marst- 

land, "for I know how a line from you 

will delight her; but I think you'll 

agree also that, after what you have told 

me, it b also necessary for me to write as 

well" ■

"I suppose, if I were yon, I should do 

so ! " said Leah, smiling a little, " and since 

you certainly will, do you mind my giving 

you one little hint for her comfort 1 " ■

" A thousand, if you like. You are her 

best friend, and I, too often, a thoughtless, 

hot-headed fool. What is it V' ■

" Only thi& She knows of course that 

she had your whole love while she was 

here, and you will tell her that she has it 

still ; but I think it would give her greater 

confidence in — in herself, if you were to 

assure her as strongly as you know how, 

that it has never been given, even in 

the least degree, to anyone else before. ■

I," there was a faint Uttle smile on her ■

mouth as she said it, though her eyes had 

a strangely sad look in them all the time, 

" I luive mown you so long that I think I 

can endorse that too; but she is very 

timid and humbla She cannot realise her ■

own power over a man like you ; and ■

but I really must not stay talkmg to you 

any longer. Some one is calling me." ■

Marstland had heard no call, and tried 

eagerly to detain her ; but poor Leah had 

not strength enough to stay and listen 

to the protestations which she felt he 

would in all honesty make. She glided 

away even as she spoke; and try as he 

might for the remainder of the evening, 

he could not again get her to himselC The 

crimson flush had all died out of her ■

cheek, however, nor was there any farther 

sign of feverishness or abstraction in her 

manner ; but no one there guesded—Mant- 

land least of all — what crudi and unlooked- 

for pain had been the occasion of these 

manifestations, nor Uiat the wound, which 

for weeks back she had been trying to 

zealously to close, had been ruthlessly ton 

open and the most private and sscied 

feelings of her heart laid bare in the letter 

which she had received that evening. ■

" I cannot ask him," Vera had said, "be- 

cause mamma says it is indecent to qoesttOD 

young men about such things ; and besides, 

he assured me once that there had ne?er 

been anythbg at all but friendship be* 

tween you, and laughed at me for thinUog 

the contrary. Bat it is quite true that! 

did think so in the beginning, and nov 

mamma says he only said that to pleaie 

me, and that I took him away from yont 

Leah, is it true f How could II I, who 

am not even pretty or clever, from yoa! 

But if it were so — if he had ever cared 

the least little tiny bit for you, or you £)r 

him in that way, you would tell me now, 

would you not! Ton would not be &o 

cruel as to hide it Remember, I tmst yoa 

entirely. I wiD believe every word yea 

say ; and, on the other hand, if yon hide 

it I should be sure to find it out, perhaps 

when we were married and it was too late 

to go back. I might even find that he was 

tired of me in my turn ; and in any case 

I should be miserable all the rest of my ]i!i% 

and he too. And you — ^you would ban 

made us so 1 Oh, I am sure you cooldnt 

do it You know how I love yoa; thai 

you are my best, my only friend; thatl 

would not mind anything now which wooU 

be for your happiness. I would em 

marry the Count Dear, dear Leah, yos 

will tell me the truth, will you notf And 

you will not mind my asking you f " ■

"'Mind!'" Leah repeated to henelL 

'' But there, I suppose the best proof tbi 

she had no real doubt in her own mind ai 

to the answer lies in the fact of her hayifig 

written at alL Surely, if she had etes 

the slightest she would not, simple and 

tactless as she is, have been cruel enoagh 

to ask me, the woman afiPected by it, to 

satisfy her. Fortunately,'' and the bran 

lip quivered a little, " I can satisfy her 

her very easily about him. I have only to 

tell her the plain, unflattering truth, and if 

I lie about myself no one could vaAj 

blame me 1 " ■

■
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accident iu the wintw, which Alasdn 

answered lightly : she was quite well now, 

and the accident had been nothing at alL ■

"Ton missed that ball, though," said 

Mis. Melville, " and it was a very *good 

balL I enjoyed it, that is — perhaps we 

shall have one next winter. I don't know, 

thougL I hope we shall not be here." ■

" Not here 1 " ■

'' No ; not if I can get away. I gone- 

rally have a cough in the winter, you 

know^ and I have always hated this 

climate. In fact I don't like this piUrt of 

the coontiT at all. I wish Redwdfod was 

in Hertfordshire, or Sussex, or Hampshire, 

or somewhere else. This is the dullest, and 

coldest, and stupidest county in England. 

Don't you think B0 1" ■

" No ; I like it," said Alexia. ■

<' Oh, I dare say ; but then of course it 

is so very much home to you. I suppose 

you have never lived anywhere else ) My 

husband pretends he is fond of it, and my 

mother-in-law reaUy is, I think. She evi- 

dently expects us to be fastened down here 

for ever. But even if the country was 

nice, the house is so old-fsshioned and in- 

convenient I suppose you know every 

inch of it t You used to come and play 

here, didn't you, when you were a child 1 " ■

" Oh yes, many years ago^" said Alexia. 

" I have always thought the house perfec- 

tion — ^but then of course, as you say, I 

have never seen any others." ■

"This room, for instance, you can't 

think this room perfection," said Mrs. 

Melville, with a contemptuous fling of her 

hand, and a glance from floor to ceiling. 

" It is antediluviui, and so ugly. There is 

not one pretty thing in it— £ere was not, 

till my thin^ were unpacked. Howevw, 

this room will soon be altered. You will 

see a great difference, when I have furnished 

it to please mysel£" ■

Alexia had no doubt that there would be 

a great difference ; whether it would be an 

improvement, she covdd not feel [so sure ; 

and she wondered what Charlie's^ mother 

would say. ■

Presently Mrs. Melville began to talk 

about the neighbours, all or most of whom 

Alexia knew slightly. But she now heard 

things about them which not even the wise 

Mrs. Dodd had ever told her. Skeletons 

in cupboards were very impartially dragged 

out and shaken by this young lady, who 

seemed amused at Alexia's ignorance. 

Alexia listened, rath» hating horself as 

time went on, and wondering why Mrs. 

Melville should tell her these things. Per- ■

haps because she was a harmless gid, and 

knew no one very intimately, and these 

stories were of a sort to amuse the tdb 

of them. ■

At last came something so scandilou 

about a quiet couple in the neighbour- 

hood, that Alexia found her courage, and 

wondered how she had ever lost it. ■

'* I am quite sure that is not true," she 

said. '' Mrs. Lindley is not so idbtic,afid 

he is a good man." ■

Mrs. Melville stared and laughed. ■

'' I don't wond^ at her," she said **Jik 

is too dull He was the idiot, with bu 

jealousy. Awfully stupid of men to be 

jealous." ■

" Some men can't help it, and have good 

reason for it, I suppose," said Alexia. "I 

don't believe, though, that Mr. Lindley 

was, or Uiat she — ^gave him any reason." ■

" Well, everybody says so," said Ma 

Melville, and then she staied a Mb 

thoughtfully. '^One never knows what 

one IS capable of," she said, '^bntldonl 

think I should ever be jealous. Too muck 

trouble. It never hurts anybody batone'i 

self, unless one has the strength of mindk) 

carry it through." ■

" How do you mean ! *' ■

'< Poison somebody," said Mm MdviDe 

with her deliberate gaze. ■

She certainly did not mean anything- 

how could she t But Alexia's cheek wm 

burning at that moment^ and she was gU 

that it was absolutely necessary to control 

herself, for her father came into the loon 

with Charlie. ■

Charlie did not look quite so easyand 

pleasant to-day as on Sunday after chmd 

He had a downcast look, and hardly i^ 

to Alexia ; evidently something bii V^ 

him out of temper. He b^;an teasing oil 

wife's little dog, which presently growled at 

him, and then he pudied it roughly awa; 

with his foot ■

Mr. Pi^e was talking to Mis. HeldK 

and Alexia tried to talk too, and not to be 

so painfully conscious of that sulky ftoe tj 

the other side of the nnnn. He disliked 

her now, she thought, and perhaps it wi> 

no wonder : people do not like to be » 

minded of their disappointments. ■

She thought she would never com to 

the Manor again, if she could help it She 

did not like Charlie's wife, and the chioge 

in himself was^too paiirfuL It was not 

manly, she tJiought, to visit the pastoiher 

by a manner wmeh was almost rodtteu. | 

She had done what seemed r^hi Foriuf 

sake she had crashed her hopes andher |[ ■
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happiness, and had resisted the strongest 

temptation she had ever had in her life. 

Of coarse he did not exactly know that, or 

the sacrifice could nerer have been made, 

hut if he had cared much he could hardly 

kvre narried this woman immediately, and 

in any case he might behave like a gentle- 

man. ■

" The Squire tells me you are thinking 

of maldng some alterations in the house, 

said Mr. r aga ■

«The house is not fit to live in," replied 

Mrs. Melville. " There ai:e only three or 

four good rooms in it That old part is 

exactly like a rabbit-warren. I should like 

to poll it down and build a few good rooms, 

if I am to live here, and there would be a 

large bonfire of rubbish, for I really don't 

care for the relics of past generations. The 

Melfille £amilyare'so very sentimental,"8aid 

she with a loud laugh, 'Hhat they keep 

the Latin grammar their great-grandfather 

hA at Eton. It's a great treasure. I sup- 

pose you are not surprised, Mr. Page, for 

yoa have known them a long time. But 

tiiey are a most romantic family, and my 

hnshand is one of the worst of them. 

Seriously, these old rooms are full of the 

most awful, moth-eaten rubbish, all tum- 

hlbg to pieces from the damp, andperfectly 

miinteresting to every creature. There are 

some cases of stuffed birds and butter- 

flies '' ■

"Come, we are going to draw a line 

there, you know," said Charlie suddenly, 

laughing in his turn, and walking across 

the room. ** You can do what you like 

with most of the rubbish, but I won't have 

that room touched. Those are my own 

thbgs. That little case of humming-birds 

ii the thing — the thing I like best m this 

house — or in the world," he added under 

his breath. ■

Mrs. Melville was immensely amused. 

She laughed, she evidently thought Charlie 

the greatest fun possible ; she looked for 

sympathy to Mr. Page and Alexia, and her 

voice was quite musical with pleasure as 

she retorted — " Those humming-birds I 

Well, that really is a joka Do you know 

what he means. Miss Page i Charlie, go 

and fetch them this moment The most 

dreadful little wretches, stuck about on 

twi^ with a nest and two of them sitting 

on It. So badly stuffed that they are tum- 

bfiog to pieces — and such a wretched case, 

too— not properly done at alL Charlie, 

fetch them. I should like to show a speci- 

men of yo«r treasttiea" ■

CfaarUe did not move, but he looked at ■

Alexia with a curious smile; he was 

standing quite near hir now. ■

*'It'8 a bad accOi^I. of the humming- 

birds, isn't it f " he said. " If Mra Melville 

turns them out^ you will have to give them 

a home." ■

'' I'm afraid I have quite enough rubbish 

already, thank you," said Alexia cheerfully, 

hating herself all the time. ■

"Then one of these days we'll make 

a bonfire of them," muttered the Squire, 

turning awa^. ■

" Tes, qmte right ; we'll have a grand 

cremation," laughed Mrs. Melville. ■

She understood nothing. How was she 

to know that Charlie hs^ brought those 

little skins home from his first voyage, and 

that he and Alexia had stuffed them 

together, that Alexia had made the nest 

and arranged the twigs ; and that the case 

had been Charlie's finest work in carpen- 

tering and glazing. How was she ever to 

guess at the delightful hours spent over 

those poor humming-birds, hours which 

ought to be quite forgotten now, and which 

indeed Alexia was doing her best to for- 

get! She was right after all, with her 

hard, common-sense: the humming-birds 

had better be burnt, with many other 

relics of Melville boyhood — very few of 

them had a right to be respected now. ■

Mr. Page, for his part, had some glim- 

mering what it was all about, and Alexia 

was siad to find, after a minute or two, 

that he was quite ready to go. ■

As they walked down through the park 

together, he was at first quite sUent, and it 

was not till they were outside the gates 

that he said anything at all of the visit just 

over. ■

"I don't like that manage, Alex, do 

youl" he said, as they turned along the 

dusty road towards the Farm. ■

For a moment Alexia did not answer. 

Her feelings werie mixed and puzzling ; and 

her instinct of fierce self-defence, when 

Charlie, in all his estrangement, msbde that 

attempt to recall old times, had hurt her- 

self a good deal more than him. But she 

was quite resolved to keep on the safe 

surface of things. ■

*' I wish she was nicer," she said in a low 

voice. " But no doubt she says things she 

doesn't mean." ■

"There's something about her which 

must suit Mrs. Melville very badly, I think," 

said Mr. Page. " I call it coarseness — but 

I believe I shall be told that that view is 

middle-class and old-fashioned — shan't I, 

Alexl" ■
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" Not by me," said Alexia. '' I hate- ■

ft ■

bnt she checked herself: her opision of 

Charlie's wife would have sounded too 

hard, put into words ; and her father had 

somethiDg of the same feeling. ■

** Well, we must make the best of her," 

he said. " I hope Charlie will behaye well 

to her, for I think she is fond of him, with 

all her bravado. I hope she won't pull the 

old Manor about his ears — but probably, 

having the money, she will do as she 

pleases." ■

*' She doesn't like the place, she doesn't 

want to stay here," said Alexia. " It is too 

cold for her here, and she dislikes the 

whole thing." ■

** Will Charlie stand for the county, I 

wonder 1 " ■

'* I don't think she will make him. I 

should say no." ■

"I agree with you. He seems rather 

indifferent What will he do then 1 No- 

thing. And if they leave Redwood, what 

will the advantage of the marriage have 

been 1 Nona" ■

Alexia did not speak. 

" He's a weak fellow, and humoursome," 

said her father. *' One must have a liking 

for him — and I am sorry for him now ; but 

Alex, my dear, I don't regret the past" 

Alexia's honesty was too much for her. 

" Sometimes, father, I think we were all 

wrong," she said quietly. ■

Mr. Page looked at her in a little conster- 

nation ; this was one of the strangest things 

he had ever heard her say. ■

" Do you — are you unhappy then 1 " he 

asked nervously. ■

** I was not thinking about happiness," 

she said, and then with a quick glance she 

added — "I ought not to have said that, 

you must forget it — and do let us keep off 

the subject, as much as we can. It makes 

me feel like a coward." ■

''You are the bravest girl that ever 

lived," Mr. Page answered. And then they 

came to the gate, and were met by Edmund, 

who had been wandering dismally about 

the garden, waiting for them. ■

Mr. Page was a little out of patience with 

Edmund. He loved books himself, and 

had been romantic enough in his young 

days, but his tastes were thoroughly manly 

too. Even when he was in love with the 

rector's daughter, he would hardly have 

been contented to lie under a tree all day 

reading poetry and gazing at her. Edmund 

was found impracticable by his uncle. He 

would do nothing but what Alexia made 

him do ; and even with her, he did not care ■

to play tennis, or ride, or drive, or walk, or 

boat The garden was his Paradiie; asj 

Alexia generally spoiled him very much,* 

perhaps from half-unconsdons pi^. She 

could not help it if the boy loved her ; she 

had been nothing to him but a verj niee 

cousin, and she inew she could nerer be 

anything more ; but how was she to show 

poor Edmund tiiat % She could not hdp it 

if her presence was heaven ; and no dmibt 

the worship was a little sweet to her. ■

Once or twice Mrs. Dodd walked in im- 

expectedly, and found Edmund at Alexia's ' 

feet on the grass. Alexia was faintly 

annoyed ; but a sniff from Mrs. Dodd wis 

not likely to make her drive EdmnDjI 

away. ■

CHRONICLES OF SCOTTISH 

COUNTIES. ■

THE BORDER CX)UNTIES. PART IV. ■

The county of Dumfries is formed 

three principal dales, the valleys of 

Esk, the Annan, and the Nith, and 

rivers all find their way into the 

Firth of Sol way. The general characters 

the county is of a rough and somewl 

gloomy wUdness. The river banks inc^ 

often afford pleasant nooks ; but the ' 

rolling hills, the stony pastures, and 

plough-lands, suggest their former state 

moor and forest, and the poorly repaid i 

of generations who have wrought the 

ffenial soil and made the harvest bl 

mstead of thorn and whin-busL ■

The lower part of Eskdale is, hoi 

an exception to this general 

From Langholm to Cannobie Bridge, 

the road which follows every wind and \ 

of the pleasant river, is one of the 

pilgrimages that man can make, 

a country rich beyond description, with i 

glimpse of Johnnie Armstrong's rnH' 

stronghold of Gilnochie on the way, 

everywhere pleasantwhite cottages, 

with woodbine and honeysucUe, 

among the trees. ■

A few miles below Cannobie BriJ 

the Esk river is joined by Uddel Wi 

which for some distance has formed 

border-line of Scotland and England, 

the frontier from this point does not fo 

its natural course down the Esk to 

Solway, but runs along an artificial dykj 

in a straight line almost due east and wi 

till it reaches the bank of the little rii 

Sark: ■

Now Sark rina o'er the Solway sands. ■

And Tweed rins to the ocean 

To mark where England's province standi. ■



This triangnlar patch of country between 

the Sark and the Esk was long known as 

the Debateable Land — a sort of No Man's 

Land, where neither writ nor summons 

of English or Scottish King was of any 

avaiL In this Debateable Land lies Sol- 

way Moss, near which was the battle-field 

where a Scottish army of ten thousand 

men, oat of sheer sulkiness and unwilling- 

ness to fight under the King's favourite, 

Oliyer Sinclair, dissolved and took to flight 

npon the attack of a handful of Eoglish 

Borderers. The news of this disgrace was 

the last blow which broke the heart of 

King James, jas he turned his face to the 

wall in lonely Falkland— a fit retribution 

for his deeds of slaughter on the Borders. 

He missed his brave Borderers then, and 

his ten thousand sheep that fed in Ettrick 

were all he had to show for a thousand 

armed men who would have been faithful 

to the death. ■

Solway Moss is noted also for another 

catastrophe of later date. The Moss itself 

fies a good way above the level of the 

sorronnding country, in a kind of hollow 

among the low hills — a sort of moorland 

lake, which in course of centuries had 

become choked with vegetable accretions. 

As a reservoir of peat it had been dili- 

gently worked by the neighbouring farmers, 

and its banks had been pared and cut away 

till at last they proved too weak to sup- 

port the pressure npon them, and in the 

gloaming of one November evening this 

pit of Acheron was suddenly tossed upon 

the cultivated and fertile region below. 

The flood advanced — ^a great, moving wall 

of black mud — and buried beneath it fertile 

fanns and smiling homesteads, covering the 

face of the country with a black and slimy 

veil Strange to say, no human lives were 

lost in this calamity, although many families 

were imprisoned by the muddy avalanche, 

and were only rescued by being dragged 

through the roofs of their houses. ■

On the Scottish side of the river Sark, 

not far from Solway Moss, lies the parish 

of Qraitney, better known for its taverns 

than its kirk, for Oraitney is only a less 

familiar but more correct form of Gretna. 

The origin of the importance of Oretna as 

the great mart for hasty marriages is to be 

fonnd in Lord Hardwicke's Marriage Act 

of 1753. Before that date there was no 

occasion to travel far to escape the tedious 

formalities of banns or episcopal license. 

A Fleet parson would do the business as 

efiectually as anybody, and we read of 

raamoured youths overpowered by the ■

charms of beauty sending out late at night 

for the fiddlers and a parson, and being 

joined in matrimony to their enslavers 

without more ado. In this hasty and 

light-hearted way a beautiful Miss Gunning 

was made a duchess ; but, henceforth, the 

way was to be no longer short and joyous, 

but encompassed with all the formaJities 

that suggested themselves to a grave and 

formal lawyer. But Scotland retained, 

as she still retains, her old civil code, in 

which the acknowledgment of mutual con- 

sent is recognised as the essence of the 

marriage contract, and thus the beaux and 

belles who were fortunate enough to have 

a coach and six at their disposal might 

safely drive the same through Lord Hard- 

wicke's Act, and be securely married at 

Gretna Green. ■

The Green itself owes its celebrity to the 

founder of the trade in marriages, one 

Joseph Paisley, a tobacconist, who lived at 

Meggs Hill, betwixt Gretna and Springfield. 

Pennant, the amusing pioneer of the tourists 

of to-day, describes the aspect of the place in 

1771 — the grove of firs, the village green, 

the fisherman who acted as the high-priest 

of Hymea There is a general impression 

that a blacksmith was one of the chief 

celebrants, but this blacksmith eludes re- 

search. Strictly speaking there was no 

necessity for any regular ceremony, the 

acknowledgment before any competent 

witnesses being sufficient. But the femi- 

nine mind clung very strongly to some 

kind of official rite, and a regular form of 

marriage was usual, with a formal regis- 

tration, which impressed upon the contract- 

ing parties that everything was properly 

dona ■

As time went on the arrangements for 

runaway weddings fell into the hands of 

the innkeepers and postmasters of Carlisle 

and Gretna, who went shares in the profits 

with the men who performed the ceremony. 

Every kind of extortion was freely prac- 

tised upon the aspirants for matrimony, 

and the usual fee for those who came in 

post-chaises was thirty or forty guineas, 

while expectant postboys and hungry 

hangers-on shared in the shower of gold 

that fell around. The whole community 

lived almost entirely upon the proceeds of 

the marriage business, and thus the rattl^^ 

of wheels and the crack of the whip of 

the postilions was a welcome sound by 

night or day, as welcome as the patter of 

falling rain to farmers after a drought, 

or the rustling of the coming breeze to 

saQors long becalmed. ■

t:»= ■
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Gretna Green marriages went oat with 

postchaises, high neckcloths, and swallow- 

tailed coats. Parents are less flinty-hearted 

perhaps, lovers less ardent, heiresses less 

plentifal and more prudent, nowadays, 

and though we may still hear of runaway 

matches, they no longer run in the direction 

of the Scottish Borders. ■

It is curious, by the way, in connection 

witti Gretna's ancient fame, to note that 

the whole of Eskdale was formerly rather 

noted for irregularities in connection with 

the marriage tie. The old wives of Esk- 

dale, too, were lon^ noted as witches, and 

a flavour of uncanmness lingered about the 

whole district ■

Hardlv to be classed as dalesmen were 

the hardy fisherfolk of the bajiks of the 

Firth, a strong and passionate race, who had 

often to defend with force of anns their 

very means of living from the encroach- 

ments of feudal superiors, who, not con- 

tent with their rents and privil^es on 

land, would also be Icnrds of tideway and 

viscounts of the seas. Of such contests, 

continued almost to recent times, we have 

a graphic picture in Scott's ''Bed Gauntlet ;" 

and an actual occurrence was the rising of 

the Scottish fishermen, who mustered in 

arms and marched to pull down a dam- 

dyke which Sir James Graham of Netherby 

hadraised in the bed of the river Esk Sir 

James armed his own tenants and retainers, 

and a real Border battle seemed imminent, 

but a parley was called, concessions were 

made in the way of gaps and salmon lad- 

ders, and peace was finally arranged. ■

Following ihe^coast of the Firth towards 

Annan another independent streamlet is 

crossed, the Eirtlewater, on whose iMmks, 

by fair Elirkconnel Lee, may be found the 

ffrave of Burd Helen, of ballad fame, and of 

her faithful lover, Adam Fleming. The ■

Cant still points out a spot marked by a 

J of stones where, according to tiadi- 

tion, Helen was killed in her lover's arms 

b^ a shot fired by a rejected rival The 

faithful lover wandered over land and sea, 

but could find no solace anywhere for the 

loss of his beloved one, and returned at 

last to lie down on her grave and die. ■

The quiet but thriving Uttle burgh of 

Annan is the chief town of the great valley 

of the same name, the metropolis of a dis- 

trict which has strong and characteristic 

features both in its inhabitants and its 

scenery. Bums personifies the town as ■

Blinkin' Bess of Annandale, 

That dwells by Solway's side. ■

And it was by Solwayside in the little ■

sea-bathing village of Brow that ^ poet 

spent some of the last sad hours of his life, 

and thence he wrote despairing lettento 

sundry friends imploring trifling loioi to 

save him from the horrors of a jail ■

Long ago Annandale was an indepoDdttt 

stewar&y, and Scotland's hero Kmg, Um 

great Bobert Bruce, was Lord of Aniandale 

before he was King of Sootiaod. Ths oil 

stronghold of the Bruce is higher up the 

valley at Lochmaben, <* Marjorie o' tke I 

monie Lochs," a grass-grown and primitzTe 

village. ■

Then slow raise Marjorie o* the Lochs, 

And wrinkled was her breo' ; ■

Her anoient weed was rosset gre j, 

Her auld Scots bluid was tme. ■

The weird and ancient aspect of tk 

village, surrounded by a chain of lakebli, 

is repeated in the gloomy remains of the 

castle, enormous broken walls hidden in 

the pine barren that occupies a command- 

ing promontory on the oasUe loch. Numer- 

ous vague traditions testify to the andait 

fame of this primitive stronghold. He 

castle loch has its own peculiar spedaeij 

fish, and a curious paved causeway of un- 

known antiquity and purpose runs aenai | 

the bottom of the laka The little boi^ 

was highly favoured by theKruoe,and itn 

said that descendants of his retainetsnd' 

personal followers may be still found imoig 

the kindly tenants of Lochmaben, a oop- 

munity which hold their lands by a peenfar 

free tenure, and which up to recent timei 

formed a caste apart from the rest of the 

inhabitants. ■

Between Lochmaben and Annan Iim a 

district of some interest in literary hn* 

tory. For below lies Hoddam with its oU 

Border tower, and on an opposite height- 

the more famous Tower of Bepentanoe, 

over whose portals are carved the serpent 

and the dove, mythic emblems of pemtaioa 

The story eoes that one Lord Herriei,! 

famous Border chief, was returning from t 

raid in English ground with goodly booty 

and a number of English prisoners^ irhm, 

in crossing tiie Firth, astorm arose, snd to 

lighten the ship, wluch was in dagger of 

sinking. Lord Herries gave the wwd to 

throw the prisoners overboard. And to 

expiate tiiis crime was built the Tower ci 

Bepentance. ■

This tower and the frowning hill of 

Bumswork, where an old and (nobaUf 

prehistoric earthwork crowns an ifldatod 

bluff, are conspicuous objects in all the 

country round, and were familiar enough 

to a certain barefooted scholar who, wet or ■

t-5^! ■
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dry, made his way daily from the village 

of Ecdefechan to Hoddam^pariah school ■

The Carlyles were of the sturdy race of 

Annandale, stoat and nigged Borderers, 

with a family tradition of an ancestor who 

bad been hanged for catUe lifting — nn- 

jastly, as was added ; and perhaps a sufferer 

under the Jed wood Code, of hanging in the 

moniing and trying in the afternoon. The 

actual grandfatiier of the great Thomas 

was another Thomas, a carpenter, a fighting 

chiel whose prowess was well proved at 

Border trysts and fairs. It is recorded 

that this Thomas saw the clans file through 

Ecdefechan in the '45 on their famous 

march to Derby ; but notwithstanding his 

fighting propensities he could have been 

little tempteid to join them, for to the stem 

Cameronians of j&imandale the Highlanders 

and Hieix cause seemed alike foreign and 

papistical After this Thomas settled on 

a farm called Brownknowe, near Bums work 

Hill— the name, by the way, seems to refer 

to the rude entrenchment or work of the 

Brownies or Picts — and here, while wrest- 

ling with the uncongenial soil, he married 

Muy Gillespie, by whom he had four sons 

and two daughters, who had through their 

early yean to shift pretty much for them- 

aelves, their father having failed in the 

farming line i^nd living henceforth a shifty 

and desultory Ufa ■

The second son of this wild Borderer 

foond more congenial employment through 

the opening of a stone quarry in the 

neighbourhood — the wholecounty seems to 

promise more in the way of stones than 

irtieatstacks^-and turned out a rare stone- 

laaaon, famous for hard strikings and hard 

Bayings. The mason built his own house 

in Ecdefechan — a rade, unlovely edifice — 

and married Margaret Aitken, of staunch 

and sterling Cameronian race, who reared 

ha bsrefooted weans in thrifty care and 

painfdl economy, so that when the time 

came there was something in the stocking 

to provide for the education of the lads. 

And when the boy Thomas had leamed 

what Hoddam school could teadi him, he 

was sent to the grammar school at Annan. ■

A youth from Annan, five years older 

than Thomas Carlyle, was about this time 

making some little stir at the University of 

Edinburgh and in the Eark of Scotland as 

a probationer of rare promise and rich gifts. 

This was Edward Irving, the son of a well- 

todo tannw of Annan, whose influence 

pvsr Cariyle, though transient, was of high 

uiiportanee. When Thomas had passed 

tltfough his course at Edinburgh — intended ■

to fulfil the darling ambition of the Scottish 

peasant family to have a son in the ministry 

— he returned to Ecdefechan for a while, 

his mind in a mutinous state against the 

formulas of any church, and took employ- 

ment, against the grain, as mathematical 

tutor at AnnaiL Meantime Irving, while 

awaiting his call to an established ministry, 

had taken charge of a grammar school at 

Haddington, where one of his private 

pupils was a fascinating and promising girl, 

the daughter of the chief medical prac- 

titioner of the town — ^no other than Janet 

Welsh, the future wife of Carlyle. ■

After a time Edward Irving was invited 

to a more important charge, in the way of 

a school at Kirkcaldy. But here, the 

brilliance and imadnation with which Ir- 

vinginveeted the old Scotch doctrine, caused 

dissatisfaction among some of the cau- 

tious old townsfolk, and Carlyle was in- 

vited to conduct a rival school as a sort of 

antidote to Irving's pernicious teaching. 

This was not a promising introduction to a 

friendship ; but Irving's magnanimity and 

sweetness of temper were proof against any 

unworthy jealousy, and be welcomed Car- 

lyle as a brother dalesmiui, a son of AnnaQ, 

dear among the strangers of Fife, and 

from that time his friendship never failed, : 

as Carlyle's often did ; and the paths that 

opened before the rugged genius of the 

Borderside were mainly opened by Irving'^ 

kindly hand. ■

When Irving received his mcnnentous 

invitation to serve the Caledonian Chapel 

in Hatton Garden, and removed to London 

to enter upon that wonderful course of 

oratorical triumph that drew all the world, 

both great and small, to the Scotch chapel, 

he seems to have transferred the charge of 

his favourite pupil and disciple, Janet 

Welsh, to his friend Carlyle. Between 

Irving and Miss Welsh there existed, no 

doubt, a strong and passionate affection, 

which was frustrated by a long-standing 

engagement on the part of the young divine. 

And thus, when, in course of time, Carlyle 

developed from the friendly counsellor iod 

literary adviser into the ardent wooer, 

it was rather in a spirit of romantic self- 

sacrifice than of personal devotion, that 

Janet Welsh accepted him as a husband. ■

All this concems our chronicle, for 

Carlyle is still of Annandale. His family 

have removed to Mainhill — a low, whit^ 

washed cotti^e on the road to Lockerbie, 

where Carlyle spent his time, having defi- 

nitely renounced all pedagogal prospects, 

in studying German, in wrestling with the ■

, ■

=3= ■
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spirit of Goethe in Faust, and in translat- 

ing Wilhelm Meister. Nor do we lose 

sight of Carljle altogether when he marries 

and lives on his wife's little domain at 

Craigenpattock There is sorely some softer 

Celtic original buried in this barbarous 

name ; but anyhow, the Welsh family had 

long been lairds of this solid and gaunt old 

manor house and wide moorland farm. 

This little oasis among the crags — green 

and fertOe by contrast with the heaths and 

bogs around, with its shaggy grove of pines 

and stem outlook from the otherwise bare 

hillside — lies at the head of the sister valley 

of the Nith; not readily to be reached 

from anywhere, but owning Dumfries, six- 

teen miles distant, as its market town. ■

The next step is from the Craig to 

Chelsea, and here we, in Annandale, lose 

sight of our giant^ except for occasional 

flashing visits, although his increasing fame 

and authority are told proudly in the vale ; 

till at last, after long silence, comes the 

funeral train of the old seer, and his body 

to rest among his fathers in the bleak 

kirkyard. ■

To further explore the Yale of Annan, 

in following the course of the river rather 

than that of highway or railway, we shall 

reach Spedlins Tower, on the south-west 

bank of the river, about which there is a 

curious ghost story ; as well authenticated 

by the testimony of divines and exorcists 

as such stories can possibly be. It was in 

the seventeenth century doubtless, that 

Sir Alexander Jardine was lord of Sped- 

lins, and the ruler and chief magistrate of 

the county side. To him in his hall of 

justice at Spedlins, was brought one day a 

luckless tailor, one Porteous, charged with 

some trivial offence. The justice remanded 

the prisoner to one of the stroug rooms of 

the castle, locked him up, and put the key 

in his pocket Suddenly called away to 

Edinburgh, Sir Alexander forgot all about 

the prisoner, till, riding under the great 

bow or gateway of the city, he dipped his 

hand into his pouch and found the key of 

the dungeon. Sir Alexander sent back a 

man on horseback to release the prisoner ; 

but it was too late. For days and days the 

poor wretch's screams and cries of aoguish 

had sounded through the castle; but nobody 

had come to his aid. If it was the laird's 

pleasure that the man should be starved, 

starved he must be. But though dead and 

afterwards decently buried the spirit of the 

murdered man could not rest, nor leave 

any rest to those who slept or tried to sleep 

in Spedlins Tower. All night, and some- ■

times all day, the ghost would scieam and 

rave, and all that the pious mimsten and 

elders of the kirk could do, was not to ky 

the spirit, for that could not be, bat to 

confine it to the one particular doogeon 

where it had suffered, and this by means 

of a great Bible, which must be alwaji 

kept in a particular place in the tower. Tha 

Bible is still preserved in the family ; kn 

as they have abandoned the tower for 4 

more convenient residence, they have takea 

the Bible with them, and the gbo8t,n^ 

glected and abandoned, seems to h^\ 

resigned his function in despair. ■

Between Spedlins and Lockerbie 

Dryfe Water, with its famous sands, &1 ■

Elain where was fought a desperate ba 
etween the Bprder clans of Johnstone 

Maxwell. Lord Maxwell, the leader of 

clan, was killed in the fight, and his f< 

lowers were put to flight, many of them 

disfigured by slashes in the face htm 

axes of their foes^ that a Lockerbie lick 

came from that time a proverbial exp: 

sion. In the present day Lockerbie 

chiefly noted for its lamb fair--a 

gathering from all the Borders, Eogliali 

well as Scottish. ■

Lochmaben, on the opposite bank of 

river, has already been noticed; bat 

have said nothing about the blind ' 

of that ilk, commemorated in the 

ballad — a curious bit of folk-lore 

seems to have originated in far 

climes : ■

Oh, heard ye na o' the silly blind harper 

How lange he lived in Ijoohmaben town, ■

And how he would mig to fair Engla&d 

To steal the Lord Warden's Wanton F ■

The Wanton Brown was a famous 

and the most swift-footed of her race, 

to steal her, and steer her successfally hei 

seemed a task a little above the compet 

of a blind harper. The old rascal, 

ever had an idea, one inherited pouil 

from Scythian ancestors. ■

This wark will ne'er gae weel 

Without a mare that has a f oaL ■

quoth the harper sagely, and, as his 0^ 

grey mare was now die dam of a ^ 

beloved colt, he had not far to seek, 

taking the mare, and with his wild hi 

slung behind him, he found his way to 

Warden's court at Merry Carlisle. ■

The notes of the harp made the nunst 

welcome everywhere, and a seat in t 

Warden's hall for the harper, and a stalll 

his stable for the harper's grey mar^ w 

freely ofiered and accepted. But when 

feast was in progress and all were mer ■
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caronfflDg, the harper stole out to the War- 

den's stables, and, in the words of the ■

ballad, ■

He took a cowt haltar frae his hose, 

And o' his purpose he did no fail. ■

He alipt it ower the Wanton's nose 

And tied it to his grey mare's tail. ■

And then, opening the stable door, away 

went the grey mare, making tracks at once 

lor her home in Lochmaben and the colt 

that was whinnying pitifully for her retnm. ■

The germ of the story is to be found in 

the Greek legend, derived fron Scythia, of 

the Arimaspians, and simOar stories are 

corrent among the Tartars. But our har- 

per unproved upon his model When the 

theft was discovered, who so loud in his 

lamentations as he for the loss of his good 

grey marel And so the Warden generously 

gave him three times the wo^h of the 

mare, and the blind harper returned rejoic- 

ing to Lochmaben. ■

Higher up the dale we come to Moffat, 

fmed from ancient days for its water-cure ; 

with renowned medicinal springs, and a 

settlement of water drinkers inhabiting the 

Bweet primitive vale. Not among the 

water-drinkers, however, were the cele- 

brated trio who met there when ■

Willie brewed a peck o' maut, 

And Rob and Allan came to see. ■

A veritable meeting between Robert 

Boms and two of his frjends in pleasant 

Hoffatdale. ■

While, the source of the main river of 

Annanwi^er is not far to seek in the mossy 

fields where ■

Tweed, Annan, and Clyde, 

Come out o' ae hill side, ■

Moffatwater may be followed into the 

wilder and often magnificent scenery of the 

great glen which connects Dumfries with 

Selkirkshire. A tributary rivulet forms 

the strange cascade known as the Grey 

Mare's Tail, where the stream flings itself 

from a precipice three hundred feet in height, 

and bounding from ledge to ledge spreads 

itself out into something like the shape of 

a horse's tail A dark and gloomy gully is 

flanked by strange earthworks, called the 

Giant's Grave, and hereabouts are lurking 

places of the persecuted Covenanters. ■

Among the hills that form the divide 

between the vales of Clyde and Nith, the 

Pft9s of Dalveen affords other grand and 

lonely scenes haunted by the memories of 

Covenanters and stem sectaries. And the 

•litUe, lonely town of Sanquhar was once 

OMnpied by Richard Cameron himself, the 

leader, who gave his name to the Came- 

wnian sect, where he boldly published his ■

testimony, and proclaimed the deposition 

of King Charles the Second. ■

There is something strange and foreign 

about Sanquhar, in name as well as in 

fact ■

Auld black Joan frae Criohton peel, 

O' gipsey kith and kin. ■

And Crichton Peel is the supposed birth- 

place of the Admirable Crichton, of more 

or less fabulous accomplishments. But 

Sanquhar Castle itself is a ruin of consider- 

able interest. Then there is the wild glen 

of Darisdeer, famed in the ballad of John 

of Breadislea ■

And he has gone to Durisdeer 

To hunt the dun deer down. ■

Durisdeer is a wide and lonely parish, 

which stretches across the whole vale of 

Nith from the hills of Galloway to those 

of Clydesdale, and its sequestered kirk is 

almost overpowered by the grand monu- 

ments of the Qaeensberry family, elaborate 

structures in marble and alabaster. For 

the castle of Drumlanrig is in the parish — 

an enormous and massive structure of the 

seventeenth century, built by the first 

Duke of Qaeensberry, who, it is said, slept 

but one night in the costly building. The 

family of Drumlanrig was founded by 

William, son of James; the Earl of Douglas, 

who was killed at the battle of Otterlmm ; 

a branch of the famous house of Douglas, 

which family became extinct in the person 

of Old Q., the last Duke of Qaeensberry, 

whose squat and ugly person is familiar in 

the caricatures of the early years of the 

present century. ■

More graceful and generous figures are 

those of an earlier Dake and Duchess, 

Charles and Catherine, " Kitty, beautiful 

and young," the friends and hosts of the 

poet Gray. It is curious to picture the 

fastidious spark among the wilds of Duris- 

deer; but a cave which tradition con- 

nects with the secret rites of the Druids, 

and later with the psalms and prayers of 

the proscribed Cameronians, was also, it is 

said, the resort of the poet of St. James's 

and the MalL ■

Descending rapidly the Vale of Nith we 

pass the Castle of Closeburn, the ancient 

seat of the Kirkpatricks, descended from 

him, who made " sicker " of Red Comyn in 

the church of Greyfriars down the vale. 

And as we approach Dumfries we may 

pause at Ellisland, a small upland farm, 

where Robert Bums was the good-man 

about a hundred years ago. Friars Carse 

was a little higher up tLe vale, where lived 

a good friend of the poet, and here he met ■

^?P ■
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Captain Francis Grose, who was then com- 

piling his '< Antiquities of Scotland ; " the 

original ■

t^ Chiel amang you taking notes. ■

Robert pressed tiie Captain to make a 

note of Aold Alloway Kirk, his father's 

resting-place, and to point the occasion he 

composed, a few days afber, the inimitable 

« Tam o'Shanter," which was published for 

the first time in Grose's "^tiquities of 

Scotland." ■

The farm at Ellisland proved a failure, 

and after a few years Bums took up his 

abode at Dumfries. ■

A dame wi pride eneugb, ■

whose chief pride is now the mausoleum of 

the poet, and its connection with his )ife 

and death. ■

But Dmnfries is still a prideful place, 

the metropolis of south-west Scotland ; a 

handsome commercial town, built of good 

freestone, with commodious bridges over 

the river Nith. Of old Dumfries, however, 

there is little left The Priory, where 

Bruce and his friends killed Sed Comyn, 

has long been demolished; but the memory 

of its site is preserved in Greyfriars Lane. 

But there are many interesting scenes in 

the neighbourhood, as Sweetheart Abbey — 

the beautifid pile of Linduden. ■

Yon roofless towers, 

Where the wa' flowers scent the dewy air, ■

On the opposite bank of the little river 

Oluden is an eminence once occupied as a 

summer-house of the old monks, a favourite 

resort of the country people near, as it was 

of Bobert Bums. ■

The stream adown its hazellv path, 

Was rushing bv the ruined wa' ■

Hasting to join the sweeping Nith, 

Whose distant roarings swell and fa*. ■

Lincluden was once a nunnery ; but was 

turned into a collegiate foundation by 

Archibald the Grim, whose wife, of the 

royal Stuart line, sleeps within the ruined 

walls. ■

Another historical relic is the Castle of 

Caerlaverock, a massive and picturesque 

ruin, some eight miles from Dumfries, on 

the low ground about the estuary of the 

Nith. A fjEunous stronghold was this in the 

Scottish wars, and the subject of an inte- 

resting rhyming chronicle in crabbed old 

Norman French, by one Walter of Exeter — ■

Karlaverok casteaus estoit 

Sis fort ke siege ne doustoit— ■

a chronicle which pictures the banners and 

achievements of all the brave knights and 

gentlemen, who followed the pennon of 

King Edward the First to the siege of the 

redoubted cltideL But, perhaps, a more ■

vivid modem interest attaches to the giud 

old ruins, as the reputed model from whidi 

die great novelist drew his picture of the 

famous castle of Ellangowao, in '^Gny 

Mannering." ■

THE IRON PRESS OF LOUIS THE ■

SIXTEENTH ■

During the closing years of the 

eighteenth century the inhabitants of Yer- 

sa^es were wont to observe a BoUUrj, 

decrepit, strange-looking man, walking 

about the retired alleys of the park theie^ 

and glancing ever and anon fiercely froQ. 

beneiath his ragged brows at the melan* 

choly chateau. His had been a tall, wiiy 

fiffure, but he was bent now, and leant oi 

his stick, for his 1^ were feeble ; hia biov 

was deeply furrowed, his cheeks^ sunko^ 

and his hair was white and thm. Tool 

would have said that he had long panrej: ] 

beyond the threescore years and ttti, yet a 

troth he was only fort^-four; bat he mt- 

fered under grievous auments, and life^ hm] 

said, had become a burden to him. T*^ 

was Fran9ois Gramain, the locksmith, wl 

family had been at Versailles ever once ttoj 

time of the "Grand Monarque," engageAJ 

upon the works of the palace, and whose 

father had been contractor for the bmldr 

ings of the King. ■

Francois had been a clever mechamcis^ 

a most skilful worker, and his father hai. 

given him charge of the locksmith^s 

in the interior of the ch&teau, at whieh ht' 

had laboured incessantly. We all 

how fond Louis the Sixteenth was of 

chanical work, and how he loved to qpend 

an hour or two trying his skill as an ■

enteriDg into the occupations at Vb ■

san ■

people, while they too often, as Thierry toUl 

him, laid hold of the functions of the KiM 

It had pleased him to witness the skflt 

of Gamain, and after the two had chattel 

together, the King became a learner ef 

the locksmith's art ,They will show yoa 

to-day the workshop in the chateau where 

the master and his royal pupil labonrei 

together ; the latter, we may^ be sura, tm 

happier in becoming a locksmith than emr 

he was in wielding the power of a King» ^ 

But these times were departed, and Jjom 

lay peacefully at last in his tomb, whfle the 

" Sieur Gamain " wandered, like an uneasy 

spirit, about die quiet byways of YersaiUas. 

Yet, when the evenings diew in, tiie loek- 

smith would betake himself at times to a 

certain inn in the town, where he unbesi 

and chatted much as the others did ; bat ■

H ■



an eril light fltahed from hk eye whenever 

the name of ''Loms Capet" was mentioned. 

In &ct, onent this same unhappy Lonis, 

the erewhile sermrier da roi was wont to 

tell, when his anger moved him thereto, 

a yeiy singular story, which brought him 

many anditora It is a story that touched 

very closely the great French Bevolation, 

though it is but glanced at in the histories 

of the period, and the fall details can be 

fonnd only in French narratives. ■

It was in the year 1792, in the month of 

May, as the locksmith recounted, when 

the King and Qaeen, after the flight to 

Tarennes^ weiTO Uraig under surveillance 

at the Tuileries, that he was standing in 

his shop at Yersailles one day engs^^ 

upon his ordinary business. All at once a 

man on horseback stopped at the door, and 

in him, although disguised as a waggoner, 

the lodcsmith recognised one Durey, a man 

who had helped the King at his forgeu "M. 

Gamain,'' said the visitor, "His Majesty 

sends me to bid you come to him at the 

TdleriesL You diall enter through the 

IdtchoEi, and no one will suspect you." 

Bat Gamain was in a bad temper appa- 

rently on that day, and so, despite his office 

of locksmith of the King's cabinets, he de- 

clined point-blank to go. Upon this Durey 

rode disconsolately away; but in tSiree 

hours' time he was back with new requests, 

agamst whidi the locksmith held out as 

stoutly as before. On the next morning he 

came a third time ; but, on this occasion 

provided with a letter in the Ejng's own 

hand, asking the locksmith, in quite a 

friendly way, to give him his help for a 

most imporUmt work. This was too much, 

aooordiog to Gamain, for his own vanity, 

and, dressing himself post-haste, he em- 

braced his w3e and children, and hied him 

with the stranger to Paris, promising to be 

back ere n^htfaU, for those were trouble- 

some times, and it was often dangerous to 

be abroad. ■

When the pair reached the palace they 

entered by some back way, and Durey con- 

ducted Ghunain to the King's workshop, 

where the latter noticed a lock-door, very 

well made, as he thought, and an iron 

casket, idiich had a hidden spring not 

easily discovered. To him presently entered 

the King. '' Ah, my good Qamain ! " said 

he amilmj^, and touchmg the locksmith on 

the shoulder, '*it is a long time since we 

met" *' I am sorry for it. Sire," answered 

the other, <' but my visits have been mis- 

iuterpreted. We have enemies. Sire, who 

seek <mly to destroy us. That was why I ■

hesitated to obey your commands." "Alas I 

it is true," said the King, sighing, " the 

times are very bad, and I don't know how 

we shall end ; but, there," resuming his 

gaiety, "what dost thou think of my 

ability 1 It was I alone who did these works 

in less than ten days ! I am thy apprentice, 

Gamain." It was a proud moment for the 

locksmith, and he was profuse in his 

thanks and in his professions of loyalty to 

the poor King, who, as he said, was kept 

like a prisoner in his palace. " I do not 

hesitate to put into thy hands the fate of 

myself and my fiamily," added the King, 

taking Gamain into ms bed-chamber, and 

thence into a passage which led to the 

chamber of the Dauphin. It was dark, 

but Durey brought a taper, and, raising a ■

Eanel in the wainscot, disclosed a round 

ole, scarcely two feet in diameter, worked 

in the wall The King told Gamain that 

he had made the casket to hold money, 

and that Durey, who had helped him to 

cut the hole in the wall, had taken several 

journeys during the ni^ht in order to throw 

the rubbish into the nver. ■

It was to fix the door he had seen to the 

opening of the recess that Louis had sum- 

moned Gamain, who forthwith set himself 

to the work, his royal pupil helping all the 

time as well as he could. The locksmith 

altered the wards of the key, intending to 

improve it; and he fixed the staple and 

the hinges in the masonry. They were 

afraid of being interrupted by those who 

were but too watchful without, and the 

King begged Gamain to make as little 

noise as possible. "At last the key was put 

in the casket," said Gamain, "which was 

placed beneath a flag at the end of the cor- 

ridor." As for the press behind the panels, it 

locked of itself when the door was pushed to. 

The work had lasted eight hours without 

interruption ; the perspiration was rolling 

down the locksmith's brow ; and he wanted 

rest, and was failing with hunger, he said, 

for he had tasted nothing since the morn- 

ing. But now a singular thing happened. 

The King, handing him a seat, asked him 

to be good enough to count a large sum 

in double louis of gold, which, when done, 

were pat into four leathern sacks. But 

the quick eye of Gamain was not solely 

occupied with the money. He detected 

Durey carrying certain bundles of paper, 

which it struck him were to be concealed 

in the hidden press ; in short, he divined 

that the money-counting was but a pretext 

to divert his attention, and that the papers 

alone were secreted. ■

T ■
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The King's mind at rest, he begged the 

locksmith to sup at the palace; bat the 

gorge of the " Sienr Gamain " rose at the 

very idea of eatbg with valets and scnllions, 

and he was in a hurry to see his wife and 

children ; so nothing would please him but 

immediate departure ; and he declined the 

offer of an escort, for he feared the royal 

livery might draw undesirable attention 

upon him, and he had no faith in ^Darey. 

« Why," said he to himself, ** have they kept 

the real use of that press from me 1" He had 

not, however, gone a step when the Queen 

entered by a hidden door, having in her 

hand a plate with a glass of wine and a 

cake upon it This surprised him, for 

Louis had said that she knew nothing of 

the work at the iron press. ''My good 

Gamain," she said, in a caressing voice, 

''you are warm, mon ami Dmk this 

glass of wine, and eat the cake ; they will 

sustain you at least on your journey." He 

was all confused with her goodness and fore- 

thought, and emptied the glass to her 

health, but slipped the cake into his pocket 

quietly, thinking he would take it home to 

his children. Then he put on his coat and 

hat, and left the palace at about eight 

o'clock in the evening. ■

But now a melodramatic sane follows. 

Gamain takes the way to Versailles, gets 

no farther than the Champs Elys6es, is 

attacked by violent colicky pains in the 

stomach which threaten to tear him in 

two ; he can stand no longer ; his legs give 

way beneath him; he falls in the mud, 

where he lies rolling and groaning for an 

hour unheard. Happily a rich English- 

man comes by at the end of that time 

in his carriage, and, curiously enough, 

Gamain is known to him, and has done 

him a favour. The poor man is taken up, 

carried off to an apothecary in the Bue du 

Bac, given an emetic, vomits, and comes to 

himself. The Eaglishman then gets him 

off to Versailles in his carriage, where he 

arrives more like a corpse than a living man. 

Gamain is ill, and a physician and surgeon, 

M. Lamayran and M. Voisin, attend him. 

After three days of fever, delirium, and in- 

conceivable pain, he begins to recover ; but 

a paralysis, almost complete, which is 

never quite cured, remains to him, and he 

is afflicted with neuralgia in the head and 

with an inflammation of the digestive 

organs until his dying day. Still, nothing 

will he say about the adventure that befeU 

him, though the doctors declare he had been 

poisoned, until, in spite of himself, the truth 

comes out. Somedays afterwards his servant ■

finds the cake in his pocket, eats a moudi- 

f ol, and throws it to a dog, which gnawi I' 

it ; the servant falls grievously ill, the dog \ 

dies. The cake is amdysed, and found to 

contain enough corrosive sublimate to kill 

ten men. Gamain then grows impatient 

to avenge himself, but, being deprived of 

the use of his limbs, he cannot go to 

Paris for five months. Then, however, ha 

goes to the Minister, Boland, and discoven 

to him the secret of the press; it isopened, 

and the papers found. Boland canies 

them away, impeaches the King chiefly oa 

the strength of them, and in the next year 

Louis and Marie Antoinette pay the debt 

on the scaffold. ■

This was the story told by IVan9oiB 

Gamain, about the year 1795, shortly 

before his death, and he told it with the 

energy and violence of a wronged man who 

hated the memory of those who had done 

him ilL Either it was true, or it waa a 

delusion ; either he was the victim of an 

attempted murder, or the victim of a 

fixed idea; either he waa sane, or he 

laboured under the influence of mono- 

mania. Certainly he suffered under 

grievous ailments that had worn down the 

prime of his years into the semblance of 

decrepit age. Unfortunately, however, it 

differed from another story that its anUior 

had told at an earlier date to the Paris 

Municipality and to Minister Boland. We 

may here remark that Gamain had eaiiy 

become possessed with revolutionary zeid ; 

that in January, 1792 — the date should be 

observed — he became a member of the 

Conseil G6D6ral of Versailles; that ha 

attended its meetings during the following 

summer; and that, on September 24th, he 

was one of the Commissioners deputed to 

do away with all paintings, sculptures, and 

inscriptions that told the story of royalty 

and despotism. It was in the May of thia 

same year that he said he made the iron 

press ; Durey declared that it was in 1791, 

before the flight to Varennes. However, it 

was on November 20th, 1792, that Gkunain 

told M. Boland of the press ; not until 

fifceen months later that he petitioned for 

compensation, and told his full first stixy. 

Tnis differed from the second story in the 

important particular that it made Louis 

himself, not the Qaeen, to have given him 

the poisoned glass. ^* The recompenne <tf 

which is," says Carlyle, "pension of twdve 

hundred francs and ' honourable mention.'" 

Gamain, however, so fickle is fortune, en- 

joyed this pension only for one single year. ■

Now, the first story told by Gamain ■

=^^ ■
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Wieyed bjr the Republic in faction of the 

time, and it was a great item in the im- 

peachment of Louis " Capet" There is 

maeh reason to question the locksmith's 

good faith when he went to Minister 

Roland, for the twelve hundred francs and 

the honourable mention loomed in the fu- 

ture ; but^ when he told his second variant 

and very melodramatic story, we may feel 

almost sure that it was a monomania with 

Mm, that he believed it, just as George 

the Fourth is credited with having be- 

lieved that he commanded the British 

forces at Waterloo. Yet this second ro- 

mantic story maybe subjected to searching 

<dticism. How could Louis the Sixteenth 

make his spring door and his casket at the 

Taileries when he had no workshop there 1 

How could he and Durey cut out a great 

hole in the masonry without alarming those 

who mounted guard over the royid apart- 

ments % How deaf those spies must have 

been! Can we believe that the King 

attempted to delude Gamain by giving him 

an immense sum of money to count in gold, 

when, the work being finished, he might 

far more easily have sent him away f We 

may also remark that, if a quantity of cor- 

rosive sublimate be put into wine, a violet- 

coloured precipitate will be formed, and 

Uiat the liquid will acquire a metallic and 

very disagreeable flavour. Evidently 

Gamain was no connoisseur in wines. Why, 

^90, in the second story, did he say that 

he was at work eight hours, when in the 

fint he alleged that the job occupied some 

days 1 Why, finally, did he say that it was 

Marie Antoinette who gave him the wine, 

when he stated first of all that it was the 

King? ■

Yet, on the faith of the first story, 

Musset, addressing the Convention, de- 

clared that it was not enough for the last 

of the tyrants to have sacrificed millions of 

citizens to the sword of the enemy, but 

that at last, so familiarised was he with 

cruelty, out of the ferocity of his soul he 

poisoned the father of a family, that he 

might thereby conceal his perfidious design. 

It is on the strength of the second story 

that Louis Blanc, in his book on the Eevo- 

lation, has hurled another charge at the 

monarchy he detested, and that Bonnet 

and others have followed in his footsteps. 

It was chiefly because of the evidence con- 

tauwd in the papers stated to have been 

found in the iron press that Louis the Six- 

teenth and Marie Antoinette gave up their 

lives on the guOlotine. Thus the story 

of the locksmith Gamain, though most his- ■

torians have given it a mention only — some 

have not mentioned it at all — ^will ever 

occupy a place in Uie tragic drama of the 

great French Sevolution. ■

RONDEL. ■

Thb sweet old words, whose ring caressed ; ■

Whose sound was something hke a spell ■

To us, who used to love so well ; 

Come, let us bear them to their rest I 

They served when Love was full and blest, ■

They shall not blend with its farewell— 

The sweet old words ! ■

So, in our fair Past's fairest dell, 

Lay them on withered rose-leaves pressed, 

The roses red we prized the best ; ■

While tender Idemory tolls their knell— 

The sweet old words ! ■

SOME FAMOUS PLAYa ■

IIL ■

goldsmith's "she stoops TO CONQUER." ■

IN TWO PARTS. PART II. ■

And now, though the night of its first 

appearance was fast approaching, no name 

had been given the comedy. Various titles 

were proposed. «* We are all in labo9r/' 

writes Johnson, '*for a name for Gfoldy's 

play." Joshua Eeynolds suggested The 

Belle's Stratagem — afterwards used by Mrs. 

Cowley for one of her comedies — and play- 

fully assured Goldsmith that if it were not 

used, he would exert his utmost endeavours 

to damn the play. Another friend considered 

The Old House a New Inn, more suitable ; 

but the author finally selected She Stoops 

to Conquer, or The Mistakes of a Night, 

as the most appropriate title. Nor did diffi- 

culties connected with the representation 

of the comedy now end ; on the contrary, 

they seemingly concentrated themselves in 

a final efibrt to bewilder and overwhelm 

poor GoldsmitL Garrick, by way of prov- 

ing his friendship towards the author, 

wrote an excellent prologue for the new 

play, and Arthur Murphy supplied an epi- 

logue. The latter, it was intended, should 

be sung by Miss Catley. Becoming aware 

of this, Mrs. Bulkley protested that, if she 

were not allowed to speak the lines, she 

would throw up her part. By way of 

pacifying them Goldsmith wrote a "quar- 

relling epilogue," in which both were in- 

tended to take part, and debate as to 

which should speak the piece. This com- 

promise Miss Catley in her turn flatly 

refused. The distracted poet then 

penned an epilogue for Mrs. Bulkley, to 

which Colman objected, inasmuch as he 

considered it lacked merit, when Gold- 

smith finally wrote another, which was 

ultimately accepted. " Such," he writes to ■

r ■
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his friend Cradock, "is the history of my 

stage adventures, and which I have at last 

done witL I cannot help saying that I 

am very sick of the stage, and wough I 

believe I shall get three tolerable benefits, 

yet I shall on the whole be a loser, even in 

a pecuniary light; my ease and comfort I 

certainly lost while it was in agitation." ■

As the date fixed for the production of 

his play drew near, the gloomiest anticipa- 

tions of its fate were entertained. Its plot 

was considered decidedly low ; its humour 

was thought extremely vulgar ; and, from 

the first scene to the last, it betrayed an 

absence of those moral maxims and vapid 

sentiments dear to public taste. However, 

some hope lay in the fact that an innovation 

occurred in theatrical representations about 

this time, which helped to prepare the 

town for his comedy. On the 15th of 

February, Samuel Foote, the incarnate 

genius of satire, had opened his theatre in 

the Haymarket for the spring season, with 

an entertainment he was pleased to call 

a "Primitive Puppet Show," its business 

being ft> ridicule sentimental comedy in the 

most glaring manner. The production by 

which Footers company of so-called puppets 

sought to accomplish this end was entitled 

The Handsome Eiousemaid; or,Piety in Pat- 

tens. The audiences witnessing this merry 

comedy ''tasted," says the General Even- 

ing Post, '' the salt of satire ; they saw 

the evident intention of the burlesque upon 

modem comedy ; they confessed that a dull 

truth, when stripped of its artificial guise 

of words, was the ofience of the genenlity 

of those sentiments the writers of Uie 

present age lard their pieces with; and, 

convinced of having adopted a false taste, 

they joined in their own verdict by loudly 

approving what may justly be termed 

Foote's mirror for sentimental writers." 

The town, having seen this performance 

and laughed at its vagaries, was better 

prepared to appreciate a comedy which 

copied nature. ■

At last the 15th March, 1773, the date 

fixed for the first representation of She 

Stoops to Conquer, arrived. Goldsmith's 

friends, resolving to celebrate the day as 

became its importance, agreed to dine in 

company before visiting the playhouse. 

George Steevens, who was to form one of 

that goodly group, whilst on his way to 

the dinner* called for Dr. Johnson, whom ■

* Cumberland, who is usually incorrect, states 

this was held at the Sbakspeare Tavern; North- 

cote. Sir Joshua's pupil, told Sir James Piyor that 

it was held at the ^at painter's house. ■

he found attired in bright colours. As Ae 

court was then in mourning for the King 

of Sardinia, and it was the custom for all 

loyal subjects to wear sober black in public 

places during such periods, Steevens re- 

minded him of the fact On tiiis, the 

burly philosopher hastened to change bis 

suit, the while giving vent to his gratitude 

for " information that had saved him from 

an appearance so improper in the fnmt 

row of a front box." He would not, he 

declared, " for £10 have seemed so retro- 

grade to any general observance." Being 

clad in neutral hues, he accompanied 

Steevens to the dinner^ where they met 

Joshua Seynolds, Edmund and Sichaid 

Burke, Caleb Whitefoord, Major Milla, and 

GoldsmitL ■

Now that the hour of his trial, long antiet- 

pated and greatly feared, was at hand, tiM 

poor playwright was nervous bey<md ex- 

pression. His fame as & writer could 

scarce be injured by his failure as a dn- 

matist; but as such he was strongly de- 

sirous of success, the more so as his finances 

at this time caused him bitter distrsea 

Accordingly, at the dinner, he was, bj 

turns, extravagantly mirtUul and pro- 

foundly depressed. The friendly sallies of 

Johnson, the hopeful prognostications of 

courteous Sir Joshua, the epigrammatic 

speeches of Edmund Burke, were unable 

to divert his thoughts or calm his feverieh 

excitement ; and his mouth, as Northcote 

states, *' became so parched and diy from 

the agitation of his mind, that he was us- 

able to swallow a single mouthful" ■

When dinner was over, and glasses were 

drained to his prosperity, the party started 

for Govent Garden ; but Groldsmith de- 

clined to accompany his friends, for, unaUe 

to bear the strain of witnessing the perfonn- 

ance, he resolved on absenting himself from 

the theatre until the fate of lus comedy wai 

assured. Meanwhile the playhouse, having 

opened its doors at five o'clock, was filled 

by an eager and expectant crowd. The 

various perplexing delays in the prodoo 

tion of the comedy had been freely can- 

vassed in Tom Davies's shop, and in 

ordinaries and taverns throughout the 

town. As a result, the manager's behaviour 

was set down to the jealousy of a rival 

playwright ; and a strong S3naapathy had 

arisen in favour of the distressed author. 

This feeling fouud practical expression in a 

thronged house. Ab six o'clock the cuitara 

rose, when Woodward ap] "sared dressed in 

mourning, with a white handkerchief ap- 

plied to his eyes, weeping for the fate of ■

■=5^ ■
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Comedy, which, he explained in the words 

of the epilogue, was jast expiring. There- 

fore did he entertain sore fears lor himself 

and his brother comedians; however, he 

had some hopes of her ultimate recoyery, 

as a certain well-known doctor had come 

to her relief, and it rested with the 

audience to pronounce whether he was a 

quack or a reeidar practitioner. ■

Then the play commenced, and an eager 

house, catchmg the humour of its scenes 

and appreciating the wit of its dialogue, 

quickly warmed into hearty merriment. By 

degrees, the fears of the actors subsided, and, 

the feelings of their audience being mag- 

netically communicated to them, their parts 

became inyested with new interest North- 

cote, who was in the gallery with Sir 

Joshua's "confidential man," says that, after 

the second act, there was no doubt of the 

comedy's success. All eyes were turned 

upon Johnson, sitting in the front row of a 

box, "and when he laughed everybody 

thought himself entitled to roar." Enjoy- 

ment and good humour were contagious. 

Tony Lumpidn's antics and Marlow's mis- 

takes set the house in excellent humour. 

The while Goldsmith, hoping little and 

fearing much, wandered moodily in St. 

James's Park, where he was met by a 

friend, who, remonstrating with him on 

his absence from the playhouse, and repre- 

senting " how useful his presence might be 

in making some sudden alterations which 

might be found necessary in the piece," 

prevailed on him to visit the playhouse. Ac- 

cordingly he bent his steps towards Covent 

Garden, and timorously entered the theatre 

by the stage door. As he reached the 

wings, a solitary hiss fell upon his ear. 

This was evoked by the supposed im- 

probability of Mrs. Hardcastle believing 

herself forty miles removed from her house, 

though standing in her own gardens, a 

deception actually practised by Sheridan 

on Madame deGrenlia Hearing this ominous 

sound Goldsmith started in terror. '* What's 

that?" he said to Colman, who stood 

beside him. " Psha," replied the manager, 

wrathful that his prophecies of failure had 

been falsified, " don't be fearful of squibs 

when we have been sitting these two hours 

on a barrel of gunpowder."* The heartiess 

cruelty and injustice of the speech were 

never forgotten by the author, who, hear- 

ing the immoderate laughter and loud ap- ■

* A different rersion of this story states that 

Colman*8 remark was made at one of the rehearsals ; 

but Cooke, who heard it from Goldsmith, avers that 

it occurred as stated above. ■

plause which quickly followed, was speedily 

assured of his success. ■

This happy result was in some measure 

due to the excellent acting of Shuter 

and Lewes, whose merits are extolled in 

the columns of The Morning Chronicle 

and London Advertiser of the following 

day. ■

Between the night of its first perform- 

ance and the close of the season, in con- 

sequence of holidays, and benefits, when 

actors selected their own pieces, but twelve 

nights remained at the disposal of the 

manager. On these She Stoops to Conquer 

was played to crowded houses and with 

increasing popularity. "The applause given 

to a new piece on the first evening of its re- 

presentation," says the Public Advertiser, 

"is sometimes supposed to be the tribute 

of partial friendship, but the approbation 

shown on the second exhibition of Dr. 

Goldsmith's new comedy exceeded that 

with which its first appearance was attended. 

Uninterrupted laughter and clamorous 

plaudits accompanied his muse to the last 

line of the play ; and when it was given 

out for the author's benefit, the theatre 

was filled with the loudest acclamations that 

ever rung within its walls." ■

Its success was moreover doubly assured 

from being witnessed on the tenth night 

of its production by George the Third ; and 

receiving a most favourable verdict ttom 

Johnson. ** I know of no comedy for many 

years," said he, " that has so much exhila- 

rated an audience — that has answered so 

much the great end of comedy — making 

an audience merry." That His Majesty 

would honour the play with his presence 

was a compliment which Gbldsmith strongly 

desired. "I wish he would, not that it 

would do me the least good," he said, *' with 

afiected indifference," according to BosweU. 

''Well then, sir," replied Jolmson laugh- 

ingly, " let us say it would do him good 

No, sir, this affectation will not pass, it is 

mighty idle. In such a state as ours, 

who would not wish to please the chief 

magistrate ) " ■

The three benefit nights allowed the 

author brought him the welcome sum of 

between three and four hundred pounds. 

The copyright of tiie comedy was then 

given to Francis Newbery, of St Paul's 

Churchyard, by way of paying certain 

monies amounting to between two and 

three hundred pounds, which had been 

advanced by him to Goldsmith. Its sale 

surprised both author and publisher, six 

thousand copies being disposed of in a few ■

r ■
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months, by which Newbery profited over 

three handred pound& The comedy was 

dedicated to Johnson in terms of affection 

and respect. "In inscribing this slight 

performance to yon," he wrote, " I do not 

mean so much to compliment yon as my- 

self. It may do me some honour to inform 

the public that I have lived many years in 

intimacy with you. It may serve Uie inte- 

rests of mankind also to inform them that 

the greatest wit may be found in a cha- 

racter without impairing the most unaf- 

fected piety." ■

Amongst the general applause which 

greeted the comedy, two dissenting voices 

were heard. These proceeded from Rcdph 

Griffiths, editor of the Monthly Review, 

and Horace Walpole, the superfine critic, 

of Strawberry HilL The former declared 

*Hhe merit of She Stoops to Conquer 

consisted in that sortof dialogue which lies 

on a level with the most common under- 

standings, and in that low mischief and 

mirth which we laugh at while we are 

ready to despise ourselves for eo doing." 

Horace Walpole, who, because his father 

had been attacked by Gk)ldsmith, detested 

the author, is yet more severe regarding 

the play. " Dr. Goldsmith has written a 

comedy," he tells the Rev. William Mason : 

" no, it is the lowest of all farce& It is 

not the subject I condemn, though very 

vulgar, but the execution. The drift tends 

to no moral, to no edification of any kind. 

The situations, however, are well imagined, 

and make one laugh, in spite of the gross- 

ness of the dialogue, the forced witticisms, 

and total improbability of the whole plan 

and conduct. Bat what disgusts me most 

is that, though the characters are very low, 

and aim at low humour, not one of them 

pays a sentence that is natural or marks 

any character at alL It is set up in oppo- 

sition to sentimental comedy, and is as bad 

as the worst of them." Such a criticism, 

whilst shaming its writer's memory, is 

powerless to injure the playwright's fame. ■

It seemed as if sentimental comedy had 

now received its death-blow. The journals 

teemed with squibs intended to burlesque 

the old school and commend the new, one 

characteristic specimen of which will be 

sufficient to indicate their general tone. 

Under the heading of Theatrical Intel- 

ligence, the Morning Chronicle, on the 

occasion of one of Goldsmith's bene- 

nt nights, grimly states: "It is with 

much pleasure we can inform the public 

that the ingenious and engaging Miss 

Comedy is in a fair way of recovery. This ■

much admired young lady has lately been 

in a very declining way, and was thought 

to be dying of a sentimental consumpUon. 

She is now under Uie care of Dr. Gold- 

smith, who has already prescribed twice 

for her. The medicines sat extremely easy 

upon her stomach, and she appears to be 

in fine spirits. The Doctor is to pay her 

a third visit this evening, and it is ex- 

pected he will receive a very handsome fee 

from the lady's friends and admirers." ■

In the midst of Groldsmith's succera the 

humiliation and pain Colman inflicted were 

not forgotten. Letters, lampoons, and 

paragraphs censuring and condemning the 

unhappy manager appeared in the public 

prints. In making these attacks the writen 

not only joined in a universal condem- 

nation of Colman, but probably avenged 

mortifications which they likewise had suf- 

fered at his hand& His criticisms on She 

Stoops to Conquer were repeated to incite 

ridicule and produce laughter ; his sugges- 

tions were attributed to jealousy; hit 

judgment was regarded with contempt 

How could future playwrights, it wai 

asked, ofier pieces to a manager so defi- 

cient in discrimination, so wanting in appre- 

ciation 1 The to wn jeered at him, and its mer- 

riment was continually fed with fresh satirea 

The Morning Chronicle of March 24th 

says : "The multitude of epigrams, verscfl^ 

paragraphs, letters, etc., which we hsTe 

received on the subject of Dr. Goldsmith'i 

new play, the manager's behaviour, etc, 

shall be inserted in their turn as fast u 

possible." They fell upon Colman with dire 

effect ■

"The comedy of She Stoops to Con- 

quer," says one writer, addressing him, 

" has triumphed over all your paltry efiforti 

to bespeak its condemnation ; efforts in 

which the envy of the author was no lesi 

conspicuous than the duplicity of the 

manager. . . . Mr. Foote has hung yoa 

out to ridicule at the conclusion of his 

Puppet Show. Every newspaper encourages 

the laugh against you — so that Colman's 

judgment will become a proverbial expres- 

sion to signify no judgment at all Eveiy 

friend of Dr. Goldsmith's insists on his 

having no further connection with yon, 

and Mr. Lewes is much too negUgent of 

his own interests, if he does not speedily 

demand to have his salary raised on acconnt 

of the consequence he has derived from a 

piece, which you were wiUmg to persuade 

the world would never appear a second time 

on the stage." ■

At last, bewildered and overcome by ■
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repeated attacks,* Colman left town 

and sought peace at Bath, from where, 

" being so distressed with abase," he soli- 

cited Goldsmith, as Johnson writes, " to 

take him off the ruck of the newspapers." 

With this wish the forgiving playwright, 

who had taken no part in the assaults, was 

quite willing to comply. *• The undertaldng 

of a comedy not merely sentimental was 

very dangerous,'' he said to his friends, 

" and Mr. Colman, who saw this piece in 

its yarioos stages, always thought it so. 

However, I ventured to trust it to the 

public ; and though it was necessarily de- 

layed until late in the season, I have every 

reason to be grateful" ■

(Goldsmith's triumph was, however, at- 

tended by envy; his joy was mixed with pain, 

the chief cause of which was a gross attack 

made upon him in the columns of the 

London Packet To judge of its scur- 

rility and offensiveness it must be read 

verbatim: "Sir," it began, "the happy 

knack which you have learnt of puffing 

your own compositions provokes me to 

come forth. You have not been the editor 

of newspapers and magazines not to dis- 

cover the trick of literary humbug. But 

the gauze is so thin that the very foolish 

part of the world see through it and dis- 

cover the doctor's monkey face and cloven 

foot. Your poetic vanity is as unpardon- 

able as your personal Would man believe 

it, and will woman bear it, to be told that 

for hours the great Goldsmith will stand 

surveying his grotesque ourang-outang 

figure in a pier-glass ) Was not the lovely 

Homeck as much enamoured, you would 

not sigh, my gentle swain, in vaiu. But 

your vanity is preposterous. How will the 

same bard of Bedlam ring the changes in 

praise of Goldy ? But what has he to be 

either proud or vain of 1 * The Traveller ' 

is a flimsy poem, built upon false prin- 

ciples, principles diametrically opposite to ■

* One of the most humorous satires ran as 

follows : ■

Come, Coley, doff those mourning weeds. ■

Nor thus with jokes be flamm'd ; 

Tho' Goldsmith's present play succeeds, ■

His next may still be damn'd. 

As this has 'scap*d without a fall, ■

To sink his next prepare ; 

New actors hire from Wfipping Wall ■

And dresses from Rag Fair. ■

For scenes let tatter'd blankets fly, ■

The prologue Kelly write, 

Then swear again the piece must die ■

Before the author's night. 

Should these tricks fail tne lucky elf ■

To bring to lasting shame, 

E'en write the best you can yourself, ■

And nrint it in his TiAmn. ■

liberty. What is • The Good-natured Man * 

but a poor water-gruel dramatic dose? 

What is 'The Deserted Village' but a 

pretty poem of easy numbers, without 

fancy, dignity^ genius, or fire 1 And pray 

what may be the last speaking pantomime 

so praised by the doctor himself but an 

incoherent piece of stuff, the figure of a 

woman with a fish's tail, without plot, inci- 

dent, or intrigue ) We are made to laugh 

at stale, dull jokes, wherein we mistake 

pleasantry for wit and grimace for homour ; 

wherein every scene is unnatural and in- 

consistent with the rules, the laws of 

nature and of the drama, viz., the gentle- 

men come to a man of fortune's house, eat, 

drink, sleep, and take it for an inn. The 

one is intended as a lover to the daughter ; 

he talks with her for some hours, and when 

he sees her again in a different dress he 

treats her as a bar-girl, and swears she 

squinted. He abuses the master of the 

house, and threatens to kick him out of 

his own doors. The squire, whom we 

are told is to be a fool, proves the most 

sensible being of the piece ; and he makes 

out a whole act by bidding his mother lie 

close behind a bush, persuading her that 

his father — her own husband — is a high- 

wayman, and that he is come to cut their 

throats ; and to give his cousin an oppor- 

tunity to go off he drives his mother over 

hedges, ditches, and through pond& There 

is not, sweet, sucking Johnson, a natural 

stroke in the whole play but the young 

fellow's giving the stolen jewels to the 

mother, supposing her to be the landlady. 

That Mr. Colman did no justice to this 

piece I honestly allow ; that he told all his 

friends it woiUd be damned I positively 

aver ; and from such ungenerous insinua- 

tions, without a dramatic merit, it rose to 

public notice, and it is now the ton to go 

see it, though I never saw a person that 

either liked or approved it. Mr. Grold- 

smith, correct your arrogance, reduce 

your vanity, and endeavour to believe as 

a man you are of the plainest sort, and as 

an author but a mortal piece of mediocrity. ■

Brise le miroir infidMe 

Qui Tous cache la v^rit^. ■

"Tom Tickle. *' 

This letter escaped Goldsmith's notice 

until his friend Captain Higgins, an Irish- 

man possessiug the natural love of warfare, 

acquainted him of its existence, and con- 

tended that it was but just the writer should 

receive corporal punishment. There was 

not much difficdty in persuading the 

abused author to asree with him in this ■
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oonvictioD, and therefore, accompanied by 

the gallant Captain, he directed his steps 

towa^s Paternoster Bow, where the 

London Packet was published by Evans. 

Entering the shop, he demanded to see 

the latter, who immediately came forward 

from an adjoining room. Addressing him, 

the poet said that his name was Goldsmith, 

and that he had called in consequence of a 

scurrilous attack upon him and an unwar- 

rantable liberty taken with the name of a 

young lady in the London Packet " As 

for myself, I care little," he exclaimed, '* but 

her name must not be sported with." 

Declaring his ignorance of the matter, 

Evans said he would speak to the editor, 

and then stooped down to look for a paper 

in which the ofiensive article i^pearod, 

whereon Gk>ldsmith struck him smartly 

with his cane across the back. Jumping 

up at once, Evans, who was a sturdy man, 

returned the bbw ; a scuffle ensued, during 

which a lan^ suspended overheied was 

smashed, and its cm fell upon the com- 

batants. One of the shopmen ran for 

a constable, and Dr. Eenrick,* who 

doubtless wrote tixe attack, rushed from 

an office, and separating them, sent 

Goldsmith home in a coach. Evans, who 

received aT.black eye, promptly summoned 

the author for ananlt and battery; but 

friends interfering to heal the breach, 

Evans consented to abandon the charge, 

provided Goldsmith gave fifty pounds 

towards a charity he mentioned, and, the 

doctor complying with this demand, the 

affair was allowed to rest. ■

The press was not willing to let such a 

topic quietly subside ; various accounts of 

die affiray were given, and in some quarters 

Goldsmith was condemned for *< beating a 

man in his own house." Therefore he 

thought it necessary to defend himself, and 

wrote a forcible letter to the General 

Advertiser of the 31st of March. In this 

he made no reference to his chastisement 

of Evans, but^ lest it should be supposed that 

he had been willing to correct in others an 

abuse of which he had been guilty himself, 

he begged leave to declare Uiat in all his 

life he never wrote or dictated a single 

paragraph, letter, or essay in a newspaper, 

except a few moral essays under the cha- 

racter of a Chinese, and a letter, to which 

he signed his name, in the St. James's ■

Chronida The press, he said, had turned ■

»^»— ^— ^— ^^^— — ^— i I — — »— — ^-^i— » ^— — ^— ^1— ^— ■

* Dr. Kenrick was an unfortunate playwright and 

jkn unpopular man. He has been described in the 

Morning Chronicle as being '*a8 arrant a snarler 

•ae e'er a German pug in the kingdom." ■

from defending public interests to making 

inroads uponlprivate life ; firom combatting 

the strong to overwhelming the feebk 

No condition was too obscure for its abnae, 

and the protector had become the lynuit 

of the people. ■

" How to put a stop to this licentionB- 

ness," he concludes in a letter presenting 

one of the finest examples we can boast of 

vigorous and polished English, " by wUdi 

all are indiscriminately abused, and by 

which vice consequently escapes in the 

general censure, I am unable to tell ; all I 

could wish is that^ as the law gives us no 

protection against the injury, so it shoold 

give calumniators no shelter after having 

provoked correction. The insults which 

we receive before the public, by being moie 

open are all the more distressing; by 

treating them with silent contempt we do 

not pay a sufficient deference to the 

opinion of the world. By recurring to 

legal redress we too often expose the weak- 

ness of the law, which only serves to in- 

crease our mortification by failing to 

relieve us. In short, every man dionld 

singly consider himself as a guardian of 

the liberty of the press, and, as far as his 

influence can extend, should endeavour to 

prevent its licentiousness becoming at last 

the grave of its freedom." ■

Twelve months and four days from the 

date of this letter, the hand that penned it 

lay cold in death's grasp. Petty jealom 

personal abuse, or bitter critidsm wonll 

never again disturb poor Goldy's peaca ■

By THEO gift. ■

Auak4frqf*^LaLorimer,"^*AnJJibimndit$Pri«i,'' ■

Etc, Etc ■

CHAPTER XVUI. CATHABINE. ■

After all, temporising, combined with 

otiier agencies, proved more successfdl than 

might have be^ expected, for the winter 

glided by most uneventfidly, and withont 

bringing the project of Vera's marriage with 

the Count half so prominently to Hoa 

front, as might have seemed likdy. ■

Vera was allowed to keep her room for 

two days on the pretext of illness, doling 

which time she wrote her letter to Leah, 

and the Count rode over to Les Cb^taig- 

niers twice, to enquire after her health and 

leave a choice bouquet of flowers for her as 

testimony to his devotion. On the third 

morning, however, she was obliged to come 

down and face an encounter with her 

father, whom she dreaded so mudi more ■

^- ■
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than his friend, that it was a relief to her 

that, when they did meet, he contented him- 

eelf with scowling at her and remarking : ■

" Ah, it is yon, Mademoiselle, is it I 8o 

you have condescended to reappear among 

ns, and, let us hope, in yonr right sensea 

Sm that yon continue in them, and, above 

all, that you receive my friends when they 

call in a proper and becoming manner. 

Nom dDieu ! ma fille, I tell you one thing 

smeerely — if I hear any other word of the 

revolting imprudences by which you have 

alieady so much offended me, I shall con- 

sider that your visit to i^gland has cor- 

rapted your morals sufficiently to make 

it necessary to send you, old as you are, to 

some strict school of discipline for your 

refonnatioxL'* ■

He seemed to want no answer, and in- 

deed Vera had none to give him. '< Padfy 

yoor papa. Don't go on angering him 

mmecesMrilyi" was lul that Madame St 

Lanrent had entreated, and Vera was too 

timid by nature not to desire to comply. 

Beiides, her letter to Leah was still in her 

poeketi waiting for the chance of being 

passed into that of B^noite, and, till the 

answer came, she could not tell whether 

further resistance would be^worth the pains 

or not. She did not believe her mother's 

insinuations about MarsUand, but the more 

she thought over them the more credible 

they seemed. If Leah also confirmed them, 

that would settle the question, and she 

woold receive any one her parents pleased, 

and in any manner. Her faith m Leah 

was absolute. ■

But next day, while the question was 

still unsettled and the letter only on its 

way to the post office at Loctudy, the 

Count called. Vera had not been told he 

was coming, and being anything but rapid 

in her intuitions, hiui gather^ nothing 

from ihe £act that during dinner her father 

gmmbled at her for havmg arrayed herself 

in a somewhat old and unbecoming gown 

belonging to the pre-Leah period He 

uked what had become of that << pretty 

little robe "he had seen her in a few weeks 

back; and after the meal was over Vera 

went upstairs and changed one dress for the 

other with her usual docility. But not 

even the most becoming colours could 

loake her look anything but transparently 

white and sad; and as she rose, startled 

and trembling, to greet the Count when he 

wu shown into l£e drawing*room, where 

Bbe was seated alone at the piano, be was 

reminded of nothing so much as a delicate 

white orchid blossom in the bouquet he had ■

last sent her. Curiously enough, however, 

he admired her all the more under such 

conditions, or rather his desire to possess 

her became all the greater. A flower so 

exquisitely frail that it blooms but a 

moment before perishing under the hot 

touch of a finger; a young, little white 

rabbit shivering out its feeble life for sheer 

terror in the grasp of a hand from which 

it has no power even to attempt an escape ; 

were just what stirred the Count de 

Mailly s jaded passions to keener life, and 

gave him a sensation of triumphant enjoy- 

ment, which stronger and more robtist 

organisations might have failed to excite 

in him. ■

He bowed most tenderly over tiie cold, 

damp hand which Vera extended to him, 

and inquired with demonstrative anxiety 

after her health, declaring that he had 

been so afflicted by the news of her seizure 

that, but for the consolation of the daily 

bulletin rewarding his enquiries, he would 

hardly have known how to support his 

solicitude. Was she sure, quite sure, that 

she was recovered now t ■

"Oh, thank ^ou, yes, M. le Comte. It 

— it was nothmg — ^not worth enquiring 

for, I mean," Vera faltered, and looHng iU 

enough at that moment to justify any one 

in beUeving in her illness.- Even the Count 

himself (though for the first time) began to 

do so. ■

*' Mademoiselle Vera underrates her own 

importance," he said gallantly. "Since, 

however, I am permitted by M.'and Madame 

St. Laurent to see her to-day, and I need 

not say" (he added this with a meaning 

that the girl could not fail to understand) 

"that without such permission I could not 

have ventured to intrude on her, nuiyl 

presume to offer her some little reproaches 

for treating so lightly a health which is 

more precious to others even than to her- 

self f I take it for granted," drawing a 

little nearer to Vera as he spoke and fixmg 

his eyes keenly on her, " that Mademoiselle 

is aware how precious it is to one at least 

of her friends ; that she has been informed 

by her parents of the pretensions which I 

have been presumptuous enough to lay be- 

fore them for the hand of their daughter, 

and to which they have accorded so graci- 

ous an assent 1 " ■

The Count would fain have taken the 

hand alluded to in his as he spoke, but, 

colder and damper than ever, it clenched 

itself with its fellow in the lap of their 

owner's gown as she sat pale and sick 

with nervousness on the music-stool on ■

r ■
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which she had perched herself after the 

first greetmgSi her eyes wandering help- 

lessly to the window, outside which the 

chestnuts in the avenue were tossing their 

naked boughs against a leaden sky. She 

answered almost inaudibly : ■

" Yes, M. le Comtek' ■

" And may I trust, Mademoiselle, that 

the news did not displease you ; that you 

are willing to ratify the gracious condescen- 

sion of your parents ? ** ■

" Monsieur," the poor girl stammered, 

turning those large eyes of hers, now 

brimmed and glassy with tears, upon him, 

** I — I — it was so sudden to me — I never 

thought — I — I could not " ■

" Justement, justement, my dear made- 

moiselle ] but that is just what it should be. 

How should the mind of a young lady so 

pure, so virginal, so tenderly guarded, con- 

descend to tiiink of such subjects until the 

moment when her parents find it their 

duty to unfold them to her ? " exclaimed 

the Count with an earnestness which, for 

all Vera could tell, might be real, or merely 

the mask of a ghasUy irony. She only 

moved uneasily on her seat and longed — 

longed with all her heart — that Leah were 

there to stand by her, answer him for her, 

speak out plainly and frankly as she her- 

self dared not: no, not though all the 

world depended on her doing bo. The 

Count persisted. ■

" But now that you know of my feelings 

for you they do not displease you ) You 

are not angry with me that I care for you, 

Mademoiselle ? " he said, leaning more for- 

ward still, and venturing to lay his hand 

on those ice-cold nervously-clenched ones 

on her knee. The girl started violently 

at the touch and flinched away; then 

coloured crimson, and looked at him im- 

ploringly. ■

" Oh no, I am not — angry. How could 

I be 1 I know it is very kind of you, and 

that I ought — indeed I am grateful But 

if you think — oh 1 I don't think you can 

have thought 1 I am so young, so very 

different I— I '' ■

" Mademoiselle is everything that I de- 

sire," the Count interrupted blandly, " and 

her youth, her modesty, make her all the 

more charming in my eyes. Do not dis- 

tress yourself as to the wisdom of my 

choice, Mademoiselle. As your father will 

have told you, it is not one of yesterday, 

and if I have the happiness to possess, as 

you say, your gratitude, your esteem — for 

you do esteem me a litde, I trust 1 " 

" Oh yes, M. le Comte, I^ esteem you," ■

poor Vera said, her tears falling fast, as 

decided pause made an answer of some 

sort imperative. ■

" And you do not altogether dislike me! 

I may hope at least. Mademoiselle, Ui&t I 

have not been so unfortunate as to make 

myself displeasing to you in the coune of 

my long devotion to your family 1 '' ■

The Count had risen ; but he was etDl 

holding her hands, thus compelling her, as 

it were to rise too and face him ; and ai h 

uttered the last words, there was some- 

thing so threatening in his tone, sometiiiog 

so smister in the sudden flash from the 

dark, steely eyes which met hers, that all 

the poor girl's flickering courage diedawaj, 

and the confession, Uie appeal to his g^u- 

rosity, his compassion, which had maxd 

risen to her lips, seemed suddenly frozen 

there. Twice, indeed, she tried to speak; 

but each time the remembrance of h^ 

father's threats, her mother's injonctioDs, 

checked her, and, frightened of remainiig 

silent any longer, she stammered fainUj: ■

" M le Comte, you — ^you know I do not 

dislike you. You have been our best friend; 

but " ■

*' But my dear mademoiselle, what need 

to say morel Such amiability is men 

than recompense enough for a lifetime of 

devotion," cried the Count, raisiDg ^ 

hand he held to his lips with fervour. Be 

dropped it, however, as soon as they hid 

touched it, and stood quietly on one side; 

for at the same moment the door opoNd, 

and M and Madame St. Laurent camek 

Whether they had heard what had passed, 

what greetings were exchanged betweea 

them and the Count, or how Vera made 

her escape, she never exactly remembeiei 

She knew that her father lossed her, and 

that some word was said of " fiao^aillei' 

and the '' future Countess " ; but her mind 

was in a whirl, and she hardly knew whit 

she was doing till she found herself, a few 

minutes later, on her knees in her ovn 

room, sobbing passionately, while B^noite, 

who had come in with a basket of starched 

and frilled garments to lay on the bed, 

was pressing a couple of brown, hardhandi 

on her drooping head, and saying sooth- 

ingly : ■

" Chut, chut done, ma p'tite ! What is 

it then that afflicts theel Is it that 

after all thou art affianced to Monaieor the 

Count ; that thou art going to be a gnnd 

lady f Enfin, one ought not to pity thee. ■

"Ohl butlamnot IamnotI"Vfl» 

sobbed out wildly. "I was promised 

before, and I cannot go back. I don't want ■

■
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to do 80. And I hate the Connt 1 Yes, I 

did not always ; bat I do now, and I will ■

never marry him unless — ^unless . Oh I ■

Benoite, are yon sure my letter went 

safely t " ■

*<Ala8, Mademoiselle 1 I fear it was a 

BID for me to post it It would have been 

better, perhaps, if it had not gone. How 

is it possible that you can want more t A 

Count ! And the Count de Mailly 1 " the 

woman said wonderingly. ■

It was fortunate none heard them. ■

Bat after that came a sudden calm, a 

reprieve. On the very next day the 

Coant was summoned away by telegram to 

his southern estates, and Vera was told by 

her mother that he might be gone for 

some time, possibly till after Christmas. 

He had been s^t for on very important 

bosinesa The girl could hardly contain 

ber gratitude. Even her mother's severe 

coantenance was not sufficient to repress 

the exclamation which broke from her. ■

" Oh, mamma ! don't you think in that 

time he may change his mind — ^may leave 

off wanting me f There are so many other 

girls who might like him, and when he 

knows — he must know that I don't " ■

Madame St. Laurent looked startled. ■

" You did not tell him so, I hope," she 

said sharply. Then, recollecting herself: 

"No, I know you did not You behaved 

well, he told us; but. Vera, I wish you 

would not talk in that way. Perhaps, 

before he comes back — and your father 

thinks he may even be delayed till the 

spring — you will have changed your own 

mind. You are really too chudish and silly 

at present to know your own likes or dis- 

likes ; and it is fortunate for you that you 

have parents to judge and decide for you." ■

But Madame knew better than to bend 

a bow, which had already shown signs once 

of splitting, too sharply. Knowing Yera's 

general character, and believing that when 

the time came for her to submit, she would 

do so all the more easily for not having 

been goaded into rebellion before she had 

time to get used to the idea, she was rather 

disposed not to press the subject at present, 

bat to let matters drift quietly on to the 

desired end. ■

For that reason she answered Madame 

de Mailly's polite letters on the engage- 

ment without even showing them to her 

daughter, and scarcely made an effort to 

persuade the latter into wearing the mag- 

nificent diamond ring which the Count 

sent her when he had been about a week ■

gone. Vera herself would not look at it, 

and almost thrust it back into her mother's 

hands. ■

" Why should he send it me t I never 

wear ring& I should hate to wear it 

Mamma, you will not make me, will you f " 

she said entreatingly, and indeed, she 

would rather have thrown it away, and 

said it was lost, than have committed the 

disloyalty to Marstland of putting it on. 

Simple J as she was, too simple to be even 

aware of the extent to which others looked 

on her as committed with regard to the 

Count, she was aware that young ladies do 

not accept diamond rings except from the 

men to whom they are engaged ; and en- 

gaged to the Comte de Mailly — the man 

who by one self-betraying look had changed 

all her hitherto mild fadings towards him 

into dislike intensified by terror, and terror 

stronger even than dislike — ^Yera nervously 

assured herself she was not and never 

would be. ■

She had not accepted his addresses. 

Indeed, it was only in deference to her 

parents that she had refrained from telling 

him that it was impossible for her to do 

so, that she loved another. She had but 

listened to him out of civility, and answered 

— nothing; for how could that reluctant 

word about "esteem" and ''dislike" be 

counted as anything) Why, she could 

have said as much or more twenty times 

over to Albert Lucas or Dr. Dupr^ ! Yet 

she trembled as she looked imploringly at 

her mother, and it was an immense relief 

to her when the latter answered in her 

cold, monotonous tones, from which all 

expression seemed to have been elimi- 

nated : ■

" You cannot wear it, however much you 

might wish to do so, Yera, for it is too small 

for any of your fingers, except the little one, 

and it would look ridiculous, and no com- 

pliment to any gentleman, to wear such a 

showy thing on that" She added, how- 

ever, in a moment, "But if the Count 

comes back, or your papa says anything 

about it, you must tell tnem that diat is 

why you have not got it on. I cannot have 

you being rude or making anymore scenes 

when I am so kind to you." ■

"Thank you, mamma," Yera said 

humbly and with a curious light in her 

eyes. Her old idea that her mother did 

not like the Count, and was not, at heart, 

anxious to see her married to him, had 

come back to her ; and, though she knew 

by the experience of that terrible interview 

in the library that such a feeling on ■
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Madame's part was utterly impotent to 

make her support her daughter in any- 

thing like open rebellion against her 

father's will, tbe girl could not help de- 

riving a tacit encouragement from it to go 

on in the path she was pursuing, and trust 

to time and accident, to the prolongation 

of De MaQly's absence, and to Marsuand's 

loyalty and audacity, to bring her to a 

happy outlet If the former would only 

stay away till the spring was her 

great hope, for her twenty-^t birthday 

was early in April, and her lover had told 

her that after that she would be of age and 

free to decide for herself. And, though she 

herself had not the slightest idea how that 

decision was to take effect, she was willing 

to leave all that to him, and in the mean- 

time to carry out the policy (which it seemed 

to her her own mother enjoined on her) of 

disarming her parents' anger and suspicions 

by an outward appearance of passive neu- 

tndity. ■

Tyranny begets cunnin|, and it is not 

the simplest natures whic£ are the most 

incapable of a certain amount of that 

faculty — ^harmless and ineffective some- 

times, but more often successful from the 

very fact of its being so unsuspected. 

Poor Vera had the sweetest disposition in 

the world. She asked nothing but to love 

and be loved ; or, if even that might not 

be, to have her own gentleness met by 

gentleness in return ; to see smiling faces 

and be left in peace. She had no angry 

passions to be roused, no self-willed desires 

to be combatted. On the whole she pre- 

ferred to submit, to obev. She would 

have liked to have been able to please her 

father, her mother, everybody — even the 

Count A very little confidence and affec- 

tion from her parents, a little frank deal- 

ing, an appeal to her generosity and filial 

love would have been sufficient to make 

her their devoted slave, and readv to sacri- 

fice her love and her life to tnem; but 

they had chosen to rule her by mere 

authority, and had given tenderness the 

go-by, ignoring the fact that love has been, 

and ever will be, through all ages, a more 

potent master over the human conscience 

than mere law and power; that to say, 

*' do this because I tell you " will only be 

effective until it is put into comparison 

with ''do this because you love me. And 

it was MarsUand who had .taught her the 

latter lesson; who had shown her what 

love was I How could she ever be con- 

tented to return to the old barren life, the 

chilly routine of motiveless obedience after ■

such an awakening ) The utmost she eoold 

do was to assume an air of submission in^ 

present, and trust to something turning up 

to release her from the necessity for it in 

the future. ■

The happiest result just now was thai 

she was aUowed to find a reward for her 

presumed good conduct in certain privi- 

leges and freedoms which had never be- 

fore been accorded to her, chief among 

which was permission to visit some of her 

father's poor tenants, and take them little 

comforts in tiie way of food and clothing, 

after the fashion in which she had wstdied 

Leah endearing herself so easily to them. ■

Madame St Laurent had not at first 

been willing to consent to the innovation. 

Vermin, ami "nasty infectious illneiaes," 

were as present to her mind in connectioa 

with these poor Breton families as die feir 

of Vera being suspected of low tastes in 

visiting them; but the girl's education wu 

supposed to be fimshed at present She 

was allowed to choose her own oceapstirai; 

and Madame, an active woman hersdf, hid 

been shocked to discover that this seemed 

to mean, for the most part, absolute idle- 

ness, and a daily increasing tendency to 

languor and dreaming. She spoke to the 

girl quite sharply about it once, adding : ■

"I can't think how it is you don't cire 

for your needle, Vera. Why, at your ige, 

I could sit at my sewing by the honr 

together, as happy as possible." ■

Vera looked up wemly. ■

'* Do you want me to sew, mammal I 

will if you wish it," she said with her 

usual meekness, but with so little life thit 

her mother answered irritably : ■

" It isn't that I want you to sew, diild. 

Joanna and I can do all that's needed in 

that way, thank Heaven I Bat most young 

ladies care for fancy-work, at any istei 

I'm sure the slippers and things I've made 

when I was a girl — but I believe yoa like 

nothing but to be left alone todiesmof 

that Miss Josepha I saw yoa with my ovn 

eyes kissing her photograjp^ not long aga" ■

Vera blushed crimson. ■

" Mamma," she said, " how can I help 

thinking of her ) It was you who brought 

her here ; and she was so bright^ so 

pleasant — I miss her so terribly. If I had 

any other friend, anyone to talk to, or take 

an interest in 1 But even walking ie doll 

without any object There is no good m 

anything." ■

And then she suddenly brought sU her 

courage to bear, and made h» littlo peti- 

tion, urging that in England quite grand ■
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ladies yidted the poor. Even the Qaeen, 

ahe had heard, went to sit with the old 

cottagers near Balmoral, and sorely Her 

Majesty would not do anything that was 

not quite — ^niee I If she might begin to 

look alter jost two or three respectable 

ones ; the bailififs old mother^ for instance, 

who was over ninety, and had not left her 

son's snog cottage, even to cross the thresh- 

old, for thirteen years ; the cowman's little 

consomptiye daughter, whose mother had 

been carried off in the typhus period ; and 

B^noite's bedridden sister, Catharine. ■

"She keeps their cottage so yery clean, 

yon know, mamma, and then it is so near ; 

only just beyond the avenue." ■

Madame gave in. Perhaps the ai^gu- 

ments of royalty had its weight with her. 

Perhaps when Vera asked so httle ; showed 

80 little of resentment, or even suUenness, 

against those who were selling her to a 

fate she abhorred ; the mother had not the 

heart to be unnecessarily strict For 

the rest of the winter Vera found plenty of 

the solace and comfort for her unezacting 

needs in the moments passed in that little 

cottage with its hard-beaten earthen floor- 

ing, and one tiny window almost smothered 

in ivy, the big deal table and rickety arm- 

chair sacred to B^noite, who was a clever 

ironer, and worked for other houses besides 

Les Ch&taigniers, and the curious sort of 

cupboard of carved oak, the "lit clos," 

without which the poorest Breton house 

woold not be complete, wherein, throned 

high on many mattresses, poor Catharine's 

pale face and wasted form lay day after 

day, the while her thin fingers traced gar- 

lands of delicate embroidery stitches on tihe 

strips of white muslin lying about her. 

There was a high oaken chest, carved, too, 

at the foot of the bed, which held all the 

sisters' wardrobe, and on which Vera some- 

times sat The cottage door stood always 

open, both to let in the sunlight and 

B6noite's white hens, which hopped pocket- 

ing about on the brown floor. Little, stray 

son-gleams flickered in and out of the ivy 

twigs, and touched the invalid's white cap 

and the big iron griddle on the hearth 

where B6noite baked the week's supply of 

the " buckwheat " cakes which form so large 

a portion of the staple food of the Breton 

peasant that it has even the verse of a 

hymn consecrated to its honour : ■

Ah, qoe la sombre nue atix fuziestes lueurs ■

Flanant sur la campagne, 

KpMfne les bl^ noirs, les bl^ atix blanohoB fleurs, ■

Le pain de la Bretagne 1 ■

which were piled up afterwards in a ■

little cupboard in the comer. There was 

a hive covered up warmly in straw for the 

winter, and a tiny potato patch out at the 

back. Over Yera's head bunches of sweet- 

smelling herbs, onions, and smoked her- 

rings, were hanging among the raf ter& It 

was all very poor, very small, but wonder- 

fully neat and clean. The girl spent the 

pleasantest hours there that die had known 

since her return from England, chattering 

away like a little burd with Catharine about 

''la bien-aim6e Mademoiselle Josephs," 

and getting in now and then a shy word 

respecting '* Monsieur son ami," or coaxing 

the bedridden woman to tell her for the 

twentieth time how impressed she and 

B^noite had been by the sight of the 

young doctor, so big, so himdsome, with 

such a lovely colour in his hair, and such 

a bearing 1 so valiant and impassioned, 

pacing up and down outside the avenue 

gate. ■

It was easier to talk of Leah, however. 

B6noite and Catharine were very kind 

about Marstland. They admired and sym- 

pathised with him immensely. They ap- 

preciated his liberal payments from the very 

bottom of their hearts ; but since the news 

of Yera's grander prospects they could not 

help feeling that it was a pity for him to 

have fastened his affections on a young lady 

for whom Providence had already provided 

in such an unexceptionable and altogether 

superior manner. Nor indeed could either 

of them entirely conceal the fact that there 

was something slightly shocking to them in 

the idea of a " jeune demoiselle ' desiring to 

think for herself in such matters. ■

"But I did not think about it It was 

he," poor Yera pleaded wistfully; "they 

might have done what they liked with me 

if he had not come first; but when I ■

promised him oh I Catharine, one ■

must keep a promise 1 " ■

Catharme shook her head doubtfully. ■

"It is not according to our customs," 

she said. " See you now, what are parents 

for but to arrange these things f And for 

whyf They know; they have been married 

themselves. It is not for a maiden, our 

Blessed Lady forbid ! to go prying into the 

ways of men, and deciding which one is 

good or bad for them. Fi done, no 1 " ■

" But it was Mdlle. Josephs who told me 

he was good. She said he was the best 

man in the world," Yera argued almost in 

teara " I should never have cared for him 

otherwise; and oh;l Catharine, ought not a 

girl to care for her husbandf And how is 

it possible if he is old and fat and " ■
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''St. Joseph was an old man/' said 

Catharine solemnly, *' and though it is true 

they do not make him fat in the pictures, 

it would be impious to believe that Oar 

Lady would not have cared for him in any 

case. Au contraire 1 Did she not leave 

her comfortable bed and her ' pot-au-f eu/ 

and go ofif with him and our Blessed 

Saviour into foreign countries directly he 

bade her ? Ya done 1 I have heard our 

cur6 tell about it And yet it is not to be 

supposed that she chose him for herself. 

Far from it I She was too much occupied 

with going to mass and saying her rosary, 

as honest maidens should be, to think of 

such thing&" ■

Vera received this statement quite 

placidly, and without opening her eyes to 

the width that might have been expected 

by girls whose religious education has been 

carried out under somewhat wider auspices 

than those of Madame St Laurent and 

Joanna. She knew that the mass was a 

Popish invention, but then Our Lady, as 

Catharine called the Virgin, was also in- 

volved somehow in the same stricture; and 

after all neither interested her as much as 

the more tangible affairs of the world in 

which she was living. She went back to 

he original question. ■

''But, Catharine, surely you — country 

girls like B^noite and yon, I mean — ^you 

are allowed to choose, are yon not t '' ■

" B6noite I Ah I Mademoiselle, it must 

be a generous man in these parts who will 

marry two women, and one a poor invalid 

like me. B^noite sacrifices herself for her 

good-for-nothing sister, and the bon Dieu 

recompenses what is done * de bon coeur ' ; 

but as for our girls in general, have they 

not mothers and the ' bazvalans ' to arrange 

their marriages 1 It is not they who move 

in them." ■

*' The bazvalan ! '' Vera repeated won- 

deringly. ■

*^ But yes. Mademoiselle. He works for 

all sorts of men, see you, and goes from 

house to house and knows everyone, till 

one day he comes to your door, and says 

he to the good mother : ' Tiens, you have 

a fine, wefl-grown daughter there. Why 

do yon not think of marrying her ) I knov 

a young bachelor, a decent lad with money 

in his sabot, who is wanting a wife at this 

moment What say you? Shall we ar- 

range it f ' Or perhaps it is the day of a 

Pardon, and as you know we are all con- 

gregated there, the girls and their mothers 

and the young men and alL The girls do ■

not say anything to the young men ; tkj I ■

stand modestly on one side ; but tki I ■

mother goes up to the bazvalan and wUi' 1 ■

pers, ' Well, do you see my. girls thant 1 ■

Where will you find handsomer ones t And I ■

they are clever. They can knit ; they aa I ■

milk ; they do this and that Have yoa a ■

good husband in your eye for one of themi ■

What is that young Martin Bee dm^ ■

hein t ' And so they arrange it ; and if ■

Martin Bee is chosen the girl is inforoMd, ■

and there is a day, or perhaps two d^ ■

of courtship, and then the marriage, ii ■

then she is a wife and does her duty. BiA I ■

all the same. Mademoiselle, I have a pco* I ■

found sympathy, believe me, for 'le bea ■

m'sieur,' " Catharine exclaimed with a ml- 1 ■

den tender relenting, as she saw the ten] ■

welling up into Yera's eyes ; " and I iqf I ■

an 'Ave' every day of my life for hn^J ■

and for you too> for you too. Only wlfli| ■

one thinks of it — that yoa might be ti ■

Countess, the Countess de Mailly ! " ] ■

There was no denying that it was jhi^'j ■

santer to talk to Catharine about hfU ■

only ; but there was infinite pleasaiMH ■

in being able to talk at all, to say ont^lilj ■

was in her heart to anyone ; and all YffAi ■

happiest hours, the only honrs in hst In*] ■

latedy monotonous life which conll ll] ■

called happy at all, were those whick ibj ■

passed in that little, mud- floored oottHl] ■

rented by the two sistera She cared ml J ■

enough about her other visits. In \gA\ ■

she had no natural sympathy for petti ■

people, as such — none of Leah's facd^liJ ■

talking to them, or skill in alleviating iM j ■

afflictions ; while her very consdousaseiln ■

these defects gave her a shyness with Au ■

which had the effect at times of want <imf\ ■

ing and hauteur. But having asked puudl'j ■

sion to visit the poor simply and s^^Ic'^i ■

a blind to cover the intimacy which 8iieJM|] ■

longed to establish with the one homilfi] ■

which she could find sympathy with her Mil ■

troubles, she went to them conscientiottU ■

each in their regular order, and S^fNTI ■

each their full time, finding absolo^Ml ■

the act for the tacit deceit involveip| ■

those after moments of enjoyment nttfe I ■

B6noite's roof. ■

But, indeed, the poor child did nothck 

upon it as deceit 'Sl^e had asked Iv 

mother's leave for a special favour, 9jA}/f I 

mother had granted it No8peoialMli^| 

lations had been made as to hermod|^j 

availing herself of it How coold <^^ 

blame her, for doing so in the way wli 

eeemed most pleasing to her f * Q ■

^' ■
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ALEXIA. ■

CHAPTER VL ■

Charlie Melville and his wife did not ■

Kb on at all badly together at tlm time, la was thorongUf fond of him, poor 

Woman ; it wu not altogether her fault if 

ber fondnesa was of a roogh eort, and 

dtowed itself chieSy in chaffing and teasing. 

Chariie had always borne the character of 

being good-tempered ; the girls he nsed to 

■uke &iends with were moatly of a noisy, 

iting, langhing, dashing sort, and the 

bhips were very like an exchange of 
knocks. Bnt there was one little 

ion. The Charlie who went about 

BODg all those girls was one man, and 

lexia'fl lover was another. The girl he had 

Btnt to marry had spirit enough of her 

ra, bat she was of a quieter kind than 

Ma young ladies, who were not acca»- 

Ofld to think her at all worthy of 
itice. ■

However, those days were over now, and 

Me of the chaffing crowd had got posses- 

Im of Charlie, and was not by any means 

' of him yet. Hie mother felt unhappy 

Bough sometimea, when she saw them 

;geUiar, and noticed Charlie's indifference. 

Inarally, when he was in a good t«mper, 

' nady to enter into Maud's jokes and 

,j them in kind, things went well 

At all times she was ready to 

him a good deal, and his mother 

often touched by her attempts to tease 

j^amile into his grave face. It was all 

nj well now, when they had not been 

MAled many weeks — ^but how would it 

m ths coorae of years 1 Maud was a 

piA woman ; she had a heart, but her 

Itraeptions were thick, and her ways self- 1 ■

indulgeob Her love for Charlie was not 

of a kind that would be patient, and last 
for ever. ■

One very wet afternoon, two or three 

weeks after Alexia's visit to the Manor, 

these two yoong people had gone away 

together to Charlie's den in the old part of 

the house. It was a most charming work- 

shop, very long, with a sloping roof, 

extending right across one of the gables, 

with a long latticed window at each end, 

one of which was half covered with ivy; 

now rustling against it rather dismally in 

the wind and rain. For it was raining as it 

can rain in July ; there was a pond under 

the cedars on tJie lawn, and yellow streams 

were running along the gravel walks. ■

Here was Charlie's carpenter's bench, but 

his took were rusty now ; he had also a 

taming lathe; and the low walls of his 
den were ornamented with those cases of 

staffed birde which made his wife so angry. 

He had drawers of butterfiies, and a shelf 

of story books, George's and his own. 

Cricket bats, and fishing-rods, and all kinds 

of boyish tackle and trophies ; and two or 

three old oil paintings standing against the 

wall, with a chest of ancient deeds, and 
two fiddles in cases. It was a room fall 

of mbbieh and lumber, dusty and neglected, 

for Charlie rightly regarded the house- 
maids as the natural enemies of his 

treasures, and very often locked the door, 

and carried the key in his pocket. ■

Tlua afternoon the old room looked 

bright enongh, for he had collected chips of 

work thrown aside long ago, and had made 

a fine flaming fire under the low chimney 

piece, along which grinned a row of Indian 

idols. Poor Charlie had brought them 

home to his mother from a voyage, and she 

had half-broken his heart by saying they 
were far too horrid and hideous for the 

drawing-room. George was reigning then, ■
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and Charlie took his snubbing in silence. 

He only told Alexia, and rewarded her 

sympathy with the ugliest of alL ■

There was one sfdendid armchair in the 

den. Its woodwork had once been white 

and gold, and it was covered with worn 

old tapestry, the story of the Hare and 

the Tortoise. On crept the reptile, while 

the poor animal was to be seen far behind, 

his ears laid back in amazed disgnst 

Charlie and Alexia always agreed in their 

lore and sorrow for the Hara 8b» used to 

sit in that chair for hours, when she was a 

child, reading fairy tales to Charlie while 

he worked, if his work was not too n(nsy. 

George would sometimes come in, and tease 

and patronise a little. Mra Melville never 

troubled herself to penetrate those pas- 

sages, long, narrow and twisted, and to 

dmib those old stairs which led to Charlie's 

room. Neither did she ever trouble herself 

to know that little Alex Page was there. 

The hours would slip away, and when it 

began to be dusk one of the good-natured 

maids would run home across the park 

widi Alexia, whose mother had not been 

at all anxious about her, having most 

likely an absorbing novel to read. ■

Now Charlie had once more a companion 

in his den. She sat in the old chair, dressed 

in a red cotton gown which helped to 

liditen up the room, and watched him 

with her steady eyes while he knelt down, 

poking at the fire. In the depths of her 

heart she was satisfied with Charlie ; she 

had always liked him, and admired his 

looks, lliat simplicity of his amused and 

pleased her, and she did not mind the 

variableness of his temper, which of course 

was a new discovery since she married him. 

She would not at aJl have liked Charlie to 

belong to anybody else. He was a nice 

thing to possess : all men must have faults, 

but she did not mind his faults — not at 

present, at least She declared privately 

to herself that she hated demonstrative- 

ness ; tins was fortunate, if true. If any 

voice more inward still had asked Maud 

Melville what life would have been, if her 

husband had hiq>pened to be in love with 

her, she would most likely, as a sensible 

woman (which she thought herself) have 

refused to listen. One's own skeleton had 

better be locked up safely in its cupboard, 

hidden from one's self, as well as from other 

people. ■

She was in rather a nice mood that after- 

noon. She sat am<Nig Charlie's treasures 

without threatening to bum them, and 

while he played with his chips and ■

arranged the fire, she talked to him aboat 

plans for the winter, in which there was 

nothing verr destructive. She had made 

up her mind to ffo to Cannes, and, as Mrs. 

Melville intended to live in London, Bad- 

wood must be shut up. That woxdd be 

nothing new for Redwood. Cha^ had 

to confess that no doubt Redwood wooU 

get on very^ wdl ; men with delicate wires 

must do as their wives chose ; and his re- 

collections of last winter were not very 

pleasant He did not care nradi i^KXit 

the hunting, he said, ra&er to his w%'s 

surprise; she had expected him to hi^ 

the very mention of Cannes. ■

Her triumph raised her spirits, and sud- 

denly, as if at the suggestion of some 

fiend, as she looked at the fire Charlie had 

made, she exclaimed — " Now, look heie 1 

you never do anything to please me * ■

"What I do you suppose I'm goin£ 

to Cannes to please myself)" enquired 

Charlie. ■

" Tes, you are, so don't pretend to be 

unselfish. Now you shall ofier up a littb 

sacrifice to me. Where are those hem- 

ming birds f Ton shall pull them out of 

the case and bum them." ■

Charlie sat still on his side ci tiie fire^ 

and a cloud came oret his flMe. ■

" No," he said, ** I won't bum my facnm- 

mine birds." ■

*' Not even to please me f " ■

** Not even to please you." ■

" Then I'll tell you something. You are 

keeping them to please somebody elsa" ■

" Omy myseli'^ ■

'*0h, well, perhaps sa Bat — ^well,* 

said she, with a sudden loud laugh, "Vu 

no kindness to encourage peoj^e of thst 

sort The young woman is quite conoeitei 

enough ahready, without you letting her 

know that you rememberyourold flirt«tiai& 

I know she was a child — I know all aboit 

it — so you needn't look so awfully cros^* 

ended Mrs. Melville, a little doubtfully; 

for Charlie was frowning, and it was iMt 

only the fire that made hu face red now. ■

** I beg your pard<m," he said, and hi 

had never yet spok^i to her in such a toiie» 

'' but you know nothing at all of what yoa 

are talking about" ■

"Don't be sensitive,'' said his wife. ^I 

only advise you to burn those moth-aatea 

humming-birds, and not to tell Miaa Page 

Aat they are the greatest treaaure you 

have. I saw at the time that ahe was 

rather etrack, but of course I didn't under- 

stand the TpHhole story. Tou can't go on 

being a boy for e7Ar, can you t " ■
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She spoke quite good-humooredly, in 

her usaal rough way. They were strange 

things to be said by a young woman so 

lately married, but she had always been 

acoostomed to say what she thought, and 

nothiog was sacred with her. ■

Charlie did not answer her at once; 

she had reached a subject on which he could 

not st£md chafL He could not, however, 

knock Maud down ; he could not even be 

?«ry mde to her; and he was conscious 

that die was right after all, though her 

plain speaking was an astonishment ■

" You had better not talk about it," he 

said gruffly. " Miss Page is fifty times too 

good for any of us:" and as his wife, 

though she lifted her eyebrows, did not 

retort at once, he w^nt on, " Some stupid 

fool has been making mischief, I suppose. 

Who told you that she had anything to do 

with the hummingbirds ? " ■

"Did not she help you to set them up t" ■

''She did, and why shouldn't she? 

Who told your' ■

"Mrs. Dodd." ■

" Mrs. Dodd ! " down tumbled the ■

fire-irons. ''I hate that woman," said 

Charlie, kicking the fender. "She is a 

mischievous woman. If you believe her 

youll come to grief. If she told you any- 

thing against Alexia Page, you may be sure 

it was a lia She has idways been horrid 

to her. Shd was jealous of her mother, 

and she tried to patronise Alexia — as if 

Ale3da could be patronised by a vulgar fool 

Uke that. Don't listen to a word she says 

to you." ■

" Very well, that will do," said Maud, 

shrugging her shoulders. ''Ill listen half 

to Mn. Dodd and half to you. I may 

mention that she didn't say a word against 

this charming Alexia, except that she was 

a little bit of a flirt, which we knew before, 

and which is no faulty of course. I know 

she helped you with the humming-birds 

when she was about thirteen. Mrs. Dodd 

made no mischief, and I am not jealous of 

any of your old friends. No doubt their 

name is legion. You need not be so 

furiously angry, if I suggest that old senti- 

mental nonsense bad cotter be forgotten, 

and the relics of it burnt There, Charlie, 

shake hands." ■

She looked almost handsome, a little 

flushed, with a new softness in her eyes, 

and in another moment she was out of her 

peat chair, and kneeling on the floor 

beside him : under these circumstances 

Charlie could not help making friends. 

Maud went back nresentlv to her chair. ■

and as Charlie stooped rather moodily 

over the fire, and the rain pelted more 

furiously than ever, she said in her usual 

tone : "Do you knowanything of that young 

man who is staying with the Pages f " ■

"No. He's at Oxford. He looks 

rather a stick," said Charlie. " I believe 

he's a cousin, or something." ■

"Yes. Mrs. Dodd thinks he will be 

more than a cousin, one of these days. In 

fact, she rather fancies that they are 

engaged already, from things she has " ■

"Look here, for heaven's sake, don't 

give me any more of Mrs. Dodd's sicken- 

ing gossip ! " exclaimed Charlie, snatching 

up the poker. ■

" Oh, very well I I thought you would 

be interested," said his wife carelessly. ■

Just then a message came from the 

Squire's bailifif, who wished to speak to 

hiuL It was rather a fortunate interrup- 

tion. Charlie went off at once, and Mrs. 

Melville, after staring for some time at the 

fire with a queer and not very happy ex- 

pression, got up and went away to her 

own part of the housa The old den was 

not such an amusing place to spend the 

afternoon in, after all. ■

An hour or two later the rain had almost 

stopped, and a dim watery sunshine made 

its way through the clouds to the steaming 

earth wrapped in its deep bright green. 

The air was heavy with mist and heat, and 

showers were dripping from the trees. ■

Charlie Melville took this opportunity 

of walking through some woods about a 

mile from his house. The path was a good 

deal overshadowed by nut-trees, and there 

was a thick undergrowth of bracken and 

brambles. At the far side from the Manor 

this wood opened on a lane leading through 

William Page's farm, and a large upland 

field on the other side of the lane was the 

scene of Alexia's accident in the winter. ■

Charlie, striding dismally through his 

woods on this damp summer afternoon, 

lifted his eyes as he came near the gate, and 

saw Alexia. ■

CHAPTER VIL ■

Alexia, like the Squire, had rushed out 

gladly into the fresh, rainy air to escape 

from trying scenes indoors. It was Ed- 

mund's last day; with all her likine for 

her cousin, she could not help being a litUe 

thankful for that, for it was becoming day 

by day more difficult to know what to do 

with mm. Some people are improved by 

being in love ; Edmund was not He was 

sentimental bv nature, poetical in the man- ■
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ner of boys, and a little inclined to be 

morbid ; all this was intensified now. It 

would have been a very good thing for 

him to be teased and laughed at in a 

healthy way by Alexia; she knew this, bnt 

coold not do it It had been much easier 

to laugh, and be hard with Charlie, however 

keenly she might sufier afterwards. She 

only felt sorry for Edmund, and could not 

rouse herself to be anything but gentle 

with him. ■

They spent nearly all that wet day in 

the house together. Mr. Page was gone 

to a distant town, and Alexia had heartily 

wished that Edmund would go with him, 

bnt the young man did not seem willing to 

move; he had a cough, too, so that she 

could not insist He talked a good deal in 

rather a dismal strain ; he seemed a little 

hopeless about life, and the thought of 

going away to-morrow was evidently des- 

pair. He followed Alexia from room to 

room, looking pale and shadowy, his fair 

hair pushed back, his blue eyes very bright, 

and yet sad, with a piteous eager expres- 

sion. ■

Alexia thought to herself with relief— 

''only a few more hours"! She was patient 

with him, and her manner was simple and 

grave : the most presumptuous lover would 

have found no encouragement in it ■

In the afternoon, while the rain still 

poured, while Mr. and Mrs. Melville were 

sitting in the old room at the Manor, talk- 

ing about humming-birds, Edmund and 

Alexia were together in the drawing-room. 

She was writing a letter, and he was half 

lying in the deep window-seat^ holding a 

book in his hand. Suddenly he startled 

her from her writing by saying, in low, 

deliberate tones, two lines of a poem : ■

Since nothing all my love avails, ■

Since all, my life seemed meant for, fails ■

Alexia just lifted her dark curly head, 

and glanced towards him, smiling a little 

faintly. ■

" I'm very glad I'm not poetical," she 

said. " Please take great care to pack up 

all your poetry-books, and especiidly Mr. 

Browning." ■

" He is the king of poets," said Edmund. 

"He knows everything that any human 

creature ever felt" ■

** Poor man 1 ". murmured Alexia. ■

''And you know you did like 

bits ■

some ■

99 ■

*'A sentence here and there, when I 

happened to understand it I'm not mys- 

tical, or anything of that sort I never like 

what I can't understand." ■

J). ■

" Those two lines I read just now were 

plain enougL" ■

" The words of a despairing idiot," said 

Alexia. ■

" No, he was not that at all I wish I 

was half as brave." ■

" Life is not worth living at all, unlesi 

one can be brave," she said. ■

" Ah— well, but you don't exactly know 

what it is, you see." ■

" Don't I f " said Alexia, half to herself. ■

" No, you don't You don't feel that to- 

morrow is a plunge into a black, durk set— 

I sometimes wish it was a real one, for fife 

is too dreadful to bear, away from * ■

" Eddy — don't 1 " she cried out suddenly, 

as if she was in pain. ■

He had started up from loungine on the 

window-seat, and was sitting bent forward, 

gazing at her. In another moment Al^ 

had controlled herself ; she stooped oyer 

her letter, and said quickly — "don't be so 

unkind as to talk such nonsense to m«, 

Eddy," and then she laughed, though with 

deep irritation she knew that she was flash- 

ing to the roots of her hair. ■

*' Ah, you laugh," he said. " You drire 

one mad, and then you laugh. It's awfoDj 

nice of you. Of course it is all nonsense, 

and I don't love you, do I, with ill mj 

heart and strength)" ■

She said nothing, still looking down at her 

writing, and shading her eyes with her hand. 

There had been litde enoueh reality in the 

laugh, which had roused this sudden flame. ■

" You have spoilt my life for me, Alex," 

he said presently. "This sort of thing is 

ruin. I suppose I knew it all the time, 

only I wouldn't let myself. The very feel- 

ing of being near you was too gloriou 

Till the last day comes, one doesn t know 

— ^and the pain is rather too awfol— and 

you can only laugh " ■

"Has it been my fault, Eddy!" she 

said. " Ob, I didn't mean to laugh. lam 

most dreadftilly sorry." ■

He sat silently locking at her for a 

minute or twa Where he found any hope, 

it is impossible to say ; but he came for- 

ward then and stood near her, and stretched 

out his hand so that it almost, but not quite, 

touched her hair. ■

'* Look here, my heart's darling," he 

said, "you know all now — think, and 

tell me — must I really be so miseraUet 

Is there any good reason f " ■

" There is a good reason," she answered, 

without looking up, and her voice soonded 

pad and cold. "You know it already. 

You know — I don't feel as you da" ■

=1 ■
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<' And never will I " said Edmund. The 

words were more an exclamation than a 

question, and Alexia did not answer them. 

" Of course I knew it abready," he said, and 

after standing still for a moment longer, he 

went hack to his place in the window. 

There he turned away from her, and leaned 

his face against the glass, staring out into 

the rain, which was lessening now, while a 

faint yellow gleam was beginning to shine 

softly through it ■

After all this it was no wonder that 

Alexia seized the smallest excuse for escap- 

ing from the room, and then, while Edmund 

stSl sat brooding over his fate, went quietly 

out at the garden door, and away into the 

fields and lanes, with a resolution to keep 

out of the way till her father came home, 

and not^ if possible, to be alone with her 

cousin again. She was much more soft- 

hearted than anybody thought, and Ed- 

mund's pain hurt her intensely. She was 

reaUy fond of the young fellow, and was 

not even afraid of comparing him with 

Charlie Melville, not to his disadvantage. 

Edmund was deverer, better educated, 

more refined ; he had a sweeter temper, 

Btronger principles, a more enlightened 

mind. No reasoning, no pressure, no pique, 

would drive Edmund to marry another 

woman three months after Alexia had re- 

fused him. His love was true and worth 

having; she knew that. He certainly 

might shine by contrast — ^but she had loved 

Cluirlie, and Edmund's pleading had only 

brought all the old pain back. Sometimes 

it was impossible not to forget all that lay 

between, and to go back to the old, happy 

thoughtless days, till the last of them, when 

lil threw her in the field. Alexia was not 

a morbid girl, and did not encourage these 

thoughts ; in fact, she had been getting on 

grandly in the way of self-conquest, till 

these new waves broke over her— Charlie's 

words about the humming-birds, and Ed- 

mund's melancholy love-making. Alexia 

knew that the battle must all be fought 

orer asain, but that afternoon she let her 

old seu have its way ; she walked up to 

the field, or almost ran, for she was in- 

tensely excited, and stood by the place 

^ere she fell in the winter, and thought 

of it all over again. Then, with the light 

and the gloom of those recoUections in her 

eyes, she went down to the gate, and out 

from the yellow slowing upland into the 

damp shadow of ike lane. Then suddenly, 

Boeing Charlie as he came out of the wood, 

she blew what a terribly foolish thing it 

was to give way to the past, even in the ■

depths of one's own heart One's reserve 

of strength may be wanted, just when it 

has been thrown away. Alexia felt like a 

coward, and that was a very rare feeling 

with her. She wished to run away, and 

walked in fact a few steps down the lane. 

Perhaps Charlie would turn the other way; 

it was quite possible that he would not 

wish to speak to her. If he did, she could 

trust herself to be cool and natural, though 

such an efibrt might shorten her life by a 

year or two. Down this very lane he had 

carried her, that December day — certainly 

the wrong thing to remember at the 

moment, u one wished to be cool without 

difficulty. Here were his quick steps com- 

ing : here was his shadow on the grass 

under the hedge : here was his voice close 

to her shoulder : '* Are you running away 

from me t " ■

"I am not running away at all," said 

Alexia, and she turned round quietly and 

gave him her hand. <' How nice and fresh 

it is after the rain ! " ■

" Is it f I don't know : I thought it was 

stu£^," said the Squire ; and as he spoke 

Alexia knew that he was right, and that 

she had never been out on a more oppres- 

sive day. An uncanny, horrid-feeling day, 

which seemed to weigh one's spirits and 

senses down. ■

Charlie walked on beside her silently. 

Alexia knew that he was looking very 

grave, as if he had something on his mind. 

She wanted dreadfully to say something 

careless, but it would not oome ; she could 

think of nothing but last December, and 

longed wildly to be out of the lane. Charlie 

was too much wrapped up in his own 

thoughts to be aware of hers; he was 

frowning, and his pleasant blue eyes looked 

dark and cloudy. ■

*< Lil is all right now, I suppose f " he 

said presently. "What an escape you 

hadl'^ ■

"Yes, a narrow escape," said Alexia. 

"I hope I shall be more lucky next 

winter." ■

" You mean to hunt again f " ■

" Yes, I think so. Don't you % " ■

" I don't know, and I don't care," re- 

plied Charlie, with all his old boyishness. 

" But no, I suppose I shall be away in some 

beastly French place. Not that I care — 

mind the puddle& I say, this lane is worse 

now than it was in the winter. But I'm glad 

I met you, for I want you to tell me some- 

thing. Alexia, did you mean, when you — 

did you mean that we were entirely to leave 

off being friends t " ■
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He went up to a field gate and stood 

tHere, swinging his stick and leaning on the 

top bar. There was a riew of green soak- 

ing ^assy and elm-trees, and cows feeding, 

all vivid in the yellow light from the west, 

which to these two was the saddest light 

that ever shone. ■

Alexia stood and looked at him as he 

stared at the cows. She did not dream of 

walking on her way, or escaping from any- 

thing wat he might choose to say to her. 

She felt braver now, and was not afraid of 

him or of herself. Friends from child- 

hood, lovers for years — did not they know 

each other well enough to be a little plain- 

spoken, even now f ■

''No, I did not mean that at all," she 

said. ''But, of coarse, circomstances change 

things entirely. We are not young any 

longer. Everything is different'' ■

" Indeed, it is I " said GharUe. " But I 

have forgiven you." ■

" I suppose so," she said in a low voice ; 

but the satirical touch in her words was 

lost on him ; he was always thick-headed. ■

" Come and stand here on the grass for 

a minute," he said imploringly. <* It's not 

wetter than thp lane. Alex, I know I 

have no business to go back to things — ^it 

is unheard-of — but then I think your 

behaviour to me was unheard-of, you 

know. Don't be angry. We are old now 

— at least I am — my hair's turning grey. 

I don't care about anything now — ^but I do 

want you to make me understand, just out 

of kindness, you know." ■

"Make you understand — ^whatt" said 

Alexia, coldly. ■

"What a piece of marble you arel 

That's what I said to myself at the time — 

she's a piece of marble, but no one would 

have thought it I — It was really, then, be- 

cause you didn't care for me— -never had 

— that's the wonder. I could have 8W(»m 

— Alex, I never was so knocked down in 

my life." ■

She stood very like a little statue now, 

except that she turned from white to red, 

and white again, while Oharlie, with one 

arm on the gate, looked down into her face 

and talked in tins terrible way. ■

" You didn't care for me one bit — not ■

even when " but there he was stopped ■

by Alexia's lifting her eyes suddenly, with 

a flash of anger in them. ■

" If you really wish to keep up our old 

friendship," she said, '' you can hardly ex- 

pect me to listen to this sort of thing. It 

most certainly is unheard-of. As for my 

behaviour to you, you should have asked ■

me for an explanation a very bog time ago 

— ^not Turn" ■

Charlie Melville was checked tod 

startled ; it was long since he had Men 

Alexia really angry and in eamesi He 

wished to apologise, but rather made mat- 

ters worse. ■

"I beg your pardon— I'm vary aony; 

but don't you know, not being able totdk 

to you — it's like half one's life torn o£ 

However, I see we had better be enemiei, 

for you will never do anything bat nmb 

me." ■

<< It is impossible for us to be frienda," 

said Alexia, as calmly as she could. ■

" Why 1 " said CharUe. ■

It was a barbarous question, bat all kk 

behaviour that day was p^ectly bai 

For a moment she could not answer liim, 

but wondered wildly why all this miuiy 

should have come upon her. He watched 

her intently: the stupid, selfish, simple 

young man could not help seeing thattiieie 

was something here besides anger aoi 

assumed indifference. ■

Alexia's little courage, her little disomn- 

lation, were not quite enou^ for the ooca- 

sion. She should have escaped loog ago, 

for discoveries were breaking on Chaz&'i 

mind as she hesitated for an answeL At 

last he said, almost imder his breath, and 

with an expression that frightened her : ■

" Alex, they made you do it I " ■

She looked up for one moment, and then 

with a sudden hardening and st^enin^ of 

her whole self, as if she w^e taming mto 

the marble he called her, and withcwt b 

dulging any more in anything so dangerous 

as anger, she said: "I don't undtttatand 

you, and I think we have talked long ^longli 

My father will be coming to meet ma Good- 

bya" ■

Charlie was really ashamed now. She 

had brought him back to himself, remind- 

ing him of one or two things he oogbt 

never to have forgotten. In the light of 

some of her words he was beginning to 

understand Alexia — months too late, it 

was true. He felt quite sure now that his 

last guess was right ; and it certainly fid* 

lowed that they had talked long enoogh. 

Even if she would have let him, he ooold 

see tiiat it would be awkward and foolish 

to talk to her any more, but he coold not 

help saying, quite reverently, " Do believe 

me, I did not mean to ofitod yoo. May 

I walk on with you to meet Mr. Page!" ■

" As you like," said Alexia, looking down 

the lane ; but her tired eyes seemed to aay 

that he would be a bora ■

cEi^: ■
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CiiArlie oolouied a liUla, bat he knew be 

deserved it ■

" Well, perhaps after all I bad better go 

back this way/' he said. ■

Alexia shook hands with himi and they 

parted there at the gata She walked on 

alone, and he tamed back to the woods. ■

" It won't do erer to speak to her again," 

he meditated. " What an ass I have been 1 

What an awf al mess I hare made of it 

aUl" ■

A FINE OLD MOSLEM GENTLEMAN, ■

ONE OF THE MODERN STYLE. ■

Scene the First: The Madras Clab. 

Eater Sir Charles Tamer with a tall, 

Earopeanised native, who doesn't look a 

bit uncomfortable in English dress. Dozing 

among a pile of newspapers, the depaty- 

assiBtflJit collector of Krishnapatam, and a 

sab of the Blankshire Boffs. They eye 

the native at first languidly, then with as 

mach animation as their exhausted frames 

are capable o£ Then they look at one 

aaother ; and, after a deal of head-shaking, 

the D.AC, rises, and rolling up, glass in 

eye, to Sir Charles says : ■

"Beally, it's very unpleasant, you know, 

bat I must trouble that person to with- 

draw." ■

"This person," replies Sir Charles, "is 

my friend, Syed MiJimud, son of the well- 

known Syed Ahmed Ehiem, C.S.L, and I 

was just showing him the club rooms, 

that's all" ■

"Very sorry, but can't help it Eule 

absolute. No natives admitted. The per- 

son must withdraw." ■

I do not think Sir Charles's feelings were 

to be mvied, as he and his Mussulman 

friend walked out ■

Scene the Second : The Bailway Station 

at Patna. Mr. Wilfrid Scawen Blunt, 

Arabi's Mend, and an earnest if sometimes 

wrong-headed advocate of the Eipon policy 

in India, is going off by train. To give 

him what we call an ovation have assem- 

bled some thirty of the chief Mussulman 

inhabitants, with the Nawab Yillayet, Ali 

Khan, at their head. The Nawab Yillayet 

is a venerable old gentleman much re- 

spected by Europeans as well as natives. 

A. voice from the train : ■

"What's all this bobbery about ? — ^keep- 

ing OS from starting. I devoutly trust we 

fthant have to take on all tins lot of 

blank'd niggers; they'U make the train 

•tink worse than stsJe fish. Ah 1 worse 

wkI worse : thev're not goinc: on at all — ■

they're just come down as a deputation to 

say good-bye to that firebrand. Blunt, who's 

morethanhalf aMohamedan. Yes, my dear," 

says the excited speaker to his wife, at the 

far end of the compartment — '* fancy these 

fellows getting up a deputation. What 

next, I wonder 1 Here 1 you fat old baboo 

with the ivory-handled stick" — to the 

Nawab— ''you ought to be ashamed of 

yourself at your age, making a fool of your- 

self in this wi^y. Be off, I tell you, at once, 

and take all your tag-rag and bobtail with 

you ; or, by Jove ! I'll thrash some of you 

soundly." ■

The Nawab, not understanding the rea- 

son of the gentleman's wrath, goes on 

quietly smiling and salaaming to Mr. Blunt 

Gentleman tb^eupon grows fiercer, leans 

half his body out of the door, and swishing 

his cane, cries : ■

" If only I could get a hit at the fellow. 

But if he doesn't go off in double-quick 

time, I'll be out upon, him." ■

The noise attracts Mr. Blunt, who sum- 

mons the station-master, and insists on his 

calling the irascible passenger to order. 

But that functionary is <|uite nonplussed. ■

" Oh no, sir, we can't mterfere. Things 

like this are happening almost every day." ■

The Nawab, too, begged Mr. Blunt not 

to trouble himself : '^Unhappily it's the 

sort of treatment we have to put up. with 

from people who consider themselves gentle- 

men. ■

'* And who are you, sir, that you should 

interfere ? " roared out the passenger, in a 

tone which at once drew Mr. Blunt to the 

carriage door. ■

WeD, it may suffice to say that Mr. Blunt 

got the man's name, registered a complaint, 

and, after much delay, extorted a very 

lame sort of apology, not for himself, but 

for the native gentleman. ■

It seems to us a strange way of pro- 

moting peace and goodwill to treat natives 

in this sort of style. Civil servants are 

not the usual offenders ; although they are 

not quite so friendly as they used to be. 

The reason of the change is that two of a 

trade never agree, and the native has 

begun to compete for Civil Service appoint- 

ments; but very few civilians are like 

that traveller. Such conduct stamps the 

third-rate man, the raw sub, the being 

who — in whatever profession — is wholly 

wanting in culture; but even men of 

mark are not a quarter careful enough 

of wounding the feelings and touching 

the susceptibilities of the natives. How ■
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sensitive these people are we can hardly 

think, nnless by a strong effort we pat 

ourselves in their place. In Syed Ahmed 

Khan's life we shall see how often he 

was touched to the quick by a chance 

remark made in pure thoughtlessness. 

Such remarks seem to have " put him out/' 

as much as that affair of the Madras Club 

must have annoyed his son. ■

And who is Syed Ahmed Khan f Simply 

the foremost Mohamedan in India since 

the death of Sir Salar Jung ; equally great 

in force of character, influence over his 

fellow-men, and literary Aility. He comes 

of a famous line ; his grandfather had high 

military rank at the Great Mogul's Court, 

and his father was offered the prime- 

ministership, but declined in favour of his 

father-in-law, already famous as a diplo- 

matist, and a great friend of General 

Ochterlony, a man who rejoiced in all 

the three titles, Amin ul Mulk — answering 

to our Duke ; Dabir ud Dowla — Earl ; and 

Jang — Baron. The Syed's father was satis- 

fied with being the Mogul's chief friend, 

the only one permitted to sit in his 

presence — ^which breach of propriety was 

managed in this way : the Mogul, seated 

cross-legged on a low platform, would 

quickly let one foot hang down, and Syed 

Mohamed would seat himself on the ground 

on pretence of shampooing it, thus at 

once satisfying etiquette and convenience. 

The young Syed, brought up about the 

Court, distinguished himself for fearless 

truth-telling, scorning the usual ways of 

Eastern courtiers, and never fearing to give 

the real reasons for his behaviour. He had 

an intelligent mother, who used to make 

him repeat to her each evening all he had 

learned at school during the day. English 

formed no part of his boyish education. At 

twenty, a longing seized him to take ser- 

vice under the foreigners. Much against 

the wishes of his relatives he entered as a 

clerk in the Criminal Department at 

Delhi, and after several promotions became 

in 1855 subordinate judge of Bijnore, 

having already acquired fame and a Fel- 

lowship in the Boyal Asiatic Society by 

a book on the "Archaeology of Delhi" He 

was at Bijnore when the Mutiny broke 

out in 1857, and it is not too much to say 

that nothing but his skilful management 

saved Collector Shakespeare and the other 

English residents from sharing the fate 

of those at Cawnpore. Mohamed Khan, 

with 800 men, came down upon the place, 

which had no garrison, though there 

was a very considerable sum in the trea- ■

sury. The Syed went as an ambassador to 

this rebel chief, and pretending to identify 

himself with the mutineers, said : *' We 

have two courses open to us. Either ve 

can massacre these Europeans, and then, if 

Delhi falls, the English wQl be revenged on 

us ; or, I will get them to go away after 

having formally made over the country to 

you." ■

Mohamed ELhan was persuaded that the 

latter was the wiser course; and, on re- 

ceiving a document in Persian handing 

Bijnore over to him until the English 

should return to claim it, he not only pro- 

vided two elephants and a buUock-ciurt, bat 

also took Syea Ahmed to the treasury and 

gave him 3000 rupees. With this help 

the Syed led the Europeans safely through 

Mohamed's men, and sent them on to 

Meerut. For these and other services 

during the Mutiny he received a special 

pension of 200 rupees a month, a robe 

of honour, a cup of maintenance, a pair 

of shawls, a pearl necklace, a sword of 

honour, etc Money he preferred to land, 

his strong wish being to travel, after he 

had spent a few years more in the ser- 

vice ; and tender-conscienced though he was, 

he felt that something was due to him, his 

losses, through the pillaging of his pro- 

perty at Delm, etc, having been more than 

30,000 rupees. ■

Syed Ahmed's views as to the causes of 

the Mutiny are worth noting. Govem- 

ment) having no native in the LegislaUre 

Council, wolfed in the dark ; and its inten- 

tions were wholly misapprehended. Soch 

a simple thing as rearing in the Christian 

faith the orphans, of whom every famine 

made so many, was looked on as what we 

call " the thin end of the wedge." " Itey're 

gradually impoverishing us," was the ay, 

"and doing away with thestudy of Araluc 

and Sansbit. By-and-by we shall all be 

poor and ignorant ; and then they'll force 

us all to be of their religion." ■

The open-air preachmg of missionaries, 

again, was very disquieting. Anyone could 

preach as he liked in his own mosque or 

temple; but violently to attack another 

faith in fairs and markets was a ikSmR 

hitherto unknown ; and, as people faoded 

the missionaries were paid by Government, 

they naturally grew suspicious. Our land- 

laws, too, gave great offence. To force a 

sale of land for debt was a thing whidi 

the most arbitrary of the Mogul ^- 

perors had never dona *' Contempt, 

too, is an ineradicable wrong," and the 

Government made no effort to see^e ■

I ■
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the affectioQB of the people. At the 

same time they foolishly fused Moham- 

edans and Hindoos in the same regiments, 

instead of keeping them apart so diat the 

one might be a check on the other. The 

treatise in which these views were set forth 

was translated into English by Sir Aack- 

land Colyin ; and was followed by a pamphlet 

on " The Loyal Mahomedans," whose good 

services, the Syed complains, have been 

Ignored by all the historians of the Mutiny. 

Ha also wrote on education, his panacea 

being " educate, educate ; " and he actually 

began a commentary on the Bible. ■

Transferred toAllygurh, he there founded, 

jost twenty years ago, a scientific society ; 

and in his fifty-third year determined to 

take his son up to Cambridge. On the 

voyage he met Miss Carpenter, on whose 

plan for educatinglndian women he cau- 

tiously remarks: " We must strive after good 

in accordance with manners and customs. 

God bade Joshua ' order the sun to stand 

still, not the earth to stop,' far He knew 

what was the general opinion at the time.'' 

While prayers were bein^ read on ship- 

board, he stood respectfimy by, "seeing 

the way in which God was prayed to, and 

admiring His catholicity." An artillery 

officer insisted on drawmg him into a re- 

ligious arfftiment^ and then would not 

mke hanos with him next day ; and when 

they lost aight of Egypt, a Major, who was 

also Director of Public Listruction, said to 

him: ■

"You've left the land of the Prophet 

and come into that of the Kafi&rs." ■

"I was very near telling him what a 

verj impolite speech it was, implying that 

I looked on the Europeans as unbelievers ; 

bat I restrained myself and replied : 'Don't 

Bay that ; say rather that I've come to the 

land of the people of the Book.' " ■

When a second Major wrote in Miss 

Cjirpenter's album : " The natives of India 

are heartless and ungrateful," the Syed was 

naturally astonished; but a thick-skinned 

Englishman can scarcely understand his 

making a grievance out of another of the 

Director of Public Instruction's remarks. 

He was talking with an ayah, who had 

done the voyage twenty times already, 

when the Director of Public Instruction, 

hearing her say : " I am a Mohamedan," 

tamed to Ahmed and remarked : ■

''Of your religion," meaning (Ahmed 

thought) to shame him by bringing him 

into close relations with a low-class woman. ■

** Yes," solemnly replied the Syed ; *' in 

Ulision all Mohamedans are mv brothers." ■

He tells without comment the well-known 

story of Perim, though in regard to the Canal 

his sympathies are with theFrench, who seem 

at Marseilles to have let him through their 

Custom House very easily. The glories of 

Marseilles soon made him forget fSl he had 

seen befora Egypt had appeared to him 

" to beat India into a cocked-hat ; " but tiie 

Marseilles caf^s, with their glass roofs, and 

gas, and plants in pots, called forth the 

remark : *' How good God is, that he makes 

even workmen to refresh themselves in 

such paradises as could never have been 

conceived by Jamshid." At the hotel he 

has to go up to the fifth storey ; and feeling 

that he should like some tea, wonders how 

he is to find his way down the 120 steps to 

order it. *' Suddenly I saw on the wall a 

lovely ivory flower, and thinking this most 

be the knob of one of the electric bells that 

I had heard of, I touched it^ and, to my 

delight it acted." He stayed another day 

in Marseilles, admiring everything except 

the elephant at the Zoo, '* which was small 

and thin;" and at night went to a cai6 

chantant, and wandered through the bril- 

liantly-lighted streets. '* Not even in fables 

have I ever heard of such fairy scenes." ■

The rail to Paris tired him, as it does 

everybody ; but their commissionaire ruth- 

lessly hurried the party off to Versailles to see 

the grand fountains. The Versailles paint- 

ings Ahmed speaks of as "matchless," 

except one depicting the capture of Abd-el- 

Kader's harem. ■

The Bois de Boulogne pleased him im- 

mensely, and he aired his French at the 

Lake hotel by saying " s'il vous plait^" in- 

stead of "thank you," to the gorgeous waiter. 

At the Grand Stand at Longchamps, the 

politeness of a man who, seeing he was a 

stranger walked with him and showed him 

everything, made him " blush for the man- 

ners of his countrymen. " At a glove-she^, he 

almost rivalled Sterne's experience. " Hear- 

ing some one say ' gloves,' the very pretty 

and well-dressed young woman began 

talking English like a nightingale, brought 

gloves to suit us, and put them on with her 

own hands." But the marvel of marvels 

was that at midnight a tailor's shop was as 

bright and lively as by day ; and, going in 

to buy a warm coat for one of his sons, he 

parted with him at the door of a beautifully 

furnished room, whence the lad soon 

emerged "quite a handsome young man 

in a new suit." ■

Of the horrors of the Channel passage he 

had his full share : *' Almost senseless . . . 

we got to the end of our journey." In ■
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London he stayed more than six months — 

dining with Lord Lawrence; getting a 

specisd ticket for the opening of the Hol- 

bom Viaduct ; going to the Derby, where 

what astonished him most was the sudden 

flashing round of the vast crowd of white 

faces as the horses turned Tattenham 

Comer. ■

All this while he was living in lodgings, 

where the landlord used to attend chemistry 

and other improving lectures of nights, 

and the wife's sister, when ill, borrowed 

trom^ the foreign gentleman a book to 

improve her mind, and one of the maid- 

servants always bought and read the 

''Echo," and could enjoy the jokes of 

"PuncL" The Syed detafls all this to 

the AUyghur Scientific Society, and draws 

a striking contrast between English intelli- 

gence and Lidian want of education* '* We 

are but beasts," he says, ** in comparison 

with them, and one is not wont to treat a 

beast with courtesy. If the English behave 

well to us it is out of policy ; we, being 

what we are, really don't deserve good 

treatment" A man this, full of love for 

his people, and yet, just because he loved 

them so much, not afraid to scold them 

quite sharply on occasion. Some of his 

Allyghur friends had taken offence at his 

unflattering contrast between Indian and 

European ways ; so, writing to the secre- 

tary, he says : " Whatever fault I find, I 

find also with myself, for ami not one of you 1 

• . I don't absolve the English of discourtesy ; 

what I say is, there is in us a great deal 

to excuse them. . , They have education ; 

and the results are politeness, knowledge, 

good faith, cleanliness, skilled workman- 

ship, thoroughness. Our people know 

nothing of Europe j they are like the frogs 

in a well, who, when a fish fell in among 

them out of a man's basket, wouldn't be- 

lieve a word he said about the sunlight and 

the big waves of the Ganges." One is sorry 

he should have added: "These English 

who mix with us and treat us well do so 

out of policy, they cannot help despising 

us" — an opinion which happily further 

intercourse led him to give up. ■

But his object in all this fault-finding is 

to tear open 'Uhe fatal shroud of self- 

complacency" (as he calls it) which has 

kept the Mohamedans from taking advan- 

tage, as the Hindoos have done, of our 

educational help. Syed Ahmed believed 

in education; his son got the very first 

"North-West Scholarship" for giving 

natives an English university education. 

The young man went through Cambridge ■

and Lincoln's Inn, and by-and-by was the 

very first native appointed to a judgeship 

in the Hi^ Court of the North-West Pro- 

vinces. The dinner given by his father 

to celebrate his return as a full-blown bar- 

rister, was the first in the North- West 

at which English and Mohamedans s&t 

down at the same table ; and to see tiie 

young man going about in Cambridge cap 

and gown was as great a pleasure to the 

Syed as to be himself appointed by Lord 

Lytton a member of the Viceregal Conndl, 

or made C.S.L ■

His great aim, however, was to educate the 

masse& " Translate all the arts and sciences 

into our own tongue; thatisour only chance," 

he would say, ''and these words I should like 

written in gigantic letters on the Hima- 

layas." Yet this educational refonn^, 

this Broad-Church Mussulman, whom some 

of his co-religionists looked on as at least 

one of the lesser Antichrists, because he 

denied Mohamed's bodily night-journey up 

to heaven, went in strongly for denoiai- 

national education. He felt that Moham- 

edans would never send their sons to 

mixed schools, or to places where tiieir 

religious scruples were not carefully re- 

spected. And, when by private subscrip- 

tion he had started his Allygurh Coll^, 

where a thorough education, under a prin- 

cipal who had been President of the Cam- 

bridge Union, was given at a cost of ^m 

£16 to £25 a year, he took care that not 

only were Moslem theology and literature 

made prominent in the curriculum, bat 

also that there were separate prayiog 

places for the rival sects of Shias and 

Sunnis. The' College is, in many ways, 

just like a great English public school; 

each boy has his own set of rooms- 

verandah, study, bed-room, and bath-room; 

and the games are modelled after ours. 

There is even a gold medal for the best 

cricketer, named after a Mrs. Aikman, who 

had the courage to ask the School Eleven 

to lunch and to sit down with them as wdl 

And yet this man, so careful of his hereditoy 

faith, so conservative amid his progressm- 

ness, was denounced by Moslem fanaties, 

as well as sneered at by some few among 

the English officials. A clique of Moham- 

edans actually sent to Mecca to get a formal 

excommunication of him from the chief 

moulvies ; and one bigot went so far as to 

affirm that Lord Mayo's murderer wonld 

have done better had he killed Ahmed 

instead ; while others swore on the Koran 

that by some means or other they would 

have his life — as the Jews swore they ■

^■ ■ =^: ■
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would *'kill Paul" All this moved him 

not a whit ; he never thought of seeking 

police protection, but went about getting 

sabsoriptions for his College — EUndoos 

helping him as well as Mohamedans. ■

" I'm more proud," he would say/' of the 

nine rupees gathered in annas among the 

boys of a poor Hindoo schod than of the 

thousands subscribed by rich men«" ■

Everywhere the native gentry wanted to 

give him <' a big dinner." Tliey have learnt 

from us to iid& that nothing can go on 

without a dinner. ■

<* No/' said he, " give me the oost of it 

instead as a subscription." ■

His College is thriving, and he is enjoy- 

ing a green old age, "preserving lus 

patriotism but divest^ of prejudice.'' ■

On die question of native Volunteers 

such a man who, when on the Council, 

went in strongly for vaccination, deserves 

to be heard with attention. The Mogul 

EmperoiB used to get many of their best 

generals from among the Hmdoo nobility; 

our pkn has almost wholly kept high-class 

men, with Hindoo and Mohamedan, out of 

the army, condemning them to a life of 

inaction and, therefore, too often, of de- 

bauchery. ■

For female education he does not feel 

much enthusiasm. His mother was able 

to help him in hi» woric Most mothers, he 

thinks, can do the same if they like ; and 

*^ when the men get better educated they 

are sure to draw the women up also. Be- 

sides, among the Mohamedans there are 

already even lady-preachers," and yet he 

couldn't help admiring the English servant 

who used to read the ** Echo," and who 

i^Kklogised politely for calling Khudadad 

Beg "Mr. Beg": ■

"Please pardon me, sir; but your full 

name is very difficult" ■

Men like the Syed must command high 

offidal rank as well as respect; and the 

sooner we recognise this the better for our 

position in India as well as for India itself. 

We are wanted there to keep down fanatics 

Uke those who would have killed the Syed 

in order to do Heaven service ; but if we 

mean to stay there, we can only do it by 

making full use of men of the Syed's stamp. ■

RECREATIONS OF THE 

UNEMPLOYED. ■

If Thomas Qay were now alive, and had 

to write his **Trivia" afresh, I have no doubt 

that he would devote a goodly string of 

bis sousdine couplets to the consideration ■

of the methods by which the unemployed 

— ^not of necessity the unpaid — manage to 

divert themselves in this sombre city of 

ours. No social leformeT has yet arisen to 

counsel and urge the ruling powers to 

provide amusement, in addition to food, 

clothing, shelter, and education, for those 

who cannot, of will Hot, make an effort to 

provide it for themselves ; but when he 

does take up his parable — and he will, 

sure enough, some day — he will at least 

have an easy task in showing that the 

loafer of the London streets cannot be a 

very difficult person to amuse, and that a 

very moderate grant from the Consolidated 

Fund would serve the purpose. ■

By the smallest exhibition of eccen- 

tricity, or deviation ftom the straitest way 

of the street-walking Englishman, the 

investigator may supply himself with 

plenteous examples of the voracious appe- 

tite of the haunter of the London streets 

for the very mildest excitement. Let him 

stoop to tie his boot>lace; let him blow 

the dust out of his latch-key before insert- 

ing it into the key-hole; let him stop a 

policeman and tell him that there is an un- 

muzzled dog just round the comer, or a 

lost child in the next street, and in a 

second the pavement will be crowded with 

anxious enquirers burning to know what 

may be the cause of this abnormal attitude 

and action, or the purport of the thrilling 

news which is just being whispered in the 

ear of the guardian of the peace. There 

will be the working-man just going back 

from his job to the shop for the screw- 

driver which is always forgotten when 

screws have to be driven; there will be 

the apothecary's boy, with his basket full 

of medicines to be delivered immediately ; 

there will be at least half-a-dozen of that 

unmistakeable class, the street-loafer pure 

and simple, with greasy, pot hat and 

tattered overcoat many sizes too big for 

his narrow-chested wizened frame; and, 

lastly, there will be the milkman, the 

butcher's man, the butterman, the candle- 

stick-maker's man, and many others too 

numerous to mention. ■

From the way they stand gaping and 

staring, listening for something when there 

is nothing to be told, and looking for 

something where there is nothing to be 

seen, it must be evident that for them the 

"tdddium vitsB" is a dread reality. Can 

there be elsewhere in the world a people 

so weighed down with ennui) What 

weariness must be the rule in an existence 

where such incidents as those I have ■
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noticed stand for recreation; and any 

student of street-life will be able to add a 

dozen other similar causes which will serve 

as the nucleus of a staring crowd. Only a 

few days ago I was passine a house where 

a ''To Let" bill was bdng removed 

from the window-pane by a carpenter in- 

side, and at least a score of people, all 

apparently with work to be done on their 

hands, were standing gazing in rapt at- 

tention at the operation. They were 

seeking their recreation, and they certainly 

found it easily enough. If the facility 

in finding amusement be allowed to rank 

as a chief factor in a people's happiness, 

then our London loafer is highly blessed. 

I doubt whether the Boman citizen of the 

baser sort ever knew more pleasure in the 

costly circuses, which were planned at such 

vast expense for his recreation and de- 

bauching, than his British equivalent finds 

in the contemplation of a burst water-plug 

or a fractured wheel. ■

I have often talked this matter over 

with a friend of mine who is a statmch 

believer in progress after the modem 

fashion (Process spelt with a large P), and 

he always tells me that my analysis of the 

working man's motives, as he sadly takes 

his wistful pleasure, is altogether incorrect 

*' The fact of the matter is, he says, " you 

are a loafer yourself, and you fancy that 

every man who stops to take an intelligent 

t-urvey of any little unusual circumstance 

he may encounter must of necessity be 

such another. You yourself enjoy the 

spectacle of a piano being taken out of one 

house, or a spring mattress being slung 

iato the second-floor window of another 

just as much as any street boy, but you are 

iidhamed to stop. Tour respectability gives 

you a wambg prod, so you glance at the 

operation out of the comer of your eye, 

and slink off unwilling. You are not pay- 

ing a shilling school-rate for nothing. The 

people you condescendingly speak of as 

the lower classes are becoming intensely 

curious. Every man, in short, is his own 

Socrates, and goes about asking the most 

embarrassing questions, chiefly — Heaven 

be thanked! — to his own understanding. 

What you take for dull vacuity is nothing 

else than a keen desire to fathom the 

hidden source of things. The man who 

stirs your bile so deeply, because he stops 

t) look at a fellow-workman cleaning a 

house agent's bill off a window, is possu)ly 

an upholsterer's man, speculating as to the 

c^asistency of the particular paste used to 

htHx the bill above-mentioned, and saying ■

to himself that had his own particolar 

composition been used the bill would have 

taken half the time to remove, or might 

even have fallen off by itsel£ The sight of 

a burst water-plug probably recalls to the 

watching artisan ^oee hours of his echool- 

time which were devoted to the stady of 

hydrostatics. This listlessnees you gromUe 

at in such churlish fashion is not listleai- 

ness at all It is simply the legitamite 

outcome of the Policy of the Board." ■

I have the highest opinion of my friend's 

powers of discernment^ but bis theory is to 

me a stumbling-block. I venture to hint 

to him that the tendency I have besa 

criticising is. no new thing; that I re- 

member it years before Uiere was a Board 

to have a Policy : but he cuts me short by 

saying that he declines to accept any com- 

pansons between then and now, made by a 

person of my notorious inaccuracy of 

thought So I drop the subject I sheold 

like to point out to him, however, that a 

vast number of his seekers never i^pt- 

rently move a single step forward to the 

goal How is it that a fallen cab horse 

presents such an insoluble difficult 1 

Yesterday^ in Cheapside, I saw a handnd 

people standing rotmd a horse which hsd 

fallen; and as horses are falling about 

everywhere, and all day long, there could 

have been no striking novelty in the spec- 

tacle. Bound about were old men, who 

must have been considering the cadacity of 

cab horses for fifty years and more ; men of 

middle life; young men; and boys; and the 

veterans were just as much fasdnated by 

the sight as the ten years old, and jost as 

far, apparently, from any apprehension of 

the cause of the calamity. Hence it seons 

to me that the working man has not yet 

found out the right channel whereby to 

approach the elucidation of the mystery, or 

that the mystery itself is elusive beyond 

the human powers of grasping, or that my 

friend's theory is all moonshine. ■

Of course I am fully persuaded in my 

own mind that the last-named view is the 

correct one. The crowds, whose gathering 

together has moved me to sit down to 

denounce and moralise, are made up of 

idle loafers and nothing elsa The oppor- 

tunity of dawdling away half-an-honr or 

so of time — all the more delightful if the 

time be paid for — and the desire for some 

change, let it be ever so '^trivial and sense- 

lees, are the main motives which arrest their 

steps and block the pavement To esy 

that they ever think about the cause of the 

manifestation they gape at is an insult to ■

^' ■
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reason. How many of them would be 

wise enongh to contradict me, if I were to 

deecend into the street and say that cause 

follows effect 1 My friend, to whom I have 

before aUuded, would say that this is mere 

priggishness, and that these people are 

Nature's logicians, who hare been reason- 

ing all their lives without knowing any- 

thing of the form of the syllogism. ■

As I write these words the Railway Parcels 

cart drives up to the door opposite, and 

the young man in charge delivers over to 

Mary, who answers the door, a neat box — 

e^ntaining, according to a private theory 

of mine, butter, and eggs, and fowls, from 

Norfolk or Devonshire. Though I have 

witnessed this weekly event for more than 

a twelvemonth, I rise from my table and 

go to the window to see it once more. 

The young man is evidently a bit of a wag, 

for Mary smfles and blushes as she rather 

leisurely closes the door. Perhaps he is 

telling her that he wishes the box came 

twiee instead of once a. week; perhaps he 

is bolder, and declares his belief that the 

^, and the butter, and the chickens in- 

nde the box are not half so fresh and so 

tender as she herself. ■

Suddenly, as I watch this street-door 

idyll, a light breaks in upon me, and I am 

conscious of a certain proverb about people 

who live in glass houses. What if there 

should be a particle of truth in that rather 

brutal remark of my friend's, that I am a 

loafer in will, though not perhaps in deed 

when the world is looking on 1 It really 

seems very much as if he had gauged aright 

the weakness of my nature, seeing that I 

am always ready to saunter to the window 

and waste my time when I am safe from 

the pressure of public opinion, in watching 

household details over the way, and framing 

fnvolous theories thereanent just as egre- 

giously as the baker's man and the butcher's 

boy do, without sense of shame, in con- 

templating the fallen cab horse or the 

ignited kitchen chimney. ■

MORAY AND HIS THIRTY. 

March, 1313. 

Long m the fair old City atands, the glory of the ■

North; 

Long as "King Arthur's Seat " overlooks the flash- 

ing of the Forth ; 

Iflng as o'er lovely Edinbro/ queens high her castled ■

hold, 

Of Moray and his Thirty shall the gallant tale be told. ■

St. Andrew's Cross was gleaming from many a ■

taken wall. 

As Highland isle, and Lowland glen, rose to the ■

Bruce's call ; 

But from Stirling and from Edinbro', in firm de- ■

fiance still. 

The English Lion flaunted free, and told her Sove- ■

Gold in his noble abbey, lay He whose sun had set 

In clouds of stormy presage, the great Flantagenet : 

'Mid favourites ana fooleries, the weakly sapling ■

lost 

All that the mighty oak had won — won at such ■

bitter cost ■

But still King Edward's standard from the Castle ■

floated fi^ay, 

And still the rock impregnable held Bruce's best ■

at bay. 

To loyal threat and loyal strength, laughed frank ■

defiance down. 

Where Moray's baffled legions camped about the ■

subject town. ■

A soldier sought the warrior Earl, whose ready ear 

and wit ■

Caught every rumour as it flew, and took the heart 

from it ; ■

*' I have scaded the rock full oft,*' he said, " in boy- 

ish fears despite : ■

Who is there, that for Bruce's sake, will try my 

path to-night ? " ■

"Oh ay, the road is perilous, craves wary grasp ■

and tread, 

And once a sentinel look down, by Mary, we were ■

sped! 

But the moon is at her birth I wot, the clouds heap ■

in the west, 

To dare and die— to dare and win — ^for Scotland, ■

which were best ? " ■

"Right art thcu," fiery Moray said, and to his 

soldiers spoke, ■

And, as they heard, an eager cry from every squad- 

ron broke ; ■

Full many a stalwart trooper felt crossed hops was 

hard to bear. ■

As Randolph chose his Thirty, from the host of 

heroes there. ■

The moon hung dim and haloed above the tossing ■

Firth, 

The wind swept with a muffled moan across the ■

frost-bound earth ; 

And from the driving wrack of clouds the light ■

gleamed faint and far, 

As, m black robes, the Thirty met round Moray's ■

silver star. ■

High up in Edinbro' Castle, secure the English ■

slept ; 

Their areary rounds the sentinels in careful order ■

stept. 

And creeping, struggling upwards, nerves, sinews, ■

all astrain, 

Clbmb Randolph and his Thirty, their glorious prize ■

to gain, ■

" Below there, ho 1 I see you," a soldier cried in ■

jest; 

I trow the throbbing pulses froze in every warrior ■

breast; 

Yet, nor stir nor cry betokened their deadly peril, ■

when 

The loosened crag came bounding down, 'mid Moray ■

and his men. ■

Then rose the cry of wild surprise, of desperate ■

darkling fight. 

As, like ghosts ! the bold invaders sprung upon that ■

guarded height; 

3fw ■
Brief was the furious struggle, as, startled from their 

rest. ■

Unarmed, amazed, the English met each fierce, un- 

bidden guest. ■

And when the lingering morning broke upon the 

Castle Rock, ■

The ruddy Lion ramped no more, the Scottish 

breeze to mock ; ■

And when King Robert to his feast bid the cap- 

tains of his host, ■

"To Moray and his Thirty," he pledged the crown- ■
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NEXT OF KIN. ■

A STORY IN THKEE CHAPTERS. 

CHAPTER I. ■

"Wanted, Next of Kin. — If Josiah 

Brown, son of John and Patience Brown, 

late of 18, Wells Street, Carchester, or his 

direct heirs, will apply to Messrs. Snaggs 

and Taip, Gray's Inn, he or they will hear of 

something to their advantage. The above- 

mentioned Josiah Brown left Carchester 

for Melbonme in May, 1817, and has not 

since conmionicated with his family." ■

This advertisement might have been read 

a fow years ago, day after day for a con- 

siderable time in the second colamn of seve- 

ral London papers ; but among all those who 

read it there was no one who made the 

necessary application to Messrs. Snaggs and 

Taip. ■

At last, since it seemed as if Josiah 

Brown must have passed beyond Hie need 

of worldly advantages, leaving no one 

behind him to represent his claims, Messrs. 

Snaggs and Taip wrote to their client, 

Mr. Peter Brown, of Carchester, advising 

him to withdraw the advertisement. How- 

ever, Mr. Peter Brown's hopes of finding 

some trace of his long-lost brother had 

been too sangqine to die easily, so he 

instructed his lawyers that the advertise- 

ment should still continue to appear from 

time to time, and decided that the will he 

had had made in favour of Josiah or 

Josiah's hairs, should remain for the present 

unaltered. ■

"It's awfully queer," said the clerk, 

who read and replied to the letter in 

Peter's cramped, illiterate hand, "It's 

awfully queer that an old fellow like that 

should have saved nearly £10,000, and 

queerer still that he should have no one 

to leave it to." ■

For Peter Brown was a man who had 

grown old and grey-headed, then older and 

white-headed, and then older still, and had 

covered the nakedness of his bald pate 

with a square black cloth skull-cap, in a 

walk of life, where men — as a rule---do not 

amass fortunes, or at least where fortunes 

are called by the humbler name of savings. 

Some men, however, are bom with the 

financial instinct, though circumstances 

give them no chance of becoming Chan- 

cellors of the Exchequer or leaders on 

'Change. ■

Peter Brown was one of these. No one 

— not even himself — ever fancied he had 

talents of any sort. He called himself a 

" careful man " — ** a man who took care of ■

the pence, and let the pounds take cm 

of themselves." EUs neighbours looked 

upon his thrift as miserliness, and wen 

wont to say that " he musl have lots kid 

by, for he was uncommon near." ■

His father had done some saving befoie 

him, having been butler and coi^dentul 

servant for nearly half a century m the 

family of a long bygone Dean of Car- 

chester. There were two brothers lAo 

should have divided this little inherit&oce, 

but Peter succeeded to it all, for Jooih, 

the elder son — a sad scc^egrace — htA nin 

away to the gold-fields, and had never senl 

home tale or tidings of himself to hk 

broken-hearted parents. ■

Peter, having come into his patrimonj, 

might have retired and lived independently 

in a very modest way ; but he was a con- 

stant-minded man, and had no desire 

to leave that state of life in which Provi- 

dence, by the interest of his father's msBter, 

the Dean, had placed him. This state ^ 

life was the combined office of clerk sod 

verger to the Cathedral of Carchester. 

What his place was worth — I mean whst 

he received from the treasurer of the Des& 

and Chapter, I will not divulge. It was a 

mere pittance. ■

However, when, after his father's funeral, 

one of the Cathedral magnates said to him 

very graciously : •* I suppose you will be 

leaving us now. Brown, to do something a 

little Setter for yourself," ■

Peter answered respectfully : " Well, sir^ 

if the Dean and Chapter see no reason to 

dismissing me, I should prefer to remsin 

as I am." ■

'' Then, no doubt," returned the magnate^ 

still more graciously, "no doubt you will 

remain." ■

Which Peter did. And the years sped 

on, setting their seal silently on all thingi: 

on the trees in the Close ; on the grares in 

the churchyard ; on the stalwart walls of the 

Cathedral The years sped and fled : they 

carriedaway Bishops; they developed Desna 

into Bishops ; they turned chofr-boys into 

choir-men ; iJiey swept choir-men out d 

their stalls ; but they didn't sweep Pster 

away. . They only added to the sum of ^ 

experience until it stood at a total of t^^ 

decades and a half, and they added aswdl 

to his few hundreds in the bank, until at 

last he had that large sum at his cUQ^ 

which so greatly astonished the cle4 « 

Messrs. Snaggs and Taip. ■

How did he come by Lis money 1 « 

was a question of shrewdness. Very early 

in his verger career he had learnt to dis- ■
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tiDgoish at a glance between those sight- 

seers who meant to heed the Dean's printed 

request that no gratuity might be offered 

to the Cathedral attendants, and those who 

meant not to heed it. Farther, he could 

tell to a nicety whether an advancing squad 

of tourists was a half-crown, a shilling, or 

a sixpenny party ; he was wonderfully 

skilful in securing the former for himself, 

and leaving the latter to his co-vergers, 

whom he called his *' colleagueys." Didn't 

he know too, to a nicety, which lady or 

gentleman would " tip " him for a comfort- 

aUe seat at service time 1 This was why 

jou saw him handing some worshippers to 

^eir places with such marked politeness, 

while others adjusted themselves according 

IS tiie proportion of assurance allowed 

them. Then there were the great days 

at the Cathedral, choir festivals, famous 

preachers, and so forth ; these yielded him 

a rich harvest, especially after he had 

reached the patriarchal age. ■

The old verger, it is needless to say, 

made a cohfidant of nobody ; nevertheless, 

there is good ground for asserting that it 

was a poor day at the Cathedral which did 

not bring him a sovereign's worth of loose 

silver, and that he would not have farmed 

one of the ** special " occasions for less than 

five guineas; while as to his Christmas- 

boxes — well, the sum total would have 

gladdened the heart of any struggling 

father of a family. And yet JPeter was so 

old, so odd, and, above all, so ready to 

receive, that you would as soon have 

thonght of the stone e$gy on the founder's 

tomb amassing wealth, as of the ancient 

verger growing rich. It was a fact, not- 

. withstanding appearances ; for the money 

60 shrewdly gathered in had been just as 

shrewdly invested in infant colliery shares, 

which had yielded cent, per cent. ; in rail- 

ways, whose rails seemed overlaid with 

gold; and in mines, which had actually 

been found worth, and more than worth, 

working. ■

When Peter Brown, already old and 

nearly decrepit, was left a childless widower, 

he grew more thrifty than ever he had 

been, in spite of the sad conviction which 

VS8 growing upon him that his thrift 

▼oirfd benefit no one he cared for. ■

Every life has its pathos, though one 

does not naturally connect pathetic ideas 

^th a little, spare, bent figure in a 

grotesque black gown, who carries a 

▼Alger's mace in his shrivelled hand, as he 

heads the procession of clergy or conducts 

I the reader to the lectern. It was an ■

aching weariness in this old man's life to 

feel that his well-hoarded money would 

gladden and warm no kindred of his own ; 

and when he heard read from the Cathedral 

lectern Abraham's lament that his servant 

should be the heir of his substance, a thrill 

of sympathy shivered round his heart, and 

stesJing upwards made his failing eyesight 

a shade dimmer for a few seconds. BvA 

another page of the massive Catiiedra) 

Bible threw another light upon the ques- 

tioa One day the Dean was reading in 

sonorous tones the most glorious tale of 

homeward-bound repentance to which the 

world has ever listened. The* well-known 

words came to Peter with a new meaning. 

" Lost and was found," he thought ^ and 

he suddenly fell into such a fit of musing 

that for fully thirty seconds after the 

words, " Here endeth the Second Lesson," 

he foi^t that the Dean was awaiting his 

escort back to his stall ■

The result of that brown study was 

Peter's advertisement for another long- 

lost prodigal — ^his only brother. But day 

after day the post came in and brought no 

answer to it ; and day after day the old 

man's feverish anxiety increased, till, at 

last, when his hope of finding his relatives 

had grown very faint, a new interest came 

to hun, so that he gradually grew less 

peevishly eager for the postman's knock, 

and less bitterly disappointed when no 

knock came. ■

OHAPTER II. ■

One day, after morning service in the 

Cathedral, Peter was sitting in his accus- 

tomed place in the south aisle, waiting for 

sight-seers, or for a gossip with anyone so 

disposed— -all the Cathedral dignitaries, 

from the newest Yicar Choral to the Dean 

himself, would stop and chat with Peter — 

when his attention was arrested by a 

young lady who carried a paint-box and an 

easel, and who came to settle herself to 

work on the long perspective of the aisle 

in which he sat ■

Peter's unerring instinct in such matters 

told him at once that this artist was not in 

a position to lavish half-crowns, or any 

other current coin of the realm, in return 

for small and interested acts of politeness, 

yet something about her so caught his 

fancy that he watched her with interest 

and curiosity. ■

She was a plainly-dressed girl of two or 

three and twenty, not very tall, and not 

very short, but lithe and shapely. A pair 

of merrv fifrev eves and an earnest, resolute ■
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mouth gave a great power of expression to 

an intelligent face, which she bent 

anxiously over her easel as she grappled 

with the intricacies of her subject ■

Peter sat contentedly watching her as if 

he had nothing else in the world to do. ■

At last she drew back to take a final 

inspection of her drawing, and then, with 

a long breath of satisfaction, opened her 

paint-box and took out her palette. She 

was so intent on mixing a tender grey for 

the pearly shadows which nestled under 

the fretted roof and between the stately 

pillars that she did not notice Peter (who 

had risen and come forward) until he 

said : ■

« Won't you have this chair, Miss 1 It's 

more comfortable than that stool with no 

back." ■

The girl looked up into the old man's 

face with such a genial smile that her con- 

quest of him was complete, and he thought 

of no other gratuity. ■

''How very kind of you 1" she said. "Cer- 

tainly I shall prefer the chair, especially 

as you have been so thoughtful for ma" ■

*'It's a fine bit you've chosen," Peter 

went on, as if he wished to make conver* 

sation. ■

"Yes, very fine," she replied; "one of 

the finest bits of the whole interior." ■

" A mighty hard bit to put in a picter, I 

should say, though I never tried drawing it 

myself," went on the verger. ■

The girl smiled. ■

" It is not very easy or simple," she said. 

" The number of lines confuse the eye." ■

" I suppose so," said Peter, condescend- 

ingly, " but you're doing it very well, as 

far as you've gone, and I hope you won't 

take it amiss if I make so bold as to 

Bay so." ■

" Not in the least I daresay you have 

seen so many sketches made here that you 

are quite a judge of what is good and what 

is not" ■

* * I can't deny that," answered Peter, with 

an assumption of modesty which implied 

unlimited self - confidenca "It's easy 

enough to tell a good likeness from a bad 

one, and if ladies and gentlemen come here 

to take what you may call likenesses of the 

place, you've only got to look over their 

shoulders to see if they've hit it off. For 

what do you ask of a likeness but that 

it 8hall be a likeness? That's what I 

say." ■

"Very true," replied the artist "I 

see you have thought the matter out" ■

"And so I have, Miss — and so I have. ■

Many a time I could find it in my heart to 

say to a lady or gentleman who sits here 

drawing for hours, ' You won't get a pictoie 

out of your paint-box, because you haven't 

got the right notion in your head. You'd 

better by far go away, and get something 

else to do. You're wasting time and wait- 

ing paper. You'll have nothing to show 

for it' Dear heart 1 how it would go 

against my grain to come to the end of a 

day, and have nothing to show for it hot 

a mess of a picture that no one would look 

at twica" ■

" I am not sure I can agree with yoa 

in all that," rejoined the lady. "Yoa 

mustn't forget that everyone has to do a 

thing badly before he can do it well, 

and that every time one tries one is a little 

wiser ■

" Umph 1 " said Peter ; " I think it wodd 

be wisest of all to leave painting to them ai 

is gifted to do it — ^which is a good bit more 

than laying on blues and yallers, and hold- 

ing a lot of things in your left hand, while 

you have a brush in your right Now 

anyone can see with half an eye that 

you know how to do it properly. The 

way your brush filts in and out am<H)g 

your bits of paints, as if it was alive— 

that's enouffh for me. La 1 you've only 

got to look now they mix up tiieir psint^ 

you'll know where the likenesses will be 

good and where otherwise." ■

The girl was smiling quietly at her qoamt 

companion's strictures on amateur fumes 

and artistic ability when he brought them 

to an abrupt conclusion ; for, through the 

south door a party of sight-seers was enter- 

ing — a solvent, profitable-looking party, 

who could not be relegated to any of the 

"colleagueys." So off went Peter at a 

swift trot, to make sure of his quany, and 

to add another mite to the treasure foi 

which he had found no inheritor, and whidi 

he could keep so little longer. ■

The girl at the easel looked after him 

for a moment^ and then returned to her 

work on the bands of sunshine that 611 

through the tall mullioned windows, and 

made tremulous lights on the solid pillan 

down the long length of narrowing ardtes, 

while her thoughts wandered whenerer 

they dare quit her palette and brushes^ to 

a quiet, pliunly-furmshed room, in a yerj 

unfashionable part of the city, where a dear, 

pale face was awaiting her return to 

brighten up as a mother's face can brighten 

over the child she loves. ■

When Peter had done his duty by the 

party of sight-seers and pocketed their ■
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handsome gratuity, he met one of the 

Honorary Canons with a learned archaeolo- 

gist from Oxford, and some ladies who wore 

bine spectacles. Peter was straightway 

introduced by the Canon to his friends 

as an antiqaity that deserved inspection. 

A long conversation, in which the old 

man's reminiscences were almost oninter- 

nipted by his listeners, came to a most 

satisCactory condosion, and he then re- 

tnmed to the south aisle, in hopes that the 

pleasant young lady would still be thera 

Eat she and her easel were gone, and the 

Cathedral clock presently stificing one, he 

trotted off to eat his frugal dinner in his 

lonely, gloomy little house, on the north 

side of the Ladye Chapel enclosure. ■

The next morning, about the same time 

as be had seen her first, Peter's new ac- 

quaintance reappeared with her easel in the 

Cathedral Peter was very soon aware of 

her preeencOi and leaving alike his mournful 

musing over that much looked-for letter 

which never came, and his eager expecta- 

tion of paying clients, he came at once to 

station himsetf beside the busy painter. ■

"I suppose you have come toCarchester 

to make a few pictures 1 " he said timidly, 

when she had pleasantly returned his 

"good-morning." ■

If he had felt less curious about her he 

would have asked this and a dozen other 

questions, more or less impertinent, with 

perfect equanimity. ■

"Oh nol" answered the girl frankly. 

"I am not a bird of passage. I came to 

liye in Carchester a few weeks ago." ■

"Ah 1" returned Peter, "I thought you 

were quite a stranger. I never noticed 

you before yesterday, and I know every 

face that comes here anything like regular." ■

"No doubt you do. You have been 

rerger here for a very long time, have you 

not!" she said, seeing that he was bent on 

another chat ■

"Well," replied Peter, with the air of a 

man who recognises in himself an ancient 

and venerable landmark, '^ I've been verger 

and lay-clerk to this Cathedral ever since 

the days of Dean Bidley, and if you look 

at his brass tablet yonder in the transept, 

you'll see he died fifty-two years ago, come 

next January." ■

"Indeed!" said the artist, duly im- 

pressed. " That is a long time." ■

" It is a long time from your point of 

view. Missy," said Peter, " that is, with it 

all before you ; but from my point of view 

it is but just something to think over in a 

lonely evening, when things that scarce ■

anyone but myself can remember come 

back plainer, and nearer, and clearer than 

the things which happened but a week 

ago. ■

The girl looked up at him in silence; 

he spoke plaintively, as if the thoueht of 

those lonely retrospections oppressed him. 

'* Some day," so her thoughts shaped them- 

selves, " I shall look haJok along my own 

life. My future wiU be all over, and 

reverie will be nothing but remembrance. 

How strange, and how impossible to 

realise 1 " Before she could think of an 

answer to the old man's half expressed 

appeal to her sympathy, he had changed 

his key. ■

" Why," he continued, " I can call to 

mind every parson that came here for 

Bishop Winter's enthronement ; but every 

incumbency in this city has changed hands 

since then. I can remember further than 

that— back to Hie Thanksgiving Service 

after Waterloo ; and I'm the only official 

left who was there that day. It was a 

grand day. There hasn't been such a day 

since. La! they couldn't manage things 

like that nowadays." ■

" Yes, yes," replied his listener ; " you 

have seen a great many changes^ and a 

great many things and people in your 

time." ■

*' I should think I have," he exclaimed. 

" Why, I sometimes think that if all tlM 

folks I have shown round this sacred edi- 

fice were to come in all at once, every 

comer would be crowded, and there'd be 

crowds that couldn't get in. But Fm 

getting old now — old and shaky. I'm 

like the last leaf on a bough, or the last 

twinkle of a fire. There's only a little 

time more for me to be in the Cathedral" ■

Once more the girl's eyes glanced up at 

the old man with a sympa^y that would 

have been difficult for her to express in 

words I but he read it, and it reached his 

heart, for, with a slow head -shake he 

murmured : "God bless you ! God bless 

your pretty, kind face ! " ■

For a short time tiiere was silence be- 

tween this odd pair. The artist broke it 

by saying : ■

'*If you have a few minutes more to 

spare, would you mind going and standing 

beside that second pillar f I should very 

much like to put you into my sketch.^ I 

meant to have asked you yesterday morning, 

but you went away too soon." ■

Peter had more than once posed for 

sketchers, which he called having his like- 

ness done. He had alwavs been hand- ■
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Bomely lemnneiatad for his seraces as a 

model, and had looked on his remuneration 

as money well earned ; but, on this occasion, 

when the young lady told him she had 

finished, he pretended not to see her purse 

and oatstoetched hand, and, for the first 

time in his life perhaps, tamed away firom 

a " tip." ■

That afternoon, while Peter, witii his 

cmriosity respecting his £edr miknown still 

nnslaked, was fulfilling his daties about 

the vestries at service time, he heard one 

ol the MinorCanonssay toBowdey, thebig 

bass: ■

"I say, Bowdey, do you know that girl 

who was painting in the Cathedral to-day 1 " ■

*'0h yes," replied Bowdey, who knew 

til about everybody's business in Car- 

chester. '' Her name is Lake ; she gives 

lessons in painting ; she has a brother in 

the post-office hare ; and her mother, who 

is a widow, keeps house for them." ■

Hie Minor Oanon, who was very aristo- 

cratic, said : ''Ah, indeed," and disnussed 

the subject as having plebeian connections 

which counterbalan^its attractions ; but 

Peter was much gratified by the crumb of 

information which had fallen to him. That 

evening, for the first time since the ap- 

pearance of hia advertisement tiiree months 

before, he forgot to ask whether the post- 

man had passed his door before he went 

home to tea. ■

VICTIIVCS. ■

bt theo gift. ■

AtUhorq/** m LoHmerj" "An AlibiandUs Frtct," ■

mctSte, ■

CHAPTER XIX. THE NET CLOSES. ■

The errand on which the Count mean- 

while had departed was an extremely un- 

pleasant one, and detained him far longer 

than he had at all anticipated ; right into 

the spring indeed. The steward vmo man- 

aged his property in the South for him had 

been murdered, and the crime was said to 

have been actuated by revenge, and to have 

been connected with the disappearance of a 

young girl — sister to the aseassin — ^whose 

dead body, wasted almost beyond recogni- 

tion, was found in the river which flowed at 

the bottom of the estate just six months 

after her flight, and only the day before the 

crime which rumour declared was in expia- 

tion of it. This was not all, however. 

The murderer was taken almost red-handed 

after thefact^ and conveyed to prison ; but 

popular opinion declared itself on his side 

from the first All the other labourers on ■

the estate, the vineyard men, the Bdoer^ 

struck work ; a desperate attempt toie&cae 

the prisoner was made on his way to giol, 

and, this £edling, the house of the mwdoed 

man was attacked, the furniture destroyed, 

the building set on fire, and the money W 

pi4>erfl made off with. ■

A perfect shower of tel^rams conTeyed 

the news of these events, one after anotho; 

to the Count ; and those who saw Uaboe 

as he received them never forgot the almost 

livid look of rage, hate, and anxiety whidi 

distorted it. He had been going o?€i to 

Les Cli4taigniers that morning; but t 

mounted groom bore a note to M. St 

Laurent instead, and within aoother boar 

the writer was in an express train i&d 

speeding on his way to the South. ■

Nor, being gone, was it easy for hiin to 

come back again. The country was in a 

disturbed stay^ that winter. Bread wv 

dear and wages low. Men were strikiog 

everywhere, forming into threateoiDg 

bands, and ready to break out into toiuilt 

and destruction at a word. In the Lasdai 

matters were worse than elsewhere j and, 

even apart from the loss of his stewiid, 

who was an old and valued servant the 

Count might have found it neeesaaiy to 

contribute the weight of his presence to the 

maintenance of order and security on the 

property where he was at once feared and 

disliked. Naturally, too, the sudden 

manner of his agent'e death, and the 

destruction, or disappearance, of moat of 

the latter's registers and accounts, threw 

an immensity of work upon himi hot, 

in addition to all thila, there were 

found unkind people who said that IL ie 

Comte did not dare to return to FiniBtene 

till his steward's murderer had beea 

brought to jostica, and the papers whiek 

had disappeared on the night of the not 

proved to have been burnt, or razored 

to his hands. It was whispered Uiat the 

relations between the murdered man and 

his master had not been confined to boo- 

ness only, but had embraced matten of a 

more delicate and confidential nature ; and 

that if certain of the Count's private letten 

had chanced to fall into the hands of an 

enemy vindictive enough to make tham 

over to the ** avocat " for the defence, the 

result might be a scandal undesirable and 

disagreeable in the highest degree. ■

Little enough of this gossip filtered, 

however, to the quiet nook on the coast of 

Brittany, where the young girl vbom 

de Mailly had so long before marked down 

for his wife was growing up for him ondar ■

'=^- ■
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her parents' roof. She, indeed, would 

have been the last in any case to hear a 

syllable of it; and if any faint nunonrs 

reached M. Si Laurent he shut his ears 

against them, and took care not to repeat 

them to his vrih. After all, as he would 

haye said, few men have not had some 

inegidarities in their lives, written some 

letters which fAiey wonld prefer to see in 

their own pocket rather than give them to 

the world; and the Count's proposed 

marriage was in itself the best proof that 

he had done with yoathfol follies, and was 

prepared to " ranger " himself as decorously 

as his friend had done. Monsieur therefore 

cursed the rioters as heartily as the Count 

himself could have done, and wrote the 

latter a letter full of warm sympathy and 

condolence, mingled with regrets for his 

absence ; and meanwhile the absence con- 

tinned, for tiie papers were not forthcom- 

ing, and the trial of the assassin dragged 

on as only French trials do drag, with one 

dday after another, till it seemed likely 

that Vera's hopes would be fcdfilled, and 

hat twenty-first t»rthday attained, without 

bringing back the object of her d^ead and 

dislike to share it with her. ■

He did not suffer himself to be forgotten, 

howerer. He wrote, not indeed to Vera, 

but to her father, and was always sending 

special messages to the former, to which 

M. St Laurent replied in whatever terms 

he considered most befitting a young lady 

in his daughter's position, without even 

troubling himself to consult her on the 

subject Game from the Count's preserves, 

forced vegetables and hot-house fruit, were 

alao sent from Mailly to Les Ch&taigniers ; 

and, on New Tear's Day, Vera received a 

package containing a lovely ivory and 

silyer casket full of dainty preserved fruits 

and bonbons, and accompanied by a 

flowe^ little note dejdoring the sender's 

inability to pay in person the visit custo- 

mary on that day, and trusting that his little 

"^trenne" would be honoured by accept- 

ance at the hands of the too charming 

young lady, whose faithful and devoted 

servant he begged to subscribe himsell ■

It was the first letter from any man, 

Bays Marstland, that Vera had ever re- 

ceived, and at first the mere sight of it 

startled her as much as though the writer 

had suddenly stretched out a hand from 

the distant department where she had 

been thinking of him as safely established 

for an indefinite period, and had laid it in 

an iron clutch on her shoulder, in reminder 

of the claim which she had foolishly hoped ■

he might still be persuaded to abandon. 

But when she came to read it, the very 

contrast between it and those oft-read 

epistles from her English lover, its inflated 

style^ stilted compliments, and Gkdlic for- 

malities, reassured her a little. If Marst- 

land's letters were those of a man truly and 

passionately in love with her, as Vera felt 

exultingly confident they were, this, so 

utterly different in every way, could not be 

written by a man who was in love at all ; 

nay, rather was the work of a man who had 

ahr<Midy repented of a foolish fancy for a 

little girl utterly unsuited to him, and was 

therefore the more anxious to show her all 

formal and customary courtesies by way of 

atonement And, after all, most men called 

on their lady friends on New Year's Day 

and brought them bonbons. No girl need 

think anything of that. ■

But with all this special pleading — and 

there is no advocate so eloquent and per- 

suasive as one who is trying to convince, 

not another, but himself — the incident of 

the casket, in connection with that horrible 

diamond ring upstairs, had left an uneasy 

effect on her mind, very disturbing to the 

artificial tranquillity she had been so labo- 

riously cultivating ; and though she would 

not touch or taste the unwelcome offerins^ 

but left it lying on the drawing-room table 

till the luscious bonbons were all spoilt, 

and made her note of thanks as prim, for- 

mal, and non-committing as it was possible 

to be, the fact of having to write at all was 

so intensely repugnant that but for sheer 

cowardice, and we fear of enraging her 

father, she would certainly have abstained 

from doing so. ■

'* And what would have been the use, 

save to offend M. le Comtet" B^noite 

said when the anecdote was told to her, 

'^ and, believe me, Mademoinlle, that is not 

well. The Seigneur, see you, is a man of 

gallantry. He thinks. He remembers 

himself of these little attentions to those 

whom he favours^ but if one is' unfortu- 

nate enough to anger him, it is no light 

matter. And it avails nothing either. 

Mademoiselle knows, without doubt, the 

motto of the de Mailly family which is 

even written up over the chateau gates, 

" Vouloir c'est pouvoir, Mdlly le 5ct ; " 

and the blessed saints know it is true, for 

who ever heard of the Cotmt, or his father 

before him, being balked of anything they 

had set their minds on ? No one 1 All the 

world can say so." ■

Poor Yera's heart sank. Between her 

father and the Count she felt like a little ■

r ■

■
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grain of wheat between two slow revolving 

mill-stones. A little sooner, a little later, 

what did it matter if the crashing most 

come at last ! But in the same moment 

the vision of Marstland came back to her ; 

the brave confidence in his eyes, the deep, 

cheery tones of his voice as he said : '' My 

acquaintance with you, Vera, will last as 

long as our two live& If you love me as 

you say you do no one living can separate 

us. It is but waiting a little, and fUl will 

be well with us in the end." And did she 

not love him ? Was she not as willing to 

wait as when he said those words, holding 

her in his arms, in a clasp so strong and 

tender, that it seemed as if no human 

power could have torn her from them 1 Her 

tranquillity returned after a little while, 

and she was able to laugh at her own folly 

in having allowed it to be shaken by such 

a trifle. ■

Probably her mother was of more assist- 

ance to her in maintaining it, than either 

she or the good lady herself at all imagined. 

Owing to the necessity for his sudden de- 

parture following so immediately on his 

•proposal, and the inability to fix any date 

for his return, tiie Count had himself sug- ■

Ssted that the engagement had better not 

made public untu he was back again ; 

but some rumours of it had got about — 

these things will — and certain of the 

polite French families from neighbouring 

ch&teaux, and one or two of those migra- 

tory English who always make their home 

near Quimper, and who, by reason of their 

being generally of extremely aristocratic 

birtb, small means, and endowed with an 

insatiate appetite for finding out every- 

thing about their neighbours, Madame had 

always kept at greater arm's length than 

any others. Vera escaped these visits. A 

dread that they might be cidled forth by 

the Count's admiration for her, that she 

might be supposed to reciprocate it, made 

her choose to slip off to her poor pen- 

sioners as soon as carriage wheels were 

heard in the distance ; but even her absence 

was Aot more efficacious in damping the 

cordiality of die eood people in the 

neighbourhood than Madame St Laurent's 

frigidity and hesitations, and her air of 

bemg at once tmwilling to accept or re- 

fuse their felicitations, or answer their 

questions. They went away with a pretty 

general belief that there was no engage- 

ment after all, and that if there had b^n 

any talk of one it had either been exag- 

gerated by the St Laurenta' aspirations, 

or had suffered some hitch in its progress. ■

It was very odd the Count bein^ away so 

long, and was there not some whisper of a 

scandal f After all, ** la petite Vera " wu 

very young, and strictly brought up, and 

her mother was said to be '' pieose " as a 

nun. Perhaps M. St Laurent had made 

difficulties, though indeed that was haidly 

likely, for was it not generally known 

that de Mailly held Lea Ch&taignien 

in the hollow of his hand, and im its 

owner owed ever3rthing to bim t To offer 

his daughter's hand in payment was a 

small thing, and it was more probabk 

that the difficulties were on theCoont'i 

sida ■

Fortunately for Vera she heard ikhw 

of these chatterings; but Madame St 

Laurent's maimer deceived her also, bj 

helping to fgster that consoling belief k 

hers that her mother sympathised with her 

in secret, and would be fax from wnj'i 

the marriage under discussion never took 

place. ■

As a matter of fact they were all wrong, 

and poor Madame's unfortunate maimer, 

of which her neighbours made so mndi, 

meant nothing whatever but her own 

natural awkwardness and want of ease ; 

her ignorance of the right thing to saj, 

and her nervous inability to say it, ber 

morbid suspicion lest people mi^ be 

satirising her, or thinking her daoghter 

over-honoured by the Count's choice; and 

her secret, unacknowledged, but midjing 

dislike to the idea of giving up the gid to 

anyone, or allowing outsiders even so 

much right as that implied by congratols* 

tions over her. ■

^ She was not troubled with many r^ 

titions of them ; and matters went on for 

a time as tranquilly as if the Coont hid 

never existed until ■

"Vera," said Joanna, coming into 

girl's room one cold day in Febroaryt 

*' there are visitors for you in the drawing- 

room, and your ma's sent for yon. Lorl 

child, how &oze you look up here ! Wbj 

don't you sit down in the work-room wboe 

there's a fire, with your ma and met Bat 

come, brush up your hair and make yoor- 

self look smart, for these young Isdiea sie 

as fine as peacocks, and have come aD tbe 

way from Quimper to see you." ■

" Toung ladies 1 " Vera repeated blanUj, 

the shawl which was gathered ronnd hff 

shoulders falling from her as she stood 

up. ■

" Ay, you used to be glad enongh to iee 

them once, and I've known you to cry f<ff 

an hour because you wasn't allowed to ■
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spend the day with 'em. It's the Mamzelles 

de MaiUy." ■

"De MaQIyl Ealalie and Alphonsine 

herel" Vera exclaimed, with a flush of 

genuine girlish pleasure lighting her pale 

face; bat next moment it died away as 

recollection suggested as with a sadden 

stab why they nad come, and though she 

dared not refuse to go down, her hands 

trembled so much that Joanna had to take 

the brush out of them and perform her 

toilet for her. It did not grieve her that 

the result was not ornamental She would 

rather have looked ugly, dowdy, anything, 

save the well-pleased object of a rich 

nobleman's admiration, receiving a com- 

plimentary visit from his sisters. ■

Those two young ladies, however, who 

were waiting in the drawing-room for her, 

were far too well-bred to give any sign of 

what their thoughts were — ^if they had any 

—on the subject of their old friend's ap- 

pearance. They sprang up and greeted 

her with effusion, kissing her on both 

cheeks, calling her "ch^re petite Vera," 

and contintiing to hold her hand in a 

cordial clasp after their embraces, until 

Vera felt quite overwhehned. In truth, 

this flow of pretty speeches, this vehement 

affection, these eager, high-pitched Parisian 

voices, both prattling at once, fairly con- 

fosed her, and, though she returned the 

kisses of her quondam friends, she looked 

pitiably pale and shy, and scarcely answered 

aboye a whisper, or by more than " yes " 

or ** no " to their civilities How, indeed, 

conld she help it ) How was it possible to 

be frank and natural under the circum- 

stances, and more especially with her 

mother sitting there watching every word, 

and wearing that nervous, slightly dis- 

pleased air which always had such a 

repressing effect on her daughter) ■

Whether it was similarly unpleasant to 

the visitors did not appear. Eulalie, who 

of old had found such difficulty in examin- 

ing into her conscience, and who had grown 

into a very pretty animated girl of two or 

three-and-twenty ; and Alphonsine, who, 

though only a year older, had a decided air 

of seniority and was graver and gentler in 

her manner ; were both as agreeable and 

caressing as it was possible to be, and as if 

they were receiving the most charming of 

welcomes. They explained that their visit 

to Qoimper was undertaken partly because 

Alphonsine, who was to take the white 

veil at Easter, would not have another op- 

portunity of bidding an adieu to an aunt 

whom she dearly loved, and who was the ■

abbess of a convent there; and partly 

that they might avail themselves of the 

chance of renewing their friendship with 

their old playfellow and future sister (Vera 

started violently and flushed crimson, di- 

recting an imploring glance at her mother) 

and conveying to her all manner of 

charming messages from their mother, who 

looked forward to seeing her and Madame 

in Paris during the spring. Madame had 

not seen her daughters mute appeal In- 

deed, she had carefully avoided looking at 

her; but the mention of Paris recalled all 

her own painful experiences there, and that 

never-forgiven interierence of the Countess 

de Mailly, which had led, as she believed, 

to her never seeing her parents again, and to 

the loss of her first child, and she answered 

in her coldest manner, observing that she 

did not know, she was sure. M. St 

Laurent and she had certainly given their 

consent to the Count's proposals; but, 

owing to his enforced departure for the 

South, nothing definite had been settled : 

certainly no date for — ^for anything ; and 

indeed her daughter was not in any hurry 

to leave home, and had hardly had time as 

yet to realise the compliment which the 

Count had paid her. The de Mailly girls 

lifted eyebrows of mildly despairing enquiry 

at one another. With all their tact and 

quickness they did not in the least know 

how to understand this chilly, hesitating 

reply to their own gracious civilities, or in 

what way to answer it, except by deplor- 

ing their brother's misfortune in being 

detained in the Landes so long, and ex- 

pressing a hope that he would soon be set 

at liberty, and the assassin of his faithful 

servant brought to justice. ■

It was a relief to everyone when Gervais 

brought in a tray with cake, wine, and 

other refreshments for the young ladies 

after their lone drive and journey by train ; 

though even tnen Eulalie nearly affronted 

Madame's easily-ruffled susceptibilities by 

exclaiming : ■

"But, Madame, you, who are English, 

ought not to give us wine now. You 

should have a ' five o'clock.' In Paris, we 

are all mad on the * five o'clock.' Every- 

of ton has them, and, for me, I ■

one ■

adore them. Indeed, I adore everything 

English ; and I would have them k la mode 

de Londres, that is to say, with the tea 

only; but mamma says *No, she must 

have 'sirops,' and wine too for those who 

prefer. Is it possible that you have not 

begun ' five-o'-clocks ' here f Of course in 

Brittany everything is most frightfully old- ■
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fashioned ; but you who have the happiness 

to be English, you ought to condescend and 

set the mode to our poor provincials." ■

They went away at last ; but with the 

proviso that Vera might be allowed to 

spend the following day with them at the 

convent, and make the acquaintance of 

their aunt, for whom they saia their brother 

Raoul had a great respect ■

Once again Vera looked entreatingly at 

her mother. With all her heart she hoped 

ihe latter would not agree to a request, the 

reiusal of which had been one of the 

Borest disappointments of her childhood; 

and indeed Madame was already preparing 

to decline, partly out of long liabit, partly 

because her rheumatism did not allow her 

to go out herself, and it did not occur 

to her to even dream of permitting her 

slaughter to venture within the walls of a 

nunnery without her ; but M. St Laurent 

had come in by this time, overflowing with 

ponderous cordiality, compliments, and 

.gratification at the attention paid them, 

and the question was taken out of her 

hands. He declared that Vera would be 

•charmed, delighted. The child had been 

yearning all the autumn for a "causerie 

intime'' with the friends she so tenderly 

loved. The invitation was accepted withoiU) 

demur. ■

And Joanna was deputed to accompany 

the young lady. Madame St Laurent was 

determined that the latter should not go 

except under the protection next best to 

her own ; but neither would she listen to 

one word bom Vera, when the girl, startled 

and frightened out of all her self-deceiving 

tranquulity by the frank assumption on the 

part of the de Mailly sisters that she was 

engaged to their brother, tried in vain to 

get a hearing from her. Madame kept 

persistently out of her way, or at her hus- 

band's side, for the rest of the evening ; 

sent her to bed early under pretext that 

she looked pale and had a tiring day before 

her on the morrow ; and sent down word 

in the morning that she herself was con- 

fined to her room with a bad headache, 

and must not be disturbed tmtil it was 

time to bid her daughter good-bya ■

Vera gave up the attempt to speak to 

her then. Lideed, she knew it would be 

no use, for the carriage was at the door, 

and her father fidgeting about in the hall 

wfdting for her descent He put her into 

the cumbrous, old-fashioned vehicle him- 

self, and dismissed her with a harshly-toned 

injunction not to show herself as awkward 

and formal as she had done yesterday. It ■

would be the lasting disgrace of the hmily 

and a thing he would never forgive, if die 

were to say or do anything to offeodde 

MaiUy's sisters. ■

Vera had no intention of doing so; kt 

a fresh hope had come into her poor little 

troubled mind, a scarcely-formulated plin, 

which almost reconciled her to the exeor- 

sion, and kept her silent and absorbed 

throughout the journey. She had remem- 

bered that in their cmldhood EokUe aod 

Alphonsine had not been remarkably food 

of their step-brother ; that they bad re- 

garded him with more of fear than if ac- 

tion ; and, perhi^, if they were to find oat 

that she shared their feelmgs now, thittbe 

marriage they talked of was being foieed 

on her, they might sympathise, nty, em 

uphold her in standing oat against it It 

was all very well for OaUiarme to talkd 

the "bazvalan," and quote Breton be- 

trothals in her class; but shewasonlja 

peasant after all, and Vera rememboed 

that Mr. Burt had once said in her beiitDg 

that, among the foeton peasantry, woma 

were regarded as very little more thaa 

domestic slaves and beasts of burden. It 

was not likdy that the Demoiselles de 

Mailly had their marriages arranged far 

them in the same arbitrary manner; and 

at any rate it would be worth wbfleto 

sound them to find out ■

The convent stood a little back iron 

the pavement of one of the older, nanot 

streets not far from the Cathedral, sndwit 

shut off from the former by a high will and 

a gateway, with a *' grille " in it At tbi 

back there were pleasant sunny gsrdeoi 

sloping down to the river, from which thef 

were only divided by a wall covered wtt 

ivy and creepers ; but in front, the sncMt 

building, buiit of blackened stone, eroitad 

with lichens, with small, barred windon 

and overhan^[ing roof, had a gloomy ugidt 

and Vera shivered a little and crept doM 

to Joanna, as the lay sister who admitted 

them, led them across a stone paved cooV 

yard and thence along a stone^ved cor- 

ridor to the visitors' parlour, a grimly-ban 

apartment with whit(B-washed walla bnoc 

with half-a-dozen sacred pictures, a poliibd 

floor, and no other furniture thanaki^ 

nu^ogany table, a double row of chib 

with horse-hair seats, and a small altir at 

one end with a statue of the Virgin c^ ^ 

Joanna patted her foot suspicicHisly on tiu 

floor. ■

"It feels solid enough," she ohBom; 

" but I have heard of trap-doors in 'm^j^ 

let people through ; and, upon my won), ■
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Vera, I scarcely like leaving yon here, even 

for an honr, though I can't possibly get 

throngh your ma's comnuBsions in less." ■

The entrance of the Demoiselles de Mailly 

prevented Vera from answering. They 

came in with a rash and mstle, looking 

more charming than ever — ^Alphonsine in 

flowing black, with a large ivory cross 

roimd her neck, which gave her something 

of a conventual appearance ; and Eulalie, 

in the daintiest of flowered " peignoirs," 

their hands outstretched, and their voices 

goiDg bef<Hre them in a cheeifol duet of 

welcome. Vera was taken possession of at 

once, kissed, and embraced, told that the 

"m^re sup^rieure" was too occupied to 

receive her at that moment — "She is so 

busy, occupied always up to there I " 

Ealahe said, touching her brow with one 

pretty finger — and carried off to the young 

lidies* own apartments to be relieved of her 

wraps, and treated to a oup of chocolate 

brought in (mi a little tray by a smfling 

sister, to reAresh the young lady after her 

joamey. Vera was glad of it ; it helped 

her to get over the shyness wMch always 

kept her tongue-tied at first ; but she was 

not prepared for Eolalie's lively exclama- 

tion as she lifted the cup to her lips. ■

*'Bat, Vera, ma mie 1 where is your 

ring! Do you not wear it 1 ** ■

Vera started, blushing guiltily. ■

" Hy ring ! What — ^ring f " she asked 

almost in a whisper. ■

Edalie laughed. ■

'' What ring ! Ah, what innocence ! 

She does not know Baoul commissioned 

mamma to buy it, because he could not get 

one to satisfy him near Gh&teau le Loup. 

A ring which is the fellow to this, made- 

moiselle my sister that is to be," and she 

held up her left hand on which glittered a 

very large diamond ring, so like that one 

the very thought of which made Vera 

shudder that her eyes opened in bewilder- 

ment. Eulalie laughed still more. ■

"Ah I she stares j she thinks she is the 

only fiancee in the world I Tou do not 

hnow, then — Raoul has not told you — tiiat 

I too am engaged 1 Selfish fellow, to be 

too much occupied with his own love affairs 

to have room to mention his poor litde 

step-enter ; and for til that Eustache is not 

onworthy of comparison with his lordship. 

He has not perhaps the dignity of my 

revered brotheri but then — he is a little 

yonnger!" ■

" Eulalie, hush I '' said her sister gently. 

"You will hurt Vera.'' But Vera had 

looked up vnth. a quick light in her eyes. ■

" Oh, no, she will not 1 " she said 

earnestly. "Why should shel The 

Count is not young. To me, indeed, he 

seems quite old ; as old nearly as papa." ■

" And yet you are in love with him ! " 

said Eulalie with evident wonder. *' But I 

suppose he makes himself very nice to you, 

as, to say truth, Eustache does by me. 

Ah, you must see his photograph! Not 

that it flatters him — Alphonsine will tell 

you it does not, that " ■

" That nothing could flatter the Vicomte 

de la Ferronays 1 " said Alphonsine, smiling 

indulgently at her sister. ''Vera, this 

child is off her head ! She even 

chatters to the good sisters here of her 

Eustache till the m^re superieure says : 

'talk of him less, that you may pray for 

him more, little one.' " ■

Vera's eyes turned wistfully to the blush- 

ing Eulalie. She felt a sudden, intense 

envy for her. ■

"Then you — ^you love the gentleman 

you are engaged to)" she said eagerly. 

" He is your own choice, and your mamma 

consented to it f " ■

Eulidie threw up both her hands with a 

playfully shocked gesture. ■

** My choice I Petite soeur, what do you 

take me for ) Is it that I would dream of 

payingsuch a compliment to a man ) No, 

no 1 We met him at the baths — he is a 

lieutenant in the Chasseurs, and wears the 

loveliest uniform — ^I danced with him. 

He came to our five-o'docks. Alphonsine 

there and other people teased me about 

him ; but I — ^I never thought of anything 

untn the day when mamma called me into 

her boudoir, and said : ' Eulalie, my child, 

who do you think has been here to-day f 

The Countess de la Ferronays.' 'Yes, 

mamma ) ' said I, calmly. ' Yes, my child,' 

said mamma, 'and on an errand which 

concerns you. It seems that the Vicomte, 

her grandson, has communicated to her the 

fact that he has become attached to you. 

She was kind enough not to be displeased 

at the news, as she has a great respect for 

our family. So she came to me to ascertain 

what were my views on the subject At 

first I hesitated. With Alphonsine so soon 

about to leave us, I eould scarcely bring 

myself to give away my only remaining 

daughter. But, my child, mothers must 

not be selfish. You are twenty-two; it is 

time for you to marry, and Eustache is 

amiable. He is a youth of excellent dis- 

positions, and the idol of his grandmother. 

I have given my consent, ana yon — ^what 

do you say r " ■

I ft ■

f ■
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" Yes, what — what did you say ? " Vera 

ajsked, her lips trembling with eagerness. 

Eolalie blushed and looked demure. ■

" I said, ' Mamma, I will obey you in 

everything ; but don't ask me to leave yoa 

I love you better than any one in the 

world.' All the same, when I found she 

was invincibly determined to make me 

over to that impertinent there, I rushed 

away and consoled my wounded and out- 

raged feelings by — ^whisper, Vera " (bring- 

ing her saucy face nearer) "by pirouetting 

three times round my room. Alphonsine 

saw me. It is useless to deny it And 

you, petite amie, have you also consoled 

yourself 1 " ■

Vera looked at her piteously. She could 

see the other girl's eyes shinbg with inno- 

cent love and delight barely masked in fun ; 

but the story sounded so like her own 

(minus the Marstland episode) that she felt 

instinctively that it would not do to refer 

to that, or appeal to her friend's sympathy. 

She answered with perfect literalness, '' No, 

I am not consoled. They — my parents 

decided it like yours; but they did not 

ask me what I would like, and I — it is not 

easy for me to like what is so difierent 

from anything I have ever thought of, 

even though I know it is of course too 

good for me," she added humbly. ■

Alphonsine looked at her with some 

curiosity. That the marriage of the St. 

Laurents' little daughter with their brother 

was one of " convenance " on the former 

side they had taken for granted ; but con- 

sidering that Vera had always been a pet 

of the Count's, that he was regarded as a 

very gallant man, and that iJl the solid 

advantages would be on her side, it had 

not occurred to them to suspect her of any 

repugnanee to the scheme ; and her extreme 

pallor and the unshed tears glimmering in 

her large, mournful eyes fairly awed themu ■

" Is it then that you dislike Saoul t " 

Eulalie exclaimed, " or " (as Vera, terrified 

by the sound of the blunt question, began 

a stammering negative) " that you have a 

vocation like Alphonsine 1 But no ! I re- 

member myself, you are a Protestant." ■

" That has nothing to say to it," said 

Alphonsine gravely. "One may have a 

vocation, one may be drawn to the truth, 

without knowing anything of it; and, in- 

deed, Vera looks to me like one who would 

care more for spiritual things than those 

that take up thy mind, little sister. But, 

chdre amie," taking the young girl's hands ■

in hers and speaking with shining ejoa^ 

"if it is so with thee, why not ^ieik 

frankly to thy mother, to Raoolf With- 

out doubt one must submit to ooe^i 

parents. That is simple, and indeed hm 

should we who know notliing of fte 

world, judge what is beet for us in ii ii 

well as they 1 Even I who, as Ealali6iri& 

tell thee, have never since I was fonrtMs 

had a wish that was outside the reUgm 

life, I submitted when our mother sail to 

me, ' Do not ask me for it. I have lost tky 

father. I cannot give thee toa' And sto' 

wards, when it was time for me to go out 

into the world which I hated, and I thought 

that Eulalie could take my place both k it 

and at home better than I ever should, 

even then my confessor said to me, 'Not 

without thy mother's consent ! Obedieoee 

is better than sacrifice ; and to submit to 

those whom Qoi has put over us is the 

highest sacrifice.' So I submitted lod 

prayed. And one day — ^it was last Corpoi 

Chnsti — I was praying before the 8scn> 

ment in the Church of St Boch. Hy 

mother was there too, but I had forgotten 

her. I could not help weeping, and when 

we came out I saw she had been wee^ 

too, and she said to me, 'My child, doai 

thou wilt. I have been striving, bat 1 

will do so no longer. If Heaven asla 

me for thee I wiU not hold thee back. 

Go then with a good heart' Vera, deir, 

if thou haat a vocation too it would 

be impious in Eaoul, in thy parents, to 

resist it If they truly love thee "* ■

" Oh, but I have not I don't even know 

what it means," Vera exclaimed, as the 

door opened to admit a tall, elderly nim of 

dignified appearance, whom the de Msilly 

girls greeted by rising respectfully to thdr 

feet as they exclaimed : ■

" Ah, here is our aunt Dear reTeresd 

mother, how good of you to visit os herel 

See, this is the little Vera." ■

The t^te-M^te was over ; but ii 

where would have been the use of itMcaor 

tinuance % Did they not all say the ssooi 

ring the same changes on the same tone-^ 

marriage with the man of your pareots 

choice or a convent, the convent with 

which her faUier had threatened her 1 Was 

it only in England that freedom was po^ 

sible, possible and right too ) AndEoglsod 

was far away across the sea 1 The nel had 

closed suddenly round her, and somethii^ 

told her that even tonday would diaw it 

tighter. ■
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CHAPTER VIIL ■

Charlie's mother had no intention of 

living at Bedwood, now that he was mar- 

ried. She thonght that the youDg people, 

whether they stayed there or not, would 

get on much better without her inter- 

ference. She atld Charlie had never under- 

stood each other particularly well, and as 

Alexia had shrewdly guessed, she disagreed 

with her daughter-in-law on almost all 

points. Still they were all yery civil to 

each other, and Mrs. Melville was staying 

on at Bedwood through the summer weeks, 

intending by and by to go to the sea, and 

afterwaras to settle ii^Londonfor Uie winter. ■

Very soon after that wet day, when the 

weather was hot and dry again, Mrs. Mel- 

ville was walking alone in the park, and 

saw Mrs. Dodd coming to meet her. With- 

out caring much for Mrs. Dodd, Mrs. Mel- 

ville always thought her a satisfactory 

clergyman's wife. She dressed plainly and 

sensibly, and her opinions about poor 

people were to be rehed upon. She did 

what she believed to be her duty, and one 

cannot say that of everybody. Advancing 

from the broad, dazzling sunshine into the 

shadow of the elms, where Mrs. Melville 

was walking, Mrs. Dodd, in her cool fresh 

dress, was quite a pleasant sight ; her cheeks 

were rosy, and there was an a^eeable 

brightness in her eyes. Mrs. Melvme went 

forward to meet her with rather more 

friendliness than usual Since she had 

given up the reins to Maud, she felt more 

and more as if everything and everybody 

at Bedwood belonged to her. ■

** And have you heard the news % " said ■

■

"No, indeed. What is it? Another 

wedding 1 " ■

"Well, I don't know about the wedding. 

That will be put off for some time, I fancy. 

He is so young, and has nothing at present 

But Alice Page " ■

" Alice Page 1 Alexia, do you mean ? " 

exclaimed Mr^i. Melville, very much inte- 

rested. "Is it possible i Dear me, I am 

very glad to hear that But who is he t 

Somebody good enough for her, I do 

hope." ■

"Oh, quite — quite good enough," said 

Mrs. Dodd, a little surprised. " That nice- 

looking boy who has been staying with 

them — her cousin, Edmund Bowley." ■

" Beally I Well, I heard some hint of } 

that, but I thought there was nothing 

in It. ■

" I had my suspicions," said Mrs. Dodd, 

with a wise smile ; " I found them together 

once or twice in the garden. However, I 

don't think anybody knows yet. I hap- 

pened to meet Mr. Page just now, and I 

asked him as a friend, you know, if there 

was anything in it, and he acknowledged 

that it was a settled thing." ■

" Dear me ! That boy ! " said Mra Mel- 

ville, and she almost sighed, and poked' 

absently in the grass with her parasoL ■

" He is a very intelligent young man," 

said Mrs. Dodd, "getting on well at Oxford, 

I hear. He has some thoughts of taking 

orders. I don't quite know what sort of 

clergyman's wife Alice Page will make." ■

"She will do very well She is clever 

enough for anything," said Mrs. Melville. ■

"Ah — clever, certainly, but " hesi- 

tated Mrs. Dodd. " However, I think it 

is decidedly a good thing. A girl like that 

wants an object in Ufe. She wants trials, 

too, and a long engagement will do her no I 

harm. She has been too much accustomed ■
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smooth, she has ruled everybody at home 

all her life, and poor Mr. Page has spoilt 

her thoroughly/' ■

" No, there I can't agree^with yon. I 

don't think she is spoilt, do yon know," 

said Mrs. Melville. ** I admire Alexia. I 

think she is as nice as her father, and he 

is one of my greatest friend& Don't I see 

him coming dong the road nowl" ■

They were close to the gates, and Mr, 

Page was approaching in the distance. ■

*'Yes, I think so," said Mrs. Dodd. 

" Yon would like to speak to Imn." ■

" I should. But you were coming to see 

us. Do go on to the house; you will 

find Maud at home, and I shall be in very 

soon." ■

" Thank you very much, Mrs. Melville, 

but pray don't hurry." ■

'' I shall only be a few minutes," said 

Mrs. Melville, gazing anxiously through 

the gate; and, having parted with Mrs. 

Dodd a moment later, she forgot her 

existence altogether, and walked quickly 

out to meet William Page. ■

He was looking very grave, very un- 

happy; this was ner first thought; and 

then she remembered her last talk with 

him .about Alexia, and coloured at the 

remembrance. She was not quite so sure 

that she had been right, now, though she 

would not listen to her own misgivings. ■

'*My dear Mr. Page," she said imme- 

diately, "what is tUs I hear about 

Alexia?" ■

With all his loyalty he looked surprised, 

almost offended. It was hard for him to 

be attacked twice on this sore subject in 

the course of. one afternoon. He knew 

that telling Mrs. Dodd was telling the 

county, and he was a&raid that Alexia 

would be angry ; but^ when a woman came 

up and askea him a point-blank question, 

what was he to do t ■

" I suppose you mean that Mrs. Dodd 

has told you of Alexia's engagement," he 

said to Mrs. Melville, after a moment's 

hesitation. <^ It is trua She has engaged 

herself to marry my nephew, Edmund 

Rowley." ■

<< Indeed 1 Well, I hear a very good 

account of him, and I hope she will 

be happy," said Mrs. Melville, feeling 

checked ■

« Thank you," he said, with a faint 

smile, which died away directly from his 

honest face. ■

" Of course you must feel it very much ; 

you will miss her dreadfully," said Mrs. 

Melville, who felt that she must go on ■

saying something. ''What will yon do, 

really t Alexia is so clever, isn't she \ and 

manages everything so well" ■

" Yes — except her own affiun, I think,' 

said Mr. Paga ■

" I'm very sorry " — said Mrs. Melville, b 

a lower tone of sympathy, and then At 

stood still for a moment, looking it liiffl, 

half wishing she had not yielded to hs 

friendly impulse of asldng about Alem 

** Poor little thing ! she must always be 

a rather awkward subject^ and if she was 

happOy married, it ought to be a comfort 

to everybody, includiog her father. Wefl," 

she said presently, ^'I can undentand 

that you think mm rather young, ind 

— some [people don't like cousins msny- 

ing — but I have known manv instances 

that turned out very weUL Alexia is not 

the sort of girl to do anything really 

foolish, is she I She will be the roling 

spirit^ perhaps, but idter all — ^in fact, we 

must let young people settle these tidngs 

in their own way." ■

Saying this, his lieee lady smiled apoQ 

him ; but her smile had a little lost ik 

celestially healing effect, somehow. Pedi^ 

he thought, just then, that hear preidung 

was not quite the same as her practieei 

He answered her in a grave, straight- 

forward way. ■

^ "Alexia is at liberty to do what she 

likes. I should be contented, Mra Hel- 

viUe, if I could understand her." ■

''I don't quite " murmured Un. ■

Melville. ■

"For the first time in our lives,"heweDt 

on, "she and I don't understand eadi 

other. I have no objection to Edmond 

Rowley, except that he has nothing to lire 

upon, so that it must be a long eog^e- 

ment, I suppose, which is a htA mB% ■

"Oh no — not when people aro so 

young " ■

He did not notice the interruption in 

her soft, low tones, but went on, lookuig 

beyond her at the great elm trees with 

their dark masses of leaves, shading the 

entrance to Bedwood Manor. ■

"I thouffht I understood Alexia, and 

that we had no mysteries between us, bat 

I cannot make out why she has done thk 

I thought the fellow was rather a placoe 

to her, with his ideas and his poetiy-boda, 

and that she would be glad when he was 

gona I assure you, Mrs. Melville) I was 

thunderstruck, wnen, an hour after he left 

us, she came and told me. I would ^ve all 

I have to know the meaning of it^" he ■
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said, hitting his stick against a stone. 

"There is something stnmge about the 

girL I know her — ^I know her — she is not 

happy" and his voice shook a little. "She 

has no one to look after her. I have done 

my best, bat it's no use ; she is beyond my 

onderstandins." ■

Mrs. Melvme was touched by his confi- 

dence in her, but she thought girls were 

not generally such riddles, and Alexia less 

than most of them. A brave, proud, 

sensible, good little soul, who had very 

wisely got over her disappointment, and 

was not unwilling to accept the first de- 

voted young man who asked her. ■

"I don't tidnk you ought to distress 

yoorself," Mrs. MelvQle said very kindly. 

*^ It is hard to be father and mother in one, 

and you have managed ft better than most 

people. And girls are shy about these 

things, you must remember. From what 

I know of Alexia, I don't think, Mr. Paee, 

that she would marry a man unless she 

cared for him." ■

"I diould have said so too — ^but ■

here comes the Squire. Thanks for all 

your goodness. Goodbye." ■

He was gone, and almost out of sight, 

before Mrs. Melville met Charlie. ■

He was looking grave and ansry; his 

eyes were fierce ; now, as very rarely in his 

Ufe, he reminded Mra Melville of his 

father, who used now and then to be 

moved in this way to sudden indignation 

against wrong. He was excited too ; his 

lips were pale ; and he spoke with his teeth 

close together. ■

Mrs. Melville looked at him anxiously, 

for in these moods he was difficult to 

manage. At first she thought he had been 

qoarrelling with Maud; then she knew 

that Maud, poor thing, except from the fact 

of her existence, had nothing to do with it. ■

" Mother, thhi is a dreadful business," 

began Charlie. ''Was that old Page you 

were talking to just now 1 What does he 

say!" ■

** What do you mean!" said his mother, 

rather coldly. ■

" Is it true about Alexia, or one of Mrs. 

Dodd'sUesI" ■

"Charlie ! Mrs. Dodd does not tell lies. 

And besides " ■

" Hang Mrs. Dodd ! It is true, then % 

Mother, look here. Tou interfered before, 

I know. Tou must interfere again. She 

most not be allowed to do it" ■

"Charlie, you shock me," said Mrs. 

Melville. "I should not dream of inter- 

fering. What business is it of ourst And ■

Alexia is perfectly capable of managing her 

own affairs." ■

She walked on fast as she spoke, for they 

were standing in the road, and she thought 

this talk had better be carried on inside 

the park gates. She went quickly across 

the grass into the shade of the elms, where 

she had met Mrs. Dodd not long before. 

Charlie kept close to her, repeating at 

intervals, "It can't be. It's an awful tmng. 

You must interfere." ■

When they were far enough from public 

view, she turned round and faced him. ■

"Do you know, Charlie," she said, "that 

you pain me exceedingly. I think you are 

quite forgetting your position, and hers. I 

respect Alexia very much, and wish her 

well ; and I can see that a safe and happy 

marriage will be the best thing for her." ■

" But you don't know everything," said 

Charlie. ■

His mother's face was very hard and 

stem, and her blue eyes shone as she looked 

at him. ■

" I am quite at a loss to know what you 

mean," she said. ■

"Look here, you and I had better be 

truthful with each other," said Charlie, his 

face darkened with a sudden flash. ■

" I wish for nothing better," said Mrs. 

Melvilla ■

"Then answer me this. Was it your 

doing that Alexia refused me last winter)" ■

" Considering what has happened since ■

" Mother, answer my question." ■

"It was my doing, partly," said Mrs. 

Melville. " Such a marriage would have 

been madness. I spoke to William Page, 

and he agreed with me. I then spoke to 

Alexia. She behaved very well, and quite 

felt the strength of all I said. But of 

course I could only advise ; I could only 

represent things to her. The refusal was 

her own decision, and her own doing. She 

behaved very generously and well." ■

" You women have queer ideas of right 

and wrong," said Charlie. "If I had 

known — good heaven, to think that I had 

no notion of this till a day or two ago." ■

" And may I ask, did Alexia tell you I " 

said Mrs. Melville with extreme coldness. 

"It is your turn to be truthful now. I 

must say, all this is rather terrible, and so 

far from interfering with hermarriage " ■

"Mother, remember who you are talking 

of," said Charlie. "Blame me as much as 

you Uke, but Alex is the noblest girl in 

the world, though she has done an awfully 

wrong thhig now." ■
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There was a boyish eameatness in his 

manner which touched his mother a little, 

shocked and anxious as she was. ■

'< Please explain this mystery," she said; 

and Charlie, in answer, very plainly told 

her the story of his meeting Alexia in the 

lane, and the sort of talk they had had 

there. ■

'' I'm quite sure she was not engaged to 

the fellow then," he said. '' I could swear 

it. It must have been settled that evening, 

because I saw Mr. Page driving him to the 

station the next day. And, mother, that 

child cared for me, and it was because of 

what I said to her that she went and en- 

gaged herself to him. Of course now it's 

all as clear as daylight She behaved 

splendidly ,* she snubbed me down to the 

ground. Tou couldn't have behaved better 

yourself. So now you know all about it 

And you can't let her go and marry a 

fellow she doesn't care a straw about, be- 

cause " ■

" Because you made a sad fool of your- 

self," said his mother. "And worse than 

that, Charlie, for it was very, very wrong 

of you to go back to the past at aU." ■

" Don't bully me : I know all that," he 

said j and Mrs. Melville, seeing the depth 

of sadness in his face and attitude, knew 

that her heart was aching for him, and for 

a few moments, forgetting the world and 

its claims, was koubled with a bitter regret 

Presently she said, with a slight sigh : ■

"It is unfortunate, certainly. StUl I 

hope she may be happy. Everybody does 

not marry for lova" ■

" No, they don't," said Charlie. " But 

she won't be happy, any more than " ■

" Hush ! " murmured his mother. " At 

any rate, your duty is dear." ■

" But hers isn't ! " exclaimed Charlie re- 

belliously. " I know Alex, She did it in 

a desperate hurry — all my fault — and she's 

sorry now. I don't believe she's happy. 

What did old Page say! Is he satis- 

fied I " ■

^ " Not quite, perhaps," said Mrs. Mel- 

ville. " He seemed puzzled about it Of 

course it is not a good match " ■

''He wouldn't care about that, if she 

was contented," said Gharlia ■

Mrs. Melville had not much to say. 

They walked on together, farther and 

farther into the shades of the park, Charlie 

making his indignant protest over and over 

again. ■

" And you couldn't speak to her % " ■

" No, indeed I couldn't" ■

" I should have thought that a woman ■

like you could say anything to a girl die 

had known always." ■

"Ah, but the drcomstances— impoi- 

sible," said Mrs. Melville. '^No, Chariie^ 

we must leave it ; we can do nothing." ■

This decision by no means satisfied her 

son. It hardly satisfied herself, for ihe 

was quite aware of her responsibility ; kt 

it seemed to be the right ooe, after all 

They walked on in the direction of tbe 

woods, Charlie talking, his mother listen- 

iog sadly ; she could not stop him, and 

perhaps felt that it was best for everyone 

that he should be allowed to talk. ■

The wives of the Squire and the Rector 

had long finished their tea, Arom which 

Charlie had rushed away in sudden silence 

when Mrs. Dodd proclaimed her newi. 

His wife asked one or two questions in & 

cool sort of way, and then changed the 

subject ■

After waiting a long time for Mrs. Mel- 

ville's promised return, Mrs. Dodd foond 

it advisable to go homa Her hostess was 

dull, and had yawned several times; con- 

versation flagged. Mr. Dodd, too, had not 

yet heard the confirmation of the last piece 

of village gossip. ■

On one of those hot afternoons, a few 

days after this, Mrs. Melville walked to 

the Farm, and was shown into Alexia's 

drawing-room, where she was writing a 

letter. The visit was an effort to lbs. 

Melville. It was paid to please Charlie, 

but also to quiet her own conscience, for 

she could not leave Alexia without a word 

of sympathy or kindness on such an occa- 

sion as this. Curiosity, perhaps, was ako 

mixed with Mrs. Melville's motives ; and 

she had a plan on foot, which she thought 

wise, though Charlie had suggested it In 

fact, though she trusted ^r son, she 

hardly likM to go away from Bedwood, 

leaving him and Maud with that iimocent 

disturber so near their gates. They were 

going away after a few weeks. And Maud, 

though she hardly mentioned Alexia now, 

look^ a little sulky, and watched her 

husband with eyes that made Mrs. Mel- 

ville uneasy. So when Charlie said— 

** Mother, take her to Whitby with yon. 

Find out what she reaUy means, and make 

her break it off : " his mother thought that 

the first part of this plan might oe woith 

trying. As to the second, no : she could 

only wish that Alexia might be married as 

soon as possible; but she was very cautioiu 

with Charlie, and did not tell him thai ^ ■

Mrs. Melville had never been in Alexia's 

house since the day of that painful con- ■

^^= ■
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yersation in the winter. Alexia had looked 

shadowy enough then, that winter after- 

noon in the delight ; but she was much 

more chaoged, now, from the happy, spirited 

girl who used to rule Mr. Page and his 

household. As she got up from her writ- 

iog-table to receive Mrs. Melville, her 

visitor thought she had never seen a young 

face so worn, so hardened ; and, in spite 

of all the awkwardness, her heart ached for 

the girL She pressed her hand kindly, 

and was going to kiss her, but Alexia 

seemed utterly unconscious of her inten- 

tion, and was not kissed. ■

** You must let me wish you happiness, 

Alexia," said Mrs. Melville, still holding 

her hand. She could not be quite snubbed 

by a child like this. ■

"Thank you very much," said Alexia, 

without a smile ; and Mrs. Melville began 

to feel a little angry with her. Nothmg, 

she reflected, had absolutely forced the girl 

to engage herself to young Eowley. As 

she haid been rash enough to do it, she must 

have courage and good manners enough to 

take the consequences. So Mrs. Melville 

asked one or two questions about Edmund 

and his family, which Alexia, thus put upon 

her mettle, answered fully and with per- 

fect coolness. It was evident that she nad 

no idea of being disloyal to Edmund, or of 

keeping any of their arrangements a secret 

from the world. Finding wat she had this 

courage, Mrs. MelviUe foi^ve her, and 

began to adBoire her again. In words, how- 

ever, she admired the beautiful roses and 

otiier flowers with which Alexia had filled 

her room. Then she made friends with a 

dog that ran in, and went on talking of the 

merest trifles, not being able now to make 

up her mind about asQng Alexia to go to 

Whitby. Perhaps she would have given 

it up, bat for a long stolen look at Alexia's 

face as she leaned over the table and 

arranged some falling roses. The young 

face was so wonderfully pretty, with the 

faint flush that had come into it now ; the 

ddicate profile had such a curious distinc- 

tion, and the slight lines of pain were so 

sweet, as well as sad, that Mrs. Melville in 

her heart did not wonder at Charlie, and 

felt that she herself owed a good deal of 

compensation. ■

^* I am going away very soon, Alexia," 

she sud, alter a moment's silence. ■

"Are you t Oh yes, my father said he 

thought you were going to the sea. And 

he was so i^raid you would not come back 

any more," Alexia said gently, still occupied 

with her roses. ■

"I suppose I shall not live here any 

more. Of course I am not wanted." ■

" We want you, and so does everybody 

else in Bed wood." ^'i;^.-^ ■

" You are very kind to me, my dear," 

said Mrs. MelviUe, with the slightest un- 

certainty in her voice — ^but Alexia did not 

look at her. " 1 shall be sorry to leave you 

and your father, and other people too^but 

you are not going to stay here yourself, 

you see." i— gt^ ■

'* For a great many years," said Alexia, 

and then she looked at Mrs. Melville and 

smiled for the first time, a sad little tvri- 

light smile. "I don't know when my 

father can do without me — never, I think," 

she said. ■

*' Ah yes, he will accept his fate, you will 

find," said Mrs. MelviUe. *' Fathers and 

moUiers are very unselfish people." ■

"I don't want him to be unselfish," 

Alexia murmured, half to herself. ■

"WeU, but I was going to talk about 

the present, not the future," said Mrs. 

MelviUe. " I never look on very far, unless 

it is necessary. I am going away in about 

a fortnight — to Whitby, I think, for a few 

weeks, and I have been thinking, Alexia — 

wiU you be very kind and nice, and go 

with me f " ■

The girl looked up now in astonishment^ 

and after one quick, enquiring glance 

turned her head away again, conscious 

of the deep flush that was mounting slowly 

to her hair. ■

" I shaU be alone, you know," said Mrs. 

MelviUe, and then she regretted the un- 

necessary words, for of course Alexia must 

never know of CharUe's confidences. '' I 

should like to have yon," she went on 

rather hastUy, " and I thio^ a breath of sea 

air would do you good. AU this hot 

weather has been tiring, and you are 

looking pale." ■

She was not at aU prepared for what 

happened next The brave, cool, high- 

spirited young mistress of the Farm lost 

her dignity for once ; her pride, her self- 

respect^ vanished Uke smoke, certainly for 

the first time in pubUc ; she was on the 

floor at Mrs. MelviUe's feet, kissed her 

hands once, and then broke into a fit of 

passionate crying, vrith her face hidden 

against Mrs. MelviUe's knees. Those were 

scorching tears, and the sobs were more 

strained, more painful, because of the days 

of high-strung excitement that had gone 

before. The pain and shame of having 

given way was an added agony. ■

Mrs. MelviUe sat quite stDl, looking down ■
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at the girl crouching there. She was very 

sorry that this had happened, and as much 

surprised as Alexia herself. She was in a 

disagreeable position ; her blue eyes were 

troubled, her dear brows frowning ; but, 

to do her justice, though she felt very much 

for herseU*, she felt still more for Alexia, 

and acknowledged in her mind that Charlie 

had been only too right in all he said. 

This child did care for him, and her 

accepting the other man had been a very 

desperate little action, caused no doubt by 

that talk in the lane. It was indeed a 

most painful business. Mrs. Melville was 

terribly puzzled what to say or do. One 

thing, however, was plain; that affair in 

the winter had gone very much deeper 

with Alexia than anyone could have ima- 

gined ; this girl who knelt here crying was 

nearly broken-hearted, and ^Irs. Mdville 

herself had done it alL She must console 

the girl, and certainly could not lecture 

her, for she could reisMl the whole story 

plainly enough now. She laid her hand 

on the dark soft curls, and stroked them 

for a few moments, without speaking, while 

Alexia struggled hard to conquer her sobs, 

and was fiued now with burning shame. 

One could not lie there with hidden eyes 

for ever, and how would it be possible to 

look up and face Mrs. Melville a«un 1 ■

At last Mrs. Melville spoka "My dear," 

she said, in her softest, most musicid^tones, 

** you really must not do this." ■

" Ob, I beg your pardon — ^I am such a 

fool," muttered Alexia with catching 

breath ; and then she suddenly sprane 

up, and sitting down by the table, shaded 

her eyes witti her hand. ■

"I don't think you are at all well," said 

Mrs. Melville. " You ought to go to some 

bracing place, and Whitby will be the very 

thing for you." But as she spoke she knew 

very well that Alexia would not go to 

Whitby. ■

"You are most kind," said Alexia, as 

she leaned over the table, her voice still 

very tremulous. " It is so good of you to 

think of it, but I am going away — almost 

directly. I am going to Devonshire again 

for a few weeks." ■

"Devonshire?" ■

"To stay at Edmund's home," said 

Alexia very low, and Mr& Melville felt a 

sudden twinge of pity for Edmund. ■

She sat there and tried to talk, for a few 

minutes longer. Then she thought it would 

be kinder and wiser to leave the girl alone, 

as perfect openness between them was im- 

possible. She was a tall woman, and she ■

looked down into Alexia's eyes as she 

"Good-bye." She thought what k>?dy 

eyes they were, dark and soft and elo- 

quent^ the eyelids still a little reddenedi 

and the lashes wet with tears. ■

" Kiss me, chUd," she said ; and fa a 

moment she held Alexia tight in her aim& ■

Alexia was quite calm now ; she looked 

up, and wondered what Mrs. MelTiQe 

would say if she knew everything. Per- 

haps, after all, she might have said whil 

she did say, turning back fix>m the door, 

when she was nearly gone. ■

" Alexia, there is one gift I would pnj 

for beyond all others, for everyone I lore. 

Do you know what it is t Courage." ■

" Yes, I am a coward," thought Alexia. 

But she only bent her head and smiled. ■

NEXT OF KIN. ■

A STORY IN THREE CHAPTERS. 

CHAPTER HL ■

Muriel Lake and her brother ^m 

standing together by the easel which held 

Muriel's just completed painting of (he 

Cathedral aisle. Muriel's face was flashed 

with honest pride ; so was her brother^a ■

" You are abridL, Muriel," was tiie Peit 

Office clerk's commendation of his sistor^s 

success. " Your sketch is a real gem. No 

wonder you have sold it already. What a 

pity it is that Nature didn't fit me op with 

the same sort of brains she has beirtowed 

on you I " ■

" Pray don't deplore that, my dear Tom,' 

replied Muriel, " or I shall think you art 

fishing for compliments. I feel inclined to 

honent that my earnings are so uncertah 

and casual, and that my contiibutuMU io 

housekeeping are so spasmodic and u* 

satisfactory, while yours are as safe ai the 

Bank of England ; and I Mn so provoked 

when I calciuate my gains to see that there 

is no prospect of our sending mother oot 

of this cold damp place for the winter. Ina 

favourable climate she might pick up her 

strengtL I don't believe she ever will 

here.'^ ■

"That's a dismal view of the maUer, 

Muriel," said Tom, slowly; "but Fm 

afraid it is true. Do you know," he con- 

tinued, " I have more than half a mind to 

get Hedley's opinion." ■

"Hedley," repeated Muriel; "is ti»t 

your new doctor-friend 1 " ■

" Yes ; that fellow I told you w^le^- 

ing at the Institute. He's a iBound, good 

f eUow, and if I could pin my faith on any 

doctor, I could on Imn." ■

I I ■
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" Why t Has he been doing anything 

very manrellons in the way of cuFes t " ■

'* Nothing miracnlons that I have heard 

of. I believe he is looked np to in his 

profeasion ; bat it is the manner of the 

man that carries me away. He's such a 

trustworthy souL" ■

" Well, if you have such confidence in 

him, and as we are so uneasy about mother's 

health, let us get his advice. Only, Tom, 

we shall .never persuade her into the ex- 

travagance of seeing a doctor when she 

is not suffering from any specific illness." ■

•*I know that," replied Tom; "but 

don't yon see that's just where it all comes in. 

I shall ask Hedley here as my friend, for I 

want you and hhn to know one another ; 

and I shall prime him to make a profes- 

sional use of his visit, by which means, 

perhaps, we shall find ourselves curing the 

mother, without having had any argument 

with her over the thin end of the wedge." ■

** And do you know anything about this 

Mr. Hedley, Tom — ^who he is and where 

comes from 1 " ■

** Oh, do listen to her I " exclaimed Tom. 

"Is she going over in a body to Mrs. 

Grtmdy, that she must ask for a man's 

credentials before she makes up her mind 

to be introduced to him 1 Why, Muriel, 

success has inflated you ! " ■

" Not in the least, Tom," replied Muriel 

composedly. " I am merely curious to hear 

about your friend ; if you know anything 

of his antecedents I " ■

'' Oh, yes ; I know lots about him. He 

is perfectly unreserved in manner. He 

was bom in Australia, and came to Ens- 

land to be educated as a doctor. I doirt 

think he has any idea of going back to 

Colonial life, for he has no ties out there. 

His grandfather, or his grandmother, or 

one of his progenitors, was a Carchester 

person." ■

'*Is that the reason he has come to 

settle here 1 " ■

*^I should not think so. At least I am 

quite sure it is not ; for he has told me 

that he is, as far as he knows, the last 

Borvivor of his family; which ought to 

work on your feelings, so that you make 

him warmly welcome." ■

** No doubt I shall do that, especially if 

his medical skill inspires me with a faith 

Ir him like yours. And indeed," added 

Moriel, speaking more seriously, " I hope 

you will have him here soon, for, when 

I see motiier getting thinner and paler 

every day, my heart sinks within me, and 

I feel very dreary." ■

This was how John Hedley came to be 

introduced to the Lake household; and 

though his visits there did* not magically 

restore to Mrs. Lake her exhausted strength, 

which nothing but remedies far beyond her 

means could give back, these visits made a 

great difference to the family life. ■

For this young man who (it must be 

candidly owned) had the smallest possible 

income and no hope for the future except 

in his own unaided exertions; this un- 

known doctor of no family fell madly in 

love with Muriel Lake ; proposed to her as 

soon as he dared ; and was accepted. The 

engagement was to be a long one — in- 

definitelv long ; but for all its trial of un- 

certain delay, Muriel Lake looked brighter 

than ever as she worked at her painting 

in the rare gleams of wintry sunshine, and 

the shadows that came over her face were 

brought there, not by the remoteness of her 

own hopes, but by the ever-pressing need 

of finding funds to send her fragile mother 

out of the reach of the wild north-east 

winds, that swept the downs in the cruel 

January frosts. ■

For John Hedley was a man of whose 

love a girl might justly be proud. He was 

large-hearted and generous, a man of 

earnest thoughts, high ideas, and indomit- 

able perseverance, and withal of a genial 

simplicity of manner, which stood out in the 

clearer relief because of the depth and in- 

tensity of hismoralqualities. Itwasthissym- 

pathy of candour and of single-heartedness 

that had first drawn him to Muriel, and the 

similarity of their aims and hopes rivetted 

the bonds that joined them. If this story 

were a record of their love-makmg, it would 

have plenteous material to work upon. ■

As it is, the young doctor's passion for 

Muriel must yield the place to the old 

verger's admiration of her, which had 

steadily grown from the day on which he 

had first looked over her shoulder and 

passed judgment on her skill ■

Muriel had followed up her successful 

sketch by a series of views of the Cathe- 

dral interior, and, while she worked, 

Peter had not neglected his opportunity 

of cultivating her acquaintance, and, as 

time went on, of confiding to her — what 

he had told to no one besides — his loneli- 

ness and weariness, and his unsuccessful 

search of some one to fill the void of his Ufa ■

At last he began to entertain an idea, 

which, so to speak, took all the wind out 

of the sails of these hypothetical relatives, 

and he allowed himself, on the strength of 

it, to face the conviction that no kith or ■

:?P ■
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kin remained to him. This idea had burst 

suddenly upon him one Sunday afternoon, 

when the Cathedral was crowded to listen 

to a sermon preached by the famous Dean 

Longwynd, of Birmingham. The eloquence 

of the Dean had attracted Miss Lake among 

many others, and she had been installed by 

her devoted admirer in a much more ad- 

vantageous seat than that which he had 

seen fit to allot to Mrs. Monypenny for the 

modest fee of half a sovereiga Muriel 

sat near the pulpit, and when Peter — after 

he had, mace in hand, conducted the 

preacher up the choir — sat down on his 

accustomed perch below the pulpit^ his eye 

could rest fondly on the rounded cheek 

and bright eyes of his prot6g6e, while one 

withered hand held his mace, and the other 

crept involuntarily towards his waistcoat 

pocket, where Mrs. Monypenny's half- 

sovereign reposed in very good company. 

He felt sure that that sweet-faced girl was 

not rich ; he was quite connoisseur enough 

of ladies' dress to know that hers was 

remarkably inexpensive, and always the 

same ; by other signs and tokens, too, he 

had read the secret of Muriel's exchequer. 

He was not, he acknowledged to himself, 

a liberal man, yet he was moved by a 

strong desire to give her anything she 

might need. He might even — ^but the 

supposition was too wild. He scarcely 

dared formulate it Ux his mind. Could he 

give up his long-cherished dream of kith 

and kin, and alter his will) He quite 

trembled with excitement. The Dean's 

stream of eloquence flowed on over his 

head, but the loud, stern tones did not 

arrest his attention, nor did the low, 

pathetic tones move him. He seemed to 

be passing into a kind of hazy dream, as 

he sat watching the slender figure and well- 

poised head in the dark oak seat before 

him. Then her face, and all the faces, the 

seats, the pillars and screens, and the floor 

seemed to melt and mingle into a mist 

which closed round him and oppressed 

him. A noise, as of loud surging seas 

swelled up behind him, covering the voice 

of the preacher as the mist had veUed his 

sight. He tried to cry out, but he could 

only gasp — to stir, but his limbs were as 

heavy as lead. Then, just as the Dean's 

voice was modulated to its lowest audible 

tones, and while two thousand pairs of ears 

were straining to catch his solemn utter- 

ances, there was a loud clatter and a feeble 

cry, as from Peter's helpless hand his heavy 

mace fell crashing to the floor, startling the 

congregation, and rousing the old man ■

from his semi-unconsciousness to a state 

of dizzy confusion and bewilderment 

Before he had recovered himself someone 

had stepped forward, handed him his Men 

insignia of office, and, laying a cool, firm 

hand on his, had said softly : " Don't be 

frightened, you had fallen asleep." By 

that time he was sufficiently collected to 

see Miss Lake, with a very pretty blosh 

on her face and neck, resume her seat. ■

To the disturbed congregation the ind- 

dent was just as trivial as it was annoying, 

but to Peter it seemed as if it was tk 

determining sequel to his previous sudden 

thought ; and from that day he looked upon 

Muriel as the heiress to his property, and 

as the substitute who represented all his 

absent and lost ones. ■

A few days after this incident, Muriel 

missed his accustomed visits to her ease), 

and when nearly a week had passed with- 

out his reappearance, she enquired for him 

among the black-gowned brotherhood 

whom he called his *' colleagneys," and she 

heard that the poor old verger was ill, oi 

at least seriously ailing. Kind-hearted 

Muriel at once asked her way to his 

house, and, following the narrow alleys 

behind the Cathedral, knocked at hudoor, 

and walked in upon his dreary solitode. 

He was crouching over the fire in the tvi- 

light, which was gathering earlier and more 

quickly in his cheerless room than outsideL 

He scarcely turned his head as she entered, 

but when he heard the sound of her voice 

he started eagerly, and, making an inef- 

fectual effort to rise, cried : ■

'* Dear heart, dear heart 1 to think of the 

pretty creetur coming to see a poor old, 

worn-out fellow like me, and me thinking 

it was only her as waits upon me opening 

the door. Take a chair. Missy, do ; I'la 

that quakin' and achin' that I can't get np 

to hand it to you. Bless you I " he ejacn- 

lated fervently ; " bless your pretty face !" ■

"I'm sorry you are so poorly," said 

Muriel kindly. <'I heard about it from 

the other vergers, and so, as I know yoa 

live alone, I wought I'd come and see if 

you are in need of anything." ■

" Dear, dear heart I To think o' that ! " 

said Peter again. ''No, Missy, thank'ee 

kindly. I wants for nothing but a w 

head, a new body, and new limbs, which 

I'm not likely to get ; " and he ohudded at 

his grim joke. " As to bein' all alone, it's 

lonesome like, but it's best for me; for 

they're such a rascally lot about here, Tm 

never easy as long as there's anyone pokin' 

about the premises." ■
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"Sorely you don't wait upon yourself t" 

asked MorieL * ■

**Not altogether, Missy," he replied, 

shaking his head slowly. '* Not so much 

as I should like to. Tou see Fm old and 

helpless, and I must have someone in to 

help me ; but I can't trust 'em. They rob 

me and cheat me ; they're such a good-for- 

nothing lot" ■

"Tm sorry to hear that," said Muriel 

sjmpathetictdly, though she felt a strong 

inclination to smile. ■

"Since my poor wife's death, eleven 

years ago,^' continued Peter, "I've had 

but a poor time of it with 'em. I don't 

know which is the least to be trusted, the 

women or the gals. When I've got a 

woman to dean up for me, I fancy the 

women are the worst, for they're so grasp- 

ing, and so inquisitive, and so domineering ; 

and when I get a gal, I fancy they're the 

worst, for they're so flighty, and so gossippy, 

and so idle. They're baggages, all on 'em ; 

that's what I cadi 'em, baggages 1 But 

they'll have to be very sly indeed if they 

mean to cheat me." ■

"And what does the doctor say of your 

ilbess 1 " asked Muriel, when the old man 

had finished his tirade. ■

"The doctor says nothing about my 

complaint," replied Peter, with an im- 

portant air. ■

" Indeed ! " pursued Muriel " Doesn't 

he say when you may expect to be about 

again 1" ■

" No," replied Peter, with his slow head- 

8hak& " He has said nothing, because he 

baVt been asked to gi/e his opinion, you 

see. I don't want no doctors pottering 

about me, and running me tp long bills for 

their physics and stuff. I'm suffering from 

something as no doctors' dmgs can cure. 

They can cut off broken legs and useless 

arms, and give folks artificial ones instead ; 

but they can't cut twenty or thirty years 

off a man's age, and give him a new con- 

stitootion to work upon ; so I shan't 

trouble the doctors with my case." ■

"Still, a doctor might do you some 

good," said Muriel hopefally. Her trust 

in doctors, or, rather, in the doctor, had 

greatly grown and increased of late. ■

*' I don't think it, Missy," replied Peter 

obstmately. " I don't think it It would 

be more the other way with me and the 

doctor when we made up our accounts." ■

"Well," said Muriel, a faint blush 

flickering into her cheeka " I wish you 

would let me ask a doctor, who is a good, 

kind friend of mine, to come and see you. ■

Just let me have my own way about it," 

she went on coaxingly. " I don't like you 

to be ill all alone without proper care; 

and if you can't afford to pay him 111 make 

it all right." ■

The old man stretched out his hand 

towards her with his favourite exclama- 

tion : " Dear heart, dear heart 1 To think 

of that ! " ■

" Then I may tell the doctor to come 

to see you," said Muriel, rising to go. ■

" Yes ; you may tell him if you like," 

said Peter. " I can't say you nay ; and as 

to payin' him, you're wonderM kind" 

(liberality was indeed a virtue in his eyes), 

''but I can afford to pay him myselC I 

can afford it as well as anyone ; but I look 

on it as so much money thrown away. 

Anyhow, you'll come and see me again) 

Your visits will do me a sight more good 

than any doctor's." ■

Accordingly, John Hedley went, at 

Muriel's bidding, to prescribe for Mr. Peter 

Brown. He found that worthy somewhat 

grim and impenetrable, half willing to 

receive him, as having come with an ex- 

cellent introduction, half suspicious of him 

as a medical cormorant who only sought a 

pretext for sending in a long bUl of extor- 

tionate chargea However, John's honest, 

unpretending manner so far gained Peter's 

confidence, that he consented to have a 

bottle of ''stuff" and to allow the doctor 

to call again. The " stuff" didn't do him 

much good ; indeed, how should it t For 

he had well def cribei his malady when he 

had told Muriel, in homely language, that 

he was "confectas annis." Nevertheless, 

as it was very dull work sitting by the 

fire with no one to speak to, the doctor's 

visits were a cheery break in the day's 

monotony — ^particularly welcome, because 

the doctor was so ready to listen to the 

praises of Muriel Lake's beauty and per- 

fection. ■

In those long, solitary musings beside 

his fire, and in his sleepless nights, the old 

man had thought a great deal about the 

will he wished to make in Muriel's favour. 

His visionary kinsfolk were now banished 

from his mind, or only remembered with a 

hope that none of them would appear to 

baulk his latest intention; and he reso- 

lutely suppressed any occasional twinge of 

remorse that whispered to him of a pos- 

sible injustice in gratifying this new im- 

pulse. Meanwhile, days passed on; he 

was always too iU and weak to take the 

necessary steps unaided; and as he was 

invincibly determined that no Garchester ■

J= ■
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lawyer should know any of bis secrets 

before deaib made ibem public property, 

he fell on the expedient of askuig Jolm 

Hedley's help, under strict seal of secrecy. ■

So it came about that one evening John, 

little dreaming he was elected to such an 

honour, walked down to the Cathedral 

precincts. For some reason or other he 

was feeling low-spirited, and his mind gave 

a gloomy shade to whatever his thoughts 

tnnied upon. Patient and persevering as 

he was, he could not always have hopeful- 

ness at his beck and call The net total of 

his external circumstances was not a very 

cheering sum. Want of means, of sociid 

position, of family advantages, cramped him 

on all sides, to which troubles came an ad- 

ditional load in the knowledge that Muriel 

must work so hard and so ineffectually to 

supply her mother's need& It was not 

always easy to him to consider his pros- 

pects with equanimitv, and to realise how 

long was the vista which lay between him 

and the day he should call his love his 

wife. ■

This being his state of mind, he was not 

in the choicest mood to receive a confidence; 

but that evening Peter, feeling his faculties 

to be unusually bright and clear — brighter, 

clearer than they had been for weeks — 

resolved to broach the momentous subject. ■

'' Doctor," he began^ leaning forward and 

keenly scanning the honest face beside him, 

** I'm a very old man, and I'm not long for 

this world. That's quite true, ain't it f " ■

^ John Hedley, from mere habit, tried to 

give a comforting rejoinder. ' " You're old, 

certainly," he said ; " there's no denying 

that; "but " ■

" Oh, it ain't no use to say * but,' " inter- 

rupted Peter brusquely. " I can feel in- 

naxdlywhat'scomin'onme. Idon'twantany 

man's huts and maybes. I haven't much 

time before me, and I've got a lot to settle 

before I go, which, if it ain't thought about 

and settled soon, it won't be in my power to 

have it as I wish ; " and the old man shook 

his head quite vindictively at John Hedley 

as he spoke. ■

" Very true," replied John, thus repri- 

manded, " only I should not have put it so 

harshly myself." ■

"And now," continued Peter, his manner 

becoming a shade more conciliatory, "I've 

found you a very obligin' young man, and 

pretty well for straightforwardness." ■

" Thank you," said the other gravely. ■

" And so I'm going to ask you to do a bit 

of very private writing for me, for I'm that 

shaky I can't hold my pen nohow, though ■

Fve tried several times so as to be inde- 

pendent" ■

"I'll write for you with pleasure," said 

John cordially. " Is it to ask some of 

your relations to come and look after yon 

now you are ill t " ■

" No," replied Peter shortly, not wishing 

to revert to the subject of relations. " r?e 

got no one belongin' to me in the world. 1 

want a letter written to my lawyer about 

my will" ■

John Hedley was rather astonished at 

this high-sounding announcement from ao 

old man, whom he had looked on as ?erj 

nearly a pauper ; but he repressed his sur- 

prise, and merely asked where he should 

find a pen. His quiet acceptance of the 

object of the letter was rather mortifying to 

Peter, who had intended to produce quite 

an effect on the young man whom he had 

chosen for his confidant. He had miny 

times rehearsed the scene, and the doctoral 

amazement had always been a very im- 

portant feature in it It was rather a Uow 

to his self-importance that John Hedley 

merely asked for a pen and ink. ■

" You knew I had a bit of property to 

will and devise at my decease, eht" he 

said, sharply eyeing his companion. ■

" No," replied John iimocently. " If I 

fancied anything, it was that you were al- 

most destitute." ■

" Umph," said the old man with a know- 

ing nod, " perhaps I'm better off than some 

folks as make a deal of show with ihm 

carriages and servants." ■

" Very likely," said John, who was doe 

at the little house in Bristol Terrace when 

he left the sick verger; "and now what 

shall I say in the letter t " ■

" Stop a bit^" replied Peter, who, h»T- 

ing opened his lips did not mean to dose 

them upon half-confidences, " I want to say 

a mort o' things before we come to the 

letter, that is, if you have the time to listea" ■

"I can spare half-an-hour," said John 

generously. This was magnanimous, if yoa 

reckon the self-denial implied ■

Peter looked round cautiously hdote he 

began his confidences, as if he were afraid 

of chance listeners ; and when he spoke, it 

was in so low a tone that John was obliged 

to draw up closer in order to catch all be 

said. ■

" I've been a savin' man all my life,"" 

began the verger, "and a careful maB,aB 

my father was before ma He left lae a 

few hundreds, and I've gone on adding to 

it ever since. I'm worth a good bit now. 

How much should you think ) " ■
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" I haven't a notion/' replied the other, 

whose particular aversion was avarice in 

any form. ■

<<Give a guess," said Peter, with his 

gerntinising eyes fixed on John Hedley's. ■

"I reaOy couldn't," was the reply. ■

Hie old man saw that there was no 

cnriosify in the face he was scanning. He 

was determined to bring surprise into it. ■

"What should you say to ^9,600 odd 

well invested, and £70 a-year in house 

rents 1 " he asked triumphantly. ■

"It's a good sum," answered John Hed- 

ley. But nis face looked colder stiH At 

the moment he felt nothing but repulsion 

at this revelation of miserliness, and the 

grim contrast it offered to his own needs. ■

" Yes, it is a tidy sum," said Peter, not 

a little disappointed by this reception of 

his confidence, " a very tidv sum, and I'm 

going to setde what shall become of it 

when Vm dead and gone. I'm a lone old 

man, doctor, you see. My children died 

long ago, and my old wife followed them, 

and I've no one I care for of my own blood. 

I used to think that my children and grand- 

children should benefit by my careful ways ; 

bnt, dear heart, dear heart, who can tell 

how we shall be taken, and how we shall 

beleftt" ■

John Hedley's fiice was softening. ■

" I had a brother once," pursued the old 

man, when he had paused to take breath ; 

"he was a good bit older than me, and 

veiy racketty — ^very racketty. At last he 

ran away to Australia and sent no word of 

himself — never a word, at least we never 

got a word, so I had all my father's 

savings. He broke my mothers heart; 

she was a weakly creature, and she broke 

her heart after mnt" ■

Then be stopped. He seemed to lose 

himself for a while, until John Hedley 

recalled him by saying : ■

" And have you never heard anything of 

your lost brother 1 " ■

" No," replied Peter, recollecting himself, 

''Tve done what I could to trace him. I 

thought perhaps there might be some one 

belonffin' to him who might be the better 

for all I have saved, but nothing came of 

all the lookin', and the lawyers, and the 

rest of it'' ■

"Perhaps," suggested John, "your 

brother died and left no 'family." ■

"Thatfs what I think," returned Peter. 

"He mnst ha' died, and so it's no use to 

look any longer. I did once think Fd 

leave the money to charities, but lately 

IVe changed mv mind — IVe changed mv ■

mind," he repeated, lowering his voice 

still more, "and 111 tell you what I 

mean to do, and then you can write to 

yon lawyer and tell him all about it He 

must have a new will made, and send a 

clerk down here for me to sign it, and you 

can witness it" ■

" Very well,'' said John, hoping that his 

detention was nearly over, "I'll do all 

that" ■

"WeD, then," said Peter, trembling with 

excitement, " Fm going to leave all as be- 

longs to me — all, to that young lady I 

spoken of so often to you;" and he added 

slyly as he saw John's surprise, "perhaps 

you mav be the better for that some day, 

if my old eyes don't deceive me." ■

"Have you thought the matter well 

over t " asked John. " You would not do 

such a thing without due consideration." ■

''Oh, I've considered and considered till 

my mind's more than made up. I shall be 

wronging no ona If that advertisement 

was to be answered, I should have had the 

answer by now. It was worded very plain. 

Depend upon it, there was no one to answer 

to it Nay, I'll show it to you," he con- 

tinued, "and you shall judge for yourself 

whether it wasn't as plain as a pikestaff." ■

So saying he drew from the shelf beside 

him an old copy of " The Standard," and 

laid his finger on the lines addressed to 

Josiah Brown or his direct heirs. ■

John took the paper absently. He was 

bewildered by the strangeness of the old 

man's confidence. The notion of Muriel 

being heiress to £10,000 sent a convulsion 

through the order of things which had before 

seemed established around him. His point 

of view had to adjust itself to a new horizon, 

which contained a great many hitherto 

strange and now unwelcome possibilitiea 

Muriel a rich woman ! His pride bristled 

with the bare notion that he might be 

tempted to be glad for his own sake, and 

his love sicken^ with an inconsistent and 

insane dread of a possible gulf wider than 

poverty that might open between them. ■

" There it is," repeated Peter, " can't you 

see it 1" ■

He read the words with Peter's sharp 

eyes upon him. He read them mecham- 

cally more than once before he understood 

their sense, and then more than once again, 

with a changed and quickened expression 

that did not escape his companion. Finally 

he laid the paper down, and passed his 

hand over his eves as if to dear his sight ■

"Well," queried Peter, " it's plain enough 

for any thinsr. isn't it f " ■
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" Qaite/' replied the doctor laconically. 

Then he dipped his pen in the ink, and 

looked at Peter for instmctions. ■

The old man did not Bpeak ■

** I'm waiting to write the letter to yonr 

lawyers," he said, and his voice had a 

cnrioos, constrained sound, as if he spoke 

with effort Bat still the other kept silence 

with his ferret-like eyes fixed on his com- 

panion's face. ■

" Young man," he said at last suddenly, 

with solemnity, *' you know something of 

Josiah Brown ; your face looks as if you 

had seen a shost" ■

''II" exclaimed John, the blood rushing 

back to his face ; '' what makes you think 

thatl" ■

" Well, do you, or do you not f " asked 

Peter, in the tone of a man who means to 

have an answer. '<I ought to know if 

there is anything to be told. It'll make 

less confusion afterwards. You ain't got 

no right to see me leavin' all I'm worth to 

that youn^ lady, pretty as she is and good 

as she is, if my own flesh and blood stands 

in need ; " and all Peter's sense of family 

ties revived within him. " It wouldn't be 

no ways fair." ■

John paused ; he was weighing Muriel's 

needs against other needs and desirea " 1 

don't think," at last he said, " you'll have 

any answer whatever to this advertise- 

ment" ■

''But how can you teU thatt" asked 

Peter still more persistently, "unless you 

know all about my kin, which you've no 

right to keep it to yourself." ■

This was quite right John Hedley felt 

he was not justified in concealing what his 

honest face had unwittingly let the old man 

suspect ; but all he answered was :" I as- 

sure you, on my word of honour, that 

you'll wrong no one I know anything of, if 

you leave every penny you have to Miss 

Lake." ■

^ " Doctor,'* said Peter, with great irrita- 

tion, "I thought I was judge enough of 

faces to make no mistakes about honest 

men, but it seems I have not added you up 

right I ain't goin' to rest until I know 

what you're hidin' from me, and you shan't 

persuade me to leave what ought to go 

elsewhere to your sweetheart That's 

plain speakin', and you can understand it" ■

John Hedley's face grew first red, and 

then very pale; he was too simple and 

single-hearted to have seen that reading of 

his confusion. ■

" You should be careful, my good friend, 

how you insult a man with such words as ■

those," he said, rising. "I will wish yoa 

good evening. Settle your affairs withoat 

my help, since you mistrust me; bat, be 

certain that, if honesty had required me to 

tell you anything whatever, I should not 

have concealed it for an instant, least of aU 

that my future wife might benefit by yooi 

hoarded money." ■

He spoke angrily, with his hand on the 

latch ; yet, as he glanced back at the infirm 

figure on the hearth, he felt a thrill of thit 

pity which is nearest to love for the loi- 

picious old miser, whom the last bm 

minutes had invested with a new impor- 

tance in his eyes. ■

"Doctor, doctor," cried the quavering 

voice after him, " are you going to deny 

an old man the last chance he lus of fore- 

gathering with his own flesh andUood. 

Come back here," he went on imperioualy, 

" come and look me in the face, and m^e 

no mysteries ; for, though I don't know 

your name, nor where you come from, nor 

anytbiDg else about you, it is borne in 

upon me that you are the one I have bees 

looking for, and had given up. TeU ma 

the plain truth." ■

Thus adjured, John Hedley turned bade, 

and once more sat down beeide the old 

man's chair. ■

" There are no means," he said qnietlj, 

"of proving satisfactorily a relationahip, 

which the last few minutes have saggeetoi 

to me may exist between us ; nothing but 

my own supposition. Had there been, 1 

should not have felt justified in trying to 

keep you in the dark. However, as yoa 

insist on knowing why I changed colour on 

reading just now, for the first time, yoar 

advertisement, I will tell you the Httle 

there is to tell. My mother's father waa a 

native of Carchester, his name was Joaiah 

Brown. He had lived a wild, roving life 

in Australia in his early manhood, but 

married and settled down in later life. 

My mother, his only child, he named 

Patience after his own mother; she alaou 

dead. Now, all this may be mere coinci- 

dence, or it may be that you are reaUy 

my grandfather's brother. As I said, it 

would be out of my power to find proob. 

Pray forgive me if my impatience just now 

pained you, or if I have raised ezpectatioDS 

by my unffuarded surprisa" ■

" Dear heart, dear heart i " gasped Peter, 

shivering with excitement. "To tbink 

how ^hmgs come about, and how they wt^l^ 

out ! wixjf it's quite clear he was JoaiaL 

Who else could he ha' been f Tell me 

that 1 " ■

Tly. ■
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"It seems a natural conclusion," an- 

swered John, with forced calmness, "but 

that is a long way from being quite dear. 

I know little of me ways of Siwyers, but I 

tuurdly think they would give credence to 

gach a story." ■

Peter did not attempt to answer; he 

passed his trembling hands across his 

swimming eyes, and slowly moved his 

head from side to side. ■

" Dear heart ! dear heart i " was all he 

could say. " I'll just get to bed and think 

it over. Come and tell me about it again 

to-morrow. Gome, and we'll talk it over. 

Dear heart, dear heart ! to think o' this 1 

Good night to you. Gk>od night, boy." ■

After this John Hedley went up to 

Bristol Terrace with a very strong im- 

pression that he was asleep and dreaming, 

imd that presently he should wake and 

find himself by the fire, in his easy-chair, 

with his book slipping out of his hands on 

to the floor. ■

Past midnight, when he was preparing, 

after a long reverie, to so to bed, he was 

summoned by the ni^t^lL ■

''It's old Master iBrown, down by the 

Cathedral, as is took much worse," said the 

woman who stood at the door. *' It's my 

belief he's goin' fast, and that now't can do 

him any good ; but he keeps on callin' for 

the doctor, so I came just not to moither 

the old man in his death struggle. Other- 

wise it ain't no good your comhig." ■

John hurried out at once, and, outstrip- 

ping the messenger, stood in a few minutes 

by the dying bed of the old man. ■

"Is he come!" gasped Peter, as he 

heard the sound of footsteps. ■

" Yes ; I am here," answered John, bend- 

ing over the pallid face and fast fadins 

eyes, and taking in his firm clasp the hand 

the old man tried to hold out to him. ■

The woman thought the doctor was 

feeling his pulse. ■

"There ain't much life left in him," she 

said in the loud, distinct whisper which 

women of her class always employ in a 

dck-room. ■

"Send her away," murmured the dying 

man; and when this was done he made 

one last effort to collect his thoughts and to 

utter them. " You must have the money, 

my lad," he said, drawing John's hand 

down to his panting bosom. "I'm sure 

you are the right ona Your face has been 

looking at me all night, and I can see 

Josiah's face in it It's honest money, and 

youneedn't despise it. I wanted to benefit 

that sweet lassie, but I can't rob my own ■

kin. Snaggs and Taip has my will 

You'll go to them, won't you % " ■

"Yes, yes," returned John, greatly 

moved. " Thank you for your good wiU 

to me." ■

"Come a bit closer," said Peter more 

faintly. '< It's a great comfort not to die 

alone. I shall have plenty of company in 

a few minutes— all I've cared about — ^but I 

had no one here. God bless you and her, 

my boy." ■

John lifted the dyins head, that the few 

remaining breaths might be less laboured, 

and the old verger passed to his long rest 

leaning on the bosom of his long-sought 

next of kin. ■

John and Muriel were married much 

sooner than they had dared to hope when 

they first pledged their word to one another. 

Part of Petei^s long-hoarded wealth went 

to buy a country practice on the Devon- 

shire coast, where Mrs. Lake has most 

marvellously recovered her health and 

strength, and where Doctor and Mrs. 

Hedley are extremely popular, and as 

happy as the day is long. ■

HIGHWAYS AND BY-WAYa ■

There is plenty of interest to be got 

out of a public highway, not only from its 

passengers and vehicles, but from a con- 

templation of the road itself in its various 

moods and conditions — whether, Uke some 

dark and sullen river, it reflects the lines 

of gaslights in quivering gleams, or echoes 

joyously in bright sunsmne to the tread of 

hurrying feet. But perhaps the most in- 

teresting epoch of the road's existence is 

when it almost ceases to exist, and is broken 

up to be relaid and renewed; especially 

when the renewal is of a thoroughgoing 

character — stone or macadam exchanged for 

wood or asphalte. ■

It is when our more distinguished fellow- 

creatures have taken leave of the pleasures 

and politics of the town, that these opera- 

tions are to be seen at their best ■

The big houses are shut up. On the door- 

step where once the lordly flunkies used to 

tower, and whence Lady Violet and the 

Honourable Miss Myrtle would daintily 

descend, now Mary and Susan flirt openly 

with the policeman, while cook, among the 

faded shrubs in the balcony overhead, waves 

her handkerchief to the passing guardsman. ■

But while solitude on board wages reigns 

in the long lines of mansions, the road be- 

low is the scene of labour and animation. 

Great piles of wooden blocks form a barri- ■

f ■
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cade across the thoroughfare and protect 

the rear of the workug party, while a 

band of pioneers in front attack the adaman- 

tine crust of the exbting macadam with 

sledge-hammer and pickaxe. Others level 

the bed of the road and deposit the blocks 

of wood in long rows ready for the hand of 

the setter — the setter ready of hand and 

swift with the gleaming axe. Anottier man 

sets the strings, which strings are laths left 

between each row of blocks, to be presently 

pulled up, while a man with a broom 

sweeps dry cement into the creyices. Then 

follows Aquarius with a water-bucket, leav- 

ing a layer of wet cement behind him, 

wmch Gemini, with each a huge broom, 

sweep into every cranny, while Libra comes 

after in the shape of a long metal gauge to 

make all square and fair. ■

The details of the scene are continually 

changing, for there is no settled opinion on 

the subject of pavbg. As many as there 

are vestries are the <ufferent processes em- 

ployed, and we are still a long way from 

peifection in any one of tiiem. Asphalte, 

which is excellent in dry weattier, is exe- 

crable when wet ; and both asphalte and 

wood are terrible in frost, when it is a 

piteous sight to see the poor horses slipping 

at every stride, and falling in all directions. 

The old stones, the manner of which we 

have almost forgotten — the cubes of granite 

that stout paviors used to batter at widi 

their huge wooden monkeys, standing in a 

row and beating time — the old stones gave 

a better foothold, and the relief to human 

brains from the deafening roar of the 

streets is purchased by some increase of 

suffering to the horses. ■

As well as the making of old ways a 

good deal of new work is going on, in the 

way of streets that have just left the 

builders' hands. London is continually 

marching into the country, impelled, as it 

were, by a resistless impulse towi^ds ex- 

pansion. This progress has recently been 

checked, no doubt ; but it had previously 

for many years gone on in a gradually 

increasing ratio. The extension of London 

for the past dozen years has averaged 

nearly fifty miles of new streets every year, 

and tiie culminating period was reached in 

1881, when eighty-six miles of new streets 

were added to the beat of the Metropolitan 

polica ■

The process of street-making is a simple 

one. The line of road and causeway is 

laid down by the builder, under the super- 

vision of the surveyor of the local au- 

thority, and the builder usually puts down ■

the heavy granite sets which form the kerb 

of the footway. The gas and water pipei 

have been laid in the prdiminaiy open- 

tions, and a row of gas lamps is not l<mgin 

following Uie first appearance of hnrnin 

settlers on the scene. Then geneisUj 

follows a period of dirt and disorganiui- 

tion in the new street The roadway ii 

ploughed up into ruts; the rain fonat 

huge pools of liquid mud; in the hot 

summer days clouds of dust sweep along 

loaded with particles of organic matter; 

for no scavenger visits the street, no water- 

carts. The street is not yet taken om 

by the vestry or local board, and none of 

its offioiaJs, except the rate-collector, pays 

a visit to the devoted spot, which becomes 

a convenient receptacle for dead cata and 

dogs and refuse of every kind. This kmd 

of purgatory larts frequently for seyenl 

years. And then one day an anny ofotm- 

tractor'smenappearsuponthescene. PileB 

of flag-stones are reared here and there, 

which have come from quarries among Ha 

hiUs of LMicashire and x orkahire, and the 

stone-cutters are at work chipping them to 

the exact measurement required Mean- 

time the bed of the roadway is fonned with 

rough stones and brickbata, which a few 

hours' pressure ftt)m the steam roller re- 

duces to something like the profile d t 

road. The side channels are formed of 

granite blocks, supplied moat likely from 

the rough and rugged hUls of Oomwall, or 

it may be from the granite dty in the 

North, or the quarries of the fartheit 

Orcades. The crossings, too,'are formed of 

t^e same material, and then, with cartloadi 

of broken stones and continual applioatka 

of the steam roller, the road may be con- 

sidered made. ■

But let us get off the stones if we ean; 

stones that were once typical of the streets 

of London, which have ceased to be paved 

with gold even in the imagination of the 

veriest yokel, since pitch pine and Utomen 

have come into fashion ; let us away into 

the country and see what road-makers are 

doing there. Our distinguished friend 

who are visiting each other, at lordly castles 

and baronial halls, have not escaped bm 

the miseries of road-mending. The heaps 

of stones which old men in the pariah oni- 

form have been assiduously cracking all 

the year are now spread pell-mell over the 

roads, to be beaten down and made smooth 

by the more or less delicate hoofii of honea 

of every degree. Anything ia better than 

mud, and it is possible to get along if hot 

slowly, over a newly maatdainised road. ■

^- ■
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Macadam himself, indeed, would be jastly 

indignant at hearing his name applied to 

Bueh a heterogeneous collection of sharp 

stones. It was one of his maxims that no 

stone should be put upon a road, if that 

stone were too big to be popped into a 

man's mouth; but, though Gargantuan 

mouths may be met with sometimes, there 

are stones on our road that would be more 

than a mouthful for the biggest of them. 

And here the steam-roller is* rarely at hand 

to reduce the rough stones into order. ■

In contrast with our rough-and-ready 

system of public roads we may take a 

glance at the Soman method, that left 

behind it roads which are in many cases still 

in existence, and which, in other instances, 

were destroyed, not by wear and tear — for 

with ordinary repairs these roads are im- 

perishable — but of malice aforethought,, for 

the sake of the excellent gravel and other 

materials they contained. There was a 

simple uniformity about the Roman method 

which gave excellent results, although, in 

the absence of any detailed survey of the 

country — the roads were necessarily carried 

out with a too rigid directness. The work- 

m^ employed were the legionaries and 

the people of the country, who grumbled 

and complained much of the compulsory 

seryice. The overseers were the centurions 

and sub-officers of the legion, with no 

instruments, save their own arms and legs 

—no theodolites, no levels, but just a r^ 

for measuring and a chain to mark a line. ■

First, the width of the road was paced 

oat> either twelve or twenty-four paces, 

according to the importance of the thorough- 

fare, and the direction fixed by a line of 

soldiers at intervals, dressed with military 

precision. Then a plough was borrowed 

from a neighbouring field, and a furrow 

traced on each side of the proposed road. 

Between these furrows the top soil was 

removed till a smooth and firm foundation 

was obtained. Over this was spread a thin 

layer of rough cement, in which were laid 

large flat stones, placed one upon the other 

for the ppace of ten inches, and joined 

together with cement intimately and firmly. 

The cement employed owed its excellence to 

the method in which it was mixed, the lime 

behig thoroughly mingled with pounded 

tile and brick, and not slaked till just before 

it was wanted for use; and it presently 

hardened into a solid mass more durable 

thui the stone which it united. Over this 

solid foundation was laid a second course 

of broken stones about the diameter of the 

pahn of the hand : with these were mixed ■

broken pots, tiles, and bricks, which aided 

to bind and make solid the mass. Upon 

this was placed a layer of sand and chalk, 

and over all a coating of six inches of 

sraveL The whole construction was three 

feet in thickness, and defined like our 

modem roads by granite kerbs with drains 

and culverts, ana nearly always with a 

raised causeway at the aide for foot pas- 

sengers. The streams that might be met 

with were generally crossed by a ford, the 

bed of the stream being carefully widened 

and paved, a device which has given a 

name to the many Stratfords that are to to 

be found in the " Gazetteer " of the present 

day. Where the road ran through low- 

lying land it was generally raised on an 

embankment; and, as the Boman roads 

were for many centuries after the Norman 

Conquest the chief means of communica- 

tion, this feature of theirs probably caused 

them to be known as the high street, or 

more formally the King's high street or the 

King's highway. ■

But there are many existing roads which 

owe their origin to a period long before the 

Boman invasion; trackways which were 

never adopted into the Eoman itineraries, 

and which are known by various local 

names as port-ways, salt-ways, and so on ; 

others have survived in the form of bridle- 

roads ; while of the innumerable footpaths 

that intersect the fields, passing from one 

little settlement to another, most are of an 

antiquity far beyond the present system of 

land tenure. ■

The earliest road-book that has been 

preserved to the present day is a Roman 

itinerary, designed evidently for the use of 

military officers, giving the routes and dis- 

tances from one military station to another, 

over most parts of the Boman empire, in- 

cluding Britain. From internal evidence 

it is pretty certain that this itinerary was 

compiled in the reign of the Emperor 

Antoninus Pius, and thus the name gene- 

rally applied to it is Antonine's Itinerary. 

This gives us the route from the Boman 

wall in Cumberland to the coast of Kent, as 

well as the ways between many important 

towns, and is the main source of our know- 

ledge of the localities of Boman Britain. ■

Another valuable guide is in the form of 

a map or tablet, containing in a compressed 

and conventional form a chart of the various 

roads of the empire branching out from 

Bome; but, unfortunately, giving but few 

details as to the roads of Britain. The 

archaeologists of the last century were much 

excited bv the alleeed discovery amouR ■

t ■
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oertaiii Danish archives of a yeritable 

guide to the whole of Britain, apparently 

compiled by a medisBval monk, one Richard 

of Cirencester, from a Roman original, 

and showing roads and stations all over 

Britain, hitherto unknown or only guessed 

at. But modem criticism has demolished 

Richard of Cirencester, at least that part 

of him which concerns Roman topography, 

and has stiraiatised his treatise as a for- 

gery cleverly constructed by its alleged 

discoverer, one Bertram. With the collapse 

of Richard many laborious and learned 

treatises, founded upon his topography, 

fell to pieces, such as Uiose of Dr. Whitaker 

of Manchester, of whom De Quincey says 

that he wrote his histories entirely in the 

subjunctive mood. ■

Anyhow the dim light we have upon 

the roads of Roman Britain, falls into al- 

most total darkness during many following 

ages. The purely military roads no doubt 

fell into disuse during the Saxon domina- 

tion, and only the four great thoroughfares 

of the kiogdom had any national care be- 

stowed upon them. But these, and espe- 

cially Watling Street, the great highway 

from north to south, were kept in some 

kind of repair. There were waywardens 

even in those days, and the bridges the 

Romans had built were probably kept in 

repair. For while the devout Saxons 

exempted ecclesiastical lands from ordinary 

taxation, there were three services from 

which even Churchmen could not escape — 

the trinoda necessitaii, as it was called by 

the legist of the period — that is, building 

forts, repairing bridges, and supplybg men 

for the national army. Some kind of pro- 

tection, too, was afforded for wayfarers; 

lands were held on the condition of afford- 

ing armed men to guard the way ; while 

under the laws of Edward the Confessor, the 

King's peace extended over the great high- 

ways, and the blood money of a man killed 

on the highway was proportionately raised. 

Sometimes a powerful Abbot would take the 

roads adjoining his monastery under his 

charge, sometimes a municipal town would 

be charged with the guardianship of the 

King's highway. This was the case at 

Nottingham, where the town had charge 

of the road as well as the river, and where 

any who ploughed or dug a ditch within 

two perches of the King's highway forfeited 

eight pounds to the King. There are 

BimOar penalties to be found in the ancient 

laws of Wales, which are equally derived, 

no doubt, from the Roman municipal juris- 

prudence. ■

Then, with the advent of the Normun, 

more attention was paid to the loads d 

the kingdom, the conquerors' laws directing 

that each hundred shall have its viy. 

wardens, who should be responsible fortbe 

safety of wayfarera Bat it is not till theyeir 

A.D. 1 285 thatany distinct enactmentisfoond 

as to the care of the roads themselves, and 

then it is only to enjoin the lords of tiie 

soil to enlarge the ways where boihai, 

woods, or ditches encroach upon the high- 

ways, in order to prevent robberies In- 

deed, as long as travelling on hoisebicV 

and the conveyance of goods on pack ani- 

mals prevailed, the public necessity for 

well^metalled roads was not evident With 

vride open spaces of unenclosed lands, it 

was more pleasant and easy to amble orer 

the turf than to pound along a hard road; 

and indeed, it is not till great people 

begin to ride in coaches that we find tlie 

governing power busying itself abont the 

roads. ■

Possibly we owe the beginning of oar 

highway legislation to the haughty indo- 

lence of Philip of Spain, who pref^red to 

loll in a gilt coach rather than take to the 

saddle. Anyway, it was soon after the 

Spanish marriage that the first general law 

as to highways appears in the statute book. 

This enacts that two surveyors shall be 

chosen in each parish, and that the inhaU- 

tants shall provide labourers, carriagei, 

tools, etc., for four days in each year to 

work upon the roads under the directios 

of the surveyor. ■

That this enactment was received with- 

out much opposition Ehows pretty dearij 

that it imposed no more than people were 

already accustomed to. In fact, the sys- 

tem of forced labour on the roads hid 

been in use from the days of Roman legis- 

lation. But it is doubtful whether anf 

good effect was produced upon the road& 

In fact, for the couple of centuries hnmfr 

diately following this enactment, the roads 

were never probably in worse condition. ■

At the same time there was a general 

and not unnatural feeling in coon^ 

parishes that those who used the roads^ 

the great people going to and fro, the 

courtiers, the couriers, and the merchants 

^-ought to bear the burden of repairing 

them. And this feeling in time found ex- 

pression in legislatioiL In the time of 

Charles the Second, restrictions were 

laid on the weight of carriages and their 

contents by limiting the number of catUe 

by which they might be drawn ; power was 

given to raise an assessment for die repairs ■

"S^ ■
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of the roads ; ^t^^ the plan of impoaing tolls 

be^ran to be adopted. ■

From this time we begin to hear of Turn- 

pikes, and as time went on, Turnpike Acts 

were passed, and turnpike roads began to 

be talked about. With increased traffic and 

better roads the stage waggon replaced the 

packhorse in the conveyance of merchandise 

—the huge tilted-waggon that survived till 

railway times, with its six or eight sleek 

horses, the smart waggoner riding his cob 

by the side of it, flourishing his long cart- 

whip, as the road wound through undu- 

lating ground with cornfields and pas- 

tares, still mostly unenclosed, and by-ways 

branching off with way-posts, at the junc- 

tion pointing to some village whose spire 

shows over the hillsida ■

In the year 1767 the system of collecting 

tolls was extended to the great roads in 

all directions^ and the customary statute 

labour was appropriated entirely to the 

cross, or country roads. This date marks 

the beginning of the era of stage-coaches, 

and the full development of an organ- 

ised system of posting from stage to 

stage along the public roads. From this 

time the roads of England began to rouse 

the wonder and envy of other nations. 

In France especially, just before the revo- 

lutionary era, the roads were execrable, and 

the few public conveyances clumsy and 

badly horsed. Everything had to give 

way to the equipages of Uie grand seig- 

nenrs, and the starving peasantry were 

dragged from their sloppy fields to draw 

the gilded coach of the Marquis or Count 

out of the quagmires of the public road. ■

At the present time the public highways 

of France are, in management and order, 

greatly superior to our own, but at that 

date they were at least a century behind ; 

and this although most of our improved 

modes of locomotion had been originally 

adopted from French models. The coach, 

however, seems to have come to us from the 

steppes — its model, the light waggon such 

as even now conveys the traveller in most 

parts of Russia. Herberstein, writing in 

the sixteenth century, speaks of coaches 

under the name of " cotcluen," or " kolyshi 

wagnen,*' and adds : " They are so cfidled 

after a village ten miles distant from Buda, 

Kotsee, Eotch, now Kitser. They are 

drawn by three horses abreast ; they carry 

four persons along with the driver ; and it is 

indeed a very agreeable conveyance, so that 

anyone can convey his bedclothes, eatables, 

and drinkables, and other conveniences, 

provided the load be not a heavv one." ■

The modem coach, however, retains no 

characteristic of its presumed model, the 

cotch waggon, except the central pole, 

which, in all properly constructed coaches, 

unites the framework of the two pairs of 

wheels, and gives stability to the whole 

structure. ■

And yet, efficient as were our roads in 

the old coaching days, the system of their 

management was a tiling of shreds and 

patches, controlled here by local authorities, 

there by turnpike trustees, under the 

authority of a complicated network of Acts 

of Parliament. But the era of the coach- 

and-four corresponded with a period of 

great energy and capacity among the 

country gentry. The Pitts, and statesmen 

of their school, almost created the landed 

gentry as an active and overpowering ele- 

ment ; and the Justice Shallow, of Shiake- 

speare's time — and long after — was trans- 

formed into a keen and able local adminis- 

trator, with a shrewd notion of his own 

class interests, but also with a strong feel- 

ing of loyal devotion to the State. His 

younger sons went abroad, and helped to 

win our Indian and Colonial Empire ; the 

Squire himself, and the young heir, stopped 

at home to rule the Bench and manage the 

roads. ■

The first blast of the railway whistle 

foreboded the downfall of turnpikes and 

stage-coaches. As soon as a line of railway 

was completed the coaches were at once 

withdrawn; posting almost ceased; the 

great ways were deserted; the toll-gates 

rusted on their hinges. Often enough 

money had been borrowed for the making 

or improvement of the turnpike roads; 

the interest remained unpaid, or was only 

partly paid. There was no surplus any- 

how for the repair of the roads, which fell 

into a bad condition all over the country. 

At the same time the high tolls and heavy 

license duties which had been borne with 

difficulty when the world in general tra- 

velled by road, now proved almost pro- 

hibitory of the minor public conveyances 

from town to town. It had been otherwise 

in the coaching days. Little Peddling- 

ton had its daily coach to Slowcombe 

Minor ; and if the enterprise did not bring 

wealth to its proprietors, it paid expenses 

and proved a public convenience. Soon 

it was found that no public conveyance was 

possible, except to the nearest railway 

station. And thus it is to the present day, 

although tolls are now fast disappearing, 

and most of the fiscal duties have been 

modified. ■

■
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The turnpike system has lasted long 

after the life was fairly oat of it, and as 

yet no efficient control of the highways has 

been effected. The liability of a parish to 

keep its roads in repair is raefolly accepted 

by those concerned ; and, by 25 and 26 

Yict, magistrates in Quarter Sessions were 

empowered to form highway districts of 

an aggregation of parishes, rural and urban; 

and generally throughout the country 

these districts have been formed, with sur- 

veyors and a govemine board for each 

district But each wheel of the machine is 

independent of the other, and the general 

result is that the state of the roads, sJl over 

the country, is as yarious and uncertain as 

can well be imagined. ■

A newinterest hasnowbeen broughttothe 

question by the growth of the wheel-world. 

The bicycle and the tricycle now penetrate 

to every comer of the limd ; and upon the 

state of the roads depends the well-being of 

every tourist on wheels. There are consuls 

and vice-consuls in every direction who 

are appointed by the great touring club, 

and who make it unpleasant sometimes for 

the lagging highwayman. The old-fashioned 

agricmturist has naturally little sympathy 

with these new invaders of his seclusion. 

" Why should the likes of we pay highway 

rates for the likes of them runaway wheel 

gentry 1 " asks Farmer Hodge, as he listens 

imperturbably to the bell and whistle of the 

cyclist who is trying to get past his broad- 

wheeled waggon. ■

It may be worth while to cross the 

Channel, and see how our near neighbours 

deal with their public roads. There we 

shall find the neat and complete organisa^ 

tion characteristic of the nation. The 

roads are all classed according to their 

degree — national roads, which are at the 

charge of the State ; departmental roads, 

whicn are borne upon the budgets of tihe 

departments ; and vicinal ways, which are 

kept up at the charge of the commune or 

township. The classification is almost 

identical with that of Imperial Bome, and 

was no doubt purposely so modelled. The 

whole of the roads, of whatever degree, 

are under the management of the Depart- 

ment of Fonts et Chauss^ea ■

Amost familiar figure on the French roads 

is the " cantonnier," who, like the plate- 

layer on an English railway, is charged with 

keeping in repair a certain limited stretch 

of roads. On his own strip of road the 

oantonnier is constantly at work, whenever 

the weather permits, and, as he is paid 

only for the hours he works, he makes as ■

much hii weather as possible. Frequently 

he is an old soldier, and one recaUs that 

taking picture, " My Old Segiment,'' where 

the cantonnier, quitting his stone-breaking 

for a moment^ salutes the standivd of the 

dragoons, his old comrades, who are filing 

over the little bridge. The cantonnieris 

but poorly paid, and rarely makes his two 

francs a day, but he has probably a cottage 

close by with a " cour," a saving wife, with 

no family but her chickens and her goat, 

or perhaps even a cow. Always where the 

cantonnier is at work you see his iron stake 

driven into the ground with a little tin box 

hanging from it, which contains his docu- 

ments, his schedule of work, and so on, 

which will be presently vis^d by his imme- 

diate superior, the ** agent voyer,** who is 

constantly on the move throughout his dis- 

trict, with his own documents always ready 

to be vis^d by somebody else. ■

With all this care and supervision, the 

roads of France are in a state of general 

and uniform efficiency. Many of the great 

roads were laid out under the decrees of 

the First Napoleon ; but, during tihe Ee- 

storation and the reign of the Citizen King, 

the roads were a good deal neglected. Dur- 

ing the Second Empire, on the contrary, 

great improvements were made in the 

roads all over the country. The main 

strength of Imperialism was among the 

peasants and small cultivators, who were 

quite alive to the importance of good roads, 

and were not ungrateful when public money 

was spent in making them. And if smaU 

farming is to flourish, and local markets to 

be supplied, good roads are as indispensable 

here as there. ■

victim: s. ■

Br THEO GIFT. ■

Author <if" La iKnimer."** An Alibi and %U Price,'' ■

me,, Btc ■

CHAPTER XX. — »IENHIR DAHUT. ■

It was a fine breezy afternoon in the 

early part of April, when a young English- 

man — an artist apparently, for he carried a 

sketching-block and paint-box suspended 

by a strap round his shoulders — set out to 

walk from a little village in the west of 

Brittany. He had left his vehicle at the 

one small hostelry which the hamlet 

boasted, and, declining the offer of a guide, 

had asked hk way to one of the sights of 

the neighbourhood, a menhir, some two or 

three miles distant, which, from its lofty 

stature and its position on the highest part ■

^- ■
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of an open heathi aerved as a landmark to 

yeesels far out at sea. ■

His way bronght him at last to one of 

the^ Calyarys so common in these parts, 

which was placed at a bend in tiie lane 

JQBt where the latter forked into three, 

makiDg him doabtfol which of the nairow, 

deyioQS paths to pursue. A woman was 

kneeling at prayer in the road beneath 

it, and the young man lifted his hat, and 

stood reverently aside till she had finished, 

his eyes wandering from the tidl, black, 

wooden cross, wim its solemn, pathetic 

burden reared high above the delicate 

green flutter of half-formed leaves and 

clusters of snowy blackthorn in the hedge- 

row behind, to the homely, white-capped 

figmre with ite string of beads trickling 

rapidly through the brown, hard fingers; 

and the pair of goats, presumably her pro- 

perty, who were slaking their thirst at 

a tiny stream which gudied out of the 

steep, primrose-studded bank, and ran away 

in a succession of miniature, glittering 

pools across the lane below. ■

Presently the woman, having finished 

her prayers, or becoming aware of the 

stranger's observation, rose up, putting her 

beads into the pocket of her blue unen 

apron, and the young man came forward 

and asked her his way. He spoke very bad 

French, with a strong English accent, and 

she, as it appeared, spoke no French at all, 

notiiing but her native Breton; but by 

dint of frequent repetitions of the words 

" Menhir-Dahut," and much expenditure 

of finffer-pointing, they arrived at last at a 

knowledge of each other's meaning, and, 

iiaving received his directions, the traveller 

set off again at a brisker step than before. 

It was a longer walk than he had antici- 

pated; the deep, stony lanes, with their 

high banks bossed witn gnarled tree-roots 

and crowned with dainty fringing of bud- 

ding green, seemed to him interminabla 

Now and then there was a break, an open 

patch, a stretch of banren heath rdieved by 

an occasional tall fir-tree ; a tiny hamlet to 

this side or that, some score or less of grey, 

weather-stained cottages with an old church 

crumbling into ruin ; and all about a flutter 

of rosy almond-bloBSoms, of swaying daf- 

fodils, and the gurgling of hidden streams 

crossed by mossy stones and overhung by 

slender, golden-budded palms glittering in 

the cool sunlight Everywhere, on every 

bit of rising ground, through every break 

in the hedgerows, the sea was visible, a 

misty stripe beyond a wide stretch of flat, 

desolate country, broken now and then by ■

the tawny glimmer of a salt marsh, or by 

an occasioiud group of those strange, pre- 

historic monoliths, the menhirs so chBrac- 

teristic of this part of Brittany, looking 

at this distance like fossil human beings of 

gigantic size holding converse together. ^ ■

Of actual living specimens of himianity 

the young man saw very few anyiriiere, 

and these seemed a stem, sombre-looking 

race: the men — with their wild-looking 

eyes and straight, dark hair floating over 

their shoulders, their enormous black hats 

and many -buttoned jackets — having a 

curious air of half -savage medisBvalism 

about them; while the women seemed 

mere beasts of burden, brown-skinned, 

patient creatures, labouring with stiff, bent 

shoulders over hoe or spade in the newly- 

ploughed fields, or wheeling heavy barrows 

of tim or manure along the deeply-ratted 

roada ■

Very soon, however, the stranger left 

even these primitive specimens of civilisa- 

tion behina, and emerged on to a wide 

expanse of heath, brown and naked-looking, 

broken only by a few scattered fir-trees or 

a dump of Uohen-crnsted rocks at rare 

intervals, but enamelled at this season 

with minute spring blossoms and emerald 

mosses, joyous with the song of larks, and 

sweet with the strong salt breeze which 

swept over it from that wide bay beyond 

the lower level of land of which the black 

rocks of Pen'marche form one distant 

point. ■

Here at last, right in front of him, as it 

seemed, rose the object of which he was in 

search — a tall, upright monolith of ^y 

stone, twenty feet high at least, outlmed 

as sharply against the pale-blue sky as in 

that time, hundreds of years ago, when the 

hands whidi placed it there and which 

crumbled into dust long before the age of 

history began, first chiselled its sides into 

rough angles and scored grotesque patterns 

over its dusky fiftce. At its feet, broken 

into three huge fragments, lay a second 

menhfr, partiybedded in the turf and partly 

heaped together so as to form a sort of 

natural penthoosa All around, to right, 

to left, and behind him, the heath stretched 

away in long, rolling undulations bare and 

barren enough, save for its brief covering of 

thin spring greenness, and for the clumps 

of ragged furze bushes spotted here and 

there with sparse gold blossoms. In front 

it took a downward slope, giving to view 

not only the low-lying line of flat coast- 

land beyond, but beyond that again a vast 

semi>circnlar space of vague, ahimmery ■
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ocean, blue as the sky above it, cleft at one 

extremity by the ragged, ink-black rocks 

of the point, or '*torche," of Pen'marche, 

against whose cruel jaws the waves, even 

at this distance, could be seen rearing them- 

selves in cataracts of cream-white foam; 

and dotted on the far horizon by the 

islands of Karek-hir and La Gharette, glit- 

tering like sparks oi fire in the low sun- 

light ■

A grand view in its breadth and loneli- 

ness; but either the traveller was disap- 

pointed in it, or he had come in search of 

something else but the picturesque after 

all; for uter one hasty glance at it, and 

scarcely even that at the great menhir, 

to reach which, when he first caught sight 

of it, he had redoubled his pace, he turned 

his back on both, and devoted himself to 

eagerly scanning the undulating ridges of 

heath in one direction with an expression 

of anxious impatience which changed, how- 

ever, to one of positively radiant delight, 

when suddenly two figures rose above the 

crest of the rising ground some couple ;of 

hundred yards mstant, and came dowly 

towards mm in the track of the westering 

sun. ■

They were those of a youn^ woman and 

a boy, the latter dressed in ordmary peasant 

costume and carrying a thick stick in his 

hand ; the former wearing a broad-brimmed 

felt hat with a curling feather, and wrapped 

in a long fur-lined cloak, which she held 

closely round her as if for warmth. It fell 

from her hands, however, and the ends 

were swept backwards by the strong breeze 

as she caught sight of the solitary male 

figure standing in the shadow of the great 

menhir ; and in the same moment the boy 

also pointed to it, saying something to her 

which she answered in a way that had the 

effect of making him stop short and seat 

himself on a jutting fragment of rock, from 

which he had a good view of the country 

around. She herself made no stop, how- 

ever, beyond that first, half involuntary 

one ; but went forward, slowly at first, and 

then more swiftly, and in another moment 

was clasped and held in the grip of two 

strong arms, while, between the kisses 

which he fairly rained upon her white, agi- 

tated face, Marstland — ^for it was he, and 

no artist— -almost sobbed out : ■

'' My Vera, my poor, poor little darling I 

At last 1 " ■

Vera did not make any reply. Perhaps 

she had not expected so passionate a greet- 

ing, and was frightened by it, for she trem- 

bled excessively, and the face which lay on ■

his breast was so deadly pale that he 

thought she was going to hint; bat she 

made no efifort to repel him or free bendf, 

and only after a minute <v so gave utter- 

ance to a long sighing, "Ohl ohr lo 

expressive of past pain and trouUe,aiMi 

present half-fearful relief, that it brooght 

tears into her lover's eyes. ■

In truth she was greatly altered sineehe 

had last seen her ; utered even sbee thit 

visit to the Convent of the Augustimaniit 

Quimper only six weeks previously. It had 

been a sad and troubled face which greeted 

the sisters then, unduly pale for one bo 

young, and quite devoid of that sweety ud 

almost expressionless tranquillity iriddi 

till lately had been its chief dianeteris- 

tic ; but now the pallor was ghastly wHh 

a dull red spot in the centre of eich 

cheek, while the soft carves of the litter 

and of the round chin had sharpened 

visibly, and the pupils of the laige ffSf 

e^es were dilated with a jateous ei^ni- 

sion, half hopelessness, hiuf despentiao, 

which went to Marstland's heart, and midf 

him hold her closer still with almost meo- 

herent words of tenderness and careno^ ■

" My poor, poor little darling ! " hekept 

saying pitifully, ''how you have soffered, 

and — Heaven forgive me 1 — ^for me, for joor 

truth to me 1 Oh, Vera, I never loved 70a 

so much as at this moment ; andyel, when 

I see what my love has brought on yoo, I 

could almost wish for your sake we bi 

never met." ■

"Doyout Ahl so do I sometimes; but ■

not now," said Vera simply. She hid ■

recovered composure enough to draw he^ 

self a UtUe away, so that, wough his ami 

were still round her, she could stand aloai 

and look up at him ; but that only mi^ 

the weary sadness of her face more ip> 

parent, and she did not resist when her 

lover took ofif his great-coat, and foldiDgit 

into a cushion for her, made her sit don 

on the soft turf under the lee <rf the fiUa 

menhir, and lean against him while ther 

talked. « It did not seem possible that! 

should find you here," she said softly. ''It 

has been getting more and more hopelev 

every day of late, so that I sometintf 

thought all your planning and troobu 

would be no use ; but now that yea hare ■

come oh 1 it is quite different nov* ■

Perhaps you will save me after all." ■

" Of course I have come, and of ooanB I 

shall save you," Marstiand said, the deep» 

strong tones of his voice oontraiting 

strangely with those feeble, flattenng oM 

scarcely more than a wlusper, ia whi» ■
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Vera spoke. " Did you doubt me, love, 

that you were not sure of that? Didn't 

yea hiow that my only reason for not try- 

ing to see you sooner, to write oftener, was 

the fear of bringing fresh peril and trouble 

on yon; that, except for the form of 

running oyer to Guernsey for a day or so 

now and again to visit the lodgings I took 

there more than a fortnight ago, I have 

neyer been further from you than Qnimper 

or Morlaiz; and when I left the island 

yesterday evening, after making all the 

final preparations for our marriage, I told 

my landlady to make her rooms extra bright 

and neat for the day after to-morrow, as 

when I next returned to them I should 

bring my wife with me. She will not be 

Sony to find herself there, my little wife, 

wiU she. Vera 1" ■

For a minute Vera did not answer. She 

did not even blush ; only looked up at him 

with an expression of almost awed wonder 

and admiration ; but after an instant this 

was quenched in the frightened, crushed 

look, which seemed to have settled like 

a mask on her youns features, and she said 

yery low and fearfuUy : ■

''They say that we are all to start for 

Paris the day after to-morrow^ in order 

that we may keep my birthday thera" ■

"I know," said Ma^tland smiling, "only 

nnfortonately I mean you to keep it with 

me instead. It is disagreeable that they 

should have taken up the other idea, and 

so obliged us to hurry matters ; for of 

course I should have liked to have waited 

till the day on which you do become of 

'fall age,' as I have already described 

you; but it is their fault for cbriving us to 

it, and you will have your birthday present 

of a plain gold ring a day before the anni- 

versary, that's alL Let me try it on now, 

my darling one, and see if it fits." ■

He took it out of his waistcoat pocket as 

he spoke, keeping one arm round her the 

while, his face full of colour, fire, and ex- 

citement; but no answering blush came to 

Yera's cheek. All the sweet pink roses 

which used to flush face and throat at the 

slightest provocation seemed to have faded 

with her now, and she only said in the 

tame low, tremulous tone : ■

"They will find out, and come after us." ■

"As they please," Marstland answered 

sternly. "It will be a shorter journey 

for them than it would be if they were to 

follow us to England, should they feel dis- 

posed to take so much trouble for the sake 

ofhringing you their forgiveness; and it 

will be no use their coming for anything | ■

>r ■

else. You will belong to me then, and, 

once that is the case, no one shall ever be 

allowed to say a harsh word to you again. 

Be sure of that 1 " ■

" But if they — ^if they take me away ! 

Vera whispered, her lips paling with the 

word& ■

••My own love! how can theyl They 

suspect nothing at present, or you would 

not be here now; and, unless anything 

unforeseen were to happen, I have made 

all my plans far too carefully to be thwarted. 

B6noite tells me that it will not be difficult 

for you to leave your room unheard, that 

it is at some distance from your parents^ 

apartments, and that she will be waiting 

for you outside the garden door, which is 

never fastened. I wanted to be there, but 

she would not let ma She said the dogs 

would be sure to make a noise, and of 

course we must run no useless risks ; but I 

shall be ready for you in the lane at the 

bottom of the orchard with a strong, light 

carriage, and one of the best horses to be 

had for love or money in the neighbour- 

hood. We will drive to Quimper, catch 

the early morning express there for Mor- 

laix, and once there we shall be met by 

my friend's steam yacht, which will take 

us across to Guernsey quicker than any 

one else would be likely to follow us, even 

if they started only five minutes later. 

After that, you know, there is nothing 

more for us to do but to walk up to the 

church and be married ! It will be in the 

afternoon, but I have made all the needful 

arrangements for that ; fortunately after- 

noon and evening marriages are too com- 

mon there for one to excite any notice, and 

it will be no use for any one to follow us 

then. You will be my wife, and no one 

can take you from me ; and if your mother 

is a religious woman, if they either of them 

have any care for your good name, I 

shouldn't think they would wish to do so. 

You will be safe enough, my precious one, 

if you are only willing to do the one thing 

that will make you so— an immensely great 

thing, but I have no choice save to ask it 

of you — to trust yourself to me." ■

"Leah said I might tn;st you," Vera 

answered simply, "and unless you take 

me away — you inake it all seem easy when 

you speak; but at other times when I 

think how strong they are, it does not ■

seem possible ; and then " ■

" There is no ' then,' Vera," said Marst- 

land, putting additional firmness into his 

voice, so as to reassure her. *' You have 

only to believe that, to rest your faith in ■

» ■

i ■

' ■

■ff ■
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me — before Heaven you may, my child — as 

entirely as though, till the moment when 

we stand together at the altar I were 

your father or your brother ; and it will 

be easy. I have taken every pains to make 

it so." ■

Vera looked up suddenly. ■

"Will Leah be there?" she asked. 

"Once — in London — she promised that, 

when the time came, she would be my 

bridesmaid; that she would be — there 

with me. I thought perhaps," — her lips 

quivering a little — ** that she would have 

managed to go over to Guernsey too." ■

" With me ? " asked Marstland laughing. 

<< My own darling 1 even on the score of 

propriety alone, I'm afraid that would be 

hardly possible." ■

" But, if it is proper for me to go with you 

— and she said she could trust you, too ? " ■

'* Only you see you are going to be my 

wife, and she is not. No, no, you innocent 

child, a man does not bring one young 

lady to help him to run away with an- 

other ; and, as it happens, Leah doesn't 

even know what is taking place, or that 

I am not in London at the present 

moment" ■

" Leah doesn't know 1 " Vera repeated, a 

look of such dismay coming into her face, 

that he regretted having spoken. " Oh 1 

I thought — I made sure you would have 

told her — that it was she who was advising 

you. I thought if she felt sure it would be ■

safe " ^e stopped short, the tears ■

rushing into her eyes, and Marstland, 

bitterly annoyed with himself, drew her 

closer to him and tried his best to soothe 

her. ■

'< My dear love, it will be safe for you. 

It does not need Leah's assurance to make 

it so; though you would certainlv have 

that too if you could ask her. My only 

reason for not telling her of our plans was 

that we agreed, you know, to keep them a 

profound secret, and I cotdd scarcely have 

made her an exception to the rule without 

doing so by the Professor also. You know 

what friends she and her father are in every 

sense of the word.'' ■

" But when I begged you to keep it a 

secret, I said, ' exceptfrom the Josephses,' " 

Vera answered. " And the Professor was 

always so kind, he might even have helped 

you." ■

"No; he would not have done that," 

said Marstland, frowning a little. " He is 

kind — I don't want to prejudice you 

against him. Vera — but in this matter he 

has not been so kind as he might have ■

been. It was he who would not let Leah 

write to you after she got your mother's 

letter ; and he seemed inclined to make a 

jest of the affair — not to believe that our 

afifection for each other was as deep as it is. 

The fact is, he's an excellent old fdbw, 

but just a little narrow-minded and worldly- 

wise, as old fellows are apt to be; and I 

expect he thought it was the proper thing 

for one paternal authority to Appear to 

support another." ■

" Ah ! he too thinks it wrong to go 

against one's parents, then," said Y^ ao 

sadly that Marstland wished more than 

ever that the Josephses' name had not 

come up. ■

"Not when parents are cruel and 

tyrannical enough to want to force one 

into wrong-doing themselves," he answered 

briskly. " Why, Yera, think for yonndf 

how differently /he treats his children! 

what perfect liberty they enjoy ! Why, I 

don't believe he had even spoken to little 

Lucas till Naomi came home from a dance 

one day and said she was engaged to him; 

and I am quite sure he, and Leah, and the 

whole family will be only too glad to hear 

that we are married. Indeed, he said him- 

self that he should be the first to come and 

see you when you were my wife." ■

" Did he ireally I " ■

Yera looked a little reassured, and a 

faint tinge of colour came back to her 

cheek. ■

" Of course he did ; and well telegnpl 

to them the moment the ceremony is over, 

so that you may have their congratalatioDi 

as soon as may be. I will wnte to joor 

parents, too, and tell them that you an 

safe, and well, and married to me, so thai 

they will not be dragging the ponda te 

you at any rate. I will even ask their for 

giveness for you, if it will please you, love; 

though, when I look at your sweet Ik^ 

and see what they have been making yon 

suffer, I can't promise to forgive them." ■

Yera looked up at him wiUi the same 

mixture of awed admiration and wonder as 

before. ■

"You speak as if I — as if I belonged to 

you already," she said innocently; "hoi 

you forget I do belong to them still la^ 

their child, you know ; and I suppose it is 

natural that papa — Uie Count lent him 

money, you know — that he should &^^ 

me to help him to show his gratitade 

this way, smce he wishes it I mjghft even 

have done it — I don't know— n I had 

never met you, or if you had not k^t ^ 

caring for me; but now— now that I »« ■

'=^ ■
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yon again — I feel that I could not I 

neyer could. Even the convent would be 

better." ■

''And, now tiiat yon have seen me, 

Veia, it shall be neither the Count nor the 

c<myent," said Marstland, kissing her, 

"though our scraps of letters have been so 

scrappy that I don't yet know how you 

can have got involved in this way ; still 

lees what can have ripened the idea of this 

iniquitous marriage so suddenly, or induced 

you to write me that dreadful little note, 

which I think I may destroy now, though 

the reading it nearly drove me mad at the 

lime.'' And he took out of his pocket a 

foMed sheet of paper and spread it before 

her. It was so blotted that you could 

scarcely read the words as they ran. ■

''DSAA GSOBGE, ■

"This is only to say good-bye. It 

is no, no use 1 The Count hM come back, 

and they are going to make me marry him 

m a mcmth. I have tried all I can, but 

they will not listen. Thev make it seem 

as if I were something wicked ; as if I had 

promised I But I never did promise ; only 

I am so weak, I don't how to resist Oh, 

f(»give me 1 Indeed I love you. I have 

loved you all along. I hope I shaU die 

soon. ■

"Your loving ■

"Vera." ■

Vera blushed deeply. ■

"I tiiink I should have died," she said ; 

" I felt so wretched, so helpless, and you 

and Leah were so faraway. Ah, you don't 

know what it is to have no one near you ; 

to be all alone against everybody. One 

eoold be made to do anything. And I had 

been thinking (he was away so long, you 

know) that it might all pass over; that 

perhaps he would forget me, or find some- 

one elseL It was his sfaters who gave me 

the first fright" ■

"Hissistersl Howt" ■

'^They were staying at a convent in 

Qaimper, and they came over one day to 

see us without warning. They were very 

kind, very nice ; but they talked as if it 

were all settied ; as if I were engaged to 

their brother. And the next day, when I 

was sent to visit them and their aunt, the 

Mother Superior at the convent, it was the 

same thmg. She— the M^re Snp^rieure — 

«ven gave me little counsels about my duty 

M a Christian wife, and presented me with 

a religious book, which^ she begged me to 

8tndy for the good of my souL I did not ■

take it I told her mamma did not allow 

me to read those sorts of things — Popish 

books, you know — but I think they saw 

there was something else, that I was very 

unhappy. Perhaps they told him. Any- 

how, it was only three days later that papa 

said to me : ' Well, little one, I congratu- 

late you. That scoundred who muraered 

our good friend's steward is to be sent to 

the galleys, it seems, and de Mailly an- 

nounces that he is free at last to put his 

business on one side, and come back to 

Finisterre to prepare for his marriage with 

my daughter. What about the trousseau, 

ehl It is to be hoped it will not take 

long; for this fianc^ of thine has grown 

impatient, and will only give us a month 

at the outside.' A month I That was idl ; 

and, when I flew to mamma, she said the 

sam& She would not even hear me when ■

I begged and entreated. She told me I 

must be mad ; that it had all been settled 

for months ; that I had consented, accepted 

his ring, and gone as his fianc6e to visit his 

relations; I, who only did what I had 

been ordered to do, nothing more ! But 

when I reminded mamma of that, she 

would not listen. She said I was wilful, 

and perverse, and ungrateful ; that but for 

her I would have been married and the 

whole business done with months ago; 

and then she sent me away, and I did not 

see her all next day or the one after. 

Joanna said I had made her really ill, and 

wouldn't let me go to her. It was then I 

began to despair, and I wrote to you. 

What could I do r' ■

Marsthmd drew her nearer to him. He 

had not the heart to say, "You should 

have stood out firmly and from the begin- 

ning, or not at alL You should never 

have made any sham of yielding or submis- 

sion, unless you had meant to do both in 

reality," The words might be on his lips, 

but one look at the frail, drooping figure, 

the piteous, childish face, silenced them 

and every thought of criticism; and he only 

sdd very pitifully : ■

" My poor little love, what indeed ! But, 

Vera, I was not long in coming to you, was ■

II You felt bet^r when you got my 

letter r' ■

" Oh yes I When B^noite put it in my 

hand, and I knew that you were at Loctudy, 

it seemed as if — as if an angel had come 

down from heaven to free m& The Count 

had been calling on us that day. He 

brous^ht me another ring, and he would 

ut it on my finger and Idas my hand. I 

elt sick, almost suffocating. I even longed ■

I ■
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^hat I might hide myself in the convent 

[ike Alphonsine ; bat I dared not say any- 

thing becaose papa was there looking at 

18, and aU the while the Connt kept dose 

bo me, and kept stoopbg down to stare 

into my face, as if — as if I were something 

of his ahready. He even said he coald wish 

for once that he was a Protestant, so that 

he need not wait till after Easter week for 

the marriaga You know" — ^her voice 

droopins to the old terrified whisper — " it 

is actucSly fixed for Monday week now: 

the first possible day." ■

" Yes," sud Marstland gaily, " but I also 

know that you will be Mrs. George Marst- 

land long before that ; and that if your 

Count ever comes close enough to stare at 

you again in the way — confound him ! — 

that you describe, he will get a sound 

thrashing from your husband. Cheer up, 

my sweet one. You have seen your last 

of him now, for you tell me he is in Paris 

at present, and though the arrangement 

that you should follow him, and uiis in- 

fernal marriage take place from there, has 

obliged us to hurry our proceedings more 

than we wanted, I don't ^ow — now that I 

have seen you — ^that I am sorry for it A 

few formalities, more or less, what do they 

matter once you are saved ) And this man's 

beine away makes it all the easier." ■

** Yes, if he had been at MaiUy I could 

not have met you here to^lay," said Vera, 

shuddering. '' Look there, do you see that 

dark line of fir-tops yonder t That is the 

boundary of his property. Oh ! think if 

he had been riding across the heath from 

there and had seen us I " ■

Marstland laughed fearlessly. ■

" But he is in Paris, and no one, save 

B^noite and Ftit-Jean, who is keeping 

watch so virtuously there, even suspects 

that I am not in England 1 " ■

'* Ah, no, thank heaven ! B^noite says 

she knows it is wicked^ and so she will not 

even tell Catharine that she has been seebg 

you or helping to arrange for us. She says 

it would disturb Catharine's soul ; but she 

has made up her mind that her own soul 

is not so important as Catharine's body ; 

and till you gave her so much money she 

was always troubled by thinking that if 

anythm^ happened to her, her poor sister 

would have to go to the 'asile des 

pauvrea' " ■

"And I would have given double the ■

money rather than lose her help," said 

Marstland. ** Indeed, we could have done 

nothing without it. Her facilities for gobg 

between us, and her sharp wits, have been 

invaluable. I only hope the lad yonder is 

equally to be depended on.", ■

'' Oh, P'tit-Jean would do anything he 

was paid for/' said Vera simply. " All the 

Breton men are avaricious ; but he is quite 

a little miser. He hides his money in i 

hole in the ground, and counts it erexy 

day. No, I oo not think anyone snspecu 

you now. It is fortunate, for I should not 

have liked to disobey a command oi 

mamma's or tell an actual falsehood ; lad 

at present I am really doing what I m 

told in going out for a long walk every 

day. Dr. Dupr^ ordered it on accoimt of 

my looking so thin and pale, and though I 

would have liked to have looked still ^ 

and uglier if it would have made the Count 

dislike me, papa insisted that I should obej; 

and as mamma's rheumatism will not let 

her walk, and Joanna hates exercise, Ftit- 

Jean is desired to go with me insteid 

But oh ! I must be going back now. It ii 

a long walk, and I dare not be late. I have 

stayed too long already." ■

She rose to her feet with trembling htiti 

as she spoke, and Marstland — ^loth ai he 

was to let her go — was fain to own that ibe 

was right Tet with all his heart he longed 

that he could carry her off then and thoei 

He had never before realised the extent of 

her weakness, of her defective moral judg- 

ment, of her utter impotence for ae^ 

defence ; and as he saw the little life and 

colour which had come into hex face hik 

from it again when he took his supporting 

arm from her, he dreaded even theehaneei 

that a single day might bring, and wenU 

have given all he had that it waa tbt 

nighty and not the one after, which wn 

fixed for their flight What he eoold de 

to cheer her by the tenderest careeseai tte 

bravest, most hopeful words, he did; W 

his heart sank within him none the leai ^ 

standing within the shadow of the greit 

menhir — ^for she would not let him oone 

out from it while she was in sight, M 

some one at a distance should spytw 

two figures together — he watched the 

slender, girlish form wending its ^7)™ 

slow steps and downbent head, '^c'^'**^ 

blossoming moor and through the geiden 

mist of the setting sunbeams. ■

The Eighi of TramlaHng Artideifirom All thb Teab BOUND it reierved hy thi Aidktn* ■
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CHAPTER IX. ■

One eTening in winter, when three yean 

uid a half had gone by aince ClurleB 

Melville'B marriage, hia mother, in hei 

London hoose, was Bitting alone by the 

fire, waiting for him. He waa coming to 

&om Cannes for a few days, on his 

way to Amerioa. GanneB, it seemed, was 

no longer to be borne, and he was going 

to try a different kind of winter, leaving 

Mind to her pet climate, her friends and 

her amoaementt, all of which were either 
odious or indifferent to him. ■

His mother's thonghta were sad enough, 

u she Mt expecting him. She had long 

ceued to hope for uiything from Charlie ; 

her ambitions were dead ; how they had 

BTer been bom waa now a mystery. To 

reitore old Hedwood and lire there, to go 

into Pariiament, to lift np his fathw's old 

nipected name again; Miss Radcliffe's 

money was to have helped Charlie to all 

this, in his mother's mind : but Misa Rad- 

cliStt's own inclinations, and Charlie's 

wea^eu, had not been taken into ac- 

Goont at aU. One almost wonders how 

Mra. Melville could hare been so aangoine ; 
ind the wondered at herself now. ■

Charlie's life hardly seemed to be worth 

Uving, ^ther from his own point of view or 

otber people's. He did not get into scrapes 

li^ Geoige, they were not in his line. Bat 

he smoked and dawdled his life away ; and 

Pruned dogs and played with them ; and 

quarrelled with hia wife, and sulked, and 

slovly came round again; and cared for 

Dothiiig,and admired nothing; and thought 

a ffioA deal of his meals, and gave immense 

tronble to hia servants, and wae very kind ■

and generous to them, so that they likec 

him much better than their mistress, wh< 

was neither. He was not singular in anj 

way; there are hundreds of young mei 

like him ; harmless, yet mischievous. Ont 

wonders what they were sent into th( 
world for. ■

Only one peculiarity Charles Melville 

had; he did not flirt Of course it wac 

plain that he did not care for his wife ; bat 

he never seemed in the least attracted by 

other women; in fact, he was shy and 

rather rough in hie manner with them. A 

bear still, as his mother used to call him 

when he was a boy. ■

Redwood Manor was deserted. Hr. and 

Mrs. Dodd lamented and blamed loudly, 

for as the years went on, Charlie's visits 

to his old home were always shorter and 

farther between, and his wife hated the 

place, and never went there at all The 

house was shut up, not even let — "such 

extravagance, such selfishness 1 " said Mrs. 

Dodd. And William Page, who kept 

everything going at Redwood, grieved 

silently. He was too loyal to join in the 

Rectory chorus. ■

Sometimes business took him to London, 

and he always called on Mrs. Melville, and 

had a long talk with her. He had paid 

her one of these visits that very afternoon, 

happier than nsnal in his mind, and rather 
full of his own affairs. Some of his talk 

helped to make Mrs. Melville sad, as she 

sat thinking, and wdting for Charlie ; old 

times, scenes left behind, came back vividly, 

and brought sharp pangs of regret; yet 

she had quite understood Mr. Page, and 

sympathised with him, when he said 

cheerfully that perhaps all had been for 
the best. ■

More than once, in the course of those 

years, she had asked Alexia to stay with 

; but there had always been some ■
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excuse ; the girl had never come. Perhaps 

she was rieht and wise, hat Mrs. Melville 

had felt a Uttle hnrt, and had not asked 

her again. She had heard no particular 

news of her till her father's visit to-day, and 

had sometimes wondered whether that en- 

gagement of hers would ever end in a 

marriage. She knew all about it now. ■

At last Charlie arrived, very late of 

course and very hungry, but in unusually 

good spirits. He was delighted to have 

left Cannes behind, all its people and all 

its amusements, and was full of hearty 

wishes that he might never see them again. 

He was evidently proud of having wrenched 

himself away, and told his mo^er that he 

meant to go all round the world, and to visit 

lots of old haunts and old acquaintances of 

his sailor days. As to coming back again 

— "some time — never 1" he said with a 

laugh, which did not sound very happy. ■

" Never to Cannes," he said, explaining 

himself. "Three winters are enough to 

sicken anybody.*' ■

"And what about Maud I " asked Mrs. 

MelviUa ■

"She won't live anywhere else. Let 

people alone, let them be happy. Don't 

think she wants me, mother. She and I 

understand each other to that extent. 

She's very glad I'm gone." ■

Mrs. Melville knew it was no use harp- 

ing on that subject, and she gave it up ac- 

cordingly, and went on asking Charlie 

about his plans. It seemed a eood thing, 

and quite new, that he should have any 

plans at all. ■

" Any news from Bed wood 1 " asked 

Charlie. "Have you seen old Page 

lately 1 " ■

"He was here to-day, oddly enough," 

said Mrs. Melville. " I told him what was 

going to become of you, and he said he ■

wished *' then she checked herself, ■

lookmg a little doubtfully at Charlie. ■

" What did he wish 1 " ■

" Only something about seeing you down 

there. But I don't think you are really 

wanted, and of course you haven't tima" ■

" Well, not much — and there's nothing 

to do," said Charlie. " One can leave it 

all to him. Did he say anything about 

Alexia 1 " ■

" Yes, he did," said Mrs. Melville. " She 

is going to be married at last Next week, 

next Thursday. So of course dear Mr. 

Page's head is full of that, and he seems 

quite happy about it. I must get her a 

wedding present. I wonder what it had 

better be. Something useful, I suppose." ■

" Oh no, hang it, mother/' said Charlie, 

who had received the news with a gnmi 

"XJseftdl What do you mean I Teapots, or 

knives and forks t Qive her a bracelet, or 

something pretty that she can wear." ■

" Men are so silly," laughed Mrsw Md- 

ville. " If I know Alexia, she would like 

something useful for her little house." ■

"Oh bother, I know her better Uon 

you do," said Charlie. " The fellow is a 

parson now, isn't he 1 " ■

"Yes; he was ordained last autunm. 

He has got a very good curacy, and tiie 

promise of a nice litUe living somewh^e 

in Devonshire, I think." ■

Charlie seemed curious, and his mother 

had to tell him all she knew about the 

wedding, which was a good deal, for Mr. 

Page had been very full of it When 

Charlie wished his mother goodnight, he 

said : " I think I shall go down to Bed- 

wood before I start. You see I don't 

know when I may be there again." ■

Mrs. Melville turned round upon him 

suddenly. " Charlie, I think you had much 

better keep as far away from the place as 

possible." ■

He looked at her and laughed. " I shall 

interfere with nobody. I have no wish to 

cause any rows," he said. ■

On the following Wednesday, when 

Edmund Bowley, boyish-looking and un- 

changed, except by his dress, travelled 

down from London to Bed wood, he was at 

first not at all aware that the Squire was 

his companion in the carriage. Charlie had 

grown a good deal older in those three 

years; he was darker and heavier, his 

moustache was very long, and he had l(»t 

his old simplicity of look, though his man- 

ner and speech were as direct as ever. He 

recognised Edmund, and soon claimed ac- 

quaintance with him, asking about Alexia, 

and sending one or two messages to her, 

with a sort of rough friendliness. ■

"I mean to come and see you turned 

off to-morrow," he said. " Don't tell Miss 

Page — she might think I hadn't any busi- 

ness — though to be sure, if I was in the 

church a dozen times over, she wouldn't be 

likely to see me." ■

The innocent Edmund said that he was 

sure Miss Page would be delighted to see 

any of her old friends. Charlie thanked 

him, and relap^d into silence. He sat in 

his corner grimly watching the slender 

young curate who took upon himself to 

say what would or would not delight 

Alexia. ■

I ■

■

I ■

I ■

=f ■
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Alexia I Good heaveos ! and this fool of 

a boy I Charlie gave himself a great twist, 

and looked oat of the window : his eyes 

were growing too angry : he felt he mast 

not ait looking at Edmond as if he wanted 

to morder him. ■

Edmond had a little green book of poems 

in his hand. He sometimes read a few 

lines, and then gazed dreamily oat of his 

own window. There was a slight flash on 

hk pale face; any anprejadiced person 

woald have sidd it was a good face, clever, 

calm, and steadfast, and jast now anasaally 

happy. ■

Charlie only saw the happiness, and was 

unreasonably enraged. He sat brooding 

over things in his own mind, with a sort 

of dall wonder aboat Edmand. How 

coold the fellow read that booki when he 

was going to marry Alexia to-morrow ! 

And by what miracle had Alexia stack to 

him all this time I Perhaps she cared for 

him now. Hardly, unless she herself was 

changed beyond recognition. There was 

nothing in her nature, as Charlie knew it, 

that coald respond to anything in that 

young man yonder. Well, after all, other 

marriages were just as odd ; but Charlie 

thought — or thought he thought — that he 

would have liked Alexia's marriage to be 

happy. ■

As they were nearing Eedwood, he moved 

into a seat nearer Edmund, and said to 

him, "I suppose I knew Miss Page long 

before you did." ■

"She is my cousin, you know," said 

Edmund, rather surprised. ■

'' Ah, I forgot But had you seen her 

before that year you were at Eedwood — 

the year she was thrown out hunting t " ■

Edmund smiled a little. '' No," he said. ■

" Will she keep up her riding k " ■

"I'm afraid we shall have no horses," 

said Edmund, quietly. "As to hunting, she 

wouldn't of course wish to keep that up." ■

" Why not 1 " said Charlie : but he did 

not wait for an answer. " I have known 

her ever since she was a child," he went 

on. " And there is not a luckier man in 

England than you are, I hope you know." ■

" I do know, thank you," said Edmund. ■

" I could tell you something you don't 

know, though," said Charlie, " for she has 

never told you, or anybody else." ■

"llien probably it doesn't matter about 

my knowing it," said Edmund, looking up 

with the same smile on his face, a good, 

mce, pleasant smile, the peaceful confi- 

dence of whichi however, was not exactly 

soothiniT to his comnanion. ■

Mr. Melville gave himself another twist, 

and stared up at the lamp. ■

" No, it doesn't matter at all," he said. 

" It matters to nobody, and I don't know 

why I should tell you. Miss Page refused 

me once, years ago, before you had ever 

seen her." ■

" Did she ? " said Edmund. He changed 

colour, he was immensely startled. Charles 

Melville's words seemed to bring a strange 

shock with them. A sadden shiver ran 

through him, and he looked at Charlie with 

horror and dread. Yet what was there to 

be afraid of, after all ! The Squire had 

been married for years, and Alexia belonged 

to him. The Squire was a very odd fellow 

to mention it, but Edmund reflected that 

he felt all the prouder of Alexia for what 

she had done. ■

Almost directly after this revelation, the 

train stopped at Eedwood. In the con- 

fusion of getting out^ Edmund lost sight of 

the Squire, and did not see him again, for 

Mr. Page was waiting in the dogcart out- 

side, and drove him away at once. The 

porters and the bystanders stared at him as 

he passed through the station, and it oc- 

curred to his sensitive mind that nobody 

thought him good enoagh for Alexia. He 

felt nervous, and not perfectly happy, as he 

drove ofl* with Mr. Page. When they were 

halfway to the Farm, he said he had tra- 

velled down with Mr. Melvilla ■

'' I knew he was coming," said Mr. Page. 

" Martin told me he had had orders to meet 

him. I wish he had stopped away till after 

to-morrow, for he will want to talk busi- 

ness with 'me. I told Mrs. Melville the 

day : she might have told him." ■

"He talks of being at the church to- 

morrow," said Edmund. ■

Mr. Page was silent for a minute or two. ■

" Well, it can't be helped," he said at 

last ■

"He said I was not to tell Alexia," 

Edmand went on. "I said I was sure she 

would be delighted to see him." ■

" Bravo," muttered Mr. Page under his 

wrapper. He whipped his horse gently, 

and then looked at his future son-inlaw 

rather anxiously. '*At the same time, 

Edmund, if I were you, I wouldn't tell her. 

I knew this morning that he was coming 

down, but I have not mentioned it She 

is rather a nervous young woman, and she 

has quite enough already to fass and fidget 

her. She might — she might think he ought 

to be asked to the house," said Mr. Page 

falsely, "and I don't want him" ■

Edmund accepted this quietlv. He did ■
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not intend to repeat to his uncle, or to any 

one, what Charles Melville had just told 

him. Still it was rather queer. If Alexia 

had shown her good sense and taste by 

refusing the man, why should she or her 

father cire about his doings nowt What 

difiference could he make to them t ^* But 

he is their great man, of course," Edmund 

reflected. "They are awfully loyal, I 

suppose." ■

*' He seems a queer sort of man," he said 

to his uncle. " I should think he could be 

very disagreeable. Those big, ruffianish sort 

men are a sort I don't lika" ■

"He is not a ruffian," said Mr. Page 

rather drily. ■

Poor Edmund I He arrived at his bride's 

house with a lurking uneasiness at his 

heart It hung about him all the evening, 

and he could hardly forget it or shake it off, 

even when he was alone with Alexia, and 

she was showing him all the lovely presents 

she had had. The prettiest silver things 

from Mrs. Melville, and next them in its 

own little case was a diamond ring, with a 

sheet of paper lying beside it^ on which 

•* From an old friend," was scrawled in very 

bad writing. ■

"Who gave you that, Alexia 1" said 

Edmund. His arm was round her, and it 

tightened a little as he spoka ■

"The Squire," she answered rather 

quickly. " Mr. Melville. Wasn't it good 

^of himi You know — we used to be to- 

gether a great deal when we were children." ■

" Yes, I know," said Edmund ; and he 

let her hurry him on as she liked to the 

other presents, not seeing or listening much, 

though she did not notice his absence of 

mind. ■

He himself did not know what was the 

matter with him, for certainly there had 

been nothing to rouse any jealousy or sus- 

picion in his mind. What Charlie Melville 

told him had happened so long ago, before 

he had ever seen Alexia ; and all through 

their long engagement she had been per- 

fectly good and sweet to him; his good 

angel, his encouragement, the hope and the 

comfort of his life. This evening she was 

perhaps more nervous and excited than he 

had ever seen her : but that was surely 

natural, on the eve of her wedding-day. 

Her eyes and cheeks were shining with 

almost feverish brightness, and presently, 

holding up some trifle to Edmund, she 

found that he was not looking at the pre- 

sents at all, but at her. ■

" How lovely you are ! " he said in a low 

voice. ■

" You silly boy !" she said, with a sad, 

quick smile, and she let him kiss her, and 

draw her away from the table into the 

deep window of the quaint old room. ■

A great fire was blazing so fiercely up 

the chimney that the light of the candles 

was pale: the shutters were still op^ 

and they could stand behind the red car- 

tains and look out into the still winte 

twilight, over which a glow had stden, 

though the sun had long set. There was a 

frosty glimmer over the grass of garden 

and fields; the stars were beginning to 

shine in a blue, misty sky. Alexia stood 

with Edmund and lookea out What her 

thoughts were, who can say I She bad 

made up her mind long ago, and had not 

changed it ; yet there was sometiiing awfiol 

in this last evening of freedom, and Edmund 

little knew how bravely she was trying to 

crush down old recollections, scenes and 

figures from the past, or what made her 

tremble slightly as she leaned against his 

arm. ■

"I hope yon mean bIwsjb to be voiy 

kind to me, Eddy 1 " she said to him. ■

How could she say so ! What did she 

mean 1 And the young fellow went on m 

low broken words, trying to tell her some- 

thing of what he felt now, and of what he 

meant the future to ba ■

" Ah yes ; I know 1 I'm not good enough 

for you," she murmured in answer. " Yoa 

will have to forgive me if I disappoint 

you." ■

Edmund's happiness, which bad quite 

come back to him now, lasted verylittie 

longer, for presently his two sisters, who 

were staying there, bounced into the room, 

and then there was a question about dinner- 

time, and Mr. and Mrs. Dodd. ■

" The Dodds coming to dinner I " said 

Edmund in consternation. ■

" We couldn't do less, as they took you 

in," said Alexia. " Yes, it's quite time for 

you to go there now, and make yourself 

very agreeable, and come back with them 

at seven o'clock." ■

His sisters joined in chorus, and Hl 

Page came to hurry him off, and so Edmund 

went reluctantly. Somehow he could not 

bear to let Alexia out of his sight that 

evening. ^ ■

CHRONICLES OF SCOTTISH 

COUNTIES. . ■

THE BORDER COUNTIES. PART V. ■

If there were any doubt as to whether 

Peebles should be included among the Bor- 

der Counties, that doubt would be removed ■

4 ■
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bj recalliDg its ancient and alternative 

name of Tweeddale ; for the old towers that 

are so thickly scattered along the banks 

of Tweed are distinctly Border towers, 

built for defence and refhge i^ainst English 

invasions, and the beacon-mre that was 

b'ghted at Berwick when the English 

Warden's riders were oat and the note of 

war was heard along the Borders, was 

repeated from tower to tower all along 

Tireedside, ■

And soon a score of fires, I ween, ■

From height, and hill, and cliff were seen, ■

till the alarm reached the inmost recesses 

of the valley, and died away among the 

lonely hills where the waters of Tweed first 

come to light. ■

Nowhere are these Border towers more 

thickly set than in Peebles county, where 

twenty or more may be counted within a 

Boace of as many miles, towers that are 

placed alternately on either side of the 

stream, and always within sight of each 

other. These forts differ from the lonely 

peels that formed the lesidences of the 

ehiefa of the Border clans, as they are built 

on a regular plan, and form a complete 

line of communication. They were built 

partly by the aid of the Crown and partly 

by the contributions of the inhabitants of 

the district) as so many public refuges to 

which the cattle of the neighbourhood could 

be driven, and made secure in time of in- 

vasion. The huge square tower with its 

comer turrets projecting like lanterns with 

quaint extinguisher tops, were safe against 

surprise, although not capable of sus- 

taining a regular siege. The ground- 

floor n)rmed a huge stable, where horses, 

sheep, and cattle were huddled closely 

together when the beacon -fires had 

alamed all the dwellers in the dale. The 

floor above formed an open hall, where 

tables were spread alike for gentle and 

simple, and where the latter at night spread 

themselves to sleep ; while the fioor above, 

divided into numerous chambers, formed the 

sleeping places of those of higher degree. 

The battlements were manned by the 

archers and spearsmen of the dale, while 

from the loopholed turrets musket and 

cnlverin were levelled against the foe. ■

Of all these Border towers that of Neid- 

path, near Peebles, is the most characteristic 

and best preserved. It stands upon a height 

over the northern bank of the river em- 

bosomed among the soft green hills that 

give their characteristic charm to the valley. ■

• . . Sheltered places, bosoms, nooks, and bays, 

And the pnre mountains, and the gentle Tweed, ■

And thft PTAATi ftilATit nnjd-.iirAR. . . . ■

Tradition, which is rarely at fault iu 

such matters, gives Neidpath Castle a semi- 

mythic origin in the famiUar legend of 

the two sisters who built both the castle 

and Tweed bridge at Peebles, probably 

in one night, and with one hammer, which 

they threw from one to the other, the 

distance being little over a mile, and 

therefore well within their powers. From 

Neidpath come the Erasers — a somewhat 

sinister and iU-omened race, as witness 

Simon Fraser, Lord of Lovat, whose un- 

gainly proportions, and cunning, sensual 

features are familiar in Hogarth's sketch, 

made when the unlucky lord was lying 

under sentence of death iu the Tower for 

his share in the doings of 1745. But 

Simon, the last of the Frasers of Neidpath, 

who had done wonders against the English 

on Boslin Moor, died as long ago as the 

days of Bruce, leaving only two daughters. 

Matter-of-fact people say that these were 

the two sisters who buQt castle and 

bridge ; and one of these sisters brought 

Neidmath Castle in her marriage portion to 

the mmily of Hay of Tester. The Hays 

held Neidpath for centuries, and their 

crest, a goat's head, may be still seen carved 

on the gateway of the casUa During the 

civil wars John Hay, the second Earl of 

Tweeddale,garrisonedhiscastle of Neidpath 

for the young King Charles, when, having 

swallowed the solemn league and covenant, 

he ruled for a time as King of Scotland. 

And when the royal cause was lost at Wor- 

cester fight Neidpath still held ouu, and 

surrendered only to Greneral Monk's over- 

whelming forces — the last of the Scottish 

castles to hold out for the Eling. ■

Loyalty to the Crown cost the lords of 

Tweeddale dear, and the impoverished 

owner of Neidpath being compeUed to sell 

the estate, the Duke !of Queensberry be- 

came the purchaser, and settled 'it upon 

his second son, who was created Earl of 

March. And it was while this branch of 

the house of Douglas occupied the castle 

that an incident is said to have occurred 

which made a strong impression upon 

popular imagination, and which forms the 

subject of one of Scott's minor poema 

According to the story, one of the 

daughters of the Earl of March and young 

Scott of Tushielaw, in Ettrick Forest, had 

formed a mutual attachment; but the 

pride of the Douglases forbade any sanc- 

tion to such a mesalliance, and the young 

man went abroad, while the ^oung lady 

pined at home and finally fell into a con- 

I sumntion. Then the father relented, and ■
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begged that the cadet of Tushielaw might 

be recalled. On the day of her lover's ex- 

pected return the poor girl, borne up by 

joyful expectation, persuaded her Mends 

to carry her to the town of Peebles, through 

which her lover must pass on his way 

home. ■

A gloomy old mansion in Peebles of 

heavy quadrangular form was the town 

house of the Douglas famUy. The building 

still stands there, but a good deal altered, 

and converted into the *' Chambers' Insti- 

tute.'' And here, in an open balcony, the 

love-stricken maiden took her place, hunger- 

ing for the first glance of joyful recognition. 

Far away she heard the clatter of the 

horse's hoofs; love had sharpened her 

faculties, but, alas, she had not realised 

how much she was altered from the bloom- 

ing maid he had left. ■

He came — ^he passed— a heedless gaze 

As o*er some stranger glancing, ■

Her welcome spoke, in faltering phrase, 

liOfit in his courser's prancing. ■

The poor child fell back into the arms of 

her attendants; she could no more, her 

heart was broken, and life's feeble thread 

was snapped. ■

The old castle is still partly occupied as 

a keeper's house, and is in a creditable 

state of repair, with its dungeons and draw- 

well beneath, and its fine open battlements 

with a sweet view of fair Tweeddale there- 

from. But one of the chief glories of Neid- 

path, its fine surrounding grove, ■

A noble horde, 

A brotherhood of venerable trees, ■

was levelled early in the present century 

by the obnoxious old Q., to whom we have 

aUuded in the article upon Dumfries — an 

act which earned a poet's maUson firom 

Wordsworth, in the sonnet beginning : ■

Degenerate Douglas ! oh, th' unworthy lord ! ■

There is stUl some sport to be had by the 

fisherman, without elaborate pains or heavy 

cost, among the pleasant hUls of Peebles, 

in the innumerable bums and streams, swift 

and sparkling, which hurry down to join 

the Tweed. The earlier course of the Tweed 

itself, when it leaves its first home among 

the moors, is through a simple and yet 

charming valley, with but a narrow strip of 

pasture and cultivated land on either side 

of the stream, but abounding with home- 

steads and habitations. There the salmon 

spawns on the gravelly beds, and the 

brown-speckled trout lurks under every 

Imsh and stump ; but we are too near the 

capital of Scotland and its great commercial 

city in the west, and the competition of ■

the rods along Tweedside is too fierce, to 

give much dumce of sport to the casual 

wayfarer. ■

The extreme link to the westward of the 

line of castles along the river is Drmnel- 

zier, once the seat of the Tweedies, a family 

no longer of the first rank, but of sadi an 

ancient origin, that a legend aadgoa the 

beginning of the race to some not idto- 

gether human agency. A kind of river- 

god — an impersonation of the Tweed iiaelf 

— allied himself in a rather irregular way 

with one of the daughters of the land, and 

the result of the union was a mortal who 

took his name from his father — of tlM 

Tweed, Tweedie, and afterwards founded 

a f Amily which was of note in its day. ■

At the other end of the chain — as far as 

Peebles is concerned — is the old house of 

Traquair, with a tower of remote antiquity 

adjoining the more modem mansion. It 

was a house frequently visited by Kings and 

Princes, both English and Scotch. Last of 

these royal visitors was Queen Mary, with 

her husband Damley, a few months before 

the murder of the latter, when for the last 

time Ettrick Forest echoed the horn and 

cry of hounds as the royal hunt swept past 

But there was no sport, the deer had disap- ■

f)eared with the hardy Borderers, who had 
oved to drive them, and the royal pair 

returned from their expedition wearied and 

dissatisfied with it and with each othei: 

The bed-chambors and dressing-rooms then 

occupied by the Queen are still shown at 

Traquair. « ■

No one leaves Traquair without asking 

for the bush— the Bush aboon Traquair, 

celebrated in the ballad : ■

My vows and sighs, like silent air. 

Unheeded, never move her ; ■

The bonnie Bush aboon Traquair, 

'Twas there I first did love her. ■

But here there is nothing to be seen, " save 

some auld skrants o' bu^" some rugged 

birch trees on the brow of the hill; Um 

sentiment only is there, the human sym- 

pathy which breathes over these quiet 

scenes, where the loves and sorrows of 

other days seem to have found a resting- 

place. ■

The traditions of the neighbourhood 

are of curiously mingled origin, and the 

names of places and streams are ofieo 

of undecipherable mystery as to their 

origin. Gkel, and Scot, and Cymry seemed 

to have mingled their races without any 

bitter antagonism, and Scandinavian roven 

to have settled among them without ex- 

terminating their neighbours. Here was ■

4 ■
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if ■

DO wealth to tempt capidity ; no gilded 

shrines or store of gold and jewels; the 

straggle for existence was against the 

forces of nature, a straggle which de- 

velops all the best qualities of humanity. 

And hence, perhaps, from this diversity of 

blood and strictness of training come the 

peculiar richness in capacity and energy of 

these Border racea ■

Not far from Peebles town stands 

Cademuir Hill, the site, according to tradi- 

tion — confirmed by the Gaelic name, origi> 

Daily Cadhmohr — of a great battle fought in 

early days, but between what contending 

tribes, or with what result, it is impossible to 

gaess. The name is also presented in a 

popular jingle, which sums up the attrac- 

tions of the neighbourhood : ■

Cademuir cakes, 

Bonnington lakes, 

Crookston and the Wrae, 

Hung^, Hungry Hundleshope, 

And scaw'd Bell's Brae. ■

And among these "hungry Hundles- 

hope '' is entitled to some pre-eminence, as 

coDnected with a name now of universal 

interest. In the fourteenth century the 

local historian records that hungry Hun- 

dleshope passed from the Tumbulls — a race, 

it will be remembered, that "no power 

coold awe " — to the Gledstanes, hitherto of 

Gledstones and Cocklaw. Now, the gled 

is surely the raven; and a little further 

south the rocky eyrie of the bird that 

seems the emblem of solitude and desola- 

tion would have been called Eavenscrag, 

and the resulting surname would have had 

a more romantic resonance. Anyhow, the 

lairds of these barren domains became 

known as Gladstones, and were the an- 

cestors of the veteran statesman of to-day. ■

An earlier statesman, of a di£ferent type, 

has left his mark in the county in the 

stately ruins of an unfinished castle. The 

B^nt Morton was the builder, who had 

shared in all the tragic events of his 

time; who had assisted in the murder 

of Bizzio, at Holyrood; and who was 

privy to, if he did not take an actual 

share in, the destruction of Damley at 

Kirkin-the-Field. For nearly ten years 

the Earl of Morton had been undisputed 

master of Scotland, and, supported by the 

power of the English Queen, scarcely any- 

thing seemed to be beyond his grasp. 

But the ambition of the Douglas was for 

riches rather than honour; and all his 

opportunities as a ruler had been discounted 

for so much ready money. He accumu- 

lated an immense hoard, the disposal of ■

which still remains a mystery. Some have 

thought that his treasure lay concealed in 

the vaults of his strong castle of Dalkeith ; 

others that he had constructed a secret 

treasure chamber among the foundations 

of his new and magnificent palace of 

Drochels, in Peeblesshira Anyhow, the 

secret has never been discovered. His 

wealth did not enrich his heirs ; and it is 

difficult to credit the statement of the his- 

torian of the Douglas family, who intimates 

that the money was devoted to the support 

of political exiles from Scotland. ■

From the time that Morton resigned 

the Begency, and King James and the 

favourites who guided him assumed the 

management of affairs, the Earl devoted 

himself to buQding on a large scale. He 

would have a magnificent lodging at 

Stirling; he would build a palace in 

Peebles finer than Linlithgow and more 

stately than Holyrood. Bat, before these 

buQdings were completed, his enemies 

sprung upon him the accusation of com- ■

{»licity in the murder of Damley. He had 

lis pardon under the Great Seal for all 

crimes he might have committed against 

the King ; but here he had left a vulner- 

able point, and his condemnation followed 

as a matter of course; and, in the words 

of old Pennecuik " his unfortunate and inex- 

orable death execute by the Maiden at the 

Cross of Edinburgh " — hoist with his own 

petard, for Morton himself had introduced 

the Maiden, a rude kind of guillotine, as 

the instrument of execution, of which he 

had made good use in his time; having 

borrowed Uie idea, it is said, from the 

burgesses of Halifax, in Yorkshire, where 

he had seen the machine at work on one of 

his journeys from Scotland to London. ■

But if Morton's enemies expected to 

share in the confiscated treasures of his 

Yiceroyalty, they were disappointed. He 

went to the scaffold in the guise of poverty, 

having borrowed money from a friend to 

give the usual gratuities expected from 

noblemen taking leave of the world. And 

possibly the hoard is still in existence, as 

promising an object for treasure-seekers as 

the galleons in Yigo Bay or the riches of 

Treasure Island. ■

Having mentioned old Pennecuik in this 

connection, a few words are due to the 

worthy physician who essayed to write a 

history of his native county, the most 

notable event in which seems to be a great 

gipsy fight in 1677, between the Fawes — 

who now write themselves Faa — and the 

Shawes. The battle was fought at Bom- ■
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manos, an estate which Pennecaik himself 

inherited from his mother, descended from 

the old family of Eommanos, who gave 

their name to the place. The name sag- 

gests again whether these Bommanos were 

not themselves of gipsy origin, who had 

settled down, and partly severed their con- 

nection with the old wandering race. Any- 

how, the place seems to have been a great 

resort of the tribe, and here met the Fawes 

and the Shawes as friends and allies, having 

arranged to fall upon the rival families of 

the Baillies and the Browns at Harestanes, 

and beat them ont of the country side. ■

But, luckily for the Baillies and their 

friendp, the allies quarrelled among them- 

selves, and a great fight ensued, women as 

well as men joining in the fray and bearing 

themselves as valiantly. The Fawes, it 

seems, got the worst of it, and Sandie 

Fawe and his wife were killed — for which 

acts of prowess Bobin Shawe and his three 

sons were hanged at the Grass Market ■

The gipsies have always mustered 

strongly about Tweeddale, where the 

country, wild and yet not desolate, well 

watered, and once abounding in wild game, 

afforded many eligible campiug places. On 

one of the wild moors among the hills the 

Black Dwarf reared his lonely hut, and 

somewhere in the county flowed St Bonan's 

Well. A mineral spring at Inverleithen 

bears the name of the Saint — Inverleithen 

which seems marked out by natural features 

for a health resort, while all about it there 

are traces of a large ancient population, 

probably Celtic, among whom the virtues 

of the holy well were no doubt already 

famous. There is a fine British fort upon 

the neighbouring hill, and Celtic traditions 

have still survived in the neighbourhood. 

The grave of the great enchanter Merlin is 

still pointed out on a neck of land where 

the Powsail joins the Tweed. And there 

is an old prophecy, which Dr. Pennecaik 

claims to have been fulfilled, in the lines : ■

When Tweed and Powsail meet at Merlin's grave, 

Scotlfind and England that day ae King bhall have. ■

As the enchanter's burial-place is a good 

height above the level of the stream, no 

one looked to see the prophecy fulfilled. 

But, according to Pennecaik^ on the day of 

the coronation of James the Sixth of Scot- 

land as King of Eogland, a sudden and 

heavy flood came on, and for a time the 

waters of the two streams encompassed 

the wizard's grave, a thing which had 

never happened before wichin memory of 

man, and which is never likely to happen 

again. ■

Another legend describes the meeting of 

the Wizard Merlin and Saint Mango from 

the Western Isles, the patron saint of Glas- 

gow, upon the hills by Drumelzier, where 

the old enchanter, with his lore of the 

ancient Druids, and his knowledge derived 

from the stars, exchanges experiences in a 

friendly way with the wonder-working prieit 

from the land of the saints. ■

Evidences, too, of a more intimate con- 

nection with the land of Erin are the golden 

torques which have been found in the 

neighbourhood — recalling the days of 

Erin: ■

£re her faithless sons betray 'd her ■

When Malachi wore the collar of gold. 

Which he won from her proud invader. ■

Ireland is rich in such relics, which are 

much less common in Scotland, and henee 

these finds in Peeblesshire are worthy of 

some attention. ■

Famous too, in local annals, is the Crook 

Inn, a lonely house, once the only refuge 

for travellers in a long tract of dreary road 

on the way between Edinburgh and Dam- 

fries. Here the river Tweed is but a moor- 

land streamlet, and a landmark on the 

opposite bank, called Hearthstane, has 

given rise to the popular saying whi^ 

excites the wonder and incredulity of the 

bairns — ^Tweed rins between Crook and 

Hearthstane — ^the crook being the potiiook 

in Scottish phraseology — a dark saying that 

calls up a vision of a broad river invading 

the ingle and rushing in a foaming torrent 

over the fire-back. ■

While in the neighbourhood of Tweeds- 

muir we may recall a striking incident 

connected with the rebels of '45 — an 

incident which has given the name of 

Maclanan's Leap, to a steep, grassy gli^ade 

among the hills. A party of English 

soldiers were conveying some Highland 

prisoners towards Carlisle and the Harribee, 

when near Tweed's Cross a halt was called 

at the edge of a grassy, but almost perpes- 

die alar height, for a moment's rest. One 

of the prisoners resting on the ground 

wrapped himself in his plaid, and, placing 

his head between his legs — a feat possible 

to schoolboys and acrobats — launched 

himself over the ledge, and rolled down the 

hill, bounding from ledge to ledge like a 

ball Long as was the descent the bottom 

was found at last, and uncoiling his plaid 

the Highlander picked himself up and took 

to his heels, and was soon lost to sight in 

the valley where none of thts escort dont 

follow him. ■

There is only one town in Peebles, ■

^ ■
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although here and there some ancient 

bargh may be discovered in the likeness of 

a lonely hamlet, Buch as Lynton, a village 

of weavers, shoemakers^ and mechanics, 

which calls itself a burgh of royalty — not 

to be confounded with a royal borgh, and 

which retains evidence of former import- 

ance in a yearly market-^not to be men- 

tioned as a fair, bat a market, beginning; 

OQ the second Wednesday in Jane, Old 

Stjle — a style still retained at Linton 

Mereat long after the rest of the world had 

sacrificed its eleven days and conformed 

to the papistical calendar. This market is 

continaed for foar Wednesdays after, and 

is still mach resorted to by shepherds, 

farmers, and sheep. Then there is Eddie- 

stone, with its tryst for black cattle and 

servants in the autamn, and with that the 

roll of the chief places of Peebles is well- 

nigh complete. ■

In the isthmas between Eddlestone 

Water and the Tweed lies the town of 

Peebles, a grave and ancient royal burgh of 

some dignity, if of no great population or 

ext^t Above the town the hitherto 

narrow vale of Tweed broadens out into a 

wide and fertile plain, fit site for a town 

which, at some distant date, has no doubt 

Wn the capital of some petty kingdom. 

With its main street of solid, substantial 

houses of blue whinstone, Peebles has no 

great aspect of antiquity; but the new 

town even dates from the sixteenth century, 

and the old town, now the poorer quarter, 

dates as a settlement from remote antiquity; 

although, burnt and spoiled over and over 

again in Border war?, it presents no 

particular features of interest The two 

towns are divided by Cuddie Water, and 

the new part was fortified vdth walls and 

towers, of which there are yet some re- 

mams, to protect it from the EnglisL 

Eleven churches or chapels were in exist- 

ence in the fourteenth century — the most 

important of which was the Cross Church, 

of which the tower still remains ; a church 

dedicated to St. Nicholas and the Holy- 

rood, for the ''holy ruid of Peblis" was 

as celebrated in its way as that of Edin- 

burgh. Seventy red friars in the ad- 

joining convent served the Church of 

Holy Cross, and from far and wide people 

flocked to the town both for fun and 

devotion. ■

*' The Tbrie Tailes of the Thrie Merry 

Priests of Peebles,*' is a title that excites 

curiosity and expectation ; but alas ! the 

tailes do not answer to their title, and tell 

06 nothing about the old folk of the town. ■

It is otherwise with the ancient poem of 

" Peebles to the Play,*' which gives a humor- 

ous account of the great annual gathering 

at Peebles : ■

At Beltane when ilk body bounia 

To Peebles to the Plav. ■

The Beltane Fair is still kept up on 

the first Wednesday in May ; buo the old 

sports and merriment have long ago 

vanished. The Beltane, however, was 

no ordinary fair, but a festival of high 

antiquity kept up by the country 

people, faithful everywhere to early pagan 

lites. ■

By firth and forest forth they found, ■

for what they felt was their own especial 

feast day. ■

All the wenches of the west 

Were up ere the cock crew. ■

For reeling there might no man rest. 

For garray and for glew. ■

With fun, and pranks, and practical jokes 

lads and lasses gathered on the way and 

marched into the town, where the towns- 

folk were gathered more as spectators than 

as actors in the play. They all feasted 

together at the tavern house, and having 

settled the la win — ■

Ilk man twa and ane happenie 

To pay there we were wont. ■

And after a free fight, which ended in 

some of the company passing the rest of 

the day in the stocks, the piper was sent for, 

and all ends amfcjibly in a dance, and then, 

when the day was done, they wended their 

way home, hallooing to each other through 

the gloom, after the fashion of holiday 

makers in all ages. ■

Such is the simple framework of "Peebles 

at the Play," and if it be the work of Kiug 

James the First, as seems highly probable, 

it says much for the monarch's knowledge 

of the humbler classes of his subjects, and 

his sympathy with their lot. ■

But the Beltane of Peebles reminds us 

strangely of a similar festival in Cornwall 

— Helston Fary, as it is called — which still 

survives, with a good deal of its old joyous 

freedom, and one passage in the King's 

poem seems to bring the two fcbtivals nearer 

together. ■

Hop, Calye and Cardronow, ■

Gather it out thick fold ! 

With hey and how, rohumbelow ■

The young folk were full bold. ■

The refrain of the Cornish song is 

"jollyrumbleho!" a piece of gibberish which 

no man understandeth, buL which some 

Celtic scholar might perhaps resolve with 

a little pains into its original meaning. ■

I ■
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THE CHILDREN'S HOLIDAY. ■

I WONDER how many — or perhaps I 

should rather say, how few — of us are now 

parsoing the even tenor of our way, in 

office, counting-house, or quiet domestic 

Ufe, with hearts unthrilled by thoughts 

of the change to sweet country scenes, or 

bright sea-side town, which a month or 

two more will bring us ! Who does not 

feel his heart beat faster — ^who does not 

feel his face grow brighter, as he watches 

the sweet summer evenings lengthen out, 

the bright summer sun rise higher in the 

heavens, knowing that every day brings 

him nearer to that much-needed, much 

longed-for holiday) Hardly safe is it to 

let his mind dwell upon it while it is yet 

in the far distanca But now — ^now it is 

so near that he allows himself to revel in 

the thought of it as he will ; the season of 

refreshing is at hand. ■

Ah ! and it is just because I know how 

many are longing for a change from the 

" dull unlovely streets " of London, from 

the dust, the din, the roar, of City Ufe, to 

the sweet, cool lanes, the breezy downs, 

the shady woods, or shimmering waters, 

which have been to them but a tender 

memory since last summer ; — it is just be- 

cause I know all this, that I venture to 

plead my cause, feeling sure that longing 

hearts will also be softened hearts. ■

It is for the children I plead — the chil- 

dren, many of them sick and weakly, who 

spend their lives in the narrow, dirty, dis< 

mal streets which are the only dwelling- 

places attainable to our London poor; 

for whom the country does not even 

exist, save perhaps on one happy day in 

the year, when a few scores of them are 

carted out of London by their Sunday 

school-teachers, and given a three hours' 

glimpse, say, of what the country is like. 

Thii^ of ikeir homes, and then of ours, 

and ask yourselves the question: which 

of us is it, after all, who needs the holiday 

most) ■

I do not know that I can show how the 

matter appears to those who really know 

the homes of these poor children, much 

better than by mentioning the case of a 

youug lady, well known to me, who for 

several successive years has given up the 

summer trip which she had been accus- 

tomed to take, and has spent the money 

which it would have cost upon taking a 

house at the seaside, and bringing down 

to it six or eight little children, to whom | ■

the sea-breezes seem as medicine and food 

in one. ■

We cannot all do such a thing as this — 

I do not say that we should be called upon 

to do it even if we could. But I do think 

that there is scarcely one of us who cannot 

do something towajrds securing a holiday 

for someone besides himself or herself; and 

I do think also that we shall be not only 

able, but willing and glad to do, what in us 

lies, if once it is put before us. Last year 

there were many generous responses to the 

appeals made by the Committee of the 

Country Holidays Fund ; but subscriptions 

are much needed again this year, and it is 

earnestly hoped that the work may be ex- 

tended, there being still many ports of 

London where such a thing as a country 

holiday is almost unknown. Surely the 

children will not appeal to us in vain. ■

Probably most of us have some little 

idea already as to how the work of the 

Committee is carried on; so that I need 

not do more than explain very briefly that 

the plan is to secure a fortnight's country 

air for such children as are found to be — 

not so much actual invalids, nor even con- 

valescents — but pale and delicate, and evi- 

dently wanting in healthy surroundinga 

There are working committees of ladies 

and gentlemen, in different parts of Lon- 

don, who make it their business to enquire 

carefully into the cases, and to find out 

what the parents can contribute — for it is 

a wise rule of the Society that, save in very 

exceptional cases, the friends of the chil- 

dren shall take part of the cost of the 

wished-for holiday upon themselves. That 

they are willing and glad to do this is 

proved by the fact that, out of very nearly 

four thousand pounds spent last year upon 

the children by the Committee, over twenty- 

six per cent, was paid by the parents 

themselves. ■

The little band of children who have the 

good fortune to be selected are sent down 

into the country, and placed in the charge 

of the country visitor, a lady or gentleman 

who undertakes to find cottage-homes 

where the little ones are boarded out for 

about five shillings a week, and looked 

after, as I can testtfy, as though they were 

the cottagers' own; Of course there are 

good and bad among cottagers, as in every 

other class ; but I am bound to say that I 

have been fairly astonished at the attach- 

ment which has sprung up between the 

children and their hosts and hostesses ; at 

the anxiety which the poor women have 

shown at their little charges' want of appe- ■
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tite, and the little Inzories which they have 

bought to tempt them; at the genuine 

sorrow exhibited on both sides when the 

day of parting came. Letters and little 

presents pass not onf reqnently between the 

London and the conntry homes; and I 

^ow there is an earnest desire on both 

sides that the delightful holiday may come 

s^ain this year, and that each poor hostess 

may have " her two " again. Daring last 

summer, I had about seventy of these little 

holiday-makers under my charge; and 

many are the warm-hearted letters which 

both I and the poor people have received 

from children and parents. I venture to 

quote one, which accompanied a box con- 

taining three little china ornaments for 

myself, and a book for the little girl in the 

house where the children had lodged. ■

'•Nov. 24th, 1885. . ■

"Miss ■

"I hope you will pardon me for 

being so bold as to send you this, but I 

hope you will be pleased to accept it in the 

same spirit in which it is sent It is a 

alight token of our gratitude for your care ■

and kindness to our fittle girl while at , ■

I do not think they ever enjoyed them- 

selves so much as they did the fortnight 

they were there. WaUey will ti^e care 

we do not forget it, for I do not think 

there has been two hours pass when he is 

swake, or scarcely a subject started by any ■

of us but what is brought into it one ■

way or another. The other day he began 

to write a history of his journey in the 

country. Please to give the littiie packet ■

to Alice with WaUey's and Lucy's ■

loire, and accept the same yourself from 

them. And we remain, ■

" Yours very truly, ■

" HsNRT & Elizabeth ^," ■

But there was no need after all for such 

letters as these — no need even to ask the 

children whether they were enjoying them- 

selves ; one look at their faces was enoush. 

I do not say that there were none Tmo 

moped just a little for the first day or two, 

and one tmfortunate little pair seemed so 

unhappy away from "mother," that we 

thought it best to let them go home before 

their time ; but on the whole they were in 

the maddest, merriest spirits ; the ecstasies 

of the boys especially knowing no bounds. 

They coidd not stop in bed those light 

summer mornings, but would be up and 

away by four o'clock, roaming in fielos and 

meadows, and coming back to breakfast 

hungry as hunters and brown as berries. 

I The onlv difficultv was to make them ■

understand that the rights of private pro- 

perty must be respected in country as 

well as in town. Everything seemed so 

free and open that they (like George 

Macdonald's "Sir Gibbie") could not at first 

take in the fact that among the many 

things which they for the first time saw 

growing, some might be picked and others 

not; that the currants and peas in the 

garden belonged to some one, just as much 

as did those m the London greengrocers'. ■

'< My i here's red currants growin' on 

trees ! " a delighted voice would shout ; and 

in the twinkling of an eye the pockets 

would be filled, a hand being presently 

thrust in to puU some out, with an inno- 

cent, "Have some, missf Oh, they are 

good!" ■

Then they would run among the com — 

why not % It looked just like long grass, 

and no one ever told them they mustn't 

run in that Only the farmers seemed to 

make a good bit of fuss about it somehow ; 

and a narrow escape which two of them 

had of being shot for rabbits made them 

mend their ways as to thia Another time 

some of them were invited into the rectory 

garden, where there was a tempting piece 

of water; and thd next thing was that the 

rector's family was somewhat scandalised 

by beholding four little naked figures career- 

ine wildly round the pond, preparatory to 

taxing a plunge in the cool water. Poor 

boys ! those ecstasies of anticipation were 

ill-judged, for the plunge was promptly pro- 

hibited, and the clothes ordered on again. ■

The girls took their hoUday more soberly, 

of course ; but for them, too, there were 

delightful times when a ride in one of the 

great farm-waggons was offered them, and 

a party of pale-cheeked but beaming-eyed 

children came jolting up the rough country 

lanes behind the strong farm-horses. Every- 

one took notice of them. The men offered 

them rides, as I have said ; the children 

took them for walks, to gather flowers ; the 

neighbours asked them in to tea. Their 

life was a constant round of pleasures, such 

as they had hardly dreamed of at home. ■

And for the sood it did them — well, 

one had only to Took at their faces when 

they left, and remember what they were 

when they came. It is a " change of air " 

in more ways than one. In two or three 

cases mothers have at first failed to re- 

cognise their own children, when the rosy- 

cheeked band trooped on to the London 

platform. '* I never wake up at home but 

what I have the headache," one little girl 

said to me : ^' but," and her face brightened. ■
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"IVe never had the headache but twice 

since I came here, and then it didn't stop 

long." Many another, who has come down 

looking utterly languid and listless, and as 

if nothing could rouse her to interest or 

enjoyment, has gone back to her home 

veritably a "new creature/' ■

I must not forget to mention that they 

seldom, if ever, return empty-handed. 

Boxes of eggs, butter, plums, bunches of 

flowers and com ; walking-sticks, cut and 

peeled by some countiy friend; pots of 

pansies and double-daisies;— these and 

numberless other treasures are clasped in 

their arms as they stand waiting for the 

train to bear them homewards. Some 

of these things may be bought with the 

few pence their parents have given them 

to spend, but more are presents from the 

cottagers, to them, or to the Korrie or 

Jimmy at home of whom they have so 

often talked. Then the train comes up, 

the children are stowed away in the car- 

riage, and the holiday is over ; only to live 

fresh and green in the memories of the 

little ones, to be talked over and rejoiced 

over, until the poor, toilwom parents 

almost feel as if they had seen the place 

for themselves. ■

" There is no fear," writes one mother, 

" of our forgetting Charlie's visits for there's 

never an hour passes but we hear some- 

thing about the country ; and whatever is 

being talked about he manages to bring it 

round to the wonderful things he heard and 

saw this summer." ■

Is there need- to say more f I think not. 

I think we shall all feel that those who 

help to carry on this work are doin^ good, 

useful, and delightful service—delightful 

both to river and to receiver. I think we 

shall each one of us ask ourselves, cannot 

I do something, be it ever so small, to 

secure a holiday for some little London 

child this summer? The sum needed is 

not very large after all It has been esti- 

mated that every guinea subscribed last 

year by the public paid for nearly five 

weeks of holiday life, so that I am well 

within the mark in saying that a donation 

of ten shillings (sent to the secretary, Miss 

Neuman, 10, Buckingham-street, Strand, 

W.C.) will satisfy the eager longings for 

another country holiday with which some 

little heart is nearly bursting. Sure I am 

that the holiday to which so many of us 

are looking forward will be all the sweeter 

for the thought of the little ones to whom 

our gladly given shillings are bringing new 

life, new health, new happiness. ■

POT-POURRI. ■

The blue jars in the window. 

The big bowls in the halL 

Hold that sweet old-time perfume 

That we Pot-pourri calL 

We cannot tell who made it, 

Nor where the i3owers did grow. 

For those who picked them left us 

Full fifty years ago ! ■

Yet, when at scented evening 

I stand beside the bowl. 

And watch my roses fading 

As night mists upward roll, 

I seem to see their spirits 

Stand silent there below. 

Who made Pot-pourri for us 

Full fifty years ago ! ■

I watch them, youth and maidens^ 

About the garden glide ; 

I see them cull the flowers 

There growing side by side ; 

I hear their soft love whispers, 

I almost seem to know 

The faces dead and buried 

Some fifty years ago ! ■

I smile to think how fleeting 

Are all our joys, our pain ; 

How swiftly sunshine passes, 

How quickly dries the rain. 

For they, too, loved and suffered. 

And bore their own death-blow. 

Those pretty lads and lasses 

Dead fifty years ago ! ■

Yet their dead roses whisper 

Of sweetness e'en in death : 

This lovely periumed odour 

Has outlived Love's hot breath : 

And sweet can be our evening, 

And, if we wish it so, 

Can last e'en like Pot-pourri 

Made fifty years ago ! ■

THE PASSION-FLOWER OP 

TALVERE ■

One of the most interesting pages of the 

story^ of every country is that which tells of 

the rise and fall of its nobility ; for theEein 

lie the romance, the annals of love a&d 

gallantry, so much more indicative of the 

national progress or decay than the meie 

record of political or diplomatic infla^ica 

"The Romance of the English Peerage* 

will be read with some emotion when the 

pages of Smollett, Home, and Lingard aie 

thrown aside as dry and nninviting. Hie 

romantic records of the French noblesn 

are but little known in this country. They I 

are, nevertheless, even more refdete with 

moving incident and thrilling love advea- 

tore than our own. Throughout the whole 

of France there is not a feudal castle, how- 

ever gloomy and fiercely threatening in 

aspect, but has its legend of tenderness 

and love; not the damtiest little castel, 

with its quaint carvings and coquettish 

devices, but has its tale of frantic jealousy 

and bloodthirsty revenge; while oUiers, 

again, amongst the old castellated mansioos, ■

I ■
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frowniDg and forbidding as they appear, 

haye been the scene of many an idyll. 

Of these last is the Chateau de Talv^re, 

which stands almost at the gates of Lon^- 

ville. It is a minoas old pile, scarcely in 

worse state, however, than when the two sole 

remaining members of the Talv^re family 

—the fair young daughter and her aged 

grandmother — were forced to seek refuge 

witiiin its grayold walls. Early youth and ex- 

treme old age, alone and unprotected, being 

compelled to the strictest seclusion in order 

to avoid the persecution which had fallen 

upon every individual of their race — their 

only aim tranquillity, their only security 

oblivion. ■

When Stanislas Leczinski was named 

King of Lorraine, by the favour of Louis the 

Fourteenth, there were a number of heads to 

be cut off, and a number of brave souls to 

be consigned to a living tomb in the dun- 

geons of the fortress of Lun^ville before he 

could sit comfortably on his throne. So 

had it fared with the Count de Talv^re, 

who had presumed to designate King 

Stanislas as "minion, foreigner, and in- 

vader," and who had consequently had 

his head stuck high, one fine morning, 

on the battlements of the fort, to feed 

the ravens and scare the crows; while 

his estates and fortune served much the 

same purpose, feeding the parasites of 

the King, and scaring other patriots from 

their allegiance by the example of such 

merciless confiscation. ■

Of all the family of the Count de 

Talv^re none remained but the aged 

Countess, his mother, and the lovely 

H^l^e, a maiden of sixteen, his only 

daughter. They had been suffered to 

remain at the cb&teau, whose domain was 

now confined to a small patch of orchard 

and garden, and from this the two un- 

happy inmates of the chateau were com- 

pelled to maintain themselves entirely. 

Upon such a diet as this obligation en- 

tailed, it can be no wonder that the poor 

old lady should have grown thinner and 

thinner — ^until at length the wood-cutters 

and charcoal-burners, who passed the 

di&teau on their way from work, would 

be scared into the belief that they 

had beheld the ghost of that wicked 

Countess de Talv^re, who had been exe- 

cuted at Bar more than half a century 

before. Far different, however, was the 

effect of the cruel edict of confiscation 

(which in those days always implied starva- 

tion likewise) upon the beautiful H^l^ne, 

the present sharer of all this destitution. ■

the future heiress to all this decay. She 

seemed to thrive upon the scanty fare of 

the chateau. She was plump and rosy, as 

though she had been nurtured in luxury ; 

merry and light-hearted, as though she had 

never known a sorrow ; scarcely conscious 

of the privation amid which she was 

living ; happy in the enjoyment of the air, 

the sunshine, and the flowers, and in the 

love and devotion of the old Countess de 

Talv^re. ■

It was a sight to behold this girl of 

such wondrous beauty, leading at early 

dawn the solitary cow, on which de- 

pended the nourishment of the family 

at Talv^re, along the narrow paths of 

the garden and orchard, pausing while 

the poor animal stayed to nibble the scanty 

herbage beneath the hedge, and plying 

with nimble fingers all the while the thread 

depending from the distaff fastened to her 

girdle, while carolling forth in the sweetest 

voice man ever heard some old, quaint 

ditty, some tender love song of olden times, 

unknown to other damsels of her age, and 

caught from a former generation through 

the quavering accents of her a^ed grand- 

mother. It was a sight to behold her stay 

now and then in her walk to caress the 

patient animal, while standing on tiptoe 

to whisper words of endearment into her 

ears. ■

And so thought the young cavalier, who 

was riding alone one morning at break of 

day to join the royal hunt, down the mossy 

path beside the ruined wall of the chdteau, 

when, attracted by the song and the tender 

speeches which ensued, he rose in his stir- 

rups to gaze over the stone coping of the 

wall If the refined gallant of the Court of 

Lun^ville had been startled and perplexed 

at the exquisite delicacy of voice and exe- 

cation of the song which he had imagined 

to proceed from the lips of some peasant 

girl at her early labour, how much more 

was he startled and perplexed at the sight 

of the fantastic figure which presented 

itself to his gaze 1 Amid all the poverty 

and privation suffered at the chateau, the 

necessity of their display in sordid attire 

had not yet arrived. The old Countess 

had retained the splendid wardrobe she 

bad owned in the days of her glory, and 

the sole delight of her life was in the 

fashioning and furbishing the quaintly-cut 

vestments which she had worn in her own 

youth, to suit the face and figure of 

H^l^ne. Well might the young horse- 

man be surprised when he saw before 

him this maiden of %uch strange beauty, ■

!= ■
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attired in a costome of which he had 

read and heard and gazed upon in 

pictures, but which he mid never before 

beheld, occupied in work familiar to his 

mind as connected only with the humblest 

drudgery of peasant life. It seemed as if 

some fairy apparition had suddenly risen 

from the earth to bewilder his senses. 

Everything seemed unreal and intaneible 

in the scena The fresh loveliness of the 

little maiden, with her delicate pink and 

white complexion, the sparkling eyes, thQ 

rosy lips and golden hior, the soft, sweet 

voice, all spoke of the warmth and power 

of youth and life ; the costume of a bygone 

generation, of old age, of moth and mould, 

of oblivion and the grave ; the occupation 

of the rudest poverty and toil ; the dress, 

apart from its cut and fashion, of wealth 

and distinction, from the richneis of the 

materials of which it was composed. The 

petticoat was of brocaded satin, the embroi- 

dered juste-au-corps of ruby velvet, the open 

robe of brocatelle ; faded and out of date all 

might be, but without spot or blemish. All 

was so strange and unearthly that the fairy 

tales of Madame d'Aulnoy, the fashionable 

reading at the Court of Lun^ville, crowded 

on his memory, and for a moment he re- 

mained convinced that the beauteous form 

on which he gazed must of necessity be 

that of the Princess Graciosa; that the lime 

blossoms which fell in thick showers from 

the boughs as the cow disturbed them in 

her slow advance, were thrown by the hand 

of her fairy godmother from the clouds ; 

and that the daisies and buttercups which 

bent beneath the maiden's feet were real 

pearls and topazes, spread on the path by 

the same powerful protectress. ■

If such were the impressions conveyed 

to the brain of the young cavalier, it is no 

wonder that he found himself suddenly 

transformed from Honors de Bellegarde 

into Prince Percinet, for the sake of 

this beauteous, and no doubt heavily op- 

pressed and captive Graciosa, held in 

durance vile by the wicked arts of the 

Duchess of Grognona. ■

It was some time before he recovered 

from the shock produced by the bright 

vision which had thus suddenly burst upon 

his sight, and there is no knowing how 

much longer he might have remained en- 

tranced, had it not been that the maiden, 

on finding the sunbeams b^inning to pierce 

the branches of the acacia trees beneath 

which she atood, attempted to lead her 

charge towards the thicker shade of the 

cedar which stood at some little distance. ■

She started on perceiving the shadow 

which lay on the path in the srass bef ote 

her, and then looking up and behddiiig 

the young cavalier, gave such a bound of 

surprise that the rope by which the cow 

was held slipped from her grasp, the dis- 

taff dropped from her hand^ and she re- 

mained gazing as if thunderstruck at the 

stranger, whose head and shoulders wan 

visible above the wall, as supported by tke 

stirrups he stood above his taU steed, 

while, unable to bear that dazzling gase, 

he began to stammer out some excoae for 

intruding thus upon her privacy. ■

Honors de Bell^arde was, for the fint 

time in his life, attacked with timidity, and 

would have turned away on the instant^ 

had not his hand just at that moment un- 

consciously come in contact with the liitta 

silver drinking horn which was carried at 

every huntsman's belt in that day. His biam 

suddenly cleared, and he framed an im- 

promptu demand to give a colouring to the 

apparent impertinence of which he had 

been guilty. ■

"Fair damsel, I have been out ever 

since the dawn, and have lost my wmy. 

Can you spare me a drop of xnilk to 

assuage my thirst t '' ■

The perfect self-possession ai»i innate 

good-breeding of the maiden eansed him 

even more surprise than aught which had 

gone before. Without the smalleet em- 

barrassment she answered sweetly — one 

sinde word, it is true, but spoken aadih^ 

and with the most enchanting smUe, 

"Yolontiers, Monsieur." Jumjpiag upon 

a stone, she raised her arm to take 

the drinking-hom, and without more adb^ 

ran to the comer of the orchard, when 

stood the pail wherein she had milked the 

cow a short while before, but nHiich old 

Hubert, the sole domestic of the ch&teen, 

would never suffer her to raise. Having 

filled the dainty little vessel, she ran back 

again and handed it to the stranger, look- 

ing on in wonder while he dra^ Ettle 

dreaming that whatever had remained of 

common sense or presence of mind had 

been completely obliterated by the graee 

of her movement The young man waa 

fain to prolong the draught in order to 

regain sufficient mastery over himself to 

make the attempt he had meditated firom 

the first, to 8<uve the mystery of this 

strange existence behind the waHs of the 

Ch&teau de Talv^re, which he had pasMd 

scores of times on bos hunting expeditioBi, 

and had always deemed Tminhabited. But 

I when he came to make the trial, he felt ■

^- ■
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that the task would have been impossible 

had he not been aided by the maiden her- 

self, who, without undue boldness, and 

yet without the smallest reticence or 

diBgoise, told him every circumstance of 

her history, while he remained completely 

dumbfounded with astonishment. She was 

wonderiog all the while at the interest 

which could make him thus listen with such 

patience to the story of one who was to 

him a perfect stranger. ■

Count Honors de Bellegarde did not 

join the royal hunt that day, but returned 

to Lun^vUle at a slow and thought- 

ful pace. He returned a wiser man 

in the new sensations inspired in his 

bosom by the love which had sprung up 

thus without warning or preamble. His 

mind was tossed to and fro in a complete 

tempest of emotion. His instinct told him 

at once that this was no common adventure, 

no passing sentiment to be thrown aside 

and soon forgotten. He knew that the fair 

gill had spoken truth, that she was indeed 

of noble blood and lofty lineage in spite of 

her rustic surroundings ; and he resolved to 

return next day to the Ch&teau de Talv^re 

with a view of getting up a petition to 

the Eang for restoration of the property of 

the Talv^res to the remaining members of 

the family. ■

Bat "Thomme propose, et Dieu dis- 

posal' On arriving at the palace he 

foond, to his dismay, that the King had 

issued orders for the removal of the Court 

to Nancy, according to the policy he 

had adopted of dividing the benefits con- 

ferred by the residence of a Court, an 

alternate sojourn in the two great cities 

of his kingdom, Nancy and Lun^ville poe- 

sessLDg a royal palace in each, and changing 

the seat of government at certain intervals. ■

Everybody noticed the alteration by the 

temper of Honor6 de Bellegarde. From 

the merriest youth about ths Court, he had 

grown tadtum and reserved, flying the 

eompany of those to whom he had been 

most attached, and seeking the solitude he 

had formerly so much detested. The 

ooTutiers rallied him on the change, and 

dedared that he had been rattling the dice- 

box with disastrous effect at Lun6ville ; but 

King Stanislas, although the wisest philo- 

sopher of his day, hf^ himself felt the 

attacks of the blind god too often not to 

recognise his wound in another, and so he 

said to himself, **The boy is in love; if 

he eonfide in me, I will help him in his 

troable." ■

The hours seemed weeks to Honors de ■

Bell^arde, during the sojourn at Nancy, 

and yet when the order for return was 

issued, the poor youth was assailed by 

every kind of pain. Would the beautiful 

maiden of Talv6re still be found at the 

chd.teau 1 Was it not all a dream t Might 

not the whole affair be nothing more than 

a freak of some one of the madcap ladies of 

Lun^ville, who had chosen to seek retire- 

ment and disguise in order to escape the 

pursuit of some unfortunate lover f There 

was no supposition, however foolish or im- 

possible, that did not pass through his 

fevered brain during the nidit of his return 

to his old quarters in the ralaoe at Lund- 

ville, until at length, as the dawn drew 

nigh, unable aay longer to bear the state 

of irritation and impatience into which he 

had worked himself, he once more mounted 

his steed and set off alone to the Chateau 

de Talv^re. ■

The morning was heavenly, the green 

glades through which he passed were all 

glistening with dew, tiie birds were just 

awakening in the branches, and the under- 

wood was just beginning to be stirred by the 

wUd game with which the forest abounds. 

His heart beat violently as he drew near 

tothechiteaa The old grey turrets seemed 

more sad and joyless than ever, amid the 

gleeful awakening of natura Not a sound 

was heard within the orchard, no joyous 

carolling greeted the ear of the youth as 

he listcmed with eager expectation. In 

vam he stretched himself to the utmost, as 

he stood upright in the stirrups and 

looked out from the back of his tail steed 

through the breach in the ruined wall, as he 

had done once before. He beheld no lovely 

girl, no fiairy princess. The lime blossoms 

fell no more in a shower upon the ground, 

the daisies and the buttercups had disap- 

peared, choked by the long grass which 

had been suffered to grow rank and wild 

beneath the trees. ■

For a moment did Monsieur de Belle- 

garde stand thus listiess and inanimate, 

straining his sight and stretching his neck 

to gaze into the enclosure. The long, 

rambling building lay in one mass of peaks 

and points and bows and buttresses, sur- 

mounted with weathercocks innumerable, 

as is the custom with these ancient 

chateaux, but not a soul was visible. He 

looked up at each window in turn ; not a 

human form appeared at any of the latticed 

,paneB ; but with a lover's instinct, he could 

tell at once which was the chamber where, 

perhaps at that moment, was slumbering 

the obiect of his thoughts. He knew it by ■
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the rose-covered balcony and the long, 

trailing tendrils of the passion-flower, 

which, trained from the sturdy stem planted 

against the wall, had entwined themselves 

round the delicate tracery of the ironwork, 

whence the bright, starry blossoms drooped 

and swnng in Uie breeze, now visible, now 

hidden fi^m sight as the leaves were 

blown hither and thither in the morning air. ■

He was jost taming away in bitter dis- 

appointment, half chilled at the silence 

and solitude of the place, when he was 

startled by a low, moaning sob, which 

seemed to burst from the very heart of 

some sorrow-stricken individoid close to 

the spot where he was stationed. The 

sound came from close beneath the wall, 

and he felt as if he were guUty of an act of 

meanness in thus intruding upon the sacred 

privacy of grief; so he coughed aloud, and 

then jerkea his horse's rein so sharply 

that the animal snorted and made the curb 

chain jingle. ■

On the instant a shrill scream echoed 

through the silence of the woods, pre- 

sently a light form bounded with fawn- 

like agiUty upon the moss-covered stone, 

and the woe-begone countenance of the 

fair Princess Graciosa fiUed the hollow rent 

in the wall, so close to that of the bashful 

Prince Percinet that he blushed deep as 

scarlet and actually turned aside, unable to 

bear the burning gaze which burst so sud- 

denly upon him. But alas for poor Graciosa 1 

Her eyes were red with weeping, and her 

bosom heaved with convulsive sobs, while 

down her sweet face the tears were coursing 

eachother,and trickling intothegolden ring- 

lets which hung loose, upon her neck. Ah 1 

surely that horrid Duchess Grognona had 

been at her wicked tricks again I It required 

some little effort on the part of the Count 

de Bellegarde, to eocourage him to enquire 

concerning the cause of the despair by 

which the little maiden seemed to be thus 

overcome. ■

There was no embarrassment, no reti- 

cence in the answer which gushed out quite 

spontaneously amid the sobs which could 

not be controlled. " Ah, monsieur 1 what 

shall we do 1 I cannot give you any milk 

this morning. What wUl become of us 1 

La Bouge, our dear La Bouge is dead I 

We have no milk to drink, and shall soon 

have no more bread to eat Grand'mere is ill, 

and we have not a sou wherewith to buy 

food. Old Hubert is gone to the furnace 

with a barrow full of clover to sell to the 

Superintendent's wife, for her goat, and I 

am all alone 1 " ■

The image of her own lotielinen vai 

more than Sie little maiden could beai, ind 

she burst into a paroxysm of grief, hiding 

her face in both her lumds, while Mondeoi 

de Bellegarde remained aghast^ uopr^ind 

for the avowal of sudi misery as fchii He 

felt a sore perplexity concerning the fana 

his condolence ought to take. Bat m he 

looked round in his embarrassment, hii 

eye was caught by the thousand bloBtomi 

of the passion-flower as they balaDc«d to 

and fro in the wind, and, love lending him 

that readiness of resource he never rttiuee 

to his votaries, made him exclaim eagerly: ■

" Nay, but. Mademoiselle, it was not for 

milk I came this morning, but for one 

of the passion-flowers which blossom above 

your balcony. The flower which growi 

in such abundance here at Talvere k 

so precious at Lun^ville, that — would yoa 

believe it t — the ladies of the Court are com- 

pelled to pay a double louis d'or for aangk 

blossom, and King Stanislas, who lorei 

no other flower, never looks kindly on any 

of the courtiers who do not bear a sprig d 

it at mass on gala days. ^ As it happesi 

that this very day there is to be a gniul 

Te Deum at the Cathedral in honoor of Ha 

Majesty's return from Nancy, I rode hither 

with the humble hope that you wooU 

allow me to purchase one of those flow^ 

to place in my vest to please him." ■

The little maiden dried her eyes in i 

moment in order to open them wider witli 

the greater ease, and then she smiled eo 

sweetly that the abject terror he bad iA 

all the time ho had been speaking vanished 

in a moment, and when she nodded ac- 

quiescence and exclaimed — **Ah, Monrieai; 

'tis Providence has sent you h^e," and 

jumped lightly down and ran acroM tie 

grass to gather the flowers he had adud 

for — he prayed that the words m^ 

prove prophetic of the good fortnne o 

store. In the twinkling of an eye did 

the maiden return with the loveliest of (he 

blossoms of the passion-flower, and, wifchoot 

the smallest shyness, without any of tb^ 

grimacing hesitation a Court lady wonW 

have assumed, did this child of nature hand 

it over the wall to the cavalier. Sfctaog 

to say, however, he durst not offer her the 

piece of gold he had drawn from his pone 

as price of the flower, but laid it on the 

wall, where it caught the rays of the morn- 

ing sun, and glittered like a atar j«^ 

fallen from the skies. But when the acaon 

was accomplished, a sudden panic sem 

him at the boldness of which he had 

given proof, and he hurried away tniii ■
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almost uncoarteons abruptness. Bat he 

might have spared himself all unpleasant 

doubt H^l^ne de Talv^re was a child of 

nature as we have said before. ■

She believed every word of the strange 

gentleman's speech, and treasured it up like 

gospel She seized the gold piece with 

chfldkh glee, and laughed joyously. ■

"Oh, let me run at once and show this 

to dear grand'm^re 1 " she exclaimed ; and, 

without so much as thanking the gentle- 

man for his custom or even noticing his 

abrupt departure, ran sfriftly towards the 

door of the chateau. ■

As the Count turned the angle of the 

wall hii attention was aroused by the 

sound of voices in discussion. The harsh 

tones of scolding and reproach mingled 

with the sofc accent of his lovely Graciosa 

in gentle expostulation, and he could just 

catch a glimpse of a little wizened female 

figure, with high-crowned cap and cross- 

handled crutch, which, he felt sure, must be 

that of the horrible Duchess Grognona. He 

was too far off to seize the purport of her 

shrill words, but he wa? sure that he saw 

her with one hand raise her crutch with a 

menadng gesture towards him, while with 

the other she threw the gold piece out into 

space. Then the wailing sobs of the poor 

girl fell once more upon his stricken ear, 

until, driven forward by the old lady, the 

girl entered the hall door, which closed be- 

hind them and all was silent again. ■

*'That most be the old Countess de 

Taly^re, a great lady in her day," mur- 

mured he as he ureed his horse to the trot, 

"bat she reminds me woefully of the 

Duchess Grognona notwithstanding." ■

An hour or two later in the morning a 

vision, more strange than that which a few 

weeks before had burst upon the sight of 

Count Honors de Bellegarde, might have 

been seen gliding across the orchard of the 

Chateau de Talvere, and stealing through 

the gate which led out by short cuts and 

bypaths to the high road to Lun6ville. 

It was H6l^ne de Talvere, attired in the 

quaint costume we have already seen, but 

enveloped in a large cloak, and her face 

concealed by the old-fashioned hood and 

wimple which had been forgotten by the 

maidens of her own time. On her arm 

bung a large basket filled up with long 

branches of the passion-flower, which, ac- 

cording to the gentleman who had paid 

that early visit to Talvere, would be pur- 

chased at such exorbitant price in Lun6 ville. ■

She hastened along the way she remem- 

bered to have traversed with old Hubert, ■

when upon rare occasions he had suffered 

her to accompany him to market^ and 

arrived in the city just as the Cathedral 

bells were beginning to ring out the Te 

Deum peal, always reserved for the grandest 

festivities of the chnrcL The grand place 

to which she hurried was filled to over- 

flowing; crowds from the back streets 

and by-lanes, crowds from the suburbs and 

the country, all were hastening to see other 

crowds of aristocratic personases attendant 

on the King's High Mass, as uds ceremony 

was called. Well was it for the poor 

child that every individual of that immense 

multitude was bent on making way to the 

front, in order to catch the best view of 

the royal procession, which had entered the 

building by the canon's door and was to 

leave it by the great gate, so that no one 

paid the smallest attention to her, but 

suffered her to glide stealthily through the 

different groups until she arrived at the 

flight of marble steps, and took her station 

outside the iron balustrade by which they 

are protected. ■

Here she remained, patiently waiting 

until the gate should open for the King 

and the Court to pass through. She 

knew well enough that none of the bour- 

geois and artisans, of whom the crowd 

was composed, could afford to purchase 

her passion-flowers at a double-louis 

apiece, so she gathered her long, dark 

cloak of Lyons cloth closely around her, 

and hiding her basket beneath it, took out 

her beads, and bending low, went steadily 

through the whole rosary, imploring the 

Virgin to grant a blessing on her endea- 

vour to save grand'm^re from the penury 

amid which she had languished so long, 

and likewise most particularly to bless the 

kind young gentleman whose suggestion 

had put her in the way of accomplishing 

her desire. How could she dream that at 

that very moment another prayer was 

rising to Heaven from the Count de Belle- 

garde, in thanksgiving for the King's con- 

sent to restore the estates of her family to 

Helene de Talvere, and His Majesty's 

promise to assist his favourite in his desire 

to obtain the hand of the now great heiress. 

So fervent was she in her invocation, 

so long did she linger over the prayer, 

that the crash of the great Te Deum bell, 

announcing that mass was over, burst 

forth before she had concluded. The 

shock of the vibration aroused her to con- 

sciousness of her situation ; and when the 

great doors of the Cathedral were thrown 

open, and the congregation, all composed ■
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of the lords and ladies attendant on the 

King, streamed forth in proud procession, 

preceded by their halberdiers, and followed 

by their pages, she started up, and throw- 

ing aside the long cloak, stood forth in all 

her beaaty and her singular attire, holding 

the basket, filled to the very brim with 

tiie passion-flower, in sight of the richly 

dressed company, not one of whom seemed 

to be provided with a single blossom, so 

rare was evidently her merchandise at 

Lun^ville. It was clear that the cavalier 

had spoken truth, and the conviction filled 

her with a joyful hope. And so she grew 

bold enough to calf aloud, in her own 

sweet voice : " Who'll buy my passion- 

flower ? Only a double-Iouis the blossom! 

All bright and freshly gathered, and well 

worth the money 1 " There must have 

been magic in the words, for scarcely were 

they uttered when a loud shout, whether 

of admiration or derision she could not tell, 

burst out from the bystanders, and mingled 

its shrill echoes with the thundering notes 

of the organ which came rolling majestically 

through the open door, and the clanging 

of the bells from the Cathedral tower. ■

So uncertain was the little maiden with 

regard to the meaning of the shout which 

had greeted her first appeal, that she 

repeated it in a tone yet more clear and 

confident. This time there could be no 

mistake as to the effect produced, for there 

arose from the portion of the multitude 

within hearing of the call such a sharo, 

discordant howl of laughter that it made 

her turn pale as ashes, and tremble from 

head to foot "Look at her! Who is 

she 1 '' was the cry. *' Look at her strange 

dress I She must surely be some maniac 

escaped from the asylum at Sainte Barbe, 

with her trumpery flowers, too, at a 

double-louis apiece, forsooth!" ''Nay, 

nay, don't you see 1 It is some masquerad- 

ing farce &he has come out to play upon us, 

poor; ignorant folk that we are I Rely on 

it, she is one of the stage-girls from the 

Eong's Playhouse; perhaps the Coraline 

herself in disguise, playing off some merry 

jest on one of her gallants.'' "Yes ; that 

is the most likely thing," cried another. 

" And is it not a shame that one of these 

vile creatures should dare to appear, with 

her masquerading tricks, before the very 

portals of God's house ? Seize her ! Hand 

her over to the Mar^hauss^e ! Let her be 

whipped by the hangman for the base 

sacrilege ! " And then the women raised 

their shrill, spiteful voices in chorus. '' Ah, 

yes, that will be a pleasant jest, to see her ■

change her tawdry player's robes for the 

gray serge dress of the penitent, and all 

her fine golden locks shaved close to her 

head, and burnt in the fire where the irou 

are heating to brand her as the accuned 

sacrilegious sinner she must be." And at 

the words a hundred rude hands were raised 

aloft to seize the poor innocent md^^i ; a 

thousand rude voices arose in loud protes- 

tation against the foul attempt at ribaldry 

in such a holy place; and there is no 

knowing what might have happened had 

not the procession just then come to a halt 

in consequence of the tumult ■

The group of pages who walked before 

the Eling, bearing on velvet cushions his 

royal crown and sword of state, had stood 

up aghast upon the steps, arrested by the 

confusion, gazing through the iron raflings 

at the desperate condition of the poor 

maiden, whose coif and pinners had been 

torn off, and whose dress, all disordered as 

it was, still served for theme of the rude 

jibes of the multitude, whUe the flowers on 

which she had reckoned for grandmere's 

sustenance were being tossed abroad and 

trampled by the crowd. Presently appeared 

in due order at the portal the royal dais, 

borne by four gentlemen of the Court whom 

the King most deliehted to honour, and 

beneath it the placid and beni^ counten- 

ance of the King himself, looking down 

with wonder on the scene below. ■

Of course, the progress even of this mod 

solemn group of all was stayed upon the 

threshold, for the crowd was now pressing 

so closely at the bottom of the steps, that 

all advance was impossible. Suddenly, le 

the astonishment of all, one of the gentlt* 

men bearing the royal canopy uttered a 

loud cry of anguish and dismay, and wh 

seen to shift the handle of the pole whi^ 

by virtue of his office, he was appointed la 

support, into his neighbour's grasp, aajl 

forgetful of all etiquette, to rush down Urn 

steps towards the spot where the poor gid 

was struggling amongst her assailants. ■

He was very young, it is true^ and new 

to the office, or he would perhaps have 

been more impressed with the solemn re- 

sponsibility conferred upon him by favour 

of the King. He was conspicuous moreover 

from the passiou-flower which was hanging 

pendent among the folds of his laoe cravat, 

over hisembroidered white satin veBt,becaiiae 

he was the only one of the whole company 

whose bosom was thus adorned, althou^ 

he was the very man who had told the poor 

girl that very morning that such was of ne- 

cessity to be worn by everyona The si^ ■

i!^ ■
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of the flower was like a beam of Heaven, 

and salvation to H^l6ne de Talv^re. With 

a piteous cry she stretched forth her arms 

to the wearer, whose face flashed and then 

grew pale as death, and who, rushing f or^ 

ward to ibe iron bars, to wluoh she was cling- 

ing, seized her by the waist and lifted her 

over the balustrade as though her form had 

not weighed more than a feather in his grasp. 

He loosened not his hold till he had 

deposited her, all panting and half-insen- 

sible at HisMajesty's feet, where by instinct 

Bhe remained kneeling in humility. He did 

bnt pause to whisper a few words of ex- 

planation in answer to the look of astonish- 

ment with which the Eong was gazing on 

the scene. His Majesty started and listened 

with a benignant smile, and then he raised 

the girl to her feet and motioned to the 

procession to move on, and in the sight of 

sll the people she walked beside him be- 

neath the royal canopy. ■

It was not long after this event that 

another gay procession, likewise graced with 

the presence of royalty, was seen wending 

its way over the sanded pavement of the 

Grand'-Place, preceded by heralds-at-arms 

bearing the banners of the two most an- 

cient houses of Lorraine. As before, the 

whole population of Lun^ville was abroad 

to witness the marriage of Honors, now 

created "Prince de Bellegarde," on this 

occasion, with H^l^ne, the great heiress of 

the restored domains and fiefs belonging to 

the Chateau de Talv6re ; and the bride, al- 

though reinstated in her rights, and in spite 

of the schooling of grand'mere, must still 

have preserved some of the rustic indepen- 

dence acquired by her solitary life at the cha- 

teau, for she resolutely rejected the myrtle 

and the orange blossom, which were of old 

established custom, for her wedding wreath, 

bat stood at the altar crowned with tiie 

twining blossoms of the pale and star- 

like Passion Flower. ■

And her descendants to this very day 

bear the flower in their coat-of-arms, ac- 

cording to the license granted at her 

prayer, by King Stanislas Leczlnski, King 

of Lorraine. ■

By THEO gift. ■

Author <tf"IMLorimer,"** An Aim and ittPriee," ■

Mte., Etc ■

♦ ■

CHAPTER XXL ■

** she's o'er the border and AWA'." 

The moon was getting low in the western 

heavens, and the stars, yet glimmering in ■

a windy sky, had that wan look which 

seems to come over them before the ap- 

proach of day, when, on the night but one 

following that tryst under the Menhir- 

Dahut, Vera rose from the foot of her bed 

on which she had for some time been 

seated, and, creeping on tip-toe to the 

window, drew the curtains aside and looked 

out There was no sign of dawn yet, and 

not a sound was to be heard anywhere ; 

not the crow of a restless cock from the 

yard at the back ; not even the low boom 

and murmur of the distant sea. It was 

the stillest hour in the whole twenty-four, 

that which just precedes the dawn and seems 

to have a weird significance, in its very 

silence, the hush of awe-struck Nature 

waiting speechless and breatJiless till the 

birth-struggle is over and the baby Day 

leaps into life from its dead mother Night ; 

but the moon, which was nearly at its full 

at present and had risen late, gave light 

enough to see anything by, and, as Vera 

pulled aside the curtain, the white rays fell 

on the face of the watch in her hand, and 

showed that the hands pointed to twenty- 

five minutes past three. ■

Twenty-five minutes ! And at half-past, 

B^noite was to be at the garden-door wait- 

ing for her, waiting (perlukps she was there 

even now) to see her safely into her lover's 

arms. Vera was quite ready. He need 

not after all have been so much afraid of 

her resolution failing at the last moment ; 

though, had she been one degree less timid, 

it might, perhaps, have done so. But with 

cowardly people, one terror sometimes 

drives out another, and, between her dread 

of the Count ; of the journey to the great, 

unknown city, where she was to bs de- 

livered over to him ; and of the marriage 

which seemed to her at this moment like 

being plunged into a dark abyss from whence 

she should never come out alive ; all minor 

fears, such as entrusting herself at this 

hour of the night to Marstland's care, and 

journeying with him over land and sea, 

became slight and shadowy in comparison. ■

Perhaps if he had been anywise different 

from what he was to her ; if his passion 

had been less strong in its self-control ; his 

caresses and tenderness less marked by 

the reverence for her innocent trust which 

never deserted him; his cheerful con- 

fidence and buoyancy flawed by any touch 

of pettiness, jealousy, or uncertainty; it 

wocdd have been otherwise with her. She 

had no skill in argument, no obstinate re- 

liance on her own judgment When her 

mother reminded her that she knew no- ■
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thiog really of Marstland, and insintiated 

that he had betrayed her best friend's 

affection for the sake of possible advantages 

on her side, or when Joanna stigmatised 

him as a thoughtless and dissolute hospital 

student, she was not prepared to deny the 

possibility of their being right, heartbreak- 

ing as such a possibility might be. But on 

the other hand, her faith^ so easy to shake, 

was equally easy to re-establish ; and one 

word from Leah, one look from Marstland's 

brave, true eyes, one touch even from the 

strong hand which seemed to swallow up 

and enfold her slender, feeble fingers in its 

protecting clasp, was enoush to sweep away 

every shadow of doubt and mistrust which 

might have been instilled into her. ■

She had had many of both during the ■

East fortnight, but they had not been of 

er lover, or of her own prudence in agree- 

ing to the plan he proposed. His original 

one had indeed been very different ; that, 

namely, of coming boldly to Les Cha- 

taigniers, asking her again of her father on 

the strength of their tried and proved 

affection for one another ; and in the event 

of a refusal, telling him plainly that he 

should now leave the issue in the hands of 

the girl alone, and daring the old man to 

force her, with the knowledge of her af- 

fection for him, into marriage with another. 

But the audacity of this course had nearly 

frightened Vera out of her feeble wits, and 

she deprecated it in such imploring terms, 

pointing out the tempest of anger which 

would be brought down on her in conse- 

quence, and the impossibility of holding 

her own in any struggle wiUi her father 

while under the latter's roof, that he had 

been obliged to propose an elopement and 

secret marriage as the only remaining re- 

source, and had made all his plans accord- 

ingly. ■

These had been at first very simple ; to 

run off with Vera to Quimper, or the 

next nearest town which boasted of an 

English Protestant chaplain, and persuade 

him to marry them : a project which, to 

the ordinary youne Englishman's mind, 

with its cheerful and absolute ignorance of 

foreign laws and customs, appeared as 

feasible as it was happy ; but when he had 

hinted at it, just before leaving England, to 

a young friend of his, a fellow hospital 

student, whose life and reputation he had 

once been the means of saving, the latter 

had assured him that the measure was by 

no means so practicable as he supposed. 

He, too, was rather vague about it ; but 

he had a brother who lived half the year ■

in France, and with whom he stayed it 

times, and he was positive that the mir- 

riage laws of that country were so framed 

as to make it almost impossible to oontnet 

a clandestine union, that would be in my- 

*wise legal, with one of its citizens. ■

'^And I suppose you want it to be 

legal 1 " said the young man. ■

Marstland swore, with somewhat im- 

necesEary indignation, that he did. ■

^' And if you had to do it at all you'd 

want to do it in a hurry t Oh, well then 

you'd better not attempt it, for I'm qmte 

sure — I've heard one of their lawyers talk- 

ing about it at Sam's dinner-table— that it 

would be no use. The parson hasn't any- 

thing really to say to it over there, yoo 

know. He's merely an ornamental part of 

the business, like the icing on the cike. I 

The read thing is all done by the civil fone- 

tionary — the ' maire,' you know, and en- 

tails all manner of awkward things, a ten- 

dence or domiciliation, as they call it, of— 

I don't know how long — something like 

six months, I think — attestations of cu- 

sent of parents and grand-parents, and the 

Lord knows who ; certificates of birth or 

of ' notori^t^,' to show you're both of M 

age; and the whole thing as pubUc and 

spun out as possible, so as to give the re- 

lations every chance of interfering if they 

want to " ■

'' Oh, but— hang it all, Harry ! " Mant- 

land interposed, " if the clergyman con- 

sented ; and I diould tell him she was t 

Protestant, and being forced " ■

"My dear fellow, he couldn't consent) 

All this civil business has got to come be- 

fore he lifts a finger in the matter; and 3 

he were to go through his ceremony in 

advance he'd be liable to prosecution and 

something awful in the way of fines. YoaV 

not get any parson to risk that" And thei 

he went on to suggest, while Marstland wn 

pitching brushes and combs and clean linen 

into his portmanteau, that if it did come to 

a flittinj< the best plan would be to ron 

over to Jersey or Guernsey and get married 

there by licence in the ordinary way; alio 

that his brother, who was a wealthy ahb- 

owner and lived at St Malo, had a lontj 

steam yacht, one of the best-going boats 

out, which he kept for his own use, bnt 

which the young man felt certain he would 

put at Marstland's disposal for the adfes* 

ture without a moment's question. ■

*'He feels the debt of gratitude we all 

owe you as much as I do," he said, and 

Marstland thanked him warmly. ■

Vera let him make all ius arrangemenU ■

4 ■
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without asking or caring to hear any de- 

taOa of them. A pencilled line sent through 

B^Qoite now^ and again, to let her knov 

that he was near and keeping watch over 

her, and a whispered word from the same 

active friend that she had seen him, and 

that he sent this or that message, had been 

all and more than she asked to keep up her 

spirits and enable her to maintain a quies- 

cent and submissive demeanour dilbring that 

trying fortnight when, with visits from the 

Count and preparations for her marriage 

with him going on, she almost lost at times 

all belief in the possibility of escape, and 

perhaps lulled suspicion the more by the 

passiveness with which she ^>peared to 

have resigned herself to the fate before 

her. ■

That happy, hazardous tryst, however, 

under the great Menhir worked a vast 

change in her, and the last day at home 

was easier to get through than any other 

had been, and was rendered still more so 

hy the fact that any agitation or excitement 

which she might show would be easily ex- 

pkined by the natural emotion of a young 

girl Inddiug adieu for ever to her maiden 

Hfe and the home which, except for that 

hrief visit to England, she had never 

quitted before. ■

Her mother, too, had been unusually 

tender with her all day, and though thu 

circumstance might, with many girU, have 

made the leaving her harder insteiad of 

more easy, poof little Yera's curiously de- 

fective touch in anything involving refine- 

ments of delicacy or conscience, led her to 

feel in this unwonted gentleness only a sort 

of tacit retractation of Madame St Lau- 

rent's late severity, an unexpressed condo- 

nation of her intended rebellion ; and when 

her mother answered her faltering *' Good 

night ^ and kiss with an affectionate " Ood 

hiess you, my dear," the girl was em- 

boldened to put her arms round her neck 

and say : ■

" Mamma, you will never be very angry 

with me any more, will you % You will 

forgive me when — ^when I am married for 

anything that I have done to vex you 1 " ■

Madame St;. Laurent held her in a sud- 

den tight clasp. ■

"Tou are not married yetl" she said 

hoarsely. ** Child, don't you know I would 

like to keep you with me for ever if I could, 

and let you vex me every day of your life ! 

There" (suddenly recollecting herself) *'go 

to bed, my dear. You've never done any- 

thmg wrong to speak of, and, if you had, 

you're all 1 have in the world, and vou're ■

good enough now. Go to bed and have a 

good rest. I've told Joanna she's not to 

call you till eight o'clock to-morrow." ■

Half-past three ! The minute hand of 

the watch had reached the fi;aire vi at last, 

and obedient to the instant Yera stood up 

and, drawing the heavy folds of the cloak 

she had on closely around her, crossed the 

room, and softly, softly opened the door. 

She carried her shoes in one hand and a 

tiny bag in the other. A larger one, con- 

taining a change of clothes and a few little 

treasures — presents from her mother and 

the Josephses — B^noite had removed 

earlier in the day; and her flat velvet 

b^r^t was in her pocket, so that, if bv any 

unlucky chance she were overheard and 

stopped on her way downstairs she might 

not have the air of being dressed for out- 

of-doors. ■

But no one stopped her. The whole 

house was hushed and silent as the grave. 

Even the wooden gallery did not creak 

beneath her little stockinged feet ; and the 

staircase was of stone. Who should hear 

her 1 It was not till some time afterwards 

that Madame St. Laurent even remembered 

how, lying awake at her husband's side, 

anxious and perturbed about the morrow's 

journey and all that was to follow it, she 

had heard a faint rustlingsound — almost too 

soft to be audible, and gone the next mo- 

ment — outside the door, and had thought it 

might be the cat seeking admittance ; but, 

for fear of disturbing monsieur had fore- 

borne to rise and see. She little guessed 

that it was Yera, her own child, who, on 

the eve of leaving her for ever, had delibe- 

rately stopped, ere passing her door, to 

breathe a voiceless farewell to her. ■

'' Good-bye, mamma, and forgive me. I 

caimot help it, indeed ; and you said you 

would not keep angry. Good-bye 1 " Yera 

whispered, and then glided past and was 

gone ; the one little scruple which might 

have disturbed her conscience quieted and 

at rest She had not left her mother with- 

out bidding her farewell ■

And meanwhile Madame St Laurent, 

having forgotten the cat, was turning 

round to sleep again with a more comfort- 

able feeling respecting her daughter than 

she had had for a long tima That meek 

petition earlier in the evening from the 

girl whose confidence she had repulsed, 

whose hopes she had bHghted, and whom 

she was practically selling into a mar- 

riage from which her whole soul revolted, 

had come to her also like a kind of un- 

spoken absolution from the victim; a ■
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tacit assurance that she had not alienated 

altogether the affections most precious to 

her in life. If she had done so it would 

have broken her heart; but, like Vera 

again, she said to herself that she could not 

help it. The circumstances were wretched ; 

but it was not she who had made them. It 

was her husband's will, and her first duty 

was to him. And, after all, the marriage 

was an excellent one for any girl ; a mag- 

nificent one,indeedtfor her daughter,and the 

granddaughter of John Higgs, the baker I ■

The guden-door was on the latch. It 

opened without a sound ; and as Vera 

stepped out into the cold night air her 

hand was instantly clasped in that of 

B^noite, who was watching for her, and 

who exclaimed in a whisper husky with 

excitement : ■

"Heaven be thanked, you have comel 

Almost I began to think that you had been 

stopped — that you were afraid 1 How my 

heart has beat ! But, come, come quickly. 

He is waiting us in the lane, and with 

such a horse I Holy saints I but he must 

have paid a fortune for the hir& Your 

English are princes indeed 1 " ■

They were gliding along under the 

shadow of a line of shrubs as she spoke, and 

all that Vera answered was " Hush ! " It 

was a comfort to feel B6noite's warm hand 

on hers ; but at that moment she felt as if 

even the lowest whisper must be audible 

in her parents' room. She hardly dared 

to draw a long breath herself till they had 

skirted the orchard and reached a little 

gate in the wall, outside which something 

dark and shapeless was standing in the 

shadow of a big elm tree. Another shadow 

detached itself from it, however, the mo- 

ment they appeared in sight, and came 

forward quickly into the moonbeam;^, and 

next instant Vera felt her hands clasped in 

both her lover's, and heard his whispered : ■

'' Heaven bless you for this, my own dar- 

ling I How shall I ever repay you 1 " ■

There was not a moment to lose after 

that. The driver was already on his seat ; 

and it seemed to Vera but a lightning 

flash before she was lifted to hers, and her 

lover had swung himself up beside her, 

and was bending down to shake B^noite's 

hand with a pressure through which the 

chink of coins was distinctly audible. ■

" Tell him to drive like the wind when 

once he gets past the comer of the lane ; and 

a thousand thanks, my good friend, for all 

you have done for us," ^he young surgeon 

whispered excitedly, and B^noite answered 

in the same tone : ■

" Alas 1 it was for Catharine's sake, and 

may the Lord forgive me for it if I h&ye 

done wrong I But be good to mide- 

moiselle, Monsieur ; be good to h» and 

our Lady will intercede for me. Ftfewell, 

mademoiselle ; may you be h^py ! " ■

Vera smiled faintly. It was all she ooqU 

do, for speech seemed impossible to hei. 

Even when Marstland exclaimed : ■

" But frhere is your hat, my child f " she 

only fumbled vaguely in her pocket, lod 

let him take the b^r^t out and put it on for 

her ; and when, drawing his arm round her 

to support her back, he whispered tenderly : ■

"You are not afraid, are you, dariingt 

Remember, I am only your big, faithfol 

brother at present, and in a few honn v« 

shall be husband and wife, and no one vi 

be able to separate us." She gave him no 

answer beyond a vague, gentle smile. He 

knew well enough it was not a negative. ■

Indeed, on the whole her stillness and 

silence were as reassuring as they were sor- 

prising to him. Knowing her ex^me 

timidity he had feared that she wooid be 

greatly agitated, would perhaps cry — ^itwus 

terrible idea, but not an unnatural one^ con- 

sidering that she was a young girl and an 

only child, leaving home and parents for 

ever — ^perhaps repent of her resolutton as 

soon as they started, and entreat him to 

release her or take him back, thus pnttog 

him into a moral dilemma ; for how could 

he run away with her against her will (and 

yet would she not curse him later if ha 

obeyed her?) — the mere thou^t of it 

turned him cold. ■

But as it was, Vera seemed even calo^ 

then ha He could not see her face uh 

deed, for it was in shadow ; but she rested 

tranquilly against him just as he had placed 

her, and did not even turn her head for a 

farewell look at the steep roof, the white 

walls, and curious comer tower with itc 

funnel-shaped roof, of Les Gh^taignins ii 

they stood out for the last time in the 

moonlight before being hidden behind s 

belt of trees. Possibly she did not realise 

then that she was bidding adieu to them 

for ever ; that never in this life waa ^ to 

look on her childhood's home again; bat 

Marstland thanked her in his heart for the 

unselfishness which, as he thought^ would 

not pain him by manifesting even a natonl 

regret, and loved her all the better for it ■

It startled him the more, therefore, whes 

suddenly as they were bowling along s 

piece of broad, hard road she started for- 

ward with a low cry, and he felt her 

trembling all over. ■
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" My darling, what is it 1 " he asked 

Driih a homed look behind, as the thought 

that they were being pursued rose instantly 

to his mind ; but there was nothing to be 

seen or heard there, and Vera was pointing 

in another direction. ■

" jLook ! " she whispered excitedly. 

'• Mailly 1 Don't you see it 1 That pile of 

buildings, black against the whitish patch 

of sky over there ; and something moving 

on the top 1 That's the flag flyine; so he 

is back. He must have come bacK yester- 

day, and they never told me. Ohl I 

thought at least he was in Paris." ■

*' Me probably came back to escort you 

th^re/' said Marstland with his cheery 

laugh. " Well, he'll have had his journey 

for his pains, and will learn the end of his 

wooing a little earlier, that's all. Sweet 

one, don't tremble so. What matter if he 

is there 1 We shall soon be far enough ■

** 3But he will follow us. He will bring 

papa with him, and follow us," Vera said, 

stfll ^whisperin^ and with pallid lips. " Per- 

haps, if papa had been alone he might not 

have thought it worth while; but the 

Comit never gives up anything — never. 

He 'yriU, make papa come with him. They 

will take me back . . ." Her lips would 

not go on, and her eyes had filled to brim- 

ming. Marstland held her closer, and 

spoke in his deepest and strongest tones. ■

*' They will do no such thing, while I 

am .alive to hold you from them and pro- 

tect y otL Listen, Vera ; do you remember 

yoor own legend of St Tryphine, and how 

the tyrant, Oommorre, paid for daring to 

lay has hands on her when she fled from 

himl' ■

*• He killed her I " Vera said, in a low, 

aweatmck voice, her eyes still wandering 

to where that minute black speck waved 

against the sky, as though it were the 

Connfs hand beckoning to her. ■

'* He was killed, himself 1 " said Marstland 

sternly ; '* and. Vera, mark my words, I 

have grudge enough against tMs man al- 

ready for his unmanly persecution of you, 

and the cowardly way in which he has used 

his hold over your parents to further it ; 

but w^ho, once you are mine — as you will be 

in a few hours more — if he ever presumes 

to force himself into your presence again, 

or to touch so much as the tip of your 

finger, I will shoot him as I would a dog. 

Don't waste another thought on him. He 

will trouble you no more. ■

And even with the words the stately, 

far-off pile and waving black speck seemed ■

to sink behind the horizon, swallowed up 

behind the fast-rolling wheels of their 

vehicle, and Vera leant her head against 

her lover's shoulder with a long, quivering 

sigh of gratitude and relief. ■

The whole journey was like a dream to 

her; the hour, the speed at which they 

travelled — for, fortunately, the roads were 

unusually good that season, and the driver 

a man who knew every inch of them 

by day as well as night — the way in 

which they seemed to swallow up the 

country as they passed, trees, hedgerovirs, 

patches of moorland, cottages, which rushed 

up at them out of the darkness, swept by 

and vanished again as if they had never 

been; the gradual waning of the moon- 

light, the keener morning air and growing 

brightness in the eastern sky ; Pont TAbb^ 

which they rattled through without draw- 

ing rein, while Vera held her head low 

and drew her cloak over her face ; though 

the little town was even faster asleep than 

usual and never showed a light at its 

quaint casements, or so much as a wayfarer 

in its narrow, ill-paved streets. ■

At Loat-dero, however, a tiny hamlet 

about two miles further, a halt was sud- 

denly called in front of a rustic " cabaret," 

where people were evidently watching for 

them ; for a fresh horse was brought out 

from the stable the moment they stopped ; 

and, while it was being put into the shafts, 

the innkeeper's wife came out with a 

couple of cups of strong, hot coffee and 

some rolls of bread, warm from the oven, 

with which Marstland served Vera, adding 

a few drops of brandy from his flask to 

the coffee, and insisting on her doing full 

justice both to it and the food ; though, in 

her dread of being overtaken, she had 

already begun to tremble and turn pale at 

the mere idea of delay. It was well that he 

insisted, for, after being awake all night and 

having had nothing since dinner the evening 

before, she was already feeling dizzy and 

exhausted ; and they dSd not again stop or 

draw rein until they arrived at Qoimper, 

just five minutes before the departure of 

the early morning train, having done the 

fifteen miles between there and Les 

Ch^taigniers in a little over two hour& ■

What Marstland paid for that drive only 

he and the driver knew. As for Vera, her 

one thought was to be in the train and off 

again. She scarcely breathed, and looked 

as if she was going to faint during the few 

moments of waiting. ■

But no one interrupted them there, and 

the dream began again as soon as they ■
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were in the railway carriage and flying 

northward. Indeed, between fatigue after 

the long, rattling drive and relief at feel- 

ing, for the first time, secure from im- 

mediate capture, it became a real one, and 

she actually slept after awhile, her head 

drooping wearily on her lover's shoulder, 

while he sat supporting her with reverent 

care, and gazing down on her sweet, pale, 

young face with a passion of love, tender- 

ness, and admiration which it required all 

his self-control to repress, lest he should 

disturb her by so much as a movement ■

He did not forget his promise to her 

even then, however, and no brother could 

have been gentler or more careful in his 

treatment of the weary girl Nay, he 

would not even once allow himself to kiss 

the lips so near his own, though Vera was 

sleeping too soundly to know of it^ and 

would not have cared had she done so. 

She roused up when they paused at 

Cb^teaulin^ but only enough to open her 

eyes and gaze out with dreamy curiosity 

at the grey old town and ruined castle 

perched on a green hill above them, the 

sleepy river running like a broad silver 

band through flat meadows fringed with 

poplars, and the orchards all a snow of 

white-pear blossoms, and shining brightly 

in the morning sunlight; but she fell asleep 

again almost directly afterwards, and Marst- 

land gently drew her back into her former 

position, and wrapped her cloak more 

warmly round her. It was the sweetest 

moment in his life to him. ■

They breakfasted at Landemau, and it 

was still early in the morning when they 

reached Morlaiz, and traversing the well- 

thronged streets of that busy, bustling 

town, with its magnificent modem build- 

ings crowding out those curious carved 

houses dating from the fourteenth century, 

which are still the delight of every painter's 

heart, found themselves with brief delay 

at the wharf, a little below which the steam 

yacht, belonging to Marstland's friend, 

was lying at anchor. Here again, they 

were being watched for, and within 

five minutes of their stepping on board, 

steam had been got up, the anchor was 

weighed, and they were gliding swiftly 

down the river to the open sea. ■

'^ Safe at last, darling I " Marstland said, 

pressing Yera's hands triumphantly in bis 

as they stood together on the deck, look- ■

ing back at the receding shoie. '^Wh?, 

ten to one they are only now b^, 

ing out your departure at Les Ch&ti^ 

niers ; and at any rate we shall be teon^ 

married long before they can ha?e S^ 

covered which way we have gone, or tifat 

steps to follow, if indeed they are fooliii 

enough to do so ; " and then he toned to 

the rough, jolly-looking Englishman, irb 

was in command of the yacht, and sikal 

him what prospect they had of a qatk 

voyaga ■

«Best y'could have," the man answenl 

tersely. " There's a good stiff 8oa'-v«k 

breeze outside as'd take y' over to Giua- 

sey if y' was only in a sailin' boat, vl 

did'nt know how to steer her. ^^atei 

Dampier, he wired me 'twas a matter o( 

life or death, and I waren't to spue 

puttin' on steam an' sail both if needed; 

but he might ha' wired the weather alio 

to judge by the look on it. You're in lack, 

sir, an' a body 'ould be in a hurry to die 

as couldn't wait till you got there ! " ■

** Especially as it is a case of marryiDg 

with us, not dying, eh Yera, darlmgt" 

Marstland said in an under tone to the 

girl, and was rewarded by the first natonl, 

girlish blush that he had seen on her cheekj 

that day. She looked quite lovely for 

moment, standing there on the white da^ 

with her long cloak falling round her, 

the bright colour of her hair relieved 

the dark-blue background of sea; 

after a minute her eyes filled, and she 

a little wistfully, but with odd simplicitf ■

'' If only I could be sure mamma w 

not be scolded for it 1 I'm afraid anyb 

it will look very bad and unseemly to hat 

but I said goodbye to her, and asked 

to forgive me, before I came away, 

did not hear me, she was asleep, but I 

it all the same." ■

"My poor little gentle darling, it 

you who have to forgive," Mars' 

answered warmly. He had only 

Madame St. Laurent on that one on; 

pitious occasion when she stood he 

him and her weeping daughter, and 

had no pity to spare for her or her 

band. His one feeling at present was 

joyous triumph in having so successfall; 

outwitted their cold-blooded tyranny. ■

Certainly, never had an elopement 

more boldly planned, or more faappi 

carried through. ■
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Eedwood," exdaimed Mr. Dodd mtii Bom» 

hesHotioD. ■

'' Jast come down on bofiinesa* Fm off 

ta America next week/'^and then Charlie 

answered patientlj enqniries after his mo- 

tbeff and his wife, and ended by saying 

that the church looked splendid — all Mrs. 

Dodd's ddng, he supposed. ■

'* Christmas, you know," nodded tbe 

Eeetor, still with a saspieioas stare. ** And 

the decorations come in very nicely for our 

wedding.'' ■

"Ah— on». likes to see Hbe old church 

lock well," said CharU«. ■

'' Yon don't often see it at all now," said 

the Eeetor. " And shall you be here to- 

morrow] Of , course Mr. Page will be 

ddighted. Mrs. Dodd and I dine there 

tonight. Toung Rowley is staying with 

u& I shall tell Mr. Page he will have 

another guest," said Charlie's pastor, with 

tbe air which this stray sheep of his thought 

vulgar ioipertiBeiica ' ^ ^ ■

*< Thanks. I shall be much obliged if 

you will do no such thing," said Charlie. 

"I particularly don't want the Pages to 

know that I am here. I hate weddings. 

After all the fuss is over I shall have a tidk 

with Mr. Page." ■

"Very well, very well; just as you 

please," said Mr. Dodd ; and with a short 

farewdl Charlie left the vestry and marched 

off down the churcL ■

He took a short cut across the park to 

his lonely old house. It looked intensely 

sad with its many shuttered windows, the 

new part standing white and square and 

solid on a broad terrace, with a great stone 

portico and pillars ; the old part, red, un- 

even, timberecl, gabled, half-hidden in ivy 

on which a frosty mist was already gathw- 

ing, stretching round towards the yew 

hedges, and long walks, and old walls of the 

garden. In the centre gable one latticed 

window, unshuttered, was shining red and 

cheerful through the ivy. Mra Martin 

had lighted the fire in Charlie's den. His 

dinner was ready in the library, where he 

generally lived when he came to Bedwood 

now. He finished it off in very quick 

time, though Mrs. Martin, who was a good 

cook, had done her best, and then went 

along the winding passages and up the 

old polished staircase to the den. ■

There he hunted round the room, and col- 

lected a few shabby treasures, dusty, moth- 

eaten, faded — a certain small case of hum- 

ming-birds, a drawer of foreign butterflies, 

two or three old scrap-books, a blue velvet 

smoking cap, which a girl's fingers had ■

embroidered — these, with a few 

sad relics,, h* lakk out in a row on tb 

table, and. looked at thun one by <m. 

Then he pulled up the old amnchairi wfaov 

the hare in startled hopelesnessstin ga»d 

after the tortoise, and sat down in ftojAd 

the fire and smoked a few cigarettes, stanng 

at the blaze all the time in a sort of gbonj 

dream. ■

In this way he occupied the evening t31 

nearly ten o'clock. Then he^roused UedlmI^ 

went downstairs, gc^ his hat anLoeat,.«ii 

wait out into the briUiaat stiiii^aD& ■

All the world was uririte with ftostnow; 

the blue steely glimmer of twiHght im 

intensified. There was a deep, profoond 

stillness, the grass and leaves crackled 

under Charlie's feet as he walked acroN 

the park. Presently he turned into the 

road, and strolled down, keeping ratbr in 

the shadow of the hedges, till he found 

himself opposite the Old Farm. H^ 

there was no stillness ; lights were flashing 

everywhere; red gleams seemed to make 

their way through curtains, through chinb 

of shutters; the dogs, kept awake bytha 

unusual bustle, were barUng in the yard, 

and merry music came sounding out aeron 

the garden. Sometimes Charue, standing 

perfectly still at the gate, could hear peak 

of laughter, which told him how happj 

they aU were, how Alexia's troubles wen 

all over now, how she was thoroughly mr 

tented with her fate, and thankfol, not 

sorry for the past He smiled to hioMlf 

rather bitterly, and thought it did not tab 

much to console a woman. He almost felt 

as if he hated Alexia, as another scream of 

girlish laughter rang across the garden; 

but still he stood there, leaning on the gate, 

as if it had been summer, quite unable to 

go away, yet resolving that he would go 

back to town by the first trun in the 

morning, for he knew now tiiat the sight 

of her marriage would be more than be 

could bear. Four years ago— why, the 

feeling he had for Alexia then wu not 

worth calling love. This agony— this wro^ 

hopeless, terrible passion, was a very dit- 

ferent thing. If he had felt like this, then, 

she would never have refused him. No 

doubt it was all very contemptible— he 

despised himself — his mother had been 

right when she advised him not to go 

down to Bedwood. Life was an awful 

thing, Charlie meditated. Here he was, 

not fifty yards from Alexia, and yet aeaii 

and mountains were nothing to the worWi 

of impossibility between her and him. ■

He stood there till the door m tiie deep ■
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porch opened, and a whole wave of light, 

warmth, happiness, seemed to roll out 

across the ga^en. Mr. and Mrs. Dodd 

came out ; they were going to walk home 

imder the stars. Mrs. Dodd's voice 

sounded quite sweet and musical as she 

wished Mr. Page good-nighi ■

"Now, Mr. Kowley !" said Mr. Dodd; 

and when they had nearly reached the 

gate, the dark slender figure of the bride- 

groom overtook them. They all walked 

away together down the road, while Charlie 

moved a few steps the other way : no one 

saw him, or dreamed that he was ther& ■

Tery soon the Old Farm was quiet after 

these guests were gone; the dogs ieH 

asleq», the doors and windows wore dark- 

ened. Then came out a square of light in 

one of the gables by the poreL Charlie 

knew very well whose room that waa: he 

had looked up at the window often and 

anxiously enough, four years aga Now he 

stood, and gazed, and watched perhaps for 

an hour or more, while a shadow now and 

then crossed the square of light. Then at 

last it too was darkened, and he turned 

away and tramped home to the Manor. ■

Martin was sitting up for him, and a 

good fire was still burning in the den. 

Charlie sat over it smoking and warming 

himself, for the romance of the evening 

had been freezing work after aU. Then, 

before he went to bed, he made such a 

blaze in that old chimney as it had never 

known before, for he piled up a great 

fire and threw all his old treasures on the 

top of it, humming-birds, butterflies, with 

th^ir drawers and cases, scrap-books, even 

the blue velvet smoking-cap. They caught 

fire and flamed, roaring up the chimney, 

and Charlie, having made his sacrifice, went 

off to his own room and left them blazing. ■

CHAPTER XL ■

Edmund Eowlet's sisters, like himself, 

worshipped Alexia, and could not see or 

imagine any fault in her. His mother, 

though fond of her, was not quite so en- 

thusiastia She was a most straightforward 

woman, but also narrow-minded, and not 

always sympathetic. She had a certain 

standard for people's feelings and manners 

at special occasions in their live& She ex- 

pected a good deal, and on the whole she 

was not satisfied with Alexia's behaviour 

the night before her wedding. When fol- 

lowing events astonished everybody else, 

Mrs. Bowley drew herself up and said she 

was not surprised. Nor was Mr. Page, 

though he did not confess it ; but he had ■

reasons which, at that time at least, were 

quite hidden from his sister. Her penetra* 

tion was so much the more remarkable. ■

Alexia was certainly a little odd that 

evemng, Mrs. Bowley thought. Maniage 

was a solemn thing : and here was the girl 

chattering all kinds of nonsense, sendmg 

Mr. Dodd into fits of laughter, laughing 

herself as if a serious thought had never 

crossed her brain, so that Mrs. Dodd 

opened her eyes and smiled condescending, 

and Edmund looked a little wondering, and 

his mother looked graver and crosser every 

minute. Mr. Page looked on placidly, 

without saying much ; but he was watching 

Alexia all the time ; none of her jokes, 

none of her changing humours, were lost 

OB him. For her behaviour was made odder 

still, in her aunt's eyes, by a sudden fit now 

and then of siloice and absence. She 

would sit looking at nothing, while her 

cousins laughed and chattered on; some- 

body would speak to her, and she would not 

answer for a minute or twa These shadows 

of thoughtfttlness might have pleased Mrk 

Rowley, but she was not so eauly satisfied. 

She wanted a gentle consistency, not run- 

ning into any foolish extremes, and that 

night Alexia was not quite herself, and 

could not give it her. ■

There was something a Uttla odd to0| 

when Mr. and Mrs. Dodd were gone, in the 

hurried, half -dreamy good-night that Alexia 

wished them all, not listening to her aunt's 

appropriate remarks, or to the affectionate 

raptures of the girls, but going straight 

away to her own room and losing the door. ■

"I suppose Alexia will be down again 

presently, William," said Mrs. Eowley, 

when all the young people were gone, sit- 

ting upright on the old sofa by the drawing- 

room fira ■

'^ No, I don't suppose she will," said Mr. 

Page. " She said good-night : she is tired : 

I hope she will go to bed at onca" ■

'* Oae would have thought " said Mrs. ■

Rowley — she paused, and then went on, 

as he waited patiently, ''I expected that 

you and she would have a good deal to say 

to each other, this last evening." ■

William Page stood on the hearthrug, 

looking quietly straight before him, and 

stroking his face. ■

" I don't know what," he said presently. 

" We understand each other. She knew I 

wanted her to go to bed." ■

** But on such an occasion," persisted Mrs. 

Rowley with a forbearing smile, "a father 

might wish to give his child some good 

advice." ■
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'*0h no," he said. ''Alex does very 

well without advice from ma" ■

'^Dear mel" exclaimed Mrs. Eowley : 

bat she perceived that it was best to say 

no more, and she went to bed soon after in 

a disapproving frame of mind. ■

William was weak. He had been weak 

about his wife ; he was just as weak about 

his daughter, and had certainly brought 

her up in a foolish spirit of wilful inde- 

pendence. How about Edmund's happi- 

ness ) His mother felt anxious, and was 

inclined to go herself to Alexia's room with 

a small store of good advice, taking up the 

responsibility her father shirked. But she 

gave up this plan, thinking that William 

might be annoyed, and reminding herself, 

for she was a kind and just woman at 

heart, of all Alexia's sweetness during the 

three years of the engagement After all, 

it was impossible not to love her, though 

she might puzzle and provoke one some- 

times ; and Edmund's mother lay down in 

charity with Alexia. ■

I suppose people who believe much in 

magnetism will not find it hard to under- 

stand that Alexia had been visited several 

times that evening, and finally driven to 

her room, by a feeling of intense and awful 

misery, of terror and despair, by a throng- 

ing crowd of old thoughts and recollections, 

which bhe had honestly done her very best 

to get rid of and escape from altogether. 

It was too cruel and terrible of them to 

come back now, '* a midnight host of 

spectres pale " — now, when it was too late 

to listen to them, when their very presence 

was becoming sinfuL Ah ! it had nearly 

always been that, in one way: and the 

stiuggle had gone on bravely for years. 

Sometimes the victory had seemed to be 

quite gained ; the old feeling was asleep, if 

not dead, and Charlie's name was no more 

to her than any other man'a She had great 

power over her own heart and mind, like 

every woman who is worth much, and 

there were things which she would not 

remember or think of. For months she 

would resolve and fight successfully, never 

consciously letting herself be disloyal in 

one thought to Edmund : then would come 

a day or a night of failure, when the battle 

must be fought over again from the begin- 

ning. Often at these times she had nearly 

written to him to break off their engage- 

ment; but she conquered in the fight again, 

and the old love went to sleep, and she felt 

quite sure that this time it would die. 

Why should it come back again to-night, of 

all nights in a lifetime, and with a wild ■

strength which frightened and maddened 

her, so that she crouched down on the 8o& 

in her room, and, with clenched hands, and 

brow pressed hard against the cushioni, 

found herself panting out words in spite 

of herself — "Charlie — Charlie — I lore 

you — ^I wish I was dead 1 Oh 1 why ctn't 

I die 1 " Mrs. Rowley, it seems, was not 

quite unjustified in her fears for her son'i 

happiness. ■

For two hours, perhaps. Alexia lay there 

in this strain of nervous agony, withoat 

movement, except a shiver now and then. 

Her brain was on fire, and all the past 

came back with a new vividness. There 

was a bright light upon it all now, and it 

showed her, as she had never seen it before^ 

the one ereat mistake that was ruining her 

poor litue life. That mistake, made in & 

moment of excitement, of self-distrust and 

cowardice, into what depths might it not 

plunge her now! Would there be any 

help, could there ever have been, in pledg- 

ing her whole life and affection to one 

man, when it was too awfully plain to 

herself that they were for ever given to 

another I No ; by that worse than fooHih 

engagement she had made everything ten 

times harder, by making heiBolf false. 

Through these last miserable years— thii 

moment of truth showed what they had 

really been — she had been living in a lie; 

and now, to-morrow, in a few hours, she 

was going to bind herself to live in it for 

ever. No ; she could not and would not do 

it It was not yet too late. There, alone 

in her room with the dying fire, she da^w at 

last what was right, and thought it would 

be easy to do it As for sleeping to-night^ 

of course that was impossible. She woold 

get up very early in the momins, and go to 

her father; he was sure to be early too. He 

would understand; he would help her; 

she knew in her heart that he had ne?er 

been deceived, like other people, and had 

never been really glad of her engagement 

He would be on her side ; he would teH 

them all, and make it easy for her. Of 

course everybody would be angry, but what 

did that matter 1 Oh for freedom and peace 

again, to belong to herself, and to no one 

else in the world 1 Why, what a madne« 

it had been, to think of escaping from 

danger by chaining herself in a prison. 

What an unworthy cowardice, what a mean 

suspicion of herself and Charlie ! In thii 

" foundering of the ship," for so it was to 

poor little Alexia, she blamed herself for 

everything she had ever done, and told 

herself that she had been false and cowardly ■
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from the begimuDg. Why, why, should 

wrong ever have seemed right, and right 

wrong I Going back four years, a life-time 

ago, yet as near as yesterday, she told 

herself that she ought to have been true to 

Charlie then. After all, their lives and 

hearts were their own ; she had no reason 

to doubt him then, and she knew that with 

her whole soul she belonged to him. It 

was all her doing. Cowardice, again, had 

put on the mash of unselfishness, and when 

his mother asked her to give him up, she 

had done it without a struggle. And here 

were the consequences: both their lives 

turned into a miserable lie ! However, it 

was no use going bach so far : what was 

done could not be undone. No ; but what 

was still undone need not be done. She 

need not be false to herself for ever ; she 

could yet be true, and free. Not happy 

herself, or making others happy; but at 

least she need not carry lies into the future, 

by submitting quietly to the fate that was 

so near, and pretending to give away what 

did not belong to her. "Free, free, I 

shall be free!" she could say to herself 

now, and in the calm of this new resolution 

she fell asleep there on the sofa, her light 

evening dress all crushed and crumpled, 

and her wild curls buried in the pillow. ■

After some time she woke suddenly, with 

a start, and sat up shivering, for the fire 

was nearly out, and she had gone to sleep 

without anything to cover her. ■

All the excitement had passed away now ; 

she was her ordinary, straightforward, sensi- 

ble self again ; the storm was over, and the 

wild dreams were almost forgotten. For 

the first few moments she sat still, feeling 

a little strange and vague. Something had 

happened, or was going to happen, she 

hardly knew what : then the tall old clock 

downstairs struck two, its solemn bell re- 

sounding through the house, and she 

remembered that this was the morning of 

her wedding day. She was going to light 

a candle, thinking that she might as well 

undress and go to bed now; but then, 

cleaily and quietly, and from quite a dif- 

ferent point of view, she began thinking 

of that resolution made before she fell 

asleep, and she did not move at once, but 

sat on in the darkness with her head upon 

her bands, thinking this thought out. For 

there was another point of view. Last 

night she had seen things solely from her 

own; this morning she remembered that 

there was some one else to be considered, 

another human being with a heart and 

soul, as well as herself, a creature who per- ■

fectly trusted her, whose whole world she 

was, and to whose love and faithfulness she 

was going to give a mortal wound. It 

certainly was with a thrill of ^hame and 

pain that she confessed it to herself — in 

that glorious plan of escape, that brave 

resolution to do right and to be free, she 

had quite forgotten to think what Edmund 

might feel ■

This was a case of conscience indeed, 

and Fdmund's claim advanced itself with 

overwhelming strength. If you can only 

save your own life by kiUing another per- 

son, whose trust in you is perfect — why ! 

Was it the doing of a selfish or of a gene- 

rous nature, to have gone to her lover for 

refuge and safety, to have accepted all he 

had to give, and then, when the time came 

for keeping her promises, to draw back, to 

say she must live free, or not at all, to 

throw back his love and trust in his face, 

telling him that she had changed her mind 1 

— for the real reason was not a reason that 

could be told. This would surely be the 

meanest thine she had ever done, this 

escape from the consequences of her own 

actions — buying peace and freedom for her- 

self at the cost of Edmund's happiness. 

No ; if she could do nothing else that was 

brave, she could carry out her sacrifice, and 

could at least be outwardly true to him. 

In her waking senses, cold, tired, and 

calm, she knew that there was no real 

need to fear the future. " I will be faith- 

ful ; I will not be a wicked woman ; and, 

if I can help it, I will never think of Charlie 

again." ■

She said these words on her knees : and 

then she said her prayers, which she had 

forgotten at night, and a sort of quiet 

happiness came over her. Poor Alexia I 

Which of her resolutions was the right one, 

after all I ■

WHAT IT MUST COME TO. ■

One by one the historic ch&teauxof France 

are passing into the hands of the rich bour- 

geoisie. As the English traveller journeys 

through the country, guide-book in hand, 

this fact naturally escapes his observatioa 

He sees a splendid old pile from the railway, 

and identifies it with the description given 

by Murray ; he obtains sight of a famous bit 

of architecture in another, a celebrated 

garden belonging to a third ; and there the 

matter ends. Of the social transformation 

that has come over these palatial dwellings 

of the olden time, he learns nothing. Only 

those who live in France among French ■

t ■
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P' opie realise history as ii is being written 

there under their own eyes. ■

Last autumn I h ippened to be the guest 

of a country gentleman residing on his own 

estate in the Angoumaia Perhaps I should 

use the definition gentleman farmer, since 

M. Herv6 attended to the business of farm- 

ing upwards of a thousand acres himself, 

went regularly to market, kept his own 

accounts, and dispensed altogether with 

the services of steward or bailiE Busy as 

he was, however, and rural as were his 

tastes, he yet found time to show me all 

that was most worth seeing in the neigh- 

bourhood; he was also, like most of his 

country people, full of local information. 

Under his roof I wanted, therefore, neither 

guide-book nor departmental geography. 

Everything a stranger wanted to know he 

could tell me, ■

" I propose, this afternoon,^ he said one 

day at d^jeiiner, " to drive you to Chiteau 

Eoman; quite the most curious thing to 

be seen in our department.'' ■

'' Chiteau Eoman ? Chiteau Soman 1 " I 

asked. " The place has surely some other 

name, for neither our English Murray, nor 

your own Joanne, so much as makes the 

slightest allusion to such a place.'' ■

*' The fact is," my host continued, as he 

quietly cut up a turkey no larger than a 

spring chicken — why we keep our turkeys 

till they are as big as sheep, I cannot 

conceive — "the fact is — I^hope you like 

truffles) — Chiteau Eoman was formerly 

known as Chiteau GhabotChamy, so called 

after that noble family — permit me, a glass 

of Sauterne — who gave so many steadfast 

adherents to the Protestant cause in 

France. The last of the house dying 

without issue, the chiteau changed owners 

many times, finally passing into the hands 

of a rich speculator — ^allow me, a little 

salad? — and he has turned it into a fa- 

brique de romans, a novel manufactory." ■

" A novel manufactory 1" I cried, drop- 

ping knife and fork. ■

"Certainly," he said, "a veritable fa- 

brique de romans. We have a great va- 

riety of manufactures in these parts, indeed, 

I may say, throughout the entire country. 

Pill factories, picture factories — shoes, 

shirts, spectacles, you can hardly mention 

an article, either for use or ornament, that 

we do not now make by machinery in 

France. Machine-made work is not only 

cheaper, more expeditious than anything 

of the kind to be. turned out by hand, it is 

so superior, so undeniably superior." ■

My host, though the most practical man ■

in the world, could yet thoroughly appre- 

ciate a joke when it came in his way. I 

see at once, therefore, that he was not 

making fun of me now. He went on quite 

naturally, ''The name may sound odd to 

you, perhaps — une fabrique de romaiiB! 

Yes, I admit that when one hears of it for 

the first time one might suppose the whole 

thing to be a hoax. But reflect for a 

moment. There is nothing in the leait 

laughable about the matter. Booki of 

other kinds have long since been made by 

machinery — diaries, almanacks, catechismi, 

manuals of devotion, cookery-books, song- 

books, dictionaries, and works of referaMe 

of various sorts. Newspapers, too, up to 

a certain point, may be said to be miaa- 

factured. Youths are now regularly ap- 

prenticed to the journalistic trade as to 

any other. Where, then, is the incon- 

gruity t Machine-made novels are not 

only cheaper than hand-made, but betta 

adapted to the requirements of the aga 

I certainly prefer them myself. As I say, 

then, we will drive this afternoon and look 

over the whole concern." ■

" Then Chiteau Eoman is an appropriate 

name," I said. ■

"Above all, a name easy to rememba! 

In these days of telegraph, telephone, wd 

all t^e rest of it, a colossal undertaking 

like that of this fabrique de romans mutt 

not only be i propoe, but unmistake- 

ably, named. Now, out of the scores of 

places, the names of which begin with 

Chiteau in France, there is none that 

could possibly be confused with Cb&teaa 

Roman. The name, too, speaks^ for the 

thing. Any fool must know what it means. 

Jean," here my host turned to the dex- 

terous young fellow waiting at table, a 

rustic, yet clever and handy, " Jean, (he 

pony carriage and the mare, ii you please, 

at half-past one o'clock to go to Ch&tean 

Boman." ■

Chiteau Eoman forms a striking object 

as the traveller speeds by railway throogh 

the heart of the Angoumaia High above 

the dark river tumbling over its rocky bed) 

high above old-world tower, hanging gs^ 

dens and smiling valley, high above m>wn- 

ing granite peak and rich chestnut wood^ 

it rises in all its primitive massivdnees and 

splendour. The vast pile is built of tb* 

dark grey limestone of the district, shin- 

ing with a metallic lustre in the bright 

September sunshine, and with its lofty 

towers surmounted by pinnacles, its on- 

bliettes and ramparts, still reoJls tb ■
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gloomy fortified castle of the Middle Ages. 

A cradle of tragedy, rather than comedy, 

it looked, whence should issue novels as 

terrible as any invention of human fancy. ■

" You observe that, as far as possible, the 

historic aspect of the place has been pre- 

served,'' my host said. ** To do that was a 

patriotic duty; but my neighbour, the 

enterprising director, felt it incumbent 

upon him to show such respect to the ex- 

terior only. Inside — ^the place was fast 

falling to ruin, so that it was absolutely 

necessary to do something — ^you will fiod 

all modem, lightsome, airy. The outlook 

at the back too, where a part of the old 

wall has been pulled down, is quite charm- 

ing. You can see over half the depart- 

ment" ■

We drove on for another mile or so 

under the overarching plane trees, then 

the road took a sudden bend, and we were 

making straight for the portcullis. ■

" You will wonder, I dare say," my host 

said, ** that the head of such a concern as 

this should not be a lady. My country- 

women, as all the world knows, are largely 

gifted with the administrative faculty. 

Unfortunately, however, few of them have 

as yet that amount of general knowledge, 

above aU, that literary experience neces- 

sary in the directors of a fabrique de 

romans, a novel manufactory. The phy- 

sical as well as mental strain also, involved 

in the management of so complicated a 

business, womd overtax the powers of most 

women. Now in the person of Monsieur 

Quarante — but here we are." ■

The mere shell of the frowning port- 

cullis was of course all that was left. The 

vast courtyard was open, and we drove 

straight across to the conciergerie or 

porter's lodge. Immediately a couple of 

employes came running out, and from the 

attention we received I could easily see 

how well my host stood in general estima- 

tion hereabouts. ■

" 1 have brought a friend to look over 

the establishment," he said to the man at 

the mare's head. ** Can we see Monsieur 

the director, think you ) " ■

"Monsieur the director won't refuse 

you," replied the man, "but he b over- 

whelmed with business just now." ■

" Trade is pretty brisk, then ) " asked 

M. Hery^, as he watched the pair of grooms 

take oat the carriage. ■

"Brisker than ever," answered the 

other. " If everything sold like novels, we 

should hear of no more honest folk want- 

ing bread in France." ■

The mare was then led to the stables, and 

we betook ourselves to the director's office, 

I meantime glancing to the right and to the 

left, above and below. ■

The interior of the quadrangle presented 

a striking contrast to the fa9ade. Whilst 

the latter had been preserved in all its 

pristine picturesqueness and splendour, 

within everything had been sacri^ced to 

utility, agreeableness, and health. In fact, 

only the shell of the mediseval chateau re- 

mained. Its appearance inside was that 

of any ordinary manufactory. Bureaux of 

the various departments, post office, offices 

of telegraph and telephone, occupied the 

ground floor ; above, the large, lofty, well- 

ventilated ateliers showed a busy, yet quiet 

multitude at work. The one feature indeed 

distinguishing this factory from any other 

was theabsenceof deafening noise& Neither 

mill-wheel, steam engine, nor hammer grated 

harshly on the ear, there was only the sound 

of people moving about and hushed voices. ■

"Good day, M. Herv6, my respects to 

you," said the cheerful, bustling, as it 

seemed tome, somewhat overdone director. 

" So you have brought this gentleman to 

see over the manufactory 1 Nothing easier ! 

I only wish I had more time at your dis- 

posal" ■

M Herv6 placed his hand on the other's 

shoulder with that almost affectionate cor- 

diality which is permitted in France. ■

" Gome, no ceremony among old friends. 

If you are really occupied, let us be con- 

signed to one of your clerks." ■

" No such thing, not for worlds ; on no 

account whatever, was the hearty answer. 

" I regret that I cannot show your friend 

over every department, but I will conduct 

you to the most important Sit down, 

gentlemen ; have the goodness to sit down 

for five minutes, two minutes, one minute, 

then I will be ready." ■

We sat down. M. Quarante, with ex- 

traordinary expeditiousness, then opened 

half-a-dozen telegrams just brought in, 

pencilled a word on each, numbered them 

for transmission to their respective depart- 

ments, and dismissed the porter. Next 

he drew forth a telegram form, and sat for 

a moment, with pen behind his ear, in 

deep thought. Finally he rose, laid an 

impatient hand on the paper. ■

"Everything in the ordinary line of 

business is easy enough," he said, looking 

half distracted. " It is these accidents, 

these unexpected dilemmas, that are so 

difficult to cope with — conceive, for in- 

stance, the awkwardness of the situation. ■

If ■

■
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We have jast torned oat an order for the 

country, and, as requested, each story was 

to have a quiet murder in it — nothing hor- 

rible, you know ; horrors are not in fashion 

just now. But as illiuck would have it, 

a real murder of most audacious nature 

has happened in those parts, and people 

are so nervous that they won't read any- 

thing to remind them of it ; they won't 

have anything in the murder way at alL 

So our thirty serials are shunted till Heaven 

knows when, and I must supply thirty 

more within four-and-twenty hours." ■

" I presume,'' my host said, kindly inter- 

viewing the director for my benefit, ** I pre- 

sume you do a good stroke of business with 

the country newspapers t " ■

** The very thews and sinews of war, sir; 

but for the country newspapers our hands 

would be thrown out of work like the silk- 

weavers at Lyons. Newspapers have in- 

creased enormously of late years. Now- 

adays, thanks to the division of parties, 

every little town has half-a-dozen, and each 

has its own serial story." ■

*'Do financial and other crises affect 

your business much ) " asked my host again, 

on the alert to obtain information for me. ■

" Not in the least There was the war 

with Prussia and the siege of Paris, for in- 

stance. One might have supposed that 

when people had neither bite nor sup, and the 

enemy was at their very doors, they would 

not have felt much interest in novels. Quite 

the contrary. The more depressed and 

miserable folks were, the more avidity they 

showed for fiction. On my word, it was 

as much as we could do to supply the 

demand." ■

•• In the way of exports, now 1 " inquired 

M. Herv6. ■

"Ah 1 there you hit another nail on the 

head. Our export trade is, after all, what 

really keeps us going. You see, Germany 

cuts into our home manufactures in cutlery, 

woollen stuffs, toys. Belgium undersells 

us in the matter of ironware and machinery. 

We cannot compete, or anything like com- 

pete, with English cotton goods, hardware, 

comestibles of all kinds; but confound 

them all— a thousand pardons, sir — I defy 

them all to hurt our novel trade. We do 

a good deal with Russia (a special manu- 

facture that), the Argentine Republic, 

Buenos Ayres, the Brazils, Cochin China, 

and Zanzibar. These countries stand first ; 

but small steady orders come in from various 

parts of the world. The Steam Navigation 

Companies come to us, especially at certain 

seasons of the year, and then — bless my ■

soul, I was very near forgetting Japan! 

We do more with Japan every year. Then 

I was very near forgetting that, too, the 

religious orders are exceUent custom^t. 

You see, priests and monks cannot read 

their breviary all day long ; they may be n 

pious as Thomas Aquinas himself, but they 

must amuse themselves sometimes. Again, 

the hospitals, lunatic asylums, and prisons, 

you would never believe how many novds 

sick people, crazy people, and thieves and 

murderers read ! Of course, the more we 

manufacture the cheaper we can do it" ■

'' You hinted just now at a special manu- 

facture for the Russian market 1" asked 

my host '' Is it indiscreet to ask an ex- 

planation of that remark ? " ■

"By no means, not in the very least," 

was the reply. "I am entirely at yoor 

service. Well, Russia, you see, is in a 

very critical condition just now. People 

may not write about certain subjects ; any- 

thing in the way of revolutionary doctrine 

is tabooed. But in our novels we may 

plot as much as we please ; and we do pl(^ 

with a vengeance, I can tell you. Yon 

understand then, we give a flavourbg of 

Socialism in the article made up for the 

Russian market." ■

" And — humph — I imagine firom what I 

have read of them, that your novels are 

highly moral ? " added M. Herv6. ■

"That they are, I warrant you. The 

fact is, let folks say what they will, bad 

morals, as far as novels are concerned, are 

no longer the fashion in France. I say 

nothing of Paris, I speak of the country in 

general I am a husband and father my- 

self, and, if novel manufacturing meant the 

propagation of vice, I should set to work 

to fabricate pills or chassep6t8 instead. I 

don't say there is no wickedness, levity, or 

crime in our novels. Would they read like 

real life without I But we punish them, 

sir, soundly too, as I am sorry to say they 

are seldom punished in reality ; whilst as to 

the virtuous, they live like our forefathers 

in Paradise ! This is one reason why people 

like our novels. Justice is dealt all round. 

Well, now for our survey." ■

He dashed off his reply to the telegram 

before alluded to ; with equal expedition 

wrote a couple of orders for transmission 

to two departments ; dbpatched all three, 

then led us to a commodious lift-room. ■

" Do all your hands live on the pre- 

mises?" asked M. Herv6, when we had 

taken our seats. ■

" AU, without exception. Of course the 

most rigid supervision is exerdsed. Hie ■

L ■

r ■
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slightest infrbgement of decorum, the 

breaking of a single role entaOs summary 

dismissu. We are now then in the ladies' 

department/' he said, as we were landed 

on the second storey. ''Yonder is the 

boreaa of the directress, here the ateliers. 

Namber One is the nuUinery department" ■

We both expressed so mnch astonish- 

ment at this latter piece of information that 

our ffoide felt bound to explain himself. ■

"I suppose it strikes few people how 

essential is a knowledge of millmery in the 

manufacture of a novel ) But the truth is 

that readers, especially country readers, and 

those of little general instruction, delieht 

in nothing so much as to be told what 

people wearl The heroine's dress, upon 

important occasions, is often the really 

most interesting; feature about her, and 

who so fit to describe ladies' dresses as 

ladies themselves) Given situation, age, 

complexion, nationality, epoch, and there 

you are I Note, too, the inevitable su- 

periority of the machine-made novel in this 

respect We get the thing done by an 

expert, whilst novelists on their own ac- 

count, of the female sex, may be dowdies, 

and, therefore, quite incapable of turning 

out a well-dressed woman on paper; if of the 

other, they are sure to make absurd blunders. " ■

He opened the door of the atelier, and 

we glanced in wilftiout disturbing its occu- 

pants. It was a vast, well-b'ghted, airy 

apartment, in aspect not unlike the reading- 

room of a provincial library. In the centre 

was a large table covered with illustrated 

magazines, fashion books, and society jour- 

nals ; whilst around, placed at intervals of a 

yard or two, and shut oS one from the other 

by a screen, were a score of small tables. At 

each sat a lady, neatly dressed in black, 

busily writing. For the most part these 

writers were middle-aged, and of that ele- 

gant yet staid appearance we find in the 

assistants of large shops in Paris. Hand- 

some bookshelves, fiUed with works of 

reference, occupied every bit of available 

wall space. Not a sound was heard but 

the scratching of a pen, or the turning over 

of leaves. The director closed the door 

gently, and we walked on a few steps. ■

''Every indulgence is shown our hands 

out of working hours, but absolute silence 

iB obligatory inside the atelier," he said. 

"You see, my countrywomen are so fond 

of discussion, and naturally so sociable that, 

if this rule were once relaxed, the place 

would become a perfect BabeL We now 

come to another field given up to the sex, 

that is, the love-making department" ■

" Is this invariably the case ? " asked my 

host, looking extremely interested. Being 

a bachelor and a prodigious novel-reader, 

his fancy was tickled by this last piece of 

information. ■

*' Invariably," rejoined M. Quarante. 

''You see, ladies love this sort of thing, 

and the younger they are, and the less they 

know about it, the better they do their 

work. It stands to reason. Take myself, 

for instance, on the treadmill of business 

from morning till night, with daughters to 

provide for, sons to start in life, how on 

earth could I sit down to write a love scene 

for a novel ) Now, these young ladies — all 

the hands in this department are young — 

are naturally romantic, and it is the easiest 

thing in the world for them to imagine one 

love scene after another. It is wonderful 

how well they do it ! At least so our cus- 

tomers say. Of course, I consult the general 

taste in everything." ■

He opened the door of the second atelier 

and revealed to us much the same scene as 

before. Except in one particular. All the 

occupants of the writing-tables here were 

younff, and some very pretty. ■

" Mon Dieu 1 " whispered my host^ " I 

should like to go round this room ; mightn't 

we do it on tiptoe, now? " ■

The good-natured director smiled com- 

pliance, and all three, speaking only in 

whispers, and on tiptoe, so that our creak- 

ing boots might not disturb the fair workers, 

slowly made the circuit of the room. M. 

Herv^ lagged behind sadly. By the time 

we were at the farther end he was only in 

the middle, and when we had reached the 

door again he had only just turned the 

comer. Indeed, so fascinated was he bv 

the spectacle, that our conductor had aU 

the difficulty in the world to get him out 

of the room again. ■

The young ladies, I must say, behaved 

remarkably well under the trying ordeaL 

They plied their pens as if unaware of our 

intrusion, away they scribbled automati- 

cally, more like writing machines than 

creatures of flesh and blood. Only one 

turned her head ! ■

"A very handsome girl, that, in the 

comer," observed M Herv6, when at last 

we had succeeded in getting him out of the 

atelier. The girl he spoke of was the one 

who had tumed her head. ■

*' Handsome or ugly, it is all one to us," 

replied M. Qaarante coolly. " Good looks 

here, moreover, are less of a snare than you 

might suppose. Many of our male hands 

are married, and, as I said before, nothing ■
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in the shape of light conduct is permitted 

for a moment.'' ■

" From what class do you recmit these 

yonng ladies 1 '' I ventured to ask. ■

" As a role they are certificated students, 

daughters of middle*class parents who, pro- 

vided with their diploma, have to make 

their own way in the world. They gene- 

rally quit us to join the sta£f of a newspaper 

or to take a Professorship of Belles Let- 

tres at some lyc^e for girls. The training 

they get here is invaluia)le to them in after 

life. Then — only time presses too much 

for me to show yon all — there is the geo- 

graphical or picturesque department ^lat 

also we hand over to the ladies. People in 

novels, you see, like people in real life, must 

live somewhere, and it is very desirable 

that their place of abode should be accu- 

rately described. Descriptions of Touraine, 

for instance, must in a novel read like 

Touraine, not Auvergne or the Jura Moun- 

tains ; towns, rivers, geological formation — 

how important, how necessary is extreme 

accuracy here 1 Our ladies have every 

facility, gazetteexB, maps, works of travel, 

and often — that they like immensely — we 

despatch them on a journey to some especial 

place in order to describe it from personal 

observation. These hands are extremely 

well paid. Music again : the musical section 

is entirely given up to the fair sex. It 

seldom happens that a novel can be called 

complete without some music in it; a 

musical party is wanted, or details of some 

vocalist's d6biit| and so on, and so on. AU 

this we get done by trained specialists, often 

pupils of the Conservatoire. Again, the 

trabject of etiquette forms a separate de- 

partment, managed by a small staff of 

experienced ladies : not young these, mostly 

retired actresses— as we say m France, of a 

certain age. In a dramatic coantry like 

our own, where the peasants and the small- 

est roturier, are constantly rising in the 

social scale, where the little shopkeeper of 

to-day may be the great personage of to- 

morrow, novels womd be nowhere unless 

ihey are authorities on the subject of eti- 

quette. Our country readers delight in 

nothing so much as elaborate accounts of 

dinner-parties, dances, ceremonies, and social 

entertainments of all kinds, so we put in as 

many as possible, and omit nothing in the 

way of information that may be useful 

Once more, there is what is called esthetics 

— in other words, artistic furniture, up- 

holstery, the proper arrangement of a room. 

This, like etiquette, is a very popular theme 

in novels ; so useful, you see, to self-made ■

people who are going into a big 

don t know how to furnish it, ■

house Hid 

it, any mote 

tiian to behave in it when they get then. 

Would you like to aee this last-named 

department I " ■

*< Humph — ^I suppose — ^may I ask— are 

these ladies young I asked M. Hervd ■

'* Of various ages, middle-aged, most of 

them; r^dred teachers with an aptitude 

for literature. They have a most TalnaUe 

library of refereiiee, and in their way are 

very learned. We get much praised lor 

the descriptions of interiors in our noveU 

Well, as you don't seem ief>eciaUy anxious 

to see the ladies at work, we will take the 

lift and go a storey hi^er." ■

''Here," began M. Quarante, as we 

alighted on tiie third storey, ''are three 

highly-important departments, the legil, 

the medical, and the police. I should 

rather say two, since the detection of crime 

comes within the scope of law and medi- 

cine. We have first-rate men for this imkt 

and a pleasant time they have of it^ lamie 

you. Much easier to get clients through 

law-suits, cure them of mortal diaeaBei, 

track down thieves, murderers, and revolii- 

tionists on paper here than in real life! And 

what blunders novelists on their own tc- 

count make when they attempt such mst^ 

ters! Seaders who want aocniacy must 

come to us." ■

My host did not testify any lively int^- 

est in M. Quarante's first-rate men, nor, in 

truth, wi^ there anything remarkable about 

their appearance. They looked very cheer- 

ful over their work, as well they mi^i 

Many a briefless barrister and strnggUxig 

medical man would thankfully exobiDge 

the realities of his profession for tiie easy 

tasks of the Gh&teau Boman. ■

« We used, in former days, to do a good 

deal in the poison way," said our oonductor 

as we ccmtinued our survey; " the fashion 

is, however, changed, and readers now pre- 

fer to see people in novek die a nat^ 

death. Duelling, however, is still in high 

favour, and here our medical writers come 

in very handy. They know where the ball 

will prove fatal, and where it won't Wdl, 

next for philosophy and literature. We 

have much more need of these now than 

formerly. Our customers like to be told in 

their stories what the learned read, and how 

they talk. Of course we don't treat all 

novels alike. Some contain no philosophy 

or literature properly speaking, but all 

make mention of books. We always allude 

to the libraries when describbg our countiy 

houses, and are very particular as to the ■

■
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books named. ImmoraKty, atheism, val- 

gsrity, we will have notfalog to do witL 

Then, little conversations about books — 

coontry folks delight in that sort of thing; 

it is really a kina of education for them. 

Yoa see, there are many points to consider 

in the manufacture of a noreL" ■

The philosophic and literary staff of the 

establishment was small We only found 

half-a-dozen gentlemen plying their pens 

in the service of these important subjects. 

The next department, however, was like a 

beehive. ■

" Ah ! " cried our director, " I was very 

nearly forgetting one of the most important 

sections of all, that of Nomenclature. No 

one who has not himself gone into the 

bosmess would believe the trouble that 

names give in novels; Christian names, 

SQinames, names of places, names of resi- 

dences. Where you consider that each 

novel requires thirty or more names, and 

that we manufiftcture dozens in a week, you 

will not wonder at seeing so many employes 

at work here." ■

'' On what principle do you select your 

names I " asked M Herv6. ■

He had been a little absent since that 

glimpse of the handsome girl in the comer, 

but was now recovering animation. ■

'*At the head of this department,'^ 

replied M. Quarante, " we have an expe- 

rienced mUc and litterateur, who is sup- 

posed to be cognisant of every novel that 

has ever been written in the polite languc^es 

of Europe '* ■

•* Heavens 1" cried M Herv^, "what a 

capacious memory that man must have I '' ■

" It is the business of this gentleman's 

Bubordinates," continued our director, " to 

furnish lum with a list of all the Chrifitian 

and surnames proposed for every novel put 

in hand. He just glances down the column 

and strikes out all that are hackneyed or 

commonplace.'' ■

"And the names of the stories them- 

selves t " I ventured to enquire. ■

" That is not so difficult a matter as at 

first sight you might imagine. The same 

official sees to it In nine cases out of ten 

the name of the hero, heroine, or place in 

which either resides will suffice. If this 

expedient fails, the first and last chapters 

of the book are dimmed, and some phrase 

extoaeted that will do duty as a title. 

People are not over particular as to titles 

of novela After all, call it what you wiU, 

it is a novel we give Uiem. They ktiow that 

well enough." ■

** There is one other question I should ■

like to put if not impertinent," said my 

host " You show us the ingredients and 

the kitchen, but where is the head cook ^ 

Who puts the story together ) " ■

" Ah 1 the plot I have been expecting 

that question all along. Oddly enough, 

this part of the business gives us the least 

trouble of any. Plots, in the accepted 

sense of the word, are no longer obligatory ; 

they may indeed be said to be out of date 

altogether, as far as the domestic novel is 

concerned. Take hand-made novels for 

instance. A girl shilly-shallies with a man 

she cares about through one volume ; 

marries another she doesn't care about in 

a second ; is miserable in a third. There is 

your plot That is the true American sl^le. 

Of course we sometimes get large orders 

for sensational stories. People like them 

in winter, when trade is duU or during a 

cholera epidemic. Creepy stories then 

enliven their spirita Well, you will smile 

when I inform you that I concoct the plots 

myself." ■

" Heavens I " again ejaculated M Herv4 ■

*'I am in the position of a bonnet manu- 

facturer," pursued the director. "A bonnet 

manufactturer could not make a bonnet to 

save his life. He does not in the least know 

how he should feel in a bonnet, or why 

one bonnet pleases and another does not. 

That is precisely my case. I could not 

write a novel if my very existence depended 

upon it I can't conceive how people feel 

who care for novels or who write them, 

but I know what will sell and what won't 

What I do is this : I just keep my eyes 

open, read the newspapers, glance at the 

reviews, jot down in a note-book any un- 

common incident I read or hear of, and in 

this way accumulate an enormous, an inex- 

haustible supply of raw material Then 

once a week I talk over matters with my 

literary staff, and they put a certain number 

of novels in hand. Sometimes we turn out 

a hundred a week." ■

«* Is it possible t " asked M. Heiv6, " and 

each unlike the other ? " ■

" No, I won't say that Novel readers 

are not so over-particular as to require 

that « I often wonder seeing how much 

one story is like another, why readers 

should not take a novel as they do a hus- 

band or a wife, for once and for all, and 

read it over and over again as long as they 

live. It would really be the same thing 

in the end, although, fortunately for us, 

they do not think so." ■

We had now descended to the ground 

floor and re-entered the director's bureau. ■
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"This is the raw matetial I spoke of 

jast now" he said, pointing to a little 

library of albums in glass bookshelves. 

"Here yon will see every incident we can 

possibly need arranged alphabetically." ■

He took down a volume at random 

and as he turned over the pages read the 

heads of the subjects therein treated: 

" Marriages, a marriage in a prison — ah ! 

that is a newspaper cutting. Marriage of 

a French officer in Algeria and a Moorish 

girl (by the way, we do a good deal in 

Algeria and make up a special article for 

the colony), that was a fact I heard of. 

Marriage followed by divorce within four- 

and-twenty hours — extract from a trial 

that Marriage on a death-bed — the inci- 

dent happened in this very village ; and so 

on, and so on. Now I take down another 

voluma Wills! ah, where would novel 

manufacturers be without wills) This 

volume is entirely made up of newspaper 

cuttings on the subject of wills, and a very 

curious collection it is ; we are constantly 

having recourse to it Again, the next 

volume I open is devoted to Lawsuits; 

you observe many of the extracts here are 

made in writing. People are very fond of 

going to law in France, and everybody 

has heard of a dozen cases in his own 

family.'' ■

He ran his eye along the shelf, and 

added : " Murders, Accidents, Duels, 

Quarrels, Polish Counts — and so on, and 

so on — well, you have here an epitome of 

modern French fiction. And of course we 

add to our stock-in-trade every day." ■

My friend now glanced at me, as much 

as to say, was my curiosity satisfied f It 

really seemed to me as if we had inter- 

viewed the obliging director long enough. 

Yet I ventured to put one question mora ■

"And your opinion. Monsieur le Di- 

recteur, as to the respective merits of the 

two articles — the machine-made versus the 

hand-made article ? " ■

" You have it, sir, in a few words. The 

advantage is altogether on our side. In 

former days, when novel-writing was con- 

fined to men and women of genius, it was 

all very well, but the spread of education 

and literature has altered this. People sit 

down to write novels nowadays, who are 

no more fitted for the task than the King 

of the Cannibal Islands They do it for 

money, just as we do. What is the result 1 

We can turn out a very superior article at 

a fraction of the cost, grammar irreproach- 

able, facts all correct, incidents true to 

nature, morals attended to, and everything ■

made to hang properly together. Beiide 

which — mark the fact — as we are not paid 

like the individual writer, by the pieca, ve 

make our stories as short as we pkaw. 

Not a line is added just for the ttke of 

making them longer." ■

" There is a great deal in that^" said L 

'* To tell you plain truth," put in my 

host, '* that is why I have long since givm 

up the hand-made for the machine-made 

novels. The padding in the former be- 

came at last insupportable to me. Bat 

good day, good day, M. le Direeteor, i 

thousand thanks for your kind receptton." 

'*I only regret that I have not more 

time to give you," said M. Quarante as he 

accompanied us to the door of his borean. 

" Ah, what a charming afternoon for a 

drive ! I envy you, gentlemen, who read 

novels instead of having to fabricate them. 

Au revoir, au revoif ! " ■

" Ame de Voltaire," ejaculated M. HeiY^ 

as we drove off. *' Who would have thongfat 

that the making of a novel was so ela- 

borate a process 1 Well, thank heafen, 

if geniuses have died out, we shall DOTer 

suffer from a dearth of fiction, thanks to 

Ch&teauBoman!" ■

OGEES. ■

Tms was when the little boys and giik 

of this country believed in Jack the Giant 

Killer, Tom Thumb, Puss in Boots, the 

Sleeping Beauty in the Wood, Jack and 

the Beanstalk, Little Bed Biding-bood, 

and in Ogres. But that time has passed, 

and the little children, instead of being 

fed in their tender years on Uie sweet pap 

of fairy lore, are fed on the stronger food 

of the three Bs in the School Board, and 

on the "ologies" of science when (he 

School Board relaxes its hold upon ibem, 

and consigns them to the drudgeries d 

everyday Ufe. All the dramatis persona! 

of the fairy world are defunct or discredited 

in their minds, and even Harlequin and 

Columbine appeal in vain to the matured 

and sober taste of the young disciples of 

the Gradgrind school in t£is age ai^ 

country, although they still hold their 

ground among the young people of other 

European nations. Even America knows 

not the impossible but charming perscmages 

of Fairyland, though the little men vid 

women across the great Atlantic still retain, 

until they reach the v jnerable ajge of eight 

or nbe, a faint belief, as Christmas and 

New Year approach, and for a feir days ■
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after their arrival, in a certain benevolent 

and bountiful Santa Clans, bearer of a 

maryellous stocking fiUed with chocolate- 

creams, and other goodies and knick- 

knacks, to reward them for having come 

bto a world from which all, or nearly all, 

tke poetry has departed. ■

(* Ogres" are now seldom mentioned, 

though the word remains in popular 

parhmce to describe a greedy and ruth- 

less oppressor and tyrant During the 

time of the First Napoleon-— especially 

when he threatened the invasion of 

England — it was the custom to cill that 

grim and too victorious potentate the 

'^ Corsican Ogre." The originid idea of an 

ogre was that of a ravenous man-eating 

giant, which Napoleon the First indubit- 

ably was in a metaphorical sense ; for he 

consumed thousands of men on the bloody 

battle-fields with which his name and ex- 

ploits are inseparably associated. If he did 

not actually eat them himself, he made them 

vicariously the food of the powder which 

be so lavishly exploded all over Europe. 

Happily England, where he would have 

greatly enjoyed to have sacrificed to his 

lost of dominion a few thousands of our 

people, was exempted from his tender 

mercies, thanks to the brave and en- 

tbosiastic volunteers of the time, who kept 

the sacred soil inviolate, and would have 

made short work of the invader and his 

l^ons if they had but set foot upon it, 

and— ■

Found the full strength of them 

Graves the f uU length of them. ■

The old Keltic, or Welsh giants, Cor- 

moran and Blunderbore, were the beau 

ideals of the ogre in the minds of English 

children in past ages. The exclamation — ■

Fah! fee! fi! f o ! fum! 

I smell the blood of an Englishman, 

Let him be living or let him be dead, 

I'll g^nd his bones to make my broad — ■

bas long been, consecrated in the f diry myth- 

ology of theBHtish Isles, to the remembrance 

of the Great Cormoran's exploits, happily 

ended, according to the Ions accredited 

tradition, by the sharp sword of the re- 

doubtable little hero "Jack." The giant- 

killer seems to have been an Englishman, 

and to typify the pluck and daring of the 

race from which he sprang, and o? which, 

though little, he was so great an ornament 

Etymologists, who are for the most part 

& yery feeble folk, who seldom take the 

P^ to think, and, whenever they do 

think are more likely to think wrongly 

than rij^htlv. and who. finding an error in ■

existence, do their very best to perpetuate 

and extend it — are not by any means 

agreed upon the origin and first meaning 

of the word " ogre." Some of them derive 

it from the '* ogurs," who are represented 

as a desperately savage horde of Asiatic 

people, who were said to have overrun a 

great part of Europe in the fifth cen- 

tury; others derive it from "Orcus," a 

man-eating monster, celebrated by Boiardo 

and Ariosto, forgetting, in their very su- 

perior wisdom, that "ogres" were the 

subject of fairy stories many centuries 

before the birth of either of these Italian 

worthies. Other equally learned pundits 

trace the ancient word to '' Oreo," one of 

the surnames of Pluto ; or to " orcus," hell, 

the supposed place of his abode. ■

M. Littr^, the author of the best French 

dictionary that has yet appeared, and in- 

finitely superior to that much vaunted one 

which the world owes to the French 

Academy, and which was published more 

than a century ago — informs the learned 

that " ogre " is an Etruscan word, and that 

all philologists are in error who think it 

was derived from the Hungarian, and that 

ogre has any relation, either in fact or 

language, with Hungry. Worcester, in his 

American-English Dictionary, is not in 

agreement with any of his predecessors or 

contemporaries on the subject, and derives 

the word from one '*Oegir,'' a giant in 

Scandinavian mythology. Jamieson, in his 

Scottish Dictionary, differs from everybody 

else, and describes an "ogre" and an 

" ogress " as giants with large fiery eyes, 

who fed upon children, and derived their 

names from the Icelandic '^uggir," fear, 

terror, dismay, — a word of the same root, 

he thinks, as the English *'ug" and 

"ugly." Other pundits remain com- 

mitted on the subject, in the persons of 

Messra Noel and Gharpentier, authors 

of an "Etymological, Critical, Historical, 

Anecdotical, and Literary Dictionary of the 

French Language." These gentlemen think 

that "ogre" may be derivable from the 

Greek " agrios," "savage," and add that in 

French familiar discourse, " ogre " signifies 

a great, eater and devourer of victuals, not 

necessitfOy of children. To eat like an 

ogre is to eat greedily, and they quote 

from M. Boiste the following sentence: 

" How many things, how many books, how 

many events of ail kinds are necessary to 

appease the hunger of that devouring ogre, 

the curiosity of the public i" ■

Who shall decide when so many learned 

doctors are found to disacrree f ■
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As the English and French languages do 

not help to a solation of the difficulty I 

shall try the German as a last resource, 

especially as the " ogres " are well known 

in the fairy mythology of the Fatherland. 

The German language, however, has not 

adopted the name, and renders it by '' wehr- 

wolf "—the " loup-garou " of the French— 

the man-wolf and " lycanthrope " of the 

English, and by *' menschen&esser," man- 

eater, and "kinderfresser," child-eater — 

that is to say, a " cannibal" ■

As the " ogres " took their rise in the 

imagination of our Celtic or Briti^ ances- 

tors, the Kymri and the Gael, it might be 

well, before giving up the hunt after the 

origin of the word as altogether hopeless, 

to look into the Welsh and the Gaelic for 

a clue to the meaning. Possibly we may 

not look altogether in vain. In the modern 

Welsh — ^the ancient Kjmric — ^we find that 

''ocri" signifies money, inordinate profit, 

forty or mty per cent interest on money 

lent — "ocriad," a usurer, a money lender, 

and '* ocra," to praotise usury. If there be 

any being in the shape of a man more akin 

in his nature, his practice, and his greedi- 

ness, or more apt^ ready, and willing to 

devour his creditor and all his substance 

than a professional money-lender, whether 

he be Jew or Christian, the world has yet 

to discover him. Perhaps, however, this 

is not the true derivation of the word, 

though it must be confessed that the ex- 

phination fits admirably, and I shall there- 

fore try again the closely-related language, 

the KelticGnelic, to find if possible a 

more satisfactory origin for the mysterious 

word, which has puzzled for hundreds of 

years so many erudite enquirers. I find 

that in the Gaelic spoken in the Highlands 

of Scotland and Ireland, " Ocras " signifies 

hunger, and " Ocrasah," hungry, greedy, 

famished. This, at all events, is a very 

near, as well as remarkable approach to the 

character of the fabulous monster of the 

fairy tales. I also find that in the same 

venerable language " Og " signifies young, 

"Og-fhear " or " Ogear " a young man, and 

" Oigridh " young folk. ■

Can it be that after all the awe-inspiring 

word was originally a very innocent one, 

and was first used by loving and over- 

anxious mothers to their innocent and 

inexperienced young daughters, to bid them 

beware of the ''Orgeas," or young men, who 

went about like roaring lions in search of 

young virgins to ruin and devour, and that 

" Ogre " was only another name for a gay 

and heartless Lothario ) I strongly incline ■

to the belief that this is the true kej to 

unlock the mystery, and if any etymol(^ 

philologist, or dictionary-maker can soggst I 

a better, I shall be glad to have a hbaoi 

his discovery. ■

A MINING DISASTER ■

A COMPLETE STORY. ■

The sharp clangour of ironed clogs bn^ 

ing heavily on the pavement filkd tb 

keen frosty air. The shrill steam-whadei 

at the collieries and the parish ctodi 

dock had just announced the boor of 

five a.nL, yet many of the thoroughfares a[| 

Coalborough were alive with hxni^J 

forms. With the exception of the stteft^j 

lamps it was pitch-dark, for there lUi 

neither star nor moon visible, and theloftj 

was mid-November. Standing under tl 

lamp-post one might have noti^ thst thftJ 

faces of the men and lads who hurried Mt ] 

were strangely sallow, and many of tna 

had bent backs and bowed legs. Ihi 

majority of the men slouched along nitk 

sullen looks on t^eir unintelligent bm, m 

though they bitterly resented t^e fiHJ 

whi(£ forced them from home on socbi 

cold morning. The lads were much infiaiBr| 

than their elders. Little dots of humun^ i 

of ten and eleven trudged on their ^nj^i 

some of thtm whistling, otiiers sisgiii&j 

and all of them with hands buried de^aj 

their breeches) pockets and necks and sat j 

swathed in rough woollen comfortaal 

Here and there ^ere to be seen earlj he-j 

tory girls, their clean, long aprons seemiif j 

snowy white in the faint light. j ■

Yet one miner at least went to wqiIeJ 

that morning with a bright face and a gUl 

heart This was Simon Broome, the maj 

of whom this narrative is to treat Siami 

was one of those strong-minded men tobij 

found often enough amount Lascai^] 

pitmen. In a thousand miners there id 

perhaps one intelligent man; in fiftl 

thousand there is one who is d«fcj 

Simon Broome was a miner out of firftl 

thousand. Going into the mines at iWj 

he had passed twenty years there; vAl 

when he entered his thirtieth year be m j 

probably the cleverest pitman in Iji- I 

cashire. Yet his natural ability, added to J 

his wide experience of mining matteFS^ W 1 

not profited him in a material sense. Be I 

had been a steady youth and sober mUf 1 

always loving a book better than pig^ I 

flies, dog fights, and wrestling msUbei I 

Whilst men of infinitely inferior ability-^- 1 

some of whom were unable to pen tbor I ■
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own names — had attained to official posi- 

tion as nnderlookers and managers, he still 

remained a hewer of the coaL His small 

progress was dae to himself alone, as the 

following incident will show. ■

At twenty-five Simon had wooed and 

won a pretty schoolmistress, and jast a week 

after his marriage he had lost his bosom 

friend, Jack Grant, who was crushed 

shapeless by a fall <d roof in the mine 

where they both worked. At the inquest 

held on the body of his friend, Simon had 

the bad taste to disregard all the unwritten 

laws obtaining generally at such enquiries, 

and tell the truth. He proved that the 

mass of roof which killed poor Jack had 

long been known to be unsafe ; that the 

various officials had been told time and 

again of its dangerous condition, yet per- 

sistently neglected to take steps to make it 

safe. Prior to the inquest the manager 

hinted that he had a good place empty, 

and that it was no use making a bad job 

worse. Simon preferred to tell the truth. 

He told it, sparing none, and what re- 

sulted? A jury, composed of tailors, 

grocers, shoe>sellers, and so forth, returned 

a verdict of accidental death, and no one to 

blame. ^ ■

After this Simon's troubles began. When 

Ids married life was a fortnight old he 

found himself out of employment Young, 

able, strong, and hopeful, his dismissal had 

caused him but little apprehension at first 

His conduct at the inquest had attracted 

to him the attention and censure of the 

local mine-owners and officials. He found 

work at other pits, but he always got " bad 

places." He was subjected to all sorts of 

petty annoyances by the officials, and his 

earnings were too small to keep him and 

his comfortably. He bore his trials with a 

quiet dignity, striving manfully to live 

down the prejudice against him. But his 

pretty wife was delicate, children came, 

and the octopus arms of debt began to coil 

round him. At length the dimaz came. 

Although he had never smoked in his life, 

a pipe was found in his jacket pocket one 

day down the pit He was summoned 

before the magistrates — one of whom was 

part owner of the pit in which Jack Grant 

was killed — ^and he was ordered to pay a 

fine of twenty shillings and costs, or sufier 

a month's imprisonment. ■

The fine was paid somehow, and then 

Simon, swayed by his wife, moved to Coal- 

borough, to escape the persecution which 

had driven him from his native place, and 

obtain neaceful emolovment Honest, hard- ■

working, and capable, possessing industrious 

habits and ambitious to rise, he found him- 

self entering his thirtieth year in a strange 

town, almost moneyless, with a delicate 

wife and a couple of children dependent 

on him. The bitter curses that formed 

themselves in this poor fellow's brain 

obtained no utterance. He bore himself as 

a man should. ■

Goalborough is the centre of the Lanca- 

shire coal-field. There pits are deep and 

numerous. On the very day of his arrival 

in the town, Simon obtained employment. 

The following morning we saw him on his 

way to work, happy that he was in employ- 

ment again, and hopeful that a few months 

of steady labour would set him on his feet 

once more. ■

A quarter of an hour's steady walking 

brought Simon to the Dutton Heath Col- 

lieries. Going to the lamp shop he ob- 

tained a lamp, then he made his way to the 

bank of the Arley Mine pit, where he was 

to work. The pit-bank was crowded with 

miners waiting to descend, and Simon sat 

on the edge of a full " tub," as tiie nnall 

pit waggons are called, until his turn came. 

An old grey-bearded pitman was seated on 

another 'Hub" close by, and from him 

Simon learned what price the miners were 

paid for each ton of coal sent to bank, 

and how much per yard was paid for driv- 

ing '' strett " places — *' strett " being a Lan- 

cashire miner's synonym for '* narrow." ■

Suddenly the banksman shouted '^ Anny 

moor goom deawn ? " and Simon, with the 

few others remaining on the pit-brow 

gathered into the cage. "Le' down!" 

cried the banksman, and, with the rapidity 

of a falling body, the big iron cage shot 

down into the pit's black depths. ■

After stepping out of the cage at the 

bottom, Simon paused a moment, and a 

miner standing by came forward, saying : 

" Yo're new un, a con sea Come this 

road and get your lamp examined." ■

Simon followed the man into the cabin, 

where the firemen were inspecting the 

lamps to see that no wires were broken in 

the gauzes and that each was securely 

locked. When Simon's lamp wm examined 

and locked, the man, who had spoken beicffe 

and who appeared to be an official of some 

sort, said : " Did th' gafifer sey whetiir yo' 

wur gooin' t " ■

" He said I was to go up the Britannia 

jig on the south side," replied Simon. ■

" Oh ! Ah know wheeiir yo' meeiin. Hi ! 

Bob Davies, show this chap that empty 

place next to Sam Cleck's." Turning to ■
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Simon : " Gooa wi' this chap, he'll show 

yo' t' road." ■

Bob Davies turned oat to be the old 

miner Simon had conversed with on the ■

f>it-bank, and they set off together along a 

evel, going in that direction for half a 

mile or so, then they turned to the right 

and ascended an incline, or "jig," for 

several hundreds of yards more, and when 

at last Simon reached his working place the 

perspiration was rolling down his face, for 

the way along which he had travelled was 

80 low as to necessitate much stooping. ■

Flinging off his outer garments Simon 

rested a minute or two to cool himself; 

then he rose and began to examine his new 

place as an incoming tenant examines a 

new habitation. ■

The Arley seam at Dutton Heath Col- 

lieries was worked on the "pillar and 

strett" system. In this method narrow 

headings are first driven to the boundaries, 

and then the rest of the coal is cleared out, 

working back towards the shaft, leaving 

the goaf behind. Simon's place was a 

"pQlar," and along one side of his place 

sketched the old goaf. Lifting his lamp 

to the roof to see if it were safe and free 

from " breaks," he was astonished to see 

the light flare suddenly up. ■

" Gas I " he cried, and pulled down the 

flame of his lamp until there only remained 

a faint spot of light on the wick. Then 

there showed inside the gauze a long, pale 

blue luminous vapour, or ''cap," as the 

miners termed it Gently moving his 

lamp downwards the blue vapour disap- 

peared, showing that the " firedamp " hung 

in a stratum about a foot thick along the 

roof. But moving towards the goaf he dis- 

covered that the " firedamp " thickened till 

it reached the floor of the mine, and the 

dangerous gas extended far back into the 

old "waste," where the extraction of the 

coal had caused the roof to subside in great 

masses. ■

The finding of the "firedamp" hardly 

caused Simon's pulse to quickea He was 

fully.awareof whatwouldhave happened had 

a single wire in the meehes of the gauze of 

his Davy lamp been broken. Theresas 

sufficient gas there to have destroyed every 

life in the mine had it been ignited, and a 

defective lamp, or even a perfect Davy in 

the hands of an inexperienced person might 

have caused a terrible explosion. ■

In every mine there are officials termed 

"firemen," whose duty it is to examine 

all working places prior to the miners 

entering them. When a place is found to ■

be unsafe through the existence d^Sn- 

damp " or other cause, it is the '' firam'i' 

business to place a danger signil at tk 

entrance to such place to prevent lojoae, 

entering it Simon's first thought lu^ 

"Why had this precaution not beea 

taken i " Then he asked himself if tk 

" fireman " had examined that paitkok 

place on the previous night as he ooghtti 

have done. It would be an easy miU^ti 

prove this, for when a " fireman" visiti a^ 

place to examine it he writes witb cblj 

on some prominent spot the day of tk| 

month and his name or initials, to fkjf 

he has been there. ■

Looking about the place Simon ioozid 

piece of board, on which were sem 

several dates and a man's name—*' 

Yetton." But the latest date was NofTi 

the seventh, and it was now the 

of that month; therefore, it was 

plain that this place had not been 

by the " fireman " for more than a 

Probably the place had been empty 

the seventh of November, and tlie " 

man " had not troubled himself to e: 

a place in which no one was worldng. 

Simon thought that this incident 

clearly as to the character of t\e systoa 

management in vogue at Datton E 

Collieries. ■

About twenty yards further on Si 

could hear another collier working, as 

this man he went As Simon appi 

the miner laid down his pick, saying: ■

" Is it thee that's gooin' t' start inV 

place t " ■

"I should start, but there's abito' 

in it, an' I don't like workin' among ii^ ■

" Tha'U soon get used to workin' in ft 

tha stops heer. Th' owd sink is 

full of gas, but it doesn't matter as loog 

it keeps away fro' t' face. Thall find 

o'er tha yed if tha'Jl look." ■

Simon lifted his lamp to the roof, 

again the gauze was filled with a pale Ui 

vapour. Dropping his lamp to the fl 

Simon said, "It seems to make middim' ■

" It makes a good deeal, an' no miBtini 

'nough to leet up every shop in Ooalte 

That theer owd goaf aback o' thee is jo* 

meet like a gasometer. There'll be ^J^^^^ 

some o' these days, if they don't mmi' ■

"Don't they try to shift it!" Smctt 

queried ■

" Not um ; they ne'er bother abeawt il 

They care nowt abeawt a bit o' gas het^h 

lad." ■

"It's not safe alius hangin' there," »- ■

"S- ■
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joined Simon. " When a faw o' roof comes 

it's certain to sweep the gas afoor it^ and 

then if there's anny bad gauzes abeawt 

there'll be an explosion, sure enough. I 

don't like th' thowt o' bein' roasted wick ; 

does tha t " ■

" Not me ; bat we shall hev to tek eawr 

chance, I reckon," the miner replied philo- 

sophically, and he resumed his work. ■

'' There'd be a bother, I think, if th' in- 

spector happened to come and found men 

workin' so close to this gas. Th' manager 

would get fined, or sent to prison." ■

"Howd tha noise, mon!" the miner 

cried angrily. '* The inspector, eh t What 

^ood are inspectors to as f I've bin workin' 

mt' pit for thirty hears an' neer getten a 

glint o' one o' 'em. Hast e'er seen anny o' 

'em tha'sel' t " ■

"I've seen one once, when a mate o' 

mine was kilt," Simon replied. ■

"That's just it. Stable door's locked 

after the hawse is stown," the miner re- 

torted fiercely, and he smote the coal with 

all his might to work off his passion. Then 

Simon returned to his own place. ■

Two or three weeks passed, and Simon's 

earliest impression as to the inefficiency of 

the management of the mine was verified. 

Through conversing with various miners 

who worked in different parts of the pit he 

learned that " firedamp " existed in many 

places, that the air-ways were in an awful 

condition through being neglected, and that 

blasting was permitted even in places 

where " firedamp " was common. No miner 

in the whole pit-set understood the danger, 

which was being incurred coniinaally, better 

than Simon Broome did. Yet was he loth 

either to complain to the manager or other 

officials, or quit the mine altogether. He 

had suffferod so much from outspokenness 

already that he longed for peace. He did 

not like leaving the pit, because his place 

had proved a good one. He was working 

regularly, and earning on an average forty 

shillings a week. ■

But the huge volumes of explosive gas 

lurking continually in the goaf filled his 

mind with incessant fears. Most of w^he 

miners seemed so habituated to the com- 

pany of " firedamp " as to pay no heed to 

its presence ; still there were others who 

feared the peril they were daily facing, and 

who, like Simon, did not like quitting the 

pit altogether on account of the good wages 

they were obtainingi And matters got worse 

instead of improving. Several of the 

miners urged Simon to write an anonymous 

letter to the Insnector of Mines for the dis- ■

trict, calling his attention to the dangerous 

condition of the mine; but he refrained 

from taking this step, because he held the 

belief entertained by miners generally tbat 

mine-owners and mine-inspectors were in 

collusion, and he knew of oases where men 

who had reported dangerous places had 

been forced to leave the district, as no one 

would employ them. ■

For the fearful condition of the Dutton 

Heath Arley Mine the managemental staff 

were not solely to blame. Most of the 

other pits belonging to the same owner 

were in the same neglected condition as 

the pit in which Simon worked, but being 

less gaseous they were of course safer. 

The 6wner of the Dutton Heath Collieries 

was Jonathan Bowles. He had been a pit- 

man in his youth, and twenty years of 

industrious and adroit knavery had made 

him a mine-owner. To the outer public 

Mr. Bowles was a model man, and news- 

paper scribblers and amateur lecturers 

pointed him out as a sample of what might 

be achieved by perseverance and honesty. 

Only Bowles's workmen knew how hard 

and exacting he could be. To gain favour 

in Jonathan Bowles's sight there was only 

one way for the officials he employed at 

his pits. To raise plenty of coal cheaply 

was the one thing he desired, and the 

officials were told by the manager to cut 

down expenses as much as possible. Con- 

sequently everything went to the bad. ■

At last an unfortunate accident brought 

matters to a climax. Two poor fellows 

were burned to death by a small explosion 

of gas caused by a blown-out shot This 

determined Simon and a few others who 

worked near him to leave the pit without 

delay. ■

They were carrying out their tools when 

they were met by the manager, a coarse, 

stubborn headed fellow, named Dick Samp- 

son, who, when he saw the men carrying 

their tools, exclaimed : ■

" Where are you taking those to f " ■

*^ Home," replied Simon, as the others 

were silent ■

"And who gave you permission to leave 

without notice f " ■

" I think notice is not needed," Simon 

again replied firmly. ■

" Why 1 " asked Sampson, furious with 

anger. ■

" Because the pit isn't fit for a dog to be 

in, and you know it There will be two 

hundred instead of two men burned to 

cinders before long if the pit isn't managed 

better." ■
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'' What's wrong 1" Sampson cried, almost 

mad with rage. ■

" There's nothing right," Simon retorted. 

''IVe heen here three weeks, and there's 

been gas in my place every day I've worked, 

and in these men's places the gas has been 

nearly as bad. Yet, according to the reports 

made out daily by the * firemen/ each 

working place in the pit was free from gas 

and in good working order." ■

** How do you know what reports the 

firemen make ont ? " ■

'*The reports lie on the cabin table 

every morning, and I have glanced over 

them whilst having my lamp examined I 

think you had better let us go without any 

more bother. I am afraid of my life every 

day, and will stay here no longer." ■

" If you don't take back your tools, and 

serve me with fourteen days' notice pro- 

perly, I'll stop all your wages and summon 

you for neglect of work. Don't make fools 

of yourselves. I tell you the pit is as safe 

as can be — safe enough to use naked 

lights. I'll show you whether I think it is 

dangerous or not." ■

Without another word Sampson un- 

screwed his lamp, pulled a pipe from his 

pocket, lit it, and began to smoke. Si- 

mon and the other miners stared at the 

manager in speechless amazement Scarcely 

fifty yards away was the spot where the 

two miners baa been scorched to death 

only two days before, and the tobacco was 

glowing like a live coal. It was the act of 

a madman^ imperilling every life in the 

mine, and was done out of sheer bravado. 

Doubtless Sampson thought his action 

would convince the miners that the mine 

was safe, and cause them to return. The 

naked light was beside the manager. Had 

a fall of roof occurred at that moment in 

any of the adjoibing goaves a large volume 

of ^' firedamp " would have been swept on 

to the flame, and two hundred persons 

would have been destroyed instantly. ■

Simon Broome seemed turned to stone 

when he saw Sampson unlock his lamp and 

begin to smoke. But his stupefaction was 

of short duration. Then, without a word, 

he sprang forward, trampled out the naked 

light, and sent the pipe flj^ing yards away, 

leaving the broken stem fast between Samp- 

son's teeth. With a hoarse yell of rage 

the manager leapt at Simon, they closed, 

and rolled on the floor fighting like wild 

animals. Then the miners tore Simon 

from off Sampson and hurried him away. ■

The following morning the men belong- 

ing to the Arley Mine refused to go to ■

work, alleging that the pit was oniait 

and they declined to resume woik vs& 

the mine had been examined bj ^ 

Government Inspector, Mr. Sbalford. Tk 

miners had been inflaenced to this draaoi 

by Simon Broome. So the pit Isy idlefa 

a couple of days, and the inspector n 

urged to visit the mine. On the afWnoQ 

of the second day a telegram c&me to Ai 

manager from Mr. Shalford, saying lie 

coming down on the 3.25 train. ■

Mr. Jonathan Bowles was waiting at 

station with his carriage when the i 

arrived, and the coal-owner droYe 

Shalford straight to the Arley Mine 

Then the inspector, Mr. Bowles, and 

son the manager, descended togethet 

halfan-hour they returned, and Mr. 

ford declared the mine quite safe, 

which proceeding he went to dine 

his friend, the owner of Dutton 

Collieries. ■

The following morning the 

resumed work. On the afternoon of 

day Simon Broome received two 

mouses, one for assaulting the managv 

Dutton Heath Collieries, the other 

neglect of work. Both cases were 

the same day, and each case was ' 

against Simon. None of the nunera 

had witnessed the affair between S 

and Broome dared to give evidence 

the manager, fearing persecution ; iai 

was useless for Simon to plead that he' 

his work without due notice becaiM 

mine was unsafe, when the 

had before them a declaration signel 

the Government Inspector of Mines, 

the mine to be quite safa ■

So Simon was ordered to pay fines 

costs amounting in the whole ta 

pounds, with the option of two 

imprisonment. The money conld B<rt 

raised in time, and he had to go to ■

Simon Broome's term of , ■

would expire in a couple of days, and 

town of Coalborough was stirred to 

heart with excitement. Not, ho 

because the poor unfortunate miner v« 

soon to regain his liberty, but bed* 

the election of a parliamentary rcpw*J* 

tive was to take place on the monow. Iv 

old member had died, and the ^^^^^ 

for the vacant seat were Mr. Jonaw 

Bowles, mine-owner, and Mr. EobfftBo* 

inson, cotton-spinner. The two candidat* 

were the richest men in CosJboroogh, aai 

each was determined to win, no mattw'" 

what cost. On the day of the ebctiflif ■

^ ■
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iverj one of Bowles's pits were idle, and all 

the mme officials, from "firemen'' to 

manager had to canvass for their employer. 

Beer ran like water that day in Coal- 

}oroiigb. To confirmed topers it seemed 

&ke a glimpse of Paradise. Before night 

»me, every one of Jonathan Bowles's 

)ffioials were tipsy, for his return was 

^rtain. Yet two of these drunken officials 

[lad to go to work that night These were 

Fonas Smith and Sammy Jones, both " fire- 

nan " at the Arley Mine pit. Their busi- 

ness was to see that the mine was all 

right and ready for the workmen in the 

Bkoming. ■

Jast after the poll had been declared in 

raronr of their employer, these two " fire- 

men " were seen staggering towards their 

rork. Early next morning the shock of a 

kenible explosion was heard throughout 

town. The Dutton Heath Arley Mine 

exploded, and swept to eternity two 

bandred and ten poor souls, and amongst 

Ihe doomed was the hot-heaided manager, 

Dick SampsoiL ■

Of coarse, the Gk>vemment Inspector and 

mining engineers soon formulated a 

theory to account for the terrible disaster. 

Fhere had been a sudden outburst of gas, 

irhich had been ignited by a *' blown-out " 

ihot But the miners of the district en- 

tertained a different belief. They believed 

Uut the two ** firemen " fell asleep, being 

Inrnk, and did not wake till morning, thus 

biling to make their usual examination of 

Ihe nune, and in the morning some poor 

fellow had walked into an accumulation of 

"firedamp," with a naked light probably, 

and sent himself and two hundred others 

to a premature tomb. ■

The terrible disaster struck sorrow to 

the heart of the natiop. A wave of gene- 

rous sympathy spread over the land. In a 

few weeks a score of thousands of pounds 

was collected for the bereaved. A so-called 

searching inquiry into the causes of the 

calamity was instituted. The Home Office 

sent down a legal gentleman to watch the 

case, and an independent engineer was de- 

put^ to examine the mine and report on 

it Bat as this independent engineer de- 

pended for his livelihood on coal-owners, he 

▼as not likely to report unfavourably on 

themineL What mine-owner would have 

employed him again had he stated that the 

mine was in a deplorable state, and that 

the explosion was due to bad management f ■

At the inquiry the inspector said he had 

been down the pit a few weeks before the 

explosion, and found it safe. In realitv. ■

he was down the pit half an hour, and 

never left the pit bottom. ■

When Simon heard the sad intelh'genoe 

his feelingff were terribla It was madden- 

ing to think that he had been sent to 

prison for leaving the doomed pit. The 

magistrates had ignored his plea, but his 

truth had been terribly vindicated. A few 

months afterwards he went to America, 

where he is now a prosperous citizen. ■

bt theo gift. ■

Author <if'*La Lorkner," "An Alibi and iU Pricg," ■

JBtc.f Etc ■

CHAPTER XXII. 

THE TELEGRAM FROM LEAH. ■

And the voyage was like a new phase in 

the dream. Fortunately Vera was not at 

all sea-sick, though Marstland, fearing that 

she might be, had taken the precaution to 

brace her against it with champagne and 

biscuits before starting; but either this 

acted as a preventive, or excitement and 

the fear of being overtaken took away all 

other sensations, and she passed the time 

walking up and down, leaning on her 

lover's arm ; or, when the motion of the 

boat did not permit that, sitting in a kind 

of cushioned nest which he made for her, 

her hand fast clasped in his, and her 

slender form wrapped round with a multi- 

tude of cloaks and shawls to protect her 

from the cold breeze, while he talked to 

her and built a thousand pleasant castles in 

the air of all the things they would do and 

enjoy t<^ther once they were united. ■

Vera was still very nervous, however. 

Her eyes kept that curious, dilated ex- 

pression which Marstland had noticed in 

them during their moorland tryst, and no 

persuasions that he could use would induce 

her to go and rest on one of the sofas in 

the cabin below, or even to turn her faoe 

from its straining gaze in the direction of 

the steamers, where every far-ofip sail, nay, 

even the white flash of a gull's wing, 

dipping on some distant wave, seemed to 

her like a pursuing craft gaining already 

on their path. ■

Marstland was very gentle with her. 

No brother, indeed, could have been more 

so ; and though he had plenty of disturb- 

ing thoughts to agitate his own mind — the 

news of his sudden marriage to be broken 

and explained to his family, the wedded 

home yet to be established, the profes- 

sional duties which he was even then ne- ■
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glecting— one look into his betrothed's eyes, 

or at the nervous tension of the lines in 

her small, pale face, decided him on keep- 

ing them well hidden in his own mind 

rather than on attempting to lighten them 

by discussing them with her. ■

He had gone about the preparations for 

his runaway marriage with all the im- 

petuous lightheartedness characteristic of 

him, trampling down every difficulty as it 

rose by his indomitable energy and the 

lavish use he made of his money, and 

ready to run any amount of risks for Yera's 

sake, and to set her free from the tyranny 

which was forcing her into a fate she ab- 

horred; but for her sake, also, he was 

anxious to do so in such a way that not the 

slightest slur should rest upon her, and 

that therefore as few laws and convention- 

alities as possible should be broken in the 

performance. ■

He had done his best, as he thought, so 

far. Some of his original arrangements, 

indeed, had had to be put on one side and 

altered o^ng to the pressure of circum- 

stances; and some of his precautions, 

which had seemed to him at first to be 

inspired by quite superhuman wisdom, 

struck him now, when the fruition of his 

hopes appeared so easily and so unex- 

pectedly near, as not so wise after all ; and 

he even began to regret a little that his 

high sense of chivaL^ had caused him to 

adhere with such scrupulous fidelity to 

Yera's entreaty that he would not endanger 

the success of their plans by any word or 

hint which could draw suspicion on them. 

He would have liked now to have been 

able to ask advice as to one or two trifling 

particulars, but after all they were but 

trifles. Even that little matter of the age, 

what was it but a question of a few hours 

more or less — a mere technicality. And 

even now, if he chose to make the sacri- 

fice, or if Yera was making herself at all 

anxious or unhappy about it, he could 

obviate it altogether by delaying his happi- 

ness those few hours; postponing the 

wedding till the earliest possible hour on 

the following morning, and leaving his 

betrothed for the night in the care of his 

own landlady, while he himself went to 

the nearest hotel, or kept guard outside 

the house which would contain his jewel 

He didn't like the idea. No man as much 

in love as Marstland would be likely to do 

so. He thought it a detestable one, and 

practically uncalled for ; but when Yera had 

put herself into his hands with such meek, 

implicit trust, he felt that he was doubly ■

bound to show himself worthy of it lif 

foregoing every thought or desire of la 

own rather than burden her with one o- 

necessary anxiety, one extra caose rf 

nervousness. At first he said to him8d( 

*< Well, if she expresses a wish for it I il 

agree ; but he knew in his heart tbst I 

was virtually impossible for a girl to ei» 

press such a wish for herself ; and so, iftc 

a tough inward struggle, he made tha of 

gestion himself, and was immensely » 

Ueved by the look of startled dismay wii 

which Yera regarded it The promptw 

of the negative was delightfiol to hia; 

though had he been a litUe less piin- 

ately in love there might have been sov- 

thbg painfully suggestive of a narrow nl 

ev^ childish inteUigence in the rearai 

with which she backed it ■

" Oh, no, no, please 1 " she said, t 

ing from him with a look of rather i 

propriety. " That would be stajiag a 

whole night away from home first; aadl 

could not ; it would not be proper or 

nice unless we were married ; and 

would never forgive it, I know. Sbi 

would be ashamed of me all her life afte^ 

wards. She told me so."^ ■

*< She told you so, dearest ! " Mantkaj 

repeated, staring. ■

Yera nodded, her young face very grm 

and prim. ■

" Yes, it was not about us, you knot,! 

was — some time ago. One of the Eo§tt 

people who have settled on the other ek 

of Quimper, and whom we had met at tin 

chaplain's, wanted to make friends ii& 

us. She had two daughters with her,Bi» 

looking girls, and I thought how plessui 

it womd be, but mamma did not urn 

pleased. She was very cold, and said tM 

she was afraid that the distance was toi 

great for visiting ; and when they wurtrf 

me to stav with them for a few days it 

that I might be at a dance they weregoiK 

to give, ^e declined, saying i>apa won 

not allow me to go to a dance withoatliM; 

but next day she and Joanna were taloBf 

about it, and they said that at a wstff 

picnic two years before anoUier of tM 

lady's daughters had got separated fron 

the rest of the party with the gentleaitt 

she was engaged to, and did not come bos< 

till next morning. They had gone to«- 

plore a little island on the river, but ot 

boat got loose and drifted away; m 

though there was a fisherman's hut oaw^ 

island, and an old woman in it ^^J^ | 

very kind to the poor girl, her hwmA 

and sons were away for the night fiwUDfr ■
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1 80 the two had to wait till their retom 

get to land. They were married quite 

ittle while afterwards, bat mamma said 

made a great deal of talk, and was 

)agh to ruin the girrs reputation for 

); and that she should never have got 

9r it or have forgiven either the girl or her 

Bband if she had been Mr& Delondne. 

lat was why she would not even let me 

ow the yonnser sisters. She told me so, 

70a see," lining her gray eyes with a 

ide of gentle reproach in them, *'it 

(old be quite impossible for me to do the 

rj same thing with you, even if we were 

irried next day." ■

"I see, my darling," said Maratland, 

lU (xmtent with the decision arrived at^ 

OQgh rather amused that the sacrifice he 

d struDg himself up to make for the 

ke of Yera's good name should be nega- 

red on the same score. " All the same, 

ere wasn't the very slightest real harm 

wroDg doing in the accident you de- 

ribe, and I should have thought the 

Dtber who treated it as anything but an 

ddetit infinitely more disgusting than 

m the vulgar outside gossips, who make 

talk of everythin?, whether there is a 

QBe for it or not. Who, in the name of 

earen, should a girl trust to take care of 

or in any emergency if not the man who 

going to be her husband ? But you feel 

At, yourself, love," his face lighting with 

idden pleasure, " for if you did not trust 

6 you would not be sitting beside me ■

" Ob, but this is quite different 1 " said 

era, with a smile naive enough to disarm 

Jyone. " We are only out for a few hours 

1 the sea as we might have been on the 

kunes at Weybridga I think even 

amma would say there is not much to 

K)08e between a river and the Channel,; 

Kd you know when Naomi Lucas scolded 

^ for going with you then, she said it 

oold have been quite another thing if we 

id been an engaged couple, and — and we 

re engaged now.'^ ■

'* Thanks to Naomi's scolding, bless her 

)r it, and your dear, little tender heart, 

>^e!'' said Marstland, lifting the hand 

'hich he held to his lips for a momentary 

v^i which it was to be hoped the man 

t the wheel did not see. He could not 

^p adding, however, in a tone of some- 

what dry irony : ■

" Yoor mother. Vera, seems to have de- 

nted herself to the study of that one text 

Q the Bible, ' Befratn from all appearance 

* m* Does it ever occur to her. do vou ■

think, that there is something in the world 

of equal or greater importance : real evil, 

for instance f " ■

Vera looked puzzled. ■

" I— don't know," she said simply ; " I 

know she thinks sirls should never do any- 

thing that is at aU particular — I mean that 

does not look well That is why I made 

you promise not to say a word to anyone 

but the Josephses about my going away with 

you. I thought if no one knew of it — if it 

were kept quite a secret " ■

" As it has been, Vera," Marstland inter- 

rupted, glad now to be able to say sa 

" Even my own sister need never be aware, 

unless you wish it, that we have not been 

married in the most orthodox and fashion- 

able manner." ■

Vera smiled. ■

" That is what I wanted to be able to 

tell mamma. I wanted her to see I had 

been careful this time. Itjs different with 

papa. He will never forgive me in any 

case ; but it would be too dreadful if she 

did not either, for indeed, I am sure it is 

only to please him that she wants me to 

marry the Count; and, as she never 

actually forbade me to marry you, or even 

made me promise not to do so, it isn't as 

if I were breaking my word to her or set- 

ting her at defiance, is it f Oh, I couldn't 

have done that in any case 1 I felt I 

couldn't when you and Leah wrote, and 

wanted me to speak out and say plainly it 

was not possible for me to do as they 

wished. How can one resist one's own 

parents) I would rather have died. 

Indeed, I hoped I should, until — until you 

came." ■

" My poor little darling ! " said Marst- 

land compassionately. As once before when 

she spoke in a similar way, he did not know 

how else to answer her or what to do save 

stroke the slender hand he held in both of 

his. To his mind of course it was just the 

want of courage to be plain-spoken from 

the very beginning, which had got poor 

Vera into the complication from which he 

was determined at all risks to deliver her ; 

but that, in doing so, he and she were not 

guilty of resisting her parents and setting 

them at defiance seemed to him an idea as 

absurd as that other one that, so long as 

people had not given you a formal order 

or exacted a formal promise from you, 

you were not guilty of deception in doing 

something by stealth which they tacitly 

relied on your not doing. For himself, 

Marstland hated deception in the general 

wav from the verv depths of Us som ; but ■
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there were occasions, as he argaed, when 

any and every deception, however distaste- 

ful to you, becomes a necessary and un- 

avoidable evil. Who, for instance, would 

blame a man who, taken prisoner and con- 

demned to death or torture by some wily 

BSLY&ge, manages to trick his barbarous 

captor by some "ruse," and make his 

escape through the aid of it 1 Yet who, 

for all that, would argue that the trick was 

not a trick, because there had been no 

formal parole ; or extol the " higher 

honour" of a person who would take 

refuge from a direct lie in an equivocation 

or a " suppressio veri " ? If either were 

nBeded, Marstland preferred the direct lie 

for himself; but he could only feel an 

infinite pity and tenderness for the poor 

little girl whose feeble arguments to the 

contrary were unfolded to him with such 

pathetic simplicity : an intense hatred and 

anger against those who had warped her 

natural candour by educating it down to 

the level of such low, pettifogging morality 

— the common morality (let us boast of our 

national truthfulness as we please) of the 

small British tradesman, who would not 

have false weights for the world, but weighs 

out his pound of well-damped sugar in the 

thickest paper procurable; or, having 

stamped a basket of eggs as ''new laid," 

when they first came in, passes them off as 

such to a customer a fortnight later, before 

going prayers to his family with bland, 

self-conscious rectitude, or attend a Bible 

meeting at the chapel of which he is an 

earnest and professing member. Poor Vera 

could not at all understand why her lover 

should exclaim with such sudden, almost 

passionate vehemence : ■

'* Love, in another couple of hours you and 

I will be man and wife. Promise me one thing 

first, sweetheart, promise it now, that when 

we are married you will never put a mask 

on any act or thought of yours for fear of 

anyone in the world — of me least of all ! 

Do what you please in every way ; you will 

please me best by doing so ; but do it for 

love only — love of what you yourself think 

right and best, love even of me, if you will ; 

but not for fear ; never fear any more." ■

Vera laughed a little tremulously. ■

"George, you should have married 

Leah," she said. "Tou and she talk in 

jnst the same way ; but then she is never 

afraid of anybody, and I — Oh ! it is diffe- 

rent with me. How should I know how 

to jadge what is right and best f Mamma 

says I cannot. Indeed I would rather do 

as I am told — when I can." ■

The sun was getting low, but it vm iSl 

a bright and lovely afternoon when, afieti 

ci^ital passage, they dropped anchor is 

harbour of St. Peter-le-port, and the 

dream-feeling came back to Vera widi 

rush as she found herself standing on 

pier in a strange town, a strange iilud, 

round her the friendly accents of the 

lish tongue blending with those of F 

and of a patois as barbarous as thatol 

own Brittany^-on one side the brotd 

sea crested with foam and spreadiog 

like a shield between her and her 

relatives ; and on the other the di 

red-roofed houses of St Peter's 

up a steep hillside in picturesque 

fusion, and all emboweced and 

with ttie fresh green leaves, the pink 

white blossoms of spring ; all glowog 

saturated with golden sunshine tad 

salt air. ■

She had gone down into the cahm 

before they aadiored and, by aid of 

portmanteau packed for her by 

before leaving, had changed her heavy 

dress and cloa^ for a light waUdng 

refreshed herself with a good waih, 

arranged her hair (by Marstland's 

request) in such a way as to make 

look as venerable as possible. He 

her laughing, that the reault was apok 

pallingly successful, and that he fdt m 

he were going to be married to hb 

mother; but both their hearts were 

beating too fast for common qieedi ; 

between an awed sense of dangers ' 

over, and of the all -important 

before them, it was almost in dkom 

they walked up to the church whmil 

to be performed. ■

Not a very long or imposing 

ance ! Not in the least like what 

Yera or her lover had fancied their 

would have been. There was not em 

one in the church at that quiet hoard 

afternoon save themselves, the eontel 

was to officiate, and who did so as 

as possible — ^having left a game of 

tennis for the purpose — and the pew-opo^ 

and clerk, who acted as witnesses; tffc 

though Vera would have betrayed berf 

a dozen times over to any one vi» 

half a suspicion of the facts of the oNi ^ 

the way in which she trembled, starteitfj 

turned her frightened gaze fromMsrrtW 

to the door at every sb'ghtest soond, hea 

the other hand was as cool and coapw 

in demeanour as a soldier on psrade^ *bo 

gave his answers in a tonesofiniksoddce^ 

as to steady for the moment eren Yw ■

P ■
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flattering nerves. She only made one mis- 

take. Her lover had thoaght it better in 

the first instance to give her name in its 

Anglicised rendering of St Lawrence in 

order to avoid any possible question as to 

her different nationality ; but Vera, as was 

natural enough, forgot all about this when 

the time came to sign her name, and was 

on the point of writing it with a "t" as 

usual, when a sharp cough from her watch- 

ful bridegroom recalled her to herself, and 

she finished the word in the mode they had 

arranged. ■

It was all over then. She was married, 

though she did not realise it in the least, 

and the formal congratulations of the curate 

ere he hurried away to fling off his surplice 

and return to the lawn tennis court, only 

made her lift her head in a kind of be- 

wildered appeal to Marstland ; and then the 

intense pride and happiness shinipg in his, 

and those three words whispered as he 

kissed her trembling lips, '< My precious 

wife ! " brought the blood into her cheeks 

for the first time in a glow so deep that she 

was glad to turn away even from him to 

hide it ■

It was only a few minutes' walk from 

the church to Marstland's lodgings, a quaint 

little cottage, one of a row btmt on the side 

of a steep bit of hill, and separated from 

the dusty road by a hi^h bank and stone 

wall, the latter enclosing a tiny strip of 

garden, bright at present with all manner 

of spring flowers ; but, now that the fear of 

being overtaken had temporarily fallen into 

abeyance, the long strain on Yera's nerves 

and muscles began to show itself, and aft^ 

they had entered the house, at the door of 

which the landlady was waiting to welcome 

them, and had passed into the little parlour, 

where supper was already partly laid out, 

she turned from the seat into which Marst- 

land would have put her, and burst into a 

flood of nervous tears, repeating again and 

again that she wanted Leah. Leah had 

promised she would always be her friend, 

would stand by her when she was married. 

Oh ! was he sure Leah would not have 

come if he had asked her t Was he sure 

he had not asked her, because he knew she 

would be shocked to hear what they had 

done ! ■

Marstland soothed her as gently and 

wisely as possible. He saw that the poor 

child was utterly overdone, and remember- 

ing all that she had gone through in the last 

twenty-four hours for him, felt that it would 

be selfish and unmanly not to moderate his 

own transports until she was calmed and ■

rested. Again and again he assured her 

that he had only not taken Leah into his 

confidence from a dislike to compromising 

other people in a matter so important to 

himself; that he was perfectly certain, how- 

ever, of her sympathy and pleasure when 

she should get the news of their happiness, 

and that perhaps Vera would have a proof 

of both sooner than she expected. ■

He said this smilingly, for in truth he 

had not waited for the wedding to be over 

to send off the tidings to Leah, but, wishing 

to give his little bride a pleasant surprise, 

had telegraphed to her friend on the morn- 

ing of the previous day, telling her what 

he was going to do and when the marriage 

would take place, and begging her to send 

them a congratulaiory telegram in answer 

addressed to the lodgings where they now 

were. He thought it quite probable, there- 

fore, that the answer was even now waiting 

them in the bed-room, where the landlady 

had told him he would find a bundle of 

letters and papers, and though he did not 

say so to Vera for fear lest) in her hysterical 

state, a disappointment should only make 

her worse, he had no sooner soothed and 

reasoned her into calmness, and seen her 

lying back in the most comfortable arm- 

chair the room afforded, than he went off 

to the other room with a light heart to look 

for what he expected. ■

There sure enough was a yellow enve- 

lope, addressed to him, however, not to 

Vera ; and as he tore it eagerly open, and 

scanned the contents, he congratulated 

himself on his caution on having said 

nothing about it beforehand. It certainly 

contained nothing of reassurance for Vera ; 

but what could it mean t ■

This was what it said : ■

<' Telegram received. Have you taken 

legal advice) If not, and still time to 

delay, entreat you to do so first, ^he 

marriage as proposed would not be valid. 

For Vera's sake don't be rash. Bring her 

here if necessary, or will go to her. Father 

writing you now. Very anxious." ■

Marstland read the bewildering words 

again and again, the flash of excitement 

and happiness on his sunburnt face paling 

horribly as he did sa What could she 

meani How could the marriage not be 

valid t True, there was that little matter 

of the age ; but, little as he knew of law, 

he knew that, though the having certified 

falsely on this point might possibly get 

him into trouble, it could not, by the laws 

of England, invalidate the marriage itself, 

once the latter was rcRulariy performed. ■
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Was it merely an outburst of femiolne 

Ignorance and nervousness about such 

matters f But he knew Leah to be neither 

nervous nor ill-informed, and she had 

further said her father was writing to him. 

What rashness could they convict him of, 

he who had been so careful t WeU, what- 

ever it was, till he knew it, Vera was as 

safe in his hands as she could be in theirs ; 

and as to the marriage, he was ready to 

repeat it twenty times over if needful Of 

one thing only was he thankful ; that he 

had not taken the telegram downstairs 

before opening it He began tearing it in 

pieces at the mere thought ■

But though he so far controlled his 

anxiety as to go back to bis bride the next 

minute, and show her a calm and cheerful 

countenance, which was more reassuring to 

her than even his previous petting, he was 

very far from feeling calm in himself; and 

as they sat down to their first tdte ki^te 

meal — ^Yera opposite to him, her cheeks 

lovely with timid blushes, her sweet eyes 

expressing penitence in every glance for 

the tears they had just been shedding — 

his heart was sorely divided between 

passionate love and admiration for her and 

a frantic desire to find out whether he had 

made any mistake which could be twisted 

to her injury. He did not show it He 

laughed, talked, jested, told her funny 

stories about his past life, and made 

pleasant plans for their future one : the 

theatres they would go to ; the sights she 

must see ; the visitor's room, wmch was 

to be called Leah's ; the houseboat which 

they were always to keep for a holiday- 

home on the Thames ; but at last his self- 

control gave out, and as soon as the meal 

was finished and cleared away he told Vera 

to lie down oh the sofa and rest,' while he 

ran to the post office (it was only just in 

the next strecft), and sent off the promised 

telegram to Leah to tell her of their 

marriage. ■

It was fortunate that he said this 

frankly, for only the prospect of hearing 

from her friend could have reconciled Vera 

to that of being left alone, even for ten 

minutes. She began to tremble a little 

even at the. idea, and that made him the 

more averse to leave her ; and he delayed 

some minutes shaking up cushions for her, 

bringing wraps to cover her, cautioning 

the landlady to let no one in to disturb 

her during his brief absence, and coming 

back twice over to say one more last word ■

or press a parting kiss on her stree^itfl 

lips. Nay, even then he could not 

away, but at the foot of the steep 

flight of stone steps leading down to 111 

road turned again for a backward look,Mt 

so caught a view of his young wife's Ut^ 

pale face framed in the shadowy rrninawt 

and wafting him a faint little fsnvril 

smile over the bright beds of tulips Mi> 

crocuses, the sweet-smelling hyacintlH,«iil 

red-gold wallflowers which filled the Wk' 

garden. He kissed his hand to her 

with passionate fervour, and then natf^ 

like the wind to the telegraph office, itel 

it did not take long to dispatch the t^B0ifi\ 

ing message : ■

''Yours only this moment to htt4| 

Married a couple of hours aga Whiti^ 

you mean by not valid f Please wim 

once. Cannot wait for letter. Tmat 

to care for her." ■

It had gone ofi", and he was already i 

his homeward way, when he rememt 

that such a message would not Iniog 

congratulatory one Vera was 

and he turned back and sent off a 

and shorter : ■

''Telegraph kind message to her. 

rately. Her fond love to yon. She' 

nothing." * '*' ■

But this had caused a longer deby 

he had bargained for ; for in the 

some other person had come into Hak'-i 

and had to be attended to; and 

Marstland at last succeeded In get 

business transacted, he was in too 

hurry even to return by the way b: 

come. The post office was in a stretll 

ning parallei with that in whioh-j 

lodgings were situated, but at a '" 

level. There was a piece of waste 

at the side, and it occurred to hini' 

climbing up this and crossing a 

(the gates of which he could see si 

open) belonging to some sort of 

he would find himself in his own 

almost at the gate of the lodgingrj 

couple of minutes. He started off' 

ingly, and, having entered the 

question, was dashing across il^ *' 

his foot caught in one of the noi 

bundles of iron rods which strewtfl 

place .in conjunction with pieces oC) 

ber, casks, and other litter. He 

spring to avoid it, came down M ■

thing like a piece of wooden ■

gave way beneath him, and UBL iMIIV 

headlong. ■
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CHAPTEB XIL 

Alexia vaa now «> wido atraks that she 

Eihed for the morning. What was the 

e d andraaeing and going to bed, when 

ifl was quite Btue not to sleep t Still one 

«d not be shiveriDg with cold ; so she 

lew a shawl roand her, and set to work 

mate the fire born ap again. When 

I Srst little dune flickered ap, she left it 

d went to the window, eimpty from rest- 

new, to see whether the itara were 

ling. Bat tiiere was a frosty mist on 

window, and she conld eee nothing, 

Ijit appeared to her that the world oat- 

red, an if with the first flash of ■

That waa impoaaible ; bnt the impression 

IS so strangely strong that she opened 

e window and looked oat, drawing her 

awl closely roand her. It was freezing 

and there was a mist upon the 

', bat ap above she coald see the ■

L dark blae space. Opposite, beyond ■

e park troes, which loomed in great dark 

lasM, there was certainly an extra- 

dinary redness, which seemed to beat apon 

a air, rising and falling again, paling and 

epening, while the whole atmosphere 

u fall of an odd, smoky smelL And there 

) wind, bat yet the silence of the night 

Bs breathed through by a sort of low roar, 
^nie dimneaa of the world seemed to 

Tide Alexia's brain, wide awake as she 

•a, and for a few momenta she really 

loaght that all this mast be fancy. Bnt 

lea eame something which could not 

live her ; the quick, clattering noise of 

galloping liorse, coming down the park 
* towards the Farm. ■

le knew that sound much too well t» 

be mistaken; and then the red glimmer 

and the smoky smell had their meaning 
indeed. In two seconds Alexia was out of 

her room, and had ran down the passage 

to her father's door, which was close to the 
head of the stairs. ■

What is it 1 " said Mr. Page, in answer; 

to her knock; and Alexia, opening the 

door, found the room full of cheerfdl light, 

and her father dressed, reading by the fire. 

His night, it seemed, was not more restful 
than her own. ■

"Father — the Manor is on firel" she 

cried in a shrill wild voice: something 

choked her, and she coald oot speak with- 

out pain. ■

Kb. Page tamed round in his chair and 

stared at her, thinking that this was some 

sort of nightmare dream. ■

"Why, Alex, my dear " he began, ■

but then they both heard the horse's hoofs 

clatter into the yard, and the rider was 

knof^ng sharply and loudly on the back 
door. ■

" It's Martin. I heard him coming. He 

wants yoo. He's going to fetch the engines," 

Alexia cried i^un ; and Mr. Page snatched 

up a candle and harried downstairs. ■

" Dress yourself : we may want some- 

thing," he called back to her ft'om the 

lowest step. ■

Alexia went back to her room, tore off 

her evening dress, and dragged on the old 

dark-bine one, soft and warm, which ehe 

had worn the day before. She snatched 

a hat and a woollen shawl ; forgot her thin 

shoes altogether ; and once more went oat 

of her room, where the window was still 

open, and the red glimmer was rising to a 

great glare in the sky, and the smoky 

smell was flowing in, and filling all the 
house. ■

Every one was awake now; the frightened ■
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Bezrants wore nmiuDg downstairs'; themoa 

were hurrying oat of the yard, eanying 

kdders and backels. Aleoda's twocoous 

had nm into their iBother's room, and aa 

die paMsd the door a g^at chatterine was ■

Eing OB there» and she might have heard 
r own name many times repeated, tor 

they were arguing whether she had better 

be waked or not Mrs. Bowley said de- 

cidedly no ; but the girls thought it impos- 

sible that anything conld happen without 

Alexia. Their arguments did not trouble 

their cousin : she went straieht out of the 

fiNmt doOT, tiiTough the garaen, across the 

road to the very shortest cut across the 

park. She did not feel the freezing air, or 

the cold soaking grass, but ran on along 

the little dark path, as easy to find by 

night as by day, Imowing all the landmarks 

so well But she could not, anyhow, have 

missed the way with that awful glare to 

guide her, and the roar of flames in her ears. 

She was a little delayed in thickshady places, 

and caught her foot in a root now and then, 

and fell, and scrambled up again, losing 

her hat quite unconsciously in one of these 

small accidents ; but very few minutes had 

passed since her leaving the Farm, when 

she came out of the shi^ows of the park, 

and climbed up a familiar comer of the 

sunk fence into the garden, and there stood 

still for a minute under an old drooping 

laburnum tree, with the Manor House in 

fall view at last ■

It was the old part of the house that 

was on fire : the new part, with its pillars, 

away to the right, gleamed out red from 

the world of profound darkness to which 

that lurid smother of smoke and flame 

made an awful centre. Here there were 

no stars to be seen ; the atmosphere was 

thick and red all round, and full of a 

great noise of roaring and crackling, only 

broken through now and then by a crash 

of beams or tiles falling, by the hoarse 

shouts of men who were running with 

buckets, hoisting ladders, dragging along 

great wet cloths and rick-sheets to cover 

the newer part of the roof, and perhaps 

check the fire on its way. There were 

black figures on the roof, climbing in and 

out of the windows, every now and then 

came a smashing of glass. The whole 

village seemed to have.tumed out already : 

as Alexia stood there, more and more men 

came running across the lawn, and she 

could hear her father's voice shouting to 

some of them. ■

The sights the smell, the noise of the 

fire were at first so madly exciting to ■

AlsKJa that she forgot what had hcsg^ 

her there, fifiig across from the Fim. 

Cettainly die bu had a purpose; she had 

not come there to stare at fhe firslikai 

fooL After a minute of this w3i con- 

fusion, she took her head betweenher handi, 

and made herself think. Yes, she renmn- 

bered it all now. Every turn, eveiyeoiur; 

she knew what she wanted to save, lod 

where it was, in its own old place on fte 

little oak table under the window. Eii- 

dently there was no time to be loit: 

in &ct, it looked very much as if the roon 

was on fire already. Alexia hunM <m 

across one side of tiie lawn, her bnin M 

of confused, half-formed thoughts— that 

for her f athcor's sake, she ought not to mk 

her life for such a little Uiing— no, ibe 

must not do that — ^but if one coold ave 

that old treasure, and only be a little boml 

and disfigured — the pain wouldn't matter, 

nor the disfigurement — and then came a 

great leap of joy at her heart — now, at 

any rate, after this, they won't make me be 

married to-day! ■

When she was quite dose to tiie bandog 

house, her brain throblnng with the noiie, 

drawing in at eveiy breath the hot scotch- 

ing air, all the confusion disappeared bm 

her mind ; she was firm and qoiet, and 

knew exactly what she had to da ■

At the end of the hooae, on this nl% 

there was a door from the lawn into the 

garden beyond, shaded by a great yar 

hedge. The door was open, and Akiia 

slipped through into the garden, when 

everything was quieter, for the fire wai 

most furious in front of the housa Tbe 

old gables here stood up dark against tia 

red ught behind them, not yet themsetrai 

invaded by the flames. Down in the 

comer, in the shadow of the hedgO) then 

was a door, and Alexia had hoped to find 

this open ; she thought that Martin m^ 

have gone out that way. But no; it wtt 

safely fastened. Then she looked at the 

window beside it, and remembered thit 

long ago the bolt used to be brokra, and 

Charlie used to climb in and out that wij. 

It was not to be reached from the grooad, 

except by climbing up the ivy. Akxia 

had done it too when she was a child, aad 

it seemed to her that she could do it itill 

But not muffled in a shawl-— so she flog 

her shawl on the ground, and dinging to 

the old twiated stems, hurting her baadi 

on their rough coat^ she pulled herself op 

to the window silL There she sat in • 

moment, and the old window slid i^ etfQf 

enough, and she had tumbled oyer mto the ■

^r= ■
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dttknefls innde* She knew ttie room well; 

toob and boxes and idl sorto of lumber 

Qged to be kept there. Charlie and she 

used to Tisit it often, in search of materials 

for Bome of their wcnks. Once inside, the 

room seemed to Alexia strangely still: 

there was a doll roar in hor ears, and the 

passage ontside was annatarally light; bnt 

she would hardly have known that she was 

in a biirnuig hocne, and thb was very enoou- 

raging. She ran along the passage, tamed 

into another passage — ^there was noise and 

li^t enough now — ^bat she was at the foot 

of a back staircase, which would bring her 

up into the gallery where she wished to be, 

numing alcnig to another staircase past the 

door of Charlie's den. ■

It was all very well planned, and Alexia 

reached the top of those stairs quite safely, 

though she was deafened by ncHse and hid 

stifled by smoke, for the whole of the wing 

in front of her was burning ; but she did 

net exacUy realise that Yet she had a 

sort of consciousness, as she hurried along 

the dark old polished corridor, that at 

any moment the heat that surrounded her 

might burst out of the floor or the wainfr- 

oot in fliuQde. Still, she thought there 

would be time, and she reached the door 

of Hbe den, seized the handle and opened 

it She was met by a great roaring wave 

of smoke and flames, which poured out to 

meet her into the gallery. With a quick 

instbct she flung the skirt of her dress 

over her head and turned to rush back the 

way she had come, but the fire had burst 

through tiie old dry panelling, and the 

gallery was now a sea of flama There 

was still another way; the stairs which 

led to the new part of the house. It was 

nmning into fresh danger, for the fire was 

chiefly on that side, but she ran on that 

way, and reached Uie head of the stairs 

safely. There was a great roar and glare 

of fire all round; flames shooting under 

doors, beams crashing down, but at the 

moment the old stairs seemed safe, and 

two or three men were rushing up them 

as Alexia reached their head. The next 

instant three or four of the top steps dis- 

appeared, tiiere was a great crash, a blind- 

ing cloud of smoke and flame rose up 

where they had been. Bat even in that 

instant, and in all that uncertain glare, 

Alexia had been seen by the first of those 

men on the stairs, and while his com- 

panions turned and hurried down, expect- 

ing the whole staircase to give way in a 

moment, he stood and shouted at the top 

of his strone voice — '' Alexia — Alesiia 1 " ■

At the moment, the other m^i thought 

that the Squire had gone mad suddemy, 

and one of them ran up again and seized 

him by the arm. "For God's sake, sir, 

come down : it isn't safe." ■

But Charlie shook hun off and shouted 

again: "Alexial" ■

"Charlie, Charlie, save me 1" she cried 

out to him from the other side of the fire. ■

" I can't get to you," he answered. " I 

can't reach you. Cover up your head, 

somehow, and jump down here to ma. 

Jump straight through — ^I shall catch you : 

don't be afmd." ■

After that Alexia remembered nothing, 

and certaiidy she did not know that she 

did jump, and that Charlie causht her in his 

arms, and ran downstairs witn her, while 

a minute after the rest of the staircase fell 

in, and a great barrier of fire rose between 

Alexia and the poor relies she had tried so 

hard to reach — ashes lon^ ago themsdves, 

and the cause of all the mischief. ■

In after days Alexia could hardly believe 

that the events of that night were not 

one long strange dream, springing in some 

mysterious way out of her accident in the 

hunting-field years before. For when she 

came to herself she was out of the burning 

house, and there was a great quietness, and 

a wonderful safety and comfort She was 

being carried along in the starlight, under 

branches of tfdl trees, by strong arms that 

had carried her before. The peace was so 

great that she had not strength to give it 

up suddenly, but after a moment she dimly 

remembered a little more, and lifting her 

head, as well as she could in its strange 

position, she said under her breath: "I 

can walk now." ■

Charlie did not make any reply at once, 

but cnarched steadily on. ■

" You are not hurt ) " he said presently, 

in a gruff voice. ■

" No. I can walk, really, please." ■

" What were you doing there 1 " ■

"I went to save the humming-birds," 

Alexia answered, for it was impossible not 

to tell the truth then. ■

Charlie gave a sort of laugL "My 

dear, I burnt them last night, with a lot 

of other things," he said. "I suppose I 

set the chimney on fire." ■

»* I didn't know you were here at all," 

she murmured. ■

" Didn't you 1 I came yesterday. Don't 

talk, youll catch cold." ■

She did not speak again: it certainly 

was better not to talk, though not for the 

reason he eave. It would have been ■
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better, perhaps, if he had let her walk 

home, at least along the road, and across 

the garden, and tluough the porch, and 

into the very house itself. For the first 

feeling of peace and safety conld not last ; 

it was terrible, after all, to be where she 

was for those few minutes, and she half- 

fainted again with exhaustion and excite- 

ment as he carried her into the hall, into a 

blaze of light and a bustle of women and 

clatter of voices — her aunt, her cousins, 

Mrs. Dodd, a dozen other women, all 

excluming and crying out at this mar- 

vellous end to their perplexities about 

Alexia. ■

Charlie laid her gently down on the 

old sofa in the hall, and as he lifted him- 

self up, and turned away to face all the 

women, a little involuntary moan escaped 

from Alexia. He turned round instantly 

and bent over her again. '^ You are hurt ! ** 

he whispered. ■

" No, no ! " she said, and she opened her 

eyes, and for a moment in the flare of the 

lamps they looked hard at each other. 

Then Charlie turned away more quickly 

than before. ■

"See to her, won't you," he said to 

Mrs. Dodd, the only woman there he 

knew. " It was very dangerous ; she has 

had a great shock." ■

CHRONICLES OF SCOTTISH 

COUNTIES. ■

THE COUNTIES OF GALLOWAY. PART L ■

In crossing the Eiver Nith by Dumfries 

Bridge we are reminded that here also 

flows a Border stream, which forms tilie 

boundary of a once independent state. For 

in Galloway we have the land of the Gael 

— a kind of Uttle Ireland, colonised by a 

race akin perhaps to the Scots of Ulster, 

who spread themselves over the Lowlanda 

Modern historians have assigned the settle- 

ment of Galloway by emigrants from the 

sister island to a comparatively recent date, 

say the ninth century of our era, on the 

ground, insufficient as it appears to us, 

that its distinctive name does not appear 

in such early records as that of Beoe the 

Venerable. In that case the Angles of 

Northumbria were on the ground before 

the Gaels. Edwin, the great Northumbrian ■

broken to pieces. The port of Kiikeod- 

bright must have remamed under Northim- 

brian influences, till the sainted and sscefcie 

apostle of Lindisfisme had finished hk 

career upon earth. Then churches in ill 

parts of the North were dedicated to hii 

memory, and the little town on the SeoiiUi 

Dee became known as EbkcudbOTt^ or 

Outhbert's church — in modem spdliBg 

Kirkcudbright, and in Lowland pronmidi- 

tion Eorcoobrie. And then we are to cndil 

an immigration or invasion of Gads from 

the Green Island at a time wImu ti&e Dtnei 

were first beginning to ravage the ooiitt; 

although it would be more reasonable lo 

suppose that Galloway was settled tod 

occupied at the same tmie as tiie Westen 

EBghlands and Islands, and by a kiiulnd 

tribe; while in course of time theywon 

cut o£f from their brethren, first by tb 

establishment of the Roman domin!(m u 

far as the isthmus of the Forth and Clydei 

and then by the intrusive British kingdom 

of Strathclyda ■

Anyhow, at whatever period they came 

into the land, the Galwegians retained their 

ancient laws and customs and a sepinto 

existence as a state till long within tb 

period of authentic historical records. Tbsif 

paid tribute willingly enough to the Kug 

of the Scots — ^the Can, as the royal doe 

was called, of cheese, swine, and other 

animals — and they claimed as their r^ 

the arduous privOege of taking the lead of 

the King's army in battie. In the e»Aj 

Scotch wars the Galwegians played no in- 

considerable part They followed David 

into England when the contest betwixt 

Stephen and the Empress Maud was going 

on, and they bore the brunt of the great 

battie of the Standard, where the bones ol 

St. Guthbert himself were borne before the 

English host Then the furious on8hiu|kt 

of the half-naked Gael bore down be- 

fore it the serried ranks of the Engluh 

spearmen, and only the deadly shaffii of 

the archers saved the English army fron 

destruction. Two of the highest chiefs of 

Galloway fell in the battie, and their fol- 

lowers then dispersed, and rallied not tffl 

they had reached their own native hilla. ■

The next time we hear of the Galwegiaos ■

they are following William the Lion into ■

Northumberland^r leading him rather, ■

King, whose rule was acknowledged during for they were ever in tiie front nimUe ■

part of the seventh century from the Fortth. and rapacious, plundering and deetrof ■

to the Trent, seems to have established 

settlements in the peninsula of Galloway 

as well as in the islands of the western 

coast although his kingdom was soon ■

wherever tiiey go. The King, it wfll 

be^remembered, was surprised and o^ 

tureo^y the English, and the men of 6d- 

loway n||umed home loaded with pltmdei^ ■
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bat withoat their monarcL And they 

took advantage of his captivity to rise 

against the Nonnan barons, who had built 

castlcB and introduced feudal services and 

tenures into the country, and slaying all 

they could, drove the rest into flight At 

the same time they made a clearance of the 

King's officers, his sheriffs, and Serjeants, 

for Uiey hated with a tmly Irish intensity 

the cnmbrons processes of feudal law and 

those who employed them. But they were 

itdthftd enough to their own lords ; and the 

Scottish Kings with good policy enlisted 

the chief of Gralloway among the official 

hierarchy by making him High Constable 

of Scotland. ■

The last of the native lords of Galloway 

died in 1234, leaving only two daughters 

as his lawful issue. It was altogether 

against Gaelic feeling and practice to ac- 

Imowledge a woman as chief of the tribe. 

To be their leader in war, their champion 

and defender in peace, was an office that 

a woman was unfit to fill, and the Gaels 

besonght the King, Alexander the Second, 

to give them a lom after their own heart — 

for they had fixed their affections upon a 

natoral son of their late chief. But Alexan- 

der declared for the rights of inheritance, 

and marched an army into Galloway to sup- 

port the cause of the daughters : and the 

Galwegians sullenly submitted to over- 

mastering force. The daughters married 

Norman nobles, and their descendants, 

BaHol and Bruce, were eventually rival 

claimants for the crown of Scotland. ■

The heiress who brought her share of 

the hereditary lordship of Galloway into . 

the family of Bidiol, was a notable woman 

in her day — Devorgille, known in England 

as the Lady of Fotheringay, who married 

Baliol, the lord of Barnard Castle. She 

boflt the bridge of Dumfries over the Nith j 

she founded a convent at Dumfries, and 

another at Dundee, and her own especial 

abbey in her own country of Galloway, but 

within sight of the towers of Dumfries — the 

New Aobey, generally called Sweetheart 

Abbey. For here, Devorgille deposited, in 

its rich shrine, the heart of her husband, 

who died long years before her, and here 

she herself reposes, close beside it Her 

fourth son was John Baliol, to whom King 

Edward, justly enough according to here- 

ditary right, awarded the crown of Scot- 

land. Some time before, Alexander Comyn 

had obtained another share of the lord- 

ship, with the office of Constable of Scot- 

land!, through his wife ; and his descendant, 

the Bed Comvn« was the enemv of Bobert ■

Bruce, who was slain by the Brace at Dum- 

fries. The Bruce owed his Earldom of 

Carrick, in Ayrshire^ to a much earlier ar 

rangement between two brothers of the 

ancient line, who had quarrelled over their 

inheritance; the Scotch King having as- 

signed to one of them the earldom in ques- 

tion, which once seems to have formed part 

of Galloway, in satisfaction of his claims. ■

The men of Galloway, however, were all 

for their hereditary lords, the Baliols and 

Comyns, and bitterly hostile to him of 

Carrick; and one of Bruce's famous ad- 

ventures was a single-handed combat against 

a hundred or so of wild Gaels in some 

narrow pass or ford across a stream. ■

When John Baliol resigned the crown of 

Scotland, King Edward took Galloway into 

his own hands, and the inhabitants, being 

more favourable to Edward than to the 

Bruce, he found the country a convenient 

base of operations in his campaigns, col- 

lecting and storing supplies there, and load- 

ing his ships with grain, which he sent to 

Ireland as well as to England, to be ground 

into flour and brought back to supply his 

army. The Bruce did not forgive the com- 

plaisance of the men of Gtuloway, and, 

when the Iron Edward was dead, he in- 

vaded and laid waste the country ; and his 

brother, Edward Bruce, eventually brought 

it into subjection to the Crown. But it was 

lone ere the people forgot their hereditary 

lords, and, in 1347, Edward Baliol raised 

a force among them, and, aided by a few 

English knights headed by Percy and Nevil, 

ravaged the Lothians, and penetrated as far 

as Glasgow. ■

But the Scottish King took care to ■

!>rovide' Galloway with another kind of 

ord. If the Baliol represented King Log, 

the Douglas, Archibald the Grim, hardest 

and fiercest of a race not wanting in those 

qualities, was an efficient representative of 

KingStork. Archibald built his huge strong 

castle of Thrave on an island in one of the 

lake-like broads of theBiverDee, and, with a 

thousand men-at-arms always about him, he 

issued forth to carry dismay and ruin among 

the unhappy Galwegians. The Douglas 

thoroughly feudalised Galloway, just as 

Strongbow and his successors tried to feu- 

dalise Ireland. Like the Irish, the Gal- 

wegians held their lands by immemorial 

tribal custom. '* Where are your charters?" 

shouted Archibald. Without parchment 

there was no property, and the cannie law- 

yers completed what Archibald had begun. 

The last relic of Galwegian independence 

was a tax. which had once been rendered ■
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to the chief by so many tributary townships 

— the lardner cow from twenty-seven 

parishes, driven to the lord's stronghold of 

Thrave, once a year, on St. Martm's Day — 

and this tribute was regularly received at 

Thrave Castle, even after all its other pos- 

sessions had passed away from the family 

that held it The Earls of Nithsdale, in- 

deed, gathered their yearly twenty-seven 

cows tul the fatal year of 1715, when the 

then Earl was concerned in the Jacobite 

rising. And, when the Earl was attainted 

and lost his lands and chattels, those cows, 

somehow, slipped through the fingers of 

the sequestrator. Anyhow, never more to 

Thrave Castle did the kye come hame. ■

With the practical extinction of Gallo- 

way as an independent unit of the kingdom 

begins the separate history of the counties 

comprising it Till hereditary jurisdictions 

were aboluhed in 1747, Kirkcudbright was 

a stewartry, whose steward held the pleas 

of the Crown and kept a kind of viceregal 

state at Thrave CasUe. But, as the royal 

state itself was often out at elbows, and 

the King as likely as any of his subjects to 

come to a bad end, the steward of a remote 

district, unless able to guard his head with 

his own hand, was likely to find his dele- 

gated authority of little avail. Thus, early 

in the sixteenth century, Gordon of Loch- 

invar slew the steward outright— one Dun- 

bar of Mochrane — and was none the worse 

thought of by his neighbours, although a 

feud arose between the two families, which 

was finished on Flodden Field, when the 

son of the victim and the asflassin were 

slain fighting side by side against the 

English. ■

A freely-fighting race were the Grordons of 

Lochinvar ; and one of that ilk it was, who, 

with the Laird of Drumlanrig, dew Mac- 

lellan of Bombie at the door of St Giles's 

Church in Edinburgh In course of time the 

Grordons of Lochinvar became lords of Ken- 

mure Castle, and one of the family was the 

Lord Kenmure who was beheaded on Tower 

Hill for his share in the rising of 1715. 

An ancestor of his was that jolly loyalist 

who raised a troop of horse for the King 

and rode at the head of it, always accom- 

panied with a keg of brandy dung across 

the back of a trooper's saddle, wUch was 

known everywhere as Kenmure's drum. ■

If the chiefs of Galloway were often wild 

and eccentric, the commonalty had their 

share in these characteristics. The wealth 

of the country consisted chiefly in its 

cattle; and the small Galloway black 

cattle and the drovers, *red-haired and ■

fiery, who took them to England for sals, 

were one as wild and unkempt as ths 

other. The Gralloway nags were alio 

&mou8, and, according to tradition, wera 

descended from Spanish barbs, which had 

swum ashore to the coast of GsJbwayfram 

shipwrecked vessels of the Armada^ Bat 

the Gallo wa V nags were famous even be&m 

the days of toe attempted Spanish invasion; 

and it is quite possible wat the nres of 

these animals had been brought to Kirkeod- 

bright by trading vessels from the coast of 

Spain or of Barbary. ■

For in early days Kirkcudbright town 

was a port of some little im|^rtanoe, with 

a foreign trade and with ships that often ■

Eassed the Pillars of Hercules, and|broagiit 

ome the spoils of the East from tiie 

Levant '' Aiie rich towne full of merehsD- 

dise " was Kirkcaldy, according to Heckv 

Boece, and as recently as the early part of 

the present century Kirkcaldy had some 

trade with the West .Indies, and casks of 

rum and sugar, and negro servants from 

the plantations were not unknown xaoa 

its quays. A West Indian vessel haiuBg 

from Kirkcaldy was commanded by one 

Paul Jones, the son of the head garasnsr 

on the lovely grounds of the Ean <rf 8A- 

kirk, in St J&rfB Ide. Some difficult 

with the carpenter of the ship, endii^ in 

the carpenter s violent death, was thecam^ 

accordmg to Paul's enemies, of C^tdn 

Jones deserting his native land and tumg 

the dde of the American colonists in their 

struggle with the mother country. Hov 

PaulJones with his tiny squadron defied 

the naval power of England and insulted 

her flag along her own coasts, is fiunfliir 

to every rea^ of Cooper or AUan Con- 

ningham. But a curious incident was ths 

vidt of the captain to the scenes of Ui 

youth and his descent upon St Maxy's hk, 

when the sailors deared the Earl ol Sir 

kirk's residence of its plate, carrying off 

even the silver tea-pot from wfaidi ths 

Countess was about to partake of Im 

Bohea. In justice to Paul it must be flsal 

that he had not authorised the plunds; 

and he subsequently returned every article 

taken, including the silver tea-pot^ which 

the Countess long preserved — ^tea4ea?«i 

and dl — as a memorial of the event ■

A story is in this connection told sgsimt 

the burgesses of Kirkcudbright, how after 

long and earnest deliberation, while ths 

enemy's criit was lying in the bay, th^ 

summoned up resolution as ni^t dlrew en 

to train a gun against the ship, and efsn 

to fire it ofil Upon which, the rebel sUp ■
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miking no reply, the townspeople came to 

the condarion that they had disabled her ; 

and to complete the good work and send 

her altogether to the bottom, they fired 

round after round, till the morning's dawn 

revealed the fact that the rebel had sailed 

silently away, and that the objective of this 

cannonade which seemed litue the worse 

for its pouiiding, was a tall rock that stood 

forth from the middle of the bay. ■

Another unexpected rendezvous in the 

waters of Kirkcudbright was in 1689 or 

1690, when, the fleet of William of Orange 

on its way to Ireland cast anchor in the 

bay, and embarked some reinforcements 

recruited from the Cameronians of the 

West This wariike display was in 

the same sequence of events as another 

surprise for the people of Eiiiccaldy which 

had happened some hundred and twenty 

years before, when Queen Mary descended 

upon them as it were out of the clouds, 

and, after spending the night at Dun- 

drennan Abbey, took a boat Som the shore 

and crossed the Solwa^ to that Enghnd 

which was to be her prison and her tomb. ■

Earlier stilI,another Queen, also in full tide 

of misfortune, had arrived unexpectedly at 

Kirkcudbright Qua^; and this was Margaret 

of Anjou, a fugitive after the defeat of 

Towton, who hm contrived to escape with 

four ships, and who threw herself with her 

husband upon the hospitality of the Scottish 

monarciL The Koyal pair were inmates of 

KiriLcudbright Castl^ for some months 

—hardly the present building, a tall and 

gloomy fragment of a sixteiraith-century 

mansion, but probably the feudal castle 

that preceded it. ■

The later Queen had far the better 

lodging, for the Abbey of Dundrennan, 

now a mere fragment, was charmingly situ- 

ated among the hills, in its own peaceful, 

seolnded valley. The main valley of 

tiie Dee is also full of charm, where the 

tide flows past Kirkcudbright^ and for 

eight miles or so from the river mouth, 

untn it meets the stream as it lei^ over 

the rocks of Tun^land. Here is the fine 

cascade, described by Alexander Mont- 

gomery in an early specimen of descriptive 

poetry. ■

With tumbling and rambling ■

Among the rockis ronnd, 

Devalliog and falling ■

Into a pit profound. ■

The estuary of the Dee abounds in the 

nmssels wluch produce the British pearl, 

aadprobably was tlie scene of & pearl fishery 

IB Koman times, when haughty Boman 

dames arrayed themselves in necklaces of ■

British pearls. The coast all round is 

singularly bold and rocky, with peaks and 

crags, and caverns hollowed out by the rest- 

less sea — such as Scott has depicted in 

''Guy Mannering.'' Dirk Hatteraick's cave 

is pointed out near the point where the 

estuaries of the Dee and the Cree convei^, 

about six miles below Kirkcudbright, near 

the old Castle of Boeberry, and here, too, 

is the (^auger's Leap, where FrankKennedy, 

the Revenue officer, was hurled over the 

clifiP; for, although the author declares this 

inddent to have been imaginary, his crea- 

tions have impressed themselves on the 

popular imagination with greater force 

than actual events. The prototype of 

Dirk Hatteraick was, according to Scott's 

notes, actually well known on the coast of 

Galloway, one Yawkins, whose most dex- 

terous exploit is thus described : " On one 

occasion he was landing his cargo at the 

Manxman's Lake, near Kirkcudbright, when 

two Bevenue cutters, the '* Pigmy " and the 

'' Dwarf/' hove in sight at onoe on different 

tacks, the one coming round by the Isles 

of Fleet, the other between the Point 

of Bueberry and the Muckle Bow. The 

dauntless free-trader instantly weighed 

anchor, and bore down right between the 

luggers, so close that he tossed his hat on 

the deck of the one and his wig on that of 

the other, hoisted a cask to his maintop to 

show his occupation, and bore away under 

an extraordinary pressure of canvas without 

receiving injury." ■

The activity and success of the smugglers 

on the coast of Galloway was due to its 

convenient position with reference to the 

Isle of Man, which, as a kind of indepen- 

dent state, afforded a handy dep6t for all 

kinds of contraband gooas. When, in 

1765, the lordship of the island was sold to 

the English Government, the occupation of 

the Galwegian smugglers was practically 

gone, as such smuggling as was still carried 

on could be more conveniently done on 

the eastern coast The men of Galloway 

have no inherent love of the sea — showing 

their Gaelic blood in this — and prefer 

the most barren patch of land to the most 

prolific stretch of water; and thus there 

is no such thing as a real fishing village all 

along the coas^ although its many inden- 

tations, its sheltered coves and river 

moutiis seem to invite such settlements 

— ^rivers whose names are sweetly com- 

bined in the ancient verse : ■

The Ken, the Oree, the darling Dee ■

Were seen a' rowing sweet, 

And just below did wimpHn* flow ■

Tho Minnooh and the £leeL ■
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The name of Fleet, indeed, sounds 

strange in snch company, and we wonder 

bow it got there. Not from Lreland sorely, 

and the only companion it has of the same 

name — except in Nottinghamshire, where 

any idle, haU-choked watercourse is called 

a Fleet — is that celebrated and inky stream 

which flows somewhere below the paving- 

stones and printing offices of Fleet Street ■

There is a pleasant, homely old village on 

the Scottish stream Imown as the Gatehonse 

of Fleet, which lies some half-dozen mUes 

to the south of the railway station which 

bears its nama Then there is the Biver 

Urr to the eastward, flowing through a 

country of grey granite rocks and stem, 

forbidding features, with the village of 

Dalbeattie near its mouth — all grey granite 

too. But the river to follow, after all, is 

the Dee, with its sister stream, the Kea ■

When we have passed above the 

Falls of Tungland, where the foundations 

of an ancient abbey may be discovered, 

that owed its endowments to the race 

of Douglas, the strong castle of the 

Douglases is not far to seek — the huge 

square roofless tower of Thrave, stem and 

desolate, among barren moors and gloomy 

hills. Long ere the Douglases came to the 

front, Thrave had been me stronghold of 

the Princes or Lords of (Calloway, built 

upon an island twenty-two acres in extent, 

surrounded by the waters of the Dee. These 

island forts were favourite defences with 

the Gael — the island being sometimes arti- 

ficiaUy formed — ^a reminiscence, as it were, 

of the lake dwellings of an earlier time, if 

not of an earlier race, like the Cranoge of 

the Irish bogs ; and remains of such idand 

dwellings or Iforts are common enough 

among the abundant lochs and river 

broads of Galloway. The present GasUe 

of Thrave, however, seems to have been 

principally the work of Archibald the Grim, 

whose connection with the chronicles of 

Galloway has already been alluded to. ■

A kind of ogre's castle was this of 

Thrave under the stem rule of the Doug- 

lases, with dungeons, and chains, and 

an executioner uways ready to do jus- 

tice on enemiea Here it was that Wil- 

liam the Earl brought in as prisoner 

the Kin^s sheriff, the Tutor of Bombie as 

he was ^led — ^not in the educational line 

at all, but the feudal guardian of the Lord 

of Bombie — one Maclellan. The King had 

no power to protect his officer, or drag him 

from the stem grasp of the Douglas ; but 

he sent the captam of his guard. Sir 

Patrick Gray, who was mother's brother to ■

Maclellan, with a letter, under his own 

hand, b^g;ing for the release oi M«i*l An%B ■

The Douglas, guessing his errand, with a 

wanton refinrai^it of cruelty, received Sr 

Patrick with snch a show of ho6plti% 

that he would hear nothing of his meaaige 

till he had dined in the haO, and in tbe 

meantime poor Maclellan was led out into 

the courtyard of the casUe and f cffthwith 

beheaded. And when dinner was o?er, 

and Sir Patrick delivered the roytl nm* 

sive, the Earl, with mock respect, dedsred 

that the King's will should be instanflj 

obeyed, and led Sir Patrick to the comt- 

yard, still reeking with the blood of the 

victim. " There lies your sister's son," be 

said to Sir Patrick, "only wanting the 

head. Such as he' is, however, you are wel- 

come to him." Sur Patridc, sick at heutt 

mounted his horse and rode away, tam- 

ing, however, in the gateway to shake Us 

fist at the fiendish Earl, and threaten him 

with future vengeance. ■

Barely did Sir Patrick escape the bnj 

of the Douglas, and only owed his 1% 

to the swiftness of his horse, which dis- 

tanced all pursuit But Sir Patrick IiTed 

to be revenged, as he had promised ; i&d 

in that strange scene in Stirling Csatk, 

when the Douglas fell under the dag^ 

of the King, Sir Patrick was at hand with 

his tmsty war-axe to deal the coup de 

gr^ce to the crael EarL ■

The Castle of Thrave being the list 

stronghold to hold out for mo Doogki 

family, James the Second resolved to eoo- 

duct the siege in person. He marched mto 

GaUoway, and took up a position commind- 

iug the castle at the thSree thorns of the 

Carlingwork, where the town of Ctftb 

Douglas now stands. In Galloway the 

Castle of Thrave had long been retried 

with fear and detestation, as the seat of 

extortion and rapacity, backed by an alisD 

and hostile feudal power, and thos the 

arrival of the King in person to destrOT 

the ogre's castle, was hafled with joy m 

over the country. If James's si^e tnia 

was deficient in heavy artillery, the towns- 

men and skilled ironsmiths of the connby 

were at hand to supply the defect Thechiv 

townsmen of Kirkcudbright contributed 

each a gaud of iron, and a cannon-smfth 

was soon found to build up a gun that 

should bring low the hated towers d 

Thrave. The smith was known tf 

Brawny Kim^ and with his seven 90Sim 

set to work with the gauds of irooi 

and labouring night and day with 

brawny arms, they completed a monstrous ■
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piece of oidnanoe, built of welded bars 

and rings — a gon whose mockle mouth 

was two feet in diameter; all the while to 

feed this muckle mouth, busy quarrymen 

and masons were at work on Bennan Hill, 

who rolled down the granite balls as &st 

as they were made. But one pill of the 

kind was enougL The first baU dis- 

charged from the monster crashed thronch 

the wall of the castle and carried o£f the 

hand of Lady Douglas, who had once been 

known as the Fair Maid of Ghdloway — a 

hand that had been given in wedlock to 

two brothers in successioa Thrave could 

stand no more of such discharges, and soon 

the Uon of Douglas was displaoed by the 

royal standard of Scotland. ■

Three cogent testimonies yet remain to 

the latter part of the history : first, the 

hole in the castle wall; secondly, a mon- 

strous granite baU corresponding with tra- 

dition; and, thirdly, curiously enouffh, a 

signet ring bearing the cognizance of the 

Dooglas family — a ring which may have 

belonged to the shattered hand of the 

Lady Douglas — ^was found some years ago 

among the ruins of the casde. ■

Eim — the brawny Kim, the verit- 

able hero*) of the siege — was suitably re- 

warded by a grant of tne lands of MoUance, 

part of the forfeited estate of the Douglases. 

And the gun itself— although this is a point 

to be approached with much trepidation 

considering the learned controversies which 

have been foufiht over it — the sun was 

transported with all honour to Edmburgh, 

where it is still to be found, familiarly 

known as Mons— clearly a contraction of 

MoUance — ^Meg. ■

The name of Garlingwork, now super- 

seded by the quasi-historical title of Castle 

Douglas, seems to point to other entrench- 

ments raised by an unknown people. On 

Ertly draining Garlingwork Loch in the 

ter part of the eighteenth century, a 

work which enriched the owner from the 

deposits of marl which were found on its 

margui, a very ancient dam was discovered, 

formed of moss, and stones, and clay ; its 

on^ and purpose unknown even to tra- 

dition; but probably the work of a race 

whose favoured dwellings were among the 

waters of the lochs. ■

When the Douglases were crushed and 

their vast possessions confiscated, Thrave 

Caatle passed throi^h various hands till 

jost after Flodden field, when, by favour 

of the royal widow, Margaret, one of the 

Maxwells, a line ever fio^ous for success 

with the softer sex. sot hold of stewartrv ■

and castle, and the latter continued in the 

family till, as has already been told, the 

forfeiture of the Earl of Nithsdale, in 1715, 

put an end to the long successioiL ■

Above Thrave, the Siver Dee expands 

into a long and winding loch, where it is 

joined by the Biver Ken, and on the banks 

is Kenmure Castle, the ancient seat of the 

Grordons. The castle stands on a bare and 

windy height, overlookii^ the meadows 

below and we loch in the distance, a curious 

and highly picturesque assembk^e of old 

towers and gabled roofs of every period 

from medisBVid times to the present Popular 

imagination, impressed by the singular 

position of the castie, al^butes its re- 

moval from the shores of the loch to super- 

natural agency, and some curious cable 

mouldings about the gateway, represent 

the ropes of sand which the enemy of man- 

kind employed to bind his burden together. 

From tms castie issued, in 1715, the Lord 

Kenmure of Boms's Jacobite ballad : ■

Ob, Kenmure^s on and awa*, Willie 1 ■

with a handful of horsemen, to raise the 

country for the Pretender, an expedition 

which had a bitter ending on Tower Hill, 

where Lord Kenmure paid forfeit with his 

head; castie and estates being all escheated 

to the Crown, although thev were returned 

some years afterwards, and still remain in 

possession of the same family. ■

Above Kenmure the country rises into 

the wild, picturesque, and hilly region of 

the Glenkens, which Galloway folk stoutiy 

aver is not to be surpassed in beauty by 

any scene in bonnie Scotiand. And so you 

reach Carsphaim, with surroundings of 

desolate and mountainous country, in the 

wildest part of which lies Loch Doon, 

where Edward Bruce held a castie on an 

island in the midst — a lake, the source of 

that bonnie Doon, whose " banks and braes" 

will ever be held in remembrance by the 

lovers of Scotch songs. ■

More famous summits are those of Grifiel, 

that looks over the Solwav to tiie moun- 

tains of Cumberland, and that often shares 

the same coverlid of clouds ; and further 

to tiie west is Gaimmuir, with a local 

distich about it : ■

When olondy Gaimmuir hath a hat, 

Pilnour and Skaini laugh at that. ■

These last being two mountain bums or 

rivulets, the roaring of whose sudden floods 

is thus not inaptiy typified ; while a Skairs- 

bum warning is proverbial in the neigh- 

bourhood, as representing the entire absenoe 

of any notice beforehand. 

Wherever vou mav izo amons the wilder ■
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parte of Gmlloway you mi^ find tnoes of 

the handiwork of the old Gads, and perhaps 

tl other races befiore thent S<Hnetimes 

these are oorioiis kQns marked widi fire, 

attributed to the Picts, and said to have 

been employed in the brewing of that 

mysterioiis drink expressed from the 

heather, which has been ahreadj alkided 

to — ^the illicit stills of the period, in fact 

Sometimes it b a holy well, once resorted 

to by crowds of pilgrims with mmry- 

making and feasting and fighting, such as 

you read of at an Irish <' station," as de- 

scribed by Carleton or Lover, bat now 

purling fOTth deserted and nnoared for. 

Hardly a hill-top bat can show some 

prehii^ric fort or some cainii enclosing the 

remains of a mighty man of the olden 

time, or a duster of rifled sepulchres of a 

forgotten race ; or some rugged hill tower 

of a petty chieftain, a MadDonochy or a 

Dovenald, or MacDarold. People yet alive 

may have talked with those who remem- 

bered to have heard tiie Gaelic tongue 

n>oken by the people of the Glenkens or 

the wild region on the confines of Ayrshire. 

But such human interest now exists alto- 

gether in the past The Gael has departed 

from the land, and his cot and his cabin 

are only so many shapeless dusters of stones 

on the green hillside. ■

IN HELIGOLAND. ■

IN THREE PARTS. PART I. ■

The month of June, 1864, was waning 

towards its dose. On the 20th aU Enghmd 

rang with the last exploit of the Gon- 

federate steamer ^Alabama," which had 

been resting a few weeks in the shdtering 

port of Cherbourg, dosdy watched by the 

Federal man-of-war "Kearsase." On tiie 

night of the 18th her captain hmded spede, 

papers, and 102 chronometers, representing 

the number of Northern States ships she 

had taken, sunk, or burned on the high 

seas during the past year, and ^daoed them 

in charge of Messrs. Sacmders and Ottiey. 

She had then gone outside the Frendi 

harbour, till just beyond the three-mile 

radius, when the little flimsy blockade- 

runner, built by Laird, of Birkenhead, 

solely for speed, challenged the heavy cor- 

vette to mortal combat The engagement 

was rendered more unequal stil^ by the 

fact of the 'cute Northerner having cleverly 

fastened his chain cables into a belt round 

her vital parts, rendering her practically 

an ironclad. Aiter an ho^s fierce fighting 

the " Alabama," which had been repeatedly ■

hulled at dose range, went ibnHy 

down, all standing, cdours flying, a m 

saik still aloft, men at their gans lad 

actually firing till tiie water roee Am 

tiion. As SM sank out ai ai^t, her cnw, 

like a black duster d bees on the sufMe, 

were rescued mainly by Mr. Lancaster, of 

the Boyal Yacht Squadron steamer "Deer- 

hound," who had hovered periloody aen; 

foreseeing what the end must be. C^ptm 

Semmes and about forty officen and nes 

were brought on board tiie yacht, whfletke 

" Kearsage's '' boats saved tiie remaindet 

The " Deerhound," having Oaptam SeomeB 

on board, for whose capture tiie United 

States had oSiored so large a reward, aod 

fearful that he would be demanded of tliem 

as a prisoner of war, steamed quickly sway 

for Cowesi and was out of si^^ dietiaee 

before the " Kearsage," busily eneaged m 

saving the drowning and wounded nikn, 

had found out that she was gone. ■

In June, 1864, the Austrians and Fns- 

sians combined were at war witii Demnitk, 

who had been berrft, one by one, cf ha 

richest provinces and ftir Schleswig-Hd- 

stein, and were resting under the ahadoir 

of an armistice to gain breath, after a 

victorious campaign quite unprecedented 

in rapidity. Alsen, a valuable and fertie 

island in the Littie Belt, had lastly mo- 

cumbed to the allies, and the beatingheirt 

of England winced as blow after Uow wu 

struck at the overmatched country, feeliBg 

that nothing now would induce our nikn 

to interfere, short of poor Christian tb 

Ninth being dragged from the throne b 

had so lately mounted. Denmark tomi 

England and her << family alHanoe'' but i 

brmcen reed in 1864. ■

H.M.a '< Aurora," under & Leopold 

M'Glmtock of Arctic fame, had ben i 

witness on the 9th of May, from br I 

anchorite o£f Hdigoland, to the acte 

between the Danes and Austrianci, n 

which the Austrian frigate ''SchwaitnB- 

berg" was partiaDy dumasted, and tb 

Danes victorious, their enemies bdog con- 

pelled, for the first time during tb 

war, to retire before them with eezioBi 

losses. These brave, hardy desoendanto of 

Odin and the great Norse seakiiiip 

proved themsdves to be in no t^ 

deteriorated. The plunder and dismem- 

berment of Denmark in 1864 byAmtm 

and Prussia had a paralld in 1807, wtaD 

our gallant seamen (as one who was tfaev 

has often told me), witii shMne at tbff 

hearts, seized the Danish fleet by orderof 

the English Government, m order to fore- ■
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stall the Emperor Napoleon in his inten- 

tion of doing 80 1 Great Britain descended 

to the most underhand proceedinss during 

Mr. Canning's premiership, in nopes ol 

concealing from the Danish Ifinister in 

London oar nefarious intentions towards 

his country. Succeeding administrations 

must have been heartily ashamed of such 

piiatfbal conduct, for of all those Danish 

ships "taken" into our service, the name 

of one only, the "Odin," surviyed to our 

own times, being borne by the fine paddle- 

&%atewhichpenetrated, in the Russian War, 

to the very midle-land of Odin and Freya, 

in the far North, leaving many of her gal- 

lant ofScers and crew, slain in the night 

attack on Gaml6 Karleby, to rest in the 

ice waters of the Gulf of Bothnia, sewn 

up in a hammock with a shot at their feet 

Denmark has small cause to love our nation, 

and yet| curiously enough, there is no lack 

of good feeling on either side, engendered, 

no doubt, by a common interest in the 

lovely and admirable mother of our future 

Rings, whom Denmark has given to us. ■

The Duke of Somerset ruled our navy in 

1864 with wisdom, industry, and ability; 

and had just made his memorable after- 

dinner speech at the Eoyal Academy, when 

he told his then incredulous hearers that to 

admire our hideous new ironclads as much 

as the old " wooden walls " was a " mere 

education of the eye." ■

The armistice was at an end, and the belli- 

gerents just going at each other's throats 

again with renewed vigour. Such was the 

condition of affairs at home and abroad 

about the date before-mentioned. The 

"Wolf,'' one of our newest and smartest 

crack corvettes, lay at anchor at the Little 

Nor& She had just come in from her first 

cruise in the storm-beaten waters of the 

North Sea, and was spreading her drenched 

wings to dry in the warm rays of the first 

sun that had shone upon her for many a 

long day. About four p.m. a telegram 

arrived ordering her to proceed to sea at 

daybreak on the following momins, take 

the despatch vessel " Salamis " mm her, 

to draw Baltic and North Sea charts, and 

to coal all night This was delightful, 

and caused the wildest enthusiasm to per- 

vade the ship. England was then no 

longer content quietly to look on, and see 

the ancient and warlike kingdom, the 

cradle of seamanship, who had given her 

beauttful daughter to our care, dismem- 

bered, conquered, and retained by her 

conquerors ! Something was certainly to 

be done at last, of which this stirrinir order ■

was but the ibrerunner. Such was the naval 

opinion, shared in to a great extent by the 

press on the following day. All night 

long did the whirlmg and creaking of the 

cranes, and the monotonous voices of the 

tallymen, pierce the still air. Provisions 

were hastily put on board, ammunition 

hoisted in, and the ''Wolf" sailed at the ap- 

pointed time, to succeed Her Majesty's Ship 

" Aurora " in the delicate and interesting 

duty of observing, from a service point of 

view, the proccHddings of the combined 

fleets of Austria and Prussia against Den- 

mark, their luckless prey. ■

The Texel, in Hollaoid, was to be the 

first port of call, then Heligoland, and it 

was even within the bounds of possibility 

that the Cattegat and the Belts might be 

visited. Arrived at the Texei next day, 

the Austrian squadron alone was found 

lying quietly at anchor, the men's clothes 

hung out to dry, boats hoisted out, and 

crews idling about in the sun, as if nothing 

particular had happened to them. It did not 

appear where the JPrussian ships were lying 

in port, but in those days Uieir navy had 

not assumed the importsoice it has since at- 

tained, and her men-of-war could be counted 

upon the fingers of one hand. Of tiieir 

fleet the "Thetis," "Niobe,"" Mosquito," 

and '< Bover " were bought from the Eng- 

lish. I remember the "Thetis" coming 

into the Gape in 1854, she and her captain 

being the sole representatives of the infant 

(German navy. ■

The " Wolfs ** guns were loaded with 

distant charges and shot, calculated to give 

a warm reception in case they were fired 

into by mistake for one of the belligerents. 

Looking into the Dutch harbour only for a 

few hours, to land mails and receive des- 

patches, the corvette continued her voyage 

to Heligoland, where there was every ap- 

pearance of her being stationed for some 

weeks. Now was my time to see that 

most interesting and rarely visited spot. 

I was certainly possessed of two Uttle 

children under three at home, but they 

must be abandoned; so, without loss of 

time, my passage was taken in the Ham- 

burg steamer, " Earl of Auckland," sailing 

from St Katherine's Docks at twelve p.m. 

Going on board in Kood time, the usual 

chaos reigned till we had cast off and were 

heading down the river. At first we 

threaded our wav slowly between closely 

packed tiers of ships, till a clear path lay 

before us, when on we went at a rattling ■

Eace, closely shaving many a homeward- onnd ocean steamer, in the narrow reaches ■
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of the Thames, by a yard or bo. Among 

the *' Earl of Aackland's " passengers were 

a gay party of pretty German cirls, 

fresh from an edacational tour in England, 

under the charge of a gannt lady-professor 

of severe aspect, whose eyes were armed 

with two pairs of spectacles, one over the 

other, the better to sapervise each look 

and word of her lively brood. They flew 

hither and thither, from port to starboard, 

intensely excited and voluble at each point 

of interest we neared. Woolwich, the Isle 

of Dogs, Greenwich, its Hospital and 

Observatory, were all recognised, and the 

occasion was even ''improved" by their 

conscientious mentor, as we passed Barking. 

Beach (then far from being the appalling 

nuisance jt has since become) by a disserta- 

tion upon London sewage. She Knew every- 

thing — that marvellous woman] and the 

pretty, ibhort, curly hair, and pink-and- 

white complexions of her irrepressible 

charges, rendered them decidedly attractive 

objects in the near foreground. ■

The sun went down fiery-red into a black 

mass of cloud, which rolled towards us from 

the direction in which our course lay. 

*' We fehall have a dusting," opined an ex- 

perienced voyager, and the night certainly 

did not belie the threatening appearances 

at sundown. What had seemed but a 

pleasant breeze between the sheltered mud 

banks of the Thames, developed intx) a 

hard fierce wind as we passed the Kore 

lightship and headed out for the North 

Sea. N ight fell upon a miserable spectacle ; 

not even the howling of the winds could 

drown the sea-sick groans of all our luck- 

less German passengers, as each violent 

plunge of our poor Uttle ship deposited 

them in a different place. The suffering 

appeared to be in exact proportion to the 

appalling quantity of food consumed at 

dinner on our first comine on board. My 

own miseries were as nowins compared to 

the despairing and frightened condition to 

which these poor people were reduced. ■

As the night wore on and a new day arose 

no passengers left their berths or went on 

deck ; they would have been washed over- 

board unless possessing an unuEually ^ood 

pair of sea-legs, as great sreen seas thun- 

dered on the deck overhead every few 

minutes. At last the smelling lamps were 

extinguished, and a faint, ^y, greenish 

light stole into the cabin ; time seemed to 

stand still, and each half hour that chimed 

from the large saloon clock lengthened out 

into long hours. Towards eleven of the 

second night, when we seemed to have ■

beien lying in those airless smelling batb 

for years, and every bone ached with tbe 

violence with which we had been flung to 

and fro, I noticed with intense thsDkiid- 

ness a gradual smoothing of the water and 

a sensible diminution in the furious pluogei 

and rolls we had hitherto experieikcei 

Soon the cheery voice of the captain, isek- 

ing to reassure his most nuserabk pu- 

sengers, announced in a loud, dear tone, 

that was heard above the roaring of tk 

wind and sea and the thumping of the 

engines, that "we had got hold of ''-He. 

" Jghted " the light-ship in the South EUm 

Channel j that it was midnight, and le 

should get into Guxhaven before daylight 

Never were words more thankfully xe- 

ceived ; we had, in reality, experiesoed i 

most unusually stormy passage, and wen, 

one and all, ill and exhausted. I straggled 

up from my berth, and came on deck at 

half-past twelve, more dead thin alirs- 

most kindly aided by the captain, who hid 

never laid down since we left England- 

and waited for the day ; '' wished for the 

day," we might have said, with St PaqI, 

when he, with no pilot on board, neand i 

stranse country. How dismally that mom- 

ing dawned, showing a handful of pale, 

dishevelled wretches, bereft of any sort of 

good looks they might previously hsTe 

possessed 1 There was the poor iMy-fio- 

lessor the colour of an orange, with bleir, 

weary-looking eyes, still glanng throogh 

two pairs of spectacles. She was qo^ 

speecnless. As to her lively pnpils, codd 

it be possible that these diamp, stnighi- 

haired, ghastly young women, wiUi cresied, 

unkempt dresses, were the miserable n- 

mains of the pretty, pink, fresh com- 

plexions, and charming toilettes that 

came on board 1 It was too true. Ihid 

plucked up spirit to come on deck, thii^^ 

ing that perhaps I should find the " Wolf 

there ; but we passed in the gtay dA* 

through the whole of the Austrian fleet, 

lying with lower-yards and topmsits 

struck, plunging at their anchors even d 

this comparatively sheltered roadstead. I 

dimly made out the " Schwartzenbeigi 

with her battered hull and jur^masts, hot 

our captain assured me that no English mui- 

of- war was there, and on we went np the 

broad Elbe. First the darkness gave pisee 

to a gray mist^ very common, they told b«i 

off the low sand-banks that lined the mer 

One by one the few stars that had matm 

out hi^h above the mist twinkled faiottf 

and famter, and were extinguished; then 

a sjghmg wind, the gale's faint legacy, sod ■
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the precanor of day, came softly ap behind 

08, and cansed the mist to flee before it ; 

and lastly, the slombering shores of Holstein 

atole oat of the gloom, ghostly, with tall, 

black poplars, and many a quaint church 

steeple, adorned with its invariable stork's- 

nests, on the most exposed ridges and 

gables as in Holland. ■

On we went, faster as the light strength- 

ened, threading our way most cleverly 

through labyrinths of sand-banks and low 

islands, till the welcome sun rose and 

gilded a thousand quiet homesteads, flat, and 

green, and^ comely with black and white 

cattle, grazing among the thick wet grass in 

enormous numbers. The Hanover and 

Schleswig-Holstein banks of the Elbe were 

charming, and looked prosperous and 

peaceful in the early morning, as it they 

had never heard of war in their midst, 

much less that even then, they were no 

more a Danish people, but a province of 

Germany. Gliickstadt and Altona were 

handsome, thriving, populous places, Altona 

particularly so, and well worth *' annex- 

ing/' as the grasping conqueror knew full 

well We moored amidst a forest of masts 

alongside the quay in Hamburg, about 

eight o'clock in the morning, having 

pcfftially recovered our spirits, looks, and 

sea-legs. ■

Here I took the last remaining room at 

Wietzel's Hotel, and demanded a batL I 

miffht as well have asked for the moon, 

and with about as much chance of obtain- 

ing it! Continuing the search for what 

I desired with a pertinacity essentially 

British, I gathered hopes of at last being 

washed. A pretty, stout, fresh-coloured 

Hamburg girl appeared at my door, bear- 

bg a small tin, such as is used for washing 

op caps and saucers — this was the only 

species of bath in the house! Consolea 

and refreshed in some measure with an 

excellent cup of coflee and delicious light 

brioche, I sallied forth to spy out the land. 

Nothing but shops — miles and miles of 

shops — was everybody in trade 1 I was 

recommended to go over to Altona in 

Schleswig-Holstein ; it sounded an immense 

distance, say ten or twenty miles, but 

proved to be only jost across a bridge over 

one of the numerous creeks of the Elbe, 

which intersects the city of Hamburg, 

and constitutes so serious a foe in years of 

flood. Half the town was nearly destroyed 

by inundation in 1855. ■

Altona is a primitive, quiet, old-world 

place, with long, straight rows ojf spreading 

trees on each side of the magnificent broad ■

roads, shading the ancient stately houses 

which line the streets. Here there are but 

few shopa A grand statue of Bliicher, the 

great Prussian Field-Marshal, who was bom 

in Altona, stands on a commanding site, 

and harmonised with squadrons of smart 

Prussian soldiers marching here and there, 

but guarding nothing in pitfticular, at whom 

the population looked askance. They were 

their conquerors and future masters ; but 

not at all welcome as yet The Danes built 

this town on the Elbe, close to Ham- 

burg, that it might rival the Free Port ; 

but it has never succeeded in doing so, and, 

during the war in 1712, it waa burned by 

the Swedes. Denmark then rebuilt it, and 

it now contains a population of more than 

20,000 souls. Anytihing less like a con- 

quered and oppressed town could not be 

imagined. Apathy and dulness reigned 

everywhere, nothing seemed to matter. 

Hamburg, on the contrary, is full of toiling 

hard workers; it is the great outlet of 

Germany to the sea, and is governed by a 

burgomaster assisted by a senate. It is 

one of the three remaining Free Ports or 

Hanse Towns, founded by the Emperor 

Charlemagne in the ninth century. Ham- 

burg entered into the North German 

Confederation in 1868; it must, therefore, 

be acknowledged that though still fondly 

and proudly calling itself a free Port, even 

this, the greatest and most powerful of the 

Hanse Towns, has been obliged to succumb 

in a certain degree to Germany, contribut- 

ing largely to the Government expenses, 

wmle, for the advantsce of still retaining 

all its quaint old privileges as a Free Port, 

and, therefore, not siu)ject to German 

custom dues, the once entirely independent 

city is obliged to pay yearly about £109,000 

as tribute. Here, in the broad waters of 

the Elbe, lay huge seaworthy steamers of 

the North German Lloyd's and Hamburg 

Company's fleets blowing o£f steam, with 

Uxo equivalent for a " Blue Peter" at the 

fore. Crowds of little river steamers, 

barges, and rowing boats, lay off, all 

crammed with people. I thought that 

some regattas were about to take place ; but 

no, it was only the usual semi-weekly com- 

motion, and we great ships were waiting 

to embark their thousands and thousands 

of German emigrants for conveyance to New 

York ; homesick, heartsick creatures, whom 

the treaty of nations handed over to the 

conquerors, leaving no place for them in 

the old home ; or men whom the fear of 

conscription, and consequent military ser- 

vice, drives into exile, together with their ■
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flat-faced, oheerlaflB - looloBg wiyes and 

solemn chfldrea. It was a melanoholj 

Bpectade to eee tbem go off in the tog- 

boats, bidding an agonised farewell to t^ 

beloyed Fat^land, never to be behdd 

again in all the long years to come, bat still 

cQnging with anxious and careful tenacity 

to the stolid babies, and encnrmoos bundles 

and earpet-bags, stuffed to repletion, with 

which they were burdened. They would 

be far better off, if they only knew it, in 

the new country whither they were bound, 

and are ihe emigrants to be preferred before 

those of every other nation — sturdy, careful, 

healthy, law-abiding, and generally God- 

fearing as they are. ■

TREASURE. ■

Thb flowers I pUmted in the flush of Spring, 

Have budded, bloomed, and withered long ago ; 

The grain my lavish fingers used to throw, 

Long since was reaped for others* garnering ; 

Yet I am rich amid my nature dearth; 

My gold is where the rainbow touches earth. ■

My wealth is molten of full many an ore. 

Dug from the sacred caverns of the past ; 

Stored where the Present's quiet light is cast ; 

Piled in the Promise-land tnat lies before. 

All blent together, all of priceless worth, 

All hid just where the rainbow touches earth. ■

The one sure gcal where, passing o'er the bar ■

I find, in all the glow of second birth, ■

My Treasure, where the rainbow touches earth. ■

SOME MOEE ABOUT DOCTORS. ■

We concluded our last article abont 

** Some Famous Doctors "* with a brief ac- 

count of Jenner, the discoverer of the 

cure of small-poz by vaccination. Since 

then the fame of the extraordinary cures 

which are being made by M. Pasteur, of 

Paris, in another branch of disease, by a 

process analogous to vaccination, renders it 

of interest to recall still further something 

of Edward Jenner. It is now nearly one 

hundred and forty years since this genuine 

human benefactor was bom. His father 

was Vicar of Berkley, and he himself be- 

came a country medical practitioner of 

great skill and originality, apart from lus 

connection with vaccination. He was an 

intimate personal friend of the John Hunter 

of whom we have already told something, 

and in his treatment of diseases owed much 

to what he learned fix)m the great anatomist. 

He was, moreover, a close and sympathetic 

observer of nature, and it is recorded of ■

* See All thk Year Round, No. 893, January 

9th, 1886. Vol. xxxvii. p 444. ■

that he anti^pated Darwin's Tiewioa 

the important actM>n of eartliwonns nptm 

the sou. Sir Humphrey Davy has writtoi 

that Jenner said ^ that earthworms, pit. 

ticularly about die time of the yemi 

equinox, were mueh under and along fhe 

simace of our moist meadow-lands; ad 

wherever thev move they leave i tub 

of mucus behind them whidi beooom 

manure to the plant In this nspeet 

they act, as the slug does, in fanuBhiDg 

materials for food to the vegetable king- 

dom; and under the sur&ce they ImiktM 

stiff clods in pieces, and finally dividd tk 

soil" ■

So^informing and so witty, so viradou 

and so true to life was Jenner^s conrom- 

tion, says Mr. Bettany, to whose intereitiDg 

work we have already expressed oar in- 

debtedness, that the chance of sharing it 

was eagerly embraced, and his frindi 

would ride many miles to acoompan j him 

on his way home from their hoows, e?n 

at midnight. And he was somethng of a 

poet as well as an accomplished mntieno, 

composing and singing ballads, and pltyiDg 

the flute and violin. ■

Although Jenner was forty-nine jean 

old before he made vaccination known to 

the world, the subject had attracted his 

attention when only a youthful appraitiee 

to a country surgeon. He was conyinced 

that the current methods^of treating oot- 

pox and small-pox were capable of m- 

provement, and he set himself to stud j the 

nature of the disease. But for manjywi 

after his opinions were made known to tha 

medical faculty they were contemptoooalj 

scouted. He had first of all to piove^ con- 

trary to the prevalent belief, that what wai 

called cow-pox was not a certain proventife 

of small-pox. Then he had to traee cot 

the nature of the difference in the dlseaaei 

to which cows are subject, and to aaer 

tain which of them possessed the proteetife 

virtue against smaU-pox. After repeated 

failures he made the grand disooveiy diat 

it is " only in a certain condition of the 

pustule that the virus is capable of in- 

parting its protective power to the hmaaa 

constitution." ■

It was on the 14th May, 1796, thathe 

first put his theory to the test^ by tnoa- 

f erring cow-pox by inoculation from one 

human being to the other. It was two 

years later, however, before hia fcmoM 

" Inquiry into the Causes and Effects of the 

VariolsB Vaccina" was published. ■

Henry Olive was the first London doctor 

to put the thing to the test^ and he u ■

^- ■
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eredftod wfth performing the first saccessfdl 

Tieeinatioii in London. Other oases fol- 

lowed, and Lady Frances Morgan (after- 

wards Lady Dacie) was the first lady of 

nmk to have a ehSd yaeoinated. ■

By 1799| in qnte of many mistakes by 

injadidons practitioners, vaccination had 

largely spread and become known in Oer- 

many, Austria, Switzerland, and the United 

States. On the despatch of Sir Balj^Aber- 

ereml^s expedition to Egypt his army was 

yaodnated, and with such good e£Pects as to 

add materially to Jenner's growing triumph. 

Small-pox was at this time committing great 

ravages in Lidia, and Jenner urged the 

Oovemment to send out a number of vac- 

dnated soldiers along with an accomplished 

BQTgeon ; but the Gov^nment dedined the 

experiment Jenner was about to take 

Btqps himself in the matter, when news 

came of the successful introduction of vac- 

cine matter into Bombay through the round- 

about way of successive transfer to Constan- 

tinople, to Bagdad, to Bussorrii, and thence 

bj sea to India. Thus rapidly did vaccina- 

tion make the tour of the globe, and immor- 

talise the name of Jenner in every dime. ■

All this took place in spite of the stub- 

born opposition of one branch of the 

medical profearion and the blundering 

practice of another. We have mentioned 

m our last article some of the absurd 

charges which were hurled against the 

method ; and such was the oppodtion in 

some quarters, that one doctor, who aban- 

doned the old system of inoculation and 

adopted vaccination, found his income 

rfmnk in one year from £1,000 to XIOO. 

There is reason, therefore, for the suspicion 

that the reluctance of many practitioners 

to adopt the new practice was due to 

interested motives. And beddes the scien- 

tific antagonism to vaccination, there was 

aho at first a strong religious antagonism. 

It was declared as contrary to the will of 

Providence as to the laws of nature, and 

was denounced as sinful and diabolical, as 

well as dangerous ! But truth is great and 

will prevaQ, and all nations upon the earth 

soon united in blesdng the name of Jenner. 

We have already told something of the 

rewards and honours which fell to him, 

and we only recur to the matter now be- 

cause of the moral it affords in view of the 

keen criticism to which M. Pasteur is being 

snbjected. That in his efforts to protect 

Bttnkind from the awful disorder, Hydro- 

phobia, he may prove a second Jenner, 

u what all must hope, and what we are 

inclined to believe. ■

Abemethy was another of the pupfls 

of the fiunous John Hunter, and was a 

Londoner bom, although of Lnah-Soottish 

descent Even in his schooldays he was 

remarkable for the exdtabilitv and im- 

patience which have farmed the basis of 

so many anecdotes of his eccentricity. He 

himself wanted to be a lawyer, but his 

father apprenticed him to one of the 

surgeons of St. Bartholomew's Hospital 

Very soon he b^an to get impatient at 

the empirical moSe of treatment then too 

common, and began to investigate the 

causes of diseases on his own account As 

showing the early bent of his mind towards 

dietetic treatment^ he has recorded that 

when he was a boy he half mined himself 

in buying oranges and other things in 

order to observe the effects of different 

kinds of diet on the kidneys. When only 

twenty-three years of age he was appointed 

Assistant Surgeon at St Bartholomew's, 

and remained in connection with that 

hospital for a very long period. Then he 

started lecturing, and became in a manner 

the founder of the medical school at St 

Bartholomew's. In his lectures he departed 

from the dry, orderly, orthodox manner, 

and combined illustrauons from comparative 

anatomy with description. But while lec- 

turing himself and attending to his duties 

in the hoq[«tal, he also attended Mr. 

Hunter's lectures and studied diligently. 

To do all this he had to rise at four in the 

morning, and thus it was that he became 

an old-looking man before he was fifty. It 

is said that in his early professional years 

he was so excesdvdy shy, that he had often 

to retire to compose himself before he was 

able to begin a lecture. Possibly then the 

bmsquerie of his later manner may have 

only been assumed to hide his natural shy- 

ness. Such at least is what Mr. Bettany 

suggests. When he got fairly started with 

his lecture, however, timidity disappeared, 

and his style is described as having been 

unique. He would enter the lecture-room 

with hands deep in trousers-pockets, body 

bent, douching gait, blowing or whistling. 

Then he would throw himself on a chair, 

swing one leg over an arm of it, and begin 

in some abrapt fashion, like the following, 

which was the actual prdude of a won- 

derful discourse on gunshot wounds : ■

'' ' The count was wounded in the arm ; 

the bullet had sunk deep into the flesh ; 

it was, however, extracted, and he is now 

in a fair way of recovery.' That will do 

very well for a novel, but it won't do for 

us. firentlemen : for *Sir Balnh Abercrombv ■
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received a ball in the thick part of his 

thigh, and it buried itself deep, deep, and 

it got among important parts, and it 

couldn't be felt; but — surgeons, nothing 

daunted, groped, and groped and groped, 

and— Sir Ralph died r^ ■

Abemethy was noted among other things 

for his mental abstraction It is related 

of him that once, when he came forward to 

lecture he was received as usual with great 

applause, but seemed quite indifferent to 

it; he quietly cast his ej^es over the 

assembly, and burst out in a tone of deep 

feeUng with a " Gk>d help you all 1 What 

is to become of you % " ■

Madlwain, in his memoirs of the great 

surgeon, has left many records of his power 

as a lecturer, and of his peculiar ability to 

speak as if addressing each individual, and 

of bringing his discourse home to every one 

of his auditors. In private practice he 

had the reputation of being rough and 

hasty, but it is said that he was only so 

when annoyed — to judge by the number 

of anecdotes, that must have been pretty 

oftea We have already given two or 

three ; here are a few more. ■

An indolent and luxurious citizen came 

to him one day and said : ■

" Pray, Mr. Abemethy, what is a cure 

for gout t " ■

The answer was prompt and concise. ■

" Live upon sixpence a day, and earn if ■

The Duke of York went to consult him 

one day, and Abemethy, in his usual way, 

received him, whistling, with his hands in 

his pockets. ■

" I suppose," said the astonished Duke, 

" you know who I am 1 " ■

** Stippose I do," said Abemethy; ''what 

of that « '' ■

^ Then, after hearing the Duke's complaint 

his prescription was : ■

'* Cut off the supplies, as the Duke of 

Wellington did in his campaigns, and the 

enemy will leave the citadel'' ■

Once he was so brusque with a lady 

patient, that she said : ■

" I had heard of your mdeness before ; 

but I did not expect this.'' ■

When he handed her the prescription ■

she flskfid * ■

" What am I to do with this $ " ■

'' Anything you like," he said ; " put it 

in the fire if you please." ■

The lady took him at his word, threw 

the prescription on the fire, laid down the 

fee, and walked off. ■

Sir Astley Cooper is said to have profited 

much by Abemethy's mdeness, receiving | ■

many patients who were offended by the 

manner of the other. But to his hospital 

patients Abemethy was uniformly kind and 

gentle. ■

In illustration of this a story is told by 

Mr. Stowe, who accompanied him one day 

through the wards, where a poor Irishman 

jumped out of bed and threw himaelf at 

Abemethy's feet Then he jumped np 

and flourished a limb, crying : ■

" That's the leg, yer honnor ! Glory be 

to Gk>d I Ter honnor's Uie boy for doing 

it ! May the heavens be your bed I Long 

life to yer honnor I " etc. ■

This was a man who had been brought 

in with diseased ankle, for which amputiir 

tion had been ordered. But AberaeAy 

thought he could cure it ; stopped the am- 

putation, and put the man under constitii- 

tional treatment The result was a pecfael 

cure, and an ecstacy of thankfulness 

the part of poor Pat The opportunity 

seized by Abemethy for giving a clinical 

lecture, every point of whidi was illastntad 

by Pat's emphatic ''Thrae, yer honaor; 

divvel a lie in it" Every reference to Om 

leg brousht out the member with a flooxirii 

firom under the bed-clothes ; and the whole 

affair was most comical But whOe evety- 

body was laushing at the Irishman <m Us 

knees before me great surgeon, Abemelfej 

was composed. Ending down over tiie 

man he said with much eamestneas : "I 

am glad your leg is doine well, bat neivr 

kned, except to your Mi£er." ■

As so often happens, Abemethy preached 

better than he practised; that is to ai^i 

he did not always adopt the good adviee 

he gave to his patients. Although so par- 

ticmar always in his dietetic prescriptUMtt 

for others, it is suspected that he was rather 

an immoderate eater himself. He was very 

careless too in other respects, and woda 

walk down from his house to the hospitd 

in knee breeches and silk stockings throng 

pouring rain, without any effort to {ttoteet 

himselE By tiie age of sixty he was very 

lame, thin, and old-looking, and died a km 

years later literally wom out ■

A contemporary of Abemethy's, alihoiq^ 

some thirty years younger, was MarslwM 

Hall, a name, perhaps, not extensively 

known outside tiie profession, and wfaieh, 

indeed, has grown in fame mosdy since Ui 

death. He may be said to divide with Sir 

Charles Bell the honour of discovery as to 

the nervous system. But of Hall| Mr. 

Bettany says that he displayed a mind 

more minutely active and more distineUy 

medical in tone than Sir Chades BeXh, ■
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while he also combined "a marvelloas 

degree of detaOed benevolenca" Marshall 

H^ was the sixth son of a Nottingham- 

shire bleacher, who was also a strict and 

deroat Wesleyan^ Apprenticed first to a 

chemist at Newark, Marshall Hall was 

ultimately sent to study medicine and 

anatomy at Edinborgb. " I am determined," 

he said at this stage, *' to be a great man." 

He was soon recognised at Edinburgh as a 

student of the first rank, and, after gradu- 

ating, was appointed to a post in the Royal 

In6rmary of that dty. ■

This was in 1812, and in the following 

year he began lecturing on the " Principles 

of Diagnosis." He attracted the students 

to himself by the kindness of his manner, 

and he eyer presented to' them an example 

of poritf of ufe and conyersation and con- 

stant cheerfulness, the result of his early 

home traininff. This pure-mindedness was 

a characteristic of him through life, and it 

is recorded that Marshall Hall neyer 

attached himself to any person of coarse 

mind or manners. In time he grayitated 

to London, published a book on'^'Diagnosis," 

vidted the medical schools of Paris, Got- 

tingen, and Berlin — ^walking alone from 

Paris to Grottingen, some six hundred 

miles, one Noyember — and then com- 

menced practice in Nottingham. His first 

work brought him fame and many com- 

pliments. This was followed by one, in 

1820, on " Bilious and Neryous AfTections ''; 

tiien by one attacking the ptfeyalent 

method of bleeding; then, in 1822, by one 

on "The Symntoms and History of 

Diseases." MarsWl Hall was the deter- 

mined enemy of the lancet, which he called 

" a minute instrument of mighty mischief;" 

and when, in 1826, he left Nottingham 

permanently for the larger field of London, 

he was greeted by Sir Henry Halford, the 

President of the College of Physicians, as 

the "risinff sun of the profession." After 

settling in London, Hall deyoted himself to 

Bpeeial research on the circulation of the 

blood. On tins he wrote a book, regard- 

ing which an anecdote is told. The MS. was 

sent by stage-coach fix)m time to time to 

the publishers, Messrs. Seeley, and one day 

a packet containing the only record of a 

large nimiber of experiments was stolen 

from the coach. This was a serious loss, 

for it could only be repaired by a repeti- 

tion of the lonff and laborious experiments ; 

but it is said tiiat Hall set about the 

work oyer again with most Christian 

eqatnimity. Hybernation formed a later 

mbject of study, in the prosecution of ■

which he kept quite a menagerie in his 

house. It is interesting to know that so 

thoroughly humane and religious a man 

was conyinced of the necessity of experi- 

ments on liying animals, in order to dis- 

coyer truths of yital importance both to 

men and brutes. It was during experi- 

ments with a newt that Hall made his 

great discoyeries on the reflex functions of 

the spinal cord^ which marked the most 

important adyance in the physiology of the 

neryous system which had yet been made. 

By Marshall Hall's discoyery was now com- 

prehended the nature of such acts as the 

myoluntary closure of the eyelids, inde- 

pendent of will, for the purpose of preyent- 

ing the admission of injurious matter, or 

of protecting the eye against injury. The 

processes of swallowing, choking, yomiting, 

coughing were now for the first time ex- 

plamed, and many cases of injury to the 

neryous system became more or less in- 

telligible. In paralysis of the brain it was 

understood how the animal functions 

could be maintained, and how, in cases 

where the patient was unable by any 

exercise of the will to clench his hand, yet 

the stimulus of a rough stick on the sensory 

neryes of the palm of the hand was suffi- 

cient to bring about a forcible grasp, this 

being a reflex act in which the spiniu cord 

was concerned. And thus many disorders 

which had heretofore baffled all efforts 

became remediable, and the work of years 

of patient research had their reward in 

practical usefulnesa It is computed that 

HaU spent no fewerthanthirty-fiye thousand 

hours in experiments connected with this 

subject. Shall we not therefore rightly 

regard Marshall HaU as one of the true 

benefactors of our species t He met with 

much opposition and obloquy during his 

lifetime, but patients graduaUy flowed in 

upon him. He acquired a large practice, 

and completed some remarkable cures; 

but his fame, as has been said, has grown 

more since his death. His latest gift to 

mankind was a system of restoring res- 

piration to the apparently drowned, which 

18 now uniyersally adopted. 

One of the pupils of Abemethy was the ■

rt practical surgeon now remembered as 
Benjamin Bn^e. Brodie was a son 

of a Wiltshire clergyman, an intimate 

friend of Charles James Fox, and was edu- 

cated by his father along with his two 

brothers. Of these brothers, one became 

a distinguished barrister; the other, a 

banker, proprietor of a newspaper, and 

MP. for SaUsbury in three Parliaments. ■
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The medical profession was chosen for 

Benjamin, and he was in dae time sent to 

London to prosecute his studies. There 

he had the inestimable advantage of the 

lectures of Abemethy, and to that is attri- 

buted his choice of surgery for his vocation. 

But, unlike many medical men who have 

risen to fame and fortune by sheer force 

of merit, Brodie was exceptionally favoured 

by the enjoyment of a large and influential 

circle of friends, numbenng some of the 

most eminent scientists of the day. He 

soon received an appointment as Assistant 

Surgeon at St Greorge's Hospital, and he 

at once plunged into a life of active pro- 

fessional work. For private practice he 

had little time, attending the hospital 

daily, and personally superintending every- 

thii^. But, for nearly forty years he 

lectured regularly on surgery, while he 

published some valuable works on the 

action of poisons. His greatest work, how- 

ever, was on the ''Pathology and Surgery 

of Diseases of the Joints, a subject tiU 

then ill understood, to which he specially 

devoted himself. Before Brodie's day 

hundreds of limbs were annually sacri- 

ficed in the inability to distinguish between 

diseases of the tissues and local disorders 

of a neuralgic kind. To complain of pain 

in a limb was in those days to challenge 

amputation. ■

What Brodie did was to remedy all 

that, by introducing rational investigation 

and curative method. His income now 

grew with his fame as a successful sur- 

geon, and in 1821 he was called in to 

attend George the Fourth, with whom he 

calwajsremainedafavourite. When William 

the Fourth ascended the throne Brodie was 

appointed Serjeant-Surgeon, and received 

a baronetcy. On Sir Astley Cooper's re- 

tirement, Sir Benjamin Brodie became the 

head of the profession, and his practice 

brought him in <£10,000 a year — much of 

it from single guinea fees for consultations. ■

He becune President of the Eoyal 

Medical and Cbirurgical Society; then 

President of the Eoyal College of Surgeons ; 

was first President of the newly-established 

General Medical Council; and afterwards 

for some time President of the Eoyal 

Sodety. ■

Finally, he has left one of the most 

delightful books of autobiography in the 

language. As the " Lancet '' said of him, 

he was more distinguished as a physician- 

surgeon than as an operating surgeon — ^for 

his vocation was more to heal lunbs than 

to remove them. He did not consider the ■

operative part of surgery its hidiest pvt, 

but he was none the less a stea^ and 8Q^ 

cessful operator. Dr. Babington, lAo 

succeeded Brodie as President d^tiie 

Eoyal Medical Society, wrote of hh: 

" I never knew a more single-nuodeiiiid 

upright character, one more free from aSbc- 

tation or presumption, wiio expected ka 

deference or deserved more, who more 

completely impressed me with a b^ef thil 

the main object of his efforts, and wbick 

was always uppermost in his mind, vaa^ 

wholly irrespective of self, to benefit tiuse 

by whom he was consulted." ■

Thomas Addison is a name which wiD 

always be famous in medical science, ioril 

is a name attached to a disease ^diidilu 

discovered ; but it has been well said, tint 

his true fame rests upon his practical takot 

in diagnosing diseasa He was a NorA- 

country man, bom in 1793, near Lanereoifc 

Priory, and was educated at the Grynmr 

School of Newcastle-on-Tyne. Then he 

went to Edinburgh University, and took 

his M.D. degree there, as so many of ov 

most famous doctors have don& After 

some Continental travel, he settled m 

London. He devoted himself to the 

study of skin diseases and lung diseaiei; 

but the achievement for whidi he reoetfed 

most notice was the discovery of a dieeaee 

in the small organs adjacent to the kidney 

This is known as '* Addison's DiseaMi'' 

Addison was renowned as a teacher mi 

lecturer,* and had for pupils men likeDt 

Oolding Bird, Sir William Ghill, and Dt 

Wilks, of whom, however, we ha?e not 

space to telL ■

The mention of Addison leads to that of 

Bright, of whom it has betti written that 

"no English physician — ^perhaps, indeed, 

none of any country — since the time d 

Harvey has effected not only so great u 

advance in the knowledge of partlcoltf 

diseases, but also so great a revdiition ii 

our habits of thought and methods <iJBr 

vestigating morbid phenomena and traoDg 

the etiology of disease." Bichard Bijgkt 

was the son of a Bristol bankei:^ andwM 

bom in 1789. Like Addison, ha stodied 

at Edinburgh, and subsequently acooor 

panied Sir Cieorge Mackenzie and Jk 

(afterwards Sir Henry) Holland in i 

journey to Iceland. He contribated the 

*< Notes on Botany and Zoology" to Mm^ 

kenzie's wo^. Betnniing from Ieeiand» 

Bright began hoepital vnxk at Oiy's Hoi- 

pitai in London, and attended Sir Aadey 

Cooper's lectures. These attracted him to 

pathology and post-mortem obsanratioo^ ■
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and these again led him to that considera- 

tbn of one of the morbid conditions of the 

kidneys which he did so mtich to elucidate. 

Bat prior to this discoyery he returned to 

Edinbui^h and completed his studies under 

the famous Gregory, of whom we told 

something in our last paper. Th^i he 

psased two terms at GambridgOy travelled 

on the Continent, attended medical lec- 

tures at Berlin and Vienna, and published 

a book of " Travels in Hungary." AU this 

implies that he was well supplied with 

money, which was in fact the case. But 

the absence of pecuniary impetus did not 

dull his professional ardour, and when he 

retomed to L(mdon he resumed his work 

with industry. In 1820 he began practice, 

and rapidly took a high position, but for 

aiz hours every day he continued for years 

to pursue his post-mortem investigmons 

at Qu/s. He was not simply a specialist 

m kidney-disease, but <' a dmical physician 

of rare excellenoe ;'' but it is as the dis- 

coverer of the malady now known as 

I'Bright's disease of the kidneys'' ibai he 

is known — by name, at least — ^to doubt- 

less all of our readers. ■

We have not nearly got through our list 

of "Famous Doctors,'' but space compels 

us to stop here. We can but hope tluit 

what we have said of some of ^e pro- 

fessors of the healing art^ has diown that 

in the^ biographies of eminent doctors, 

there is both much interest and much 

instruction. ■

VICTI]MS. ■

By THEO gift. ■

AuOior of ** JM Lorimer:' "An AUldtmdiU Priee,"* ■

JSt0., Ste, ■

CHAPTER XXnL A BRIDAL EVENING. ■

Yera's first act after the last glimpse of 

her husband's bright face had duappeared 

from view was not to return to &e sofa 

where he had taken such pains to establish 

her, but to fly to the parlour door and lock 

it) then to diaw as closely as she could the 

moalin curtains of the Uttle window, and 

seat herself in the comer the most out of 

view from it. She had heard Marstland 

telling the landlady thai his wife was not 

to be disturbed in his absence, and her 

own commcm sense told her that^ without 

miraculous facilities of intelligence and 

tnuuport, it would be impossible for those 

she had fled from to have followed so 

speedily on her track; but all the same 

she was no sooner alone, no sooner deprived ■

of the sustaining shield and protection of 

her husband's presence, than a gust of wild, 

unreasoning t^ror swept over her, and as 

she crouched in the duskiest wm&t of the 

small room she scarcely breathed, lest per- 

chance the parents, or worse still the lover 

she had outwitted, should be even then 

spying through the window-pane in search 

of her. ■

Fortunately, however, this sort of day- 

nightmare was not of long duration. In 

little mote than five minutes the landlady 

knocked at the door to enquire if she would 

like a cup of tea, or would rather wait till 

her good gentleman's return ; and the very 

sound of the cheerful, obsequious Englisn 

accents, of the matron name, so starUingly 

novel as to make her blush and falter before 

answering to it, and yet with something 

reassuring in its every syllable ; nay, even 

the MQibarrassment of being found out in 

having locked herself in, did the girl good, 

and acted as a corrective to her foolish 

panic, which indeed had to be further 

thrust into the background by the neces- 

sity of satisfying the natural but incon- 

venient curiosity which the landlady was 

evidently feeling with regard to her new 

lodger. ■

Marstland had mentioned that he was 

expecting his wife to join him for the last 

week of his stay on the island, and had not 

only told the landlady, before starting on 

his final — so called — ''painting excur- 

sion," the day and hour when he and 

Mrs. Marstland might be expected to 

arrive, but had given such minute direc- 

tions as to the preparations to be made 

for her comfort, and taken so much per-* 

sonal trouble in the same matter, that 

Mrs. Nicholls had already come to the 

conclusion that he was a very devoted 

husband. The very moment, however, 

that she saw Vera enter the house leaning 

on his arm, sometiiing — that indefinaUe 

something which always betrays the new- 

made bridegroom and bride— convinced 

her that the wifehood of the lady was a 

fact (if fact at all) which did not date 

further back than a few hours at most, a 

prevision further confirmed by the giri's 

ill-suppressed nervousness and agitation, 

and the adoring tenderness with which 

Marstland evidently regarded her. At 

present, therefore, the good woman was 

simply burning with curiosity to find out 

"all about it," mingled with a certain 

amount of indknation against her male 

lodger for not having taken her into his 

confidence beforehand; and Vera had to ■
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find replies to quite a host of qoeBtions, 

08, Was she very tired f Had she had a 

good passage across, and where was it she 

last came from f Not England, of coarse, 

or she would have got to the island early 

in the morning ; and wasn't it a pity she 

couldn't have been with her husband for 

the whole of his holiday t They'd been 

having such lovely weather in Guernsey 

for the last fortnight, though for that 

matter the gentleman hadn't been there 

much himself; only for a day or two at a 

time, and then ofif again, for one of his 

boating excursions. ■

Vera made her answers so brief as to be 

baffling. She had come from France last, 

where she had been staying with relations. 

She was very tired, and she would not 

have any tea — not till her husband came 

back. She did not want anything at all 

at present; but she offered no comment 

whatever on any of the landlady's tentative 

remarks ; and the ^ood woman went away 

at last somewhat ill-pleased by the taci- 

turnity of her pale, young tenant, but by 

no means shaken in her own conclusions. ■

'* As if I didn't know the look of 'em, 

when the rin&'a that new on their finger 

that thev can t keep from fideetting of it 

the whole time ! " she said to her husband, 

a meek little man who lived in the back 

kitchen, and cleaned the boots and knives : 

was <<kep' a purpose," Mrs. Nicholls 

used to tell her lodsers. ''And they 

always lets it out of theirselves sooner or 

later, let 'em try to be as dose as they will 

— ^youngidjotsl" ■

Vera went to the window and drew 

back the curtains again when Mrs. Nicholls 

was gone. Her foolish fears had abated, 

and she was beginning to feel ashamed of 

them. Had not Marstland told her that, 

once she was married, she was to have 

done with timidity ; that, perfectly safe in 

hiB love and care, she was even to act as 

she pleased, with no rule beyond her own 

pleasure and her love for him % And was 

it showing that love, or trusting in his, to 

give way to tears, and complaints, and 

terrors at the very moment when, having 

just saved her from all real cause for any 

of the three, he had the most claim on her 

smiles and gratitude) And yet how 

patient he had been! How kind and 

generous! Certainly if Leah had been 

there she would have scolded her soundly, 

and told her he was a great deal too good 

to her. WeU, so he was; but perhaps 

Leah would teach her to be braver and 

better some day. Leah would tell her ■

■

i?rtiat to do, and show her how to be a 

good wife. She was always better with 

Leah, and meanwhile he should at least 

have tiie comfort of seeing her at the 

window when he came back, and having a 

smile to welcome him. She had a carious 

feeling of having gone back to those 

pleasant days in West Kensington, when | 

she used to peep between the drawing* 

room Venetians for the first glimpse of him, 

as he came striding along the little gravel 

walk in lover's haste to make his daily 

call ■

It was a lovely evening. The sun had 

set; the tulips had closed their cups of 

transparent ruby flame; the bunches of 

pale blue squills and purple crocuses whidi 

awhile ago had made the little garden gay, 

had faded to a dusky gray ; but the sky 

was still full of clear apple-green colour, 

and over the sloping red roofs of the town 

she could see a dark blue line of sea, and 

breathe in the familiar salt smell of it, 

blended with a sweet and peneta!ating 

fragrance from the bed of hyacinths be- 

neatli her. It was all very still, vety 

tranquil, an ideal bridal evening with a 

sort of delieious hush and peace broodmg 

over it ; and Vera, as she stood there, with 

her soft, white hands resting on the 

window-sill, and the ruddy colour of her 

hair gleaming throneh the muslin curtains, 

felt a new, half-wondering happiness steal- 

ing through her veins. She was one of 

those on whom all things of sense — sweei 

sounds, delicate odours, warm colours— 

had a peculiarly strong effect, subdoing 

her for the time being to dreamy enjoy- 

ment and content, as they had done that 

evening at Weybridge, when Marstland 

first wakened to the knowledge that ha 

loved her ; and on that other day at Mailly, 

when, walking under the luscious fragrance 

of the magnolias, the Count persuaded 

himself that she would be well pleased to 

be nustress there when he should choose to 

summon her. And now, though her mind 

soon wandered away from Uie new-made 

husband she was expecting, to the parents 

she had so lately left for him, it was 

no longer with the abject terror of a 

hunted and despepite creature, but with 

the gentle, almost compassionate, regret 

of one who, safe at last from their per- 

secution in the security of her husband^ 

love, oould even afford to be sorry for the 

anger, the mortification, and upset into 

wmch her disappearance must have thrown 

them. 

When had they first discovered it f she ■

f ■
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wondered. Probably not till Joanna came 

to call her at ei|ht o'clock, at whidi hour 

8he was far on her wav towards the port 

from which she had Moibarked. And eyen 

now perhi^ thqr did not know where she 

was or with whom she had gone; for 

B^oite woold never betray her, she fdt 

sore; and even if P'tit-Jean were bnllied into 

speaidngoati what coold he tell, save of the 

posting of oertain letters and one meeting 

with a gentleman at the Menhir-Dahatf 

Well, Marstland had said he would write 

himself on the morrow, and tell them of 

the marriage, so they would not be left 

long in suspense ; and he had further pro- 

mised to trp" to &id oat the amount of the 

Comte de Mailly's loans to M. St. Laurent, 

and, at the cost even of stinting himself 

and his young wife, to enable the father of 

the latt^ to repay them. ■

" Fve been left some more money of late, 

80 Tm richer than I was ; but in any case, 

rd rather go in a shabby coat and live on 

bread and water than that your parents 

shouldn't have back the full price they 

sold you for," Marstland had said with 

bitter scorn ; and Vera was feeling the com- 

fort of the assurance now without any ap- 

IH!edation of the sarcasm. There was no- 

thing humiliating to her in having been 

sold for a sum of money ; rather, in her 

hnmble-mindedness, she>ondered that she 

had been thought worth it; but as the 

bargain had been made and broken, it did 

not seem honest that her father should be 

the loser by it If that were prevented, he 

might the more easily forgive her. ■

No thought of money compensation, 

however, mingled with that of her mother. 

Whatever Madame St Laurent might have 

been to her — cold, unresponsive, severe^ 

Vera never doubted her love. Her instincts 

(curiously defective on many points where 

a woman's are usually most keen) were as 

curiously correct wherever they existed at 

all They had not deceived her when they 

allowed her to trust herself her fair fame 

and maiden honour without question or 

mugivin^, in George Marstland's hands ; 

neiUier did they err in her conviction of her 

mother's secret dislike to the Count : and 

it was this conviction which cheered her 

now with the hope that once the Rubicon 

was passed and her marriage with the 

latter rendered impossible, Madame St 

Laurent might before long relax the anger 

she would probably think it her duty to 

show at first, and not only consent to for- 

give^ them, but to make fnend% with her 

son-in-law and condescend to visit him and ■

her naughty little daughter in the latter's 

wedded home. Vera determined to ask 

Marstland when he returned, to let her insert 

some appeal to that effect in his letter; but 

with that thought came the question : Why 

hadhenotretuniedalreadyl Andshestarted 

at the idea of how long she had been stand- 

ing there, lost in dreams which had made 

her forgetful of what she was watching for. ■

It must have been some little time at 

any rate, for the green in the sky had 

changed to a dusky sapphire blue, through 

which one or two stars were faintly twin- 

kling. The red roofs had darkened into 

brown, and the line of sea into purple, 

while the breeze off the latter struck her 

with a sharper coolness, ruffling the hair 

of her forehead, and lent a keener pungency 

to the scent of the hyacinths in the little 

plot wiUiout She was just beginning to 

wonder what time.it could be, when the 

room door opened, and Mrs. Nioholls's voice 

said : ■

"Wouldn't you likef why, dear ■

me, ma'am, you're not all alone in the 

dark, are you, and the gentleman not 

back yet f Lor, I thought vou was talk- 

ing, or I'd ha' brought the lamp sooner." 

The girl turned round uneasfly. Standing 

there, gazing outwards for so long, the 

gradually waning light had not struck her ; 

but now she was startled to see that the 

room inside was almost dark, and there 

was a decided tremble in her voice as she 

answered : ■

"Mr. Marstland is longer eone than I 

thought he would be ; but, perhaps, he has 

been delayed, or he miscalculated the dis- 

tance. He was going to the post-office. It 

may be further off than he thought" ■

"Fur off!" said Mrs. NichoUs, smiling. 

She had the lamp in her hand, and put it 

on the table before adding, as she came to 

the window : ■

"Why, it's just down there 1 You see 

that big building with the high wall and 

great wooden gates on the opposite side of 

the road % Well, that's Le Geyt and Go.'s 

factory, and their ground runs down to it 

Not that you could go through that way ; 

but it ain't five minutes round by the road. 

He must ha' gone somewhere else." ■

Vera was looking pale. ■

"I— don't think he would. He only 

spoke of the post-office. It is-^— . How long 

is it since he went )" she asked tremulously. ■

" Well, not much short of an hour any- 

way," said Mrs. Nicholls. " But don't you 

worry yourself, ma'am. Most like he re- 

membered something; else he wanted, and ■
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went after that Gentiemen are laie onea 

for forgettiiig how the time goes ; but, 

maybe, your asband'B one of the ponetoal 

ones in general Yon ooght to know, aa 

being a deal better acquainted with hia 

'abits than me, whoVe only lodged him a 

little over a fortnight" ■

The good woman looked keenly at Vera 

as she made this innocently soanding re- 

mark, and poor Vera fell straightway into 

the trap and betrayed henelf by bloshing 

crimsoa She woold have liked to say : ■

" Indeed, I know less of his habits than 

yon, seeing that I have never even lodged 

in the same house with him before, and 

was only married to him two or three 

hours ago." ■

Bat she did not know whether Marst- 

land would like her to be so confidential, 

so she only answered with a bad attempt 

at indifferecce : ■

'' I am sure he didn't mean to be un- 

punctual ; but perhaps, as you say, some 

other business has k^t him, and he knew 

I was — at least he told me to be resting 

while he was gone." ■

« Which, far from it have you been 

doing, standing there watching for him," 

said Mrs. Nicholls, shaking her head in 

motherly f ashioa " Well, I do wonder at 

his being so long; but sit you down now, 

ma'am, at any rate, and let me make you 

some tea. Most like he'll be in siore it's 

drawed, and then you can have it comfort- 

ably together. Do he like it strong or 

weak?" ■

" I don't know. Oh, strong, I think 1 " 

Vera said, blushing again aa she tried to 

recollect some jesting criticism of Marst- 

land's on Leah's tea in days gone by. She 

was longing to get rid of Mrs. Nicholls, 

that she might return to her watch at the 

window, now that every additional minute 

made his absence more unaccountable; 

and when the landlady reappeared with 

the tea she found the girl stretching her 

head out into the damp night air, and 

straining her eyes through the darkness for 

a glimpse of the husband who was nowhere 

visible. ■

" Don't see any sign of 'im yet, ma'am f " 

the good woman asked sympathetically, 

" and it's going on for nine, too ! Well, I 

am surprised he ain't back, for in course it 

must be mortal lonesome for you, your first 

evening here and all" ■

^ Our first evening anywhere together ! " 

Vera's heart was saying, and the tears 

started to her eyes and ran suddenly over 

at the thought ■

Mrs. NidioUs pulled forwaid the im. 

chair penoaaively. ■

** Gome, ma'am, sit down aod take jm 

tea anyhow," she said, in a kindly, coiiiiig 

way. '' I've seen for myself he wast ni^ 

less sort of gent, whidi that tMte ftr 

painting do seem to make 'em so, ena f 

they aren't artists by trade. Why, jm 

look tired out, you do, and as if jiii 

oug^t to be in bed tlua minnta ni bi 

bound you've been travelling the 'ole daj.' ■

«' Tea, the whole day," said Vera, ahaoik 

sobbing. (Had Marstland forgotten it iM 

he left her alone so l<»)g )) '' But dnV- 

please don't draw down the bUad," fk$ 

added eagerly, as Mrs. NidK>lla put up ht 

hand to perform that office. ''He—ke 

will Uke to see the light when he ooofli^ 

and he can't be lone now, can he)" ■

The landlady looked dabiooa ■

*' Well, he couldn't if he'd gone to my 

of the shops, for they're moray sll ihiil 

by now. EU» he any fiends he might lum 

dropped in on, ma'am % " ■

"Oh, I don't know, but he would not- 

I am certain he would not thia eveninft* 

Vera said, with a plaintive stren oa ue 

''this," of which she was unconicwa. 

" And he said he was milj going to fta 

post-office to send off a tel^;nm : a tab- 

gram for me." ■

"Waa it one as wanted an answert' 

asked Mrs. Nicholls, "for U wo, U% jaA 

possible he might be waiting for it^ tiungh, 

by the way, the office will be closing now 

too. Look 'ere, ma'am, if you're aoywiji 

uneasy would you Uke my 'usband jost to 

step round and see if he's there; <» if be 

met 'im on the way he might 'urry him!' ■

" Oh ! if he would — if you would be » 

very kind I " Vera ezdahned with agiipof 

relief ; and Mrs. Nicholls, who was, henelf, 

beginning to feel puzzled by her kdger'i 

absence, departed, to order off her hushuid 

in search of him. ■

It seemed a long time to Vera, thoagb 

in truth it was barely a quarter of an boir, 

before the good man came back ; asd her 

face was piEJer than ever, while the tie 

stood untasted at her side, when the laoi- 

lady fluttered in again with the np<vi 

The poet office was shut^ but Nidiolli hia 

seen the telegraph clerk, who slid di 

Marstland had called there neariy t«o 

hours before. He had sent off a telegnB 

and had gone away, but had retnined in i 

minute and sent off a second one to the 

same peraon aa the firsi Afto tbst be 

had left in a desperate faiuiy, and she bid 

seen no more of him. ■

■
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In a desperate hony ! Well, that was 

natural enough in a man who had l^t his 

new-made wife alone in a strange home; 

the yoong wife who had borne so much for 

him already that day, and f<»r weeks and 

m(mths bef ora Bat^ theni where ooold he 

have gone since I What eoold have hap- 

pened to himi Poor Ymra's nerves were 

80 mistrang that she was weeping openly 

now as she asked the qpiestion, and Mrs. 

Nicholls conld give her no answer^ Happen 

to him I What conld happen to a greats 

strong man on a fine spring evening in the 

quiet town of St Peter-le-port t It was 

abfiord to think of it ; bat after this she 

easily extracted from Vera that thqr had 

only been married that afternoon, and, 

onee assnred of that fact, became doubly 

sympathetic and excited on the sabject <h 

the brid^room's incomprehensible absence : 

insisting on sending forth the long-sii£fering 

Nicholls to *^ look about " for mm again, 

and remaining with the bride hanelf to 

keep her company and cheer her up a bit ■

Kit Mr: Nii^oUs's "looking about" 

proved quite as fruitless as his wife's efforts 

at cheering, and Vera was ungratefally 

thankful when the smell of frizzling 

saosages below reminded the landlady at 

last of her own supper, and took her away 

for a brief period. But another hour had 

passed by then, and the girl was getting 

almost frantic with anxiety, and looked so 

ill and excited that Mr& Nicholls had not 

the heart to delay long over her meal, but 

made haste to return to the work of conso- 

lation which hitherto had been so strikingly 

onsaccessfid. It was a great relief to her, 

therefore, on g(4ng ba&, to find that a 

change had come over the forlorn young 

bride, and that she was looking quite calm, 

and sdoaost cheerful. ■

"I don't think you need trouble, aftw 

all, Mrs. Nicholls," she said at once, and 

turning to the landlady with a little flush 

on her poor white face, a curious bright- 

ness m her tear-stained, weary eyes, " I — ^I 

have thought — ^it had not occuned to me 

before — but I have thought of someone — 

soxne people— whom he may have been 

obliged to see on very important business. 

They may keep him a long while — some time 

longer even yet — but I shall not mind so 

much now that I remember about them. 

See, I have drunk my tea, and — and I have 

drawn down the blind. I shall sit up till 

he comes, of course ; but it is better other 

people should not be able to look in. And 

won't you fasten the front door now 1 It 

can be opened when he comes. But you I ■

are not expecting anyotie else? You 

would not let anycme eke in to-night^ 

would you I " ■

Mrs. Nicholls looked unfeignedly sur- 

prised. That the young wife had come toa 

sudden condusimi about her husband which, 

while diminishing her anxiety (m his ac- 

count, added a freish one on her own, the 

landlady was shrewd enough to see ; but 

what this conclusion was she found * herself 

totally unable to divine ; and Vera, whom 

grirfand terror had broken down into con* 

fidence a few moments before, had grown 

suddenly retieenti and would not be be- 

guiled into any further revelati<ms. ■

How could she explain that, in the 

midst of her frenzied self-questioningsas to 

the cause of her husband's absence, it had 

been suddenly borne in upmi her that 

it must be connected in some way or other 

with her parents, or some emissary of theirs ; 

that, in some unforeseen way, tiiey had 

discovered the fact of her flight earlknr than 

she had calculated f cm* ; that again, in some 

unforeseoi way (but what did she know, 

after all, about trains or travelling facilities t) 

they had followed almost immediatdy on 

her track, had encountered Marsthmd as he 

was returning from the post office, and 

were now beJmg detained by him, perhaps 

prevented from foUowing ber to the place 

where she had taken refuge until he had 

persuaded them to do so in a q^irit of 

kindness and forgiveness. ■

It was the wildest possible idea, but, once 

impressed upon Yera's mind, it satisfied her 

completely, and in such a way as to lessen 

her impatience for Marstland's return. She 

loved him gratefully, worsh^)ped him hum- 

bly, but she had not the slightest desire to 

stand at his side in the battle which he 

mi^t even then be waging on her behalf. 

If she could have been of any assistance to 

him in it ; or even if he had been of a nature 

to require any assostanoe, it might haVe 

been difierent^ but her sense of her own 

abject bd pl essness was only equalled by 

the completeness of her confidence in his 

strength and resources. The man who had 

so successfully planned and carried out 

every detail of ikeir elopement and mar- 

riage was not likely to have much difficulty 

now in dealing witii her powerless if indig- 

nant rdatives ; and, such being the case, it 

was far better that she should not even be 

the spectator of a scene which could only 

put her to useless misery *and suflering. ■

But Mrs. NichoUs would not hear odf let- 

ting her sit up to open the door to her 

husband whenever he micrht be free to ■
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retorn to her. If the young lady would do 

such a thbg — ^which madness, Mrs. Nicholls 

said it would be, seeing that she looked like 

a ghost already — then the good woman 

most do the same, so as to bear her com- 

pany ; and it was in sheer despair of getting 

rid of her on any other terms, that Vera at 

last consented to go np to the bed-room 

repared for her, and lighten her vigil by 

ying down at all events. ■

'* My room is next door to yon, so you've 

only to tap on the wall if you hears a knock 

or wants anything," Mrs. Nicholls said; 

"and I shan't so much as close an eye, 

ma'am, till he comes in, you be sure." ■

And Vera smiled faintly, and thanked 

her; but, once shut into the neat little 

white bed-room, with its fresh chintz hang- 

ings and glanes of spring flowers, and m 

the little arrangements for her comfort and 

pleasure that Marstland had planned so 

lovingly beforehand, the poor, forsaken 

young bride had no thought of lying down. 

There was a large armchair near the win- 

dow, and she seated herself in it, meaning to 

pass the rest of the time there in watchful- 

ness and patience until he came; but she was 

very young, and very, very weary. She 

had had no sleep the night before, and had 

been travelling all day, a state of things 

which, in youth, when the body is still as 

much too strong for the mind as, in later 

life, the latter becomes for the former, is 

least of all conducive to watchfulness under 

anycircumstances. ■

With all her efforts to keep wakeful and 

on the alert, her senses would lose them- 

selves in fitful dorings, her head swayed 

and drooped backward, until it rested 

heavily against the cushioned back of the 

big chair ; her eyes, tired and sore with 

weeping, hid themselves behind the wet 

fringes of their lashes ; and soon not Mrs. 

Nicholls herself, snoring happily on the 

other side of the wall, was sleeping more 

soundly than the mysteriously deserted 

young wife in the bridal chamber where 

no bridegroom ever came to disturb her. ■

She woke with a violent start How 

long or how late she had slept she had not 

the least idea, but that it was late she felt 

sure, for the room was full of the strong 

white light of day; and, on lifting the 

blind, she saw that, though it was raining 

hard, and the beautiful blue sea-line of the 

previous evening was changed to a dingy 

semi-circle of greyish slate colour, the town 

seemed all alive and stirring. Volumes of 

smoke were puffing up from the chimneys ■

of the big factory opposite; people ««« 

passing and repassing under their drfppt^ 

umbrellas ; wmle downstairs, in the ham 

itself. Vera could hear so much moTnaMl 

and conversation going on, that the woate 

was — ^not that it had woke her at list, bH 

that she had slept as long as she had dcia 

Mrs. Nicholls' voice, raised and flaenl, vn 

distinctly audible, but mingled widi il 

were one or two others, that oi t mm 

certainly, though whether belonging \b 

Marstland, Mr. Nicholls, or whom, the fld 

could not, strain her ears as she m^ 

determina ■

She got too nervous and anxious at Itit 

to sit there listening any longer. If itim 

Marstland, as she hoped and trusted, if 

Mrs. Nicholls had let him in very like 

after all, it was natural enough («o the 

poor child thought in her innocent sim- 

plicity) that he should not like to come 

upstairs or disturb her sorely-needed reel; 

but how strange that the landlady alio 

should not do so, should not hasten mdoed 

to relieve the anxiety from which die 

knew her young lady lodger was suffeiingl 

She would ring the bell now, at any rate, 

and ask for information, and she was jsii 

rising to do so when stopped by the soimd 

of footsteps coming up me stairs leadisg 

to her room. They were the footsteps d 

more than one person ; but they were not 

heavy enough for a man's, and she stood 

still with her heart fluttering Cast, and a 

great sudden longing for Ikbrstland, ibr 

the touch of his strong hand, the sound 

his brave, tender voice, welling up in it^ ai 

the footsteps came to a pause outside her 

door. There was something said there m 

an undertone. Mm NichoUs's it was M 

sounding subdued and even wistful, sajii^:| 

"You won't" — she could not hear 

" if she's still asleep ;" but the answer, soih 

posing there was any, was inaudible, smh 

next moment the handle of the d 

turned, and Vera shrank back with a low,! 

terrified cry. ■

She was standing face to faca with 

mother ! ■
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CHAPTER XIII. ■

That was a day of great commotion at 

Redwood. The decorations abont the 

chareh drooped in the frosty air nnheeded : 

the village people, as they crowded to stare 

at the burning rains of the old Manor, 

reminded each other mysteriously that this 

was to have been Miss Alexia's wedding 

day. ■

The engines had arrived in time, and 

had saved most of the house, though the 

old part was almost entirely burnt out 

Charlie, ignorant, like every one else, of the 

ways of destiny, thought, with some bitter- 

ness, that this would be news to please his 

wife. ■

The only person seriouslv hurt by the ■

fire was Alexia, who certainly, as her aunt ■

and Mra Dodd agreed, had had no business ■

tiiere. Mentally, the person most hurt was ■

Edmund, to whom this day had so fatally ■

' broken its promise. In the course of the ■

' day he fetched tiie doctor to see Alexia, ■

;and tiien hung about, waiting miserably ■

^ for his verdict, and shrinking out of the ■

way of Us mother's severe face, and his ■

sisters' sympathy. ■

" She's feverish ; she's wandering a 

little," said the doctor when he came down- 

stairs. ''Must be kept perfectly quiet; 

room darkened, no excitement of any kind. 

No, certainly you had better not go near 

her. Why in the world was she allowed 

to go and look at the fire 1 The excite- 

ment has been too much for her ; it is a 

serious shock to the system." ■

The doctor was in a great hurry. He 

was not at any time a sympathising sort of 

^ man, and in his treatment of sick people, ■

aesse: ■

, ■

there was ^nerally a toucb of indignatioa 

As a rule, it was people's own fault if they ' 

were ill, and he did not feel grateful to 

them, having already a laiger practice than 

he could manage. He turned away abruptly 

from Edmund's anxious eyes. " I must go 

and see the mischief," he said, as he got 

into his carriage. ■

'* You will find Mr. Page there," said \ 

Edmund. ■

" Ah ! no doubt there is plenty to do 

still," said the doctor. ** Pity ! nice old 

house. Seems to have happened through 

some tomfoolery." ■

He drove off, and Edmund strolled back 

into the drawins-room. He made up a 

large fire, and hung over it for a few 

minutes ; then went and stared with a . 

white dismal face out of the window. He n 

knew that everybody, the doctor, his uncle, * | 

his sisters, his mother, thought him more 

or less of a fool for moping about the 

house, instead of going off to the Manor and \ 

helping like other peopla He could do 

Alexia no good by hngering near her sick- 

room — and there were miseries beyond that 

thought, which he could not at present face. 

He was shy and sensitive too, and he knew 

that crowds of people from all the country 

round had come to see the fire — he had 

seen them all day hurrying up the road. 

He thought he should be conspicuous — that 

they would all point him out to each other 

as the man who was to have been married 

to-day — and then that terrible bear of a 

Squire— could it have be^ only yesterday 

that he travelled down with him, and that 

he talked in such a queer way about Alexia ! 

Then Edmund had heard his mother and 

Mrs. Dodd talking half in whispers, that 

morning, and he did not know what to think, 

or what to fear. Of one thing he did assure 

himself-— he trusted Alexia, and therefore 1 

he ought to have been happy : but even that ■

■

*^n ■

Sft ■ Wi i u< ■
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OBB msrm ray of light was almost obecored 

by the thick sooty smoke with whidii all 

the air outside and hiflownmind was filled. 

He took up his new Tolume of TennysoB^ 

which he had heea reading in the train the 

day before — but evoi poetry — perhaps a 

little to his credit — ^was no help or distrac- 

tion now, and he soon threw the book 

away, and flong himself face downwards 

among Alexia's soft old cushions on the 

sofa. There he fell asleep, and slept per- 

haps for two hours, not waking till late in 

the afternoon, when the room was darken- 

ing into its always early twilight There 

were people in the room now, and they 

were talking : at first Edmund was hardly 

roused enough to hear what they said. 

They had in fact been talking for some 

time, without waking him from his heavy, 

tired sleep. Mr. Pase had come back from 

the Manor, toleraUy worn out, and ex- 

tremely anxious about Alexia. Mrs. Bow- 

ley had been answering his questions, per- 

haps betraying something of Uie irritation 

that was in her mind; and now her brother 

had told her something so startling that 

she could contain herself no longer. ■

<' To this house 1 To-day, do you mean t 

Why, what room is there 1 " she exclaimed 

rather loudly; and these were the first 

words that Edbnund woke to hear. ■

" Plenty of room ; don't bother yourself," 

said Mr. Page in his quiet weary voice. 

** What could I do t He can't stay there; 

the whole house is in a dreadful mess." ■

<' But why can't he go to the Bectory t 

They are such kind people, I'm sure they 

would take him in, though they are not 

very fond of him." ■

** It is better for him to come here," said 

Mr. Page. *^ However, nothing is settled 

yet ; he will let me know by-and-by." ■

'* Oh, of course he will come, if you have 

asked lum," said Mrs. Bowley. '' Perfectly 

inconsiderate — ^but these dreadful, selfish 

young men, with no principles " ■

At this moment Edmund started up from 

the sofa^ and walked rather unsteadily 

across to the door. Hii unde, who had 

thrown himself into an armchair, hardly 

looked at him; his mother exclaimed with 

surprise, as she stood with a troubled face 

in the middle oi the room, ''You there, 

Edmund ! " ■

'' I've been asleep," said Edmund : he 

went out as once, shutting the door behind 

him. ■

'' It is no use mincing matters, William," 

said Mr& Bowley after a pausa '^Mra. 

Dodd and I were both equally shocked ■

Slid astonished, last night, at the seena Ife 

Melville mads, banging Alexia home ia 

Ms arms, m the very middle of the fii% 

when he ought to have had otiier thingi ta 

think of. Itwas veryextraordinaqpef hei 

to go off there at slL Other people, l» 

sides myself, thought it showed a strasii 

f orgetfulness of what was due to — ^to ns A 

But allowing herself to be brought hiss 

like HuA — u, my dear William, yon uf 

say she was unconscious, but she was ni 

They spoke to each other : she knew )m ■

Juite well ; she was as consdooa tm- yoe.« 

And I must say that his manner wto 

he left her was very, very stranee. Ivsi 

not the only person who noticed it. Ma 

Dodd — she is a person of excdlent seon^ 

and I find she has never had any opimon 

of him. She says tiiat tk^e has alwayi 

been something a litde odd between bun 

and Alexia — they were fboUshly intimite 

as boy and girl — then it was plain that be 

did not like hear engagement — and only 

yesterday Mr. Dodd caneht him moonmg 

about the church in a cnnoue way, lookxDg 

at the preparations for the wedduo^ Ifow 

of course it is no use thinking about the 

past, thouj^ for all our sakes I wish Akxii 

could have been more under Mr& Dodd'i 

influence — ^but now, at this moment, I 

must confess that all this frightens ms 

rather. Mr& Dodd telk me that Ml and 

Mrs. Melville are on cool t^rms. Well, he 

has left his wifis, and he wpears h«e jiat 

in time to interrupt Alexia s wedding— iud 

does it most effeotuallyi by setting his heue 

on fire " — ^Mrs. Bowley began to langh ex- 

citedly — "and Alexia flies out in the 

middle of the night, without a word to 

anybody — ^well< — and. now^ to crown all 

you have asked him to stay in your hooia 

Of course Alexia is shut up in her rossH 

but I dcm't see that that mends matten 

much — a man like that ought not to be 

here at all." ■

<a think, Sarah," said Mn Page-4e 

sat immoveable in his chair, and onoe or 

twice passed his hand over his worn face— 

" you have listened too much to the scandal 

of an evil-tongued woman. I don't feel 

inclined to justify Alexia, for I knowtlii 

unnecessary — but I must remind yon that 

when she went across to the Manor laet 

night, she had no idea that Charles Mslvilii 

was there." ■

"Are you quite sore of that!" aaksd 

Mrs. Bowley. "Hernu^anerin theeveoM 

was very strange. Mr& Dodd the^ht a& 

toa" ■

" Don't quote Mrs. Dodd, if yon plsasi^' ■

•^^ ■

■
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iiidlwrbrotfaaf; ''IteU yoawlMt I know. 

Ton have teken all ttds bj the wtiu^ 

haadle — ^bnl I shall noi argue with you 

now. If yoa had seen the jdace — the ■

stairs, where Charles saved hw life " ■

His voiee trembled, and broke a little — 

"Bje carried her past me, and said he 

would take her home, and I, knowing that 

he was entirely to be trusted, did not go 

with him; and I knew that you were 

here, and thought that the cluld would 

hMin tometiiing like a mother's care. How- 

eftr, it doesn't matter," he said getting up 

suddenly, striking his hands on the arms 

of his diair. '< Alexia has been too good 

to be ln<^ — ^Heaven bless her. Now I am 

eshanrted, and I want somel^ung to eat." ■

" I am sorry to have vexed you, WilHam," 

said Mr& Bowley with tears in her eyea 

"Of course I don't suppose that poor ■

Alexia intentionally but you have ■

always been so indulgent, you see " ■

"Let u» drop tbe subject," said Mr. 

Page. ■

Just as he got up from his ohair, Gharies 

Melville came in at the gate, and as Mr. 

Page and Mrs. Bowley were crossing the 

hau to t^ dining-room, he came up to the 

front door. Mr. Page at once went for- 

ward to meet him with a hearty welcome — 

'(Come in I very glad to see you," while 

Mrs. Rowley, in the dim background of 

the haU, stiffened all over with a sort of 

side indignation. Gome ahready ! Well, 

this was more inconsiderately soon than 

even she had expected. ■

Charlie was a contrast now to the wild 

%ire he had been at three o'clock in the 

momii^, when Mrs. Sowley thought him 

the most dreadful-looking man she had 

ever seen. He was now bruriied and 

smooth and civilised, though a strong smell 

of^ fire came into the house with him. 

His arm was ki a slmg, for he had burnt 

his faaod, and his face looked worn and 

tvoubkd. ■

'< I am going to be an awful bother to 

70a," he said in his pleasant voice, but with 

a carious gravity of look and tona **I 

am so sorry, for you ought to have some 

rest'' ■

'* No bother at all," said Mr. Page. << Have 

joa had any luncheon 1 " ■

''Yea I don't want anything, thanks. 

I most leave* all this business in your hands ^ 

thaws' the truth. Look here, Fve had a 

telegnoft My wife is very iQ, and I must 

go baA toCasmes at once, it seems. Two 

tekgrams" — he said, pulling them out of 

his pocket ** One from mv mother, to sav ■

she wiU go with ma I am off now to 

catch the 5.30 train." ■

"I am very sorry, Charlie," sa&i Mr. 

Page in his low, kind voice, as he looked 

at the telegrama "This is quite un- 

expected." ■

^ Yes, I always said Cannes was a beastly 

cKmata And she was not half as well there 

as she pretended." ■

Mra Eowley had retired into the shadows 

of the passage; from there shesawthetwo 

men standing in the doorway, and hoard all 

that they said. Charlie stood tall and up- 

right agabst the light; her brother was 

stooping, more from fatigue than yeara A 

few words on business passed quickly be- 

tween them. ■

*' In any case, I shall not be here again 

for some time," said the Squire. " I must 

leave it all in your bands, if you don't 

mind. Morton will see about the insur- 

ance peopla Any rebuQding must be left 

alone at present — except what you think 

necessary. And you'll write to me, will 

you, Mr. Page I I should like to hear 

everything — und how u Miss Page now ? " ■

*' I have not seen her yet They tell 

me f he is rather feveririi, and must be kept 

very quiet" ■

" It was a bad business for her — an aw- 

fully near shave," said Charlia "It's a 

pleasant thought to go away with, how 

all your frien(U must m hating me." ■

"I have only remembered that you 

brought Alex safe out of the fire," said 

Mr. ^Age. ■

CharBe laughed. " Eemember me to her 

when she is well enough," he said. " How 

long is the wedding likely to be put off, do 

you suppose t " ■

" I can't telL Perhaps a few weeks. I 

know nothing about it," said Mr. Page 

rather impatiently ; and his sister was not 

comforted by the thought that he was 

angry with her and all her bdonguga He 

walked out with Charlie to the gate, and 

they stood there talking for a few minutes 

longer. S^ngely enough, in all the trouble 

and confusion and anxiety, Charlie seemed 

to have got back his gentle, Undly, old 

ways, and to be a boy again, the boy that 

William Page and all the parish had liked 

and respected. After parting with him, his 

old friend came slowly and thoughtfully 

back to the house, still feeling Charlie's 

cordial grip of the hand, a sensation with 

more heart in it than he had felt for the 

last four yeara No, Charlie had never 

been half so friendly, since the day that he 

told Mr. Pase he loved Alexia Well I one ■
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may do ever^ thing for the besti and yet 

make mistakes after all ! Mr. Page forgot 

how tired and hungry he was, and went 

softly at once upstairs to see Alexia. ■

He was not going to agitate her by men- 

tioning Charlie, or telling her his news. 

He went into her room with several good 

resolutions of this kind, but only to find 

them all thrown away, for Alex did not 

even know him. She seemed half asleep, 

though her eyes were open ; she mored her 

head constantly on the pillow, with little 

sad moans, sometimes saying a few words 

which he could not understand. There was 

nothing but dim firelight in the room, and 

Alexia^ dark curls were hidden under a 

wet bandage. ■

Her father stood and watched her for a 

few minutes, with a terrible foreboding, 

which seemed to turn his heart to ice. ■

''She's very ill, Kate,** he whispered at 

last^ turning to one of Edmund's sisters, 

who was watching in the room. ■

** Yes, poor darling," said Kate. ''The 

doctor said it was a serious shock to the 

nerves. She must be kept perfectly quiet, 

and not roused or agitated in any way, 

please, Undo William. You must leave 

her to her nurses. We won't even let 

Edmund come in." ■

Kate meant to be very kind and prac- 

tical, and not at all priggish ; but she faded, 

like many other young women. I am afraid 

that at this moment a mad temptation came 

over her uncle to turn the whole family, 

sister, nieces, future son-in-law, out of the 

house, and to nurse Alexia with his own 

hands through this illness, whether it might 

end in life or death. But such a ^d 

thought did not even find its way into 

looks ; there was no change in his quiet 

face as he gazed down at Alexia, and he 

did not answer Kate with any sharpness, 

but turned away presently and left the 

room, moving more quietly than Kate her- 

self could have moved, and muttering a few 

words, which were only these—" Anyhow, 

I should have miesed her this afternoon." ■

HELIGOLAND. ■

IN THREE PARTS. PART II. ■

Even in Hamburg, full though it was 

of novelty and interest, it was dull work 

sight-seeing alone ; besides, I had not slept 

for f orty-eifiht hours or mora Accordingly, 

having had a light tea at a little round 

table under the trees, I was glad enough to 

retire to bed, vainly endeavouring in my 

best German — which, as I soon discovered, ■

bore no resemblance to the (German spoken 

in Hamburg — ^to make the comely, sturdy- 

limbed chambermaid understand that my 

sheets were exceedbgly damp ; bat I did 

succeed in getting a hot bottle to warm the 

bed, and passed my third sleepless night in 

a species of vapour-batL The onlycoone 

to be recommended under such dream- 

stances is to strip the sheets o£f and sleep 

between the blankets, as I did. ■

Pretty early the next morning I went on 

board the HeUgoland steamer from a wharf 

nearly opposite the hotel, providing myielf 

with a lovely-looking basket of pinkind 

white wax-like strawberries. I soon found 

them to be a miserable delusion, having no 

more flavour than. a turnip— characteristic, 

I discovered, of Hanse Town strawbeniei. 

The weekly steamer was very full, taking 

bathers over to Heligoland, June being the 

commencement of their season; but a 

lovely fresh sunny day after the gale, with 

smooth water, made the wide Elbe a mudi 

more attractive river than when, in the 

dawning light of the preceding day, we had 

made our way throueh the seventy odd 

miles of dangerous sand-banka and couotlea 

islets that obstruct its course, rendering 

the navigation so hazardous and perplexing. 

The Bremen shore is certainly not attiactiTei 

and there was an air of desolation on iti 

banks, absent entirely from the Holitein 

side. Brunsbiittel, a well-situated town, 

commanding the Hohtein side of the 

entrance to the Elbe, will in years to come 

be an important fortified place, should 

Prince Bismarck's project for a ship canal 

from Kiel to Brunsbiittel become an accom- 

plished fact. It is nearly a straight conne 

from where the canal would end, passing to 

the northward of the Great Merk bank out 

through the south Gat, past the new work 

island belonsiing to Hamburg, and the 

South Elbe light vessel, when you are in 

the open sea, and free from all danger. 

The proposed canal should therefore, if 

made, prove a great highway for ships of 

heavy draught from the Baltic, instead d 

the long and anxious passage through (he 

great Belt and round the Skaw. ■

Cuxhaven (which comprises a town and 

small tract of country belonging to Ham> 

burg, and abstracted apparently at some 

period of its history from Bremen) is finely 

placed on the right bank of tiie Elbe; it 

is a clean, cheerfm plaoe^ full of tallhoteb 

andlodging-housea The Austrian squadroo 

still lay at anchor in the roads, composed 

of the << Kaiser," a beautiful two4ecker ot 

the old school, carrying the flag of Vic^ ■

— ^P ■
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Admiral Wnllersdorf; the '* Schwartzen- 

bergi** a forty-four gun frigate, bearing 

signs in her battered hall, jury foremast^ 

and generally dilapidated appearance, of 

the gallant fight she had made againat the 

Danes off Heligoland, with the aged, 

tattered little flag of Bear- Admiral Tegett- 

hoff at the mizen ; the " Badetsky," also a 

wooden frigate; ''Elizabeth," a paddle- 

steamer, and some small gnn-boats. The 

*<Schvrartzenberg " was regarded by as all 

with the greatest enthusiasm, her many 

dangerous wounds being only just patched 

np till she could get into some friendly 

port to refit She was indeed scarcely sea- 

worthy. ■

Oar steamer stopped nearly in the middle 

of the fleet, which was anchored in two 

lines. They had just fired a salute, and as 

the smoke rolled away I saw the "Wolf" 

outside them, whose salute of thirteen guns 

they had been returning. My eyes were 

still blinking and smarting from the gun- 

powder with which we were enveloped, 

when I saw a smart, well-known gfuley 

palling towards us with ensign and pendant 

flying. I was soon discovered in my old 

brown gown, the miserable remains of a 

gale of wind and two days' sea-sick- 

nessL The *' Wolf," had only just arrived 

from the Fohr Islands, had saluted the 

Hamburg flag flying at Cuxhaven, and 

that of the Austrian Yice-Admiral, and ■

A had paid an especially interesting ■

visit to the gallant and charming Admiral 

Tegetthoff m the absence of nis senior 

admiral Tegetthoff was keen, intelligent, 

valiant, and courteous. The fame that he 

afterwards attained was then in its infancy ; 

bat though vanquished in the action with 

the Danes, he had brought his crippled 

and wounded frigate out of the battle with 

fljing coloura ■

Admiral Tegetthoff afterwards com- 

manded at Lissa, in the first engagement 

of iron-clad versus wooden ships, and 

covered himself with glory, in marked con- 

trast to the conduct of the Italian Admiral 

Persano. ■

It was to Tegetthoff that the Mexicans 

gave the dead body of their Emperor Maxi- 

milian, whom they had invited by an in- 

flaential majority to rule over them, and 

then, in the day of adversitv, most shame- 

folly led out to be shot ; and it was he who 

bore it over the sea to Vienna, where they 

laid the hero to rest, passing by the dead 

man's ^lovely villa of Miramar in the 

Adriatic, which it had been better for him 

and his beantiftd consort (still reigning in ■

harmless imagination) had they never lefL 

Tegetthoff died, deeply lamented, in 1871. ■

All those Austrian war-ships, lying so 

quietly at anchor in Cuxhaven, had some- 

thing noticeable in their subseouent his- 

torie& The flag-ship '* Kaiser" took a 

most prominent part in the battle of Lissa, 

but was so much damaged that she had to 

be run ashore to save her from sinking. 

The ^'Radeteky" was blown up b^ an 

accident in 1869, with a loss of 340 lives; 

and it was the " Elizabeth," under T^ett- 

hoff, which bore the corpse of Maximilian 

home to the loving wife, who no longer 

watched and waited for his coming, but 

existed, carefully and affectionately guarded 

in the palace of Laeken where she was 

bom, yet alive, but bereft of reason. ■

We were all so interested in the Austrian 

fleet and in the English corvette, that the 

signal for our steamer's departure on her 

voyage came only too soon. A few more 

words, a brief farewell — but not for long, 

as we hoped to meet at Heligoland in the 

course of a few days — ^and on we went past 

the treacherous sand-banks, in many cases 

hardly awash, that form a vast network for 

the protection of the great Qerman river 

from foreign invasion, and also a breakwater 

from the fierce winds and mountainous 

waves of the stormy North Sea. These 

banks are, however, extremely dangerous 

to navigation during the oft-recurring fogs 

that settle down upon the low-lying shores 

of Holetein, many of them only being 

denoted in calm weather by a vast milky- 

white patch among the green water. Our 

captain mentioned that when going in and 

out of the North and South Elbe Channel 

with several other vessels, outward and 

inward bound, their fog si^ials were quite 

distracting ; you could not possibly tell 

which way they were heading, and collisions 

and groundings were very frequent The 

passage from Cuxhaven, a distance of about 

forty miles, is made in four hours or 

thereabouts, and you are out of sight of 

land nearly the whole time. ■

Arrived at Heligoland you steam into 

the small harbour, something the shape of 

a stocking, between a low-lymg sandy dune 

and the mainisland, whichat a distancelooks 

like a high red sand-rock, but, seen doseri 

reveals vast sea-worn caves and undermined 

pillars, rising straight out of the sea, like 

Old Harry and His Wife at Studland, Dor- 

set, but still linked to the island. You 

are put ashore on a low sand-spit, where 

among the houses, huddled closely together, 

a general odour of fish-curing pervaaes the ■
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atmosphere. A long, winding flight of 

Btem, somewhat resembling t£>8e at Glo- 

vefly, about 190 m nmnber, conveys you 

in a rery limp condition from tfie <' tJn- 

terland " to tie top of the " Oberland," 

which & as flat as a dining-taUe, witii- 

out an ondulatfon. These steps are worn 

by the busy feet of lon^ generations 

into a rather unsafe condition, but they 

must be moxmted nolens, yolens, aa they 

are the sole means of communication wi& 

the fashionable part of the island. By the 

time I was halt* up, I longed for a mp 

of the tail of one of the clever little 

donkeys that mount the Clovelly steps so 

defdy ; but there was no help for it, so on 

I went, conducted by my active and kindly 

host Government House, whither I was 

bound — a low, sheltered, rambling, one- 

storeyed building — is firmly built on the 

land side, partly screened by a sturdy 

fence. Close to the garden stands a light- 

house, from the top of which coastguard 

men keep a bright look-out, landward and 

seaward. ■

A lovely view is obtained from here of 

the harbour, Sandy Island, the bathing 

establishment, nymphs disporting them- 

selves (rendered unnecessarily unattractive, 

to say the least of it, by hideous bathing 

gowns), and the reef beyond, all lying far 

below, like a map. Till the year 1720 this 

sandy dune was connected with the main 

rock, but the fierce gales of that stormy 

winter broke down the link, or what the 

Kaligolanders called "de waal," and about 

a mile of comparatively deep water now 

rolls between. A tradition still exists that 

Heligoland and Schleswig Holstein were in 

former times joined together, and that 

many hundred years ago people walked 

from Holstein to Heligoland across the 

sands in a day. Old maps that I have 

seen in the island, extend the position of 

Sandy Island landward very considerably ; 

and judging by the rapidity with which the 

sand-dune has in 150 years been encroached 

upon, the low sand-banks and unnavigable 

tracts of shallow water lyins to the east of 

Helgoland may well hove been dry land 

not so many hundred years ago without 

any great stretch of imi^ination. ■

I had been most kincUy and hospitably 

received bv the Governor as I stepped ashore 

on the fishy little beachi and in his comr 

fortable house was soon able to bath and 

feed— the first solid food I had tasted since 

leaving the Thame& The Governor had 

been many years in tills cold northern isle. 

Speaking German like a native, suave, ■

courtly, and taking a keen and kiadl^ 

interest in the minutest details coimeetdl 

witii his tiny though most impoitttt 

Grovemment, he waa dMcnlt indeed ta 

replace, and his memoiv will five in (hs 

hearts and homes of these haid, rcnfja 

Frieslanders for many long yaara to coma ■

Hardly had I bathed fmd rested befon 

tremendous excitement began to be maoi 

fested in the supposed warlike intentuoi 

of the Austrian squadron, which had sod- 

denly got under weigh and steamed oat d 

Cnxhaven about two hours after we had 

passed tiirough them. IHght found these 

large ships, each drawing about twenty-five 

feet of water, hovermg about in the diiee- 

tion of the Danish islands of Fohr, upefi 

which possessions they had serious deaigDi. 

Two old Heligoland salts, who were Nofth 

Sea pilots, mounted to the veiy topmoat 

point of the lighthouse armed with ante- 

deluvian glasses that certainly did not im- 

prove their keen vision, opined that then 

was '* no water in there for the two-deckai^* 

and she would certainly " take the ground.* 

However, she did not, being no doubt wA 

piloted. Late in the afternoon the "WdH^ 

was signalled from the lighthouse, and 

anchored in the North Bight off Heligoland, 

but in an exposed poaition ; it waS| how- 

ever, convenient for getting under w^ 

suddenly, if any emergency arose. Taa 

holding £^und in the North Big^ is not 

good, and in north-west winds it is a yeij 

roueh and dangerous anchorage, with, a 

rolling, mountainous sea. Durmg the tvo 

n^hts I was crossing in the steamer bm 

England it blew so hard that the " Woll,* 

which was at anchor, had steam up, txA 

anchors down, the sheet anchor ready, and 

a double-reefed spanker, when the weaAtf- 

tide made, to keep her bow to the aeik ■

A went off in their best Heligalaad ■

boat, manned with six oars, trebla-baokad 

(La, eighteen men), who were only joifc 

able to pull her through the labouring se^ 

and put him on board ; and this waa ia 

the height of summer. Thejr spoke of tht 

long whiter gales as something terriUa h 

strength and duration, rendering life ca 

the island much like that on a straodad 

ship or a half-tide rock. ■

For the next three weeks most of A0 

''Wolf^" time was spent in cniiafa| 

between the island and the mainland, ui 

especially in the vicinity of the I^ 

Islemds, ^viiiiGh were actuaBjr in s^t froii 

the top of the Heligoland hghtbouae. (h 

one occasion the corvette hove to of the 

Seesand Beacon, the chief entrance to Aat ■
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beiiildeiiiig labyrinth of Baad-bankt snr- 

loonding Fohr. On beoomkig ttirare of 

ker ifipioadi, the Daniak comnmnder, 

Hauner, a moat gallant man, came oafe in 

a shaUov-dranght ateamer to meat iht 

•'Wolf/' fan oi hope Oat aba had asrived 

with offaca o< Bncaour, and waa acoardkiglj 

rnnah downoaat at no prospect being bald 

oat to him of aaraatanoe from England 

He had plenty to do, having but mx. law 

gonboata to defend idl these islands, tege^ 

ther with about 300 men. Bat Httk 

chanee remained, therefi»e, of hia being 

aUe to defend them sooeesslallj agunst a 

powerful enemy in poaseasion of the whole 

coast, witii a squadron ready to pounce 

upon them from Caxhaven hard by. Their 

eUef security lay in the dangerous nayiga- 

tion surreanding the islands md the ex- 

treme shallowness of the water. In moie 

peacefal timea the Fobr Islands, easfly acces- 

sible from eitiier Hamburg or Kiel, would be 

tot EnglishnieB a new and moat interesting 

trafdling ground ; they have been, with 

Heligoland, the resort of multitudes of 

bathers from all parts of Austria and 

Gemianj for many yeara There is a fine 

hgfathouae on the northern island of Sylt^ 

but I think it was unUghted during the 

war in 1864. The Oermana showed their 

eastomary astutenesa by jufit including this 

large island in their rectified frontier, as it 

is worth all the others put together. 

^ Between the sea-going trips our direr- 

aons were cricket^matehea between the 

two diipa; luncheona onboard the ** Wolf" 

or her consort the " Salamis ;" and in be- 

eondng violently excited when any move- 

ment was discerned among the comlrined 

aquadrona. So long aa they continued 

within sight all was well, but if they dis- 

appeared for a day or two the worst was 

sotidpated. We had great hopes that the 

Danea would have come out to seek 

another engagement with the Auatro- 

TViawian squadron, in wfaidi csNe we eoold 

bare witnemed a glorioua sea-fight in com- 

fort and security from the top of the iaknd 

ligfattouae ; but it i^peared not to be con- 

raiant ao far to meet our viewa, for, not- 

wittiataiiding oountiesa fdse alarms, no 

Basiiea (Fneaiaii tot Daaea) were seen 

dmiag our yjait ■

H^goland, or in ancient spelling Helgo- 

land, or Hertha Isle, had belonged to Den- 

aark since the time of ^ Oth^ ^e old 

aea captain who dwelt in Hdgoland," in 

tte reign of King Alfred of England ; but 

bi the general spoliatioB of iim much- 

'VEonged ooo&try in the beginning of the ■

Kesent century, it was taken from Idie 

mea by England, and, together with the 

wiude Damsh fleet, eeaverted to our own 

use. It waa oonfimed to ua by the treaty 

of KM in 1814, since which time it has 

remained uninte r rupted l y in our poaaesaioai, 

not^ however, wi^ut many angry and 

oovet o aa eyes being fixed upon it, and 

many negotiatiMia and propodtionB for ita 

eschanae made hf a long line of Qerman 

OhanceUors, ending in Prince Bismarck 

Whenever the Gkrmuis have notiimg par- 

ticular on hand — no little or great wars, or 

annexatbna, or hoistings of thor flag on 

othw people's poaseaaions — their newa- 

p^qpen break out ii^ a tirade of abuse ef 

En^and for keeping a firm grip en Hdigo- 

lasMi, and affoct to eottsider its possession a 

perpetual menaoe to' themselvea. But it ia 

only quite of late daya that any idea ef 

forUfying tins most valuable possession, and 

coaling station for a blockading squadron, 

baa entered into the brain of our rulers. 

There ia now a stntmg trained body at 

coastguard, with an officer and some 

heavy guns stati<med here ; and I always 

wondered how they conveyed the gum up 

the steps (190 in number, or thereabouts^ 

unless by the naval operatfon termed, I 

bdieve, ''parbuckling.'' ■

Heligoland measures about half-a-mOe in 

length by a quarter in breadth, and is quite 

flat-topped, like a tabla Sandy Island, 

about a mile to the east, besides b^g the 

bathing establishment, is the i^>ode of 

counileaa rabbits. A few years ago they 

were ao numeroua that apprehensions were 

entertained aa to whether they had not 

uidermined the loose sand to such an ex- 

tent that the next great gale might not be 

expected to waah the whole sand-dune 

away. Since then their nnmbera have been 

greatly reduced, and the houses and 

badiing madiinea are still above watery 

but have not much margin to boast oi 

Ill-informed newspaper oerreQ>ondent8, 

peofde in parliament, and others who have 

not been to Heligoland, usually confound 

this sandy dune with the main island, 

which Is simply a firm, hard rook, and talk 

with anxiety about its q>eedy disappear - 

anoe under the attaeks of the rabbita ! 

To se«ward of the bathing estaWishment 

is a reef just awash; it is hard rock, and 

therdEore forma a good breakwmter, on 

which, in fine weather, quantitiea of seals 

are to be seen flipping lasily about on the 

rocks in the sun ; they i^ppear to be the 

easiest of prey, but we fired ft iO^under 

Armstrong gun at them, hoping tit a seal- ■
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Bkin or two, but on the mere flash of the 

gnn they dived bo quickly that, though 

the ''Sidamis" made excellent practice, 

they were never once hit There is a fixed 

population in Heligoland of about two 

thousand, but Qerman and French visitors, 

often to the extent of about nine thousand, 

come here during the season for the fresh, 

salt breezes and excellent bathing. Fisher- 

men, pOots, bird-skin and feather dressers, 

muff makers, together with lodging-house 

keepers, form the population^ and not one 

Englishman, except the Governor, lives on 

the island. Their language, which is un- 

written, is generally called Friesian, but is 

pronoxmced by the learned to be Anglo- 

Saxon ; not so surprising, inasmuch as the 

neighbouring countries of Schleswig and 

Holstein were inhabited by Saxons, who 

were subdued by the Emperor Charlemagne 

in the beginning of the ninth century. 

Walking about on the short, lovely green 

turf, with which the top of the island is 

carpeted, and listening to the groups of 

people dotted about, all particularly lazy, 

It would never be supposed you were in an 

English colony. Not a single word of Eng- 

lish is ever heard, and as Friesian German 

is the only language taught in the school, ■

E reached in the church, and spoken in the 

ousehold, and as the island secretary, 

judge, chaplain, and the several doctors 

who come during the bathing season are 

all pure Germans, no progress in English 

manners and customs can be expected from 

year to year. Still there is a certain spirit 

of loyalty among them, and Heligolanders 

were met with in our army and navy 

during the war with Bussia in 1854. The 

islanders always say that no defences are 

needed : nature has defended them in 

placing them upon a strong iron-bound, 

flat-topped rock, rising straight out of the 

sea, and, in case of the worst, the steps 

could be destroyed, and no one could 

possibly get at them. In such case, about 

a week, I suppose, would starve them out 

like rats in a hole, so dependent are they 

upon the outer world for supplies. ■

During the absences of the "Wolf," I re- 

tired to a nicecleanlodging,bowered in roses 

and syringa, only dining at the Governor's, 

his fi^fted wife being absent with her boys 

in England. My landladies were some 

Heligoland sisters, who had never been on 

the mainland ; extremely plain, but agree- 

able, and anxious to meet my views, if I 

could only properly have explained them. 

They understood no English, and my few 

words of German were insufficient to make ■

anything inteUigible. I had lecouie to 

the dictionary when much put to it, bot 

except the bed, had nothing to complsin d 

I fear they found the <' Kaptainm," whieh 

was my style and title among these good 

people, rather difficult to please. The 

bedstead was well enough, a sort of shaOov 

box, well known to the traveller in Ger- 

many, but as the sheets, blankets, and 

counterpane were all cut to its exact lize^ 

like a doll's bed, it was rather afflietiiig to 

have nothing to tuck In, and to find iD 

the bed-dothes on the floor in the morning 

A German bed appeared to me a most 

comfortless arrangement. ■

THE BUSY BEE. ■

Till the other day bee-keeping wu u 

much cried up for cottagers as, this lait 

year or two, jam-making has been for 

farmers. It was supposed to be a sure raid 

to fortune ; and it had thb advantage, that 

it might be taken up by anybody, ^dwtlitf 

cottager or not, who happened to live in the 

country. Some people are sanguine enoo^ 

to think they can easily make money by 

fowls. I knew a parson's family who woe 

going to buy a new drawing-room carpet 

with the profits of their " &lgian hukj' 

The hares were as complete a f ulure as wu 

a goat which the same enterprising family 

once kept, and which, while it never pin 

any milk worth speaking of, was always 

breaking its tether and munching theshrahi 

Fowk, too, although it is certainly poMbk 

to make them pay, involve an exasperating 

amount of trouble and care. Bat bees, 

when once you have started them, need not 

cost you a penny. Even if you have no 

garden they will fill themselves at yoor 

neighbours' expense, poaching as snoeesi- 

fully as the pigeons do on the Kile fieUi; 

but with this diflerence — ^your bees are fed 

to the full and yet your neighbours are not 

a whit the poorer; whereas a flock of pgecm 

make short work withafield of peasorl^tik 

That is why, in feudal times, no one bot 

the seigneur — that legalised poacher— wti 

allowed to keep them, and Uie dove-cot^ in 

many an English as well as French parnb, 

shows where the manor-house used to stand. 

That is the great argument for bee-keepiog 

— there is nothing but tiie initial cost If a 

all the diflerence (say the bee-maniaoi) 

between a horse and a tricycle. Bat beet 

have diseases. '* Foul-brood " is only one ont 

of many ; and Yirgil would not have writtoi 

a whole Georgic about the care of theo, 

had they not needed more attention thin ■
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the ayerageeotUger is likely to giva When 

I see bees thriring, year after year, in spite 

of trying seasons, I'm sore that the keeper 

has that fitness and patient tact, withont 

which yon can no more sacceed as a honey- 

maker than a boy whose fingers are ''all 

thumbs" can sacceed as scolptor or wood- 

carver. ■

Eren then, yon won't make yonr fortune 

at the work. If any people hare made 

fortunes oat of bees, it is not the bee- 

keepers, bat the bee-book writers ; for, in 

this bookish age, for one who does or tries 

to do a thing, there are always at least a 

score who are not content till they have read 

ap all about it There is another way of 

making money out of bees, which to me is 

very annoying, because it has added a fresh 

horror to that already dreariest mode of 

enjoyment — the Agricultural Show. I 

mean keeping a bee tent You are in an 

ill-temper, for you sent in a pet mare and 

foal, which your grumpy man, who doesn't 

hold with these ** 'ere hexebitions," had dis- 

played to such bad advantage that the 

judges never even looked at theuL Your 

daughters have got you twice through the 

flower tent, and once through that where 

the butter and monster cabbages are 

shown ; and now you hope it's all happily 

over, when Oertrude cries : ■

" Oh, papa, there's that mysterious little 

tent in the corner; we reaUy must go in 

there." ■

And, as Aunt Tabby says the same, and 

you cannot afford to offend Aunt Tabby, 

there's nothing for it but to smother your 

discontent with things in general, and pUot 

your party, whilst idOfecting a cheerful air 

like a martyr smiling at the stake, across 

the big field, rubbing elbows with half your 

village, for now the cheaper price is begun 

and the outsiders are flocking in. ■

" Sixpence each," says a wheedline voice 

as you come up panting. You feel it's a 

"do"; but you're too late. Mabel, the 

impalsive, is already inside, flattening her 

tip-tflted nose against six square incnes of 

glass, on die other side of which a few poor 

bees are listlessly struggling, apparently 

too Lmgnid to even protest against beine 

made a show of. In you go, therefore, and 

the showman goes through his patter about 

the delights and profits of apiculture and 

the relauve merits of Hollands of Waddon, 

and Isaac Hale of Homcasile, and Overton 

of Crawley, and Hole of Ledbury. ■

He tries very hard indeed to sell you his ■

particular bee-keeping association's manual ; ■

I bat there tou put down vour foot The ■

girls pout ; but when they retire bookless, 

and are obliged to confess that the thing was 

"really not worth a penny a piece; not a 

quarter so good as what you can see any 

day at Covington Rectory ; and that 

horrid man, instead of young Mr. Snugford, 

who explains it all so well, and lets the 

bees walk about him without seeming to 

mind it a bit," you feel quite triumphant ■

After all, however, the girls are right and 

you are wrong. Their instinct tells them 

that more may be done with bees than, 

by a yearly destruction of many millions of 

lives, to get a fluid on whose oolour and 

purity you can never reckon, and which 

sometimes turns out decidedly inferior both 

in taste and smell to the imitation honey 

of the ingenious Yankeea ■

In the hive, as well as in the dairy and 

elsewhere, we want not revolution, but re- 

form. Here, too, we mast go in for high- 

farming, if we would not indeed make our 

fortunes but hold our own in the race which 

is becoming every day severer. Apiculture 

really is a fine art, and, though a great 

deal of nonsense has been talked about it, 

and a great many vexatious fads proposed, 

as in the case of almost every art, still there 

was and is great room for improvement ■

<* We've always turned out good honey 

since my great-grandmother set up these 

butts," says a cottager; " and I don't hold 

with 'extractors," or 'sectional supers,' or 

bell-glasses. I've never found the need of 

a ' dummy ' to reduce the hive, any more 

than I have of a veil or a bee-dress to help 

me in handling the little creatures, or of 

' phenolated soap ' for disinfecting. I stand 

on the old paths." ■

" Yes, my good friend," you may reply, 

"you make good honey; but these new- 

fangled ways, some of them, will help you 

to make better, and to make it without that 

failure every now and then, which is more 

annoy ing'in honey than in!home-made bread. 

If, therefore, sir or madam, you wish to be 

a benefactor in your village you may, I 

think, invest in a good bee* book and lend 

it to those who are already bee-keepers." ■

Do not persuade anyone to set up hives 

who has never done it before. If you do, 

ten to one there will be a failure, and then it 

will be laid upon you and your new system, 

and you, who perhaps went halves towards 

buying the new hives, will be expected to 

pay for their misuse. Ought you, since ex- 

ample is better than precept, to keep bees 

yourself t That depends. If you succeed, you 

will have done a grand thing for the parish; 

but if vou fail, vou not onlv expose vour- ■
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self to mortification, but you bring condem- 

nation on every attempt at improvement, 

good, bad, or indifferent. Some pe(^le 

are born bee-keepers, even as some are bom 

bird-tamers. I knew a nursemaid who had 

a wonderful way with birds. My boys 

would bring her a linnet's or a thrush's 

nest, and she would manage to rear the 

young, getting up at impossible hours to 

feed them, and so handling them that, by 

the time they had got their feathers, they 

would come to her voice and walk up her 

arms, and otherwise comport themselves 

like Count Fosco's pets in the " Woman in 

White." ■

She was the sort of person to take bees 

in hand. For some it is as hopeless as it is 

for a parson, who is not musical, to start a 

choir. There may be plenty of good-will ; 

but that does not provide this indispensable 

fitness. With bees, as with greater matters, 

" il faut payer de sa personne." But if yon 

feel that you have got it in you to take the 

necessary trouble ; if yon like the work — 

really feel an interest in pulling out a bar- 

fcame and seekig how the comb attached 

to it is going on — and havo lissom fingers 

to help you in deftly helping nature where 

needful^ then you may go in for apiculture, 

which, as distinguished from bee-keeping, 

means the adoption of some, at least, of 

the new methods of getting the honey 

and sparing the bees. A g^nl many ot 

the arrangements ave chieily valuable iCor 

those who care to study the bees as well to 

utilise to the utmost their indoetry. Bat 

this is a scientific age ; and there as an 

increasing number of people to whom it is 

a real pleasure to handle a miOToscope, and 

to repeat for themselves the experiments 

which DzierzoD, in Silesia, and Sclnemmiz 

and Wolff in Grecmany, and Grtrard and 

Dufour in France, and Hyatt in America, 

and Mr. Cheshire among ooiaelvea, are stiU 

at work upon. They have a great field ; 

but it is not apicnltara Your high bee- 

farmers need only know how to use the 

extractor and to practise supering. All 

beyond that belongs to the saentiat, who 

is willing to follow lb. Cheshive (dreadful 

man) even in slaughtering his Qa^ods jaat 

when they are in the mo^ interesting con- 

dition, in order to clear up, by disselBtiag 

them, fiOBM disputed point about their 

internal organism. It is, no doubt, to 

Aome people veary exciting to '' observe and 

observe " again and again, in the hope <rf 

correcting blind Hidber or Swammerdam, 

or other old naturalists, who, though some- 

times wrong, did wonder^ considanoghow ■

imperfect were their instruments. Bat thb 

is microscopy, not apiculture, and raqmres 

a perfectly adiromatic " Stephenacm's «vect- 

ing binocular '* (a title which wotdd ham 

delighted Sam Weller], though a akilfQl 

operator may do a good deal with a power- 

ful light and a good watdimafcer's eye- 

glass. ■

Bee-keying is probably as old aa the 

Pyramids I don't remember any re- 

presentations of hives in the Egyptiui 

farming pictures ; the Jews preferred their 

honey from the stony rock. But the ell 

Greeks and Italians kept bees; when 

Augustus was turning lus veterana into 

peasant {HN^wietors — and very bad f armen 

they seem to have made — he commisaioiied 

his laureate, Virgil, to write up huabandiy, 

and bee-husbandiy amon^ the other 

branches. Critics think the Fourth G^eor- 

gic the best as a poem ; it is eertainlj far 

the wei^est as a practical guide. ■

" Bees like water, but do not Uka bad 

smells, thertKbre it is no good kee^ng 

them near a stagnant pool They ham a 

King " — ^he knew nothing of Queens — "and 

officers ci sorts "—Shakespeare borrowed 

all that from the Mantnan bard — '| and joa 

mustn't have more than one King m a hita 

Bees like flowers, and I knew an old pirafte 

settled near Tarentum, on a patch of waatSb 

who took to gardening with such sneeesB 

that no great man's gardener eonld cemm 

near him. ■

*'Beesah»ie among thelesfrer animah live 

a Bocial li^, under strict laws, wdi eBfartad 

They alone wc^k from a sense of duty, as 

much BO that one cannot help thinking they 

have a shaie in that great soul whioh fiDs 

all things. Self-helpfulaBtheyare,yoa«iB 

have troubto with thoHi, tor tiiey hate 

many enemies — liaards and mice^ aad 

beetles and 8i»der& He never mentiiMM 

those worse pests, the ants. Andnotrflaldom 

they fall sick, and then yeunsuat hum gan 

galbannm, and feed them with howj 

poMued in throush reeds, and with 

raisin wineinwhidiyouluMW boiled 

and diyma And if thej all die oot^ 

build a hut with four very aan 

famflg the points of the rompaw ; get a 

steer, atitch up its nostrils and amuh,and 

then beat it to death with okdM.Mdllsyil ■

the hat en a bed ol bafan ■

Do this in eai^ 'ipni^g, and betoe keg 

yeu'U find your ateeriall of 0nlhl^ srhiBlL 

will soon change into bees, and aal^ iorth 

awarm after ewarm." ■

That, with much poetical adermeiit^ k 

all Virgil lias to si^ ; aad. thoa^ Gamaoa ■
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had a scnarowhat linular experienco with .ft 

Hon, OBe can only hope his crael ezperi- 

mfint — reeomiDended in the first instanoe 

by that riiifty and trnenlent old sea-god, 

Ihotens — ^was not often tried. In Britain, 

bees have been kept ever since metheglin, 

liias mead, was the drindc of cbieftsons. 

They have "paid," dt conrse, but not so 

nnieh as to lead to their being more exten- 

siyelj taken in hand. They were kept 

bewnse folks generaBy Hke to go on with 

what they are hereditarily nsed to. Bole of 

thmnb answered well enough ; and, when 

science stepped in to modify practice — ^f or 

witii bees it is the science that began all 

these new practical arrangements— many 

called out " an onnce of practice is better 

than a ton of theory." The canny York- 

shire dalesmen keep bees, as their ancestors 

the Brigantes did, and they send them up 

every year to the moors, i^at the heather 

bloom may give a scent to the honey. The 

West Cornish hoasewKe keeps them, and 

she has plenty of the. sweetest heather, 

wMi brighter colours than that of the north 

country. She has, too, the furze blooming 

all the year round. But both in Yorkshire 

and Oomwall they would much prefer three 

aeree and a cow — in spite of the fear that 

so many cows would bring down the price 

of butter — ^to a present even of a set of 

Nei^ibour's Improved Cottage Beehives, 

which look just as " comfortable " and pictu- 

resque as tne old straw ^'skep" or ''outt," 

and yet are fitted with all those novelties 

ihst in the frame hives appear so uncanny 

and unsightly. Were I going in for high 

bee-fiEarming I think I should try Neieh- 

bonr^ plan. It aQ depends on what plan 

you do try. I knew an old Comidi parson 

who had got on pretty well with straw 

Uvea tffl the widow of a stranger, who had 

eome to live — or, as it happened, to die 

-^in the parish, persuaded him to try 

hat husband's apparatus. Such an ugly 

amngement— a long black box, like a 

giant^ coffin, with three or four square 

lAdte boxes inside of it. Were I a bee I 

wonM wtt have been deluded into such a 

^oomyden. "Sure enough the swarms did 

itlfase to be allured into the wldte boxes, 

and my friend, after losing several, had to 

gobacK to the old straw hives. This was 

not *kft want df management ; for, though 

oUfashioned, the paieon was a good maai- 

polator — feailess, withal, since £e had the 

Tare gHt of handling bees without ever 

uSmg stung. ■

I^ttierefore, you go in for novelties, go 

in for the ri^fat sort ^ead. and studv. and ■

inspect, and do not be induced to buy any- 

body else's cast off appliuices because they 

are cheap, or because you are doing the 

seller a good turn by buying them. And, 

if you do go in for scientific apiculture, you 

had better set up a microscope as welL The 

hive and its inmates afford, perhaps, a more 

interesting field for microscopic research 

than anything else in the whole insect 

kingdom. Take the bee's sling ; why, that 

alone might occupy all the rest of this paper. 

The sheath makes the first wound, and, in- 

side it, so managed that they inclose a tube- 

like space down which the poison runs, are 

two darts, all buSt in such a strictly mecha- 

nical way that — Mr. Chediire si^s — they 

remind mm of the guide rods of a steam 

engine. The poison is gummy, but it is 

prevented from clogging the machine by a 

gland which secret^ a mbricating oiL The 

Queen's sting is bigger than the workers' — 

drones have none — ^but it is practically 

barbless,and can therefore be easuy brought 

away instead of being left in the wound, 

and thereby causing the death of its precious 

owner. It is a formidable weapon, the sheath 

so hard that it turns the finest razor-edge ; 

but a Queen never stings except in contest 

with another Queen ; Ae may be handled 

with impunity. ■

Of the worker, it is a mistake to say 

that it always leaves its sting in the wound, 

and dies from the loss. If it generally does 

so, the fault often lies in your impatience ; 

heax it like a hero, and the bee will work 

its sting round and round till it is aUe to 

withdraw it without impediment. Of course 

you get pierced deeper and deeper, but 

then, consider, tiie creature's life is saved 

by your suffering. ■

Our honey bees belong to the long- 

tonsued division of the ^eat bee family. 

Of long and short tonjpi^ together there 

are at least 212 species in England*-«c- 

cording to those who delight in multi- 

plying species — while of the long-tongued 

we have nineteen kinds, including the 

solitary leaf-cutter, which may sosaetimes 

be seen at work on a rose-bushi and of 

whose history the most marvellous fact is 

that the last-laid egg is first hatched, and, 

by eating its way out, gives free egress to 

those behind. ■

The humble-bees are social, but their 

Httle society does not last long. All die 

before winter, except a few females, some 

of whom on warm spring days you may see 

inside your window panes, srowing more 

.and more forioas at not bemg aUe to get 

out airain. ■
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Among our bees the workers survive, 

unless you take all their honey and neglect 

to feed them with proper syrup, or leave 

their hives unthatched during rain or severe 

cold. The drones are turned out, and often 

stung to death, soon afber swarming is over. 

A Queen will live four, or even five year& 

But she never mates but once — in her first 

youth ;^ and after a time the eggs she 

lays, being unimpregnated, produce only 

drones, which is equally the case with the 

eggs of Queens who have never mated. 

Drones, therefore, have a mother, but no 

father. In other cases of parthenogenesis 

— production by unmated females, not un- 

common among insects — ^it is females only 

that are produced. Among gall-flies, this 

process has been traced through twenty 

generations, without a single male being 

born. After mating the Qaeen becomes, 

so to speak, male and female, and is 

able at will — as we must express it — to 

lay an impregnated or an unimpregnated 

egg, according as she has^ by feeling with 

her antennse, found the cell at which she 

has stopped to be a worker's or a drone's. 

The drone's cell is bigger, and the drone- 

grub gets a lot more food than the worker- 

grub, but food of the same kind, whereas the 

Queen-grub is fed all through on what some 

writers call "royal jelly —a mixture of 

honey and pollen — which its nurse has 

taken care to digest before giving it to the 

royal infant. Ail the grubs are ^d on this 

at first— Mr. Cheshire calls it " bee milk '' 

— but drones and worker grubs are weaned 

betimes, and have to put up with an un- 

assimilated mixture of pollen and honey 

and water. ■

^ The workers are not sexless, they are 

simply " aborted " or undeveloped females, 

incapable of mating, yet sometimes by 

a freak of nature, laying a few drone- 

eggs. Before a worker is allowed to go 

afield and rifle the blossoms she has to 

pass an apprenticeship as a nurse. Her 

work begins almost as soon as she comes 

out of the chrysalis state, which — with a 

marvellous change of organisation — suc- 

ceeds to the grub-Ufe. Out of that minia- 

ture mummy- case she gnaws her way and 

comes forth, pale but perfect and downy, 

like a young chick. As soon as she is 

dried she preens her wings and gets rid of 

the down, and in twenty-four hours begins 

the task of feeding the grubs — giving to 

each. Queen, drone, or worker, its proper ■

* It 18 the old Queens, not the- younger ones, who 

are put forth with the swarms. ■

rations---or of attending on Her Majeity. 

This constant attendance on the Qaeen U 

a group of workers, kotooing in the tni«t 

Oriental style, and backing out of the wty 

as she slowly jprogresses, was long mis- 

understood. Virgil mentions it, speaking 

of the attendants as ''the King's body- 

guard." Later writers, too, thought that 

they are there to protect her. The troth 

is they are her food-suppliers ; and what a 

quantity of food she must want, seeing 

she lays four times her own weight of eggs 

in a day, all these eggs being made of veiy 

rich tissue-forming matter, which is so 

much vitality withdrawn from nourishing 

her own body 1 Now pollen, the grains <^ 

which are often still alive when the beeg 

store them up, is not easy of digestion; 

and so a queen would need a hundred- 

ostrich power of stomach, if she had to 

keep up her strength on pollen. Her at- 

tendants, therefore, feed her» as they do the 

baby grubs, on digested food — " bee-milk,'' 

if you please to call it such ; and so she is 

able to take in a vast quantity withont 

inconvenience, and, what is more, to ai- 

similate it The workers, we know, canj 

home three substances^poUen, wax, and 

honey. They do a great work, on which 

Mr. Darwin and many more have written 

elaborately, in the way of fertilising flowera 

Of these many are incapable of self-fertili- 

sation, for others it is a difficult and on- 

certain process. The old naturalists noticed 

this. Sprengel, nearly a century ago, won- 

dered that| whereas most flowers contain 

both anthers and stigmas, their stnictara 

seems specially designed to hinder aelf- 

fertilisation. That pleasant Pantheist who 

sometimes calls himself Grant Allen, thinb 

that it came about somewhat in this way: 

Plants— except a few foolish ones^foood 

that cross-breeding was injurious, like the 

marriage of cousins, and therefore set them- 

selves against it. The only alternativei 

were wind fertilising — very uncertain, bat 

still largely in use, as the amount of pollen 

drifted from a fir-plantation or a doTV 

field shows — and fertilisation by inaeeki. 

Hence the plants gradually shai>ed their 

flowers so as to hmder self-fertiUsitioa 

At the same tune the flowers brightened 

their colours in order to attract the insect 

fertilisers — most self-fertilising flowers are 

small and inconspicuous — while thqr 

fringed the flower-stdks and often m 

petals and ovaries with stiff hairs and other 

appliances, to keep out detrimentals, loeh 

as ants and little flies, which would devonr 

the honey without being of any use in & ■

^ ■
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way of carrying pollen. The big hairy bee 

18 a welccnne visitor; she forces her way 

in, and is pretty certun in doing so to get 

hmelf well covered with pollen, which, 

while rifling the next flower, she deposits 

on the expectant stigma. And, most 

wonderful of all, they tell us that she only 

visits one kind of flower on each journey, 

so that, while cross-breeding is ensured, 

there is no confusion of species. There- 

fore, ye bee-keepers, plant your flowers in 

large masses, and thns save your workers the 

trouble of gobg so far afield as they must 

sometimes have to do when unluckUy they 

begin with a flower of which your whole 

parish only affords a single specimen. For 

fruit bees are as useful as for flowers ; why 

three apples out of five fall off unripe is, 

not so much because there is a worm at the 

core as because the blossom was imperfectly 

fertilised. And do plant flowers enough, 

else your bees will be driven to lick up the 

"honey dew" which the "aphides'* — 

green blight — exude on the surface of 

leaves, and of which ants are so fond that 

they keep dairies of aphides for their special 

benefit This honey-dew, Mr. Cheshire 

thiDks, is nasty, though Kirby and Spence 

say " it emulates sugar and honey in sweet- 

ness and purity." ■

Well, aJl this knowledge of the ways of 

bees comes of the new-fangled systems ; or 

radier the scientists, determined to under- 

stand the ways of bees, invented the win- 

dows and the bar-frames, etc., and then the 

practical men adopted them. I have not 

told you the hundredth part of the marvels 

they have discovered. There is the bee's 

eye, with its hundreds of facets, eadi pre- 

senting the same image — this is proved by 

separating the many-sided cornea and look- 

ing through it with a microscope at a 

candle-flama The bee, moreover, besides 

its pair of faceted eyes, carries on the top 

of its head three simple eyes, very convex, 

for short-distance vision. Then there are 

its antenn», whereby it feels its way in 

the dark hive, and which give it moreover 

its exquisite power of smelL Bees can 

hear, too, though Sir Jolm Lubbock thinks 

not. They seem deaf because, like wise 

people, they only attend to such sounds as 

concern them ; their own hive's " roar ** the 

stragglers can hear a very long way of^ and 

Mr. Cheshire thinks that the old key and 

warming-pan music at swarming-time is by 

no means exploded. Their impassiveness 

under many kinds of sound he compares 

with that of most human beings in a 

thunderstorm ; we are as if we heard not, ■

whereas if a child cries for help we wake 

into activity. Bees clearly are not given 

to waste emotion or nerve force. They 

have a nervous system, with ganglions — 

ie. knots or lumps where the nerve-threads 

meet A bee's brain is a bigger ganglion 

placed in its head, divided — ^like ours — into 

two lobe& In Queens and drones the brain 

is small The worker has proportionally 

twice as much as the ant, and more than 

twenty times as much as the cockchafer. 

Intelligent though it is, we need not sup- 

pose it to be a h^h-class mathematician be- 

cause its cells are hexagonal Mr. Ches- 

hire says that if you put a soap-bubble on 

a bit of slate, one side gets flattened. Put 

another dose to it, and the contiguous 

walls become quite flat, owing to the equal 

tension on the two sides. Now add five 

more bubbles, so that the first occupies the 

centre; a cross section of this central 

bubble will now be perfectly hexagonal, all 

the contiguous walls of the seven bubbles 

being flat, the free ones curved. This is 

the case in the hive ; the free walls of the 

comb always running in a sweep, and the 

hexagonality being simply due to the 

pressure of one bee against another as 

they are working.^ ■

You don't thmk of mathematics as an 

endowment of soap and water, why then 

of bees f It ia a general law of nature that 

matter under pressure takes certain forms. 

Nevertheless, what we find in our integral 

calculus is true ; the hexagon is the most 

advantageous of the three shapes that will 

completely occupy space, the other two 

being the square and the triangle ; that is, 

its area is the largest in proportion to its cir- 

cumference ; and wax is very hard and ex- 

haustbg stuff to make, therefore has to be 

economued. A pound of it makes 35,000 

— some say 50,000— cells. Then there's 

still plenty to write about— the vibrations 

of bees' wings, 200 per second — and the in- 

genious contrivance for counting them, and 

much mora But I have done ; and while 

I recommend apiculture to gentle as well 

as to simple, saying in Qirard's words : 

"All the money a bee-keeper throws out of 

window will come in again to him with 

heavy interest at the door," I recommend all 

who go in for high bee-farming to provide 

themselves with a good microscope, and not 

to be satisfied till they have learnt how this 

interesting little creature behaves at home. ■

* How about the South American bees, which, 

says Mr. Bates (Amazons), built cella round or 

rudely polygonal, not having yet learnt the art of 

makinir recmlAr hexAO'ans ? ■
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THY VOICE. ■

I SAW thy face once more— and knew thee not. 

Although I once had kissed thy lips and brow. ■

Years passed so swiftly ; well*ntgh I had forgot 

T3MJb thon and I onoe lo^ed : yet now, yet now, ■

I heard thy voice once more : then all those years ■

Seemed washed away in Miine own welling tears ! ■

Thy voic^, dear love ! its accents low and sweet, 

Its gentle cadences were all ^e same. ■

Onoe more my heart lav bleeding at thv feet. 

Once more I profferea all thou would st not claim. ■

Once more youth gazed from out my long-dimmed 

ej^es. ■

Once more hope breathed to me her honied aighs. ■

It was acTOM the cMwd I heard thy voioe, 

AiKi straight once more I was a youth M**^ ■

I felt mine heart within my breast rejoice. 

And lost the sense of disappointment's pain. ■

I knew again that neae save thou coukl'st be ■

AU that thou ahould'st have been to mine and me ! ■

I Jbad foigotten Uii»<-until the tones 

Qf that true voice fell on my listening ear, ■

Twas like re-clothing of long-dried dead bones, 

That onee had life, and were to some one dear : ■

Straightway the fabric of those vanished days ■

Rose up once more, and shone in evening's rays. ■

I turned and looked ; old age sat on thy breap t, 

Throwing her cobwebbed veil o'er all thy charms. ■

'Tis but a veil, for how can all thy best 

Be dead and lost, ance thou lay in miiM anna. ■

If that sweet v^ice, unchanged, still soft, still low,. ■

Sounds as it used to sound so long ago? ■

I will believe all lasts : Time's cruel hands 

Cannot destroy what once has been our own. ■

That somewheiiD, aye, perchance in heavenly lands. 

We'll have again the happ^ years we've known : ■

Ah ! blessed faith, I'll learn it from thy voice, ■

That, all unchanged, bids me once more rejoice I ■

DAISY. ■

A STORY IN FIVE CHAPTERS. 

OHISTER L ■

. ^ I SIMPLY bat6 and abhor the notion of 

going abroad ! *' ■

Bo a girl exclaimed as she sat, on the 

deareet of «pring evenings, by the Tiyer- 

side. S<^al Thames «faone silTer ^vWte in 

the pore iwdiancy of the time, 1^ time 

that is called spring, but that is overborne 

by tiie loscions warmth of the onrush of 

snmtter. The girl was one of four who 

oocapied a boioh on the terraoe of a fair 

boviFery suburb. The faees of the cttfier 

three were pkasantly alight with tiie sub- 

ject of their talking ; but Daisy's face was 

clouded, and as her hands knotted them- 

selves angrily and set their grasped sdves 

on her Inees with determination, herlMMk 

rounded, and her whole pose expressed 

discontent. ■

«< Stuff!'' was the sisterly rejoinder 

made by Eleanor at the far end of the 

bench. ■

Then oame Id Oousin Josepbine : ■

" You are a funny gid, Daiity ! 

Wouldn't I give my eats lor yoor cbanae 1 ■

Just change places with me, and see hov 

you Uhe London streets year in and yes 

out Look at the waste of my eduoakifla,'' 

she laughed. "WhereisdieiMeof sfsik- 

ing ha&-a-dosen languages when for lU 

your daya you ave oondemned to BogUi 

of the metropolis. Now you ** ■

^ Bless you, Josey ! we never do nsn 

than talk our native iongua'' ■

Daisy was so upset iiiat for the memt ■

a generalism slij^P^ ^^^^^* ^^ boundi tf 

troth. ■

'' I'd change {Aaoes wi& yeci at ones- 

without you sacrificing your ears, if eafy 

aunt and mother would loOkattfabgsftiB 

my point of view." ■

«< WUch they an not likefy to do," i« 

put in here by the fourth girl, Jwt 

Stewart, from Abesdeen, kith and hb to 

none of the other girls, bat simply on b 

visit to Josephine Bray. With her Ab 

had come down for the day to see thB 

Holfords ; they had had afternoon tea and 

had etroHeddown to the river, shewing it SM 

sight to the Scotch girl: and it was a s^ 

These may begrand^rriverstiian the Tkaaai^ 

there may be wilder and more maiMlf 

picturesque lAiores, but where would jw 

find a rival fit to oompete with tlra stresn 

as these girls saw iti No vironder "royil" 

has been a word given long a^o to it 

What sweet and {nr-smiling dignity wm 

seen in thesnie, steadysweep of its wsk 

What a g(»itle4adyhood of graciousussiii 

the lappinc of its waters snengit is 

sedges of Uie 1>anks ! Wbat but a mt 

nobility would have so calmly boras te 

untaught oars of the City lads 1 But mji. 

Thames bears «11 alHce, At finished ttrofes 

and the laboured straggle. ■

^'There goes an eight!" JosefAneonBl 

« Lovely 1 " ■

"They're jfsit coming out — ^iasfn 

nothing when you are need to th»'' 

Daisy's spirit was ruffled. ^Lookaheadf 

came the moment after though, and thes 

— she was by no means an lll-tempersd pA 

— the doud fiew from off her f aea ■

A novice in tiver-oraft was F^n^ 

Mindly from under the ebeher of an lam 

light on to tiie bows of tiie ^ eig^" 1h 

youdi was pulling wiA ndght and Bnini 

and with laughaMe awkwardnesa No^t 

would his olnmsinesB meet its fvward A)^ 

in the ceel bed of waters, or woaid m 

savage etrenglAi and his heavy boa* «h0^ 

that brute force may conquer defieaey ant ■

Mtt ■

"Look ahead!'' agiAa rangfremw 

boat-keeper of the islwad. ■

1 ■

^ ■
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« Fool ! " «ame bom the << eight'' ■

A aeeond's doubt, then, like an airoir 

thot byam^htybow, aswift^Bwithr' wms 

heavd, and tin fragile-lookiiig, airj thing 

tpnog, literaOy iprsagi to right angles 

from her f onner coone. ■

niare wae no drowninff. ■

Ko ; but a Toar bunt ma. the men on 

the kkmd of boats, and a cheer from the 

tenaoe of idlers ; and all at once those 

who had bees strolling stood still, and 

these who had been sittmg on the benches 

daited forward. ■

With a gpEf aoosptaaoe of praise, and a 

csieless scorning of danger, the ^e^ht^" 

panaing for a moment in tiieir strobe, lifted 

thsk Uncaps and — flewferwnnl, noisekss. ■

Daisy Holford, a peirfeet child of im- 

pulse, had mn forward. Then she ran 

bad:. << Did yon see that t Grand 1 Did 

joa sae the ^ stroke f 111 saivvr forget 

him ! The odwn were langluBg, but he 

was as grave as — grave." ■

" Ton are ridsoaloos, Dai/qr 1 " ■

•<Thank& Well, I have beard the same 

before, so it is not a strikingly original 

remark. You'd be asridiculons as I if you 

had had energy enough to get to the frost 

I'm sure he sasr me, too ; I'm sure he saw 

me waTO my handkerchie£ I'm sure " ■

" TcQ are too much 1 " ■

'' Joeey, come and walk along the terrace 

a bit I want sympathy in my excited 

state. I think I should go cracked if I 

saw any very great act of Mroism. I'm so 

excited — now." And truly Dais's cheeks 

were too rosy and her eyes almost too fidl 

of fira She and her cousin were at once 

away irom the other two. ■

*'I used to be just like yea, but Tve 

pown old, you see, and staid. I dare say 

n any grsst and real heroism came before 

our eyes we should be about the same — 

quite cool outwardly." ■

Josey ugbt theoftse ; she very often 

did so with Daisy ; for Daisy, from alwvfs 

baring been a iHDd child, had «o far deve- 

loped move of impulse than of sobriety. ■

<< You ihink so t Y<en really think so, 

Jel You imderstand me better than the 

rest They do bother me abioad. Will 

yon go instead of me t Will you go with 

met There 1 I have started a brilliant 

idea! Gome back at «nce, and dont 

sttsmpt to reasm with me, for I'll net 

liBtsn. The only reasons I w31 hear wiU 

be my own and anybody die'a who will 

some en my side." ■

But Jos^ would not turn as yet; asd 

ihe made Dsiffv walk on as thev had been ■

doing until they came to the end of the 

terrace, and saw a low, blade riverside 

house, the beginning of one of our most 

ancient riverside towns. Stay, we will not 

be more explicit, we will call the suburb 

where the Holfords lived Byebridge, and 

towards Byebridge did Josey again set her 

face, carryinff Daisy back in a calmed 

frame of mind. ■

Enough so fsii. ■

The family history tibat seems necessary 

here to be told is simply that* Mr. Holford 

was, or rather had been, an officer of Her 

Majesty's Civil Service; that he had 

during ibt past year retired on a good 

pension. Pension and property together 

made a good income ; bat a Mg fomily 

being a sort of domestic quickstmd into 

which any amount <A cash can be absorbed, 

the Holfoids had a year ago seen fit to do 

as many another ismily of the neighbour- 

hood did — they had let their house for the 

summiur montiis, snd from June to Sep- 

tember had gone abroad. Bsople may do 

this and may make a profit; anyhow, casting 

aside the monetaiy profit^ there had been 

the vast advantsge of a jounMy ti^en, and 

new life seen, with no more expense than 

would have gone in the keeping i^> of the 

Byebridge home. ■

Now the same project was again afloat 

Webb, the house agent, had "The Elms" 

on his ho(As, and the first enquiring ■

tenant was this very evoiing shall ■

we give Daisy's version 9 ■

'' Just polrine his nose into every h<^ 

and comer. I took care to hide my 

I^iotos and to lode my drawers." ■

So the subject had been well ventilated 

by the girls, as they had wslked down to 

the river. Katorally it was a matter for 

gods to talk much aboot Thsee months 

lAroad ! Three months of new faces, new 

a%fats, new thoughts ! ■

Bat Das^ was not to be coaqua*ed— ^as 

yst Trnlj she showed herself a girl of 

independent character on this point ■

^'Kow, joy ot misery f" was her dia- 

ractsiistio cry as she flung <men the gate of 

"The Ekns." ''ShaU I live or AaH I 

diet" ■

" What extravagant talking ! " and Josey 

rapped her cousin's shouldei; ^ Yon will 

Uve, and I proplnsy joy. Perhaps yonll 

be snapped up by an Italian Oenut or a 

German Bacron — who known f " ■

« Thanks, awMUyl" And Daisy paro- 

died afieotation. ^You tarn too kindl 

My taste is for an BngUsfa fomer rather 

than Mther at the creatuns von name." ■ I ■
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The hoose was let — ^let to great advan- 

tage aeemingly; bat, instead of olearisg 

out and making their start by the second 

week in Jane, Mr. Holford had given 

way, and, for the convenience of his 

tenant, woald pack ap and give him the 

hoase by the firist of the month. ■

'*Life is not worth living 1" Daisy 

remarked. ■

Bat people may, and do, make mistakes 

in their impalsive speeches. ■

CHAPTER II. ■

We are not going to write a goide-book, 

neither are we going to make oar story a 

sort of advertising mediam for hotel- 

keepers — the Holfords had seen good and 

bad hotels, princely hoases, and dear old 

provincial peasant inns. They saw town 

life and town fashions ; the girls wearing 

their best clothes and playing tennis under 

the awfal grandear of moantain& What 

does this argae, the littleness or the great- 

ness of man f ■

They had also gone aboat with alpen- 

stocks and in thick boots, and had tramped 

over ice-fields and scaled mountains. The 

most indefatigable climber was Josey Bray, 

for the powers had held conclave, and the 

desire of her eoal to see foreign lands and 

to speak foreign speech was gratified. She 

and^ Daisy marked the antipodes, the 

spiritaal antipodes of the party. Josey was 

always alert for doing everything ; Daisy 

liked a book in an hotel garden, and an 

English nursemaid with her baby to amuse 

her. ■

''Half the time is over— congratulate 

me 1 " Daisy cried, as with her arm linked 

in her cousin's they walked the sweet 

gardens of the hotel Yes, July was half 

gone, the air was hot, the sun had been one 

golden blaze. The girk, in their coolest 

of cotton dresses, always carried fans with 

them — even the villagers did that. They 

panted through the midday fire, and when 

the evening came all the world was alive. 

What delicious roaming amongst gardens — 

Italian gardens, whose wealth of lowers no 

toneue can tell, no eyes can measure i ■

Now the place where we find them we 

will call Chifuranza, because one would not 

be personal even with so lovely a place. 

People are so apt to say, " Oh, we know 

who is meant by such a person. We saw ■

her at X , and she acted in just the ■

way the story shows. But is it possible 

such things can have come to her now f " 

Well, all this we avoid, because on no map 

will you find the name Chiaranza, the ■

lovely village down by die lake ; when the 

gardens sweep down in terraces firomUis 

high, uplifted hotel ; where, as f(dks My 

on summer nights by die mirUe pinpe^ 

there is always the soft music of the r^ple 

of the Maggiore watera. ■

People of all nations were — ^nay, alwaji 

are — at that hotel Some Swedes—noblsp, 

according to their names as seen on lettenia 

the hall of the hotel — were pacing vap and 

down. There was a young man with i 

high voice — ^he had an air of distinction— 

also there was a tall girl, widi the pila 

gold hair of the Scandinavian races; also 

there was with them a litde old lady who 

was very quiet The young man and the 

girl were not brother and sister ; perhaps the 

old lady was chaperon. The girl had been 

over to the Borromean Islands that dty, 

and she had come home laden with flowtta 

What a mass of stephanotis was she wesrieg 

on her dress i How it scented the alretdy 

luscious, perfumed air 1 ■

From out on the lake came the rattle d 

oars in rowlocks ; a big, roundish boat of 

the country went by. Again c&me the 

swifter swish as a lighter craft swept along ; 

then came laughter. Then again, bm 

further away, where glimmered two Iin- 

terns which made their silver trail like i 

fairy path on the waves, there rose the 

ringing of a boat song. Men's voices did 

it^or rather one man's voice, a bsrctrolle 

of the cDuntry^then a lull, and the 

golden and green lanterns floated awK^ 

Ah I there was the singing again, and then 

surely it was an English song. ■

Verily, yes 1 Just the ■

Row, brotben, row ! ■

of the Canadian boat song, and a girfs 

voice was taking the lead. ■

<< That's jolly 1" Daisy cried. She stopped 

Josey in their walk. '* Why did we never 

do that t" ■

"Touf Tou always say you cannot 

sing I " ■

'* No more I can tat ' company ' to liston. 

I don't like it, and," here she gave t 

spring, and pulling Josey's taller beid 

down whispeM, ** I don't mean ta ^ Soft 

out on the water, like that — it's like a 

book— it's like '* ■

<' But," Joe puckered her face, "ifi* 

way of doin^ thingi that belongs to theie 

warm countnes. You have only jnt nid 

— ^I'm gettine rather tired of hearing i^ 

you know — that you are charmed to thmk 

you can count the time now before going 

home. You are a sham, Daisy." ■

'* Thanks— thanks, awfully. Bat fn ■
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not a sham when I say I am going to hare 

a boat now. Is Cesare heref" and she 

ran to the steps, at the bottom of which 

the gaily-painted boats of the hotel were 

moored. <* Call Nell 1 " she cried, " and I 

know the pater will be only too charmed to 

take advantage of the treat his youngest 

daughter offers hinL Fish him oat. I 

dare say he's smoking his head off some- 

where ! " ■

Daisy's tongue always rattled. Josey 

smiled to herself and obeyed. ■

The party of Swedes smiled too. Though 

their high voices were always speaking the 

sharp, harsh-sounding words of their native 

tongue, tiiey, like most Swedes, were facile 

linguists, and understood every tongue 

under the sun — under the European sun 

certainly. ■

Now Daisy Holford, with all her quips 

and cranks, was a girl who in most things 

managed to get her own way. Perhaps her 

family looked upon her as ''their baby;" 

perhaps she had pretty fascinating ways, 

which conyerted by their magic other f olkb' 

wills to her own gay pleasure. Very soon 

Cesare was pulling her and her gathering 

out on the moon-swept waters. And very 

soon too the Swedes, still pacing and still 

talking, heard more singing, and as they 

knew English, they knew the words of the 

song. They did not know what a hack- 

neyed, school-girl sort of thing it was. ■

See our oan with feathered* spray, ■

it^wgan. ■

What matter if it were a trite thing for 

English glee sodeties t It was fresh and 

new out there, and the English girls' fresh 

voices were just charming. Mr. Holford 

droned his bass, and presently Cesare made 

a tenor part of his own with a swinging 

rhythm of " la, la, la," knowing nothing of 

the English. But above all came the sweet 

high voices of the girl& ■

They were far away from the boat of 

singing men. But whether in the hush of 

the night these last caught a bit of the 

song, or whether their own purpose was to 

turn at that moment, they did so turn, and 

the green and yellow lanterns swept nearer 

snd nearer. Cesare's lazy stroke was as 

nothing to the pull of two English boating 

men, for if Cesare could puU with might 

when he chose, yet when one was only out 

for the sake of the signorine enjoying the 

air and singing, why should one. weary one- 

seUl Why, indeed « ■

Avery few minutes brought the lanterns 

within a boat's length of the girls, and 

then at a word — ^vou see. we are ubiquitous. ■

we fly from one crew to the other — a word 

was spoken, and a dark, bare-armed, flannel- 

arrayed man, rolled forth the beginning of 

an ancient round. The girl, his companion, 

took it up, and then another man's voice 

came, this second, as the party floated lazily 

alongside the Holfords, had for a moment 

the moonlight sweeping across him. Was 

he so fair, so almost white of hair ) Yes, 

and the girl was the same, only her head 

was shrouded in black lace. ■

Foolish girls i As the singing struck the 

air in that gay frolicsome way, the Holfords 

all fell silent, and there was Mr. Holford, 

whose voice could not be ordered in so 

spasmodic a fashion, droning on in his 

ponderous bass for a moment alone. ■

Tlien the master of the other craft dis- 

tanced his own, and the lanterns seemed to 

fade away, not going towards the length of 

the lake, but still distancing in — may we 

word it sol — in a broaaside sort of 

fashion. ■

As it was night and as neither crew had 

acquaintance with the other crew, there was 

no cause why our girls — we prefer to keep 

with them— should give a thought to this 

other English party when once they and 

their lanterns faded out of sight Cesare 

let his boat drift along. When he had 

orders to land he was nigh under the 

shores of Intra; but the word of command 

set his muscles in vigorous order and it 

was really in no time that the level line of 

the marble of the Chiaranza hotel terrace 

came in sight ■

Just before reaching their own landing- 

steps Cesare swept by the white gleam of 

another set of marble steps — those belong- 

ing to another hotel, whose gardens 

stretched high up the hillsida ■

At the top of some half-dozen steps 

stood a girl, a wondrously fair girl, and 

a dark man. She in her white skirts, and 

he in his white flannels, shone strangely in 

the dim purple of the night They and 

the moonlight, and the mystic fascinating 

glamour of the scene and the time, might 

fitly enough have been part of a scene on 

some fairy stage. ■

Jo and Daisy, as usual, were together as 

all sauntered up through the gardens ^ A 

turn came, and a huge kalmia, with pink 

blossoms all whitened in the radiancy of 

the moon, stood where the turn came. By 

the lagging; of one step Daisy held her 

cousin back, and had the rest out of ear- 

shot ■

'* Are you superstitious, Jo t " ■

" Decidedlv not Neither are joxl Do ■
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yoa mean to say you see elyea and hob- 

gobliul Coma in.'' ■

" I nev^ waa till five minutes aso. In 

five minutes my faith is shaken. My un- 

faith is leiqping like — ^like mad. What do ■

a think 1 £b is not for nothing that it 

as lu^pened. Thank the powers which 

have ordained that Chiaranza and its 

visitors come and perform their devotions 

in this very hotel to-morrow." ■

'* H'm ! Are you moonstruck? And if 

you are, you might talk civilised English. 

Don't waste those flowers ; it is a shame — 

Dears ! " And here Josey, who had her 

enthusiaamsi however much she might per- 

sonify prose with Daisy, gave a tap to her 

cousin's hand aa she was ruthlessly break- 

ing up some of the fair, pink blooma Some 

she gathered for herself, laying her lips 

soMy upon them. ■

« You don't wiA to hear ? " Daisy drew 

more backwardi as if she could compel Jo 

to stay her feet ■

"I'll hear anything, Daisy; only be 

quick." ■

*' Then, I've seen him again, and he is 

here 1 " Daisy's whispw was intense. ■

" ' Him ' and ' he 1 ' Where is the noun 

for the prtmouns ? " ■

"I'm not sore. I should say at the 

Citt^ Venezia " (the rival hotel). ■

'' Thanks be ! Is he a spectre, or a man, 

or— what! " ■

" Don't be so disgustingly prosaic. It's 

the < stroke ' on the river that ni^u" ■

"Greek, Daisy. It's the • stroke 1'" 

Jo accented the word with a gay sarcasm. 

" But it does not matter ; even if yoa had ■

g'ven the most pronounced ' he ' I should kve been no wiser. Axe not the * strokea' 

on your river to be called legion ? " ■

'*No; they are not They are one. 

There's some more illogical grammar for ■

Jon. I shan't say any mote. Yes, I will 
must, or I shall never sleep. You re- 

member the day Janet Stewart came downl ■

You remember the accident 1 " ■

"The accident that might have been, ■

but was notf Yes; I know all about it ■

now." ■

" But — ^was not You are right Don't ■

you think I know that 'stroke' again ■

when laeehiml" ■

" You pretend you saw him to-night 1 " 

"I know I saw him on the Venezia ■

steps, and he's the tencur in that boat with ■

the lantoma Th^e ! " ■

" There was another man — and — a girl" 

"No prose, Jol Do you hear? No ■

prose 1 " ■

victim: s. ■

By THEO gift. 

Author <if** La Lorttnar^'" An AIM MdiUPrke,' ■

CHAPTER XXIV. 

"HE HAS DECEIVED YOU." ■

Madame St. Laurent came into the 

room, closing the door behind her ss ihs 

did SQ, and then, for a moment or two— snly 

for that, though it seemed an age to botii 

of them — mother and daughter stood gu- 

ing at one another in a kind of dinh 

anguish of shrinking, unutteiaUe pain anl 

dread, shrinking from the change wUcb 

both recognised as having oome oyflrtke 

other since they last met, dread too mtan 

for speech of tiie explanation which mi^ 

yet have to be given of it. ■

It was in the elder woman, howsfw, 

that the change was most visible outwaidlf. 

Vera was pale and dazed-looking, and botii 

her soft luur and the gown she wesa hid 

thatcrushed and tumbled a^eaianoe,wyA 

comes from a night passed in a chair imteii 

of one's natural couch ; but her pallor wis 

the less noticeable from the fact of hm 

never being rosy at the beat of timas, and, 

though her sleep had only been takeniaa 

chair, the latter was a comfortable aDe,iiid 

the slumber (thanks to the fatigue and oto- 

excitement^ so profound that it had lasted 

from midnight till neady ten a'dedcin Aa 

morning without a break. But Madaaa 

St. Laiuent had spent that n^^inasiil- 

ing boat on tiie Ghannd. She haiheea 

sea-sick and ill. She was dragi^ed nik 

rain, buffeted with winds, worn oat aod 

dishevelled with twenty-four houraof shans 

and anxiety, of anguish of mind and weiiir 

ness of body. Her face was ghaitlj» hir 

eyes red, h^ lips cracked and awoUeawiA 

weeping. She looked an object ao depIo» 

ble, so terrible, that Vera gazedat hsr ia t 

sort of honor of remorse and anufwawrii 

All in a moment, as it were, it flasbada]^ 

her that while she had only been tUoloBg 

of her mother as angry or oflbaded, thi 

poor woman had really been conaooMd ^kVL 

grief and anxiety ; that whHe she badbMa 

surrounded with all a lovei^s oars sad 

tendemeas, Madame Sk Laurent mUt 

have been having the hofse-pcmd afe Im 

Ch&taigniers dra^ped for her lifdess badj; 

and all the girl's natural teDderheartadaeM 

welled up in a great wave of aympaihyaBd 

penitence as, stretching out her anas to 

her mother, ahe cried out : ■

" Oh mamma, forgiTe me^ foigive ml ■
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Y<m hare been mifaippf abont m» ; 70a 

hair^ oone all tkii way 1 Oh 1 I oai^ la 

haye 1^ yoa know I wm «& I ovghl 

net ta baya frightened joa ; bat I naper 

thought Mamma daai^ yon ndQ fcuvshre 

me now I aaa maaried, won't yon! Yon 

won't he angrj with — himf " ■

Bnt Madame St» Lamrenl woidd not an^- 

fer the oaobraee which her danght^r weaU 

fain haye beatowed on he& Bhe did not 

eyes qnak, or rdax that hungry qmetioa^ 

ing gaze which ahe had mettad on the girl 

bam the moment of her entrance. It waa 

only the faltering of die latter^ ydoe at tih» 

end of her appeal which noemad to bmak 

the ^U, for aha started ylolently thro, 

and| patting out one trembling hand to 

T&pA her dwighter'a naaver ^^oaofa^ 

dropped heayily intoaaeat, hiding hnr face 

and moaning out : ■

'Ob Ood, my own child! My lost, 

fallen, miseraUe child ! Oh, how haye I 

deeeryed iti 1 " ■

Vera waa tanftly di a treaeed Thk waa 

far woise than any mere angar or acoldtng; 

and all the more becanae ao utterly ui»- 

expected Onoe or twice before in hex life 

she had aeen teara in h&t mothar'a eyes; 

bat they had been teara more of irritation 

and annoyance than grief. Whatayer weak- 

naaa of apirit or aerrow Madmne St Lau- 

rent might endure, bar reaaryed natere 

made her keep to heraelf, till her daogfater 

had grown to look upon her as too atiroDg 

aad animpreaaible to be capaUe of aathaK 

In the horror of aeeing ths preaent 

Boffeiing and knowing bmelf to be the 

cftoaaof it, die f oisgol eyen the rebuff aha bad 

reeaiyed; and, thiowii^ heradf on hut 

knaea by the bowed aiM broken figure, 

daaped her young arma almoat foroibly 

roand it, and laid bar aolt chaak againat 

tha untasponaiye ahoulder, aobUng out : ■

** Mamma, don't — don't do that 1 Don't 

call ma 'loat' became I went nray. It 

waa not becauaa I did not loye you* I 

would eyen haye giyen him up for yon if — 

if pafNk had not inaiated on my mazryiag 

the Count. I hated leaying yon. in that 

way ; but I waa ao miaerabla» and we loyad 

one* another ao much, and I thought thai ■

ooee*— once h waa all oyer ^beaidea, ■

he aaya he will giye papa the money to 

repay the ConnU I don't know how much 

it ia; but eyen if we hifre to go without 

ouraelyea, ha will gM^J ff^^ i^ H^ ^ 

richer now than he waa. Mamma dear, I 

know he baa made you pramiaa to fbrgiye 

laa Yon would not baprt come to me 

<^<iherwiae ; and when yon know how really ■

gaad ha ia^ and what oare he baa taken of 

na, I ami aorayoawiQ be frienda witii him 

toa Only do aay aa ; do aay you will, or 

I ahall nayer ba happy, not evm now." ■

Madame St. Lauaent raiaad her head 

aloiriy and looked at bar, podiing awvy the 

girl'a fondling head tiiat aha might do ao 

baMar; Then aha aaid in a law, hoarae 

yoiee : ■

" Happy 1 Do yon oyer expect to be 

happy again f Are you quite hardened 

already then — ^you, ao young 1 " ■

The tears welled up thi^y in Yera's 

eyeak Waa it hardened to look for happi- 

neaa at her age : aha who had had ao little I 

She began to wiah greatly that MaratUnd 

would come to her aaatatance. Could it be 

poaaibla that ha waa atill doing baitdo* for 

her with her fatiur t ■

** Mamma," ahe aaid gently, " I know it 

waa wrong of ma to diaobey yov about tint 

Connt ; Imt I did wait and bear it a long 

time, and all that time Gooigowaa waiting 

too, and true to me. Oh, yon must own 

now how true be haa been ; that it waa me 

ha caied for ; and, indeed, he would eare 

for you, too, li you would let bm Hiaa he 

not told you " ■

''Who do yon mean by 'ha'f Of 

whom are you apealnngl" Madame St. 

Laurent aaked, handify enough' to bring 

the Uood into Yera's (£eek. ■

The poor child Unahad crimson aa ahe 

anawered : ■

" Why — why who ahoidd I bo spaiJung 

of but Dr. Marathmd, mammal" ■

Madame'a dim eyes ^ttend ■

"Maratlandl Your loyer; the man 

who haa ruined you, persuaded you to 

leanre your parenta, your home, to foiget 

all duty, all modeaty, to forfeit your poai- 

tion aa a Chrfetiaai young woman, and — 

and a lady — ^yon, who haye been taught ao 

different^ ao different, all your life ! Yon 

think that wretch would dare to faoe 

or apedt for one moment with your 

mother 1 " ■

The crimson on Yera's cheek deepened ■

''Don't! Please, mamma, don't apeak 

of ham aO)" dsa aaadentreatingly. ''Indeed, 

it ia net— not joat* He has not done what 

yon aay; He only took ma away from 

home to be maaied, baeanae he knew wa 

could nearer ba» hnppy otherwise ; tbatpiq[ia 

would mrrer giye hia oa ns ent. But he is 

a ChibtiaBi^ too, and a gentleman. Wo 

were maniad in church. I can be juat aa 

good ■

Madame Sh Laurent pot up both handa 

to atop her. with a kind of RBoan ■
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'' Hush ! Are Yoa trying to deceive me 

still, or has he aeceived yoa too t Ton 

talk of marriage, yoa poor, onhappy child 1 

Has this man really persuaded you that 

yon are married to mm t " ■

Vera's lips quivered with wounded feel- 

ing. She stood up quickly. ■

" I am married 1 " she said with some- 

thing like dignity. '* I was married yester- 

day at the church here the moment even 

after we landed. If he is with papa now 

he will most likely have shown him Uie 

piece of paper — the— certificate, is it not 

called t — that tells about it. Oh, mamma ! " 

dropping on her knees again at her mother's 

side, and speaking in her old, appealing 

tone, ''did you doubt itt Was it that 

made you look at me in that dreadful way 

and say such dreadful things ) But you 

might have known I would be married as 

soon as ever I could get here; that I 

would not have stayed away otherwise. 

Did I not remember all you said about that 

Miss Deloraine t And I do not do improper 

things. I have been so carefal that no one 

should even think I had. It was for that 

I made him promise not to tell anyone — 

even his own sister — that I had run away 

with hioL I thought it might displease 

you for it to be said of me. Mamma, dear, 

if you would let him come up " ■

<• < Come up r " repeated Madame, look- 

ing at her. " Where do you suppose then 

heisi" ■

Vera began to tremble. A sudden, 

sickening dread came over her. ■

** Why — why downstairs with papa,'' she 

answered, her cheeks paling. "Papa is 

there, is he not) I heard men's voices. 

Mamma, why do you look at me so I What 

do you mean) Was not Dr. Marstland 

with you last night ) Isn't he " ■

'* Your father and I were on the sea all 

last night," Madame St. Laurent inter- 

rupted. "As for the man you speak of, 

we have not — ^fortunately for him — even 

seen him ; and now, from what I hear, he 

has even escaped chastisement, the cowardly 

villain!" ■

«He Mamma, oh, for Heaven's sake, ■

have pity on me 1 Don't speak in that way. 

Tell me what you mean,'' Vera cried in 

an agony, her face paling fearfully, her 

whole body shaking. Marstland not below ; 

not with her parents at all ! But then what. 

— what could have become of himi **Where 

is he — my husband f " she whispered, sob- 

bing violently. ■

Madame St Laurent stretched out her 

hands pitifully towards her. ■

" He is not your husband. Oh ! Yen, 

my poor, poor, misguided child, woe yn 

really ignorant enough, though linDgh 

France among French people all your Hfe, 

to fiemcy that such a ceremony as yoa wait 

through would have been legal for yoo, i 

French citizen under age, marrying widi- 

out your parents' consent — that thatwoold 

make you a wife 1 Oh, heaven! yonrfatker 

is ready to curse me for not having tinght ! 

you better ; but who would have thoogbt | 

there was any need to tell a girl aboot 

such things ! Have you not seen brides 

going from the ' mairie ' to the choid) 

again and again, and do you not remembir 

how many years that Elise of ours waited 

to be married to Martin Lac, becanse her 

grandmother would not give her consent, 

and the girl's parents being dead she cooU 

not get married without it t " ■

Vera's eyes were rivetted on her mother 

in a kind of incredulous horror. Was she 

not married then 1 But in truth what did 

she really know about such things 1 And 

there was no Bfarstland present to reassore 

her or interrupt ; nothing but the pattaring 

of the rain upon the window, like a drearj 

echo to her mother's words. A feeling of 

faintness came over her. ■

«« That was— in France," she said slowlf . 

" He said it would all be different in Eng- 

land, and that Quemsey was the same as 

England." ■

'* And did he say that you would become 

English, or cease to be a French gid,l7 

coming over to Guernsey t " Madame adced 

bitterly. " Child, child, he has been de- 

ceiving you the whole time. He knew the 

law well enough, and that no clergyman m 

France would have married yoa; that) 

though he might have passed yoa off as 

his mfe among his own Mends as long as 

it suited him to do so here, in year own 

country, in the eyes of the law, of the 

Mends and servants who have known yoa 

all your life, of your own father. Vera, 

you would be nothing better than any poor 

ruined wretch in the street ; while he himself 

would have nothing more to do when he 

was tired of you, but take you back to 

France and leave you there to starve; 

desert you as he has done now, and perh^ 

marry " ■

A shriek from Vera interrupted her. 

The eirl was standing upright, swaying to 

and fro, her hands otktstretched, her eyes 

wild and staring. ■

"Oh! hush, hush 1 He has not deserted 

me. Where is he 1 " she cried out^ making 

an unsteady movement as if to reach the ■

=« ■
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door. *'It isn't trae. It can't be. He 

will tell yoa himself if he is idive, if some- 

one has not killed him to prevent his 

coming back to me. He knowa Oh ! I 

want him. I want him. Let me go to 

him." ■

Madame St Lanrent pat her arms round 

her, holding her tight, the tears streaming 

down her own face. ■

"My dear, my poor child, yoa can't. 

Oh, Vera 1 bad as yoa've behaved, low as 

yoaVe dragged as all, down to the very 

dirt indeed, I can't bat be sorry from my 

heart for yoa I'm yoar mother still, what- 

ever yod are, thoagh the man yoa forsook 

me for has forsaken yoa. He left here by 

the mail boat this morning. Yoa won't 

see him any more." ■

And then she staggered and had to call 

for help, for Vera had fallen heavily 

forward in her arms in a fainting fit. ■

Fortanately Mrs. NichoUs was near. 

She had only been in the next room indeed 

daring the whole colloqny ; both her inter- 

est and her cariositv in the poor yoang 

bride so mysterioasly stranded on her 

mercy having been roased to fever pitch 

about two hoars previously by the arrival 

at her door of a fly oat of which had 

stepped a middle-aged gentleman and lady, 

sorely agitated and dishevelled in their 

appearance, who announced themselves as 

the parents of a young lady whom her 

lodger, Dr. Marstbmd, had run away with 

and entrapped into an illegal marriage the 

day before. Fortunately they had dis- 

covered the elopement witfiin a couple of 

hours of its occurrence, owing to the 

father of Petit-Jean having caught his 

son in the act of counting over his 

illgotten gains on the previous night, 

and forced a confession out of him as to 

where they came from and all he knew of 

the intrigue which he had assisted in, after 

which he only waited for the morning light 

before taking the culprit up to Les Ch4taig- 

niers and handing him over to his master. 

A visit to the young lady's room to test the 

truth of the story had disclosed, not only 

the fact of her absence, but, in the pocket 

of one of her dresses, a note from Dr. 

Marstland alluding sufficiently plainly to 

bis arrangements for the Quemsey marriage 

to make it easy for them to follow; and 

the unhappy parents had set out accord- 

in(^y with the least possible delay ; and, 

tbanks to the kindness of a friend who had 

ipared no trouble or expense in assisting 

And expediting their journey, had arrived 

in Quemsey little more than twelve hours ■

after the runaways. There they had gone 

straight to the church named in Marst- 

land*s letter, had knocked up clerk and 

clergyman, ascertained that the marriage 

had actually taken place on the previous 

afternoon ; and having obtained the bride- 

groom's address had come on thither burn- 

ing with indignation and despair, and 

fully expecting to surprise the couple at 

their conjugal breakfast. ■

Their utter astonishment, therefore, at 

hearing of Marstland's mysterious dis- 

appearance ever since seven o'clock on the 

previous evening, and of their daughter 

(whom despite M wrathful threats they 

had had grave doubts of being able to 

remove except by his own consent from 

her husband's protection) being actually in 

their power unfriended and alone, may be 

better imagined than described. It re- 

sulted in the calling in of a second middle- 

aged gentleman, who had remained at the 

foot of the garden-steps as if to prevent the 

possibility of escape by any one within, 

and whom Mrs. NichoUs afterwards de- 

scribed as looking like ''a well-dressed 

tiger as was just mad for somebody to 

tear." A rapid conversation in French 

took place between the two gentiemen, 

after which the second comer contented 

himself with listening while the parents 

cross-examined the limdlady as to every- 

thing that had occurred from the moment 

of the bride and bridegroom's arrival at 

her house till that, barely an hour later, 

when Marstland made his sudden and 

inexplicable exit, on pretence of going to 

the postoffice, and never returned. Mrs. 

Nicholla also told of how the young man 

had taken her rooms a little over a fort- 

night back, but had scarcely lived in them 

at all in the interim; how he had spoken of 

expecting his wife to join him for the last 

week; and how from the preparations he 

made for her and the manner of both young 

people she had guessed that the wifehood 

was not of long standing. ■

'*So that when she told me, crying her 

'eart out, pore gurl, as the wedding wasn't 

over ten minutes afore she come into my 

house I wasn't a bit surprised," the land- 

lady went on; "though whatever come 

over 'im afterwards, or how he could have 

lefc 'er, I can't fathom." ■

Father and mother looked at each other 

in, agitated silence, and then Madame 

St Laurent said in a trembling voice : ■

'*But you say she told you she knew 

where he was." ■

" Yes ; but it was quite a sudden idee ■
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with hw, for ske'd been cryin' dreadful 

before, an' begging ma to send NichoUs ont 

'i^h and low to see for any tiga of ' im. 

What she meant, either, I don't know, for 

she wouldn't say; but eren so she only 

expected 'im to be kept a little while ; and 

she wouldn't go to bed, bat just set down 

in the armchw above there, watching for 

him, and so cried herself to sleep ; which 

wore out she must ha' been, poor young 

ladyl for, though I've been to the door 

twice this morning to look at her, she 'adn't 

stirred ; and such an in'cent, baby look on 

her pore little face as I 'adn't the 'eart to 

wake her, knowing thwe was nothink but 

bad news to give her of the 'usband she'd 

be sore to ask for the first thing." ■

" But then you have news ! Nom d'Dieu ! 

where is he, the accursed villain ) " cried 

M. Stu Laurent, so fiercely that the land* 

lady, for all her ready vdability, shrank 

back. ■

"If you can call it news, sir," she said 

timidly, "which I own it don't sound 

creduble under the circumstances, as I said 

myself ; only if not he, where can he be f 

which I observed to Nidiolla when he come 

back, about 'alf-an-hoor ago^ and brought 

me word as a gent answerin' in every way 

to Dr. Maratland's description had em- 

barked aboard the packet boat for South- 

ampton this morning, just five minutes afore 

she started and not ten afore NichoUs got 

down to the pier. I was only just a saying to 

'im, ' Whatever can it mean, and 'ow shall 

I Imak it to that pore gurl ) ' when you 

drove up ; an' thankful I am, 'aving a 

mother's 'eart myself, as she's g<k a mother 

to take caare of 'er." ■

" The Lord grant I am not too late to 

do so. I can't understand it. I don't 

know what to think. Can he have been 

arrested and carmd back to England 

on some other chafge ) But, take me to 

my daughter first It ia she that matters 

most to me," Madame exdaimed brokenly. 

" St Laiurent, you will wait a little while 

longer t You will be patient while I ■

talk to her ; while I " And then she ■

turned away^ the tent gushing from her 

eyes, and followed Mrs. NiobcSls upstairs 

to the room where, as we know, Y&cu was 

already awake and listening curiously to 

the sound of their voioes and footsteps. ■

Poor child 1 It seemed cruel to drag her 

back from the merciful unoonsoioasness 

wUeh foUowed on the shook of her 

mother's tidings ; and though the latter 

had tenderness enough ta st^ aside when ■

she saw tfad: gnrl's eyes openiag at last, and 

let the landuady'a leas suggestive f^e be 

the first to gveet them, poor Yen had 

not even the comfort of that momsntaiy 

for^etf ulness of sorrow which of t^i foUovi 

on insensibility. Her first question, inter- 

rupting Mrs. NichoUs' well-meant worda of 

soothing and encouragement, proved tbat 

those last spoken to her were still ringing 

in her ears. ■

<*0h ! where is he) It isn't true that 

he has gone away — ^has left ma Tell aa 

— ^you know — ^where is he ) " ■

Mrs. NichoUs looked from the piteooily 

appealing eyes to those of Madame St 

Laurent, which answered back : '' Tell hei;" 

and the woman obeyed. ■

" My pore dear miss," she said compaa- 

sionately, but with an aocoit <m the "mias," 

instead of " ma'am/' which the ffd fdt 

instinctively ; ** I'm sorry to say it, bi^ I 

do fear, I do indeed, it's too true. NichoDe 

went down to the pier 'isaelf this moxmng^ 

whUe you was still sleeping, to make en- 

quiries, and there he learned that a gentla- 

man, every way answering to your 'usbaid, 

had saUed in the steamer for Southamfton 

ten minutes afore ; a big man, dressediA 

a brown overcoat and light cbedc tronsera, 

and with broad dioulders an' beard aad 

moustache. Ha was the only gentlenaa 

passengsr from here to-day , so tl^ falkaaa 

the pier 'ad noticed 'im more partiadarl|i 

But don't you fret^ don't you bow, bj 

dear ; for, if he's deceived yoo, yoa're fo^ 

tunate per'aps to huve ssmi the last of In 

so soon; and you've got your dear oa 

to take care of you instead. Indeed, if 

you aak my opinion, miss, I'm tfainldog 

now that maybe the reason he went off 

so quick was that 'e'd got wmd w eka 

and your pa had come i^ser yon, and waa 

afraid of being took up an' pcudafaedf ai 

they teU me he could be, for abduotm^ 

you." ■

But Vera scarcely listened to hex. ■

** Oh 1 " she said almost scomfuUy, '^yoa 

don't know him then, after all, or yon 

wouldn't say that He is never afraid of 

an3rthing ; he couldn't be, and he woaU 

not deceive me. I know he would not 

They— they always said I miglit trust his, 

that he was so good. Oh, no ! I vsaBed 

him, perhi^, by crying that tmst It 

was very siUy and wrong, for be had 

been so kind and gentle aU tile wsy^ joat 

like a father to me ; but I did want Lash 

so muoh» Ah 1 y«i don't knorw wko dM- 

is ; but she war mj friend, my (oiftami^ 

and she bad promised to be witk ne vrinn ■
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I was married to him. That was when we 

thought papa would ccmsent, however ; and 

when I found that she did not even know 

about it — that he had not told her what we 

were going to do, I was afraid Ae might 

blame me. I could not help crying '' ■

"M7 poor child," said Madame St 

Laurent, coming forward and taking the 

sobbing girl's head on her should^c " Did 

Br. Marstland tell yoa that) Did he 

make you believe that Leah Josephs 

knew nothing of his wicked plan to ruin 

your ■

Vera looked up at her imploringly. ■

'^Oh, mamma, don't 1 You think it is 

not true, because you don't like her now, 

because you are angfy with her ; but it is 

only me you need be angry with in thi& 

Indeed she did not know. She has never 

even written to me but once since you 

forbade it> because she said she would not 

do things secretly ; and it was on account 

of that that he would not tell her any- 

thing about it beforehand. He said so. 

He " ■

Madame St Laurent made a little sign 

to the landlady, who brought her some 

torn fragments of pink paper. She spread 

them on the coverlid on which YerA was 

lying. ■

"He told you a falsehood, Yera," she 

said distinctly. "Oh, my poor child, it 

seems cruel to have to speiJc ao to^ you, 

but till you can be convinced of the utter 

worthlessness of this man, and of the kiiid- 

nsss and wisdom of the parents who tried 

to save you from him — ^to secure a hiHPP7) 

honeurable position for you instead of that 

of a poor, deceived, degraded girl, the 

shame and sorrow of her friends^ the 

mockery of her enemies — there will be no 

use in trying to reclaim you. Bead that 

It is a telegram which he tore up and 

Arew away, but which Mrs. NichoUs 

found later on. I don't know when it was 

sent, for some bits of it are missing, but 

it is from Leak Joseph* te this man, 

Marstland, and it speaks for itself." ■

Alaa I only too oradly. The fiagments 

of the telegram, ymt tograier and devoured 

by Yera with greedy e jei^ read thus : ■

" . . . m received vice . » . if ■

not and still time to deli^ entreat you to 

• . . marriage .... not be valid .... 

ForYera's sake doni .... will go to her 

fadker .... very anxious." ■

"Yera," said Madame St. Laurent almost 

solemnly, **you call Leah Josephs your 

best friend, and you say I am angry with 

her. Is that wonderful when von show ■

me that you care more for hei^ to whom 

all this harm is owing, than for your own 

mother t But^ child, I have forgiven her 

even that. I am not angry with her now, 

for I can see that, however wrong she may 

have been in the beginning in introducing 

you to this man, ^ has at least been 

trying to save you from the sham marriage 

with nim into which he was deluding you, 

while pretending to you that she knew 

nothing about it. Can you read the tele- 

gram ) Do you see that she remonstrates 

with him, tells him that what he is pro- 

poung is vice and wickedness, that it will 

not be valid, entreats him for your sake to 

pause ; even threatens to go to your father ! 

Ah, Heaven ! if she had only done so, the 

poor man might not be sitting down below 

here now, brokenhearted, and cursing the 

day his only child was^bom — ^bom to i£ame 

him, to brmg his grey hairs into dishonour. 

Oh, Yera» have you no feeling, no pity for 

us i Are you still degraded enough to 

care for a man who has so utterly deceived 

youT' ■

But the question was needless. Yera, 

crushed, beaten down, with all her faith 

and courage annihilated in one moment by 

this single proof of Marstland's apparent 

treachery, was clinging to her mother with 

both her hot, trembling hands; shaking from 

head to foot ; sobbing in an agony of grief 

and humiliation ; ^itreating, with face hid- 

den and in a voice choked with tears, that 

the mother, who had never spoken to her 

so tenderly, never held her so fondly in 

all hMT remembrance bef(»e, would forgive 

her, would take her home, would not let 

her be disgraced. Indeed, she had dome 

nothing shameful, nothing wron^ She 

had tried to be so careful, so prudent, and 

he had been — ^like a brother! He had 

seemed so good. How could she help 

believing in him) If her mother only 

knew ■

'' Tell me everytiiing then, that I may 

know," Madame St Lanrent said, daaping 

the quivering, textured creature, to her 

still closer, and speaking low but firmly. 

" Ohfld, be frank with me new at least I 

will forgive you in any casa I have done 

what I oeold for you already. Even in the 

first shook of finding out that you could 

leave me in ssch a way, and while there 

still seemed the hope of your repenting 

and turning hmckf er of our overtaking 

you, I took measures that none of the 

servants even, save Joanna, should know 

of your disappearanca I said that you 

were unwell, and sent her up with vour ■



breakfast^ and when the carriage was ready 

we managed to keep them away from it, 

and made them believe that yon had got in 

first and were starting with as. But that is 

not enough. There is that wretch B^noite 

to think of, and the boy whom yon, who 

boast of being so carefal, have given the 

power of mining yon. Yon must be saved 

from them and all other gossiping tongues 

to whom this miserable story may have 

reached. Yonr good name, your reputa- 

tion, without which you can't even look 

your own father in the face, you poor, un- 

happy child, has got to be established, and 

it can only be done by perfect frankness 

with me now. I must know everything, 

every word. You must keep nothing 

back '^ ■

Down iti the parlour the two gentlemen 

were still sitting, one with his grey head, 

and lined, swarthy face, bowed upon his 

arms on the table; the other, upright, 

silent, with folded arms, and only that 

tigerish glare in his eyes still testifying to 

the fever in him, when the door opened, 

and Madame St. Laurent entered, closing it 

behind her as she did so. Her face was 

still deadly pale, her thin cheeks channelled 

with tears, her bonnet-strings and the 

bosom of her gown damp with those poor 

Vera had shed in her embrace ; but withal 

there was quite a different expression on 

her face from that which it had worn an 

hour and a half previously — a kind of joy, 

of triumph. She went straight up to her 

husband, and laying her hand on his shoul- 

der, said, in a voice broken and gasping 

with emotion : ■

" St. Laurent, cheer up ! It is not so 

bad as we feared." ■

M. St Laurent raised his head, and 

looked at her without speaking ; then his 

eyes travelled slowly, appealingly as it 

seemed, to his friend opposite, and as if 

moved by the same impulse, his wife also 

turned to the latter, her hands joined in 

entreaty, her tears falling fast as she 

spoke. ■

" Oh ! Count, be generous. It is true, 

you must believe it You must help us to 

protect and save her, you, without whom 

we could never have overtaken her ; and 

it is her right, for, beyond the going away, 

she has done nothing to be ashamed of. 

She is as pure and innocent as a lily, my ■

girL She doesn't even understand what 

she had to fear. It was a silly freak, alit 

of childish romance into which she wu 

beguiled, and she's nigh crushed to tht 

earth with shame and sorrow now, ibr 

having been led into it ; but that was dL 

The man (I don't understand him now, 

unless her goodness or that telegna 

frightened him) he treated her all idoDg 

with as much respect as if she had been t 

Queen. Coupt, the chOd is broken-hearted 

enough over her folly; but it was only id&j. 

She doesn't deserve to be punished more^ 

to have her name blackened unjustly, her 

o?m father set against her. You can do 

what yon like with him. Your inflaence 

is everything ; but, all the same, I swear ■

to you " ■

"Madame, I accept your oath," said the 

Count " There is no need for you to ex- 

cite yourself. M. St Laurent i^ I hsTS 

discussed this matter, in which, as the be- 

trothed husband of Mademoiselle Vera, I 

have as much interest as he. He knowi 

my intentions, and he has agreed to them. 

Had mademoiselle suffered any insult or 

injury at the hands of the villain who has 

robbed me of her, it would have be^i my 

duty and pleasure to kill him. I would go 

to England, to Africa, if need be, for that par 

pose ; but you assure me that such vengeance 

is needless — ^that, by carrying it out» I 

might.perchance only injure your daughter, 

whose honour it is my duty to uphoU, 

Soit ! If that honour is stainless it shaD 

be upheld. If not — ^if perhaps you hare 

thought it well to again deceive me — it will 

be at your own risk, and there may be two 

lives sacrificed instead of one. Yonr hus- 

band understands me. We have made our 

compact, and a de Mailly does not go 

back from his word. I accept your oadi, 

Madame 1" ■
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ALEXIA. ■

CHAPTER XIV, ■

Then c&me an aftemooD in Febrnar; ; a 

gre/ soft twilight falling upon a Bnntif 

day. Mr. Page had taken .AJezia for her 
first drive. Ttie world had been full of life 

and beauty, breathing of spring, — green 

wheat growing ; lamba crying in the fields ; 

BDOwdrops clostering^in the brown banks 
of the old hedges. There was colour too. 

The hedges and the woods lay porple 

nnder a sun that softly warmed the air ; 

the plonghed land glowed red, and the dis- 

tance was fhll of deep blao shadows. ■

Alexia had not spoken mnch as they 

drove slowly along the quiet lanes. She 

was still very w^ik ; and, like the earth 

waking from chill winter, she was waking 

from a long, strange dream, which had 

begnn on that wonderful night of the fire, 

now some weeks ago. That night, in tnith, 
had strained the cords of her whole nature 

till they snapped; and the iUaeBs that fol- 

lowed waa a time of rest, with short 

mtervals of ferer, when the people who 

were watching her learned a few things 

which affected them in varions ways. ■

As she got better she asked no qnes- 

tions, and never alladed to the fire, or to 

her past life in any way ; she was amused 

with little things, liked to play with dogs 

and cats, and to have old jingles of 
verse tbimI to her which she had known 

when she was a child. ■

The doctor warned them to keep her 

perfectly qniet ; to tell her nothing start- 

hng ; to let everything drift quite gently 

and natnrally back into the old ways. He 

< promised them that some day all the old ■

in everything, would retnm, and they 

coald only trust him, and have patience. ■

She really was almost well now, thongh 

not yet like herself, and the day before 

this Mr. Page bad ventnred to ask her if 

Edmnnd might come. He had gone back 

to his parish immediately after the firs, 

and his mother and sisters ware gone now, 

Mr, Page was left alone with Alexia, and 

felt very proud of his nursing. ■

She had said dreamily that of course 

Edmund might come ; and late that night 

they were expecting him. Mr. Page was 

glad to think that he and Alex wonld 

not meet till the next day. ■

The cheerfulness of the drawing-room 

certainly did credit to her nurse's thooght 

and taste. The fire was blazing glorionsly 

in that twilight, and her own old sofa, 

which had so often comforted her, was ' 

wheeled np close to it ; the mild evening 

light shone in at the window, half con- 

quered by the fire. There were hyacinths , 

of different colours, and a great bnnoh of 

pale violets on Alexia's own little table' 

with all her Measures. A large screen had 

been set np, keeping out every breath of 

cold air from the bright fireside comer, 

where Mr. Page poured out tea for his 

little Alex after her drive, and amused 

her by making the dog play tricks, with a 

devouring wisli in his heart all the time to 

tell her something, fighting with a rigorous 
sense of honour that said no. i ■

" How very nice it is to be ill I " she said, 

looMngnpathimashetookhercnpfromher. I ■

" Many people don't think so," be said. ■

" I suppose I am getting well," said i 

Alexia, " or I shouldn't understand it 

Bat I believe it wonld be a grand thing if 

everybody could stop thinking for a month ; 

stop entirely, I mean, like me. Things 
come back quietly and nicely, and in their ', ■
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Mr. Page muttered Bometfaing, and poked 

the fire. He was not enre that he under- 

stood her. ■

" I thought Eddy wcHild soon come," she 

said presently. ■

Her father in his own mind thought that 

Eddy might have stayed away a little 

longer. It was not wonderful that he, to 

whom the engagement had always been 

utterly unsatisfactory, should have caught 

at this unforeseen delay, this strange inter- 

ruption to all their plans, with a vague 

hope that the whole affair might come to 

nothing after alL He knew too that Mr& 

Rowley had been further shocked by words 

of Alexia's in those fever dreams of hers. 

Nothing to be ashamed of; only old 

childish recollections forcing their way ; but 

if a name was ever mentioned, it was not 

Edmund's; and Mrs. Rowley, with the 

help of her former doubts and Mrs. Dodd's 

hints, now knew quite enough to make her 

uneasy about the future. But now seem- 

ingly Edmund, writing so soon to ask if 

he might come and see them, was quite 

free oi any share in his mother's fore- 

bodings. This was not strange either ; the 

man Alexia had promised to marry was 

not likely to wish to give her up. His 

mother might talk, but he would not believe 

her ; if he had, Mr. Page would certainly 

have despised him more stilL ■

" Shall you be glad to see him t " he 

said, watclung Alexia under his eyeUds in 

a quiet way he had. ■

Her face looked pale and wistful in the 

firelight ; the thought of her lover's coming 

brought no brightness to her eyes or colour 

to her cheeks. ■

« Ask me no more questions, father; let 

that be a bargain," she said after a 

moment ■

*' And what's the other side of the bar- 

gain ) " said Mr. Page. ■

" I will give you no more trouble, and 

be very good for the rest of my life." ■

'* Thank you, Alex I don't care about 

that at all," he said, leaning over the fire. ■

She smiled as she lay back on her 

cushions, saying in a low voice : ■

" What a bad man you are 1 But listen, 

I want to tell you something; and re- 

member that I must have my own way. 

When you are talking to Eddy to-night, 

don't make me out less well than I am. 

He has been rather ill-treated, and we must 

try to make amends. We must not make 

any more delay now." ■

"Well, my dear, if it must be " said ■

Mr. Page after a long pause, during which ■

all the tenderness in Alexia's heart seemei 

to find its way into her eyes, not fat 

Edmund, but for him. ■

" You know it must be, don't youT she 

said in the same low, steady tone. "Yoa 

did not expect me to break off my engige- 

ment now!" ■

''Of course not; you couldn't do li^' 

said Mr. Page, hastily. " But I see no 

reason for any hurry. Tou are not half 

strong enough yet ; it is absurd to Uk 

about it yet. Edmund won't be so im- 

reasonable." ■

Again there was a long silence. He ak 

bending forward, staring into the fire, and 

she lay in her warm comer watching hin. 

At last she said : ■

'' The sooner the better, I think, becaoae 

I am not quite altogether to be trusted. I 

like Eddy with all my heart, you know; 

he is very good ; I am not half good enoogh 

for him, that's true. But what would yoa 

have said to me, I wonder 1 Thai night I wu 

very unhappy, and after I went to my room 

I thought for some time that I really codd 

not marry him, and I meant to tell yoa m 

the morning. Wasn't it dreadful— die voy 

day itself I Afterwards I knew wbt a 

wretch I was. One has heard of people 

doing such things — but it is dishonoor- 

able, isn't iti What would you h»e 

saidl" ■

" I should not have liked you to do it," 

answered Mr. Page. " It would have been 

unlike you. But of course no one ooaU 

have insisted — not I, Alex." ■

"No — things are In one's own powei. 

However, I changed my mind, and if— if 

it had not been for the fire, everythiog 

would have happened as it ought Botr- 

don't you understand i — having been rather 

torn in this way, I want everythiog to be 

settled soon now ; I want it to be taken 

out of my own hands." ■

*' You are right, my dear," said Mr. Page^ 

rather thoughtfully. " Everything shallM 

settled aa you and Edmund wiah, and I 

think you are likely to agree." ■

Late that night he was sitting by ti 

fire again, with Edmund opposite bim in- 

stead of Alexia. He hsA raoeiyed bii 

nephew with extra kindness, for after ill 

he knew that there was some trutb in ber 

words — Eddy had been rather ill-treated 

He had been pushed aside a Uttle roogUy 

at the time of the fire and her iUneas; be 

certainly had been anything but the beio 

of that day, which was to have been the 

most important in his life. It was partly 

his own fault, for being so easily pnabed ■

^: ■

■
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aside ; bat, as a fact, no one bad tbongbt 

about him mucb, or seemed to care whether 

be stayed or went away— except his mother, 

and she was not comforting. It was tme, 

he ought to have been more considered ; 

1^, now that his anxiety abont Alexia was 

over, Mr. Page was qnite just enoagh to 

see that^ and ho made np by friendliness 

BOW for his abstraction then. ■

At the same time, obsenring Edmund 

dosely, he was rather pozzled by his 

manner, which was grave, dismal, and 

dreamy. He listenedtoallthatMr. Page told 

him abont Alexia, bat did not ask many 

qoeetions, and showed none of the eager- 

ness or deep interest that would have been 

natoral, and which in fact bebnged to his 

character. He was so strangely opiMressed 

that Mr. Page became impatient, and pre- 

sently began to talk to him in plain words 

about the f ature. ■

"Well, Edmund," he said, "I suppose 

we shall soon see the end of your troubles. 

Ton must be beginning to think that you 

hare waited long enough. It has not been 

my fault or Alexia's — ^you'll acknowledge 

that" ■

Edmund did not respond to the encou- ■

2^ment: perhaps he thought it was 
exia's fault, a uttle bit There was so 

pUinly something on his mind, as he sat 

thore frowning and twisting his hands, that 

Mr. Page said kindly, after a minute or two : ■

" Well, my boy, what is it I" ■

^'I don't know that any one is to be 

Usmed, except myself, for blindness," 

Edmund broke out suddenly. '* Nobody 

tried to take me in — I'm sure she didn't — 

bat the &ot is. Undo William, I have come 

down on purpose to have a serious talk 

with you. I want you to tell me some- 

thhig, if you will" ■

"Go on," SMd Mr. Page. He looked 

rather stem now, but Edmund did not 

miiMi that, and went straight forward with 

hii awkward subject ■

"You remember that I travelled down 

with Mr. Melville, the day before the fire, 

tad I told you he talked in a queer way, 

and said he was coming to the wedding, 

tad I was not to tell Alexia " ■

" Your mother has been talking to you," 

aid Mr. Page, interrupting him. "She 

had some nonsense in her head about 

Charles Melville — but I should have 

thought you were too wise to be troubled 

by that" ■

''Wait tiU I have told you aU,"said 

Edmund. " He said things to me that I 

did not repeat at the tima He told me ■

that Alexia had refused him. Of course I 

knew that he married afterwards ; but that 

was nothing strange in a man of his kind ; 

he may have had many reasons for that 

Money, for instance; I suppose it was 

money; and he may not by any means 

have forgotten — in fact, of coarse one 

couldn't be blind to what everybody else 

saw the other day. Yon know this is not 

a mere idea of mine, or my mother's. You 

will be just to me — and be good enough to 

tell me why Alexia refused him." ■

As his uncle did not reply at once to this 

startling demand, he went on : ■

" At first, when I knew the fact, I only 

thought that she did not like him, and 

that did not surprise me. Bat since then 

I have begun to guess that there may have 

been some other reasons — not that at all 

— and I should like to know the truth." ■

" Why do you think sot " said Mr. Page. ■

"My mother has heard things, which 

probably are not all false. She has heard 

how very intimate they used to be — and 

Alex has said things herseli She did not 

know what she was saying, but then — well, 

you see, I should like to be sure, and to 

know the truth of it alL Of course I 

have always known that she was too good 

for me — but if, besides that, she does not 

really care for me, it only means misery 

forlioth of us." ■

"I understand vou," said Mr. Page. 

" You are right, and I will tell you Alex's 

whole hist<ffy — ^in confidence, of course." ■

" Thank you," said Edmund, and then 

he sat still uid listened. ■

After all there was not much to tell; 

but the one fact was enough for him. 

Charles Melville had been Alexia's first love, 

and she his; she had only refused him 

because her father and his mother per- 

suaded her that she must He could not 

say that he thought she had ever been 

really happy since. ■

'<Why mdshe 1" Edmund exdahned, ■

passionately, and then something choked 

him. He coloured crimson, and covered 

his face with his hands ; then he was as 

pale again as bef ora ■

Mr. Page did not feel at all inclined to 

laugh at him. ■

" To tell you the truth, my boy," he said 

very kindly, " that was a question I often 

asked myself, and never could answer — at 

least, not to my satisfaction. Bat she has 

always thoroughly appreciated you. You 

have no cause to complain of her. She 

would marry you to-morrow, if I would let 

her." ■
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Edmund tried to speak, but it was still 

a diffioolty; at last he began to get out 

8ome broken words. ■

"I don't complain of her. I only wish 

I had never seen her. If they care for 

each other so much — as I know they do^ 

chere are plenty of ihings I can see now — 

that very evening I comd not understand 

her — I remember, when she was showing 

me the presents — I mean, how can I marry 

her now, and make her unhappy for life ! " 

"She won't be that, Eddy," said Mr. 

Page^ *<She is a brave little soul, and 

women have many things to divert their 

mind&" ■

''Even if I bad known all this a month 

ago," said Edmund, in his deep agitation. 

*'l might still have thought, then, that I 

could make her happy, because she is so 

bravo and good — but now — how could I — ■

how can I help thinking 1 " ■

'* What you have no reason to think," 

said Mr. Page. ■

•* You are very good ; but I know what I 

must do. I shall write to Alex to-night, 

and tell her that she is free. I shall go 

o£f tomorrow morning without seeing her. 

And some day she will be happy in her own 

way," he s&id with a sort of vehemenca ■

Mr. Page looked at him in silence for a 

minute or two,feeling honestlysorry forhim. 

'' I regret this whole a£fair sincerely,'^ ho 

said. ** But I must remind you, Alex is a 

good girl ; she has given you her promise, 

and you can trust her. If you choose to 

let things go on as they are, you will never 

repent it. Bat you know the facts, and 

you must decide for yourself. At the same 

time I must say, in the end, I doubt 

whether this marriage would be for the 

greatest happiness of either of you. But 

I have doubted that all along." ■

" Certainly not for hers," said Edmund. 

''Nor for yours — a sensitive chap like 

you," said Mr. Page. ■

" I've almost forgotten what it feels like 

to be happy," said the young man; and 

then he started up and wished his uncle 

good-night. ■

After ho had gone Mr. Paffo sat long 

over the fire, very thoughtful, with a rather 

melancholy smile on his face. Then he 

fetched his favourite Horace, and read it, 

as he often did, with a philosophical reflec- 

tion that no one would have given him 

credit for. It gave him a wide view of 

human nature, so passing, yet unchange- 

able. In this there was a certain oonsda- 

tion, and yet the great vague sadness of 

every wide view. ■

HELIGOLAND. ■

IN THKEE PARTS. PART lU. ■

There are neither horses nor cowioa 

the island of Heligoland, a few goats only 

being kept, whose extremely unpldasuit 

milk is sold at a fabulous price. These, iritb 

four or five sheep waiting their turn to be 

killed, compose the whole reserve %UA 

of the island, and browse upon rocfa, 

flints, and a little short green grass. Then 

are no roads, but the dean little toy-lib- 

looking lodging-houses, bright as paint sad 

whitewash can make them, are popped 

dovm on the velvet turf anywhere, to dl 

appearance without foundations. Tbej 

are all of one storey, and everything k 

sacrificed to compactness; otherwise in the 

fierce winds which assail and occadonallj 

cover the islands with driving sea foam, 

the houses would be literally blown o?er 

the cUff. I saw a few smidl patches of 

potatoes ; but there is really no room bt 

anything to be cultivated, and the fev 

flowers about are stunted as if shrinking 

from the salt sea-winds. The unwritten 

tongue spoken is of course akin to German, 

but no more resembling the langoage 

of Berlin than Gape Dutch does that 

spoken in Holland. They appear to be 

hardy, law-abiding people, of somewhat 

slow understanding, who must work haid, 

and make all they can while the eom- 

mer bathing-season lasts, knowing that a 

long, dark, stormy, nordiem winter will 

soon settle down upon them, during whieh 

all the population, save the fishermen and 

pilots, just hibernate in their houses. From 

Novemb^ to April the vast caves iriuch 

honeycomb the perpendicular and inac- 

cessible sides of the island are alive and 

resounding with the melancholy, ceaaeleai 

cry of tiie sea-birds whose winter home k 

among the fissures of these storm-lashed 

rocks. Much good shooting is obtained bf 

a hardy sportsman during this indemei^ 

season, but at great fatigue and often perfl 

of his life. The town, so called, or" Unter- 

land," is at the bottom of the steps, and 

they have much pride in a rather fine " Ckm- 

versation-haus," or public assembly room, 

where, during the season, a band disoonnes 

sweet music, and a little mild dancing, on 

an excellent floor, can be indulged in, sqn 

posing the gentlemen to be in cornet 

evening costume (they are very particular 

about this). The Kapellmeister waa a 

man of great eminence at the time « 

which I speak, and had been in the rojal 

band at Vienna Fish catching and isoAi ■
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occupy the greater part of the islanders' 

Uves, and fish is their staple food, the 

sapply Inckily never failing. ■

The church on the Oberland, storm- 

beaten, nnclothed, and bleak, is a very old 

boQdin^, really its solo merit, for it can 

boast of no beaaty of form or architecture, 

wiUiont or witlun. Though an English 

colony for more than seventy years, the ser- 

vice was in German, a Lutheran clergyman 

officiating. The congregation, whom I can 

only justly describe as being not ''well 

favoured," sat in their high, dreary pews, 

with only the crowns of their heads visible, 

and moved nothing but their eyes, with a 

stolid, stony look, like tortoises, entirely 

devoid of interest or enthusiasm, while 

their excellent pastor droned monotonously 

through the lengthy service; but they 

showed that at all events they were not 

without excellent lungs when the few 

hymns were sung, the stout building ring- 

ing with their hoarse notes, as they 

rose and fell like the sea surging in a cava ■

There were two christenings in the 

middle of the morning service, both pretty 

and interestine. First, some little children, 

related to the babies about to be baptized, 

brought mugs of water, carried with ex- 

ceeding care, lest they should be broken, 

which were emptied into the font The 

godmothers^ who wore bride-like wreaths 

of flowers upon their heads, accompanied 

by the godfather (who looked extremely 

depressed) conducted the babies and ar- 

ranged ever3rthing, the parents never ap- 

pearing at all ; and we were told that a 

marriage between the sponsors was not 

considered leffal, as they were too closely 

related 1 Pemaps this fact accounted for 

their melancholy appearance. This law 

seemed the more odd, inasmuch as a Heli- 

golander frequently espoused his own niece 

without let or hindrance. ■

Suspended by cords from the heavy 

rafters above were several small models of 

ships under full sail, gaudily painted, of 

decidedly Dutch build, presented by sailors 

who had vowed them to their church when 

in peril on the seas — a relic of Eoman 

Cauiolic days curiously surviving in a 

Lutheran church, where all was severely 

Bunpl& A lengthy prayer (the Governor 

whispered to me) was for abundant hauls 

of fish. I observed that many joined 

heartOy in this prayer who had been 

wholly unmoved during the remainder of 

the MTvice. It evidently came home to 

their slow minds, which is scarcely as- 

tonishing, seeing that ta many of the con- ■

gregation it meant the difference between 

starvation or competence. Not so very 

long ago I was informed " a good wreck " 

was publicly prayed for, in lieu of good 

hauls of fish, with great fervour. It showed 

that, however mistaken the object^ they 

had faith in the efficacy of praver. There 

were no children in the island, miless the 

grave, miniature men, exactly the pattern 

of their fathers, and solid, bunchy little 

maidens with caps on, could be considered 

as such ; but they appeared to be grown 

up from birth, and not to have an iaea of 

amusing themselves. ■

The Governor's one thought was the 

welfare of Heligoland, well assisted as he 

was by his trusty Gorman island secretary, 

a faithful servant to the nation for half a 

long lifetiino. The latter, however, had 

his distractions in bird-stuffing, and closely 

observing the habits of the many migratory 

birds congregating here, to say nothing of 

painting on stones, and manv other accom- 

plishments. The Governor himself— who, 

extraordinary as it seemed, was content to 

vegetate upon a rock in the North Sea for 

twenty years — had been a Guardsman well 

known about London, and had shown 

much gallantry in the Crimea, as aide-de- 

camp to Lord Cardigan. It was his own 

choice to remain in Heligoland, for promo- 

tion to larger govemmente had repeatedly 

been offered to him, and as often declined. 

During our stay a serious weight lay upon 

His Excellency's mind — no less than anap- 

palling deficit in the yearly budget ! We 

used to laugh heartily over his troubles, 

because this deficit that was in future ages 

to create a national debt for Heligoluid 

amounted to £22 6s. 8d. ! We proposed 

that six per cent debentures for the amount 

should be issued, and taken up in £1 

shares, by the merry party staying at 

Government House. Bat, while alluding 

to deficits, mention must be made of his 

triumphs, which lay in the success of a 

constitution recently granted to the Heligo- 

landers, a necessary part of their bodily 

property they had previously been without. ■

We had much pleasant society, the French 

and Spanish Ambassadors to Berlin, the for- 

mer bearing the honoured name of Talley- 

rand-Perigord — well known in London 

society twenty years before — together with 

Secretaries of Legation, were our frequent 

gueste at Government House : and we were 

all much interested in Mr. MuUier, a fine 

young German, who had been the third 

officer of the famous ''Alabama," and 

who, under the care of his uncle. Dr. von ■

h ■
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Aachen, was slowly reooveriDg from a dan- 

gerous wound received in the action. Many 

of our evenings were passed in the Conversa- 

tion-haus, where all the pleasant people met 

together and enjoyed the cheeriest talks to 

themusicof our fine Austrian band. Cards 

were there for those who liked them, but 

high play and gambling were strictly for- 

bidden. We generally mounted the steps 

in a body, about ten p.m., as very early 

hours were kept all over the island, always 

ending by a steady look-out from the light- 

house, at the bottom of the garden, in case 

any Danes, Austrians, or other marauders 

were on the mova ■

The few flowers that survive the strong, 

salt winds, are generally scentless and 

stunted, and some there are which will only 

give forth their scent to the night and early 

morning. A day or two after my arrival 

at Government House I was awoke in the 

grey dawn by the powerful scent of a 

curious trailing blossom, suspended from 

the trelliswork of the verandah; its 

name is unfortunately forgotten, but the 

delicious perfume never can be. Those 

mornings in June and July, from this 

quiet, closely-paled garden, are a dream 

of peace. The blue sea only heaved and 

laboured in great undulations, as if in sob- 

bing remembrance of the fierce storm which 

had torn its now placid breast. From my 

perch high up in the lighthouse I could see 

spread out with beautiful map-like precision 

i^e greenish mCky white patches stretch- 

ing towards the Fohr Islands, denoting 

shoal water, the white sails of ships, and 

long black trails of smoke on the horizon, 

all culminating to the same point — the 

entrance to the Elbe, while to seaward the 

great North Sea traffic passed and repassed 

ceaselessly to and fro. The climate at this 

period of the year is excellent, neither too 

hot nor too cold ; and my remembrances of 

Heligoland in the summer are most cheer- 

ful, healthful, and pleasant. ■

** But, ah I dear lady," explained the poor 

Governor, "there is another side to the 

picture ; you know not our winter, when 

the pale sun rises so late and sets so early, 

when the sea beats and flings itself as in 

furious wrath against these hard rocks — 

rocks against which hundreds of tough ships 

have been ground to splinters." He told 

me that all day long in the drear, balf-Hght 

winter, vast flights of Arctic birds, I believe 

Lapland buntings, wheel and scream with 

loud discordant cries, as if in pain, among 

the rocky crevices high above tne sea-foam. 

Heavy storms of hurricane force sweep over ■

the bare unprotected island for weeb to- 

gether, only to be succeeded by tiiick, loO- 

ing sea-fog, wet as rain. And then hov 

dreary the long hours of darkness, nhm 

no one leaves the shelter of the stoidr, 

one-storeyed little houses, save the hirdy 

fisher-folk, who are like the sea-golk in 

their contempt for danger and familian^ 

with the heaving waves. These fiBhermn 

will brave the greatest dangers to suocoor 

each other in need, but there never comm 

a time when their hearts are melted to 

tenderness and pity — ^they are grave ind 

stolid of speech and aspect, old with to8 

while yet young these Norsemen, deseeo- 

dants of the hardy Danes of ages past In 

the frequent and dangerous sea jogs that 

envelop this island, the piercing cries of mnl- 

titudes of sea-birds hovering ar<Hmd tlieie 

hollow, wave-worn caves, are sometimei 

heard by mariners many nulea away at an, 

and serve as an invaluable warning of tbe 

proximity of danger. After a hard winter 

vast masses of pack ice float down the Elbe 

and out to sea, catching the poor little isUnd 

traders and fishing boats in an icy and often 

dangerous embrace. ■

We had one great storm in June, wlien 

the thundering, booming surf beat agaiait 

the rocks to seaward with the force o{ i 

battering ram. As the wind hurled its 

furious breath against the low-lying build- 

ings of Government House, one compn* 

bended why it was but one storey, asd 

turned in bed endeavouring in vain to 

deaden the sound of the violent Usiti, 

which threatened to uproot the frail house 

and hurl it over the rocks into the aei 

below. ■

Heligoland is the favourite (pr(q)oiad) 

resting-place for those vast flights of wood- 

cock which, in the month of October, leave 

the fast fading forests and bare lye-fieUi 

of Norway and Sweden, where they hsM 

hatched out their young and fattened the 

young birds upon the resinous shoots of 

larch and succulent bilberries of the tu 

North. At the first ice-blast they pf^psn 

to fly south, and about the middle of Octo- 

ber every eye in Heligoland is on the sisrt 

watching for their arrival Right acrotf 

the narrowest end of the island high poiei 

are fixed in the ground ; from pole to pole 

strong fishing nets are stretched, xeeeft 

bling gigantic tennis nets. All is op^ 

prepar^ for the "hospitable" recqrtioii 

of the poor, tired birds, and at last the 

happy day arrives. Sometimes doling 

church time the cry is heard, "The wood- 

cock are coming I" when every sowi ■

=^= ■
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indodii^ the dergyman, mahes oat, and 

samng a long dab-stiek provided for the 

pnrpoBe, watch the long, black, wavy 

streak in the sky till It comes nearer and 

nwter — ^the poor bkds fly very bw in 

their fatigue after so long a flighty and 

hittbg against the nets fall down and are 

kiOed in enormotn numbers. This is the 

ridi harvest of the year for the Heligo- 

landon, and boats are immediately got 

ready to convey the dead birds to Ham- 

borg: Woodcock p^t^ is also made for 

the next week without ceasing, and 

fetches large prices in Grermany, being 

very like Strasburg p&t^. So few escape 

to continue their flight that this massacre 

of the innocents may account for the com- 

paratively rare appearance of these excel- 

lent birds in our English woods. Mr. 

OStk^, the island secretary, whose life has 

been spent here, and whose knowledge of 

the habits of birds and their migration is 

second to none, has contributed many 

papers on the subject called from a 

personal observation of forty long years. 

Not only do the woodcock congregate in 

great quantities on this iriand, bat enor^ 

moos flighte of chaffinches, buzzard9, 

hedge^parrows, jays, and Lapland bunt- 

ioes. Mr. Oatk6 observed also millions of 

fiddfares. These birds arrived during 

the cold winter of 1878; in February of 

the same year skylarks in. equal numbers 

were seen ; so that it seemeid as if birds 

which usually stay at home became 

migratory under the pressure of unusual 

cdkL All these rarely seen birds Mr. 6atk6 

noticed during the two severe winters fol- 

lowing that of 1878. In one of his late 

papers quoted in '* The Times," and all well 

worth reading, Mr. G^tk^ remarks that 

"birds about to teke flight only commence 

the journey with a favourable wind ; they 

prefer what sailors call a beam wind, for 

which they will wait many days with 

admirable patience and almost human 

intelligence." He also says that '*some 

(A the routes of migratory iHrds have been 

supposed to be ancient coast-lines along 

which their progenitors formwly used to 

travel, the descendante from generation to 

generation having since followed that 

identical track, though the land has long 

ago disappeared into the sea." This may 

account for the woodcock still taking 

Heligoland in their flight, as, if tradition 

does not lie, Heligokuid and the main- 

land of Schleswig Holstein were one in by- 

gone ages. Large quantities of the feathers 

worn in ladies' hate come from Heliiroland. ■

where the destructioB of birds for t^eir 

plumage is one of the great and never- 

failing industries^ and imre, hidil^, the 

supply is so enormous that there is no 

question of ext^mination, oe of even per- 

cept^ly lessening their numbers. ■

Bathing was of course the beginning and 

end of a visitor's existence. In the 

morning a boat was chartered which rowed 

you over to Sandy Island ; after disporting 

yourself in a more or less v^orous manner 

for the requisite time, a loose toilette was 

made, and you betook yourself to one of 

the little oaf is adjoining for a late breakfSsMt ; 

an essentially la^ life, but then it was part 

of the " cure," and carefully superintended 

by the " Cure Doctor," who arrived at Heli- 

goland with the first visitor and departed 

with the last ■

Oar last exdtement was the sudden ap- 

pearance of the whole Austrian fleet coming 

out of the Elbe, heading for Fohr, the 

paddle-steamer ^'Elizabeth" having fishing- 

boate laden with coal, and a small river- 

steamer in tow. They evidently meant 

business this time. It was known that a 

final armistice had been agreed upon ; but 

no official intimation had been communi- 

cated to the Austrians, who astutely pro- 

ceeded to take these idands before the 

news could reach theuL Brisk cannonad- 

ing was heard all day long ; but Captain 

Hanmer, the Danish commander, retreated 

at nightfall, with his row gunboats, into 

the shallows, where none could follow, and 

so escaped capture. Peace was made at the 

concludon of this last armistice, and finally 

signed at Vienna, October, 1864. ■

Cricket matches now became the great 

amusement, until they were put a stop to 

by telegrams ordering the '* Wolf " and her 

consort to England, there to prepare f^ a 

commisdon in the West Indies. Her mis- 

sion in the North Sea was over, and the 

question remained, how I was best to get 

home, as the ship was to sail early on Uie 

following day, and our weekly steamer to 

Hamburg had but just left ua ■

A telegram was sent by the Governor 

to the captain of the English steamer 

" Countess of Lonsdale," which was to sail 

from Hamburg, for London, on the morrow, 

requesting him to call ofi the island and 

embark a lady passenger. This telegram 

was unfortunately never received. It was in- 

tended that theOovemor's mail boat, a small 

craft about twenty-eight feet long, should 

take me on board and cut off" the steamer 

somewhere between the Elbe Ught vessel 

and Cuxhaven. I accordinelv started at ■
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9 a.in., with a fresh S.W. wind ; bat Bailed 

into a dense white mist^ losing sight of the 

"Wolf" with bitter regret^ as she swiftly 

steamed out to sea in the opposite direc- 

tion. For seven honrs we bobbed up and 

down in the rongh chopping sea left by a 

gale of wind, I suffering agonies of sea- 

sii^ess. Eric, the Governor's trusty cox- 

swain, a sturdy Heligolander, who, with 

two others had charge of me, vainly en- 

treated that I would dxink a *4eetle grogs," 

and kindly covered me up with boat-doaks. 

At last, when about five miles outside the 

outer Elbe light-ship, at four poa, our 

steamer was seen coining out We sailed 

up alongside her, and actually touched her 

sponson. Eric eesticulated violently, and 

shouted '' Stop, that I was a passenger, 

and I stood up in the boat, waved and 

beckoned ; but notwithstanding that we had 

hoisted tibe Jack, they only screamed angrily 

at us and never stopped for a moment My 

feelings may be faintly imagined when I 

realised that she was really steaming swiftly 

away, leaving me still twenty miles out at 

sea, in an open boat, with none but Eric and 

his men (all trusty and excellent creatures, 

however). Having made quite sure that the 

steamer had no intention of returning for 

me, there was nothing for it but to go on to 

Cuxhaven, where I mided, a miserable rag, 

about 8.30 p.m. Having paid and dis- 

missed good Eric, who was still dazed and 

bewildered by such extraordinary conduct 

on the part of the steamer, and as to what 

His Excellency, la, the Governor, would 

say, I walked about the town in the quiet 

summer evening, and saw all the world of 

Cuxhaven got up very smartly, who were 

comine to the hotel where I had been de- 

posited by Eric, for a public dance to be 

given that night. Not caring to join in the 

revels, I went cheerlessly to bed, five storeys 

high, in a room that could only hav^e been 

out of the buUder's hands a day or two 

before, as the plastered walls were literally 

streaming with wet. ■

Telegraphing to Hamburg, I found that 

nothing but a cattle-steamer for Hull would 

call at Cuxhaven next day. She was my 

only chance. Accordingly I went on board 

the steamer, "Emerald Isle," early next 

morning, and found a berth vacant For 

two days and nights I endured untold 

smells and horrors, added to my usual luck, 

a hard gale. I think I should have died 

of nausea and exhaustion had not the kind 

captain lent me his deck cabin during the 

day, into which the many villainous odours 

could not penetrate. On the third day all ■

that was left of me was landed at HoII 

thankful beyond measure to be on shore 

again. The explanation afterwards giren 

by the captain of the " Countess of Lom- 

dale," in answer to the Governor's and cor 

letter of remonstrance, was, that first, he 

had received no telegram, aod had, there- 

fore, no reason to expect me; and seoondlj, 

that being himself Mow, the mate on deck 

did not see our boat till she was a^oaUj 

under her sponson, and not half hearing 

or understanding Eric's Grerman, owing to 

the wash of the paddle-wheels, he fimded 

we had unintentionally got in his way, and 

were in danger of being run down, had 

taken our gesticidations for an^ remon- 

strance, and soon ceased looking at as. 

However that may be, I can never forget 

my despair at being left in the open sea, oat 

of sight of land, in a small boat with night 

coining on, by that cruel steamer. ■

THOUGHT-READING. ■

Few subjects have excited wider m- 

terest in recent times than thoa|fat- 

reading, or tiiought-transference. PdUio 

performers have enchained the attention of 

mtdtitudes, while, in private, numeroos ex- 

periments have been instituted, with an 

amount of success which has frequently 

astonished the performers themselves. ■

"Finding the pin" has become as pc^mlir 

a pastime in some eirdes as fmeits or 

charades, and localising imaginary paini, 

or deciphering the numbers upon ocmoealed 

bank notes, lus been again and again ac- 

complished with complete succesa The 

fascination of the subject is not diffieolt to 

explain. If mind can influence mind spirt 

from the ordinary media of the senses; i^ 

by any hitherto unrecognised process, one 

individual can succeed in f atiioming the 

intellectual operations of anotiier; it ii 

obvious that we have here a new discovery 

fraught with keen interest usti grave im- 

portance. If, on the contrary, the experi- 

ments of the thought-readers involve no 

new principle, and are capable of inteim- 

tation on the lines of ascertained knowledge 

it is worth our while to enquire into ihur 

genuine explanation. ■

The writer has witnessed and^ tahen 

part in many thought-reading expoimenti, 

and he is convinced that, in conjoncUon 

with much that recalls the familiar trieb 

of the conjuror, these performances eontam 

a germ of half-forgot^ truth, which, if 

closely scrutinised, may be found capable 

of throwing light on that mysterious region ■

II ■
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where body aod mind join, where physio- 

logy begins to tread with halting steps, and 

psychology has hitherto found no sore 

resting-place. Ho proposes to examine 

thought-reading in the light afforded by 

the much-neglected facts of Hypnotism, or 

Electro-biology, where he believes the 

rational explanation of many puzzling 

phenomena may be found. ■

For the sake of clearness we may de- 

scribe thought-reading experiments as 

divisible into three categories ■

First. Finding some concealed article, 

sach as a pin. ■

Second. Performing some definite act, 

or series of acts, previously agreed upon by 

the audience. ■

Third. Localising some imaginary pain. ■

In the first experiment, wUch is now 

generally familiar, the performer retires to 

an ante-room, while the person selected to 

act as medium conceals a pin or other 

article in the room or halL The p^ormer 

then returns, seizes the hand of the medium, 

and proceeds to search for the concealed 

article. Some performers prefer that the 

medium should place his hand, or simply a 

finger, in contact with their foreheads. 

Others, again, are most successful when a 

chain, or band of metal, connects their wrist 

with that of the mediuoL' The course of the 

performance varies. Sometimes the per- 

former dashes off with scarcely a moment's 

hesitation, and, dragging the medium after 

him, speedily succeeds in the object of his 

searcL Sometimes he slowly proceeds with 

much hesitation, and fails entirely. Most 

frequently he advances on his search with 

apparent uncertainty, then the impulse 

grows stronger, and finally he dashes for- 

ward with perfect confidence, and puts his 

hand unhesitatingly upon the concealed 

artida In this experiment the performer 

is blindfolded, and can obtain no assistance 

from the sense of sight ■

In the second type of experiment, the 

audience, or committee, agree upon some 

specified act, such as walking through the 

hall along a pre-arranged track, playing 

upon a piano, smoking a pipe, eta This 

pre-arranged performance is communicated 

to the medium, who puts himself in contact 

with the performer, and the performance 

proceeds as before. ■

In the third type of cases, the medium 

imagines ttiat he is suffering pain in some 

partof hi8organism,andthe performer takes 

his hand and, after a littie manipulation, 

places his finger on the part imaginarily 

affected. ■

* There is no Umit to the varieties of 

thought-reading experiments, but the 

above may serve as fair specimens. It 

is an indispensable condition of success 

that the medium should fix his thoughts, 

resolutely and without intermission, upon 

tho act about to be performed. ■

These experiments have been greeted 

with a scepticism and a credulity often 

alike unreasoning. Medical men espe- 

cially, were for a time loud in their dis- 

belief, and persisted in the theory that 

these performances were either mere fraud 

or else a revival of conjuring, although the 

closely-allied phenomena of hypnotism 

might have served as a warning against an 

entirely incredulous attitude. Ab regards 

the hypothesis of fraud, whatever may be 

thought of professional thought-readers, 

the honesty and integrity of many private 

performers are entirely above suspicion, 

and gross imposture of any kind may 

therefore be summarily ruled out of court 

Many of these performers inform us that 

they cannot themselves explain their own 

experiments, but they believe that, in some 

way, directing influence passes to them 

from tiie medium, whether by the senses 

or by some new channel of communication. 

The analogies of conjuring or sleight-of- 

himd equimy break down. Marvellous as 

are the conjuror's arts, it is inconceivable 

that by any manual dexterity a performer 

could succeed in such an experiment as 

discovering the site of an imaginary pain. 

We must distinguish between belief in the 

genuineness of the performance and adhe- 

sion to any partictdar explanation of it 

Many persons, who are thoroughly convinced 

of the reality of the performance and the 

bona fides of the performers, quite logically 

reject the theory which is involved in the 

terms '^ thought-reading " and "thought- 

transference." ■

Our first conclusion, then, is that the 

performances are real, and that they can- 

not be explained on any known theory of 

conjuring or sleight-of-hand. It is plain 

that knowledge, force, direction, or thought 

passes from the medium to the performer 

— the question to be determined is whether 

this knowledge or force passes by the ordi- 

nary channel of the senses or by some new 

sense. Is thought-reading merely a fine 

variety of tactile sensation 1 Is it simply 

a development of the muscular sense 1 Is 

it nerve-sympathy of some more delicate 

kind than we are familiar with) These 

are questions of much interest to the phy- 

siologist and to the psycholo^t, and it ■
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would be a misfortune to science if they 

were relegated to the realm of idle wonder 

or ignorant credulity. ■

Before we can advantageously approach 

such questions as these, we must examine 

somewhat more closely the conditions of 

tHought-reading experiments. First of 

all, contact of some kind between the 

medium and the performer is indispensable. 

Hand to hand, hand to forehead, wrist 

linked by a chain to wrist, are the most 

usual methods, but hitherto experiments 

have not succeeded without some species 

of physical contact Here a materialistic 

hypothesis at once creeps in. If thought- 

reading were really a question of thought; 

if the immaterial processes of one mind 

could influence those of another by any 

channel except that of the senses; phy- 

sical contact should be superfluous. We 

may thus safely advance to a second con- 

clusion, viz., that thoughtreading is not 

a mysterious and immaterial process, but 

that in some way it is dependent oa tactile 

sensation, whether ordinary touch, the 

"muscular sense," or some "tertium quid." ■

A favourite theory with many persons is 

that thought-reading is simply muscle-read- 

ing, and that the medium directs the per- 

former by the contraction of his muscles. 

According to this view, the medium con- 

sciously, or more often unconsciously, 

draws the performer towards the concealed 

object, or else yields readily when he is 

going right and resists when he is going 

wrong. Unskilled mediums undoubtedly 

do this sometimes in amateur performancea 

Whether from good nature, or from a desire 

to share in the applausewhich greets the suc- 

cessful accomplishment of the attempted 

experiment, they frequently jog the per- 

former and help him on towards the hidden 

object At other times such assistance is 

given by mediums quite unconsciously, 

and without any sense that the understood 

conditions of the experiment are being thus 

violated. But^ however applicable tUs ex- 

planation may be in some exceptional cases, 

there are others where such a hypothesis 

breaks down entirely. Frequently the per- 

former plainly drags the medium after him, 

while the latter remains perfectly passive. 

Experiments have succeeded even when 

the medium has been warned to avoid 

giving the slightest muscular indications, 

and has undoubtedly preserved rigid phy- 

sical passivity. Further, there are many 

thought-reading experimenU upon which 

the hypothesis of muscle-reading throws no 

light Thus, a medium might guide a ■

performer by unconscious muscular indio* 

tions to a certain comer of a room, wh^ a 

concealed object might then be detected by 

ordinary touch; but he could not ui this 

way direct some elaborate specified act- 

such as removing a certain ring of Berenl 

upon the same finger, and plaong it upoa 

a given finger of another individual as Re- 

arranged. ■

Nevertheless, a very large propartion of 

thoujght-reading experiments seem reidily 

explicable on the theory of some sort ii 

tactile sensation passing from medium to 

performer ; and it is especially worthy of 

note that frequently, when tiie peifcmn- 

ance fails, the thought-reader goes as far u 

muecle-influence could guide mm, and then 

becomes embarrassed and hesitates. Thus 

it u quite usual for the performer to pro- 

ceed rapidly, and without the aUghtesthed- 

tation, to the comer of the room where tlis 

hidden article lies concealed, and then he 

often pauses and not unfreqnently faik al- 

together to find the object, although it may 

be within a few inches of his fingera 

Now here the readiest explanation aeemi 

to be that the performer is guided by the 

muscular contractions of the medium to 

steer a correct course ; but when it conm 

to the finer point of precisely localising the 

concealed object, the tactual sensations are 

not exact enough to communicate the re* 

quired information. If aU thought-reading 

experiments exhibited this tendency to 

error in minute details, the "muscle-toueh' 

explanation would amply suffice, and it 

would be idle to seek for any f nrUier doe 

to facts already simply and adequately ex- 

plained. But often the tboi^ht-reader 

shows the most wonderful accuracy in the 

minutest details. A particular ring out of 

many is drawn from the finger, one book 

is lifted from numbers thrown together m 

confusion, or an article is deposited with 

perfect exactitude in the precise spot pI^ 

arranged. The mdst succenfiil performer^ 

on being interrc^ted, deny strennooaly 

that they are pushed or mtwn in isj 

direction by the medium, or Uiat aay 

sensible muscular indication passes from 

him to them. ■

We are now reduced to two explanar 

tions. First, that some new force panes 

from the medium to the performer anar 

logons to the odic or odyllic force, of whidi 

the world once heard a great deal which it 

has speedily contrived to forget; % 

secondly, that the performer's senses are 

unusually exalted, and that he reoeivtf 

sensory impressions sufficient to guide him ■
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in his experiments, bat so faint that he is 

barely, if at all, conscious of their ezistenca 

Of the former theory we may remark that 

odic force is still a hypothesis — a half- 

forgotten and very donbtful hypothesis — 

and that it is not permissible to explain 

the known by the onknown. ■

We belieye, then, that the true explana- 

tion of thought-reading is that the per- 

former receives impressions — partly mus- 

colar but largely nervous — through the 

ordinary channel of the senses, his sensa- 

tions being unusuallj exalted by the state 

of entire passivity into which he endeavours 

to throw himself. This state of entire 

obliviousness to all external impressions 

except those connected with the experi- 

ment, and of eager receptivity to all sug- 

gestions from the medium, is closely analo- 

gous to the hypnotic state, in which we 

Know the senses become extraordinarily 

exalted. A hypnotised subject has been 

known to have his olfactory nerve so ab- 

normally stimulated diat he has detected 

a ring, among twelve, by the sense of 

smell, and has found the owner of a glove, 

among sixtj persons, by the same means. 

The muficular sense iis also rendered incon- 

ceivably acute, as we see by the perfect 

Kifety and ease with which the somnambu- 

list (whose state is allied to that of hyp- 

notism) mounts roofs, treads dizzy para- 

pets, and performs other difficult muscular 

acts which he would not even attempt 

in the waking state. If the thought- 

reader, in his efforts after entire mental 

abstraction, really throws himself into a 

state bordering on hypnotism, it is certain 

that he might receive sensory impressions 

from the medium, of which, under ordinary 

circamstances, he would be entirely un- 

conscious. A slight tightening of the hand- 

grasp, or quickeninff of the breathing, or 

any similar slight indication, would be suffi- 

cient to guide him in his experiment. But 

is the mental state of the thought-reader in 

any way comparable to the hypnotic or 

mesmeric trance 1 Some thought-readers 

wonld unhesitatingly deny the suggestion ; 

but even they are conscious of more or less 

severe mental tension and abstraction, 

while other performers seem to suffer from 

great nervous prostration after their ex- 

periments — a fact which lends support to 

the idea that they are in a partially hyp- 

notised state. ■

The view that nerve-force passes from 

the medium to the performer is quite dis- 

tinct from the theory that " thoughts," or 

'^ ideas,'' are transmitted. That thought ■

can pass from brain to brain by means 

of touch is a hypothesis opposed to all 

our knowledge, and may be safely dis- 

missed. What does pass is probably a 

nervous current, which produces some 

modification of tactile sensibility. It may 

seem difficult to explain how a simple 

undifferentiated nerve-current could pos- 

sibly convey the definite information re- 

quisite for the performance of specific 

acts; but the difficulty becomes le'ss in 

the light of the phenomena of hypnotisuL 

The performer is in a state of nervous 

strain, of expectant attention, and his 

senses are so exalted that he becomes 

keenly alive to slight impressions to which 

at other times he would be entirely ob- 

livious. The medium, on the other hand, 

is earnestly concentrating his thoughts on 

the article to be found or the act to be ac- 

complished, and he is thus prone to give 

indications of which he has himself no 

knowledga If ideas actually passed from 

medium to performer, there is no reason 

why the two should not stand hand-in-hand 

until the idea had time to pass, the per- 

former then proceeding, unaccompanied, to 

the execution of the experiment But this 

he is never able to da He starts, un- 

certain whither he is going or what he is 

about to da Clearly no idea has yet been 

transmitted to him. As he proceeds he 

gains confidence, and the medium becom- 

ing excited in the result, becomes more 

prone to give helping indications. Thus the 

performer is helped on little by little until 

he finally succeeds, but no definite idea 

has at any time been conveyed to hioL 

The indications given by the medium are 

not merely contractions and relaxations of 

muscle, but are often nerve-currents sig- 

nalising success or failura Frequently the 

performer does part of the required act, 

pauses and hesitates, and then completes it 

with perfect confidence. Probably an un- 

conscious signal indicating success and en- 

couragement has passed from the medimn. 

The performer is rarely certain that the 

required act, if at all complex, has been 

correctly achieved, until so assured by the 

spectators. If it is a pin that is to be 

found, the sensation of touch is of course 

sufficient to assure him of success, but if 

he is performing some complex act, he 

usually seems uncertain until congratulated 

on the result Now if any definite "idea" 

or "thought'^ had passed into his mind 

from the medium, he ought to be fully 

assured of success without being informed 

of it ■

r ■
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Farther, on the ordinary thought-reading 

or thonghttransference theory, the per- 

former should be able to indicate before 

commencing his performance what he is 

about to do or where the concealed article 

lies hiddea But this, as has already been 

indicated, he never succeeds in doing. 

There is no philosophical ground for the 

common notion that the idea, say of the 

locality of a concealed pin, will pass more 

readily from medium to performer as the 

hidden article is approached. It is the 

increasing excitement and growing nervous 

concentration of the medium, as he sees 

success almost achieved, which cause 

him to give more definite indications at 

the critical moment. ■

It must be remembered that the faculty 

of reading obscure indications varies enor- 

mously. Persons who are highly nervous, 

sensitive, and sympathetic, read with un- 

erring certainty slight indications which 

convey no information whatever to others. 

A person of this type will divine in a 

moment that a near relative or dear friend 

is displeased, or anxious, or otherwise 

mentally affectedi although the most 

studious efforts may have been made to 

conceal such feelings. This capacity of 

divining the feelings of another is pro- 

bably akin to the powers of the skilled 

thought-reader. The medium may be 

utterly unaware that any directing influence 

has passed from him; but, nevertheless, 

the unseen telegraphy is really at work, 

and the thought-reader interprets, perhaps 

quite unconsciously, the unheard clicking 

of an invisible needle. ■

We know what a world of meaning may 

be conveyed by the slightest raising of the 

eyebrows, or pursing of the lips, or tight- 

ening of the hantJ-grasp to anyone trained 

by habit and sympathy to interpret slight 

signs. The power of divining, wluch has 

undoubtedly been possessed by some 

persons, is merely the faculty of reading 

signs and sense indications too subtle for 

detection by the ordinary intellect. The 

diviner does not penetrate into the 

mysterious region of mind, but he reads 

the writing of the senses, which is written in 

invisible ink for others, but traced in plain 

characters for him. The medium is, no 

doubt in most cases, perfectly unconscious of 

giving any aid to the performer, but we 

must remember that, by the conditions of 

the experiment, he has concentrated all his 

thoughts on one fact, and the extra- 

ordinary mobility of the mind and its 

proneness to unconscious action when ■

under the influence of one "dominaiit 

idea " is one of the most familiar fack of 

mesmerism and hypnotism. ■

This suggested explanation of ibonglLV 

reading experiments is much strength^ 

when we investigate the charactenstics d 

those persons who are most succeeafol as 

performers or mediums. Skilful thoogbt- 

readers are nervous, excitable, "highly 

strung,'' sensitive, and sympaUietic per- 

sons, who readily receive and respond to imr 

pressions from without — ^precisely the type 

of individual most amenable to hypnotk 

or mesmeric influences. The chief le- 

quisite for a successful medium is the 

power of mental concentration, which 

really means strength of will, which u 

only important to this extent— that the 

person who wills strongly that a certain 

thing shall be done, is certain to give 

unconscious assistance towards the doing 

of it Sympathy is important in a medium, 

but only for the same reason, viz., that 

the sympathetic person more readily aids 

an experiment than one who is nnm- 

terested or apathetic. ■

There is a vague idea afloat that one 

will can act upon another without the 

intervention of the senses, and apart from 

any consciousness by the person operatei 

on that efforts are being put forth to 

influence him. Thus it is popularly held 

that if you look steadily at a person mi 

crowd, he is sure to return your gaza The 

writer has repeatedly tested this b^ 

and with an almost uniform want of 

success. No doubt on the mere piincipb || 

of chances, if one person gazes fucedly at 

another for several minutes the latter wOl 

occasionally chance to look round, and hii 

attention will be arrested by perceiviog a 

significant glance directed at him ; bat dn 

theory that some nervous influence hai 

passed from one to the other is untenaUa 

Again, it is within the cognisance d 

everybody that, if two persons be in strong 

sympathy, the same idea wUl occasionally 

flash through the two minds almost aifflai* 

taneously, and some remark, qoite on* 

connected with the drift of the prenoM 

conversation, is met with the leplj: 

" those very words were almost in W 

mouth." If the current reading of thii 

familiar fact were correct, we shonld hare 

here a very close analogy to what is yofOr 

larly understood by "thought-reading; 

but another more material and mora fto- 

bable explanation suggests itsell Two per- 

sons, who have been much in contact and 

possess similar tastes and sympathies wiU ■

r ■
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be to a large degree similarly influenced bj 

objects which affect the senses. A picture, 

a landscape, a chord of music, a child's cry, 

may cause the same ideas to flash through 

boUi minds; but the explanation is not 

any imaginary " thought-transference," but 

rather that the association of ideas has 

operated similarly on two minds previously 

prepared by similarity of sympathy or edu- 

cation. This argument may be readily 

tested in the following way. ■

Let one of two persons, who are in strong 

mutual sympathy, fix upon some idea un- 

connected with any visible object or re- 

cent occurrence. Let him now join hands 

with his friend, and silently endeavour to 

cause the passage of the idea from his own 

brain to his companion's. The result, ac- 

cording to the writer's experience, is certain 

failure. But let some trifle, however small, 

escape, which is capable of acting upon the 

senses and awaking the laws of association, 

and success is very probable. ■

Yet^ it may be granted, without undue 

credulity, that the possibility of one mind 

infloencing another at a distance by the 

transference of ideas cannot be absolutely 

denied. All the length which scientific 

investigation enables .us to go is that 

hitherto no fact or phenomenon has been 

educed requiring this hypothesis, and that 

all the facts mown to us are explicable 

without the assumption of any new force or 

any new mode of mental operation. So far 

as we know, the mind derives all its know- 

ledge of the external world through the 

medium of the sensea Thus it is that it 

learns the properties and powers of matter, 

the nature of life and qualities of sendent 

beings, and we may feel sure that it is 

through the same medium that it learns all 

it knows, or ever can know, of the opera- 

tions of minds other than itself. ■

DAISY. ■

A STORY IN FIVE CHAPTERS. 

CHAPTER III. ■

It was the '' stroke," and his name was 

Nicholas Owen, and with two cousins he 

was staying at the Citta Yenezia on their 

way home. ■

All the English of Chiaranza were at 

the service in the chanel of the hotel on 

the following day, Sunday, and then it was 

that the hero of Daisy's imagination pre- 

sented^ himself in the conventional attire, 

and with the conventional bearing, of die 

tourist Englishman. He and his cousins 

knew the chaplain — ^the chaplain and his ■

wife were resident in the Holfords' hotel — 

and Nell Holford had for the past two 

Sundays acted as organist, playing the 

harmonium, and thereby relieving a resident 

ChiaranzA lady, who was taking a holiday. ■

The Owens and the Holfords were intro- 

duced by Mr. Herbert, the chaplain, and as 

they all strolled together into the shadowed 

vestibule — nay, rather the open-air central 

hall of the hoted — they began to talk. ■

But it was not Daisy vrilio by any means 

came to the front No, her gaiety, and her 

wild ways, and her rather rattling speeches, 

all were in the shade. ■

Perhaps Margaret Owen, the very fair 

girl, and her very fair brother, were truly * 

for the nonce the leaders ; certainly they 

were the leaders of the young part of the 

group. Nicholas Owen and Mr. Holford 

stood by a bench under a huge palm, where 

Mrs. Holford had sat^ and dozed, and read, 

while the service had been going on. ■

Good lady ! She fanned herself, and she 

said : " The weather was really too much 1 

The girls liked the lake, but she wanted 

air." ■

And here a breath of hot, sun-scorched 

air, came sweeping under the awnings from 

ofif the lake. ■

Nicholas Owen smiled. He pointed to 

the great palm-leaves waving slowly, and as 

the perfume of roses, and syringa, and 

stephianotis bore across from the gardens 

he simply gasped, "Ahl" and lifted his 

tall, diurk head. He could revel in the 

heat and the luscious scents. ■

" You think we have air 1 I want cool 

air." Mr& Holford fanned herself vigor- 

ously, and spread her opened left palm on 

the cool iron of her seat. " Yes, cold air — 

sea air; but I really have not energy to 

have my own way. They must do as they 

like.'' ■

" Why not do as we are going to do to- 

morrow— drive over the Simplon t There 

will be snow and ice there in plenty." ■

"Not" ■

" There was a week ago, but certainly 

the weather has changed very much during 

the week. Anyhow, we shall find cool air. ■

Here the groups of old and young be- 

came more mixed, and Margaret Owen, 

walking up to her cousin, said : " Now we 

are here, and we have friends here — so 

many 1 " she nodded her head gaily round 

to all, ''you shall take me to see the 

gardens. I am sun-proof. Come ! " She 

shook out her white umbrella ready for 

opening, and with an amusing air of com- 

mand led Nicholas outwards. '* Thev sav ■
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they beat oars, bat I stand up for the 

•Venezia.'" ■

" You know the * Venezia ' ? " asked the 

yery fair young man. ■

** No — no ; not at alL Bat I am here, 

and I appropriate everythbg. What is 

one's own is best, always besf ■

"You are loyalty itself," Roger Owen 

said lazily. He leaned against a marble 

pedestal, whereon stood a tub from which 

the arms of a cactus spread with flaming 

crimson blooms. He was twistbg his lazy 

fingers — fingers that were strangely brown 

in comparison to his fair brow and yellow 

cropped hair — ^lazily in and out of a petident 

* creeper which hung down from the balcony 

of the floor above. ■

" Yes," she answered. " Loyalty to one's ■

n ■

own. ■

"It is too hot to argue out that idea. 

One might suggest that the element Self 

was gtven too prominent a place." ■

'* Don't suggest principles and don't argue 

anything, who can t " Josey was tallung 

nonsense. ■

"Itismytrade to argue;" but he looked 

too utterly lazy to be equal to more than 

his idle playing with the purple creeper. ■

" How dreadful 1" was her careless reply. 

"I suppose," she thought, "he means he 

is a lawyer." ■

" More dreadful still to talk < shop.' " ■

" But who does not do that I Artists 

do, musicians do, doctors do, and parsons ; 

why should not weV For the moment 

Josey dropped her laziness and spoke 

naturally. ■

The man smiled. Which was the real 

girl, the lazy one or the brisk one 1 But 

he would go on with his own assumed 

laziness. "Don't, please 1" he pretended 

to implore. " If you invite me to ' talk 

shop ' in so determined a way you will com- 

mand the next moment, and then where 

should Iber ■

"Where you are, I suppose — ^a slave of 

obedience. I should like to try my powers, 

but," her voice fell into softest languor, " I 

really am not equal to the effort" ■

" I am grateful I should be in a dis- 

tressing position. I must obey you, and 

yet I should be making myself hatefal in 

your eyes by talking of judge and jury, 

and witness and client, and pros and cons." ■

" Don't, pray ! " — acting her lazy r6le. 

Then suddenly the girl shook out her fan, 

a huge red thing with a garish picture of 

tarantella dancers on it, that she had bought 

in a village shop the day before for " dear 

ngUness, and for local colour." Shook it ■

and fanned herself, and cried natanDy, 

" What stuff we are talking ! What an 

idiot I am 1 " ■

Otfen had no time to say any word to 

the contrary, but his eyes laughed. He 

and she had both been playing a gtma. 

But there, the gong was vibrating the retj 

ground they stood upon. ■

" Hideous things to inflict upon dfflised 

creatures 1 " Owen said, standmg erect ■

"But the pleasure they suggest!" and 

Josey laughed merrily. " I am so hnngrj 

— but, perhaps — ^you are too tired" ■

"Scarcdy. Are your tables falll Or, 

do you not think we might cement oor 

friendship by lunching together! We 

are here, and — there is the dimb to the 

•Venezia.'" ■

" I hate a lazy man ! " and she toned 

her head mischievously. ■

" So do L" ■

He did not show laziness in getting hu 

idea worked into an accepted &ct ■

Josey and Daisy had one room between 

them, and that night when both were in 

bed Daisy ezdaimed : ■

" What a day 1 " ■

" You sound tragic, dear I " Bat Josef 

knew. ■

"All these strangers, and now we in 

hand-and-glove with them, and going to 

travel with them for two days. Are ihsj 

nice, or are they horrid 1 " ■

" Very nice, I think." ■

"My romance is getting involved, Ja" 

Daisy always must talk in this nnrefled 

way. ■

Wiser Jo smiled to herself, and sawm 

this a healthy sign. The truth was tbt 

Dais]f's hero was very dearly a man wlw 

was not susceptible to the charms of nev 

acquaintances. Jo saw that he prefened 

the society of the older part of the com- 

pany to that of the girls. He showed no 

great devotion to any girL Bat, being a 

true gentleman, he had in a certain wij 

been polite to herself and her conain— 

again, his most happy, most restfal nvi- 

ner was when he and his own eoarin 

Margaret were together. She had, m we 

have hinted, always & manner of p^ 

prietorship with him. All was strange u 

yet, but wise Josey Bray was glad A»t 

Daisy should talk in this open way. f<« 

Daisy to be silent would mean that ptagj 

was stricken — love does come unWddw, 

and love strikes painfully, sometimea So 

she would enlarge, and enlarge in hffA 

tones, about the "romance." ■

1 1 ■
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« Involved I How 1 The ' stroke/ I sup- 

pose yoa mean. Was he not soffidentfy 

devoted t" ■

« Devoted I— who to !" ■

''The romance most answer." Daisy 

keeping silence, Jo went on, "I liked 

him— he was very kind and polite to 

mCi ■

"Oh, yea" ■

"And to yon." ■

"He was simply lovely to me, bat — 

he thinks I'm in the school-room, I'm 

sore* ■

" bnorant person ! " ■

"Iin not the style he admires, evidently, 

and-— I'm not going to educate myscdf up 

to it. I shall be as qniet as ever I can for 

the next two days." ■

"Whatever for? I mean to enjoy my- 

self. Fancy I driving over the Simplonl 

Talk of romance 1 " ■

Daisy's words followed her own line of 

thought ■

"That cousin, that Margaret — do you 

like her style I" ■

"Yea Why not 1 You wouldn't think 

it, but she's a Girton girl, and has passed 

ezama that would frighten me. She's a 

B.A, only not being a man she can't be 

the<E' I'd be caUed it if I won it" ■

"She doesn't seem extraordinarily 

clever." ■

"No — charming! Is she not I Quite 

natural!" ■

"I suppose so. Very natural; hut 

coQsms are not always like that Am I 

like that with any of your boys I " ■

"You order them about pretty well!" 

And Josey laughed. ■

" I do, bat not like that Jo, romance 

18, 1 foresee, a bothering thing. I've just 

read the first chapter, and I'm not sure 

that the second will look so agreeabla 

He's very nice, though, and I'm not sure 

Uiat I'm not a bit sorry." ■

"Daisy! don't be a siDy! You! to fall 

in leva with a " ■

the next day, and I'll just sUp out of the 

way when I see the two cousins together — 

they shall understand that I have my wits 

about me. He's not half as good-looking 

as I thought he was— is he, Jo I " ■

"Oh ! yes. He's £ar handsomer than I 

ever sapposed ! " Josey was plotting in 

W kindly way. ■

" Pshaw 1 handsome!" ■

CHAPTER IV. ■

Some days passed. ■

We cannot give the details of the two 

days' travelling in company with the 

Owens — all the world knows how such a 

time of close companionship may weld a 

friendship for life, and — alack ! for the con- 

trarieties of human nature ! — ^may also hold 

awkward sayings and doings, able to ex- 

cite the mildest-seeming sous to bitterest 

animosity. ■

Warm air; mulberries and olives; gaily- 

kerchiefed women and brown, half-clad 

children, gradually were left behind, and 

hilly slopes were mounted till the airs 

one breathed were cool — ^nay, sharply cold. 

Then one shivered and donned one s wraps, 

and one's mind assorted itself so swiftly, 

so easOy to the change that was growing all 

around. There were children still fl>ing 

after the carriages, still crying, " Soldo — 

soldo!" but now their hands were full of 

the pink mountain flowers, of the blue 

forget-me-nots of the north. Aloft, too, 

on the heights flashed the scarlet lilies of 

the Alps. Snow and ice and stiUuess made 

the home of those lilies. ■

Then had come the frontier, the show of 

inspection for contraband goods, the chalk 

mark on one's packages, the pass into a 

new country. ■

Italy was behind them. ■

But this is too much of travelling ex- 

perience ; let us go on. ■

Once — there being a certain individuality 

amongst the two parties — the Owens had 

gone mountaineering while the Holfords 

stayed by lake and chalet; then, again, 

they met, and for a week were once more 

together. ■

Truly then romance, Daisy's romance, 

grew complicated. ■

liicholais Owen did one day, in a certain 

quiet way he had, decidedly single her out 

as his companion. It had begun by the 

fact of their all six walking abreast along 

a valley road, alpenstocks in hand. She 

had adhered to her programme of wild 

gaiety for the two days after leaving 

Chiaranza, but since then she had been 

gay or sad as the humour seized her, and 

evidently ruled her manner not at alL ■

But the chance, which had thrown Daisy 

next to the " stroke " at the start of the 

walk, was in power apparently for the 

morning. The valley road got left behind, 

and a mountain was being breasted. Mar- 

garet, tall, erect, and free, strode ahead like 

the pioneer of the partv. Surelv studv had ■
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not iDJured her lunge. How the girl sang, 

as she moanted into the air that at every 

step grew clearer and clearer ! ■

Daisy and Nicholas Owen were the next ; 

Daisy, happiness itself, gathering a hit of 

every new flower in her path, stopping 

perpetually. ■

" You'll he all day getting up to Sainte 

Clug6on," Nell cried as she tramped past. 

" Daisy will he tyrannical if you humour 

her as you are doing, Mr. Owen." Then 

her voice was lost and herself hidden by a 

turn of the path. ■

Josey and Roger Owen also were lost to 

sight, hut ambition was not to blame in 

their case. They were below. ■

"Am I victimising youl" and Daisy 

stood upright. She always had a very 

clear way of speaking, and whether gay or 

sad her natural manner was one that seemed 

to say that her heart was in what she spoka 

In a word, to be sincere was a necessity. ■

Grave Nicholas Owen smiled at the 

earnest face. ■

'' No,'' he answered as sincerely. '< Did 

you ever know a man who allowed himself 

to be victimised 1 " ■

*' Plenty," was her gay answer. Then she 

walked on a bit more quickly. ■

" Not at all," he caught her up. " They ■

have liked it all — ^just as " Here he ■

suddenly stopped short ■

"Just as you like humouring my fancies 1" 

she laughed. Surely the mountain air was 

making her wild. ■

" Exactly so. But hear my logic. When 

bhe word ' victimising ' comes to the front 

it is always at the moment when they are 

'rowing selfish again, and when they are 

^ired ot—ot their pleasant play," he ended 

abruptly. " I wish Margaret would keep 

in sight" ■

Why did he end so sharply t Why did 

be bring Margaret and his care of her so 

forward t ■

* Is this the place to edge in one word of 

bis history t There seems none other. He 

iiad been solitary since his boyhood; he 

bad grown up to manhood with a necessity 

dways before him that he had himself to 

^rust to and himself alone. School and 

3ngineers' workshops — ^he was an engineer 

—had been, one may almost say, sought, 

md found, and worked through by himself 

for himself. Naturally he had friends — a 

nan is no man who is friendless — ^but of re- 

ations he had none who took notice of him 

intil, five years before the time we meet 

pdth him, an uncle had come home from 

[ndia, made an English home for his own ■

sons and daughters, and a home for NkholiB 

too. Since then Nicholas had been enginett- 

ing in Egypt. He had been ia Eogiand 

now for some eight months, bat after tbk 

jaunt with two of his cousins he was boond 

for Russia, railway making. By thia tiae 

he had seen twenty-seven yean of life. ■

'' Margaret t" Daisy repeated. Shefett 

chilled. She had been so happy, so inteue 

in her enjoyment; the world was snchagood 

world — ^and now, one huge cloud seemolto 

kill the sunlight and the joy. " Margaiet- 

she is so brave, such a wonderful penon." 

Her words were coming more qoiel^. 

'' She always seems to me to like to go 

just exactly her own way." ■

'*You are right," he said qtdeUy, "abe 

is self-reliant You should see her at home, 

she is more than self-reliant. All the familj 

rely upon her, trust to her!" His tones 

too grew warmer as he ended. ■

" Yes. I dare say." ■

"She has no fear." Nicholas was masiDg. 

He, too, had a mania — ^if such a word mij 

be borrowed for a feeling which mesoi 

almost a passion for guarding and guding. 

Until so lately he had been alone, with no 

mother to help, no sister to guide. Saidy 

Margaret was much* to him. ■

" There is no danger where we are Aung 

now." Daisy, like Uie rest of wonumkind, 

might slip into hardness. Was she jealoos t ■

''No — ^notifshe walks as we are walking; 

but she clambers recklessly." ■

" Do go to her, Mr. Owen," was the 

next word, spoken yery coolly. ■

By this time all these acquamtanees 

had, we may say, become so friendlj dut 

any stiffness, or what one might call out- 

side veneer of mannerism, had flon to the 

winds. By Daisy slipping into wnat wis 

rather a formal style she struck her oott- 

panion. ■

Suddenly a gleam of light burst over lu 

face, then as suddenly a hot colour tmffi 

over it, and the light was gone. Ho wu 

thinking — what had he done t AninitiiKt 

made him turn from Daisy and locA^ tf *^ 

were, up the mountain. ■

Now, to the right of them swept steep 

green uplands, snow-streaked up alofl^ and 

then green*6oft places travdled on roundly 

till they melted in a fir forest Above the 

firs rose a rampart of rock ; hat tor the 

hiding of the fin that rock would haie 

shown itself travelling sheer down, blodc 

upon block, to another valley than the 

one they had started from. Owen knef 

this. He knew of danger. ■

Daisy knew nothing ; she was joaloai, ■
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and she hogged her jealooBj, and she lost 

her own natural, true salt For a moment 

her face, too, burned hoUy; bat it was 

with anger and with contempt for what 

Bhe would have called her '* idiotcy ; " then 

she felt very cold and she spoKe again 

coldly, but idl the while making as great 

a show of ease as was in her power. ■

« Yes," she said, " do go forward. You'll 

catch her ap in no time, and I like being 

hera I like being alone — I shall stay 

about here till the others catch me up. 

There are he^M of flowers." ■

And she really thought she was making 

him understand that flowers could well 

compensate to her for his absenca Daisy 

Holford was clever enough, but she was not 

a good actresa ■

He was half-deceived, however, for he 

felt one d^pree glad at her coolness. He 

argued in this way — she was cool, so he 

had not hurt her. But the moment after 

he saw a fact concerning himself — life 

showed him love. Before, he had known 

a man's love for his friends; and, of late, 

there had been the love for all in his new 

home, but — this was a new thing. ■

But he was a strong man, and could 

master impulse. ■

He answered prosaically. *' You are 

snre you do not mind — ^you are fearless, 

too!'' ■

"Quite." Daisy felt glad to be some- 

thing which he approved. ■

"Then I will hurry after her, and you 

—you will wait here till Uie others come 

up!" ■

"Yes — ^I have no wish to explora" ■

He was moving one step forward — no 

more, when a stnmge sound came. ■

A cry, a sharp distant cry, broke the fair 

stillness of the mountain. It was from Uie 

cn^ atop of the fir forest ■

Both looked. But even in that instan- 

taneous glance they could neither of them 

see the exact figure of the one who cried. ■

A gleam, a falling sweep of pale colour 

was, by the time their sight had caught 

it, hording against the projecting crags, 

touching the tops of the fir trees — ^gone 

OQt of sight behind the massed green of 

boughs and stems 1 ■

" Margaret I " Owen cried. ■

Yes — the pale mass was the pale pink 

of the girl's cotton dresa ■

"Ply! oh,flyr' ■

He had made a dash forward when her 

voice struck him. ■

"Daisy ! my darling 1 I must go 1 " and 

before she knew his arms were around her. ■

and yet again, before she knew, the clasp 

was loosei^, and he was setting a burning 

kiss upon her hand. ■

" Oh, go I you must go, — ^you must ■

go I" ■

And he was gone. ■

She stood alona What had ha{^ened f ■

She scarcely knew for a second. The 

mountain was still, save for the singing of 

birds or the tinkle of cow-beUa The sun 

was high in glory, the flowers swayed 

their dainty heads in the gentle summer 

breeza ■

Thtti Daisy knew all, and she ran — ran 

for dear life — ^till she came to Josey and 

her companion — him she sent flying to 

therescua ■

Was this the deed of heroism they were 

to watch calmly ) ■

CHAPTER V. ■

All were back in England and October 

was in, but September's winds were still 

blowing. ■

What had happened in the interval I ■

Margaret had gone safely enough, and 

would have remained in safety, had she not 

been seized by some wild frei^ of shoutine 

to her friends, whom she had just discovered 

from her crag. As she shouted she uncon- 

sciously stepped to the very edge, and — ^it 

gave way. She fell; she knew of one — 

two — ^three violent jerks and fallings, then 

she became unconscioua ■

What she next knew was a'sensation of 

water on her face, in her opmiing eyes — 

that was after Nicholas, her cousin, had 

found her. ■

To go down was as bad as to go up, and 

going up was far shorter. To an athlete 

like Ificholas Owen, to choose his footing 

calmly, to stride with a giant step, to 

carry Margaret, was no great deed — not in 

his own eyes, at least. ■

It was done ; and with a spurt of victory 

he almost flune the girl on to the firm rocs 

above, himself springing after her. But 

either his spring was not direct enough, or, 

maybe, in tiie struggle upwards, weighted 

as he was, his strength may have wasted. 

One knows not He did not know himself. ■

He fell And he fell dangerously. ■

Margaret shrieked for help, but only 

the four winds heard her, for no help 

sprang in answer till her brother cama 

They could not see Nicholas, they could not 

reach him from where they were, he was 

far below the ridge on which Margaret 

herself had rested. ■
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When they found him they thought he 

was dead. He was not, but he waa sorely 

hurt. ■

For weeks he lay at the hotd, then — we 

repeat the opening sentence of the chapter. ■

<' All were in l^gland, and October was 

well in." ■

The Owens wexe at Teddington, die 

Holfords, as we have before seen them, at 

Byebridge. ■

Nicholas was getting well, but he must 

lose his Russian appointment, so he feared, 

and though he was not wholly dependent 

on his work for the bread of life, yet he 

was trusting to it for things that make life 

worth living. He had b^n calm and an 

unimpulsive man, now he was diafing at 

the fate that still tied him to a couch for 

most of the day. ■

He had " been the first to be thought of, 

the one whose wants were in the forefront 

of the house's management long enough," 

he said. ''He wanted to be at work 

again.'' ■

A man who is worth anything will 

desire ''work" in this way, but, probably, 

beyond the universal instinct Nicholas had 

discovered, within the lately past time, 

some personal and decided incentive to 

the earning of an income on which he 

should be able to build a home. ■

Every day he chafed more and more at 

his chains, but — doubtless, returning power 

awoke some part of his rebellion — every 

day he also made some step forward ■

One day he walked across his room, 

another day he walked along the garden, 

and — 80 on. One can easily imagine the 

details of convalescence with a man who ia 

determined to fight himself back to health. ■

He had written to the Company, for 

which he had been appointed engineer, 

a straightforward, maniy letter, oarely 

touching, but still painfully touching, upon 

the accident which had lamed him. ■

However, the writing of the letter 

seemed to lift a weight from his mind — 

it was an evil faced and passed. ■

Let us go over to Eyebridge and see 

what the Holfords were about ■

As a family they were brimful of excite- 

ment, for Josey Bray was to be married in 

October to Roger Owen. Perhaps, in the 

touches which we have been able to give 

of her and her doings, this consummation 

of her foreign tour is not a strange or un- 

expected one. By the common saying 

" coming events cast their shadows before ■

ALL THE YEAB BOUND. ■

them," and Josey 's ** coming evwifhii 

pretty clearly foreshadowed itsell ■

Nell a^ Daisy would be her trndesttttdi ■

At last we come to Daisy's name, Ae 

Dusy who, so unheroic, has to poseiitke 

heroine of this story. ■

Her romance had certainly grown tam^ 

cated — so complicated that it had entMf 

cluuiged the giri. She was, as the family 

said, a diiOfereni girl since that forap 

tour, she had grown womanly; and Daiif, 

womanly as well as bright, was channiog. ■

Sometimes, in her room alone, she ^ 

not see her h^piness ; sometimes she, too, 

chafed to see how fate had treated lur 

whimsically, and had taken rough libertieB 

with her. Then, again, she remembend 

one day, one supreme day, one saprase 

moment when — she loved to r^ett tlu 

words to herself which her hero, in idi 

abandonment, had spoken. ■

How she grieved for him and over him 1 

The others could talk of him, Daisy oooM 

not talk. She kept her grief sUe&t ■

No wonder the girl had become womsaly. 

Was she jealous still of Margaretl his 

way — yes. She was womanly. ■

She said to herself: " Msffgaret ii like 

his sister, who so fit to tend him 9" hit, 

when she saw Margaret wait upon hia, 

then Daisy grew silent and f dl iqpari ■

How they learnt it she did not know; 

but it seemed to be an accepted fact in hx 

sisters' minds that " Nicholas Owm wh 

proud, that Bussian appointment would 

have given him wealth, and he wopld hm 

carried Margaret to Kussia with him." ■

Daisy did not gainsay thenL How ooold 

shel Li a vague, troublous way she be- 

lieved it She had read enough of 

romances to know that marriage may be 

promised and carried out, and that a pi8- 

sionate love may exist outside all thi^ ^ ■

They went on, she not contiadictiBg 

" Now, because he loses it, he leaves hff 

free. A man can be so proud I " ■

" And I call that being honourabh^ not 

proud," was Daisy's remark. ■

" You iJways d^d think him perfeotioD.'' ■

To which no answer was given. ■

Then came the day of Joeey's weddli^f 

The Holfords were all home— m^ 

people understand the loose, demora&ed 

condition a family gets into after the loof 

exciting day of a wedding. One csnnoi 

put on one's useful dress wiAout sone 

extra decking, one cannot pass the ^^^'^ 

without continual bursts and bre^ s^ 

as " Did you see so-and-so in the ehuehl ■

•=3^ ■
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-^**I feel sore X. felt huuelf a diseaided 

lover, his jokes weve lo intoifely wariij 1 " 

— *' Joeey ! did die not look sweet in her 

tmreUing dress t " and so on, and so oo. ■

Into the midst of this sort of thing the 

serrant annonneed, " Mr. Owen, ma'ant" ■

Nicholas had driven over. ■

«Ihav8 great newB^ ereat news!" he said. ■

"Nothing exdting, I hope, Mr. Owen!" 

Mra Hdford said. "To-daj has been 

ahnost too mneh for me.'' ■

"I am afraid it snrpasses the ^rfiole of 

many to-days in its effect on me. The ■

A Company defer the commencement ■

of their work for a fall numth — a fall 

month from the proposed date. That 

mesns six weeks from now. I feel well at ■

OQca ■

f> ■

"They wait for you, you meant" Mr. 

Holford asked. ■

"Yea I am vain enough to say yes. 

Ton do not know Triiat it means to me." ■

One can manage many things ^en one 

is a determined lover — by*and-by Daky was 

being asked a question which — ^which — 

well, which W6 will not say much about 

hera ■

'|Bassia will be worse than France or 

Switzerland," Nicholas Owen was saying. ■

"I don't care ! " and her arm, which was 

within his, gave it a spasmodic grasp. ■

"So cold " ■

"Til get plenty of furs, sir." ■

" And you dislike foreign parts " ■

"I did. 'Circumstances alter cases,'" 

she quoted. "Are you changing your 

wishes, sir t " and she tossed her head gaiily. ■

"My darling! But am I ^together 

rigbtt" ■

There perhaps his action was not logically 

in unison with his words. ■

" Margaret I " Daisy now could afford to 

psrtde her jealou^. ■

"Poor Madge 1 she still must wait on," 

Owen said calmly. ■

" Ah t— Eh 1— Wait t" and again Daisy's 

hetd^ lifted. "Do I have to disappear 

within a given time t Is that part of the 

programmer' ■

"My child! have you ever thought) ■

Why, Margaret has been engaged to a ■

yoofig doctOT ever since she was sixteen. ■

He simply can't get oa You know she ■

taika of being a nursa" ■

"I know she talka That's the reason, 

eht" ■

Bat Daisy was supremdy calm under 

thit further piece of newa " I really have 

felt horrid, dear, sometimea" she said. ■

VICTIlVtS. ■

bt theo gift. ■

0»LttLorimt^' " An A2iHtindUi Pride,' 

Stc, Btc ■

CHAPTER XXV. ROBBED. ■

Whbn Maistland came to himself after 

the fall which had stonned him, it was to 

find himself in pitchy darkness, and with 

a sensation of lying at the bottom of the 

sea on a bed of extremely rough and rocky 

shingla How he had got there he had no 

idea. Indeed, the first vague notion that 

came to him was that he had been ship- 

wrecked on the voyage to Guernsey and 

drowned; and instinctively he stretched 

out his arms to feel if Yera's body were 

lying among the stones and water-weeds 

near him. %at the action only brought his 

elbow in contact with a big fragment of 

rock dose by, while his fingers encountered 

nothing but smaller pieces of the same. 

And, by-and-by, gleams of clearer conscious- 

ness and intelligence came back to him. 

He was able to recognise that what he had 

taken for the roaring of the waves was only 

a singing in his own ears; that the bed 

of shuigle smelt strongly of coals, while a 

longer interval still brought with it some- 

thing like a flash of recollection ocmceming 

a telegram and some iron railings. Yes, he 

recollected now : he had gone to send off a 

telegram, and the railii^gs — ^where were 

they ^ There was a pile of them, and he 

had sprung over them and fallen on a trap- 

door. Of something resembling one, which 

had given way beneath him. ... He 

could not recollect any more. ■

It took him a long while to get even as 

far as this, and his mind kept going over 

and over the few facts thus painfully ro- 

called in a kind of sing-song citcle. Tele- 

gram, railings, trap-door — trap^loor, tele- 

gram, railings; round and round and round 

again. Though who the telegram was to, 

or what about, or how the raiUngs and the 

trap-door had come in his way, he had no 

idea; and his head ached too badly to 

think about it Perhaps if he sat up a 

little it would be better. These rocks too 

— ^it could not be wise to be lying on a 

heap of broken stones and rubble with a 

head that ached like his. ■

He put one hand up to it, as he thought 

this, attempting to raise himself at the 

same time ; but the hand stuck in his hair, 

which seemed matted together with some 

glutinous liquid mixed with gravel; and 

the movement brousht quite a different set I ■
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of images into his mind. All of a sudden 

he seemed to see a bit of waste ground, en- 

closed by a pile of tall, dark-red buildings, 

and himself hurrying across it to reach an 

open gate at the furUier side. Hurrybg 1 

Why, of course he was hurrying. He was 

in hot haste to get to some one ; who could 

it be ) Some one who was waiting there 

at the window ; some one — with a loud cry 

of '^Yera! Vera! Heavens, it was she! 

Where am It What has happened t Why, 

it is all — all night 1 " he started to his feet 

and took a staggering step forward into the 

darkness about him. Chily a step, how- 

ever ; then something in his head gave a 

giddy, sickening swirl A thousand stars 

blazed up and split into fragments before 

his eyes, and he spread out ms hands, and 

fell heavily for the second time. ■

When he next opened his eyes the scene 

had entirely changed. There was bright 

light all about him, and he was lying on a 

table in the middle of a large room, with 

his head, which still ached and throbbed 

terribly, pillowed on a soft cushion. A 

medical-looking gentleman was bending 

over him, manipulating at the hair behind 

his ear with a small pair of scissors, while 

some one else (a woman as he judged 

by the touch of her hands) stood behhid 

him bathing his temples; and some one 

else, again, was sobbing hysterically in the 

background. It was the half-smothered 

noise she made which first attracted Marst- 

land's attention. ■

'* Don't 1 " he said faintly, and in a queer, 

husky whisper. " Vera — it is Vera, isn't 

it t Don't cry, darling ; I — ^I'm not hurt 

It was only a fall — a — a fall, that's all" ■

'* And a deuced nasty one too," said the 

gentleman with the scissors, '' though I'm 

glad to see you're coming so well out of it 

Now don't try to talk just yet awhile. This 

cut isn't ' as deep as a weU, or as wide as 

a church door,' but " ■

" Hush ! " Marstland interrupted, turning 

his eyes reproachfully on him, " she'll hear 

you; and she's frightened already, or she 

wouldn't cry. She's so easily frightened, 

poor pet Vera I it's nothbg. Gome here, ■

dear ; or I'U — I'll come to you. I Let ■

me get up, doctor. I — I want to go to 

her. I " ■

He was getting excited. The doctor 

made a sign to have the hysterical person 

put out of the room, and, pressing him 

gently back, held a glass to his lips. ■

" Drink this first," he said soothingly. 

" She's all right ; she's not frightened re&Lly. ■

Drink." And as Marstland obeyed, and, 

closing his eyes, sank quietly back with a 

sigh which seemed to merge into the peace- 

fid breathing of sleep, the man of merfidiw 

set the glass down, and turning to the 

person assisting him, a motberly-lookiDg 

woman in a print gown,snuled reaasmriii^y. ■

<< He'll do," he whispered. '' That is, if 

your confounded servant girl doesn't dis- 

turb him again with her hysterics. The 

idea of a great lass like that not being aUs 

to stand the sight of a drop of blood I " ■

''It's an awful bad cut, sir," said the 

woman apologetically ; " and it have Ued 

dreadful There's quite a pool down BMooog 

the coals where he felL" ■

''Ay, it's a nasty cut," said the doctot: 

"A shade more andthere'd have beoi con- 

cussion of the brain; but hell do well 

enough now. I saw that by his eyes, 

direiMJiy he opened them ; and it was tiie 

loss of blood that saved him." ■

" Do you think he was properly conscious 

then 1 " the woman asked. ■

'' Conscious 1 As conscious as you aia 

He didn't know where he was, that was all ; 

and if he'd been allowed to exdte himsdf 

there might have been danger of fever or 

cerebral inflammation. I've put a stop to 

that^ however. The dose I gave him will 

make him sleep for the next six or ei^ 

hours, and, if he's not disturbed, my ojMniOD 

is there won't be much the master with 

him when he wakes. You don't mind 

keeping him here till then t " ■

" Oh dear, no, sir. I only wish we knew 

who he was. Hb folks must be so texiibly 

anxious about him." ■

'< Well, from the French coins and raS- 

way ticket in his purse, I should say he 

was some bird of passage only. If he wen 

a Guernsey man I should know him. Aqy- 

how he'll be able to give an account of 

himself and of how he came down yov 

coal-cellar when he wakes up; and tf hs 

isn't, it'll be time enough then to send him 

to the infirmary, and make inquiries aboot 

his identity. Keep the place quiet^ that^ 

all ; and I'll look in again on my afternoon 

round." ■

The doctor went away, and the w(«nan, 

who was wife to the foreman of the works 

and lived on the premises, moved softly 

about, darkening Uie room, and making 

other litUe arrangements for the greater 

comfort of the sufiferer so myttcariooitj 

thrown on her hands. It was her hnsbanci 

who had found him lying insensible at Ae 

bottom of theircoal-oellar that morning; and 

the open trap above him (one fiuitening with ■
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a spring bolt on the indde) sufficiently sag- 

geied how he came there ; though whether 

the accident had reaolted from a stranger 

trespassing in the dark on private property, 

or whether he had been flong down by 

some malicious hand, there was no evidence 

to show. Inquiry proved that the trap 

had been unbolted and the yard-gate left 

open in anticipation of an arrival of coals. 

These not having been delivered, however, 

before the time for dosing, the lad whose 

dutyit wasto see to that office had fastened 

the gates and gone away, without even 

noiicinfl; that the trap was open, and a 

motionless figure stretched at the bottom of 

the cellar bcuaeath it, the head resting in a 

pool of blood against a great fragment of 

coaL ■

Marstland more than verified the sur- 

geon's prediction. He slept soundly for 

eight hours at a stretch, and when he 

woke, though it was to the painful con- 

sdonsness of a splitting headache, the 

latter was unaccompanied by any of the 

8emi-deliriou9 confusion of his first awaken- 

ing. His very first words — ■

'*6ood Heavens 1 where am It Have 

I been insensible ) How long f '' told that 

this time, at any rate, he had recognised at 

once the strangeness of his surroundings; 

and, as the woman who was attending to 

him came quickly to his side, a few more 

rapid questions and answers soon took 

avray all mystery both as to his present 

whereabouts and how he came into them. 

Then, however, the two gazed at each 

other in almost equal dismay; a dismay 

which bleached Marstland's face, already 

pale from loss of blood, to an almost livid 

colour. ■

Found at the bottom of a coal cellar at 

seven o'clock that morning, and sleeping 

under the doctor's opiate tiU between four 

and five in the afternoon I Why, then he 

had actually been away from his new-made 

wife and the temporary home to which he 

had only just brought her, for nearly 

twenty-four hours ! And all that time she 

had been alone, watching, waiting for him, 

suffering Heaven only knew what untold 

tortures of anxiety and suspense on his ac- 

count; perhaps imagining him dead — 

killed in some sudden and frightful man- 

ner—as indeed, but for Divine mercy, he 

Slight have been killed; perhaps almost 

out of her mind with terror and distress 

(she who was so easily alarmed at the best 

of times), and with no better comforter 

than a strange landlady, a good sort of 

woman enoush, but commonplace and ■

vulgar as the rest of her tribe — a trans- 

planted Oockney, without even the ad- 

vantage of that semi-French refinement 

appertaining to the natives of the island — 

and in whom the poor helpless, terrified 

girl might not have cared to confide 1 ■

Oh, it was too horrible, too dreadful to 

think of 1 It was like a bad dream ; like 

a chapter in some book, thrilling to read, 

but impossible all the same; something 

that could not be true, that was too un- 

likely and unheard-of for real life; but 

which was not only true and real as death 

itself, but was something so simple, so easily 

explained, so naturally the result of a work- 

man's carelessness and a young man's im- 

petuosity, that if it had only occurred to 

somebody else, someone who had not been 

married only a couple of hours previously ; 

who had not eloped with his wife that very 

morning, and carried her off triumphantiy 

through a host of dangers, would scarcely 

have been thought worthy of a word of 

comment, of a line in a local paper, or a 

momentary wonder. ■

'* And you see, sir," the foreman's wife 

went on, while Marstland sat gazing at 

her, his large, bright eyes dilated with a 

horror almost too deep for words, *' though 

I don't doubt your poor wife sent out every- 

where to make enquiries for you last night, 

you weren't found even by us till this 

morning; and though our men were 

questioned about it ^en, and very likely 

mentioned it to others when they knocked 

off for their dinner at noon, it's quite pro- 

bable that those they spoke to hadn't even 

heard of a lodger being missing from one 

of those littie houses in Hill Street, more 

especially as the gate into there isn't ever 

opened except.for carting coals or rubbish. 

The one the men use is in quite another 

street, where, maybe, your folk wouldn't* 

have* any occasion for going. What I 

wonder is they didn't go to the Police 

Station. Bat, there ! we ought to have 

given notice there too, I suppose; only 

when the doctor said he thought, from 

your not having been robbed, that it was a 

clear case of accident, and that you'd be all 

right when you woke up, Mr. le Greyt, our 

manager, said there was no good giving 

information, or making a fuss, till we knew 

there was need for it ; and he doesn't like ■

having police about the place, or ■

but whatever are you doing, sir t You're 

not going out now I You can't The 

doctor said you was to be kept as quiet " ■

" The doctor did not know that I had 

left mv wife — a sirl of twenty, only that ■
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day married — alone in strange lodgings and 

a strange place/' Marstland said hoarsely, 

his lips, strong man as he was, fairly 

shaking with emotion; ''that I said I 

wonld only he ten minntes away from her, 

and that it was only my cursed impatience 

to get back that brought me into this fix. 

I knew I had no bosiness in your yard. 

It was my own fault ; but, good Heavens ! 

it is enough to make one mad to think of it 

For pity's sake, my dear, good soul, help 

me to tidy myself up a bit, that I may go 

to her now at least. Til come back and 

thank you for all your kindness afterwards, 

when I know that she is safe : that she has 

not died of fright and loneliness during all 

these long hours." ■

He had risen to his feet as he spoke; and 

the woman's efforts to restrain him, even 

her assurances that she would send or go 

for his good lady that minute, were equally 

unavailing. Indeed Marstland thought it 

quite probable that Vera would have 

been rendered too ill by nervous anxiety 

and terror to come to the factory, even 

if she were sent for ; and, in any case, he 

judged it would be better for her to see 

him arrive in his own person, safe and so 

far well as to be able to go to her, than to 

hear of his accident from a third person, 

and perhaps fancy it even more serious 

than it was. He got over the good 

woman's remonstrances by simply refusing 

to listen to them ; and even persuaded her 

to lend him a coat and hat of her husband's, 

his own being too grimed with coal-dust 

and stained with blood to be presentable. 

Poor fellow 1 his hands were shaking as he 

put them on, and he darted from the house 

at almost as rapid a pace as that with which 

he had quitted the lodgings on the previous 

evening. ■

There was no one at the window when 

he came in sight of it now, however: It 

was open, and the white curtains were puf- 

fing in the breeze which had blown away 

all sign of the morning's rain save a few 

glittering drops dangling from the shining 

green points of the leaves, and the fresh 

moist smell of the earth in the littie flower 

borders. ' The front door stood open too, 

though there was no one at that either, as 

he halt expected there might be ; and he 

was hurrying in when a shrill exclamation 

and a rush from the back part of the house 

showed that his step had been heard and 

recognised, and Mrs. Nicholls stood before 

him, her face blank and agape with as- 

tonishment, in which, however, there was 

a mingling of something sinister and indig- ■

nant, which might have surprised him hai 

he not been too much filled with the <m 

thought of Vera to notice anything dee. ■

"Lor' sirl" she exclaimed, "itiiyoii 

then ! You've come back after all ! " ■

" Gome back? But I suppose you ibxm^ 

I was dead?" said Marstland quickly. ^ ao^ 

I've had a bad accident, one that }«l 

stopped short of costing me my lifo, or ■

but where is my wife! Is she w^t ■

Is she upstairs ? Has she been very moeli 

frightened about me 1 I do hope you hate 

taken great care of her." ■

He was 'almost choking with eagenws, 

for the half-opened parlour door from whnft 

no one darted out to welcome him tcdd Urn 

plainly enough that Vera was not iim% 

and a horrible idea came over him that Ae 

might be ill in bed, ill with grief and fnghi 

Mrs. Nicholls's face had become very red. 

She looked at once angry, scomful, and 

puzzled. ■

'* If you mean the young lady, Dr. Mant- 

land, sir," she said, *' the young lady as 

you brought to a respectable 'ouse^ never 

telling me a word about 'er, and tiien kft 

on my 'ands without so much as a good-I^ 

to 'erself or a sou in her pocket, whicb " ■

Marstland caught her by the um, Us 

face, so pale a moment back, flashed witb 

anger now. ■

*'Good Heavens!" he cried out, "job 

don't mean to say that you — ^you have bni 

adding to that poor child's troubles If 

bothenng her about money; you, wbmt 

I've paid every week as regularly as it eiaM 

round 1 Oh, I don't believe it! Yot 

couldn't be such a fiend, such a hettt- 

less " ■

'* 'Eartless yourself, if you please, air I' 

retorted the landlady fiercely, " wldefa fft 

thank you to keep such language to yoo^ 

self and take your 'ands off me, a reqieefr 

able legally-married woman wiUi a hwM 

'usband, even if he be such a pore utnitti 

as he can stay sneaking about in the bade 

ketchen there when 'is own wife is beiag 

assaulted ! No, sir ; and I ain't graig to be 

sworn at, not in my own house I aint, wai 

after all the annoyance and scandal Vn 

been put to this day, as pounds and pounds 

wouldn't pay for, and may ruin my JMtiBg 

for months and months. I stood yoori^ 

setting, here-to-day and there-to-mocRnf 

ways as long as I thought you was a 

bachelor an' by yourself; but when ft 

comes to bringing young women here asl 

passing them off as your wives, when wsD 

you hiow as you've only decoyed 'em itto 

a sham marriage, poor things I ajid d^ ■

=f ■
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aerting of 'em afterwards. No, Dr. Marst- 

land, sir, I'll not be sileaced nor poshed 

aside. This is my own house, and Til say 

what I please in it ; and it's no use yonr 

lookiDg upstairs, for the young lady an't 

there — and a good thing too ; for if she was 

to see you in the disgracefid state you're 

ia, with your 'air all rumpled up nohow and 

wearing some other man's clothes ** ■

With a sudden staggering movement 

Maistland let hia hand fall, and, turning 

from her, dropped heavily on to one of the 

lovrer stairs. ■

"She isn't upstairs!" he sdd hoarsely. 

" No, if she were, she would have heard my 

voice and run out to me. This is what I 

was afraid of, that she w<mld be wandering 

about the streets in search of me. She 

would guess there had been an accident, 

and, perhaps, she has not yet found out — 

Isthat so I Is that what you've let her do % 

For Heaven's sake tell me the truth at any 

rate. Tell me where she is, that I may go 

to her, and I'll forgive you anything, even 

joar vile, unfounded insinuations, Uiough, 

if you have dared to insult that pure young 

girJ, my wife, with them " ■

Mra NichoUs looked redder and more 

puziled than before. A feeling of discom- 

fort, of doubt in her own perspicuity even, 

was beginning to come over her. Marst- 

land's erratic habits, the amount of strong 

tobacco which he consumed when at home, 

and the reckless criminality of his conduct 

with regard to anti-macaasars, even 

amounting to crumpling them into hard 

balls and dropping them on the mat 

oatside the parlour door, had marked him 

in her mind as anything but a sober or 

steady character ; and her own theory of 

his disappearance was simply this, that on 

leaving his pseudo-bride he had met with 

tome fast fnends, had been persuaded to 

drink with them, and had done so to such 

an extent as to either get himself '< locked 

ap" for the night or left somewhere by 

his companions to sleep hinuelf sober. 

She had heard of such cases before in her 

own class of life, and once, among the 

upper ten, of a wild young fellow who, 

being on the eve of marriage with a view 

to reforming himself and breaUne free 

from a set of evil-living fnends, had been 

taunted into backing a wager made by one 

of them that he would yet drink a farewell 

glass with them on his wedding night, and 

bad kept his word to such effect that on 

leaving the symposium he staggered into a 

neighbouring outhouse and hanged him- 

self 1 It was a j^hastly story, but in Mrs. ■

Nicholls' mind ^ nothing could be too bad 

for some men, bless you 1 " And supposing 

her theory to be true, it was quite likely 

that if, on recovering from the effect of 

his potations, or Ming released from 

custody in the early morning, the erring 

bridegroom had dianced to get sight of 

the parents of the girl he had attempted 

to ruin hastening to her rescue, he might 

very well have lacked courage to face 

them, and have taken the boat for South- 

ampton or anywhere else in preference. 

The whole ^pearance, indeed, of the 

young man at present^ his wan face, dis- 

hevelled hair, and the palpable disguise he 

was wearing in the shape of someone else's 

garments, suggested more than anything 

the remorse-smitten rake returning when 

the coast was clear to enquire after hb 

victim ; and it was only something unde- 

finable in the aconised sincerity of his 

manner, his evident indifference to her 

suspicions of himself and, more than all, 

the practical impossibility of his even 

having been able to get to Southampton, 

far Ifiisii return in the course of the day, 

which so far shook her in her theories 

as to make her look at him more narrowly 

and thereby observe that he was on the 

verge of fainting, and that the back of his 

head was coverM with surgical bandages. ■

" Why, good Lord, sir 1 " she exclaimed, 

''you are hurt 1 Whatever 'ave you been 

up to f And why, if you did care for the 

young lady you runoff with — asl own you 

do make believe to — ^why didn't you stand 

by her like a man instead of going off on 

the loose and leaving 'er to face 'er 

parents, pore thing, all by 'erself I " ■

"Her parents!" repeated Marstland. 

He half rose to his feet, but sat down 

again giddily. '^I can't stand," he said 

faintly. '*My head — tell me what you 

mean, for pity's sake. Her parents, hotve 

they been herel They did follow us 

then, and you — ^you let them in ! " ■

" Why, in course, sir, they followed. Is 

it likely they wouMn'tt" Mrs. Nicholls 

answered, more uncomfortable still, but 

expostulating less. "You must think of 

their feelings, sir, though it's not every 

father and mother as would set off 'and 

travel day and night after a daughter as 

had disgraced 'erself; and I'm sure the 

looks o' that pore lady when she got 'ere 

at nine o'clock this morning would ha' 

moved a heart of stona She looked worn 

out with anxiety and weepin', she did, and 

if her daughter wasn't in a worse state 

still you mav thank me for it. though I ■
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says it as shouldn't, that 'ad been up all 

night with her, and so cossetted 'er and 

cheered 'er ap, and persuaded 'er as 

you'd come 'ome to 'er all safe an' sound, 

that, believe me or not, when 'er pa and 

ma got here if she 'adn't fallen asleep and 

was as sound as any babby." ■

" May Heaven bless you for that at all 

events I " cried Marstland solemnly. " At 

nine o'clock, you sayl And I — oh, 

Heaven 1 to thmk of it — ^I was lying in- 

sensible under that doctor's opiates ; I was 

only just across the road at the factory 

there at that veiy tima But go on — go 

on about her. Where is she now t They 

have not taken her away) They could 

notw She is my wife, and they must know ■

<< Begging your pardon, sir, that's just ■

what they tell me she isn't," Mrs. NichoUs ■

broke in with a very crimson faca " And ■

anyhow they did take 'er away, though not ■

against 'er will ; for glad enough she seemed ■

to go ; for though scarce able to walk and ■

not 'aving courage to face 'er pa, as was ■

persuaded to go in a different carriage with ■

the other gent, she was dingin' to 'er ■

mother's arm like a child, an' lagging 'er ■

not to leave 'er, nor send 'er away, and ■

she'd never do nothink wrong again as long ■

as she lived. They didn't go to a hotel ■

nor nothing after leavine 'ere, but went ■

straight down to the 'arbour, where the ■

sailing vessel as had brought them from ■

France — one as belonged, so I gathered, ■

to the gent as come with them — was lyin' ■

in readmess to take 'em back ; and Nicholls ■

'e went down to the pier, an' saw them off. ■

It's a matter of three hours ago now ; and ■

oh, sir 1 " — taking out her handkerchief and ■

beginning to weep — " what you've been up ■

to, or whatever kep' you away, I can't ■

imagine, but if you do care for that pore ■

voung woman, or mean honest by 'er, I do ■

ope as you'll go after and marry her proper ■

as is 'er right, for it's a sad thing to bring ■

an innocent thing to shame ; and innocent ■

she was, I'm sure, for it's more like the ■

dead than anythink alive she looked when ■

she fainted away on hearing she'd been ■

deceived by you." ■

" She has never been deceived by me — 

never 1" cried Marstland, starting to his 

feet and speaking in a voice of thunder. 

*' She is my lawful wife — ^married in your 

own parish church here yesterday. The 

certificate is in this very house now, and 

no human power, no laws of man or devil, ■

have the right to separate na 7HtX 

fiendish lies have you and those oM* 

blooded wretches, who were selling bvis | 

pay their debts when I rescued her tnm 

them — what infamous falsehoods have jm 

and they been telling her, poiwHiiDg kr 

pure mind and practising on the nisBy 

and fright my absence had plunged hir 

into — my darling, my poor, poor^ dttlhigt 

— to make her doubt her own rights mt 

own wifehood, mistrust the husband whs 

would have died a thousand deaths rate 

than wrong one hair of her innocent held 1 

Why, the very accident wludi might fasrs 

killed me was caused by nothing but mj 

trying to take a short cut back from ths 

post office last night, in my anxiety t» 

get home to her two minutes sooner ; and 

you — ^your mind was so evil tiiat yoo 

must needs jump to the conclusion tliat 

I had been fool and fiend enough to desert 

my new-made wife, and tell her so 1 What 

she must have suffered I What die mmt 

be suffering now 1 And I thought at lessk 

she was safe with you. I entreated yoo to 

take care of her and guard her from dii- 

turbance, even when I fancied I shouldn't 

be ten minutes from her side. I woold 

have paid you for your fidelity double aid 

treble of wluat they no doubt have psU 

you for betraying her, and yet you did sa 

You let her be tortured, worked rsfott 

dragged away out of the island, so tlMt I ■

cannot even get to her — cannot Wh}^ ■

Burt 1 Jack Burt, is that you t " his ahsesF j 

frenzied tone changing to a weak, pit 

cry, as he turned towards the doorwqf/| 

where a tall, fair-bearded man in an uhv] 

and tweed travelling-cap was standi^ 

gazing at the scene before him in posM 

bewilderment. " Has Heaven sent yea hMl. 

to me ? Bun for a doctor, old man ; 

— my head — I'm going mad, I think, 

I mustn't be mad now. I — you'll hdsift' 

keep me sane, Jack, won't you, till Hi 

found my wife — my poor, little helpto ■

wife whom they've stolen away ! " ■

— ^' ■

Now Boady, price Sixpence, ■
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ALEXIA. ■

CHAPTER XV. ■

One morning, k few days after this, Mr. 

Ptge came in to his early breakfast, and 

foond the diniDg-room windotrg wide open ; 

a feast of cmmbs spread on the gravel path 

for the birds, vho breakfasted there every 

morning ; a fire blazing with peculiar cheer- 

fnlneu ; a bunch of fresh snowdrops lying on 

the table ; and, in fact, every sign of Alexia ■

This was the first morning that she had 

come down since her illQeas, Mr. Page 

went to the nearest window, and stepped 

oat on the three stone steps which led 

down into the garden ; he thought Alexia 
ciold not be far off. ■

There she was, coming along by the old 

ivy border, carrying more snowdrops in 

tier hand, the sun shining npon her, the 

iHrdi singing as if it was April, though 

Msreh had hardly begun. She had thrown 

s ihawl over her head and shoulders, and 

looked like a girl in a picture, with pink 

cheeks and smiling eyes. As she wslked 

she was singing some gay little air. ■

"Come oat, father; you don't want any 

tveakfaat, do yon I" she cried when she 

saw him. "I have thought of some im- 

piorements in the garden. I want to have 

a new bed for lilies of the valley, and a 

great nutny more carnations. I shall take 

up oamatiooa All this year I am going 

to be perfectly mad about the garden, and 

you will have to spend lots of money. 

Won't Mrs. Dodd think me a goose t " ■

"You will rather enjoy that, yoa yotmg 

nhel," s^d Mr. Page placidly. " Come in, 

and don't tire yooraelf any mora now. 

Then is a letter for yon." ■

said Alexia, for his manner was a little j 

grave, and jost now she was living like a | 
child in a wonderfol new atmosphere of 

freed r>m and peace, ■

"From Mrs. Melvilla" ■

" Oh deu me 1 I shall have to write , 

and tell her — or you might do it for me." ■

"I wrote the day before yesterday. I 

thought everyone bad better know at once. 

So this is an answer, and yon mnat have 

your breakfast before yob read it." ' ■

"I'm glad yon wrote," said Alexia, as r 

she followed him into the room. " I hope | 
she won't think I have behaved badly." I ■

In bis little plan about breakfast the n' 

good William bad forgotten how the look 

of M[& Melville's letter would startle . 

Alexia,^ He had had several of snehil 

letters 'himself, from her and Charlie, but 

while Alexia spent most of her time np- 

stairs, there was no trouble in hiding them. 

But now it was too late ; she had it in her 

band, with its deep black edge, and was 

looking at it with frightened eyes and a 

face from which all the light- heartedness 

had suddenly fied. ■

"Bat why — who is itl" she muttered, 

turning very white. ■

Her father looked at her for a moment, 

and then carefully closed and fastened the 
window. ■

"It was hard on Charlie," he said, "and 

he was very much cut up, too. On the 

very day of the fire he got a telegram to 

say that she was dangerously ill — and he 

got there too late, afler alL" ■

" His wife 1 Oh, poor thing, poor 

thing ! " cried Alexia ; and she sat down, 

still gazing at the outside of Mrs, Melville's 

letter. " Oh, what a cruel thing for her I " . 

she said. "But, father, why haven't I 
known it all this time ) " ■

"I was not to tell you anything that ■
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^AndliA — ^vliBffipe k hft BOW r' ■

*^ H« saibd tlik wedt fir Ameina.'* ■

^ Whftt wMi it? "^ ■

^An wttmA en the bings; it went tfte 

wrenr war fi^ons tbe first ; she was only 

SI a lew oiikys; She had a cold wIma La 

left hes. You knew he was going to 

Amndca* I told you all that Mrs. Mel- 

TiUa tM me about ikai,, wdien Z waa in 

ttfirifc HbaA dsij. He came down here to 

ant Be"— I dad not expect him — and as 

yea lotDw, ha did not make his appearance 

k^e that evening, so the first I saw of 

hnn was in his burning housa Poor 

Charlie ! " said Mr. Page, beginning to 

cut bread with quite unnecessary vigour. 

"Now, my dear, everything will be cold." ■

"But ttiat poor tiung--«ll alone— how 

very dreadful 1 " said iJexia, kaning her 

elbows on the table, and beginning to read 

Mrs. MelviUe's letter. " What a sad busi- 

ness it has all been ! Not to see him again 

— and you know, I'm sure she cared for 

him a great deal She was one of those 

women who don't riiow their feelings, but 

I'm quite sure she was very fond of him 

in her way. How sorry he must have 

been that he had left her ! " ■

" Yee, I think he was sorry," said Mr. 

Page. " I dare say you may be right 

about her — only I know that it was, on 

the whole, an unhappy marriage. I think 

they had been on very uncomfortable 

terms for a long time, when he made up 

his mind to so away. Th^ did not 

understand eacn other in the least I 

hafve heard & good deal about it from Mrs. 

S&hriUe; it has been a great trouble to ■

i> ■

" This must be a great trouble to her, 

ancl to him, too/' said Alexia^ "People 

fwg»t their misunderstandings — and I*m 

sure he blames himself, now. He knows 

how much nicer he might have beea" ■

" Very likely," said Mr. Page. He went 

quietly on with his breakfiast, and allowed 

her to read her letter in peace. She 

flushed a little as she read it, and her 

eyes filled constantly with tears. Pre- 

sently she handed it across to her £Ediher, 

saying in a low voice: "Mrs. MelviUe is 

nicer than anybody." ■

As he read it» he was glad to see that 

she too made some pretence of beginning 

her breakfast Mrs. Melville's letter was 

so calm that its effect was calming; th^e 

was nothing strained, or morbid, or un- 

natural in it, but a sort of healing sweet- 

ness. Her fine instinct knew how to keep 

<m the surface of things, and yet to make ■

her real faaling felt Arougfa aH Ba finr 

donfle wukUi atait poor Maud, wham 

good f ortanoF bad been &• much hm th» 

& i^peared, had m tendff Tegtdk is thfl% 

a nttle self-reproachful : one knair thai 

Charlia's mother felt she mi^t, peifaaf% 

have drawn them together more — ttft ■

yet . She hardly mentioned Charin; ■

and aa to Hub break£Dg-off of Alexia's en- 

gagement^ she expressed neither sorpiiBB 

nor pleasure. But she said that now, onoa 

more, she must repeat the invitatiea wbiA 

Alexia had so oftoi been obliged to refiHS 

— would she come to her in London, as 

soon as she was well enough to travelt 

And then, a little later in the spring, they 

might go back to Eedwood tc^ether, for 

she wished to spend a few days there, 

when the Manor was habitable again. ■

"You will go, Alext" said Mr. Page, 

as he gave her back the letter. " You lud 

better go next week." ■

He ^It desolate enough as he said it 

Alex did not look up to answer him, but 

there was a slieht smile trembling about 

her mouth, and ne knew that she was glad 

Mrs. Melville had asked her. ■

" Yes^" she said, " I think I most ga" ■

That aftemoon she was sitting at her 

writing-table in the drawing-room, leanisf 

back, tired but happy ; she had just finished 

a letter to Mrs. M^ville, and her head and 

hw hands were hardly strong yet She 

was wondering, as she sat there, how ahs 

had lived patiently through the years of 

that engagement, from which Edmuikd had 

so wisely and mercifully released her. 

Now life seemed to lie before her quite 

fresh, and calm, and new, with a soit mom- 

ins light on it Her father, and hat dsii 

old home ; she rathw wondwed now ham 

any danger or any attoacti<m could eva 

have tempted her to leave these, to whem 

her true life belonged. Year after yeaiv 

there would be fresh flowers in the gaidea; 

there would be young lambs and pupfnes 

and kittens to play with. Her father was 

training a young horse for her, and aha 

meant to ride with him more than evo^ 

when she was well If th^e were as Msay 

strawberries as last year in the garden, tbe 

village children should come in and fioafit; 

their mothers too, if they liked, foox soolsl 

Some of them, after all, w^re not oldn 

than herself, and she still loved afcrav- 

berries. Why did not she tiikk ef it 

last year) She was sdfish then» and ia 

prison. ■

Yes, indeed, several of tiboae vfflagv ■

Ti ■
4 ■
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mothers were younger than herself, and 

she could think of one &ce, at least, worn 

already witk trouble. Then, she did not 

know why, her thoughts flew to her 

mother'a grarve in the churchyard, near 

the porch, under the shade of the lime- 

trees,, and she said to herself with a little 

cmule^ " It is all quite settled now. I shall 

stay here, and be buried beside her. That 

is a comfort Mother, you are pleased 

now. I am gcnng to be quite ^ood now/' ■

There was a Uttle brass mirror on the 

table; she stooped forward and looked in- 

tently into it, holding her face between 

her hands. She thought she did not look 

at all young — quite as old as poor little 

Jane Wildimm, whose husband drank, and 

who had lost her two babies. ■

^*I am very ungrateful not to look hap- 

pier," thought Alexia, as she gazed into the 

sad dark eyes of the pale imape before her. ■

Just as she was thus occupied, not at all 

aware that any one was coming, Mrs. Dodd 

walked into the room. ■

Now the news about Alexia's engage- 

ment had been a great shock to Mrs. Dodd. 

She had been away from home for a few 

days, and her husband had heard it from 

Mr. Page, who had naturally told it in 

yery few words, walking off at once from 

tiie Sector's round-eyed amazement When 

Mrs. Dodd came home, she blamed the 

Bector for not having insisted on more 

particulars. He ougnt to have spoken 

seriously to Mr. Page — a weak, foolish, 

trifling person, who hardly seemed to know 

r^ht from wrong, and whose slavery to his 

daughter was disgraceful. Mr. Page ought 

to Imow what respectable people thought 

of such proceedings — making engagements 

and brei^ung them off again. It was not to 

be borne, especially when dear good people 

like the Rowleys were victims of it '' Not 

that Mrs. Eowley will be very sorry, I 

suspect," said Mjts. Dodd ; '' but the poor 

young man was perfectly infatuated. At 

this time, too I Beally it is too barefaced. 

I should hardly have thought even Alice 

Page would have dared to do it" ■

So ignorant, and armed with these con- 

victions, came Mrs. Dodd into Alexia's 

drawing-room that afternoon. She was 

determined for once to do her duty, and to 

tell this false, ambitious, dishonourable girl 

what she thought of her. ■

" And with nothing better to do than to 

stare at herself in the glass 1" was Mrs. 

Bodd's first impression as she came in. ■

" Well, Alice," she said, " I suppose you 

are quite strong again now f " ■

There was something a little new In her 

manner to Alexia tbat day. Tt had never 

been pleasant ; but its unpteasuitness had 

not gone beyond stiffness and attempts at 

snubbing, which generaUy failed. The fact 

was, that she had never before had any- 

thing tangible to complain of in Alexia ; 

but now, being so decidedly on the right 

side, she became rather stem aad con- 

temptuous, putting on an air of reproof. 

Alexia might have been any iU-behaved 

village girl, to whom the Bector's wifb felt 

bound to administer a scoldings ■

At first Alexia aiiswered her ^ntly 

enougL She had felt sure that Mrs. Dodd 

would be much disappointed, and she did 

not dream of the heavy blame tluit was 

laid upon herself. She was in charity with 

all the world, too ; her mood was soft and 

sad, and, being still physically weak, she 

had never been less inclined for fighting. ■

"Perfectly strong, of course," said Mia 

Dodd. "You look it; you have quite a 

colour. And what are you going to do 

next, pray 1 " ■

Alexia felt almost too idle to notice the 

studied offensiveness in her words. She 

was not accustomed to unkindnesa. Of 

course Mrs. Dodd did not mean to be un- 

kind; it was only her tiresome manner. 

And such things — ^in a different tone, cer- 

tainly — ^might have been said by way of 

cheering an invalid. ■

'* Next 1 " said Alexia^ " I am going 

away soon for a week or two, and then I 

shall come back and work very hard in the 

garden. I want to have a great many car- 

nations. Do you know what is the best 

place to get them 1 " ■

Mrs. Dodd stared, thinking this the 

coolest impertinence. ■

"Nothing more startling than that?" 

she said, with a sort of sneer, which made 

Alexia lift her eyes, and really did bring 

the colour into her pale face. ■

But she did not understand, even yet, 

the tenth part of Mrs. Dodd's thoughts 

about her^ and she answered very 

quietly : ■

" I am a little tired of startling things. 

I suppose I have been rather conspicuous 

lately ; ^ but I couldn't help it, you see. 

And this I knew you would be sur- 

prised — and I dare say people are talking a 

good deal, because of course the circum- 

stances were odd ; but they will soon forget 

all about it, I hope, and they won't be 

startled any more." ■

" Oh, won't they ? " said Mrs. Dodd. ■

" As far as I am concerned, certainlv not" ■
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Bud Alexia. " Do yoa know a carnation 

called Bizarre ? " ■

" I know nothing about carnations," said 

Mrs. Dodd, quite snappishly. The colour 

deepened in her own cheeks, for she felt 

furiously angry with Alexia. ■

The characters of these two women had 

a bad effect upon each other. They were 

naturally antagonistic ; and nothing could 

have drawn them together, except perhaps 

a shipwreck on a desert island, which might 

have roused their goodness bv making them 

mutually dependent. As it was. Alexia 

made Mrs. Dodd uncharitable ; and Mrs. 

Dodd tempted Alexia to be a little hard 

and flippant. ■

Mrs. Dodd sat extremely upright. Her 

surface of thick black cloth looked un- 

compromising j her mouth was squarely 

set, and her eyes shone with indignation. 

Alexia lay back languidly in a low 

chair; her dark blue sown fell in easy 

folds. There was a kind of soft, idle grace- 

fulness about her, which to Mrs. Dodd's 

eyes was perfectly heartless and horrible. ■

" Alice, said Mrs. Dodd with resolution, 

" I am a very old friend . Will you let me 

speak to you in plain language ? " ■

" I don't quite know what you mean," 

said Alexia. ■

" Now pray let us have no affectation 

between us," said Mrs. Dodd. '*I am a 

true friend, though I sometimes think you 

look upon me as an enemy. But that is 

often the lot of true friend&" ■

" I don't, indeed," said Alexia. « Why 

should I) I have done nothing to hurt 

you." ■

'' Ah, what a good thing it would be if 

you could say that to everybody!" ex- 

claimed Mrs. Dodd. ■

" I really don't understand you. Who 

have I hurt 1 " ■

<' Alice, you have hurt us all," said Mrs. 

Dodd, with groat earnestness. " Everyone 

who cares for you and your father, and 

wishes yon to be respected. You have dis- 

appointed us all ; and that is great pain. I 

won't say anything of the person whose 

heart you must have broken. . It is always 

wrong to be false to an engagement, but in 

this case the circumstances make it doubly 

— trebly — atirocious," Mrs. Dodd ended, 

having fairly wound herself up. ■

Alexia felt a little as if a shower of 

stones had been thrown at her head. She 

sat quite still for a few moments, looking 

down ; then she said very quietly, " But I 

don't think you quite know. Who has told 

you anything about the circumstances 1" ■

This was rather enrsgbg to ^Irs. Dodd, 

accustomed to be tht village oracle. ■

"Are they not perfectly well kaowo,' 

she said, " to the most ignorant penon in 

the village ? Am I so stupid that I need 

come to you and ask why you have broken 

off your engsgement just at this timer 

And Mrs. Dodd laughed. " I repeat^ the 

circumstances make your conduct onpardon- 

able — shameful." ■

Alexia flushed up suddenly. " Is it pos- 

sible 1 " she began in a low voice. ■

^* Did you really think we were all to 

stupid ? " said Mrs. Dodd. '* Bat let me 

advise you, don't flatter yourself too 

much " ■

She was interrupted by Alexia's sod- 

denly springing out of her chair. She 

walked to the window and flung it open; 

then she came quickly back across the 

room to the fire, poked it into a blaze, and 

threw on a fresh log of wood from the 

basket that stood there. Then, after lean- 

ing over the fire for a moment, she tuned 

and faced Mrs. Dodd, standing on the 

hearthrug. ■

She was uprightenough herself now ; the 

colour had ebbed away and left her quite 

pale ; but her eyes were burning, and die 

spoke with a painful effort ■

" Such a little vixen I never saw !" slid 

Mrs. Dodd afterwards. ■

" I should like you, please," said Alexis, 

*' to tell me what you accuse me oi Yes, 

do," as Mrs. Dodd stared at herwithoat 

answering. ** You asked me just now if 

you might speak plainly. Do speak plainlj. 

Tell me the very worst." ■

" I did not intend to put you ont d 

temper," said Mrs. Dodd, collecting hersdf. 

" I spoke as a friend, and I hoped yoQ 

would listen quietly and seriously. No one 

can be more grieved than myself and Ur. 

Dodd, who have known you so long. Of 

course it is no use speaking now. The 

thing is done, and can't be undone. Only 

I should like to think that you were sonj 

— that you were conscious " ■

**Thi6 is all nothing," said Alexia, with 

an impatient wave of her hand. " What 

do you expect me to be sorry for I What 

have I done 9 " ■

" You have most unjustifiably broken (M 

your engagement — " began Mre. Dodd in 

high tones. ■

Alexia's eyebrows went up a little. 

^' And if I had broken off twenty engage- 

ments," she said, " I don't know what oob- 

cem it would be of yours." ■

" But worse than that, far worse," went ■

^ ■
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on Mrs. Dodd, shakiog with rage, "the 

whole neighbourhood hears two pieces of 

news in saccession. First, that Charles 

Melville has lost his wife ; then, that yon 

have broken off your engagement with Mr. 

Rowley." ■

Alexia stood quite still. She felt rather 

stnpid, and only dimly conscious of this 

woman's unbearable insolence. Mrs. Dodd, 

of course, took her silence for shame. ■

" You asked me to speak plainly," she 

said; "and " ■

The triumph in her voice recalled Alexia 

to herself. " Don't say any more," she 

said very quietly, and Mrs. Dodd was 

silenced Jor the moment " If my father 

had been here," said Alexia, " you would 

not have dared to hint— he would have 

told you — but I will tell you just this, that 

it was Edmund fiowley, not I, who broke 

off the engagement" ■

" Indeed I Well, I dare say he had good 

reasons," said Mrs. Dodd. ■

Alexia turned round and rang the beU. 

Then (he faced Mrs. Dodd again, looking 

very white and like a statue. ■

** Martha will open the door," she said. 

*' I think you had better not stay here any 

^longer." ■

Mrs. Dodd stared at her for a moment, 

bewildered ; and then walked out of the 

room. ■

When Mr. Page came in, some time 

after, he found AJexia sittins by the fire, 

strangely stilL He took hold of her hand, 

which was as cold as ice, and she looked 

up at him with eyes that were full of some 

new intensity of paia Her letter to Mrs. 

Melyille was lying on the table. ■

" What is the matter, Alex 1 " said Mr. 

Page hastily. "Why haven't you sent 

joxa letter 1 It is nearly post time." ■

" Mrs. Dodd has been here," said Alexia, 

in a low, strained voice. " I have turned 

her out of the house." ■

"Out of the house! What on earth 

do you mean 1 " exclaimed Mr. Page, in- 

credulous and horrified. ■

" Yes, I know I behaved awfully," said 

Alexia. " I knew you would be angry — 

at least, I didn't tmnk, because you see I 

coold not bear her a moment longer. Oh, 

tiie letter ! Well, I think I can't go to 

Mrs. Melville. You had better dig a grave 

for me in the garden, and put me in. I 

ftm too dii^;racerul to live any longer." ■

"Why are you talking all this con- 

foonded nonsense 1 " said Mr. Page rather 

sternly. ■

*'I can't tell you, father," she said. ■

" Bum that letter, please. I will write to 

Mrs. Melville to-morrow, and tell her I 

can't gosJie doesn't think so, though, 

or she would not have asked me," the girl 

muttered to herself. ■

" My dear Alex," said her father after a 

pause, "you must tell me what all this 

mean&" ■

" I think it means that Mrs. Dodd is out 

of her mind," sud Alexia. "At least she 

has driven me out of mine. And you 

know how she talks to everybody, but 

you don't know what she and the neigh- 

bourhood are saying about me now." ■

"Then I had better know as soon as 

possible." ■

" How can I tell you 1" whispered Alexia. ■

He stood looking at her for two or three 

minutes in silence. Then he came and sat 

down beside her on the sofa, drawing her 

head to rest on his shoulder, and holding 

and caressing her two hands as her mother 

might have dona ■

" Tell me, Alex," he said ; "I shall put 

it all right for you." ■

" I don't think you can," she said, after 

a minute. "She won't believe you; her 

story is too good. She says — she says I 

broke off my engagement to Edmund be- 

cause — because Cnarlie " ■

"That will do. I understand," said Mr. 

Page. He did not move at once, but went 

on stroking her hands, and looUng at the 

fire with very bright indignant eyes. At 

last he said, "Don't think of it any more, 

Alex. The lie is so plain that I can easily 

contradict it Did the woman dare to say 

such a thing to your face, then 1" ■

"Yes — but I made her," said Alexia. 

"She would go on hinting, and I asked 

her to speak plainly, and so she did. Father, 

shall I have to apologise 1 " ■

Mr. Page smiled slightly. ■

" Well, I suppose it won't do to stay for 

ever on these terms with the Dodds," he 

said. "But she shall apologise, too. In 

my soul I'm glad you treated her as you 

did ; it may be a lesson to her. But as to 

giving up Mrs. Melville — nonsense I How 

can you be such a little fool I " ■

He hastily looked at his watch, started 

up, snatched the letter from the table and 

went out of the room. ■

Alexia's eyes were already full of tears, 

brought there by his tenderness. When he 

was gone she hid her face in the cushions, 

and sobbed and cried, till she finally cried 

herself to sleep. There he found her, a limp 

little crumpled heap in the comer, when 

he came back later from the liectory. ■

b ■
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THK COUNTIES OF GALLOWAY. PART IL ■

WiGTONSHiRE might aptly bo called 

Little Ireland, for as well as its strong 

leaven of Irish population it has a good 

deal of the sombre, melancholy Irish 

aspect in ita scenery. It is not a county 

very tempting to a mere pleasure tourist, 

although there are pleasant nooks and 

valleya here and there, all the more 

delightful in contrast with bare and for- 

lorn surroundinga The coast-line, too, is 

sometimes picturesque and often gloomily 

grand, with broken ruins upon heights 

and headlands; but fierce tides, strong 

currents, and rocky channels make the 

navigation round about di£&cult and 

dangerous. ■

Hardly have we reached the Biver Cree, 

which divides the county from the 

stewartry, than we are in presence of 

one of those ruined piles whose origin is 

lost in the mists of antiquity. Cruggleton 

Castle may have been built by the 

Vikings, or possibly by one of the Nor- 

wegian Kings, who attempted a permanent 

conquest of the country ; but, if so, the 

rovers of the Baltic were much better 

builders, and had command of greater 

resources, than we generally give them 

credit for. The legends connected with 

the castle attribute its foundation to the 

McKerlies or McCarrols, and go back to 

the Scandinavian invasions, when King 

Haco landed on the shore close by and 

tried to get possession of the castle by a 

stratagem. After the McKerlies came the 

Comyns, and then the castle fell to ruin, 

and was no more used as a stronghold. ■

Passing the head of Wigton Bay we 

come to a channel through the sands 

where a rivulet finds its way to the sea, 

and affords a landiug-place for small craft, 

which may originally have given its Sazon 

title of the Wic to the neighbouring town, 

which is itself neither on sea-shore nor 

river-bank, but perched saddle-wise across 

the ridge of a hilL Modem improve- 

ments have given the town a gracious and 

cheerful aspect, and it is the centre of a 

rich and futile district in strong contrast 

to the bare and desolate features of the 

rest of the county. ■

The most notable event, perhaps, in the 

history of the town is of a sad and tragic 

character. All Scotland has heard of the 

Wigton martyrs, and these not of the ■

benighted days of early religious strog^ 

but barely two hundr^ years ago— as kU 

as 1685, to be precise — and the victims,Do 

earnest divines or controversial zealote, 

but a poor widow woman and a maiden of 

eighteen summers, who had shared tk 

general feelings of their country on tk 

subject of episcopacy, and refused to deny 

their opinions at the bidding of time- 

serving magistrates. And thc»e two pom 

creatures were actually tied to stakes opoD 

the sands of Wilton Bay, and left to be 

drowned by the rising tide within sight of 

a strangely passive crowd. ■

It is said, indeed, that at the list 

moment theae poor women were ofifeied 

their lives if they would only say "CM 

save the EJng," and that widow Mic- 

laughlan, when urged by her friends to 

comply on the ground that it was onlja 

Christian duty to pray for all, em 

her enemies, much m(»re for those in 

lawful authority, replied, with wonderfol 

calmness and resolution, that nowhere 

was a Christian woman commanded to 

pray at the bidding of any vain profligate. 

That the devoted woman had rightly 

estimated the character of those conc^ned 

was evident in the treatment of the 

younger woman, who bad been left to 

perish last, and who professed her wflliog- 

ness to pray for His Majesty's wel&re; 

But the officer in command replied to the 

eager appeals of the girl's friends that the 

must also repeat the act of abjaratioBi 

while, on hw refoaal, the ruffianly town 

officer, with his haibert, pushed the h»i 

of the dying girl beneath the tide, with 

the inhuman woida, " Tak' another drink, 

my heartie." ■

Tradition says that, ever after, that 

wretched townsman suffered from a thint 

unquenchable, and alwaya bearing dbmi 

with him a huge vessel of water cooU 

never slake the torments that devoozed 

him. The man's descendants, too^ it » 

said, suffered from some curse of a like 

nature, and, wretched and deformed, wen 

shunned and abhorred by all the wocU. 

The graves of the martyrs are fitSi 

shown in the kirkyard of Wigton, aid 

the inscriptions recording their cruel lit^ 

constantly cleaned and renovated by the 

care of succeeding geneiation% an enUto 

be read on those ancient 8tone& ■

More ancient memorials at eariuarn- 

ligious movements are to be found ia w* 

lowing the coast of the peninaola, which 

forms a mighty horn, projecting into the 

troubled waves of the Irish Ssil At ■

11= ■
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Whitbem, twelve miles to the aonth 

of Wigton, is one of the ancient holy 

places ^of Scotlaadi once the resort of 

pilgrimai According to tradition, here 

was the birthplace of famed St Ninian, 

the sen ol acune petty chieftain, who, de- 

voting hfanaelf fiwa aa early a^pe to a re- 

ligions life, was ordained at !l^me, and 

beeame a diseiple of Martin of Toorty who 

initiBtfcl him into the precepts and prac- 

ticea of ascetic and monastic discipline. 

BstnrBingto bis native land towards the 

end of the fimrth centnry, Nimaa baih a 

cell and chapel iqpon an island on tha coast 

near Whitdiem, retiring at ^tfanss, alter the 

fnraafiph» of his preceptor, to a soUtary cava 

^le cave is still traditionaBy known as 

Kinian'i, and recent excavations within it 

have cooirmed die tradition, by the dis- 

coveiy of rode incised crosses of early 

form, and other traces of ike fbrmer occa- 

patioD of the cave by some ancient ancho- 

ntii ■

The paternal role of the Monastery of 

St mnian extended, no donbt^ over all the 

coantry reond aboot, and when, at a later 

date, tiie power of the Nortfanmbrian kings 

was established in the land, the sanctity of 

the site made it the fit seat of a bishopric 

of the Northombrian pattern^ known as 

Candida Cas% ov, the White Loige; in 

familiar Saxon, Whithem. Bat with the 

decline of the Northumbrian power, the 

bidiopric ceased to exist, and the Gal- 

wegians seem from that time to have been 

onder the spiritnal role of the Bishop of 

liaa In the twelfth centnry, daring 

a revival of ecdesiastical inflaence, the 

Priory of Withem was founded or restored, 

and the priory chorch became the cathedral 

church of all Galloway. ■

From the earliest days, Whithem had 

been the object of a popular pilgrimage, 

and it, is probable that St Ninian himself 

took advantage of some existing well, or 

lock, of sanctity and power in early super- 

stition, to attract his heathen neighbours to 

kb ministrationa And after the founda- 

tion of the priory, the fame and popularity 

of the pilgrimage increased, and the pea- 

sants and cultivators, who had long been 

accustomed to visit the shrine of St Ninian, 

▼ere joined by the rich and noble of the 

land. James the Fourth was a moat 

coastant votary at the shrine. On foot, 

aad girt with the belt of iron that he wore 

ni expiation of his share in the violent 

^th of his unhappy father, he visited 

St Ninian's, when his wife — ^f^ Margaret 

I of Englaotd — was near the aeonv of death ■

in childbirth. After the Queen had come 

happily throudi her trouble, and was re- 

stored to health, the royal pair came in 

state to Ninian's to render thanks to the 

saint ■

James the Fifth, too, was a frequent 

vitttor to St Ninkn's, and the DouglaseSi 

when they could spare a little time from 

fighting and conspiring, made a point of 

paying their respects to the samt of Gallo- 

way. Not that the shrine grew ever very 

rich, for even the most exalted of its 

visiton were of frugal minds in matters of 

devotion. ■

We have from Sir Andrew A^ew, a de- 

scendant of the hereditary shenfGs of Wig- 

tonshire, a pleasant account of one of the 

early Eeformers of Galloway. This was 

Goidoa of Airds, familiarly known as 

Siuue Bough, who was bom in 1479, 

and died in his hundredth year. In his 

youth Sanie had travelled in England, and, 

meeting with friends among the Lollards, 

had l]«ought home with him one of 

Wydifie's bibles, which ever after he made 

his text book, quoting it on aQ occasions, 

in Bi»te of the danger he incurred from 

having such a book in his possession. We 

may cease to wonder at the rapid spread of 

the Reformed doctrine in Scotland if many 

of its votaries had such enormous families 

as Sanie Bough. It is related that, upon 

strict orders being given by the authorities 

in Church and State as to the proper ob- 

servance of the festivals of the cuendar, 

when sheriffs and others were called upon 

to distrain all cattle used in labour ; on 

such occasions old Gordon showed his con- 

tempt for the edict in the following original 

manner. The patriarch assemblea all his 

friends one Christmas Day, and, bringing 

out plough and tackle, he yoked ten of hu 

sons in uie plough, holding it himself, while 

the youngest boy acted as caller, and thus 

tilled a ridge of the lands of Airds, defying 

any enemy to distrain his team. This 

handful of sons, by the way, was but a 

sample of the rest, for he had eighteen or 

more altogether. ■

About old Gordon is told the stor^ of a 

traveller, who came to demand hospitality 

at Airds, and, accosting a well-grown yout^ 

was referred by him to his father, a comely 

middle-aged man, who, in his turn replied 

tihat he must be guided by what his father 

said, when the traveller was introduced to 

a venerable grey-haired grandsire : '* Sir, you 

must ask my father the laird," replied the 

veteran in quavering tones; and so the 

stranfirer at last reached the head of the ■
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house, the hoary and withered patriarch, 

sitting in his old arm-chair, whence he still 

mled the household with its many genera- 

tions of inmates. ■

The famous Cave of Si Ninian ii three 

miles or so from Whithem, near Olasserton, 

where there is also a holy well of some re- 

pute, St. Medan's Well, about which there is 

a legend. Lady Medan, it seems, had de- 

voted herself to religion and celibacy, but 

was pursued by a certain noble knight, 

who had become desperately enamoured of 

her. Wherever she went, he followed ; no 

hiding-place was safe for long ; he pursued 

her to the sea-shore. Lady Medan swam to 

a rock, the rock floated away with her, and 

carried her off to a distant shore. But the 

devoted lover still followed, and found her 

at last asleep in the meadows. A vigilant 

cock observed his approach, and crew 

loudly enough to awake the maiden, who 

escaped from the arms of her lover into the 

branches of a tree. Here she held a parley 

with her pursuer — " What is it you see in 

me," she asked, " that constrains you to 

follow me with such unlawful passion 1 " 

" Those beautiful eyes," beean the knight 

gallantly ; whereupon Medan plucked out 

her eyes and threw them to the knight, who, 

at this proof of her unchanging resolve, 

retired horror-struck and repentant Where 

the blood of the saint fell a spring gushed 

forth, whose waters miraculously cured her 

wounda ■

About here once stood an old kirk, 

called Eirkmaiden— and this, according to 

tradition, with the other better known 

Kirkmaiden on the opposite shores of the 

Bay of Luce, was built by two maiden 

sisters. Soon after the Beformation, it 

seems, the kirk on this side ceased to 

be used and the pulpit and bell were 

placed on board a boat to be conveyed 

to the sister Kirkmaiden on the other 

side of the water. All was calm and 

placid as the voyage began, but in the 

middle of the bay a great storm arose, and 

the craft foundered in the waves, and all 

that it contained went to the bottom. The 

old Eomish bell that had rung out so often 

for mass and vespers, prime and angelus, 

that had been blessed by mass priests, and 

consecrated by mitred bishops in ponti- 

fical robes, had thought, it seems, but 

little of the Eeformation, and dedined 

to join the new Kirk of Scotland. But 

there it still lies at the bottom of the sea, 

and its voice may yet be heard, tolling out 

in muffled tones whenever one of the old 

family of Myrton is " in extremis." ■

The old McCullochs of Myrton, by th^ 

way, were something noted in the good old 

times — of the real, turbulent^ fighting, un- 

appeasable Gaelic race. ■

Tame were the ither Scots to them ; ■

The Sonthron loons they lo'ed to daw. 

Our grand forbears o* aold langsyne, ■

The wild Soots o' Gallowa'. ■

There was one McCulloch, known bj the 

sobriquet of Cutler, who, by his predalKHf 

visits to the coasts of the Isle of Mui, 

excited the ire of the King of the lale, the 

Earl of Derby, who thereupon led a fony 

with all his ships and men as far as the 

coast of Gralloway, where he plundered the 

lands of the McCullochs, doing them con- 

siderable damage, but carrying off no great 

booty, it may be imagined. From thbtime 

Cut McCulloch was busier than ever among 

the Manxmen, till his name became a word 

of terror, long used to frighten the naughfy 

children of Mona's Isle. The Manxmen 

remembered their foe even in their prayers, 

as with the pious old islander lAim 

nightly orison was : ■

Grod keep the house and all withhi 

From Cut McCulloch and from sin^ ■

Till one night his prayer was answered hj 

the mocking voice of the enemy : ■

Gudeman ! gudeman I ye pray ower late, 

McCulloch's ship is at the gate ! ■

At the extremity of the cape wfaich is 

known as Burgh Head are the extensive 

foundations of some early fortress, whoie 

origin and history are alike unknown. 

Like Bamborou^h, or Dunstanburgb, on 

the Northumbnan coasti this may have 

been the stronghold of roving pirates bom 

the Baltic, from which they misht levy 

contributions on the surrounding districts; 

although it is difficult to conceive how sadt 

extensive works could have been carried 

out with the means at the command of the 

Viking bands. ■

Bounding this Gape Horn of Wigton- 

shire, we come to the open Bay of Luce, no 

sheltered anchorage, but swept by strong 

tides and open to the south-westerly galea 

In the bight of the bay a pleasant valley 

opens out, where long ago a colony d 

Cistercian monks, from Melrose, establisiked 

themselves in a delightful and sequesteied 

dale. According to tradition, the famous 

Michael Scott, the wizard, was once Abbot 

of Luce, and in this spot his magic mxA 

was broken, and his books — those mptic 

books which contain all the hidden lore d 

past and future — buried deep in some sub- 

terranean vault. And a guardian more 

terrible than giant or dragon guards tbe ■

j^ ■
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ireasora The wizard, it is said, shut np 

the plague within the vault, and who 

opens that chamber will let forth death 

and desolation to stalk through the land. ■

Crossing a neck of land about six miles 

in width, we meet the Atlantic breezes 

that play over the deeply indented fiord of 

Lochryan, which, with the Bay of Luce, 

cuts off a lonely peninsula, in shape like an 

old-fashioned crutch -handle, and this 

isolated region is known as the Binns 

o' Galloway. The extreme point to the 

south is the Mull of Galloway, a grand, 

windy height^ from which, in fair, calm 

weather, is to be seen a fine panorama of 

land and water, the Isle of Man looking 

ahnost close at hand, the coast of Ireland 

in the horizon, with the shores of Solway 

and the blue mountains of Cumberland. 

But in a general way the Mull of Galloway 

is the haunt of all the winds that blow. 

No stonnier eyrie could be found all the 

island round than this rugged height^ 

where tempests seem to gather and burst 

continually, while roaring tides and spout- 

ing billows beat against the Head. ■

There are whirlpools, too, and strong 

currents even more formidable, which gave 

the Mull of Galloway an evil reputation 

with the shipmasters of old. But here we 

must quote old Andrew Sympson, whose 

description of Galloway, written towards 

the end of the seventeenth century, is 

one of the pleasantest books of the kind : ■

''The Point of Mull is a great rock, on 

which, as I have been often informed, such 

as sail by it on a dark night have observed 

a great ught, which hath occasioned some 

to say that there is a rock of diamonds 

there/' And the pleasant ''Arabian 

Nights' " flavour of this account is strength- 

ened by the following account of the 

whirlpool : " There is a place of the sea 

close upon the Mull where ships if they 

enter are quickly turned round and sunk 

down, whether it be from contrary tides or 

a catadupe I know not, but I am informed 

of it by the Laird of Mull living there." ■

There is a great light to be observed on 

the Mull at the present day, but it pro- 

ceeds from no rock of diamonds, but from 

the b'ghthouse that throws its cheery beam 

over the stormy waves, and warns the 

mariner away from the dangerous headland. ■

The Mull belongs to the parish of Eirk- 

maiden, the sister church to the ruined 

kirk on the other side of Luce Bay ; and 

hence the allusion in Bums' poem, ■

Hear, land o* cakes and brither Scots, 

f rae Maidfin Kirk tn .Tohn n' rrmats 1 ■

Near Eirkmaiden there is a famous holy 

well — though not really a well, but a cluster 

of pot-holes on the sea-shore, which, filled 

by the tide, were resorted to by the neigh- 

bouring population, who bathing therein 

found their troubles and maladies much 

alleviated by its waters. It is a curious 

evidence of the tenacity with which these 

old customs were retained by the people of 

Gralloway, that up to the end of last 

century on the first Sunday in May 

the kirk itself was deserted, while all 

the parishioners flocked to the holy well, 

and performed their devotions thereby. If 

the minister chose to come and lead the 

service, weU and good, otherwise he might 

hold forth to bare walls. The ministers, 

as might be expected, set their faces against 

the custom, as savouring of the ancient 

superstition, and although the practice 

lasted more or less well into the nineteenth 

century, yet it has now died out But 

even now those who visit the wells are 

advised to make an offering to the genius 

of the place. A pin, a pebble, anything 

will do; but it would not be lucky altogether 

to neglect the unseen powers. ■

In the same neighbourhood might per- 

haps be discovered by a careful explorer 

the cave described by worthy Sympson. 

" There is a large cave called the Cave of 

Uchtrie Macken close by the sea near Port- 

patrick, accessible by six steps of a stair, 

entering a gate built with stone and lime ; 

at the end of which is built an altar, to 

which many people resort upon the first 

night of May and there do wash diseased 

clmdren with water which ruus from a 

spring over the cave, and afterwards they 

beg a farthing or the like, and throw it upon 

the altar." ■

On the rugged coast of the BInns, facing 

the Irish shore, stands Portpatrick, the 

nearest haven to the land of Erin, the dis- 

tance between the two shores being barely 

one-and-twenty miles. At one time this 

was the chief port of communication be- 

tween Scotland and Ireland, and it was 

especially favoured by the patron saint of 

the Green Isle, when he wished to cross 

from one country to the other. On one 

occasion he strode across, and footsteps in 

the rock on either side of the Irish Channel 

are left to this day, in testimony of the 

feat. On another occasion when barba- 

rously decapitated by the heathen folk of 

Ayr, he swam across, according to the Irish 

account, holding his bead with his teeth. 

Before the days of steam there was a con- 

stant immigration of the poorer Irish, who ■
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have settled so thickly in the industrial 

towns of Scotland, and to this day Port- 

Patrick has a distinctly Irish brogue and 

Irish population. But its port is now 

almost deserted, and its pier falling to 

decay, although as a watering-place it has 

many attractions, being one of the warmest, 

sunniest places to be met with thus far 

north. ■

Above the town on the summit of a 

frightful precipice stands the Castle of 

Donskene, once noted as the strongest 

place in all Galloway, and the annals of the 

country record how Eagenius the Fifth, 

King of Galloway, rescued the castle 

from the hands of Edfred, King of the 

Northumbers, defeating that monarch on 

the River of Luce, where 20,000 Saxons 

and 6,000 Scots were killed. ■

Hie shores of Lochryan are melancholy 

and desolate enough, although affording an 

excellent haven for the thriving town of 

Stranraer, which has carried off the ancient 

traffic of Portpatrick, and become a 

thoroughfare for the traffic with Ireland. 

The Adairs built a castle here which has 

been converted into a gaol ; but the town 

did not come into existence until the seven- 

teenth century, although the merits of the 

haven were long known. As Barbour, in his 

rhymed chronicle8,relatesof Robert Bruce — ■

Syne to the sea he took his way, 

^d at Lochraine in Galloway, 

He shipped with aU his men. ■

A curious story is told about the build- 

ing of the Castle of Stranraer on a site 

where no stone was to be found, while the 

whole district would not supply a single 

cart or waggon to bring the hewn stone 

from the quarry. In this quandary the 

Adairs mustered their retainers, and formed 

a line from quarry to castle, handing the 

stones from one to the other like the 

buckets at a fire in the country. ■

The isthmus of the Rinns is guarded by 

the royal Castle of Lochnaw, the seat of 

the Agnews, hereditary sheriffs, and bailies 

of the county. Pleasantly placed among 

wooded hills by the side of a romantic 

loch, the ancient seat of the Agnews still 

boasts the square, solid tower, about whose 

battlements is spread a wondrous scene of 

land and water, while clustered about the 

tower is a rambling country house of 

modem erection. And happily for us, Sir 

Andrew Agnew has embodied the chron- 

icles of his house and of the neighbouring 

district in a bulky volume, which is a per- 

fect mine of characteristic stories about the 

old times in Wigtonshire. ■

The Agnews, as their name and 

imply, are of Norman origin, and bev 

upon their coat three lambs. They«lii- 

blished themselves on both ndei of tk 

Irish Sea, leaving one f oot^ so to speak, on 

either island, and probably, after the Nonnas 

method, widiout much regard to the righU 

of the folk who were there bef(»e lUm, 

As a powerful if alien family, they attescM 

the regards of the Scottish monardis, ^ 

sought to strengthen their hold upon tk 

principality of Galloway. And tirai faoa 

an early date they were par excelknoe te 

Bang's men, and seem to have gene hanuMi 

and tongs with anything but lamb-^ be- 

haviour against all other potentates mflMff 

neighbourhood. ■

When the Douglas ruled at Tbny^ tk 

Agnews had a hara time of it DongliM 

grim and black were altogetiier too stroog 

for both King and sheriff, and Lodmiv 

was captured by the Dou^as powor, tad 

the Agnews driven into exile. They pio> 

bably had some concern in tiiat tonUe 

scene at Stirling Castle, where the Dooghi 

was done to death by the King and Ik 

attendants. Anyhow, soon after that erat 

the King granted by charter the hereditii7 

sheriffdom to the Agnews. ■

As a rule it must be said that ik 

sheriffs were every bit as wild and lawkfl 

as the rest of the King's lieges in these 

parts. Forays, feuds, sieges, and plondff- 

ings, curiously mixed up with pleadings and 

law-suits, went on from century to oentmy. 

When the Douglases were out of the w^ 

there were the Kennedys to quarrel wiftb: ■

The Kennedys wi a* their power 

Fra' Gassilia to Ardstinoher Tower. ■

The Kennedys, Earls of Cassilis, wm 

far more powerful than the8heriffe,battbe 

Agnews held their own in many skirmishei 

and downright battles, both in the field sod 

in the law-courts. ■

Castle Kennedy, the seat of that power- 

ful family, is not far off, on a remarbUe 

peninsula between the two lochs of IdcL 

It is a ruin now, for it was nearly deetrojad 

by fire early in the eighteenth centaiT< 

The overpowering influence of the hmj 

is recalled in another popular rhyme : ■

'Twixt Wiffton and the town of Ayr, 

Portpatnck and the Cmives of Cree, ■

No man need think for to bide there. 

Unless he court with Kennedie. ■

The Earls of Cassilis disappeared frtwi 

the scene in the reign of C*"^^^~J 

Second, and their possessions were aoqnW 

by the rising house of the Dahymplasoi 

Stair, with whom the siieriffii w«ie » ■
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alliance. Of this facmify was Marshal 

Stair, who was in command at the battle 

of Dettingen, a hard-won victory, due 

rather to hard fighting than good general- 

ship. Less pleasant memories are con- 

nected with the Master of Stair, who was 

the instigator of the massacre of Glencoe. ■

UNSUCCESSFUL MEN. ■

** Will no one write lot ns the lives of 

ansaccessfnl men?" asks Mrs. Annie 

Edwards in one of her novels. "The 

brothers of the poets, the first cousins of 

the painters, the godmothers and god- 

fathers . of the novelists — enterprising 

writers of biogri^hy have shown as these 

and all other relations of great men from 

dieir cradles to their graves. And still 

iiie human beings nearer to greatness still 

•—the men who have not succeeded — ^find 

no historian." ■

This paragraph is certainly pregnant 

with suggestion ; but, unfortunately, in the 

eyes of the W€dl-to-do world, records of 

Mure are uiqpleasant and voted im- 

interestiQg. Yet, if truth were valued at 

its proper woorth, how instruetivsrand how 

beoeficaal to the promotion of social sym- 

pathy would be the records of men and 

women who have bravely stru^led, and, 

through misfortune, fallen in the fight ! ■

In every example of biography we read 

nmdi more of achievements than of en- 

deanrours. The prevalent t^idency is, 

and has always been, to gloss over the 

attendant miseries of early struggles, and 

to come as quickly as possible to the 

brighter side of a career, to the dawn 

and sunshine of ultimate success. The 

petty worries and disappointments — the 

sorest trials in life, far more distressing 

than actual misfortunes — are passed over. 

Oreat gi^ are left in the narrative ; we 

read so much more of success than of 

faOure. All this as a viktake. ■

" For many years I struggled with po- 

veity in a garret/' writes a living celebrity 

in Us ''Memoirs," "until one day I con- 

ceived the idea for my great work on 

' The Habits of Primeval Mammals.' I at 

onoe carried it into e£fect. I wrote my 

book, published it, and reaped a rich 

reward. From that hour I became a suc- 

ooBsful man, and to-day I am what I am ! " ■

All this is very well, but we should 

very much Hke to be told how the great 

man managed to subsist during the com- 

position of his work. Did his ink ever 

ran short at a moment when he found ■

himself penniless) What misadventures 

befell him over the negotiation of his 

manuscript? And, finally, did not some 

one assist him to publish his work on his 

own account 1 It is just these scraps of 

information which tend to deceive iifae 

general reader, and give rise to false con- 

clusion& Were a little more of the truth 

revealed ; were a few of the more painful 

incidents held up to view, we should have 

far fewer delud^ mortals blighting their 

lives by a craving after literary renown. ■

To prove that the struggles of non- 

successful men are full of the greatest 

didactic force, we give the following pas- 

sages from Carlyle's "Life of Hoffmann," 

whose weird tales are now so popular on 

the Continent : ■

"Misfortunes, almost destruction, over- 

took him, even on his journey. Seconda 

he soon found to be a driveller : the opera 

shifted from Dresden to Leipsic, and from 

Leipsic to Dresden. The country was full 

of Cossacks and Gendarmes, and Hoffmann^s 

operatic melodies were drowned in the 

loud clang of Napoleon's battles. Till Idle 

«nd of 1814 he led a life more chequered 

by hard vicissitudes than ever; now 

quarrelling with Seconda, now sketching 

caricatures of the French, now writing 

fantasies, now looking at battles; some- 

times sick, often in danger, generally light 

of heart, and always Aort of money." ■

At a former epoch he suffered no less 

from the buffets of Fortuna ■

"In Berlin he could find no employ- 

ment whatever, either as a portrait 

painter, a teacher, or a composer of music. 

Meanwhile the last renmants of his cash, 

his poor six Friedrichs-d'or, were one 

night filched from his trunk, and news 

came from Posen that his little Oedlia 

was dead and his wife dangerously ill. 

In this extremity his heart for awhile had 

well-nigh failed him, but he agam 

gathered courage and made a fresh 

attempt." ■

All this is very interesting, now that 

the world recognises the gemus of Hoff- 

man ; but wodd it be regarded in the 

same light had he succumbed to penury 

before the establishment of his fame 1 We 

suspect not. Seaders of Kingsley will re- 

member that when Alton Locke refers with 

the hopeful pride of youth to the "in- 

numerable stories of great Englishmen 

who have risen from the lowest ranks," 

his complacency is wrecked by the bitter 

question : " where are the stories of those 

who have not risen; of all the noble ■

r= ■
r ■
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geniuses who have ended in desperation, 

dronkenness, starvation, and suicide 1 " ■

We have dwelt upon the literary aspect 

of our theme, for the reason that nothing 

is so common as to attribute the non- 

success of an author to his lack of talent, 

energy, or application, rather than to an 

overwhelming competition, the lack of 

capital wherewith to publish his works, 

and other extrinsic circumstances over 

which he cannot possibly have any con- 

trol. In thb matter-of-fact age men are 

not measured by the abilities that they 

possess, but by the money which they can 

command. Success makes success no 

doubt, but money must lay the found- 

atioa ■

In another department of letters it may 

be mentioned that some of the finest plays 

the stace has seen were hawked about for 

years before their ultimate production. 

And though managers and actors subse- 

quently reaped a rich harvest of success, 

the authors of the means of success had 

been prematurely driven to their graves by 

despair. Such was the case with Thomas 

Otway; with John Tobin, the author of 

''The Honeymoon;" and Gerald Griffin, 

author of " Gisippusi" who retired into a 

monastery from sheer disgust Such, in- 

deed, has probably been the case with 

many dramatists whose works were never 

heard of at all. One of the most lament- 

able chapters in Disraeli's *' Curiosities of 

Literature " is that devoted to the life of 

EKza Byves ; the production of her play 

was delayed again and again, until she 

died of a broken heart. Says Disraeli: 

" The mysterious rites of procrastination 

are by no one so well systematised as by 

the theatrical manager, nor its secret 

sorrows so deeply felt as by the drama- 

tist." ■

Begarding the commercial side of non- 

success, it is notorious that every published 

account of one successful man may be 

counterbalanced by those of the thousand 

no less talented, adbeit unsuccessful, indi- 

viduals whosestories will never betold. " He 

started with eighteenpence in his pocket," 

continues the author of ''Archie Lovell," 

already quoted, " a habit of early rising, 

strict religious principles, and a taste for 

arithmetic ; and died worth half-a-million. 

All right for him ; the one sheep garnered 

into the great fold of success ; but what 

account have we of the rest of the shadowy 

host, for whose prudence, whose patience, 

whose religious principles, whose arithmetic 

even, no market ever came ? If there be ■

any law which governs the secreti ol 

human success, we have signally &iled is 

yet in discovering its mode of operatioo.'' ■

There are countless beings equally 

talented as their more successful brethra, 

whose opportunities for asserting, not to 

say distinguishing themselves, have beei 

" nipped in the bud," and who have beei 

assailed by every possible misfortuna Tet 

the world has no thought of their eztstoiot^ 

and however heroic their dafly fortitude 

may have been, common parlance wodd 

apply to such lives the catch-phrsae d 

Tom Hood: "There's no romanee h 

that ! " ■

Truly there are heroes in obseuritf , and 

these die at their posts ; not wholly bereft 

of honours, but how requited 1 The muj 

years of patient struggling are not appre- 

ciated by the busy world ; but when the 

end comes, and failure shrouds their grsTei, 

how much greater is the reproach 1 The 

soldier who dies at his post ; the c^^tain 

who goes down with his sinking vessel; (he 

fireman who perishes in the act of aaniig 

life — these examples of heroism are strik- 

ing, because they stand out in relief amid 

a halo ef excitement. But the inrentor 

who lives only to see his ideas pilfered and 

realised by an unscrupuloas capitalist; the 

musical composer who starves in a garret 

with pen in hand and onfinished aeon 

before him ; and the poor author periahing 

on a doorstep, with a tragedy in one pocto 

and a farce in the other ; these are laoeai- 

cally stigmatised as " Poor Devils." ■

Bespectbg the inventor, the greateii 

and the worthiest genius of all, since he 

benefits human kind, can any story be more 

mournful than this, which is fact! ■

He was a dealer in second-hand form- 

ture, residing in the native place of the 

present writer. Oddly enough, the pv- 

veyor of domestic necessities turned hii 

attention towards instruments of waz&ie 

After repeated experiments, he prodnoed 

an invention of real value : a gun-caniigQ 

that would not oscillate, or rebound, after 

the discharge of tiie ball Unable to 

patent his own invention, he was advieed 

to proceed to London and lay his jdaw 

before the War authorities. He did lo, 

leaving his business in die care of hii 

daughter. He freely exhibited his plaoii 

but failed in executing his mission, the 

proper authority in the War department 

being still on his way to EnghuMi bm 

abroad. Newly advised, he i^^^''^^^ 

went to Paris, to wait upon the Freneh 

Government His invention, thoogh fol|f ■
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examined, was at once pooh-poohed, and 

dedared impraclicablei Losing heart, he 

returned home, recalled by his daughter, 

to recoup his attendant losses by a tem- 

porary attention to his regular business. 

Early in the following year he made 

another trip to London, when he suc- 

ceeded io gaining an interview with the 

Minister of War in person. His ideas 

were in a fair way of being, adopted, until, 

unhappily for him» the fact was brought to 

light that the self-same invention had just 

been patented for use by the French 

Goyemment, in Paris. By hu previous visit 

to the French capital, he had enabled some 

unscrupulous individual to acquire fame and 

profit from his long-cherished ideas. Li 

despair he returned to his native place, to 

be afterwards removed to a maii-house, 

where, if he is still alive, he lingers now. ■

What compensation can a man have for 

such injustice 1 And what reproach can 

be directed against him that he did not 

succeed? ■

S. 1 ■
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IN TWO PARTS. PART L ■

In the middle of the last century no 

gayer citv existed within the length 

and breadth of England than Bath. 

Beau Nash had not yet risen to originate 

its Assembly Booms, frame rules for its 

manners, and regulate its ways ; but men 

of parts and women of fashion, fatigued by 

the dissipations and weary of the monotony 

of London life, crowded here to drink the 

waters of health and seek fresh means of 

diversion. In the mornings, gossips of both 

sexes thronged the Pump Bo(Dm to slander 

and calumniate their friends and acquaint- 

ance in the smartest and most entertaining 

manner. At midday, royalty, with its train 

of courtiers, famous beauties with their 

groups of followers, bellee in powder and 

patches, beaux in satin and periwigs, wits, 

flirts, soldiers, and civilians, in all a goodly 

crowd, took the air in Harrison's Gardens. 

In the evening, the narrow streets were 

filled by the sedans of pleasure-seekers on 

their way to assemblies, balls, concerts, 

sad card partiea The atmosphere of this 

city of delight was redolent of sin and 

snuff, rouge and romance, scandal and 

intrigue; and brilliant with the light of 

tapers and diamonds, the sheen of silks ' had earned him distinctioa Thev have ■

and swords, the 

the witchery of w ■

In the year 

Sheridan settled 

one member of 

the scenes of tb 

in his comedie/ 

has been happily ■

"a wrong-headed, whimsical man, ...^ 

pursued an active though not wholly pro- 

fitable career. Adopting the stage as an 

occupation, he considered himself superior 

to David Garrick ; becoming the manageir 

of a Dublin theatre he lost his fortune; 

and now following the calling of a public 

lecturer and teacher of elocution, he sought 

to maintain his family. Tnis consisted of 

three daughters and two sons — Charles, 

the eldest, and Bichard, the future drama- 

tist Mrs. Sheridan, a writer of novels and 

plays, had recently died at Blois, in France, 

a country in which the state of her health 

and of her husband's finances made it de- 

sirable for them to reside for some time. ■

Having settled in Bath, Tom Sheridan 

held classes to " impart the arts of reading 

and speaking with distin^ness and pro- 

priety " ; in which he was assisted by his 

eldest and favourite son, who had begun 

life at the age of twelve its an orator. 

Richard, who was bom in Dublin in the 

year 1751, had, from the age of eleven to 

eighteen, spent his days at Harrow, where 

he became a general favourite. On leaving 

school no career had been selected for him 

by his father, and the lad was accordingly 

left to follow the bent of his inclinations, 

and spend his time as he desired. ■

He therefore mixed freely among the 

society which Bath so pleasantly furnished, 

being " beloved by every one, and greatly 

respected by all the better sort of people.'' 

His sister, describing him at this time, 

declares he was generally allowed to be 

handsome ; his cheeks had a glow of health 

and his eyes were " brilliant with genius, 

and soft as a tender and affectionate heart 

could make them." The same playful 

wit, that afterwards distinguished his 

writings, now cheered and delighted 

the family circle. '' I admired, I almost 

adored him," she adds enthusiastically. ■

Amongst the families with whom, on 

their arrival at Bath, the Sheridaas be- 

came familiar, were the Linleys. Linley 

was a musician of fair renown, a conductor 

of concerts, a composer of note, a man of 

consequence withid. As was natural, he 

had bred his children to the calling which ■
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geniuses /scribed by Dr. Barney, in his 

^ ,dry of Music/' as a family of nightin- ■

which the "queen bird '"— ■

m ■ was ■

drunke; ■

Wr ' 

f yizabeth, Linley's eldest daughter. Before ■

Storing her teens she had sung in 

public, and now took part in oratorios and 

concerts. Her form was graceful and 

delicate ; her features, regular and expres- 

sive, were touched by that mysterious 

shadow which prefigures early deatL Her 

bright youth, delicate beauty, and rare 

talent rendered her name notable and her 

company desired. She charmed women 

by the sweetness of her voice, and attracted 

men by the brightness of her eyes, and 

was exceedingly lauded by botL Families 

of rank and fashion contended for her 

company, and she was received rather as a 

favourite guest than as a professional singer 

in the wax-lighted, rose-scented salons of 

the Parade and the Crescent. 

In this bright world, to which she was ■

Sladly welcomed, dainty compliments, 

angerous flatteries, and luring speeches 

were whispered in her ear. A score of 

gallants, wearing their hearts upon their 

brocaded sleeves, for ever followed in her 

wake; amongst them being one Captain 

Matthews, a married man, Elizabeth's senior 

by many yeslbi and a patron of her father's, 

who under the guise of friendship sought 

her lovei Learned in the arts of a betrayer, 

he figured before her young imagination as 

a vicUm of domestic misery, gaining her 

sympathy through recounting his woes. 

For three years he hovered round her, 

engaging her attention by his studied 

wiles, whilst blinding her to his ultimate 

designs. ■

Towards the end of this time, the 

Sheridans arrived at Bath, when the two 

young men, Charles and Eiohard, immedi- 

ately fell in love with Miss Linley. In a 

little while the former proposed to make 

her his wife; but his offer incurred the 

cUspleasure of both families, and was re- 

jected by Elizabeth. Bichard behaved with 

greater caution, and without exciting the 

suspicions of the elders, gradually gained 

the girl's confidence, and ultimately won her 

affection. From the first she found him 

"agreeable in person, understanding, and 

accomplishments." She was soon to prove 

him courageous, honourable, and helpful. ■

Understanding her past position by the 

light of her present affection, she was con- 

vinced of her error in admitting even a 

sentimental regard for Matthews, and 

therefore resolved to break off all communi- 

cations with him. To this end she was ■

, ■

probably advised by Sheridan, who, tint ha 

might mentally gauge the CapUin 

render her good service, speedily I _ 

tiated himself into the Lothario's fticaidr 

ship. At first, Sheridan was deoeirei bf 

him, as Miss Linley writes, " but be aooa 

discovered the depravity of his heaitiaAK 

the specious i^pearance of viitoe vUck 

he at times assumed, and resolved to nabs 

use of a little art to endeavour, if he ooiili, 

to save me from such a villain. For 

purpose he disguised his real sentiments 

became the most intimate friend of Mattbevs, 

who at last entrusted him with all his de- 

signs in regard to me, and boasted to fana 

how cleverly he had deceived me, for thai 

I believed him an angel" ■

£scape from the clutches of such a mm 

was a task more difficult of acoompUshmoii 

than Miss Linley anticipated ; mc»reover, & 

her efforts to elude him, she was unassisted 

by her parents. Dreading the results el 

her father's violent temper, die withheld 

from hJTw all knowledge of MtUiUiews'sjpar- 

ticular attentions, but revealed tjiem to 

her mother, who laughed at what ^e tXA- 

sidered romantic fancies, and declared the 

girl thought that every man who paid her 

a compliment must be in love wkh faer. 

Matthews's intimacy witti the family, and 

his private addresses to Miss Linley, wen 

therefore continued. ■

At this period of her history an eld^ 

gentleman, named Bichard Walter Long, 

the owner of vast estates in Wiltsfaiie, 

fell in love with, and proposed to many 

her. Because of his wealth and atotkm 

his suit was favourably regarded by \/r 

parents, who strenuously pressed her to 

accept so excellent an offer. In obedience 

to their o(»nmands she was therefore en- 

gaged to Mr. Long; who, in accordance witib 

a stipulation made by Lhiley, agreed to p^ 

<£1,000, by way of indemnification, fcv tbs 

loss Miss Linlev's retirement from pidiSe 

would occasion her &mily. Meanwhile, n 

the day appointed for her union with Loag 

approached, the girl's wretchedness ii- 

creased; until, at l^t gaining courage feoD 

desperation, she, possibly at the siuggestaoai 

of young Sheridan, flung herself npon ^ 

generosity of her ddm*ly suitOT, aiid, de- 

claring ^at her marriage witii hhn woaU 

result in greatest miseiy, besought rdeeae 

from the engagement The dd gentkmaD 

behaved witii the utmost diivairy, lor 

not only did he acoede to hor request^ bat 

took upon himself the blame of br^^Jng 

their engagement. Learning the i^^t 

had been broken, Linley threatened sn ■

^^ ■
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action for breach of promise of marriage, 

when Long generously settled £3,000 as a 

dowry upon the woman he loved. ■

The excitement these circumstances pro- 

duced, acting on a nenrous organisation, 

caused Elizabeth Linley serious illness, 

which it was feared might develop into a 

decline ; a condition Captain Matthews at- 

tributed to his powers of fascination over 

an unsatisfied heart. Charles Sheridan, on 

the other hand, imagining her engagement 

to have been abandoned because of her secret 

love for him, again proposed, and was once 

more rejected. Grievously disappointed, 

he betook himself for some weeks into the 

country, and was, therefore, absent from 

Bath, when the most important acts in 

the drama of Elizabeth Linley's life were 

enacted. Meanwhile Richard, yet keeping 

his affection hidden from all, not only saw 

her continually in public, but occasionally 

contrived to meet her privately, in '<a 

moss-covered grotto of stone, shaded by 

dew-dropping willows." In this shrine of 

romance, situated in Sydney Grardens, 

the lovers whispered long of troubles sur- 

rounding them as a sombre sea, f r<»n whidi 

they saw no means of escape ; for he hav- 

ing neither money, professicm, nor pros- 

pects, and she being followed by anient 

admirers and subject to the wishes of mer- 

cenary parents, there seemed no chance of 

their ultimate union. ■

All the while gossip was busy with her 

name. In the Pump Room during the morn- 

ing on the Parade in the afternoon, and at 

polite assemblies in theevening, theprinoipal 

topic of conversation was Miss Linley and 

her lovers. And Linley, now becoming 

aware of reports Unking his daughter's 

name with Matthews's, and growing fearful 

of its consequences, broke off all friendly 

intercourse with him, and made her promise 

she would see the Captain no more. With 

this request she was moat willing to comply, 

and, writing to acquaint Matthews with her 

father's decision, begged they might part 

asfriends, whereon he commissioned Richard 

Sheridan to assure Linley that he would 

avoid seeing his daughter in future. ■

For a wlule all went well, until one day 

Matthews privately wrote to her declaring 

that he was going to London for two months, 

and that if she did not consent to see him on 

his return, he would shoot himself. Elizabeth 

answered, pointing out the injustice of his 

c(mduct,and requestinghewouldnot address 

her again. To this she received a reply 

statmg that he had something to communi- 

cate of the utmost importance to her happi- ■

ness, and begging her to grant him a few 

minutes' conversation. If this were refused, 

he added, she might expect to hear of fatal 

consequenoes. Terrified by threats she 

agreed to his proposal, and met him at the 

house of a mutual friend ; when, i^odmoing 

a pistol, he swore, if she did not promise 

to see him on his return, that he would shoot 

himself before her face. Distraught with 

excitement and trembling with terror dbe 

pledged her word, and then, bidding her 

meet him four days later, he released her. 

Before reaching home she resolved on 

escaping from his persecutions by the 

destruction of her life. For this purpose 

Miss Linley secretly procured laudanum. ■

The following day being Sunday she 

attended church with her mother and 

sisters, but, refusing to accompany them on 

a walk, returned home, made her will, and 

wrote letters to her father and Captain 

Matthews. Whilst engaged in this man- 

ner Richard Sheridan entered the room, 

and, seeing the laudanum and the letters, 

suspected her intention. He therefore 

sought to persuade her from such designs, 

and, being unsuccessful, made her promise 

to postpone them till the afternoon, when 

he might have news that would change her 

resolutioa No sooner, however, had lie 

departed than, fearful of betrayal, she 

drank the laudanum, and was soon after 

found in a condition at first mistaken for 

death. ■

A most distressing scene followed. 

Her parents were overwhelmed by grief 

and remorse, her sisters distracted. The 

doctors, however, had hope of restoring 

her, and on the evening of day follow- 

ing she was sufficiently recovered to see 

Sheridan, who now revealed Mattiiews's 

character in its true colours, showing her 

for the purpose several letters whi^ he 

had from time to time received from the 

Captain. In one of these it was stated tiiat 

Miss Linley had riven him so much . 

trouble, that he would renounce all pursuit 

of her if his vanity did not desire con- ^ 

quest He was resolved, theref<»e, whea 

they met on Wednesday, to abandon the 

character of a suppliant and to assume the 

authority of a master. But if she re- 

fused to meet him, he would carry her 

away by force. On reading this letter 

she fainted. On recovery Sheridan asked 

her what plans suggested themselves 

to her for protection. *' I told him," Aie 

wrote to a friend, "my mind was in sudi 

a state of distraction between anger, re- 

morse, and fear, that I did not know what ■
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I should do; but as Matthews had de- 

clared he would ruin my reputation, I was 

resolved never to stay in Bath." ■

Sheridan then proposed that she should 

fly with him to France, where he would 

place her in a convent in which his sisters 

had been educated. Here she would be 

safe from danger, and, when he had seen her 

settled, he " would return to England and 

place her conduct in such a light that the 

world would applaud and not condemn 

her/' This being a period when violence 

and abduction were common occurrences, 

she evidently had little faith in the pro- 

tection her father could extend against the 

arts of a man of wealth and position. 

Therefore, consenting to Sheridan's pro- 

posal, she agreed to be guided by him in all 

things. Accordingly he made secret pre- 

parations for their departure, in which he 

was aided by his eldest sister, who, 

favouring the scheme, helped him with 

such money as she could spare from the 

household expenses. ■

At last the time fixed for departure 

— the evening of the day on which Elizabeth 

Linley had promised to meet Matthews — 

arrived. The hour had been well selected 

by the lovers. The young lady's mother lay 

ill in bed, her father, brother, and sisters 

were performing at a concert^ from which 

she had absented herself on plea of indis- 

position. ■

All things being arranged, Sheridan, un- 

heeded in the gathering dusk, arrived at 

the Crescent followed by two sedan chairs. 

Into one he handed Miss Linley, in the 

other he placed her luggage. Then, bidding 

the carriers convey the chairs to the Lon- 

don Road, he walked behind by way of 

protection. He had not proceeded many 

yards when he encountered Matthews, who, 

furious that Miss Linley had not kept her ap- 

pointment, was about calling at her mother's 

house. Sheridan assured him of Mrs. Lin- 

ley's illness, and, stating that he was en- 

gaged in an affair of honour, in which he 

might require assistance, begged that Mat- 

thews would await him at his sister's. The 

Captain complying, Sheridan followed the 

chairs until they arrived at the London 

Eoad. Here a post-chaise stood waiting, 

in which Miss Linley found an elderly 

married woman seated, whom Sheridan 

had engaged to accompany them as a 

duenna. The lovers then proceeded in all 

haste to London, which they reached that 

night. ■

Arriving in town, Sheridan sought an 

old friend of his father's, one Ewart, a ■

brandy merchant in the City, and islio- 

duced Miss Linley as an heiress, who hd 

consented to elope with him to the Goni 

nent The old gentleman bade thea 

heartily welcome, congratulated himci 

his undertaking, and oflfered them eraj 

possible assistance. As lack would lore 

it, a vessel, chartered by Ewart, wutiia 

ready to sail for Dunkirk, in whidi be 

willingly gave them passage, and mn- 

over presented them with letters of intie- 

duction to his partners there, whomk 

besought to facilitate their departoie fat 

Lille. On arriving at Dunkirk, the fa^ 

tives, in order to silence any scandal tbk 

might arise, went through a ceremony d 

marriage, performed by a Catholic pneit 

They thenset out forLiile,andhereSheiidiB 

took an apartment in a convent for his com- 

panion, where she was to remain ifflM 

he returned to England and prepared thdr 

future home. ■

She had not been many days at the con- 

vent when, overcome by fatigue and expte- 

ment, she became seriously ilL Shendu 

therefore postponed his homeward joornej 

and sought advice from an English pbjn- 

cian, Dr. Dolman, of York, who, wiUi his 

wife, was then staying at Lilla Thm 

kindly people betrayed the friendliest inte- 

rest in the invalid, and, believing ib 

would feel more comfortable in their hcoiu^ 

invited her to stay there whilst her mdii- 

position lasted. Sheridan and his wife- 

as she may be caUed — had written to 

Linley, from whom they agreed to conceal 

their marriage, simply stating that tim 

step had been undertaken to save herfton 

peril and perhaps ruin. ■

To these letters no answers were n- 

turned. A missive, however, reached 

Sheridan from Matthews, who firom the 

hour of Miss Linley's departure had perse- 

cuted the members of her family wift 

enquiries for the f Dgitive& From them ka 

had obtained Sheridan's address, and made 

use of it to threaten and abuse the man 

who had baulked him in his evil des^ 

Tohis offensive epistle Sheridan replied thit 

he would return immediately, and irooU 

never sleep a night in England until he 

had thanked him as he deserved. Keen- 

while Matthews, by way of avenging to- 

self, inserted the following paragiaph m 

the Bath Chronicle of Wednesdsf, 

AprU8, 1772; ■

" Mr. Richard S having attend ■

in a letter left behind him for that pmpoM, 

to account for his scandalous meUi(Mi d 

running away from this place, by insinoS' ■
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tiona derogating from my character and 

^hat of a yonng lady, innocent as far 

%a relates to me, or my knowledge ; since 

which he has neither taken any notice of 

letters, nor even informed his own family of 

the place where he has hid himself ; I can 

no longer think he deserves the treatment 

of a gentleman, and therefore shall trouble 

oiyself no farther about him than, in this ■

public method, to post him as a 1 and ■

a treacherous s . ■

"And as I am convinced there have 

been many malevolent incendiaries con- 

cerned in the propagation of this infamous 

Ue, if any of them, unprotected by age, 

infirmities, or profession, will dare to 

acknowledge the part they have acted and 

affirm to what they have said of me, they 

may depend on receiving the proper reward 

of their villainy in the most public manner. 

The world will be candid enough to judge 

properly (I make no doubt) of any private 

abuse on this subject for the future, as 

nobody can defend himself from an accusa- 

tion he is ignorant of. ■

"Thomas Matthews." 

Sheridan, though unaware of this public 

attack, was anxious to hurry home in 

order to punish Matthews for his private 

insolence, but before he could depart Linley 

arrived. Thoroughly satisfied with the ex- 

planations which Sheridan gave, he thanked 

him for the protection afforded his daughter, 

whom he heartfly pardoned. However, he 

insisted that she should return immediately, 

in order to fulfil some professional engage- 

ments he had made on her behalf ; after 

which, he said, she might return to the 

protection of the convent if she pleased. ■

Therefore they three set out for London, 

and, on arriving, sought the hospitality of 

good Mr. Ewut. On their way from 

Dover they had stayed a night at Canter- 

bury, where Sheridan refused to seek rest 

in bed, that he might keep his promise 

of not sleeping in England before meet- 

ing his slanderer. Hearing the latter was 

in town, Sheridan immediately went in 

search of him, but it was late at night 

before he discovered that the Captain was 

located at a lodging-house in Crutched 

Friars.^ Arriving here towards midnight and 

knockbg loudly, Matthews came down, 

but, recognising his visitor's voice, declared 

^t the key of the door was lost, and 

promiring that Sheridan should be admitted 

^hen it was found, promptly retired to 

hei ^ This excuse did not suffice to divert 

Sheridan from his purpose ; he persisted 

ux knockmg at the door and alarming the ■

neighbourhood until two o'clock in the 

morning, when he was admitted. He then 

made his way to Matthews's room, when the 

latter arose, complained of cold, called 

Sheridan his dear friend, and begged he 

would be seated His whole bearing was 

that of a coward, who, seeing that the 

hour of his punishment had arrived, sought 

escape by protestations of civility. ■

Sheridan said he had come to answer his 

challenge, when Matthews declared that he 

had never meant to quarrel ; that his dear 

friend's anger should be vented on his 

brother Charles, who, enraged by Miss 

Linley's preference, had prompted him to 

write the note. Blinded by rage on 

hearing this, Richard hastened to Bath, 

and, seeking Charles, demanded an ex- 

planation. High words passed between 

them, which resulted in both the brothers 

hastening back by post-chaise to town in 

order to punish Matthews, not only for his 

slander but for his last lie. Richard 

immediately called him out, and, accom- 

panied by young Ewart^ met Matthews and 

his second. Captain Knight, in Hyde Park. 

Conung to the ring, Sheridan observed that 

this was their ground ; but Matthews — 

doubtless the original Bob Acres — objected 

to the spot. Therefore proceeding some 

yards they arrived at a level space, when 

Sheridan paused again, but his unwilling 

antagonist declared the place too public. 

They agreed to wait until the Park was 

deserted, and, after a considerable time, 

Sheridan once more prepared for combat 

But the gallant Captain, perceiving a 

solitary figure in the distance, roundly swore 

they were watched, and, protesting he 

would not fight whilst anyone was in 

sight, suggested that the duel should be 

postponed unto morning. ■

This Sheridan declared to be mere tri- 

fling; however, that Matthews might have 

no excuse, he went forward and requested 

the figure to withdraw. On his return he 

discerned Matthews quickly making his 

way out of the Park, when he immediately 

followed him, and, swearing he should 

fight, conducted him to the Castle Tavern 

in Henrietta Street, Covent Garden. Here 

Ewart called for lights, and led the 

party to a private room, when they drew 

their swords. The contest was sharp and 

brief, and in a few seconds Sheridan's 

opponent was at his mercy; whereon 

Captain Knight rushed forward crying, 

'* Don't kill him ! " and Matthews begged 

for his life. The victor then broke his 

opponent's sword, and insisted he should ■

r ■
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write a contradiction of the statements 

falsely made. With this he refused com- 

pliance, but Sheridan, declaring he shoold 

not leave the room ontil this satisfaction 

had been rendered him, Matthews wrote 

the following lines : ■

"Being convinced that the expressions I 

made nse of to Mr. Sheridan's disadvantage 

were the effects of passion and misrepre- 

saltation, I retract what I have said to 

that gentleman's disadvantage, and par- 

ticolanj' beg his pardon for my advertise- 

mant in the 'Bath Chronicle.' ■

"Thomas Matthews." ■

The Sheridans, returning to Bath, caused 

this apology to be inserted in ihe paper 

which had originally published the accusa- 

ttoB. In recounting the incidents of their 

dn^ Ekhaid refrained from observations 

contrary to his adversary's credit ; chance, 

he said, had given him advantage in the 

affair, and Matthews had therefore written 

his apology. Two days later the gallant 

Captain arrived and represented the en- 

counter in a manner casting insinuations 

OB hiaantagonist's behaviour whilst extolling 

his own bravery ; hearing which Sheridan 

made known 1^ truth. Accordmgly the 

stoiy of Matthews's cowardice^ spr^iug 

tintniigh Bath, caused him to be shunned by 

men and ridiculed by women. He there- 

fbiB hastily retreated to his home in Wales, 

bat the niews of his conduct having arrived 

befora him, he was there likewise slighted 

and derided by Mends and neighbours. ■

Stoag by repeated mortifications, he at 

last aought to retrieve his honour by the 

desperate ecxpedient of fighting a second 

duel with his late antagonist For this 

purpose ha returned to Bath, accompanied 

hf (me Bamett, on whom he greaUy de- 

pended to sustain his courage, and chal- 

lenged Sheridan to combat The latter, 

having already avenged his injuries and 

given ample proof of his courage, was at 

liberty to decUne the meeting without 

blemish to his honour ; hot, impetuous and 

heroic, he accepted it with alacrity. The 

bitter slights under which Matthews writhed 

had wrought his spirit to the highest 

ptteb, and he determined that the sec<xid 

duel should prove fatal to one or other of 

the combatants. ■

Of this Sheridan was well aware, and 

in this hour it was hb fate to be parted 

firom those dearest to him. His wife was 

fulfil]]!^ an engagement at Oxford, his 

fiither and brother were absent in London. 

The day fixed for the meeting at last 

arrived, and on the morning of the 1st ■

July, 1772, he and his second, Captain 

Paumier, met Matthews and his supporter 

at Kingsdown, about four miles outride 

Bath. It was but three o'clock. Night 

had scarce faded from the fields, and the 

profound silence brooding over the mystery 

of dawn was unbrokm, when they left 

their respective chaises and sought tJie 

ground already selected for their encountor. 

Here they at once drew their swords. 

Sheridan rapidly advanced on his opponent, 

then gradually retreated, and finally run- 

ning in on Matthews sought to catch his 

sword. In tins he failed, when the captain 

dealt him a blow which broke his we^on. 

He then laid hold of Sheridan's swordrarm, 

and tripping him suddenly, both came to 

the ground. Matthews, being uppermost, 

seiz^ his broken sword and r^Matedly 

struck his fallen foe on the neck and face. 

Neither of the seconds interfered. Sheri- 

dan's sword had been bent in the fall, but, 

managing to grasp its p(nnt, he succeeded 

in woundmg his antagonist slightly in the 

stomach ; the latter then seized the point 

of his sword and stabbed Sheridan re- 

peatedly. Both were furious from passson, 

maddened by pain, and covered with 

blood. Matthews now called out: ''Beg 

your life, and I will be yours for ever ! " 

and this request was repeated by Bamett ; 

but Sheridan fiercely cried out that he 

would never ask for mercy. The seconds 

now interfered to part them, bat before 

this coold be achieved Matthews called 

out that Sheridan should be disarmed; 

and this being accomplished they were 

conveyed to their separate chaises wait- 

ing close by, when Matthews, who was 

but slightly wounded, drove to London, 

and Sheridan was carried to the White 

Hart Tavern, where two of the most 

famous phyddans in Bath were speedily 

summoi^ to attend him. ■

At the request of his sisters he was con- 

veyed to their father's house the following 

day, and for a week continued in danger. 

Meanwhile alarming reports of the duel 

and its consequences appeared in various 

papers, one of which reached Linley at 

Oxford as he was about to conduct an 

oratorio. He managed, however, to conceal 

the news from his dMghter, knowing that it 

would prevent her appearance. Presently 

the family set out for Bath, and on arriving 

within a few miles of the town were met 

by the Bev. Mr. Panton, who entering into 

conversation with Miss Linley, begged that 

she would undertake the remainder of the 

journey in his chaisei He then with due ■

^ ■
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preparation told bar of the duel, on which, 

overcome by sorpriBe, she cried out, "My 

hmband^Biyhiiftband I" md begged that she 

might be taken to him. Con^pIiaDce with 

this lequeat was, however, impossible, as 

Sheridan's father now forbade his fainily 

to hold intercourse with the Linleya ■

When pronounced out of danger, Richard 

was sei^ to visit some friends at Waltham 

that he might recover strength, whskt 

his wife was placed under care of rela- 

tivss at Tunbridge WeU& On their return 

to Bath the utmost caution was takes by the 

Lmleys that Sheridan should not see their 

eldest daughter; and, so carefully was 

she guarded, that for long she found 

it impossible to write him a letter or 

receive one firom him. At length he 

conceived a stratagem which outwitted 

vigihnce. Arrivbg at an understand- 

ing with the owner of the carriage 

hired to convey her to concerts, he 

disguised himself as its driver, when he 

was enabled to slip notes into her palm, 

and receive others in return as he handed 

her out. In this way their vows of fidelity 

▼ere renewed, until at length persever- 

ance was rewarded, opposition relented, 

and they were married on the 13th of 

April, 1773, the bridegroom being twenty- 

two years and the bride nineteen. ■

Somudi has been recorded of Sheridan's 

early life, because of the influence it subse- 

quently bore upon his productions, many 

scenes of which reflect incidents and cha- 

racters which had come within his personal 

experience. ■

By THEO gift. ■

Author <tf** La LoHmar,'" An AUM and iUPriM," ■

MtcBte, ■

CHAPTER XXVL A STERN CHASE. ■

'' It comes to this, George, if yon won't 

be calm and reasonable I shall leave yon," 

said Burt gravely. ■

It was the fifth day since, being on a 

l^oBday visit to Ouemsey, he had received 

a tek|^aa from Professor Josephs, giving 

bimMarstland's address, and adding, '*Cali 

on Urn. He may want your advice." He 

had obeyed the suggestion at once, and 

W arrived just in time to catch the 

poor fellow in his arms, and carry him up 

^ the room wh^re he had been lying ever 

Bince, atmgglbg with all the strength of a 

^"o^tif will and a magnificent constitution 

^S^iost the illness which, following on such ■

a shock, would have brought nine out of 

ten men to the brink of the grave. ■

** He will pull through because he is de- 

termined to do so," the doctor said, <' and 

because, fortunately for him, his blood, and 

brains, and organs generally, were in a 

thoroughly healthy condition to begin with." 

But it had been a narrow squeak, and but 

for Burt^ who nursed him with all the skiU 

and nearly all the patience of a woman, it 

may be doubted whether the surgeon would 

have got throi^h as well as he did. ■

He suflered a great deal both from pain 

and fever during the time, but he was 

never wholly delinous oir unconscious ; and 

it was at his earnest desire that Burt had 

telegn^ed and written to both Vera and 

her parents at Les Ch^taigniers, where it 

seemed most probable they had returned, 

giving a full account, certified by the 

medical man, of the accident which had 

kept the young husband from his infe ; 

dttmiog her as such ; and offering, if there 

was any flaw in the ceremony by which 

he had made her so, to have it repeated 

when, how, and where she and her parents 

pleased. ■

Bart had written the letters ; but Marst- 

land had had himself lifted up in bed, that 

he mi^t append his signature as wdl as 

burning fingers and trembling wrists woold 

enable him to do so. No sign or shadow 

of response had been vouchnifed to them, 

however, and he was accordingly bent on 

naaking his way to Les Ch&taigniers as 

speedily as possibla ■

'^ You see, my dear fellow," Burt went 

on, "the doctor here has said you may 

travel tomorrow, because you'll only fret 

yourself worse if you don't ; but there's no 

use in taking advantage of a permission of 

that sort to work yourself up into a state 

of excitement, which will only end in your 

being taken ill again on the road ; and I tell 

you plainly I won't go with you if you da" ■

" Oh, yes you will, Jack," said Marst- 

land, stretching out a great, gaunt hand to 

his friend. " You'll not desert me now, 

after seeing me through so far ; and I'm 

not going to be a bad patient I wouldn't 

be such a fool, when I know that every 

hour of strength gained is an hour nearer 

to my darling." ■

"Keep yourself calmer then, or jrou'Il 

never get to her," retorted Bort^ " and to 

do so you must learn to look at the facts 

of this unlucky case more coolly, and see 

where you have been wrong. Of course 

you meant to make the young lady your 

wife " ■
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"She is my wife," said ManUand, dog- 

gedly. ■

Bart sighed with gentle impatience. ■

" You meant to make her so, and mean- 

ing this your first step ought to have been 

to get the very best advice how to do it 

legally and properly, instead " ■

" It's as legal a marriage as yoors, Bart, 

and I defy anyone to prove the contrary," 

Marstland broke in, his cheeks floehmg 

angrily. ■

His friend nodded, and went on with 

perfect imperturbability : ■

'' — Instead of which yon did the most 

foolish thing possible — ^kept the matter a 

close secret from your best friends ; acted 

out of year own head, knowing nothing 

about the law on the subject ; and so hashed 

the whole affair that, thanks to an unfor- 

tunate accident which you couldn't foresee, 

and therefore couldn't guard against — ^you 

an Eoglishman, living on English territory, 

are at this moment in the position of being 

a married man with a wife living, though 

not in your power, while the la^y whom 

you very properly call by that name is at 

the same moment in her own country, and, 

according to its laws, an unmarried girl 

without a husband living or dead. Now 

that's a position that no two people in your 

circumstances should be in, and the man 

who has got them into it by a mixture of 

hot-headed impetuosity, misplaced senti- 

ment, and amateur cleverness, is a man — 

don't be savage with me, old fellow, for 

saying it — very decidedly to blame." ■

" I m not savage with you," said Marst- 

land sadly. ** Blame me as much as you 

please, only do it justly. As for scouting 

advice, for instance, I didn't scout it ; but 

in the first place I felt boimd to comply 

with Vera's entreaty that the affair should 

be kept a profound secret from my friends 

as well as hers." ■

"Misplaced sentiment 1" Burt inter- 

posed quietly. ■

"And in the next, I did consult with 

young Dampier, and it was entirely owing 

to his advice that I didn't try to get married 

by the Protestant chaplain at Quimper, as 

I originally intended. I should have pre- 

ferred that ; to have taken my betrothed 

straight from her home to the nearest 

church and manied her there by special 

license ; but Dampier said it was not to be 

done ; that there were no such things as 

special licenses in France ; and that there'd 

have to be a civil ceremony before the 

religious one, entailing no end of delay and 

botheration. This Guernsey marriage was ■

his suggestion, and I acted on it If I 

didn't consult him as to detaOs, thai ¥m 

simply in consequence of the first d tha 

untoward chances which have beMen me 

in this affair. One reason, you must know, 

for his brother being so wflling to pat bit 

yacht at my disposal was, that she had joH 

been fitted out and manned for his own oie^ 

when he was prevented starting by his yoong 

wife being taken seriously ilL Well, three 

days after I had gone over to Brittany, lad 

before anything was settled, Tom Damps 

wrote me a hurried note that the maUj 

had declared itself to be malignant typbu, 

and that, as his brother had written to him 

to take charge of his boys during the Eaitec 

holidays, for fear of infection, he was jut 

leaving London for that purpose, and m^t 

be absent some time. He added that the 

yacht-master had orders to proceed to 

Morlaiz, or any other convenient port, im- 

mediately on the receipt of a telegram from 

me, and from thence to whatever place I 

might have fixed on for my wedding ; bat 

he did not say where he was going. He 

gave me no address ; so it was imposaiUe 

for me to apply to him, still more ao to 

trouble his brother for further ad?iee. I 

have told you ahready why I didn't chooee 

to consult the Josephses." ■

"Yes, that was the hot-headedneei, 

George," said Burt *< The Professor'i a 

sensible man, and would have advised yoa 

both wisely and kindly. You can see thit 

by the letter he has written since, and by 

his daughter'^ What a nice girl she ii, to 

be sure 1 I used once, you know, to think 

you were fond of her." ■

''OfLeaht Nonsense!" cried Marstlapd, 

flushing. " Why, we never were anythiog 

but friends. What could have pot soeb 

an idea into your head t " ■

" It was a very natural one. You were 

always there, and she is a very charmiDgi 

clever young woman, and just the one to 

make you a capital wife. I think it'i t 

pity you didn't see ie for yourself." ■

• ( Very likely. Leah Josephs is channn^ 

and good enough to make a capital wife to 

any man worthy of her ; but I was nerer 

impertinent enough to propose myself tf 

the individual in question, and aho^ 

probably have lost a friend and got woD 

snubbed if I had. Besides, I happen to be 

in love with Vera, my wife, and, sa Leah 

Josephs is her most intimate friond, Fdw 

thankful if you did not suggest the pow- 

bility of my being fond of her as weU.'' ■

" All right ; only that is the more wMoa 

for, instead of against, your oonsnltiDg her ■
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and her father in a matter bo Berionslj 

alTectuig the other young ]ady. Ton see ■

what he says ; in France '* ■

"Bat my dear Burt, that's jost the 

point," Marstland interrupted, his thin face 

flushiog. '' This is not France, and I'm not 

a Frenchman. I am an Englishman of fall 

age, desiring to be married and live in Eng- 

land according to English laws and customs. 

Why then should f, or my wife, who is 

already half an Englishwoman, trouble our 

heads about any abominable foreign regula- 

tions which have no authority outside the 

conntry they belone to ; or do in any way 

differently from what we have done % I 

engaged lodgings here for the proper tima I 

gave the proper week's notice at the church. 

I took out the license and paid for it in the 

proper way ; and if I did vouch for Vera's 

being of age, as well as myself, at a time 

when she was not actually so—" ■

"Which, in the strictly English marriage 

you are talking of, would not have mat- 

tered at all," Bmrt broke in quietly, ** seeing 

that by English law a girl is free to marry 

at eighteen. So far as that goes, therefore, 

if Mademoiselle Vera had been an English- 

woman, she might have walked out of her 

father's house three y^ars ago and married 

yon, whether she had his consent or not" ■

Marstland almost gave a shout of 

trinmph. ■

"Why, then," he exclaimed, "there 

can't be a doubt on any point as to the 

validity of our marriage ; and Leah's tele- 

gram — poor girl ! there have been moments 

when IVe almost been brute enough to 

curse her for it, was a blunder after all. 

I have sworn to nothing that ** ■

"Grently a moment, George 1 I said if 

Mademoiselle Vera had been an English- 

woman ! As it happens, she is nothing of 

the sort She is a Frenchwoman and a 

French subject, both by birth and paren- 

tage, and, aa such, she was not of age to 

marry without consent of her parents till 

she was twenty-one ; nor then, mark you, 

without having made either two or three 

formal and respectful representations to 

both her parents of her fixed desire and 

intention to do so ; nor without an equally 

formal notice to them of the marriage one 

month before it took place, and banns pub- 

lished openly on two successive Sundays, 

with an interval of three days between the 

second one and the ceremony itself. Failing 

these conditions her marriage, even if cele- 

brated in another country and in accord- 

ance with its laws and customs, would be 

as utterlv null and void in her own as ■

mine would be here, supposing my present 

wife were dead, and I were to take her 

sister over to France, where such marriages 

are perfectly legal, and marry her accord- 

ing to every detail of French law. In 

other words, the lady in both cases would, 

in her own country, be simply regarded as 

the mistress of the man who had so wedded 

her, her children — if she had any — as 

illegitimate, and neither they nor the 

husband would be capable of inheriting any 

such property as, in the event of its having 

been a legal marriage, would naturally have 

come to them." ■

" Now, look here, old man, I do wish 

you wouldn't excite yourself " — ^for Marst- 

land had uttered a passionate exclamation, 

and half risen from his chair — " I know 

quite well what you're going to say — that 

ail this wouldn't affect your wife's status 

in England, or matter one iota to you. All 

the same, you know, it might matter to her. 

It would, at any rate, entail a grave sacri- 

fice on her part, and, knowing this, and 

believing that you were probably acting in 

ignorance of it, I think Miss Josephs was 

quite justified in warning you of the risk 

you were running. On the other hand, 

however, if you really were, both of you, 

prepared to accept these drawbacks- " ■

"As I was," Marstland interrupted 

sternly, "and as I am convinced Vera 

would be were you to give her the choice. 

She loves England alrisady with all her 

heart, and once we were married and 

settled there, what need would either of us 

have to care about France, or French 

people's opinions) My income is quite 

enough to maintain my wife and chOdren 

upon, and provide for them after my death 

without looking to what her relations might 

have to leave ; and of one thing you may 

be sure, no shadow of insult, or even of a 

disrespectful word, should ever have been 

allowed to reach her ears once I had her 

safe in my own care." ■

" Then, my dear boy, in that case your 

first thought should have been to make 

and keep her so, beyond all risk even of 

accidents such as this that has happened 

Your best plan, in fact, would have been 

to have made all legal and proper arrange- 

ments for your marriage before leaving 

England, and then to have ti^^en Miss Sr. 

Laurent straight over there, married her, 

and carried her off straightway to some 

pretty little village — ^in the Welsh moun 

tains, say — small and remote enough to be 

well out of the ken of her French relatives, 

while you wrote to inform them of what ■
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ad taken place. By that time it would 

Ave been too late lor them to interfere, 

nd nfielees for them to attempt to do so, 

aeiBg that our EngLsh lawa, which are as 

areful in guarding even clandestine 

larriages as the French are in preventing 

hem, would certainly not have allowed a 

ither to remove your wile from yon by 

3rce, even had he wished to do a thing 

rhich could only put her to open shama 

Jo; the St. Laoients probably would 

iive hated you just as keenly, but 

nder those circumstances you would have 

lade it their interest to insist on your 

oing the very thing which, as a man of 

lononv, and for your bride's sake, you 

t^ould naturally desire — i.e., the legalising, 

8 soon as might be, in her country a 

larriage which would be already legal in 

our own." ■

''Don't go on, Burt I wish I'd had 

our advice earlier. It might have been of 

Me then," said Marstland bitterly. ''As 

bis " ■

''As it is, the case is reversed. Your 

rife hae been taken away from you by 

ler parents and carried back into a country 

rheie the law will not look on her as a 

n(% at alL Still, as they can't be wholly 

athout principle, and as the mother is an 

Englishwoman, I think you may look on 

he sepaeation as only a very temporary 

ne, and that, when you have humbled 

ourself pro^rly, and submitted to a good 

lose of hard words, you'll be allowed 

reconunence your wedded life on a fresh 

ooting. You see they have your explana- 

ion at pre8^[it. They know you never in- 

ended to desert the young lady, and they 

lust have heard from their daughter of 

he honoovable manner in which you 

reated her throughout. Of course they 

.re furiously indignant with you for having 

un away with her at all, and spoilt their 

»lan of a noble marriage for her ; but you 

Qust just put up with aU that for your wile's 

ake, and for the comfort of knowing that 

t is quite aa much their interest as their 

luty, let them blurter as they will about 

t, not to let her be left in her present 

K>sition a day longer than they can help." ■

"She would not be in it now but for 

hat ccmfoiuided doctor keeping me here," 

aid Marstland, and then he clenched his 

lands together with a gesture of an^y 

)ain. "To think that she is bearing the 

)enalty q£ my blundere!" he said. 

'Suffering for and through me. Oh! 

ay poor Httie love, my pow, poor Vera ! " 

ie could think of nothing else. ■

They left Guernsey early on the follow- 

ing morning, and travelled straight to 

Pont I'Abbe ; for, though the doctor vk 

had attended Marstland had said pUnlj 

that he considered it too soon to undsr- 

take the journey at all, and urged ^ 

it should at least be carried out by eii^ 

stages, the young man himself Ivigbed 

at the idea, and indeed seemed to piek 

up so much of increasing strength aad 

vigour with every hour which br«^ 

him nearer to his destination thi^ hot 

for the burning touch of his hand sad 

the feverish glitter in his eyes, Burt m^ 

have thought that future precautions wm 

really sup^fluous with him. ■

From Pont I'Abbe they drove over ia i 

hired carriage to Les Ch4taigniers, and is 

they drew up at last in front of the iron 

gates at the entrance to the avenue. Mint- 

land, quivering with excitement as he wu, 

could not help a curious thrill at the con- 

trast between this visit in the broad lighi 

of day and the midnight one he had » 

recently paid. Truly time had been swift 

in its revenges with him since his brief 

triumph then, and as he sprang to Um 

ground he felt within himself that Baift 

hurried wamiog, "Mc^e up your mind to 

a ' mauvais quart d'heure,' old fellow, sad 

don't let hanl words make you lose yoor 

temper," was not unneeded. He was too 

agitated to answer, |but simply nodding tn 

assent, turned and hurried up the avemiB 

to the house. ■

"Now I wonder how long I shall have 

to wait," the artist murmured to himsdf ■

A far shorter time than he expected 1 

In little more than five minutes he saw 

through the chestnut boughs a figure hor- 

ryiug towards him, and the next momeni 

Marstland was at his side, pale as dsatI^ 

and almost panting for breaUi. ■

"They're not there ! " he gasped oot 

" The house is shut up, and the only servant 

left in charge, an old woman who coidd 

hs^ly speak three words of French, said 

the ^mily were all away. They had kft 

on the ninth (the morning of our elop*' 

ment, Burt), and she had heard that tlii^ 

were going to Paris for MademoiseDa'if 

marrkige." ■

" The marriage you put a st(^ to 1" aiid 

Bart " So ! then they did not bring bff 

home again as we imagined they wo^ ■

I wonder Holloa^ G^eerge I where art ■

yon cooing 1" ■

" To B^neite's cottage/' said MaisikiA 

who waa already on Us way te the l^ 

thatdied dwelling by the roadside wta^ ■

■
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he blanchissease had watched him arriye 

)n hia first wooing; but alas I diaappoint- 

nent awaited him hare alsa The eyer 

>pen door was dosed; no smoke rose from 

ihe chimney, no cluck of hen or hum of 

^lattonoua bee made sign of life in the 

itUe garden at the rear ; and, as the young 

nan stood staring in blank dkmay at the 

leaerted-looking residence, a boy riding by 

m a donkey stopped, and said something 

in the Breton dialect which seemed to inti- 

DEiate that no one was liring there. Fortu- 

oately Burt, who knew something of the 

language, came up at the moment^ and the 

boy explained to him that B^noite and her 

lister were gone away. They had done 

something — ^what he did not know — to dis- 

please Monsieur, their landlord, and word 

had come to the bailiff that they were 

to be turned out on the instant No, 

he couldn't say where they had gone. 

B^noite had relations in Pt)nt TAbb^, 

perhaps it was to them ; and then he too 

stood staring, while the men looked atone 

another, and Marstland muttered a very 

stroD^y expressed curse on M. St Laurent 

The incident was of evil omen for theoL 

*'Only what one might have expected 

after all, though," Burt said. *' Let's look 

up the bailiff, George; very likely if we 

found the woman she would know no more 

of the St Laurents' present abode than we 

do, and he will be sure to know it" ■

The bailiff was easy enough to look up, 

but hard to deal wiUi when found ; has 

scowling expression and short answers 

making it plain enough that he had been 

warned of the probability of their visiti 

and directed not to enlighten them in any 

way. It was only grudgingly that he was 

got to own that the family were away, but 

for how long or how short a time, and 

what was their present address he would 

not say. He had no authority to do so, he 

briefly observed. If the gentlemen wanted 

to write to Monsieur or Madame, any letters 

addressed to Les Ch^taigniers would be 

forjrarded. That was all he could say; 

and the two Es^kmen had to own 

thena^vea beaflem and drive away; ■

Their next visit was to the Cai6 of St. 

TrypLine, who, from his probable intimacy 

with the family seemed the most likely 

person of all to know about their present 

dob^ and whereabouts^ and was scarcely 

niore sncoessful. The old priest, a mild, 

^hite-bttired little man, was indeed as easy 

to find as the bailiff,, being on his knees in 

the little garden attached to his presbytery 

when they drew up, busily engaged in ■

stripping an army of magpie caterpillars 

off one c€ his gooaebany bushes, and drop- 

ping • the marauders into a basin of boiling 

water which he held in one hand ; but he 

desisted from tha» occupation the moment 

he caught si^ of his visiters, and, bAjH 

casing the basin, went forward to receive 

them with all that gentle benignity which 

forms a pleasing characteristic of the 

French dergy, arc a simple frankness of 

manner whidh had no air of bein^ put on. ■

Bat yes, assuredly he knew the " famille 

St Laurent,'^ he said. M<maieur was al- 

most his principal parishkMier. Would 

that he could say tiie same of Madame 

and her daughter ; but possibly this happy 

marriage which Mdlle. Vera was about 

to make, and of which the " messieurs " 

had doubtless heard, might yet be the ■

means Bat all this while they ware ■

wantiig to know the present address 

of the baoiiji and, " malheureusement," 

he had not got it to give them. They had 

all gone to Paria^ a week ago, under the 

escort of M, le Comto; and he believed 

were to put up at a hotol near the maasion ■

of the de MaiUys, in the Bae What ■

the name of the hotol was, however, he 

could not say. He had never been in Paris 

himself, and knew little of thait gay city. 

But what a pity, he said commiseratingly, 

that these gentlemen, compatriots and old 

friends, perhaps, of Madame St Laurent, 

should have arrived at Ste. Tryphine jost 

when riie was away from home! And would 

they not, at least, honour him by entering 

his humUe abode and partaking of some 

refreshments ? ■

Mamtland looked pibeonsly at his friend. ■

** Shall we take him into our confidence I 

He seems kind and honeBt,'\hft said hur- 

riedly ; but Bart shook his head. ■

" Bettor not The family have evidently 

tried to do away with the scandal of a 

daughter's elopement by spreading it about 

that they all started togi^or on the ninth, 

and for you to upset this belief would only 

enrage them more and turn thiegoed priest, 

who hopes so much from the young lady's 

marriage with, de Mailly, into an enemy. 

No ; I see nothing for it but to go to 

Paris^ and enquire at the hotel neatest to 

your late rival's abode." ■

''Th^ won't have g(me there now," 

Marstland said daeidedly. ■

" Most likely not ; hut the hotd pec^>Ie 

will have heard from them ta countmnand 

their rooms, and will probably hseFe tiaair 

address to write to." And, as this seemed 

not unlikely, the two men hastened to offer ■
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their thanks and excuses to the good Gor^, 

and, after bidding him farewelli drove ofi 

again. ■

Thej travelled np to Paris that evening 

by the night mail Bnrt slept comfortably 

nearly the whole time ; but Marstland 

never closed an eya His whole soul was 

racked with thoughts of Vera. Where was 

she % What was she sufifering t Had she 

received his letters 1 What was she think- 

ing of him now ) He seemed to see her little 

pale face through the darkness turned ap- 

pealingly to him ; and when Burt woke up 

in the morning he thought his friend look- 

i^g haggard and wan to a painful d^ee, 

and elicited an avowal from him that the 

wound on his head ached ** a little." ■

** But it will be all right when I have 

found my poor little wife," he added with 

a faitt smile. " Burt, do you think we 

can have to so throueh another da^ first % " ■

It seemed probable. On amving in 

Paris they drove at once to the street the 

Cut6 had named, and having easily found 

the H6tel Mailly, desired their coachman 

to put them down at the nearest public 

one to that abode ; but either it was not 

the one at which the St. Laurents were to 

have stayed, or the people in the bureau 

were indisposed to be communicative, for 

they professed entire ignorance of the 

name, and Burt had some difficulty in per- 

suading his friend to refresh himself with 

a bath and some breakfast before going on 

to prosecute his enquiries elsewhere. It 

was well that he succeeded, for the after- 

search was as fruitless as those that had 

gone before, and when, in the sheer 

bravado of despur, Marstland determined 

to take the bull by the horns and ask the 

question he could get answered nowhere 

else at the door of his late rival, even the 

more prudent artist could offer no safer 

suggestion than that he should be the one 

to make the enquiry, his friend remaining 

at a little distance-meanwhile. ■

They were still diecussing this point, 

standing on the side pavement outside the 

door of a fashionable-looking confectioner's, 

when a carriage that was passing stopped 

suddenly in front of them in obedience to 

a shrill voice from inside. The driver 

looked round crustily. ■

" Eh, well then, what is it f " he asked. 

" Did you not say the H6tel Mailly, and 

there it is at the comer t " ■

" I know that," retorted the shrill voice, 

"but before we return to the H6tel ■

Mailly it is necessary to TeinA^m- 

selves ;" and forthwith liie door WMopM^ 

and there stepped out four young iM^ 

all dressed widi the smart neatness pMlv 

to the Parisian soubrette, and WMhi 

brand-new white kid gloves and hMA- 

knots of white flowers. ■

'*A la bonne heure !" cried thsAA 

voiced one, as she tripped past A|'|i« 

Englishmen, "I should die if I had asti 

sirop de fraises or something to coDsabvi 

after such a triste spectacle. Ya 1 caStfat 

a marriage — it was more like a funeral* ■

The girl behind shuddered a littk ■

*' Don't talk of funerals," she said, 'I 

cannot get the face of that poor yoog 

bride, as they carried her into the saeriitj, 

out of my mind. It was like a corpse." ■

" Ah ! and they say she fainted agtin 

before they got her to the carrbge," re- 

torted the other. '*A8 for the mammi, 

Madame St Laurent '* ■

With a hasty stride forward, a straogU 

cry, Marstland caught the spei^er by tb 

arm. ■

"Who — ^whom are you speakiDg d\ 

For the love of Heaven, tell me !" he aakad 

wildly; then, seeing by the frightened hm 

of the girls, and the curiosity in those oi 

the cabman and sundry passers-by, thttk 

was maktnff a scene, the poor fdlow forcil^ 

controlled himself, and taking off his hi^ 

added, in a hoarse, imploring voice: 

*' MademoiseUe, pardon me, I entreat yoo^ 

but I just heard you mention the nuie 

of— of a friend whom I have been tn- 

velliog all night to see. Ton said 

Madame— 1 ** ■

" Madame St Laurent, Monsieur, vhoss 

daughter ** ■

"Yes — ^yes — ^whose daughter. Whstol 

her 1 Go on." ■

"Whose daughter has this monuBf 

been married to our master, the Comti 

de Mailly. Alas 1 then is it tiiat Moa- 

sieur was one of the invited, and ha 

arrived too late 1 " ■

■
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Now, daring the next two years, while 

Charlie was on the other side of the world, 

Alexia spent a great deal of time with Mrs. 

Melville, and a firi^dship grewnp between 

them, as perfbct as their position would 

allow. Mrs. Melville sometimes came to 

Redwood, bat more often Alexia paid her 

long visits in London, where she learned to 

know many things and many people. Mrs. 

Melville watchea a little anzioosly at first 

for the effect of society apon Alexia, bat 

she soon saw that her favourite child was 

not to be spoilt; that while her manners 

developed, her character did not change, 

and tluit the admiration attracted by her 

beauty and freshness wonld never do her 

any harm. Twice in those two years Mrs. 

Melville persuaded Mr. Page to let her 

take Alexia abroad, and all her own first 

enjoyment of everything came back in 

sympathy. ■

Charl^ wrote to his mother very seldom ; 

and, when his letters came, she never read 

them to Alexia, but was generally a little 

graver than usual for a day or two, and yet 

more affectionate. But at those times 

Alexia always felt as if the tie that bound 

her to Mrs. Melville was in some strangi 

way a division too — ^as if they were held 

together by a bar, that would neither let 

them be near each other nor far off. GharUe, 

the subject most deeply interesting to them 

both, was the one subject they avoided, for 

they could not be quite fruik with each 

other. Alexia had in fact no wish to 

disturb the half mysterious peace that 

reigoed in her life now, and Mrs. Melville 

was far too wise, whatever her thoughts 

might be, not to leave the ftature to itself. ■

The ivy grew fresh and sreen over the 

blackened walls of the old Manor, for the 

rebuilding was left till the Squire's return, 

except Tniat was necessary to keep the 

walls standing. The place was lonely and 

sad, and it was no wonder that Mrs. 

Melville did not care to be there much. ■

Bat in the third spring she seemed to 

change her mind, and came down for some 

weeks, and was very busy putting the place 

in order. The lawns and shrubberies began 

to get back something of their old civilued 

beauty, and the beds in the garden were 

bright once more. Alexia thought she had 

never seen the garden looking prettier tilian 

it did one afternoon in M&y, when she 

came to see Mrs. Melville, and found her 

walking up and down the long flowery 

space between the great dark yew hedge 

and the red walls where magnolias and 

clematis flourished. The old soft turf was ■

studded with patches of brilliant odoor. 

A crowd of white tulips rose out of a HoA 

bed of blue forget-me-nots; close by nd 

tulips lifted their bridit heaas from a daep 

settmg of some smaU purple flower, and so 

on aU along the garden — a bright monie 

painted by Mrs. Melville's fancy. She m 

walking there with a letter in her haad, 

which she put into her pocket ^en du 

saw Alexia coming from the dark ardiin 

the yew hedge, crossing the shadow iilo 

the still sheltered sunshme of the garden— 

for this May day was a day of the peek ■

Alexia looked very happy and yoQo^ 

She was dressed in pink, which always 

})ecame her; her eyes were 8miliDg,aDd 

her curls clustered softly under her round 

straw hat ■

''Did you want mef '' said Alexia, for 

Mrs. Melville had sent for her. '* Bat Fm 

afraid I must go back to tea, please, b^ 

cause I have asked Mrs. Dodd to coma" ■

" I'm sorry. Yes, I wanted you yeiy 

mucL Poor Mrs. Dodd I she is rather in 

the way sometimes," said Mrs. MdviDe 

a little absently. ■

''I did not think I could put her oC^" 

said Alexia, looking at her anxiously. ■

''No, no; oi course not. That. wooU 

have been wronff ," said Mrs. Melville. " It 

doesn't matter.' And she put her hand in 

Alexia's arm, and walked on sbwly piil 

the tulip beds. ■

"I think they get lovelier every day," 

said Alexia. ■

"What 9 Oh yee,"said Mrs. MeMk 

" And the blue sky is so beautiful, and tfae 

fresh green leaves, and the sunshine. Poor 

ULrn. Dodd 1 She doesn't matter al all, 

Alexia, to you and me. Does she, darling I' 

And Mrs. Melville turned round and kund 

Alexia, who knew at that moment^ Ab 

could not tell how, that sometiiing peifcctl; 

wonderful was on the edge of happeniuft 

" My dear, I have something to t^ veo, 

her friend's voice went on. " I had a letter 

to-day from Gharlie. He is in Engjand- 

in London. He has arrived three wedoi 

sooner than I expected him." ■

She stopped, and Alexia mnrmured Boma- 

thing like " I didn't know." ■

'* I kept his plans to mvself," said Ua 

Melville, "because I thought they were ae 

very uncertain. But he seems to be qpik j 

decided now^at leasts Alexia, he doesao* 

quite know whether he ia to come dofa 

here to-morrow, or whether I aliall ge 9 

to him." ■

Again she was silent Alexia felt honitih 

ashamed of hersell What haemm hd ■

::t ■
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she to feel that all her thoughts were 

escaping from her own control, and that 

Bhe reaBy could not speak in her natural 

voice, because of these facts that Mrs. 

Melville had told her 9 How could they 

concern her ) With crimson cheeks and a 

violet struggle she said rather abruptly : 

" What are you going to do ] " ■

For a moment ^£rs. Melville did not 

answer; they walked on silently. Then 

she said, very gravely and sweetly, ''My 

dear, it is you who must dedde. Charlie 

Bays I am to tell you that it depends on ■

Alexia stood stOl on the grass, Mrs. 

Melville watching her, while she gazed 

down at the white tulips and forget-me- 

nots. Her confusion and excitement had 

eaddenly passed away ; the happiness was 

too perfect for any doubt or fear now. 

Only after a minute she slowly lifted her 

eyes and looked at Mrs. MelvUle to have 

her only question answered. "Do you 

mind?" ■

"Don't be cruel, Alexia. You know I 

love you," said Mrs. Melville, her voice 

trembling a little as she stooped and kissed 

her. ■

CHAPTER XVIL ■

After a long time, as the hours went 

on, Alexia and Mis. Melville botii remem- 

bered Mrs. Dodd. To Alexia the recol- 

lection came with an almost comical shock. 

Poor Mrs. Dodd ! She would hardly be 

made to believe now that she had not been 

ri^t all along ; but what did that or any- 

thing else matter ? ■

"I ought to go home now," Alexia said. 

" I wish — I wonder if you would go with 

mer* ■

"I will, my dear," said Mrs. Melville, 

who was almost as luqppy as Alexia. '< In 

fact, I was going to ask myself, for I 

don't feel inclined to let you out of my 

taght." ■

It certainly was hard to have to sit down 

quietly and pour out tea, and talk reason- 

ably on pariah matters to Mrs. Dodd, when 

the thought of to-morrow, like some daz- 

zling vision, would fill all one's mind and 

sight; when one could hardly feel the 

groond under one's feet, or understand 

what other people said, or realise that life 

to everybody else was still the old colour- 

less humdrum thing it had been to one's 

self for BO many years past ■

Alexia longed to run away to her own 

^)om and be alone, and try to think what 

it really was that Mrs. Melville had told ■

her. But she had to sit still and behave 

properly while her ffood ansel talked to 

Mrs. Dodd, who was aelighted to meet her, 

as she wished to consult her about a woman 

who would let her children go in rags. ■

Alexia tried to join in a little, but she 

could not take the subject seriously, and 

made one or two nonsensical remarks, and 

went off into a wild little fit of laughter. 

Mrs. Dodd looked surprised, and Mrs. Mel- 

ville's lips trembled ; she gave Alexia one 

glance, and said : ■

"Alexia, we really don't want your 

opinion, for you know nothing about it" ■

Then she turned to Mrs. Dodd again and 

w^t on talking seriously. ■

Ever since their grand quarrel, more 

than two years ago, Mrs. Dodd and Alexia 

had been on the most polite terma By 

her father's wish Alexia had gone to Mrs. 

Dodd the day after that quarrel, and had 

told her she was sorry for having lost her 

temper. Mrs. Dodd, who was an honest 

woman, had at once apologised for her part 

in the business, and cociessed that what 

she said was founded on a mistake. Since 

then they had avoided each other as much 

as possible, but had felt a certain mutual 

respect, though Mrs. Dodd thought aloud 

in private that it was a great pity Mrs. 

Melville made such a fool of the girl ■

Presently Alexia left her tea-table, for 

she was really too restless to sit stilL She 

wondered where her fiftther was, and how 

she should tell him. She went to the 

window and stood there, looking across 

the garden, seeing nothing, hearing nothing 

of the talk in the room, only conscious that 

a nightingale in the great lilac-bush was 

singmg with a sweetness that was almost 

agony. ■

Then she heard another sound, which 

somehow she seemed to have expected aU 

the time — ^the click of the opening gate. 

It opened and swune back again, and 

Charlie came in. Then she heard the 

nightingale no more, but only his footsteps 

as he came along to the door. She did not 

speak or move, except that she drew back 

a step from the window without know- 

ing it But in a kind of bewildering 

dream she watched him, hardly conscious 

that there was no pain now — no pain in 

seeing him, for the first time for more than 

six years. She could not turn round or 

speak to Mrs. Melville, who little knew 

how near he was — Charlie, the sunburnt 

traveller, walking with quick eager steps, 

looking thoughtrally on the ground. ■

Just before he readied the door he ■
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looked np once at the window, and caught 

sight of Alexia as she stood there. Then, 

like the impatient man he was, he walked 

straight into the house, along the well- 

known old passage, and in at the drawing- 

room door. Even then Alexia did not 

speak or move, but only stood in a dream, 

looking at him. ■

Mrs. Melville started from her chair, and 

Mrs. Dodd screamed, but Charlie did not 

see either of them, or perhaps he was too 

impatient to care for a dozen spectators. 

He came straight up to Alexia and caught 

both her hands, and said : ■

"Alex, have I waited long enough)" 

and then he was holding her passionately 

close in his arms, whispering, "At last ! " 

while he kissed her ; and poor little Alexia 

in this intense happiness lost all her self- 

control, and broke into a storm of sudden 

tears. ■

Mrs. Melville's eyes were fiill of tears 

too, and for the first minute she said 

nothing. Mrs. Dodd got up, and after 

staring wildly at those two in the window, 

turned helplessly to her. ■

"I had no idea — I think I had better 

go," she said under her breath. ■

"Well, suppose you and I leave them 

for a minute," murmured Mrs. Melville, 

beginning to smile, and she very gently 

drove ma Q^dd before her into the 

haU. ■

Mrs. Dodd wis quite flushed and trem- 

bling with excitement At such a moment 

she forgot all her principles, her prejudices 

ot years, all that she really thought un- 

becoming and undesirable in such a state 

of things. These feelings were sure to 

return to her afterwards in cold blood, but 

just now, being at heart a woman like the 

rest of us, she was carried away, and felt 

nothing but astonishment and sympathy. ■

"Mrs. Melville, I assure yon — I really ■

had no idea " she stammered out ■

" So very sorry — so glad, I mean — I did 

not even know that Mr. Melville was in 

England." ■

"He landed yesterday," said Charlie's 

mother. " I did not expect him here till 

to-morrow, so I am as much surprised as 

you ara Not at that — I knew about that^ 

of coursa" ■

" Well — well, I am sure I hope she will 

be worthy of such great good fortune." ■

" I hope we shul be able to make her 

happy," said Mrs. Melville quietly. " You 

won't mind my asking you-~don't tell any- 

body at present, except Mr. Dodd." ■

Tim Mrs. Dodd promised with much ■

earnestness, and then, to Mrs. Mdnlk*i 

great relief^ she went away. ■

Near the gate, as she was rushing abug 

with a very red face, already begixmiog to 

realise all the consequences, she met Mi: 

Page. He would have stoppied to spesk to 

her, but she waved her hand impatioidy. ■

" Go in, go in ! " she cried. " Woodiff- 

ful things have happened," and she homed 

on her way. ■

He looked affcer her in amazement Bm 

manner was so strange that it flashed 

across his mind — " Another quarrel with 

Alex : " but after all he thought not^ and n 

took her advice and went in. ■

Mrs. Melville had by this time gone 

back into the drawing-room, and was sit- 

ting on the sofa with Alexia's hand in hm 

Alexia was comforted now, and had ton 

herself away from Charlie to fly to kk 

mother. He was standing on the ng 

talking very fast; but when Mr. Page 

came in he stopped, and went forward to 

meet him, holding out his hand. ■

" I'm not half good enough for her," ha 

said, " but will you give me Alex now f ^ ■

Alex herself got up and went to hm 

father too, taking hold of his arm vitk 

both hands, and leaning her face agalnit 

his shoulder, as she had often done is 

hours of troubla He put his arm roasd 

her, turning very pale, and for a moment 

did not give his hand to Charlie. Ha 

looked at him hard, and then down to 

Alexia's hidden eyes, and tiien aeron ti 

Mrs. Melville, who met his glance with tha 

smile that he used to say would take her (a 

heavea ■

Somehow, just then, he felt as he had 

never felt before, even when her wedding 

seemed to be so near, that the time via 

come when he must lose his little Akc 

She was really giving herself away DBr; 

there was no doubt now ; she belonged M 

more to him, but to Charlie, who steod 

there waiting for her, with lines on Ik 

face written by many troubles and dimalea 

He was a good fellow after alL Mi^ Bp 

told himsdf t^t he knew that : the naa 

who was thought rough by his aequsiit* 

ances would never be rough to AlexiiL ■

Her father's arm tightened round far a 

little, and he stoop^ and touched ker 

curls with his lips. ■

" Very well, Charlie," he sa^ gnm 

him his hand, and smfling a littla ^I 

don't know about goodness, but yoall he 

good to her." ■

This is only a sketch of a few yean iae ■
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gaVs life, and there is no need to carry it 

on any farther. Alexia and Charlie were 

of oonrse meant for each other from the 

b^inning ; they were loyers always, and I 

shall be anrpriBed if they do not continue 

loyera to the end. They were neither of 

them &QlUeM, and both made mistakes in 

their lives, which might very easily have 

rained them for ever. If Charlie's first 

wife had lived, Uie stream down which he 

was slowly drifting might have dashed him 

at last among rapids and waterfalls, with- 

out strength or heart or conscience to 

straggla If Alexia had married Edmnnd, 

her nature would have starved on the 

humdrum machinen^ of life, even flavoured 

with quotations. But I think she would 

still have walked in the light, for she was 

BtroDger than Charlie ; her young soul was 

pore and high, and never felt anything but 

horror of darknessL Of course, she would 

have gone through the Inferno itself to 

save mm, but that is another stonr. She 

went through something not unlike it to 

save the humming-birds, and strangely, by 

Uiat wild impulse, saved herself instead. ■

SOME FAMOUS PLAYS. ■

IV. 

SHERIDAN'S " RIVALS " AND " SCHOOL FOR ■

SCANDAL." ■

IN TWO PARTS. PART IL ■

A FEW months previous to his marriage 

Sheridan had been entered as a student 

of the Middle Temple, but now neither 

time nor money necessary to the pursuit 

of his profession was at his disposal His 

father had declined to countenance his 

union, and refused him future help ; and 

Richard, declining to make use of his wife's 

talents for their common support, had 

determinedly rejected profitable engage- 

ments offered her.^ His objections to her ■

* In this determination, which satiBfied his pride 

and saved her from continual temptations, he earned 

the approval of Dr. Johnson. *'We taUced,"say8 

Boswell, **of a yonng gentleman's marri^se with 

an eminent singer^ and nis determination that she 

should ni> longer sing in pvblic, though his father 

was very earnest she should, because her talents 

would be liberally rewarded, so as to make her a 

good fortune. It was questioned whether the young 

gentleman, who had not a shilling in the world, but 

was blest with very uncommon talents, was not 

foolishly delicate, or foolishly proud, and his father 

truly rational, without being mean. Johnson^ with 

all the high spirit of a Roman senator, exclaimed : 

' He resolved wisely and nobly, to be sure. He is a 

brave man. Would not a sentloman bo disgraced 

1 bv having his wife sine publicly for hire ? No, bir, 

I there can be no doubt nere. 1 know not if I should 

not prepare myself for apublic singer as readily as 

let my wife be one.* " Tne happy chanee in puolic 

ipinion since this sentence was aelivcreo, is worthy 

of note. ■

appearing as a professional singer were 

exceedingly strone. She having before 

their marriage maae an agreement to sing 

at theWorcester Musical Meeting, Sheridan, 

after great pressure from the directors, 

permitted her to fulfil her promise, but 

gave her salary to public charities ; and 

once more he allowed her to sing at the 

ceremony of Lord North's instalktion as 

Ghancellor of Oxford, "merely to oblige 

his Lordship and the UniTersity." Nay, so 

anxious was he that her profession should 

be forgotten, that he discouraged the exhi- 

bition of her talent in private assembliep. 

Northcote records how Sir Joshua Beynolds 

invited the Sheridans, soon after their 

marriage, to one of his famous dinners, 

together with a larse number of guests, 

in hopes that she would gratify them by her 

singing. That she might have a suitable 

accompaniment he hired a full-toned piano. 

But to his great mortification, " on hints 

bein^ given that a son^ from her would be 

receiv^ as a gratification and favour, Mr. 

Sheridan answered that Mrs. Sheridan, 

with his assent, had come to a resolution 

never again to sing in company. Sir 

Joshua repeated tUs next day," says 

Northcote, "in mv hearing widi some 

degree of anger, saying, < What reason could 

they think I had to invite them to dinner, 

unless it was to hear her sing, for she 

cannot talk?'" ■

The young couple began life on part 

of the fortime settled on Mrs. Sheridan 

by Long. Meanwhile, her husband strove 

to earn an income by writing for journals 

and magazines, in which occupation he was 

occasionally aided by his wife, who had 

siven proof of her literary talent by tum- 

mg sentimental verses, and inditins pretty 

letters. " We are obliged," he told one of 

his friends, "to write for our daily leg of 

mutton, otherwise we should have no 

dinner." ■

" Ah I " replied his confidant, « I per- 

ceive it is a joint affair." ■

Li the year succeeding that of his mar- 

riage he was engaged on a book, of which 

no trace has been discovered, and on a 

comedy subsequently known as The 

Bivals. " I have done it," he says, writing 

of the play to his father-in-law, "at Mr. 

Harris's (we manager's) own request; it 

is now complete in his hands and prepar- 

ing for the stage. He, and some of his 

friends also who have heard it, assure me 

in the most flattering terms that there is 

not a doubt of its success. It will be very 

well played, and Harris tells me that the ■

=?p^ ■
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least shilling I shall get — if it succeeds — 

will be <£600. I shall make no secret of it 

towards the time of representation, that it 

may not lose any support my friends can 

give it I had not written a line of it two 

months ago, except a scene or two, which 

I belieTC you have seen in an odd act of a 

little farce." ■

The Bivals was first produced on the 

17th of January, 1775. Shuter, Wood- 

ward, Lewis, Qaick, and Lee, respectively 

playing the parts of Sir AnUiony Absolute, 

Captain Absolute, Falkland, Bob Acres, and 

Sir Lucius O'Trigeer. John Bernard, an 

actor of repute and experience, has, in his 

" Be^rospection of the Stase,'' given his im- 

pressions of the first night^ representation. 

" It was so intolerably long, and so de- 

cidedly opposed in its composition to the 

taste of the day," he writes, *<as to draw 

down a degree of censure, which convinced 

me on quitting Uie house that it would 

never succeed. It must be remembered 

that this was the Eneluh ' age of senti- 

ment,' and that Cumberland and Hngh 

Kelly had flooded the stage with moral 

poems under the title of comedies, which 

took their views of life from the drawing- 

room exclusively, and coloured their cha- 

racters with a nauseous French affectation. 

The Bivals, in mv opinion, was a decided 

attempt to overthrow this taste, and follow 

up the blow which GoldsmiUi had given 

in She Stoops to Conquer. Mv recollec- 

tion of the manner in which the former 

was received bears me out in the supposi- 

tion. The audience on this occasion were 

composed of two parties — those who sup- 

ported the prevailing taste, and those who 

were indifferent to it, and liked natura 

On the first night of a new play it was 

very natural that the former snould pre- 

dominate, and what was the consequence % 

why, that Falkland and Julia — which 

Sheridan had obviously introduced to con- 

ciliate the sentimentalists, but which in the 

present day are considered heavy incum- 

brances — ^were the characters which were 

most favourably received, whilst Sir 

Anthony, Acres, and Lydia. those faithful 

and diversified pictures of life, were barely 

tolerated, and Mrs. Malaprop was singled 

out for peculiar veneeance." ■

After its second representation the 

comedy was withdrawn. Its failure was 

chiefly attributed to the bad acting of Lee as 

Sir Lucius ; and, his part having been given 

to Clinch, and some alterations effected in 

the dialogue, it was again performed, and 

gradually rose into favour with the town. ■

Towards the end of the year 1775, 

Sheridan produced a comic opwa entUid 

The Duenna, a lights brilliant offiipriDi 

of his eenius, plenufully interspersed irith 

sprightfy airs by Linley, one of wUeh 

at least, "Had I a heart for filssiiood 

framed," is not wholly unknown to the 

present generation. Ilie Duenna beeme 

immediately popular, and succeeded in rai- 

ning twelve nights longer than The Bemi^i 

Opera. Fortune indeed nowsmiled on ^«i- 

dim, for before another year had passed h^ 

at the age of twenty-five, became part mui- 

ger and proprietor of Dtury Lane Theatn ■

This important step bad beenbroodit 

about by (^trrick, who, having aehiem a 

fame sudi as no actor had previousl]^ esned, 

and accumulated a fortune proportionateto 

his success, resolved on retinng firom the 

sta^e, withdrawing firam management, lad 

selhnff his moiety in the patent ot Drarj 

Lane Playhouse. Bumourof thisintentioB 

having spread through the town, GmA 

was beset by numbers anxious to purdme 

his share, which amounted to £35,000; 

but the manager, having first tendered ft 

to Colman, of Covent Garden, next offend 

it to Sheridan, who, in conjunction with 

Linley and Dr. Ford, was desirous of 

acquiring the property. The mm of 

£35,000 was considerable to the fbloie 

shareholders ; ^ but, I think," writes the 

young dramatist to his father-in-law, <'wa 

nught safely give £5,000 more on ^ ■

Eurchase tlutn richer people. The whok 
I valued at £70,000 ; the annual bkUmH 

is £3,600; while this u cleared the pro- 

prietors are safe, but I think it most bo 

in£Bmal management indeed that does aot 

double it" And again, he hopefolly toDi 

Linley, <' I'll answer for it we diall see msoy ■

golden campaigns." ■

In June, 1776, the sale of Garrick's Am 

was duly efiected. Sheridan and Idoloy 

paid £10,000 each, Dr. Ford £15,000, lad 

the briUumt young playwright inaltttb 

while became dir^trng manager. Lic^ 

who had been Gkurrickrs partner, and sou 

held his share of £35,000, was in Sheridaa^ 

opinion " utterly uneoual to any iV^^ 

ment in the theatre. He has an opudon 

of me," he continues, <* and is very williig 

to let the whole burden and responsHiffi^ 

be taken off his shoulders. But I certiMf 

should not g^e up my time and ^^^^^^^ 

for his superior aavantage, having so mncD 

greater a share — ^witfiotct some exdofiro 

advantage. Yet I should by no mettj 

make the demand till I had shown ttJH 

equal to the task." ■

4 ■ I ■
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In February, 1777, the new manager 

prodaced a comedy, A Trip to Scarborough, 

which was merely an alteration from The 

Relapse, by Vanbmgh, and then set to work 

in writing The School for Scandal The 

composition of this famous play, apparently 

the issue of happy chance and unpre- 

meditated wit, was the patient result of 

untiring industry. Two distinct sketches 

of the comedy were first made, which, 

after consideration and trial, developed 

into one perfect whole. In the first out- 

line. Lady Sneerwell and her slanderpus 

assodatesi her ward Maria, and a sentt 

mental young gentleman named Cleri- 

mont^ are the chief characters; ia the 

second, Oliver Teazle, a retired merchant, 

his wife, and Plausible and Pliable — the 

originals of Joseph and Charles Surfi^ce — 

are the principal personages. The spar- 

kling repartee of the first, and the motive of 

the second, combined to present the most 

brilliant j^tore of eighteenth - century 

society known to the sti^ ■

Evidence remains, in ms manuscripts, 61 

the care Sheridan devoted to the construc- 

tion of his sentences, and the labour he 

underwent in setting forth his humour to 

the best advantage. Repeatedly he ex- 

pressed one idea in various forms, by way 

of ascertaining its most effective use, and he 

continually refined his wit till it shone 

with brighter lustre in each new setting. 

And, as he toiled, so did he triumpL In- 

volved meanings, over-glaring witticisms, 

cambrous sentences, were simplified, soft- 

ened, and curtailed, as he proceeded. The 

time occupied in polishing the comedy was 

greater than he had anticipated, and, the 

piece being announced for performance 

before it was finished, the last" scenes were 

roughly scribbled on detached pieces of 

paper. Towards the close his work evi- 

dently became irksome to the author, who, 

coming to a conclusion, wrote after the 

final words: "Finished at last Thank 

God. B. a Sheridan." To which the 

prompter, no less grateful, added, " Amen. 

A Hopkma" ■

The comedy being announced, the town 

awaited its representation wiUi interest. 

Crarrick had diverted his elegant leisure by 

reading it with close attention, and, as 

Arthur Murphy records, had spoken of it 

wit^ the highest approbation in all com- 

panies, a compliment the author fully appre- 

ciated. Between them a kindly friend- 

ship had be(m established. Tom Davies says 

^at Sheridan esteemed and loved Garrick, 

I ''knew the value of his advice, and im- ■

plicitly relied upon his experience and die- 

comment '^ On the other hand, the great 

actor paid Sheridan the loftiest compliment 

possible by placing lum on a mental level 

with himself; for, when one of Garrick's 

admirers regretted tiiat the Atlas who had 

long propped the stage, had left his station, 

the late manager replied, *' If tliat be the 

case he has found another young Hercules 

to fulfil the office." ■

Anxious for Sheridan's success Garridc 

daily attended the rehearsals, to which he 

brought the benefitof hisexact judgment and 

skilled experienca Moreover, he wrote a 

lon^ prologue for the comedy, a form of com- 

positicm in which he excelled. The news- 

paper advertisements announced the play 

as " never before performed," but made no 

mention of the author's name; and the 

preliminary notices declared the comedv 

" would be ornamented with scenes whidi 

did honour to the painters, and furnished 

with dresses new and elegant" ■

At length the evening of May 8th, 

1777, the date fixed for first perform- 

ance of the comedy, arrived. The doors 

of Drury Lane Playhouse opened at half- 

past five o'clock, and, before an hour passed, 

''a brilliant and crowded audience," to 

borrow a phrase from The Public Ad- 

vertiser, had assembled. In due time, 

tixe curtain rising, King came forward 

to speak Qarrick's prologue, which, with 

much pleasantry, "adverted to the title of 

the play and shot an arrow of pointed 

satire at the too general proneness to de- 

traction observable in the daily and even- 

ing papers." Then the comedy began, and 

a play of wit, exchange of repartee, and 

charm of diction flashed on the hearers 

with surprise and delight " The loudest 

testimonies of applause," the Londoik 

Evening Post of the following day states^ 

'' greeted the comedy between every act " ; 

and the Daily Advertiser adds : " it 

was received with the hidiest marks of 

universal approbation." The full fcMrce of 

enthusiastic approval was reserved for the 

screen scene in the fourth act, which, ac- 

cording to the Public Advertiser, <*pro> 

duced a burst of applause beyond any tmng 

ever heard perhaps in a theatre." A 

further testimony of the sensation this 

scene caused is recorded by Frederick 

Beynolds, the dramatist, in his " Life and 

Timea" On this night he was returning 

from Lincoln's Inn about nine o'clock, 

^* and passing through the {at passage from 

Vinegar Yard to Brydges Street," he 

writ^, *' I heard such a kemendous noise ■
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over my bead, that, fearing the theatre was ■

EroceediDg to fall about it, I ran for my 

fe, but found the next morning that the 

noise did not arise from the fali^g of the 

house, but from the falling of the screen 

in the fourth act, so violent and so tumul- 

tuous were the applause and laughter." ■

Owing to frequent rehearsals, and the 

care exercised by Sheridan, the acting on 

the first night was unusually good, and 

largely helped to secure success for the 

play. Mrs. Abington, as Lady Teazle, 

exhibited grace and yivacity. Smith's 

playing of Charles Surface, and Sling's 

representation of Sir Peter Teazle, were 

pronounced admirable. The remainder of 

the company were almost equally excellent 

''To my great surprise," writes Horace 

Walpole, who witnessed it some nights 

later, " there were more parts performed 

admirably in this comedy than I almost 

ever saw in any play, lilre. Abington was 

equal to the first in her profession ; Tates, 

Parsons, Miss Pope, and Palmer all shona" 

Tates played Sir Oliver ; Parsons, Orabtree ; 

Miss rope, Mrs. Candour; and Palmer, 

Joseph Surface. ■

The curtain fell, at the dose of the first 

performance, on a scene of enthusiasm 

such as the walls of Old Drury had 

seldom witnessed, and, before morning 

dawned, the happy playwright, then in his 

twenty-sixth year, was, as he told Lord 

Bjrron many years later, " knocked down, 

and put into the watch-house, for making a 

row in the street and being found intoxi- 

cated by the watchmen." Next day the 

London press expressed its admiration 

of the brilliant comedy. The Public Ad- 

vertiser was of opinion that Sheridan had 

united in one piece the easy dialogue of 

Gibber, the humour and truth of Yanbrugh, 

with the refined wit and pleasantry of 

Oongreve. The Gazetteer pronounced that 

his genius " had happily restored the Eng- 

lish drama to those rays of glory of which 

it was being shorn by a tedious set of 

contemptible scribblers." The Morning 

Chronicle declared the dialogue of his 

comedy to be " easy, engaging, and witty, 

abounding in strokes of pointed satire and 

enriched by a vein of humour pervading 

the whole." The objections it pointed out 

were that the production was somewhat 

too long, the scandal scenes were over- 

charged, and the last act was hastUj 

composed. The Morning Post alone hit 

the sole blemish of this well-nigh fault- 

less play. '* If," says this journal, " there 

is a part that the pen of critidsm ■

can justly point out as exceptionable, 

it will be found in the second act, when, 

in our opinion, the business of the piece 

is suffered to hang in compliment to a 

chain of wit traps, some of which seem 

rather too studiously laid to hare the 

desired effect." ■

Sheridan had now secured the reputa- 

tion of having written the most brillittt 

comedy in our language. He his aince 

earned the gratitude of countless nomben 

for the gratification it has afforded then. 

Its success continued at ftdl tide during 

the remainder of the season, and wu le- 

ceived with renewed enthusiasm in the 

autumn. Indeed, its continued repreaeih 

tation for the next two years, wia\A 

powerless to lessen its own populiuitjr, wis 

detrimental to the success of lat^ pro- 

ductions, as may be surmised from the fol- 

lowing remark, written by the treasurer of 

Drury Lane in his official report of the 

receipts for 1789: "School for Scandal 

damped the new pieces." ■

Before this date it was played in DnUin, 

Edinburgh, Bath, and many of the kger 

towns in England, and was everywhre 

received with hearty approbation. In 1788 

the screen and auction scenes were eo- 

bodied in a piece called Lea Deux Neveox, 

played with success in Paris, and later oi 

it was produced at the Th^&tre Fraofiii, 

under the title Le Tartofie des MoBm, 

and at the Porte St Martin as L'Ecole di 

Scandala A version of the comedy wu 

produced inViennaby Schroder,an actor aai 

author of repute, who traveUed to Enghnd 

for the purpose of seeing it performed; 

and it has also been played in the Hagoa ■

It was not until some years after Sheri- 

dan's death, that one of his biogr^to 

ventured to insinuate that the comedy hid 

been pirated froma nameleesyoung lady, the 

daughter of a merchant in Thames Street, 

who, obligingly dying of consumption, k& 

Sheridan in possession of her manascrqiti 

" While time rolls on," says Dr. Watkmi, 

in a fine spirit of false prophecy, "the dif- 

ficulty of settling this question must nooee- 

sarily be increasing, and this, in all proba- 

bility, will be one of those critical poiBti 

about which the spirit of literary reeemh 

will labour in vam." The ball which dA 

foolish doctor of laws sought to set rolliDg 

was timely stopped. Even if The Bifib, 

The Duenna, and later on The Ciitie, dU 

not claim The Sdiool for Scandal as Uft- 

dred, Sheridan's original sketches of the 

comedy happily remained to prove the 

wordilessness of this ingenious aipente' ■

■
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DREAMING. ■

I DREAMKD as I slept last night. ■

And because the wild wind blew ; 

And because the plash of the angry rain. 

Fell heavily on the window pane. 

I heard in my dream the sob of the main, ■

On the seaboard that I knew. ■

I dreamed as I slept last night. ■

And because the oaks outside 

Swayed and groaned to the rushing blast, 

I heard the crash of the stricken mast, 

And the wailing shriek as the gale swept past, ■

And cordage and sail replied. ■

I dreamed as I slept last night. ■

And because my heart was there, 

I saw where the stars shone large and bright. 

And the heather budded upon the height. 

With the Cross above it standing white ; ■

My dream was very fair. ■

I dreamed as I slept last night. ■

And because of its charm for me. 

The inland Toices had power to tell. 

Of the sights and the sounds I love so well. 

And they wrapt my fancy in the spell, ■

Wove only by the sea. ■

STUDIES OP OVER THE WAY. ■

A HOUSE IN CHARLOTTE STREET. ■

On a certain occaaioD, when I was 

seirchiDg for a new abode, a friend 

told me incidentally that Charlotte 

Street, Fltzroy Square, was mnch affected 

by artists. Just then we had been snf- 

fering from an nnosaally severe course 

of fogs, and I was anxious aboTe every- 

^^g to get into a clearer air. Artists, 

said I to myself, would never congregate 

about Fitzroy Square unless it were com- 

paratively free horn fog. So to Fitzroy 

Square I took my household gods, only to 

learn that artists, like other men, are prone 

to err; for a more foggy district than that 

to which I had migrat^ I never lived in. ■

As I had artists all round me, it was not 

wonderful that I should have one for my 

"over the way." He was a tall, darl^ 

sombre-featured young man, who might 

very well have had a <&op of Spanish blood 

in his veins ; and his wife, though without 

any striking beauty, was a sweet-faced little 

woman, a mere child, and evidently 

passionately in love with her husband. 

They occupied the first floor front-room ; so 

I was able to command a good view of 

their movements from my post of observa- 

tion — the window of my sitting-room on 

the second floor. The young man worked 

every day as long as the light held out ; 

and then he and his little wife would issue 

forth, and when they came back from their 

walk he would generally be carrying a 

paper parcel, which I ventured to assume 

contained most likelv some inexpensive ■

delicacy for the tea-table. My neighbours 

were poor, there was no doubt about that, 

but they were certainly very happy. The 

husband's grave face would light up in 

listening to his wife's cheery prattle ; and 

she, clinging to his arm and looking up in 

his face, seemed to call upon all the street 

to look at her happiness and to confirm 

her judgment that her husband was the 

finest feUow in all creation. ■

As the spring days lengthened out, my 

neighbour's hours of labour lengthened 

also. He made the most of everv minute 

of light, a!nd I noticed that he began to 

look pale from overwork. I could see him, 

as he sat before his canvas — a somewhat 

large one — and his wife, more often than 

not, would be sitting near him and reading 

aloud. At last there arrived one day a 

large gilt frame, so I concluded that the 

picture was finished. A few days after- 

wards a four-wheeled cab was sunmioned, 

and the picture with some difficulty was ■

Kt inside. The painter mounted the box 

side the cabman, and away they went 

For the next three weeks or a month my 

friend took life much easier. From the 

domestic details which I observed I had 

reason to believe that breakfast over the 

way was rarely finished before eleven, and 

the painter spent much of his time looking 

out of the window, pipe in mouth. He 

was troubled with very few visitors, but in 

these leisure days I noticed that a tall man 

with a limping walk called nearly every 

day. He generally stopped an hour or 

more, and once I noticed him standing 

before a sketch of my neighbour's and 

seemingly criticising it^ so I concluded that 

he was a brother artist ■

One morning I saw the painter leave 

the house with a downcast air. He 

sltfnmed the door violently behind him, 

and a look of mingled rage and despair sat 

upon his face. After an hour or two a 

cab drove up to the door. The painter 

descended fe)m the box, and, with the 

cabman's help, dragged a large picture out 

of the cab and took it into the house. ■

For a month after this occurrence the 

house was almost a blank. I scarcely ever 

saw the painter or his wife. The former 

would sometimes come to the window, and 

gaze into the street with a look of weary 

despair upon his face. The tall man, too, 

discontinued his visits. At last he ap- 

peared again, and this time he stopped 

nearly the whole afternoon. He must have 

been the bearer of good news,^ for the 

painter seemed ouite himself again on the ■
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morrow. He set to work at his easel At 

first I missed the figure of the little wife 

with her book open beside him; bat my 

binocular soon informed me that she was 

seated before him on the platform, evi- 

dently posed for her portrait. 

I (He worked with all his old energy for a 

fortnight or so, till the portrait was done. 

Then it was brought forward and placed in 

the window, so 3iat I coold easily get a 

yiew of it ; and though I could see that it 

was a good likeness, I could see equally 

that it failed to display the principal 

eharm of the sweet young face it repre- 

sented. The look of youthful innocence 

was wanting. Li a day or two's time a 

handsome carriage drove up to the door, 

and a magnificently attired lady descended 

and went into the house. I could see her 

moving about in the room, criticising the 

picture from all points of view. The 

painter's &ce was all aglow with pride and 

admiration of his work as he did the 

honours ; but the little wife came up to tibe 

window — ^I had not seen her so plsonly for 

weeks — and looked out with very sad sani 

hopeless eyes, and I fancied I could mark 

the traces of recent tears upon her pretty 

cheeks. > The fine ladv drove away, but 

very soon she returned, and a tall, hand- 

some man with her, whom I judged to be 

her husband, and, on taking a comprehen- 

sive view of the studio^ I discovered her 

seated on the platform, while the painter was 

sketching out her features on a new canvas. ■

I felt genuine pleasure that my neigh- 

bour had at last sained a foothold on ^e 

ladder of fame ; tne only bitter drop was 

the blank woebeffone face of the young 

wife as she gazed out of the window, or 

trotted out — alone now— on her house- 

keeping errands. Often during the sittings 

I marked the tall, handsome gentleman talk- 

ing to her on the other side of the studio. ■

As soon as the lady departed, die 

painter invariably removed the canvas 

from the easel and put in its place the 

portrait of his wife. Then he would sit 

down in front of this and gaze at it 

modonless in silent admiration. Once I 

noticed that he started angrily from his 

seat, and a second glance showed me that 

his wife had thrown a doth over her por- 

trait, and hidden it from his sight. ■

This little episode, I confess, puzzled me 

considerably. I was in full course to con- 

struct a theory of love and jealouqr. The 

painter had fallen in love with his fair 

sitter, and the poor young wife's woe- 

begone face was an index of her jealous ■

torment ; but this could hardly be im^ 

tained when the artist seemed to long to 

^et rid of the sitter, so that he mid^gaa 

m rapture at his wife's portrait yfu he 

jealous of the tall, handsome gentleinDt 

I saw nothing to justify such a codgIqboq. 

He rarely left the house ; for, wbjai thi 

last vestige of daylight had faded, izntoii 

of going out as heretofore, with his wifoos 

his arm, he would sit down hdon kir 

portrait and keep his eyes steadily fixsl 

upon it He even f OKot to light hu pipe. 

The lame man, whom I had not seen tei 

long time, now recommenced his yvik, 

He came much oftener than before, M 

the painter never went out with him. ■

Soon other carriages drove up to fte 

door. My neighbour had evidently beoooe 

a fashionable portrait-painter all at onct^ 

for one lady would come on Mondays and 

Thursdays, and another on Tuesdays aal 

Fridays. I noticed that whenever any kd^ 

came for the first time he would iilwa}i 

exhibit to her his wife's portrait, nov 

placed on a handsome easel and diapel 

witii velvet in the most favourable light ■

One day tiie lame man called, and Ail 

time he was accompanied by a yoof 

woman, handsome and ef a fine presenot^ 

but poorly dressed. He did not stay mot 

than five minutes, but the young woon 

remained behind and did not leave tilleTCB- 

ing. Then the street door was opened far 

her by the painter himself , and hebade hflr 

good-bye witii a touch of something rate 

warmer, I tiiought, tiian friendly greetiq^ ■

The young wi£9 meantime was sekkK 

seen. Now and then her pale face ap- 

peared at the window, and on fine days ib 

would go out languidly for a short walk 

I could see she was bmng driven mehii- 

choly mad by her husband s treatment, im 

every day tiie fine, handscmie girl caaw^ 

and, after staying three or four hours, tb ■

I)ainter would escort her to the iom, 

anghing and joking as if there had besa 

no misery under the root ■

The poor young woman soon grew womt 

and I lost sight of her entir^y. Hud 

there appeared on the scene a stout, middle* 

aged woman, evidentiy an attendant itm 

a lunatic asylum, and it was four or £n 

weeks before this woman took her depar- 

tura A few days after she had goM 

Simpson came in, and I bade him set to 

work at once to piece together the soit 

fascinating set of fragments I had yet Ud 

before him. ■

ft ■

I at once determined," he began^ '^ute ■

Tf ■
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hd looked in about aweak later to give me 

the reeolt of his inveetkation, ''that I 

must make my approach oj getting into 

oonvenatioii with the pretty yousg wife. 

Pale and ill as she looks she has been 

oat every day. I discovered that the 

Broad Walk in Be^nt's Park was her 

fttvoarite haont, and by the time the 

poor little woman got so far she was 

always ready to sit down. I soon 

managed to open a conversation with her ; 

lor tbfflre is something in my appearance 

wlach always inspires women, and espe- 

cially young ones, with confidence; and 

after aday or two I let hef see that Iknew 

something of the goings and comings and 

mysterious goings on generally in the house 

over the way. ■

*'Sh6 started violently, and a flush of 

colour came over her pale face, but she 

Mdd nothing. I could see, however, that 

the shot had told, and that she was burn- 

ing to find some one she could .trust to 

share with her the secret, the weight of 

which was bearing her to the ground. The 

next day I found her in the same place, 

evidently looking for my coming, and 

before we parted I had heard the solution 

of the mystery. This is it, as nearly as I 

can tell i^ in her own words : ■

« < My husband is an'artist, Vincent Bose 

by name. We have been married just two 

years, and, until a few months ago, we 

were very poor indeed. Fortune, however, 

came to us very suddenly, and now, after 

having nearly starved us, is giving us more 

than we want My husband has already 

earned five hundred pounds this year. Of 

course I am glad that his genius is at last 

recognised, but I wish that the money was 

anywhere else rather than in his pocket, 

for there is a curse upon it — a curse which 

will, I am sure, destroy us all. ■

" * During the days of our poverty I can- 

not tell you how happy we were. My hua- 

band made a little by book illustrations, and 

now and then sold a picture for a fe wpounds. 

Oat of his earnings we always first put 

aside the rent and whatever he might want 

for materials, and then set to work to make 

the remainder go as far as possible in our 

housekeeping. ■

** 'There waa no mcmey to spare for 

models, so I used to sit to my husband in 

aU sorts of costumes for his subject- 

pietores ; but though he put his best work 

into these — ^work which would shame 

much that is done by men with famous 

names— he never sold one, or managed to 

Ret one huns in anv nublic exhibition. A ■

dozen or more of them still stand pQed 

against the wall Now I suppose they 

will sell fast enough ; but we are no longer 

poor, and the money, when it comes, will 

only increase my unnappiness. ■

*' 'About six months ago my husband met 

in the studio of a friend of his a man 

named Bernard Zink. Though he drew 

very well himself Zink was not an artist 

by profession. Many men were in the 

habit (tf sending for hun to revise the com- 

position^of a picture, for he had a wonderful 

eye for 'grouping and effect Sometimes 

he would touch the outline of a face, and 

he would never fail to leave a strange and 

subtle, yet most life-like 'expression, an 

expression which uo after work by another 

hand could obliterate. It was understood 

that Zink expected a good fee for his ser- 

vice, so there was little chance that my 

husband would ever call him in profes- 

donaUy. ■

" ' Therefore it was rather[a surprise to me 

to find him one day in the studio standing 

before one of my husband's historical pic- 

tures, and offering various criticisms and 

suggestions on the treatment of the sub- 

ject He greeted me with cringing, over- 

acted politeness, and when he went away, 

he swept aside, with a benevolent wave of 

the hand, my husband's murmured sugges- 

tion as to payment for his advice. ■

u 1 1< To you, my dear sir,' ' he said, ' " I 

shall always be ready to give my best coun- 

sel, and I shall ask no better reward than to 

come and have a chat with you sometimes 

when the light fails. We must see if we 

can't get to the bottom of that struiee 

story. Some people would call me a maa- 

man, but I see that you have die true 

philosophic faculty for sifting evidence. 

Perhaps we will give the world a surprise 

some day.' " ■

** ' As soon as Zink was gone I naturally 

wanted to kaow what was uie strange story 

he had alluded to. Vincent laughed, a 

little uneasOy I thought, and teased me 

about being a true daughter of Eve, and all 

I coiUd get him to teU me was tha,t Zink 

was really a little mad on some subjects. 

He had been reading Oomelius Agrippa, 

and other books dealing with occult know- 

ledge, and he believed himself to be on the 

high road to the discovery of some of the 

great problems which had baffled the great 

masters. He was a very amusing fellow, 

however, and the hints he gave were really 

veiy valuable — quite worth the price of 

having to listen to his fancies for an hour 

or two. ■
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" ' After this first visit, Zink often came, 

and I most say at first I was very elad that 

Vincent had fonnd some one to chat with, 

and shake off the worry of work for a time; 

but, after a little, I began to notice that the 

two always appeared embarrassed when I 

came into the room. They would begin to 

talk about some commonplace matter, and 

I never heard a whisper of Cornelius 

Agrippa, or the occult sciences. I concluded 

that Mr. Zink was diffident about exhi- 

biting his peculiar beliefs in the presence 

of the inferior sex, so I always went away 

and left them to themselves. ■

" ' All this time, in spite of Mr. Zink's 

cheerful conversation, Vincent was grow- 

ing more and more depressed and gloomy. 

Zink came very often, but as a rule did not 

stop more than five minutea One day he 

came and stayed for some hours, and I did 

not see him, as I was busy upstcdrs. When 

I came down, however, I noted at once a 

strange change in my husband's manner. 

He was nervous and excited. EUs pale 

cheeks were flushed, and a strange wild 

light shone in his eyes. He swallowed two 

or three glasses of water at our midday 

meal, but scarcely ate a morsel, and was in 

a great hurry for me to finish and clear the 

room. As soon as this was done, he told 

me that he wanted me to sit to him at once 

for my portrait in my everyday dress, just 

as I was. ■

" * I was a little disturbed at his excited 

impatient manner, but it was a relief to find 

him ready to get back to his work, for, since 

he had been so intimate with Zink he had 

scarcely touched a canvas. He kept on, 

almost without intermission, till dark. The 

next day he was working without intermis- 

sion till noon. Then he let me get down 

for a quarter of an hour to eat a mouthful 

of food, but he himself took nothing. He 

painted all the afternoon tfll the dusk came, 

then he threw himself into an ' easy chair, 

and fell asleep from sheer exhaustion. ■

'' * I noticed on his painting-table some- 

thing which I had never seen before, and 

this was a small phial of clear glass con- 

taining a bright amber-coloured liquid. In 

mixing the colours for my picture he used 

occasionally a few drops of this medium. 

Somehow or other I could not help associa- 

ting this phial with the unwonted excite- 

ment which had possessed him all day, and 

I was seized with curiosity to examine it. I 

took it up and removed the stopper, and, to 

my amazement, the phial grew quite hot 

in my hand, the fluid began to effervesce, 

and a pungent but not unpleasant odour ■

rose from it I hastily replaced the stopps; 

and then the bottle gradually became cod 

again. ■

« <For four or five days my hnsbnd 

worked at my picture so hard thatlfek 

sure he would injure his health. On diB 

very day, almost at the very moment when 

it was filnished, Zink entered the room. He 

was enthusiastic in his praise of it, sad 

predicted a brilliant future for Vincent I 

had never liked the man, but that day aj 

aversion to him rose to positive hatred. I 

cannot say I was quite satisfied with tha 

portrait It was marvelloasly like me, and 

the treatment masterly all through, but 

there was a look on the face, eapediDy 

about the eyes, which I am sure mme nev« 

wore. It was a subtle, half-cruel, half-wui- 

ton smile, such as one sees in the eyee of a ■

Krtrait of a lady painted by some great 
Jian — "La Gioconda,'' I thmk it ii 

called. But with my husband it was quite 

different From the moment that the pie- 

ture was finished he could not keep his ejfM 

off it In gazing at it he seemed to foigei 

my existence. Often I missed himfiromngr 

side at nieht, and, on stealing down to Urn 

studio, I found him with a lighted lanpi, 

sitting as if in a trance before the canvas. ■

" * I cannot describe the distress I fidt al 

this strange change. It was not mexdj 

that my self-love was wounded and Hit 

promise of my life bUghted. The impeud- 

ing weight of some indefinable calamity 

seemed to crush me. I dreaded some erfl 

I could neither describe nor defina How I 

grew to hate that baleful picture before 

which he would sit for hours ! I should 

have been less unhappy even if I had dis- 

covered that he loved another woman. ■

'* ' On Ztnk's recommendation, a ladvof 

high rank came to see the picture, and so 

much was she taken with it that she gsfi 

my husband at once a commission to paint 

her portrait She was a handsome, gia* 

cious lady; but he treated her invk a 

sullen reserve ; and all the time she wss 

sitting to him, I could see that he was 

only thinking of the moment when be 

should remove her picture from the easel, 

and sit down before the accursed figure oi 

myself. ■

*' < The lady was fairly well pleased with 

her portrait, but it wanted, she dedaied, 

the wonderfol and mysterious charm which 

the painter had been able to throw into 

the eyes and mouth of his wile's pictora 

Three or four other ladies called, and all of 

them, as soon as they saw my portrttt^ 

arranged with my husband to sit to Idib. ■

■

=F ■
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He painted them in the same peif anotory 

way as the first The portraits were fairly 

good, bat the nameless charm which they 

foond in my picture was wanting in all of 

them. ■

'* ' Suddenly the idea struck me that the 

ofle of that strange liquid in the little 

plual might have enabled him to throw 

that glamour and expression into my eyes 

and mouth. Then I remembered Uiat 

Vincent had used the last drop of the 

medium in giving the final touch to my 

eyes, and I felt ahnost convinced that my 

notion, wild as it was, was not altogether 

visionary. I asked him one day where he 

had procured the liquid, and why he did 

not get some more of it ; but my question 

threit him into a violent rage, and he bade 

me brutally to mind my own affairs. ■

** ' Zink continued his visits, but he never 

stopped for a chat with Vincent now. My 

husband seemed to know his ring at the 

bell, and he would leave his work and rush 

out of the room, quivering with excitement, 

to open the door ; and, more often than 

not, I never saw the visitor. After a few 

minutes' talk outside, Vincent would return 

with all his excitement quelled, and a look 

of weary despair upon ms face. ■

" * He was so much occupied with his por- 

tndts that he had no time for work on 

Biibject-picture& One day, however, I 

found him busy setting out a large canvas, 

for what seemed an allegorical work. Zink 

called that afternoon ana stayed some time. 

In their whispered conversation, I heard 

him mention my name ; but my husband 

frowned and shook his head. I wondered 

why, and I was not long kept in ignorance. ■

" ' Vincent now rarely spoke to me,^save 

when he wanted something, so it was rather 

a surprise when he told me next morning 

that he was going to begin a fresh picture 

for the next Academy, and that Zink was 

going to bring him a model to sit for the 

principal figure. I glanced at the canvas 

on which the design was roughly sketched 

out, and saw that the central figure was 

that of a woman. ■

" 'About noon Zink came, bringing with 

him the model She was a fine, taU woman, 

of quiet, gentle manners, and very simply 

dressed. In other days my husband would 

have asked me to sit ; but I knew that in 

the strange mood which had come over 

him, any remonstrance from me would be 

worse than useless, so I held my peace. ■

" ' My husband set to work at the picture, 

and by night had sketched the woman's 

head. I li^d been busv all dav. and had ■

never noticed her face closely; but it 

happened that I came into the room sud- 

denly, just as the light was beginning to 

fade, and my eyes iSl at once upon her. 

I started back, and a deadly faintness over- 

came me ; for upon her face was the self- 

same unholy, mysterious smile, the eyes 

were quick with the same suggestive bale- 

ful light which pervaded my own picture, 

only here they glowed in flesh and blood, 

and not upon the inanimate canvas. ■

•* •Vincent was working away doggedly — 

almost fiercely, and I comd see that he was 

dissatisfied with his performance from the 

tight lips and the frowning brow. As the 

dock struck five the woman rose to go. 

She put on her bonnet and left the room, 

merely bidding me good afternoon, and 

saying to Vincent that she would return at 

the same hour to-morrow. He left off 

work immediately, and his eyes never left 

her face as long as she remained in the 

room. That night he never turned to my 

portrait, which stood on a show easel by 

the window ; but he lay on the sofa in a 

half-dozing state all the evening. ■

" 'The next day his work grew very slowly 

under his hands, and whenever I happened 

to look towards him his eyes were fixed in 

fascinated regard upon the face of the 

model Strange to say, I felt no jealousy. 

I knew that we spell which bound him 

was never the love of a mortal woman ; 

but something more awesome and mys- 

tical — some force without a name, 

which had equally held him to the worship 

of a square of painted canvas. I dreadea 

far more the influence which Zink had 

gained over him. Often, when lying 

awake at night, I used to wonder 

whether the man might not have solved 

some of these secrets of nature, and probed 

the depths of those dim abysses which still 

mock Uie searchings of our men of science. 

Of one thing I was well-nigh certain, that 

his hand worked the charm which had 

mastered my husband's senses and made 

him the slave of that witch-like smila On 

the day of the second sitting, Zink never 

appeared. That night I went to bed phy- 

sically and mentally exhausted, so that I 

fell at once into a heavy sleep in spite of 

the trouble which molested me. Suddenly 

I started up, shaken in a second out of the 

profoundest slumber into the keenest state 

of utter wakefulness. The silence and 

darkness were both intense, but my senses 

of hearing and sight strained their utmost 

to make the black stillness give up its 

secret : and some wild vision swept before ■
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my eyes, and my ears drank in some faint 

sounds,- which in the darkness were terrific 

enough as I rose from my bed and lighted 

a candle. ■

'* ' Vincent was not in the room and the 

door stood ajar. I could no longer endure 

the solitude, so I hastily put on some 

clothes with the intention of descending to 

the studia Our bed-room was at tixe top 

of the house, and as I neared the studio 

door I saw that it was open. There was a 

light inside, and I could hear the sound of 

voices speaking in a low tone. ■

« < In a moment I quenched my light and 

stole noiselessly into the room. Just inside 

the door stood a lai^e screen ; and passing 

behind this, I was able to hear all that was 

said, and, by peering through a crevice, to 

see my husband and Zink seated in front 

of the two portraits, my own and that of 

the model. The one dim candle on the 

table made only a faint circle of Ught, and 

in this were framed the visages of the two 

men : Vincent's pale and haggard, every 

muscle strained as if in obedience to some 

intense passion whether of fear or lonring; 

and Zink's calm and indifferent, with a 

look of cunning malice in his sunken eye. ■

'* * " He cannot let you have it He will 

not let yon have it, except on these terms,' " 

he said, * '^and to tell you the tmthl scarcely 

dare ask him.' " ■

" * « But he let me have it once, and I 

will give him any price he likes to ask 

except ' " ■

" * '<Bah 1'" said Zink, with a threatening 

frown, * " but you know your own business 

best. Try how you can get on without it 

Look at your wife's portrait, and see how 

you gave a rendering of a pretty, simple 

face, in a way that proclaims you a genius, 

but then you had the essence to help you. 

Now look at the attempt you have made 

without it, to catch the expression on your 

model's face. Oan anything be more piti- 

ful 1 And yet that woman's face is all aglow 

with that marvellous spirit-fire which you 

kindled in your wife's eyes without seeing 

it My poor Vincent, you are a genius 

when you paint with t^e essence, but only 

then.'" ■

(( c «Nevermind,Iwill tryaeainand again. 

It is impossible that I should see that fa^ce 

before my eyes eve^ moment, waking or 

sleeping, without being able to catch the 

spirit of it sooner or later.' " ■

« < " You forget your model can only give 

you two more sittings. He wants her 

elsewhere.' " ■

'' * '' What,is she too under hb orders )' ' ■

(( 1 61 Yea, but his rule is very light, imj ■

liffht indeed, as you will find, my dear bOow, ■

^en you have signed this agreement'" ■

And as he spoke Zink pushM a piper ■

towards my husband and handed mm % ■

pen. ■

'< ' Vincent sat for some time silent 

II I ujg^y » )jQ g^d ^^ i„|.^ II i^d yetlhan ■

got two days. I cannot believe my bod 

is paralysed. Come back on Friday nigbt; 

but Zink, do help me in this. Help me to 

get the essence without paying such a tar- 

rible price.'" ■

** < Zink did not answer. I heard Im 

moving towards the door as I stole out cf 

the room and regained my bed-chambet 

Vincent did not come back, and I f ooad 

him when I went down to breakfast with 

another canvas all ready to start hia pie- 

ture afresh. The model camoj and hs 

worked all day long at her face with des- 

pairing industry. I was in the room irbm 

she left, and she said, in her low and geiA 

voice, that after to-morrow she would k 

engaged elsewhere. ■

" * I went out soon after, as my head wm 

throbbing with fevered excitement, aai I 

felt as if my brain would burst unless IgA 

into the air, leaving Vincent sitting hdon 

his canvas in the deepest dejection. When 

I came back, after about an hour, the 

studio was empty, the easel overturned, 

the canvas torn and trampled upon, and 

the painted face blurred out of all reoogni- 

tion. Then I knew that despair had con- 

quered, and that the tempter, when he 

should return, would find an easy prey. 

To-nfght he will come, and the last strisgi 

of the infernal net which this man-fiffld 

and his familiar have woven, will be 

knotted securely over my unhappy hut- 

band's head.' ■

'' Here the young woman paused," Siflf* 

son said ; " and I sat for some seconds bk 

in wonder at tins strange revival of Iks 

infernal temptation on the good old medel 

in a commonplace Lond<m street Presently 

I turned to address a question to the pool 

creature, and lo ! she was gone. I went the 

whole length of the Broad Walk, but oould 

see nothing of her. I suppose you did &ol 

mark her return. If I were you I shoidd 

sit up all night, and watch for the comitt 

of Mephisto in the person of Mr. Bennid 

Zink." ■

Simpson then took his leave, and it ii 

needless to say I followed his adviee. 

When midnight struck I was wide awika 

watching, and one o'clock found me on tbi ■

IF ■
' ■ 5' ■
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alert, though rather weary. Then sleep, 

wUch so often refuses to come when I 

want it,' must have mastered me, for I was 

laddenly awdcened by shouts, and the 

TOBbrng of feet, and the ramble and clatter 

of whma I looked oat of the window, 

and saw that the house over the way was 

inflames. ■

The firemen were soon at work, but 

thoQgh the engines did their best it was 

clear that the flames would have their way 

till the last remnant of the house was con- 

lomed. A fire-escape was placed against 

the top-floor window and a fireman beean 

to atcend j but scarcely had he mountel a 

dozen steps, when a floor within collapsed, 

and a huge burst ol flame rudied from the 

fint-floor windows. For a second my 

vidon was dazzled by the awful brilliance ; 

but the moment after^ when my eyes 

cleared, I saw plainly two figures, appa- 

rently unharmed, issue from we burning 

room and float downwards out of sfeht 

amidst the grovelling wreaths of smoke. 

The face of one of Uiem was the face of 

Zink, now radiant with triumph and 

malice. With his right hand he grasped 

lightly the arm of the other, who turned 

away his face as in an agony of shame and 

remorse, but the figure I recognised at 

once as that of the ill-starred painter. ■

VICTI]VES. ■

By THEO gift. ■

Author Iff ** IM L<»rimtt,'* ** An AIM tMdiU Prke,'' ■

Ste,,Ste. ■

CHAPTKB XXVn. FACE TO FACE. ■

"CoMEinto the confectioner's, and;Qeorge, 

mydear,dearfellow, do becalm. This is some 

honiUe mistake. Ladies, you will let us 

ofifer you some refreshments," Bart broke 

in eagerly, his hand on his friend's arm, 

his lips trembling. He was not at all calm 

himself. His hMid trembled as well as his 

lips as he put down the money for what he 

ordered on the counter. ■

The little tragi-comedy, whose blunders 

amd cross-purposes he had tOl now been 

Bonreying and disentangling with such cool, 

Bupoior wisdom, had become in one short 

moment a tragedy indeed, and a tragedy 

Bo. terrible, so utterly unexpected that he 

shrank back appalled by the mere thought 

of what might be the ending of it. ■

The young surgeon himself, however, 

Boemed to become suddenly cool in pro- 

portion to his friend's agitation. His 

finctttrs had no shake in them as he handed ■

glasses and cake plates to the pleased eaA 

giggling damsels ; and there was no quiveri 

only a harsh sort of rin^ in his voice, as he 

begged them to tell lum something more 

about the wedding. ■

The young women were only too pleased 

to obey. Where is the servant girl, Eng- 

lish or Parisian, who does not love to 

describe a wedding) And these girls 

were in an additionally talkative mood 

from a sense of aggravation and disappoint- 

ment in having been, as it were, defrauded 

of their rightful anticipations. ■

They were lavish in the description of 

the grand preparations which for some 

weeks had been making for their master's 

wedding ; of the improvements and r^o- 

vations at the Hdtel MaQly, in honour of 

the bridal couple; of the glories of the 

"corbeille de mariage" which the whole 

household had been permitted to see ; and 

particularly of the weddins-dress which 

formed purt of it, a veritable triumph of 

Worth's — *^ white satin, Monsieur, draped 

with cascades of MechUn lace and rained 

over with orange blossoms ; " finally of the 

crushing news which had come all of a 

sudden^ that the bride had been taken very 

ill not long before, and, thoagh recovered, 

was in such a delicate state of health that 

the physicians had ordered the wedding to 

be as quiet and private as possible. There 

were to be no guests besides the immediate 

&mily, no grand breakfast or reception, and 

the happy couple were to drive away immedi- 

ately i^er the ceremony to " The Gh&let," a 

villa at Neuilly belongmg to the Oount, and 

not far from the hotel at which the bride 

and her family had been staying during the 

last week. ■

"And they are gone there now — to this 

Chalet 1 " Marstland asked. It was the first 

time he had interrupted, by so much as a 

word, the rapid discursive oialogue. ■

" But yes, this moment even, Monsieur. 

Our new Countess, who is indeed frightfully 

delicate, thoagh pretty all the same, ' une 

vraie innocente,' of the type Anglaise ^ ■

** Josephine 1 Be quiet ! " interrupted an- 

other of tiie girls. *' Madame la Gomtesse 

is of the type Anglaise, because her mother 

is an Englishwoman, as Monsieur, who it 

is easy to see is English too, doubtless 

knows better than thou." ■

" Ah ! that is true enough, and Monsieur 

must excuse my folly," said Josephine, 

good-humouredly ; "but in that case he 

will be still more grieved to hear how ill 

his ' compatriote ' looked at the wedding 

for which he has unfortunatelv been too ■
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late. Ill 1 Mon Dien, ehe was as white 

as her beautiful dress itself when she 

entered the church ; for she did wear the 

dress at least, though that other ravishing 

costume of pale-blue yelvet for the civil 

ceremonji was never put on, seeing that, in 

order to save her strength, tJie party drove 

straight from the ** Mairie " to the church, 

and, though we strained our ears, no one 

heard the sound of her voice once during 

thei service. It was not till after the cere- 

mony, however, when Madame de Mailly 

and her mother went up to embrace her, 

that she fainted, and even then they 

managed to lead her into the sacristy, 

before she became wholly unconscious. 

But that was an end of the affair for us. 

They did not even have the procession 

down the church afterwards, for, as the 

sacristan told us, the poor young bride was 

so weak after her fainting fit that she had 

to be carried from the vestry door to the 

carriage; and in the end — figure such a 

thing to yourself, Monsieur — ^her mother 

accompanied her and M. le Comte to the 

Chalet!" ■

But Josephine's volubility was stopped 

at this point by a general move on the part 

of the others, and a cry that it was getting 

late, and if they did not hurry, the Dowager 

Countess and her daughters would be at 

the Hdtel Mailly before them. ■

" Now then, to get to that Chalet as soon 

as possible," Marstland said, as the last of 

the quartette whisked out of the doorway. 

But thoueh he spoke in a perfectJy calm 

voice he did not look at ms friend, and 

Burt noticed that the muscles on the back 

of his hand were swollen and of a deep 

purple colour, so that they stood out like 

cords. ■

'< George," he said anxiously, '' what are 

you thinking of 9 My dear fellow, where 

would be the good of that — ^now 1 " ■

Marstland looked at him. ■

"When some blackguard takes ad- 

vantage of your absence to run ofif with 

your wife, Burt^ I'll ask you that question." ■

" My poor boy, I don't like to say it ; 

but if my wife cared so little for mo as to 

go off in my absence with a blackguard, I 

certainly shouldn't trouble myself to follow 

her. I " ■

" No ; you'd do like the people in novels, 

and such rot," Marstland interrupted, with 

huge contempt, *' go your way, and let her 

go hers, ask no explanation, and twenty 

years later find out that you'd sacrificed 

your own happiness and your wife's 

honour, and subjected her to half a life of ■

^ ■

infamy and injustice rather than act Hks i 

man in the first instance. Not I, mj 

Vera 1 " dropping his voice sodden^ to 

the same low, curious key as befora ''I 

understand you, if no one else does. Poor 

helpless lamb, deceived, maddened, $ai 

dragged half-fainting to the shamUei hj ■

those accursed no, no, Burt, I msia ■

my poor young wife a promise as to iriut 

I would do if that man ever again dated td 

force himself into her presence, and— Ta 

going to keep it" ■

He took a tighter hold, as he sptdoe, 4 

a stick he was carrying in his hand— t 

tough blackthorn branch which he had col 

out of a hedge in Brittany the previoB 

day, and had since been trimming into 

shape. Burt glanced at it uneasily, aai 

was going to speak when the young on 

checked mm. ■

" Look here, old fellow," he said, not 

angrily, but with a sort of stem decisioD, "I 

think you'd better not come any &idMi 

with me at present You've been awfolfy 

kind, I know ; but this has touched m 

deeper than you think, and I can't bear tilk 

ing or interference from any ona WhatFfi 

ff ot to do is my own business — to protect nj 

honour and that of my wife, and no 

human being can stop me in it" ■

" Well, then, I don't suppose it's aaj 

use trying to do so," said Burt slowly. ■

" It is not ; so keep out of it It'll be 

better for bot^ of us. I'm sane now; bol 

by Heaven 1 if any one were to say mudi 

to me before — ^before I get to her, I 

shouldn't be so long." ■

"Ill not say a word to vou," Bart 

answered, '* but I'll go along all the sama 

I'll not back out of this now, George, till 

I've seen you through with it ; though I 

think you're half mad at this moment— 

and I don't wonder at it 1 " ■

They set out together on that under- 

standing. Marstland had beckoned a fiacn 

whOe his friend was speaking, and his osif 

answer was a grip of the hand betes 

bidding the man drive like lightning to 

the station for Neuilly. He never spoke 

once during the short journey there ; but 

there was something in those reosnt, 

deeply-furrowed lines between his eyes, sad 

the way in which the stick bait sod 

quivered every now and then in hie grsip, 

which filled hu friend with something mon 

than misgiving. ■

For himself, Burt was oomcious of qoite 

as much indignation and contempt for Yen 

as for those who had bullied or pezsoaded ■
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her into the horrible, anBeemly marriage of 

which they had jost heard. He was a 

religions man, a High Ghnrohman, with a 

great reverence for everything appertain- 

ing to sacramental or ecclesiasticid ordi- 

nances ; and the mere idea of a girl who — 

after going through so solemn a service 

as that of marriage with one man, 

and vowing to be trae to him for the re- 

mainder of her life — could be capable of 

allowing any mere legal informality to 

induce her to break through that union, 

and enter on another with a second man 

within eight days of the first, seemed to 

him a proceeding too immond and un- 

womanly for credibility; and he failed 

altogether to comprehend the tenderness 

which enabled Marstland to feel nothing 

but an anguish of compassion and yearning 

for the feeble creature who had at once 

outraged and betrayed him. ■

They had been fortunate in getting a 

train on the point of starting, and on 

arriving at Neuilly they set out to walk to 

the Ghftlet, having been told that it was 

not five minutes' walk from the station; 

and had only just turned into the quiei^ 

leaf-shaded road in which the Count's viUa 

was situated, when they were met by an 

empty carriage-and-pair proceeding in the 

opposite direction, and which, from the 

white satin favours and bouquets of flowers 

decorating both coachman and horses, sug- 

gested so forcibly the use to which it hi^ 

been recently applied that involuntwly 

both stopped and looked at one another, 

white to the lips with excitement. ■

" The carriage ! " Burt exclaimed. 

"Greorge, it must be! Thanks to their 

driving all the way and our coming by 

train, they can only have arrived a few 

minutes before us after alL'' ■

The Gh&let was a small villa-like resi- 

dence embowered in tall trees, which com- 

pletely concealed it from the high road, 

and further protected from intrusion by 

locked iron gates and a lodge. The two 

men had just got in sight of the latter, 

when Marstland stopped and observed : ■

"Burt, I think you'd better go ahead, if 

you don't mindi and ask for the Count at 

the lodge. Say you know he has returned 

from Paris — ^it is possible they may tell you 

he's not at home — but that you want to see 

him on important business." ■

Burt looked at him. ■

'< You are thinking " he said slowly. ■

"That this man and his confederates 

have not gone to tibe trouble of forbidding 

the people at Les Ch^taijouers to give any ■

information as to their whereabouts, of 

hiding in this out-of-the-way suburb, and 

getting through their mockery of a marriage 

m the hole-and-corner way those girls de- 

scribed, except through fear of me and of 

my following, and overtaking them. For 

the same reason they will probably have 

ordered the lod^e-keeper here not to admit 

any one answering to my description, but 

you, being as unlike me as possible, and 

jipeaking French like a native, might not 

come under the same category, and in that 

case " ■

*'Once inside the gate, I could make 

you a sign to join me," said Burt *< I'll 

go." ■

He hurried on accordbgly, but on 

reaching tixe gate soon found that the 

lodge-keeper's orders had evidently been 

more precise than Marstland anticipated. 

He did not, indeed, deny that the Count 

was at home, but he declined altogether 

to admit Burt, or even to send in his name, 

declaring that it was quite impossible for 

his master to see any one that day. He 

and Madame la Comtesse had only just 

arrived at the ChMet after their wedding. 

If Monsieur's business was of importance, 

he could mention it by letter. ■

Burt went back to his friend, hardly 

knowing whether to feel disappointed or 

relieved. It would certainly be infinitely 

better if Marstland could be kept from 

meeting the Count till his present excite- 

ment had a little cooled, but whether this 

would be practicable under any deterrent 

he doubted exceedingly, and the doubt be- 

came still stronger when, on turning the 

comer of a buttress, behind which he had 

left the young surgeon to await his return, 

or signal, he found no sign of him. Marst- 

land had disappeared 1 ■

" By Jove ! " Burt said to himself, " he's 

given me the slip. What a fool I was 

not to guess that was what he in- 

tended ! " ■

It was true. Marstland had no sooner 

seen from the manner and gestures of his 

friend and the lodge-keeper that the for- 

mer was being denied admittance, than 

he determined not even to waste time in 

asking for it, but to force an entrance on 

his own account. No one was in sight at 

the moment, and the wall, thanks to sun- 

dry projecting stones in the buttress, was 

an easy one to climb. While Burt was 

still carrying on his argument at the gate 

Marstland had swung himself to the top, 

and dropping lightly down on the other side, 

was makinji: his way as swiftly and quietly ■
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as possible ihroagh the thick belt of trees 

and shrubs, beyond which he could see the 

walls of the Chalet glittering in the sun- 

shine. ■

There was no one in si^ht here either. 

This side of the house, indeed, seemed 

deserted ; but a glass door, opening on to a 

pretty, flower-girdled lawn, stood open, 

and Marstland, entering it without question 

or delay, found himself in a short passage 

leading to the entrance-hall, across which, 

at that very moment^ a gorgeous-looking 

footman in livery was carrying a tray <» 

glasses. ■

Marstland made no pause, but went 

straight up to him. He had come to the 

Count's house meaning to ask for that 

gentleman himself in the first instance; 

but somehow the very sight of this priyate 

and embowered nest, the hall with its 

flooring of inlaid woods, strewn with costly 

rugs, its portieres of sapphire velyet, and 

stands of hot-house blossoms, the very 

flunkey, in his crimson and gold finery, 

so maddened him that he forgot all pru- 

dence and reticence, everything but rage 

and righteous indignation, and thundered 

out in a voice umich could have been 

heard at some distance : ■

"I am Dr. Marstland. I want to see 

Mrs. Marstland, my wife, at once. She is 

here." ■

The Mercury in ruby plush stared at 

him in undisguised amazement. For an 

instant he honestly thought that^this loud- 

voiced intruder, with the wild-looking head 

and beard, flaring eyes, and loosely-cut suit 

of rough blue serge, was some dangerous 

lunatic, who had escaped from an asylum, 

and penetrated by accident into this bridal 

sanctum. The next moment, however, 

there came into his powdered head a re- 

membrance of certain mysterious orders 

given by his master that, under no circum- 

stances and at no time, was an English- 

man, answering certainly in description to 

this audacious individual, to be even 

admitted within the outer gates, and he 

drew himself up and answered with scorn- 

ful dignity : ■

"Tou mistake yourself. Monsieur. There 

is no lady of that name here. This house 

belongs to M. le Comte de Mailly, and he 

is not at home to-day to any one. I must 

ask you to retire at once." ■

" I shall do no such thing," said Marst- 

lund shortly. " I am quite aware that this 

is the Comte de Mailly's ChMet, and I wish ■

to see him as well as my " but he was ■

interrupted by that subtle change in the ■

footman's expression and attitude wUck 

tells when a third person has appeared vm- 

ezpectedly on the scene; and gUndog 

upwards the young Englishman beeaaM 

aware that the gentleman of the house wn 

at that moment coming to meet him don 

a prettily carved wooden staircase, leafiig 

from the hall to a gallery above. ■

There was no possibility of miRtakfng 

his identity. The immaculate fit and 

newness of his clothes; his elaboralalj 

waxed moustache ; the glitter of his small, 

pointed boots ; more than all, the deUeate 

white orchid blossom relieved against tiie 

breast of his coat; testified to the bride- 

groom without need of words: a bride- 

groom, however, wearing an expreaslon of 

such mingled anger and sullenness as 

scarcely seemed appropriate to the oceaaioiiL 

The aneer was expressed in his voice as he 

asked sharply : ■

"What is all this) Haven't you said 

that I do not receive to-day i What does 

the man want f " ■

'' Top, Count de Mailly," cried Marst- 

land, his eyes flashing, his lips quivering; 

his whole form seeming to dilate and 

tower over that of the nobleman in front of 

him. *'You, villain, thief, blackgoni, 

buyer of helpless girls, robber of ewr 

men's wives! Where is mine whom yon 

have stolen from me t Where is my wlh, 

Vera St. Laurent % Give her to me." ■

A piercing cry answered him. Maist- 

land's voice, alwavs deep and resonant, and 

now raised to a threatening pitch, had had 

power to reach a room opening out of the 

gallery which ran round the upper half of 

the hall ; a room where Vera, having re- 

covered from her swoon and the fit m ex- 

hausting weeping which followed it, was 

lying on a couch, her head resting on her 

mother's bosom, her fingers clutched with 

feeble vehemence on her mother's arm as 

though to protect herself from any attempt 

to t^ her away from that one refuge left 

her. At the first sound of tiiat voice frcmi 

below, however, that familiar voice whose 

tones had from the first possessed a diarm 

to thrill and inspire her, the girl gave a 

sudden start and tremble. Madame Si 

Laurent, dreading what might be h^pen- 

ing, knowing that Marstland was on their 

track, and suspectine that it might indeed 

be he who was mwng the noise below, 

made a sign to the maid to draw a heavy vel- 

vet portiere across the door, and began to 

talk in a rapid agitated manner wiUi a view 

of distracting her daughter's attention. B 

was no use, however. Vera remained qpS^ ■

=f ■
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silent far a moment or two, her head a 

little raised, her eyes dilated, her lips parted 

and drawn back, and an awfol look grow- 

ing in her white strained features ; then, 

with that shriek, which those who heard it 

never forgot, she almost bonnded to her 

feet, thrusting her mother away, and cry- 

ing out : ■

" It is — it is he ! He has not deserted 

me! He has come after— -and you, you 

— it is you who have deceived me the 

whole time. Oh, George I George ! " She 

rushed wildly into the gallery as she 

spoke. She had still on her wedding dress, 

its rich, pearly folds of lace and satin not 

80 white as the despairing face above them'; 

her hair, from which her mother had re- 

moved the veil and wreath, falling m 

ruffled masses over her shoulders; her 

soft, bare arms stretched out in an agony 

of entreaty to the man from whom her 

own ignorant act, and the cruel deception 

of others, had severed her. ''George! 

George ! " she cried 'out in her piteous, 

vibrating accents, "you have come at last ; 

but oh i it is too late — too late now. They 

said you had deceived me, that I would be 

disgraced. They made me marry — oh no, 

no, xioi " her voice rising suddenly to a 

BhriirM|)airinff scream, '' it can't be true, 

it can'! I can t be married to him 1 Oh, 

George, save me ! Kill me or save me. 

You said you would." ■

She had stumbled and fallen on her 

knees, her brow resting on the carved wood- 

work of the balustrade, her arms still 

weakly extended to him. ■

"I will save you yet, my darling, my 

wife!" Marstland exclaimed, making a 

dart forwards to get at her ; but he had 

forgotten the Count, who, though, like 

his rival, he had been stricken dumb and 

motionless for an instant by the white and 

terrible apparition of the betrayed and 

maddened girl, was equal to the occasioa ■

"Keep back!" he cried out, his face 

purple and swollen with fury as he inter- 

posed his own body between the other man 

and the staircase. '' Keep back, and leave 

my house this instant, you scoundrel, unless 

you want me to give you Into custody. 

How dare you force your way into a gende- 

inan's private dwelling and frighten his 

wife into hysterics, you 'canaule' youl 

Here Pierre ! Antoine ! Some of you, turn 

out this drunken Englishman." ■

He had put his hand on Marstland's 

coUar as he spoke ; but the words and the 

^\ion cost hun dear ; for in the same mo- 

ment he was whirled round and almost I ■

flung to the nound by one turn of the 

young surgeon^ while the next, that stout 

blackthorn stick, cut from his own hedge- 

rows, was whistling through the air and 

descending in a ver^ rain of blows on his 

prostrate and writhing body. ■

Vera had fainted, and her mother and 

one of the maids carried her, white, cold, 

and unresisting into the room she had so 

lately quitted ; but it took all the strength 

of tibree men-servants to rescue M. le 

Gomte de Mailly from the cruel punish- 

ment he was undergoing at the hands of 

his antagonist, and to thrust the infuriated 

young man into the street, where, for- 

tunately perhaps, John Burt was still 

lingering on the look-out for him. ■

The rivals met between four and five 

o'clock on the following morning in a 

secluded grassy glade of the Sois de 

Boulogne. With great difficulty, and 

almost by force, Burt had prevented his 

friend from maUnfi; a useless scandal and 

risking being taKen into custody by 

attempting to batter his way back into 

the house from which he had just been 

ejected ; but though winning the day on 

this point, and periiaps the more easily 

because of the exhaustion Marstland was 

feeline after his late exertions, the artist 

himself saw that the next step was an 

inevitable one, and even acted as bearer of 

the challenge which, within an hour of 

the occurrences above narrated, Maitland 

wrote with a hand still quivering from the 

passionate excitement which could only 

find relief in action of some sort. ■

Burt was not without hopes that it 

might be declined, the Count having the 

law clearly on his side, and being there- 

fore able to appeal to it for protection; 

but with all M. de Maill/s faidts he was 

no coward, and had not the slightest 

thought of saving his own skin at the 

expense of making public through the law- 

courts the disgrace and hunuliation to 

which he had just been subjected, and 

which had left him with his bridal gar- 

ments cut into unsightly strips, and even 

his face marked with one long discoloured 

weaL Both men knew that the duel, 

unlike most French duels, was to be ''it la 

mort," and that the appeal of the unhappy 

girl, whom each claimed as his wife, could 

only be answered by the life of one of 

them. ■

They met accordingly. Pistols had been 

decided upon as the weapons ; the Count's 

late drubbin&r havin&r left him too sore and ■
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stiff to feel sufficiently confident of his 

wonted skill in the nse of the rapier; bat 

as he was considered one of the best shots 

of the day this mattered little, and despite 

his nnseen bruises and that ugly mark on 

his cheek, he presented far the cooler 

appearance of the two, and leaned non- 

chalantly against a tree smoking a 

cigarette and flicking idly at some mmnte 

spots of mud which bad got on the glossy 

sleeTO of his coat, while the seconds were 

measuring oat the ground, and Marstland, 

haggard from a sleepless night, flushed 

with fever, with dry, cracked lips, and 

hands shaking with passionate excitement, 

moved restlessly about as though in- 

capable of even standing stilL Even the 

surgeon who had come with the Count and 

his second in the former's carriage looked 

pityingly at the young man, and observed 

to himself that de Miully might very well 

have ordered the poor fellow's coffin before 

starting, and that it was to be hoped he 

would be merciful enough to put mm out 

of his pain at the first shot. ■

But there was no thought of mercy in 

the Count's breast^ or of anything else but 

an almost murderous hate; and just as the 

two men had been put in position and the 

signal was about to be given, he tossed his 

cigarette lightly away,and observed in tones 

of coo), biting irony, and with his sneering 

eyes fixed on his antagonist, thoueh he 

professed to be addressing himself to 

Burt: ■

" Monsieur, let me request you to advise 

your principal to preserve a little more 

calmness and fire straight. It will really ■

be well both for himself and perhaps ■

yes, perhaps for some one else — that he 

should! And, Monsieur, you may also 

tell him, if you please, that the marriage 

which he has taken upon himself to resent 

was an act of the highest benevolence 

and moral justice on my part, designed for 

the express purpose of giving a practical 

and lifelong lesson to a so-called ' ingenue,' 

on her supreme folly in attempting to be 

the first woman to outwit and defy a 

de MaiUy. La belle Vera will certainly 

learn tbat lesson, humbling as it may be, 

unless your friend shoots very straight. 

Monsieur." ■

** For Heaven's sake, give us the signal ! " 

said Marstland hoarsely. ■

It was the only answer he mada to tfae 

brutal gibe which had even provoked i 

murmur of '< Fie, for shame ! " frofm tke 

Count's side ; but all the blood in hia bodj 

seemed concentrated in the two fever spots 

in his haggard cheeks, and when thedoubla 

report rang out it was no sarpriae to any- 

one to find that he had fired wide by a 

yard or more, his bullet having lodged ia 

a tree at some distance, while that of the 

Count just shaved his neck by the tweotietk 

part of an inch, scorching the skin and 

even catting off a piece of the coat eoUaz. ■

A mocking smile lit up de MtfDy'f 

face. ■

"Saved by being too frightened tD 

stand still," he said in an audible aside. 

Then, raising his voice, " Don't be in a 

hurry, Monsieur. Any message now thai 

you may like to entrust to me f(» your 

too amiable mistress I ** Bat he ■

interrupted by the signal, and as the two 

shots split simultaneously on the esr 

Marstland staggered back, his left arm 

pierced just above the elbow, and the 

blood pouring from it, while at ihe same 

moment the Count gave a little spring into 

the air, and, tumbg over, fell hetLYUj cm 

his face. ■

He had been shot through the heart ! ■

Marstland let his pistol fall on to the 

grass, and, taking off his hat, looked round 

on the other members of the group with a 

face perfectly pale now, and filled with a 

kind of calm, grave light ■

'' Gentlemen," he said solemnly, " I tsks 

you all to witness that this man broaghthfa 

death upon his own head. What I ban 

done has been for the preservation of my 

wife's honotur. She has been innocd^ 

hitherto. She will remain so now." ■
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It was Eastertide in a wood. ■

If saeh things had been for mortal ears, 

they might have heard strange whisperings 

in the warm, soft air all fragrant with per- 

fame of mosses and rich brown earth, all 

golden with sprinff sunlight For the tall 

trees with their delioate tracery of new 

green leaf, the primroses with their pale, 

tender faces nplifted to the Easter sky, 

the slender daffodils with their golden 

bells, had eadh something to say to the 

other. ■

"Persephone has come baek to as from 

the sad Land of Darkness. See I Where 

the hem of her garment brushed against the 

mosses as she muited to greet her waiting 

"mother, the wild flowers sprang into life, 

while her tender voice calling, awakened 

the trees 1 Oh, sorrowful Earth's children, 

we bear for yon the message she left with 

OS, that the Darlmess is but waiting, that 

morning awakens the night ! Persephone ! 

Persephone 1 " ■

And then the wood, this spring after- 

noon, hushed its many voices and waited 

still and silent as a little group of mortal 

men and maidens passed by. Four girls 

ftnd two men. ■

The girls in their dainty gowns, the men 

with that air of unconscious good breeding 

^ careless faultiessness of dressinic which ■

only Englishmen have to perfection, made, 

as they passed now through slanting rays 

of sunshine, now through flickering leaf- 

shadows, a very pleasant sight to behold. 

They were all carrying baskets of formid- 

able dimensions, or ramer all except one of 

the young men, who had apparentiy rele- 

gateid his task to a great retriever trotting 

behind hint ■

" Tou are lasy, Mr. Linton 1 " exclaimed 

one of the girls who was walking beside 

the dog's master, a littie tdiead of the 

others. " Why don't you take that basket 

yourself, and let that unfortunate animal of 

yours have a scamper 9 I am sure he must 

be hating the basket — and vou 1 " ■

The youne man laughed lazily. ■

"I offered to carry yours, Miss Bash- 

leigh." ■

" I'm sure you would have been welcome 

to it^" said Miss Daisy Eashleigh. " It is an 

awfhl bother now it is empty. What it 

will be when it is ftall, I don't like to 

think. But then, you know, we made the 

rule we were to do everytiung ourselves. 

You know it is a good work ! " ■

" It's awfully selfish of vou, then, jiot to 

let any fellow share it mm you. No good 

will come of it, you'll see." ■

Miss Bashleigh laughed, glancing up at 

him with a mischievously-provoking loo^ 

which already, novice in the art of flirting 

as she was, being barely seventeen, rarely 

failed in its effect upon a companion of the 

other sex ■

"I dare say it is a dreadful waste of 

time," she said. '* The flowers will be quite ■

'. ■

■• ■

: ■
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dead bv the time they reach Londoa It 

would have been better if we had made 

pictures of them ; bat then it was one of 

Hyacinth's experiments. What she will 

do when her ideas are all exhausted, I don't 

liBOw. I often wonder what she will be 

li^e when she is old and grey, considering 

how flat and profitless she &id8 life now ! 

It k always at one of these moments when 

she finds life particularly so, that she starts 

im experiment" ■

There was just the faintest touch of 

asperity or irritation in the last words as 

Daisy glanced round and caught sight of 

Hyacinth Craig — ^a tall, slight girl about 

eighteen, with an affected air of languor 

and weariness on her very handsome face, 

who was walking by the side of the one 

other man of the party. Apparently she 

had his undivided attention, for tiie two 

other girls were dawdling carelessly and 

contentedly a little way behind. ■

A decidedly mischievous look flashed 

into the eyes of Daisy's own companion as 

be saw the backward glance, and heard 

the sharpened note in the pretty voice. ■

^' Danvers sepms quite enjoying hunting 

lor motes in the sunbeams," he said inno- 

sently ;. ** but I am afraid he still smUes 

a little too much. I remark Miss Craig 

rarely smiles, and then only with an eflbrt. 

Danvers should practise that effort I'll 

tell him to murmur, ' Dust and ashes ! ' for 

a month every morning while he is shaving, 

and try and smile at the same time. It 

will probably give the right effect" ■

" I can't think how Hyacinth can be so 

silly ! "exclaimed Miss Bashleigh petulantly. 

*' Why can't she enjoy herself like other 

^people — ^and let other people enjoy them- 

selves too 1 " ■

^' Or let them alone," said Cecil Linton 

M^ meekly that if Daisy had not been too 

preoccupied with her own disapproval of 

Miss Craig's proceedings, she might have 

suspected the genuineness of his humility. 

But the fact was, that ever since the day 

before, when Sir Charles Danvers had 

arrived at Oaklands, the residence of Mr. 

Linton and his mother, where the four girls 

were staying too on a visit, Miss Bash- 

leigh had set him down as her own special 

attendant Just as she had already esta- 

blished a kind of proprietorship in the 

private attentions of her host, to say no- 

thing of at least two of the other young 

men forming the Easter house-party. ■

And Sir Charles Danvers was particu- 

larly interesting to her at the moment 

He was unusually handsome — at least two ■

inches taller than any otter 

hoofle; a splendid dhot; and a 

who fulfilled even her wildest mliiiiyi^ 

dreams. Now when all these fiiBrinM|' 

qualities are displayed to the eyes of a?Bf 

pretty girl, who combines all the defi^btf 

a new art with a very steady pasaoa far 

flirting, to say nothing of a desaze to te 

first even among her best friends, it w 

only to be expected that Miss Daisy Bn^ 

leigh did not at all approve of Sir Chiila^ 

Danvers discussing a weary world lik 

Miss Hyacinth Craig. ■

"How much farther have we to gok- 

fore we reach Hm ghostly rain of joh% 

Mr. Linton ? " she a&ed a little petalsi^: 

after a few seconds' silence. ■

" Not very far. It's horribly tiring hmg^ 

good, isn't itt" suggested that yoong 

sympathetically. ■

''I don't know why you shoaU 

gathering flowers for poor sick people 

up in London alleys, into ridieii^" 

claimed Daisy with dignified aspoi^ 

" But so you do everyuiing tiiat it il 

all good. I believe you are dreadUi^ 

selfish I " ■

" I know I am, " he said with peii&ai 

meekness ; '^ only you needn't cast it i& 

a fellow's face. And here's the pbee 

already." ■

A grey stone wall stood before then 

It was falling into ruin& Tufts of grss 

and ivy grew out of the cracks and eaat 

nies ; mosses, green and biown, did tUr 

best to hide me weather-staina of ystf 

and gave it the tender touch of their m 

beauty. Inside the wall, was a plantBtni 

of fir and pine, idiich contrasted is i 

curious way with the fresh mstlmg of 

the new spring leaves of the wood W 

yond Their somite stillness gave a uom 

of desolation, which brought more viridl^ 

to their imaginations the stoty that Cad 

Linton had told them of the place. Ito 

than a hundred years before, a man hd 

been found murdered in the Chase, of 

which this wall encircled a part. T^a 

murder remained a mystery. Hie viettB 

was a perfect stranger in Uie neigfaboor 

hood, and who had murdered him or whal 

had been the motive of the murderer, bo 

enquiries could ever discover, and the mjs* 

tery had passed into one of the cKmtf 

legends. Mr. Linton improved upon i( 

by telUng the girls that the dead bodj 

had been buried in the Chase, uid ^ 

the narcissus - flowers had bloomed io 

marvellous abundance ever since^ It yr» 

to gather them that he had brought tb0 ■

J ■
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[ ris there this afternoon. There was no 

1^ le to object, for the hoase itself had been 

'^imhabited for years, the present owner, 

'^ 1 eooentric old maid, living no one knew 

^here. ■

'^ All the party stood for a few seconds 

^'^loking at the wall and the dark still firs 

^ond. ■

£ "'It is the stiUness I don't like," ez- 

-aimed one of the two girls who had been 

liking behind, looking np, her bright 

t^e slightly tinged with awe, at the great 

irk branches. For May Freeling was apt 

nbe saperstitioos. *' Is it really tme, Mr. 

'tiaton, that the ghost of the man who 

:31ed the other is supposed to wander 

\ M)ut there % " ■

"I don't belieye it was the ghost of the ■

:.i!Qrderer," said her companion, a girl with ■

reet true eyes and grave proud lines of ■

jonth and chin, almost too quiet for her ■

ge, for she was only at the beginning of ■

«r woman's lifa ■

"The poor man who was killed, must ■

live had some friends who loved him. If ■

ayone haunted the place I believe it was ■

he spirit of someone who could not rest ■

-^ill he was found." ■

Miss Hyacinth Craig laughed contemp- 

noudy. ■

"My dear Violet! As his dearest 

Mends would have probably forgotten him 

in life at the end of six months, is it likely 

their souls would have searched for him 

for a hundred years after % I should say 

he had found life not worth living, and 

killed himself instead of bdng killed. " ■

There was a general laugh at Miss Craig's 

expense. Life was far too happy at that 

In^ht spring moment to most of them, to 

enter into such melancholy theories. Miss 

Craig smiled a little disdflnfuUy. But the 

next moment, Mr. Linton, with the quick 

eye and practised skill of a schoolboy who 

has not lost his cunning, cauffht sight of and 

leizdd a footing in a crack of the crumbling 

wall In anoSier, he had swung himself 

on to the top of it, his well-made muscular 

figure standing balancing itself for a mo- 

ment in its perilous poution, while the 

loose stones rattled down on each side of 

the wall ■

"Here goes for the ghost," he cried, 

" and hurrah for the narcissus-flowers I " ■

He sprang lightly down into the Chase, 

disappearing in a small avalanche of crum- 

bling rubbish. There came a thud as he 

^ched the ground, then the most abso- 

lute silence. 

"0-ohl" ■

The silence was broken by a stifled 

exclamation of the most complete dis- 

comfiture. ■

" You are perfectly welcome," a sweet, 

clear voice, with just the faintest suspicion 

of laughter, replied to the exclamation. ■

The hearers on the other side ot the 

wall, who had been frightened in the sudden 

silence, thinking he had hurt himself, stared 

at each other in dismav. ■

If they could have looked through the 

wall, they would have seen Mr. Linton 

standing facing a girl, at whose feet he had 

tumbled a second b^ore, his face crimson 

with discomfiture and surprise. ■

" I might have killed you ! " he stam* 

mered at last. ■

" Oh, no I I saw you coming," said the 

verjr sweet voice again. "I was only 

afraid you might bring down the wall and 

hurt yourseU." ■

"Im awfuUy sorry!" he began again 

desperately. *<But the fact is, I thought 

the place was empty, and we came to get 

some flowers. I was going to open the 

door for the others. 1 don't know what 

you will think." ■

"You are perfectly welcome. I hope 

you will gather as many as you like. I 

only came yesterday, so you could not 

know there was anyone here. It is the 

first time I have walked here, and I was 

just thinking what a pity it was that there 

was no one to gather the daffodils. I will 

go and open the door. Please ask your 

friends to come." ■

She turned quickly and walked some 

ten yards down the wall, followed sub- 

missively by the young man, who had not 

yet recovered from the shock of being 

cav^ht so unceremoniously trespassing. ■

The rest of the party beyond the wall, 

formed some idea of what had so silenced 

him, when, reaching the door in the wall 

which could only be unlatched from the 

inside, it was opened wide, and in the 

space, against a background of red boles of 

pine, stood the cause of his discomfiture. ■

A girl, tall and slender, with a face out 

of which looked at them a pair of most 

bewildering grey eyes, so dark that at 

moments they seemed violet blue. The 

thick fringe of eyelashes, almost black, 

made them look larger and deeper still, 

while hair of a wonderful shade of red 

brown, merging into golden, and a com- 

plexion of wild-rose tmts, gave something 

almost startling to her beauty. ■

Three of the girls and Sir Charles 

Danvers looked at her in undismised in- ■
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voluntary admiratioD. Bat it had the 

straD^eat effect apon the other girL May 

Freehog stood gazine at her ^ith a kind 

of etartied wonder mdch had something 

of repulsion. ■

" Oh, please come in 1 ^ exclaimed the 

girl in the doorway again. "There are 

such heaps of flowers, and there is no one 

to gather them. I am here all alone. 

There is only Miss Owen, who doesn't 

care about flowers at all 1 " ■

She reiterated the ofier with an earnest- 

ness which was almost wistful. In some 

way, the wistfulness, added to the fact that 

she was clad in black from head to foot, 

gave a touch of pathetic loneliness to the 

gir], who complained that there was no 

one to gather her flowers. It struck and 

touched them alL She did not wait for a 

refusal, but led the way through the pines, 

whose sombreness apparently only formed 

a belt round the Chase, for a few seconds' 

walking brought them out again among the 

other trees. ■

And suddenly a sight broke on the eyes 

of the girls, wmch made them foreet for a 

moment everything else. All the earth 

seemed literally covered with golden bells, 

and in a few minutes they were scattered 

among the trees, scarcely knowing where 

to begin to gather in the wealth of yeUow 

flowers. ■

The owner of the daffodib stood watch- 

ing them, but a curious change had come 

over her. The bright eagerness had 

vanished, and she st^ still and silent, 

her black dress looking more sombre than 

ever in the midst of the golden glory of 

sunlight and flowers. ■

" I suppose it would be too great a tax 

on your charity to ask you to help us to 

fill our baskets % ** asked Linton. ■

"I can give you my basket if you like," 

added Sir Charles Danvers with hasty 

generosity. ■

Neither of the men expected the strange, 

almost passionate longing, which flashed up 

into the beautiful eyes. ■

"Do you think your friends would mind 

my helping them 1 I should so like it ! " 

^ The look — the very pleading of the ques- 

tion discomforted them both. ■

Danvers was the first to recover himself. ■

"If you won't mind the trouble, I am 

sure they will be delighted," he said. ■

A smile like sunshme lit up the sombre 

depths of the grey eyes. ■

" If you thmk so—'' she began hesi- 

tatingly. ■

"n you wouldn't mind sharing the ■

honour and glory of this baaket^" aoi 

the young man with an alacrity wtak 

was suspicious of considerable re&f, "11 

carry it about, if you don't mind fiDhf 

it." ■

She still hesitated; then with a qiid[ 

movement, as if suddenly diiniiwittg a 

doubt still troubling her, she moved in As 

direction of the other girls, while Danven 

walked after her. ■

Linton pulled out a cigar, and droppid 

lazily down beneath the tree where ths- 

girl had been standing. He sat smokiw 

and looking at the scene before him i« 

the air of a man who had done hia ds^. ■

The girlinblackhad joined die othen,ai^ 

had been welcomed gladly apparently, fe 

she was talking and laughing toa Lmka 

noticed abo that Danvers was always aait 

her, and wondered with a little widui 

amusement how Daisy approved of Am 

new rival Far more dangerout thn 

Hyacinth had been, he could see bf As 

intense admiration which had flaabed ioli 

Danvers's eyes when he had first seen d» 

girl in the doorway. ■

But this last recollection roused anote 

train of thought ■

He sat suddenly straight npr%ht^ sad 

looked across to where Danvers and As 

owner of the Chase happened at the momoit 

to be standing, a little apart from the nd^ 

with a troubled, uneasy look in his eysa ■

"I half wish I had put him off," he wmk 

to himself, "when I found mother hi 

asked aU those ^la However, I must keq^ 

him out of theur way as much as possSbk 

Hell have plenty to see if he reaUy thinks of 

buying the placa" A shan> spasm of pais 

contn^d the young man s nee, and ha 

drew a deep breath. ■

But a httle later, when they all am 

up to him with their baskets full to om> 

flowing of their golden treasure, he greeted 

them with his usual lazy smile. ■

There was a great outcry at his inde- 

lence. ■

" It's my misfortune," he said in a sad 

tone, as he tossed the end of his c^ 

away and rose to his feet " I'll try asd 

do better next time." He glanced at Hm 

hostesa ■

"Oh yes, you will come again," ibe 

asked quickly, with the same curious note 

of entreaty, "whenever you want flowaH) 

whether I am here or not t " ■

She stopped, hesitated in a curious kind 

of way, then went on. "My name ii 

Laurent — Nardsse Laurent" ■

May Freeling, who had never once spokeoa ■

tmrAl^m ■
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to her, bat had al ways wandered away from 

the rest whenever the girl had joined them, 

started and looked at her strangely; but 

Miss Lanrent did not notice it, and went 

on again* ■

*' I shall be living here for good, I think, 

and I am sorry you are only on a visit to 

the placa I hope people will call ; I am 

afraid it will be very dnll if they don't," 

with a half glance back to where the house 

stood. " Bat it was left to me unexpectedly, 

and one of the conditions was, that I was 

to take possession at once, before even the 

repairs were begun." ■

She laughed a little. But the sound was 

sad rather than really amused, and she 

flashed a hot painful flusL She did not 

tell them any more about herself, except 

that she was going to live there with a 

companion — mas Owen. They had both 

apived the day before, and taken posses- 

sion of the rooms which — the least in dis- 

repair — ^had been hastily set in order for 

them by the two old people who lived as 

caretakers in the house. But the work- 

men were coming in next day, and so she 

hoped before long to make the place less 

dreary and desolate, as it was to be her 

homa And it seemed as if a sudden 

change had come over her, and her manner 

was shy and constrained as she wished 

them good-bye. ■

They aU felt it, but nothing was said 

till they stood once more outside in the 

wood, and Linton had pulled to the door 

after them. ■

''Poor girl! I should say she had already 

found out that life is full of delusions," 

said Hyacinth with a faint si^h. ■

*'She is lovely!" said Daisy critically, 

who was feeling very cross. ''But she 

oaght to be careful how she dresses. Her 

style is so peculiar that it would not take 

much to make her bad form — ^though I 

should like to paint her ! " her artist soul 

strolling through her ill-humour. ■

" Tthmk she is perfect ! " said Violet 

Darner, with a decree of warmth which 

she rarely ever (usplayed. "Only she 

looks so very lonely.'* ■

May's lips parted, but she shut them 

agam with a violent effort of will ■

Neither of the men said anjrthing. Pro- 

bably they thought the more. ■

CHAPTER II. ■

Oaklands, lying about two miles from 

The Croft, was a beautiful old place, 

which had belonged to the Lintons for 

generationa There were only two mem- ■

bers of the family living there now, Mrs. 

Linton and her son, who about five years 

before had inherited his father's estata 

The four girls, daughters of some of Mrs. 

Linton's oM schoolfellows, with the two or 

three young men who formed the house- 

party this Easter, were enjoying their visit, 

as a visit to Oaklands only could be en- 

joyed. None of them suspected that the 

invitation had been given in the very 

bitterness of heart, and that this gather- 

ing would be the last that would ever 

take place in the house of the family which 

had reigned at Oaklands for so long. The 

dark clouds which had been threatening for 

years— clouds raised by follies and extrava- 

gances— had gathered so thicklynow,that the 

storm was breaking at last, and Cecil Linton 

was to pay in full the debts of his father and 

forefathers. There was only one way to 

save himself and his mother from ruin. 

To sell the place over which his fathers 

had reigned zor so many generations, and 

which during the twenty-eight years of his 

own life had grown almost part of his being. 

He had foumt manfully enough to stave 

off the evil day, retrenching, with the help 

of his mother, on every hand, but it had 

been useless — as they both knew all along. ■

It was under these circumstances that 

Mrs. Linton, to whom all girls were dear^ 

for the sake of a dead daughter, had invited 

these four girls— daughters of her dearest 

friends — to spend a month with her. And 

the girls, seeing none of the clouds, hadvoted 

the visit a perfect success. They had danced, 

and ridden, and flirted, and played tennis, 

and enjoyed themselves generally. They 

had been capital friends among themselves, 

during those spare moments when they 

were not bewildering the minds of tfaie 

young men who formed the other half of the 

house-party at Oaklands. For a fortnight, 

perfect peace had prevailed. Then a shght 

cloud arose. One of the young men idio 

had hitherto studied with assiduous devo- 

tion the secrets of a hollow world, suddenly 

and without apparently the slightest cause, 

went over to the frivolous conversation of 

Miss Daisy Bashleigh. ■

Miss Hyacinth Craig, unaccustomed allher 

life to havingasinglefancy thwarted, or to be 

overlooked for another, with this one more 

proof of the hoUowness of life, grew more 

weary and melancholy than ever. It was 

in this mood that she suddenly discovered 

the theory, that to supply aesthetic pleasures 

to the East End was the only thing worth 

living for. The daffodil gathering was this 

theory turned into practice. ■

! ■

> ■

i ■
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She had rigoroaslj exdaded all the men 

^rom the party, and had only yielded after 

ftiuch persuasion to the entreaties of Cecil 

Linton and Sir Charles Danvers. ■

A little cloud, in spite of the success 

of the daffodil gathering, seemed to rest 

&till in some intangible way upon the 

party. Perhaps the girls were tired with 

bheir long walk. Perhaps the vague sense 

of antagonism between Daisy and Hyacinth 

affected them all ; but, at any rate, they 

were all rather silent, and some of them 

decidedly cross that night at dinner. Sir 

Charles Danvers, seated between Daisy and 

Hyacinth, was lazy, and only roused himself 

to expatiate on the beauty of the new 

acquaintance they had made that afternoon. 

And the girls, with the quickness of girls 

ifi such matters, saw that his fickle man's 

Hemcy had been taken captive, and that 

their own fascinations were vain. Though 

neither really cared a bit about him, thb 

desertion piqued their vanity. It was only 

a passing phase of feeling, one of those 

(»ross-currents which are sdways in some 

way or another disturbing the steady flow of 

daUy life ; but it is these eddies which by 

their very unexpectedness, sometimes cause 

the greatest shipwreck& ■

A large party had been invited for music 

and dancing at Oaklands that evening. 

The guests came from all the neighbouring 

houses, and as they sat listening to the 

music and talking, one of the chief topics 

of eonversation was the arrival at The 

Croft, and the new acquaintance that 

the daffodil gatherers had made that after- 

noon. Everybody in the room was inte- 

rested, the closing of the house twenty 

years before, having been a county wonder. 

On the death of the last owner, a Mr. 

Munro, the place had been left by him to 

his only child, a daughter, who had already 

shown signs of extreme eccentricity. The 

first thing she did on her inheritance, was 

to shut up the place, leaving in it only two 

servants, and then disappear herself. ■

From that time no one had ever seen or 

heard anything of her. To-night, every- 

body had something to suggest or ask. 

Was Miss Munro really dead 1 Was the 

BOW arrival any relation to herl Perhaps 

Miss Munro had married in her curious 

letirement, and this might be her daughter. 

If so, why had the girl taken possession so 

suddenly and secretly) As was natural, 

eonsidering that no one knew anything 

at all about it, no definite conclusion was 

come to. Only one person took no part in 

the conversation ; and yet, as she heard all ■

the vague speculations, it waa the haHA 

matter in the world for her, to keep IttK 

the information, with the desire to 

which, she was bubbling over. It 

to be a strong doubt indeed, to keep Ifaf 

silent As a rule, she said what she ^aa^ 

first, and repented afterwards. ■

<'We must find out who she is, «l 

course, before we call," said a lady, ftft 

Honourable Mrs. Seton, who had a ham 

family of daughters, and had bem oomoI 

the most interested in the discosrion ffrng 

oa '* When one has dau^ters it is ift- 

possible to be too carefuL" ■

There was a sudden cessation of vmdt 

at the other end of the room as Dnf 

Rashleigh rose from the piana In w 

sudden stillness, the dear, high-^iddl 

voice of the Honourable Mra. Setcm wtt 

distinctly heard. ■

"Tm growing quite tired of Hhi 

Laurent's name!" explained Daisy podl^ 

lantly to May Freeling, as she shut up kt 

music. '' I can't see why they all want ts 

talk about her so much 1 " ■

" They would be considerably suzpml 

if they knew who she really is," exdaisul 

May Freeling unguardedly ; " I should Hb 

to see Mrs. Seton s face if I told her." ■

'*You know who she is!" eyclaiiwri 

Daisy quickly, "and there's 8omethiB| 

queer about her, I can see, by your manna. ■

The next second she had turned sni 

faced the room, the swift movanuBt 

prompted by pique and wounded vanity. ■

''What do you think, Mrs. Untant" 

she exclaimed, in clear, distinct Unoa. 

"May Freeling knows all about Hki 

Laurent. Do make her tell us." ■

Everybody looked towards the pisBO 

where stood the two girls. ■

" I don't know if I ought to tell yoo," 

said May, in answer to half-a-dozen qusi- 

tions. Then her strong inclination to 

amuse, stimulated by Daisy's subtle prompt 

ing, combined with the flattering intereit 

of the whole room, overcame her genstoos 

resolve to keep the story to benei£ 

" You mustn't let what I am going to nj 

prejudice you against her, for I am sure it 

was only wicked gossip when people sttd 

she knew more of it than was right Do 

you remember a dreadful murder, com- 

mitted in Baltimore two years ago t Bc^ 1 

don't think it was put in the EngM 

papers. It was Amy — ^my brother Mal- 

colm's wife — who told me all about it 

She is an American, and came from Balti- 

more ; and the murder was the talk of tb 

town just before she left. A poor old lady ■

^= ■

■
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W8fl murdered one night there. And, to 

make it more dreadfol, murdered by a 

man to whom she had been yery good. 

His name was Townsend, and Miss Laurent 

is his dimghten" ■

There was a murmur of shocked incre- 

dulity. ■

"She has changed her name, naturally/' 

went on May, forgetting everything but 

that she had a very interesting story to 

telL "Poor Miss Metcalfe was found 

murdered in her sitting-room. Mr. Towns- 

end bad oonie in late that evening to see 

her, and no one saw him leave. But 

when about twelve o'clock at night her 

maid went to see why she had not come up 

to bed, she found her dead. It was proved 

against Mr. Townsend. He was condemned 

to death, but died suddenly in prison. 

He had a daughter, but no one even knew 

her by sights as she* was still at school. But 

as it happened, she was staying for a week 

with ISjafi Metcalfe, just bef(»re the murder. 

She disappeared the day before, and was 

never heard of or seen again, though every 

enquiry was mada The worst part was, 

that when Miss Metcalfe's will was read, it 

was found out that she had left the whole 

of her property to this girL It certainly 

all looked very suspicious, and it does 

seem funny that that girl should have come 

80 secretly, and be living there in such a 

big house." ■

"Ob, May," exclaimed Violet, who was 

Kfltening too at the farther end of the room ; 

^* it sounds so dreadful, when you think of 

Miss Laurent It can't be the same girL" ■

''I think Miss Freeling must be mis- 

taken," said a stem voice. And Cecil 

Linton, who had been sitting near Yioleti 

rose, and looked across the crowded room 

to where May Freeling; stood by the piano. 

May flushed hotly. Then the feeling that 

she was being called to account before the 

whole room, irritated her. ■

" It is not likely I should make a mis- 

take about such a matter, Mr. Linton," 

she said hotly. " Amy pointed her out to 

me one day in London. She knew her 

by sight, because she happened to be at a 

railway station in Baltimore the very day 

that Miss Townsend arrived. She heard 

Mr. Townsend introduce her to another man 

as his daughter just home from school She 

was only about sixteen, but Amy noticed 

ber then specially, because she was so 

lovely. Of course, after the murder, she 

remembered her well" ■

/* It is a terrible story 1 " exclaimed Mrs. 

comincr hAstilv to the rescue. ■

and with a look at her son not to con- 

tinue so unpleasant a subject. " Ajid the 

less said about it the better. I think we 

had better keep it to ourselves. We shall 

soon be able to judge what Miss Townsend 

or Laurent, really is." ■

But Smallcross society, constituted after 

the fashion of other societies, could not 

keep so interesting a piece of information 

to itself. ■

Miss Laurent's history, as given by some- 

one '* who knew her very wel^" was carried 

away firom Mrs. Linton's drawing-room 

that nighti and spread by ene^etic repe- 

tition through tiie county. The Honourable 

Mrs. Seton, the social leader of SmaJlcross, 

gave out that it was impossible for respect- 

able people to call on her. ■

And the history, percolating downwards 

from ''the county" prop^ through all 

grades of social 8tan4ings, reached at Ust 

even the country folk, whose information, 

^thered from relations acting as aervants 

in high places, took strange and varied 

shapes. By the end of a fortnight it was 

known as a positive fact that Miss Laurent, 

living at The Croft under on assumed name, 

had heiped to murder Miss Munro, after 

forging the will which gave her Uie 

property. ■

CHAPTER III. ■

About a fortnight after their first 

daffodil expedition, the four girls staying 

at Oaklands, made their way once more 

through the woods in the direction of The 

Croft. They were alone this time, and 

their faces were very grave, while more 

than a suspicion of tears stained May's and 

Daisy's eyes. But for once neither thought 

of appearances. ■

" She won't see us, I know," exclaimed 

May with a catch in her breath, as they 

drew near the gjtey wall " She will have 

been sure to mid out that it was I who 

started the reports. How was I to know 

people would behave so rudely to her % " ■

" It wasn't all your fault. It wa^ mine 

quite as much 1 " exclaimed Daby. *' It 

ail came of wanting to be first, and then 

being mean and jesJous." ■

''Yes, it was," was on the tip of 

Hyacinth's tonguoi as a passing thought of 

the defection of her promising disciple 

stung her. But she checked herself. 

Personal feeling was out of place in the 

general repentsmce of the momeni ■

''We have all been enjoying ourselves 

too much^ that's my opinion, she said 

instead. " It has made us selfisL If onlv ■
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we had stopped to think that disappoint- 

ment follows every pleasure, we shonld not 

have been so wrapped up in them, so as to 

forset to be considerate to other people." ■

And for once — made to reflect in the 

presence of another's shadowed life^ — these 

** careless daughters of ease " discerned the 

principle of truth which lay buried beneath 

the f^ectation of Hyacinth's pessimist 

philosophy, and forbore to mock at it. It 

was Violet Damer who had prompted this 

expedition with the object of trying to 

atone in some way for the harm they had 

done the girl. " We can beg her pardon, 

I suppose ; that is all we can do," she had 

said, when the others, shy and ashamed, 

would have held back. ■

It was Hyacinth's suggestion that they 

should go to the same place, and see if 

they could find her there, lest, if they went 

up boldly to the hall door, she might, 

thinking their visit an impertinence, refuse 

to let them enter. They had never been 

here since that first day. The narcissus- 

flowers had faded and withered in stifling 

rooms of the East End, and none of their 

fresh sweet sisters had been sent to take 

their places. For the last fortnight of their 

visit to Oaklands had been spent by the 

girls in a whirl of gaiety, and they had 

found no time for such far-off charities; 

while life had been displaying its other 

side to Hyacinth's melimcholy eyes^ and 

there had been nothing to prompt new ex- 

periments. It was only this morning that 

they found out really how far and wide 

Miss Laurent's history had spread, and how 

much harm it had done her. ■

They felt now that their absence after 

their promise to return, would be interpreted 

after the bitterness in Miss Laurent's own 

heart. ■

" I wish we had told Mrs. Linton that we 

were coming, and asked her to come with 

us. Of course Miss Laurent will think that 

we stayed away just for the reason the others 

did," said May, ■

" Well, we must put up with it," answered 

Violet laconically. "If you like to go 

back I shall go on," unconsciously giving 

the key-note to her character. ■

But if they had wished to, it was too late. ■

They had just reached the doorway in 

the waJl when it was pushed open, and the 

girl they had come to seek, stepped out into 

the wood. ■

She had her hat in her hand, and the 

sunlight falling on her from between the 

branches overhead, lit up her hair into a 

wonderful glory. But her face was so ■

white, and there were such heavy eiidei 

round her eyes, that the girls could oo^ 

stare at her for a second in shocked 8ar|«iK. 

If they had wondered whether she had 

heard all the reports spread about her, her 

looks answered them. At the sight of tbtan, 

a hot, scarlet flush dyed her face and thiott 

with the agony of shame, then with a sirift 

gesture she drew back. But Violet re- 

covered herself and ran forward. ■

" Oh ! do you mind waiting a minute!'' 

she exclaimed, scarcely knowing what sbe 

said in her anxiety to keep her. " We cane 

to see you ** ■

Miss Laurent turned at the pleadiag 

voice, and faced the girls. ■

" To see me 1 " she asked. " Why do yoa 

want me 1 " ■

If the girls had been shocked at the phy- 

sical change in the beautiful face, they wen 

still more startled at the mental transfer- 

mation. They had thought of her threap 

it all, as troubled and fall of sorrow, witk 

the tender pathetic appealing, almost child- 

like, in the grey eyes, which had been then 

on the flrst day they saw her. This gni, 

with her hard face and repellent biUemeai, 

abashed and discomfited them. If theie 

had been any condescension of pity in their 

repentance, it was slain by her scorn. Ei&i 

Violet drew back ashamed. ■

But May, whose every moment was ruled 

by impulse, flung herself into the golf sud- 

denly opened between them. ■

" Oh, you hate us ! And I don't wonder,* 

she began passionately; "I hate myself!* 

And the next second, with choking wordf 

and broken sentences, she poured out all 

her share in what had taken place. ■

Miss Laurent's face grew paler, bat die 

did not say a word. ■

"And if I lived for a hundred years I 

should never forgive myself ! " wound up 

May, sobbing outright at last. ■

Miss Laurent looked at her for a seooud 

" I don't know why it should trouble jot 

so," she said in a clear, hard voice. " But I 

am glad you came. It gives me an oppof- 

tunity of explaining. I ought to have toM 

you the other day who I was. I know now 

that things like that can never be hid. I 

knew it before, only I was over-persuaded." ■

" rU never repeat anything again as Iqid% 

as I live 1 " sobbed May, in the depA of 

helpless repentance. ■

" Please don't take such a rash resoh- 

tion on my account. Life would not be 

half so amusing," she said, ** and as I Mid 

before, I have nothing to forgive." ■

"We don't ask for your forgiveoenl" ■

■

^JF ■
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Baid Violet, flashing shyly bat speaking 

bravely; ''or rather, we ask for mnch 

more. We ask for your firiendship. We 

are all goin^ away to-morrow. Bat we 

want to fee), that when we oome back 

agamyouwiU be here to hold oat your 

hand and welcome us." ■

A famt flash tinged Miss Laurent's white 

face. The earnest proposition, with its 

genuine feeling, pierced the hardness 

of pride which wrapped her in. Violet 

saw the startled wonder and the softening, 

and went on more earnestly. ■

"If we did not come back for twenty 

years, we would still ask you the same. Be 

generous and believe us ! " ■

" Twenty years ! A great many things 

will have happened in twenty years, and 

one of them will be, that you will have 

forgotten me!" The hard voice grew 

strained and hoarse. Then with a slight 

gesture of self-contempt she exclaimeii : 

'* After all, what does it matter 1 It is not 

likely that we shall ever meet again." ■

"None of us may ever meet again," 

said Hyacinth, with melancholy solemnity. 

" How can we tell what even one year may 

bring us 1 " ■

Daisy gave an impatient little shiver. ■

" How gloomily you are all talking ! If 

life does not mean brightness I don't think 

it is worth living ! And I am sure it is our 

own fault if it does not." ■

But May, in her impulsive fashion, had 

caught at an idea. ■

" Why should we not prove our theories 1" 

she exclaimed eagerly. "Twenty years! 

It is a long, long time — ^long enough to prove 

anything. Suppose we agree to come back 

here in twenty years' time to tell each other 

what life has been to each one. And you,'* 

taming swiftly to Miss Laurent, " you too, 

will come back to tell us that bright days 

have come to you as well." ■

Miss Laurent shook her head. But the 

others took up the idea as eagerly as May. ■

Twenty years from this spring day, they, 

gills no longer, but women who would have 

proved the things that life brought them, 

should, if they were living, return to that 

place and give an account of their lives. ■

*' Why should I promise to come 1 " ex- 

claimed Miss Laurent, in answer to their 

entreaties. " Our lives are set so far apart 

that they cannot join again. You ask for 

my friendship now — ^because you are sorry. 

In a month's time — even less — you would be 

ashamed of it, if I gave it to you. I will 

net take advantage of an offer you will re- ■

•i?refe to-TYinrmwr." ■

" Come only, and see ! " cried the girls. ■

She looked at them, not bitterly now, but 

very sorrowfully. ■

** No," she said, " I will not come, unless 

life has given me something else to say." ■

Then she turned and went back into the 

Chase, shutting the door behind her. ■

A silence fell on the girls. ■

'' Is that life 1 " asked May, breaking it, 

in quick half-frightened tones. ■

** Yes ! " sighed Hyacinth. ■

" Perhaps 1 " said Daisy. ■

"No!" said Violet. ■

Then they too turned and went their 

way ; and as they passed out of hearing, 

earth's glad voices broke out once more : ■

''From Shadow to Sunshine! From 

Silence to Song 1 Oh, Persephone, teach us 

the patience of waiting I " ■

THE LADY OF DI& ■

CHAPTER L ■

The parish church of Smallcross was un- 

usually fcdL The beautiful May day had 

attracted all the world, and gentles and 

simples poured from the sunny, thyme- 

scented world outside, into the quaint old 

church. ■

The bell was stopping, when a girl 

entered the church alone. ■

She came up through the sunshine which 

fell on the hrotA aisle through the stained 

windows ; and, ominously enough, as one 

nervous old maiden lady distinctly observed, 

one crimson ray fell in a patch of red light 

upon the black gown, even staining for a 

second the round white throat. There is a 

different way of looking at most things ; 

and while the poor old lady descanted 

upon it afterwtfds to her friends as a 

direct sign that she ought to be avoided, 

one young man thought of the martyrdoms 

which were being suffered every day by the 

innocent for the guilty. This girl's father 

committed a horrible crime, and all the 

world tried to slay her life too. But then 

he was a foolish young man, who had, 

hidden away under a rawer selflsh exterior, 

certain views upon chivalry and honour. 

But Cecil Linton, being outwardly no better 

than most of his fellow-creatures, and hav- 

ing, after the generality of his sex, a very 

good opinion of himself, did not always 

gain credit for these hidden depths of feel- 

mg. And very probably, as man is weak, 

it was the beauty of the girl which brought ■

thAin tn tha anrfAAA this mominflr. ■
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It was tile first tima Mm Laureiit had 

ippeated at the pariah church sihce her 

irrival at The Croft, a month before. Bttt 

ih^ ga^e no cotts(»oxi8ne^ of all the carious 

3yes watdiiog her as the nmde her way to 

he pew belonfiing to The Grdft She did 

lot even tnm her head, when a momentary 

listurbance at the back made Uie rest of 

)he congregation look round. It was 

caused by one of the schoolboys, who, 

n his anxiety to see more of her, had 

climbed up on to a pile of books he 

lad arranged on the footboard, with the 

"esult that the books and himself lost their 

balance and rolkd to the bottom of the 

)ew. He was marched out ignominiously 

;o undergo his punishment The eerrice 

»me to an end, and the congregation 

)egan to disperse. Outside the porch door 

ttood a raised flat stone, whose original use 

^as unknown ; but it had been turned to 

in ingenious account by one of the church- 

wardens, whose devotions and sense of 

)ersonal dignity were apt to be disturbed 

)y refractory conduct among the school 

children. When, as had happened to day, 

kny boy or girl had distinguished himself 

>r herself in the wrong way, he or 

the would be stood on this stone as in 

k kind of pillory, in the sight of all the 

)ut-goiDg congregation. This morning 

ihe pillory was graced by the luckless 

vight whom curiosity and restlessness from 

leat and weariness combined, had led to 

lis so signaUy disgracing himself during 

iie service. The sight of his good com- 

)anions hurrying off to their dinners while 

le had to stand there, with the prospect of 

k long sermon from the aforesaid church- 

warden, in addition to the durance vile, 

awakened in his soul such a sense of per- 

onal injustice and grievance generally, 

hat it proved at last too strong for his 

elf-controL The sight of Miss Laurent 

,t the church door was the spark to 

he tow. The rage and defiance pent 

ip in his bosom went forth in one shrill 

ry: ■

''Who killed Miss Munro and forged 

ler Willi" ■

The next second his voice choked in his 

hroat, as he was lifted bodily from the 

bone by a strong hand inserted in the 

ollar of his coat. The continuation of the 

cene, to his confused senses, was a violent 

baking — a vision of a pale, stem face bent 

lose to his, muttering some words so fierce 

1 their tone and import, that he thrust up 

defensive elbow — of a shocked murmur 

f voices — and the being handed over by ■

the same powerful hand, to the 

master for condign punishment ■

Smallcross, really shocked by this pribb 

expression of its private opinions, br^if 

into groups and families, to discsM im 

painfm scene on the way home. Theywy 

man, who had fallen upon the cnlprifi'mi 

such swiftness of wrat^ was already etaiir 

ing down the lane outside the churdi, »i 

scarcely conscious himself of what he Aadi 

say if he did overtake the slender, UaA^ 

robed figure passing swiftly on in frontef 

him. He was recalled to his senses \f% 

hand laid on his arm. His companion, 9k 

Charles Danvers, had caught him up. ■

" You can't do any more, Linton« SbA 

hate you if you spoke to her now. I ceoU 

see that in her face. It is all the w 

headed narrow-minded idiots of SuEaft 

cross she has to thank for that young obi^ 

impudence, confound them I " ■

CHAPTER IL ■

" You had no right to go without aa 

I told you to wait till next Sunday. If 

only I had gone this morning, onfy iif 

head ached so." ■

Miss Laurent, standing in front oi kr 

companion in Uie dravring-room of He 

Croft, with her things on just as she lad 

come straight in firom churcn a few minulsi 

before, laughed a little grim laagh of hatf^ 

amused, hidf bitter scorn. ■

''What would yoii have donet Yoa 

would only have borne it There wai 

nothing 6lse to be done. There is nolhii^ 

else to be done, as long as life ksta 1 " ■

<' Don't be tragic, Kareisse I It is di^ 

and bad form," exclaimed Miss Owo^ 

angrily* But the anger was only die o«^ 

come of her sympathy for the pd, wk» 

had been. so shamed and hurt <<Whit 

did you go fori You should have goM 

into the town as we have been doing." ■

*' I thought I had courage to face a littfe 

place like Snuilcroes. But I don't think I 

shall ever be able to again. It was bad 

enough to know that it said such thisf^; 

but to hear " ■

<' Smallctross is only a eomer of the 

world. Surely you didn't think you bad 

strayed on a new i^anet, ^Ih a new ofdtr 

of beings who didn't talk." ■

<'No/' said Miss Laurent, . and dit 

laughed bittedy again. ''It is only ike 

sameness of the things diey say mi do 

which upsets me. u only Uiey woaU 

sometimes be generous and — forget' ■

" But you are so impatient Yoa dea'i 

give them time ; you expect too mack oi ■

=^ ■
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human nature. You must remember that 

things are against *' ■

A sudden change swept over the girl's 

face, lighting up the bitter pain of her grey 

eyes into a passionate blaze. ■

'' Don't, Miss Owen ! You are forgetting 

your promise, that whatever you might 

think in reality, you are to act and speak 

as if there were no such dreadful tibing as 

that background to my life. If I did not 

live with some one who believed, as I believe, 

that my father was innocent, I should go 

mad — mad!" The words ended like a 

stifled cry. ■

It waa not often that Narcisse gave way 

like this; but the one or two glimpses 

Miss Owen had had behind the veil of a 

certain defiant hardness, in which the 

gbl generally wrapped herself before 

the world, showed her how terribly she 

suffered beneath the shadow of that dark 

past^ and Smallcross, where her lot was 

cast, was not going to make the shadow 

any Ughter. ■

CHAPTER in. ■

But the next afternoon an event oc- 

curred which fiUed Miss Owen with trium- 

phant pleasure and hopes for the girl's 

social foture. As Miss Laurent returned 

about five o'clock firom a walk in the 

grounds, she was met at the door by Miss 

Owen in a perfect flutter of excitement ■

"Who do you think has called this 

afternoon t Mrs. Linton from Oaklands, 

that big house at the other side of the 

wood, and her son came too ; and she has 

been ill ever since you came, or else she 

would have called before. You can't think ■

how delightful she is, and he " ■

"Fve seen him before; he's very con- 

ceited," was the ungracious reply. But 

Miss Laurent had flushed hody at the 

mention of Mr. Linton's name, for he had 

been very pleasant, too, that day in the 

woods. Yet he had forgotten her as the 

girls had done. ■

And now he came to-day with his 

mother out of pity. Had not they done 

the samel Trying to make reparation when 

it was too late. ■

"But the worst of it is," went on Miss 

Owen as carelessly as she could, feeling that 

this was the vulnerable pointy " she.is leav- 

ing Oaklands to-morrow, for good, I fancy. 

She was evidently in great trouble. It is 

such a pity for your siuce ; she would have 

teen just the friend for you to have." 

But the girl was hurt to the very souL 

"Ah, I see whv thev came: onlv be- ■

cause they are going away at once. I wish 

they had not called; I hate them for 

calling " ■

*< Hush, Narcisse, my dear child 1 " ■

Poor Miss Owen gazed aghast, past the 

girl to the open door, in which stood a 

man's tall figure. He had come up unob- 

served, and must have distinctly heard 

Narcisse's indignant speech ; but if he had, 

his face gave no sign. It was quiet, and 

tinged with a certun lazy self-superiority 

hamtual to it, which Miss Laurent had set 

down to conceit ■

" I must apologise for coming back to 

bother you," he said politely, as he raised 

his hat to the two ladies gazing at him, 

" but my mother found after we had driven 

a little way, that she had lost her card- 

case, and she thought she might have 

dropped it hera As she has several more 

visits to pay she sent me back to see." ■

Miss Owen caught eagerly at a way out 

of the embarrassment It was so very 

awkward that, just at a time when Narcisse 

wanted friends, she should risk losing 

them by her hotheadedness. ■

" I dare say it fell among the cushions,^ 

she exclaimed hastily. ** She was sitting 

on the couch over there. Narcisse, this is 

Mr. Linton. I will go and look." And 

the good lady bustled off, feeling that 

Narcisse ought to be shaken for her 

foUy. ■

The two, standing near the door, bowed 

to each other at the informal introduction, 

Narcisse stiffly, the young man pleasantly. ■

" I am sorry to give you all this trouble,^ 

he said, as she stood still and ungracious, 

while her companion turned over the 

cushions at the other end of the halL ■

'<It is no trouble," she said stiffly. ■

A slight twitch at the comer of the 

young man's mouth betrayed his sense of 

the position. ■

'< It is very tiring looking for things on 

a hot day l&e this," he said, then added 

with hasty politeness: "I had better go 

and help Miss Owen." ■

The next minute he was actively en- 

gaged hunting under cushions, shaking fur 

rugs, and peering under furniture with the 

keenest anxiety to find his mother^s card- 

case. ■

<* It is most extraordinary 1 Mrs. Linton 

said it was so beautifully cool here that 

she would not go into the drawing-room, 

Narcisse. I was sitting here reading when 

she arrived, and — where can it have gone 

to, Mr. Linton ? It must be here some- 

where." And Mies Owen, standing up, ■

' ■

■

f ■

; ■
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flushed and florried with her energetic 

search, appealed in puzzled conTiction to 

that young man, as his head appeared, too, 

from the other side of the arm-chair, 

under which as a last possible place he and 

Miss Owen had both been searching. ■

'' It is most extraordinary ! " ■

** It is," said the young man promptly. 

'^ Some evil spirit bent on the destruction 

of morning calls must have spirited it 

away." ■

As Miss Owen and the young man stood 

up now, politely exchanging regrets con- 

cerning the trouble, and expressions of 

disappointment that the search had been 

vain. Miss Laurent looked straight at the 

young man. ■

He met her gaze steadily enough for a 

second, then the comers of his mouth 

twitched again, then he grew very red. ■

"I must not keep you any longer," he 

aaid hastily. " I am afraid I have given 

no end of trouble." ■

"Why did you do itf" asked Miss 

Laurent gravely ; but there was an 

odd flickering reflection in her own dark 

eyes, of some b'ght in his. " You really 

have given Miss Owen a great deal of 

trouble." ■

" Oh, Narcisse ! " exclaimed poor Miss 

Owen, shocked beyond measure. " Please 

tell Mrs. Linton that I will look again, 

and that it shall be sent up at once if it is 

found." ■

'* Please don't trouble any more ! " ex- 

claimed the young man, with quite alarmed 

earnestness, as he shook hands with the 

|;ood lady. " I shall never forgive myself 

if you do." ■

When he reached the door he hesitated, 

a melancholy penitence pervading his 

manner and appearance. Miss Laurent 

gravely held out her hand. ■

" I hope Mr& Linton has not been wait- 

ing all this time," she said politely. ■

"No," he answered hastily, his face 

brightening visibly as he took the hand 

held out to him ; '' I begged her to go on. 

I am going to take a short cut across 

the fields, and meet the carriage at the 

vicarage." ■

Mr. Linton walked down the drive with 

the same becoming gravity, till a curve in 

the avenue shut him out from view of the 

hall door. Then he laughed outright ■

''Could she have seen me pick it up 

from beneath poor Miss Owen's very noset " 

be exclaimed to himself. " Surely it wasn't 

sticking up out of my pocket for her to see 

all the time I " ■

With anxious alarm he felt his nocfai 

No. There at the bottom well biddeB^% 

the case, as he had hastily timui ifc 

when he had caught sight of it the i 

he b^an his search. ■

"It was awfuUy mean of me! Fav 

Miss Owen 1 But I couldn't hdp iit I 

wish I could have kept it up longer ! Hew 

lovely she looked in the doorway, wifckfti 

sunlight on her like that ! She is a j^ 

who ought always to stand in the wmsime. 

How angry she was at our calling i If ib 

only knew how willingly we would ds 

more for her! And now eren that a 

beyond our power." ■

The young man's lips contaracted 

sharpest pain. He had told his 

who had not been at church, of what lad 

taken place yesterday, and shocked si 

much as he had been, she had called ftii 

afternoon upon the girL That one shsrt 

visit was all she could do, for already 

Oaklands bad passed from their handa 

She was leaving the next day, the doete 

having insisted upon her going away it 

once, while all the final preparations snd 

arrangements for giving up her old hems 

were made. Cecil Linton was to stay ob • 

Uttle longer. ■

The young man did not join his moAs 

at the vicarage after all that altemooa. ■

The thought of what the morrow wis 

bringing, drove away the haunting grsf 

eyes of the girl who had raised it h% 

yet he had known them for so short t 

time, but the home of his fathers had bees 

with him from his birth. It was a bitter 

cup to drink, this having to give up, lor 

no sin nor folly of his own ; and he drank 

it to its very dregs as he wandered 

aimlessly that May afternoon throng 

fields and lanes. ■

It was nearly dinner-time when he f oood 

himself in a copse on the borders of tbe 

Oaklands grounds. The nearness of tlw 

home brought back the remembrance of 

the card-casa ■

He puUed it out of his pocket sai 

looked at it with a comic ruefulness steal- 

ing into his pale face. ■

'* What on earth am I to do with it) If 

I give it back to mother, it might come out 

that I had it all the time. Miss Owen was 

so bent upon finding it, that she might cone 

up in the morning to inquire for its wdfara 

I wish I hadn't done it. How angry poor 

Miss Owen would be if she guened 1 I 

should never dare i^pear there again." ■

A clump of late daffodils, springing op 

from a soft bed of moss, caught his efs. ■

^ ■
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A sadden inspiration seized him. The 

next second he had dn^ a hole with his 

stick and boned the httle leather ease 

ander the moss, the clomp of daffodils 

marking its hiding place. ■

''An appropriate ending to a fooFs 

search 1 '' he said. " For I was a fool to 

Imger even that short time near those grey 

eyes. What have they to do with me as 

my life now is T' ■

CHAPTER rv. ■

Six months later, Oaklands was given 

over to cleaners and decorators, and when 

they had departed, the new owner, Sir 

Charles Danvers, accompanied by a maiden 

aont, took possessioa ■

They had been at Oaklands aboot a 

month, when one morning at breakfast, 

Sir Charles looked across the table to 

where his aont sat pouring out the coffee. ■

" By-the-bye, I want you to call on Miss 

Laorent, at The Croft, to-day, if you can ; 

for I mean to ask her to the ball, if I giro 

a hoose-warming." ■

Miss Nash stared at him over the coffee- 

pot. ■

"Boty Charles — I really wooldn't In 

the first place, it isn't for me to call on ■

her firsts and — ^in the second Oh I I ■

couldn't think of soch a thing. I have 

heard no end of things about her since I 

eame. Nobody calls on her." ■

'* That's why I want yoo to go there. 

For naturally, onder the circomstances, 

she won't come here." ■

*<But I couldn't! It wouldn't do to 

take up people like that Besides — she is 

80 impertinent too. Some people did call 

on her — second-rate sort of people, you 

know, who I suppose are glad to know 

any one — and she would not receive them, 

and never even returned their visits. 

And it was the same with the Vicar's wife, 

who called out of charity. Mrs. Seton 

Bays she is most objectionabla She gives 

herself such airs, and passes people when 

Bhe does meet them as if they were dust 

under her feet" ■

And Miss Nash grew quite brave and 

decided as she expressed her opinion on 

sadi a subject ■

''You mean that instead of taking all ■

the Smallcross insults meekly, she defies ■

t^hem,'' said her nephew carelessly. '' It is ■

ahockmg taste, I admit" ■

"fiather, Charles, you must own. A ■

&A whose father was hanged, and who ■

herself " ■

'' Her father died, and was not hanged, 

and there was no prospect of Miss Laurent 

being hanged, if tnat was what you were 

going to say. That is a deliberate little 

mvention of Smallcross to give flavour to 

its tea." ■

"I don't care," said Miss Nash quite 

doggedly. " I have never called on crimi- 

nals, and can't begin now. Poor as I have 

been, I have always managed to keep up 

my position." ■

*' Very well," said her nephew carelessly. 

*'You can do as you like, of course. I 

asked you here to be civil to my friends. 

If it is too troublesome a task you can 

always leave. You must please yourself." ■

The perfect indifference of his face, al- 

most cruel in its coldness, spoke more 

!>lainlythan his words. His aunt's thin 

ace, faded and lined with weary poverty, 

flushed, and her lips suddenly trembled. ■

That afternoon, in fear and trembling, 

sitting well back in the corner of the 

brougham, lest she should be met or seen 

by the Honourable Mr& Seton, Miss Nash 

drove to The Croft. ■

Miss Owen happened to be sitting at the 

drawing-room window as the Oaklands 

carriage drove up. ■

Wiw a sudden, desperate impulse, she 

flung down her work and hurried out into 

the ndl, to waylay the servant going to 

open the door. ■

'* We are at home, Simpson," she said 

breathlessly, then rushed back to her seat 

and caught up her work, trying to look as 

if she had not moved. ■

" Nardsse will be very angry," she said 

to hersel£ " But things can't go on like 

thi& The eirl's character is getting com- 

pletdy spout by this unnatural hardness 

and defiance." ■

Miss Nash had perfectly described the 

attitude taken by Nardsse Laurent Mr& 

Linton's visit had not been accepted by 

Smallcross as a precedent It had kept 

aloof, treating the girl with marked sus- 

pidon and coldness. Perhaps matters 

mieht have improved if the girl herself 

had been patient But she was hot-headed 

and passionate. The shadow on her life 

had made her bitterly sensitive. Instead 

of waiting, as Miss Owen counselled, she 

grew rebellious and hard, and never lost 

an opportunity of showing her disdain. 

She refused to have anytmng to do with 

Sunday schools, or blankets, or mothers' 

meetings, all of which her companion, 

without the least consdousness of mixing 

UD worldlv and charitable wisdom, en- ■
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She had rigoroosly excluded all the men 

rrom the party, and had only yielded after 

(tiiich persuasion to the entreaties of Cecil 

Linton and Sir Charles Danvers. ■

A little cloud, in spite of the success 

of the daffodil gatiiering, seemed to rest 

8till in some intangible way upon the 

party. Perhaps the girls were tired with 

&heir long walk. Perhaps the vague sense 

of antagonism between Daisy and Hyacinth 

affected them all ; but, at any rate, they 

were all rather sQent, and some of them 

decidedly cross that night at dinner. Sir 

Charles Danyers, seated between Daisy and 

Hyacinth, was lazy, and only roused himself 

to expatiate on the beauty of the new 

acquaintance they had made that afternoon. 

And the girls, with the quickness of girls 

in such matters, saw that his fickle man's 

&ncy had been taken captive, and that 

their own fascinations were vain. Though 

neither really cared a bit about him, thb 

desertion piqued their vanity. It was only 

a passing phase of feeling, one of those 

<»tMHM;urrents which are sdways in some 

way or another disturbing the steady flow of 

daily life ; but it is these eddies which by 

their very unexpectedness, sometimes cause 

the greatest shipwrecka ■

A large party had been invited for music 

and dancing at Oaklands that evening. 

The guests came from all the neighbouring 

houses, and as they sat listening to the 

music and talking, one of the chief topics 

0f sonversation was the arrival at The 

Croft, and the new acquaintance that 

the daffodil gatherers had made that after- 

noon. Everybody in the room was inte- 

rested, the closing of the house twenty 

yean before, having been a county wonder. 

On the death of the last owner, a Mr. 

Munro, the place had been left by him to 

his only child, a daughter, who had already 

shown signs of extreme eccentricity. The 

first thing she did on her inheritance, was 

to shut up the place, leaving in it only two 

servants, and then cUsappoar herself ■

From that time no one had ever seen or 

heard anything of her. To-night, every- 

body had something to suggest or ask. 

Was ^liss Munro really dead 1 Was the 

new arrival any relation to her) Perhaps 

Miss Munro had married in her curious 

retirement, and this might be her daughter. 

If so, why had the girl taken possession so 

suddenly and secretly) As was natural, 

considering that no one knew anything 

at all about it, no definite conclusion was 

eome to. Only one person took no part in 

the conversation ; and yet, as she heard all ■

the vague speculations, it was the hardest 

matter in the world for her, to keep back 

the information, with the desire to repeat 

which, she was bubbling over. It needed 

to be a strong doubt indeed, to keep May 

silent As a rule, she said what she thought 

first, and repented afterwards. ■

"We must find out who she is, of 

course, before we call," said a lady, the 

Honourable Mrs. Seton, who had a large 

family of daughters, and had been one of 

the most interested in the disciission going 

oa "When one has daughters it is im- 

possible to be too careful." ■

There was a sudden cessation of music 

at the other end of the room as Daisy 

Rashleigh rose from the piano. In the 

sudden stillness, the dear, high-pitched 

voice of the Honourable Mrs. Seton was 

distinctly heard. ■

"I'm growing quite tired of Miss 

Laurent's name!" explained Daisy petu- 

lantly to May Freeling, as she shut up her 

music " I can't see why they all want to 

talk about her so much 1 " ■

" They would be considerably surprised 

if they knew who she really is," exclaimed 

May Freeling unguardedly ; " I should like 

to see Mrs. I^tous face if I told her." ■

"You know who she is!" exclaimed 

Daisy quickly, "and there's something 

queer about her, I can see, by your manner." ■

The next second she had turned and 

faced the room, the swift movement 

prompted by pique and wounded vanity. ■

" What do you think, Mrs.^ Linton f " 

she exclaimed, in clear, distinct tones. 

"May Freeling knows all about Miss 

Laurent. Do make her tell us." ■

Everybody looked towards the piano 

where stood the two girls. ■

"I don't know if I ought to toll you," 

said May, in answer to half-Srdozen ques- 

tions. Then her strong inclination to 

amuse, stimulated by Daisy's subtle prompt- 

ing, combined with the flattering interest 

of the whole room, overcame her generous 

resolve to keep the story to herself. 

" You mustn't let what I am going to say 

prejudice you against her, for I am sure it 

was only wicked gossip when people said 

she knew more of it than was right Do 

you remember a dreadful murder, com- 

mitted in Baltimore two years ago 1 But I 

don't think it was put in the English 

papers. It was Amy — ^my brother Mal- 

colm's wife — who told me all about it 

She is an American, and came from Balti- 

more ; and the murder was the talk of the 

town just before she left A poor old lady ■

^: ■

=F ■
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was murdered one night there. And, to 

make it more dreadful, murdered by a 

nian to whom she had been very good. 

His name was Townsend, and Miss Laurent 

is his daughter/' ■

There was a murmur pf shocked incre- 

dulity. ■

*' She has changed her name, naturally/' 

went on May, forgetting everything but 

that she had a very interesting story to 

tell. ''Poor Miss Metcalfe was found 

murdered in her sitting-room. Mr. Towns- 

end had come in late that evening to see 

her, and no one saw him leave. But 

when about twelve o'clock at night her 

maid went to see why she had not come up 

to bed, she found her dead. It was proved 

against Mr. Townsend. He was condemned 

to death, but died suddenly in prison. 

He had a daughter, but no one even knew 

her by sighti as she'Was still at school. But 

as it happened, she was staying for a week 

with Mu^ Metcalfe, just before the murder. 

She disappeared the day before, and was 

never heard of or seen again, though every 

enquiry was mada The worst part was, 

that when Miss Metcalfe's will was read, it 

was found out that she had left the whole 

of her property to this girL It certainly 

all looked very suspicious, and it does 

seem funny that that girl should have come 

so secretly, and be living there in such a 

big house." ■

"Oh, May," exclaimed Violet, who was 

listening too at the farther end of the room ; 

" it sounds so dreadful, when you think of 

Miss Laurent It can't be the same girL" ■

''I think Miss Freeling must be mis- 

taken," said a stem voice. And Cecil 

Linton^ who had been sitting near Yioleti 

rose, and looked across the crowded room 

to where May Freeling; stood by the piano. 

May flushed hotly. Then the feeling that 

she was being ciJled to account before the 

whole room, irritated her. ■

'' It is not likely I should make a mis- 

take about such a matter, Mr. Linton," 

she said hotly. " Amy pointed her out to 

me one day in London. She knew her 

by sight, because she happened to be at a 

railway station in Baltimore the very day 

that Miss Townsend arrived. She heard 

Mr. Townsend introduce her to another man 

as his daughter just home from school She 

was only about sixteen, but Amy noticed 

her then specially, because she was so 

lovely. Of course, after the murder, she 

remembered her well" ■

'' It is a terrible story 1 " exclaimed Mrs. 

Linton, coming hastily to the rescue, ■

and with a look at her son not to con- 

tinue so unpleasant a subject "And the 

less said about it the better. I think we 

had better keep it to ourselves. We shall 

soon be able to judge what Miss Townsend 

or Laurent, really is." ■

But Smallcross society, constituted after 

the fashion of other societies, could not 

keep so interesting a piece of information 

to itself. ■

Miss Laurent's history, as given by some- 

one " who knew her very well," was carried 

away from Mrs. Linton's drawing-room 

that nighti and spread by energetic repe- 

tition through the county. The Honourable 

Mrs. Seton, the social leader of SouJlcross, 

gave out that it was impossible for respect- 

able people to call on her. ■

And the history, percolating downwards 

from "the county" prop^ through all 

grades of social standings, reached at Ust 

even the country folk, whose information, 

^thered from relations acting as servants 

m high places, took atrange and Tailed 

shapes. By the end of a fortnight it was 

known as a positive fact that Miss Laurent, 

living at The Croft under on assumed name, 

had helped to murder Miss Munro, after 

forging the will which gav^ her Uie 

property. ■

CHAPTER in. ■

About a fortnight after their first 

daffodil expedition, the four girls staying 

at Oaklands, made their way once more 

through the woods in the direction of The 

Croft. They were alone this time, and 

their faces were very grave, whUe more 

than a suspicion of tears stained May's and 

Daisy's eyes. But for once neither thought 

of appearances. ■

" She won't see us, I know," exclaimed 

May with a catch in her breath, as they 

drew near the grey wall " She will have 

been sure to find out that it was I who 

started the reports. How was I to know 

people would behave so rudely to her I " ■

'* It wasn't all your fault It was mine 

quite as much 1 " exclaimed Daisy. " It 

all came of wanting to be first, and then 

being mean and jesJous." ■

"Yes, it was," was on the tip of 

Hyacinth's tonguoi as a passing thought of 

the defection of her promising disciple 

stung her. But she checked herself. 

Personal feeling was out of place in the 

general repentance of the moment ■

"We have all been enjoying ourselves 

too much, that's my opinion, she said 

instead. " It has made us selfisL If only ■

r ■
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treated her to undertake, as a borderland 

where she would have the opportunity of 

meeting ^ the county." Bat Miss Laurent 

was not to be persuaded. ■

But this afternoon Miss Owen took the 

matter into her own handa All this was 

telling on the girL She was growing paler 

and thinner. The beautiful colour seemed 

to fade at times into a red stain beneath 

the eyes, and the grey eyes themselyes 

were brilliant with a light that was not a 

girl's laughter. This isolation must be 

broken down by some meana ■

A few seconds later Miss Nash was 

announced. She was scarcely seated when 

Narcisse entered the room. A warning, 

appealing glance from her companion 

checked her annoyed astonishment at 

seeing a stranger there. ■

''^Diis is Miss Nash, Sir Charles Danvers^s 

aunt, Narcisse," she said quickly, aftei^ 

having introduced her to that good lady. ■

'' It was very kbd of Miss Nash to waive 

ceremony by calling on us first," said Miss 

Laurent quietly, with a manner such as a 

duchess might have used when correcting 

an unwarrantable impertinence. The dis- 

comfiture of poor Miss Nash was com- 

plete. ■

Perhaps her helpless confusion and the 

honest distress of her eyes, touched the 

delicate good breeding that was innate in 

Narcisse's heart ; perhaps Miss Owen's 

appealing face had sometning to do with it 

Whatever it was, the next second Narcisse 

was sitting by Miss Nash's side, bright, 

and courteous, and fascinating, as she only 

could be. Half an hour later, Miss Nash 

drove home fairly bewfldered, torn between 

two diametrically opposed convictions — 

that the county must be nAt, and that A girl 

of such dainty high breeding could not pes- 

sibly be what the county had said she was. 

Miss Nash's reasoning pcrwers not being of 

the strongest, she found it perfectly hope- 

less to try and reconcile these two contrar- 

dictions. ■

CHAPTER V. ■

That visit was only the beginning of 

the intercourse between Oaklands and The 

Croft Smalloross's indignation knew no 

bounds when it saw Sir Charles Danvers a 

constant visitor at the latter place. For 

MiBs Laurent had changed her mood, and 

''the shameless way," in Smallcross par- 

lance, in which she did her best to establish 

a footing in the county by ingratiating her- 

self with Sir Charles, was a scandal Many 

were the lectures poor Miss Nash received, ■

the voice of the Honourable Mn. Sete 

expressing public opinion. But pooc TSm 

Nash was fairiy ruled by her iron^lsl 

nephew, while, though she dazed not 

fess it, the fascination of the girl ' 

was strong upon her. ■

The discovery that invitations had 

sent to The Croft, for the great ball ^ 

Sir Charles was to give as a house-wanidB^ 

was the climax to the general diaon. 

Even Miss Owen was doubtful on tas | 

subject She was surprised at Nardsse w> 

cepting the invitation, and wondered hov 

she would go through the ordeaL But ib 

need not have been afraid. The spirit tkii 

had made Narcisse accept, gave a re rVlw i 

ness to her courage, as it gave a brilliiBCB 

almost startling to her beauty. As ik» 

entered the bidl-room that night her dti- 

zling loveliness amazed even the two smb 

standing near Miss Nash as she reesiiti 

her guests. They botli came quickly t» 

ward ; but while Sir Charles eagerly adei 

her for dances, the other only shook hxuk 

and then moved away. ■

" I did not know Mr. Linton was to bt 

here to-day," she said with a bright smile, 

as she and Sir Charles joined the dancsia ■

" I met him in town yesterday and msda 

him come down," answered Danvera art- 

lessly. " Perhaps it was a little hard oa 

him. I didn't think at first I wonder k 

came. But how awfully well you look tO' 

night ! " in a difierent tona •' Only jtm 

are not wearing my flowers." ■

The tone jarred upon the girl. It alwsji 

did, and tonight, in her over-atmng mood 

it was intolerabla ■

•* My diaid said they i^poflt my dresi,'' 

she said with almost insolent carelessnctL 

''They had yellow centres, and she said I 

was to wear only white." ■

Callous as the man generally was, bi 

winced ; but when he looked down sgiii 

into her face he forgot the hurt of hm 

insolence. ■

'• Your maid was right," he said. "Efsn 

to see you wearing my flowers, I would wA 

have you change one single thing in your 

toilette to-night There is not a woman 

here who can stand by your sida" 

' She Imew that he was thinking of her ■

Eosition in the room — unrecognised, un- 
nown — there, at his wish alone. She wai 

thinking of it herself. The feeling that sD 

eyes were watching her and all toq^ 

criticising her, was like the cutting of a 

knife into her living flesh, and as As 

danced, or spoke, or laughed, its hmdBg 

never ceased. ■

'^ ■
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But it angered her that he should think 

of it ■

''What difference can it make to you 

whether I am well-dressed to-night or to- 

morrow, or the day after ) " she said with 

hot disdain. ■

"A great deal — and you know," he began, 

reused oat of himself by the power of her 

loveliness. For the half cynical admiration 

with which he had first regarded her, had 

developed into the nearest approach to 

love, of which his selfish unbelieving nature 

was capabla He did not believe even in 

her. Though she had encouraged him, 

he was clever enough to know, that it 

was only another way of resenting public 

opinion. But for all that, because she was 

the only woman who had ever been to him 

what she was, and because he never failed 

to gratify a selfish desire, whatever it might 

cost him afterwards, he meant to marry 

her. But he must wait. He felt her 

shrinking away from him now at the very 

sound of his passionate words. ■

" I am tired of dancing," she said; " take 

me back to Miss Owen." ■

He submitted, and took her back with- 

out another word. He understood her 

better than she did herself. He could 

afford to wait ■

As the evening wore on there was 

not a girl in the room who seemed to 

enjoy herself more than Narcisse. Sir 

Charles, without forcing himself upon her 

notice, surrounded her with care. He 

67en saw that his aunt talked to and looked 

after Miss Owen, who sat lonely among 

the chaperona But that good lady did 

not trouble in the least about any sb'ghts 

to^ herself She saw Nardsse besieged 

with partners; the men, long before the 

evening was half over, basely going over to 

the enemy's camp in crowds, fairly fasci- 

nated with the girl's beauty and briUianee ; 

and Miss Owen triumphed at Narcisse's 

soecess. But as the dance went on she 

grew doubtM ■

In Miss Owen's young days to dance 

twice with a man was idl that was per- 

mitted ; yet here was Nardsse giving away 

half-a-dozen waltzes to one man, and sitting 

out two or three with another, and then 

throwing one half of her partners over for 

their dances, to give them in capricious 

iavour to others, after a fashion which 

ntterly shocked poor Miss Owen's old- 

fashioned notions. Was the girl's head 

^nsd with all the homage of the men t 

Waa^ she growing perfectly reckless of 

public opinion, careless that she was ■

shocking the women and driving them 

more and more away from her 1 Driving 

away others, too, for her chaperon noticed 

that Cecil Linton never once went near 

her all the evening. ■

Perhaps he, too, was thinking how his 

mother, whose gentle high breeding had 

taken Miss Owen's heart captive, would 

disapprove of these proceedings. ■

mUb Owen's distress growing every 

dance, began to display itself in irritation ; 

the result of which was that^ when Linton 

came up to ask if she would have any 

refreshments, she answered him very snap- 

pishly in the negative. ■

He looked a little surprised, as well he 

might, for the last time he had spoken to 

her she had been very pleasant Bat he 

took no notice, only lifted up a flower^ 

covered fan by her side and sat dowa ■

''I am afraid chaperons have rather a 

dull time," he said. ■

"I should think the dancers sometimes 

have a duUer, judging from their partners. 

How Narcisse can have had the patience 

to dance three times running with that 

horrid man I don't know." ■

Linton looked up. Narcisse was just 

passing them. She nodded and smiled to 

them, and was swept on again. ■

The young man watched her for a second 

or two, and then his eyes fell again to the 

fan which he was still holding. ■

''She seems to be having a good time," 

he said. ■

" A good time 1 I suppose you call a 

good time for a girl dandng witii any 

goose in the room. Apparently, it isn't a 

man's idea of a good time, as you have 

stood out half the .eveniikg," said Miss 

Owen, very irritably indeed. ■

'' I have danced as much as I wanted 

to," said Linton, who, after the fashion of 

young men, only danced when and with 

whom he pleased. ■

But he looked tired to-night^ and per- 

haps there was some excuse for his lazi- 

ness. The waltz was ending, and both 

suddenly seemed to f oi^et their conversa- 

tion, in watching Nardssa ■

There was a look of relief in both their 

faces as they saw her, instead of following 

the other dancers out of the room, come 

towards them. ■

Linton knew the man, and hated to see 

any girl of his acquaintance dance with 

him; yet Nardsse had given him three, 

and had even thrown over another partner 

for him — ^Linton had heard her doing^ it 

Nardsse dismissed the man with a careless ■
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smile, as she came up to where the chaperon 

was sitting. ■

" How could you dance with that horrid 

man 1 " exclaimed Miss Owen as he moved 

away. ■

" I don't know, I am sure," replied the 

girl carelessly. Why did I, Mr. Linton 1 

yon look as if you knew." ■

" Because you hated him," he said. ■

Their eyes met full for a second; then 

hers fell, and with a little impatient ges- 

ture she sat down. ■

'^Give me my fan," she said, "it is 

better than your suggestion." ■

** Shall I recall itT' he asked with a 

smile, as he stood looking down at her. ■

She did not want to meet his eyes again. 

Something in their cool searching, in their 

steady disapproval, had changed a dull dis- 

appointment which had haunted her all 

the evening into something like anger. 

Why should he call her to account t ■

Bat some other feeling conquered her, 

and she looked up ; and as her eyes met 

the smile in his, her own flashed into sun- 

f^hine. ■

"I danced with that man because I was 

angry and cross," she said, ** and I did it 

out of perversion of spirit I hated him 

all the timow" ■

He laughed. "So I was right. Will 

you give me this dance, to prove that you 

aren't angry t " ■

Miss Laurent was already engaged to 

three men for this particular waltz. But 

she scarcely hesitated a second, and then 

the hesitation was not caused by the 

thought of her other unfortunate partners. 

She was only wondering again why he had 

not asked her before. ■

A few seconds later she was whirled 

down the long hall, now guided by the 

strong arm of Cecil Linton. Neither 

spoke a single word. As the tender 

melodies of we waltz gathered themselves 

up into a breath of pliuntive minor chords 

he drew her quickly from the room. He 

led her down a corridor, till they came to 

a recess in which stood two seats. ■

"Was not I right $" he said, when a 

few seconds later they heard voices and 

laughter, and frou-frou of women's dresses, 

as the dancers streamed out of the ball- 

room. "I always think that rush and 

noise at the end, spoils a waltz such as that 

was — ^to ma" ■

She laughed a little nervously. He was 

holding her fan again. ■

" I don't think you ought to wear these 

things," he said, touching a trailing spray ■

of white orchids on it " Toa should only 

have narcissus-flowers. Do you know I 

always think of you ^atheringyellow flown 

in the sunlight, behmd that old grey wiB. 

I hope you still do itt " ■

" Not now," she said ; " it is wintet" ■

"It ought to be always spring wbsn 

you are, then. It was always spring who 

Persephone appeared on the earth." ■

" Persephone 1 " she said, with a qxaA 

catch in her breatL " Don't liken me to 

Persephona Don't you remember thit 

she had another name toa ' The Lady of 

Dis.' Don't you remember how one hit 

of her life was spent in that land of dtA 

ness. Have you forgotten that mine *' ■

He looked at her quickly. ■

"Hush!" he said quickly,^ "you maA 

not [say any more. Your life need not 

be spent in the land of darknessi Doa'fi 

you remember how Persephone ate 1^ 

pomegranate seeds t It was foolish of ■

"And you think that I am wilfi% 

eating the pomegranate seeds too I " sht 

said with an odd little laugh, as she said^ 

back again in her chair. " Perhi^ I as. 

For I have been hard, and angry, woi 

bitter, and— do you know that I 

thought to-night that even you — ^who wen 

once kind to me — had gone over to tibe 

other side, and were misjudging me Eke 

the rest t And you had known me a Uttb 

— ^wlule the others — ^perhaps I have es- 

pected too much." ■

He did not lift hb eyes from the fi% 

whose flowers he was arranging with t 

lingering touch. ■

" It was because I had known you M 

I did not^" he said in a strained voice "I 

did not dare. I was no longer master— I 

had no right" ■

It was a mistake that he did not look 

up, for such a lovely light flashed into Imt 

face, that had he seen it, he would hsn 

dared all, even to asking her with iier 

wealth to share his mined fortunes Bitt 

it passed in a second. ■

"I should th^ Sir Charles, that yoa 

have had a taste of asking such people le 

your house. Anything more disgnorfd 

than Miss Laurent's conduct wc^ bo 

impossible." ■

The Honourable Mrs. Seton, sweepisg 

down the corridor with Sir Charles Dsnvea 

in attendance, came suddenly upon the tvo 

sitting half-hidden by the palms and foni 

in the recess. ■

She had not seen them. There wnaa 

almost imperceptible pause of disoomfftnn ■

eg: ■
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as her eyes fell on the girl ; but before, 

hanghtfly drawing herself np, that stately 

matron could pass on, Miss Laurent rose 

and stepped out of the recess. ■

« I ^mk it is time we went home, Sir 

Charles,'' she said, looking up into his face 

with her most brilliant smile. ■

"Must you really go?" tiie young man 

exclaimed eagerly. '' I will go with you, 

and order your carriage. Linton, will you 

take Mrs. Seton back to the ball-room t " ■

That young man had risen too» as Miss 

Laurent had hastily left his sida He 

appeared pale under the light of the lamp 

overhead, and his eyes lo<»ed a little be- 

wildered as they rested on the &ce brilliant 

with mocking disdain, which a few minutes 

before had been uplifted pale and tender 

to hi& Was it the same girl ! ■

A little later, as Sir Charles was carefully 

wrapping up Miss Laurent in her furs and 

patting her into her carriage, Lint<m came 

back to the seat The flower-fan lay 

there as he had put it down when he 

rose. She had forgotten it Linton broke 

off a spray of the orchids. ■

" She will not miss it^** he said, ** and if 

she did, she would be too good to ask for 

it back. Another second, and I should 

have made a fool of myseli She saw it 

and was mercifuL" ■

Merciful 1 Was Persephone merdfhl to 

the sons of earth when, in wanton wilful- 

ness, she ate the pomepranate seeds, whilst 

they were waiting with longing eyes to 

behold her amon^ them once more ! ■

Two days later. Miss Nash started txaOi 

on a round of visits, to announce the news 

that a maniaffe had been arranged between 

her nephew, Sir Charles Danvers, and Miss 

Laurent, of The Croft ■

CHAPTER VI. ■

Sib Chables and Lady Danvers wett 

abroad for three months after the wedding, 

and it was a day in the beginning of 

Jane when Sir Charles brought his wife 

bads to Oaklands. Miss Owen and Miss 

Nash, between whom had sprunc up a very 

genuine and unexpected mendship, were 

waitine at the house to receive them. 

After dinner they went back to The Croft, 

where it had been arranged by Nardsse 

that they were to live, and husband and 

wife were left alone in the house which 

was to be the home of their wedded lives. ■

Was Nardsse wondering what sort of 

home it would be, as she stood alone after 

dumer in the great drawing-room, looking 

round it? ■

She was still standing there when her 

husband entered. He laughed a little as 

he saw her. ■

'* Ton don't look real, somehow, Narcisse," 

he said. *' Perhaps it's that white frock, 

which gives you a kind of diaphanous 

appearance. Perhaps I am not used to 

sedng you here yet, and expect to see 

you vamsh like a spirit" ■

« But I can't^" she said. '' I'm here for 

always." ■

" I suppose jrou are," he said, laughing 

again, and puttmg his arm carelessly round 

her. He had not tired yet of her beauty, 

but its winning had cooled his admiration. 

" It's a fine room, isn't it t It was awfully 

rough on the lintons havinj; to give it 

up. Do you know it was in this very 

room I heard all about your story! That 

little Freeling girl entertained us with it 

the evening after we met you. I shall 

never forget what a rage Linton was in 

about it But I don't believe the girl 

meant any harm. She was only a little 

chatterbox. Awfully amusing, too." ■

Narcisse had wiudrawn herself from 

his arm as he spoke. ■

«< She must nave been," she said with 

intense bitterness, looking suddenly away,. 

<' for the people could not foi^get it" ■

" Come, I say, Narcisse, you mustn't be 

too hard on people. After all, it was 

rather startling to hear that you had been 

mixed up with a murder. Half the people 

fancied you had helped te administer the 

poison yourself" ■

** Don't 1" cried Narcisse passionately. 

"Do you want to make me wish that I 

had never been bom 1 " ■

He stared at her in amasement ■

« What a little spitfire you are,Narci8se ! " 

he said impatiently. "It is impossible 

to know how to take you. One minute 

you lauffh; the next, you blaze up like 

this, ana there's never any more reason for 

one mood than the other." ■

"It is my nature," she said. "Yoa 

knew what I was like. Why did you 

want to marry me 1 " ■

As yet she could not o£fend him very 

deeply, and his ill-temper vanished. ■

"Because I couldn't help myself, I 

suppose," he said, laughing lightly. " You 

bewitch a man before he knows there is 

danser." ■

He would have kissed her, but she had 

moved away; andhe flung himself down into 

a chair and took up a b<>ok ; but he did not 

open it, for happening to glance, still 

anmilv. over to wh^re Narcisse stood bv a ■

■
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little table, he sat upright and stared at 

her. ■

He had bought an early edition of an 

evening paper as they oame down from 

town that afternoon. As it happened, 

neither of them had looked at it It had 

been brought into the dntwin^-room with 

some books of Nardsse's, and when she 

had turned away from her husband she had 

taken it up. She was holding it now in 

her hands, looking at it ■

<< What is the matter, Naroisse 9 " he 

exclaimed in alarm, as he rose and went 

quickly over to her. ■

She raised her eyes to his, with a dazed 

look in them, and an awful whiteness on 

her face. ■

" Nothing," she said in a still, hushed 

voice. ■

" Nothing 1 " ■

A paragraph caught his eves as he 

looked down at the paper in her hands. 

It was headed : '' Strange confession of a 

murder," and was an extract from a Balti- 

more paper. ■

In a few lines it gave a graphic account 

of the murder of a Miss Metcalfe some 

two years before, for which an innocent 

man had been condemned, only escaping 

the extreme peoalty of the law by dying 

suddenly of a heart diseasa The real 

murderer, a good-for-nothing connection of 

the poor old lady, and who had managed 

to escape all suspicion, had confessed to 

the deed a few days previously, as he lay 

dying from a wound gained in a drunken 

brawl The names were given, wiUi a few 

remarks upon the melancholy nuscarriage 

of jastice, which had dishonoured and 

virtually slain an innocent man. ■

Sir Charles read it through. ■

" Nothing ! " he echoed. " Do you call 

that nothing 1 To have your father proved 

an innocent man 1 " ■

Bat with a dull, moaning cry, which 

sounded like " Too late,'' she fell forward 

in a dead faint ■

CHAPTER VIL ■

Smalloross always looked upon the in- 

sertion of that paragraph in the " Small- 

cross Gazette," for it also appeared the 

very next morning, after the return of Sir 

Charles and Lady Danvers, in that exten- 

sively circulated journal, as a Deus ex 

machine. In those few dozen lines lay the 

kernel of the hard nut it had been trying 

to crack. Smallcross swallowed that kernel 

in one mouthful of relief and thankfulness, 

and with it any envy and spite which ■

might have added to the difficult of tb 

cracking, and straightway besieged I«i^ 

Danveis's doors. ■

Lady Danvers received them «]& % 

quiet manner which touched SmaBaoSi 

not expecting it, and a£fected its diff«Mt 

members after various waya. Only it «i 

agreed upon one pcnnt tfaat^ il^o^ k 

would have been very unpleasant tohik 

to avoid a house like OaUands in rniUki 

life, it would have been still men «• 

pleasant for Lady Danvera to have 

so avoided. ■

There was only one person of all 

who knew her, who read anoUii^ 

than meekness in that unexpected gentle 

ness. Miss Owen, understanding ths fjA 

as no one else did, and learning by li- 

miliar intercourse to understand the ma 

who was her husband, began to be afrni ■

It was wonderful how much infonnaliai 

Stnallcross picked up in a week about Lidr 

Danvers's previous history, when it \m 

once made up its mind to look at it fim 

more than one point of view. ■

It found out that Narcisse Lamail^ 

whose mother was a French Canadian, wm 

a distant connection of Miss Monro. Hat 

eccentric lady was still alive, Uving In s 

distant town of America, no cme knowing 

of her existence but her lawyers in Engiaadr 

who, on pain of her displeasure and loss of 

business, were forbidden to mention hsL 

She had hated Smallcross as a girl, sad 

hated it still, connected as it was with t 

love story which had ended all afltrtj. 

She had come across -those distant coml0^ 

tions of hers in America, and had best 

good in her way to the girl whose mother 

had died when she was a baby, and whosi 

father, a gambler and a spendthrift^ hai 

little to do with her. In fact, the onl^ 

home life Narcisse, who grew up in sdioolB^ 

had ever seen, were the occasional visits ihs 

paid to Miss Munro and Miss Metealfc^sa 

acquaintance of her father's. She had bssa 

on a visit to the latter, having just left sdnet 

for good, when the terrible event took phes. 

As it happened, she had left her suddeoij 

the afternoon before the murd» to go to 

Miss Monro, to ask help for her father «ho 

was in great difficulties at the time. It was 

nearly three days' journey, and when iks 

arrived she found Miss Munro nearly Q0t 

of her mind with the news of the murdec 

The discovery of the will, leaving all Uai 

Metcalfe's money to the girl, was the kat 

stroke. She refused to believe in her kins- 

man's innocence. She almost accused d» 

girl herseli She insisted upon her stajiq; ■

"t ■ =f ■
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there, declariiig that she would only make 

matters worse by appearing at the trial, as 

she would only be another witness to his 

desperate straits at the time of the murder, 

and as her father also wished it, Narcisse 

stayed. As Miss Monro lived in strict 

seelnsion, no one knew that she was any 

con nectipn even of Peter Townsend's. 

When the trial was over, and Narcisse's 

father condemned, she made the girl 

change her name; and Narcisse, still re- 

fusing to believe in his gnilt, took her 

mother's, saying that she at least would 

not have been ashamed of her bearing it 

After his death in prison, Miss Munro sent 

her to Europe to a school in an out-of- 

the-way German town, as far from herself 

as she could, declaring that she would not 

be disgraced by having such connections 

near. After two years, with one of those 

sudden caprices which governed her mode 

of living, she sent for her to return to 

England, and gave instructions to the 

lawyers that they were to find her a com- 

panion and send her down to The Croft, 

the only reason to be given for her resi- 

dence there being that Uie place had been 

left her. ■

£ut her pleasure when she heard that 

the girl whom she had really cared for, in 

spite of her apparent hardness, had done 

so hrilliantly for herself, overcame all other 

feelings when the news of the marriage 

reached her, and the fir&t thing she did was 

to settle The Croft upon her as a reward 

of her succesa ■

Smallcross also found out, by dint of 

judicious inquiries and reasonings, that 

the part of Miss Freeling's story relating to 

Miss Laurent's enjoying the fortune of the 

dead woman was but a repetition of scan- 

dal which had been rife at the time. Miss 

Lianrent had never touched the money. It 

was left in the hands of the executors, she 

refusing to have anything to do with it. 

Miss Munro's allowance was amply suf- 

ficient to keep up The Croft. All these 

details were wonderiully entertaining gos- 

sip for Smallcross, and it discussed them 

as it discussed anything that came into its 

midst, and when it had done with Lady 

Danvers^s past it turned again to her 

present, and found still more to say 

thereon. For a great change had come 

over her. She and her husband went up 

to town for the end of that season, and 

even in that short time London went wild 

about her. Her beauty, her toilettes, her 

brilliance, carried everything before her. 

Before three vears she became one of its ■

leaders of fashion. People schemed and 

struggled to get invitations to her house. 

Livitations poured on her. ■

"You are killing yourself ," Miss Owen 

remonstrated with her one day, aftor two 

years of this life. ■

** I am not,'' she replied ; " I am only 

eating the pomegranate seeds." ■

" I don't understand you." ■

*< It is better for a woman when she does 

not understand such things," said Lady 

Danvers, with a little catch in her breath. ■

** It is that wretched husband of hers 1 " 

thought Miss Owen, more disturbed than 

ever. "It is he who is driving her to this. 

If it were not for her child she could not 

bear it." ■

But it was not the husband's selfish neg- 

lect and worse which had driven Lady 

Danvers into this vortex of excitement and 

amusement. It was as she said — she had 

eaten one pomegranate seed, why should 

she not eat the rest of their bitterness 1 ■

CHAPTER VIII. ■

"By-the-bye, Nardsse, whom do you 

think I met in town yesterday? Linton. 

He has been knocking about all over the 

world since his mother died two years ago. 

I made him promise to come down here 

to-morrow." ■

There was a large party of guests at 

Oaklands, who had come down from town 

for the recess. As they all sat round the 

luncheon-table, chattering and laughing, 

they scarcely heard the careless remark 

made by their host to his wifa It 

scarcely seemed as if she heard it herself. 

She mlade no reply, and the next second 

one of the guests asked her some laughing 

question, and she turned and answered it. 

And she laughed too, but the sound seemed 

far off and strange in her own ears, and the 

next moment she even wondered why she 

had laughed. ■

When the luncheon party broke up, 

Lady Danvers, with a dim,> dazed look 

in her eyes, went away to her room. She 

was scarcely conscious where she was going, 

she was scarcely conscious of anything. She 

had forgotten her guests, she had forgotten 

her husband. Her brain had only room for 

one thought Cecil Linton was coming to- 

morrow 1 She could form no other thought 

— what she would do, what she would say. 

How would she meet him $ He was coming 

— that was all ! ■

With blinded eyes she went on. ■

Her feet stum})led as they struck against 

something on th«x floor. A child's broken ■
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doll was lying in her patL Disfigured, and 

painiless, and armless — a poor dilapidated 

'Object, yet brought to this very dismal con- 

dition by the eager affection of the baby 

whose play^iing it was. The cUld had 

dropped it in coming or going from her 

mother's room. MechanioJly Nardsse 

stooped to see what had made her stumble. 

With a little inarticulate cry, she caught 

up the poor waif of dollhood, with its star- 

ing eyes and tangled flaxen hair, strainins 

it to her heart in a shock of remorse, and 

fear, and pain, as if it had been some living, 

sacred thing. Was not it sacred for the 

baby arms which had nursed it and carried 

it 1 And her straying, careless feet would 

have trampled on it as they went blindly 

on in their despair. ■

" Oh 1 how wicked I have been 1 " she 

said as the tears rained thick and fast upon 

the broken plaything. "How wicked I 

am!" ■

Cecil Linton came down the next day. 

He arrived in the afternoon, when Lady 

Danvers and all her guests were assemblea 

in the great hall for tea. ■

They had not once seen each other since 

the night when they had parted at the ball 

They met quietly, almost like strangers. 

It was easier to meet like this before all 

these other people. Narcisse, with all 

those listeners round, could taJk to him 

and ask him about his life, and laugh at 

his adventures as she would have done to 

any other man. Her social training stood 

her in good stead. And yet, as she caught 

every now and then, when he fancied she 

was not looking, a searching gaze, with 

something in it very like shocked wonder, 

she nearly faltered. ■

What was he seeing in her to study like 

that t The evening passed away, and the 

next day. And the day following he was 

to leave. ■

Narcisse counted the hours. The agony 

of them was almost insupportabla But 

the agony of fear mastered the pain of 

his presence — fear lest she should by look 

or word betray herself to him. None of 

her guests who heard her laugh and talk, 

and saw her the most brilliant of them aU, 

guessed what torture she was going 

through. Linton neither sought her nor 

avoided her. He went his way with the 

other guests, and made himself popular 

and agreeable in the old rather lazy msnion. 

He had still the manner which made some 

people call him conceited, and perhaps this 

manner, with its complete coolness and 

self-contentment, helped Narcisse to fight ■

the battle against herself better than si^ 

thing else. She no longer wondered wlif 

he }^i come down. He had long ago for- 

gotten that folly for which she was payisg 

so dear to-day. The morning of Uie jtj 

that he was to leave, he came into the 

morning-room where she waa For tiie 

first time since his arrival he found her 

alone, she having always surrounded her- 

self by her guests, to avoid any eoA 

meeting. She was standing near tte 

window looking out, with her waUdsg 

things on. He sauntered up to it ■

She did not look round till he was den 

to her, though she heard him coming, is 

she turned, uie strong light fell on her faee. 

He started, and again that almost shodrad 

question came into his eyes. ■

With a little impatient movement ib 

pulled forward the curtains to shade her 

face from the too-searching sunlight ■

'*What do you see in my facet" she 

said. '* Wrinkles and crowueet already! 

I am not twenty-two yet" ■

He smiled slightly. ■

" Did I look as if I meant to ask sock 

an indiscreet question f " he asked. ■

'' You looked as if you thought I was i 

fright Charles says I am. He told me 

yesterday Uiat I had fiJlen off dreadfully. 

I think he was quite angry about it He 

told me that if 1 did not get any colour I 

ought to rouge." ■

The young man looked, at her keenly, 

but he still smiled. ■

(( ■

Are you going to ! " he asked, 

idi" ■

i ■

" No," she said shortly. ■

He looked out of the window for s 

second or two. Then he turned siii 

glanced round the room. It had hee» 

his mother's favourite room, this kv- 

ceiled, high-wainscoted apartment, 'w& 

its view from the windows of sweep ef 

lawn and clumps of stately trees. Bii 

father had brought her to the house a 

bride, just as for generations lus fore- 

fathers had brought home here their bridea 

Now he stood there an alien, and ■

He passed his hand over his moustadie 

and stood for a second pulling it after s 

fashion he had. ■

Then he turned suddenly to LmAj 

Danvers. ■

*< I will tell you what I think of you," 

he said cheerfully; "you are the lent 

curious woman I ever met" ■

" Am 1 1 " she asked, laughing a little m 

her relief at his tone. For there had been 

something in his face, as he looked out of 

the window, that had made her $bai ■

I ■

■

r- ■
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again. In some way, though she could not 

define how, the expression recalled the one 

she had seen on his face as he came for- 

ward that ni^ht to take Mrs. Seton back 

to the ball-room. ■

" Yes," he said triamphantly ; "yon are 

proving it. Ton don't even ask why I 

think sa" ■

" I will then now — to prove you wrong." ■

** Ah 1 but you don't care in the least lor 

all that, do you 1 Do vou mean to say 

that you never wondered in the least little 

bit "what became of that card-case 1 " ■

She stared at him, then broke into a 

laugL ■

*' I know you found me out," he said, 

witli melancholy remorse. '* If it is any 

expiation I can tell vou that I have never 

ceased to be haunted by the recollection of 

Miss Owen's energy and kindness that hot 

afternoon." ■

" If I remember, you gave yourself a 

great deal of trouble too. What did you 

do with it 1" ■

" I buried it," he said. " Will you come 

oat and look at its grave 1 I could take 

you straight to the spot So much does 

remorse for an evil deed impress it on the 

memory." ■

She looked out at the garden, then up 

at him. ■

'* I will go and visit its grave," she said 

brightly. ■

Xhey stepped out of the French window 

and went down laughing and talking to- 

gether to the copse. The birds were sing- 

ing in the branches, sunshine and shadow 

diased each other like Itity feet across turf 

and. mosa Daffodils made all the world 

look yellow. ■

They reached the spot where he had 

hidden the card-case. ■

" Do you see how the flowers have sprung 

oat of its grave 1 " he said tragically, point- 

ing to a great cluster of daffodila ■

*' A Basil plant," she said laughing. ■

«No. A beautiful possibility changed 

at its death into flowers," he thought 

Bat all that he said aloud was : " Unfortu- 

nately for the sentiment of the thing, there 

were some flowers here bef ora I used them 

as its tombetona" ■

He began to dig with a piece of stick, 

while she stood by, wrapped up in her 

mantle, watching hun. ■

But, alas, for the card-case ! ■

After a careful search, all that could 

be found were a few mouldy shreds, which 

required a great deal of imagination to con- 

vert into the dainty thing he had buried. | ■

He stood ruefully inspecting them as they 

dangled on the end of the stick. ■

" Would you please tell me what you did 

such a very foolish thing for 1 " she asked, 

gingerly touching the mouldy remains with 

her finger. ■

" It was foolish, was not it f But I was 

a fool, and I suppose a fool is known by his 

ways, and you would hardly believe it, but 

these ruins make me think of ghosts." ■

She drew back quickly. The hasty move- 

ment made him look up. The next second 

the stick was tossed away and the remains 

forgotten. ■

•< What is the matter with you, Lady 

Danversi" he asked in eager distress. 

"There is something, I am sure. I saw it 

the moment I arriv^ Tou are ill ! " ■

"I am not ill," she said almost harshly. ■

'* What is it, then f " A sudden remem- 

brance of the character of the man she had 

married made him turn white to the lips. 

" If I thought you were unhappy," he said 

in savage passion, forgetting his self-con- 

trol in the sight of the terrible delicacy of 

the beautiful face, for whose happiness he 

would have died, •* I would ■

What would he do 1 His anger died 

away in a muttered exclamation as he ac- 

knowledged its impotence even to himseli ■

"No — you can do nothing. I have 

eaten the pomegranate seeds and there is no 

change for me for evermora Do you re- 

member warning me that night 1 1t was too 

late then — everything came too late — even 

that paragraph in the paper. Oh 1 1 know. 

It was you who had it put in for my saka 

I found that out afterwarda Oh, why 

were you so good to me, when I was so 

weak and so wicked 1 " ■

The strain of the last two days told on 

her at last The breaking down of his 

calm being the last touch her overstrung 

nerves could bear. She did not even know 

what her words were betraying. ■

They stood looking at each other over 

the bed of narcissus-flowers. ■

Perhaps she read in his eyes what she 

had betrayed, for she buried her face in 

her hands with a bitter crying. He looked 

at her as a man looks on the face of the 

dead. And there was that in his eyes 

which can only be there once in a man's 

lifetime, lest his heart should break out- 

right ■

"There is one thing I would like to 

say," he said at last^ in a hoarse, strained 

voica " It is not much ; but it is due to 

you — and myself. I did not know this — 

or I would have died rather than have ■
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come to Oaklands. I thought if there were 

pain — it would be only for me. I did have 

that paragraph put in the paper, and I 

came to see that it had made yonr life 

happier. Now there is nothing I can do to 

mend the mistake 1 " ■

'* Yes," she said, looking up with eyes so 

fall of tears and shame that he could not 

meet them ; " you can do one thing. You 

can go away and never see my face again." ■

And so Cecil Linton turned away and 

left her standing alone among the narcissus- 

flowers. But he could never think of her 

again as Persephone. To him she was the 

Lady of Dis for evermore. ■

HEART OF FEATHER— HEART OF ■

LEAD. ■

CHAPTER L — HEART OF FEATHER. ■

*' A PICNIC is of all weary forms of enter- 

tainment the weariest." ■

"Why come to it then?" ■

"Want of resolution to refuse, in the 

first instance; and In the second, a pre- 

monition that you would be here." ■

"But you didn't know me, Mr. Cuth- 

bert." ■

" But my garrulously-given cousin, Mrs. 

Langham, has had that privilege for about 

a month I believe, and during that month 

I have been her constant guest, and you 

have been her constant theme." ■

" I'm very sorry that her mention of me 

should have led you into the error of 

coming here to-day as you don't like it" ■

"Pardon me. Miss Rashlei^, I like it 

extremely. I am surrounded by most of 

the comforts and many of the luxuries for 

which my readily-satisfied soul craves, 

namely, fresh ur, lobster salad, sunshine, 

beautiful women, beautiful scenery, and — 

need I go on with my list, or are you 

satiiified with my reasons for my being 

happy though here ! " ■

" Quite satisfied. I don't want to trouble 

you ta^oitter another word" ■

" In fact I don't amuse you t " ■

" You do not ; but why should you t If 

you amuse yourself, you fulfil the one great 

aim and object of man." ■

"Of the majority of men I grant I 

am the amiable exception to the selfish 

rule ; my chief aim and object, for so long 

as we both do picnic together, will be to 

amuse you. Do you tblnk that anyone 

will attempt to interfere with my praise- 

worthy ambition $ " ■

The words were Mvolous enoug)i } bul 

the man who uttered them looked vaaon, 

and the giri to whom they were addreari 

looked uneasy. ■

"There is no one to interfere betwwi 

me and anybody — who should there beT 

she was asking more earnestly tiian tite 

circumstances seemed to warrant But Uib 

ready answer that was rising to Cuthbtt^i 

lips was interrupted by a disturbed more- 

ment among those assembled rather nesnr 

to the well-covered table-cloth than tkis 

pair, and by a general cry of *' Ml 

Dunstan," and a special exclamation fnRi 

the hostess, Mrs. Langham, of ■

"So glad you're come, Mr. Donstan. 

Daisy said there was no chance of your 

getting out to ua" ■

The new comer was a shorty thick-ssfc 

man of about twenty-five or six. A msa 

whose otherwise plain face was rendered 

interesting always, fascinating often, by its 

vigorous and re&ied intellectoality and 

brilliant animation. That he was a fi^vora- 

ite, and of a certain importance in tUi 

circle, into which he had come abruptly aad 

unexpectedly, was evident Neverthelest, 

a disappointed, discontented expronwoB 

flashed across his face as he tamed fxom 

the greetings the others were oSemg fam, 

and glanced in the direction of the Utih 

group of two whose conversation has jut 

been recorded. Simultaneously with hit ■

fiance in their direction, the man whoa 

>aisy Rashleigh had addressed as Mc 

Cuthbert was muttering : ■

"You are answered! You aak, 'Wb 

is there to interfere between you amd aay- 

body,' and the voice of the aaaemhU 

multitude replies, 'Mr. Dunstan.' Sasi 

he's coming to claim his own, and psA 

me in my proper place somewlMsre out in 

the cold." ■

He spoke lightly, almost mockingly; \m 

there was a look of pendve pain and 

chagrin in his eyes. A warmer tone of cdoor 

overspread Daisy's pretty £see, a Boha, 

sweeter light came into her goldan haal 

eyes, and her delicately-moulded lipe patted 

tremulously in a manner that was penii- 

ciously gra^ying to the vanity ai the m 

who had called the emoticm she be<x»yed 

into existence. But she raised her hawl- 

somely-poised litUe head defiantly, as ski 

felt rather than saw Dunstan ap^oaichiiig 

them, and murmured softly : ■

"Supposing his claim is not aoknov- 

ledgedl" ■

"Don't tempt me to diq>ute it, Wm 

Rashleigh, unless you are prepand U ■
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reward the attempt," he was murmiirmg 

eagerly when Mr. Donstan's decided and 

raSieranthoritative tones interrapted him. 

"I have obeyed yon, yon see, Daisy; 

and now, as IVe lost more than half-a- 

day's work to please yon, yon mnst come 

and show me the chief objects of interest 

in this part of the forest The troe that 

made the arrow glance aside that slew a 

King is somewhere abont here, isn't it ! " ■

He spoke smilingly and brightly ; bnt 

even Cnthbert, who saw him for tiie first 

time, clearly discerned the bitterness which 

was beneath the bright^ kindly surface. 

** I've looked at the tree, and £ailed to 

find the arrow already this morning," 

Daisy answered carelessly and coolly, " so 

I thmk yon mnst excuse me if I dedine to 

tramp off in the sun to do it again." ■

"Yon forget that yon will be in tiie 

shade all the time, if yon — ^when you walk 

there with me," Mr. Dnnstan said gently. 

And, as he spoke, he held his hand out to 

the girl to help her to rise from the fallen 

trank of a tree on which she sat^ with 

Cathbert stretched at her feet ■

"And you forget that it's not a very 

polite thing which you are asking me to 

do," she said pettishly, turning her eyes 

from him with a look of aversion that was 

not lost either upon him or upon the man 

at her feet "Mr. Guthbert, let me 

introduce you to hint" Guthbert rose, 

and Uie two men raised their hats with 

a rather aggressive air on each sida 

"Mr. Guthbert has been ministering to 

my many wants all through luncheon; 

and now, just as I was going to try and 

i^pay his kindness by doing a little sketch 

of timt glade for him, you want to swoop 

me off" ■

It was the first mention made of the 

sketch, but Guthbert's heart t^obbed 

gratefully at this stroke of her inventive 

genius. ■

"You told me you were coming here 

to-day to forget everytiiing connected with 

your calling ; and when I suggested that a 

few sketches of the New Forest trees would 

be of use to you, you said you < wouldn't 

be 80 shoppy as to lug a sketch-book to a 

picnic' I quote your own words." ■

"I detest having my weak words of 

the morning dished up for my discom- 

fiture in the afternoon. Mr. Guthbert, 

you shall not carry away the impression 

that I'm a mere feather-headed person; 

and tiiat is the impression you would 

have of me if I cast my resolution of j 

niaking a sketch of that elade for von I ■

to the winds. Mrs. Langham will go 

with you to look at Ruf^s tree," she 

added, turning to Mr. Dunstan ; " you're 

such a favourite of hers that I believe 

she would walk from one end of the forest 

to the other with you." ■

Mr. Dunstan's eyes sparkled hopefully. 

Was Daisy a little jealous, perhaps, of the 

woman with whom he was openly such 

a favourite) If such was the case it 

would aocounti in the most satisfactory 

way, for the unbecomingly pronounced 

way in which she was deporting her- 

self with this long-legged, cynicS-look- 

ing, unknown fellow. The possibility of 

its being so, softened a certain asperity 

which was beginning to creep into his 

manner, and threw him off his suspi- 

cious guard for a short time. But still 

he did not feel inclined to go and verify 

Dai^s statement as to Mra, Langham s 

readmess to accompany him to Kufus's 

oak. While Guthbert maintained his prox- 

imity to Daisy, Daisy's betroUied feared 

his fate too much to leave her. ■

Meanwhile some of those who had 

finished luncheon, the scenery, and the 

best bits of scandal of the day, began to 

find monotony prevailing, and so turned to 

tiie discussion of Daisy Bashleigh's im- 

prudence. ■

This was a well-worn theme with the 

majority of her friends and acquaintances 

of the gentler sex. Popular as she was in 

the society in which she moved, there was 

an independence that sometimes savoured 

of recklessness abont this girl of twenty 

that provided [many a succulent tit-bit of 

doubting conjecture, many an appetising 

little dread of what would be we conse- 

quences of her imprudence, for the con- 

sumption of the friendly clique. In short, 

popular as she was, Daisy Rashleigh had 

the art of attracting more condemnatory 

attention from her relations and friends 

than is bestowed upon the majority of 

well-meaning or even of ill-meaning girls. ■

Twenty years ago there were not so 

many young lady artists in London as there 

are in this present year of grace. Daisy 

Bashleigh was among the first of those 

who owned a studio and a reputation all 

her own, and the pretty young pioneer had 

a period of glittering happiness, the mere 

memory of which helped her through many 

a sad-coloured year in the f utura She had 

been engaged to Mr. Dunstan about six 

months, when she went to the picnic in 

the New Forest, and met a man who, 

with a few quickly-given looks, a few ■
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abruptly-spoken words, shook the fidse 

god she had tried to worship on his 

pedestal, and made her lon^; to be free to 

win and to be won by this Edward Cath- 

berty of whom she had never heard two 

hours before. ■

The longing was upon her as she sat on 

the fallen trunk of the tree, midway be- 

tween the two men who stood on either 

side of her. And, as her friends at a short 

distance marked the situation, some of the 

following remarks showed their keen ap- 

preciation of it ■

"Daisy Bashleigh wants a word of 

friendly advice, why don't you give it to 

her, iSxB, Langham t She has l^en mak- 

ing herself ridiculously conspicuous with 

that Mr. Cuthbert all the day, and now 

Mr. Dunstan has come, and there's an 

awkwardness." ■

" Daisy Bashleigh is worlds too nice to 

throw herself away on a fellow like Dun- 

stan, who knows how to deal with a dead 

language better than with a living girl'' ■

"Psuraon me," interposed Mn. Lang- 

ham. "I think, myself, that when a 

girl is engaged to a man of whom she 

may well be proud, she should behave her- 

self as such." ■

<« Why should Miss Bashleigh be proud 

of being engaged to that little man, Mrs. 

Langham t " ■

"How can you ask, my dear Mjss Des- 

mond t He has a European reputation, 

besides being one of the best men that ever 

lived. If I had a daughter old enough for 

him I should grudge him as a son-m-Iaw 

to Mrs. Bashleigh," Mrs, Langham said 

warmly. ■

« It seems to me — I know very little of 

them, only what I have seen to^ay, you 

know — that Mr. Cuthbert interests that 

pretty girl much more than the man with 

the European reputation will ever have the 

power to do. And I don't wonder at it," 

she continued decidedlv. ■

''It's to be hoped that you won't get 

intimate enough with Daisy Bashleigh to 

implant any of those sentiments in her 

mind," Mr. Dunstan's firm ally and advo- 

cate, Mrs. Langham, said severely. ■

''Don't be afraid for her," the girl 

laughed. "I never do works of super- 

erogation ; the sentiments are there, and 

of a flourishing growth already. See ! she 

has held her own against his irritatingly 

clumsy importunities, and is staying there 

with Mr. Cfuthbert,in spite of her afiianced's 

ungainly efforts to assist her to rise from 

her seat What is Mr. Dunstan, that he ■

is so curiously devoid of everjtlmK 9^ 

proaching manliness in manner and i^ 

pearancef" ■

"A man whose fame will last^ as fcag 

as English literature itself," Mrs. 

explained, and then someone else 

in with the laufl;hing rematk : ■

" I've heard that Dunstan pleases hiis s di 

with the gentle fancy that Daisy has 8a^ 

cumbed to his manly prowess and peEscml 

appearance irrespective of his fitemj 

attainments and reputation altogethec & 

told me the other day that Miss RnshWgh 

regarded the six-foot^ stalwart tjpe sf 

Euglishman with positive aversion t Loob 

like it just now, doesn't it t " ■

The others g^ced in the direction of 

the discussed two as the last spetka 

finished, and saw that Mr. Dunatan wsi 

coming towards them rapidly with s 

jauntiness of step and manner thai wm 

belied by the mortified ezpresuon on lii 

dear tell-tale face. With all the map's 

cleverness, and for all his sensitive vanilf 

and self-consciousness, he did honestly and 

deeply love the girl who was now cftsif 

preferring another man to himself. He 

could not help loving her, any more thm 

he could help seeing that she was lapsiw 

from him. And so love and fear woiksa 

their worst in him, and made him ai^ 

foolishly. ■

" I shall take Daisy home in about lotf 

an hour," he began with feigned hihalf 

to IbB, Langham. " I have an appoirt- 

ment with two or three of the staff aboal 

five, and Mrs. Bashleigh will be distresirf 

if I leave Daisy here by herseli" ■

" She would be with us, she wouldat 

be by herself," Mrs. Langham remoa* 

strated, fearing, reasonably enough, tbt 

any ill-advised attempt on his part to exot 

authority over Daisy, might result in As 

girl's defying it at once. ■

He looked uneasily at the pair, who vm 

by this time bending over the sketch at 

which Daisy was working ynth stasdj, 

skilful fingers; and as he looked Us 

brow darkened. ■

" Daisy is too unguarded in her msnuff 

for it to be well for her to be thrown opoo 

the companionship of miscellaneous msa 

She is too apt to treat all men as goods- 

men." ■

" My cousin, Mr. Cutiibert, in one," Mb. 

Langham interposed, blushing and sogiy 

in spite of herself. ■

" Your cousm, is he ! Well, I hare bo 

doubt he is a most admirable young dsd, 

but still he is hardly the man I like to tee ■

■

^" ■
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monopolifling Daisy. Will you tell her 

that her mother wishes her to go back 

with me by the next train f " ■

"Yoa had better leave her with me. 

Really you had better trust herl** Mrs. 

Laneham whispered in earnest entreaty; 

but nis jealousy and longing to show his 

power over the girl were all in arms, and 

Mrs. Langham's counsel was disregarded. ■

"I would leave her willingly, but I 

cannot disregard her mother's wiflhes," he 

said with an air of frank sincerity and in- 

difference, that failed to deceive anyone, 

and that contrasted funnily with the sharp, 

quick, distrustful glances he gave surrep- 

titiously to Daisy and her companion At 

that moment Cuthbert was saying : ■

'* Your name was the first my eyes lighted 

on when I opened the Soyal Academy cata- 

logue, and your picture was the one Imade 

for the minute I got into the room. That 

was before I had ever heard you spoken of, 

remember. So we must regard it as a direct 

intem>sition of the finger of Fate." ■

"Did that same finger indicate me, as I 

stood a few yards off, hoping to hear some- 

one say a good word for my first exhibit? " ■

''No; you couldn't have been there on 

the occasion. I should have recognised you 

as the artist at once, and should liave ■

introduced myself, and ** He paused, ■

and she asked : ■

<* And what then!*' ■

"I shoidd have gained all the weeks 

that have intervened between that first of 

Uay and this tenth of August, instead of 

having all my work before me." ■

" What is your work, Mr. Cuthbert t " ■

"A labour I shall delight in — still I 

don't think that it will physic the pain I 

shall feel if it fails to be rewarded." ■

" Is the labour legal or literary 1 Some- 

one told me you were a barrister, who did 

nothing but write for magazines, and some- 

one else said you were a magazinist who did 

nothing but suppress all impatience for 

briefs ; which is true ! " ■

" The labour to which I purpose devot- 

ing myself is of a more exciting nature 

than either law or literature." ■

" Can you tell me anything about it 1 " ■

«I shall probably tell you a good deal 

about it" ■

"Then it won't be a secret" ■

"Not from you." ■

" Is it — commercial — ^perhaps t " she sug- 

gested, half timidly looking up into the 

face that was half flushed with colour and 

quivering with emotion like a girl's. ■

" It's a venture on which I shall stake ■

all I prize most If I win I shall be ■

an awfully lucky fellow, and if I lose " ■

he checked himself, and she impidsively 

put her hand on his aruL ■

"And if you lose, what then! Do tell 

me. ■

" I shall be considerably worse off than 

I was when I saw you first this morning." ■

" Poor fellow 1 " she said softly ; " though 

I don't know why I say, poor fellow 1 for 

you may be very well off already, only 

somehow I don't Uke to think of your failing 

in ever so small a thing. I should like 

you to succeed." ■

" If you wish me to succeed I shalL" ■

"Then with all my heart I wish you 

success," she said heartily, putting the 

pencil into her left hand and giving him 

her right one fearlessly. ■

" Daisy, Daisy 1 " he murmured darindy, 

" I have heard that your memory is bad 

for the promises you give in thoughtless 

kindliness; and I've heard something 

that's harder still — that you're engaged. 

Is it sot" ■

" Is which so ! And why do you care 9 " ■

"Are you capricious, and are you en- 

gaged I " ■

" A Htfla" ■

" Do you mean a little capricious or a 

little engaged 1 " ■

" A little of botL Here, take the sketch, 

it's vilely done, but it will help to remind 

you of the day you came to the resolution 

that you would really labour, and — of ma" ■

" If it pleases you to think that I shall 

never forget you, that, let what will come, 

youll be the sweetest memory of my life, 

take that assurance at onca" ■

She threw her head up and looked at 

him, her eyes sparkled, and then softened 

dangerously, flatteringly, and her breath 

came quickly. ■

"And I feel that it's worth having lived 

only to hear you say that," she said des- 

perately, and then she added, "to think 

that aU this — this, which will alter my 

whole life, should have come about at a 

picnic, where we met as strangers an hour 

or two ago." ■

" How soon may I see you again ! " ■

She shook her head despuringly, and he 

saw that Mr. Dunstan was advancing, 

accompanied by Mr& Langham. ■

"Your mother has commissioned Mr. 

Dunstan to take you home by an earlier 

train than the one we have arranged to go 

by ; so, as I dare not disregard her wishes, 

we must say good-bye to you, Daisy," Mra 

Laneham began, and Mr. Dunstan added : ■
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" If you had not insisted on my coming 

here to find you, yon would have had a 

few more hoars' liberty. As it is, I am 

afraid we shall have to drive fieuBt, in order 

to catch the train.'' ■

'' I am coming, as my mother wishes it," 

she said without raising her head, and going 

on, added a few touches to the sketch* 

Then at the bottom of it she rapidly 

scrawled her initials and address, and gave 

it to Cuthbert ■

''Let us see your sketch, Daisy," the 

authorised lover asked uneasUy. ■

But Cuthbert had put it in his pocket 

and turned away, and was now apparently 

oblivious of all things, save the lighting 

of a cigarette. Nevertheless, as Daisy 

passed mm presently, when Mr. Dunstim 

was fussily hurrying her away, the girl 

heard him breathe the one word, "To- 

morrow," and, as their eyes met, hers 

looked assent. ■

The recollection of that word, and of 

the way in which it had been breathed, 

supported Daisy considerably during the 

tedious run up by rail to town. ■

As the train shot out from the station, 

Daisy had turned her face to the window, 

in a way that implied that silence would 

claim her for its own if her inclinations were 

studied. The excitement which had pos- 

sessed her during her brief intercourse with 

Cuthbert had giv^n place to depression and 

vague disappointment She had allowed 

herself to fancy ; she had almost permitted 

herself to hope; that somethiDg definite 

would transpire before she parted with 

Cuthbert this day, which would enable her 

to easily free herself from Mr. Dunstan. 

What she fancied might be, and what she 

hoped would be, was not very clearly out- 

lined in her ill-regulatedmind. Only she felt 

sure that Cuthbert could help her to be 

honest, and true, and brave enough to de- 

clare her independence, and confess to the 

man to whom she was pledged that her 

contract with him was an unceasing source 

of mortification to her. She felt sure t^at 

Cuthbert could do this, she felt equally 

sure Cuthbert wanted to do it But Time 

had been unkind, and had cut short oppor- 

tunity. ■

So now she felt greatly disappointed, 

and, as is tiie case generally with girls of 

her mental calibre, as soon as she felt the 

sting of disappointment she collapsed and 

felt despairing. As she shrank away from 

Mr. Dunstan, and gazed out of the rail- 

way-carriage window, she seemed to have 

eyes in the back of her head for his ■

an ■

unimpressive presence ; and the 

that his presence would probably 

shadow her for the remainder of bar 

seemed to afflict her with 

physical pain. It had been 

enough to flirt with him ; it had ^] 

fied her vanity to see that she Itti 

power to lead him on to love her to 

best of his ability. At first, even, it 

thrilled her agreeably to have it ~ 

that the sensible superior man of 

was ready to make himself very 

about her. But these soothing 

had soon vanished, and Daisy Bashld^ 

wretched, remorseful, and terribly ■

Silence had reigned for an aw 

long time between the affianced pair 

Mr. Dunstan broke it Then he spdn 

a way that roused all that was rebdtlioai 

Daisy's nature. ■

** I wish that you would cease to 

yourself ridiculous and conspicuous 

every cad yon meet in miscellaneoitt 

ciety." ■

She was too indignant to either pany 

thrust or blunt the edge of it by 

it on a shield of indifference. She&lfii 

the error of retorting and trying to 

her action. ■

" Mr. Cuthbert is a barrister and a 

man, and the miscellaneoas society Imrtl 

him in is a picnic got up by your fiud( 

Mrs. Langham, who is his cousin. Besides,! 

didn't make myself either ridicoloiu or 

conspicuous with him." ■

" If your poor mother were more vened 

in the ways of the world than she ii^ I 

should request her to remonsfxate with 

you," he went on, disregarding lier (&■ 

claimer. " As it is I am compelled to tike 

the unpleasant task upon myself, islhn 

no desire to see you fooled by thatintt 

Cuthbert, or laughed at by his fri^^ 

however ready you are to respond to idle 

and frivolous attentions from any man vi^ 

offers them to pass away an idid botHi 

Daisy." | ■

His tone was goadingly contemjptoons 

in its affectation of tolerant soperiontf* 

Daisy hated him at that moment ■

" You shall see whether his attentiiHtf 

are idle and frivolous, or not If jjm W 

that they are, you may have ths o^ ^ 

despise me," she said passionately. ^As 

it is, till then keep your derogatory winwitf 

about Mr. Cuthbert and me, and jwr 

remonstrances concerning my conduct wnh 

him, to yoursell" ■

<* I certainly shall not attempt to inter- 

fere with either again, until yoa b^ ■

P ■
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Bxnt to difttingniBh mirage from realityi ■

osel from gold/* he said loftDy. ■

And Daisy heaved an impatient sigh, ■

id answered ; ■

" So be it ; only don't worry my mother ■

K>at it. Iiet her think Uiat we ■

e- ■

M ■

She hesitated in confnaion, and he asked 

rcastically : ■

" What are yon ^>od enough to wish her 

■ think aboat ns t^ ■

*' Don't let her think we have quarrelled, 

i8t yet, till I've had time to—" 

'* Bring Mr. Cathbert to the point of 

ropoaing. to yon, I suppose yon mean, 

ah 1 he wjU amuse himself well enough 

ithont doing that He's a mere shallow, 

>mmon-placey male flirt, a poor specimen 

I a despicable genus 1 Forget him, Daisy, 

ly darling ; and forget that we have 

early quarrelled upon our different esti- 

lates of him." ■

The train was stopping as he spoke; 

here was confusion on the platform, and 

n Daisy's mind. Desperately did she 

Iread the doleful hours of affectionate 

rebuke and expostulation which would 

rarely come when her mother should hear 

that she (Daisy) had lightly lost the 

itaunch but unprepossessing lover, and 

lightly won the frivolous but too-fascinating 

stranger. She could have parted with 

lir. Donstan on the spot for all time with- 

out compunction, had not the thought of 

the way in which her mother would vex 

her Boul over the scandal of a broken 

engagement, restrained her. As it was, 

she sought for a reprieve in a cowardly 

way by saying : ■

" Aa you like ; only don't stay and say 

anything this evening." ■

And as he had a special engagement with 

some men of *' light and leading/' he ac- 

ceded to her cowardly little prayer for 

delay. ■

But before Daisy slept that nighty It^a ■

BaaU^gh's seldom dormant fears for her ■

daughter's fidelity and loyalty to an avowed ■

lover, were aroused and in arma And this ■

though Daisy gave no expression to her ■

wish to be off with an old and on with a ■

new lova But straws show the direction ■

of the stream; and it was significant ■

enough, dangerously symptomatic enough ■

to the mother, when Daisy said, in answer ■

^ her (Mrs. Bashleigh's) enquiries about ■

the guests and their dresses : ■

^' I can't remember what they all wore, ■

or who they all were. Mra Langham's ■

cousin and I spent all the afternoon to- 

gether, talking and sketching.'' ■

"Is she a mce girl t WiU you ask her 

here!" Mrs. Badileiffh asked, beaming 

with delight at her child having made a 

new cong^iial girl friend. ■

" The cousin is a man, mother, a Mr. 

Cuthbert, and I liked him well enough to 

feel glad when he said he would cidl 

to-morrow." ■

" Oh, Daisy, Daisy ! another idle flirta- 

tion I What will ^. Dunstan feelt Why 

trifle with the affection of so good, so faith- 

ful a heart as his ! " ■

'* Let this— this finendship, liking, what- 

ever it is, for Mr. Cuthbert quite alone, 

dear mother," Daiqr pleaded with burning 

cheeks and swimming eyes. ** I have been 

very silly very often, I know that. I have 

been a fool about Mr. Dunstan — ^it makes 

me shudder now to think that I ever 

mkht have married him 1 But this — this 

will be different. This will be redl and 

lastine if yonll only let it alone." ■

A few reproaches, a string of tremulous 

surmises as to what people would say, if 

Daisy persisted in her fickle course, a 

tear or two dropped at the prospect of 

being deprived of a son-in-law, who con- 

sistently treated her with suave attention, 

and Mrs. Sashleigh's efforts to stem the 

current of events came to an end. She 

agreed to let *<this" done, and Daisy 

told herself that if it remained as it was, 

even without progressing one step^ she 

would still be inmiitely happy and con- 

tented; so fair, sympathetic, ajid perfect 

a thing did her lately-born friendship seem 

in her eyes. ■

But it grew ! That it should do so was 

inevitable, for they met frequently, and 

Daisy went into the most blissful bond- 

age of her life — a satisfied, fearless, en- 

grossing love for Mr. Cuthbert, who was 

radiantlV and complacently happy that 

it should be so. It did not occur to 

either of them that it was necessary that 

their relations with one another shomd be 

altered. The selfishness of the man and 

the unselfishness of the girl, caused them 

both to gather their roses while they could, 

without fear of consequences, and without 

reproaches fix>m onlookers, who were rather 

amused than otherwise to see Daisy Sash- 

leigh entangling her own feet in the same 

net which sue had firequently of old time 

cast about the feet of others. For of all 

the coterie, Daisy was the only member 

who was ignorant of the fact that Mr. 

Cuthbert was on^^ her slave, her knight^ ■

mmmmmme^^m ■
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her lover for so lon^ a time as he could 

play at being these things with impunity. ■

Poor Daisy, giving her gold for dross, little 

recked that Nemesis was near at hand daring 

that bright^ blue-skied summer in which she 

lived her brief romance. Mr. Dunstan 

had gone abroad, more disgusted with 

her lack of appreciation of himself than 

solicitous as to her welfare, and the mo- 

mentous question of the autumn outing 

was the vexed one in the minds of the 

majority. ■

And still Cuthbert and Daisy were all 

in all, and — nothing ! to each otJ[Ler. ■

CHAPTER IL — ^HEART OF LEAD. ■

They met one evening — ^how vividly 

she remembered it through many long 

years! — at a little hastily got up dance 

at Mrs. Langham's house. Daisy had 

the impression, as she entered rather 

late, that many of those whom she knew 

regarded her curiously, and that Maud 

Desmond, with whom she had grown 

very intimate since that picnic day, had 

a strange expression of kindly pity in 

her eyes. But all speculation as to the 

curiosity or kindly pity vanished, as she 

caught sight of Cuthbert standing in a far 

ofif corner, from whence he did not emerge 

instantly as usual to meet her. She was 

standing between the curtains that draped 

the archway that led into the back drawmg- 

room, pausing to speak to some utterly 

immaterial person only to give him the 

opportunity of coming to meet her. But 

this evening, though she felt his eyes 

light upon her for an instant, there was 

none of diat glad recognition in them 

which was wont to thnll her, and a 

curious sensation of coming evil weighted 

her hearty as she presently saw him claim 

another partner and slip off into the litUe 

crowd of waltzers. ■

Those about her saw her face whiten for 

a few moments to the lips. Then by a 

strong effort she recovered hersell Colour, 

spirit, and vivacity came back in a rush, 

and the next minute she flew past him in 

the arms of a man who established a claim 

on her gratitude for ever, by claiming her 

opportunely for a dance. ■

As she passed Cuthbert she heard his 

partner say to him : ■

<' That's Mss Eashleigh, Ned, the artist 

you know ; isn't she pretty 1" ■

The remainder of the girl's speech and his 

answer was lost to her, but she had heard 

enough to gather that the sUm, ^aceful 

young girl with whom he was dancing was ■

intimate with him, and fliat ^cL Drfg^ 

was being tacitly disowned ! ^ ■

As the last bars of the waits wm 

played, Daisy felt her feet lagging «f 

her head growing light In swiuk 

round she had come into ooUuioii va 

Cuthbert, and the tone in which he ail 

"I beg your pardon, Miss RaahleU,' 

showed her that he was not only gr 

to say "good-bye, sweetheart," but 

tended saying it in the coldest 

The conviction struck her with nmnlatg 

force, and she felt that her Kps 

quivering with mingled pain and we« 

Had Mr. Dunstan ever felt the same 

he found that she was ebbing away 

him 1 she wondered. ■

Had she been faint 1 She did mi 

know j but she found herself in a chair is t 

little side room, with Maud Desmond \ff 

her side, and Mr& Langham ]m>&aH 

all sorts of remedies. Maud's iam 

pressed her shoulder firmly, and hd^ 

to restore her composure, while Mra Lm^ 

ham fussed about her, speculating loam 

as to what could have upset her so su- 

denly. And presently the kindly 

strengthened her into steadiness 

Langham went on with badly-concerisl 

agitation : ■

" I hope yon will feel better and aUils 

come back into the room soon, dear Dd|^ 

An attack of this kind is apt to duow t 

damper over a party, and I particularijUHl 

everything to go off brkhtly to-ni^k^ m 

it's the first time Ned Cuthbert's ^O^ 

Miss Wilton, has been at my house, 

that's right, make an effort, and your 

and colour will quickly come back ■

The words must have been propl 

Daisy's colour and spirits came bade 

suggestive speed as the stimulating 

was uttered. Smarting under the Isilt 4 

it she rose up elastically, and was badrh 

the room almost before Maud DssbiobI 

could whisper : ■

'* Mr. Dunstan has arrived unexpeetaAjf ; 

don't treat him as a ' harbour of refqgs,' 

Daisy ! Tou'U be better drifting abont ia 

the open sea in a rudderless boat for a tBDs 

than anchored for life in safe waters wim 

you'll be very weary. ** ■

The words were kindly meant, the aim- 

ing was a wise ona But Daisy was not in 

the mood to appreciate either kindnsBBor 

wisdom. Thrown over by the man dn 

had come to love in unconsidered hiOo, 

she panted to show him and otheis tfait 

she was not forlorn though forsaken. ■

"Don't yon know that I have been ■

■

^TT^ri ■ • r"H » ■ III! I ail i| ■

^-=f ■
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engaged to Mr. Danatan ftll this time, 

Maad 1 Have I deceived you all about him 

as completely as Mr. Cathbert has taken 

08 in abont Miss Wilton 1 " ■

Then she ^ve both her hands and a 

lovely, flattering smile to Donstan, who 

came to meet her eagerly, with a corioos 

qaestioning look in his eyes, that was 

happily banished by her greeting and 

smile. ■

"She's a hardened, heartless, feather- 

headed flirt, nothing more and nothing 

less/' Cuthbert muttered grumpily to 

his cousin a few days after this in the 

coarse of a confiaential chat; "for 

weeks, for months I may say, she 

has led me to think that her engage- 

ment to Dunstan had died out, and that 

she would marry me as soon as I was in a 

position to marry her. I can tell you, 

Helen, I had got awfully fond of the 

girl, and, flirt as every one declared her to 

be, I could have sworn that she really 

meant it with me. We were never actually 

engaged, because she said, in the early stage 

of our acquaintance, that she would never 

marry a man who couldn't keep a carriage 

and horses for her. I shall be able to do 

tliat soon, and I thought I'd wait till I 

could tell her so, for I believed all the 

time that she was going straight with me." ■

"And thinking that, you went and 

engaged yourself to Miss Wilton t You 

have small cause enough to complain of 

Daisy's faithlessness." ■

"The instinct of self-preservation is 

strong within me. I have been playing 

second fiddle to that prig Dunstan all the 

time, I understand " ■

" Prom whom, Ned 1" ■

" From some of his own friends, from 

one or two fellows who were rather glad, 

I fancy, to be able to tell me that Dunstan 

and Daisy Bashleigh had a perfectly clear 

understanding as to how far she might go 

with ma" ■

"She has gone too far for her own 

happiness, poor girl," Mrs. Langham said 

pityingly; "you oughtn't to hear it, be- 

cause it wQl flatter your vanity, and because 

besides you are engaged to Louisa Wilton 

now; but I'll tell you because I would 

rather you thought Daisy a fool than a 

knave in this affair. She's not one of the 

fainting sort, as you know, but the inde- 

finable something there is about newly- 

engaged people must have struck her vnth 

painful force about Louisa and you the 

other nieht She lost her feet in the room. ■

and her senses before Maud Desmond and I 

could get her clear of it. I oughtn't to 

have told you, for you will marry Miss 

Wilton, and she is going to marry Mr. 

Dunstui, after all, so be a good fellow, Ned, 

and forget all I've told you." ■

The one person who was made entirely 

happy by Daisy's marriage, which took ■

f>lace very soon after this, was Mrs. Hash- 

eigh. To her it was the realisation of her 

brightest dream of peace and safety for 

Daisy that she should be taken into the 

sanctuary of Mr. Dunstan's steady, un- 

wavering heart and comfortable, common- 

place home. That there was something 

pathetic in the girl's passive acceptance of 

the fate she hacf accepted in despair when 

defrauded of the lot that had been glorified 

by her imagination into the position of the 

only one in the world that was bright for 

her, was an element in the event that 

entirely escaped Mrs. Bashleigh's obser- 

vation. As entirely indeed as £d another 

fact connected with the affair, namely that 

Mr. Dunstan, though he never referred by 

word of mouth to that brief madness, that 

sunmier romance of Daisy's, treated her 

from the first as a pardoned person, a 

penitent who would have to be rigorously 

looked after, and treated with irritatingly 

watchful care. ■

That the system worked well after a 

time may be assumed from the fact that 

Daisy, as her old compeers continued to call 

her, strove and succeeded more unceasingly 

and better in her art than she had done 

during her unfettered, unmarried days. But 

in spite of all her efforts to avert them, 

there came many a period of pinching 

poverty, when the literary labour, which her 

husband rejoicied in doing, went unre- 

munerated very often by aught but glory, 

and the children who brought balm to her 

heart and anxiety to her mind, interfered 

with the painting which brought grist to 

the mill Still, though such intervals as 

these recurred frequently, Mrs. Dunstan 

grew into the Outward semblance of a very 

happy woman. ■

reople who knew her superficially said 

it was impossible that Daisy could be a 

happy woman, fettered as she was by those 

ever-recurrins sordid considerations about 

household bills, and the difiiculties attendant 

on getting the best instruction in various 

branches of art for the daughters who had 

inherited her artistic tastes. But the few 

who knew her better understood that the 

frivolous ffirl had mersred in middle acre ■
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into a woman capable of sabjoffating every 

merely selfish and personal aim and 

pleasure to the pleasure and well-being of 

her children. ■

From time to time, as the years went on, 

she heard of the brilliant successes achieved 

at the bar by that old unacknowledged 

lover of hers, of whom it was currently 

said that all he touched turned to gold. 

And she was woman enough, and eenerous 

enough, and perhaps it may be added ro- 

mantic enough, to feel a throb of exulta- 

tion at every fresh triumph he gained. ■

For his part^ he forgot her in the in- 

tervals between seeing her pictures on the 

walls of various exhibitions and her name in 

their catalogues. When he thought of her 

at all it was with half contemptuous pity 

for the frivolous blunder she had made in 

not playing her cards better when he had 

been so infatuated about her. But as he 

was enlarely well satisfied with his own 

wife, there were no regrets mbgled with 

his pity. ■

But when twenty years had passed since 

the evening he had taken his premature 

revenge on Daisy for a fickleness she had 

not been milty of, it seemed to them both 

that the Taw of compensation worked not 

inefficiently in her case. ■

It was private view day at the Royal 

Academy, and Cuthbert, a Q.C. now, stood, 

the centre of a group of famous men 

and fair women, before a picture that was 

exciting a eood deal of attention. ■

A little boldly designed and splendidly 

executed oil-painting representing a group 

round the bedside of a sick child, on whose 

state the doctor has just pronounced a 

hope-inspiring verdict In the face of the 

mother bending over this boy, looking up 

with joyful gratitude as the glad words of 

promise are spoken, Cuthbert recognised 

the face of the girl who had come into his 

life for a time at that picnic in the New 

Forest twenty years before, and he was 

turning to the catalogue to find the artist's 

name, when someone said to titm • ■

" Miss Daisy Dunstan bids fair to beat 

her mother on her own ground. Surely 

you remember Daisy Eashleigh, don't you, 

Cuthbert f That is the work of her eldest 

daughter." ■

Almost simultaneously someone else 

was saying to Mrs. Dunstan : ■

" Do you see that tall distinguished man 

over there before Daisy's picture 1 That's 

Cuthbert^ the celebrated Queen's Counsel ; ■

makes millions, I believe, and has thssA 

charmine house in town. It's a p^kj 

has no children to inherit his foitoin.* ■

ONE DAYS WOEK ■

CHAPTER L ■

I HAD been a shy, shrinking child wiml 

was first sent from home, and I had grota 

up a not less shy, unpopular girL Itwsaogt 

that I was ill-natured, or mean, or spitofd 

I never remember any such charge bng 

broiu;ht against me ; nobody could sayflni 

I had ever done an ill turn to anybody, m 

refused, if opportunity offered, to do i 

good one. I do not raiow that they, i^ 

of them, positively disliked me ; but a 

certainly there was no one who cared muck 

about me. I made neither friends nor btk 

and it was not that I did not ehooae i& I 

would have given anything for lore ; Imil 

had not the way of winning it ■

No doubt it was a gift wanting to iiisii 

the beginning, but circumstances had had 

their share in emphasising its absooa 

Had mv mother lived untQ I was oldi^ 

she, at least, might have learned to woJ^ 

stand me ; I say she mi^t — ^I dont 

that she would; I was not an atti 

child even to her. She was so pretty 

charming herself I must have heeai m 

thing of a puzzle and a disappointmsDi 

her, and then she had Gh)dfrey — Grodf 

who was beautiful and a boy 1 It was 

to be wondered at that, young and 

and in society as she was, she did not 

much time for studying the character 

winning the confidence of the foor, ] 

little ffirl, whose very coming into 

world had brought disappointment w~ 

But as she grew older, I misht have 

to be more to her, had she kved. 9iedid 

not live; at eight-and-twenty she disi 

leaving my father with the two d us— I 

eight years old, Gk)dfrey two years yooDgoi 

My father, out of whose life all the bii^ 

ness and beauty had gone with her, in- 

duced an aunt of his own, an austen 

elderly woman, to come and keep hooae 

for hun and look after his children, h 

my case, it was decided within the year 

that the best place for me would be soiu4 

and to school I accordingly went ■

My aunt Benedicta had come to the eos- 

clusion that I was dow and sulkf. Ibo 

latter I may have appeared ; the bam 

I do not think I was ever takm to be 

from the first at St Bonan'a. I im ■

attncthtl ■

c^. ■
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lappier and more at home in my work 

hasi in anything else, and if I awoke any 

>er8onaI animosity amongst my school- 

ellowB it was because I outstripped them 

b it, and therefore to a certain extent in 

ihe favour of my teachers. They approved 

>f me, if they did not become attached to 

me, and one of them, in her quiet way, as 

mdemonstrative as my own, must have 

lone this, though I only found it out when 

[ was leaving. ■

She had such a hard, formal, cut-and- ■

Iried manner, and seemed to go through ■

her work so exactly as though she had been ■

wound np to it, that I had never suspected ■

her of caring for me or anybody. So ■

when, the day before I lefb^ she came up to ■

me in the midst of my packing, and put ■

her arms round me and kissed me, tellmg ■

me with tears in her eyes how much she ■

should miss me, how much pleasure she ■

had taken in my progress, and how I had ■

never given her any trouble, onlv the ■

greatest satisfaction, I was touched and ■

surprised past the telling. ■

**Qod bless you, Violet Damer," she 

said. ** You are a good girl, and deserve 

to be a happy womaa And oh 1 mydear, 

don't let people think you less good and 

less loveable than you are. Don't let them 

I be afraid of seeing into your heart One 

may distrust onesdf too mucL One finds 

out the mistakes one has made oneself all 

one's life long too late to profit by it, but 

one may point out the rock to others and 

try to prevent tiiem from splitting upon it 

just the same. They say you are cold and 

proud, and don't care whether you are 

liked or not, but I know better, and life 

gets very lonely as the years go on, without 

a little love. And it is so much eceier to 

win it whilst one is young 1 " the poor soul 

added pathetically. ■

She was ri^ht in what she said, and I felt 

it and knew it, but how was I to alter my 

nature t It was good advice, but it was of 

no use to me ; indeed, I should have been 

better without it^ for it only increased my 

self-consciousness. To please one must 

feel in oneself the power of pleasing. ■

My aunt remained at Femacres about ■

a year after my return from school, ■

to hiitiate me into those domestic duties ■

which, by her own wish, were henceforth ■

I to devolve upon me. The place was more ■

pretentious than the establishment, which ■

had bera cut down considerably at my ■

mother's deaUi, and my father cannot have ■

lived up to his income, which exceeded ■

foTir thousand a vear. He was a man of ■

quiet tastes and habits, fond of a country 

fife and quite happy — so it appeared to me 

— amongst his books and papers, when he 

was not out and about the plaice. That 

there was more in my father than — to 

use a homely expression — ever came out, 

the influence he wielded on the Bench, 

and the way in which his neighbours 

were given to turning to him in an emer- 

gency, bore witness. He was a very just 

man, and had the highest standard of 

honour of any one I ever knew, with one 

solitary exception. If he was also very 

proud, his pride was free from arrogance 

or vulgarity, for he had the simplest 

manners and was retiring to a fault ■

The quiet, happy life uiat we led for the 

first two years after my aunt left us, seems 

like a dream to me now. I was everything 

to my father, and he to meu We never 

said it to each other that I remember, 

until the time came for it to be over; we 

were not demonstrative people, but so it 

was. We grew te be necessary to each 

other. ■

It was not a particularly sociable neigh- 

bourhood, to begin with ; and my father 

had not been at the trouble of keeping 

people up, BO that the claims of society did 

not interfere with us much. It was the 

greatest possible relief to my father, when 

he found that I shrank from anything 

like the ordinary routine of county sode^ 

as much as he did himself. My first 

ball had been quite enough for ma I had 

been shy and silent with my chaperon, 

and still more shy and sQent with the un- 

fortunate young men who had been brought 

up to me, and I had been conscious of 

dancing in a manner which would have set 

Madame Michaud's teeth upon edge, had 

she been there to see it And it had not 

made matters better that my aunt Bene- 

dicta had distinctly disapproved of every- 

thing I wore. Nothing Lady Lorimer could 

say on our way to the Assembly Booms 

could do away with the conviction that I 

was foredoomed to failure, and before the 

evening was over I could detect even in 

her suave manner a suspicion of impatience 

and disappointment ■

*' I am afraid you don't care for dandng," 

she remarked at the dose of it '*My 

girls doat on it To At out and enjoy 

yourself, you must be a great flirt or a 

great taUker — tiie men won't be bored with 

you otherwise, no matter how pretty you 

maybe. They will be amused; that is the 

fact" 

I '*Then I shall never be anv eood at balls," ■
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I replied, with more alacrity than I had dis- 

played throdghoat the evening, "for I 

shaJl never amuse them, it is not in me. 

I was the worst dancer at St Ronan's, and 

I have not a notion of small-talk I know 

nothing of politics, or plays, or fashionable 

people — ^how should 11" ■

My chaperon laughed and shmgged her 

shoulders, and Laura, sitting opposite us 

and apparently half asleep, lifted her long 

lashes, and regarded me with a sort of 

supercilious amusement ■

" I don't think either politics or plays 

would be of much use to you," Lady 

Lorimer said. ''There is a land of free- 

masonry amongst young people, as a rule. 

You want to come amongst us more, and 

have companions of your own aga I 

must speak to Mr. Damer about it" ■

She did speak to Mr. Damer, and the 

result was a clear understanding between 

my father and myself upon this particular 

point I was not required to go to any 

more balls, and I had carte blanche to 

choose my own friends, and have them at 

Femacres as much as I liked, which was 

not much. I seemed to have no time for 

them; I rode with my father about the 

farm, or drove into Brentford shopping 

early in the day, and in the afternoon 

there was almost invariably something to 

be done, or studied, or seen to, together ; 

and then after our t^te-^tdte dinner, I 

used to play and sing with him by the 

hour together — for this was a thing I 

could do. ■

We had very little excitement The 

one thing for which we looked forward 

from month to month was the arrival of 

the Indian mail, which never failed to 

bring us a letter from Gk)dfrey, who had 

joined and gone out before my return 

from school When I said I was every- 

thing to my father, I meant that it might 

be said to be so in our daily life. I was his 

friend and companion there, on the spot ; 

Godfrey was the pride of his life. From 

the moment we heard that the regiment 

was ordered home, rather more than three 

years after it had quitted England, we 

thought and talked of nothing else. ■

It was late in the year — in November — 

and my father went to Southampton him- 

self to meet his son. The journey from 

Femacres was long and troublesome, and 

he arranged to break it in town, sleeping 

at Waterloo the night before the steamer 

was expected at the docks. It was the 

only sensible arrangement that could be 

madei though we neither of us liked — ^he ■

to leave me or I to be left-^aodiliidl 

had seen him off from the statioiilinil 

round by the rectory, and induced OMitl»| 

girls there to return with me for tliemii| ■

I had arranged and rearranged 

thing in Godfrey's room over and 

again, and as far as Icould had set OQt( 

thing about the house to the best 

tage. It would be so deliditfol to 

Godfrey exclaim that he had seen no 

like hut old home during his yeui 

absence, and to make him feel that 

where else in the world could he be 

happy ! ■

I heard the carriage ^oing down 

back drive as I put the finishing touc' 

my toilette. I did not give much the 

as a rule, to my personal appearance^ 

I was Klad that night that I was 

than I had ever promised to be. ■

I remember stopping for a momf 

look at my watch, and thinking that 

had not allowed themselves quite as 

as usual to get to the station, and 

gratulating myself upon the crispness 

dryness of the roads. Twenty minut 

do it, and twenty to return, and say f 

get everything together — not quite 

hour more for me to wait ■

I fiUed up the time as best I coi 

read or work I could not — until I ~ 

the sound of wheels once again, and 

I rushed out into the hall, to find thati 

old housekeeper had quietly, as a 

of course, without saying anything to 

assembled the servants together to wel( 

the home-coming of the young master. ■

As the carriage stopped before it 

door was thrown open, and I stood 

the threshold, my arms outstretched 

welcome. ■

In welcome of whom t ■

One person, and one only, had 

out of the carriage, and was coming 

the steps towards me. Coming npslow^ 

and as it were reluctantly, not as 

would have done, clearing them at a bonne 

in the lightness and eagerness of his heart] 

not with the weU-known gait of my d( 

father, for it was neither the one nor 

other, but a stranger to me, a man apoa| 

whose face I had never looked before. ■

My arms fell to my side, and I fell 

a step or two, with a cry of surprise 

dismay. I remembered it afterwards 

the first greeting Arthur Vandeleur 

ceived in the house to which he was to Ml 

made afterwards only too welcome ! As I| 

uttered it, I felt myself drawn gently be& 

into the light and warmth of the bsBfJ ■

■
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ilst the strange voice that belonged to 

t strange face bade me not be alarmed. 

'* I am here in your father's stead, Miss 

mer. He ia quite well, and sent his 

'e to you ; bat he was nnavoidably pre- 

[ited leaving London to-night, and he 

txuated me with a message for you, 

dch he preferred sending by word of 

mth to -writing." ■

" But Gk>dfrey I ** I exclaimed. " Where 

GkKifreyl" ■

H.e hesitated for a moment, then he said 

lietly and firmly : ■

" It was about your brother Mr. Damer 

lahed me to see you ; but my errand is to 

»a. I cannot deliver your father's message 

ere." ■

I had forgotten the servants standing 

round us, forgotten everything, in fac^ 

L the bewilderment of the moment ; but 

ow I led the way, with a sort of me- 

[lanical obedience, to the library. As he 

bood and faced me there in the full light, 

coking down into my eyes with a great 

ity in his own, I saw that he was in the 

»iime of life, from five-and-thirty to forty 

—some ten years, I should suppose, my 

ather's junior — and that he was singularly 

landsome. ■

" Tell me,'' I said, '' for Heaven's sake, ■

^ mel There must be something the ■

matter, or you would not put me off like ■

this. It is not kind of you — my father ■

never meant you to torture me like this ! " ■

'* Heaven forbid that I should torture ■

you! "he satdj "but I am a bad lumd at ■

breaking bad news, and it is bad news; ■

but you will do your best to take it ■

quietly. I know you will, for your father's ■

tuike. He had a great shock when he ■

went on board this morning. Your brother ■

was taken ill on the way home — ^within ■

three days of our arrival — very seriously ■

ill, and Mr. Damer found him in great ■

danger — danger of his life," he added with ■

dow emphasS. ■

"I know," I said in a hard voice, "I 

know what it is you are trying to tell ma 

Godfrey is gone, he will never come home 

to ua any more ; and you have come to take 

me to my father." ■

And 80 indeed it was. The poor lad 

bad fallen a prey to dysentery, and his 

fatber had just been in time to look into 

tbe dear eyes once more, before the light of 

life was quenched in them for ever. It 

was tiius that before I was two-and-twenty 

my dear father and I were, as it were, left 

^oue in the world together. ■

CHAPT£& n. ■

A GREAT change came over my father, 

after the death of his son. His whole 

being was shaken to its foundations, and a 

restlessness most foreign to his disposition 

took possession of lum. He could no 

longer fix his thoughts and concentrate his 

attention as he haa been in the habit of 

doing, and it was painful to see how much 

the effort to do so cost him. He to whom 

so little in the way of society or amuse- 

ment had been necessary for so long, who 

had sufficed to himself in so many ways, 

seenied now in need of constant distraction 

to stave off a depression which threatened 

to paralyse all his energies. ■

I could only do my best to make the 

void in his life less grievous than it 

would have been without me. But there 

were so many ways in which I could 

not take Gkxlfrey's place. For one thing, 

the estates were entuled. I had never 

given a thought to it— -how should I ? — 

nor had my father himself, during the 

lad's lifetime. I never suspected how 

strong was his pride of £Gunily, and how 

his heart was bound up in those old acres 

of ours, until he found himself confronted 

with the possibility of their passing away 

from his own flesh and blood. ■

'*To think that when I am dead and 

gone there will be no one left in the old 

place but strangers, no home for my duld 

to^ return to, if ever she finds the world 

without cold to herl No one to hand 

down the old name and the old traditions ! 

You will say it is all vanity and vexation 

of spirit, but it chills me to the heart to 

think of it" ■

It was not to me, but to Major Yande- 

leur, the speech was made; but I over- 

heard it, and it gave me the clue to the 

chief source of my father's refusal to be 

comforted. ■

'* Yes, I know it ia hard," was all Yande- 

leur said. ■

He was staying with us at the time, 

having come home from India invalided, in 

the same vessel with poor Grodfrey, to 

whom he had shown the devotion of an 

elder brother in the last days of his life. 

The passion of gratitude in my father's 

heart may be easily imagined, and it was 

enhanced by the prompt and gracious 

acceptance of an invitation, which had 

been proffered with natural misgiving as 

to its reception. We did indeed feel that 

it was adding obligation to obligation to 

come to a house desolated like ours. ■

imtftmmm ■ ^n** ■ ••ef^ ■ •w^r ■
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He was a channing gnest and oom- 

)aDion, and did maeh to imeer na ap. My 

ather delighted in him, and we l)oth felt 

m interest in him, whioh snipaafled mere 

snriositj. We ahonld have liked to know 

-ar more than he cared to tell about him- 

self and his belonging; He was not a 

rich man ; about that, he made no sort of 

mystery, and he was alone in the world — 

*ar poorer than either of us, as he some- 

iimes said, for we had each other, and he 

lad nobody. ■

It was a dark day at Femacres when 

le went away, and its master missed 

lim in a manner which, had I been 

ess uneasy, would hare made me a little 

iealons. But people were bednning to 

udk about the way in which Mr. Darner's 

rouble was telling upon him, and I began 

io feel the responsibiUty that was laid upon 

ne grow Yery heavy. He would not allow 

Jiat he was ill, but he was losing flesh 

before my eyes, and he wandered about 

ihe place like a restless spirit One of the 

persons who startled me by their comments 

ipon his appearance, added to it a piece of 

>ractlcal advice : ■

«< Why don't you induce him to shut the 

)lace up ior a few months, and take you 

somewhere South — to the Biviera, for 

sample t " said Lady Lorimer. ■

I <ud induce him to do as she suggested, 

md early in February we were comfortably 

mtablished in one of the first hotels in 

^ica ■

The beautiful climate, the complete 

change of life, the novelty and variety of 

iver^hing around us, had the deured 

)fiect. My father, taken out of himself 

ind roused to a certain animation, shook 

>ff in a great measure the depression 

vhich had fastened upon him. lltde bv 

itUe, lie began to respond to such ad- 

rances as were made to him, and made 

riends with some of the English colony, 

vhich had, even in those days, waxed 

lonsiderabla Amongst them was a family 

it the name of Fraser, with whom lived, in 

he two-fold capacity of governess and 

lompanion, a certain Miss Dalrympla ■

What can I say that will give any one, 

lever having seen her, an approximate idea 

i the subtle, indefinable chmn, that made 

Tanet Dalrymple more attractive than 

tiany a beautiful woman f For she was 

tot beautiful ; though graceful she certainly 

ras above most peopleu She could not 

therwise have carried off her height so as 

acquire an air of distinction from it^ 

rhich she did. I don't know what there ■

was in the small, colourless fisce, witb its 

anreob of reddish-auburn hair, its grey 

eyes and fair lashes, to challenge attention 

and not unfrequently admiration, unless it 

were a certain calmness of expression that 

characterised it. It was I tmnk more in 

her voice, than in anything else about her, 

that the secret of her fascination lay. Itwas 

so soft and sweet, with a caressing tone in 

it, which seemed to take one. into her heart 

and confidence at once. I admired her 

greatly, and admiration was not confined to 

me. My father, to whom there is no doubt 

the possibility of re-marr^ins and securing 

the estates in the direct Ime nad suggested 

itself after the death of Gk>dfrey, proposed 

to Miss Dalrymple, and was accepted by 

her, before we Idt Nice. ■

She received his addresses and conducted 

herself throu^out with the greatest tact 

and ddicacy. His wealth and the position to 

which it would be in his power to raise her 

seemed scarcely to affect her at all That 

he should have loved her enough to single 

her out from amongst other women to shaxe 

them, seemed to be the one thing she 

allowed herself to dwell upon. She told 

my father all about herself, which was not 

mucL There had been a good home, and 

an ignorance as to ways and means, which 

was bliss whilst it lasted, as longas the 

Beverend Mr. Dalrymple lived. When he 

died, the slender provision that was left to 

his widow did no more than keep her from 

want^ during the brief period for which 

^he survived him, and then Janet and her 

sister had to shift for themselves. The 

latter had already been married two vears 

when the Frasers first had the ^ood for- 

tune, as they deemed it, of meeting with 

Janet ; and Mra Daintree and her husband 

were present at the wedding, which took 

place almost immediately upon our return 

to England. ■

The county was taken by surprise. 

People had thought it likely enough that 

my father would seek some such solution of 

the difficulty presented to him after a time ; 

but they had not contemplated his making 

up his mind so quickly, nor, I think, were 

they altogether well pleased at his having 

gone so fitf in search of a wife. They greeted 

the new Mrs. Damer civilly enough; it 

would have been hard to snub her in any 

society, and, after all, she was an improve- 

ment upon me, if only in that she seemed 

less averse to society. She showed, in- 

deed, a decided inclination for it^ and her 

husband, dbposed to indulge her in every 

way, put no obstacle in Uie way of her ■

wm^ ■ wrmm ■

f^ ■
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entettainiog and being entertained after a 

fashion long oat of date at Fernacres. 

She appeared so perfectly happy and con- 

tented, that it was a pleasure to him only to 

feel that he had put her in the possesdon 

of so much enjoyment But he could not 

shake off so completely the habits of a life- 

time as to enter with any real zest into the 

more public part of her life. She and I 

went about a great deal without kim j and 

though I would rather half my time have 

been with my father in his study, I com- 

prehended that the time for all that was 

over for both of us. Janet made no pre- 

tence of caring for learning or lore of any 

sort ; she had had too much teaching, she 

used to say laughing; but she never inter- 

fered with her husband's pursuit of it. 

Whatever he did was right, and it never oc- 

curred to him that, had she felt any real 

want of his companionship, she would have 

been more jealous of his booka ■

They had been man and wife little more 

than a year when my father's hopes were 

dashed by the birth of a daughter. His 

wife, too, was greatly disappointed, and 

nobody cared or troubled much about the 

baby but myself. To Janet^ when once 

she was about again, it was more of 

a tie than a pleasure, and my father took 

little notice of it To me it was a new 

nucleus of affection, and one I was in need 

of; for I had lost the first place in my 

fathered heart, and I was slowly though 

barely becoming alienated from his wife. ■

One thing she had already done : she had 

made Fernacres as popular as it had been in 

my mother's lifetime. It was Mrs. Damer's 

pleasure to bring young people together; 

80 she used to say with a pretty matronly 

m, and as the young people did not object, 

we generally had a house-fulL I was 

amongst the objects of her solicitude in the 

beginning, but I was too impracticable for 

her, and she bad given me up in despair, 

wheD, with Lady Lorimer's party from 

Ciaverton Manor, there chanced to come to 

one of our garden-parties a certain Gerald 

Guildford, barrister-at-law. ■

He was the life and soul of the enter- 

tainment that day, and of all the parties in 

the neighbourhood for many a day to 

come. Neither in his profession nor in 

anything else was he much in earnest in 

those days; he was overflowing with 

life and spirits, and as full of enjoy- 

ment as a child. Everybody laughed at 

him, and with him, and his handsome face 

was welcome wherever he went Whether 

it was that my shyness and coldness ■

piqued him, and made him resolve to 

overcome it, or how it was, I know not ; 

but whilst everybody else ran after him, 

with the perversity of human nature he 

ran after me. ■

But I would not have anything to say 

to him, and I told him so, untU he set 

to work at his profession, and showed 

that there was something in him. If I 

were worth the working and waiting for, 

well and good. I let him speak to 

my father, because I would have no 

secret from him, but I would not call it 

myself, nor allow him to regard it, as an 

engagement binding upon either of us. I 

was very fond of him, but I had made up 

my mind that I must be more than very 

fond — that I must be proud of the man I 

married. So back went my lover to his 

chambers in town, to set his shoulder to 

the wheel in earnest, and I stayed on at 

home, happier in the prospect that lay 

before me than I would acknowledge even 

to myself. ■

CHAPTER ra. ■

Major Vandeleur had not had occa- 

sion to return to India on the expiration 

of his sick leave, his regiment having been 

ordered home in the meantime; but my 

father had been married more than two 

years before his visit was repeated. He 

found a very different house to that which 

he had left, and he congratulated its 

master with great warmth upon the step 

he had taken. From the first his ad- 

miration of my stepmother was of the 

frankest description, and she on her side 

pronounced him delightfu]. He was at 

Fernacres more than a month, and went 

away more decidedly a friend of the family 

than ever. That was in the autumn, the 

third year after our return from Nice ; in 

the following spring we heard with some 

surprise that he haa carried out what we 

had thought would prove to be an idle 

threat of retiring from the service, and 

was coming for the benefit of sea air to 

Ciaverton, three miles from us. ■

" If it be sea air he wants, we can't give 

him that here,'' my father said when he 

read the letter ; " but the house is open to 

him whenever he likes to come, and I shall 

write and tell him so." ■

" I don't think I would, if I were you," 

Janet said quickly. " You know best, of 

course ; but there will be nobody else here 

just yet, and I should think it would be 

better if he were to come and go like any- 

body else in the neighbourhood." ■
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" Just aa you like, my dear. I thought 

he was too great a favoarite to be in any- 

body's way, and Glaverton always seems 

to me the end of the world ; bat no doubt 

you know what will be best for all of us," 

my father replied, with a surprise not un- 

tinged by annoyance. '' If we don't ask 

him, the Lorimers wiU, ten to one, when 

they find him putting up at the Marina" ■

Janet made no answer. She looked 

pale and put out^ and idl that day she 

was unusually silent I noticed it at the 

time, and wondered at it, but it was not 

until long after I understood the meaning 

of it, and gave her credit for at least one 

effort in the right direction. ■

The Major did not accept the Lorimer 

hospitality, if it was offered him ; but he 

did come and go to Femacres scarcely less 

constantly than a son of the house might 

have been expected to da He was a good 

deal with my father, who was as fond of him 

as ever, and I, aa well as my stepmother, 

saw enough of him to learn to take his fre- 

quent appearances as a matter of course. 

But I never thought of connectbg them 

any more with Janet than with myself, 

until one evening I found her sitting in the 

boudoir from which he had issued only a 

few minutes previously, crying bitterly. 

What he had said to her so to move her, 

or indeed that it was anything that had 

been said, she would not acknowledge ; but 

for the fint time a feeling of distrust sprang 

up within ma I began to watch Janet — 

I do not mean in her comings and goings 

— ^but in her moods, and the watchi^ did 

not make me happier. She was less sweet 

and even-tempered than she had been, 

and seemed to care less about anything. 

With the child she was strangely capn- 

ciouB, sometimes making so much of it, 

and after such a fashion as would have led 

one to suppose it neglected in her estima- 

tion by everybody else, sometimes and 

more frequently leaving it almost un- 

noticed for days together. Nor was she 

what she had been in her manner to my 

father — not that she was ever ungracious 

to anyone, much less to him; but the 

warmth seemed to have gone out of it, and 

I fancied he was aware of it, though he was 

possibly too proud to say anything. ■

In the meantime I was quite happy on 

my own account Grerald's letters were full 

of belief in himself and devotion to me, and 

the course of true love seemed for once likely 

enough to run smooth. We had oppor- 

tunities too of meeting, though Gerald's 

running down often to Glaverton would not ■

■

have been compatible with the hard work 

I so inexorably demanded of him, and 

would, moreover, have given more publicity 

than I cared for to the relations between us. 

I always believed Major Yandeleur was in 

the secret, and so I suspect were a good 

man^ others, but I escaped little speMhes 

and innuendoes as a pleasanter girl would 

not have dona ■

The summer came and went, and Major 

Yandeleur still stayed on at Glaverton, only 

he had given up his rooms at the hotel 

and gone into lodgings. Things at Fern- 

acres, if they got no worse, did not improva 

Both master and mistress seemed out of 

spirits, and the little girl was not thriving. 

Early in the autumn ime died, and nothing 

could have shown more plainly the gradual 

estrangement that had taken place Mtween 

them than the way in which Janet, in 

whom the loss of the child had apparently 

awake9ed at last something like a motherly 

instinct^ refused to be comforted by its 

father. ■

''Yon never cared for her," she cried 

passionately once — and there was enough 

truth in the shaft to send it homa She 

would have as little of my sympathy aa of 

my father's, and it was by herself and at 

her own suggestion she went up to town 

in her first deep mourning, to stay with her 

sister. It was then — ^in her absence — ^I dis- 

covered with something like a shock — half 

disappointment, half surprise— how com- 

pletely her husband's hearty in spite of the 

coldness of manner her own latterly had 

evoked, was bound up in her. What was 

it that seemed to prevent him from show- 

ing her half he felt for her when she eanie 

backf Was it that she seemed herself 

so chiUed through, that the very touch 

of her lips froze the tender words upon 

hist ■

Major Yandeleur had been to and fro 

as usual during her absence ; but he had 

b^gun to talk of going' South for the 

winter, and I was gbd of it ■

Janet said little or nothing, and she had 

appeared to me of late to avoid the Major. 

The only one of the three of us who ex- 

pressed any regret, when the time really 

came, was my father. ■

It was early in November when he took 

his departure, and about a fortnight later 

my father had occasion to go, on business 

connected with one of his farms there- 

abouts, to Granford, a country town aome 

twelve miles from us at Femacrea He 

had spoken of the necessity of going some 

days previously ; but it was not until the ■

■

^ ■
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before ^we were told he had arranged 

the Thnradaj, and I was strack by the 

tied look in Janet's face when it was 

itioned. As nsnal, when he went 

•n any of these expeditions, he had 

breakfast early by himself, and I, 

Qgh^ I was down in time to see him 

waited for my stepmother. She was 

) in making her appearance, and when 

did make it, she was in her walking 

sa and had her bonnet on. Which 

prised and dismayed me most — the sight 

the bonnet or the wan, worried expres- 

1 of the face beneath it, I cannot say. 

'What can be the matter?" I ex- 

imed. •• Where are you going 1 You 

k like a ffhost" ■

^* So wonid you, I expect," she replied, 

r you had slept as badly. But I have no 

le to think about myself. I have had a 

egram from Kathleen. She is in a diffi- 

Ity of some sort, and wants me to go up 

mediately.'' ■

" I am sorry," I said ; " and just the very 

y when papa is not here to take you him- 

IC I should be in your way, I suppose ; 

perhaps you would rather Brennan went 

ith you anyhow 1 " ■

" I am not going to take Brennan," she 

turned curtly. " I am quite capable of 

Iking care of myself; and as to your com- 

ig, my dear Violet, although it is very good' 

t you to suggest it^ I do not imagine they 

onld thank me for taking anybody to the 

oase if they are in trouble/' 

'* But you cannot travel alone after dusk, 

Dd you will scarcely get back before," I 

entured to suggest. ■

" I shall certainly not come back after,** 

he retorted with a cold little laugh. 

'Matters will scarcely be so bad but that 

Iiey can give me a bed." ■

That matters had not been at their best ■

^ly at Mr. Daintree's I knew well ■

ttiough, my father having come to the ■

rescue, and thai not for the first time since ■

bis marriage ; the puzzling part of it to my ■

tnind, and that I could not express, was of ■

what possible use Janet could be, if the ■

trouble really were of this nature, without ■

the assistance of her husband. The ■

brougham had been ordered, however, and ■

was at the door before we had finished ■

breakfast I noticed, as she stepped into ■

it, that she had taken the precaution of ■

providing herself with a valise large enough ■

^ contam a change of things, and asked ■

her once again what we were to do about ■

sendiiig to meet her. We were to wait for ■

^ telegram, she said. So she drove away ■

by herself, and I went back with a strange 

feeling of sudden desolation into the de- 

serted house. ■

The door of the study was open, and I 

went listlessly in, as to the first place that 

offered. The table was strewn with books ; 

but the desk, at which my father wrote his 

letters and transacted his business gene- 

rally, was, as usual, a model of neatness. 

His morning's correspondence had been 

di9posed of, according to his invariable cus- 

tom, even when, as on the present occasion, 

it involved his rising an hour or so earlier 

than usual, and anything the post had 

brought had already found its way either 

into its appropriate pigeon-hole or into the 

waste-paper basket. One letter, never- 

theless, lay there awaiting him — a letter 

from his wife. ■

My first impulse was to wonder why she 

had not left her messaee, whether written 

or verbal, for me to deliver to him ; my 

second to wonder still more at the bulk of 

it, for it was quite a thick letter. ■

And then, suddenly, a dreadful fear took 

hold of me. Her disturbed appearance 

— the vagueness of what she had told 

me — her refusal to be accompanied — ^all 

rushed back upon my mind, and seemed to 

point the same way. She had so wearied 

of us that she had left us — and yet no ! 

She could not— it was wicked of me to 

think it of her even for a moment — she 

could not have done this thing by my 

father I ■

How could I dare to entertain the 

thought of it ? Why, it would break his 

heart, it would kill him ! And I had 

been base enough to suppose that she, his 

wife, could be guilty of it ! ■

And yet the mere sight of the letter 

seemed to sicken ma I went out of the 

room, away from it, and upstairs. In the 

corridors leading to the bedrooms I felt 

my skirts carrying something along with 

them, and stooped to pick it up. It was a 

piece of pink paper, crumpled up into a 

ball. At no other moment should I have 

given it a second thought ; under no other 

circumstances should I have done what I 

did. ■

To begin with, I should not have taken 

it, with that sudden flash of conviction, for 

what it was — to go on with, I should not 

have considered it any business of mine 

to enquire into its contents. But as it 

was, I smoothed the paper out, and read 

what was written upon it. It was the 

telegram Janet had received that morning. 

It ran thus : ■
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" From Arthur, Charing Cross, to Mrs, 

Darner, Femacres, Bedford. — Just received. 

Meeting at terminus inexpedient. Come 

direct to hotel, and await me there." ■

As I stood theroi like one petrified, I was 

startled back into life, as it were, by the 

voice of Janet's maid, close behind me. ■

** If you please, Miss Damer, you are not 

to be frightened, for there is not much the 

matter ; but the master met with a slight 

accident at the station. He slipped and 

fell getting into the carriage, and as they 

were bringing him home they met the 

brougham with Mrs. Damer in it going to 

the train, and she sent me word by Dr. 

Walters to come and tell you at once." ■

I did not stop to ask the woman where 

her mistress was or how ; my first, for the 

moment my only thought was for my 

father, whom they had already carried into 

the study, and laid upon his own sofa. 

My relief at hearing the little low laugh, 

which was ever with him the surest sign of 

pleasure, was almost too much for me, and 

I fell back before he had so much as seen 

that I was there, laughing half hysterically 

myself. He neither saw nor heeded me ; 

for the time being he had eyes and ears for 

person only — the woman who was ■

<me ■

kneeling at his side, with a face on which 

the smiles and tears seemed to be succeed- 

ing each other in true April fashion. ■

" I tell you it is nothing," he said. " It 

is nothing but a sprain, Walters says so 

— don't you, doctor 1 And it is worth all 

the pain to be made so much of on the 

stren^h of it," he added, with the happiest 

ring in his voice I had heard there for I 

knew not how long. ■

And then he remembered me. ■

" Where's Violet 1 " he said. •' Has any- 

body told Violet ? " ■

Ajud as he spoke, Janet rose to her feet 

and made way for me. Her lips were 

quivering, and there was an indescribable 

blending of pain and pleasure in the ex- 

pression of her whole face. In that of 

mine there was something that frightened 

her, I could see it in her change of 

countenance, and in her sudden shrinking 

away from me. I was a bad hand at dis- 

guise of any sort, and the passion of pity 

for my father and indignation against her 

that possessed me at that moment, I could 

have found no words strong enough to 

express. ■

What he had said about himself the 

doctor, who had accompanied him home, 

corroborated. There was really nothing 

the matter that rest and quiet would not ■

set to rights. Janet and I might mib 

ourselves quite ea^. What littb tki 

was to be done would not take ten xm^ 

and the sprain would require no grcttv 

skill in its after treatment than wecU 

valet, who had been with my father ers 

since I could remember, would be safe '4 

bestow upon it. ■

So far so good, as far as the hnsbuj 

was concerned ; but what of the wifet ■

What was I to do with Janet? What is 

it that had brought her back t If^ asl sq»> 

pected, she had simply yielded to thesbar 

terror of the moment, and the all bntist 

possibility of leaving her husband vaa^ 

such circumstances, what guarantee ?a 

there of her permanent return to the do^ 

she had been on the point of discardo^f 

Who could say whether the tears, d irbxl 

there had been so copious a shedding wen 

tears of genuine repentance, or meidjAi 

natural, involuntai^ outcome of vm^ 

fear and excitement ? One thing only la 

clear to my mind. At any cost and If 

what means soever, my father moit k 

spared the sorrow and disgrace which hi 

so nearly fallen upon him — spared so nuuk 

as the knowledge of his narrow escxpti 

them. ■

I cannot recall now the words in wliiBk ■

I broke to her my knowledge ofkl ■

plans. I know I showed her the A ■

gram and the letter, which last I \d ■

possessed myself of whilst my father m ■

yet lavishing his endearments npo&dj| ■

writer, and that I alternately coaxed ■

threatened, entreated and stormed, at ■

with a vehemence as surprising to m; ■

when I come to look back upon it^tf ■

must have been to her. I don't think k ■

was needed ; I don't think that anythingl ■

may have said to her made any differeaei; ■

I think my father had done for hhDiv ■

what I could never have done for hnii,iw ■

that she loathed and despised her ofi ■

weakness more than I could loatbe or ■

despise it in her ; but I did not nA ^ 

listen to her,until I had had my own say oot ■

" You are quite sure," she aaid tto 

" quite sure that you know his heart, m 

that he does love me, does want oe, 

though I have brought him nothing ^ 

disappointment 1 It is not only the &b^ 

pride you are thinking of, and the bs^l 

name 1 It was not for his old name ^r 

his broad acres I married him,''8hecrwi 

passionately, " but for himself I And tben 

to think that he had but the on^^J^ 

the one hope, in marrying me I Ob, Wh 

it was too much for any woman to betf. ■

^ ■
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Arthur Vandeleur had played only too 

dlfully^ and miflcnipaloasly the part to 

hioh his inlataatioii had committed him. 

B first and favoarite amongst my father's 

iendSy it had seemed so natural that he 

lould be made the confidante of his real 

elings ; and Janet herself, morbidly send- 

ve on the score of the one thing wanting 

L her married life, had been aU too ready to 

iten and believe. Would it not be better 

it everybody, her husband induded, that 

le should, by her own act^ set him at 

berty from a yoke which had become 

irdensome to him f ■

How completely the man must have 

ominated her before he brought her 

yr one moment to regard thmgs in 

Ills light, and how miserable a life she 

met have been leading for long past 

-it was terrible to think 1 To this 

lay I am at a loss to understand the 

»Teciae nature of his influence over her; 

hat he had a passion for her there is no 

loubt — a passion, of which he was as 

uuch the slfltve as she was his — ^but the 

aysterious power, by which she was 

Iniwn towards him, seemed to have in it 

'sx more of fear than of love. It was not 

hsX. She loved him, she was fascinated 

k him, and she knew so well herself how 

I was with her, that her one wild appeal 

lo me now was to keep him away from her. ■

"I never want to see hun again," 

ahe cried, "never, never! But what 

am I to do f There is nothing he may 

not do in his rage and disappointment 

when he finds I have failed him. Oh, 

Violet, Violet ! " she burst forth sobbing, 

"I am the most miserable woman in 

the world, and I might have been so 

bappy 1 I was so happy, in spite of it all, 

when I saw my fears luui misled me, and 

that your father was not lost — not lost 

either to life or to ma I forgot everything 

else in the joy of that ; but now, when I 

come to think " ■

''It is of no use thinking," I said 

hanUy — ^aUaost cruelly — for I could not 

foi^ve her for the weakness which had 

been so near wrecking my father's life. 

" What has to be done is to acU Major 

Vandeleur expected to keep you wait- 

ing for him. He must not mind wait- 

uig for you instead. There is still time 

to catch the next train, and there is a long 

enough delay at Swindon to send a tele- 

gram thence, which will ensure his expect- ■

I^S you by it. But there is no time to be ■

lost." ■

For a moment she stood and stared at ■

me, with an expression I shall never forget, 

in the horror and incredulity gathering on 

her face. Then she spoke quite calmly. ■

"Never I" she said. "Not if I am 

driven ik) take all my sorrow and my shame 

to my husband's feet^ and lay them there, 

for him to spurn them and me, if so be he 

cannot find it in his heart to forgive me— 

not if you drive me to that I " ■

"Janet," I said quietly; "you don't 

understand — ^you have not heard me put. 

It is not you whom Major Vandeleur will 

have the pleasure of receiving this after- 

noon, but me." ■

It was thus that I was led to take the 

step, which was fated to change the whole 

aspect of my life. ■

I saved Janet from the consequences of 

her folly, and my dear father from the 

knowlec^e of it, for my meeting with 

Arthur Vandeleur that day was the last 

that ever took place between him and any 

of us ; but I paid very dearly for it ■

We were standing— -our interview over 

—on the steps of the Charing Cross Hotel, 

waiting for the cab which had just been 

hailed to convey me to the (j^reat Western, 

when a hand was laid on my shoulder, 

and turning round I found myself face to 

faoe with my lover's nearest relative and 

guardian, Sir John Lorimer, his comely 

countenance wearing an aspect so unwonted, 

and his eyes searching my face after so 

strange a fashion, that I felt my heart sink 

within me as I met them. ■

" I find I have not been misinformed," 

he said, "though I was very unwilling 

to believe that the lady of whom Major 

Vandeleur was in charge was Violet 

Damer. But as it is so, he will, I trust, 

excuse me for claiming the privileae of an 

older man and an older friend, and taking 

you xmd&c my protection.^' ■

Vandeleurwas quite equal to the occabion. ■

"My meeting with Miss Damer was 

purely accidental, Sir John," he said stiffly, 

" and she had just refused my escort U, 

as I suppose, you are going home to-night, 

nothing could have happened more fortu- 

nately for her," ■

He raised his hat, and was about to 

move away, when the old gentieman, obe- 

dient to what appeared to 1^ an irresistible 

impulse, called him back. ■

" I did not mean to say anything to you 

about it," he said. "It is no business of 

mine, but perhaps it inay save future pain 

and trouble in other quarters, if I tell you 

at once that I dinod last night at Mrs. ■

r ■
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Bentinck's, and was made acquainted with 

your connection with that family/' 

The other gave a slight start 

" I am not aware that I ever denied it,'' 

he replied haughtily ; " that I do not take 

either pride or pleasure enough in it to 

publish it, must, I should think, be self- 

evident to anyone." ■

Sir John looked at him hard. 

<* One word," he said. " I may be doing 

you an injustice. To me and mine you 

owed no particular confidence. Is or is 

not Mr. Damer aware of what was told 

me last night)" ■

"WeU, really, Sir John," Vandeleur 

began with a short laugh. ■

" I see," the old man broke in quickly, 

as he stepped into the cab after me, *' he 

is not Good-day to you, sir." ■

I was shivering as I sat, foreseeing the 

explanation which would be required of 

me, and which I should be unable to give ; 

but I plucked up courage to ask my com- 

panion what it was, the knowledge of 

which had been withheld from my father. 

He hesitated before he answered me ; then 

he said briefly : ■

*' I won't pay you the bad compliment of 

supposing that you can be affected one way 

or the other by the hearing of it ; but your 

friend Vandeleur has been sailhig under 

false colours from the beginning. There 

is a Mrs. Vandeleur — the poor thing went 

out of her mind ten years ago, and has 

been in an asylum ever since. One would 

have nothing to say against him on that 

account, Heaven knows— one could only 

pity him — but he had no right to deceive 

people as to his real position. And in ■

your case " He paused, and leaning ■

suddenly forward, took both my hands in 

his and held them hard. ■

*' My dear," he said, " I don't want to 

be hard on you. I have girls of my own, 

and I don't expect old heads on young 

shoulders. You have been very silly, very 

indiscreet, it is no good denying it You 

were seen to come into the hotel, and as to 

what was told me just now about your 

having just met by accident, I would 

not take that fellow's word upon oath. 

I am not going to him for an explana- 

tion ; but aU the same, as Gerald's father, 

or as good as his father, for he has had 

no one else to look to since he left college, 

I have a right to one, and I must have it 

I want to know what you were doing up 

in town by yourself to-day, and what 

chance — for chance it must have been — put 

you in the position in which I found you 9 " ■

It was impossible forme to idl him; ti 

do so would have been to put not mod^ 

my father's wife but my ^Uier'a hxmm 

at his mercy; and I was too proud to 

plead for my own happiness as I w^ 

have done, or as others, cleverer thm \ 

might have done in my stead. And tba, 

I was so mortally afraid of his tdliig 

my father how and with whom he had 

found me, at the very time wh^i I wu 

supposed to be making up to Mrs. Dio- 

tree for her sister's non-i4>pearance ! ■

'^ I am grieved to my heart," Sir Job 

said at last, " that there should be uj 

mystery where my old friend Damdi 

daughter is concerned — that is bad enoi^ 

— but I am resolved there shall be dobi 

in the case of my boy's wife. If I am ti 

hold my tongue as to what has takai 

place tonday, it is upon one condition onlj. 

You may put it how you like — upon toj 

pretext you choose — ^but there must be m 

end to the engagement between yea 

Where there is nothing to be ashamed d, 

there can be no need of concetdment" ■

Nobody who bad read that cold, abropt 

little letter, would have guessed what h 

cost me to write it I mtd changed my 

mind. I had been mistaken in my em 

feelings. I had not, and never shooU 

have any wish to marry. Neivet luai 

what he wrote back to me. Theworii 

burned themselves into my farmin, aid 

made me feel as though in saving m 

life, as it were, I had siMsrificed anoM^; 

but as time went on, drawing my dn 

father and his wife nearer to one 

and to me, bringing with it at last thei 

so long and so earnestly looked for — bitk 

face of all this, I say, I lived down the ptfk 

And God was good to me. For wbm, 

after ten years, Janet and I were left alom 

with the little heir of Fernacres, the fini 

use she made of her liberty — if I may ao 

speak of what was so true a widowhood- 

was to tell him whom it most ooncenied 

the true stoiy of that strange day's w<A 

Had he ever shown any disposition to 

console himself elsewhere, it wonld hara 

been another thing ; but as for me there 

had been but one man, so for him there 

had been but one woman in the world I ■

IN THE MAY TIMK ■

CHAPTKR L ■

" A woMAii with a history ^" ■

No, 1 am certamly not that; Ainit 

Mary may ba ■

^:i ■
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Bat Aant Maiy's story is not the one I 

am going now to telL Bits of it may crop 

up here and there ; but most of it she has 

got locked away where we cannot get at it. 

My story is only of me, baby May, the 

yoangest child of the town's greatest 

man I ■

There eoes one of my slips. Now in my 

grave miadle age I keep my tongne more 

qiiiet j bat alack and alas 1 who diall ever 

drive out the old Adam f And my tongue 

was, to use the words of an old man-ser- 

vant of ours, " just sluDg in the middle, and 

so went ' clack clack ' at both ends 1 " ■

Naturally, I thought my father the great- 

est man in Westbury. He was Dr. Freeling 

of Westbury, a small midland town ; but 

twenty years ago I did not know much of 

the world, and the doings and folks of our 

county filled my actual horizon. ■

I dare say in the beginning I was spoiled. 

When one is the youngest of eight, and 

when, above that youngest there has been 

an inroad made by Death, the spoiling and 

petting of " the baby " may be harmful, but 

must be natural. ■

I do not remember the spoiling, how- 

ever. What I do remember was that I had 

a very good time of it generally, and " high 

jinks," as the boys and I called it, when 

those same boys were home for their 

holidays. ■

I could climb trees as well as they. I 

could fish and row as well as they. At 

cricket I was their match, for a girl is deft 

and quick of hand and eye and fleet of 

foot. Gradually, of course, time ended 

many of these delights ; but I managed 

to fill their places with new ones. ■

I was nineteen. The boys were no 

longer boya Hugh was at Aldershot^ 

and Malcolm had just been made partner 

with my father. All the rest were 

married. ■

Hugh had a week's leave, and he and I 

were thoroughly enjoying ourselves. ■

Of course he was only a lieutenant as 

yet ; but I specially remember one walk of 

ours. He had been telling me of his last 

love. Hugh's loves had been many, and 

I paid little real attention to this tale of 

hi& I was in one of my wild fits, and my 

ears heard without my mind taking in one 

bit. ■

Hugh and I were up by the canal, 

which engineering of some fifty or more 

years back had carried along some upper 

ground. In fact, it rose so high above 

it, that our dear lazy river ran beneath 

it at one place, where, bv eneineerinfir ■

skill that I never ^x^ubled my head about, 

the canal waters were carried by some 

dozen yards or so of aqueduct above the 

river waters. The point that struck this 

fact into my mind was tiie popular be- 

lief that, if ever this bridge should burst, 

Westbury would be swamped. ■

I WM^ wild and fearless ; but bits of 

superstition terrorised me, and vague 

horrors did the same. I never crossed 

that bit of canal-path where I could look 

down upon the reedy river, without shak- 

ing nerves and hurrying feet ■

it had been so on this May morning. 

Once again ofi* the iron pathway and on 

terra firma, I turned round abruptly on 

Hugh and shouted to him to " hurry up." 

Then I careered alone a bit forward^ to 

where the lock-house stood, and still Hugh 

was loitering on the bridge. I again 

shouted, and then I heard him shout ; but 

not to me, and he flouriBhed lus straw 

hat 

Naturally, I ran back to him. 

" Oo round," he called to me ; "it's Jim 

Conolly. I'll meet you." He came a bit 

nearer, and I understood that he was going 

to swing himself over the railing and 

scramble down the bank to the river. ■

*'Make him come round," I answered. 

"Who is he I" ■

"Have you been deaf) He is Nan 

Conolly 's brother." He was gone, and was 

flying down the tangle of rose bushes and 

blackbeny bushes and white May. ■

"GonoUy, Conolly," I mused, as I 

walked on my way. "There are no 

GonoUys here ; what has he come for t " ■

I was recalled by Hugh caJling to me. 

He and a young man were on tifcie opposite 

bank, and the young man had a long 

branch of white May in his haxA. ■

The next moment I was introduced, and 

by-and-by the stranger began taking about 

my name — " May." ■

" If you want to know the truth," I said 

bluntly, " I am nothing but prosaic Maiy, 

only Maries abound in our family, and I 

was bom on May-day, so I am to be known 

as Mav Freeling — at your service." Here I 

made him a curtsey. ■

An amused look sprang into his eyes, 

and immediately afterwards a grave look ■

" I am glad ^ou see the gravity of the 

situation," I cned. I had no reason for 

what I said; in actual truth the words had 

no meaning, beyond the notion that they 

might somehow fit the sudden gravity of 

his face. ■

Asain another raoid chansre came, and ■

■
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from dutressed BerioosneM he plunged 

into meiTtment, and met me on my own 

ground. ■

"Yes/' he laughed, "it would be a 

eitaation of intense gravity — 'Miss May 

Freeling, aged 90/ on yonr tombstone." ■

"Dear 1 1 don't mean that 1 It is more 

likely to be * May half-Srdosen things/ long 

before ninety comes 1 " ■

"FioUe woman 1" and he tossed his 

dark head with a mimicry of sarcasm, and 

waved his bruioh of white May. ■

Hugh was striding a few paces ahead. 

" We want Shaw here/' he pat in grimly ; 

" clack dack at both ends." ■

" Mystery 1— there is a tale— tell it to ■

ma" ■

As Condly talked in this way, he kept 

time to his short sentences by plucking the 

white bunches of May-flowers, and gathered 

them together in one hand, making them 

into a snowy ball ■

" Yes," I said, " it is the mystery of the 

family. Beware how you play with it" ■

"I feel I must make this mystery my 

own — ^my very own ! " Again he made a 

diow over the empty worda ■

Empty words I A meaning suddenly 

made them full to overflowing, and my 

face at once was scarlet ■

"What rubbish you two are talking 1" 

said prosaic Huffh, turning round again, 

and waiting until we stood there abreast ■

Was it likely my spirits should be so 

snubbed t Not at all! I covered my 

momentary discomposure by tossing my 

head wilfally, and by frowmng upon Hugh 

in a mock-tragic manner. " Do not inter- 

fere with Mr. Conolly's and my conversa- 

tion/' I said. " He has scented the mystery 

ai. Westbuiy, and declares he will have it 

for his own— ■

M ■

" Stop, May." ■

"For his own," I repeated. "And I 

am going to give it him." ■

" You must go your own way." ■

"I generally do," was my answer. 

" ' Clack, clack,' were the words of the 

mystery." ■

"Yest" OonoUy's attention seemed gone 

from my story to the bunch of flowers he 

was trying to tie together with a bit of 

grass. ■

" Well, translate them, and you will find 

they mean ' swish, swish.' That, explained, 

will be found to mean the sound our ghost 

makes." ■

Conolly's eyes were laughing. "A real 

ghost 1 " ■

"Certainly. We'il go in at the back ■

gate and up the laurel walk, so I'll show 

you the hunting-grounds of our ghost, only 

—don't try to see her ! " ■

" A she f Why not see her t " ■

"Because," and I screwed my mouth 

into a show of sad pensivenesSi ** I should 

be grieved to think I had spoQed your 

life!" ■

" You could not ; you could only '* ■

" She's talking the most outrageous non- 

sense," Hugh began. ■

" Now, please be quiet I am giving the 

l^nd exactly. The ghost^ a departed 

Freeling of Charles's time, only comee to 

foretell evil to the people who see her. I 

wouldn't see her myself for the world 1 " 

Here an attack of superstitious fear came 

upon me, and by some strange bent of my 

nature I actually trembled and felt cold. I 

clasped my hands together quickly. ■

"Well change the subject," Conolly 

said quickly. " Have I not made a lovely 

snowball f " ■

« Yes." ■

" It is for you. Will you not have it % " ■

" Oh I no, no I " I shuddered and drew 

away. ■

Conolly looked at Hugh and then at 

me. ■

Again the hot colour surged over my 

face. '' Don't you know," I cried, " that if 

you give May you give bad luck t And 

if you carry it into a house you carry evil 

fortune into that house, don't you know f " ■

"Then here goes!" and he lifted his 

arm to fling the thing into the water. ■

Again a new humour seised me, and I 

felt I could not so hurt a man who was 

simply showing me a kindness. "Let me 

smell it," I said, " flrst" ■

" Na" How firmly he said it ! ■

"I will! You are angry with me!" 

and with a spring I caught his uplifted 

hand, and had the white snowy ball of May 

under my nose. What next freak would 

take me t Apparently no freak at all, for 

I quietly gave the thing back into his 

hands. ■

"Now you have given me bad luck." 

He shook his head and laughed. " Never 

mind, we'll throw it away ; well conmiand 

good luck." ■

CHAPTER IL ■

The week of Hush's leave was also a 

week of Mr. Conolly^ visit To put a large 

amount of domestic history into a small 

space it must be told that Hugh had made 

acquaintance with the ConoUys in London, 

and that he had entirely lost his heart to ■

r ■
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!f an ConoUy. Hugh meant business this 

ime, as we found out, and he meant that 

i/onoUys and Freelings should l)ecome 

riends. 

It was the last day of his leave. 

For some reason of my own I had 

Aken myself off to the apple-orchard, rosy 

low wi^ lovely blossom. I was stand- 

ng under a tree that was literally a mass 

)f pink flowers ; a few yards from me was 

3ilas Shaw, our old gardener, inspeeting 

[lis yarioas charges. I had not spoken to 

tum yet, for my own affairs filled my mind, 

md I was simply acting out a wild piece 

>f coquetry. Yes, it was as bad as that ■

The week had been a week of marvels ; 

but now the end was come all the marvels 

seemed quite natural things. Malcolm 

said that I " had been going it rather too 

strong 1 " And the words were applied to 

the manner in which I had treated Hugh's 

friend, Mr. Conolly. ■

He amused himself with me, why 

should I not amuse myself with him ) ■

But, alack 1 alack 1 I was feeling horrid 

now to think that he was going away. ■

Now, putting various things together, 

and feeling reiSly a sorrow in my heart, 

would such a wild girl as I look meek before 

him, and show a man that she — she—cared 

! for him 1 That she wanted him by her side 1 

That she would, the moment he had gone, 

&y up to her room and weep her first tears 

of real woe) Not I, indeed 1 May 

Freeling wordd never show any man any 

sQoh weakness. ■

To be wild was the best antidote for 

any woeful feelings down in the depths of 

my heart ; so presently, having faced my 

difficulty prosaically, I marched from under 

the shadow of my rosy tree, and made for 

Silas Shaw. ■

If I did not seek somebody, somebody 

would seek me, I knew. So I stayed out 

of doors. ■

I chatted with'^Silas, and at last I heard 

Hugh's voice calling: *' May ! May 1 Where 

are you ) " ■

" Here she be. Muster Hugh ! " Silas 

lifted his voice. ■

"Be quiet!'' I commanded. ''If they 

want me they can come for me." ■

"Theyl" the old man repeated, and 

actually winked. ■

"Is't another weddin', missie, eh? 

Weddin's be rare good days." ■

" One of your grandchildren going to be 

married ) Is that it 1" I pulled down a 

fosy bot;^, and, plucking off a cluster of 

I bloom, stuck it in mv belt. ■

''Law, Miss May! Five good codlins 

gone there. Now, don't do it, dearie I" 

He looked almost tearfully at my bunch of 

pink flowers. ''Eh, I think it'll be a 

weddin'." ■

" Do you 1 " I laughed. " I don't. Yes, 

I do." ■

"C!ontrairy, Miss May? He's a smart 

young chap, doant'ee be tiiat? " ■

" Nonsense ! I'm talking of Hugh's wed- 

ding. Has Hugh told you nothing ? " ■

" Muster Hugh 'ave said what he 'ave 

said. It's Muster Hugh's firiend as I'm 

thinking of now— 4on't anger him, missie." ■

" As if I could ! " I cried scornfully. 

"As if I should care even if I could! 

What is he to me?" ■

" Law, missie 1 " ■

" Just that ! " was my empty boast, and 

I blew a leaf from between my fingers. 

"Ah, there he is, and we'll have a 

good*bye all together!" I must have 

been mad, for I know I made a sort of 

dance as I ran from Silas to Mr. Conolly. ■

What was the matter) I could not ex- 

plain his look. ■

(I know now that he had not come out 

with Huffh, but had really been within 

hearing oi my idiotic parade of nonsense.) ■

"You look quite melancholy," I cried. 

Some feeling made me twist my fingers 

together, and lift my head gaily, and cry 

out these foolish words in hot haste. ■

" I confess I am not glad to go." He 

was throwing off that strimge look. ■

Then I thought : " Oh, he cares nothing 

at all ; he is quickly pushing off his inte- 

resting melancholy. I should be ridiculous 

if I looked grave over hinu" ■

The thought flashed through me, and 

my retort was the gayest of the gay : " How 

flattering ! But we are so accustomed to 

hear tiie same thing. All our visitors 

weep on the docKr-step." ■

" Do they ? I could not do that. Do 

you weep over them t " He talked gaily, 

but his eyes had a strange look in them. ■

" Oh, yes ! We treat them all alike." ■

" Do you mean what you say« pr are you 

playing I " ■

" Playing ! " And I put wonder in my 

face. ■

There was a moment's silence. ■

All at once I saw my mistake. But 

could I go back? Gould I confess ? Could 

I sua to an undeclared lover for love) 

Say that there was one visitor who could 

make me forget all other visitors ? ■

Some change passed over James Conolly. 

He spoke differentlv. He came forward ■
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now as ■

to Silas, and I think he talked 

much to Silas as to me. ■

'<Were you in the laorel path just 

now 1 " This was to me. " I turned down 

there and followed some one who I thought 

was you." ■

" Eh, sir ^" Silas began. ■

"Is your ghost a morning or an eyening 

ghost 1" Conolly was coolly careless. 

Then he turned back to me : '* Were you 

playing me a farewell trick t — ^playing the 

ghost for — my misery t " ■

" I hate practical jokes 1 " was my 

answer. '*No, I have been here since 

breakfast." ■

Had he reaUy seen the ghost t ■

In a quarter of an hour after this Hugh 

and Conolly drove off, and I — ^I was in 

my own room, and crying my eyes out ■

Woe would surely come to James 

Conolly through me. I should have 

stayed with him and Hugh after breakfast, 

and then we should have strolled out to 

the orchard together, and — and — ^things 

would have turned out differently. ■

CHAPTER III. ■

After that, perhaps, I changed a little 

and became less wild. Anyhow, I fell for a 

few weeks into some foolish ailing con- 

dition, Uiat was quite foreign to my robust 

nature. Aunt Mary, as usual, had the 

nursing of me, and I know I thought her 

hard-hearted over me — she order^ me, 

and she actuidly lectured me; then one 

day I saw what she had in her mind. ■

She thought I was pining for James 

Conolly. ■

Horrid ! and my spirit flashed out in 

rebellion. I got well by sheer force of 

shame from that day. ■

She had said to me: "There are two 

to be thought of, May, dear; and men 

natnraUy repress certain feelings. If a 

girl wounds these feelings by her frivolity 

the man wQl suffer, but he will not show 

that he suffers." ■

I had taken up my wild manner as my 

best armour, and here cried : " You put it 

so clearly. Aunt Biary 1 You must give me 

chapter and verse ! " ■

Then I was surprised. She did give me 

chapter and verse. In plain English she 

told me how in her youth she had been as 

wild as I, and that she had had a lover, 

but had trifled with him just one de- 

gree too long. She had been left alone, 

she had had to bear a great sorrow; he 

had gone away silent, and she knew that ■

till the end of time he would be silent to 

her.^ Through her he had grown bitter 

against women; through her he had 

plunged into a wild, reckless life; but — 

here Aunt Mary's grave face lightened — 

he had a nobility within him, and he had 

won strength at last to conquer vice and 

sin. Two years ago, only two years ago, 

when he had grown to be an old man, he 

had married — married the widow of the 

friend by whose help he had been sayed 

from himseli ■

At the moment her face held me quiet ; 

but in reality I rather scouted the prosaic 

dulness of her story's ending. ■

Such was not likely to be the fate of my 

love. No I Surely I could bring James 

Conolly back to me when I chose f ■

Only I must meet him. ■

And the summer came and went before 

I did meet him. ■

November came, and on the twenty-fifth 

Hugh was married to Nan Conolly. ■

Being Hugh's only sbgle sister I had 

to act as bridesmaid ; and it was James 

Conolly who was told off as my escort. ■

We were always in a crowd In a 

London drawing-room who can find nooks 

such as one has in abundance in the 

country t Once I saw a chance for a qtuet 

word, and — ^my tongue was tied. ■

After that moment it came that the 

bride and bridegroom drove off amid 

showers of rice and of satin shoes, and as 

the carriage rolled away I heard these words: ■

'' After this great scene I might as well 

get over my small one." ■

Every one was turning inwards to the 

warm rooms, for, though the exigendea of 

a wedding are many, not one of them can 

make the air of a raw November day 

genial ■

ConoUy turned like the rest, and I 

turned with him. ■

" Are we, each of us, supposed to get up 

a scene because those two do t " I asked 

gaily. ■

*' I think not," was the apparently care- 

less answer. <' My scene is not only small, 

but prosaic in the extreme. I am, you 

know, under orders to join at Portsmouth 

to-night" ■

"I don't know," was my involuntary 

cry. " Join t What do you mean 1 " ■

** There 1 was I not right in saying my 

scene would be prosaic 1 You have not 

even heard my news. Would a man going 

to his work be anything but prosaic when 

set in comparison with wedding sights and 

scenes ! " ■

=-r ■
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•* And where may you be going to work? " 

I cried. ■

" In India. I have exchanged." ■

My heart fell ■

" No, no j you have not I You are in the 

same regiment as HngL" ■

"I was." ■

"Then I muBt speak. Why have you 

done that?" I cried. "Have— has any 

one behaved badly 9 Has there been some 

mistake 1 Has any one said just the very 

thing they ought to have left unsaid ? '' ■

This was a strange jumble, but I had no 

time to consider. ■

" Oh, no,*' and Gonolly straightened him- 

self proudly. •• We all say and do ridicu- 

lous things now and again; and if by 

chance one stumbles on an unpleasant 

truth, it is none the less a truth." ■

He was so proud and cool that I could 

say no more. In hot shame I felt the fiery 

colour bom my face, but I managed to 

turn away, and when I turned back and 

faced him I was cool toa ■

" It most be the Westbury ghost," he 

went on, ^'that has upset the whilom 

order of my going. I think it was on 

the very day of my seeing her that I 

first decided to exchange for Indian ser- 

vice. I want money— one gets better pay 

out in India." ■

*' Is that your reason 1 " ■

" Is it not a good one 1 There is my 

old mother, she will tell you the same ! " 

And then over whatever had be^i ex- 

pressed on his face before, I saw that a 

genial brightness took its place, and for 

his mother he would be her brave soldier. ■

Bear old ladyl She was brave too. 

She said << Good-bye " to him after he had 

shaken hands all round; but, before his 

cab could have carried him out of the 

eqoare where the Conollys lived, she was 

back amongst us, and only showed us the 

remains of some tears. ■

I shut up the book of my youth that 

day. ■

CHAPTER IV. ■

Summers and winters came and wentf 

&nd nephews and nieces were bom, and on 

the whole the Freelinff s were a family who 

m^ht fairly be considered prosperous. ■

The dear old father was, as I always 

wid, the first man of Westbury ; mother 

^ft3 gently becoming more lond of her 

easy-chair; Aunt Mary, perhaps in con- 

sequence, became a litde more the useful 

II *^t; and for me, I was the unmarried ■

daughter of the house, and I meant to 

remain so. ■

I, of course, had dropped my childish 

wildness, and I faced life. To be fearless 

and to have a kind of boyish bravery had 

been my nature, and happily that part of 

my nature stuck to me. I saw what I had 

done, and I saw also that my mad utter- 

ances on the day of Hugh's marriage had 

been the maddest folly of my life. ■

So I went through the time with the 

growing gravity of years, but not love- 

lorn. No ; certainly I would never let the 

Westbury world say that of May Freeling. 

I do not know what my charms were ; 

surely I gave no heed to them, and what- 

ever they were, they were natural ones. 

Something, however, must have kept me 

pleasant enough in the eyes of my world, 

for I still had lovers who would be slaves. 

I sent them all away. Tes, sent them 

all away as soon as they showed the least 

tendency to pronounced love-making. ■

In course of time I was twenty-six — an 

old girl. So I considered mjrself. ■

Aeain May-day had come round, and 

the lovely white flowery drift swept the 

hedgerows. Again, too, I had stroUed 

down to the river banks, this time with 

Buth, Malcolm's little girl, so that we 

might carry home a bunch of golden 

mitfsh-marigolds. What a sweet, white 

angel the child looked in her snowy coat 

and hat^ having her baby-arms ftell of the 

golden river b^ties 1 ■

My birthdays have strangely been, 

more than once, the days of my fate. 

Before that May-day was over, a letter had 

come to me, out of which there grew how 

many events of the future! Nay, two 

letters came to the house, which in this 

case, made an important difierence to the 

turn of aJQfaira. My own letter I could 

have answered decisively, and no soul in 

the house be the wiser — was it not only 

another lover's effusion % But my father 

had one from Sir William Hibbert (the 

lover) at the same time, consequently the 

family had a say against my own private 

decision. Sir WOliam was a man nearer 

fifty years of age than forty, he was the 

greatest landowner near our county town, 

he was a good man. That is enough. 

They n^e me miserable. 

I knew what I knew, but the reasons 

that I spoke did not satisfy any of my 

family. ■

They wearied me, and I grew in the 

next following weeks quite oldl Aunt 

Marv's experience was as nothing in com- I ■
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parison to mine — I told her bo. They had 

left her alone. ■

'^ Child," she said gravelji ''it is not 

well for a woman to be alone. I think I 

could have been a good wife to a good 

man — ^perhaps romance fades." ■

One day my father made what he called 

his '< last stroke for Sir William/' I simply 

walked away from him and from his stady 

in lofty dignity. ■

I went np to my room. This was no 

matter for tears, tears belonged to the 

olden time ; but now my spirit was ram- 

pant, and I said simply to myself, '' I do 

not care — ^they may as well cease talking. 

I will never marry to please them.'' ■

I walked to the window-seat, and, leam'ng 

sidewajTs, spread my arms on the window- 

ledge and gazed idly over the old garden. 

There swept the laurel walk away from 

opposite the drawing-room to tiie lane 

which made a short cut to the meadows ; ' 

right under me were the terrace, on to 

which the drawing-room opened, the side 

rockery with its great plumes of fern, the 

gray old steps and the two bulky stone 

vasesw Silas Shaw was leisurely cleaning 

these out and preparing them for their 

adornment of scarlet geraninma ■

My mind got over its anger, being, you 

see, so firmly settled, and I easily took an 

interest in watching the old man. ■

Presently I saw him take a newspaper 

from o£f the garden seat and read. Next, 

I saw him screw up his mouth and heard 

him whistle. Next he looked around and 

down and up. Then he whistled again 

and put the paper into his pocket. ■

Cool ! It was our paper, not his I ■

I was a heedless girl again for a moment, 

and I called to him from my window. ■

"SUas!" ■

No answer, but the old man had sud- 

denly cocked up one ear involuntarily — he 

was not as deaf as he seemed. ■

Twice more shouting ** Silas ! " brought 

him to look up again. ■

" Eh ! missie — were't you a shoutin' % " ■

" It was— is that ' The Times ' r' ■

" Where, missie $ " ■

" Sticking out of your pocket Throw 

it up to ma 111 catch it" ■

** Eh, no, I'll bring it round when I've 

done this here vase." ■

Opposition always had roused answering 

opposition in me, and I ran downstairs 

and was by Silas's side in a trice. Why 

should he withhold that paper from me % ■

Presently I read down the "Births." 

Next the << Marriages "—ah ! ■

m ■'<0n April 3rd, at Bangalore, 

James Conolly to Ethel Stewart" ■

"Affectedly short" I really cotiU] 

words aloud. ■

Then the sound of my own voioe 

me as strange, and I fumed whh lad 

jealousy. The next moment I wascciis 

ice» A great bitterness, and scorn, ^^j 

beUion, and haughty pride, all 

together and made me act ■

I never can quite remember the sort « 

scene I made of it — ^very likely I made»l 

scene at all, but was aimplj cold id| 

supremely dignified in my maun ■

Anyhow, the act I ai^deved waa to y ] 

down to my father's study and ^ >^g% 

my intention of accepting Sir Wubal 

Hibbert ■

In a month from that day I was Lt^ 

Hibbert, and I am sure no one bad tftij 

vestige of an idea that I waa not a aereoi^ 

satisfied brida ■

CHAPTER V. ■

Was I satisfied % ■

Well— we will let that question wait § 

few years for its answer. Also we wffl Ist 

my brilliant bridal life slip into the pes^ 

the past that looks fibny and calm iriMa 

ten years have aged it ■

For the last three years Sir Wfllilii 

and I, and Dorothy — ^Dorothy was our mi 

little girl— had all been frequent travsBtt 

For that time one and another attidctf 

illness had made it necessary that ft 

William should spend the winter in wiM 

air than could be found at " The KalTi 

We began by going to Cornwall and thii# 

Devonshire, the tnird winter found a^ 

Nice, foreigners in a forei^ land and }i 

having such tribes of English about mn 

to mSke us almost wonder whether it 

times we were out of England or in it 

Stay, the sun said " no " to this fancy flf 

mine, andDorothy — ^nine-y ear-old Dorotfjfi 

was talking French like a little Frendigm 

— another very decided " na" ■

My husband was so much better, wb> 

could regret coming away from hooet 

Nay, I was blessing every day the kind 

fates in the shape of remorseless doctop, 

who had forced us away from our land oi 

fogs and mists. ■

All the world, however, waa talldDg d 

going home — when Carnival comes W 

does talk so of "going home," bec^iue 

then I suppose there is a feeling tbt 

March will soon have blown himself tv»7 

and boxes may be packed. ■

We had been out all three together; then ■

"f ■
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r WiUiam had gone back to the hotel — 

9 were almost forgetting he was an in- 

lid — ^beeause Dorothy had a secret pnr- 

lase to make. It was her father's birth- 

ijf and with her own money she had 

ade ap her mind to bay him some '* real 

Qglish lilies." Of course every shop was 

LUt, for was not all the world promenad- 

g, or racing, or chatting with friends out 

I the grand sunshine % Music was blaring 

>Tth from brass bands innumerable; chat- 

iring, and laughing, and shouting went 

u tall the streets were a perfect BabeL 

Dorothy would not go back empty- 

anded. No ; she knew where the flower- 

sUers would be, or rather might be, and 

f course I let the child baye her way. ■

She had run in under a low passage 

ray, where a girl had flowers piled up for 

ale, and amongst them a big bowl of 

Qies-of-the-valley. As happy children do, 

)orothy had told me " not to listen, and 

lot to look," so I had obeyed, and with 

ny back to her stood looking outward, 

thoroughly amused. Suddenly I saw a face 

--James Conolly's face ! ■

If it w^re he, he did not recognise me ; 

but, fool that I was, I made a quick, 

Bharp cry. Alack ! for my impulstvenesa 

I could no more haye helped doing this 

than I, standing there, could haye stopped 

the life-blood coursing through my yeins. 

The next instant our hands were locked 

together. 

I think he talked ; I do not know. 

I did not. I was gazing-*-duty, honour, 

faith — all were lost in the old love ! Then, 

suddenly, I seemed to hear these words : ■

" May Freeling ! and yet not May Free- 

ling ! " Conolly spoke them as with a gasp 

and in a whisper. 

The words recalled me to mjrself. 

'' No," I said, and I drew away my hand 

and fell into a proud stillness. " No — why 

should I remain May Freeling % We have 

oddly matched our Uyes — ^we each married 

in the same year." 

" Married ! — I % I never married ! ** 

"Does ' The Times' condescend to a hoax 

of that sort 1 " My head rose in pride — 

happily it could do so, for sudden fear had 

stricken me. ■

"It would be asorryjoka" Conolly *s 

iace grew stem. 

I read it : " James Conolly to Ethel ■

Stewart." My lips and my throat were ■

dry. • ■

"At Bangalore 1" — he tossed his head 

^th a fiery, helpless gesture. " I was miles 

away amoDfir the Affirhans when that mar- ■

riage took place — ^that James Conolly and 

I haunted each other for years.'' ■

"What!" — my gasp was scarcely a 

word. ■

" I got his letters, and he got mine — 

bah!" he turned on his heel The in- 

stant after he had wheeled round and 

was facing me again with eyes that spoke 

what mine should never have dared to 

read. "Do you mean, May — do you 

mean that if — if you had not seen that 

you would have waited 1 " Again he caught 

my hand. ■

I could not speak And before my tongue 

would move Dorothy came running out 

crying, "Look, motiier darling, such a 

bunch, and all for my two francs ! Will 

not father love themt Are — are you ill, 

mother t " ■

Still I could not speak ■

And I helplessly stood while I heard 

Conolly telling the child something about 

his " frightening me, because he was an 

old friend I had not seen for a long time, 

and he had come upon me suddenly." ■

*'Did you make her white like that ?" 

she asked. ■

'* I am afraid I did. May dear ; do not 

be angry with me ! " He actually pleaded 

yritix Sie child. ■

" I am not May," she said stoutly. " I 

am Dorothy. May is mother's name." ■

I collected my senses. I moved on, and 

I listened to the two taUdng. ■

I saw once and for all that Dorothy was 

my salvation. My own child had saved 

mel ■

From what t ■

Heaven only knows from what ! ■

Was it possible my tongue could have 

spoken words I should have repented all 

my life % ■

Perhaps a man would preserve more self- 

control than a woman could do at such a 

scene as I had made. Whether this be so 

or not I can only say that Conolly could 

talk and did talk to Dorothy. Presently I 

heard this, and it struck common-sense 

into me: ■

"There is father watching for us on 

the balcony 1 He will wonder who you 

are." ■

Tes. But I could not have the two 

meet thea With a great e£fort I forced 

myself to say just tms : " You will come 

to see us some time ; come this evening." 

I put out my hand. ■

And just then a band in front of our 

hotel burst forth with a louder clan&r. and ■
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a troop of merry maskers dashed past us. 

It was a new excitement for Dorothy, she 

danced for joy. ■

I told my hnsband alL Tes, all Was 

I a coward, or could I be a false wife ? ■

To my dear husband % — to William Hib- 

bert t Never I ■

CHAPTER VL ■

If this were the beginning of a sensa- 

tional story, one can see very well how one 

could have drifted onwards and down- 

wards ; but it is not a sensational story, 

but only a plain telling of one's life. ■

As Aunt Mary once had told me, " ro- 

mance could die^" ■

Love as a passion, as a girlish frenzy, 

was quite done with ; but love that had 

grown with years of companionship and 

of devotion, was in its placa ■

Time went on, and C!onoUy and Sir 

William were acquainted and frienda 

There was no fear of the old, dead story 

ever coming into troublous life again ; and 

yet, when Gonolly wrote one day to say he 

was off to Gibraltar, and that he could not 

run down to say good-bye, I felt a some- 

thing like relie£ ■

Alter that we lived our happy home life 

at The KnolL The summer was a grand 

summer, for we had innumerable fnends 

about us, and Dorothy had a perfect time 

of it with first one set of cousins coming 

and then another. ■

One day someone broached the subject 

of our next winter's sojourn. I think it 

was the doctor. I know it was on a 

scorchine August day that the talk took 

place ; also I know that I said : ■

"I vote for Nice again— do not you, 

dear ? No place did yon so much good." ■

*' No — ^but don't you call me a perfect 

cure, doctor! I have a mind to stay at 

home, I am growing. lazy." And Sir 

William made much of a yawn, as if he 

would ridicule his own weakness. ■

But I saw. the moment after that there 

sras no gay acting in the languid way in 

nrhich he involuntarily leant back in his 

Muiy-chair, and the hands, which by habit 

:ell on the arms of the chair, had never 

ooked so transparent 

My heart fell ■

*' I can't allow that, Sir William ; can't 

Jlow that," the doctor said fussily. " The 

lot weather makes us all limp as wet rags ; 

>ut we'll not give in — not give in 1 " He 

limself was as spry and alert as any small 

riry man could be. ■

The cooler weather came, but it brought 

no bracing, and we made no move for the 

winter because we could not ■

Then, when the great trees about The 

Knoll were swaying under November | 

winds, and when the woods were bare and | 

brown and fluttering their last flags of 

scarlet and yellow leafage, Dorothy and I 

were alone. ■

Ah, mel ■

More than two years went by, and 

DoroUiy was growing. I must make a 

change of some sort for her, and I must 

have a new governess for her. My little 

Doroti^y must not be behind the rest of 

the world, her father's daughter mnat be 

an accomplished woman. ■

We were talking about it when the post 

brought me a letter, a letter from James 

Conoily in London. ■

" Might he oome down t " ■

I said just that much of the letter's 

contents to Dorothy. ■

« Tes, mother, yes 1 And he will help 

us out of our diffieulty. He will know 

somebody nice to oome and teach me and 

make me as wise as — as — as you, mother I " 

Her arms were round my neck. ■

He came down, and we met him at the 

lodge and walked through the gardens 

with the radiant white spring light about us. ■

Chanoe-^no, not chance, threw him 

alone with me. What can I say t Aunt 

Mary's dictum that '* romance could die " 

was not trua Bomance, my romance, 

would live for ever. ■

" But, Dorothy t " I murmured. ■

And at the moment Dorothy came 

springing to us with her hands foil oi 

flowers. "These are for your room, 

Major Oonolly," she said. " I am going to 

run wiUi them and arrange them for you." ■

** My room f — I am not going to stay." ■

"Not— yes yon ara Mother, is he 

nott" The child's face fell ■

"Not tonlay, dear. Perhaps he will 

come another day." What would she say t ■

" That is not as good as to stay to day 1" ■

" It is to-day, or not at all t " How ■

gave he was for such light talk ! " Eh I 

orothy." ■

" No, no I I do not mean that Ah i 

I see, you are smiling." Her face was 

radiant " Ton will oome soon and stay, 

stay for a long time ! You will promise 1 " 

And with a quaint, wise grace, Dorothy 

freed one hand from her flowers and held 

it out for him to grasp. It was a compact ■

So he did come. ■

ii ■

^ ■
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CHAPTER L ■

A WET November day; gusts of rain 

lashing the leafless trees, and litUe rivu- 

lets of water eddying along the curb-stones. 

In the sQent hall of a nshionable house 

in West London a woman stands motion- 

less, looking out through the gliuM panel 

beside the door at the driving rain. She 

is dressed in black that has long degene- 

rated from the stage of shabby gentility, 

and has become absolutely poor, and on 

the floor beside her a brown-paper parcel, 

which she evidently means to carry, is 

lying. A footman hovering in the dis- 

tance is watching her suspiciously, and 

the woman knows this, and does not care. 

It is years since she felt consdous of hav- 

ingany susceptibilities to wound. ■

The footman has cleared his throat 

several times, with the idea of suggesting 

to her that since the storm is abating she 

had better go, but something in the silent 

upright figure deters him, and, reluctantly, 

he aUows the minutes to pass. ■

Suddenly there is the sound of a soft 

step on the tiiickly-carpeted stair, and a tall, 

handsome woman descends. ■

"Has the rain detained you, Mra Erie)" 

she asks kindly ; ''it is clearing o£f a little, 

I think, but you had better come into the 

library and wait There is a fire and a 

comfortable chair there, and you must feel 

tired." ■

" Thank you, you are very kind," the 

woman answered gratefully, " but I shall 

do very well here." ■

"Oh yes, very well here, but better 

there, coma" There was a pleasant in- 

Bistenoe in her voice, and something in the 

brightness of her smile that compeUed the 

other who followed her, half rehictant, half 

gratified. ■

" And your parcel, I shall have that sent 

for you," Julia Ryder went on in her 

aathoritative, kindly wsy. "Oh, but I 

Bhall 1 " silencing the other's protest " Mrs. 

ffidney has so many servants, that it 

will be a charity to &ai them something 

to do." 

"Mrs. Sidney may not like ii" 

" Oh yes, she will, when it is suggested 

to her. Mrs. Sidney is like many other 

women — ^merciless only through want of 

thought." ■

That was the beginning of Miss Byder's 

acquaintance with Mrs. Erie, the woman ■

who came periodically to take home plain 

sewing from Mrs. Sidney's. ■

Miss Byder was Mrs. Sidney's guest, a 

guest who snubbed and tyrannised over 

her hostess a good deal, as heiresses of^ in- 

dependent ^aracter sometimes get into 

the way of doing. ■

With the general public the hebess 

passed for eccentria Everyone knew 

she was wealthy, most people saw she 

was handsome, and a good many as- 

serted that she held " strong views," than 

which surely nothing can be more damag- 

ing to a woman. At any rate she had 

lived unwed till she was now over eight-and- 

twenty , managed her maiden establishment 

very wisely, kept a duenna for form's sake, 

cultivated a number of amiable matrons as 

friends, and snubbed these when they 

needed it with a comfortable consciousness 

of supmor mental power. ■

This was the lady who had been adding 

little final touches to a water-colour sketch, 

whUe Mrs. Sidney was discussing paper 

patterns with her sewing-woman. ■

Mrs. Sidney kept a maid who could 

alter fashionable garments for herself, but 

the maid limited herself to certain duties, 

and so Mrs. Sidney was in the habit of 

employing a sewing-woman for the children. ■

" She IS so honest and industrious, and 

so deserving," Mrs. Sidney said, nestling 

down in the cosiest chair in her morning- 

room, and picking up her art needlework 

as the figure in shabby black quitted the 

room. ■

"That woman has seen better days," 

Miss Byder answered with sharp brevity. ■

" So have I," Mrs. Sidney said, quoting 

Charles Lamb with a little shiver, as the 

rain lashed the window-pane. ■

"I mean she has a story 1 " ■

" Story ; what woman of over thirty has 

not a story, I should like to know." ■

" But your sewing-woman is a lady." ■

Miss Byder did not know this till she 

stated it ; having done so she was con- 

vinced of it. ■

Mra Sidney dropped her needlework 

into her lap that she might laugh at her 

ease. It was years since she had learned 

what a girl to discover mares' nests dear 

Julia was, but this new fad^ about Mrs. 

Erie had the charm of absurdity added to 

its novelty. That poor jaded creature 

whom she had Imown for years, three or 

four years at least, as a perfectly reliable 

person who always carried her own parcels, 

and might be trusted with material in the 

piece-— that a lady 1 ■
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^'Then you had better Tidt her and 

make her acquaintance. Poflsibly you 

might find her more entertaining than 

your old friends/' Mrs. Sidney snggeeted 

with the merriest little langL ■

"If not she would be — dull," Miss Byder 

answered, with grave, fine lady imperti- ■

nence. ■

So that led to her following Mrs. Ede 

downstairs, and taking possession of her in 

her own way. Later in the afternoon she 

had out Mrs. Sidney's brougham, and drove 

to Bowdler's Bents, with me brown-paper 

parcel on the seat beside her. ■

" lliank you, no, I wish to go inside," 

she said, declining the deferential foot- 

man's services, ''but you may carry the 

parcel up to the door for ma" ■

Her first instinct had been not to permit 

this, but as George's face already expressed 

the utmost horror, she thought a touch 

more would do no harm. ■

Up the ricketty staircase, past squalid 

children, with distressing sounds in her 

ears and distressing odours in her nostrils, 

the heiress piloted her way to the fourth 

floor, where her authoritative tap twice 

repeated brought the cautious question: 

" Who is there 1" ■

" It is I—Miss Byder. I have brought 

your parcel, Mrs. Erie." ■

The door opened quickly, and the sew- 

ing-woman, with a flush like two patches 

of flame on her haggard cheeks, stood on 

the threshold. ■

''I thought I should bring it mysell 

Tou may go, George," to the rootman. ■

" Then perhaps you will come inside." ■

" Thank you.^' ■

The interior of the room was miserably 

poor — a floor of bare boards, patched here 

and there with newer wood, a deal table 

and a couple of chairs, a small bedstead in 

one comer, and a tiny wooden cupboard in 

the other, with a wash-tub beneath it. 

But on the window there was a snowy 

muslin blind, a linnet hung in a cheap 

cage near the light, and by the table, 

filling up outline prints from a box of 

colours, was the loveliest child Miss Byder 

had ever seen. ■

" Oh, Mrs. Erie, what a cherub ; is he 

yours % " the visitor cried enthusiastically. ■

"Yes, he's mine; six years old yester- 

day," with a touch of prida " He had that 

paint-box for a birthday present" ■

" But he can paint See, that is as well 

coloured as I could do it," pointing to the 

copy-book. ■

" Oh, I did that to show him how ; but ■

Frankie will learn quickly, because mctel 

likes to see him busy and happy," ^'^^^l 

the golden head as she spoke. Tiu chI 

caught her hand and preraed it against Ui 

cheek with a shy gesture of iinuUadb 

fondnesa ■

*'That woman has a storj to hrak 

one's heart," the heiress said to heneKK 

she drove baok to Eaton Sqoarou ■

A week later she returned faonaa, and « 

the following day she paid her aeccoid laft 

to Bowdler's Benta This time sbe took* 

picture book and a box of sweete fai 

Frankie, and a bunch of asten and a dam 

bowl to arrange them in for the mctiaa. ■

She stayed half-an-hour that daj, aa^ 

before she left^ she had made Mca £dt 

promise that when she came again ib 

should not disturb the routine of the osv* 

ing-woman's bread-winning. '* Yon are ts 

work just as if I were not here," ahe ssil, 

" otherwise I shall feel I am an intradec" ■

'' I suppose her life is quite 8p<M]ed,'* Ike 

girl said to herself regretfuUy. She hU 

spoiled her own life a good deal, and so 

was always wondering about other peopVi 

historiea ■

But she was not to discover Mra EdA 

for many a day, and then only 

tarily, as life stories are always told ■

Once she brought Frankie a little suit sf 

pretty blue cloth, which his mother loolai 

at with sparkling eyea "I should likii 

for him, and you are very kind," she mSI^ 

'* but he could not wear it ^ The bogvil 

the court would ill-treat him, or 

steal it from him." ■

'' Then you let him out alone 1 " ■

" I have to sometimes ; he has just b^ 

to go to school" ■

"Is that safe for himr ■

" Not very ; but I must be law-al 

If I kept him at home I should veij 

be summoned and fined. I wonder 

the magistrate give me an easy or hardj» 

tence," her eyes sparkling a littla ■

"Why!" ■

" Because one of the magistrates Miag, 

I believe, for this borough, is my father.' ■

"Oh!" Miss Byder felt a powaM 

shock; but she did not show it "Dun 

your &ther is a rich man t " ■

" Very rich ; worth hundreds of iiioii- 

sands I believe ; and I am his only duU." ■

Miss Byder sighed. She thouj^ ^ 

understood, thought she saw hsare t 

sorrow beyond hopa " Then Heaven fadp 

you ! " she said gently. " You must bin 

suflered more t£ai I knew." ■

It was a Sunday morning, six montfai ■

f ■
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ater, and May, lovely everywherey was 

>erhap8 lovelieat in London, when Miss 

ityder, in one of her prettiest spring dresses, 

lad her landau driven into Sowdler's 

[lents.^ ** I have come for yon and Frankie," 

ihe said, entering the little room with her 

ree elastic step. " I think giving yon a 

lay in the country will be a better form of 

worship than going to church" ■

'* How good you are ; always so kind 

uid thoughtful; but thank you, not to- 

iay. If you will take Frankie it will be a 

{reat pleasure to him I know; but as for 

me, nOy I could not" ■

"Is anything the matterl" laying her 

bands on the other's shoulders, and pressing 

ber into a seat ■

^* Nothing more than usnaL I dare say 

most of VLB have a day that is a painfiu 

anniversary. Mine is to-day, that is tiL** 

"Will you tell me?" 

"It is only that I show Frankie his 

father's portrait every Sunday morning. 

I can't teach him anything better tlum to 

tell him what his father was, and thrai 

when I remembered that to-day was the 

anniversary and looked at that," pointing 

to a miniature so minute that it had evi- 

dently been extracted from a locket, " I 

felt I had borne all I could bear." ■

"Frankie, dear, I want you to put on 

your hat and go down to that tall man 

standing on the footpath beside ti^e car- 

riage, and say to him that Miss Byder 

says he is to take you for an hour's drive, 

and then come back for her. Now, re- 

member, an hour's drive, and then come 

back f(^ her." ■

Dismissing the delighted child to scram- 

ble carefully down the break-neck stair- 

case, the girl returned to the mother. ■

Mrs. &le sat by the table, her hands 

lying limply in her lap, her eyes fixed 

on the filreless grate. Julia Byder drew 

another chair close to her, and took one 

of the chill, limp hands in hers. <' Won't 

you trust me enough to tell me about it 1 " 

she said. " Was it to<lay he died 1 " ■

"It was to-day, six years ago, that he 

went away," the woman answered in a 

boUow, toneless voice; "but I don't know if 

he is alive or dead I don't know any- 

thing about him. He left me his watdi 

and his three months' salary on the little 

table in our sitting-room, as if he thought 

that was what I cared most for, and then 

^ dropped out of my life." ■

"How terrible 1 " Julia whispered 

huskily. ■

"Yes, terrible, is it not? His patient ■

face, my cruel words, and then a blank ; 

and I have been able to bear it for days, 

and months, and years ! Oh, I must be a 

heartless womaa" ■

" Gk>d help you i " the girl said through 

her tears. ■

** He does help me, to expiata Every 

day I live here, every menial service I per- 

form for Frankie and myself, every meal 

firom which I rise hungry, seems to me a 

part of the atonement And sometimes I 

feel as if, when I have atoned enough, I 

shall be permitted to dia When you came 

here, and seemed to understand, I thought 

yon had been sent as a protector for 

Frankie, and that my release could not be 

so very fat o£" ■

''If there was need I hope you know how 

to trust me ; but your own father, do you 

owe him no duty ? Surely he would be 

glad to help you." ■

*' Tes, he would now. But can you not 

see that I could not bear it ? But I must 

go back to the beginning so that you may 

understand My father is Mr. Craig, a 

rich City man. I was his only child In his 

way and as well as he knew how, he was 

very land ; buthe spoiledme. I daresay I 

had good instincts ; but I was selfish and 

autocratic, as only selfish girls can be. ■

'' When I was nineteen a friend of my 

father's introduced me to society. I spent 

a season at her house, having no mother 

to chaperon me, and there 1 met Frank 

Erie. He was three-and-twenty then, the 

only son of a country gentleman, and a 

man of old and excellent family. We fell 

in love with each other with all our hearts, 

and Mrs. Gautorp, my hostess, approved. 

I have reason to believe that she informed 

father how matters were progressing, and 

that he approved toa ■

"If I hiad been living at home I dare say 

Frank would have spoken to father first ; 

as it was he spoke to me, and I answered 

him with affection as hearty as his own. 

This was very shortly before he was sum- 

moned home to find unexpected disaster 

awaiting him there. Lead had been dis- 

covered on his father's estate, and an 

enterprising trickster had started a mine, 

made poor Mr. Erie director first and bank- 

ropt afterwards, and then decamped with 

all the money he and other dupes had in- 

vested in shares. ■

"The shock broke the old man's heart; 

he died a month afterwards. The estate 

was sold to pay his debts, and Frank was 

left penniless. ■

" Of course Frank wrote and told me to ■
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forget him, and of coarse I replied that I 

never would. ■

''He had been well educated, had 

taken a degree at Oxford, and now, 

instead of bewailing his misfortnnes, he 

made the best use of what he possessed. 

He obtained a situation as clairoical and 

English master in a boys' school at 

Hackney, and from his lodgings in the 

neighbourhood he wrote to me again to 

forget hiuL ■

"But I would not. Was I not rich) 

Then what did his poverty matter % ■

^* I wanted him to elope with me, and 

confess afterwards, but he would not * It 

would not be right, Hyacinth,' he said, and 

I began to learn that right mattered moat 

of dl to Frank Erie. ■

'* He came and told my father every- 

thing, and my father showed him the door, 

and forbade me ever to speak to him, and 

that evening I ran away to him. It was 

all my doing, and he had not the strength 

of mind to resist me. He took me to 

Mrs. Gautorp's, and she, though strongly 

disapproving, received me, and three days 

later he married me from her house. I 

was twenty then, he foul^and-twenty, that 

is eight years ago. You look surprised. 

You thought I was forty, did you not) 

No, I am only eight-and-twenty. ■

"We were married. In the great 

lottery I had drawn the grandest prize 

that ever fell into a woman's foolish pos- 

session, and I lost it, lost it, lost it ! ■

"He loved me with the only kind of 

love that is worth possessbg, but I did 

not realise what that meant then. He 

had only a salary of a hundred and fifty 

pounds a year, and I had nothing ; but I 

wanted the pleasures I had been accus- 

tomed to, and when he could not give 

them I must have tortured him a hundred 

times with aimless fault-finding and fooUsh 

reproaches. ■

"To do myself justice, I thought my 

father would be sure to forgive us by-and- 

by, but Frank did not expect it, and he 

wished to be honest He gave me aU he 

could afford, he sold his watch-chain and 

the various little personal valuables that 

young men with money pick up, that I 

might now and then have a stall at the 

opera or a drive in the park. Oh, I won- 

der how I can bear to think of that and live ! ■

** When baby was born I wrote to my 

father, and my letter came back unread. 

Then I sent Mrs. Gautorp to him, and he 

swore at Mrs. Gautorp, and at last I 

resolved to visit him myself. ■

" Well, he received me in hia 

room, and was coldly polite to me, 

polite than I had expected, for he haivl 

always nice manners; but when I 

tioned Frank, he said: 'TeU that V^ 

guard, your husband, that I will fonj^ 

you when he is dead, never bef<»a.' ■

"Do you see how unjust it wast I, 

who had done all the wrong, who Isl 

forced myself on him, and who 

mean enough to come back to b^ I va 

to be forgiven ; but he who was heamg 

his burden like a man, he was judged fti 

culprit ■

" I wonder what you will think of ■& 

when I tell you that I was vile enough 

to go back to him and r^»eat vf 

father's cruel word& He was in q^ 

good spirits that evening; he had beat 

paid for his three mondia' work that d^ 

and he meant to take baby and me 6ra 

drive next aftemooa 01^ it all eooBi 

back to me, burned into my Imun as «i& 

a pen of fire. ■

" And how did I answer him, him li 

whom common things must have baa 

more unbearable than to me, him with Mi 

fine descent and aristocratic ta^ditaonsf 

I said I hated a stuffy cab, and I 

not go for an outing to take my baby 

a tradesman's wife. ■

" He took a turn or two op and doA 

the room, and then he came back wd 

tried to take my hand. ' Something btf 

upset you to-day,' he said. ' Have I doe 

anythhig)' ■

" Then I told him I had been to 

father ; and when I saw the look of 

proach gathering on his worn face, I 

wild, and told him all father had m 

that I was a fool, but he was a knave, ail 

only his death would purchase forgiveaMi 

for me. He looked at me as if he vis 

stunned. I am sure he could not usdsr 

stand that I could use such words unleM I 

hated him. And then he said very gently: 

* I am sorry I have made you so waham. 

I never diought that things could end m 

way.' ■

*' Those were the last words I em 

heard him utter. I was scathed wftk 

shame of myself. I was all wrong, and I 

knew it^ but not being yet ready to coor 

fess, I rushed from the room. When I 

came back he had gone, and his watch and 

every farthing of his money lay on tiia 

table, and I was obliged to use those 

sovereigns to keep Frankie from starrii^ 

and that watch is in a pawnshop now, b^ 

I pay the interest for it r^;ularly, and ■

^= ■

^mmmm ■
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iien I am dead I want you to redeem it 

id lay it on my heart, and bury it with 

e; redeem it with the money I have 

orned myself, so that it may go with me 

to eternity as a sign of how I have 

Lahed to atone." ■

She had told her whole story in the 

>llow voice of one who has no tears to 

led, bat Julia Byder was exhausted with 

eeping. ■

**Yoa poor, poor darling!" the latter 

id through her tears. ■

" Don't pity ma I deserve no pity." ■

" Not deserve it because you did wrong ) 

o me that makes the tragedy far more 

ktense. If you had shown yourself in the 

Bst the good wife you are fitted to be 

ow, the pain would have been bearable ; 

B it is, I don't know how you have borne 

M But do you know wlutt I think t I 

hink your husband is still alive." ■

^'I thought that for a time, but he 

ould not continue punidiment for years 

knd years. Oh no, he would have come 

mck long ago." ■

"He is alive! where or how I don't 

mow ; but somewhere and somehow," 

Fulia answered bravely; and as on a 

former occasion bdief grew into conviction 

liter utterance, so now she felt herself sure 

d! what but a little time ago she had only 

fancied. ■

CHAPTER IL ■

'' I SHALL go to Melbourne for a spree." 

*' And I shall knock about awhUe, and 

look up some of my old chums." ■

" And I shall find some more work, and 

tackle to it. I don't see the good of loaf- 

ing about and idling. What will you do^ 

Misert" 

"II I reaUy don't know." 

" Oh yes, you do, you old rascal ; you'll 

comit up your savings, go over your in- 

vestments, collect the dividends, and invest 

again." ■

The man distinguished by the unflatter- 

ing sobriquet of '* Miser" smiled a^ slow, 

rather sorrowful smile, without answering. 

The mining camp at Jebb's Creek was 

broken up. It had held together longer 

than many similar alliances perhaps, oe- 

c&Tue the triumphantly auriferous days 

were over, and hard times had taught the 

rough fellows, drawn together from half-a- 

dozen different places and ways of life, not 

only patience but some mutual affection, 

l^orover three years these six had been 

living together, and now tiiat their daim 

was worked out and the proceeds divided. ■

they had agreed to separate and look out 

for other modes of living. ■

They had been exaggeratedly cheerful 

all the day ; more than once an unaccus- 

tomed throat had burst into a snatch of 

song, but somehow after a time the music 

fell into a minor key, and by-and-by 

stopped abruptly. ■

Now, as they sat by the fading fire, with 

soft moonlight throogh the open tent door 

illuminating dimly their bearded faces, any 

of them would have confessed that they 

would part with sorrowful hearts on the 

morrow. ■

But they did not confess it ; instead, 

they talked of what they would do weeks 

and months and years thereafter, when 

they met again, and they strove to jest, 

calling each oUier by the friendly nick- 

names that to each man had grown more 

familiar than his own. ■

*^ I've half a mind to marry," one man 

said, with a resigned sigL "When a 

fellowis nearing thvty he f^ls as if he would 

like to steady down a bit, and have some- 

body of his own to spend his savings on. 

I know a nice girl near Sydney, and I 

think if I married her, and settled down 

to farming " ■

" Oh, farming, get along 1 " another in- 

terrupted with a hagh, '< as if you could 

let your crops grow in peace for seeing 

nuggets at the roots. The girl may be all 

very well, but as to the farm, don't be a 

fooL" ■

The aspiring Agrieola sighed, but did 

not protest^ and the other went on: 

" When the earth has riven you gold from 

her very heart, to thinl of scratching her 

hide to plant crops on her is ungratenil — 

yes, ungrateful No farming for me, thank ■

iron; but what I could see my way to 

aying my pile on is a store, where I'd 

sell tools and tucker — and whisky." ■

"And where you'd be your own best 

customer for the drink! Well, don't 

think of that, Joey, old man. It is bad 

enough to spree away your earnings at 

other folks' bars, but it 'nd be worse 

to have one o' your own. But seeing 

you've no capital wortii talkin' of, I needn't 

fool myself down to your level with advica 

Miser there could open a store, and stock 

it considerable, but I don't think hewill — 

will you; Miser 1" 

" No, I should have no skill in trading." 

" Though joUy good skill for finding 

safe investments. I think you're the only 

digger I ever knew to make a pile and 

keep it. and somehow we haven't despised ■
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you for it," he said thoughtfully, ** though 

I own we did not approve on it at first, 

and only kept to you because you brought 

us good luck." ■

"And for his goodness to Stubbs," 

another added. '' He nursed Stubbs like the 

tenderest woman, and prayed with him 

like a parson, he did, and that would have 

made us value him if he'd been twice as 

saving, and" — ^turning suddenly and ad- 

dressing himself to this man Uiey called 

Miser — "all we hope is that you've got 

a good pile, if owning it makes you 

happy." ■

" Yes, I'm rich," the man answered with 

a ring of triumph in his voice. ■

He was a tall man, with a sunburnt 

worn face, a long brown beard that hid 

the mouth and chin, and a pair of clear 

blue eyes that gazed fearlessly from under a 

forehead looking oddly white when con- 

trasted with the bronzed tint of cheeks and 

throat " Tes, I'm ridi, thoueh not alto- 

gether since I joined you. I had years 

and years of slaving and saving before I 

met any of you — ^yeara and years. I've 

been ten years in the colony, and though 

I had barely a pound in the world when 

I landed, I own now nearly ten thousand 

pounds." ■

Several of the men siffhed involuntarily. 

" Not that ten thousand pounds is wealth 

as the rich reckon," he went on, ''but in 

England it will give a man the decencies 

of life." ■

" Then yon are g(»ng back % " ■

" Tes, I am going back." ■

"Well, I'm sorry. Miser; the colony 

could have better spared another man." ■

The talk drifted into discussion <^ the 

old country, and after a time the men 

separated for their stretchers, to sleep 

through their last night together. ■

But Frank Erie comd not sleep. Through 

a rift in the tent roof he caught the silver 

glow of one star in the Southern Cross ; on 

the soft waves of air that swept ghostlike 

through the swaying curtains, came the 

faint and far-off baiking of the dingoes ; 

but it was not present sight or sound that 

kept him waking on his hard pOlow, with 

his arms beneath his head. He was think- 

ing of his past, of the errors he had 

committed, and the pains he had endured, 

and was wondering, if it were all to do 

over again, should he be wiser. ■

As yet he did not reproach himself for 

his action towards his wife, possibly be- 

cause there was a germ of bitterness 

towards her lurking in his heart stilL ■

Looking back on it all now, he and iki 

seemed to him two entities that h«, m 

a third person, judged dispassioDatd}; 

He had been mad to marry her, and tUnk 

his love would suffice ; bat when he A- 

covered that she wanted her kixnries fal 

and him afterwards, then he had dome Iki 

best for her that remuned in hii powv; 

he had left her free. Her father would tds 

her back if he were dead ; so he had nii, 

and so she had told hinL Then let tbea 

think him dead, and so let her recover tt> 

things she valued. ■

Such had been his attitude of mindal 

the fb*st; later, when it occurred to hbi 

that dlence might be cruel, he had notiung 

cheering to tell, nothing but privatioos to 

endure, scarcely anythmg to hope for or 

promise, and bef (ure the good days dawnei 

silence had grown into a habit ■

But now that the goal of his ambttka 

had been reached, now that he eonld dfar 

her comfort if not luxury, now that ks 

was about to move back to tiie life he hid 

left, now he realised with a dull sense if 

wonder how changed, and old, and indflb* 

rent he hfd grown. His beard wm 

streaked with grey, and it seemed to Ub 

that every feeung he possessed had sgrf 

too. Why his boy, if alive, most k» 

almost eleven years dd, and his wife wosH 

be five-and-thirty. ■

For a moment he wondered if it wodi 

not be wiser to let the dead past lie jxbA^ 

turbed, to live his own life in his own w% 

and not cast his shadow across her 

nous present. He did not believe he 

her now, and if not, then what was 

good of returning, simply to shoulder 

burd^i of abandoned pain t For a m 

he held the balance of his future in Hi 

hand, and dallied with it To live on tb 

solitary life that had grown natural od 

almost dear, or to return to the shocks od 

uncertainties of a life he did not derim 

One course seemed ahnost as right as th 

other now. ■

On which side then was indinattoal 

Was the presmit life satasfying or desuabb t ■

On that point he did not delude UudsbU 

for an instant His colonial enterpm 

had been merely a means to the wi d 

growing rich, and now that he was, not 

rich, but comfortably independent^ it nmt 

terminate. That his heart yearned for the 

old domestic ties, he could not say. Tb^ 

had been severed in pain and UttenMK, 

and dl that he had found so fair is dm 

he ascribed to his own delusions ; botnch 

as the past had been, it was tiie best psit ■
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16 knew, and curiosity regarding those 

rho had been its centres he believed to be 

LOW his keenest remaining instinct To 

ee Hyacinth again, to know if she was 

lappy among the personal comforts that, 

n her mind, alone made life tolerable, to 

earn how she had trained faia boy, and if 

the cherished any memory of him — ^the 

iather; to discover all this, himself remain- 

ng ondiscoTered, if possible, that was the 

soorse that seemed wise and desirable to 

Jiis middle-aged, changed, and hardened 

EVands Erie. ■

"No, sir, Mr. Craig don't live 'ere; we 

live 'ere." 

'* And who are yon ? " 

" We are Lord Barrenmoor and &mily." 

" Bat Mr. Craiff used to live here." 

Frank Erie did not look like a gentle- 

man as the footman reckoned gentlemen, 

and so he had to hold the door almost 

fordbly ajar while waiting for his answer. 

''That may be, but Lord Barrenmoor 

has been 'ere ever since I came to 'im two 

years aga" ■

Frank Erie went down the steps slowly. 

He had been now two days in London, 

during which he had hunted in vain for 

tidings of Hyacinth. His first viut had 

ibeen to the street they used to inhaUti 

but the small houses had made room for a 

row of middle-class shops, and of course 

not a trace of her remamed there. Then 

he had endeavoured to discover her father's 

place of business, but, although it was as 

well known to the initiated as the Bank of 

England, Frank's acquaintance with his 

faiher-in^-law had been too limited to teach 

him that the trade had been founded by 

Mr. Craig's ^randfSather-in-law, and still 

carried on busmess under the original name. 

When he learned later that Mr. Craig's 

dwelling-house hacl a new inhabitant, he 

went down the steps into the street with a 

sudden sense of beong himself lost to name 

and place, and existence even. ■

frank Erie had not wished himself ■

remembered; in bitterness of heart he ■

had told himself that it would be better ■

for him and ereryone that he should be ■

io^otten. Even on the way home he ■

had been doubtful if he should ever ■

amiounce himself or claim his old place ■

and associations; but now, when the ■

door to restoration seemed barred against ■

I him, he experienced a curious thnll of ■

auf^uiah and dismay. ■

He did not know where he was going, ■

I though he knew he was advancinff some- ■

where, with the sunshine in his eyes, and 

the pedestrians starins with indifferent 

curiosity at his long beard and badly- 

fitting colonial clothmg. It was an hour 

after when he seated himself wearily be- 

neath a tree in the park. Some children 

playing near spoke to each . other in 

whispers of the old gentleman on the 

bench. That gave him another curious 

thrOL Was that how his own boy, his 

Frankie, would regard him if they met 

again) ■

His attitude of mind had entirely altered 

in the last few hours ; to find his wife and 

child had now become imperative, essentiaL 

But how, where 1 ■

It was rather an instinct than a hope 

that induced him to drive back to the street 

in which he had spent his brief married 

life. Perhaps some face passing in the 

crowd would seem familiar ; perhaps some- 

one could give him a due. ■

On the site of the little lodging-house, 

where he and Hyacinth had been so happy, 

before rouffh surroundings had fretted the 

edge off her tenderness, a greengrocer's 

shop now exposed its variety of fruts and 

vegetables, and a buxom young woman 

was knitting busily. Frank Erie had 

passed the shop hidf-a-dozen times hesi- 

tatingly, and it was more because he felt 

that the young woman was regarding hihi 

curiously than from other conscious motive 

that he entered. ■

** I came here to-day to look for a friend 

who used to live here," he said, after a few 

preliminaries, " but the street has been so 

altered that I find myself quite lost" ■

The young woman looked up at him 

with the brightest interest ■

"Was the friend a Mrs. Erlel " she asked. ■

" Yes." ■

''Well now, that is the oddest thine. 

We had not been settled here a week 

when a young lady called, though that's 

a year ago now. She gave me a sovereign 

and an address, and told me that if ever a 

gentleman called here to ask about a Mrs. 

&le I was to say she was living with her 

father and son at Parkmount Mottley, 

and if the gentleman never called and 

we were leaving here I was to send her 

word, so that she could give the same 

directions to the next peopla Father said 

it was all such nonsense, though he bid 

me keep the sovereign. I'm glad now I've 

earned it, fori suppose you are the gentle- 

man." ■

" Was the lady fair, with blue eyes t " 

Frank asked eaeerlv. ■
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'' No, tall and dark, and grand, like a 

queea" ■

The man sighed. ''Well, you've exe- 

cated your commiasion very kindly at any 

rate, and here is another sovereign to add 

to the first" ■

That Frank Erie was alive and would 

come back was an article of faith with 

Julia Ryder. ■

In the heiress's heart there was a small 

passion for dramatic effect To have 

drifted towards her object in a humdrum 

way would have deprived possession of 

half its charm. To have gone to Mr. Craig 

and to have said, '' Your daughter is starv- 

ing in a garret, on what she can earn by 

her needle, and I hope yon will see your 

way to help her, or at least in simple 

justice to allow her the money that was 

her mother's," would not have appealed 

to Miss Ryder at all ; but to dress Frankie 

in plain, well-fitting clothing that made 

him look like a litue prince, and to take 

him herself to Mr. Craig's office, that she 

might there solicit his vote and interest to 

place the fatherless child in a home for 

destitute boys, this afforded Miss Ryder 

the most interesting morning's work she 

had ever performed. ■

Mr. Craig had been a little impatient of 

the heiress's errand, for his patronage of 

the "home" was a bore, often invcuviog 

him in visits from philanthropic females, 

but when he saw the child his interest was 

aroused in spite of himself. ■

''He does not look much like a needy 

orphan," he said good-naturedly, "but I 

suppose he is one since you say it" ■

'* His mother earns nine shilUngs a week 

on an average, and lives in a garret in 

Bowdler's Rents." ■

"Well, nine shillings is not a large 

income." ■

" No, particularly when the woman is a 

lady by birth and educatioa" ■

Mr. Craig shrugged his shoulders. This 

suggestion did not interest him. ■

"I shall remember the child when a 

vacancy occurs at the homa What name 

did you say 1 " ■

'* Francis Erie; the mother's name 

Hyacinth Erie, widow." ■

Mr. Craig uttered a cry like that of a 

wounded animal " Do you know— do you 

know that she is my daughter V* he cried. ■

" Yes, but I hope you will not refuse 

your vote to the child on that account," 

Miss Ryder answered demurely. ■

The rich man drove to Bowdler's Rents ■

with the heiress, and Frankie sat <m 

seat opposite him, staring wilh 

limpid eyes at "grandpi^ia," and whfliiftil 

door of Hyadnws miserable a{i 

was opened to them, the old man and lb 

child entered hand in hand. ■

" You must come home with me»" lb 

Craig said, with tears in his eyes. "Ihotl 

never had a happy day since we parted.* ■

Hyacinth sighed. To give up hex poor] 

little garret would give her a 

Luxury had no longer any aUorements fati 

her, nor ease any charm; nevmrthdfli^ 

since her father wished it, for Frankis'i 

sake and his she acquiesced. ■

" Why don't you wish to ride with at 

to-day, Frankie 1 " ■

Frankie looked up at his mother as A» 

stood, in her dark blue habit and tall hi^ 

buttoning her gloves, and blushed a Httk ■

He was a handsome fellow of beiwea 

eleven and twelve now, with her dot 

eyes and his father's fine forehead aad 

firm sweet mouth. The years that hal 

elapsed since he quitted London for Pftit 

mount had developed him from a cb3i 

into a well-grown boy, while to his moyMt 

they had restored much of her past yoatk 

and beantv. As she stood before Mm, 

fair and shm in her perfectly-fitting dnsv 

she looked no more tiian her Hdxtf^ 

six years. True, her tints had lost tk 

brightness of girlhood, and there 

faint hollows in her smooth cheeks, tM. 

lines carved by pain about lips and 

but no one who knew and loved the 

now would have exchanged ita 

sweetness and mature beauty for 

freshest charm of girlhood. ■

" I thought you were so fond of yos 

pony," Mr& Erie went on. ■

"I like him very well, but there is soai- 

thing else I like betted now," Fnaddi 

answered after a little hesitation. ■

" And what is that, dear t " Themodier 

was a little disappointed. It was for 

Frankie's sake she had endeavoured to 

renew her old love of the saddle, sad 

since riding meant being wilh her when 

lessons were over, she heard Frankie's 

answer with a little shadow of pain. ■

" It is a man, a gentleman ; he is stopping 

at the hotel in the villaga Mr. Fma 

knows him and likes him, he is quite 

wonderful He has been to Australia, has 

lived in the bush, and dug for gokl, sod 

has such stories about kangaroos uui 

opossums and black fellows." ■

" And where did you meet him t " Um> ■

eg; ■
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Le had sat down, and was drawing off 

r gloves again, and Julia Sydor, who 

i been reading the morning paper by 

9 window, laid her paper on her knee 

d looked up with glistening eyes. 

" I don't really know," Frankie an- 

ered with the distress of a child sad- 

nly catechised about an everyday occur- 

Qoe. ** I think the first time was when 

r. Frazer and I were fishing, and he 

me up and helped me to throw my Una 

r. Frazer liked him, and we went to 

s rooms, and he showed us some gold 

iggets, and a rug made from skins of 

K)a8iuns that he had shot himself. I 

ive seen him a good many times since. 

Q those wet days when I ¥fent out alone 

) met me, and to-day he said if Mr. 

razor would let me leave o£f lessons early 

could go for him, and we should have a 

)lendid walk together." 

" Bat, dear Frankie, I don't know that 

ou ought to go with a stranger like that," 

Lrs. Erie said gently. '' Ho may not be 

gentleman." ■

*'0h, but he is a gentleman," Frankie 

nswered with convictioa " I know he is, 

nd Mr. Frazer says it too." ■

"Does he know who yon arel" Julia 

ysked carelessly. ■

"Of course he does; all the village 

ihowB who I am," with a child's uncon- 

icious pomposity. ■

*' I must see Mr. Frazer and ask about 

this," Mrs. Erie said, moving towards the 

belL But JuUa intercepted her. "Don't 

make a molly-coddle of the child ; he's not 

a girl| to be followed with a veil and 

parasol. Go for your ride like a dear 

creature, and I shall accompany Frankie 

to interview this ogre." ■

Miss Ryder's heart was palpitating to 

positive pain as she took her way with 

Frankie through the park towards the vil- 

lage. The chances were a hundred to one 

that this stranger was not Francis Erie, 

&nd yet it might be he, and the mere 

thought set all the heiress's steady pulses 

throbbing. ■

The village of Mottley was by no means 

an important spot, nor one likely to attract 

tourists by its own charms. It consisted 

of such a cluster of houses as often lies on 

the border of a gentleman's demesne, and 

provides him and his household with con- 

veniences to its own advantage. Before 

Parkmount had passed into Mr. Craig's 

^ds, its outdoor servants had found resi- 

aences at Mottley ; its small drapers* shops 

1 "** ^en patronised bv the laliv's-maid. ■

and its bar-room by the grooms and stable 

boys; but since Mr. Craig's advent the 

village had suffered commercially a good 

deal, and only that Mrs. Erie's bounty to 

the aged and helpless among the villagers 

more than compensated for other depriva- 

tions, there might have been some harm- 

less grumbling in the matter of the new 

resident at the hisr house. ■

It had been Hyacinth's desire for a 

country home that led Mr. Craig to this 

purchase, and since Mottley was sufficiently 

close to London to permit a daUy visit 

thither, he rather enjoyed the change. It 

was good for rich men to have a country 

house he knew, and Frankie, growing up 

at Parkmount, would have a position 

among county people such as no City 

wealth could procure him. ■

Frankie was the darling of Mr. Craig's 

old age — a darling that in all love and 

devotion he did his best to spoil ; but the 

mother^s watchfulness and the boy's own 

naturally sweet and generous nature had 

saved him hitherto. " You must grow up 

a man like your father," had been his 

mother's watchword to him, and uncon- 

sciously that thought dwelt with him 

nearly always. Possibly Frank Erie did 

not deserve the place he held in the 

hearts of his wife and son, but very few 

of us find the exact niche that suits 

our deserts, and stand either higher or 

lower than our merits with most who 

know us. ■

The hotel whither Frankie directed his 

steps was an inn of a homely and rural 

description, but in a little place like 

Mottley big names become essential, and 

so the " Bed Lion " was a hotel that satis- 

fied the inhabitants, and passed muster 

with chance travellers. ■

" Are you to ask for the gentleman 1 " 

Miss Ryder inquired as they approached 

the door. ■

" Yes, but " — with puzzled consciousness 

stealing over his face, " I don't know his 

name." ■

But the attendant knew very well what 

gentleman Frankie wanted, and took up 

the message that Master Erie and a lady 

were waitiog at the door. ■

And by-and-by Julia Byder heard the 

oddest footsteps descending the oil-clothed 

stairs, a step that had in it feverish eager- 

ness and tremulous reluctance, the mingled 

tread of youth and age. ■

" It is he," the heiress said to herself, 

while the throbbing of her heart nearly 

suffocated her : and when the footsteps I ■
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reached the door and she turned round, it 

was not at Frankie the stranger looked, 

but at her, while surprise, relief, and dis- 

appointment chased each other over his 

sun-browned face. ■

** Possibly I shall make an unwelcome 

third at your interview," the heiress said 

brightly, ''but 'Mrs. Erie wished me to see 

Frankie's friend. You must excuse a 

widow's anxiety about her one treasure.^' ■

The man winced, and she saw it, but 

his natural colour was slowly welling up 

into his cheeks again. He muttered some- 

thing about regret, short acquaintance, 

liberty, etc, which Miss Byder good- 

naturedly interrupted. Mrs. Erie would 

be very glad to make his acquaintance she 

knew, and he must take an early oppor- 

tunity of visiting her at home. " She is 

the sweetest woman in the world," Julia 

said, with a burst of enthusiasm that would 

have been impossible but for her certainty 

of the identity of the man before her, ''but 

if she were not the sweetest woman in 

the world discipline would be of no 

avail," and then, as they walked back 

through the Parkmount woods, while 

Frankie found a hundred objects of 

interest to take him hither and thither, 

birds' nests in the alder bushes, hyacinths — 

"mother's flowers " — in the long grass, Julia 

Byder told Frank Erie all she knew of his 

wife, of her passionate repentance and 

terrible atonement for the wrongs she 

thought she had done him, of the absolute 

destitution in which she had willingly 

lived for years and years, while luxury 

waited for her with extended hands. And 

then she touched lightly on her own part 

in reuniting Mr. Craig and his daughter, 

and wound up by saying she thought 

Frank Erie lived, and had therefore done 

her best to leave landmarks by which he 

could trace his wife. ■

" Then it was you who gave a sovereign 

to the greengrocer's girlv' Frank asked 

huskily. ■

" Yes." ■

He stooped and kissed her gloved hand ; 

but he neither thanked her verbally nor 

declared himself then. ■

Mrs. Erie had meantime returned from 

her ride, and finding Julia and Frankie 

still absent had gone out to meet them. 

The woods about the house were private, 

and so she went on foot with her habit 

gathered into her hand. She had taken 

off her hat, and the waning sunshine played 

on her uncovered hair, and with the flush 

of recent exercise on her cheeks, and a ■

smile bom of the sweetness of the smA 

hour on her lips, it was the girl lore d 

Frank Erie's early days that seemed ts 

approach him in dreamy, unconfidov 

grace. ■

She was still a good way off vb® 

Frankie saw her, and set up a shouts ud 

rushed towards her ; but she repeDed s 

little the caresses he would have lavished 

on her, not deeming them deoorong la 

presence of the stranger of whom he had 

made a friend. ■

The boy had taken her arm, and tk 

was looking down at him and taUdngtB 

him, but with the consdotisneBS ^ i 

strange presence near her flushing her 

face a little. She had gone over it all is 

her own mind as he neared her— 1m>w 

Julia would introduce him, and how she 

would thank him for his kindness to liar 

son ; but somehow Julia did not speak, 

thoush she was quite dose to her, even 

fell back a little and left the stnngei 

standing alona Then she looked xxp into 

his face for the first time, and with a erj 

of ^* Frank ! Frank ! " that none who heard 

it ever forgot, fell into his arms. ■

If space permitted it would be interest- 

ing to tell how Frank Erie and his vib 

f efi in love with each other all over again, 

and with added tenderness in each because 

of the pain the other had seen ; how Frank 

wished to take his wife and child aw&j 

from Parkmount and establish them m 

their own home; and how Mr. Craig sud 

that Hyacinth might go and leave hm 

alone in his old age if she had suffident^ 

little heart, but that Frankie was hiiluff 

and should remain with him ; and how 

Frank, looking on the old man's ▼oin 

face, had remembered that forgiveoeo is 

nobler than revenge, and pardon maolier 

than pride. ■

If a few friends of Hyacinth Erie are 

grateful to Julia Byder for the part she 

played in the heroine's story, perhaps 

they will be glad to know tiit fow 

years later her own story ended i»wi 

a sound of wedding beUs. The ini 

vidual at the wedding who created ahnoek 

as much interest in the hearts of the 

pubKc as the bride herself was Joua 

Erie, the three-year-old bridesmaid, u 

this young lady's parents added annety 

regarding her deportment to their interw^ 

in the auspicious ceremony, it was on^ 

because they underrated her *^^*y^,^ 

acquit herself like the daughter of ^' ' 

most charming married couple ^ 

county." ■

/ ■

f ■
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THE EPILOGUE. ■

" How silly I was in those days ! " said 

a handsome woman, beautifidly dressed, 

her costly toilettes bearing a tender mean- 

ing not understood by the world — ^they 

being inspire, not by the love of dress 

and show, as one in a long-past youth, but 

by the special desire of her husband. While 

to both of Uiem, though, perhaps, in dif- 

ferent fashions, these dainty signs of a 

wealthy life, were the chastened recollec- 

tions of an old bitterness dead. ■

Twenty years make a considerable dif- 

ference to a woman's appearance, as she 

finds to her cost, and Hyacinth Erie was 

twenty years older this spring afternoon 

than she was that day, when she and four 

other girls had pronused to come back to 

the woods and tell each other what answer 

Life had given to their questions. But, 

after all, it is something to find out that 

you were silly, when the finding out 

means what it did to Hyacinth. And so 

she thought as she made her way through the 

woods which their light, careless feet, had 

trodden as girls — careless feet which had 

learned to go softly as the years marked 

the solemn measure of time. ■

" I had to go through the darkness to 

learn to understand the light," she said to 

her husband, when she told him of her 

project, and he had suggested that the 

others' lives would probably be too full of 

babies, or cares, or pleasures by this time 

to remember a eirlish freak of fancy. '' I 

must go and teU them how foolish I was 

then, and in the days that followed." ■

And he had laughed a little, and kissed 

her, and let her go. ■

Hyacinth Erie, as she passed through the 

wood, wondered if her old companions 

would recognise her. She had lost sight 

of them all for years. ■

As she neared the trysting-place, she 

began to feel nervous, with an excitement 

which was half pain. ■

" I hope they have not forgotten," said 

Hyacinth ; " it will be lonely if they are 

not there." ■

Bat, as stepping slowly, half afraid in 

her excitement, she came up to the old grey 

wall, she saw that she was not the only 

one who had remembered. ■

Three other women were standing with 

their backs to her, looking at the mUl, as 

they had done that first afternoon long ago. 

They were laughing a little as they talked 

together. Then one of them turned. ■

" Ah, there 1 " she cried. '< I knew she 

would come!" ■

The next second she had hurried across 

the mossy turf and caught Hyacinth's 

outstretched hand, while the other two 

followed her. ■

It was May Freeling — May Gonolly now. ■

*' I knew you would come," she sud in 

her old quick fashion. " The others were 

beginning to doubt Do you rec(^nise 

them ? Violet — ^not Darner any longer — 

Violet Guildford ; I have not seen hsr for 

years till a few minutes ago, but I should 

have known her anywhere. She has not 

altered a bit. But Daisy Donstan, the 

genius, and myself — ^I think we have altered 

a littla And you. Hyacinth — ^we shall be 

jealous. Don't you think she has really 

grown handsomer % " And May fell back, 

looking at her with laughing eyes as she 

exchanged greetings with the others. ■

** She has got something new to tell us," 

said Daisy, smiling contentedly enough, 

though there were lines and signs of 

anxious thought on her patieut face, which 

the others did not possesa ■

She was not handsomely dressed, either, 

as they were. Her lines were cast in a 

different place. But Daisy had grown into 

a strong, sweet woman, whose life could 

no more fret itself for trifles. ■

" Yes," said Hyacinth, '* I used to be like 

a child tossing a handfid of dust in the air 

against the sunlight I played at making 

clouda Then one day the clouds came in 

earnest, and when they passed away, I was 

too glad to see how brightly the sun shone 

to make clouds any more." ■

" How silly we were!" said Daisy, with 

fine self-contempt, which had a touch of 

pain in it ** 1 think piost of us made 

clouds in some fashion, either for ourselves 

or for others. Do you remember what 

Cecil Linton said that first afternoon when 

we came to gather the daffodils, when a 

rabbit ran across our path, and Sir Charles 

Danvers threw his basket after it ? He 

said the rabbit was only hurrying along to 

see why the world was full of sunshine, and 

that it was a shame to shut out the sun- 

shine from its view." ■

'* There was a good deal more in that 

young man than we thought, I fancy," said 

May Conolly decidedly; "and while we 

imagined that he was only thinking of his 

own superior attractions, I believe he was 

looking round for the sunshina I fancy if 

it were shut out from his view it was not 

he who made the clouds." ■

" There is someone else, of whom the ■
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same n»f be said, I tbiok," Bsid Daisy, 

looking at Yiolet ; " I think yon two were 
the wiae oneB after all ! " 

Violet flnshed and laughed. 

"Life has been pleasant to me," she 
said. " I bad no need to make doads." ■

"No," said Hyacinth a little sadly. "You 

were sponger than we were, even that day 

when we made our compact If it had not 

been for yon, we should not have ooma 
But where is Nardase Laurent } Will she 

not come after all t " 

The three looked at her. 

" Don't you know t " May said gravely. 

"She is dead. She died nearly lonrteen 

years aga People said she killed herself 
with too mnch amusement" ■

" Some say that she died of disappoint- 
ment," said Daisy ; "her married liie was 

BO nnbappy. Sir Charles neglected her 

dreadfully." ■

" I don't think it could have been that 

altogether," said Yiolet pityinsly ; " for she 
had her child to live for. I think there 

was something more that the world never 
knew." ■

So they had to sit down there in tlie 

mnlit wood, and tdl their life4torie* with- 

ont Naroisse. And as they sat together, 

talldng in lowered voices, it seernea as if 

the only thing that had not changed was 
the wood. ■

" If only experience came to ns before 

youth and beauty lefl> us," said Daisy, 
" how different oar lives would be 1 " ■

And a vague, troubled pain came back to 

her eyes — a sacrifice offered to the days 

when there had been lovers and love, and 

she had hastened in bet bitterneis to biud 

herself with chains which the years could 
not break. ■

"Yes," sud May, thinking of the lover 

whom she had wounded in her fair youth, 
and to whom now she had but the end of 

life to give. ■

And even Yiolet, gating wistfully at the 

epring freshness of new green leaves, 

remembered ton long years lived apart 
from love. ■

"All things must change," said Hyacinth. 

"Perhaps that is the real punishment 
for our mietakes. If we live to find them 

oat, we grow old." ■

Then the door in the wall was pushed ■

open, and through it there stepped out ■

into the wood, a girl, startling a faint ■

I'XcUmation from the other women's lips. ■

She carried her Hat in her hand, and the ■

sonligbt fell on the glo: 

lighted up the grave grey 
knot of narcissns-fluwen 

another large cluster in I 
She looked at them 1; 

questioning earnestness, 

at her, too startled to s] 

as if they saw in her, th< 
It was Xarcisse Lau 

stood before them thai 

twenty years ago I ■

Then the eager qaeeUoi 

eyes, and she came qoick 

" Mother sent me,' 

reverent gravity. "Shec 

self She is dead, you i 

a letter was given me, 

before she di^ ; and wi 

found in it a message wh 

yon this afternoon. SI 

ago, she conld not say il 

to^ay she says it throuf 
is what she would have i 

had been ablo to come bf 

self. The night is onlj 

day, and darlmess is . bul 

we are foolish to despa 
but to take in our hand i 

of patience, and with i 

the sunshine and light oi ■

Then the women took 

and kiased her as women 

a dear friend dead. An< 

in their eyes, too, but tb 
of tenderness and reven 

for the shadow had passe 

foolish regrets blinded th 

for the message had goni 

hearts, grown wiser by tl ■

So they went back tb 

once more, leaving there 

tender thought of their ■

And the girl, standing 

ning of these paths, looks 

grave eyes, pondering 
mother's words. ■

But they seemed so < 

friends of her mother's, 

which had appeared so 

the spring woods, looked 

eyes, which had not yi 

springs, that Uiot did no 

vaiy long ; and she st) 

dreaming her own dreaii 
back once more to the 

which bloomed as Inxur 

her as they bad done fo 

that day twenty years age ■

The Bight of Tranilafing any portion of this y umber ii reierved by ■

■QblUhsd It ttaa o(Bo*.|!e, WdUnftoii Street, stnoii. Prioto^ br Cb>l upa DioasM * Wfue, < ■
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THE MERRY MAIDS OF WINDSOR 
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GHAFTKR L PLOT. ■

'* The world— that ii, of ooone, Wind- 

sor — ^wonld be a tolerable place cMf abode 

if it were not far t he ■ " ■

"Ghurrieon/' intenrapted a maienline 

voice. ■

" Old maidty" finished the feminine ona 

"Consin Geoffrey," it added, after a 

moment's panse, *' I thought yon were in 

a miserable frame of mind when we set 

off for oar walk, and now I am sore of it 

I'm sorry I let you come out with me this 

morning." ■

" Ah, if you hadn't, you wouldn't have 

got oat at all to^ay. Aant Mary is label- 

ling creation — ^in other words, re-ticketing 

her geological cabinet; Aont Rosie is 

deep in hoasekeepmg books^ an occapa- 

tion from which she doea not like to be 

distarbed to take Tolatfle young nieces out 

for morning walks I " ■

''VolatilAl as if anyone within our 

four walls bad a chance of being anything 

so delightful lliere's Philippa, even, 

grown meek and quiet as any naini, never 

says a sharp word, spends all her time 

reading Thomas a Kemsis or Epps on 

Homosopathy. I never see her but what 

Aha has eitiier a maDoal of devotion or a ■

hoTnmonAthiftinAtriiAfciAn-bnokinherhand.'' ' ■

" Your sister is going to marry aparson. 

She is qualifying l^times." ■

" I should think it was betimes ! Aunt 

Mary says she won't hear of her getting 

married till she's twenty-one — ^that's two 

years hence. It's altogetiier ridiculoua 

Why, if I were going to settle down as a 

parson's wife in two years' time, I should 

want all the fun I could get beforehand. 

A dance every other night at least ; the 

theatre — well, tirioe a week; boating or 

tennis every afternoon " ■

<* Ah, don't you want all that now t " 

interrupted Cousin Geoffirey. ■

"And as for Thomas it Eempis and 

Epps, I'd put them behind the fire !" ■

*' Make martyrs of them in company. 

The truth of it is, Nellie "—here Cousin 

Greofirey laid his hand on hb companion's 

arm — '* the world ia upside down, things 

aiB all crooked. Now let us — ^you and I — 

try and set them straight The sun ia 

scorching. Come and sit down a minute 

under this big elm — we're not due at home 

for another naif-hour — and let's discuss 

things generally." ■

These two strolline in leisurely fashion 

down the Long Wa& in Windsor Park, 

were Geoffrey Fenwick and his youog 

cousin EUinor. ■

The Fenwicks had once been a large 

family, now they were reduMl to the 

small number of six: the two maiden 

aunts. Aunt Mary and Aunt Rode already 

ri'ferred to; two twin orphan nieces, 

PhUiDDa and Ellinor. who had smwn nn ■
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under the tutelage of the said maiden 

aunts ; and Cousin Greofirey, so dubbed to 

distingush him from his father, Vncle 

Geoffrey, still living ■

Cousin Geofirey was not a man one runs 

against every day in a crowd. In making 

him Nature had seemed, somehow, to be 

at a loss for a type, and so had constructed 

him out of the odds and ends in her work- 

shop. She had given him the dreamy blue 

eyes of a poet, overshadowed by the sandy 

borown curls of a Scotch shepherd ; hoUow 

cheeks ; a square jaw, in company with a 

configuration of head that would have 

driven a believer in Gall or Spurzheim 

frantic from the contradictoriness of the 

organs it developed. In fig^nre he was 

taU and inclined to stoop ; fau voice was 

melancholy, his conversaljon spasmodic 

and jerky. ■

It might have seoned, to those who 

took the trouble to think on the matter, 

that Cousin Geoffrey had, somehow, 

caught scent of Nature's whimsicalities in 

his creation, aild had chosen to emphasise 

them in his career. As a boy at Eton he 

had shunned football for philosophy ; as a 

man at Oxford he had taken honours in 

nothing but private theatricals ; and subse- 

quently he had chosen for himself, a tutoVi 

and had read himself 'l^ht-headed with 

mathenatlcs. From that 'period he had 

fulfilled with more or less distinction the 

career of the proverbial rolling-stone, 

and had somehow contrived to earn for 

himself among his liriendiEi a very fair 

reputation for exbnivagtoce in matters of 

theory, and practical common-sense in 

matters of f4ct It would have tested the 

powers of a logician of the first order to 

reconcile his ' tiieories with bis practice. 

Foremost among these theoiies Was the one 

that Nature in 'no cti^cumqtances was to be 

contradicted or thwarted. By inference, 

therefore, young people knew twttte than 

their elders what was good for thtoili in the 

wa^ of education or amusement This 

notion of hif , naturaHy enough, ithui upper* 

most in Nellie's thoughts as she seated 

herself beside him under the big tree. She 

had nothing particularly interesting to do 

that morning, so s^e made up her mind to 

give him a patient' hearing — say to the ex- 

tent of ten minutes— rafcer she had said all 

she had ih say on the generally upside- 

down condition of thijigs. ■

There dOuld b^ no doubt about it, Nellie 

was a chatterbox. She hadn't yet half 

done with' Philijppa's delinquencies. ■

'< I don't believe Paul would be half so ■

prim if Philippa would only let him aloi 

All yesterday afternoon we were playi 

tennis toge&er>- hit* utt I, , and he ^ 

as full of fan as'dbuH bel Then < 

came PhiHppa to remind him ^f the boi 

club, or the choir practice, or some nc 

sense or other. And he pat down 1 

racquet and pulled alongbjC^immediatdl 

said it was all my fault, and lie real 

didn't know how the afternoon had gone ■

Cousftr G^nffr^y, leo&ing round at li 

companion seated beside him in the glao 

ing, dancinfi; snnliglit,' could easily unde 

stand how Fsnl or any other young mi 

of eight-and-twenty, playing tenniB wit 

her on a summer's afternoon, wouldn 

''really know how time had gone'' ti 

the sun began to set Yet Nellie Fenwid 

was no Juno, but simply a tall, sleiidei 

brown-eyed, brown-haired Eng^iah maideii 

with a delicate pink-and-white complezioo 

which a hlick f rOck and hat set off to tb^ 

best advantaga ■

He did not put his thoughts into wordf, 

howevMTj All Im said was^*' Poor Philippa I* ■

" Poor Philippa 1 fcgr me, you mean .' 

Philippa nevhT getb hala the scoldings I 

db. nlHppa may go oat with Paul aoj 

afternoon she likes, and Aunt Maiy never 

says a word to her. But, oh. the hnni- 

cane that set in the other aay bdcanse 

Oaptsin Aridier wanted to drive me orer 

to-—" ■

" Archer wanted to drive you 1 " ■

■* Ob, there ! Are yoa going to tdre « 

leaf out of Aunt Mny's book ! I tkoa^t 

you were nteaning telatk d%«r iMnff ^tb 

me quietly and reasonably^ ^ ■

" Beasmiably ! " ■

" Yes ; how ebe coaUtl teihl Couin 

G'edffrey, dt> ha^ a little oomDonienGe. 

I want to pmve to you—" ■

" Oh, if you're going to prove 'lathing, 

it's you who are going ta take tbe leaf out 

of Aunt Mary's book. I can't stand ii 

Let's go in at once." ■

** How aggravating you a*el WeU, what 

I wanted to say--if yeo object to hsTeanr 

tidne proved to you-rwas that I cant 

stand it any longer, and if you* «"**' P* 

me asked away somewhere on a l<ngf f^ 

visit where I can have a little fmi, I sliall 

grow desperate, and- ■

« Don't. Wouldn't it do Bkireil}o^ 

the aunts asked away on a long visit 1 ■

"Oh, ihat would be heavenly 1 PWiPP* 

and I would keep house— I oadi iD«i*g|J 

Philippa without the aunt*-and we would 

have such delicious boating-parties, tm^ 

parties, suppers afterwards— 4tti<^7 * ■

^j: ■
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suppers we would have out on the lawn in 

the dusk ! " ■

'* Ah, I can faney them ! " ■

<< AikI danoefly and drives, and rides " ■

« And Archers, and dog-carts " ■

" Cousin Geoffirey ! " And here Nellie 

blushed as pretty a pink as the wild roses 

nhe had pinned with such coquettish effect 

in the collar of her dress. '* It's nonsense 

} our implying that Tm a flirt Tm not 

the least bit in the world one. ' What I 

might be if I had a diance " ■

*< What, indeed r* ■

'* I couldn't say. But with my lack of 

opportunity ' ■

'• Opportunity only ! " ■

'* Fm no more a flirt than Aunt Mary 

herself, and not half such a flirt as Aunt 

Rosie could be with a little trying She< 

bought another new opera-hood yesterday < 

— that's about the twenty-first this ypar. 

She must spend all her time trying them 

ou in her own room on the sly. Perhiqps 

someone one day when she was a girl — 

ages upon ages ago, of course — must have 

told her she looked pretty in her opera- 

hood, and she can't forget it^ and tries to 

keep up the illusion that she's still worth 

looking at I " ■

'* Poor medisBval Aunt Rosie ! Not five- 

aud-thirty yet 1 " ■

'* Well, flve-and*thirty is medieval, what- 

ever you may say ; it's exactly middle-age 

—no one expects to live beyond seventy." ■

"They do it without expecting, some- 

limes." ■

" People do all sorts of dreadful things ■

sometimes. They even marry at Oh, ■

Cousin Greofirey, I've got an idea ! " Here 

Nellie, with a great start, sprang off her 

seat and stood facing her cousin. ■

" Ah, one 1 Keep it, make much of it," 

replied Cousin Geoffrey, sitting still and 

looking up at her. ■

'*0h, glorious 1 Oh, the fun! lean 

see myself in the very thick of it all." ■

'* Let me see you in the very thick of 

it too 1 " ■

*'You shall I scarcely know how to 

tell you. Oh, make haste, get up *iuid' 

come home. I ^bit to begin at once — this 

very minute." ■

"By all means. This very minute." 

And Cousin Oeoffrey jumped to his feet, 

and set off at such a very rapid pace that 

Nellie had to trot to keep up with him, 

and soon eama to a full stop, vowing that 

bhe hadn't breaw to go another step, and 

wouldn't have any left for.conversation for 

a whole year to come. ■

Upon which Cousin Geoffrey pulled up 

immediately, declaring that such a con- 

sideration would influence him mightily. ■

"It was so ridiculous," she panted, 

"just when I was beginning to explain 

to you what my idea was. I can tell you 

in one word what I want to do." ■

"In one word?" ■

" Well, in half-a-dozen then. It's this : 

I want the girls, just for once in a way, to 

turn the tables on the old maids, and in- 

stead of their arranging our love-affairs 

and marrying us off, I want to arrange 

theirs for them and marry them." ■

" No ; you'll want bachelors, not girls, to 

do that. The thing will be to find them — 

the bachelors, I mean." ■

" Oh, I'll find them fast enough. I have 

it all in my mind, from the very first to 

the very last. There are always in every ■

i)lace a number of needy bachelors on the 

ook-out for moneyed brides " ■

"Archers, for instance," murmured 

Cousin Geofoey, ■

" Cousin Geoffrey, how dai^ you t " and 

Nellie's face flushed an angry, not a pretty 

red now. " I've a great mind to leave off 

telling you my plan. I would, only I want 

your hdp in it" ■

. "I'll help you, never fear," answered 

Cousin Oeofifrey, with never so much as a 

twinkle in his eye. ■

"Well, what I mean to do is simply 

this — set a report going that Aunt Mary 

has come in for ever so much money, 

thousands. Aunt Bosie I sha'n't trouble 

about marrying off; without Aunt Mary, 

Philippa and I woidd have no trouble with 

her. It can easfly be managed. You know 

dear Unde Edward" — here she glanced 

at her black frock — "left me a thousand 

pounds the other day, and Aunt Mary a 

hundred pounds to buy a mouming-ring. 

Well, I'm just going to" reterse the cahes, 

make people think it was the young Miss 

Fenwick who had the hundred pounds, 

and the old Miss Fenwick who had the 

thousand,' only I shall turn it into ten or 

twenty thousand, at the very least." ■

" Purely as a matter of experiment, do 

you mind starting the report at a thousand ■

Eounds ? It will grow into ten thousand 

efore it gets to the other end of the town, 

and be swollen into twenty by the time it 

comes back to us." ■

" Oh, then FU make a point of starting 

it at ten thousand ; it will be fi^fty thousand 

before it gets to the end of the town, and 

a hundred diousand on its way back. Isn't 

that at the same rate of increase ? " ■
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Goosin Qeoffrej made a wry face at her. ■

" Oh, well ; it's near enough, at any rate. 

What I want is that she shall be ci^ited 

with a good lamp sum in ready money. I 

know exactly how to do it There are 

three capital centres for gossip in the 

town : one is the St George's Boyal 

United Service Glnb; the second, the 

Zenana working parties ; the third, Lady 

Sowerby's drawing-room. The first 111 

get at iiirongh Captain Archer, the second 

through Philippa, and the third I will 

supply myself direct" ■

" Will Philippa aid and abet t " ■

" She wUl be an onconscioos instrument 

in my hands. I shall tell her in confi- 

dence I am positive Aunt Mary had ever 

so much more money left her the other day 

than she told us, that Tm sure she kept it to 

herself for fear we should worry for a 

bigger dress-allowance or a pony-carriage 

all to ourselves. And I shall suggest to her 

that she shall put it into the head of the 

secretary of the Zenana Working Club to 

ask Aunt Mary for a bigger subscrip- 

tion." ■

"Do you suppose that Aunt Mary will 

stand mute, and let all these reports pass 

^contradicted 9 " ■

'* I suppose Aunt Mary standing mute ! 

Grood gracious ! I can suppose her doing 

anything sooner than that I JSut the fun of 

it aU will be, that the faster she contradicts 

the reports the faster I shall keep them 

stirring. I shall earolain to everyone she's 

so horribly afraid of the men making love 

to her for her money, that she pretends she 

hasn't had any legacy but the hundred 

pounds that came to me the other day." ■

" Never mind about the fibs youll have 

to telL They won't count, will they 1 " ■

'< Oh, if vou call that fibbing I " ■

*' And what do you suppose will be the 

end of your little extravaganza, may I 

askT' ■

" The end ! Oh^ I don't care two straws 

how it all ends ; it's the middle that'll be 

the fun of the thbg. Seeing the men 

buzzing about the house making love to 

Aunt Mary 1 I can prophesy exactly who 

thejll be. Aunt Mary brightening up 

and flirting bhamefully, while the girls look 

on reproviLgly ! " ■

"Aunt Mary flirting 1" 

"One never knows what an old maid 

can do till a chance is given her. You 

wait and watch the fun — that's all." ■

" Suppose year sport should be death to 

someone ? In other words, supposing Aunt 

Mary should happen to give her heart to ■

one of the men making love to her for her 

money, what then t " ■

" A heart to give at forty-five 1 " ■

'' Aunt Mary is not forty-fiva Slie is a 

year youneer than I am, and I was only 

forty-four last birthday." ■

" Well, then, she is forty-three and three- 

quarters, and all I can say is if a person at 

forty-three and three-quarters has a heart 

to give; and bestows it on a man who 

wants money, not heart ; she deserros to 

suffer for her pains." ■

" That might apply to other people who 

are something under forty-three and three- 

quarters." ■

" Why, of course it might I faaren't a 

scrap of pity for anyone who hasn't the 

sense to find out which a man wants — heart 

or money. Not a scrap 1 it's only conceit 

that blinds them." ■

"Quite sa Not a scrap. It is only 

conceit that blinds them," assented Cousin 

Geoffrey, a curious expression passing over 

his thin face. "Here we are at noma 

There's Philippa reading in the garden. I 

suppose you'U set your ball rolling at onoa 

I shall go in and have a chat with the 

med]»vid aunts." ■

While they had been talking they had 

turned the comer of one of those plessant 

bye-roads with which Windsor abounds. 

It was lined with old lime-trees, behind 

which sheltered large, detached, stone-built 

villas surrounded wid) big, shady gardens 

The one at whose gate the two entered was 

a little larger and less regularly built than 

the others, and its stone ra9ade was all but 

hidden from view by a glorious mass of 

intertwining purple wis1»ria and yeDow 

climbing rose. The front door was open ; 

it immediately faced the back entranoe, 

also wide open. Through it was laid bare a 

pretty vista of garden, a big mulberry-t»«e 

in the centre of a lawn, beneath which on a 

wicker chair sat Nellie's twin counterpart, 

with a big, solid-looking volume in her 

hand. ■

"Good'bye, Cousin Geoffrey; I wish yon 

a pleasant morning," was NelUe's rejoiDder, 

as she made straignt for ^e mulberry-troe 

and the wicker seat. ■

Philippa was evidently in a brown stady. 

She buely lifted her eyes at Nellie's 

approach. ■

Nellie went round the tree and peeped 

over her shoulder. ■

"'Belladonna,'" she read aloud, *<*is 

especially adapted to persons whose brains 

are in a state of great functional activity, 

to those of amiable dispositions inclined to ■

I' ■

3src- ■
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become fkt' Oh, Philippft, ttie very thing 

that would suit me! Fm sure the man 

who wrote that mast have had me in his 

eye. Save yon any of the dear little sugar- 

balls handy t" ■

But Philippa was not inclined for fim. 

She shut np her "Epps'' emphatically. 

<' I do so wiui yon would be serious some- 

times, Nellie," she said crossly. "You 

seem to think that girls were only sent into 

the world for fun and flirtatioa" ■

''Why, what else were they sent into 

the world fort " began Nellia Then she 

recollected that if she wished to secure 

Philippa's co-operation in her little plan she 

must mollify, not ruffle her. So she turned 

the talk into another channel " Where's 

PauH" she asked, thinking a query as to 

the whereabouts of her lov^r must be an 

agreeable topic to the "engaged young 

lady." ■

But Philippa did not seem to find it so. ■

" Really, Nellie, you are always very 

anxious about Paul's doings. You never 

come near me but what you ask 'Where's 

Pauir or 'What does Paul think of 

this, that, or the other t ' " she answered 

in the same irritable tone as before. ■

And Nellie, looking down into Philippe's 

clouded face, read the truth for the first 

time — ^that her twin-sister was jealous of 

her. ■

Philippa's brown eyes, brown hair, and 

delicate complexion were as like Nellie's as 

a twin-sister's could well be, but there were 

certain broad lines of difference between 

the two girl-faces. ■

Brown hair can be straight or wavy, 

brown eyes can be demure or fun-loving. 

Philippa's hair and eyes belonged to the 

former class, Nellie's to the latter. Even the 

cat of their garments was opposite. Nellie 

affected the latest fashion ; PhQippa's stuff 

gown, with white bandage and black veO 

added, might have served for a nun. ■

Nellie's first impulse was hot mdiffuation 

and open war; her second, pacification 

and a truce. Only in times of peace can 

diplomacy be successfully practued. ■

" I thouffht you would take it as a com- 

pliment)" we began deprecatindy. ■

" Ah, I suppose that's what raul thinks 

when he says, as he so often does, ' Why 

doesn't NeUie come out and sit with us 

in the garden t She can see we are all 

alona'" ■

"Philippa!'' ■

"It's perfectly truet" And now Phi- 

lippa's voice had a downright angry note ■

;«« ;«• II All — «.«• Aj*. S. mS^JL*. .11 T Am^ Sm «.~. ■

wrong. I've had every one of my dresses, 

indoor and out» made straight and plain, 

and now Paul says he doesnt believe my 

dressmaker understands her business half so 

well as yours does. I've left off putting my 

hair in pins at night to make it wavy, and 

only this morning he said to me he wished 

I had curls like yours all over my fore- 

head." ■

Nellie's astonishment took away her 

breath. Then a Ikht dawned upon her. 

Something very disturbing must have 

happened to bring Philippa so near boiling- 

pomt as this. ■

"I believe you and Paul have had a 

tiff," she said, anxious to get to the bottom 

of the mystery. ■

*'I never have a tiff with anyone." ■

" Well, what I should call a tiff, if it 

had happened to ma Now, what was it 

an about!" and here Nellie seated herself 

on the arm of her sister's wicker-chair, and 

prepared to listen to a very long story. ■

"I don't know what you mean," said 

Phflippa, calming down a little. "Paul 

brought his cousin, Sir Francis Everard, to 

call on Aunt Mary this morning, whfle you 

were out I only said to him that I was 

sorry Sir Francis had returned from 

Canada, and I hoped he wouldn't keep up 

an intimacy with him ; it was no credit to 

a clergyman even to be seen in the com- 

pany of such a man." ■

" But, Philippa, Sir Francis is the head 

of Paul's family. Uiey are bound to be on 

good terms witii each other." ■

" But he has led a wickedly fast lif a He 

has run through three fortunes." ■

"Ah, how nice to have them to run 

through ! And possibly by this time he 

may be very, very sorry for it all ; and 

now he has come into the titie may mean 

to settie down and be as steady as old 

Time. What's he like 9 Tall and hand- 

some 9 " ■

" I haven't the least idea. I was obliged 

to shake hands with him, but I kept my 

eyes on the ground all the time." ■

" How interestingly shy you must have 

looked," murmured Nellia ■

"And," Philippa went on, savagely 

now, " Paul, as a clergyman, ought to be 

more careful whom he takes up with. He 

was hard and bitter enough the other day, 

when he spoke about the way in which you 

carry on with Oaptain Aidier if Aunt 

Mary is out of sight" ■

"Indeed, I am very much obliged to 

him," ejaculated Nellie, beginning to get ■
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'* Yes ; and I do think, Nellie, if you've 

no self-respect in the matter of flirtation, 

you might consider how awkward it will 

,be for me by-and-by when I want to settle 

down quietly and do my duty in a parish 

to have people saying, as Paul did the 

other day, 'Take the United Kingdom 

of Great Britain and Ireland from sea 

to sea, and you won't find a bigger 

flirt in it tha^ Nellie Fenwick.^" And 

having fired this shot, Philippa jumped up 

from her seat and made for the house. ■

Nellie was nearly tilted ofl" the arm of the 

chair through the energy with which 

Philippa had quitted it. Her face was 

crimson. She felt inclined to say some- 

thing to the point at once, regardless of 

consequences. Reflection, however, brought 

to her mind the little project to which she 

had, so to speak, pledged her talents in 

Cousin Geofirey's hearing. The "some- 

thing to the point" could be deferred, or 

might be addressed very effectively to Paul 

himself on the first opportunity. ■

So she ran after Philippa, and caught 

her up on the doorstep. ■

" Where are you going in such a hurry? " 

she asked. ** It's stifling indoors. Can't 

you bring your work out here t If we 

don't talk about the men we sha'n't 

quarrel" ■

Philippa pulled out her watch. ■

" I'm due at the Zenana working-parfy in 

half an hour. Panlsaid he would caUfor me. 

I told him, unless he could get rid of Sir 

Francis, he need not trouble.'' ■

Nellie had a question to put. ■

" Howmuch does AuntMarysubscribe to 

the Working Guild ) " she asked, dropping 

her voice, for it occurred to her that some of 

the windows overhead might be opea ■

"Two guineas a year. Why do you 

ask 1 " ■

Nellie's voice dropped lower. ■

" Why don't you ask her to double it — 

or, better still, get your secretary to ask her 

for a lump sum down. It's my belief she 

ought to subscribe as much again to dl the 

charitiee now." ■

"As much again! What do you mean t 

Anyone would think she had had a legacy 

left her to hear you." ■

" And so she did have a legacv. Poor 

Uncle Edward didn't forget her me other 

day." ■

"Oh, if you call a hundred pounds a 

legacy I " ■

" Philippa, how do you know it was only 

a hundred pounds 1 You didn't see the 

will!" ■

"Oh, Aunt Eosie told me it 

somebody else did. Why, wfait is 

mean t " ■

" If it were thousands do you thii&' 

would tell us t Do they evw teU « 

business afiairs t Don't you thmk JM 

Mary would say to herself. *Nov,i4i 

tell those girlsall the money thai ~ 

to us, theyll be wanting douUs 

allowance — at least Nellie will — or 

of ponies all to themsdves, or a 

other extravagances.' I dare nj A fh 

truth wHl come out by-and-by.*^ ■

"I think you're talking 

Nellie," interrupted Philippa. Bot^ 

theless, as she went upstairs to her 

to put on a demure poke-bonnflft te 

workinff-party, she couldn't hdp tliii' 

after aU^ there might be something of 

in Nellie's hints, and that, if Aunt 

had really had a lucky windfall, it 

be just as well for the Zenana 

party to get a littleof it. The funds 

terribly low, the workers were almoiiiti 

standstill for lack of material Te% di 

would make a suggestion to the 

that very aftcfr^oon; and if, after 

nothing came of it, no harm wtM 

done. ■

Meantime Nellie went wandering 

the garden in anything but a 

frame of mind. She had contrived to 

her ball rolling, not a doubt^ but^ mw 

it was done, uie wasn't enetly mm 

it was the sort of thing she liked doi^ 

course there would be a lot of fun If. 

got out of it, and the best of the 

yet to come; but still, as P 

said, fun wasn't the whole of 

perhaps might be got at too high a 

It wasn't altogether tiice to ht 

whispers afloat in this way about a itf 

minded lady who, whatever her Mil 

might be (" Grocdness knows tkA 

legion I" she murmured), had never &U 

in her duties in Ufe. Well, there, it W 

done, and couldn't be undone. ^ «■ 

fairly in for it now, and must euifi 

through to the end. Step nurabor M 

must be taken as socm as poasible tb 

would go uid see Lady Sowetby 1k^ 

afternoon, or to^nonow, pecfai^ iai «t 

the whispers afloat in another quartet ■

It was scorehingly hot. The grass oa ib 

tennis-lawn looked green and tenffltiu; 

a racquet and some balls were lyiog utA 

the net. She picked up the raoqisltiMi 

began battlog the baUs about Tbeeia' 

cise seemed to let off a little of hsr hd 

temper. There could be no doubtibooli^ ■

'^- ■
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tie WAS in a very bad temper — with herself 

)r embarkii^ in a litUe game her 

onscienoe wouldn't let her keep np with 

pint ; with other people for saying, as 

bey did, such persistently unkind thuigs 

bout her. She a flirt indeed 1 Why 

leyond Ciqptain Archer and Paul she 

carcely knew a man to speak to. As for 

'aul, her conscience was quite dear ; she 

3oked upon him as a brother, just as 

houdi Philippa were married to him 

Iready. It was utterly ridiculous of 

^lulippa to be so jealous and cross. And 

s for Captain Archer — ^well, of course, if 

le said soft, pretty things to her, she was 

K>und to bend her head and listen. And 

Bally he was so handsome, that it was a 

lownright pleasure occasionally to look up 

it him; and then, of course, if he caught her 

ooldng and looked back again, she was 

Mond to drop her eyes to study the pattern 

)f the Turkey carpet^ for no one could 

itand the gaze of those dark, handsome eyes ■

){lUB. ■

Here the sun seemed to daesle her, 

md her ball went a little astray. But. 

srhat a delightful racquet, so light, and 

Kich a lovely yet withal rough handle ! 

Whose could it be 9 Someone must 

bave left it belund after the tMims-party 

yesterday. She looked at the handle. 

Why, how strange; there was ''Arthur 

Richer'' written on it in big black letters I 

" I wonder if he left it behind on pur- 

pose," thought the girl, " so as to have an 

excose for coming in to-day." ■

The crunch of rootsteps on the gravel cut 

her wonders short The orchard which 

hoanded the garden 0¥med to a gate 

opening direct on the high-road. Intimate 

friends of Aunt Mary m^l the privilege of 

entry through this gate to the house. It 

cat off a dusty bend in the road, which 

entrance by the front door entailed. ■

Nellie's heart beat a little quickly. The 

mtrading steps might be those of Captain 

Archer in search of his racquet It was 

something of a diukppointment to see Paul 

coming along in company with another 

man, whom Nellie at once concluded to be 

hia couain. He looked a good fifteen years 

older than Paul, and was tall and dis- 

t^ngmahed-looking. His face had many 

Hnea in it, and his mouth owned to a 

decidedly satirical curvei ■

''Where is Philippa r asked Paul, as 

he shook hands ; " I promised to take her 

to her working-party." Then he intro- 

duced to Nellie his cousin, Sir Francis ■

'' Philippa has been gone at least half an 

hour, and I should say is in about the 

middle of her fifteenth seam by this time," 

answered Nellie stiffly, for she was not at 

all inclined to forgive Paul his iniquities. ■

The name on the handle of NeUie's 

racquet caught Paul's eya ■

'* Give f£at racquet to me, Nellie ; I 

shall see Archer this afternoon, a^ will 

return it to him," he said a little shai^ly. ■

<< Thank you ; I'll take care of it till 

Captain Archer calls for it," answered 

Nellie defiantly, all Paul's diaagreeable 

speeches coming at a rush into her mind. ■

" What do you mean ) How can that 

thing want taking care of f Don't be 

ridiculous ! " said Paul hotly. ■

Nellie looked him full in the face. ' ■

I* Take the United Kingdom of Great 

Britain and Ireland from sea to sea, and 

you won't find a bigger flirt in it than 

Nellie Fenwick, " she said slowly, and then 

walked away down the garden-path, racquet 

in hand. ■

Paul flushed scariei Sir Francis laughed. ■

'' Take my word for it, she hasn't her 

sister's sweet temper," he said, as together 

they made their way into the house ; " of 

all things in the world, give me a soft- 

speaking, amiable woman. It's lucky for 

you your choice didn't fall upon this ona" ■

Paul did not answer. 

, Nellie subsided into a better frame of 

mind now that she had paid ofi* one of her 

debts. ■

"Hell take care what he says of me 

another time," she said with a little laugh, 

as she seated herself in a creeper-covered 

summer-house which overlooked the tennia- 

ground, intending to wait there until Paul 

and his cousin, having ascertained Phi- 

lippa's intended movements for the day, 

had taken their departure. ■

The arbour was a pleasant little haven 

of refuge from the sultriness of the garden. 

A thunder-storm seemed threatening. The 

air was heavy with the scent of carnation 

and honeysuckle. A pair of Nellie's white 

doves, with a flutter and a coo, flew past, 

and in another moment twinkled like two 

silver butterflies against a bank of black 

clouds slowly piline overhead. A big 

leisurely bee went droning past. It was 

all delicious laziness and drowsy enjoy- 

ment Nellie began to feel sleepy. ■

*'I should like London immensely for 

three months in the year/' she said to her- 

self, " but even there I don't think I could 

live without a garden." And then her ■

avaIiHr HAfira-n tn drAAn. ■
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and connterplot had Bince had time to ■

work. ■

Now, as the two ladies on their 

'<At Home" day, sat waiting in their 

drawing-room to receive their friends, they 

had sach a ludioroos succession of inci- 

dents to relate to each other, that it was no 

wonder they should enjoy a hearty laoghi 

or that Cousin Geo&ey should stand by 

looking pretematurally serioos. ■

Aunt Mary was a tall, stately person, 

with a very high bridge to her nose, and a 

very high top-knot of hair exactly in the 

middle of her head. One saw the nose and 

thetop-knotbeforeanythingelse. Afterthat 

the spectacles — big, solid-looking things — 

claimed one's attention; then the voice, 

dogmatic, abrupt. She had a terse method 

of ** putting a thing into a nutshell '', as she 

called it, was fond of teUing people to 

" take a common-sense view of things ", or 

that *' a grain of fact was worth a ton of 

theory". Phrases especially irritating to 

Cousin Geoflfrey, who was in the habit of 

declaring that common-sense was another . 

name for prejudice, and that he ** detested 

facts, they were so misleading ". ■

Aunt Aosie was simply the softest, 

sweetest, most loveable of old maids con- 

ceivable ; adored everywhere by servants, 

children, horses, cats, and dogs. She had 

been engaged for ten years to oife'man, and 

he had died, ^ce then her kindness^had 

been a thing to wonder at. ■

<( That little goose, Nellie," Aunt Mary 

said, when she found her voice again, 

" how she must be puzzling her brains at 

the present moment 1 I have had appli- 

cations from charities all through the week, 

and have nearly ruined myself by the 

extravagant sums I have given every where 

to keep up the jok& Five pounas here, 

ten pounds there 1 How disappointed the 

poor souls will be when I subside into my 

modestM)ne-guinea subscriptions again ! '* ■

'*! saw Nellie's eyes open when you 

signed that big cheque this morning," put 

in Aunt Bosie. ■

" Oh, that was for the local Archery and 

Tennis Clubl They've asked permission 

to put me down as patroness to it, and to 

the titemoon dances. Of course, it means 

opening one's purse a little. But it'll, be 

money well spent, if it serves to open a 

girl's eyes to tne smallness of her powers of 

attraction compared with those of the god 

Mammon. As a matter of fact ■

shook hands, impressively as before, and 

tamed his steps towards the orchard-gate. ■

Nellie went back to the house with a 

bright, pretty flush on her cheeks. ■

*' There will be only Lady Sowerby to tell 

now, and the thing's done, ' she said to her- 

selt On the door-step she turned her head 

for one more glimpse of the Captun's 

vanishing figure. ''Ah," she murmured 

softjy again, " if he doesn't want heart I 

don't know what he does want 1 " ■

GHAFTEB IL GOUMTBRPLCIT. ■

Aunt Mary was laughing — ^heartily. 

AuDt Rosie was laughing— softly. Cousin 

Greoffrey stood by with never a smile on his 

thin face — with not so much as a twinkle 

in his eye. Those who understood Cousin 

Gkoffrey knew this meant that he thought 

the joke a very good one indeed. ■

Aunt Mary had been in the very midst 

of "labelling creation" — in other words, 

ticketing her geological specimens. Aunt 

Eosie was knee-deep in her housekeeping 

books, when Cousin Geoffrey had come 

in, and, in treacherous fashion, had laid 

bare Nellie's plot to get rid of her guardian 

by marrying her out of hand. ■

Aunt Ms^ had looked up from a dear 

little bone she was scrutinising through 

her glasses — someone had told her it was 

a jaw-bone of an extinct ape. ■

" Ah," she had ejaculated, bone in hand, 

'* Thomas Carlyle did say ' England con- 

tained upwards of thirty millions of people, 

most, of them fools.' I endorse his state- 

ment" ■

" Did he say so 9 A better heart would 

have taught him better manners," Cousin 

Geoffrey had replied. Then he had de- 

tailed in full his own little scheme of a 

counterplot " It is dear to me," he had 

said, *^ that Nellie's thousand pounds' legacy 

has been exaggerated among her friends, 

possibly to ten times its amount There's 

Archer, up to his eyes in debt He, no 

doubt, thinks that her portion will be at 

least ten thousand. Very well then, let's 

fall in with the girl's whim, transfer the 

thoosands from niece to aunt» and see if 

a transfer of the afifections won't be the 

immediate result" ■

Upon which Aunt Mary had replied: 

"Exactly the same idea occurred to me 

while you were speaking." Then she had 

added, after a moment's pause: "Those 

who play with fire must thank themselves 

for their bums." \ ■

** Oh, if facts are coming in, I shall go," 

interjected Cousin (Geoffrey. ■

kf. of 4>.Ka AiMi ■t>^4- \.^ ■ ■«l(V.«#\/\virk ■
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door by a stream of callers, and was com- 

pelled to tarn back. ■

Meantime Philippa and Nellie, in their 

music-room upstairs, were neither laughing 

softly nor heartily. Nellie was in the bad 

temper now ; Philippa was looking a little 

downcast and ashamed of herself. ■

"Everyone is behaving disgracefully/' 

Nellie was asserting vigorously. ^' I think 

the sooner the world comes to an end the 

better. If anyone had told me a week 

ago that I should ever spend an evening 

such as I spent yesterday in Mrs. St. 

John's drawing-room, I should have simply 

said it was impossible.'' ■

" But, Nellie, I saw nothing out of the 

way," said Philippa deprecatingly. ■

" My dear, you saw nothing in the way 

nor out of the way. In fact, you simply 

saw nothing at sSl; you were so busily 

occupied in flirting with Sir Fj^ancis 

Everard." ■

" You were so cross, and Paul was so 

cross, I was only too glad to get away 

from you both; and Sir Francis was very 

polite and attentive to me." ■

''Sir Francis has led a wickedly fast 

life, and has run through three fortunes," 

said Nellie mockingly. ■

Philippa ilusheid scarlet and said 

nothing. ■

''Paul, as a clergyman, ought to be 

more careful whom he takes up with," 

Nellie went on. ■

Philipjpa began to. cry. ■

" YouTe cross with me, Nellie, just he- 

cause you had a miserable evening your- 

self, and no one showed you any attention. 

Paul said " ■

"I don't care the least in the world 

what Paul said. You may tell him from me 

that next time he takes the census of the 

United Kingdom to find out the flirts, 

he'U please to put Aunt Mary, not me, in 

the first rank. Anything more ridiculous 

than her behaviour last night I never saw. 

Four men round her all at once, and she 

talking to them all at once and laying 

down the law — and I had to turn over my 

music for myself 1 " ■

" Paul waited to turn over for you and 

you wouldn't let him." ■

" Paul ! I would as soon have the east 

wind turn over for me as Paul. He does 

it with such a flutter." ■

" Captain Archiwwas showing some sea- 

eggs embedded iifBmt to Aunt Mary. He 

had gone ever so far to find them." ■

"I know exactly what Ca{>tain Archer 

was doing. I have eyes in my head for ■

what goes on about ma I donH ■

my time flirting with a wicked ^ ■

But the word '* baronet " was cat 

the door opening and the ■

s& ■

Si! ■

■

Cousin GeofSteyn mdaneholy faoeL ■

" Your aunt's drawing-room is flhill 

overflowing with visitors this affeann^ 

They want you two girls down te U^ 

entertain," he said. ■

This was a mild way of patting «M 

had really happened. Aunt Mary, 

with deaf Lad^ Scudamore in the 

recess, had spied Ciq>tain Areker 

up the front of the house. ■

"That man is coming for his 

a^ain," she had whispered to Goaii 

woSrej. "It's the fourteenth time 

the last fortnight, and he always 

without it I Go and fetch Nellie 

There's going to be some fan." ■

Nellie entered the room to find 

fifteen ladies present and three men. 

men surrounded Aunt Mary. ■

Two spinster ladies fastened apon M ■

" Come and tell us all about it^ SJHC 

one said. " The wUI was found in snill 

cabinet, written entirely in yoar 

uncle's handwriting, and witnessed 

by his butler and videt — ^was it nol 

We were calling at Lady Sowerby's 

day, and heard all about it" ■

" And they said the cabinet had 

sold with the rest of the taTniUif 

continued the other lady, "boaghft, 

a furniture-dealer, and exhibited is' 

shop-window. And the butler, 

ing to pass — no, it was the head-ga 

I think they said — saw it, and 

he would like to have some memieiM 

his old master, bought it» and chanciif 

pull it open " ■

" No,'* the first . lady interposed ; "i 

was one of the children who pulled opflR 

the drawer and found out the secret sgA^ 

Of course your aunt will buy Uie csJibK 

I should amazingly like to see it" ■

Nellie felt her brain going round. 1 

voice sounding over the buzz of talk k 

the room made it steady in a moment A 

was Captain Archer's mellifluous baritoii. 

He was exhibiting one by one a soeoeaiios 

of " specimens " to Aunt liary. ■

" I don't know whether they're of Ik 

least value," he was saying, '^ but if ttif 

supply any gaps in your cabinet, I iw 

feel myself more thim repaid for nqr istf 

walks in search of them." ■

Possibly a scientific friend iAikMk 

Archer's, who was just then "weraif* 

his collection, might have givai atiote ■

■
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^on of the maimer in whkh tiie speci- 

bUB bad come into &te Cftptimi's pos- 

saion. ■

Aunt Mttry eyed them only a nu^ment. 

** AatDnonitee— ^very one," the flaid with 

icifiion ; '* of no use to me, for I have 

em all, but of infiidlM nae to you if yon 

111 set to work and find out all there is 

y be known aboat them." 

Captain Archer sij^ed. 

*' I am thinking of tiding np «ome serious 

udy. A man wasn't sent into the world 

r tbe sole purpose of spending his after- 

K>n8 in tennis, and his evenings in 

ilKards." ■

" One wonders what they were sent into 

le world for — some of them," murmured 

^usin CteofiPrey, for Nellie^ benefit. ■

''Now, if someone would be good 

Dougb to put me in the way of the thing 

-give me a few hints how to set about 

eginning, I ehould certainly take up with 

leology," Archer went on with a look in 

lis eyes, which Nellie had hiUierto 

Diagined only her own pretty brown eyes 

ould bring to the Captain's black ones. ■

Aunt 'Nuaj was affability itself. ■

"I studyacience while myfrivolous young 

ueces play tennis," she answered graciously. 

'Come in any afternoon you like, and you 

nay take your choice between the lawn 

md my geological Ubnury/' ■

"The game will undoubtedly have to 

make its bow to'the science," was Captain 

Archer's reply, as he rose to take his leave. ■

"Isn't it fon — glorious fun t" whispered 

Cousin Geoffrey, right into Nellie's ear. 

"Nevermind how it ends, the middle's 

the fon of the thing, and we're right in 

the very middle of it now." ■

CHAPTER IIL IN WINDSOR PARK. ■

Nelue was putting on her hat with 

Blow, unwilling &igers m front of her glass. ■

" I wish," she was sayinff to herself, <' all ■

ihe nightingides had been drowned in the ■

flood 1 To thJnk of an old maid like Aunt ■

Mary— nearly fifty, if she is a day — ■

jaontuigont in the twilight to hear the ■

wietchri IHtle creatures smg. I dare say ■

she will attire herself in a Rubens ha^ ■

and let down her hair to her waist ■

Wdl, it seems to me the best thing the ■

I ghb can do will be to put on poke- ■

honuets and act the chaperon to the ■

old uiaids. Now I think of it, this hat is ■

&r too juvenile for anyone under forty- ■

^^ ; HI hunt up one of Philippa's old ■

P<^iBst;ead" ■

8e the pretty straw hat was tossed <m ■

i »eihe ■

one side, and one of Phflqppa'sdiscmrded 

bonnets substituted. ■

The grqr of a June evening was be- 

ginning to fall Out in the pleasant 

roads and bye-ways the yellow light from 

a sunset sky still lingered, but in the 

deep green- ^adss of Windsor Park the 

reign oi^ shadows had begun. There 

was tiie- ^^ melancholy music'' of the 

nightingales cleaving its way throudi the 

thick leafue of oak and elm, straigbtUp 

to the da^ or starry sides, and there 

were the ksses and lads, aU in tune with 

the lovemaking birdsi assembling in the 

lonely glades to catch all they could of 

die "melting, mystic lay". ■

Lasses and lads, however, had by no 

means secured a monopoly of the lonely 

elades. Captain Archer had said to Aunt 

Mary, with vastly sentimental emphasis : 

" This is nightingale time 1 Dreamy twi- 

light, sad melody, a congenial companion — 

could one have a better idea of Paradiset" 

And, lo 1 the lady had at once ordered a 

recherche little dinner for a few friends, 

and arranged for a twilight ramble in 

the park afterwards. > ■

" I can't keep up the jok^ much longw," 

Aunt Mary had confessed. ^'In the first 

place my purse won't stand it I've 

been so munificent all round that I doubt 

if I shall be able to pay- my baker's bill 

at the end of the year. In the second 

place, the muscles of my mouth are 

positively aching for a good laugh at the 

expense of the ridiculous fortune-hunter. 

In the last place, our purpose is fairly 

accomplished. NeUie, I imagine, will 

never again to the end of her Bfe, ' dote 

upon the military'. Possibly, to make 

the cure permanent, and as a final act in 

the little comedy, it may be advisable to 

give one more hard knock to her pride. 

It can be given just as well under the 

trees in Windsor Park as here in our 

drawing-room." ■

So, sitting in conclave, the two aunts 

and Cousin Ceoffrey made out the pro- 

gramme of the day that was to deal 

the final blow to Nellie's pride and 

thoroughly rout the Captain. ■

'< We'll have a little dinner first so as to 

collect together our party — ^four men and 

four ladies," sud Aunt Msry, gmngminutely 

into all the details of her final act ; " and 

Captain Archer shall tdce Nellie in to 

dinner." ■

Cousin Goofifrey and Aunt Rosie ex- 

claimed in chorus at this. •• ■

** And^" Aunt Mary went on, "he'll sit ■

=r ■
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betvreon hir and me at.toble. You will 

066 in which direction his head will tarn." ■

"For refinement in torture give me a 

woman," mnrmored Gonain Oeoffirey. ■

Annt Mary ignored hinii and went on : ■

" Sir Francu Everard will take me in to 

dinner, and will ait on the other aide of 

the table, between me and Philippe You 

willaeein which direction Iiis head will 

turn." ■

" Why— why," began Aunt Boaie. " You 

don't mean to aay " ■

"I mean to aay that Philippa haa 

managed her love-aflfaira every whit aa 

badly aa Nellie, and unleaa aomeone takea 

them in hand for her will pair with the 

wrong man. I ahall do my beat to aet 

thinga atraight Paul will take her in to 

dinner, and — ^mark my worda — will do 

nothing but atareacroaa the table at Nellie." ■

"Buc aurely Philippa would make an 

ideal olergyman'a wife I What more in a 

woman could Paul expect or want t " inter- 

posed Annt itosie. ■

** Ah, the ideal clergyman's wife of story- 

books ! In real life it generally happens 

that curatea marry the faatest girls in their 

congregation, not the good, meek little 

saints. To conclude, Cousin Geoffirey will 

take you in to dinner, and being a sensible 

middle-aged man with no love-afiairs to 

trouUe him, will, no doubts keep his 

eye ^" ■

'* Upon the company generally. There 

will be occupation for a discerning eye," 

interrupted Cousin Oeoffirey. ■

" Upon his plate, I was going to say," 

finished Aunt Mary dryly ; '* tl^re will be 

occupation for a discerning palate^ My 

cook is excellent" ■

So the dianer was arranged and eaten. 

Anno Mary's prophecy was fulfilled to its 

last syllable. Captain Archer, seated 

betvfeen Nellie and Aunt Mary, showed 

to the former a patronising, fatherly 

kindness which took the salt out of her 

soup, the sugar out of her sweets ; to the 

latter a deferential attention, which could 

only be construed as the outcome of an 

admiration he was proud to acknowledge. 

Sir Francis Everanft throughout the repast 

had eyes and ears only for his younger 

neighbour. As for Paul and Nellie, their 

tempers seemed about on a par. Moody and 

abstracted, they somehow got through the 

meal, sending away half the dishes un- 

tasted, and limiting their conversation to 

monosyllables. ' ■

<*Are you qualifying for a nun, Nellie," 

asked Philippa, attfing with amassed eyea ■

at her own diacarded bonnet onherdrtBli 

head aa they aet (^ a goodly oompai^ 4 

eight, for their twil^^t ramble. ■

Pfajlippa'a peraonal appearanoe hi 

undergone aomething of a tnmaforaMtiH, 

aince ahe firat ahookhanda with Sir fknoi 

Everaid under the mulbeiry-treeL ^ tkm 

ia the dowdy demureneaa of the gid «b 

givea neither time nor thought to tk 

matter of dreaa, and there is the dbdm 

demureneaa of the expeati in fMhicm^ali 

Philippa'a atyle of dreaa had paaaedahMt 

imperceptibly from the one phaae to tki 

other. ■

Paul alao had a remark to make sMri 

Nellie*a bonnet ■

« Why do you ever wear hafea, NslGil 

You can have no idea how weB i 

bonnet auita you," he aaid, ttymg U 

speak in hia old brother-like &ahum, sad 

utterly oblivioua of the fact that the aoi 

bonnet on Philippa'a head had called krik 

anything but a compliment ■

Neliie^s reply did not seem altogelherto 

the p<Hnt ■

"I wish," she said, bringing out tki 

words with a rudi, " that all the bonnst^ 

and idl the hats, and all the night iigriai 

were where a great many people ought to 

be to-night — at the bottom of the sbi.' 

Then she hastened <m ahead at sack a 

tremendous pace, that Cousin Geoftiyk 

powers were taxed to overtake her. ■

Naturally enough within the 

they fell into parties of twos. ■

"The grove of acacias is the 

make for; the birds come back tooths 

every year," said Aunt Mary, 

had contrived to whispera word to . 

Geo&ey: "Don't forget I under ths^i 

oak — ^the one struck by lightning, ndiichka 

a seat all round it — in three-quarten if 

an hour from now." ■

" Aunt Rosie is all alone," aaid PhS^fi 

very aweetly to Paul; " do you mindlaha| 

charge of her t I am too hot to huny ei 

so fast" ■

" Where is Cousm Oeofirqr," <pmd 

Paul sharply, straining his eyes m Ihs 

dimness, to get a glimpse of two yuUUtt 

figures at me end ot a long^ abaioef 

avenue, and thinking what an ndminMi 

arrangement it would be if he and Oooii H 

Geffrey could change partners fo Iki | 

evening. ■

He received no answer to hia q m6m 

Philippa, in company with Sir Raadi 

Everard, had already atrayed away 

the greenaward, a little out of 

track. If he did not wish to be ■

piass« ■

■
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for Bok companionahip to his own thonghtB 

ha mnat aaek that of Aunt Boaia No 

alternatiye zemained. ■

The aoft evening breeae matled among 

tbekaveai bringing with it Uie acent (S 

cat hay from oataide fieldai and lifting and 

shifting the rapidly deepening ahadowa. 

A company of atartled deer fled swiftly 

acrosa the path, joatUng each other and 

trampling down in all direotiona the tall 

bracken. ■

"The sensible brateal" aaid Gonain 

Geoffirey; ^they saw we were — weU, not 

in the beat of tempera to-night Now, if 

we only had a bow and arrow, NeUie." ■

"Speak for yofuseU," answered Nellie 

sharply; " I never in my life felt in a more 

smiaUe £rame of mind f and again she 

went on at a tremendons paca ■

Conain G^ffirey looked over his, 

dioalder. "We're well ahead of them 

BOW, Nellie," he aaid with evident aatis- 

Action ; " ahall we take breath V* ■

" WeU ahead of whom^ asked Nellie, 

itill iiritable and sore. ■

"Of Captain Archer and Aunt Mary. 

I thought you were trying to run away 

horn them, so I put the pace on." ■

" Bon away from them 1 Why should 

ir cried NeUie fnriooaly. "Aa if it 

mattered an atom to me whero they 

were, or what they wero doing I I had 

even forgotten they had oome out with us 

to-niffht I " ■

Sort and low at this moment fell a 

aweet "jog, jug," £nmi a bird, perched 

high on a ^g acacia almost at their elbow. ■

Cousin GtwStey laid his hand onNellie'a 

arm. ■

"They aro tuning up. Shall we atay 

here and listen f " he asked ■

Nellie's answer waa to oover both her 

ears with her handa ■

"I won't be made to listen to nightin- 

gales if I don't choose. I hate and detest 

theml" she said. "I'm going to walk, 

walk, walk to-night, and then go home 

and get to sleep as faat aa posaible." ■

Bat the nightingales had no mind to be 

tmted with indifferenea They would be 

listened to^ whether one chose or not 

From out the deep branchy darkness came 

sffimoiing their aweet, full-throated music, 

BOW tendiur, now loud; now passionate, 

now pathetia The faint humming of a 

few sleepless insecta, the croak of a Sstant 

bog, the cry of the night-hawk, the rustle 

of ^e breeze, died beneath it ; and those 

>^ngglers under the trees, feeling all in a 

mommt how much of love, joyi pain. ■

their hearta could hdd, folded tiieir hands, 

and stood stilL ■

''Huahl" aaid Aunt Mary authorita- 

tively to Captain Archer; "don't talk; I 

want to liaten." Tet» waa ahe listening 9 

Was she not rather turning back a few 

pagea of memory 1 Now ah^ waa standing 

bende her dying father'a bed, and he was 

saying : " Mary, take caro of your mother 

and Bister — ^never leave them." Anon, she 

was speaking a hard, emphatic " No " to a 

man who stood bedde her — ah, how un- 

like Uie one atuiding at her side now! — 

and he was saying, in reply: " Life endafor 

me to-day." ■

Feasibly Captain Archer, while he 

allowed Aunt Mary the privilege of her 

thoughta, filled in the gap with a picture 

of hu own— of hot sands, an African sky, 

a girl with a Cleopatra'a eyes and big gold 

bracdeta on her arm. One of these she 

was unclaaping, as ahe said, " Take it — we 

shall never meet again." ■

Sir Francis Everard, aa he atood beside 

Philippa, forgot all about the pathoa of life, 

and remembered only its paasion ; and, as 

he bent low over Philippe's upturned face, 

with ita shining eyes, be whiapered words 

that might never have come to his lips if 

the nightingales that night had somehow 

lost t£d trick of song. ■

AuntBosie once more saw the lover's 

face ahe had laat kisaed in a coffin, and her 

cheeka went from pink to whita Paul 

saw a living face, whose lips he thoueht 

death might, perhaps, let him kiss, but Bfie 

never. And poor, petulant, aelf-oonfident 

Nellie, grateful for the darkneee which hid 

the hot ruah of teara in her eyea, felt all her 

wounds throbbing, her mistakes awelling 

to the magnitude of unpardonable sins, 

her follies claiming for themselves an end- 

lees celebri^. ■

" Cousin Geoffrey," she faltered, " I am 

tired, I want to go lM>me, but I don't want 

to turn back and meet the othera. How 

can we get out of the park t " ■

So Cousin Gteoffrey led tiie way out 

of the grove through the bracken, past 

some sleepy black cattle with big horns, 

straight to the grand old oak whose top- 

moat boughs luftd flung defiance to the 

heavens, and so had had a thunder-bolt 

for their paina. ■

" Let us sit down here a minuto, Nellie," 

he aaid, kindly though jeauitically; "we'll 

get behind the tree on this seat, and if the 

others paas this way they won't see u&" ■

Two and two, the rest of the party 

came akmg out of thegrove into the open. ■

r ■
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feeling the fresh breeze aomeihnig of a 

relief after the music-weighted air of the 

grove with its onder^ote of pathos. ■

Annt Mary and Captain Archer, how- 

ever, were the only two wliose footsteps 

tamed in the direction of Nellie's hiding- 

place. ■

She shivered into the shadows, and held 

in her breath. ■

" She'll see us/' she whispered taConsin 

Geoffrey, as she peeped ronnd the Ug tnmk 

at the pair ; '' no, «he won't— yes, she will. 

Oh, goodness ! they're <going to sit down." ■

And sit do¥m tli^ did. ■

" You take away my breath-^ftirly take 

away my breatii," Aunt Mary was saying, 

as she took her seat and drew her long 

cloak around her ; '' of course, you have, 

paid me a very lugh compliment — the 

highest a man can pay a woman. I offer 

yon my best thanks in return, but, really, 

you must give me time to consider." ■

Nellie's heart seemed to be killing itself 

with its own beating at that moment, it 

throbbed at such a pace. ■

Captain Archer's reply came in his usual 

slow, impressive tones. " Time woruld be 

another word for torture," he said ; "surely 

in one moment tiie voice of ihe heairt can 

be heard. Let it speak now, I pray." ■

** Well, at my time of life the heart is 

not in the habit of saying rash ecstatic 

things, and perhaps might be safely listened 

to. It says to me at the present moment^ 

* Be a little careful ; marriage is for life, 

not for a week or a month. Men are pro- 

verbially fickle— a young, pretty face will 

sometimes wreck a man's constancy.' " ■

" Nay, by Heaven I" cried Captain Archer 

with energy; " young, pretty faces, I assure 

you, have never had the smallest attraction 

for me, and as I get on in life are not likely 

to have more. Give me intellect — ^intellect, 

that's whkt I say. It's worth a hundred 

young, pretty faces any day." ■

" Ah, 3rou say so now, but yotf may alter 

your mind." ■

" Alter my mind !" broke in the Captain 

vehemently ; "it's the young, pretty faces 

that make a man alter his mind, not the 

intellectual ones. Now between ourselves 

let me say the modem pretty young lady 

seems to me the type of eve^hing that is 

silly and frivolous." ■

" A little whfle ago you seemed to me to 

have rather a liking for silly, frivolous 

young people. A tenm»>lawn saw a good 

deal of you." ■

Captain Archer had' a sudden ptolonged 

fit of coughing; When he i>ec€rveiid his ■

v<»ce he said : " Let me ezplaiD, T4 

alluding to a — a certain liUle — ^w^ 

I say flurtation, which took place 

me and your niece^ Miss NelUa" ■

Nellie gave agreat start ComiBGeafMF 

put his lumd on her dioolder. "Hsa^ 

don't betray yourself ! Aunt Mary wBli 

furious if she finds out we're han^'hi 

whispered. ■

"It's contenq>tibie — horriUT 

tible, sitting here listening to their 

whispered Nellie. ■

" What was that 9 " asked Archer, 

ing his head in the direction of the ■

"It was the deer," said Aunt May 

calmly; "pray go on with year exfhM- 

tion ; " this added a litde st^y. ■

« It'g_a— a rather diffieult taak, uaiw 

one is bratally plain-spoken." ■

" Iprefer the truth, evoQ if it be bratd." ■

" Well, then, if s just thia Mioi NsKi 

is a charming gal — a very channing ffA} 

but, as possibly you have found out^ m^ 

tellect she has nona" ■

"I've had that fact speciaUy faioidi 

under my notice during the past mm 

months." ■

" Exactly. During the past few laonlha 

And no doubt you have ako noted another 

fault she has — a very serious one." ■

" Name it." ■

"I scarcely dare. But if you insii^ tt 

just this : she israther too f<md of lajif 

herself out to attract attention. W§ 

soldiers, you know, are quite acenstoiaBill 

have to face thatsort of thing amon^^gMl 

and call it — it's not a nice ezpienoM 

a ' girl throwing herself at a man's hedCr | ■

Here Nellie absolutely jumped off~ 

seat; but Cousin Geoffrey was finn wA 

made her sit down i^^ain. ■

" If this doesn't erne her I don^ kaonr 

what will," he muttered to himael£ ■

"What was thatl" again asked Aidi^ 

looking over his shoulder. ■

" It was the black cattle ; they are ht- 

hind the tree. I saw them as we cum 

alon^ Go on," said Aunt Mary tranqvi^ ■

" WeU, as perhaps you know, men He 

always ready enough to flirt wfth woA ■

f' 'Is to any extent, but marry them nsfv; 

confess the thought of manyhig Wm 

Nellie never for one moment entend mf 

head. Her attractions are not at all to^^ 

taste." ■

" You have greatly rdieved my aiiai 

I confess I had serious apprehen«n» si 

the matter." ■

"Ah, she's jeakmsl O^ital sq^r"" 

thought Archer. * ' ■

■■
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"Now since you've been so perfectly 

andid with me, I wfll return the compU- 

aent and tell you honestly that my faults 

un ^ in exactly an opposite direction to 

Nellie's. Instead of having it liking as 

he has for men's society, I rather shun it — 

n fact^ there are certain men whose society 

can barely tolerate." 

*' Capital sign 1 She haH more than 

olerated my society," thought the Gaptaia 

Uoud he said : '< I know the sort you mean, ■

he rackety, noisy sort " ■

" Whose whole life," Aunt Mary went 

m, " is a round of gambling, billiard-play- 

ng, horse-racing, and other follies ; and 

i?ho, when debts begm to get pressing, 

^ry to sneak out of their (Ufficulties by 

Quarrying an heiress." ■

Captain Archer fidgeted on his seat. 

Be coughed a little nervously. *' Exactly," 

he said. And, because he could find nothug 

else to say, again said " Exactly." ■

*' As you say, exactly. Well now, be 

quite honest with me. Knowing my opinion 

of such men, and how utterly impossible it 

is for me to tolerate their society, do you 

still press your offer of marriage on me, or 

do you wish to withdraw it ^ " ■

" Withdraw it 1 " here Captain Archer 

in his energy jumped off his seat and stood 

facing Aunt Mary. "My dear madam, 

can you suppose such a thing ) I would 

rather prefis it a hundred times over. You 

have described most accurately a great 

many men — ^a — of my acquaintance — of 

my regiment even ; but such men, I assure 

yoQ, I should never attempt to bring into 

your society should you do me the honour 

to marry me." ■

" Tou think you could settle down to a 

quiet life in our little house here." ■

"I should adore such a life^easy dis- 

tance from town-^the houde is everything 

that's admirable." ■

"Bn^I've a great objection to London 

life. London will never see me. And it 

has jast occurred to me that you'll have 

to put down your hunter. There's only 

room in my stables for my two ponies. ■

"Consider the hunter sold," cried the 

Captain ecstatically, resuming his seat a 

little closer to the lady, and tninking how 

easy it would be to buy the hunter back 

again a little later on. ■

*^And now I come to think of it, it 

would be just as well, perhaps, that I 

ahould put down my ponies. By-the-way" — 

this aaid slowly and thoughtfully— "to be 

quite honest with you, I've been living a 

little beyond my incomis of late." ■

<^ Beyond your income t" and Captain 

Archer shifted oh his seat and began to 

look a little uncomfortable. ■

*< I'm afraid so. You see, my income is 

not very big to start with I indulge in 

no extravagances, it is true, but I adore 

my geological cabinet, and, as perhaps you 

know, a hundred pounds does not go very 

far in buying specimens. In fact, the 

hundred pounds which my poor brother left 

me the other day, went- a very little way 

in supplying some ugly gaps in my shelves 

devoted to the triassic period." ■

" Your hundred pounds ! " Pen could 

not express the blank astonishment and 

dismay which couched behind these words. ■

Aunt Mary took no notice of them. ■

*< The dew is b^inning to fall We must 

think of getting back to the house," she 

said. " Well, now, Captain Archer, that 

we have been so perfectly honest and 

straightforward with each other, I don't 

see why our chances of happiness in the 

married life should not be as good as those 

of any other prudent middle-aged persons 

free from vices and extravagances. Come, 

let us be going." ■

She rose as she finished speaking. 

Captain Archer did not stir. There x^ame 

a long uncomfortable pause. " I feel, after 

your extreme candour to me just now," he 

said at length, halting and stumbling over 

his words, '' that it is due to you to make 

a confession — a — a — ^most painful one, but 

I shall not spare myself." ■

" There is no necessity for such a thing. 

I am not one of those who thihk a man is 

bound to confess all his youthful folUes to 

the woman he wishes to marry." ■

" But these are not youthful follies, and 

a — a — ^the truth is — a — that the older I 

get the closer they stick to me." ■

''Ah, I'm sure you'll shake them off 

easily enough beside a quiet fireside." ■

" No, confound it 1" cried Archer, jump- 

ing to his. feet; ''nothing of the sort. 

A quiet fireside would make them stick 

harder than ever. The fact is," he went 

on excitedly, " I wouldn't — no — I couldn't 

do such a mean thing as marry a woman 

under pretence of shaking off my bad 

habits and settling down for life tied to 

her apron-strings. Some men could do it, 

but not L" ■

Aunt Mary surveyed him with a quiet 

smile. " My dear fiiend," she said blandly, 

" your sense of honour is so fine as to be 

all but wire-drawn. Some women might 

take advantage of it, but not I " ■

"Three hunters and a hack are a ■
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necessity of existence to me," broke in 

the Captain with a violent jerk. ■

"To a man who can exhibit such a fine 

generosity as yon have shown to-night 

even three hunters and a hack might be 

forgivea" ■

'*And as for billiards and a — a — brandy- 

and-soda " ■

"My dear friendi even brandy and 

billiards could be condoned in a man of 

your magnanimity of temper; out of 

fiction I could not have believed such a 

character poesibla" ■

"Gh)od Heavens, madam 1" cried the 

Captain, fiurly carried away by excitement 

now, "what is it you can't condone or 

forgive — will you tell me that ? I tell you 

I abhor all the sciences — geology in par- 

ticular; I have a terror ot an intellectual 

woman, especially if she is on the wrong 

side of forty. I detest virtue ; I adore the 

vices — every one of them. I've led a worse 

life than Jack Sheppard himself — than 

Jack Sheppard himself, do you understand) 

— than Jack Sheppard and Tom Jones 

rolled into one. I've cheated at cards, I've 

borrowed money all round without having 

the smallest intention of ever paying it 

back ; in fact I " ■

** Stand confessed as about the biggest 

scoundrel that ever wore shoe-leather," 

finished Cousin Gteofifrey, coming round 

from behind the tree at that moment 

" Well, sir, will you allow me to nu^ the 

suggestion that you should ofifer this lady 

the humblest of apologies for the offer you 

were good enougli to make her a little 

while ago of your disreputable name and 

your damaged fortune." ■

" And will you allow me," said Nellie, 

coming round the tree on the other side 

and making him a little mock curtsey, " to 

thank you for the high compliment you 

paid me a minute ago when you confessed 

that my attractions were not to your taste." 

It was too dark to see her face, but the 

cheery, mocking tone in her voice told 

Aunt Mary that ihegirl's skin-deep wounds 

were healed ahready. ■

" It's a planned thing — a planned thing 

from first to last to insult me!" cried 

Archer, trying to shake himself into a 

lume of virtuous indignation. ■

There came the rustling of dresses, the 

trampling of feet through the bracken at 

this moment The rest of the party was 

at hand. ■

And, presently, to Nellie it seemed as ■

' though the dusky, silent glade had all at ■

once become alive with light and sound. ■

as though a whole multitude of stars had 

suddenly flashed forth in the dark lieaveM^ 

a mighty wind had come rushing down ths 

shadowy acacia-grove towards them w&h 

the music of afi the nightingales on iti 

wings. ■

For Paul had come close to her ttde and 

had whispered in her ear while his haai 

sought hers in the darkness : ■

<* Nellie, such news ! ^ Philinpft hsa 

thrown me over for Frauds, and my beaii 

isn't broken a bit So I can offer it whob 

to you, dear — ^yours for life." ■

A BYQ02nS STORY. 

By W. W. Fbnh. ■

OHAFTBR I. 

WHAT WAS IN THE OLD MAN'S DBBOL ■

A ROOM in a farmhouse, with all the 

signs in furniture and fittings expected m 

the abode of a well-to-do yeoman. Ths 

yeoman himself, a very old but hale sad 

hearty man, sitting ac the table, and by 

the aid of a quite modern paraffin-lsop^ 

examining the contents of a battered, urns- 

worn desk open before him. He has js^ 

laid aside a much-thumbed, dog'sretoA 

account-book, from which he has tskas 

one or two letters and a thickish packelsf 

manuscript, all showing, by the Udtd ofc 

and yellowed paper, that they may bsai 

old as he is. Such of the writing as m 

are concerned with shall speak for icseU ■

First, the accoun^book, which beant^ 

superscription, Jane Burt Inside, mm 

date June 2nd, 1810, there stand 11 

names, " Mr. and Mr& Boderick Ccafm 

Letting best rooms from this date for iosr 

weeks, to June 30th, at 25a, £5 Os. 01" ■

Then a preliminary letter from HmVt 

Craven, dated from Oxford, negoti^pBgiv 

the hire of the rooms in a certain Bcknc 

Weil Cottage, Creedon Wells, WorcasW^ 

shire, and addressed to Mrs. Burt, Ai 

landlady. '* He has been informed of ikm 

by a Mend, and wishes to know if hsflU 

bring his wife there, who has been out d 

health." It is written on the laig»tfrf 

post-paper common in those days, Hi ilk 

the same handwriting as the manoson^ 

that of Mr. Boderick Craven, evideoigis 

author. The manuscript itself noir Vm 

under the spectacled eyes of the Tflini 

yeoman, and we will follow thea li h 

reads it On its front page, as a noii^tfi 

these words, in faded pen^ : ■

^ ■
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*^ This adyentnre will serve as a basis of 

a sketch for one of the annnals. Heath 

has often pestered me to write him one for 

his ' Book of Beauty.' Here is the idea. 

Then it begins thns : ■

'< Ideal country quarters at last Hard 

to reach, but when reached, promising 

weU. Though why the landlady gazed at 

me as she did, so enquirintrly and so 

strangely, puzzles me much. That the un- 

looked-for and startling interruption to 

our peace should have happened was very 

unfortunate, there is no doubt^ but we must 

be thankful that it proved no worse. ■

<*The snug sitting and bed rooms in 

Bower Well Cottage are one above the 

other, and have each a bow-window looking 

out across a patch of garden upon a lovely 

prospect and up a narrow avenue of 

trees. The house is oddly situated, jammed, 

as it were, into a nook in the hillf*, a 

third of the way up to their top. It is 

loDg and narrow, the kitchen and land- 

lady's apartments being at the back, while 

one side rests against the slope. On 

the other is the entrance— opposite the 

well or spring, which, gushing forth from 

a rocky fem-clad dell, pours itself into 

a rough stone basin, thence finding its 

way at its own sweet will to the valley 

far below. A primitive wooden shed 

shelters it, and makes, with a bench, a snug 

comer and resting-place for visitors coming 

to drink the waters. There is a rough, steep 

carriage-road to this point about a quarter 

of a mile long, from where it leaves the 

main-road between Worcester and Here- 

ford, which runs along the valley at the 

foot of the hills, and just where the 

straggling village of Greedon Wells has its 

solitary hostel^. Thus the Bower Well 

and the cottage stand in a wildish, lonely 

spot quite by themselves ; and as the road 

leading to them ends there, it is little used 

except by pilgrims ; but from there the hill- 

paths proper begin — at the very garden- 

gate almost of the cottage, and with the 

narrow avenue referred to. The whole 

region is very beautiful, though but little 

wooded save just hereabouts, and the trees, 

even, which form the avenue gradually die 

away a few yards higher on the hfllside. No 

wonder it is a popular health-resort, for 

apart from the oenefit the waters may 

confer, the splendid air and magnificent 

prospeet commanded on all sides must do 

body and mind alike infinite good. 

''The eveniufc was beautiful when we ■

reached the night before, after two days' 

posting from Oxford. Night fell, however, 

so rapidly that we had not much time to 

enjoy the view, to which, nevertheless, the 

rising full moon lent a wondrous charm of 

its own. My wife was much fatigpied, and 

retired soon after our comfortable supper, 

leaving me alone in the long, low, bow- 

windowed parlour to finish some work I 

had in hand. After some lone; writing, 

the air becoming a little chilly, I rose 

to sh'ut the window. It was a splendid 

night, and the moon, now high in the 

heavens, created the most beautiful, and 

at the same time fantastic, effect among 

the trees. The scent of the roses, clustering 

close to the window, and here and there 

thrusting a blossom straight within it, filled 

the atmosphere. I stood looking out for 

many minutes, enjoying the perfect serenity 

and beauty. The silence was almost awful 

in its solemnity, for only the faintest 

breath now and again passed among the 

leaves and flowers, scarcely stirring them. 

Loth to retreat, but remembering what was 

still to be completed on the desk, I at 

length closed the casement, and partially 

drew the curtains. Soon deeplv absorbed 

by my occupation, I lost consciousness of 

everything save the intense stillness and 

the loneliness of the situation ; therefore it 

is not surprising that I was startled by 

fancying I heard a gentle tap at the 

window. Involuntarily I looked up, and 

then at my watch — ^it was on the stroke of 

midnight Listening for a second or two 

without hearing the faintest sound, I con- 

cluded that my ears had deceived me, but 

within a minute after I had resumed the 

pen, the tap on the glass was repeated — this 

timewithout anydoubt — and then was again 

repeated. Was it a rose-bush^ stirred by 

the wind, touching the pane ? There was not 

a breath. While I was wondering all specu- 

lation was cleared away. Once more the 

noise came, and now distinctly — it was the 

firm but gentle tapping of &igers ! I do 

not think I am less courageous than most 

men ; but this was at least enough to have 

given the strongest nerves a twinge — the 

hour, the solitude, all considered. Surely 

it was but natural that I hesitated, ere 

walking to the window and pushing the 

curtain back. But I did so boldly, reso- 

lutely, in another minute, for still again 

came the tapping, and more prolonged; 

another moment, and I had opened the 

window, to eneounter at it, and within a 

yard from it, a sight which certainly struck ■
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''I have never actaally disbelieyed in 

ghosts, but after what I nowf^aw — ^well ! — 

Foil in the moonlight stood the tall form of 

a woman, her face as white as her garments. 

The rays fell clear and direct npon it, and 

as I appeared at the open window it drew 

back, beckoning with uplifted hand. If 

this was not a ghost, I should never see 

one ! It looked too ethereal^ too unsub- 

stantial, for aught eke — ^besides, it appeared 

to glide rather tiian to walk. Slowly it con- 

tinued to retreat — through the garden- 

gate, back into the avenue — seemingly 

unflecked by tiie shadows from the over- 

hanging trees which fell, of course, in 

fretted pattern upon all substantial objects. 

This mysterious form gave out a light of its 

own, increased, perhaps, by that of the 

moon, but still independent , of it. 

Presently it began to vanish up the 

avenue, though for ever looking round and 

beckoning ; then it was gone — suddenly. ■

"Not to dwell on my sensations, I 

merely eay I had a slight difficulty in col- 

lecting my thoughts. Was the whole thing 

an optical illusion, due to the strain that 

writing late puts upon the brain and eyes ? 

I rubbed them, and resented the idea. 

£ars as well could'not have deceived me. 

It was^diculous ! , No similar experience 

would warrant it, for I am young, strong, 

and sound|of nerve, mind| and limb. No 

more work for me, however. I could not 

settle to it, excited as I was. I waited a while 

watching and listeiiing at the window. I 

waited there for the best part of an hour, 

until the moon was getting well behind the 

hill. No further sign of the figure appear- 

ing, I fastened the window securely, put out 

the h'ght, and crept up to our bedroom, 

6ituated^above{;the| parlour, and like it in 

shape, size, and aspect Happily my wife was 

sleeping soundly, but it was long ere I 

could do thesimie ; yet, had I aroused her, 

be sure no wprd of what had happened 

wQuld have • passed my, lips that nighty nor 

did I let jt the next mor^ing. The 

disturbii^g effect on a doUcate woman's 

n^rve? of such ^a story must ha^ been 

prejudicial, and, whatever I thouglit abput 

ji% inyself,, I determined to keep it tp myself, 

aj; aiyrratielortl^ present Ix^^tbayebeen 

depeiv^a in, some wav after all,; moat people 

woul4 consider I had| so t said nothing even 

to our goodlandlady^in spiteof her continued 

looks of QAquiry at me the next ;aiorning, 

aifui, indeed, whenever we met To forget 

ii, however, waa ifliposajible,,. Throughout 

the sucoee<3ling day it haunted m^, despjite 

the diversion of wandering with my dear ■

mate up and about the ilop<» ii & 

neighbourhood of our cottage, aoi fti 

enjoyment of the fine air and snailnL 

and the beauty of Nature ao laviably tptd 

out on all hand& ■

*' Supper-time again ! and all goin^ m 

with that stranse and conf using rcfel^ 

which, in peao^ul lives, seems to rafaGEtitob 

the affairs of yesterday so compleldj iv 

those of to-day, that the mind momfntefe 

loses count of the twanty-fonr hours dafeti 

It might have been last night eumjj 

and we might have only just anived, w 

aupht of difference in our gorronndiggsari 

domgs. Only my wife is not so ttred--& 

change of air is already telling b enefifMy . 

and she does not retire quite so aooa I 

am glad of this, for I have no rdidi lor 

being again disturbed after the nuuruMr rf 

last night ; and when she goes upstain I 

mean to do the same, and say sa ■

« < Why, Roderick,' cries she in smpc^ 

' I never knew you in such a hurry to^ 

to bed before 1 ' ■

" ' The air is very strongy ' I reply en- 

sively ; < it makes one sleepy, I suppose,' ■

" * Well, you don't look rieepy.' ■

" < Ah, looks are deceptive, my deir ;tt9 

have often deceived you with regaid to 

your husband. For instance, you hsvs 

always thought him a good-looking ftDoi; 

and there is no greater deception tban tlil 

possible.' ■

" ' Tou would not like me to say >^*V 

she ; ' however, come along 1 If s <|^b 

time, past eleven — ^not country hom^^ 

all! I. shall be glad of your oonqW 

this is a lonely spot, and quite e^mjl 

night I . did not quite like comii 

stairs alone last night, I promise you. 

old landlady and her maid have beeu 

an hour and more! How mono 

quiet everything is ! I don't think I . 

quite like it when there is no moon, boll 

is very beautiful now.' ■

'*Thus gossiping, we reach our nM» 

Her last words are dictated by thefloQifll 

light streaming in at the bpw-windoii^ ti 

wblph she has walked, and where ^ 

standi ^ookipg out upon the briBiaiitQ^ 

of night. The sc^t of the roses iteij|pn 

with the sUyei: rays, and j^ra jupmoitAi 

seems to be absolutely revelling m tb 

sweetness andj^uty. ^ ■

<' I have a restless dej^ire ^ P^^^'^Tf 

standing theror, If, by any chaioccLW 

wandering fornix s^fu}dt come (ftgnn 4 ^^^ 

it would fcare tjby^ Jjfe Qpt pf 1^, wMw 

to see it, as I did. ^,.. ■

« < Very beautiful,' I say tndifteMTi ■

■^»- ■
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' bat yoQ had better not stay up now, and 

we must draw the onrtaina, or the light 

will be too strong for yotu' ■

"'Yes/ she cries ; 'it is not good to 

sleep in the rays of the moon, I have been 

told. What is the story t "The Vampire's 

Victim." I have read it somewhere. Ah, 

I remember, it was one of yours. I read it 

in one of the annnala, before I knew yon ! 

Oh, a horrible stiMy ! I wish I had not 

thought of it. Ah, what is that 9' ■

"This sudden exclamation, in great 

alarm, startles and telb me the fatal taruth. 

That haunting figure has caught her eye for 

a certainty ! I am by her side on the 

instant. Clinging to me, and pointing 

towards the avenue, she says : ■

"'Surely there is someone in the 

garden 1 I am ccmfident of it. I saw a 

white figure move towards the avenue.' ■

^'Nonsense! there is no one there,' I 

say reassuringly. ' Who should be 1 These 

hilk are nearly deserted by day — and quite 

80 by night' ■

" ' Oh, I am confident, Boderick,' she 

goes on, trembling from head to foot ; "it 

passed like a flash aeross the path, but I 

saw it distinotly. Oh! Who or what 

can it be ) ' ■

" All efforts at first to pacify her are in 

vain. Only very slowly can I persuade her 

to come away fhmi the window, and 

mduce her to believe she has been deceived. 

She does not — she will not believe it I 

try and make the best of it, look forth 

boldly, and only speak the truth when I 

sgain and a^dn declare there Is no one to 

be seen. That my mind misgives me, how- 

ever, and that I have little cbubt she may 

have seen what I saw the previous n^t, 

ean be guessed. If this really be tiie case, 

there at once is aniOnd to our peace and 

comfort. If this soriof thin^is togoon — 

if there really be wot^e appantion haunting 

this nook in the UQls, we shall have to 

leave our snug quarters forthwith. To- 

morrow I determine there shall be no 

foither concealment on my part I will 

qiiestion Mr& Burt ; but for to-night my 

wife's rest is the first eonsideration, and I 

bend all efforts to bring that about ■

"Long is it, however, ere there is any 

Wreadi to success; but, finally, she is 

somewhat soothed, and pr^aring for sleep. 

The curtains of the window are closely 

^wn ; not a sound is to be heard outside. 

I am nearly ready for bed myself, when, idl 

m a moment, the panic is renewed by the ■

distinct splash of gravel thrown up against 

the vitul ■

" ' There 1 ' cries my wife ; ' there is 

some one outsida I told you so 1 ' ■

" ' Impossible now to deny it As I am 

about to draw the curtain back she con- 

tinues: ■

"Heavens, Roderick, what are you 

doing? Pray don't go to the window.' 

But, ere I can reply, more gravel tinkles 

against the glass. ■

" ' Indeed I must,' I say ; ' I must see 

who is there," for I fed assured now this 

can be no ghostly manifestation, and 

perhaps the conviction lends me courage, 

and I am angry at the disturbance. Deaf 

to further remonstrance, back go the 

curtains, and open flies the cas^nent, ■

"'Who's there r I cry. The words 

have hardly passed my lips ere there is a 

flash below — a loud report The glass is 

riddled by shot; one rakes my hair, 

another cuts my ear ! Almost before I can 

realise this fact and (rt^ back into the 

room, a second report rings through the 

air, taking up the dying edio of the first 

More window-panes are broken, the wood- 

work is torn away, but I am untouched. ■

"No attempt of mine can des<nibe 

my wife's consternation, nor, for the 

matter of that, my own. She need not 

cling to me so closely, thougL I have no 

intention again to e3q>ose myself to such 

outrage. Bousing the house is unnecessary, 

for the noise has done that, as may be 

judged in a minute or two by the arrival, 

in wild bewilderment^ of Mrs. Burt ■

"*0b, sir, sir — what has happened? 

Why, you are bleeding!' This is true; 

the cut on my ear makes a great show, but 

I know there is no further hurt ■

"Bapid and incoherent explanations, 

mingled with sobs from my wife, follow for 

a moment, but I say : ■

"/ It is for you to explain, Mrs. Burt — for 

you to account for this alarming, unaccount- 

able outrage. What thieves and ruffians are 

there hanging about these hills who could 

do this thing ? Thraeis a woman in it, too, 

or may be she is single-handed. I saw her 

last night flying about the place like a 

ghost; indeed, till now, I thought she had 

been ona' ■

"< Ah,' exclaims Mrs. Burt, astonished; 

^she has seen you, then, has she? I 

reckoned if she did she would mark the 

resemblance, and she has been drawn on 

by it ; it is most marvellous. But she, 

poor thing ! would not have fired at you. 

Oan it 1m that Evan, in one of his 

fits of vio ' Mrs. Burt breaks oK ■

I < fif.. ■ aliA o ■AAt ■ (lAf. ■ lA a ■ TI ■
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professed, though without ostentation^ to 

have the gift of prophecy, being able, as she 

said, to foretell many things that would 

come to nasa, becanae at times they all 

seemed to have happened before, and within 

her knowledga Those who judged her 

only by others asserted that at times she 

was not quite in her right mind| but this 

had no deterrent effect on the love 

with which she inspired the rustic youth 

of the countrysida She Uved witib her 

brother Evan, in a house on the neigh- 

booriog Squire's estate, but situated in a 

deep copse on the slopes of those same 

Greedon Hills among which she was bom, 

not tax from the Bower WeU. He was 

head-gamekeeper, bailiff, overseer, a sort 

of steward and general factotum to the 

Squire, and many years older than his 

sister. A trustworthy man in the main, 

but with a violent, ungovernable temper — 

occasionally increased by drink — which had 

more than once well-nigh cost him his 

post, and promised sooner or later to be 

his ruin. Gwynneth, nevertheless, was 

idolised by him since their mother's death, 

but like many men of his class, he took 

little heed of her movements or of the 

friends and acquaintances she mada Thus 

she fell in love and became engaged before 

he knew anything about it But it was 

not with the farmer-lad that she fell in 

love, nor any of the other young Worcester- 

shire swains that came courting her gbmces. 

It would have been better for her if she 

had. No ; she cast her affections upon a 

stranger— a certain Mr. Bobert Gross, who 

made his appearance one summer in the 

character of a convalescent seeking healtii 

in the lodgings of Mrs. Burt of Bower 

Well, the guardian of tiiat spring. He 

had been set down one afternoon by the 

Worcester coach at the comer of the road, 

and hearing that there were rooms to let 

near the well, wandered up there with his 

small valise and took them. He professed 

to be an Oxford student, though the 

landlady confided to her ndghbours — the 

young farmer among them — that she 

thought he must be too old, ''being nigh 

upon thirty by looks, which wereinlus&vour 

every way, thougL" Still, as he paid a 

fortnight's rent in advance, and apparently 

had plenty of money, she was quite 

satisfied. Mystery, nevertheless, clung to 

him and his acts, for how he first knew 

Gwynneth, eventually became engaged to 

her, and accepted as her honourable suitor 

by her brother, no one ever rightly heard. 

At any rate the young farmer never knew, ■

or, if he did, that part of his retrospective 

reverie came not before him. His memory 

now only travelled back to the agony of 

mind he suffered, and the bitter mdigna- 

tion he felt when, after a year or more of 

absence and sOence, it became only too 

plam that this Mr. Robert Gross had utterly 

deserted Gwynneth. A vision of the 

forlom, disconsolate, and now truly half- 

witted girl flitting hither and thither 

among the woodland paths and up the hill- 

sides, arose vividly through the clouds 

from the old man's pipe, and even after 

those long, long years brought an angry 

frown to his otherwise placid brow, and 

made the gnarled and aged hand clench 

angrily. His fancy, however, followed the 

figure with such loving thoughts that his 

face soon resumed the calmness happily 

vouchsafed to his declining hours, but once 

more grew a little disturbed as he remem- 

bered the morning immediately succeeding 

that night in BowerWell Gottage, described 

by the manuscript ; how he went to the 

cottage to verify the strange reports which 

had found their way down to tiie village 

and his father's farm. Stripling though 

he was at the time, he recollected how he 

had gone into good Mrs. Burt's comfortable 

kitchen or house-place, to find several neigh- 

bours eagerly discussing the events with 

her. Some suggested that the assailants 

must have been footpads or highwaymen, 

who had tracked the lady and gentleman 

to their raral lodgings, although why they 

should have been fired at was past under- 

standing. The village bkcbsnmh stuck to 

his opinion, however — he was sure it was 

robbers. Thev swarmed along the roads at 

that season when the quality were travel- 

ling to and from the Wells to drink the 

waters. Quite lately several carriages had 

been stopped between Oxford and Ghelten- 

ham, and he made no doubt the gentlemen 

of the road bad found their way among 

these hills by now. Mrs. Burt shook her 

head ; her ideas were quite different, she 

insisted, and when the constabulary came 

to hear of it, they would have to look 

nearer home, she expected. Still the bkck- 

smith was obstinate and refbsed to give up 

his point ■

** But have you seen my lodger \" she 

asked. ■

The man had not. He had been too 

busy to leave his forga He should have 

enough to do if he watched all the visitors 

and people that came to the Wells at this 

season. ■

" Then you can't know nowt about it," ■

■

» «-» ■ ■
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inBwered the Uadlady. * '*Did yoa ever 

ee that Mr. Robert Cioas, as he called 

iimflelf , as was beve in mj rooms a year 

ind mote ago I " ■

Yes; the worthy £uTier remembered 

lim weU, he'd seen him many a time, 

^aUdn' with Gwynneth Hay, and healways 

aid no good 'ad come o' that job ; and for 

lis part he'd like to catch sight of him 

low — that was ail, and he'd give him a bit 

i his, the farrier's, mind, if not a taste 

' Btimmat else. ■

At this moment there was a tap at the 

oor of the kitchen commnnicating with 

be front of the house, and on its being 

pened there entered a gentleman, who 

truck all present but Mrs. Burt with 

mazement As he stood for a minute in 

be shadow, a half - indignant murmur 

assed round the room. ■

The old yeoman set down his pipe and 

iibbed his eyes, as memory tcK^ him 

[irough that scene again. ■

"The likeness wasstartling,"he muttered; ■

no wonder we were all deceived for the 

loment. We were sitting and standing 

:>und about the table between the wide 

pen chimney and a low window opposite, 

Reside this window was the door giving 

pon the way down to the shed sheltering 

le well. Ah, I remember the weather of 

le preceding day had broken; heavy 

ouds made it very dark, and a thick, 

liaty rain was dinffing dose to the hills, 

ut the door was naif open, for it was 

ot cold. Before anybody spoke again, ■

shadow passed the window, further 

38curing the* murky light it admitted* 

hen the door was pushed open, and 

rwynneth herself came in next mopient 

he was looking very beautiful as usual, 

lough pale unto death, and her. poor eyes 

lore dazed and far-off looking than 

^er. She had only a white kercmef tied 

osely over her head, beneath which 

Teamed her nut-brown hair — alas ! now ■

little iM^reaked with silver. I see 

er plainly in a grey stuff gown, all 

esmirched and torn. Yes, and when she 

iw the gentleman, she walked straight 

p to him, exclaimine : ■

**<0h, Robert, at last we meet! Why 

&ye you beeQ away so long, and never 

) have written 1 Speak to me, and tell 

le she , is not your wife — she that I 

kw you with on the hills, and standing 

I the moonlight at the wipdow t . TeU 

le this, at least, if you have no more 

» say.' ■

'' I can bear her very voice as I think ■

of it," continued the vetena 

'* Yes ; she hidd out her h»od as 

pecting him to take it He tamed, 

bewildered, towards Mie. Bort^ 

advandng, took poor GwjimitiA 

staetched hand, and endeavoured ta 

herasida ■

"'My dear,' she said, 'cmne to ma 

don't fallow this gentlemaa; be has 

seen yon before ; you are quil^ 

Come, let me-tal^you hom&' ■

;'*No, no,' said the girl; "2 jm 

mistaken. X will not go hoooe 

him; now he has come back* be 

come home with me^~it is hia honw tea 

If he does not, brother will be li^ 

he said Sobert had des^ted me^ Ml I 

knew better. Come, come I ' ■

'' ' But this gentleman is not Bobsv* 

your Robert,' insisted Mra Burt, ' aHiwi^ 

so like him.' ■

'''Oh, don't tell me thai— be waA 

tell me that I' cried Gwynn^ik 'ft 

will not aay anyone but hims^ gave m 

this as a token of his love, and hid ai 

wear it for his sake.' ■

''She hastily undid tiie neck of im 

dress, and removed a thin silver 

necklace with a little coral band 

from it as a pendant Directly tbe _ 

man saw it as she held it toward lfa| 

he took it eagerly^ crying in amazemeat:. ■

"'Whatl Who! How came ^nlr 

this?' and then quickly to Mr& BM: 

< What does it mean ) Who is tbk ]M| 

mad girH' ■

' " Gwynneth answered : ■

'"You, EobertI Yougaveit 

know you did ! ' ■

'"Great Heaven ! ' heezdaimed 

' I see it all 1 My wretched brother 

she has mistaken me for him ; and ss i 

first, I suppose, did you, Mrs. Burt, wi 

that is why you looked at me so wMiiil 

ingly. For we are — we were — gmf^ 

alike, and have often been mistaken. H 

when was he here, and what name did )> 

pass by?'" ■

All was hurry, confusion, astonishnuipi 

But the old man in his reverie recsHei 

even the details vividly — so vividly as to 

be greatly moved as he remembmd tb 

effect of the discovery on Gwynneth, wto 

they were able gradually to make her poor, 

bewildered mind understand som^iung i 

the t^nth. , ■

And that truth, simply put^ was ibi^ 

the twin-brothers, Boderick and Bobei 

Craven, though so marvellously aKke Ib 

person, were absolutely oppooto is ■

' M ■
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character. The fint, an upright^ honour- 

able, aeoompliahed gentleman ; the aeoondi 

a scampish, lying, untrostwordiy, ne'erndo- 

well from his boyhood, bat his mother's 

f avoorite, of coarse. The necklet had been 

hers, given to him on her death-bed. His 

family had heard nothing of him for three 

years — ^heard nothing of him ever again, 

BO far as the old man knew. ■

Gwynneth .had caught a glimpse of 

Roderick Graven through the window, as 

he sat writing, on the first ni^ht he arrived 

at Bower Well Cottage^ and had tapped 

at the casement, but when he opened it, 

was afraid to speak so near the house, and 

therefore beckoned him to go forth. The 

next day she saw him waUcing with his 

wife, and was heartstricken — saw him again 

in the evening standing with the same 

woman at the window of the bedroom, in 

the moonliffht In her wild jealousy .she 

had rushed home and told her brother. 

He, not quite sober, became f orioos, seised 

his double-barrelled gun, and, deiq^te her 

entreaties, rushed tlurough the gturden of 

Bower Well Cottage, flung up the gravel, ■

and it was not difficult to fit it aU ■

together. StUl, as the neighbourhood said, 

he might have been hangeii for it— would 

have been, but for the clemency of Mr. 

Graven, for in those times hanging was 

common for far less offences. ■

The last vision of the past which the ■

old yeoman, saw through the smoke of one ■

more pipe was the little mossy mound, ■

with a stone cross at its head, nestling ■

under the trees in the ruial churchyard. ■

As this died away into smoke with tiie ■

rest, he gathered tibe contents of the old ■

desk together — they had ciome into his ■

possession nearly flf Dy years before, in his ■

capacity of executor and administrator of ■

good Mrs. Burt's little estate. He never ■

knew how Roderick Graven, the author, ■

happened to leave his manuscript behind ■

him, but there it was among the rest of ■

her effects. Now he glanced once more ■

through some of its pages, and then con* ■

signing them to the flames, slowly watched ■

the writing as it turned to ashes and fell ■

in blackened, shapeless masses upon the ■

hearthstone before which he sat ■

WAITING FOR ORDERa ■

By Frederick Talbot. ■

In Pengelly Creek lies the Princess Iris, 

a amarfc and BfiAutiful craft. finiRhMi imA ■

adorned with a care that^ows how she is 

valued by -her captain and owners. Her 

taper masts, her fine spars, and the cobweb 

tracery of her rigging, catching at this 

moment a strong ^am of sunskune, stand 

out against dark masses of foliage; nigged, 

many-coloured crags ; and the rude stone 

walls upon PengeUy HUL Land-locked, 

calm, and placid are the waters of the creek, 

like those of some inland lake ; but just 

round the point where fringing woods dip 

their branches into the tide, lies the broad 

expanse of Learmouth Harbour, where all 

the navies of Europe might ride at anchor^ ■

But trim and handsome as is the ship, 

there is. an aspect of solitude and de- 

sertion about her. No sailors are lounging 

about her .decks or hanging from her 

rigging. Her crew, indeed, were paid off a 

month ago, and nobody knows wh^n she 

will ship another, for times are bad, aokd 

freights are scarce, and thus, the good ship 

lies in ballast waiting for ordera But the 

captain stiU lives on board ; and, indeed, 

onei could not desire better quarters than 

the handsomely-fnrmshed house on deck 

whicji forms the captain's cabin ; and the 

mate is there, too, in his cabin down 

below. But each lives apart, and has little 

to ssy" to the other«alEid the man who cooks 

for tiiem serves .i^eir meals separately at 

different hours of the day. ■

Just now, as the ship swings gently 

round in answer to the fbrst movement (rf 

the tide, and as a soft breeze ripples the 

wate^, the captain comes out from his white 

house on deck, and gives a luul down the 

opening to the cabin : ■

" Hi, Pensilon 1 I'm going ashore." ■

Captain Carnew is a handscmie young 

Gomishman, not a giant by any means^ but 

well built and proportioned, with^a bronzed 

and ruddy vissge, and a good-humoured 

and yet determined eiqiression. As the 

mate thrusts his head into the dayli^t^ 

and looks about him, yawning, he presents 

a strong contrast to the sanguine captain. 

He is yellow and dark-eyed, with crisp, 

black curling hair, and bis eyes gleam 

savagely as they rest upon his captab's 

spruce array. ■

** I Qhall go Mhore, too, if you go," said 

the mate defiantly. ■

*< When I come back yqp can go ashore," 

said the captain, in a voice that did not 

invite further discussion. And then he 

lowered himself. defUyt into a little dingey 

that lay alongside, and was soon out of 

sight round the bend of the creek. ■

vnrkv^k «\«Mk ■
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dpitoualy, and its Bummit was crowned by 

an old rained tower, known as Pengelly 

Castle, while joat below, in a little clearing 

among the woods, stood the tiny chordiof 

St Keo, with a pathway np to it from the 

creek, and a little landing-place with steps 

almost hidden by moss and weeds. ■

Here Harry Camew moored his skiff, 

and then he sprang with yigoroos footsteps 

up the hill, to where a little spring by the 

chnrchyard-wall filled a mossy basin, and 

trickled down the hillside, its coarse ahnoet 

hidden by a laxoriant growth of ferns and 

brMiVleaved ivy. Tms was the wishing- 

weU of St Keo, and by its margin stood a 

tall and slender yoong woman, gazing into 

the pelladd water, and so mach oceapied 

with her incantation that she did not hear 

the approaching footstepa And thas 

Master Harrv stole qaietly apon her, and, 

patting his head over the girl's shoalder, 

saw reflected in the little basin the dark 

and glowing face of Iris Grade in dose 

proximity to his own manly featares. The 

girl, of coarse, saw the same reflection, and 

gave a start and a little scream ; bat next 

moment her wrist was firmly darned, and 

a roand dozen of k isse s pat all illasbn to 

flight ■

** Oh, Harry, yoa damvy fellow ! " died 

Iris, ontwining hersdf defUy from the 

yoang man's embrace. ''Why, yoaVe 

spoilt the charm ! I really did believe in 

8l Keo jost for a minata'* ■

" St Keo's all right," said the captain. 

" Yoa were looking to see year fotore has- 

band's ftiee, dear,aiKl yoa saw lum. Thoagh, 

after all," his face dooding over, "what 

reason had yoa to be in doabt aboat the 

matter)" ■

*« Oh, there is terrible doabt," said Iris, 

"and that is why I asked yoa to meet me 

here. Bot, first of all, where is Pensilon ) " ■

"Why, on board, of coarse," replied 

Camew, chafing at the qaestion ; " what 

matters aboat Um t " ■

*' Why, 90a know," began Iris coaxing, 

" how fond he has always been of me. 

Now, don't get in a ra^ Harry; yoa 

know I don't care tar hna; bat stfll I 

fed a little sorry for him becaase, don't 

yoa see, Hany, befture I knew yoa I think 

I need — what yoa might call to flirt whh ■

■

" I make no doabt of it, my girl," 

Harry dryly. " Well, and now f " ■

" Well, now, yoa know, dear Harry, that 

papa is somewhat hn a fix ■

«< Well, diai's not my faalt, anyhow," 

said Harry gloomily. *' I've always done ■

him jastioe with my nmoeaa — awaii 

charming Princess, isn't she t ' he ^1 

snatching a kiss from tfao radiant fsssth!] 

was so near his jast then. ■

<<Sbe is a beantifiil shqs Brnqf 

rejoined Iris, ignomg the pnaij 

application of his words. ''Bat ttiiikrfl 

the old Princess, the deserted, 

old thine Iving there in Bool Biver. Ohi^j 

EUtfry ; rll race yoa ap to the tow tij 

have a look at her." ■

And Iris, forgetting all troables iar ik\ 

time, darting away, ran l^itly Mf Ail 

tangled pathway wiUi CS^>tam Haof^m 

behind her ; and they readied the ■

■

Ihs*V ■

of the hOl, and the foot of the old 

that crowned the hd^it, almoet at the 

mommit From thn point a 1* 

view was spread oat heme them, 

side Penj^y Creek, with the 

ship lying there at anchor, and 

other the Bool Biver winding 

among the wooded heights. In froiftlif 

the broad expanae of Leamooth TTartw 

spariding in the snnshine, and dotted iM 

the saib of innameraUe craft, while bifvi 

was seen the dark headland andAsbe 

sandspit, with its blade, gtim-Iodknfiili^ 

and farUier still the seaJioruRm, dMt 

lost in a soft sammer haie. Rit the ii$A 

that most interested the lovers was mM 

black halk that ky jost beneath Amti 

a little bay formed by the liiini^ sMI 

that had lam there many year& 

went that she had bdooged to an cH 

captain, who had sailed her on hii 

accoant till both shq» and captain 

oat and growing oM. they had 

the last time in Bool Biver. 

money to refit his ship, and having 

lived all friends who ccnld help ~ 

old captain was f oand one mining Imf 

ing in his cabin, dead and cold ; ud km 

that time everybody had avoided Asdi 

halk, which had been called the MMi 

in her sea-going days. And now M 

bdooged to Stephen Gra^ of Pm* 

Casde, the &ther of Iris, and was om • 

a sort of floating faimber-roo8a and iMf^ 

tade of oU stores. ■

Bat what now attracted the attealilB i 

the yoong peq^de, wm die 

sight of a lai^ man-o'-wai^s boat 

if the expressKm is allowable, by atfivtf 

boys firom the training ship fai ItjhsAw 

wUle in the stern were sevsnl Wji 

officers, y/rho appeared to be aMli#C 

the M Princess with more atisathi 1m 

she was in the habit of receiviw ■

«« Bat sorely,'' and Iris, as,^di«l« ■

■

^' ■
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eyes with her hands, she looked down into 

the boat^ " sorely, Harry, that is Pensilon 

who is steerin^^ I wonder if he oan see us^" 

And Iris shrank baek into the shadow of 

the tower. ■

"Yes, it is Pensilon 1" cried Hany 

angrily. "Andagainst my orders. TUlet 

him Imow who's Sie master I " ■

" Now you stop here, Harry/' said Iris 

ooaxfaigly. "Yon often say there is no 

discipline in harboor. No doubt Captain 

Flake picked him up to pilot his boat up 

the river, for you must own, Harry, that 

nobody knows the ins and outs of our 

rifer like Frank." ■

It was soon evident that the boat was 

making for the landing-place by Pengelly 

Castle — ^not the old ruin, it must be noted, 

but the grey manor-house that lay shelter^ 

in the woods by th^ river, and that bore 

the name of its more ancient predecessor 

on the hdghts. That there had been a 

famOy of Grades at Pengelly from the days 

of ihe Crusades might be read in eld 

county histories, but the name had been 

unknown there for a couple <tf centuries at 

least, when Stephen Grade, who had made 

a fortune by trade in South America, came 

and bought the place. There was little 

dignity attached to the ownership of 

Pengelly Castle, for the domains were only 

a few doien acres of rocks and woodland, 

and Stephen Grade had no ambition in the 

way of sodal distinction. His fortune was 

chiefly invested in shipping, and he had 

done something to add to the prosperity of 

Learmouth Harbour and town. His ships, 

which were mostly sailing-craft and in the 

South American trade, called at Lear- 

mouth for orders, and most of his captains 

were of tiie west^xnmtry race. One of his 

favourite commanders was Hemj Camew, 

of an old seafaring line, whose forefathers 

may have fought and plundered under 

Drake and Frobisher— one of the youngest 

of sea-captains afloat^ but who perhaps 

owed some part of his rai^d advanc^nent 

to having means of his own an^ being 

part-owner of the vessel he commanded, 

which Was altogether a smarter craft and 

fitted xxp with more luxurious i^point- 

ments than the general run of trading- 

ships. ■

At the request of Stephen Grade, 

Csptain Caxnew had taken on board as 

mate, Frank Pensilon, whose u^ide was a 

rich Liverpool merdiant, to whom Grade 

wts under oblisations. CMitain and mate 

hid got on weU together while at sea, but 

the month thev hM passed in idleness in ■

Pengelly Creek had strained their relations 

terr&ly. They were rivals for the affections 

of Iris Grade, and the captain's success in 

that matter had filled the heart of his sub- 

ordinate with the gall of jealousy and 

Utter hatred. Captain Camew, as the 

winner in the race, could afford to be more 

magnanimous, but his temper was con- 

tinually tried by the provocations thrown 

in his way by PensQon, who burned to find 

spme pretext for revengins himself on the 

man who had supplanted nim, as he con- 

sidered, in the affections of Iris Grade. ■

When Iris told her lover the real state 

of affairs, how her father, whose ships 

had been a loss to him of late, could not 

cap'y on his adventures without tiie help 

of the elder Pensilon, who had already 

advanced him money, and that this help was 

only to be forthcoming if Iris consented to 

marry young Frank, Captain Camew was 

almost beside himself with anser. To 

meet young Pensilon, and decide tne matter 

by wager of battle was his first impulse ; 

but Ins contrived to detain him at their 

trysting-plaoe till the man-o'-war's boat had 

once more put into the river with Pensilon 

on board, and all danger of an immediate 

meeting was at an end. And then Iris 

was qmte wilUng that Harry should go and 

have it out with her father. And they 

made their way to the house together. ■

Stephen Grade was sitting in his library 

writing when Harry Camew burst in upon 

him like a whiriwind. ■

At the sight of Stephen Grade, Captdn 

Camew involuntarily moderated his bear- 

ing. Here was a man he had always 

looked up to, almost venerated, and whom 

he had always found a true friend. Why 

should ha doubt him now ) ■

Mr. Grade gave Harry a hand without 

speaking a wora, behig gravely immersed, it 

seemed, in some intricate calculation. And 

Hany stood silently by huiside till Mr. 

Grade's face relaxed from its strained pre- 

occupation, and turned to him with a smile 

ot welcome. ■

<< Harry, my boy, I've been thinking of 

yon, writing of you, but not to n^uch 

purpose. I've no orders yet for you." ■

''I wasn't thinking so much of that. 

Squire," said Harry. ''Of course in a 

general way I should be glad to get a cargo 

and sailing-orders, but now I'm thinking 

most about Iris ai|d our engagement." ■

''And the obstacle^ in the way of it — 

well, I've been thinking of them too. By 

die way. Frank Pensilon was here just now, 

with a lot of naval fellows, and what do ■
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yoathinkt The Admiralty want to bay the 

old Prinoeis — just to blow her to lata, I 

fimcy ; bat I &n't like to part with the 

old girl, somehow. They are Away up the 

Bool Bhrer now, to ky down their stationa 

for torpedoes and so on, and as Frank 

knows so moeh aboat theriyer, I offered to 

lend him to them for a few days, sabjeet to 

his captain's approbation, of coarse." ■

" Ajb far as that goes," said Camew dog- 

ediy, ^ I shoold m glad to be rid of i£d 

ellow altogether. ■

*' Between oorsdves, so should I," re- 

plied Mr. Grade, making hb y<»ce. ** Bat 

Yfhat are we to do t 'Hiere's his ande — 

uncle, indeed ! I believe he's really Frank's 

fi&ther — ^bat^ anyhow, he wants Frank to 

settle down, and join him in the basinesa 

Frank vows he won't settle down withoat 

my girl I most have six thousand at once 

to carry on with, or else sell all my ships 

and settle down in the workhouse. Old 

Pensilon is the only fellow who will lend 

me the money, and he won't lend it unless 

I help him inth Frank. Now there's the 

whole kettle of fish boiled down into the 

compass of a sauce-ladle." ■

Mr. Grade had made the matter dear, 

anyhow. And Ci^tain Camew felt that 

if the Squire's enterprise came to a bad 

end, it would be a terrible misfortune for 

the whole countrysida How many saflors 

would be thrown out of employment^ with 

little chance of finding anything else to 

do ; for what is the use of a good seaman 

on board a steamer t And the same might 

be said of the sea-captains. Grade's doctrine 

had always been that sails would pay better 

than steam in the long run — ^jnst as canab ■

Cy better than railways — for carrying 
avy merchandise, and he had kept to- 

gether perhaps the last relics of good 

English seanumship— a sort of Old Gkiard, 

as it were — and if theee were lost, all was 

lost And with this in his mind, it was 

impossible for the captain to say, in alight- 

hearted way : ■

" Give me your daughter, and let the 

whole concern go to smash." ■

** I would lend you the money myself, 

Squire ** be^;an the captain. ■

*< If you had it," interrupted Mr. Grade. 

" I know you would, Harry ; but I know, 

too, that as long as your mother lives you 

can't touch your money. And I wouldn't 

advise you to either. lt?s a risky business, 

and if tiie business doesn't mend, my whole 

fleet won't be worth an old brass kettle. 

Why, I tell you, Harry, that your Princess 

is the only slup that nas brought me in a ■

penny thew two jaaia. Ak,iflhil 

few more sodi sl^i^ and a isw 

captains! Why, tint ran joa 

frmnYalparaiao^ iHiMi you Kekad thsal 

steamer by twenty-fonv hoan— vly , Ik 

country rings with it 1 ■

<* Ah, that wMn't a bad rm^'sdb 

captain modestly; "bat than wtattnt 

I had all the w^!" ■

At this moment a bell rang softi^k 

adjoining room, and AfoMj after a jofll 

brought in atel^ram, which had jot ka 

read off frmn Mr Grradei'a pmitswa 

Ifr. Grade put on a pair of gMAai 

spectacles, and read ovor the bsm« 

himself with modi deliberatioa. ■

yoa more tfaaa ^ ■

concerns 

Hany," he said, as he handed the pft 

over to the captain. ■

The message waa from a wdMiOB 

firm of ship-brcAan in Londim. ■

" Client wiU gi?8 six thonsand tm Ym 

cess Iris, delivem at Antwerp w&hm 

daya Money lodged with oa Be|l^ifr 

mediately." ■

<<What^ sell the Princev-^mt 

my ship)" cried Captain Camev. "^ 

Squire, you would never have medotbtn ■

<<No, I wouldn't, Hany,'' le^lei M 

Grade warmly. •'Stick to yoor ah^y; 

aba's the beat wife a seaman can hm' ■

<'Bat to si?e up bial Oh no, Sfiii 

I couldnt keep the ahqi at Aat pitt| 

And six thouttnd ponndal Ifstbiif| 

money we want" I ■

<* If s only three thoosand apiesi^ilr 

an," said Mr. Grade. "^ Joat halfiltf] 

want" ■

"Oh, take it all, Souira Do yoa 

I'd stand on a few thousands 

who has been the friend tiiatyoaM- 

Take the money, Squire, and give mlk 

And we'll baQd another ahip." ■

The Squire would not near of ik A 

first, but he came round after aim 

There was the ca^le, after all, aaltti| 

land belonging to it^ that he had m^i 

upon his daughter some years before; m 

that would be some compensatkm teif , 

future husband, if he ahoold ^J^\ 

money. But even then, Mr. QfadecfMa 

not quite aee his way. He hadmaMi^' 

pledged himself to old PensOoOi m* 

would never do to ofRmd a man wtiaf j 

so much of the South American tnoi* 

his hands. ■

" Tell you what, Harry," said theSffc I 

after pondering deeply. "Yon ^"^Jfl 

wicked enough to run away with ^^1 

even to get a licencfD, and ao meetfMf ■

«'*i ■
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at St Eeo^B ChTireh; get splioed, dip on 

boafd, and away to Antwerp before any- 

body finds von out. I shall be in a denoe 

of a rage, Harry, if yon do." ■

There was long and earnest oonsoltation 

after this, bnt in the end all was settled, 

and a message retnmed to the broken : ■

''Terms accepted. Gamew sees yon 

to-morrow.*' ■

Harry Gamew had a ftiU week's work 

cat oat for him when he left Pengelly 

Castle, having first with some difficulty 

obtained Iris's consent to this hasty and 

half-secret marrii^ First he had to ran 

up to London to arrange for the transfer 

of ibe ship. And findug his way to the 

City into one of the bnsy anodes of 

shipping-offices abont Fenchorch Street, 

he had a long interview with the head of 

the firm who were conducting the pur- 

chase. And here, for the first time, he 

was made aware that the transaction must 

be conducted with some pradence and 

secrecy. A revolution or dvil war was 

p;oing on in a small South American 

Bepublic, and one of the contending parties 

was anxious to secure a fast-sailing ship as 

a cruiser. The qualities of the Princess 

Iris were well known over there, and hence 

the libend offer for her purchase. ■

Kow, there was nothing ille^ in this 

trajisaction ; but, at the same time, it was 

quite possible that, if the authorities came 

to hear of it, they might, in dread of 

another Alabama business, lay an emban;o 

on the ship, and thus put an end to we 

bargain. And so Captain Gamew, disre- 

garding all possible amusoBsents in lK>ndon, 

went back to Learmouth by the next train; 

now with his heart thoroughly engaged to 

bring this matter to a successful conclusion, 

the spice of risk about the affair having 

warmed him to the work. As soon as the 

Princess was sold, he would give orders for 

a new ship on the same lines to be laid 

down in the old building-yard of Lear- 

mouth. Once more the carpenters' hammers 

and the ad^es of the shipbuilders should 

be heard in the old port^ and many a now 

bare hoosehold would be replenishedi and 

work and wages would go merrily together 

all through the winter uiat was coming. ■

Bat when the captain got back to Lear- 

moath he found the whole town a^og with 

3xcitement The Fleet was coming— the 

^hole Channel Fleet There was to be 

something like a night attack on the 

larboor ; mines were to be exploded, and 

. hulk was to be attacked by torpedo-boats 

nd sent to the bottom, mi this hi^ ■

was not to be the old PrinooM, after all 

No; Squire Grade would not part with 

her, said the loafers by the quajr, with some 

pride. Where should he put his old boots, 

Stephen had asked, if they took away hu 

store-ship t ■

"Fm looking oat for you, oap'en,* said 

a grizzled old salt, as Gamew made his 

way to the quay, past a long row of idlersj 

who were watching tiie movements of the 

shipping, and most of whom had a word 

or two to say to him. ''Gk>t the Gem 

alongside, to take you across to the Gastle. 

The Squire wants to see you most par- 

ticular." ■

Now, the Gem was a little steamer 

belonging to Mr. Grade, and was some- 

thing between a yacht and a tug, and doing 

duty ' in both capacities. Soon she was 

threading her way among the craft lying 

at anchor, among which were now a 

number of Government vessels flying the 

white ensign of St George, while a Ger- 

man despatch-boat and a French corvette, 

which had, no doubt, come to see the fun, 

hung out their national emblems, and boats 

manned by bluejackets, with a sprinkling 

of gold-laoed officers among them, were 

darting about in all directions. Bnt soon 

the harbour was crossed, and the steamer 

ascended the winding channel of the Bod 

Biver, and the grey and weathered facade 

of die old Squire's house came in sight, 

backed by a luxuriant screen of foliage, 

against widdh blue columns of smoke rose 

from the twisted cMmney-shafts of the 

hospitable manor. As the Qein passed 

the old Princess, Hiram, the old salt just 

alluded to, who was in charge of the wheel, 

ddled the captain's attention to the altered 

appearance of the hulk. ■

'' Governor's given the old gal a coat df 

paint, you see, oap'en." ' ^ ■

True enough, the old lady looked quitb 

smart with a streak of white paint all ibund 

her, which gave her a resemblance to the 

younger Princess that still lay in the creek 

on the other side of the hilL ■

By the strip of silver-sand that formed 

the landing-place to the house lav a^mian-'o- 

war's boat, her crew arranged in easy 

attitudes upon the thwarts, some reading, 

some smokmg, and others sleeping, as 

tranquilly as the tricks of their more 

wakeful companions would allow. ■

" The Squire's got company," explained 

Hiram laconically, and, indeed, on reaching 

the lawn, the captain found it occupied by 

aeroupof tennis-players, conspicuous among 

whom was Iris, in a charming costume, ■
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and as gay as if she had nothing bufe 

festivitjon her mind. The captain squeezed 

her disengaged hand in passing, and received 

a bright comprehendine glance. Pensilon, 

who was among the players, watched the 

pair with jealoos eye& ■

" Have we got oar orders yet, captain ) " 

he asked with something like a sneer. ■

Bat the Sqaire was sitting apart in his 

favonrite seat under his favourite cedar, 

and beckoned the captain to him, and they 

were soon in deep conference together. ■

« All we've got to do," said Uie Squire 

in conclusion, "is to keep our tongues 

between our teeth. Above all, we must 

not let Pensilon suspect anything unusual, 

or he'll clap a stopper on' our tackle. He's 

watching us now out of the comers of his 

eyes." ■

The captain, however, had too much to 

do to stay and gossip with the Squira He 

had to run up to the cathedral town to get 

a licence for the marriage. He must see 

the parson of St. Keo, who was a cousin of 

his, and who might be trusted ; and then 

he had to get together a scratch crew for 

the voyage to Antwerp. ■

There was not much difficulty in this 

last part of the business, for plentv of sea- 

men were banging about, and glad of a 

spell of emfdoyment But the mischief of 

it was that it somehow got abroad that 

there was more than met the eye in this 

short trip to Antwerp, and that resolute, 

adventurous seamen, who did not mind a 

risky job, might expect to be taken on for 

a further cruise with high wages, and 

possible prize-money. Who had set this 

abroad the captain could not imagine, un- 

less some secret agent of the proposed pur- 

chasers were at work. But it was in vaiu 

that the captain disclaimed any knowledge 

of audi possible adventures; his disclaimers 

were received with respectful winks of 

pcfffect understanding, and the captain, to 

his dismay, found the shippmg-office where 

he was engaging his crew, besieged by a 

number of seamen who might be good at 

their work, but who were evidently of 

dissolute lives and of dangerous character. 

However, for such a snort voyage the 

character of his crew did not matter very 

much, and if it really happened that they 

should take service under a forekn flag, 

the loss to their own country woidd not £e 

serious. ■

With all this business on his hands 

Captain Camew had been unable to visit 

his Iris for four-and-twenty hours, and 

when the morning came which had been | ■

fixed for the secret, maniagei^ 

repured to the trystin^-place, whidi 

old Pengelly Tower, with many fee' 

of misgiving. AU was ready in the 

church below; the clerk was there, andj 

clerk's wife, and old Hiram, who 

give the bride aw;ay, and the parson 

walking about in his garden, nady^ 

assume his surplice as soon as the 

procession appeared in sight Bat 

she come, without ^hose presence aD 

preparation would be thrown away f 

waited on the top of the hill, foiniiig 

fretting, and quite unconscions of 

beautifol scene around him, fof 

o'clock had long struck, even fay 

asthmatic old dock of St Keo, whidi 

always half an hour behindhand. ■

At last, however, Harry saw the fli 

of a garment through a break in the 

and there was Iris sure enough, but 

a terribly sad and tear-stainea face. 

had been upset altogether, she answenlj 

reply to Harry's tender, despairing 

to comfort her. First of all, to hate 

steal away h'ke this ! and then she had 

a terrible scene that morning with 

PensQon ! He had come over early, h\ 

very excited state, had waylaid hflr 

the garden, and overwhelmed her 

reproaches. She had ruined his Ub^ 

now he was desperate and did not 

what he did. But on this he was 

mined : if he oould not have her, 

else should ; and if she dared to many 

captain, her bridegroom should nevflt 

the morrow of his weddinx-day. ■

The captain pronouncMl this sH 

emptv talk, but let Iris come witfaF 

in half an hour she would have one 

to protect her, who would soon dnpM 

half-a-dozen such bragging fellows. 

Iris, looking up at ms determiiied 

tender face, seemed to think ha was 

and thpy hurried on to the churah. 

ceremony was soon over. Almost 

they knew it had fairly begun, it 

Ana they walked up the hill 

man and wife, dazed and half-ini 

by the feelings of their new 

But at the tower they were to ,^ , 

till midnight, when Hany, with a bcsA^ 

crew, would be ready to receivB Ui' ■

Erincess at the landing-place, and to take 
er on board his ship, which would id>s 

soon as they got on board. £ven mnrtt. 

boat was waiUng for him by the slmnd 

he must get on board at once, nr tb 

Princess was to drop quiefly down wttfc 

tide to an anchorage Just wittfeih ■

'=^ ■

^B^ ■
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harbour-bar. There she would take in the 

rest of her canw, and tiien, joBt before 

the first hM>ar of the morning, the (Jem, 

with her steam tip, would range alongside 

and tow the Princess oat into the open sea. 

And then, if the wind held, and it seemed 

steadilj fixed in the west, they would be 

off the coast of France before the morning 

was far adyanoed ; and in thirty-six hours, 

if Harry knew how to handle his ship, they 

would be Off the Scheldt, Where a steamer 

would meet them, and then a telegram to 

the Im&ers would put the sum of six 

thousand pounds at the disposal of Squire 

Grada ■

Tes, it. all seemed very straightforward, 

Iris acknowledged with sighs and involun- 

tary tears, but still she comd not shake off 

the feeling thttt something was going to 

hippeti, and that Pensilon would do some 

barm to Harry. ■

The Princess dropped down to her new 

berth by the harbour-mouth without excit- 

ing any attention, for everybody was watdi- 

ing the movements of the war-vessels ; and 

when the captain had got his crew on board, 

and set them to work to make things taut 

and comfortable for the voyage, he would 

have 90 more communication with the diore. ■

The night came on dark and gloomy, 

with driving showers, just as two or three 

ironclad cruisers came up and anchored in 

the roadstead. It was not the halvcon 

kind of a night that a lover might have 

chosen for his bridal, but it was a favour- 

able ni{^ iar slipping quietly away. At 

about nine o'clock, when it was ^prowinff 

pitchy dark, the Gem ran alongside, and 

old Hiramoame on board, and was presently 

closeted ^ith the captaia ■

" They've got warning to stop the ship, 

oap'n," said Hiram slowly, but with a 

twinkle of enjoyment in his eye ; " tele- 

gram came an hour ago: 'Watch the 

Princess Iris; not to leave the port, but 

avoid a seizora' I had it word for word 

from a true friend." ■

Hiram winked and screwed his face up 

into a knot with suppressed glee. ■

'* There's nodiing to grin about, man," 

said the captain testily, for he was a good 

deal worried by the newa " Why, they 

are watching us now, I expect. We shall 

never get away." ■

''That's the beautifoUest part of the 

budness," cried Hiram. "They hadn't 

noticed you had changed your berth, cap'n, 

and they've sent a boat's crew to watch 

PengeUy Creek. I heard 'em coming up in 

the gloaminjc ' Oh, it's aU ri«ht.' save ■

one, 'there's her anchor-light, and there 

she swings.' " ■

"But there would be no light there/ 

cried the cs^tain. ■

"That's the beauty of it again, sir," replied 

the sailor in fall enjoyment of his story. 

Soon as you'd vacated your berth, says 

the Squire to me, ' Tow the dd Princess 

round to the young 'un's moorings.' As 

was done, sir, and there she , lies at this 

blessed moment, and a armed boat's crew 

a watching her as a cat watches a mouse, 

all in the dripping wet — a kind of ambush, 

you may call it." ■

Oaptaiu Harry was obliged to join in the 

old salt's roar of laughter. But the matter 

was still serious enough. It was out of the 

question now to take a boat to the creek tp 

bring Iris to the ship. But the Bool River 

was open, and the best plan woqld be to 

take the Gem round to the house and bring 

Iris away, even from the midst of her 

guests, and then up anchor, and away., ■

The Gem flew rapidly across the channel, 

and presentlythebrightUghtsfromthehouse 

were seen reflected in the river, while the 

music of an inspiriting waltz floated, across 

the water. A cluster of boats and launches 

were lying off the landing-place, for most 

of the Squire's guests had come ,by water. 

The rain had ceased, and in this iheltered 

bav the wind was little felt^ and now 

coloured lamps were being lighted all over 

the grouAds, giving the litUe nook the 

appearance of a place in fairyland. ■

Hiram undertook to find out Miss Grade, 

and deliver the captain^s message that she 

must come aboard ^thfjcit a moment's 

delay.* But time wes^jtyi, end the mes- 

senger did not return ; so Harry himself 

str^e up towards the bouse to claim his 

bride. But half-way up the path he met 

Iris hurrying to meet him, wrapped up in 

a thick cloak, but otherwise in her evening 

costuma ■

" Oh, Harry," she cried, throwing her 

arms about him, "I could not get away. 

Frank would not leave me — he is follow- 

ing me now." ■

And, indeed, at this moment Pensilon 

came up to them. ■

" Ton scoundrel I " he cried, seeing the 

captain holding Iris in his arms. " You 

would entice the girl from her faflier's 

house; Come back, Iris — leave this 

villaml" ■

" Oh, hush, Frank 1 " cried Iris, turning 

upon him. " I am his wife." ■

Frank Pensilon feU back a pace or two, 

his face convulsed with passion. ■
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'< His wife !'' he cried. *' He shall have 

litUetoboastofl" ■

And witti tills he threw himself upon 

the captain, a knife gleaming in his hand. ■

Iris shrieked, and one or two seamen, 

who were waiting by tiie shore, sprang 

forward, bat wonld have been too late to 

ayert the tragedy. Hiram, however, was 

jost behind, having kept Miss Grade in 

sight all the time, and seisinff Frank's 

arm before he had time to stoue, he dis- 

armed him in a moment, and stretched 

him on his back upon the sward. And 

then Hany Camew harried hu bride on 

board the Gem, and Hiram, having given 

his adversary a good shakine to incapa- 

citate him for the moment, foUowed them 

on boardi and seizbg the cord of the 

steam-wUstle, let forth a roasing whistle 

expressive of triomph and satisfa^tioa ■

It seemed as if wis manifestation from 

the Gem had aronsed all the slambering 

forces of the deep. A gan bellowed 

loadly over the waters, its edioee thander- 

ing back from every hill and crag; then 

another and another, while rocket after 

rocket coald be seen soaring into the sky. 

In a moment everything was bostle and 

activity in the little cova Seamen came 

harrying down from the honse where 

they had been ponishing the Sqoire's 

home-brewed, and flirting with the pretty 

maid& Then a swarm of yoong officers 

came laaghing and scampering down the 

path, talmig harried farewells, and ex- 

changing flying jests with their saddenly- 

bereaved partners. Then Acre was noth^' 

to be heard bat the rattle of oars and the 

sharp words of command, as boat 'after' 

boat took its load and shot rapidly into 

the stream. ■

Iris had clang to her hasband's arm, 

convinced, in the agitatioo of the moment, 

that this was nothing bat tiie hae-and-cry 

after Harry and herselt. Bat Oaptam 

Camew laaghed heartily at the notion as 

the Qem scadded rapidly down the stream, 

and as he held nis Irb safe in his 

arms : ■

" Th a night sarprise, my girl," he said 

with a kiss. "And now, yoa see. Master 

Frank has done his worst, and where are 

we!" ■

" Not oat of port yel^" niarmared Lris in 

reply. ■

After thjB first note of, alarm all was 

qoiet for a time, and the Qem sped on her 

way, and broaght ap imder the lee of the 

Princesslris withoat having been challenged 

on the way. And now there was not a ■

U^\ ■

moment to be lost^ for it was evidsrti 

lights glittering here and tbere, andi 

exchanged by flashes from the 

a cordon of boats was being 

across the harboar-moatt. And 

the Princess Iris was bathed in 

rope and i^ar standing oat 

against the dark night as the ~ 

a powerfol electric4amp seavdied the 

to and fra ■

"Ship ahoyt" cried an «ai 

voice from a venomoas-looUDg 

craft that came ap alongside ; ** yoo'd^ 

get oat ol this." ■

'' Aye, aye, sir," replied Captain 

'< that* s jast what Fm trying to da** ■

" Oatward bound, are yoa f ** 

officer in reply. <*Then heave ir 

board and we'U ran yoa oat" ■

This was too good an offer to be 

as the tide was still ranning in, 

Gem was barely powerful eroogh to| 

it with a big ship in tow. But tfie 

fill Government boat made nothing 

business, and threading her way 

the monsters at anchor in the 

cast off the Princess when she was 

the British Fleets while her saila, 

like a cloud, were soon filled wit 

spanking breeze, before which 

merrily up the Channel ■

The captain and his wife QMut 

honeymoon happily enough 

sights of Antwerp, and cruising ai 

odd places on the Scheldt It 

long before Iris had a letter 

father, in reply to her first hurried 

signed " Iris Camew ^ ■

''Tell Harry that the money 

right, and ever3rthing satisCsctory. 

give jrou, my children, and wish you i 

happiness. Thfa is at the intereesdc 

old JPensilon, who is staying with 

firmly believes that Iris ran away 

indignant papa. Master Frank 

his foot into it nicely, for old Pen, jti 

was the real purchaser of the 

which, I fiemcy, he has made a good 

oi And when he f onnd out that 

had peached about her, and tried 

her stopped, you ma^ fanqr how he; 

It Anynow, Frank is to be ~ 

Valparaiso, to keep a dry-(^ 

Old P. and I have just been laying 

the keel of the new ship, to the 

dosen of champagne. She must 

Queen Iris, to avdd confiision, and 

promises to find a car^ for hor 

voyage. So, once die is finidied, 

not have long to wait for ordenil ■1;^ ■

If ■
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THE LAST WHALER. ■

By Susan K. Phillips, ■

"An* BO tbey can't spare space for her to rdt« 

^' ' I'd bad a thowt tbey would ha' let hw be 

: For sake of the old days they've all forgot, 

An' we might pass together, her an' me — 

fife, to my sleep up 'mid them crowding graves, 

^ An* her, to beUer rest, aneath the waves. ■

'But there— the river's qigh choked up wi' all ■

Tbem ugly steamboats as ha' made sike deed, 

Wi' their red sides, like a great iron wall. ■

An' their black funnels, promising o' speed ; 

There's many a chap as put his hard-earned brass 

I' them, an hungered for his pains, alas !. , ■

An' times are hard ; an' they will do to sell 

The timbers that ha* braved the Arctic seas. ■

When she went dancing o'er the ocean swell, 

Wi' all her canvas given to the breeze ; ■

There's none so many left frev' those old days, ■

To tell her story whUe she feeds the blaze. ■

I wer' a proud chap, when as speoksioneer, 

I trod her deck, the gallant iNorthem Star, ■

As she went gliding past the crowded pier. 

An* clove the breakers surging on the bar ; ■

I mind how Nancy looked, so fresh an' fair, ■

Wi* my blue ribbon in her golden hair, ■

Waving her little hand, while tears ran over, 

Tet couldn't wash the dimpling smile away ; ■

Ton see she didnt care to send her lover, 

Without a cheer upon the parting day ; ■

An' we had pledged our words as we'd be wed. ■

The Sabbath after she should make the Head, ■

When we came home— our banns were out, you see, 

But her auld mother wouldn't ha* her left ■

Neither a wife nor widow like— an' she. 

Knowing t' anld dame wer* half o' sense bereft ■

Sin' her poor man wer' drownded — made her give ■

Consent-—** She'd none so much time left to live." ■

** None so much time ! " we thowt so ! I won home 

Both proud an' happy. Many a full-fed fish ■

Had fallen to my harpoon, an' I'd the sum 

0' gain an' glory given to my wish. ■

Who met us on the pier as we cam badlc X ■

Why, her auld mother, clad i' rusty maoiff ■

My Nancy loved the bonnie primrose flowers. ■

My mate had sotight the roots, an' set 'em thick 

About her grave, hiurd hyt the Abbey Towers : ■

An' when I could—I Jfey a gey bit sick — 

I climbed the steps, an knelt them blooms beside. 

An' ^hen the soft leavos touched me, why, I cried; ■

Cried like a bairn; they say it saved my wits. 

It may ha* been so— like a bitter dream, ■

Of wron^, an' loss, an' hope that came by fits, 

As 'gainst a thunder crash the lightning gleam, ■

Sin' first I looked into her mother's face. ■

All that dark time has left a strange, blurred trace. ■

She'd caught some fever, doingangels' work, 

Among the childer, down i' Haj^ythe ; ■

I like sometimes — set musing i' the mirk— 

To think my winsome lassie gave her life ■

Helping the helpless. Well, the time flies past, ■

The Northern Star has gone— 111 follow fast. ■

The best life left to me wer' spent wi' her^ 

'Mid the Strang splendours i' them regions seen ; ■

The great ice plams wi' neither sound nor stir. 

The mighty beorgs, all blue, an' white, an' green. ■

The plunging sea — the blowing of the whale — ■

The flitting composants on shroud an' sail. ■

I've fancied when in banners broad unfurled. 

The crimson lights were glowing over head. ■

As I could a'most see the other world, 

Where Nonce wer' waiting for me, parson said. ■

Aye, many a year she's borne us fast an' far. ■

An' now she's sold for firewood— poor auld Star ! ■

If I'd the brass, I'd buv the brave old boat. ■

An' tak' her out, right out o' sight o' land. 

An' scuttle her as she lay there afloat, ■

I've strength enow left i' this shaking hand ; 

An' so we'd sink together, her an' me. 

To slumber to the hushing o' the sea. ■

But that's another idle dream— Pve got 

Enow to bury me by Nancy's side. ■

Up on the shelf there, i' the chiny pot, 

She bade her mother gi'e me, ere she died. ■

I'll try to beg a bit on't Star, to make ■

My coffin— for the last old whaler's sake. ■

THE QUEST ON MY HEARTH. ■

By Paul Challikor. ■

The big trunk was locked, the last strap 

drawn, and the mgs rolled np. Down 

below we cordd hear onr landlora disturb- 

ing the morning quiet of the street with 

slmll whistles and calls of, "Hi, four- 

wheeler!" and yet Hilda, m her new 

trayelling-wrap, still stood at her easel, her 

smart hat tipped ofif her forehead, and a 

brush in her mouth, working with eager, 

rapid touch, and masterly certainty of effect, 

now and then drawing back with half-shut 

eyes to contemplate the result ■

''Hilda, do you want to miss the 

train t" ■

" I don't know. Yes ; I believe I do," 

dreamily, with her head on on6 side. ■

" You'll have to go by tiie next then, 

thaf s all" ■

^Bhall It Yes; I suppose I must. So 

it^B no use trying. There ! That must do, 

iben." She woke herself up, threw down 

her brushes, and jerked her hat back into 

iKnition. ** You will take care of it for me, 

won't yout Cover it up and let nobody 

stare at it just yet I want to look at it 

again with fresh eyes by-and-l^, and se<^ 

what it really means. I think I've got aJ< 

the ghostliness back again into it Nora, I 

can't bear going ; I feel as if somethinf . 

must happen to it, or to you, without me, 

How I wish you were going with me, or 

instead of me, or in disguise as me I 

Wouldn't that do 1 " ■

" Certainly not|" I pronounced, hooking 

vigorously at her tenth glove-button ; 

" lords and ladies are not in my Una" ■

" Still less in mine. Well, it's all in the 

way of business, and I'll let you know how 

I get on in the gilded halls of the aristo- 

cracy. G-ood-bye, Nora, my darling I " and 

with something very like a tear in her 

beautiful black eyes, she made a dash at 

her umbrella and rushed off in the wake of 

her luffgage. ■

I foUowed her as fiff as the landing, and ■
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watched her trippiog down the long, on- 

carpeted flight of Btone stairs to the hall 

beneath. I was gniltily conscions of the 

relief it was to see her go, and yet cat to 

the heart with remorse at the thonght that 

it should' be so. ■

She looked np at the torn of the stairs, 

caught sight of my face, and, moved by 

some sudden impulse, rushed up again. ■

" Neva, I can^t tell what ails me ; bnt 

I'm afraid to leave you. Take care of 

yourself. D^n't mope, don't overwork, 

and don't get into mischief." ■

She caught me in her strong arms, and 

pressed one of her rare, warm, almost 

passionate kisses on my Ups, and was ofi 

and away again before I could reply. ■

I turned slowly back to the vast empty 

studioi which always felt so much bigger 

and emptiw without Hilda Ode in it. ■

In the long three years of our partner- 

ship we had hardly been separated for 

more than a day hitherto. Never a day 

by choice since thelove-at-first-sight — com- 

moner amongst women than men can 

admit without a sneer — ^had mutually 

seized us and drawn us, two lonely art- 

students in the wild desert of Loi^don, into 

close companionship. It was curious to 

stand there and remember the misgivinffs 

with which we had taken this studio 

between us, and begun our pennOess, 

happy-go-lucky life there together, faring 

sumptuously, now and then, when Hilda's 

wealthy New York friends happened to 

remember her and sent her a present or 

an order ; living on crumbs, and counting 

our halfpence, when pupils were scarce and 

sales were few. ■

What a joyous, full, contented life it 

had been at the hardest, with its cheap 

pleasures, rare holidays, ezdting strokes 

of luck, and disasters, which always had, 

at worst, a comic side 1 ■

If we had missed some of the leisure 

and soft living of life, at least we had 

esci^ed much of its weariness. We bad 

had work we loved; friends, if few, of 

our own choosing. It had been a life of 

sunshine. I broke off with a start. Had 

been 1 I was beginning to use the words 

already. Already I was gazing back on 

our happy days £rom a distant standpoint^ 

yearning wistfully for their brightness even 

in these days of our better fortunes. ■

Oar better fortunes? Well, Hilda .had 

two pictures in the Academy, both well 

noticed, and one well sold. I had my 

hands full of work, teaching and illustrat- 

ing. One of Hilda's pupils, a brilliant^ ■

artistic, enthusiastic little lady, had bees 

pleased to take a violent fancy to her, nl 

had wiled her away on a fortnight's mk 

1 let her go readily. I did not euTjlHr 

little Lady Pamela's devotion, nor tb 

valuable introductions she had prouind 

her, and the lucrative employment— vok 

after Hilda's own heart-^n the reguhliBg 

of the neglected art-treasures in Oistb 

Cromer. I longed to be alone with ii^ 

secret — ^my golden secret — ^hogged close to 

my heart, free to gaze on it and gloat ofer 

it untroubled by the keen inquisition oi 

Hilda's lovinff eyes. ■

And now I was free, alone, unrestnined 

by so muoh as a loving look, just as Hud 

inlled it| and my secret lay on my hsiit 

like lead, and the glory of our days seemed 

a faded thing of the past, and it was inSk 

something like a sob tluit I sank d^ii 

beside the fireless hearth, while, from tte 

walls above, Hilda's great frescoed ao^ 

with the golden suniisht on their inde* 

spread wings and liued palms, looM 

sadly down on me— a world of pi^Tiiilf 

understanding in their clear, ahining ejOL 

On the easel near the window in M 

light stood Hilda's picture with the M 

wet touches on the canvas. ■

*<The Closed Door" was the name sbeiiii 

chosen for it. The two panels, on the seoond 

of which she had been workmg, were to.be 

enclosed in one flrtone. One was an inteikt 

A rough little cabin l^;hted only by a djisg 

fire, over which in lonely grief a msB at 

brooding. One flickerinff brand cast a li^ 

on his rugged face fufl of a passioiu^ 

hc^less yearning. His eyes were fixed cs 

the empty chair in the chunney-c(Nnier,aBd 

his great rough hands held tenderiy a Iftde 

silken scrap of woman's gear — r^boD,(V 

scarf, or veil The heavy door behind Im 

was bolted and barred against frienfly 

intrusion; he would be alone with Imf^ 

and his memories ; but the dog, who nad 

trailed himself to his feet and laid a A»ffl 

head against him in unnotieed syn^pavVt 

turned his eyes restlessly towards Ae 

threshold. ■

In the seoond, outside tmder a wud, 

stormy sky, a woman stood, weatbe^bei*«J 

travel-stained, beating with npndeed hand 

on the shut oabin^oor. The Isoe TO 

unnoticeable, except for its look of fiaawi 

hopeless eagerness. One hand dntcbed i^ 

the broken latch as if she would tear tt0 

door open, the other was raised toatrito 

A worfil of love, and longbg, and deflMUr 

shone in those great, hoUow eyea It f** 

I no false wife or straying daughter retonoog ■
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pentant and croabed to aae for admit- 

ce. It was for her own place as of ■

ht that she was damooring, it was 

to her own fireside that Sne would 

lorce her way-^and this door was dosed. 

{This was not the original motive of the 

picture. The woman's figoroi as Hilda had 

at first designed it, badbeen sorrow-crushed, 

humiliated, exquisitely humaa I had been 

touched by it, and Hilda exasperated. ■

" Clap-trap ! " she had grumbled. *< Of 

course shell get in if she waits long enough, 

and makes noise enough. I want that 

door to remain dosed for ever." ■

She put it impatiently aside for the.tima 

Soon irfter I chanced to be telling her 

stories of our old Welsh home and my 

foster-mother's cabin, where the sod of 

tarf was left alight and the ** soul-cake " 

placed in readmess for the wandering 

sphits on All Souls' '^ight How the 

door was set carefully ajar, and the watch 

kept lest by chance the spirit of one who 

died within the year should be waiting 

outside for one last chance of communion 

with the living. She seized on the notion. 

There was a visionary, imaginative $ideto 

her shrewd, practical nature. ■

''That was what I wanted to paint, 

though I did not know it See, Nora, he 

has mmself, in ignorance or forgetf tdneas, 

closed the door on her. His heart is 

full of her. He is holding her litfle scarf 

in his hand, clingine to any poor little 

scrap that shall recall her piBSeiice, while 

die— she herself — stands without, beatine 

with soundless blows on his door, ana 

crying vcncdesdy on him to hear her. 

He will not The hbur will strike, and the 

diance be gone fbr all eternity.'' ■

"An eerie, dreary thing you have made 

of it Who do you suppose will buy it 

now t ** I asked, when she had finished. ■

^ Never mind. I am painting it for 

Her," Hilda said in her odd, enigmatic 

way. ■

To-day I sluvered as I looked at it, and 

was glad to put it out of sight I deaned 

brushes and palette, and put away her 

cdonrs consciantiondy, reducm^Uie studio 

to a forlorn state of dreary tidmtes. My 

solitary meal^was ready spread, but I coidd 

not look at i^ and strolled away restbady 

to my bedroom. There were roses lying 

on my table there — ^roses that I had not 

dared to let Hilda see, and near them lay 

a tiny note. No need to open and read it 

I knew its contents by heart, but for the 

sheer pleasure of looking on the strange 

handwritfaig, which in these last few bom \ ■

had become so curioudy famill&r, I *pored 

over it anew. ■

«< My darling,jDqr beautiful proud Nora — 

mine at lastl When you tannted me with 

the worth of my love, did you guess what 

even then it was prepared to do amd dare 

for you t Tou drove, me from you with 

sconiful words, my cruel darling. Was it 

becaose I had nothing then but my love to 

oJBfer yout All I nkve in the world is ■

Jours this day-^name, wealth, title. I 

ave brought you your price to the utter*, 

most farthing, my queen ; deny me now if 

you dara I must not come to.you-rnot 

yet, but I must see you, and at onoe.-r- 

Yours ever, fn»n henoef orth. ■

" Lauebnce." ■

I put it down, and looked absently at 

my own reflection in mv glass. A worn, 

anxious-faced girl in a shabby gown, with 

Work-soil6d'hands and wearied eyes, blush- 

ing^ trembline ; and then, as it were, in a 

flash of sudden sunshine, glorified and 

made resplendent in my own eyes by the 

knowledge of his lova He loved me ! In 

spite of my poverty, my insignificance, my 

want of knowledge of the world's ways, 

he loved me 1 I Uughed triumphantly at 

my shamefaced reflection, and lifted the 

roMET to my Hpa ■

I kn^ew where he would be waiting for 

me thit afternoon. There was a certain 

small, Uttle-visited picture-gallery to which, 

in right of an accepted picture of mine, I 

had entrance free. It woidd not be our 

first meeting there, by many. Ours had 

been a chance acquaintanceship, -an acci- 

dental meeting followed, by oAers as 

accidental— or I had believed so — a friend- 

ship founded on dight passmg courtesies, 

of Drief conversations that len^ened in- 

sendbly before our favourite pictures, now 

in one gallery, now in another. * It was tim 

freemasonry of mutual art-love that hai^ 

drawn us together, I had dedded; tOl o 

day some chance word or look had start! 

me into self-consciousness. I was on m;^ 

guard from henceforth, against myself aj 

well as him. I would have avoided hin^ 

and taken shdter with Hilda, but it was 

late. He told me frankly, Violently, that h 

loved me, and when I drew back, upbraid 

me fiercdy with vain coquet^ and h 

less trifling. He spoke pasdonatdy, almost 

savagdy, and I was terrified, and yel 

secretly exultant I hdd my ground. I 

I had forced him to reveal his secret, I couli 

keep my own — or what were a woman'j 

•wits worth t - ■

\ t m .M ■

1 ■
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So I sent him from me with stinging 

words to be repented with bitter tears in 

secret after. He never came again,' only 

now and then came a flower, a book,' a 

drawing, once or twice a costly jewel which 

I had Mdden angrily away ; and ever and 

always I felt that an unseen watch was kept 

on me, that my steps were followed ; wtnle 

over and over again came brief, passionate 

messages imploring me "to wait-H)nly 

wait!" • > , ' ■

For what, I wondered t Now I should 

know. ■

I trifled restlessly through the hours till 

the time I^ had decided on, undisturbed 

except by my good old landlady toiling up 

to see me in my solitude, and to inoum over 

my untastdd meal, and make comforting 

suggestions about early tea. I eot rid of 

her, pleading engagements, and watched 

her safely awa^ before, with hands that 

trembled guiltily, do what I would, I 

dressed to go out ■

I put on my everyday waUdng^dress, 

pinning the roses in my little rough black 

eoat as its one touch of prettiness. Hooked 

at my reflection, only half satisfied when all 

was done — ^yet why need I care f He loved 

me — he loved me ! and some day I would 

make myself f ^ir and fine for his sake. ■

I had to drive— how fiilda would have 

scolded — but I could not meet him splashed 

with street-mud. Qood old Hilda I She 

had insisted on leaving me with pockets 

well-lined, and what a traitor I felt when I 

thought of her 1 ■

The shabby old custodian of the gallery 

looked, I fancied, askance at me when I 

entered. 'The rooms looked empty, and 

silent, and stuffy as usual . Only a couple 

from the eountiT' nf ere working their con- 

scientious way round, beginning at Number 

One with a catalogue bBtween them, and 

speaking ^ one another in whispersr I 

passed on to an .b^xer room. Someone 

spr^ng up from the seat in the centre. He 

was beside me in a stride, his i^rm round 

me, and mv two hands crushed in the dasp 

of his hand. , ■

•< At last, at last 1 My darling 1 " ■

I freed myself decisively, living one 

hand in his and. looked up into bU face. 

How worn it was — ^how cmnged since I 

had last seeiv him] A strong, beautiful 

face, with dark,* burning eyes, and lips that ■

trembled^ ■

"Why do you put mo away} Have 

you wearied of waiting t " he asked, with 

fierce impatience, under his breath. " Is 

that what you have come to tel} me— eh 1 " ■

His breath caught, and a shudder a 

through him from head to foot, wluk Hi| 

face grew ghastly white. ^ Speak !* Ill 

said hoarsely. "Why do you meet messTl ■

I had set my lips sternly, and after om 

look had turned away my eyes leil Is 

should read too much in them — lest ki 

should guess the mighty joy that hsl 

seized me at the touch of hla hand, As 

sound of his voice in my ears onoe nonL 

Theft 1 ventured to look at.him again, anff 

gently lifting my hand touched the roesBrt 

my breast ■

" Nora, Nora ! My love — ^my queen— n 

wife 1 " he cried with a sort of sob, «h 

dropped his burning lips on the fingen bs 

held. " You dare not have come, to ns 

thus — ^with a smile on your lips, and laj 

flowers at your breast^ if you had played 

me false ! " Then he caught me in his aniM, 

and held me with sudden stress to hir 

heart for a moment. ■

When he had frightened me before liy 

his vehemence I couU take refuge in kg 

coldness and catting wards.^I%» A 

that now; I was we&ened by the saaM, 

delight of meeting, by the long-endniij* 

pain of separation, by secret, unshared &i- 

ward conflict I rested my head against Ui 

arm in a dumb, blissful ecstasy. ■

" Not a word, Nora t Are vou too aagiy 

with me to speakl'' he asked, but hii 

voice was full of content "Tell me yqo 

have chafed at my long absence — ^that yoa- 

hated me for my sQenoe. Ah, my dax^o^ 

that it was that maddened me — ^the tiioi^ 

of what you might be suffering too." ■

I lifted my eyes to his face and tried to. 

smile, but I met his dark glance fiiU of 

such fire that I dropped and shivered 

beneath it ■

We were alone. The .country ocmfk 

had departed; I hadheardthetnmslileat 

the entrance dash bdiipd theuL. Laoxeiiee 

drew me to a s^t beside hin^ and held me- 

close to him while he whispered in my esr 

words I had dreamed oC 1 longed tohesr 

him speak, and yet some strange^ new 

shyness kept me from all responsa ■

" Let me have time to think," I forced 

myself to say at last "I oannot realutt 

what you want yet Nor do you, peifasiNL 

You are a rich man, are you not 1 ^^ 

I " ■

" Hioh I Too poor to buy a smile &om 

you, Nora, once upon a time 1" impatjeiUly. ■

" Aud you said ' your title '• I did not 

know " I faltered. ■

"No. Bj^ Heaven, I believe you, Nom I " 

he cried with sudden oonviguon. "Yea. ■

f ■
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fere not bargainuig for that^ hi leaBt It 

wovld have been utile use," he mattered 

Q a savage Tuklertona ** Such as it is, it 

8 yours. 'Ladvlnglefield"' — ^he stopped to 

•aise my hands to his lips, and his eyes 

flowed withdark fire again — "your days of 

oil are ended, my beaatifol leva All 

hat the heart of woman can wish for shall 

36 yonra. Ask me for something, Nora. 

jTiYe me aome wild, impossible fantasy to 

ipratif y. What do yon women most long 

or) Where is the ring I sent you 1 Were 

bhe diamonds not big enough % You shall 

3hoose for yonrsell Or do you not care 

[or trinkets such as any woman might 

wear. You want power, position — ^to be a 

leader of the great world, perhaps. One 

worshipper of yoor beauty woold not con- 

tent you.** ■

** Ob, hush, Laurence 1 " I besought 

" What are you dreaming of t What do 

I know of the great wcurldt I am an 

ignorant, inexperienced sirL How should 

I have any extravagant fancies to gratify, 

unless it ia one that you should love me 

for ever, as you say you do now t No more 

diamonds. There is not one in Uie world 

big enouffh and bright enough to tempt me 

to wear it now. Give me what you will 

when I am your wifa" ■

'* EJsa me, Nora ! " he demanded, almost 

roughly, ** and say when that shall be." ■

'< Not a kiss, not adiamond tOl then, and 

it shall he when you will." ■

The turnstile clattered round again, ad- 

mitting a party of four or five, who 

scattered themselves all over the place. 

We stfljrted apart * ■

"Good-bye, Laurence," I whispered, 

rising. 

He held my dress to detain me. 

«< I must not follow you now, Nora. lam 

wanted elsewhera They must have missed 

me already, and wcmdered," he stopped 

to laugh mockingly ; " sad to-morrow — ^I 

cannot see you to-morrow, I think, but the 

next day I ^dll come." ■

I would have protested, but his words 

were imperative. ■

*' Yes, I will come to you. I will come 

for my wife. Put on your wedding-dress, 

Nora, and call your friends together if you 

will, for before that day is over you shall 

be mine. Nothing in earth or heaven 

stsnds between us now." ■

He laughed a hard, defiant laugh. His 

fsce, as if turned to con&ont some unseen 

adversary, ffew hard, defiant, his eyes 

alight with a sort of cruel triumph. His 

hands clutched mine, crushing it painfully. ■

s= ■

Then, with a sudden softening, his eyea 

met mine, and so we parted. ■

I sat with pen in hand and paper before 

me for many an hour that night trying tq 

tell Hilda what had befallea I could not. 

The same constraint seemed laid upon me 

which had sealed my lips before, whenevei 

my secret would have passed them. ■

Once I bad sketched his face . from 

memory and laid it before her as if it had 

been a study for one of my illustrations. ■

"A handsome &ce," die had said 

musingly. ''A fierce, remorseless face. 

Is he your villain t He looks a bold one," 

and so she had silenced me. ■

Now I tried once more. It was a hard 

task. First of all to tell how little I know- 

how I had only known his name within 

the last few months ; and of his home and 

his friends I yet knew nothing. Had 

there been time I would have begged hei 

to come back to me. I wondered noi>9 

how I could ever have let her go. A great 

craving for the support of her strong, loving 

presence swept over me, and a great dread 

of my own weakness and lonesomenesa 

Laurence would come to take me away, 

and how should I refuse to go with him 1 

I could not, even if I had so willed. What 

more coi^d I wish then to be his wifel 

And yet I trembled in my loneliness at the 

thought of the terriUe new world opening 

before me. ■

No 1 I could not write to Hilda yet ■

The next day dawned full of autumn 

storm. A basket of cosdy flowers 1^ on 

my breakfast-table, but no message. 1 

thought it strange at first, until it struck 

me Uiat it meant that I should see him 

that day affcer all, most likely^ ■

My courage had come back with ihe 

dayl^t I waaglad to look forward tc 

meetmg him As to our marriage, wb> 

should I fear his fwcbg that on witb 

undue haste f He would wait for Hilda 

he could not refiise me that Now and 

then a thought of his fierce pssaionate eyei 

and hot vd^mence made me thrill with c 

faint mis^ving, Imt I sang about the great 

bare studio as I made it look its prettiesi 

in hishonour. I displayed our few treasurer 

of Oriental stuffs and quaint-hued art 

tinted embroideries to their best advantage, 

re-arranged our few precious morsels oi 

bric-4-brac, kindled a mighty blaze in the 

old tiled firedbuse with the high carved 

mantel-shel£' Thou I made the place festal 

with my flowers, and took out my gayest 

dress — Hilda's choice, not mine — and 

chwpedher gift, asUverbrac^etyOnmy wrist ■
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I opened the casei and looked at the 

jewels he had sent me, bat left them 

ontonched. The great flashing diamonds 

might suit his wife; bat not a working- 

woman like me, I decided. Then I bronght 

oat Hilda's pictore and set it on her eaaeL 

It strack me with new force, and I stood 

looking at it till I tomed away shivering. 

A little calendar was jnnned on the wiJl 

near me, and when I noticed the date I 

shiyered again, and impatiently covered 

the paintbg ap and pat it away. ■

The short day dosed in, and I lighted my 

shaded Imnp, and still worked on and on« 

Now and then I sprang ap, and took a rapid 

tarn ap and down the room to rest hands 

and eyes. The demon of nnqaiet possessed 

ma I flang the heavy shatter hwck, «nd 

looked oat into the nieht The antomn 

nan fell heavily, sprayed to right and left 

sgainst the wmdow-panes by each fierce 

^Bt tfiat swept down the empty street 

From parapet and cornice the water poared 

in showers, and by the misty gleam of the 

street-lamp I coald see the channel beside 

the pavement nmning like a river. I 

suddenly realised the lateness of the hoar. 

AH the lights were oat in the hoase 

opposite — oars was a qaiet street — except 

the fanlight over the doctor's door, and a 

dim gleam in the windows of the chiq>eL 

What^was the service to be at this time of 

night, and who wonld go to itf I idly 

wondered. The only haman being abroad 

seemed to be the poUceman. I dimly made 

oat his shiny figare tramping heavily past 

in his macintosh capa ■

I heard the stadia4oor open gently, and 

remained concealed in my duAj comer. 

Only my landlady, good, motherly sool, 

coming in to ask if there was anything she 

coald do for me. ■

I saw her shake her head as she looked 

at my antoached sapper — the little cake she 

had made for me, and the glass of milk, 

standing as she had left them two hoais 

ago on the low table by the hearth. She 

made a few doubtfol steps in the direction 

of my bedroom, but evidently thoaght 

better of it before she reached the door, 

and tamed back again. Then she care- 

fally drew the scattered embers of my fire 

together into a last Uase, and withdrew 

with a shade of disappointment on her 

kindly, wrinkled old face. ■

I was vexed and ashamed. I had be^i 

a coward, and had kept oat ot sight, 

dreading her qaestions, when, perhaps, 

after all, it might have been only some of 

her own daily worries she had come to ■

w ■

:ofibd ■

talk ovex widi me. Pedu^P* ^ 4 

husband was ailing again* and die vim 

my help. I harried iSer her remonilikl 

She had disappeared when I xeachei m 

landing, most probably into her dau^htaq 

rocnn, for I coald hear voioea on ths lie 

above me. ■

The long white stone staircase, 

only by one dim swinging-lamp, kohl 

terribly dreary and ghoatly, Mid a erili 

blast sweeping ap now and again sqgntali 

untimely onning and going in tbTWc 

r^gmns. I retmied shivering, bet *^ 

my door ajar. Even so lamh. of hn 

companionship felt comforting after 

long, lonely day. I could not think 

for hours to coma I shoold <mly lis 

counting the minutes as they passed, eat 

one bringing me nearer to the^ Mm 

to-morrow. ' I* turned my lamp higi^ ai 

sat down before my drawing-board sgria ■

I succeeded in getting absorbed in am 

delicate line-work, and in foigeUiiig firij 

space to count the tickii^ of the «U^ 

But my eyes would stand no mora Of 

sketch grew indistinct, and the Urn] 

blurred, and I stoj^ied to press my haoki 

hard over my forehead to relieve tbadd 

ache thera ' ■

Sitting thus with my- eyes eavmi li 

grew conscious, I know not how, of t 

second presence in the roonh Thm WKj 

no sound there other than the niBtlaig*fl(| 

the dying embers on the hearth and tiilj 

angry swirl of wind and rain against Ibj 

window. Then in the Inief stillness I oodl 

hear in far-ofi; muffled tones the tcSSngdi 

^ bell That was all ■

A chill' breath of air strnctk on msr ni 

I shivered from head to foot I ^'W^ 

my hands finom before my face and p^ml 

into the gloom Surely my tired si^t va I 

playing me some fantastM trick, or iriut I 

was it — ^that shadow ihsX passed betwuw J 

me and the far dimly-Ughted wall t Fna I 

out the dndcy comer, where a tall bomb I 

masked the entrance to the room, it stole | 

— softly glidbg — ^with no sound of Mr 

fall or sweep of rustling garments— a eiiil 

formless^ Shape advancing towards iDSi II ■

I pushed my chair .back noiiiiy m 

sprang to my feet I would not be a&aid. 

Why should II Who or what woold cW 

to hasmimef There was help at luodi ^ 

had but to cry out Then a coM dff 

burst forth on my forehefid, and b^J^ ( 

refused to open and give sound to my e^ 

and with tremblmg hands I clatohed inr 

table to steady myself as a deathlike bot^ 

ness seized me, while nearer and new ■
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drew the dark, mysterioiui thing. It had 

gained the Venetian mirror now, and crept 

across its field like a black mist It passed 

me dose, and again the cold blast of air, 

charged with an odour of decay as from a 

fresh-opened vault, blew on me. Then it 

stood motionless and spectral, a black 

shadow on my hearthstone. ■

I made a violent effort to regain the 

mastery over mysel£ I drew mysdf 

sharply erect and challenged the intruder, 

advancing to it as I did sa As I ap- 

proached it it seemed to grow slowly dis- 

tinct, and to take solid form. , A white 

face, Ughted by great, shining eyes, peered 

out at me from under the hood of a long 

black mantla A slim white hand was 

stretched forth from its folds and raised as 

if to prohibit a nearer approach. She — 

for it was a woman's face-— bowed her head 

courteously to me, but kept silenca Then 

without invitation the hand was extended, 

and she broke from off the edge of the 

cake on the table a small fragment which 

she ate, still keeping her eyes fixed on me. 

Then she raised the glass to her lips. ■

"Who are youT" I repeated the 

demand. ■

** A friend," she answered. Her voice 

was sweet, but hollow-soundings and faint 

as if heard from afar. " Tou do not trust 

me, and you give mo no welcome. Tet I 

have come on no bad errand. You need 

not fear me. I come from those who love 

you best," ■

I drew near her, reassured. Outside the 

storm rose anew, and beat witib frantic 

sobs and shrieks at Jbhe window. There 

was no raindrop on her mantle, though ; 

no wet footmark on the floor. How had 

she come through such a night 1 I had 

heard no sound of wheels nor of horses' 

feet without Only in the next pause of 

the gale came snatches of organ-music and 

chanting voices from the chapel across 

to me. ■

She let the dark cloak drop from her 

head and shoulders, and I made out that 

she was not, as I at first had fancied, an 

old woman, but a woman aged and worn 

by pain and sorrow. She was dighUy 

deformed, and walked lame ; her wax-white 

forehead was wrinkled, and her mouth 

drawn. Her great mournful eyes souffht 

mine pleadingly, till my heart ached for pity. ■

'' It is late," I faltered ■

"It is my only hour," she answered, 

** and the time is short for the work there 

is to be done. Why do you look at me 

so ? What do vou see in mv face 1 " ■

It was the face of a woman from whose 

life all joy had died, all spirit been crushed 

by long, sore suffering;, but who yet had 

lived to know some bitterest pang of all — 

to whom some cruellest wrong had dealt 

the death-stroke. ■

'' Can you paint my pictpre t It is for 

a farewell gift" ■

"Not at such a time as this," I ex- 

postulated. " I want daylight I am not 

prepared." - ■

She pointed to my aketch-Uock and 

pencil. ■

" The merest outline will do ; only make 

haste." ■

I hesitated, but felt I must needs obey, 

unreasonable as it seemed. I took a fresh 

sheet of paper, airanged the light, and posed 

my sitter. She drew her ousky mantle 

round her with one white hand, and from 

its heavy folds the noble outline of brow 

and cheek stood out dear and well-defined 

Her eyes fixed on me seemed to hold me 

in thrall. My fingers worked mechanically 

with marvellous speed and dcill, guided by 

some power extenial to me. I mlt as one 

possessed. The gift of a divine insight had 

for that brief space descended on me for 

certain. The sickly, grief-furrowed features 

before me showed as the mere earthly 

mask through which it was given unto me 

to see the veritable countenance — ^the 

deeper beauty that lay concealed under the 

marring touches of carking ears and pain — 

to see the very soid lookmg from her eyes, 

speaking through her lips. ■

She stopped me at last and rose. ■

** Is this all you want of me 1 " I asked. ■

" Na Keep that tUl he who has the best 

right to it shall come." ■

I looked at her questioningly, thoush I 

fdt I knew the name that was on her nps. ■

" Qive it to him — ^to Laurence, your 

lover. To Laurence, Lord Inglefidd. ■

Then fell silence — ^the silence of death 

between us. Then, like a blow, there struck 

the first stroke of midnight ■

"Tell him it comes from me — from 

Joan, his wife." ■

I stood shaking like a leaL The bell 

tolled again. ■

" Tell him I came to save you, if you 

would be saved by me. I {Tudgo you 

not my place, poor child, only my evil 

fortune." ■

The clock tolled on. ■

" Had you but loved him," aha cried 

with a sudden passion of regret — " loved 

him with a love strong and noble enough 

to have worked out his salvation as well ■
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as your owb, I would have been content to 

pass into tbe sflenee and forgetfolness of 

the grave withont a sign. But yon do not 

What is yonr love to mine f A little flame 

of vanity and romance to end in ashes." ■

I made no protest She spoke tmth. It 

seemed already dying in my breast, leaving 

my heart cold. ■

*' Tarn from him, then ! Be deaf to his 

words, blind to his lores! And pray, 

child ! — pray, as yon never prayed 

before, that yoor sood angel may stand 

beside you in yoor hoar of meeting." ■

Still, in the silence, the bell tolled on. ■

" I leave you this for token," and her 

hand was extended to mine, <*that yon 

liave seen and spoken with ma Ask him, 

if he denies it, to dare to look again on my 

poor face. Ask him how I lived — ask 

him how I died." ■

The last stroke of midnight Her voice 

grew suddenly faint, like a far-off echo. I 

fell on my knees, my hands clasped over 

my face. From without there floated in 

to me the solemn mnsic of a requiem mass, 

and to my lips there rose the prayer for 

the dead — for the wandering souls abroad 

in the blast on that All Soak' Night. ■

They passed before me, dimly seen 

through falling tears — the faces of those 

long dead ones I loved so weU. Mother, 

my ecarce-remembered father, my &ar 

young sister with the face of one of Hilda's 

angels. ■

I watched through the night tiU the 

grey morning broke, then throwing my 

gay dress ande, I clothed myself in a 

mourning garb—deepest black, for it was 

for a living love now dead and cold that I 

mourned — dead and cold as the grey ashes 

t hat strewed my hearth. Laurence's flowiBrs 

hting faded in their vases in a streak of 

bright cold sunshine, that poured in as if 

to mock my desolation. The old mirror 

ii bowed me myself cold and lifeless as the 

^'rey ashes, drobping as the neglected roses, 

hitting with idle hands waiting for my 

lover with the ring on my finger that his 

wife had placed there. ■

I hoard his step on the btair, his step 

full of eager, happy haste ; the door was 

burst open, and he stood before me, bold, 

handsome, masterful, his arms extended. ■

" Nora 1 my love — ^iny wife ! " ■

'* Never, Laurence ! Never your wife. 

Take this answer and leave me.'' ■

His eyes flamed. ■

'* Why, is this some pretty trick of coy- 

ness ) Or do you still mistrust met What 

stands between us yet 9 ** ■

Then I stretched forth my hand and 

plucked down the black eortain that hang 

before my pictore. I can see hk face now. 

It blanched to a ghastly whiteoess, then 

grew hot with fierce resolva ■

'* My wife 1 How did yon come by it f " 

There was hatred in his tone and a touch 

of wonder. " Are you jealous of a dead 

woman, Nora t She can keep ns apart no 

loneer ; " and I heard a mattered corse on 

his lips. «' When did you see hert " ■

" She was with me last night, standing 

where you stand. Can you guess her 

errand t See, here is her token that I have 

seen and spoken with her." ■

I drew ^e ring from my finger and held 

it to him. He took it curiously, and then 

dropped it, as if it had scorched hioL ■

** That ring ! " and his voice for the first 

time trembled. ■

"And she bade me ask you, Laurence, to 

look on her there, and to tell me hoir did 

she live and how did she die." ■

Then he cowered under- my fixed look, 

his f aee blanching in mortal terror. ■

'' She told you that— last night f Why, 

I saw her buried yesterday. And that ring 

— that ring ! I placed it on her finger in 

her coffin;" the words drifting from his 

lips as if frozen with horror. ■

" Farewell 1 " sighed a voice thai seemed 

not mine, thoagh it spoke through my lips. I 

His eyes only replied, full <^ overmaatering 

dread, baulked passion, and blank despair. 

No word, nor touch, nor caress, waa possible 

between us, now or for evermore ; for be- 

tween us stands the Shadow of the Dead. ■

And yet I live. Live to find, if I may, 

my place in this great, empty world, to be 

Hilda's true and faithfal comrade till I 

give her into the loving hands that aie 

even now outstretched to claim her from 

me — live to fast and pray for the Li*^^ 

and Dead. ■

A MIND OF HER OWN. ■

By the Author of "The Water of 

Revelation," Etc. ■

I. ■

GHAPTKR L j ■

"Nora, you don't mean it — you can'' 

possibly mean itl" ezdaimed Mrs. Pe 

feather. ■

''But I do," replied her oonsiD, Nol 

Clyne, with the utmost calm. ■

" It is absurd 1 You, who have t' 

thousand a year, and who came to nn 

at least I tiiought so—with the intention ■

Q^ ■

■
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making a good marriage, want to go into a 

drapers shop to be a common shop-girl 1 " 

"Well, why noti The only require- 

ments for such a position, besides honesty 

and a knowledge of compound addition, 

are, I believe, a fairly good figure, and no 

objection to wearing black gowna I think 

my figure wiU pass," said Miss Glyne, sur- 

veying her graceful form critically in a long 

mirror, " and Mack is becoming to me. I 

ought to get a situation^ in spite of my want 

of experience.'' ■

" it isn't that 1^ cried the matron. *' Tou 

know very well what I mean. You oughtn't 

to want a situation, and the way you 

are talking is simply mad. You are 

jast twenty-one, and you are an heiresa 

Thanks to your guardian'sidioticprejudices, 

you have never been in London before. 

Vou are undeniably good-looking; yet, 

instead of caring, as a sensible girl should, 

about balls and theatres, and securing a 

good establishment, your first wish is to 

shut yourseU up in a stuffy, hoirid shop, 

where youli have to stand for hours, tdl 

your feet ache and your brain reels, and 

yet be expected to be active and smiling. 

You are unquestionably insane ! " ■

<< I hope not, Lou ; I think not," replied 

Nora with a smile of rather conscious 

superiority. "You have enumerated the 

/ery reasons why I want to make this 

experiment I have read in the news- 

papers articles telling how shop-girls are 

>ver-worked and ill-treated, and I think 

ny two thousand a year, and, perhaps, the 

;ood looks yon say I possess, should help 

ne in a crusade I mean to preach against 

heir wrongi. But I don't want to have 

nen say to me, as they usually dato every 

voman wh > is in earnest about any ques- 

ion, ' Yo 1 don't know anything about the 

natter I ' I want to know my subject — to 

I vve dat a in mj own experience." ■

**Aid" — Ifcs. Penfeather spoke with 

.nxiouB solemnity — " do you mean to pass 

,11 your life in one of these places 1 " 

Miss dyne's smile became a little mis- ■

lllQVOUS. ■

*' Oh no," she said. " After six months' 

xperience of millinery, I shall probably 

•ocome a barmaid, and then, perhaps, a 

allet-girl." ■

Mrs. Penfeather fairly screamed. ■

'* I won't do it, Nora — I will not do it. ■

cannot let you degrade yourself in those ■

orrid ways. What would Sir George ■

ydnk of me t " ■

;<' I eannet guess, though I know what he ■

inks of vou alreadv." ■

"What is it f Do tell me !" cried the 

matron, expecting something complimen- 

tary. ■

" He says that you are ' a confounded 

matchmaker' — that's his very phrase — 

< who has a score of needy fortune-hunters 

round her, ready to pounce on an ignorant 

girl with a little money ' — ^that's me." ■

"Your guardian is a — a brute!" ex- 

claimed Mrs. Lou, with tears of anger in 

her eyes. ■

'*He is a donkey, at least," returned 

Nora calmly. '* He would be furious if he 

knew my plans. His wish was that I should 

remain in his house, till I consented to 

marry ' a gentleman of suitable rank and 

wealth,' he said — in short, someone of his 

choosing. It was my announcing my 

determination, as soon as I attained my 

majority, to pay that visit to you to which 

he had always refused his consent, that 

made him characterise you in the terms I 

repeated. You see, he is jealous of the 

influence you have over ma" ■

Mrs. Penfeather had not a shadow of 

influence over her cousin, who, indeed, 

prided herself on her independent ways ; 

but the suggestion flattered Lou, and in 

the reaction from her recexit indignation 

die began to judge Nora's scheme more 

leniendy. ■

*'Bot, my dear," she said, returning to 

the original subject of conversation, '' you 

don't really want to be a ballet-girl, do 

you t " ■

''No; I was only jesting when I 

threatened that. I want to make this 

one experiment of a month in a diaper's 

shop. Nobody but you and Mr. Penfeather 

knows that I am in London, and he won't 

mention the fact to anyone — I don't inte- 

rest him sufficiently. So, if you'll only be 

a good, kind, obliging cousin, you will get 

me a situation with that Blacklock to 

whom you are such a good customer ; and 

a month hence you can announce, to the 

half-dozen future husbands you have 

selected for me, the arrival of your charm- 

ing cousin from Yorkshira If you won't 

do what I want, I will return to S warfedale 

to-morrow ; but, if you will, I promise to 

remain with you six months, if you don't 

tire of me before, and to marry the whole 

six if nothing less will satisfy you." ■

Mrs. Penfeather protested a little longer, 

but more feebly. When one is thirty-five, 

and is growing stout, and has a husband 

who hates going out and doesn't like 

parties at home, invitations become less 

plentiful than they were ten years before : ■
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and it is a marvelloiiB fillip to a matron's 

popnlarity, and an addition to her prestige, 

to have a young and handsome heiress to 

take about with her. Mr& Penfeather's 

temporal hapioness being measured almost 

wholly by the number of evenings she could 

spend in other people's drawing-rooms, she 

really longed for that increaMd number 

of requests for the pleasure of her society 

which Nora Glyne s residence with hor 

would produce. Therefore she gave her 

adhesion to the girl's scheme for disposing 

of the first month of her stay in London, 

on the express stipulation that for a year 

thereafter Nora should make the Penfeather 

establishment her home. ■

Nora promised, and Mrs. Penfeather 

went to ask Mr. Blacklock to take into his 

establishment one Miss Adams, whom she 

stated to be a humble prot^g^e of hers, and 

a very intelligent and respectable girL ■

« I have perjured myself terribly on your 

account," she said to her cousin on her 

return from the interview. ''I said you 

were intelligent and respectable." ■

Nora smSed. ■

"And don't you think I ami " she asked. ■

"Ob, of course; but you know when 

one describee a woman in those terms, 

one always means that she isn't quite a 

Udy." ■

" That's rather hard on the ladies, is it 

not f " said Miss Clyne demurely. ■

But her cousin failed to perceive the 

sarcasm. ■

''Blacklock will take you on trial for a 

mpnth," Lou went on, " and he means to 

put you ' in small wares', he says ; but if 

you are smart and oUigbig you are to be 

promoted to lace. I hope you like the 

prospect If I hadn't promised faithfully 

to see you through this experiment with- 

out protest, I should have fled from the 

place at the first mention of small wares. 

Small wares indeed ! " ■

"I wonder what they are," said Nora 

thoughtfully. Then she waxed eloquent 

'<I, too, shall share in the dignity of 

labour 1" she exclaimed. ''And after- 

wards, when I want to right any wrong of 

the working-woman's, I shall say — not *I 

am told '— 4>ut ' I know, I have seen, I 

have endured 1' " ■

'* I hope to ffoodness you won't ! " cried 

Lou. " I wouldn't have your mad freak 

koown for worlds. You pride yourself, I 

beUeve, on having a mind of your own, 

but you would be much better without it 

A woman should have no mind but her 

husband's." ■

"But if she hasn't a hubaod whrts 

she to dot" ■

"Get one," said Mrs. Pai{ealW» 

tentiously. ■

Two days afterwards Nora Qbii' 

entered the service of Mr. BlmddodL Ii J 

was one of those tradesmen of distisA 

modem growth who believe very dcnroB 

in the division of labour, and not aft d ■ 

the division of profit, and, therefov^ h 

had extended his original drapuy bodav 

to include coals, coffins, and ffiooeriaa Hi 

had one hero^ one ideal — ue UirinHl 

Provider of Westboume Grove. He U 

stretched a point in taking Nocm to 

oblige Mrs. Penfeather, who was waJk i 

good customer that her husband Bomttmm 

averred (when filling tip a cheque in w 

ment of a quarter's dQIs) that be bdiM 

she recMved back a Ibrgd peroenti^ m 

her purchases. It was with some iw^l 

that this autocrat of dnqsery had vegpSUJ 

his complaisance, till Miss dyne jpfssnj 

clothed in a severely plain faiaek ggm 

Then a glance (rf critical adminatiwijw 

to his eye. ■

" A fine fiCTre," he murmured. ''IVIb 

she has a litue experience IH pot k« Ul 

the mantles." ■

It was by way of experieodnff ia kit 

own person the glorbus privilM^ ^maki 

her own brea^ that Nora bad «liSH 

Mr. BhuiUock's shop, but befoM IMM 

twelve hours of self-dimndsMa U 

elapsed, her idea of the nobility oC 1 

haa dwindled greatly, lliere ' 

noble in the sale of needlos aqd 

nothing to elevate the soul in 

sewing-cotton. Tiien,thoujghshe 

herseu a fair arithmetician, it tested 

canacity severely to find out hcwmocUll 

half of sevenpence three^uth ng* 

almost as much, indeed, as it 

her honesty to learn that tt 

pence. ■

That she should not get thro9^ it 

first day of her experiment wU^ 

blunders was to be expected; tfieiMvil 

was that none of them were aerioiia OeMk 

indeed, she brought down <m hemM ft 

rebuke from one oi the shop-waDBU. h 

the prosecution of her quasi te 111 

grievances of the shop-girt No» tsi 

to question one ot her compamoas Mil 

the droumstances of her Hie. XIm 

no purchase]^ demanding her atlort— ^ 

the moment, and she ml not knoiirllil 

she was guilty of an infrfagemaDtrf-lVi 

rule till the voice of om <rf tbi iMt 

walkers fell on her eaia. ■

*WL ■

"ii= ■
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*' Not 80 maoh taUdngi yoong ladies; it 

ron't da** ■

Nora tamed round abmptly, and flashed 

t the giver of the reproof a glance of 

idignant acorn, which he met with a look 

t once firm and deferential Fortunately 

liss Clyne remembered her assumed 

osition in time to restrain the sharp 

rord that rose to her lipa ■

** I am sorry to have trans^pressed any 

ale," ahe said coldly bat poktely, as she 

amed away. ■

Her companion in the fiuilt pat in a 

7ord. ■

<<D(m't be too haid on as, Mr. Wilson," 

he aaid, with smirking deprecation; ''wo 

reren't aaying any ill of yooi yoa may be 

tore." ■

Mr. Wilflon tamed his back on her with 

icarcely-conoealed irritation, and looked at 

^ora with bewildered interest, as he re- 

sumed to his nsaal post a few yards otL ■

" She isn't like the resti" he reflected ; 

"she's not veiy tall, and she's not very 

itoat; bat somehow there seems to be 

more of hex. And she doesn't speak like 

the others; her tone is different, and she 

doesn't scramble over her words. I sappose 

she doesn't belong to London." ■

He kept his eye on her all day, not to 

watch lest she shoold repeat her flmlt, but 

to observe as something phenomenal the 

qaiet grace of her movements, the self- 

respecting coortesy she showed to cas- 

tomers, the perfect dignity she seemed to 

pat into the meanest action. He was not 

sccQstomed to see those qaalities in Mr. 

Kaoklock's establishment There were 

plenty of pretty girls there — ^prettier than 

Nora, perhaps— -bat she was different from 

them. ■

"If I were setting ap for myself, I 

shoold want to have someone like her to 

manage the dressmaking department/' he 

thooght "Wouldn't she fetch ladies! 

She looks like one of themsdives." ■

"That's Mr. Wilson," Nora's fellow- 

offender. Miss Jones, managed to whisper 

to her ; " he's not a bad yoang gentleman. 

He may find fault with us, but he won't 

report us to him." (Mr. Blacklock was 

always represented in the vocabulary of 

hu employ^i by this simple pronoun.) ■

*' We shcmld be fined if he did." 

"We are forbidden to talk," Nora ■

TepUed coldly, and was not to b| persuaded ■

into farther conversation. 

Nevertheless she could not help observ- ■

iiig Wilson. He was rather undersised, ■

she thooght, comparing him with the other ■

men she had met — ^fox-hunting, amateur- 

CEurming squires, and their soldier sons and 

younger brothers, who had sometimes 

appeared at Sir George Badford's — men as 

unlike this London imopman as they well 

could be. ■

This was all she noticed the first day she 

was at Mr. Blacklock's. On the next, she 

perceived that, thoush Mr. Wilson's head 

was rather too big for his body, his eyes 

were ** nice ", laree, and brown, and bright 

Afterwards she observed that his behaviour 

to the lady-customers who at certain hours 

thronged tiie shop, was marked by more real 

deference combined with less obsequions- 

ness than that of the other shop-walkers, 

and that he was always and impartially 

ready to help any of the girls to take out 

a heavy drawer or lift a box. In her 

mental notes of life in a draper's establish- 

ment she set down that, wmle the female 

attendants were mostiy "horrid", some of 

the men were " rather nice ". ■

She dung to her determination to remain 

in her present position for a month, though 

it seemed to her that she had investigated 

all its possibilities in three days. ■

"I am sure I know all about it," she 

said to herself, '* and it is rather a waste of 

time to remain for three more weeks; but, 

if I left now, Lou would think I had given 

in and would laugh at ma" For though 

MiBS Clyne professed to have a mind of 

her own, it was not strong enough to bear 

ridicule with equanimity. ■

She went to see Mrs. Penfeather on the 

first Sunday of her servitude, going in a 

hasty and surreptitious manner, as if she 

feared that someone would detect her 

double position. ■

'*It is rather monotonous work," she 

said to her cousin, when that lady 

questioned her about her situation ; ** not 

very interesting and not very elevating; 

but by no means bad. The drls ought to 

have seats, certainly, that Uiey may rest 

when they are not actually serving ; and 

I shall agitate for that after I leave ; but, 

otherwise, I don't think they have much 

to complain of." ■

** But you don't like it t " asked Lou. ■

** N — no ; but then it is more dull forme 

than for the others. They seem to have a 

lot of subjects to gi^le over in common, 

and then in the evenine they walk out 

witii the young men. I £>n't, .you see ; so 

I teA lonely. ■

Lou burst into sudden laughter. ■

"Oh, Nora," she exchumed, '' what a joke 

it would be if some of the * young man ' took ■
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to paying yon attention ! It would serve 

you right for trying to leave your proper 

station, and you would find out then what 

a much prouder woman you are than you 

think." ■

** I hope I should be able to keep them 

at a proper distance," replied Miss Clyne 

with a severity that would have done 

credit to the principal of a lady's seminary ; 

but, as she spoke, she blushed, remembering 

that on the previous day Wilson had offered 

her a spray of narcissus-blossoms, and that 

she had accepted it, and thanked hhn 

graciously for it. ■

"I mustn't do that again," she thought ■

Yet on Monday, when he came up and 

silently laid some Uly-of-the-valley against 

her hand which was lying on the counter, 

she did not refuse them. ■

'* It would look so unkind," she said to 

herself; "and after all, what does it 

matter t Three weeks hence I shall dis- 

appear from this place, and vanish from 

his life for ever. Poor fellow ! He really 

looks too much of a gentleman for this sort 

of thing." ■

CHAPTER IL ■

After her cousin had gone, Mrs. 

Penfeather fell a-thinking. ^s mental 

exercise was with her so rare as to be 

phenomenal, and, as is frequently the case 

with phenomena, its results were more 

often surprising than beneficial ■

<* Poor Nora i " she said to herself now. 

*' It must really be much worse than she 

wOl admit, and she has three more weeks 

of it. She won't give in, I know, but I 

really think I oueht to do something to 

make it easier for her. If I told Blacklock 

who she really is, and that her going into 

bis service was only a caprice, no doubt he 

would make things as pleasant for her as 

possible." ■

In thus imagining, Mrs. Penfeather, as 

the result provM, showed an entire lack of 

comprehension of the nature of the British 

tradesman. This is two-sided ; on the one 

(that which customers see), obsequious to 

servility; on the other (known only to 

employes), autocratic to despotism. Mr. 

Blacklock was the bond-slave of ladies while 

they kept on their own side of the counter; 

when tiiey intruded on the other he was 

their tyrant This rule admitted of no 

exception; unless, indeed, such exceptionid 

displeasure as filled his breast on learning 

from Mrs. Penfeather the true name and 

station of " Miss Adams ", and the excep- 

tional severity with which he felt she ■

"^^ ■

deserved to be treated. She was ant 

traitor in the camp, and merited a teatiA 

doom. Unfortunately, the Uw dMm 

confer on the employer of labour thi^ 

to hang, draw, and quarter offni^ 

subjects, and it took Mr. KaddoAtnj 

days, to evolve a suitable meuia<^pauii| { 

Miss Clyne's impertinence in enteiiflglii| 

domain under false pretences. ■

Then, like the hackneyed ''wolf oi fti 

fold ", he bore; down on the small wm 

counter. ■

'< What are yon doing there t " he «U 

in the most discordant tonee of a ■! 

naturally harmonious voice. "Ymta 

idling your time, as usual, iBm Afaa 

Do you think I haven't had wjmmm 

and seen how lazy you are 1 Taks mk 

flower out of your gown. Ladies doftli 

to see falderals of that sort on the ys^ 

women in the shops they patronisa* ■

Mr. Blacklock expected Ncna to §bm 

indignantly to be styled a young bdy; jfaf 

other of his female vassals woeid iwi 

done so, but Miss Adams was not so Oiit 

tive on the subject as they ; and, wUk 

being ra&er bewildwed at this 

and undeserved outburst of sevei^ 

not know that any insult to hex wi 

She meekly — in appearance, at less^it 

her spirit was roused by the injulbitf 

BlacUock's anger — ^removed feomlursd 

the flower which Wilson now daily lM|^ 

her, and laid it on the counter, IwiteifK 

flashed a little when her master ttoNrt 

on the ground and trampled it uadeiM ■

'' Don't stand staring at me in that HUk 

fashion," the irate master <^ the Aof 

on. " I know that drawer of tape h 

take it out and sort the contents.* ■

Putting considerable restraint imoa hi 

temper, which was naturally hi^ Bba 

turned to obey. The drawer in qwAi 

was a rather heavy one, and stood «t 

shelf somewhat above her head. Fttlfi 

she was somewhat shaken by the ^M H 

control her anger, and was leas careAiIIki 

usual; at any rate, the drawer slq^pedtoa 

her hands and fell, its contents soiMni 

on the floor. ■

** More of your infernal dxmmm n 

malice 1" cried Blacklod:. "I beMsvsTH 

did it on purpose ! " ■

Wilson, who had been watehiigAi 

scene with anxious disoomnosoiei f> 

hastening forward, to help ^ora to jUt 

up the scattered tapes, when hk attito 

stopped him. ■

*<Let her do it herself," he said ; '^ikl^ 

like wen enough to have a youQg wi ■

=— = — - — =H ■
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helping her and making himself agreeable. 

They're all np to those tricks, laying traps 

for flirtation." ■

This speech was the last straw to Nora's 

already overburdened temper. ■

'' Anyone can pick np the things who ■

chooses i " she exclaimed ; " I won't — and ■

I won't stay in this place an honr longer ! " ■

She was about to walk away, when Mr. ■

BlacUock put his hand on her shoulder. ■

"No, you don't go yet," he said; "I 

haven't dismissed you." 

She shook off his touch. 

Then I dismiss myself," she returned, 

llien I shall sue 3rou for breach ct 

contract," replied BlacUock. ■

''I don't care; I won't serve you a 

minute more." ■

" Well, you know whatfll come of it." 

Heno longer opposedherpassage, and she 

walked through the shop under the curious 

eyes of iJl the saleswomen, till she reached 

that part of the establishment where Mr. 

BlacMock lodged his assistants. Arrived 

at her bedroom she locked the door and 

sat down to have a good cry, as a pre- 

liminary to packing up the few possesions 

she had brought with her to the draper's. ■

** What shall I do t " she moaned in as 

real distress as if the loss of her situation 

had been a serious pecuniary matter to 

her. " I can't go bade to Lou and confess 

what a failure I've been ; and besides, I 

most see what that man means to do. I 

mustn't disgrace my poor cousin by being 

carried to prison from her house." ■

Finally she remembered having noticed 

a quiet-looking hotel in one of the side- 

streets near the Blacklock establishment, 

and there she took a room. Sbe sent a 

messenger to Mr. Blacklock with her 

address, for her spirit refused to let her 

seem to have fled from the consequences of 

her action. Unfortunately her ex-employer 

took the message as an act of defiance 

— a disllenge to him to carry out his 

threat ■

'TU do it," he said to himself. <<I'U 

teach her what she and her like may 

expect when tiiey come prying into things 

that don't concern them." ■

The result of this decision was that next 

day Nora received a summons addressed to 

her as Leonora Adams, and on tiie follow- 

ing appeared in the district court to answer 

to tile chaige of breach of contract with 

her employer. ■

The bench, after havinff heard a state- 

ment of the case, in which Nora, indeed, 

appeured as a miracle of insubordination. ■

gave a verdict for Blacklock, and fixed the 

damages at ten shillings. ■

"I won't pay it,''^said Miss Clyne; 

"not a penny !" ■

"Do you ask for exemption on the 

ground of poverty t " asked the magistrate. ■

" No; I could pay it easily enough if I 

chose, but I don't choose." ■

" Then I must commit you to prison for 

contempt of court." ■

"Tou can do what you like," replied 

Nora, tearful, but obstinate ; '* but nothmg 

shall induce me to give that wretch money 

for behaving like a brute to me." ■

For this speech she was warned that 

such expressions were libellous, and that 

any repetition of them would involve her 

in yet deeper trouUa And so, indignant 

and unhappy, she was led away to prison. ■

A version, vague and inaccurate, of 

these proceedings reached Mr. BUcklock's 

establishment ; but the general impression 

was that Miss Adams had had no money 

to pa^ the fine imposed, and ran some risk 

of bemg imprisoned for life if she could 

not raise the sum demanded, and sympathy, 

not loud, but deep, was expressed for her. ■

" Not but what she broi^ht it on her- 

hoaelf ," said Miss Jones. " She was a fool 

to fight against him ; but she was very 

independent and stand-offish in her ways." ■

Most distressed of all was Wilson. He 

could not wholly def^d Nora's behaviour 

in the matter. Blacklock had been trying, 

but then masters so often were so that it 

was not worth getting angry about But, 

as may already have been surmised, he 

was in love with her, and the thought of 

her being in prison was terrible to him. ■

"I can't besr it. I must pay that money ■

for her, and — and oh, tf she would ■

only marry me ! " ■

Next day, as Nora, who had scarcely 

slept on her hard and narrow prison-bed, 

was speculating iriiether it would not, 

after all, be wiser to give in, pay the 

damages, and be restorea to freedom, the 

door of her cell opened,' and WUson 

entered, looking apolc^etic and uncom- 

fortable. ■

" 1^," said Nora with as much dignity 

as her red eyes permitted, " if you come 

from Mr. Blacklock " ■

"I don't," he hastened to assure her. 

"It's this, Miss Adama Of course you 

may think I was taking a liberty, but I 

couldn't bear to think of you being shut 

up hero for goodness knows how long, so 

I — I ventured to pay that ten shillings." ■

A great wave of relief rushed over ■

* ■
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Nora's aoiiL ^e was free once more, yet 

had not been obliged to nndergo the 

hamOiation of "gtviog in ". What cottld 

a woman want moret Bat she dis- 

sembled. ■

''I have no donbt yon meant kindly, 

Mr. Wilson; bat really I have no churn 

on yon, and of coarse yoa know that I 

refosed to pay the money on principle, ■

80 " ■

She paosed, not really having a logical 

dedaction to make from these facts. ■

"Of coarse that makes a difference," 

replied Wilson, looking more nervoas than 

before ; ** I imagined that, perhaps, jost at 

the time yoa didn't find it quite con- 

venient to pay it" ■

Nora was sincerely toached at this 

hesitating speech. ■

"That was Idnd," she said with an 

accent of onmistakable tnithfalness, " to 

spend yoar hardly-earned money for the 

benefit of a gir( of whom yon knew 

nothing bat thut she was foolish and in- 

sabordinate. I thank yoa witfi all my 

heart, and I gratefally aoeq[>t your 

generosily." ■

" Don'c thank me ; it was a pleasure 

to^ do it ; and as to not knowing any- 

thing about yoa — well, of coarse I £iven't 

known yoa very long, but it has been 

long enough to — ^to mSke me love yoa, in 

fact Ton csat go back to Bku^ck's, 

you know, and you may not find it quite 

easy to get another situation at present; 

I Imow I'm not worthy of you, Imt I'm 

really awfully fond of you, and would give 

you your own way in everything; so if 

you would be my wife, I really think we 

should get on very well". ■

At the conclusion of this incoherent 

proposal Nora rose hastily from her seat to 

express the indignation she ought to have 

felt at it, but sat down again in surprised 

dis^t at her own pnsHlanimi^. The 

indignation wasn't there. ■

She felt this to be alarming. To be 

pnmosed to by a draper's assistant, and not 

to reel insulted, showed a moral perversion, 

a deadnees to the most sacred instincts of 

caste feeling, which at the moment shocked 

her. She understood now why Lou 

thought her almost if not quite mad. From 

a society point of view her feelings and 

actions were unconventional to ttie point 

of insanity. ■

She took refuge from contemplating the 

alarming problem of her own mind by 

taking up the humorous side of the 

situation. ■

" Beally," she saidirith a smile, "i 

romantic to absurdity 1 To get an 

marriage in a prison." 

WHson took the remark seriously. 

"I have no doubt it is absurd," hei 

"and I certainly had no intentmi of 

you that I loved you so ao( 

didn't think I should ever have eooxi|^hj 

tell you at all, but i^en yoa were in *^ 

it seemed as if I couldn't help it 

out; I wanted so to have the rights 

and comfort you." ■

"You are far too good for me,' 

the girl with tears in her ^es, and ii| 

meant what she said. ■

There was a simple genenM% sbI| 

tenderness about Wilson whidi sMMiii 

her exceedingly noble. She felt that A 

was not likdy to have many lorsn A 

would seek her hand simply becaoss ib 

was in trouble, and they wanted to ha\ 

ike i%ht to comfort her. And bis 

was not dictated by mercenary 

To Nora, who had been brou^ 

regard herself as the almost 

prey of tlie " needy fortuneJmntei^ a ; 

who would offer himself to a woiinji sidl 

he believed had not ten shilliD^ im jfei 

world was a phenomenon as desudUaHj 

rare. ■

But then he was not a geDtIeatttt||t{ 

least he had not the position nor dieeHi- 1 

tion of onei Her friends, each and^i 

would be scandaUsed at her marryiif 

good gracious ! She caught hendf mii|| 

a start Could it be that she was thMbi 

without homot of even the possQiffiifsl 

marrying a shop-walker in a drapes^a sri 

blishment 1 ■

While she was debating witl 

Wilson spoke sffain: ■

"I am afraid I have startled, jririy I 

annoyed you, Miss Adams. Ihadnejdp{ 

to be so abrupt Don't give me an aoMT 

now ; take time to think over the matti^ 

and perhaps your reply may be favnnrsBl 

I hope it will; but, if it isn't dontlalsf j 

— I mean the UtUe incident of this mon4( I 

exercise any pressure on yon. It isa tUni 

I would have done for any lady of iif 

acquaintance. I will leave you now; m 

if lean be of any service to you, prsjoai- 

mand me. You will always find as it 

Blacklock's, you know, and I shodili 

proud to be of any use to you." ■

He was moving towards the dooi^ vllft 

Nora gasped out : 

"Don't go 1" ■

'' He has the heart of a gantbiiis^lt 

least," she said to herself; "and m asrar ■

"^ ■
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hi pin have sach a diflmterested suitor. I ■

i ron't be saoh a goose as to let a chance of ■

.•^ppiness slip for the sake of conventioiial ■

siiideas and the opinions of people for whose ■

J2 jeartSi brains, and consciences I have not ■

^,lie 8l4;hte8t respect." ■

j^.' She rose from her seat and hdd oat both ■

Q^ier hands to WQaon. ■

;■ : " Don't go/' she repeated, *' till I have ■

J jold yon hovr much I appreciate the eompli- ■

nent yon have paid me. I don't want time ■

^:^fio come to a decision ; I always make up ■

.my mind at once. Ton are too good for ■

me — a hundred times too eood. I am only ■

a very silly and self-willed girl ; bat since 

'^oa love iL-if you want t^mi^ me-I 

^ /win try to make yon a good wife, and I ■

shall be rery proad to nKve yoa for my 

^husband." ■

GHAPTEB in. ■

" Haying, so to speak, crossed the Babicon, 

^Kora, woman-like, began to tremble at 

what she had done. She withdrew her 

- hands, and sat down ftg*in. ■

« He'll kiss me now, she said to herself, 

'* and then I shall hate him." ■

Fortanatelv, no thoaght of taking ad- 

yantage of the privileges of his pontion 

enteira Wilson's mind. He did not even 

approach her. ■

"Thank yoa. Miss Adams," he said 

gravely. " Toa are very good, and if I 

can help it yoa shall never regret what yoa 

have said tCMta^." After a paose, he said : 

** Don't yoa thmk we had better go \ Toa 

most hare had enoogh of this plaice. I will 

wait oatside till yoa are ready." ■

He mored towards the door of the cell 

As he reached it, she stood before him. ■

"Ton have never kissed me yet I " she 

said in tones of deepest reproach. This 

ceremony condaded, she let him go, and 

tried to arrange her somewhat dishevdled 

hair. " I most look a terrible fright^" she 

reflected. "He mast care for me very 

mnch not to have repented on seeing me." ■

"Let as get to one of the parks, or some 

oth^ qaiet place," she said when Uiey wero 

outside. " I have a great deal to say to 

you." ■

Bat when they were seated in Kensington 

Gardens, Nora was still silent and em- 

barrassed. She had meant to play the 

purt of Queen Cophetua, to announce to 

Wilson what a happy stroke he had made 

that day, and thereby re-assume the dignity 

she felt she had lost But wh^ the time 

to speak came, she was consdous only that 

she hid been acting a lie for the last ten ■
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days, and masquerading in a fashion for 

wmch a sensiUe man might reasonably 

despise her. Nora Clyne, who had never 

before in her life feared mortal man or 

woman, stood in awe of this shopman, who 

had no other qualification to her respect 

than lus simple honesty and his regard for 

her. ■

Tt was Wilson who b^an the conversa- 

tion on the most matter-of-tact basis. ■

**! have been thinking, for some time, 

of leaving Blacklock's and setting up for 

myself," he said, " and I fancy this would 

be a good opportunity to do it I have a 

littie money — about two hundred pounds — 

that my uncle left me ; so I can afford to 

do it without much risk. Still, if you 

think it unwi s e " ■

"Certunly not," ropUed Nora; "you 

couldn't possibly keep on good terms both 

with that creature and with me. But," 

she spoke meekly, and he did not perceive 

the mischievous l^ht in her eye, " will you 

want me to serve m the diop t " ■

" No— no. I will work for you. Perhaps 

^ou wouldn't mind helpiuK me in the bny- 

mg of goods, however t Tou have better 

taste than!" ■

"I will do whatever you like; and I 

want to tdl you that I— I have a littie 

money, too." ■

" Why, I— I tho^ht ^" ■

" Yes; I know. You thought^ I couldn't ■

Cy half-a40vereign ; but you are wrong. 

-I'm quite ridt I have two thousand a 

year; and I only went into Blacklock's 

shop as a caprice, to see what the life was 

lika And my name isn't Adams at all ; it 

is Nora Clyne, and I feel I have deceived 

you abominably." ■

" Deceived me ! No; but I never sus- 

pected tills. If I had oh, Miss ■

Ad — ^I mean. Miss 01 I don't know ■

what to call you." ■

" I think you had better call me Nora/' 

suggested Sfiss Clyne sweetiy. ■

"If I had known this I should never 

have ventured to tell you I cared for you/' 

said he. ■

" And I should have lost my best chance 

of happiness," said she. ■

" Now that you have told me," he went 

on, " I feel that I must withdraw." ■

" Withdraw % " cried Nora. ■

" Yes." ■

" If you do I shall call yoa a mercenary 

wretch." ■

"Mercenary! Not that, Miss Clyne, 

surely." ■

" Yes, mercenary ; for if you give me up ■

f ■

ka«ki ■
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ecao^ I hiippen to be rich, it will be 

ndent that yon care more for my money 

ban for me, that it a^id your own pride 

re of more importance in yoor eyes than ■

and my happiness. Yon can do as yon 

ke, of course ; yon can give me up— yon 

an jQt me," she said vindictiyely, " because ■

happen to be something different from 

rhat you thought; but if you do I shall 

espise you. And — and I rejected you 

3 mucl^ and thought you aboye lUkBty 

lean considerations of this sort" ■

" Oh, this is terrible ! " cried poor Wilson 

1 genuine deqMur. ■

To give up the girl you love out <rf res- 

ect to propriety, and to be assured by her 

bat she wOl scorn you for your sacori^Bce, is 

ndeniably a severe trial ■

« But think what your friends will say," 

e protested stilL ■

" I know what they will say, and I don't 

are a straw for any ci tlmo. I haven't 

be slightest respect for them or their 

rejudices," insisted Nora. ■

And just as she uttered the last woids 

rho should draw near but Mra Penf eather. ■

She was meditatmg on a very serious 

abject (the fashion of anew dinner-gown), 

at she came out of her reverie at the 

3und of voices, and lifting up her eyes she 

iwher cousin. ■

"Why, Nora, can that be you!" she 

xclaimed ; " I did not expect to see you 

ere at this hour. And tlus gentleman f " ■

Lou ffazed enquiringly at Wilson, 

a^ely familiar with his face, but unable 

) localise it ■

"This gentleman, Lou," said Nora 

oldly, "is Mr. Wilson, whom you may 

ave noticed in Mr. Blacklock's shop, and 

hom you must now know as my future 

usband." ■

(" There 1 " she added in a low tone to 

er lover, ''you can't, for shame's sake, 

[irow me over now.") ■

" Your future — what I " cried Mrs. Pen- 

father in the one moment of agonised 

oubt that preceded her being swallowed 

y a vast wave of despair. Then, as the 

titer engulfed her, she added : " I might 

ave known this would be the end of it 

h, this is terrible ! What am I to de 9 

^hat shall I say to Sir George t " ■

" There is no need for vou to say any- 

ling to Sir George Badford," replied Nora; 

I will announce my engagement to him." ■

A change, an expression of surprise and 

.emness, had come over Wilson^ face as 

ora mentioned her ex-guardian's name, 

le stepped between the two ladies. ■

"Are you speakiiig of Sir Geosge But 

ford, of Swarfedale Hallt" he asked. ■

"Yes," answered Nora, surprised Js 

turn. ■

" May I ask what relation he beuili 

you!" ■

" He WIS my guardian till last JainQ; 

when I came of age. Do yon know hnil' ■

" Only by name ; but I knew hh ate 

when I was a boy." ■

" His aster !" exclaimed Nora, "flb 

who ^" ■

Lou interrupted : ■

" You must come home 

I won't have a scene here, As for thst 

that person — I will say nothing to Ub. I 

will telegn^h for Sir Geoige to coiiib% 

and he will arrange with him. I si^pfas 

money will do it t " ■

«No, madam," said Wibon indn 

"money will not do it I have no mi 

on Miss Glyne, but what ahe i:ho^w1i 

permit If she dismissea me, I MUp 

without protest ; bat no one else in Si 

world shall induce me to give her m. Ml 

perhaps Sir George Sadf<»d may be hm 

opposed to me thui you think." ■

Mia Penfeather protested only kf.i 

contemptuous snifL ■

Nora whimpered : ■

" Arthur, you are splendid 1 " ■

"How do you know my namet* It 

asked in surprise. ■

"One finds out those tilings,* she sih 

swered vaguely, not caring to oonfsss till 

her ex-companion. Miss Jones, wis hn 

informant ■

" Sir Geoi^e Badford will probably b 

here the day liter to-morrow," said Mia 

Penfeather. "You will hear from Vm, 

Till then, I forbid you to have any ^qb* 

munication with iIGm Clyne." ■

" I do not acknowledge your aathoolf 

to make such a condition," rqdied WSasa; 

" but I will comply with it" ■

And Mrs. P^eather boro her co«n 

away. ■

^*It is better not to see her agsiaii 

present," he reflected when hewasskoB^ 

"If it was only caprice and self-will Ait 

made her accept me, she will change kfi 

mind when she finds her biends agamalii 

If she is firm I suppose I must bond vj 

pride to make it easier for her. tt'ii 

strange chance 1 I wonder how the M 

gendeman will take it 1 " ■

Two dajTs later Wilson received a no^ 

dated from Mrs. Penfeath^e hoiue il 

Kensington, in which Sir Ge<»rge Bedbri 

presented his compliments to Me Bbak ■
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A^ilaon, and b^od to enclose a oheque for 

&tty poandfl, in conaideration for which, 

Sir Qeatgb hoped Mr. Wilson would release 

^ASias Clyne from a hasty and ill-oonsidered 

pvomise into which he had entrapped her ■

an act which, Sir George felt boiind to ■

a^^te, conld only be accounted for by MJr. 

Wilson's being ignorant of the manners 

Aisd obligations of a gentleman. U fifty 

I>oands were not sofficient, Mr. Wilson was 

x-eqnested to state at what price he rated his 

daimonMiBsClyna Anyreasonabledemand 

^wonld be complied witiu This eoorteons 

note Mr. Wilson answered in person. ■

Sir George Badford, astabb<um and self- 

^vrilled loxd of the soil, had thought it would 

l>e an easy task to crush this *'counter- 

jamper", and had already intimated to Mrs. 

Pemeather, that only her weakness and 

stapidity were responsible Cor the said 

counter-jumper's jwesumption not having 

been nipped in the bud forty-eight hours 

befora ■

*'I will settle the matter in half an hour, 

I promise you," said ha ■

^ Sir Oeoi^ had arranged the scene in 

Ills own mind. It was to be a mere auction. 

Wilson would Muster, of course^ but as Uie 

baronet offered more and more for the 

redemption of Nora's promise, he would 

calm down and accept the largest sum he 

could obtain. Sir George was prepared to 

pay pretty dearly for the gurrs freedom. 

He had fixed on five hundrad pounds as 

his ultimatum, and did not expect to 

raasom her for lesa But that sum was 

reached and Wilson stood firm. ■

*' You're an avaricious scoundrel 1" said 

the baronet, who had determined in 

advance to overcome the shopman by dis- 

playing the superior breeding of a gentle- 

man. " How much do you want 9 " ■

"Nothing but Miss Clyne's assurance 

that she wishes to be free from her pro- 

mise to me," was the reply. ■

" Well, I give you that assuranca" 

" Excuse me ; you have no authority to 

speak for Miss Clyna I must have the 

assurance from her own lips or in her own 

writini^" ■

As Sir Ge(»ge knew very well that he 

could not obtain this, he fell a-swearing 

once more, and in the course of his remarks 

was very severe on the impertinence of 

such a one as Wilson aspiring to the hand 

I of a lady of &mily and fortune. ■

"I admit the superiority of fortune," ■

mterrcqpted Wilson ; " but, as to family ■

may I ask if you omnder Miss Clyne's birth 

8uperi<» to your own I" ■

i = ■

Sir George gasped at the mere sugges- 

tion of such a thing. Nobody's birth was, 

or could be, better than his. On principle, 

he believed in himself, and all thereunto 

belonging. ■

*< Certainly not," he snorted. ''The 

superiority is, indeed, on the other side, 

though the difference is not great" ■

" Not great enough to make a marriage 

between the two families out of the ques- 

tion!" ■

'*No, assuredly. If either of my boys 

had lived, I would have had him married 

to Nora long before tiiis, and saved a world 

of troubla" ■

** And yet. Sir George," the young man 

went on, " you think the wife who would 

not be more than good enough for your son 

far too good for your nephew." ■

** My nephew 1 I have no nephew." ■

" Yes, you hava Tou had a sister who 

tiie organist of a village church." ■

''Who disgraced herself irretrievably 

by running away with a piano-tuner," 

translated Sir G^rga ■

" Well, if you choose toput it that wa^," 

said Wilson cabnly. " The fact remains 

that Clara Badford, your sister, married 

Arthur Wilson, and became my mother. 

I brought the necessary certificates with 

me, thinking I might have to mention the 

relationship between us. I am not proud 

of it ; I have never spoken of it to anyone; 

and if I did not care very much for Miss 

Clyne I would not own it now." ■

" You — ^you're not proud of it 1" stam- 

mered Sir George, in utter amazement 

He had £^ced over the papers Wilson 

laid before him, and was disgusted to find 

they were evidentiy genuina ■

" No," replied his nephew ; " I am much 

more proud oimy other unde — ^my father's 

brother — who took me to his oym home 

when my parents died. It was he who sup- 

ported your sister during the last months 

of her life ; brought me up, educated me^ 

as well as he had means to do, and did 

what he thought best to set me up in life. 

I am proud of my* kinship with him, 

Sir Greorge ; I am not proud to be of the 

same blood as you." ■

'*ThiB alters evexTthing,"said Sir Gec^ge, 

ignoring Wilson'e last worda " You are 

not merely my nephew ; my own children 

being dead, you are my heir — the future 

owner of Swarfedale HalL" ■

*' I never knew that," said Wilson, sur- 

prised in turn. ■

" But it's the &ct," returned the baronet 

in a tone of grumbling content " Of course ■
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tint mMkm «n the d il liara nc a in the worid. 

My nephew ii a good-enou^ nuiteh for 

anybody, and Toa may take fTora with all 

mj heart — that bi if ihell hare yon, 

when the learns that yoa are of decent 

birth, but I dim't think the wiH Her 

fimey for yoa is mereromaneeandobatinai^ ; 

it wfll Tankh when she finds out that I 

hare no objection to the matdt" ■

^ I Tentore to hope yon are wrong," said 

Wilson gravely. *< I think better of MisB 

Clyne's fndgment than to bdie?e what 

yon say, ■

"Thafs yoor vanity, becanse die was 

ready to jump into yoor arms. Bnt m 

make her marry yoo." ■

** Yoa are very kind ; bat even if I did 

not think year intervention woold be 

useless, I shoald prefer not to profit hj it 

Nora most take me of her own free will 

or not at alL" ■

•• Well, she won% I tell yoo." ■

Bat she did. Nora Clyne's self-will 

was not the mere obstinacy of a fool, and 

she was glad to find circamslances to justify 

her choice. She was determined to marry 

Arthar WilM>n, bat she was woman enoag^ 

to like him better as her gaardian's heir 

than as Mr. BlacUock's assistant Bat die 

has never regretted her experience of life 

in a draper^s shop ; nor has Wilson foand 

caose to wish he hsd not nuu^ried a wife 

with a mind of her own. ■

"ROYAL." 

By B. Dempsteb. ■

CHAPTEB L ■

It certainly was not half so pleasant as 

she had expected. She was even beginning 

to wonder if her fether hsd not been right, 

after all, when he had so strongly objected 

to bring her West with him. Then a 

sadden recollection of previoas holidays 

spent with that prinf aant--of long days 

divided between endless seams of sewing 

and dreary walks in a dismal town, made 

her shadder. Na Decidedly this was 

preferable. Bat it was certainly doll, when 

her father went away for a long day's sar- 

veying, and left her alone — as it happened 

to-dav, for instance— with only an Indian 

gaarcL ■

She was standing at the door of a kind 

of shanty, hastily knocked ap for her 

shelter about a fortnight before. She was 

looking oat with — ^it mast be confessed — ■

decidedly boted eyes 190B tike gnad m 

before hat. ■

Endless depths of dark 

tomUed masses of giamte 

of ioaming watei^ spteihing and falliii|iia 

giddy hfli^ <rf difi: To the rif^k 

the entrance to the cancn— a ImIb ■

fissore, nearly three himdred feet dfl»-> 

its walls, hm, almost perpendiealsr oi 

of grsnifte, thsre^ bnAenandeovendilA 

woods of red-boled piM; and, bslna 

them, roshing, and edilying, and tafltt| 

in foaming rspids over the rodoi tf ii 

bed, flowed the dark river. This aii% 

with its gloom, and its mysteiy, andlmii* 

ing sile^De^ possesMd a poweiM W 

nation icft the girL ■

She had never ventoied fer into i^ k 

herfether, fearii^ her adventaxoos ifai^ 

had forbidden hn to waiter from im 

Indian gaaid. Hitherto she had ikftfk 

She tamed and lodted towards iC^ ^ 

slowly into her bored eyes came a pal 

l<mging. Saddenly, with a qoM^ wk 

ffestare of her hands; iriuch seemsddlk 

keeping widi a bright, alert look, hslM 

to her eyes, and tl^ breesy, graeefdHiit 

her dender figore ; she tamed aviy «l 

ran qaiddy roond to the back it ii 

shanty. The Indian woman wss iM% 

washmg some tldngs thev had oasd Ir 

their morning meu, and, as ahs M 

over the {daUers, she did not Im^ Ai 

giri's 1^ footfall ■

Miss Patience Garfield stood fer sir 

seconds gasing at her, a carkHis loak,hl 

disdain, naif dismay, on her own MK 

face. The woman was so o^y, sad m» 

and wrinkled. ■

Then a swift look <tf penitenos UsI 

into the expressive eyes, andMissFrfsM 

snatched off a string of beads fiKUste 

neck, and the next second the sstualiW 

sqaaw foand thrai ckuqped roond her tai 

skinny throat ■

" Yoa can keep them 1 " said ths |^ 

nodding violently at her, as she sU||it 

back to see the effect The effect w 

not good, thoagh the woman, 1^ M 

been coveting wem for days, wsi nil 

with delight at the gift, and grinned, isd 

gesticalatod, and thwiked her m sa mft 

torrent of broken EogUsh. ■

<' They make her look aglier tlisneverl' 

thoaght Patienca "Bat I mostn^cd 

her names, thoagh it b dreadliil (0 h 

ugly— I'm glad I'm not When pi^ > 

a little richer I shall make him tsfce as 

to Earope ; and then— oh 1" ■

Sach a vista of coarts, and balKv' ■

' ■

■

=f ■

L ■
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nobk byera opened oat before her thftt it ■

Joite took her hroftth awftj. For Miss 

'alieiioe (JerfieU' was inteiMely anibitioiis, 

and folly meant to end her daji^ a 

dndiesB at the least Bat the reooUec- 

tion of the cafion came baek, and die 

forgot the brilliant social triamphs of the 

fatore. She explained to. the woman 

that she was going for a walk, bat she 

woald be back by the time her &ther 

came home, and, in the meantime, neither 

the women nor the men were to come 

and look for her. Having made this 

anangement to prevent bei^ worried, as 

the called it, she ran o£f into the shanty, 

and came oat a few minates later, with a 

Uttle packet in her hand. It was her lanch 

for the day. ^ ■

Half an hoar later she was well into the 

goiga The waverinff lines of hazy heat 

which floated over w the valley beyond, 

did not reach thera It was cool with deep 

silences of shade, and white foam of rashing 

waters. ■

How the next few hoan went by the girl 

never knew. It was a vision m praroct 

deB^t and wonder — ^iafinitdy more awe- 

inspiring than her highest fliffbts of imagi- 

nation ooald form. She eomd do nothing 

bat wander on, bewildered, entraneed, 

hambk. ■

She did not even dt down for her lan- 

dieon, bat ate it as she went. She had 

left the side of the river, for its banks, all 

broken and roash with boalders, made 

walking impossibla She had fbnnd a way 

to moont ap throagh the trees which here 

grewri^t down to the water's-edge. It 

had been difficalt cUmbing, bat the sides <^ 

the gorge at this part were not steep, and 

Ihe mgher she climbed the more the scenery 

dianged. On every side of her lay now 

only endless vistas of trees. She debated 

a Htlle whether she woald go on. Then 

the woaders of the wood pr^red too mnch 

for her. She and her father were retom- 

ing to-morrow, to town-life again. She 

woald never have sach another opportonity. 

She might go jast a little way, and then 

come back. ■

Two or three gigantic tninks of trees, 

strack down by a storm, marked the place 

by which she had ascended trom the 

ravine below. She coald easUy find it 

again by asing these as a landmark, and 

once back in the gorge, she had only to 

keep the water on her right hand to retam 

in safety to the entrance. She planged 

deeper into the woods. She most have 

gone a long way, for by-and-by she was ■

forced to confess that she coald not take 

another ste^ She sank down on the 

groand, leaning back against a trea ■

The silence, the air fragrant witiii the 

aromatic breath of pines, the exhaastion 

following apon intense delist and physi- 

cal fatwie, overcame her. The apri^t 

boles of larch and pine seemed to away 

and bend in mystic dance before her, and 

her tired cnres dosed. The slanting rays 

of light advanced gradaally between .the 

red boleSi and flickered across the needle- 

strewn earth, gliding softly alhwart her 

sleeping &ce, as if leaving apon it a &re- 

well caressi before they fdlowed their king 

in his joamey to the West One by one 

they died oat from the silent forest, and 

shadows which had been in waiting all 

day in the green depths to take the> place 

of those golden rays, stole ap, too, from 

their larlmig-plaoes, and toached the face 

of the girl ■

Bat ndther the sonshine n<ur the diadow 

awoke her. ■

When she did awake, at last, it was to 

wild, nngovemable terror. She opened 

her eyes to a wood dim with dasky 

twilij^t She sprang to her feet with a 

cry. Where was she! Miles away from 

anyhaman being; alone* in that dreadfal 

forest^ and the night coming on 1 The 

ft s toTyum <rf teiror was perhaps the reaction 

from the intense exdtement in which she 

had been living throagh all day. Bat at 

least the discovery she made was enoagh 

to frighten even the bravest girL ■

Bat the sharp terror sabskled with the 

knowledge tiiat she mast not delay a 

moment She mast harry back to the 

place where she coald descend into the 

oafLcm. ■

She was sti£f in every limb. She was 

faint for want of food, for her lancheon had 

been a slight <ma She onght to have been 

home long aga Her father woald be 

back, anxioas and worried aboat her. This 

last thooght gave her fresh strength. She 

began ranning, too eager at mt even to 

feel frightened ■

Bat after a little it seemed as if she woald 

never come to those trees she had taken 

for a landmark. And all the time every 

step she had taken had carried her farther 

from them. The terrible thoaght came to 

hsr at last that this was sa She stopped, 

end listening, strained her eves into the ■

floom which was dosing rapidly round her. 'ar o£f she coald hear toe dim soand of 

roarmg waters, bat she coald not tell on 

hand they lay. She dared not stop, ■
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and ran on again, her breath coming in 

short, panting sobs, her eyes growing wuder 

with the fears torturing her brain. She 

had to sit down at li^t to rest for a 

moment. She tried to think. If she 

could but find her way down to the rirer 1 

but her terrified thoughts refiised to guide 

her. She was not even conscious now that 

she was on leyel ground, and that to reach 

the waters at all she ought to be descend* 

ing. She rose and hurried on again. The 

night had come. The moon mid not yet 

risen; but she dared not wait for it 

She stumbled and slipped at every step, 

striking and bruising herself agunst the 

trunks of the trees. But the sharp agony 

of physical pain was nothing, for all the 

forest seem^ full of horrible shadowy 

arms clutching at her. The place was idive 

with things she could not see. Every 

twisted root across her path was a deadly 

serpent, awakened by her blind, stumbling 

feet, to pursue her through the black nkht 

Every rustle of the leaves was the steaUhy 

footfall of a wild beast creeping up to tear 

her to pieces. And above all and through 

all rang the jeering voices of the waten, 

growing louder and louder every minute, 

horrible in their wicked triun^h. How 

long she ran and walked, and ran on again, 

she did not know. She was delinous 

with pain and fear. The voices of the 

waters were so loud now that they 

deafened her. They were all round 

her. Ah, here they were, at her very 

feet. The moon had risen, and a pde 

radiance gleamed on the rushing flood and 

dark rock, and as it fdl on her it silenced 

her delirium into peaca No ; the waters 

were not moeking, hideous voices goading 

her to despair; they were faithful friends 

calling and suiding W. ■

They womd lead her back. She stood 

out for a few seconds a slight figure, amid 

the towering crags and endless pines, the 

light of the moon touching her, and bring- 

ing her into relief ^aii^t the dark shadows 

of the boulders. GKien sight and strength 

and wOl failed her, and with a cry she 

flung out her hands to the roaring waters 

leaping up at her feet, and fell heavily 

forward. ■

CHAPTER IL ■

If he had another name no one ever knew 

it When he had first made his appearance • 

in the West, a miner had nicknamed him 

Boyal, in acknowledgment of an aristo- 

cratic refinement of bearing, which distin- 

guished him firom the rest of the company. ■

This subde difference was tin 

thbg that distinguished him from 

of Mb surroundings. In all otiier Ate 

he was the same as hii acqnaintaaea m 

worked like a navvy when he caaeip«a 

hopdhl daim. He had dmys of huk oi 

months of ill-luck, fiat the fiMfe of Wa 

on the verge of starvation for w«eba4 

no difference in his mode of 

when the luck turned. For a 

so he would live royally, and then, 

funds f eU, starve agttn as misenUy. 

gambled greaUy, and swore nuve 

occasionally, and was quite . ready 

his Derringer. He had fdlowed Fi 

up and down the country tffl 

a fiaadUar figure at most of ■

■

camps and miners' town-resorta. 1km 

was one ot their anuuements thai ll ■

certainly did not indulge in. He 

seen anything else but sober. His 

said tliat it was because he had an Wh 

usually strong head. That may have talk 

but, at any rate, he was nev^ fatm 

incapable of managing his own afUft 

Not that tiie managing did him «hMi 

credit He had bungled them iiionsidnni% 

at the present, for instance. He had Imi 

mixed up in a peculiarly unpleasant^ art 

to say dubious affray, and the resolt WM 

that he had been put outside the towntl 

Jeanville, this 13th day of July, withtfn 

agreeable warning that if he set footiftA 

again, he would l^e a bullet in his htlf 

as surely as that a hundred boys 

eager to put it thera ■

He had been summarily tried fay a 

mittee elected from them, and the 

would not fail to be carried out He ■

that, and calmly concurred in tiie ^^|* 

ment, for the good reason that he mi 

nothhig to say against it If he had h&t^ 

one of the committee, and another msnli 

his place, he would have voted the asat 

sentence, and cheerfully carried it otA, ls% 

if the necessity had arisen. If a asm i 

discovered tri^ng with a f ellow-ereatBoh 

accounts and appropriating results, he 4^ 

serves to be put out of the way to pfeml 

such mistakes in the f utura ■

He had not exactly played that defioili 

game himself, but he had espoused tks 

quarrel of a Mend who had. They wodl 

have both shared the same fate, onh^ If 

some freak of fortune, his frimd waslMf 

enough to escape. There were otiMT 

charges brought against BoyaL J^obahtf 

these added to the severity of his aenfttto^ 

for one of the committeemen was peisoMl^ 

interested in one of the other mattin ■

^ ■
=f ■
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adeed^ but for his brother judges actiyelj 

eaaoning with him by holdLng him down 

n hia aeat,he would have made short work, 

here luid then, of the prison^^ ■

]Etoyal had pat neany a day's journey 

»etween himself and Jeanville. It op^ht 

o have been two, only he was waitmg 

or something. The man whose qoarrd 

le^ had eepooBed might join him at this 

K>int» It was an old waiting-place of theirs. 

iow, why he had taken up arms in defence 

»f a man guilty of a weakness of which he, 

personally, stiN>ngly disapproved, no (me 

>at Boydi conld have tola. Probably, he 

ould not have told himaeli Cheating 

ras not the worst of that other man's 

ailings* He was a hopeless member of 

^odbty fi^ierally. He was scarcely ever 

lober. 1 et he looked little more than a 

>oy. He had fair hair, and eyes bloe as a 

l^l's, and a manner almost as winning 

irhen he was capable of having any 

manners at all, and, as so often h4>pons, 

Lhia awe^ness of disposition accompanied 

i hqpeless weakness of character. Boyal 

knew this Dolly to be a blackguard, and, 

what was more to the point, a backbone- 

less one. But, in spite of his cynical judg- 

ment of the boy's capabilities, Bpyal.was 

ocmacioos of a feeling of disappointment 

that he shoold have bolted and left his 

diampion in the hurdL Bat he might stiU 

make hia wav to this shelter ; and as he 

would pKobaUy be unable to proceed far- 

ther without assistance^ Boyal stayed to 

take him oaa wilh him He was not worth 

waiting lor, bat Boyal waited. Half-way 

down a deep deft in the callon was a small 

cave. It was reached with great difficulty 

from above, and had a&raed shelter to 

Boyal and Dolly on more than one occa- 

sion. ■

From it, winding, intiicaiie passages — 

some so low tiiat they could only be entered 

on hands and knees — ^reached far into the 

cliff, with another outlet^ of which no one 

apparently yet knew but themselves. The 

entrance of the cave, which was little more 

than a slit in the face of the rock, was so 

covered with shrubs and overhanging trees 

that they themselves had only found it by 

ftcddent The only light that fell in it 

entered bjr aQother lamr opening, some 

diatanee mgher up, and itself inaccessibla 

So the place was a safe enough shelter, for 

& few hours at least But when Boyal 

coached it, Dolly was not there. ■

After a short sleep, Boyal came out of 

theeave which opened onto aledge of roclL 

uid made Ins way down to a loweif and ■

broader terrace, which, completely hidden 

from above by the dense pine-woods, com- 

manded a narrow glimpse of the river rush- 

ing through the gorge below. It was about 

eleven o'clock. The moon, high above the 

cafion, touched the sombre green of the 

pines with silver, and kissed the dark 

waters into light The man's alert, far- 

seeing eyes, accustomed always to watch, 

fell on a boulder lying half in the water. 

Its upper surface, resting on the bank, was 

splashed with the foam ci the hurrj^ing 

waters, and it glistened in the moonhght 

There were no shadows now. ■

Stiqr. He had made a mistake. There 

were shadows. One at least A huddled- 

up shape, with a ghastly resemblance to a 

human figure lymg by the side of the 

boulder. ■

"Dolly, and drunk as usual 1" exclaimed 

the man with bitter contempt But even 

as he said it he was ^lun^g down over 

the rough ground to his friend's rescue. ■

It took him nearly a quarter of an hour 

to reach the boulder. It did not take him 

a minute to leap from it down to the figure 

lying by its side, and lift it in his arms. ■

"A woman 1 A child I Good Heavens T' 

he murmured, looking down with some- 

thing like shocked eyes at the death-like 

face resting on his breast The slender 

figure was still and lifeless, the hands cold 

as death itself, and the dress all damp and 

heavy with dew and the spray of the 

water. Another step or two forward and 

she would have fallen into the torrent ■

There was something almost ludicrous 

in the perplexed amazement with which the 

man reg^ffded her. He felt almost afraid 

to touch her hands as he tried to chafe them 

into warmth He inveighed against his folly 

and want of forethought in not bringing 

his flask of brandy down with him No 

chafing would bring hack the warmth to 

them, and at first he thought she was dead. 

But a fiednt beating of her pulses told him 

she was still aUva He dared not leave her 

to go back for the brandy. A sudden 

thought of the committeeman's threats, for 

the first time in his life made him anxious. 

He might have tracked him, and was 

perhaps aheady lurkine near. For George 

was not always particmiar about fighting on 

the square. He could not leave the girl 

alone. He lifted her again in his arms, 

and began to ascend the ravina When 

Boyal reached the cave, he laid her down on 

his blanket, and, taking off hiscoat, wrapped 

her in it He found his flask, and kneeling 

by her dde forced some brandy down her ■
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throats and rabbed her handf and temples 

with it ■

Jost as he was beginning to despair, her 

lips moved. ■

" Father— father t " they moaned. ■

Royal hastily applied some more brandy. ■

The girl's eyes opened at last. She 

looked up and saw the man's face bending 

over her. A terrified cry broke from her, 

and she straggled np, her eyes filled with 

delirious terror. ■

"Father! Those horrible faces 1 They 

are like death. Drive them away ! Oh, 

they make me afraid ! " ■

Now as Royal was a renuu^ably hand- 

some man, the address was confusing. He 

drew hastily back, and a sudden chiU went 

to his own heart Was it a presentiment f 

But it vanished so quickly that it scarcely 

seemed to have been, and he went to the 

side of the girl again. ■

"You are quite safe," he said, rather 

jerkily, for the circumstances were unusual 

to hh lif a " m fetch your father directly. 

Take a little more of this." ■

The girl was l^g with closed eyes 

again, faintly sobbing and moaning. He 

knelt down beside her, and, gently putting 

his arm under her head, raiMd her. She 

was shivering with cold, and her eyes 

were dazed and wandering. Probably his 

generous use of the flask saved her life, for 

she was sinking from exhaustion, and 

chilled to the bone from exposure to the 

night air and the spray of the water. When 

she opened her eyes again, they were be- 

ginning to understand. She sat up, 

though the movement forced a cry from her. 

In her fall she had twisted her foot, and 

the sharpness of the pain made her nearly 

faint again. But the remembrance of all 

that had happened rushed over her like a 

flood, and she forgot everything elsa ■

"Oh, what have I done!" she sobbed. 

" Papa will be just wild with fright Oh, 

how wicked I have been ! " every beat of 

stronger returning life sharpening her 

remorse and misery. " Oh, do find him ! 

He will be mad looking for me 1 " ■

She caught at the tm dark figure stand- 

ing by her, too remorseful even to be 

surprised, or to wonder at her surroundings. ■

And in a breathless voice, broken by 

sobs, she told Royal what she had done, 

entreating him again and again to go and 

find her father, or to help her to him. 

The request was awkward ; Royal felt it 

to be sa The girl was powerless to walk 

herself, and he could not go away and 

leave her there alona The distance she had ■

wandered amased him. Her father 

probably be looking for hst nulaa 

After some time, he p^soaded her to 

till daybreak at leasts and try and n*a 

little. He cut o£f the tiny ahoe, fiar Ik 

foot was too swelled to allow of its 

removed another way, and before Ab\ 

knew what he was g(Ang to do, had dri% 

twisted the dialo^ited ankle into b 

position again, though the diarp ay Ai 

sudden wrench forced from her, madetDi 

turn as white as a girL Bat ha wM 

nothing, for Royal was not modi giveati 

words. He started off and retoxnedalMi 

immediately with a strip of his UaahK 

saturated with water. He boond up Aii 

foot as well as he could, and nuwie hsn 

a little food, and then, persuading 

lie down, he covered her with what 

ing he had, and left her. Outside, he 

his way again down to the tmraGe hilsi^ 

where, hidden by overhanging boshe^k 

could see the entrance to the cave^ widM 

being seen himself by possibly waMif 

eyes. And there till ckaybreak he k^j 

guard. ■

CHAPTER m. ■

The sun was high in the hesvoia 

Miss Patience Oarfield awoke bom aiH| 

sleep which had mercifully oosne to m 

after her dreary experiencesb As she 

about her, it seemed at first like a 

The cave, with its jagged, fissured 

uneven floor, strewn with broken buuHljl 

was warm and light with sunabinei 

stared about her, unable at first to 

stand what she was doing in so romsntiii 

sleeping-chamber. Her first attempt H 

moving proved to her that it waanodnss^ 

at any rate. She was stiff and aefaiiK h 

every Umb, and her foot was intokniir 

painful But the tlK>ught of her finhan 

trouble made her forget all perscntal salt- 

ing. There were no signs of her friend tf 

the night before^ and a great terror feliw 

her tlubt she had been mt alone agam. . ■

She struggled to her feet, and tbo^^ 

each step almost forced a cry fromher, Hi 

made her way to the entrance. She paBal 

aside the branches and looked out To br 

relief she saw him cooking on the IsauB 

below. He caught sight of heir almost tf 

soon as she appeared, and, raising his tK 

gravely, came up towards her. Coriosi^ 

enough, even in the midst of her own fik 

and mental trouble, she noticed the mm 

subtle difference in his bearing that lb 

rougher miners had already diseovsNl 

This man was not of her mier^s oidiC ■

't ■
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[e belonged to one, with which, not even 

tie school where she had been sent to learn 

lie refinements of '' elegant '' society had 

lade her familiar. Then another thoaght 

truck her as she glanced down to where 

he river flashed between the trees in the 

onlight below. ■

" Did you really do that f " she asked 

rith a gasp, as he stepped up beside her. 

" Bo what 1 '' ■

" Why, fetch me along from . d^wn 

herel" 

He followed her gesture with his eyes. 

" Well, I never i " said the girl as he did 

lot answer. " It was real good of you," 

md she flushed faintly. ■

The next second she was enquiring 

eagerly after her father. She sighed im- 

patiently when she heard that notning had 

been seen of him. But Boyal cut short any 

further enquiries by telling her to go back 

into the oave, and h^ would bring her some- 

thing to eat. There was a touch of cool 

command in his manner which she resented 

hotly, not being accustomed to it. ■

Then she rememb^ed what she owed 

him, and submitted. She found some water 

in a hollow of a rock inside the cava She 

bathed her face in it, and tried to smooth 

her dishevelled hair, wondering with a very 

tearful amusement whether Nature provided 

it for such emergencies. She did not know 

that it had been placed there in the early 

morning for her usa Boyal would not 

wake her. He had intended the night 

before to push on at daybreak. But ner 

presence dianged the matter ; as he could 

not leave the place now, there was no occa- 

sion to wake her. Sleep was the best thing 

she could have. Any difficulties about his 

own position were dismissed without a 

second thought — that is, if there had been 

a first thought at all. ■

She was sitting, very nearly exhausted 

again with the pain of moving, on a 

low bank of rock against the side of the 

cave, when he entered. Her white face 

seemed to disturb Um, for he looked as if 

he were going to say something, and then, 

changing his mind apparently, set to work 

in siienoe to place food before her. ■

The meal was rough enough. There was 

only a long clasp-knife and a fork with one 

prong to eat it with But she was hungry, 

and her spirits even rose a little at the 

adventura He went out and reconnoitred 

ftgsin, caref aUv extbguishing every trace 

of the fira He was some litUe time gone. ■

When he returned tiie girl had ceased 

eating. ■

" I thought you had gone right away t " 

she exclaimed quickly, a Iook of relief 

flashing into her eyea ■

" Gtene away ! " he echoed. ■

** Please forgive me ! " she exdaimed in 

quick penitence and remorse, confused by 

the look her words had brought into his 

face. "I don't know what's the matter 

with me. I'm not a coward generally. I 

guess I'feel nervous after yesterday — and 

there's papa" ■

She looked awsy so that he should not 

see her eyes. Then, to make amends for 

her ungrateful doubt, she began to eat agaia 

In consideration of her fears, apparently, 

he stayed in the cave this time, sitting 

down a little way from her. She stopped 

suddenly in her eating and looked at hin^ ■

** It must be very dull for you sitting 

thera Why don't you smoke t " ■

Boyal flushed a deep red. ■

''I don't know," he said slowly. 

" I " ■

A sudden recollection of days when such 

things as women's drawing-nxmis had been 

a part of his daily life came back to him, 

and he checked himself, his eyes full of a 

far-ofi vision. ■

" Now, I should just like to know what 

you are thinking of she said abruptly, 

holding her knife and fork upright in her 

hsnd, in a meditative, if inelegant position. 

The attitude seemed so incongruous with 

the purely patrician beauty of her face, 

that he laughed slightly. ■

'' Now, that's what I call rude," she said. ■

But she laughed good-humouredly and 

showed the loveliest teeth in the world. ■

" Ton are laughing at me. I know it," 

with a peremptory little flourish of the 

knife. " No ; you needn't feel scared and 

apologisa I don't mind. I laugh at most 

peopla I laughed at old Marie yesterday 

because she was uely, and I do believe 

yesterday was a punishment" ■

She looked so solemn that he nearly 

laughed again, but changed his mind. ■

'*Do you think we are always punished 

immediately for our spitefdlness, and 

wickedness, and things 1 she asked in a 

slightly awed tone, Mter a few seconds' 

silenca ■

" It depends, I suppose," he said. " But 

it comes sooner or later ; " and his thoughts 

returned to the far-off vision. ■

But the problem was too difficult for the 

girl, or, perhaps, something in his face 

recalled her first question. ■

" Now, do tell me what you were think- 

ing of I Fve had a lovely meal, and want ■

r ■
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to talk. I shall cry if I don't. How much 

longer are we to wait here 1 " and her eyes ■

Sew mistyagain. "Fm dreadfdlly ashamed, 

it I can't help it. If you had behaved aa 

badly as I have, you wonld feel silly too." ■

*' What was it you wanted to ^ow t " 

he asked hastily, to divert her thoughts, 

as she sat there straggling hard not to ^ve 

way. ■

"Heaps of things!" she said, but her 

cariosity was decidedly dispirited. " What 

made yon look so, and why yon don't 

smoke when you have nothing else to 

do t Papa always does, and so do all the 

men I know." ■

" Don't you mind t " he asked. ■

" Mind ! " her violet eyes opened wide. 

" Of coarse I don't; who does f " ■

*' Some ladies do." ■

The ^nick'bright eyes watching him read 

something in his face again. ■

" Gracious I I guess I never met ladies 

who minded — not even Miss Baxter, and 

she's jastfearfbllyeleRant. That'swherelso 

to school Bat I'm miished now. Would 

you say I was finished f " ■

A sUffht smile parted his lips again. He 

put up his hand to hide it, but her terribly 

quick eyes caught it. ■

"There, you're just thinking again of 

those other ladies. I'd rive sometmng to 

have a sight of them. They must be fear- 

fully particular." ■

She laughed with a little mockery. But 

there was with it a sense of being at a 

disadvantage, which irritated her, for some- 

thing told her that these "ladies" he 

mentionedi had the same subtle touch of 

difference to her and hers as he had. ■

"Are you a real miner!" she asked 

abraptly. ■

" Yes," and he laughed sofdy ; 

" mostly." ■

" And when you're not f " ■

He seemed to have a difficulty again in 

answering her question, and his eyes looked 

away for a second from the frank, curious 

eyes gazing at him. ■

She lauded again. ■

" Tou are close," she said. " I wouldn't 

go into any business I was ashamed of 

speaking of, anyway. Wiiat is your name f 

You never asked mine. Mine is Patience 

Garfield. What's yours 1 " ■

" Boyal," he answered laconically. ■

" Why, what a funny name ! " Then she 

suddenly stopped. "I know why they 

called you that," she said. " There's some- 

thing about you which makes you different 

to most men I know. I guess those ladies I ■

you talk of, are like it toa I haventgot 

it, have If" ■

Neither had heard a stealthy fcsttl 

creeping along the ledge outside the cot 

The feet stopped, and a cautioua handdnv 

the leaf-screen aside to let a £ue jm 

through. ■

Miss Patience's bright, imperiooB ^ 

were fixed on Royal's buse, comnsBi^ 

an answer, while he in his turn sat loobi 

at her with an amount of embaniHMi 

in his, which precluded any other thoqjkL ■

Before he could see a way oat d 

difficulty, a voice sliehtly thidk and 

broke in on his perplexity : ■

" WeU, Pm blessed, if yon aiat ill 

most sneaking old cuss Fve met^ Bofrill 

This is what youdotoamnseyooneif 

you retire from Jeanville. She is a 

beauty! Tou needn't have kept hat 

close if " ■

Miss Patience Garfield had a f^Brngm 

a pale, dissipated face with blue eyea< 

rough fair hair staring at her. Tbe 

second it waved violently to and ttofk 

grasp of an iron hand closing rooni 

necl^ as with a smothered exf1sinttfS|| 

her friend hurled himself upon it 

the fair head, and white furious bee 

over it, disappeared, with their respsotifvl 

bodies, through the screen of brandioi«i 

leaves. The branches swept hsA iril 

their places again, and there was a thslv 

if the two bodies had suddenly and hmMf\ 

arrived together on firm ground some 

siderable oistance below the level of flil 

cave. It had all passed in a momsnL ■

Miss Patience Garfield stood when 

had sprung to her feet, staring ate M 

vision which had vanished as suddttibtf 

it had appei^ed. Then she shnddend Ml 

head to foot, and sank down again, tiuiili% | 

violentlyi on her seat. ■

CHAFTBR IV. ■

Outside there was a profound 

for a minute as Royal, stumbliDg ta Hi 

feet on die lower terrace, stood wanot iff i 

Dolly to rise. This was rather an| 

process, and when he did get iq;> hensiii 

a savage lunge at Boyal, wmch nuwiiMitiri 

another gentle reminder from the kflff^ 

fist, and DoUy measured his length en 4i 

ground again. ■

"Get up," said Boyal, his face stiH^ 

pale, " and tell me if you want anotket* ■

Apparently Dolly did not, for h 

staggered to his feet and sndled fdl* 

cheerfully. ■
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'^Yoa're a bnite, Royal I " lie said 

placidly. ■

Koyal, with a contemptaoos gesture, 

tamed from him, and stood starins for a 

few lieconds down at the river. Tfien he 

tamed to him again. ■

" Why didn't yon come sooner t " 

'* IVe been comins since the nig^t before 

last," said Dolly caunly, as he sat stanch- 

ing a considerable cat on hn £BMa "It ■

took some tima Now don't jaw " ■

" It isn't any good," said Royal, his eyes 

fall of bitterness as he saw the ansteady 

hands. "IVe been wantmg yon." He 

paced the terrace tot a few seconds, then 

stopped, and in a short, cart fashion gave 

an accoant of how he had met the girl, 

and his own difficalties with regard to 

her. ** (3eorge is oat," he added, *' and I 

cooldn't go myself." ■

"Ah, I see; if lack were against yoa, it 

woald haye been awkward," said Dolly, 

entering into the case as if no scene du- 

torbing to his own peace had arisen fix>m 

it " He won't hesitate at getting the first 

shot." ■

"Yes," said Roval ;" and if it had sac- 

ceeded she woold have been left here 

alone." ■

" Certainly," said Dolly in a depressed 

tone; then, qaite cheerfally : "I shoald 

have found her." 

The otiier looked at him. 

" Mach good yoa woald have been," he 

said, again with contempt ; " yoa woald 

have probably been drank i " ■

"Very probably. Bat I'll keep sober 

now if it's any good," said Dolly. ■

" It woaldn't have done for me to take 

her with me, for I still might have come 

across Gteorge, and everything woald have 

depended on mr lock then." ■

" Rather 1" Ijie tone was significant, and 

Royal seemed to grow paler. ■

" There's only one thing to be done— 

yoa mast go. George doesn't troable aboat 

yon, so long as yoa keep oat of Jean- 

villa" "" ^ • '' ■

Dolly's lace betrayed opposition. He 

was tired and footsore, and had been looking 

forward to a peacefal rest in the seoarity 

of the cava Royal saw the hesitation. ■

He laid his hand saddenly on the other's 

shoalder, twistmg him nnuid, so that he 

could see straight into his eyes. ■

"Look here, Carleton," he said slowly, 

"yoa haven't been so long from the old 

place that yoa have forgotten everything. 

That girl in there, is a woman sach as yoa 

^i I oaed to know. Yoa insalted her ■

shMnefoUy a few minntes aga If I had 

shot yoa down, it woaldn t have been 

snfficient ponishment to wash oat the 

insnlt There's only one thing yoa can do. 

(Jet oat of her sight, and find her peopla" ■

Dolly listened without a word, dioagh 

slowly ap into his face welled a dall red 

flasL Bat he wrenched himself, half 

sullenly, oat of Royal's gram Royal let 

him go. He had conqaered, The next 

few seconds were spent in hasty directions, 

and then Dolly started. ■

It was some minates before Royal coald 

enter the cave again. When he did so, 

he found Miss Patience Garfield still sitting 

on the bank of rocks, her face turned to 

him^ It was very white, except two 

crimson spots burning on either cheek, and 

her eyes were brilliantly bright As Royal 

^teied, tiie colour swept swift and scarlet 

over her fiEice, staining brow and t^iroat, 

but her eyes never faO^. As he advanced 

she rose to her feet ■

"Is Jeanville saxywhere near hereT' 

she asked, her voice still and cold as ica ■

" Only a few hours^ journey." ■

" Thmi I shall be much oU^ed if you 

would go there for ma We were going 

there on our wav home. My fiit^er has a 

friend there, and we were to stav a few 

days with his wifa If you would let them 

know, they could come and fetch me. I 

am sorry to give any more troubla Bat 

if you will do this, I shall be much 

obliged." ■

Her voice was steady and clear; her 

language quite dignified. ■

" Very well," he said. ■

" I will write Mrs. Maple a line," she 

said, ^'and if you would take it at once," 

her voice was not quite so steady, and die 

colour began to weU up slowly into her 

face again, but her eyes still met lua " I 

have left my pocket-book behmd ; if you 

would give me a piece of paper" — her voice 

was growing very unsteady indeed, and 

the mSs dignity of the erect figure began 

to tremble a little — " or anythmg to write 

on," her voice choked in a very undignified 

sob — " I would thank you. Oh, how could 

you — ^how could you keep me here I It ■

was wicked of you when Oh, I want ■

to go right away ! " ■

A wild passion of sobbing words swept 

away the last traces of dignified primness, 

and the next second Miss Patience Garfield 

sank down, a poor little crushed heap of 

sobbinff girlhood, on the rocky bank. ■

The look on titiat man's debased face, the 

sneer of his words, his hateftal laugh. ■
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seemed to shut her iiii and scorch her like 

an atmosphere of fira ■

Boyal stood looking at her. His face 

grew paler and paler, till it seemed that 

there was no blood left eyor to flash it 

into crimson life again. Perhaps one life 

did pass from him then ; or at least, it was 

so weakened, that it made the giving up of 

the other comparatively easy. ■

After a little he pidled oat a dirty, well- 

worn note-book. He tore oat a sheet of 

blank paper and laid it down by the girl 

with a pencil Then he left the cave. 

Outside he did several things: he fetched 

water from the spring which fell down the 

sides of the ravine, some little distance 

from the cave, in case she shoald not have 

enough till they came for bar. He looked 

to see what food remained. There would 

be plenty for the rest of the day, and, 

before the next, help would be there. Then, 

when he could do notiiing else for her, he 

proceeded to his own private affairs. He 

opened his note-book again and looked 

through it, tearing out and carefully de- 

stroying most of the notes. A few he left, 

and on a blank sheet of paper he wrote 

half-a-dosen lines for Dolly. ■

Dolly might as weU have the benefit of 

the little Mlonging to him. "When the 

present affair had blown over, he could 

claim the property. ■

When Soyal had finished everything to 

his satisfaction he returned to the cava 

Miss Patience Garfield had ended her note, 

and was sitting waiting for him; ■

Then the pale gravity of his face 

lightened, and he MdreMed her in his 

usuid voice : ■

" I want you to promise me this before 

I go: that yon will not stir from this 

place till they come for you — ^not even to 

pass outside of the bushes." ■

She nodded, her voice was not yet to be 

trusted. ■

"I would hide you forther in the cliff,** 

he said, with a gesture towards the broken 

background of rock, *' but I am afraid you 

might lose yoorseU. Yon will be si^ 

enough here, I think, if you will keep qoiet 

and wait till I send." ■

** You will come back too f " she ex- 

claimed hastily, suddenly rememberiiq; all 

that he had done for her. ■

A curious smile flickered across his 

face. ■

" I don't think so," he said ; <' bat yon 

will be all right Youcantmstmef" with 

a touch of anxiety. ■

"Trust youl" she flushed piteously. ■

" Oh, I don't wonder at your asking thfc 

I was so angrateful, so — and yoa had bstt 

so good!" ■

He drew back hastily. ■

" No, you needn't be scared^" and ili 

tried to laugh, but the effort was not mf 

successful; "Fm not going to ciysgak 

You'll have to come back to see papa; ki 

will be mortal gratefu], and — aadTU nam 

forget as long as I live. And if jm im% 

come and see us. Ill go on expecti^g|«t 

till— well, I gaess, tiU I die." ■

She laughed again; but the soondm 

so hysterical th^ it npset beneUf ui 

wildly waving her hand for him to go, sks 

turned away. ■

So he went, and as he went he ^hosril I 

that tii^ had not once shaken handa Jb.| 

woold nave liked to have done mt 

bat he coald not ask, and, beaideB, 

was no time to waste. ■

CHAPTER V. ■

It was about eleven when Boyal 

It was just apon seven when he 

the oatskirts of Jeanville. In a liui^hBlt' 

made road, skirted by a bdt of pines, wkiik 

shut off as yet the sight of the tim,li 

stopped, hesitating whether he ahoeUwA 

for nightfall to enter. ButtheremembnM 

that every hoar here meant another hM 

of tortorine loneliness and posnUe dsiigp 

to the girl waiting in the cave, mdaMl 

him to posh on. If luck were with bilk 

and with proper precaution, he nqM 

enter. Besides, it woold be dark befae |i 

reached it The town lay still a 

away. He was footsore and faint; W' 

after another look at his Deniage^ to 

went on down the road, and as he wiU 

his quick, keen eyes k^ up their psiM 

watch which nothing ooold escape. W 

denly he stood stiU. His ear, trainedMl 

delicate as an Indian's, caasht a d^i 

rustle in the bashes to his left UsU 

figure sprang down from tiiebankafir 

yards in front of him, standing out dis 

in the crimson light ■

His hand, with the gleam of the weipa^ 

dropped to his sule, and he stood sBw^T 

looking at the fi^im. It was a woiMfc 

and the crimson hght stained her fiMSisi 

made even his look flushed. ■

It lighted up hisr tawdry fineiy, mi 

flashed on the gold in her ears and oste 

hands. She was handsome, with a e«tail 

bdd, coarse beaaty, and her great daik^tf 

stared steadily at him as he looked atM ■

"Boyal!" She spoke first, in nmgl ■

■ ■ ■ ^ I I ■ ■
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thonghnot unpleasant voicei It had even 

a touch of 8oflaie88L " What bringa yon 

here 1 Hie boys are all on the look-out 

George has been s one amoe yesterday after 

yon. He was wud because tiiey wouldn't 

let him do for you at once." 

Boyid smiled in mockery. 

" IVe passed him on the road, then." 

The woman laughed. 

*' Guess he won't expect to see you here, 

au3nray." 

Then her face grew graye. ■

•* But, Royal " ■

'' Good-ni^t, Nan I " he said laconically. 

He turned on his heel ; then a thourat 

struck him, and he turned back. Me 

pulled out a piece of the paper he had 

brought, and scribbled something on itb 

The woman stood by, looking at mm with 

a curious expression in her faca When 

he bad finished, he looked up. ■

"^Nan," he said, laying his hand on her 

arm, '< I belieye you are to be trusted. 

I want you to do me a favour." ■

The woman nodded, but* she still looked 

at him curiouslyi and the dark flush that 

mounted to his pale face seemed to find an 

odd reflecting shadow in her eyesL She 

took the paper without a word. ■

'* There's an address on it," he said ; '* I 

want it taken to that place — ^tiiat is, if 

anything happens to me, you know. I'm 

going there now ; but^ if I don't get so far, 

I want you to go for me ; only, whatever 

70U do, don't let Geoq;e know." 

" You bet 1 " ■

** Oood-bye, Nan ! " he said again ; and 

this time he held out his hand. ■

" Grood-bye, Royal,*^ she said, with a 

self-conscious laugh. "You're a fool to 

carry that handsome head so close to the 

boys. 60 back where you came from." 

He only laughed and turned away. 

She stood staring after him as he went. 

Then she sat down by the roadside and 

be^an to cry. ■

Bat Royal did not look back. Perhaps, 

if he had, he might have felt differently. 

As it was, he was only filled with a bitter, 

cynical wonder that, for the sake of a brief 

amusement with a woman such as tbaf, he 

had played a game of which the stakes were 

his life. ■

Tn a moment of folly, or dolness, or ill- 

luck — whichever it might be Royal could 

not have sud — ^he had made himself agree- 

i.ble to '< Beautiful Nan". And George 

Pelham, who looked upon her as his pro- 

perty, resented his attentions. He had 

iwom not to rest till he had nut a bullet ■

in his rival And the woman between 

them sat crying by the waysidoi for Royal's 

eyes said more, perhiqps, than they really 

meaint, and his lumdsome face would awake 

chords in women's hearts when he himself 

was periecUy indifferent to the music he 

drew. But the women had their revenge 

now, if they wished for it ■

Down the lonely road came sounds of 

feet and voices. Half-a-dozen riiiners were 

making their way out of the town. A bend 

of the road hid them from view, and Royal, 

sprinffing into the thick undergrowth, 

crouched down in hiding. They passed 

him after a few minutes. They were all 

men of his acquaantanqa ■

He waited till they were some distance 

away, but he did not wait long enough. 

Perhaps he had grown reckless. After 

hours of ceaseless watdung and expecta- 

tion, men . do sometimes He stepped 

down into the road, and made for the 

curva Once beyond it^ he would be out 

of sight. Just as he reached it, one of 

the men looked back. As he caught sight of 

the well-known figure standing out clear for 

an instant in the red light an exclamation 

broke from him. The other men turned 

and saw, and with a shout they gave chase. 

Royal heard the shout, and ran. It was 

not a case for fighting Down the rough 

road he flashed, his head up, his feet light 

and active, as if there had been no heavi- 

ness of exhaustion a minute before. He 

must get into the town, or at least near 

enough to find! another messenger in case 

Nan failed him. ■

His splendid training and natural swift- 

ness more than kept up the advantage of his 

fctart The men saw it as they turned the 

curve, and one, with an oath, fired. The 

bullet whistled past Royid. The next 

— ^for the man's example was followed 

— ^grazed his cheek. But still he never 

stopped, though now the ballets seemed 

flying all round, and he was struck 

more than once. But for the moment he 

was scarcely conscious of them. Something 

else stronger than physical endurance was 

carrying mm on. ■

*<It is lucky for ma They're all 

drunk 1 " he said, with heavy, sobbbg 

breatL "I'll do it yet" ■

But he had reckoned without his host — 

otherwise George. There was an old half- 

ruined shanty standing a little back from 

the road. A man was lying in it asleep. It 

was Greorge Pelham. Torn opposite ways 

between ^e lust of revenge aiid the rage 

of iealousv. the latter had nroved the ■
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stronger, and George had retomed from 

tracking his riiral to see what Nan herself 

was about He was sleeping o£f the 

fatigues of his search in the shimty. The 

sound of firing and the thud of feet 

awoke him. A row was like the breathing 

of new life to George. He sprang to his 

feet and rushed out, to see his rival ten 

y stria past the shanty, running for his life. 

A deep curse broke from George's lips, 

while into his eyes leaped the horrible ftuy 

of triumphant revenge and hatred. ■

He lifted his hand, with its weapon 

covering the figure which was stumbling 

a little now, as if the way before it was 

no longer quite clear. George waited for 

a second wl it steadied itsefi again, then 

touched the trigger. ■

There was a quick, sharp report ; Boyal 

gave a little bound in the air, ran a row 

steps, then staggered a step or two for- 

ward, then flung up his arms, and fell face 

downwards in ttie red earth of the road. ■

CHAPTER VI. ■

A BEAUTIFUL English garden in July, 

Sweeps of velvet tm, scarlet patches of 

blossoms, shade of grand trees, and the old 

grey house in the midst full of guests, for 

Lady Samphire's country seat was as 

popular as her town-house, and to be 

invited to spend a few days with her, was 

an honour mudi esteemed. ■

This hot July morning all the tennis- 

courts were vacant with the exception of 

one, and in this stood a man and a woman 

talking very earnestly. Now, given a 

beauttful woman witiii a fiibulous fortune, 

and every &sc!nation of manner, natural as 

well as acquired, it is easy enough to 

guess what the subject of an earnest 

discussion is, when her companion is a 

man, unmarried, young enough to be am- 

bitious, and appreciative enough not to lose 

sight of her beauty in her milSons. ■

The result of the conversation naturally 

depends on the woman, as it did on Miss 

Patience Garfield this morning. A few 

minutes later, the young man walked de- 

jectedly away to hide himself in the trees, 

and Miss Patience Garfield flitted in her 

pink tennis-gown back to the grey house. 

She did not look penitent at all Indeed, 

there was a bright light in her eyes, and 

her cheeks were flushed. ■

** It is very tiresome that you can't play 

a set of tennis with a man without his 

thinking he may propose,'' she said to 

herself snappishly. ■

Now, as these pnmoiak were of od 

constant occurrence that theyhsdgim 

part of Miss Garfield's ezistence, it m 

a wonder she felt so cross Cfwt ik Bok 

this morning she felt something as ikii 

in the days when the proposals &sl bipa 

She felt inclined to cry. ■

She was passing the mommg-ioML i ■

glance showed that it was emplf; 8b 

slipped hastily through the Freach-windowi 

and darted into the coolest and lUiii 

comer, seizing a book. She had hrij 

settled down, when the Imtler cpsBed h 

door and announced a visitor: ■

*' The Earl <rf Oldaore." ■

"Bother!" was Miss OarfisU'i Mtil 

exclamation at the announcemeiit o( i 

strange nama *' Lady Samphire ii wA 

here," she said hastily, aloud to tiis htSm 

"she has just gone down to the ba' 

Then she caughtsight of the manesinf 

Shestagmred toh^feet and stood ilKa| 

The braer drew back and dosed the im 

The Earl of Oldacre advanced intoii 

room, then stopped and stood stsnylii 

Then Miss Garfield, her face as lAitoMAi 

roses she wore, sank down into htr 

trembling in • ery limb. "Ars joat' 

ghosti" she said. "Are you dead ordM 

Ob, you were dead ! They sud lel'fli'i 

she becan to langh a little wildly. ■

Lord Oldacre, who seemed to ks 

recovered some of his self -possessioB, m 

quickly forward, smiling a little, tho^klii 

face was as pale as her own. ■

" I have frightened you," he isid. *l 

wanted to see Lady Simphire SaiUfl 

her to tell you. Ijaa staying neir hk 

and heard jTOU ^ ■

" But you are Boyal, are not you V Ai 

rose to her feet, and looked at liiiii,her9> 

still frightened. He was dressed is lb 

faultless dress of an Englishman, yil b 

wore it with scarcely more gam tt* 

the shabby, rough cloAes die hsdfii^ 

seen him in. " Oh yes, you are Bcfilt' 

she said, and she sank down sgain, ^ 

parently forgetting to shake handf. % 

looked so white and tremhling that tk 

man's eyes were full of distress. ■

"What an unlucky brute I m\'^ 

said hastily. | ■

"No; it doesn't matter at sIL** &« 

forced herself to sit up and laugh. "^\ 

foolish woman like me would hate ham 

she saw a ghost on a hot Jaly noaBDI 

No; I was dreadfully foolish. Bat ^ 

said you were dead when we arnfJ ^ 

JeanviUe. Sit down there and teU ■• » 

about it." ■

1 ■
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She made an imperious gesture to a chair 

lar. ■

^* There isn't mach to teU/' he said. Bat 

» sat down. As he did so, Miss Garfield's 

es fell on the great ngly scar on his 

leek, and she shuddered from head to foot 

''It was horrible!" she said. "Yon 

Loald have told me. How was I to know 

lat I was sending yon straight to death !" 

**Bnt it wasn't, for I am aliye/' with a 

int smUe. ■

''Don't— don't make me hate mjrself 

kore than I have done all these years — 

ight years ! And you were alive all the 

Ime, and never came back, though I said ■

should wait. And such lots cl things 

aye happened. Papa made a fortune, and 

re have oome to Europe to sj^end it Eieht 

ears ; and I have grown quite old ! Do 

^ou Imowr. in three more years I shall be 

hir^ 9 I have no grey hsurs yet, nor any 

mnides, bat I am growing old for all that, 

md I was so young when you first met 

me!" with a touch of pathetic passion. 

' It was wrpng of you. If you were alive, 

7on should have come back. I told you 

i should expect you." ■

'*! thought you might have forgotten 

me." ■

"Forgotten 1 But I know you always ■

thought badly of ma Oh, I have learned ■

many things since then. I know now what ■

sort of women you meant I have met ■

them. See, do you think I have succeeded f ' ■

She sprang up, and paced up and down ■

the dainty room with a stately grace, ■

holding a pafan-leaf in her hand. The man ■

sat watchmg her. Then she tossed the ■

palm-leaf away, and ran back to her s^t ■

with a laugh. " I have tried so hard," she ■

said; " and I don't say ' around ' any more, ■

nor 'elegant', and I don't eat with my ■

knife. Didn't I eat with my knife when ■

you saw me 1 " ■

Lord Oldacre laughed, but his eyes were ■

a little bewildered. ■

'* No ; you did not do that." ■

She breathed a sigh of relief. ■

*'I did so many things, I thought I ■

might have done that too. How you must ■

have laughed at me ! " 

" I did not" 

" No ; you died for me." 

** Not even that," he said with a smile, ■

which faded as suddenly as it came. 

She looked so beautiful as she sat there ■

in the perfection of her womanhood, with ■

the soft colour coming and going in her ■

^Ace, and her lips tremulous between ■

l&ughter and something nearer tears. ■

" You have not told me yet," she said 

"Life has been so monotonous for eigh 

years. I want to hear something exciting. ' ■

"There is nothing exciting. I don' 

know very much myseli I believe the] 

took me into the shanty when I wai 

knocked over. I was left there for dead.' ■

" How did the note reach my friends ? ' ■

Lord Oldacre flushed darkly. ■

"I had given it to a messenger," h( 

said. ■

"Ohl" ■

Then she was silent, and looked away. ■

" Some Mends found me a little latex 

and took me away," he went on with i 

hurried note in his quiet voice. " The; 

gave out I was dead, thinking it safer fo 

me till I was able to get about a^ain an< 

look after myseU. That was what yoi 

heard, I suppose f " ■

"Yes," She said; and she sat upright 

with a stiffening of all the beautiful Ime 

of her figure. ■

There was a hardening of her ejres, toe ■

" My friends found me, and almost a 

soon my father came. He went down int 

JeanviUe next day, for I was too ill t 

be moved; then we heard all the stor} 

and that you were dead." ■

"Who was it who found youf" sh 

asked after a second's pause, during whicl 

they had not looked at each other. ■

*' Dolly — ^Tom Oarleton was his real nam 

— and a wonuin called ' Nan '. " « ■

Miss Gkurfield rose and went over to 

bank' of fisms, pulling at their fronds wit] 

hex slender fingers. ^ ■

"They were very good to me — thes 

friends,'' he said. "I was ill for week 

after that, unconscious and helpless, ani 

they nursed me through it all, thougl 

DoUy was a drunkard, and Nan — ^well, sh 

was not a woman such as you know." ■

Thwe was a dead silence. ■

When she turned her face to him again 

it was very pale, but the eyes looked on 

softly from a mist of tears. ■

"They were very good, those friend 

of yours," she said. "What became c 

them I " ■

" Dolly was killed in a drunken fra} 

and Nan — well, she is living still." ■

Lord Oldacre had risen. He went ove 

to the window and looked out for a fei 

seconds. When he turned again ther 

was a shadow on his face which hushe< 

the last rebellion in her heart. ■

" Dolly used to be my fag at Eton," h 

said simply. " I wanted to bring him bacl 

with me, but he died. His mother brok ■
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her heart over him. Ifiss Grftrfield, will 

you lisien to my Btory t " ■

She sat down sUanily. ■

" You ought to know it, for if there is 

anything saved from the wreck it is your 

doing. That day I met you made a 

difference. Somehow yon brought back all 

the life I had lost. You made me remember 

the women I had known. When I got 

better I cut the old ways and tried to ave 

differently. Then three years agolcame into 

the title. My two elder brothers had died. 

But perhaps you have already heard my 

history — it was common property ! " with 

a little bitter sarcasm. ■

"I have done a great deal,'' she said, 

with a laugh which was not veiT successful, 

*' but I have not yet masterea the private 

histories of the English peerage." ■

He laughed faintly. ■

" MiAe is not a very edifying one, at 

any rata When I was a youngster I 

was in the Blues. I was a younger son, 

and I gambled, and betted, and disgraced 

myself generally. I wis kicked out of the 

service, and had to disappear. When I 

came into the title I was ashamed to come 

back. But I was penuaded to coma and 

live the past down." ■

" And you have." ■

It was more an affirmation than ■

enquiry. ■

<' I don't know; I am the Earl of Old- 

acre, and people are civil to me," with 

intense bitterness. ■

He went over to the window again, and 

stood there looking out ■

Mies Graifield sat watching him. ■

*'Do vou know what to-day ist" she 

asked abruptly; '*it is the 13th of July. 

Eight years to-day since you saved my life. 

How worthless you must have thought it 

when you would not even come back to let 

me have the satisfaction of thankitig you 

for it." ■

"Worthless!" He turned sharply ■

round, and the next mimitoke' ■

side. ''It was because it ■

so beautiful to me thati dandi ■

He stof^Md abruptly, tnnuBf ^ 

trembling suddenly from head lai ■

" Royal— Eoyal r she 

rising to her feet ; aiid tlran shi 

cry. ■

"Whatisitt Have I hmt 

Don't, for Heaven's sake, MSm ■

He stepped back, speaJdng hoi ■

« It's no good I" She lifted 

/' You are so blind ! " with 

in a sob. "You mended mj! 

saved my life ; and then — and ■

" What I " He drew quite 

" I love you — ^I love you ! 

what were yon goin^ to say f 

nothing of ma I might b^ — ■

" No ; I know nothing of 

that you went to die for me^ 

is dreadfully silly, I know, bt^ 

for you ever since, though I 

waiting for a ghost." ■

Miss Patience had only a 

sense of where she ended her 

Only it seemed as if sudden^ iSj 

fidlen upon her, and that die 

and quiet in a perfect reating-flMb] ■

She was very sOent for a Ibwj 

then she lifted her head anin. ■

<' I want to say something 

and yet I am uraid. l%at 

saved your life, and I " ■

" Patience ! " There was a 

of pain in his voice. " Has not 

ment been great enough t It wiit 

the life she represented, whtth ' 

apart from you all these yetfa 

not come and find you." ■

<'Poor Nan I" and the vctflft- 

pitiful, and the eyes so sony 

wondrously beaudful, with 

light of love, that Boyal- 

past — with a sound like a sob ill 

caught her to him again. ■
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" SELF OR BEARER." ■

CHAPTER I. ON A VERSE OF VIRGIL. ■

When Virgil represented the souls of 

infants as lying all together in a cold and 

comfortless place outside the gates of 

Tartarus — why not outside the gates of 

the Elysian Fields, where the air is finer 

and the temperature more moderate 1 — he 

certainly had in his mind the Roman 

Hospital for Children, the ruin§ of which 

may still be seen on Mount Aventine, close 

to the ancient Porta Navalis, where the 

population was thickest, the houses tallest, 

the streets narrowest, the street-cries 

loudest, the rumbling of the oarts noisiest, 

the smell of onions, oil, and yinegar the 

most profound, the retail of tunny-fiah on 

the largest scale, and where the population 

consisted of porters, sailors, riverside men» ■

fladiators, and loafers. It was a very good 

[ospitaL The wards were spacious and 

lofty; there was a garden, where vege- 

tables, and flowers, and fruit were grown, 

and there was always plenty of fresh air. 

The provisions were abundant; the Sisters 

who nursed the children were mostly 

young, and generally, therefore, pretty. 

They dressed in white, simply but grace- 

fully, in respectful, distant imitation of the 

Vestal Virgins. It was their custom to 

speak with admiration of the cdlibate life, 

though the young doctors and clinical 

clerks always fell in love with them, and 

they sometimes went away, and left their 

Hosnital children to be married. Then. ■
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in due course, they were able to set up a 

little Children's Hospital of their own at 

home. The Senior Physicians were grave 

and reverend persons, who knew to the 

tenth part of a drachm how much powder 

of kittiwake's brains would cure infantine 

colic, and how snail-broth should be infused 

with a certain herb, found only on the 

Campagna, in order to subdue a quartan 

fever or ague. The younger doctors were 

zealous and active — too fond, perhaps, of 

trying experiments, but devoted to science, 

and always on the look-out for new spe- 

cifics. It was a great school of medicine, 

and the students were notorious in the 

Quarter for their singing, drinking, dancing, 

gambling, fighting, lovemaking, tavern- 

haunting, street-brawling, ruffling, royster- 

ing, fanfaronade, and gamardise. ■

Yet, with all these advantages, the 

Romans did not understand quite so well 

as we of later and, in other respects, 

degenerate age, how to keep the little 

fluttering spark of life in existence; nor 

were they so skilful in reading the signs 

of disease, nor had they so many appliances 

at hand for relieving the little suflerers. 

Therefore, there was, in the old Roman 

Hospital, a continual wailing of the children. ■

Now, had Virgil visited the Children's 

Hospital at Shad well, which was founded; 

unfortunately, after his time, he would 

have re-written those lines. He would 

have represented the souls of those inno- 

cents l^ing oU in rows, side by side, in 

comfortable cots, eniovins a mild air with ■
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no draughts, and Sisters always present 

with thermometers to regulate the tempe- 

rature, and an endless supply of bottles 

and milk. The infant souls would be 

perfectly happy, just as they are at Shad- 

well ; there would be no wailing at all 

Sometimes they would sleep for four-and- 

twenty hours on end; sometimes they 

would be sucking their thumbs; sometimes 

they would be sucking the bottle ; at other 

times they would be kicking fat and lusty 

legs, or they would be propped up by 

piUows, loolung straight before them with 

the indifference absolute to outside things, 

and the perfect self-absorption possible 

only to infants, mathematicians, and fakeers, 

their eyes full of the calm, philosophic 

wisdom which belongs to Babiea One 

considers this wisdom with mingled pity 

and enyy. Is it a memory or an anticipa- 

tion $ Does it belong to the past or to Uie 

future t Is the child remembering the 

mysterious and unknown past before the 

soul entered the body, or does it think of 

what is to come when the earthly pilgrimage 

is finished t Another theory is tnat one 

is bom wise, but, owing to some defect in 

our nursing, one forgets all the wisdom in 

the first year, and only recovers a few 

fragments afterwards. Now, whether they 

are sleepiug or waking, the souls of the 

infants are, one is perfectly convinced, 

always happy, and always watched over 

by certain pale-faced, beautiful creatures 

dressed in long white aprons and white 

caps, with grave and thoughtful faces, who 

have no independent existence of their 

own, nor any thoughts, hopes, desires, or 

ambitions, but are contented to minister 

for ever to Baby, mystic and wonderful. ■

One is sorry that Virgil never had a 

chance of seeing the Shadwell Hospital, 

not only because he would have written 

certain iines differently, but because the 

place would certainly have inspired him 

with a line at least of illustration or 

comparison. There are Babies in it by 

the score, and every Baby is given to 

understand on entering the establishment 

that he is not to cry ; that he will not, in 

fact, want to cry, because all his necessi- 

ties will be anticipated, and all his pains 

removed. At home he has been told the 

same thing, but has never believed it, 

which is the reason why he has so often 

sent his father off to work with a head- 

ache worse than the Sunday morning skull- 

splitter — reminiscence of a thirsty night — 

and why he has every morning rendered 

his mother to the similitude of a thread- ■

paper, and kept the whole coart awake,al 

become a terror to the High Street onink 

the court Here he cries no longer, ud 

gives no one a headache, but is conademe^ 

and good-tempered, and contented. ■

The Babies are ranged along the ada of 

the room in cots, but some are laid m 

cradles before the open fireplace, and sooi 

are placed on top of the stove, like a Fresd 

dbh laid to stew in a Bsdn-Marie, tad 

some have spray playiug upon their bea 

and down their throats ; some are sleepb^ 

some are sucking the bottle, and some m 

lyiug broad awake, their grave ejti 

staring straight before them, as if notlmtg 

that goes on outside the crib has the latX 

interest for a Babv. Here and there dto 

a mother, her child in her lap ; but ihm 

are not many mothers present, and aboot 

the ward all day and all night perpetoally 

hovers the Sister. When one first viiiu 

this room, there happens a curious dim- 

ness to the eyes with a choking at thi 

throat for thinking of the innocents snfik- 

ing for the sins of their fathers and tiu 

ignorance of their mothers. Present]; 

this feeling passes away, becaose one per- 

ceives that they do not suffer, and one 

remembers how good it must be for them 

to be in such a room with pure air, neithei 

too hot nor too cold, with the Sister's car^ 

ful hands to nurse them, and, for the first 

time in their young lives, a holy aim 

around them. To the elder diildren in 

the Ward above, the quiet, the gentle waji, 

the tender hands, and the kindly woids, 

are full of lessons which they wUl lOfti 

forget Why not for the infants, too ! ■

The Sister in this Ward wore a grej 

woollen dress with a white apron, w&ch 

covered the whole front of her dreit, a 

'' bib apron," a white collar, and a white 

cap and no cuffs, because cuffs interfere 

with turning up the sleeves. She if^ 

young, but grave of face, with sweet, 

solemn eyes, and yet a quickly-moved 

mouth which looked as if it could laugh on 

small provocation, were it not that her 

occupation made laughing almost ub- 

possible, because Babies have no sense of 

humour. Her name, in the world, was 

Calista Cronan, and she was the daughter 

of Dr. Hyacinth Cronan, of Camden Towe 

As for her age, she was twenty-two, aDd as 

for her figure, her statuire, her beantjt v^i 

her grace, that, dear reader, maUea 

nothing to.. you, because she is the sezt 

thing to a nun, and we all know that a 

nun's charms must never be talked ahoot ■

It was a Sunday morning — a monuBgi^ ■

•^ ■

^aMflffi*^^ ■ •"m ■
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early June — when outside there was a 

divine silence, and even the noisy highway 

of the Thames was almost quiet The 

Sister was loitering round the cribs in her 

ward, all the Babies having been looked 

after, washed, put into clean things, and 

made comfortable for the morning. Two 

or three mothers — but not many, because 

there are household duties for the Sunday 

morning — ^were sitting with their own 

Babies in their laps, a thing which did not 

interfere with Sister Calista's catholic and 

universal maternity. Everything in the ward 

was as it should be: the temperature 

exactly right, the ventilation perfect, the 

cases satisfactory. Presently the door 

opened and a younff man came in. As he 

carried no hat and began to walk about 

the cribs and cradles as if they belonged to 

him, and as the Sister went to meet him 

and talked earnestly with him over each 

baby, and as he had an air of business 

and duty, it is fair to suppose that this 

young gentleman was connected with the 

Medical Stafif. He was, in fact, the Eesi- 

dent Medical Officer, and his name was 

Hugh Aquila. ■

Mr. Hugh Aquila had passed through 

his HospitflJ Course and taken his Medical 

Degrees with as much credit as is possible 

for any young man of his age. Merely 

to belong to the Profession should have 

been happiness enough for him, who had 

dreamed all his life of medical science as 

the one thing, of all thmgs, worthy of a 

man's intellect and ambition. There are, 

in fact, other thmgs equally worthy, but as 

Hugh was going to be MedicinsB Doctor, it 

was good for him to believe, while he was 

young, that there was nothing else. So 

the young limner believes that there is 

nothing to worship and follow but his kind 

of art ; and the physicist considers himself 

as the Professor of the One Thing Noble 

and Necessary — all in capitals. But the 

fates are unequal, and one man's cup brims 

over while another's is empty. To this 

fortunate young man Love had been given 

as well as the Profession which he desired, 

and a measure of success and reputation — 

Love, which so often is kept by Fortune for 

Consolation Cup, and bestowed upon those 

who have lost the race and been over- 

thrown and trampled on in the arena^ and 

have got neither laurels nor praise, nor any 

wreath of victory, nor any golden apples. 

Yet this young fellow had actually and 

already obtained the gift of love — though 

he waa as yet no more than five-and- 

twenty — in addition to his other gifts, ■

graces, and prizes. Perhaps it does not 

seem a very great thing to be Eesident 

Medical Officer in a Children's Hospital 

But if you happen to be a young man 

wholly devoted to your Profession, and if 

you are already in good repute with your 

seniors, and if you have faith in yourself, 

and a firm belief in your own powers, and 

if, further, you see great possibilities in the 

position for study and increase of know- 

ledge, then you will understand that to be 

Resident Medical Officer in the Children's 

Hospital at Shadwell may be a very great 

thins indeed. ■

When this Eesident Medical had com- 

pleted his round and finished the work 

which has every day to be begun asain, he 

stood for a moment at a window looking 

out into the silent street below. It had 

been raining and the pavements were wet, 

but the sun was bright again, and there 

were light clouds chasing across the sky. 

Within and without everything was very 

quiet. ■

In the week there were noises all 

round them : the noise of steamers on the 

river, the noise of work in the London 

Docks, the murmurs of the multitudes in 

High Street, Brook Street, Cable Street, 

and St. George'sin-the-East But to-day 

was Sunday morning, and everything was 

peaceful The eyes of the young man, as 

he stood at the window, had a far-off look. ■

''You look tired, Hugh," said the Sister. ■

These two were not brother and sister. 

They were not even, so far as they knew, 

cousins. Nor had they known each other 

from infancy. Yet theyaddressed each other 

by their Christian-names. To be sure 

Calista was, professionally, the Universal 

Sister. But Hugh was certainly not the 

Universal Brother. This singularity might 

have given rise to surmise and gossip in the 

Ward, but for the fact that the Babies took 

no more notice of it than if it had never 

occurred at all — it is away with Babies. The 

Sister was plain Sister to all the world, and 

therefore to Hugh Aquila she was Sister as 

well ; but with a difference, for to him she 

was sister with a small initial, because he 

had entered into a solemn undertaking and 

promise, with the Sacrament of Vows and 

Kisses, to marry her sister after the manner 

of the world — Norah Cronan, at that time 

Private Secretary to Mr. Murridge, of 

Finsbury Circus. All mankind were 

Calista's Brothers, and yet she called one 

or two of them by their Christian-names. 

One of them was Hugh, her sister's fianc^, 

the other was a young gentleman who, at ■

■

^r ■
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that moment, was actually entering the 

great doors of the Hospital and making for 

the direction of the Besident Medical's 

private room. ■

Hugh Aquila, M.D., F.RC.S., and 

LR.C.P., was a strong, well-built young 

man, with big limbs, and a large and 

capable head — a head which haa been 

endowed with an ample cheek, a reasonable 

forehead, a firm mouth and chin, steady 

eyes, set under clear-cut eyebrows, and a 

nose both broad, straight, and long. This 

is rather an unusual nose. The nose 

which is broad and short is the humorous 

nose, but it generally argues a want of 

dignity ; that which is narrow and long 

may belong to a most dignified person, but 

he is too often unsympathetic ; that which 

is both short and narrow shows a lack of 

everything desirable in man. Since Hugh 

Aquila's nose was both broad and long, he 

could laugh and cry over other people's 

accidents and misfortunes — that is to say, 

he had sympathy, which is almost as 

valuable a quality for a young Doctor as 

for a novelist. Such a young man, one is 

sure at the very outset, will certainly make 

a good fight, and win a place somewhere 

well to the f rent, if not in the very front 

and foremost rank; it is not granted to 

every man to become Commander-in-Ghief ; 

there are a great many men, very good 

men indeed, who miss that supremacy, yet 

lea/e behind them a good record for 

courage, perseverance, and tenacity. Happy 

is the woman who is loved by such a 

man! ■

To add one more detail, Hugh had big, 

strong hands, but his fingers were delicate 

as well as strong. This was, perhaps, 

because he was skilled in anatomy, and 

already a sure hand in operations. ■

"Oh, Hugh," said the Sister— it had 

been Mr. Aquila until a day or two before 

this — "oh, Hugh, I have had no oppor- 

tunity before of telling you how glad and 

happy I am for Norah's sake." ■

"Thank you, Calista," he replied simply, 

taking her hand ; " everybody is very kind 

to me, and it is so much the better that 

we spoke and settled matters before this 

wonderful Succession." ■

" Yes, I think ib is. Though the Succes- 

sion ought not to make any difference. Tell 

me, Hugh, is it long since you began to 

think of itl" ■

"I have been here for nearly twelve 

months ; I had been here a week when 

first I saw Norah in this Ward. I began 

to think of it, as you say — that is, to think ■

of her, then and there — my 

NoraL She is like you, Caliata, and j^ 

unlika She is as good as yon are, bi^ii 

another way. She belongs to the wotli, 

and you ■

" To my Babies," said Caliata, ■

"I should have put it difforemij. 

Strange and wonderful it is, CaliMa, tkck 

such a girl as Norah should be able to \m 

such a man as " ■

"No, Hugh; that must not be eta 

thought. Norah is a happy girl to win jmt 

love. I suppose it is good that you iiiosU. 

think your mistress an angel, because ft 

makes her better. Remember what ik 

thinks of you, her strong, and brave, sad 

clever lover, and do not be too hombk 

Did you see her yesterday 1 " ■

''Yes; in the evening I found timef<ff 

Camden Town, and had supper with her 

Ladyship." ■

Strange to say they both smiled, a^ 

then their faces broadened, and th^ 

laughed. Did you ever see a Sister in a 

Hospital laugh t She smiles often. Slie I 

smiles when the patients thank h^ aod 

kiss her hand ; when they get light-headed 

and talk nonsense ; when they grumble asd 

groan ; when they go good, and promifie 

to remain patient and steadfast, dolhed 

in the armour of righteousnms; or when 

they go away cured and strong again, and 

effusive in thanks; or when they com» 

back again for the tenth time, for then 

are some known in Hospibal Wards who 

spend as much of their lives as ihej 

possibly can in these comfortable places. 

But no one ever saw a Sister laugh exc^ 

Hugh ; and the effect on the Ward wai 

incongruous, as if a Cardinal should dance 

a hornpipe, or a Bishop perform a break- 

down. Some of the Babies felt it like t 

note out of harmony, and began the pre- 

liminary cough which, as every pere de 

famille remembers, heralds the midnight 

bawl and the promenade about the hed- 

room. Caliata, perhaps, received the coogh 

as a warning; the laugh did not aocxt 

again, and, besides, to so sweet a Sist^ 

everything must be allowed. Therefore, 

the cough preliminary was not repeated, 

and none of the Babies really bc^an to 

cry. ■

" His Lordship was present," Hugh re- 

peated. " We had a pipe together. He sat 

in his robes and his coronet, of coone, 

which become him extremely — especially 

when he has the pipe in his mouth. Yet 

I doubt if he is happier. His face ex- 

pressed some anxiety, as if he was unoertsii ■
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about his feet in those dizzy heights, and 

would like to come down again and be 

a commoner once more. Perhaps he 

thinks that when beheading begins again, 

Viscounts will have an early turn." ■

" Poor dear father 1 " ■

" The brass-plate remains on the door 

unchanged — the plain H. Cronan, M.D. — 

and there is the red lamp with the night-bell 

just as usaaL The boy, I believe, runs 

about with the basket and the bottles as 

before ; the medicines are still made up by 

his Lordship's illustrious fingers; and he 

remains what the people unfeelingly call a 

Common Walker. Not even a carriage with 

a coronet upon it" ■

" Oh, it seems too absurd if that is all 

that is to come of it ! " ■

** Her Ladyship wore her court dress — 

the black silk one — ^you know it" ■

"I know it But, Hugh, don't laugL 

It is a very trying thing for her." ■

"I am not laughing at her, Galista. 

She informed me after supper that differ- 

ences of rank most be respected, and that 

all matrimonial engagements made before 

the Saccession would have to be recon- 

sidered." ■

" Oh, Hugh 1 " ■

" Uncle Joseph chimed in here. I sup- 

pose it was he who started the theory — 

dear old man 1 He said that of course his 

Lordship's daughters were now entitled to 

look forward to the most desirable alliances 

possible; they would marry naturally in 

their own rank, which has so long been 

kept concealed from them. Right-minded 

young men, he went on, would not require 

to be reminded of a thing so obviooa. He 

is, indeed, a delightful old man." ■

" What did Norah say 1 " ■

" She looked at her father, who laughed. 

As for me, I made a little speech. 1 Eaid 

that Norah and I were above all things 

desirous of pleasing our parents — ^which is 

quite true, isn't it ? so long as our parents 

are reasonable and try to please us. But 

marriage is a thin^, I added, which is so 

curiously personal m its nature, that the 

most filial sons and daughters are bound 

to consider themselves first Therefore, 

I said, that Norah and I intended to con- 

tinue our engagement^ and to complete it 

as soon as we possibly could, even if we 

had to trample on all the distinctions of 

rank." ■

CaUsta sighed. " I wish this dreadful 

title had never coma" ■

"So do I. A white elephant would 

have been much more useful One might ■

at least kill him, and dissect him, and put 

his bones together in the back garden. I 

should like to have a white elephant Bat 

what can be done with a Peerage when 

the income remains the same, and you 

have ^ot to go on dispensing your own 

medicmes t " ■

''But is there nothing at all? It must 

be an extraordinary Peerage." ■

''There is nothing, your father tells 

me. ■

"Then I am sure the best thing to do 

will be to make no difference at all, and 

to go on as if nothing had happened. 

What does Daffodil say 1 " ■

" He takes it pleasantly, after his manner, 

and laughs at it In fact, no one would 

take it seriously if it were not for Uncle 

Joseph, who has got a fixed idea, which he 

has communicated to your mother, that 

every title is accompanied by a princely 

fortune. It appears that at the Hospital 

there is some excitement over the event 

They haven't had an Honourable at the 

Hospital for a long time, and they naturally 

desire to make much of the titla So they 

have raised his rank, and he is now Baron 

Daffodil, Viscount Daffodil, and even Earl 

Daffodil, and while we were taking our 

cold mutton and pickles a post-card came 

for him addressed to the Right Honourable 

and Right Reverend His Grace the Duke 

Daffodil." ■

"And what does your mother say, 

Hugh 1 " ■

" She says everything that is kind, and 

something that is surprising." ■

And then the young man began talking 

about himself, and of the time, not far 

distant, when he would buy a practice and 

set up for himself, and st^ort that partner- 

ship with Norah, and combine the serious 

work of a physician with love-making, 

which should be as blackberry-jam to dry 

bread, or Soyer's sauce to cold mutton, 

and should turn the gloomy Doctor's house 

— ^presumably in Old Burlington Street or 

Savile Row — into a Palace of Enchant- 

ment ■

Calista was a good listener, and she 

heard it all with answering smile and 

sympathetic eyes, and the young man, in 

his selfish happiness, accepted her sympathy 

and interest in his fortunes as if they were 

things due to him. Everybody used Cali&ta 

in tms fashion. ■

But the Babies watching their long talk ■

frew suspicious. They were neglected. 

!his young gentleman, whom they knew 

because twice eveij day he bent over their ■

1 ■ ^ ■
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cribs, was not a Baby. Why did the Sister 

waste her time upon him ? So great and 

so widespread was the uneasiness, that 

they first began with the cough preliminary 

abeady alluded to, and then with one 

accord burst into that wailing which was 

familiar to Virgil from his acquaintance 

with the Hospitol near the Porta NavaUs. ■

It was just what you would expect of a 

man that, at such la juncture, he should 

meanly run away, and leave the Babies to 

be wrestled with by the Sister. This is 

what Hugh did. ■

He went to his private room, a snuggery 

whither the Babies could not follow him, 

and where he proposed to spend the short 

remainder of the morning in an easy-chair, 

with a book in his hand to assist medita- 

tion on the virtues and graces of a certain 

young lady. He did not immediately carry 

out this intention, because there was a 

visitor occupying the one easy-chair in the 

room. ■

« Why, Dick t " said Hugh. « I did not 

expect to see you here to-day." ■

The visitor was a young man about his 

own age. When Hugh opened the door, 

he was sitting, with ms head bent and his 

face set in deep gloom. But he hastened 

to put on a smile — rather a weak and a 

watery smila ■

" I had nothing to do this morning, and 

so I took the omnibus to the Bank and 

walked oyer." ■

"Are you come to congratulate me, 

Dick 1 " ■

" No, I'm not Daff told me about the 

engagement I suppose you know you've 

cut me out 1 Did she tell you how she'd 

refused me ? " ■

" No. I have not talked about previous 

aspirants." ■

'' Yes ; I asked her to marry me. Half- 

a-dozen times I asked, and she refused — 

that's all Well, I'll congratulate you if 

you like. But I ought to have been told 

by some of them that you were in the 

field. I don't like being kept in the 

dark." ■

" There has been no keeping in the dark, 

because I only came into the field, as you 

call it, four days ago." ■

"Well — when are you going to get 

married t " ■

Dick looked as if a doubt might be 

raised as to this assertion. ■

" I don't know. Perhaps we may have 

to wait some time. I must find out, first, 

what my mother will be able to do for me. 

I haven't seen her yet since our engage- ■

ment, and I don't know how she will Bj| 

Norah. What is the matter, Dick f liii 

look pretty bad this morning. If jil 

weren't such a steady file, I ahouli of 

you had been drinking and keeping m 

hours." ■

DickMurridge was at most times a yoo^ 

man of gloomy and sombre aspect At tta 

moment, he looked as if sunshine woill 

have no place in his countenance at all; iii 

face was pale, and his hair black nj I 

straight; his eyes were black and set ht/k 

in his head ; he had a short moostadie; 

his mouth was set and hard; he neTS 

laughed, except in the primitive s&i 

primsBval manner of laughing, name^, 

when anybody sofifered some grievous u- 

fortune, or when he was able to say a verj 

disagreeable thing; his chin was sqain 

and hard. He was dressed quietly, era 

for his age, with ahnost ostentatious quiet- 

ness, in a f rock-co^t buttoned closely, daik 

trousers, and tall hat, something like tke 

good young man who on Sunday monuDg 

may be met, with a book in his hand, 

wrapped in a white handkerchief, on Ik 

way to early Sunday School He did not 

carry a book, but there was about him 

something which proclaimed contempt of 

mashers. Barmaids and ballet-girls would 

feel quite safe and therefore happy with t 

young man who dressed in this fashion. ■

*'You are such a staid and seriooi 

character," continued the Besident, " tliftt 

it can't be drink and late hours. Got no 

pain anywhere, have you % Is it some 

worry 1" ■

" What should I be worried about, I 

should like to know 1 " he replied almost 

savagely. ■

" Can't say, Dick Shortness of tempir, 

perhaps. It is like shortness of breatl^ 

difiiciUt to cure, but it can be allemtei 

Are you going to stay and have some esd/ 

dinner with me 1 " ■

*' No ; I must go home. My fathei 

expects me at half-past one. SondAj 

dinner at home is as cheerful as a meal in 

a sepulchre among the bones. But I matt 

go. How does Norah like the Grand 

Succession and the Family Honours 1 " ■

"Oh, it will not make the lea&t dif- 

ference to us." ■

'* There isn't any money with the tide,! 

hear ; but it ought to help a man in }OQi 

Profession, for bis wife to have a handle to 

her name, even if it's only an Honourabk 

I'd make it help me I know ; if I was * 

Physician, I'd get money out of it sod^ 

how. It's the only tlung in the wi * ■

=4 ■
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worth getting or having. Title ! What's 

a title without an incocne 1 Bat if I had 

the title I'd soon get the income." ■

"I believe you would, Dick," Hugh 

replied quietly. ■

These two young men had been at school 

together. Of the old school -days there 

remained the use of the Christian-name. 

When they were quite young they may 

have had the same thoughts and the like 

ambitiona But their paths from the be- 

ginning diverged, and now they were so 

wide apart that they looked in opposite 

directions : one to the sunny south, and 

one to the bleak north. One looked down- 

wards, and the other upwards. One saw 

a bright and sunny picture, with wonderful 

and unvarying effects of light and colour, 

and the other saw only a grey and fog- 

laden landscape, with a bit of lurid sky ; 

one saw men and women, noble, erect, and 

godlike; the other saw men and women, 

creeping, sneaking, backbiting, filching, and 

treacherous One longed to give, and the 

other only lived that he might grab. ■

Hugh thought he had never seen his 

former friend more morose and grumpy. 

This dark and gloomy creature, to want 

his bright and clever Norah 1 His cheek 

flamed at the very thought ■

They stood in silence for a while, each 

expectant that the other would say some- 

thmg. Then Dick asked if Calista was in 

her Ward, and lei»ming that he would find 

her there, he went away. ■

"There is something," said the young 

Doctor, ''-not quite right with Dick. He 

can't have taken to diuik. Yet there was 

a look as of drink — ^unsteadiness in his 

hands and eyes, no purpose in his move- 

ments, want of will in his manner. 

There is something very queer about Dick 

Murridge." ■

The young Doctor drew two letters from 

his pocket, and fell to reading them. That 

is to say, he read them eagerly and yet 

abwly, as if he wanted to read every word. 

Nobody shall know what was in the first 

letter, except that it was signed *' Norah", 

with some very sweet words preceding the 

signature. He sat with this letter in his 

hands for a while, meditatingon the charms 

and graces of the writer. Then he put it 

back into his pocket-book, and read the 

other letter, which was from his mother. ■

'^My D£AR£ST Son," she said, "I am quite 

ready to believe that your mistress is 

eyerything that you believe her to be, as 

good, and as sweet, and as beautiful I 

pray that you may have as good a wife as ■

■Um^m^A. ■

you deserve, and^ that is sayinf< a great 

deal Will you please give Norah my 

love, and teU her I am looking forward 

with the greatest eagerness to seeing her 

and getting to know her? As regards 

your plan and manner of living, I quite 

approve of your ambition to become a 

successful Physician. It is fortunate that 

you are the son of a successfhl singei', my 

dear boy. You will have no difficulty in 

making the attempt Am for my money, it 

was made for you, and is all your own, if 

you want it all. There is, however, a 

great surprise for me in your letter, apart 

from the news of your engagement^ which 

ought not to be a surprise to a mother. It 

is the surname and the Christian-name of 

your fianc6e. Is she one of the Clonsilla 

Cronans ? In that case, her Christian-name 

is easily accounted for. There should be 

also a Calista in the family, and her father's 

Christian-name should be Hyacinth. They 

should also be poor, which I suppose is the 

case with them, because you tell me her 

father is a Greneral Practitioner in Camden 

Town. Tell me, when yon write next, 

about their family, which concerns you 

in a very strange manneil But of this I 

will tell you when we meet I hope to 

see you — and Norah — ^next month. But 

do not forget to answer this question — Is 

her father's Christian-name Hyacinth? — 

Your affectionate Mother." ■

" Well, his name is certainly Hyacinth ; 

and there is a Calista in the family. And 

they are the Clonsilla Cronans. I wonder 

what the Mater means? Afcer all, she 

will tell me in her own time." ■

He laid his head back and closed his 

eyes. He had been up half the nipht with 

a bad case, and he fell asleep mstanta- 

neously, and slept till they brought him his 

early dinner. ■

There certainly was something very 

queer with the other young man, and he 

was going to Calista in order to tell her so. 

He had been accustomed for a great many 

years to make Calista that kind of half- 

confidant who shares all the woes, hears 

nothing *of their cause, and is forgotten 

when uiings run smoothly. Persons like 

Calista always have plenty of friends, who 

make use of their sympathies when trouble 

has to be faced. ■

" Calista," he said, dropping into a chair, 

" I wish I was dead 1 " ■

"Do you, Dick? You said the same 

thinff about two months ago, when I saw 

you last, yet I heard afterwards that you 

were cheerful" ■

T ■
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'^ I wish I was dead now, then." ■

''What has happened) What is the 

matter 1 " ■

"I didn't say anything had happened, 

I said, ' I wish I was dead '." ■

" Is that all you have come to tell me 1 " ■

" Not quite. IVe come to tell you ■

Oh, Galista, I'm the most miserable, un- 

lucky beggar in the world ! " ■

"What is it, Dickl Have you done 

anything foolish 1 " ■

"Fve — I've He stopped, because ■

he caught Calista's clear eyes gazing 

steadily in his, and it seemed as if he 

changed his purpose "I didn't know," 

he said, in confusion, " that it would really 

happen until this morning. Now I find it 

must" ■

" What will happen t " ■

" You will remember my words when it 

comes off — will yout I came to warn 

you." ■

" Well, Dick, if anything is to happen, 

and I am not to know what it is, I see no 

use in warning me." ■

"I warn you because I want you to 

understand tibat it is all her own fault" ■

" Whose own fault 1 " ■

" Whose should it be but Norah's 1 I'm 

talking about her, ain't II Very well, 

then. Let her understand that it is her 

own fault" ■

" What has Norah done 1 " ■

" She's deceived ma That's what she's 

done. I've offered myself a dozen times, 

and she has refused me. Told me there 

was nobody else that she cared for ; said 

she didn't want to get married ; said that 

last week ; and then I hear she's engaged." ■

" Very welL You are not going to take 

revenge upon her, are you, Dick t That 

would be mean indeed." ■

" Not revenge. It isn't revenge. And 

yet it's all her own fault, whatever 

happens" ■

*' You are very mysterious this morning, 

Dick, and very gloomy. Well, if you have 

nothing more to say, had you not better 

be gettmg back home 1 It is twelve o'clock 

already." ■

" You can tell her if anything happens," 

he repeated, " that you knew all along it 

was comings and that it is all her own 

fault" ■

** Go, Dick. You are worse than gloomv 

this morning. You are wicked. I will 

listen to you no longer." ■

He turned and Bung himself from the 

room. I use the word which would have 

pleased him most, because he desired to ■

fling himself. The people who fling tiie&r 

selves from a room are the same who aid 

their lips as well as their locks, and kmti 

brow as easily as a stocking, and fink 

flames from their eyes as well as from t 

lucifer matcL But good flinging reqoini 

a narrow stage, or, at least, close prosmitj 

to the door. At the Adelphi, before the 

villain flings, it may be observed that k 

carefully edges up close to the door. Now, 

theWard was a long room, and Dick's fliif 

became, before he reached the door-handle, 

an ignoble stride, which was rendered onif 

partially efficient by his ban^g the ica 

after him, so that all the Babies jumped. ■

" Something," said Calista, in the satse 

words as those of the Resident Medie^— 

''something is certainly wrong with Did: 

And he is trying to set himself right by 

laying the blame on Norah. What can it 

be t And what can he mean by his vagoe 

threats t " ■

She tried to dismiss the subject from to 

mind. A man does not try to injure a ffA 

because she has refused him. Yet she wai 

uneasy ; and in the afternoon, when Nonh 

came to the Hospital, and Hugh made love 

to her before Calista's eyes, Dick's ^oomj 

words kept repeating themselves in h^ 

brain: ■

*' It is all her fault, whatever h^pens.* ■

CHAPTER IL HIS LORDSHIP'S TOWN ■

HOUSE. ■

The residence of Hyacinth Gronsn, 

M.D., L.RC.P., General Practitioner, mjs 

in Camden Street, Camden Town.^ Hii 

Surgery, his consulting-room, and his red 

lamp were also attachea to the same hoofe 

where patients not only received adfioe, 

but saw their medicines mixed before their 

eves, and might also, if they wished, hsve 

their teeth £rawn. The part of CarndsD 

Street where he lived is that which fie« 

about the Parish Church, and theretoe 

nearly opposite the cemetery, which is wfw 

slowly becoming a kitchen-saiden. Tbe 

house is on the right-hand side, goii!; 

nortii, and just beyond that very i&aaA' 

able survival of rural antiquity, where the 

old cottages still stand behind long strips 

of garden running down to the road. Scnne 

of the gardens are receptacles for dd 

vehicles and wheelbarrows; some are 

strewed with the debris of a woMkCfi 

some are gardens still, with cabbages asd 

sunflowers. This situation, being in the 

very heart of Camden Town, is a mA 

desirable one for every medical man idio ■

"t ■
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desires each a practice as Dr. Cronan en- 

joyed — yiz , a wide connection and a large 

popularity, the confidence of many thon- 

eands, and an income of very few hundreds. 

Probably— it is not safe to make the state- 

ment with greater confidence — ^no prac- 

titioner in Camden Town had a larger 

practice ; very few of his brethren, except 

among the youngest men — those just 

starting — ^made a smaller income. No 

man in the parish, except the postman, 

walked a greater number of miles every 

day ; nor did anybody, except the tramcar 

conductor — and even he gets every other 

Sunday off, which the Doctor does not — 

worked for longer hours. ■

There were, inDr. Gronan's case, the usual 

compensations; though the income was 

smally the famUy was liurge; there were 

plenty of wants to exhaust the scanty 

means ; though the loaves were few, the 

mouths were many. This is, as has often 

been remarked, one of Dame Nature's playful 

ways. She substitutes for the thines which 

are missing, those which are supemuous or 

least prayed for ; she adds to the things 

which are already possessed others which 

may deprive them of their value. Thus, 

on him who has the greatest good-fortune, 

luck, and worldly happiness, she bestows 

an asthma which deprives him of the power 

of enjoying anything at all, and when a 

poor man has succeeded with infinite 

trouble and self-denial in saving a little 

money, she sends him an illness or a 

misfortune which gobbles up his little all ; 

to the rich man she denies an heir, and to 

the poor man, who has nothing to leave, 

she showers heirs and heiresses. However, 

Dame Nature means well, and we are but 

poor blind mortals, and, doubtless, know 

not what is best for us. On this principle 

of playfulness. Nature had enriched Dr. 

Hyacinth Cronan with ten children, of 

whom Calista, the eldest, now in her 

twenty-second year, was, as we have seen, a 

Sister at the Children's Hospital. The 

second, named Hyacinth, after his father, 

was at University College Hospital, on 

the point of completing his student-time. 

After Hyacinth came Norah, private 

secretary to a genealogist, recently engaged 

to Hugh AquUa. Then followed Patrick, 

who followed the sea, and was a midship- 

man, or fourth officer, as, I think, it is now 

called, on board a P.O. boat in Indian 

waters. After Pat followed those who were 

still at school — Alberic, Terence, Geraldine, 

Larry, Honor, and Kathleen. ■

It will be understood from these names ■

that Dr. Cronan was of Irish extraction. 

He was bom, in fact, in Dublin — he still 

pronounced it Doblnn — and he graduated 

at Trinity College, and such relations as he 

had were understood by his wife, who 

never saw any of them, to be still resident 

in the distressfid country, where Irish 

people are fond of talking about their 

families. Dr. Cronan, however, hardly ever 

mentioned his people. Yet he gave all his 

children Christian-names more common in 

Ireland than on this side of the Channel. 

When a man is taciturn on the subject of 

his origin there is generaUy a presumption 

that it is not such as makes men stick out 

their chins. On the mother's side, how- 

ever, to make up — Nature's way again — the 

children could boast of the most honourable 

connections. Their grandfather had been 

an Alderman. More important still, he 

had made money at his trade of chronometer- 

maker. He was one of those amiable 

persons who not only take a pride in their 

calling and turn out none but the very 

best mstruments, but who consider that, 

next to good work, there is nothing worth 

thinkingof but the saving of money. There 

are always, everywhere, plenty of these 

good persons; they save, scrape, stint, 

skin, and spare through the whole of their 

lives, happy in leaving behind them a good 

large fortune to be divided. But in a 

generation or so, one of them saves so much 

and has so few heirs that a new family may 

be founded; generally the money is divided 

among so many that it just serves to make 

some of the women of the next generation 

lead easier lives, and some of the men 

lazier. It is something to achieve, even to 

improve the lives of a few unborn women ; 

they certainly will never want to do any 

work, and perhaps they will not get the 

chance of marriage, and if they do will be 

eil the better for the money they bring to 

the family pot As for the young men, 

for the most part they run through their 

money and take a lower place, cheerfully or 

sulkUy, according to taste. It is strange, 

however, that in a country second only to 

one in its Love of the Almighty Dollar, 

justice has never been done to uie bene- 

factor who spends his life in saving up for 

his grandchUdren. No poems have been 

written upon him ; no statues have been 

erected to his honour — ^no one is expected 

to go and do the like ; he is even held up 

to ridicule and execration as a money- 

grubber, a grinder of noses on the grind- 

stone, a hard master — one who will have 

I his pound of flesh. What matter for the ■

5^ ■
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hardness when one thinks of the result t 

How few among as are there who, in the 

days of their yonth, remember their onbom 

grandchildren, and resolye to work for 

them, live for them, and save for them 1 

Think of the resolution that young man 

must possess who can say: " I mean to scrape 

and screw all the days of my life for those 

I shall never live to see. I will deny 

myself the pleasures and indulgences of 

my age. I will forego delights, and live 

laborious days, and lul for those who will 

never know me, and who will forget even 

to thank me, and very likely will be 

ashamed of the shop.'' A noble young man, 

indeed ! Would that, in the last genera- 

tion but one, there had been a great many 

more like this young man, Mrs. Gronan's 

father. Yet he, for one, was not 

without reward, because he rose to be an 

Alderman, and was Warden of his Com- 

pany, and, in both capacities, devoured, in 

his time, quantities of turtle-soup every 

year. It was entirely through his virtuous 

self-denial that Mra Gronan, his grand- 

daughter, whom he did not live to see, 

was possessed of a substantial income, no 

less than two hundred pounds a year. 

What the ten children would have done 

without that two hundred a year one cannot 

even think. What became of all the rest 

of the Alderman's money I know not 

Some of the grandchildren had, no doubt, 

run through their portions, and were 

gone abroad; some were clerks; some 

bad shops ; some were professional men ; 

not one, I am sure, was imitating the great 

example of his grandfather, and saving 

money for those of the twentieth century 

to spend. ■

One evening in June, about half -past nine 

o'clock, while it is still almost light enough 

to read without a lamp, Dr. Gronan sat by 

the empty fireplace in the family dining- 

room, surrounded by his family. It was 

not every evening that he could thus sit at 

his ease, in slippers, with a pipe between his 

lips, and the "materials" on the table. 

The room was called the dinbg-room, but 

it was used as the family sitting-room, work- 

room, study, and anything elsa They 

lived in it, they received Uieir visitors in 

it, and they took their meals in it. The 

window was open, for it was actually a 

warm evening, though only at the beginning 

of June ; the gas was lit, and if the room 

was rather crowded it had a happy look, 

as if the family were, on the whole, good- 

tempered. Among those family possessions 

which the visitor at once involuntarily ■

recognises, even before he has had 6m ti 

look at the china and the pictures, gori- 

temper is the first, if it is found in tbe ham 

ataU. ■

The Cronans took their good teapa 

chiefly from their father — it was jnrt (hm |l 

more of Nature's compensations to nib 

up for the small mcoma No one ercr nv 

the Doctor cross or irritable, not eren 

when, after a long da/s work, he vm 

called out again at bedtime. He was i tafi 

man of spare figure ; his once dark bir 

and whiskers weU streaked with gnj. Ek 

features were clear and handsome, isA Im 

blue eyes had a trick of lighting up . 

suddenly, and his mouth of dropping jsto [ 

a smile on small provocation. CertaiQlj 

not a weeping phQosopher, nor one incfioed 

to rail at the times, even if they were tui 

times as disjointed. ■

The picture of family Ufe at its eukii 

and happiest presented in Vtaa Oamda 

Town household is reproduced every mglit 

in miles of streets and thousands of homei 

It is complete when the mother siti— m 

Mrs. Gronan sat this evening— with t 

basket of work before her, placidly ftitdh 

ing. She had been married for twenty-fen 

years, and had stitched without etc^ypn^ 

for twenty-three years, so that she now 

desired no other occupation but leisvelj 

stitchmg. When the chiHrai wwe 

younger there was greater pressure— tte 

stitchmg was hurriei Beside her sat her 

second daughter, Norah. She had a boc^ 

in her hand, but I think she was not retd- 

ing much, for she did not turn ovartiie 

pages, and her eyes were looking throng 

the open window into the back-garian, 

where two lilacs and a laburnum iw» 

in full blossom. When a girl is engigwl 

to the most delightful fellow in the worid, 

and the cleverest, there are not many bodn 

which she cares to read. If it be asked 

why she was not assisting her mother in 

darning the family stockm^, it is eno^b 

to reply that a girl who is Private Secwtny 

to a genealogist, who draws asalaiyind 

pays for her own board, and ^ho b 

engaged all day in the most scientife 

researches, cannot be expected to dan 

stockings in the evening. 6eraldine,ti» 

third daughter, was learning a lesson fo 

next day's school, and the three boys, 

Terence, Alberic, and Larry, were havh^ » 

Row Royal, in which nobody interfered— in 

so large a family there is always a low 

going on between some of the members- 

over a backgammon-board. That b to »f i 

two of them were quarrelling, and th ■
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third, who ardently desired to swing a 

shillelagh in the fray, had been hustled 

and bundled out of the squabble at an 

early stage, and now sat quiet, waiting for 

his chance. ■

Such a picture as this is truly national ; 

it represents the English bonheur de 

famille. Less civilised nations go to 

theatres, caf^s chantants, open-air concerts, 

operas, dances, circuses, public gardens — 

all kinds of things. All '*in family " our 

people stay at home, each household in its 

own nest The elder boys, however, have ■

St a trick of spending the evening out 
his hand the Doctor had an evening 

pwer, and he was reading it slowly, as is 

the habiVwith men who have no time for 

much reading, and sometimes forget the 

newspaper for many days together. From 

time to time he jerked a piece of news at 

his wife, who never read a paper at all, 

and knew nothing of any politics outside 

the walls of her own house. ■

Then the door opened, and an old 

gentleman came in. He was a very clean, 

good-looking old gentleman, grave, and 

even severe, but not benevolent of aspect 

Quite the contrary, indeed, though his 

locks were so silvery white and so abundant, 

and his beard so beautiful and so creamy. 

He would have looked benevolent, perhaps, 

but for his under-lip, which projected and 

gave a grumpy look to an otherwise 

open and Undly countenance. This 

was Uncle Joseph himself. He was dressed 

in evening costume — not the old-fashioned 

swallow-tail which old men used to wear 

by day, but the correct evening dress of 

the day, with a shirt-front decorated with 

one stud and a white tie. He wore this 

dress — a most unusual dress in Camden 

Town — as if he was accustomed to it, not 

as if it was a kind of disguisa At sight 

of their great-uncle, the boys shut up the 

backffammon-board, and all then retired 

together promptly, and wer6 heard to 

finish their game and their quarrel in some 

upstairs apartment Norah, for her part, 

applied herself vigorously to her novel, 

and her father buried himself in the paper. 

So great was the popularity of Uncle 

Joseph. ■

Uncle Joseph shook his head solemnly, 

took a chair as if he were assisting at a 

funeral, and sat down beside his niece 

— ^Mrs. Cronan — with a sigh that was 

almost like a groan. He sighed a great deal 

in the evening, which, for certain reasons, 

was a trying time with him. ■

"Two years ago," he addressed the ■

Doctor, but received no response from the 

newspaper, and therefore he turned to his 

niece. " Two years ago, Maria, I should 

now, at this moment, half-past nine, be 

sitting on the right hand, or perhaps the 

left, of the Chairman. The Banquet would 

be nearly over, and the eloquence of the 

evening, in which I always took part in a 

few well-chosen sentences, would be about 

to begin. If you sit down at half-past 

seven or a quarter to eight, the speeches 

generally begin at half-past nine." ■

"Yes, indeed, Uncle Joseph," Mrs. 

Cronan replied with a sigh sympathetic ; 

" it must be a beautiful thing to remember." ■

" Beautiful indeed, Maria 1" He sighed 

again. "I will take a glass of gin-and- 

water. But it is over — it is over. I shall 

hear those speeches no more. I shall drink 

that champagne no more. Piper sec and 

Hddsieck are strangers to me henceforth." ■

"In heaven, unde," Mrs. Cronan sug- 

gested piously, "there is finer champagne." ■

The old man shook his head doubtfully, 

as if he thought that could not be. ■

" And nearly every night, uncle, wasn't 

iti" ■

"Nearly every nighty Maria. Always 

in evening dress, and wearing the magni- 

ficent jewels of the order. Always the 

mysterious ceremonies of the Lodge, and 

the Banquet after the work was done. 

The Banquet — ah t " again he groaned, 

" with the champagne. Nearly every day 

of my life, for more than thurty years — 

except Sunday — the Banquet and the 

champagne. In summer, the country 

Lodges; in winter, London. What a 

Life, Maria 1 What a Career I And now 

it is over." ■

Uncle Joseph, in fact, had been for 

something like thirty years the Secretary 

of a very ETcalted Institution in Masonry, 

much grander than Grand Lodge. In tins 

capacity — for which he was fitted by a very 

extraordinary memory and as great a 

genius for ceremonial as if he had been 

Grand Chamberlain — he was constantly 

occupied in visiting Lodges, and conduct- 

ing the mjrsterious fonctions of the 

"higher" degrees, those of which the 

humble wearer of the blue apron have no 

knowledge, and the outer world no appre- 

ciation. He spent, as he proudly told his 

niece, nearly every night of his life in this 

work, and as the Function in every right- 

minded Lodge is always followed by a 

Banquet, there was certainly no other man 

in the whole world, outside Royal circles, 

who had consumed such an enormous ■
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qaantity of champagne, and was possessed 

of a finer palate. Bat to all things there 

cometh an end. The Secretary grew old. 

He began to find travelling wearisome; 

his memory began to fail him — ^it was 

whispered that he had once imparted the 

secrets of a Higher instead of a Lower 

Degree by mists^e, a truly dreadful thing 

to do, and believed to have caused the 

Earthquake in Java; things began to be 

said about slipshod conduct of the work ; 

and, finally, the Council resolved that the 

tim; was come when he most resign. 

They gave him, however, a pension of one 

hundred pounds a year, which he brought 

to the Gronan household, where he came to 

lodge and to grumble. ■

His champagne was cut off; it was 

gone for good. He would never again 

— alas ! — taste of that divine drink. No 

wonder that the old man went heavily, and 

was always discontented. For he craved 

continually after champagne.' He found 

some consolation in putting on his dress- 

clothes every night, and in talking over 

the once splendid past he had a sympathetic 

listener in his niece, and he found gin-and- 

waterasubstituteforchampagne, inadequate 

it is true, but better than nothhig. ■

" It has been a brilliant career, Maria," 

he said. "Few men — it has often been said 

in my own presence — have sat at more or 

at nobler Banquets. I doubt if any man, 

except a Prince, and he must be a Prince 

of seventy at least, has drunk more cham- 

pagne than your poor ancl& Yet such a 

life has its drawbacks; you can't save 

money by eating and drinking ; the more 

brilliant it is, the more champagne you 

drink, the less chance you've got of saving. 

You can't save champagne, and now, you 

see, nothing but the memory remains." ■

" Indeed, Uncle Joseph, we are all proud 

of you." ■

" And now I'm come down to a pension 

of a hundred a year and to gin-and-water. 

Give me another glass, Maria. Gin-and- 

water ! " ■

" You must think of the Banquets, uncle, 

and the great company you kept, uncle." ■

" The highest m the land,'^ he replied 

solemnly. " I have initiated and raised to 

the most sublime Decrees Royal Princes 

and the noblest of the Nobility, young and 

old. As for Dukes, Marquises, Earls, and 

Barons, they have been under my hands, 

meek and obedient, by the hundred. I've 

lost count of Baronets, and Knights I value 

not at aU. Yes, Maria. It gives a man 

some satisfaction in his old age to feel he's ■

done so much good, and been so greitiy 

honoured. No doubt such a life be^ovi 

an Air of Distinction. I put it on wilk 

my evening-dress. The jewels are npstain 

It would not be proper to adorn my breast 

with those splendid regalia outside a Lod^ 

I can leave my jewels to your Ghildrco, 

Maria, but not the Air of DisUnction. I%al 

can't be left to anybody." ■

** It cannot, Uncle Joseph, no more tkm 

a SmUe." ■

" I've often thought, Maria," the old nnii 

continued, '^ that I should have liked (me 

of your boys to take up the same line. Bst 

of course it is too much to expect of them. 

It is a gift. Such a man as myself can't be 

made. He is bom, as they say of a poei 

Either a young man has the genios or he 

has not. Lord ! Most Masters, wheth» in 

the Chair or past it, have got no more real 

knowledge of the Ritual, whatever the 

Degree, than they have of the Bomm 

Mass." ■

" Of course I don't know what it is," 

said Mrs. Gronan ; " but I've always under- 

stood " ■

<<You can't understand, Maria. No 

women can. It's beyond their intellecti 

to understand such sublimity and soeh 

intricacy. More than a dozen diffOTenl 

Rituals — think of that ! Every one com- 

plete and different, and all to be worked 

exact and word for word. All tboee 

Rituals at my fingers'-ends, without flaw 

or hitch, and me the man deputed to work 

them, for instruction, for raising and 

advancing, and a separate dress for eaeb, 

with its own Jewels 1 The aprons and the 

scarves are upstairs, with the Jewels. Bat 

the Rituals — they mustn't be written, vd 

there's no one, anywhere, who knows them 

like me. They've got a young man in mj 

place. I trained mm. But, as for com- 

paring him with me — — Well, I pity the 

young man. They will make comparisoDi, 

and they wiH despise him." ■

He shook his head mournfully. ■

" Your boys are all handsome, Hirii 

Any of them would look well in the Apioo 

and the Jewels of the Order. Batwbat 

is one to expect of them when their father 

has always refused to join the Craft, and 

scoffs at it openly 1 It is wrong of him, 

Maria, and I have known Doctors made bf 

joining a Lodge, and making themselTes 

popular in it I would have taught joor 

boys, and advanced them, and inUodaoed 

them. But are they taught reverence for 

the Ritual 1 I would have taken Aem to 

a school for manners. How are maimen ■

^ ■
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to be learned in Camden Town 1 I could 

have shown them a way to associate with 

the Great How are they to hope for 

intimacy with Royalty and the Nobility 

unless they become Brethren 1 Why, for 

my own part, I have conversed with the 

noblest in the country as their equal — 

actually their equal And I have exchanged 

opinions with the Prince himself without a 

stammer, Maria." ■

" Oh, good Lord ! " ■

This unseemly interruption was due to 

the Doctor, who suddenly jumped up with 

this profane cry. He dropped back, how- 

ever, and sat down again, gazing about 

him with a look of the blankest amaze- 

ment The start and the cry might have 

been forced from him by suddenly sitting 

on a pin, or by exasperation beyond endu- 

rance with Uncle Joseph's tedious prattle, 

or by some sharp internal pain, or by the 

recollection of some frightful omission or 

blunder. But that look of amazement — 

what did that mean 1 ■

" Gracious ! " cried Mrs. Cronan ; " what 

hai come to you, my dear 1 " ■

" Nothing," said the Doctor. ■

He picked up the paper which he had 

dropped, folded k very carefully, and 

placed it in his pocket — a thing which he 

had never been known to do in all his life 

before. ■

'* There must be something the matter," 

his wife persisted. '' Is it toothache 1 " ■

" It is nothing," he repeated ; " nothing 

of the least importance to us, or to anybody." ■

"Then it is something," sdid Norah, 

''and something that concerns you, at 

least, papa ; and it is something that you 

read in the paper. Let me read the paper, 

too." ■

He made no reply, except to look about 

him with a bewildered look, as one who 

wonders what he is going to do next. ■

" If I am allowed to talk without being 

interrupted," said Uncle Joseph irritably, 

" I was going to say, Maria " ■

" Papa, let me see the paper," said Norah 

again. ■

''No, my dear, not to-night I dare say 

you will hear soon enough." ■

•' I was going to say, Maria " ■

" Yes, Uncle Joseph. Your father will 

show me the paper to-night, Norah," said 

Mrs. Cronan in a tone which implied that, 

as a wife, she meant to know the secret, 

whatever it was. ** If there is anything in 

it which concerns you, of course I can tell 

it to you in the morning. Go on, Uncle 

JosepL" ■

''I was going to say, Maria, when these 

interruptions began, that there is some- 

thing in noble blood which one remarks on 

the very first introduction. It is some- 

thing " ■

Here the door opened, and Uncle Joseph 

was a third time interrupted. He sat back 

in his chair, and began to drum the table 

with his fingers, but only for a few 

moments, because the thing which followed 

was of such a surprising and startling 

character that for once he forgot his own 

reminiscences. ■

This late visitor was an elderly man with 

iron-grey hair, short of stature, and of 

thick build, but not fat ; a man of hard 

face — hardness in his grey eyes, hardness 

in his firm-set mouth, hardness in his chin. 

As he stood in the doorway, Norah, whr) 

had her mind full of her novel, thought he 

looked like a landlord come to sell up 

everybody without pity. Nobody knew 

him better than herself, and her know- 

ledge of him did not make that resemblance 

impossible. For Mr. Murridge was her 

employer ; she was his Private Secretary. ■

" I don't know. Doctor," said the visitor, 

'* whether I ought to oflPer you my condo- 

lences over the death of your illustrious 

cousin, or my congratulations on your 

accession to his honours." ■

"I don't know, either — hang me if I do 1" 

said the Doctor. ■

" You have, I suppose, seen the evening 

papers 1 The paragraph is in all of them. 

I wonder how these Editors get hold of 

news so quickly. The news of his Lord- 

ship's death arrived this morning only." ■

" But my two cousins 1 " ■

" One of them died three years ago, and 

the other three months ago." ■

" Good Heavens ! " cried the Doctor, 

sinking into his chair. ■

"Papa," said Norah, "something has 

happened. I think you. had better let me 

see the paper." ■

The Doctor sighed, but he drew the 

thing out of his pocket and handed it to 

his daughter. ■

While she ran her eye down the columns 

nobody spoke. Mrs. Cronan held a needle 

in suspense at the very moment of action ; 

Uncle Joseph ceased drumming; Mr. 

Murridge smiled superior as one who 

knows what is coming ; and the Doctor 

looked more miserable and foolish than at 

any previous situation in his whole life. ■

" I have found it 1 " cried Norah. " Listen, 

mother. Where is Daffodil 1 Where is 

Galistal The children ought to be taken out ■

r ■
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of bed and brought down. Oh, here is 

news ! Listen, everybody. Papa, is it 

possible 1 You knew it all before, and yon 

told none of ns — not even me. Mother, 

didn't you know 1 " ■

" Your mother's grandfather, the Alder- 

man " Uncle Joseph began ; but Norah ■

interrupted, reading breathlessly : ■

" * We have to announce the death of 

Hugh Hyacinth, Viscount Clonsilla, of the 

Irish Peerage, which took place in the 

island of Madeira, a fortnight ago. Lord 

Clonsilla was born in Dublin in the 

year 1810, and was therefore in his 

seventy-fifth year. He married, in 1836, 

Ursula, daughter of Sir Patrick M'Crath, 

Baronet, and had issue one son, who died 

unmarried in the year 1866. The late 

Lord never took any active part in politics. 

The heir to the Title is Hngh Hyacinth 

Gronan, Esquire, MD., the great-grandson 

of the first Viscount, and son of the late 

Hugh Hyacinth Gronan, formerly of the 

Irish Givil Servica Dr. Gronan has been 

for many years practising as a Physician in 

London.* There 1 " ■

*'What does she mean?" asked Mrs. 

Gronan helplessly. ■

** We are all Viscounts and Honourables. 

Oh," said Norah, " what will Hugh say 1 

What will Galista say? Good gracious! 

It's like a dream ! " ■

<' Hyacinth, tell me this instant," cried 

Mrs. Gronan again, " what it means 1 " ■

"It means, my Lady," said Mr. Murridge, 

bowing low, though he was an old friend 

of the family, and had never bowed low 

before ; '* it means nothing less than that 

your noble husband is the Right Honourable 

the Viscount Glonsilla, of the Irish Peerage. 

Nothing less, I assure you." ■

** A Lord Viscount ! " said Uncle Joseph. 

"There was a Viscount once — ^he was a 

Templar. Maria, there ought to be, on 

this occasion, a bottle of Ghampagne." ■

" Nothingness," repeated Mr. Murridge. ■

" And nothing more," said his Lordship. 

But no one heard him. ■

" A Viscount ! My grandfather was an ■

Alderman — and yet Hyacinth, can't ■

you speak t Why have I not been told 1 " ■

"It's Duke, Marquis, Earl, Viscount 

and Baron, Baronet and Knight, unless 

you reckon the Banks of Grand Lodge and 

the Thirty-Third," faid Uncle Joseph. 

" Eeally, Maria, on such an occasion " ■

" There was no use in telling you of a 

chance which seemed so impossible," said 

the Doctor. ■

" And I've been married to a nobleman's ■

cousin for five-and-twenty years, and never 

knew it." ■

" Only his second cousin once removed,' 

said the Doctor. "My dear, I told ytm 

the truth. My father waa in the CirC 

Service, as I told you. His grandfather 

was the first Viscount Glonsilla and the 

second Lord Clonsilla. When last I heard 

anything about it. Lord Glonsilla had a bod, 

and a manied brother, and a first couam; 

all these stood between me and the Titlft 

Was it worth talking about 1 I had no 

money; I had never spoken to the Yiscoust, 

or set eyes on him. Nor had my father 

before me. What was the good of my great 

relations ? " ■

" Great relations are always good," aui 

his wife. " If it hadn't been for the 

Alderman, my grandfather, and my Unde 

Joseph, where would have been the 

FamUy Pride 1 " ■

"At all events, my Lady," said Mr. 

Murridge, " there is no doubt possible on 

the subject. The late Lord's only son died 

twenty years ago unmarried. His brother, 

it is true, was marriedi but he had no 

children. And the first cousin, who was 

the Heir Presumptive, died three months 

ago, also without offspring — S.P. as we say 

in genealogies. Gonsequently, the next 

heir to the Goronet and Title is — your 

husband." ■

" Oh," cried Norah, throwing her arms 

about her father's neck, " I am so ^ad ! 

You poor dear ! You sha'n't go any longer 

slaving like a postman up and down the 

streets all day ; you sha'n't be waked up 

by a bell, and made to go out in the middk 

of the night as if you were a ndlway- 

porter; you sha'n't any more make up 

your own medicines ; you shall hand oret 

all your patients to anybody who UkM— 

give them to Hugh if you like. What will 

Hugh say when he finds out that I am the 

Honourable Norah — or are we the Ladies 

Galista and Norah 1 " ■

" The Lord knows ! " said the Yisoomii 

still looking helpless and bewildered. ■

"Well, I suppose Hngh won't mind 

much. Oh, and I suppose we shall go 

away from Gamden Town and live at the 

West End— Notting HiU, even "— Norah's 

knowledge of the West was limited— 

" and drive about in our own carriage, and 

go to Theatres every night. DaffodO will ■

five up the Hospitals and go into the [ouse " ■

"Perhaps we shall all go into &q 

House, Norah, my dear," said her father 

grimly. ■

■

^ ■
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" Oh, you will go into the Upper Hoose ! 

Of coarse, there's acres and acres of land 

in Ireland—- dirty acres, the novels call 

them" — Mr. Murridge coughed and the 

Doctor changed colour — " and a Country 

House. What is the name of our Country 

House 1 Oh ! I know it is a beautifal, 

grand old place, with a lake and swfms, 

and a lovely garden, and the most won- 

derful glass houses, and a Scotch gardener. 

I haven't read Miss Braddon for nothing." ■

** There was a Country House once. It 

was called Castle Clonsilla. But I believe 

it tumbled down years ago. The late Lord 

never saw the place since they shot at his 

father and hit the priest." ■

'* Well, then, there must be a grand old 

— old — venerable — ancient — romantic his- 

tory of the House. You will tell ns the 

Family History, won't you, as soon as we 

settle down 1 All the men were knights 

without fear, and all the ladies were beau- 

tiful and without reproach." ■

** I will tell it you at once : About two 

hundred years ago there was an attorney 

in Dublin, named Hyacinth Cronan. Creep- 

ing Joe, tiiey called him, so greatly was he 

admired. He made his son a barrister, and 

the barrister became a Judge, and the 

Judge was made, for certain political ser- 

vices, Lord Cloneiila. Crawling Joe, his 

friends called him, to distinguish him from 

his father. His son, for other eminent 

political services, was raised a step in the 

Irish Peerage at the time of the Unioa 

That is all the family history, Norah ; and 

I am hanged if I sie much to be proud of 

when it is told." ■

** Not one of them," said Uncle Joseph, 

" so much as a Provincial Grand Master.'^ ■

" Oh 1 And no Banshee 1 no Ghost 1 no 

White Lady ? Are you quite sure ? " asked 

Norah. ■

" Not even so much as a Family Bogey, 

my dear." ■

**Well, then there is a Town House 

somewhere, I am sure. I hope it is in Ireland. 

I feel real Irish already. To-morrow I shall 

try The Wearing of the Green. Where is 

our beautiful Town House — Lady Clonsilla's 

Town House — ^where she will live in the 

season with her daughters, the Ladies 

Calista, Norah, Honor, and Kathleen 1 " ■

** There used to be one over in Dublin, 

but I suppose it's been sold long ago." ■

" Well, there's the money and the dirty 

acres," Norah persisted. ■

" I wish you sood-night, Lady Clonsilla," 

said Mr. Murriage. '* Once more, I con- 

gratulate you. Good-night, my Lord." ■

He bowed very low, much lower than is 

expected by Viscounts as a rule, and 

retired. ■

" I was about to remark, Maria," said 

Uncle Joseph, " when we were interrupted 

by Mr. Murridge, that I had always ob- 

served something of the Air of Rank in 

your husband. It was certain, to me, that 

he was of noble parentage, though he 

concealed the fact from friends who would 

have appreciated its importance." ■

"Yes; you never told me. Ob, 

Hyacinth !'" said his wife reproachfully. 

" It would have made us all so happy to 

think that you had such noble blood in 

your veins." ■

"My dear," he repeated, " I didn't know 

there was the least chance of the Peerage 

It's the most extraordinary thing that ever 

happened. And, Maria," he added, rubbing 

his chin, " I believe I've made the greatest 

Fool of myself ever known. I'll go and 

see Murridge about it to morrow. But I 

am sure of it, beforehand. There never 

was a Greater Fool in all the world than 

your husband, Maria." ■

"Oh," cried Norah again, "you will 

look so beautiful in your coronet ! " ■

" Shall I, my dear 9 I wonder where it 

is. What is more to the point is, whether 

the late Lord left any money, and if so, 

whether he left any to me. There certainly 

never could have been a Greater Fool than 

your father, child. Esau's case is about 

the only one which can compare with it." ■

"Maria," said Uncle Joseph, "we will 

all move upwards, immediately, into the 

highest Society, and we will have a Ban- 

quet, with Champagne, every night. On 

fdl points of etiquette rely on me. There 

will be, of course, waiters in evening-dress. 

It will be exactly like a Banquet of a 

High Degree, only that ladies will be 

present and I shall not wear my Jewels. 

Of course, I shall sit on the right hand of 

the Chairman and respond for the Craft" ■

" Oh, Uncle Joseph ! " murmured Lady 

Clonsilla, carried away by the splendour of 

his imagination. ■

" As for his Lordship, I will take him in 

hand at once " ■

"I have been the most Almighty Fool," 

said his Lordship. ■

"And initiate him to the Loftiest 

Degree& I'll do it with my own hand, and 

then he will be a credit and an honour to 

the illustrious Peerage of his native country. 

I can't initiate you, Maria, nor the girls, 

because you are females. But the boys I 

can, and I wiU, and when they are Knights ■

T ■

J ■
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Templars, Mark Masters, Eoyal Arches, 

and Thirty-Seconds, they will not he 

ashamed to talk with anyone, and wUl be 

fit to share in the very highest Society 

like their Great Uncle." He drank half 

his glass at a gulp, and went on rather 

thickly, pointing to the Doctor: "Look 

at him, Maria! He is a Nobleman all 

over. Blood in his veins and Aristocracy 

upon his apper-lip. Didn't I always say 

there was a Something in your husband 

above his Pills 1 " ■

'* It can't be helped, Maria," said the 

Viscount '' But I wish your husband had 

not been so great a FooL" ■

" Why, on the present occasion," Uncle 

Joseph went on — " an occasion which may 

never happen again in the History of the 

Lodge — why, Maria — why is there no 

champiigne 1 Thank you 1 I will take — 

yes — I will take another glass of gin-and- 

water." ■

CHAPTER III. A LONG MORNING IN THE CITY. ■

Mr. Murridge was, by profession, a 

Grenealogist This is a trade in which are 

few competitors. There are, to be sure, 

the Heralds, who are a dignified body, and 

have a College of their own, and on occa- 

sions of ceremony wear the most beautiful 

coats in the world, and, consequently, are 

tempted to wish that there was a Corona- 

tion every week. They also enjoy much 

finer titles than the Members of the Upper 

House, being called King-at-Arms, Herald 

or Poursuivant, Rouge Dragon, Kouge 

Croix, Bluemantle, and Portecullis. Mr. 

Murridge possessed no other title than that 

of plain Jdister, which we are not expected 

to enjoy. It was reported of him, by those 

who regarded him as an interloper and an 

unqualified practitioner, that he had origi- 

nally been apprenticed to a Die-Sinker, and 

was afterwaitis employed in engraving 

coats-of-arms for one who kept a heraldic 

shop, ornamented outside by the gilded 

effigies of a Loathly Worm, Uke unto the 

Dragon of Spindleston Heugh. This enter- 

prising tradesman not only engraved 

shields and furnished family seals, but also 

found their coats-of-arms for people who 

had lost them so long that all memory and 

trace of them had vanished. Nothing 

proves a family to be old so much as to 

have lost the memory of their arms. There 

are many such ; they have withered in 

obscurity and neglect for generations ; then 

one of them mi^es money, and such gen- 

tlemen as this heraldic shopkeeper recover ■

the long-lost connections and land ihm 

proudly among the Barons in the Wars of 

the Soses. In this way, therefore, old 

Murridge found himself impelled in tht 

direction of genealogical studies, and m 

this way he gradually n^ected the 

practice of his art^ and transformed himself 

into a searcher and grubber into familj 

history. ■

Although there are not many in t^ 

trade, it is sometimes profitable. For there 

are always the New Eicb, who continuaSj 

desire to prove that they have always, 

though their friends little suspected it^reallj 

belonged to the class which rulea by Bight 

Divine, and by the same right possessn 

hereditary brains ; and there are, besides 

these, the Rich d*oufremer, who bear names 

of English origin and would fain proTe 

their connection with great Engluh Houses, 

and are willing to pay handsomely for inch 

a connection. Therefore, old Murridge g«ie- 

rally found his hands fully occnpied in 

traiung pedigrees, finding out missing 

links, proving marriages, eataUisbii^ 

American connections, following np lines 

of descent, converting plain countiy 

gentlemen into descendants of Royalty— 

this is a very lucrative branch of the 

profession — and in this way bring^ 

vabglory, delight, honour, distinction, aod 

solace to all who could afford to pay for it 

So great, indeed, was his skill that he never 

failed to prove his client a cadets at leasts of 

some ancient House, and, when there was no 

Estate involved and the family was sup- 

posed to be extinct, he not infrequentij 

made his client the Head of Uiat Housa 

Nothing could be conceived more pleasing 

to ladies and gentlemen who had bem 

brought up to believe that for them there 

was no Family History — ne more than at 

the beginning of the world — previous to 

the Family Shop where the money was made 

— whether a Shop with a counter, and a till, 

and an apron ; or a Shop with an office and 

a clerk; or a Shop with a box of pills; or a 

Shop with a wig and gown; or a Shop wi^ 

a sword and a red coat ; or a Shop with a 

steel pen and a few pages of blank paper; or 

a Shop with a bundle of scrip and shares. So 

that Mr. Murridge was really a Philanthro- 

pist of the first water — an eighteen cant 

Philanthropist If, from time to time^ in 

his grubbing among genealogies, old w3K 

and family histories, he came upon curiow 

discoveries which he was able to turn to his 

own advantage, he is not to be blamed 

Notablv, there was the succession to the 

Clonsilla Title, in which, as you wffl ■

^: ■
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presently see, he did a very good stroke of 

business. ■

He lived modestly in College Street, 

Oamden Town, at the town end, of course, 

where the trees are and where the gentility 

of the street do mostly congregate. He 

was a man of regular habits. Every morn- 

ing, at the same time, he took the same 

omnibus to the City; every evening, at 

the same time, he took the same omnibus 

back. He took his dinner every day at the 

same dining-rooms, and always spent the 

same amount upon it — namely, half-a- 

crown. When he got home he stayed 

there. He never read anything at all out 

of the way of his business, except the 

newspaper ; he always read the same paper 

— namely, the Standard, because it gives 

most news. Whether his plain and regular 

life was deliberately chosen on account of 

parsimony, or whether it had become a 

habit, in the course of long years, or 

whether it was caused by smallness of 

income, nobody knows, because Mr. 

Murridge neither invited nor offered con- 

fidency with anyone. ■

His office was in Finsbury Circus, where 

he had two rooms on a second floor ; the 

front room large and light, looking out on 

the open Place ; the back room small and 

dingy, looking upon the Limbo of chimneys 

— workshops, back buildings, outhouses, 

and grimy yards which one finds in that 

part of London. On the door-posts below, 

his name was painted: ^^ Second Floor, 

John Murridge." His own room was 

furnished with one very large table — 

genealogists, like civil engineers, require 

great tables — and another very small one ; 

he had a great bookcase, full of books of 

reference, such as Dugdale, Douglas, Tonge, 

Beltram, Wotton, Collins, and Lysons, a 

really valuable collection; as for the 

country histories, one needs the resources 

of a Rothschild to possess them. There 

was also a large-sized safe in a comer, and 

there were tin boxes piled one above the 

o&er, as in a solicitor's office, and there 

were three or four chairs. The room at 

the back was not, properly speaking, fur- 

nished at all That is to say, there was a 

table at the window with a blotting-pad, 

and an inkstand, and a chair before it 

There was another table beside the fire- 

place, with a heavy copying-press upon it, 

the land with a handle and a screw. This 

was for the boy-clerk, who posted the letters, 

copied them, and ran errands. The other 

table was for Mr. Murridge, Junior — Mr. 

Richard Murridg& His son and the clerk, ■

together with the Private Secretary, com- 

pleted Mr. Murridge's Staff, and formed his 

Establishment. ■

As regards Master Dick,* it might be 

said of him, as of a great many others, that 

he would, doubtless, have been different 

had his training been other than what it 

was. Yet his education was not neglected. 

At school he learned only the things most 

useful in a commercial life, as a good hand, 

accounts and book-keeping, shorthand, 

French, and the art of writing a business- 

letter. He also had the advantage, being 

a day-boy, of his father's experience and 

practical wisdom, which was on tap, so to 

speak, every evening. ■

''I have taught my son, sir," Mr. 

Murridge explamed, ''to despise the 

common cant about Honour, Friendship, 

Justice, Charity, and the rest of it The 

world is full of creatures who live by eating 

each other. There is no other way to liv& 

We come into the City every day to eat 

each other, and to defend ourselves against 

those who would eat us. The way is to make 

as much money as we possibly can. As 

for Honour, it means that you must play 

fair where it is your interest, and Friend- 

ship means putting other people on to a 

good thing when you can't get it for your- 

self, and in exchange for another good 

thing. Benevolence means keeping the 

peo^e you are eating up in good temper. 

Dick quite understands uie world. There 

is no nonsense about Dick. Justice means 

having all you can get — all that the law 

allows — ^to the last penny, and never for- 

giving anybody. I have made the boy 

thoroughly understand these principles. 

He begins life with a dear head, and no 

sentimental humbug." ■

It is not often that a boy's views are 

thus based upon the first elements of life 

and society, and Dick certainly began life 

with ereat advantages. ■

Unluckily for Dick, he was not allowed 

to put these principles into practice in an 

independent way. Mr. Murridge regarded 

his business as a thing to be kept together, 

and handed down as a property to ms son. 

He, therefore, without any question as to 

Dick's aptitude for genealogical research 

and the art of clothing a man with a 

pedigree, removed him from school at an 

early age and placed him in his own back 

office, where he gave him copying work. 

You cannot possibly carry out any of these 

beautiful precepts and maxims on mere 

copying work. ■

Unfortunately, too, Mr. Murridge could ■

1= ■ *■ ■
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never bring himself to trust his sod. He 

was a jealous master, who would let no 

one into his secrets bat himself, and 

worked, like the mole, underground. So 

that, though Dick was now three-and- 

twenty, he knew no more about his father's 

business than he did at sixteen, when he 

first took his seat in the back-office. 

Except that his father would talk over the 

successful conduct of a case when it was 

completed, especially if there had been any 

difficulties or sharp practice in it He did 

not dare to complain, but his position 

made him continually grumpy. It is not 

a good sign for a young man's future when 

he nourishes a secret grudge against his 

father, and when the father, absorbed in 

his own business, never stops to consider 

what his son is doing, and how he regards 

his own position and work. ■

Dick was now drawing the very hand- 

some salary of seventy-five pounds a year, 

with breakfast, lodging, washing, supper, 

if he wanted it, and his Sunday dinner. 

He was, therefore, rich as clerks at three- 

and - twenty go. "We may allow him 

eighteenpence a day for his dinner, or ten 

shillings a week, which comes to twenty- 

six pounds a year ; fifteen pounds a year 

for his dress, which is not extravagant; 

ten pounds for a fortnight's holiday in the 

summer; and five pounds a year for his 

daily omnibus. There remained the hand- 

some sum of nineteen pounds a year, or 

rather more than a shilling a day, to cover 

his amusements and his petty expensea 

How many young fellows can afford a 

shilling a day for pleasure 1 ■

Dick had so few pleasures, that he must 

have been saving money. He was a very 

quiet young man — sons of masterful fathers 

generally are; he had taught himself to 

play the piano a little, and to draw a little, 

but languidly. When he was at home he 

spent most of the time at the old piano, 

which had been his mother's. When he 

was at the office he spent most of the time 

in drawing. He had no taste for reading ; 

he seemed to care nothing for the things 

which form the pleasure of so many young 

men ; he never went to the theatres or 

music-halls ; he had no bicycle, belonged, to 

no athletic club ; and, except one or two 

old school-fellows, he had no friends. Yet 

of late he had got into the habit of spend- 

ing every evening out Where he went, 

or what he did, his father did not enquire. ■

A quiet young man, who seemed to be 

getting through his youth at a regular, 

even pace, turning neither to the right hand ■

nor to the left picking no fruits or flowvi, 

and running after no butterflies, cMght^ 

none of the Jack-o'-lanterns which hi 

astray so many of the London youth— Ui 

father should have been satisfiea with sack 

a son. ■

But he waa not Mr. Morridge wasdk 

appointed that his son had do panionibr 

anything. Dick was no fool, but he did 

his work like a machine; he took im 

interest in his work ; he was spiritlesi ■

Now a young man who is not a fod 

cannot be, though he may appear to be, a 

machine Parents who have such sods « 

Dick should remember this proverb, whk^ 

is one of the very few omitted from 

Solomon's Unique Collection— how good \t> 

is for the world that this Kiog coUeeted 

Proverbs instead of old PhoeoiciaQ Wsre 

and Prehistoric Pots 1 You will presently 

discover that Dick was no exception to 

this proverb. ■

Mr. Murridge's confidence was enjoyed, 

to a certain extent by the youne lidy 

named Norah Cronan, who cidled hendf 

his Private Secretary. He called her his 

clerk, but it made no difierence in the 

salary, which remained at the same figure 

as that enjoyed by Dick; namely, seyenty- 

five pounds a year. But he did next to 

nothing for the money, and she did the 

work of three men, being as sharp, cleTer, 

industrious, and zealous a girl as eyeur msii 

had the good fortune to engage in his 

service. She came every morning at eleven, 

and generally spent an hour or two with 

her employer before she went off to the 

Museum, to the Becord Office to consoli 

parish registers, to sead wills, to mske 

extracts, and do all kinds of genealogiesi 

work, which kept her all day long and very 

often all the evening as well She wis 

nineteen years of age, and she knew— 

by heart, I think — ^nearly every geneilo- 

gical work that exists in the vonicalsE. 

Of course, Mr. Murridge did not wholly 

trust her ; perhaps he was afiraid she mi^ 

make discoveries and keep them to herself 

and make her own market out of them— 

he had done so himself in the old days; 

perhaps there were certain risky oon* 

nections in his pedigrees which he did not 

wish to expose to the girl's sharp eyes; 

perhaps he was constitutionally unable to 

trust anybody wholly. He might vwy 

well have trusted her, because she hsd 

never yet suspected that she might bec(Httd 

a money-winner instead of a salary-earner 

— ^most men never do learn this lesson; 

still fewer women ever learn it^ and so sre ■

MM ■
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contented to go on all their lives upon a 

wage, and nobly rejoice when the Bmallness 

of their own salaries has brought wealth 

to their employers. Therefore she was 

honest and carried to Mr. Murridge every- 

thing she found, and never dreamed of 

withholding the least scrap of information. 

This is praiseworthy in every walk of life, 

but especially laudable in a genealogist, 

because this least scrap is always the thing 

which is of the greatest importance Such 

a simple thing, for instance, as a single 

one-lined entry in a parish register concern- 

ing a marriage a hundred years ago has 

been known to prove a very gold-mine to 

the discoverer. No man in the City had a 

more valuable clerk than Mr. Murridge or 

a cheaper derk. ■

Some there are who object to girl-clerks 

on the ground that although they are 

always honest, and may be underpaid and 

overworked to any extent, and though 

they never grumble and always carry out 

orders literally and exactly, one cannotswear 

at them. There is force in the objection, 

though it is not, I believe, felt by some 

of the gentlemen who employ girls to sell 

gloves, and bonnets, and beer, and soda- 

and-brandy,nor was it felt by Mr. Murridge, 

who, when Norah first came to him, swore 

at her every day. She did not like 

being sworn at It made her limbs tremble 

and her face turn red and pale, but she 

thought it wisest to say nothing about it at 

home, for the usual reason that there was 

not much money going and her small 

salary was useful ; and, besides, her brother 

being a student at University College Hos- 

pital, there was, just then, less than usual. 

Whenever Mr. Murridge's orders were 

imperfectly obeyed or neglected, he swore 

at her. Why noti When he was a 

Prentice he had been sworn at every day, 

cuffed, caned, and kicked^ until he became 

a smart Prentice and a good engraver. 

Why should he not swear at his own clerk^f 

He did, and with sad, wearisome iteration of 

one word, that Norah grew to loathe that 

word, and to take any amount of pains 

and trouble in order not to hear it. It is 

quite a short word and has been mistaken 

by some for good Saxon. This is wrong. 

The word was brought into this country by. 

Julius CsBsar himself, who uttered it when 

he fell upon his nose on landing in Peven- 

sey Bay. By this act he conferred it upon 

the land, so to speak, by solemn gift and 

deed, as a possession for ever. Yortigem 

subsequently taught it to Hengist and his 

Saxons. St Edmund of East Anglia ■

taught it to the Danes just before they cut 

short his saintly career. Canute and 

Edmund Ironsides frequently exchanged it, 

standing a good way apart ; Harold, in his 

last rally, so deeply impressed it upon Duke 

William that he strictly enjoined his sons 

never to suflfer the word to.be lost It was 

the only paternal injunction which the 

Princes agreed in obeying. But the word 

is not Saxon. ■

Norah had now, however, been so long 

with Mr. Murridge, and had worked for 

him so well — pedigree-hunting is matter of 

instinct with some, like finding old books, 

or picking up old coins — that he had 

almost ceased to use " language " even in 

her presence. He knew her value, and in 

his softer moments he had thoughts, even, 

of raising her salary. ■

At half-past ten in the morning all 

City offices are in their first fresh vigour 

and early morning enthusiasm of work. 

The glow of the dawn, so to speak, is upon 

them. The glow lingers till about half-past 

eleven, when fatigue and languor begin 

among the younger brethren ; at twelve, 

many have visibly relaxed and have begun 

to glance at the clock, and to Vriggle on 

their seats. It is not, however, until five 

in the afternoon that the curse of labour is 

really felt to weigh heavily upon the 

shoulders of the young clerk. In Mr. 

Murridge's outer office there was no lan- 

guor or fatigue possible, because there was 

no labour either for Mr. Richard or for the 

boy. It was a season of forgetfulness. 

No work had been given to Dick for three 

weeks, and, except in the evening, when 

there were letters to be put through the 

press, no work was ever given to the office- 

boy. During this enforced idleness, Dick 

Murridge sat the whole day at his table by 

the window which commanded a view of 

back-yards, chimneys, and outhouses. He 

amused himself by drawing girls' heads 

upon his blotting-pad in pencil. When 

one page was covered, he turned it over 

and drew on the next, so that the pad was 

become a perfect gallery of loveliness. By 

dint of long practice he could draw a girl's 

face very well, whether full, or in profile, 

or a three-quarter face. He looked at his 

watch a good deal, and he grumbled a good 

deal, and if the office-boy made any noise 

he used bad language, but not loud enough 

for his father to hear, because Mr. Murridge 

was one of those parents who reserve 

certain vices for their own use and forbid 

them to their sons. ■

The office-boy sat at another table on ■
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which was a copying-prese. He had 

nothing to do, as a rule, except to copy 

letters by means of the press, and to go on 

errands. ■

But this boy never" found the day too 

long or the GrMen Hours dull. This was 

because his tMe had a drawer. Even to 

an industrious clerk a drawer is a standing 

temptation. To the lazy clerk it is an 

ever-present snare ; to the clerk who has 

nothing to do, the drawer is a never-failing 

solace and resource. This boy. a Citv-bom 

boy, with sharp eyes, pasty face, and com- 

monplace features, was able, by means of 

his drawer, to live all day long in another 

world. He kept it half-open, so that at the 

least movement or sound from the inner 

office, or change of position in Mr. Mur- 

rid^e, who sat with his back to him, he 

could, by a quick, forward movement of 

his chest, shut the drawer suddenly and 

noiselessly, and be discovered, so to speak, 

in the attitude of the expectant, ready, 

and zealous clerk, p^qt to do something 

which would lessf'n the drain of his three 

half-crowns a week. Inside the drawer there 

was always a story — one of those spirit- 

stirring, exciting, and romantic stories of 

adventure, which can be bought for a 

penny, and which never pall upon the 

reader. So that this boy's days were 

passed in a delicious and delirious dream 

of adventure, love, and peril, tempered only 

by the fear of being suddenly found out 

and horribly cuffed or even dismissed, when 

he would catch it worse at home under the 

family cane. If the boy is not before long 

enabled to live up to that dream and to 

become a rover, pirate, smuggler, or high- 

wayman, I fear that his whole fiature will 

be wrecked. Because there inevitably comes 

a time of hope too long deferred, when the 

realisation of a dream, though possible, no 

longer seems deb'ghtful. This boy, at 

eighteen, may cease to desire the lawless 

life ; or, if he pursues it, he may become a 

mere common burglar, forger, long-firm 

man, confidential-doage man or welsher — 

joyless, moody, apprehensive, suspicious, 

and prone to sneak round a comer at sight 

of a man in blue-coat and helmet. ■

In the front room — Mr. Murridge's 

room — the Chief sat at a great table, 

covered with papers. He was not consult- 

ing any ; he had before him half-a-dozen 

cheques, and he was looking at them with 

perturbed eyes. Sometimes he compared 

one with another ; sometimes he looked at 

each separately ; and as he looked, his 

hard face grew harder, and his keen eyes ■

sharper. Six eheques. The7 were lU 

drawn for the same sum — twelve pounds; 

and they were all signed by himsell Qae 

would not think that the contemplaticm d 

half-a-dozen cheques, payable to self o 

bearer, signed by one's own name, amid 

take a busy man from his work. But th«f 

did. ■

About eleven o'clock the ailenoe of Uu 

office was broken by a light step on the 

stair. The boy shut up his drawer with a 

swift and silent jerk of his chest, so that 

he might be discovered with his elbows on 

the table, and his hands dasping the 

handles of the copying-press, a modd atti- 

tude for the Zealous Unemployed, when 

the door opened^ and a young lady 

appeared, carrying a black bag. This 

was the Private Secretary. She nodded 

pleasantly to Dick, and passed through the 

room into the inner office. But Dick 

responded with a grunt ■

Mr. Murridge looked up, and greeted 

her with an ill-tempered snort. ■

<* You're late again," he said. ■

''I'm not," she replied. "Eleven is 

striking; and I never am late; and you 

know it Be just, even though yon are oat 

of temper." ■

'* Your head is turned by your fath^s 

Title. I suppose you think you can say 

what you like. Is the Honourable Noiah 

Cronan going to continue in her prai^t 

employment ? " ■

"I don't know. Very likely. Mean- 

time there is this Case to finish. I have 

brought you some papers you will be 

pleased to see." ■

" I don't know that anything can please 

me this morning. Give them to me. 

Humph ! Mighty little, considering the 

time you've taken 1 " ■

"Hadn't you better read before you 

grumble? That's always the way with 

you when you get your fur rubbed the 

wrong way. Look at this, now." ■

" Yes ; will you read it to me 1 " ■

She always ''stood up" to him, and 

generally reduced him to good temper 

by sheer force of courage. To-day, hov- 

ever, he attempted no rejoinder, but meekly 

gave in without reply. It astonished her. 

Perhaps he was ilL ■

" Go on, pleasa" ■

Norah, therefore, sat down, and b^an 

to explain the nature and the bearing of 

her papers. Genealogical research is roilly 

most interesting work. You are idways 

hunting for someone, and finding some* 

one else. Then you go off on a dosen ■

T ■
f ■
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hnnta; and yoa discover the most 

abominable falsdioods in printed pedigrees, 

with gaping flaws, and disconnections, and 

impossibilities, where everything looked 

fair and smootL The girl enjoyed these 

things more than Mr. Morridge, for the 

simple reason that he could never for one 

moment forget how much money there 

might be in it Now, no one ever 

enjoyed any kmd of work, whether it is 

painting a pictare with a brash, or paint- 

ing a succession of pictures with a little 

steel pen and a sheet of blue paper, who 

keeps thinking all the while of the money. 

But while Norah told her story a strange 

thing happened — a very strange thing. 

For the first time in his life Mr. Murridge 

was inattentive, and that over an important 

piece of work. He had often before been 

irritable, but never inattentive. ■

Outside, Dick Murridge had returned to 

his blotting-pad, and was gloomily drawing 

girls' heads upon it. The office-boy opened 

his drawer again very gently, and resumed 

the reading of his romance, which had 

been interrupted at the critical moment 

when Spring-heel Jack was commencing 

his earliest love-adventure. The lady was 

not described with any detail, but the boy 

concluded that in figure and face she must 

have greatly resembled Mias Gronan, whom 

he himself secretly loved, though he was 

aware that he had a rival What would 

Spring heel Jack have done to a rival) 

His mistress, tinea she was like Miss 

Cronan, was slender in figure, wore a 

neatly-fitting jacket, and a hat with a red 

feather in it. She had roses in her cheeks, 

dark brown hair, and full, steady eyes. 

The boy did not yet know the adjective, 

but he knew the quality of steadiness. She 

also had, like Miss Cronan, a sweet and 

pleasant smil& The lady in his story, 

however, did not resemble Miss Gronan in 

one particalar. She was not a young lady 

" in the City *\ but was a Gountess in her 

own Right, though disguised as a milkmaid. ■

Half an hour afterwards the girl came 

back to the outer office, with her black bag in 

her hand, on her way to resume her work 

upon the Gase. It was, however, with a 

sense that her work had not been appre- 

ciated. Mr. Murridge was strangely in- 

attentiva She shut the door after her, 

and turned to Dick, who slightly raised 

his tight shoulder, a gesture familiar to the 

Grumpy, and considered effective. He 

then made the same gesture with the left 

shoulder. This indicates unrelenting 

6rumpin3ss. ■

<* Well, Dick % " she said, waiting. ■

He made no reply whatever. The office- 

boy felt that he really ought to get up and 

wring the neck of his master's son for 

incivility. But he was not yet man 

enough. ■

Then Norah crossed the room, and laid 

her hand on Dick's shoulder. ■

"Gome, Dick," she said, "don't be 

vindictive. Let us be friends." ■

"Friends I" he replied. "Oh yes; I 

know ! You told me there was nothing 

between you and anybody, and next day 

I am told all about Hugh. Gall that 

truthfulness, I suppose ? " ■

"It was the truth, Dick. It really 

was." ■

" I don't believe it. Sapphira I " ■

" Well, Dick, if you take it like that, 

I've got nothing to say." ■

"I don't care what happens now. If 

anything happens it's your fault — you and 

an of you." ■

" What will happen, Dick % " ■

"Anything may happen, I suppose. 

How am I to know what will happen I " ■

" Well, Dick," the giri replied, " I can't 

stay to guess riddles. Will you shake 

hands 1 " ■

" No. Sapphira ! " ■

Norah retired without another word. ■

The office-boy thought of Spring-heel 

Jack, and what he would do under such 

provocation. But it was useless. He was 

not man enough by several inches. ■

Half an hour afterwards there was 

another step on the stairp. Dick hastened 

to assume the air of a Junior Partner, and 

the office-boy once more closed the drawer 

and grasped the handle of the copying- 

press. ■

This time it was Dr. Hyacinth Gronan. 

He was still in the overwhelming wave of 

the first day's enjoyment of his new 

honours. Yet one might have thought 

that there was something wanling, as if the 

full flavour of his title had not been quite 

brought out — it requires time for the 

complete enjoyment of everything, even a 

title. His brow was knitted, as they used 

to say in the old metaphorical times when 

people would knit a brow as well as a 

stocking and curl an upper-lip as easily as 

a ringlet, and hurl scornful words as 

readily and as efi^sctively as big stones. 

They could also unhand each other. He 

looked, to put the thing plainly, disturbed. ■

" Is your father in his office 1 " he asked, 

cutting short Dick Murridge's proposed 

congratulations, " I will step in." ■
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"I expected you this morning," said 

Mr. Morridge. "I expected you would 

look in. You came to talk over the new 

position. Well, I am not much ac- 

customed " — he laughed a dry laugh — " to 

advise noble Lords." ■

*' You need not trouble about the title. 

I came especially to ask you about a 

certain document which I signed here two 

or three years ago." ■

'* Qcdte so. It is in my safe here. For the 

consideration of two hundred pounds — 

money down — ^you resigned the whole of 

your reversionary interests, whatever they 

might be." ■

« I remember the transaction perfectly. 

You offered me two hundred pounds for 

my reversionary rights. I wanted the 

money pretty badly. I always do. The 

reversionary rights. You explained to me at 

the time that there were two lives between 

me and the succession. I thought I had 

no more chance of the title than I had of 

the Crown of England. Tell me exactly 

what it was I sold. There are other rights 

besides reversionary rights, I suppose 1 " ■

"What you sold was your chance of 

succeeding to the property of which the 

late Lord Clonsilla was only a life-tenant." ■

" What made you offer me the 

money 1" ■

"Because I knew that yours was a 

substantial chance." ■

"But there were two lives, men no 

older than myself, between Lord Clonsilla 

and myself." ■

" One of them, when jou signed that ■

!>aper, I knew to be suffermg from a hope- 
ess disorder. He died, in fact, a few 

weeks afterwards. The other had been 

married for fifteen years without children. 

I hoped that he would have none. Well, 

my hopes were well founded; not only are 

there no children, but the man himself is 

dead. And you are the new Viscount, and 

what estate there is has come to me. It 

isn't much, after alL" ■

" You knew this and you did not tell 

me%" ■

"I did. You thought you knew all 

about it, and you did not even take the 

trouble to enquire before you signed. 

Don't talk about honour, Doctor, because 

in the City there is no such thing. Clever 

people invented the word in order to keep 

other people foolish. It was sharp practice 

— nothing mor& I was astonished at the 

time that a man of your capacity shouldn't 

have made some enquiries before you sold 

your rights. Why didn't you 1 " ■

" I suppose because I trusted you." ■

"Did you suppose, then, that I wis 

benevolently giving you two hundred 

pounds 1 " ■

" No ; I supposed we were making a fiir 

bet My chaiice of the small estate— 

what is iti — a thousand a yearf— vw 

worth, I thought, what you offered." ■

" Never think in business — never trast 

— never believe any man." ■

" If there is no honour there id, I 

suppose, some kind of fair play betwea 

men who dealt Do you call your piay 

fair?" ■

" Yes, I do. You might have got Um 

same information as I got But nersr 

mind fair play. The estate is mine, and I 

shall send word to the tenants that they 

are to pay their rent to me. Do yoa 

dispute my claim % " ■

"I would if I could; but I fear I 

cannot" ■

'* Think of it Take legal advice aboot 

it As for the land, it is only a few 

hundred acres, and none of the tenants 

have paid the rent for years. Theyll ha?e 

to pay or go now, if there's law left in 

Ireland. You haven't lost anything. Yoa 

couldn't have made them pay." ■

" You ought to have told me " ■

" Nonsense, Doctor," Mr. Murridge 

interrupt^ him sharply. " That is not 

the way in which I manage^ my busineok^ 

I get hold of a secret, and I use it 

for my own advantage. I never aospeded 

yon were cousin to Lord Clonsilla till 

you gave me a receipted bill for 

medical attendance with your fall name 

— Hugh Hyacinth Cronan. Never dreamed 

of it till then. But when I saw that 

Christian-name— yon are all Hyacinths, 

you Cronans — ^I began to suspect, and with 

a question or two put to you, and a little 

examination into the pedigree, and a little 

information about the heir presumptive, I 

easily arrived at the whole truths and I 

used that truth to the best advanta^ Why 

didn't you take the same trouble to protect 

your rights as I did to acquire tliem t " ■

The Doctor made no reply. ■

'' Honour! He talks of honour," Mn 

Murridge went on. " Why, what is thew 

in the world but self-interest t Nothiag 

but self-interest, which is the same thi^ 

as self-preservatioa That is the instinci 

which makes men gather together, and pan 

laws, and make pretence of charity, and 

affection, and honour, and such n]J>biih. 

I've got myself to look after; I nuist nab 

money to keep myself ; I shall get old and ■

^^ ■
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past work, and I must make money to 

support my old age. I make money as I 

can. No man can say that I have robbed 

him." ■

The Doctor at this point started, as if 

there might be one exception to this 

general statement Mr. Murridge paused 

for a moment^ but as nothing was said, he 

went on : ■

" I've had to take every advantage, and 

I have taken every advantage. Very well, 

then, what have yon got to say to 

that 1 " ■

" Nothing at all," said the Doctor, laugh- 

ing ruefully. "Nothing in the world, 

except that there's one land of men who 

believe and one kind who suspect. Well, 

I shall go back to my patients." He 

rose and took his hat ''I wonder if 

there's ever before been a real Viscount 

making up his own pills for his own 

patients in Camden Street, Camden Town. 

But I don't think I need change the door- 

plate." ^ ■

"Wait a moment, Doctor; wait, my 

Lord," said Mr. Murridge ; ** you must not 

go just yet Dear me ! Pills 1 Patients 1 

For the Viscount Clonsilla 1 You distress 

me ; your Lordship makes me feel as if I 

had not done a noble action in — ^in — in 

clearing the way for your accession. Why, 

if it had not been for me, you would still 

be plain Dr. Cronan ! " ■

" That is true, Mr. Murridge 1 " ■

" Why, Doctor — I mean my Lord — there 

are a thousand ways in which a title may 

be used Such a title as yours is a for- 

tune in itself and a certain income — a 

large income if properly used. Even a 

Emght can do something, a Baronet can 

do more ; but a Viscount— oh, a Viscount 

is a tower of strength, especially in London, 

where all the money is " ■

" Am I to let the title out at so much 

an hour as if it was a donkey on Hamp- 

stead Heath ) " ■

"Sit down for five minutes. Of all 

men, medical men are the least practical 

Now, then, put the case plainly. You are 

Viscount Clonsilla, and you have no money 

except your professionsd income and your 

wife's two hundred a year. You have also 

your children. Why, to keep up the 

title decently, you must have two thousand 

at least It can't be done at all with less 

than two thousand. Shall I show you how 

to make that two thousand f " ■

"It seems worth hearing, at any rate." ■

The Doctor sat down again. ■

" The world, my Lord, is divided into | ■

two classes — those who can use their 

chances and those who can't" ■

" Very good." ■

" I am one of those who know how to 

use their chances. Now and then I get 

such a haul as a man who will sell his 

reversionary interest But I am not un- 

grateful. You sold me a certainty for a 

song, and in return I will show you how to 

make money out of nothing." ■

"Goon." ■

" To begin with, there are always com- 

panies, good and bad, going to be started. 

The great difficulty with them all is to 

inspire confidence at the outset. For this 

purpose the names of noblemen — not men 

of business in the City — are greatly in 

demand. Now do you begin to see ? " ■

" I do. The name of Lord Clonsilla 

would look well on a list of Directors." ■

"More than that; you yourself would 

look well in the chair. There is nothing 

against you. An Irish peer with a small 

property who has been a physician in 

practice. Come, I will run you. I know 

of more than one company already that 

would rejoice in appointing you as Director; 

as for the qualification " ■

"I think," said the Doctor, "that the 

red lamp will have to stand." ■

"Then there is philanthropy. Hundreds 

of societies for every kind of object, and 

all of them wanting a Lord. An income 

might be made out of the May meetings 

alona" ■

Lord Clonsilla rose and put on his hat ■

" Thank you," he said. " There was an 

old proverb. Noblesse oblige, which, I sup- 

pose, is now translated, 'Sell everything 

you can and take the highest bid.' The 

red lamp will have to stay where it is, with 

the brass plate, and the less we say about 

the title the better. Good-morning, Mur- 

ridge." ■

" The man is a fool," said Mr. Murridge 

when the Doctor was gone; " he was a fool 

to sign away his interest for a song, and 

now he is going to fool away his title. 

Well " ■

Then his thoughts returned to the 

cheques, and his face darkened as he turned 

back the papers which covered them, and 

saw them again all spread out before him. ■

At five minutes to one exactly there ran 

up the stairs another visitor — for the third 

time that morning the office-boy jammed 

his drawer close, and embraced the copy- 

ing-press. It was hard, because the heroine 

was at that very moment taking her famous 

leap from London Bridge, followed by ■

F ■
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Spring-heel Jack. He caught her, it will 

be remembered, in mid-air, and gracefctlly 

swam ashore, holding her inanimate form 

ont of the water with his strong left hand. 

Dick Marridge did not this time pretend 

to be absorbed in business, because he 

knew the step. ■

''Come out and have some dinner, 

Dick." ■

It was a youDg fellow of one or two and 

twenty, and he had the unmistakable look of 

a student, not a clerk. The office-boy 

thought his real name must be Spring- 

heel jack, because he bore himself bravely 

and joyously, and was so comely a young 

man ; and because, as all young highway- 

men are, he walked as if he would rather 

be dancing, and talked as if he would 

rather be smging, and he was, no doubt, 

extraordinarily impudent to all persons in 

authority. ■

Mr. Richard, on the other hand, would 

not make at all a good highwayman, be- 

cause he was genendly grumpy. Nobody 

ever heard of a grumpy highwayman. And 

as for a pirate, he may carry high spirits 

to the length of firing pbtols under the 

table, but he may not be grumpy. ■

''Gome aloog, Dick. I had to do some 

business in the City for my mother. I say, 

what a lark it is about the Title ! You've 

heard about it, haven't you ? " ■

"Yes, IVe htard. How much money is 

there in it ? " ■

"I don't know. I got home late last 

night, and expected a row. Instead 

of that, if you please, the Mater burst 

into tearF, and cried out : ' Oh, my dear 

son, your father turns out to be a Viscount 

in disguise, and you are the Honourable 

Hyacinth!' Upon my word, Dick, I 

thought they were all gone mad together, 

especially as my father stood like a stuck 

pig — as if he was ashamed of himself — 

and Norah laughed and said : ' You are 

the Honourable Daffodil, and I'm the 

Honourable Norah. Larry is the Honour- 

able Larry, and Calista is the Honourable 

Calista.' And then Uncle Joe wanted to 

say something too, but he was up to the 

back teeth by that time in gin-and-water, 

and he coul4 only wag his head like 

Solomon." ■

" There must be some money in it," said 

Dick. " People can't sit in the House of 

Lords without any money." ■

"We sha'n't be allowed to sit in the 

House of Lords, it seems, at all, because 

we're Irish — only Irish, you know. My 

mother talks already of petitioning the ■

Queen to remove the disability, which, Ai 

says, is a disgrace to the Gonstitudon." ■

" My father told me this moming. It 

isn't often he tells me anything. I aj, ■

Daff " Dick grew very rSd— "Pre ■

forgotten something, and mast go bftckto 

the office and set it right. We'll meet it 

the usual place in five minutes. Look 

here. Just cash this cheque for me as joa 

pass the Bank, will you t Thanks. It will 

save me five minutes. Take it in gdi' ■

He thrust an envelope into his &ieod'< 

hand, and ran off without waiting for an 

answer. ■

" I say," said the Honourable Daffodil, 

" why should I go to the Bank and do 

Dick's messages for himi I'm not bii 

clerk, nor his father's clerk, though Konh 

is. Well, never mind." ■

The Bank lay in his wav to the Ctoshj 

Hall, where they proposed to take their 

dinner. He went in, presented the cheque 

without looking at it, received the monej 

without counting it, dropped it in hu 

pocket, and went his way to the dining- 

place, where he met Dick and gave him 

the money. They had their dinner, and 

after dinner Daffodil went back to the 

Hospital in Gower Street, where he 

received with cheerfulness the congratnls- 

tions of his friends on his accession to the 

fwnily honours. These congratulatiow 

took the form common among medial 

students, who have, it must be owned, 

small respect for hereditary rank. Yet, 

out of kindness, they promoted their 

comrade, and gave him several steps in the 

Peerage, calling him the Bight Honourdble 

His ;^yal Highness Prince DaffodiL ■

CHAPTER IV. WHO HAS DONE THIst ■

There were six cheques Ijing be'bre 

Mr. Murridge. All of them were drawn 

for the same amount ; all of them, ni 

words and figures, were written exicfly 

alike, save for the date. Mr. Munidge 

himself wrote a small and well-mtxkid 

hand, very neat and clear — each letter 

perfectly formed — such a hand as m^ 

be expected of one who has been brooght 

up as an engraver. Yet, for that veiy 

reason, perhaps, easier to imitate thtn t 

more common and slovenly character. Thf 

signatures of these cheques were so pff- 

fectly imitated that even Mr. Mnrndp 

himself could only tell by the dates whii 

were his own and which were forgeries. ■

" Six cheques," he said, once more com- 

paring the dates of the cheques with ik ■
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own diary, <' and four of them — these four 

— are forgeries. These four." ■

Again he examined them closely. ■

They were all drawn for the same 

amoont — namely, twelve pounds. It was 

an established rule with this methodical 

man, a rule from which he never departed, 

always to draw the cheques he wanted for 

private and domestic use for the same 

amount — namely, twelve pounds. This 

enabled him to know by a glance at the 

bank-book how much he spent on his 

household, and on salaries, wages, personal 

expenses, and office. Genendly he drew 

this twelve pounds once a week. Some- 

times, however, he would have to draw 

oftener than once a week. But a cheque 

for twelve pounds, with his signature, 

payable to bearer, would be certainly 

cashed without suspicion or doubt, when 

presented across the counter. ■

The forger must have known that 

practice of his. ■

Who did know iti ■

He had before him, besides the cheques 

themselves, his bank-book and his cheque- 

book. ■

" Six cheques," he said, summing up the 

case, " have been abstracted from the book ; 

not taken altogether, which would have 

made a sensible gap in the book — I should 

have noticed that at once — but one taken 

here and one taken there, so as to escape 

observation. That was crafty. When could 

I have left the cheque-book lying about ? 

and who would be in the office when I went 

oat leaving it lying on the table 1 Six 

cheques. Four have been presented and 

paid. There remain two more." ■

Mr. Murridge's business was not one 

which required the continual paying into 

the Bank of money, and the drawing of 

many cheques. He had his bank-book 

made up once a month. His son generally 

called for it On this occasion he had, 

himself^ while passing the Bank that very 

morning, three days before the usual time, 

looked in and asked for it Therefore, it 

was probable that the other two cheques 

would be both presented before the 

customary day of sending for the bank- 

book. Evidently the writer of the cheques 

knew perfectly well the routine of his 

office as well as his signature. ■

'' It could not be the girl," said Mr. Mur- 

ridge ; " she could never imitate my hand- 

writing to begin with;" he looked at one of 

her papers. It was written in a large hand, 

rather clumsy, for Norah belonged to the 

generation which has not been taught to ■

write neatly as well as legibly, and the day 

of the fine Italian hand has quite gone by. 

Nobody who wrote such a sprawling hand 

as hers could imitate even distantly 

Mr. Murridge's neat and clearly-formed 

characters. ''She may have stolen the 

cheques for someone, though. She may have 

a lover. Girls will do anything for their 

lovers. Yet I have always thought her an 

honest girl. The man who trusts anyone 

is a FooL" ■

Then he thought of the office-boy. He, 

too, was incapM>le of such an imitation. 

Tet he might have been put up to the job 

by someone outsid& Very likely it was 

the boy. Most likely it was the boy. 

There was also a third person who knew 

the routine o( the* office, and his own 

customs, and daily rules. Mr. Murridge 

started when he thought of this third 

person, and his face hardened for a moment, 

but only for a moment, because the very 

possibility of such a thing cannot be 

allowed to be considered. ■

He placed all the cheques with the bank- 

book in his pockety put on his hat, and 

went slowly out of the office. He was so 

mach troubled in his mind that he actually 

left the safe unlocked, and all his papers 

lying on the table, cheque-book and alL 

This was a thing which he had never done 

before in his life. The office-boy observed 

this extraordinary neglect, and thought 

what a splendid chance would have been 

presented to Spring-heel Jack had his 

tyrant master left the safe open. ■

Mr. Murridge was not the kind of person 

to begin by crying out that he was robbed. 

Not at alL He would first be able to lay his 

hand upon the man who did it. He there- 

fore went to the Bank Manager and re- 

quested an interview with the clerk of the 

pay-counter, merely stating that one of his 

cheques appeared to have fallen into the 

wrong hands. ■

" Can you tell me," he asked, " who pre- 

sented these cheques ) " ■

The clerk was paying cheques over the 

counter all day long, and it seemed rather 

a wild question to ask. But there was one 

thing in favour of his remembering. The 

only person who was ever sent to the Bank 

with Mr. Murridge's private cheques was 

I his son. ■

** I cannot remember each one. But I 

remember something about them, because 

your son usually comes with these twelve- 

pound cheques." ■

" Well — what do you remember V* ■

"Two or three of these cheques — I ■

f ■
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think three — were presented by an elderly 

man with white hair, a white moustache, 

and a foreign accent, which I noticed. Oh, 

and he had lost the forefinger of his right 

hand. He took the money each time in gold, 

and was a long while counting it" ■

" An elderly man, with white moustache, 

and one finger gone. Tou ought to be 

able to recognise him." ■

" I think I should know him. Another 

of the cheques was presented by a young 

lady. I should certainly know her," said 

the clerk with more assurance. " She was 

well dressed, and very pretty. Oh, I am 

sure I should know her. ■

" Oh ! Is there anything else you can 

tell me 1 " ■

"Why, there was another cheque pre- 

sented half an hour ago." ■

•'That makes the fifth," said Mr. 

Murridge. " Who presented that 1 " ■

" A young man — I think I should know 

him — with light hair and a light moustache 

He wore a pot-hat and a red necktie, and 

had a flower in his button-hole. He 

walked into the Bank as if the place 

belonged to him. First he said he would 

take it anyhow, and then he said he would 

take it in gold." ■

" And the other two — these two 1 " 

" They were presented by your son as 

usual Your cheques being always for the 

same amount, and iJways being presented 

by your son, made me notice a difference." 

' ' Thank you. Observe that I hare made 

a little alteration. This will, in future, 

be my signature ; you see the difiference? 

Now, if a cheque is presented without the 

variation, you will please detain the man 

who presents it, and give him in custody, 

and send for me. That's all" ■

He went back to his office. Something 

was learned. A man with a foreign 

accent, and one forefiDger gone, had 

presented three of the cheques. A girl, 

good-lookinff and well dressed, presented 

another, ana a young gentleman in a pot- 

hat and a red tie presented another. Not 

a great deal to help a detective, but some- 

thing. ■

His son had not yet returned from his 

dinner, and the office-boy was still alon& 

''Where is the caUers'-book?" he asked. 

The boy produced the book. Mr. 

Murridge ran his finger slowly down the 

list, looking for someone to suspect. There 

was no on& But the last name of all 

struck him. It was the name of Mr. 

Hyacinth Gronan, junior. The only visitors 

that morning had been those members of ■

the Cronan family. He suddenly reisai- 

bered that Hyacinth, junior, had a way tf 

walking about as if everytiiing bebo^ 

to him, and that he wore a pot-hat^ aid 

generally had a flower in his butt(»irhola 

Why, in a general way, the descriptiooi 

agreed, but uien it was impossibla ■

'*What did young Mr. Cronan com 

here for 1 " he asked. ■

" I don't know, sir. He came fur Mt 

Richard. They went out together at oat 

o'clock." ■

Mr. Murridge gazed Uioughtfully at die 

boy. Young Cronan might have called at 

the Bank on his way. ■

'' Gro to your dinner," he said to the boj 

abruptly. ■

The boy took his hat and dis^qpeand 

in trepidation, because the history of ^lii^ 

heel Jack was in the drawer. Suj^ose Mi 

master was to open that drawer and db- 

cover itl This was exactly what Mr. 

Murridge proceeded to do. He opened 

the boy's drawer, and examined it voj 

carefully. There was nothing in it at all, 

except a boy's penny novd, whidi he 

turned over contemptuously, taking no 

heed of the way in which the Ix^ was 

spending the office -time. What did it 

matter to him what the boy did so Icmg 

as he got through his work 1 It is not 

until middle-age that we learn a trath 

which is not one of the most impctttanl 

laws, yet is not without its uses ; namely, 

that nobody cares how we do sp&A our 

time, every man being fully occupied with 

the spending of his own tim& ■

When Mr. Murridge was quite aatiafied 

in his own mind that there was nothing in 

the boy's drawer, he turned to his son's 

table. He did not in the least suspect im 

son, or connect him with the lost cheques, 

but it was his nature to search everywhere 

— even in the least likely placesi His pro- 

fession was to search for missing links. He 

knew that anywhere he might find a eha 

He, therefore, opened the drawers. Be 

turned over the papers, and even OTamined 

the blotting-pad, but observed nothing 

except that the paper was full of gak' 

heads, drawn in pencil — very prety^, 

if he had been able to examine them from 

an artistic point of view. ■

"The Boy does think of somethiDg 

then," said Mr. Murridge ; *' if it is cmly of 

girls. Perhaps he will wake up now." 

Dick was, in fact, wideawake, and had been 

awake for a long tim& ''Girls' heads! 

Well, he is young, and believes in wom^i 

Young men very often do." ■
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On the shelves round the room were 

piles of old letters, dooaments of no more 

use to anyone, acconnt-books, and all the 

litter of thirty years' aconmolation. Bat 

to search through this mass of papers, 

black with dust, would take too long. He 

stood beside his son's table, nncertain, 

troubled in his mind, not knowing where 

to look or whom to suspect Here his son 

found him, when he returned from dinner 

at two o'clock, studying the pictures on the 

blotting-pad. ■

"Dick," he said, "come into my room. 

Shut the door. Look here. Do you know 

these cheques 1 " He looked at the cheques, 

and not at his son as he spoke, therefore he 

did not observe the change of colour which 

passed swiftly over the young man's face, 

followed by a quick hardening of the 

mouth. " Do you know these cheques 1 " ■

Dick took them up one by one, and 

looked at them carefully, taking his time 

oyer each. ■

Then he replied slowly, and in a husky 

voice : ■

" Why, they are only the cheques which 

I have cashed for you, are they not 1 " ■

" How many cheques have you cashed 

for me in l^e last three weeks ) Think !" ■

"Two; unless No; twa" ■

"Look at the dates. They have all 

been presented during the last three weeks. 

There is no doubt as to that fact, at least 

Five out of the seven, Dick, are forgeries. 

I have been robbed." ■

"Lnpossibler' said Dick. ■

" So I should have said yesterday. To- 

day I can only repeat, I have been 

robbed." ■

Dick showed a face full of astonishment ■

"Who can have robbed youl" he 

asked. ■

" That^ you see, is what we have to find 

out; and that, by George, I will find out — I 

will find out, Dick 1 " He rattled his keys 

in his pocket It is supposed that only 

persons of great resolution rattle their keys 

when they resolve. But I doubt this. " If 

I do notlung for the next twelve months I 

will find out I have been robbed of sixty 

pounds — sixty pounds ! That won't break 

me. It im't the money so much as the 

villamy which troubles me; viUainy about 

the office ; villainy at my very elbow. I'll 

find out who did it, Dick ; and then we will 

see what the Law can do ! Some men 

when they are robbed — oh, I know it goes 

on every d^y 1 — sit down and hear excuses, 

and forgive the villain. They let the wife 

or the daughter come to them and cry, and ■

then let the fellow go. That is not my 

sort, Dick. I will catch this fellow 

wherever he is — I will track him down ! 

He had better have robbed a Bank — 

which is bound never to forgive — ^than 

have robbed me ! " ■

" How — how," asked Dick, clearing his 

throat again-^"how do you propose to 

find him!" ■

" As for the amount, it isn't much — sixty 

pounds. The interest of sixty pounds at 

five-and-a-half per cent, which I can get 

if anybody can, is three pounds six 

shillings a year. An estate in perpetuity^ 

worth three pounds six shillings yearly, 

has been stolen from me — ^from you, too, ■

Dick, because I suppose " Here he ■

stopped to heave a sigh. The Common 

Lot is hard, but hardest of all to a man 

who is making money. "I suppose I 

shall some day have to leave things behind 

me like everybody else. Three pounds six 

shillings a year ! Think how long it takes 

to save that A little perpetual spring, so 

to speak. Who has done it| you sayl 

That is just exactly what we have to find 

out ; and, by George, Dick, I'll never rest 

— never — and I'll never let you rest, either 

— ^untU I have found out the man ! " ■

Two men there are who particularly 

resent being robbed. The one is the man 

bom to great possessions. He is always 

obliged to trust people, and he is the 

natmal prey of the crafty, and he feels 

personal^ insulted by a breach of trust 

because it seems to accuse him of being 

credulous, soft, ignorant of the world, and 

easily ttiken in. The other is the man 

who spends his life in amassing small 

gains, and knows the value of money, 

what it represents, how much labour, self- 

restraint, and the foregoing of this world's 

pleasures for the sake of getting it, and 

very often how many tricks, and what 

crookedness in his pilgrimage. Mr. 

Murridge was the second of these men. 

His son watched him curiously and fur- 

tively, as he continued wrathf ully threaten- 

ing vengeance and relentless pursuit ■

" Well, sir," Dick asked, when the storm 

subsided, " as yet you have not told me 

any particulars 1 " ■

"I'm coming to them. I don't know 

very much. But I am sure it will prove 

enough for a beginning. Many a great 

robbery has been discovered with fewer 

facts than these. Now listen, and get them 

into your head. A clever detective would 

very soon get a clue out of what I have 

learned." ■

=^ ■

--H ■
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He proceeded to relate briefly what we 

alr'eady know. ■

"Have you got them alii'' he asked. 

" Sit down first and make a note of the 

dates. They may be important Remember, 

an elderly man with a foreign accent, and 

the forefinger of the right hand gone. 

A girL A young fellow with light hair, a 

pot-hat, a red necktie, and a swaggering 

air. ■

"It is not much to remember," said 

Dick. "But why do you want me to 

remember them so particularly 1 '' ■

" Because I want you to find the thief, 

Dick." ■

The son started, and lifted his head. ■

" What 1 " he cried. ■

" I want you to find the villain, Dick," 

Mr. Murridge repeated. ■

" Me to find him ) " ■

" Yon shallshowmethe stu£f youaremade 

of. You'll never make a genealogist worth 

your salt It's poor work spending every 

evening over a piano or out in the streets, 

and afi day drawing girls' heads on a 

blotting-pad. I don't believe you are with- 

out brains, Dick. And here's a chance for 

you to show what you can do." ■

" Yes," said Dick thoughtfully. ■

" Besides, I don't want to make a fuss 

about the matter. Let us work quietly 

without the police, and the Bank and alL 

I don't want to arouse suspicion any- 

where." ■

" I see," said Dick. " You want the — 

the man who did it not to know that you 

have found it out already." ■

" Yes. It shall be your work. It will 

be an occupation for you. Get to the 

bottom of this case. Take a week over it 

Do nothing else. Think of nothing else. 

Lord! I should make a beautiful Detective 

I've often thought that I should have liked 

the work. But there's no Money in it" ■

Dick received these commands with pro- 

found amazement ■

" Go to the police, if yon like. But I 

would rather you kept it entirely in your 

own hands. Anyhow, I don't care how 

you find it out Here, take the cheques ; 

you may want them, and the cheque-book. 

That may be useful Don't let the book 

lie about, though it would be of no use to 

anybody, because I've taken the precaution 

to stop the numbers. And as for the sixth 

of the stolen cheques — ^the one which is 

not yet presented — I'm in great hopes, my 

boy — particularly if we keep quiet and 

nothing is said — that the fellow will have 

the impudence to hand it across the ■

counter to-day orto-morrow,when thai joker 

will be pleased to find himself asked to itep 

into the manager's room, wfaQe the poGee 

are called in to escort him before the Loid 

Mayor. And as for my signature, Fre 

altered it And it will be a good keg 

time before anybody gets the chtooe d 

getting my cheque-book again." ■

" I — I will do my best," said his bob. 

" At present I confess " ■

" Mind, Dick, when yoa've got asj- 

thing that looks like a Clue, follow it op— 

follow it up. Never mind who it k' He j 

was thinking, I am ashamed to say, of his 

Private SeCTetary. " Follow up snj doe ! 

which offers, wherever it may lead yoo. 

If you find reason to suspect — even il^ 

reason to suspect anybody — anybodj, 1 

say — find out where that person has buij 

spent his time, and what money he pud 

away, and to what people, and how he fan 

paid it Find out his associates. I^fiad 

out them. If necessary, make yosndf 

chummy with them ; make them bdiefo 

that you want to cidtivate their aeqnaiih 

tance ; go to their places of amniemeBi 

And mind, not a word to any liriog 

creature." ■

" Not a word," his son repeated AatAj. 

He held in his hand the cheque and ^ 

cheque-book, and he had a strange look of 

astonishment and hesitation. ■

" Why," Mr. Murridge continued, "what 

a poor, miserable, sneaking thief he nn^ 

bel He had six cheques, and he ooold 

forge my name so well that even I mjidf 

cannot tell the difference. Among tho» 

seven cheques I only know my owb 

cheques by the numbers in the book T^be 

fills them up for no more than twelve poondj 

each. He will be arrested, ccmiinittad, 

tried, and sent to penal servitode for sitf 

pounds. Why, he might have made it t 

couple of hundred. But he did not knot 

my balance, I suppose. Well, find him for 

me, Dick. Don't let me have the tnmUe 

of hunting him dowa" ■

" I will do my best, sir," said Dick; \^ 

he looked as if he tiiought donbtfollyoi 

the job. ■

" Now, there's sometiiing else, <mljtkB 

cursed forgery interfered. It is this Ck& 

silla succession. It was I, you know^ wbo 

gave the Doctor his title." ■

" You 1 " ■

"No other. He knew, of course, ihi^ 

he was a distant cousin, but he aem 

dreamed of the title falling tohim,*!!^ 

three years ago, Dick — three yMis 9^ 

when I talked the thing over with kk ■
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and ehowed him that two Uvea stood 

between him and the title, he sold his 

reyeraionar; rights to me — for a song. And 

now the re version is mine." ■

" I thought there was no money in it" ■

'< There's a small Irish estate, which at 

present is worth nothing, because the 

tenants won't pay. We shall see about 

that. But there's a snug little English 

property, Dick, about which the Doctor 

knows nothing. It isn't a great thing, but 

there is a house upon it, with a few acres 

of land, and it stimds in a good position. 

I think it is let for three hundred a year, 

and perhaps we shall be able to run up the 

value a bit Three hundred pounds a year, 

igy boy, with a good tenant, and I bought 

it for two hundred pounds down. I'm a 

landed proprietor, Dick, and you are my 

heir. You shall be a landed proprietor, 

too, by Gad, when your turn comes ! " ■

He rubbed his hands cheerfully. His 

son's face, which ought to have responded 

with some kind of smile, only darkened 

more and mora That was, perhaps, his 

way of ezpressbg joy. ■

The thought of that snug little English 

estate made Mr. Murridge so cheerful that 

he forgot his wrath concerning the forgery. ■

'*It will be a cheering thing," he said, 

recurring to the subject^ ''when the Case 

is completed, for you to think of the man 

yon have conducted to Uie Lord Mayor, 

and afterwards to the Central Criminal 

Court For sixty pounds — the paltry sum 

of sixty pounds — ^he will have purchased 

the exclusive use of a whitewashed apart- 

ment, rent-free, for seven, or perhaps ten 

years. ^ There will be other advantages — 

the privilege of a whole year spent uone, 

with an hour's exercise every day ; then a 

good many years of healthy employment, 

without any beer, or wine, or tobacco, and 

no amusements and no idle talk. And 

when, at last, he comes out, it will be to a 

world which will turn its back upon him 

for the rest^ of his natural life. The hand 

of Justice is heavy in this country on the 

man who invades the rights of Property ; 

but the hand of Society is ten times. as 

hard — ten times as hard. So it ought to be 

— so it ought to be. For, if Property is not 

held sacred, who would try to make money 1 " ■

Dick went back to his own desk, bearing 

with him the cheques and the cheque- 

book. He sat down and began to think. 

He*had a week in which he would be left 

quite undisturbed to find out the forger. 

A good deal may be done in a week. If ■

he failed, his father would take up the case 

for himself — his father, whose scent was as 

keen as a bloodhound's, and whose pursuit 

would be as unrelenting. He had a week ! 

For the moment he could not think what 

was to be done ; he had no clue, perhaps ; 

or, perhaps he was not satisfied as to the 

best way of following up a due. Perhaps 

the problem presented itself to him as it 

would to an outsider. Given a robbery 

and a forgery. The robbery must have 

been committed when Mr. Murridge was 

out — that was certain ; the forgery must 

have been committed by someone well- 

acquainted with the custom of drawing 

twelve-pound cheques as well as able to 

imitate a signature. The only persons who 

had access to the inner office in Mr. Mur- 

ridge's absence was himself, Norah Cronan, 

the office-boy, and the housekeeper; but 

the latter only when the offices were closed 

and on Sundays. Suspicion might fall 

upon any of these four, but especially upon 

himself and upon Norah. He put this 

quite clearly to himself. As for the office- 

boy, no one would suspect him, he was 

too great a fool even to think of such a 

crime ; and the housekeeper, too, was out 

of the question. There remained, as the 

most likely persons to be suspected, him- 

self and Norah. ■

Having got so far he remained here 

unable to get any farther ; in fact, he came 

back to it again and again. ■

" Myself and Norah," he thought " It 

must Ue between us two — ^it must lie 

between us ! " ■

The office-boy watched him curiously. 

From his position at the other aide of the 

fireplace he looked, so to speak, over Dick's 

shoulder, and could watch him unseen and 

unsuspected. There were certain special 

reasons — in fact, they were concealed in the 

pocket of his jacket — ^why the office-boy 

thought that something was gomg to 

happen. There were other reasons, such 

as a great increase in Mr. Richard's sulki- 

ness, a jumpy manner which had lately 

come over him, and his rudeness to Miss 

Cronan, which made this intelligent boy 

believe that something was going to happen 

very soon. Then Mr. Murridge had been 

shut up with his son for three-quarters of 

an hour. That meant things unusual. And 

now Mr. Richard, mstead of drawing girls' 

heads, was sitting in moody thought ■

You know how stransely, when the mind 

is greatly exercised and strained, one re- 

members some little trifle, or forgets some 

little habitual thing, such as brushing the ■

■
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hair or putting on a collar. Dick's eyes 

fell upon his pocket-book, which lay upon 

his desk. It was a diary, one of the 

diaries which give a certain small space 

for every day in the year and a pocket for 

letters. It belonged, like his purse, and 

his bunch of keys, essentially to his pocket. 

Yet he could not remember when he had 

last carried it in his pocket Consider, if 

you are accustomed to a bunch of keys in 

your pocket, you do not feel their presence, 

but yet you miss them when they are no 

longer there. Dick became suddenly 

conscious that for some time — perhaps an 

hour — perhaps a whole day — perhaps more 

— he had not felt the presence of the 

pocket-book. But his mind had been so 

much occupied by certain pressing anxieties 

which beset him about this time, that he 

had noticed the absence of the book half 

consciously. Now that he saw it lying on 

his table he snatched it up, and began 

turning over the pages, at first confidently 

and then hurriedly, as one looks for some- 

thing lost There was something lost He 

shook out the leaves ; he looked through 

them again; he searched the empty pocket. 

Then he searched his own pockets. ■

The boy behind him watched with a 

broad grin of satisfaction, as if he under- 

stood the cause of this distress. ■

Then Dick sprang from bis chair and 

looked under the table, on the floor, in the 

blotting-pad, in the letter-rack, and in the 

drawers. Then he began all over again. 

No Greek mime ever expressed more 

vividly the anxiety, dismay, and terror of 

one who has lost a thing of vital import- 

ance. The boy felt as if he should like to 

roll on the floor and scream. ■

"Have you picked up anything, ;^ou 

boy 1 " Dick turned upon him fiercely, so 

that he was fain to repress the smile upon 

his lips and the light of joy in his eye. 

" Come here, you little devil ! '* ■

The boy obeyed with composed face, and, 

in fact^ with considerable trepidation, 

because there was something in his jacket- 

pocket which he ardently desired to conceal 

from Mr. Richard. ■

" Have you picked up anything at all 1 " 

he asked again. ■

" What is it 1 " the boy asked by way of 

reply. " Is it money dropped 1 " ■

" You measly little devil 1 Why don't 

you answer? Have you picked up any- 

thing ? It is something of no importance 

to anybody — a bit of pink paper." ■

" I haven't picked up nothing," replied 

the boy sullenly. ■

" I've a great mind to search you," said 

Dick, catching him by the coat^coUar. 

"You're as full of t^cks as yo\L can 

stick." ■

" Search me, then. Oh yes ! Search me. 

I'll go and call the Guv'nor, and asii: him 

to search me, if you like. You just lemme 

go, or I'll scream, and bring out the 

Guv'nor and ask him to search me." ■

Dick dropped his coat-collar instantly. ■

" Look here," he said. " Do you know 

this pocket-book 9 " ■

" Never saw it before in my life." ■

This, I regret to say, was a Falsehood. 

The boy had seen it many times before. 

Every day Mr. Richard drew that book 

from his pocket and wrote in it, and then 

put it back. ■

" You came here before me this morning. 

Was it on my desk when you came 1 " ■

"Don't Imow. Never saw. it there. 

Never saw it before in my life." ■

Dick began to think that he was wrong. 

The book must have been in his pocket ; 

he must have taken it out without thinking. 

But where was the ■

" You boy," he said, " if you are lying, 

FU break every bone in your body." ■

Modem Boy is so constituted that this 

threat does not terrify him in the least. • 

Nobody's bones are broken nowadays. It 

is true that every father has the right to 

whack and woUop his own son, and some- 

times does it, but with discretion, other- 

wise the School Board Officer will find him 

out ■

"I don't care. Call the Guv'nor, and 

tell him what you want I dun know what 

you've lost What is it, then 1 " ■

" I've lost a — a paper. It was in this 

book." ■

" What sort of a paper 1 " ■

Dick made no reply. Perhaps the lost 

paper would be in his own room. Stung 

by the thought that it might be lying about 

somewhere, he put on his hat and turned 

hurriedly away. ■

" What sort of a paper was it ? " asked 

the boy. " If you give over threatening, 

I'll help look for it What sort of a 

paper 1 " ■

"Hold your tongue. You can't help. 

I've looked everywhere." ■

" Perhaps," said the boy persuasively — 

" perhaps it was the housekeeper." ■

Very few people think of the housekeeper. 

Yet there is always one in every house let 

out for offices. She is always elderly — 

nobody ever heard of a housekeeper in the 

City dying — and she is generally a grand- ■

r ■
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mother with a daughter, also a widow, and 

three or four little children — they arealways 

little. Grandmothers and children always, 

in the City, remain at the same age. All 

the week long the children are hidden away 

somewhere in the basement; on Saturday 

afternoons and Sundays they come up and 

have a high old time, because the- front- 

door is closed, and the place is deserted, and 

the whole house is their own. Then the 

office-doors are thrown open and the 

children run races in the most sacred 

apartments, and. open all the drawers, and 

ransack their contents, and make them- 

selves acquainted with the clerk's secrets 

and the Chiefs hidden decanter of sherry, 

and read all the private journals, and pick 

up the odd lead-pencils, and provide them- 

selves with steel-pens, penholders, blotting- 

paper, note-paper, letter-paper, foolscap, 

india-rubber, envelopes, and, in ill-regulated 

offices, with postage-stamps as well ■

Dick rang the bell for the housekeeper. 

She declared, which was quite true, that 

she had found nothing, and carried away 

no papers. She had children in the house, 

but, unlike children in some offices she 

could name, her children were never 

allowed in her offices on Saturday and 

Sunday. ■

So she withdrew again, and the lost 

paper was no nearer recovery. ■

Perhaps Dick had left it in his own room 

at home. Pierced by the thought, as with an 

arrow, he seized his hat and left the office. ■

Then the office-boy sat down in Mr. 

Richard's ch|dr, «nd put his hands into his 

trousers-pockets, and spread his legs out, 

and grinned from ear to ear. ■

" It's coming fast," he said. " Lor' ! I 

wish ha had searched me. What would 

the Gav'nor have said when this little 

envelope was found in one jacket-pocket, 

and this enyelqpe was found in the other 

jacket-pocket? And what would Mr. 

Kichard have said) I'm a measly little devil, 

am I ? And Miss Oronan, she's a Sapphier, 

which rhymes with Liar, and goes with 

Ananfaa I've often heard a boy called 

Ananias, but never a girl called Sapphier. 

Sophy I know, but not Sapphier." ■

He cocild not resist the temptation of 

drawing out the two envelopes and looking 

at the contents. ■

"Shall I," he said, ''knock at the 

Guv'nor's door and give him these two 

envelopes at once, or shall I wait ) I think 

III wait. Ha! The time will come. Then I 

shall jump upon him. Then I shall make 

him wriggle. Then I shall see him curL" ■

This boy had not read the History of 

Spring-heel Jack in vain. ■

But neither at home nor anywhere could 

Dick Murridge find that lost piece of 

paper, and the loss of it filled him with 

anxiety. ■

CHAPTER V. A STEADY YOUNG MANS ■

EVENING. ■

That secluded comer of London which 

lies hidden behind the three great stations 

and is separated from the rest of the world 

by the Hampstead Eoad on the west, and 

the St. Pancras Road on the east, contains 

many houses and harbours many families, 

whose histories, were they known, are as 

romantic and wonderful, and as deeply 

laden with pathos and interest, as any 

Moated Grange or Shield of Sixteen Quar- 

terings. ■

One of these houses — for reasons which 

will be inunediately obvious it is not 

necessary or advisable to name the road 

in which it stands — is devoted, so to speak, 

to the nightly conjuring of the Emotions 

amonff those who are privileged to enter 

its wiuls. No Melodrama ever placed upon 

the boards of a Theatre arouses more 

fiercely and more certainly the passions of 

Terror, Anxiety, Ba^e, Despair, and 

Frantic Joy than the simple passes of the 

great Magician who practises nightly in 

this house. It is nothing more than a 

tavern — a simple Comer House, with a 

signboard and a Bar of many entrances. 

Yet it has pretensions somewhat above 

the common, for at the side is another 

door, and this is inscribed with the legend, 

"Hotel Entrance." It is a quiet and 

orderly house, with a family trade, in a 

quarter where beer is tmly the national 

beverage, and with regular takings. There 

are never any rows in this house; the 

landlord has no occasion to persuade the 

policeman to partial blindness, and the 

renewal of the licence has never been 

opposed. ■

The Spells, Magic and Mystery, are 

worked on the first-floor, which is let ofif 

for a club which meets here every evening, 

all the year round, except on Sundays. The 

members would meet on Sundays as well 

if it were permitted. It is not a club of 

working-men, nor can it truthfully be 

called a club of gentlemen, unless the 

wi468t possible licence is allowed in the 

use of that term. On the other hand, the 

members would be very much ofiended if 

they, collectively, were addressed otherwise 

than as gentlemen; and they all wore ■
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black coats all day locg, which is, in a way, 

the outward livery and badge of gentlemea 

Yet very few amoDg thtm possess such a 

thing as a dress-coat^ so that, perhaps, they 

are only gentlemen by courtesy. It is, 

further, a Proprietary Club. There is no 

Committee of Management; there is no 

Ballot ; there is no Election of Members ; 

there is no book for Candidates' names ; 

there is nothing but the Proprietor. He 

alone admits the Members, regulates the 

time of opening and closing, establishes 

the tariff for drinks and tobacco, and is the 

Autocrat, Despot, and Absolute Euler of 

the Club. There is not even any entrance- 

fee or subscription. Yet the greatest pre- 

cautions are taken in the admission of 

members, and a man stands without, to 

keep off persons who have not received 

the right of entry, and, perhaps, to pre- 

vent the Club being disagreeably sur- 

prised. ■

At seven o'clock the Club opens every 

evening. It is not a political club, 

because Politics are never touched upon ; 

nor is it a Social Club, for the members do 

not converse together after the manner of 

ordinary mortals ; nor is it a club founded 

for the advance of any Cause or for the 

promotion of any Art, or for any Scientific 

or Intellectual objects whatever. Yet it is 

a Club where conversation is always 

animated, and even interjectional, though 

sometimes monotonous. It is also ab- 

sorbing, and it brings all heads bent 

together, it makes all eyes strained ; every- 

body's face is anxious and eager; and it 

is so witty, so clever, so biting and epi- 

grammatic, that at everything that is said 

some laugh and shout, and some si^h, 

weep, and even curse. It is, lastly, a cmb 

which contains everything which the 

members want to make them completely 

happy, though, unfortunately, the mem- 

bers cannot always get what they want 

and what they come for. ■

At eight o'clock in the evening the club 

is genendly in full swing. Anyone looking 

in at that hour would find a group of men 

sitting at a table, or arrangement of tables, 

in the middle of the room, lit by half-a- 

dozen candles. ■

The men would be fully absorbed in 

their occupation, with faces as grave as if 

they were in church, and eyes as anxious 

as if they were about to have a tooth 

out. ■

There were eight or nine small tables 

about the room, each provided with a pair 

of candles, and each occupied by two men. ■

There was a sideboard, or buffet, with 

decanters and glasses, cigan, cigarettes, 

and the usual trimmings, behind wbidi 

stood a young lady of barmaidenly lo?di- 

ness. For the look of the thing, theie 

were champagne-bottles, but the cofitomaiy 

drink was whisky or bottled stout A 

dozen men were standing together abooi 

the bar, drinking or talking to the gid 

They were those who had come too lale&r 

a place, and were waiting their turn. T^ 

atmosphere was thick and heavy with 

tobacco-smoke. There wa? also an opei 

piano, but no one regarded it ■

Among the tables and those who ttt 

out there moved continually a man rather 

small of stature, but of good proportioDs, 

of straight and regular features, and very 

carefully dressed. He was now advaxwed 

in life, being perhaps sixty years of age. 

His hair was white, and he wore a hetty 

white moustache. A cigarette was always 

between his lips; his voice was soft, 

gentle, and he seemed to have someUiiDg 

friendly to say to every one of the mem- 

bers; his smUe was kindly; his eyw 

benevolent ; he laughed easily and^ musi- 

cally; and there was not a man in the 

room who did not believe tiiat ihe Goont 

was his own private, persontd, and par- 

ticular friend. They called him, to show 

their great respect, the Count He did 

not himself claim the^ title, though, per- 

haps, he was a Count in his own country, 

or even a Prince, for he was by birUi an 

Italian, and his card bore the simple name 

of Signer Giuseppe Piranesi He had 

lost the forefinger of his right liand — in a 

duel, it was understood, about a lady ; no 

doubt a Prmcess. Everybody ^ bdieved 

that the Count had been, in his day, a 

terrible breaker of ladies' hearts. ■

In plain words, the place is a gambliog 

club, run by this ItsJian who was so good 

a friend to all the members. Not, it must 

be understood, exactly a Crockford's, bat a 

suburban second-class club, the memboi 

of which are chiefly tradesmen dwelling in 

and about the neighbourhood, and dens, 

young and old, in which the stakes are in 

silver, not in gold ; and the group in the 

middle of the room were playing baccazali 

while the smaller tables were occupied 1^ 

those who played ^cart6, or any other game 

of two at which money may be lost or ■

won. ■

The rich classes have their gamblu^ 

clubs; the workmen have their diibi 

where they gamble — ^a distinction wfthooi 

much difference — in these days of equaKlf • ■

MHH ■
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Why should not the middle classes, the 

great, virtuous, honourable middle classes, 

have their gambling clubs as well 1 ■

The game of baccarat, as, perhaps, 

everyone may not know, is played at an 

arrangement of three card-tables set side 

by side, the middle one being generally 

much smaller than the other two. Three 

players sit at each of the large tables, and 

two — the dealer and his partner, who 

keeps the bank — sit at the small table 

opposite to each other. The dealer gives 

two cards to the player on his right, two 

cards to the player on his left, and two to 

his partner. Before the cards are turned 

up every player places his stake before 

him. The amount is limited, and in this 

small and unpretending coterie the limit 

was, one is ashamed to say, five shillings 

only, most of the players hazarding only a 

shilling. The two players who receive the 

cards play each for his own table, the 

dealer for himselt The stakes placed, 

each player looks at his hand. If he has 

a Natural — that is, a combination of pips, 

making, in the aggregate, eight or nine- 

he shows his cards, and all the players at 

his table are paid by the dealer. If the 

dealer has a Natural he is paid at once. If 

the player has not a NatunJ, he can order 

one more card. The players on the right 

and left of the dealer go on playing so 

long as they beat the dealer ; as soon as 

one of them is beaten he resigns in favour 

of the man next to him. ■

There are other rules in this game, but 

these are sufficient. There is no play in 

it ; all is as the true gambler loves to have 

it, pure chance. The player is left to the 

one thing dear to his heart, the exercise of 

judgment, prudence, caution, audacity, and 

perseverance in the amount of his stake. 

It seems as if the chances were -equal all 

round, but somehow the dealer is sup- 

posed to be in the least desirable position, 

and the players have to take turns to be 

dealer. ■

The men at the tables in this vulgar 

little gambling-den were mostly young, 

some of them mere boys, who had not 

long left school, young clerks in the City, 

who brought their shillings in the hope of 

turning them into pounds, and played with 

flushed cheeks, and quivering lips, and 

eager eyes. Some were middle-aged, and 

appeared to be, as they were, tradesmen 

— shopkeepers in the Euston Road or the 

Camden Road. Their shops were left to 

the care of their wives and daughters, or 

to shop-girls, while they came night after ■

night to tempt fortune at the green table. 

The humane person feels a profound pity 

when he considers the position of the small 

shopkeeper, because he has to fight such a 

desperate fight against want of capital, 

want of credit, competition, and the Stores, 

and because the Devil is always whispering 

in his ear, "They all cheat. You must 

cheat, too, if you wish to get on.'' Yet it 

must be owned that the small shopkeeper 

is not always the highest type of Engluh- 

man, and in many cases it would be better 

for him to remain in the cold but whole- 

some discipline of clerkly or shopmanly 

servitude, when, perhaps, he would never 

be tempted to go lusting after the fever 

joys of gaming. Some of the players were 

quite old men, whose fingers trembled as 

they made their game, whose hands could 

hardly hold the curds, who clutched at the 

table when the players turned them up, 

and laughed when they won, and groaned 

miserably when they lost. They were as 

fierce and as eager as the boys — more 

eager, because, of all the joys in life, this 

was aJl that was left to them. At the table 

they could feel once more the blood coursing 

through their veins,.the delirious trembling 

of hope and fear, the bounding pulse of 

victory. Play made these old men young 

again. At the West End the old men, 

whose work is done, play whist every day. 

At this club at St Pancras they play 

baccarat The principle is much the same, 

save that in Pall Mall skill is joined with 

chance, and the game is not altogether 

blind. ■

A mean and vulgar hell. When the 

boys have lost their money, they will go 

away and get more — somehow ; by borrow- 

iog» by pledging, even by stealing and 

embezzling. Their mistress craves per- 

petuaDy for money. Those who love 

her must brine money in their hands. No 

other gifts will do; she must have gold 

and silver coins, and if they want to woo 

her, they must find those coins somehow. 

She never asks how they find the coins ; 

she has no suspicions, and she has no 

scruples. Whether the money is honestly 

earned or stolen matters nothing to her. ■

Therefore there will come a day in the 

life of one or two young men now torn by 

the raptures and anxieties with which the 

goddess rewards her votaries, when there 

will be an emigrant-ship in the London 

Docks ready to be towed out, and on the 

deck, among the steerage passengers, a lad, 

one of these lads, standing with a look, half 

of shame, half of defiance. He has gambled ■

& ■ V ■
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away home and friends, character and 

place. When the bell rings, and his father 

wrings his hand for the last time, he will 

break down with tears, in thinking of what 

he has done and what he has lost Yet the 

next day, oat in the Channel, he will be 

courting his mistress again, with an old 

pack of cards and another youth like 

minded. ■

Or there is a worse ending still for one 

or more of these young men — an ending 

in a Police Court, where a young man 

stands in the Shameful Dock, and is com- 

mitted by the Magistrate. As for this 

middle-aged tradesman here, who comes 

here every night to play away his profits 

and his capital, his credit, character, sub- 

stance, and stock, presendy his shop will 

be shut^ and, with wife and children, this 

gentleman will go away and vanish into 

tiie unknown depths known only to the 

district visitor, the Charity Organisation 

Society, and the rent-collector. They will 

very likely rescue the children and alleviate 

the lot of the wife ; but the man's case is 

hopeless, because, at every depth, there is 

a den somewhere for those who have a 

penny to risk and to lose. ■

As for the old men, they will go on as 

long as they can drag themselves up the 

stairs, and I suppose the time is not far 

distant when, perforce, they must cease to 

cpme, and obey reluctantly the summons to 

go away to a place where, perhaps, there 

are no games of chance. ■

Among the players at the middle table 

sat Dick Murridge. ■

His father was right in mistrusting a 

boy who went about his work like a 

machine, and seemed to have no passion, 

no pursuit, no ambition — who committed 

no small follies, and had none of the head- 

long faults of ardent youth. Dick had a 

Pursuit. It was absorbing and entrancing : 

he followed it with ardour every evening 

of the week. It was a Pursuit which 

brought into play, to a very remarkable 

degree, the maxims which his father had 

taught him. It requires, for instance, no 

Law of Honour, except that if you conceal 

cards, or play false, or do not pay up, 

you are out-kicked. It makes no foolish 

pretence about Friendship, Philanthropy, 

Charity, or any stuff of that kind. At 

the baccarat table every man is for him- 

self. No skill is wanted ; no dull working 

and daily practice in order to acquire 

dexterity, which would not be of any use : 

the whole object of the pursuit is to win 

money. ■

Of all the eager and noisy crew who nt 

at tiiat table, mere was not one who wis 

more absorbed in the game than Dick 

Murridge. The others i^ated and swo^e 

great oaths when they won or lost IM 

made no sign. His face betrayed m 

emotion. The quiet Gambler is ti^ nost 

determined and the most hopelesa ■

By the side of Dick sat — alas ! — j(xb^ 

Daffodil Cronan. He was by no meami 

silent player. His face was floabed with 

excitement, his hair tossed ; his lips wete 

parted, and at every turn of the cards be 

gasped, whether it brought him victory <ff 

loss ; only, if he won, he laughed aloud. ■

The Count stood watching tiie gui& 

He was a most obliging Proprietor. If 

anyone wanted to shirk his tura at hold- 

ing the Bank, which is considered ien 

advantageous than playing against the 

Bank, the Count would i&e it for him, 

smiling cheerfully whether he los^ or woo. 

Or, wmle he stood out, if anyone wmted 

to play 4cart^, poker, monty, b^zlqtie, 

euchre, piquet, sechs und sechzig, two- 

handed vingt-et-un, or any other gane 

whatever, the Count would play with him. 

He knew all games. He was equally ready 

to cut through the pack for Bhillmg8,of 

to toss for sovereigns, should any of his 

members desire it. A most oUigmg Pfo- 

prietor. Sometimes he lost and wmaetimoi 

he won. Whether he lost or whether he 

won he laughed gently, as if it mattoed 

nothing to him. As for his faimesi ti 

play, no one entertained the least donht 

One would like to have the history of fod 

a man. If he would write down his auto- 

biography it would be in8tructiv& Bat 

this he will not do unless he be allowed to 

tell it in his own way, as Mr& George 

Anne Bellamy and Madame du Barry hav« 

related their lives. The autobiogn^y of 

the Count would be, I am sure, as in- 

teresting as that of Barry Lyndon. ■

Other attentions he lavished upon ^te 

members. If, as sometimes happened, (m 

of them rose hastily from the table, with 

haggard face and despairing eyes, the loss 

of everything, the benevolent Propnetor 

would lend mm half-a-sovereign, or haif-ft' 

crown, according to the age and sodsl 

position of that member, and wiUi regud 

to the amount of his losings. He wcM 

also advise him to go away, and to tospt 

fortune no more tnat night against a nm 

of bad luck ; and he would prescribe fcr 

him, mix and administer, a restorative in 

whisky-and- water, on the strength of wtiA 

the patient would go stra^ht homa,iiid ■
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go to bed, and feel no pangs of remorse 

and terror nntil the morning. Or, if one 

of the members was not despairing, bat 

only reckless, he would lend him money 

to go on with, taking a note of acknow- 

ledgment in return. He was so benevo- 

lent that his pocket-book was staffed wiUi 

these notes. ■

It was not known how the Coxmi made 

the dab pay. Perhaps the notes of ac- 

knowledgment for money lent indaded 

interest ; perhaps he steadily won ; if he 

did, it was clearly only by those games, 

sach as 6cart6, which require some skill. 

Bat no one knew." ■

This evening, it might have been re- 

marked that the Coant was a good deal 

engaged in watching Dick's play. He 

observed two or three thing& When Dick 

won he pat his winnings into his pocket 

without a word or a sign of satisfaction. 

When he lost he saw the stake nkked up 

without the least emotion. Fiuther, he 

observed that Dick lost nearly every time. 

The luck was dead aeainst him from the 

beginning. And this circumstance afforded 

him a certain satisfaction, but why one 

coald hardly explain. ■

The evening went on ; the windows were 

thrown wide open. But the air grew in- 

tolerably close and heavy; the players 

were more serious and more silent No 

one, except Daffodil, laughed, and then 

the others turned upon him looks of 

reproach and wonder. Those who had 

left the table sat moodily without^ think- 

ing over their losses or whispering with 

the Count ; and at the small tables there 

was heard the continued cries of " King — 

Vole— Trick— More cards— Play," in the 

quick, decided tones of those who play for 

money and play quickly. ■

At ten o'clock Dick rose from the table 

and laid his hand upon his friend's 

shoulder. ■

" Ck)me," he whispered ; " they will be 

expecting you at home." ■

The boy rose unwillingly. He was 

winning, and for the first time in his life 

his pocket was heavy with silver. But 

Dick dragged him from the table. ■

«My young friends," said the Count, as 

they left the table, " you leave us too early. 

Bat perhaps it is best to be home in good 

time. I hope you have not lost ) " ■

He spoke very good English, but with a 

slightlv foreign accent, and he spoke as if 

he really did take the deepest interest in 

their fortune. ■

"As for me," cried Daffodil eagerly. ■

^* Fve won a pot Look here 1 " He 

pulled out a handful of shillings. ''It's 

glorious ! " ■

The Count laughed encouragingly. ■

" Good," he said ; " very good ! Luck 

is always with the boys. At your age I 

should have broken all the banks. Come 

again soon. I love to see the boys win. 

And you, friend Richard 1 " ■

"It doesn't matter to anyone except 

myself," Dick replied gloomily, " whether 

I win or lose." ■

"He is silent," said the Count "I 

watch him at his play. When the others 

laugh or when they curse, he is silent No 

one can tell from his face whether he has 

won or lost A good player should be 

silent Will you drink before you go ) " ■

Daffodil went to the bar and hada drink; 

Dick refused. ■

"Do you want another advance, my 

friend 1 " asked the Count ■

Dick shook his head, but with uncer- 

tainty. ■

" What is the good ) " he asked* " My 

infernal luck follows me every night. I'm 

cleaned out again." ■

" Dear me 1 I am very sorry. Let me 

see your account You have given me 

three cheques, each for twelve pounds. 

They were passed " — he glanced quickly at 

Dick's &ce — " without questioa" ■

" Why the devil should they be ques- 

tioned 1 " Dick asked. ■

" All, my friend, yours is the face for 

the gambler. You can keep your counte- 

nance, whatever happena It is a great 

gift Steady eyes — ^look me in the face — 

frdl, steady eyes, and fingers" — ^he took 

Dick's hand in his, and squeezed the 

fingers critically — " fingers that are sensi- 

tive and quick. Sometimes I think that 

fingers are alive. Why, if a devil was to 

enter into one of these fingers, and per- 

suade it to— well, to imitate another per- 

son's handwriting " ■

" What do you mean) " asked Dick. ■

" Steady eyes — steady eyes ! Why, that 

the finger would imitate that writing to 

perfection. WeU, as to our account You 

owe me, my young friend, twenty-four 

pounds. Shall I make you another 

advance 1 Well, come here to-morrow' 

morning at eleven. Can you spare the 

time ? Come 1 We shall be quite alone, 

and I have something to say. Steady 

eyes, delicate fingers, hard and cold face. 

These are the gifts of the true gambler." ■

" What then 1 " said Dick. ■

" What, indeed ! I fear they are gifts ■

=+■ ■
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time, or if he was obliged to take it into 

hand. Thb kind of talk made his son 

writhe. ■

After dinner, Mr. Morridgei on Sundays, 

always had a bottle of port His son took 

one glass, and he himself drank the rest 

of the bottle. With each glass he became 

more pleased with his devemess in oat- 

witting the Doctor, and more eager for 

rerenge in the matter of the robbery, so 

that he mixed up his own astuteness with 

the craft of the forger — ^his ducats with 

his acres. ■

"Find him, Dick. Find him for me 

— ^make haste ! " ■

" I am doing the best I can,'' said Dick. 

" Don't hurry a num." ■

" Have you got a Clue yet 1 " his father 

asked. ■

" Don't ask me anything. You gave me 

a week. I am not going to tell you any- 

thing before Thursday morning." ■

" Quite right, Dick. Nothing could be 

better. I hate prattling before a Case is 

ready. But there is no harm in a word 

of advice. Now, if I had the conduct of 

the Case, I should advertise a substantial 

reward for the discovery of the three 

persons who presented the cheques ; once 

find them and the thing is done. To be 

sure, there may be a Bing of them — one to 

forge the cheques, one to steal the cheque- 

books, and one to present them, and they 

would stand by each other. I wonder 

Bank-clerks haven't made a Bing before 

now. They might use it merrily for a 

time. But I don't think there is a Bing, 

Dick. The cheques have been taken out 

of the book, and given to someone who has 

copied my signature, and got the cheques 

cashed by people he knew. Now, one of 

them is a foreigner, old, and grey-headed, 

and wanting a forefinger on the right hand — 

wanting a forefinger, Dick. There can't 

be many men in London answering to that 

description, can there 9 Very well, that's 

my idea. You will act on it or not, as you 

pleasa But find him, Dick; let me put 

him in the Dock. Let me see him going 

off to his seven years. It begins with a 

year on a plank, I believe, and solitary 

confinement on bread-and-water or skilly. 

The Law is a righteous law which con- 

demns one who steals hard-earned money 

to solitary confinement and a plank bed. 

But he ought to be hanged, Dick. Nothing 

but hanging will meet the merits of the 

Case." ■

Presently Dick escaped, and wandered 

about the streets of Camden Towa One ■

thing he clearly perceived must be doni ak 

any cost — he must keep his £ather fna 

taking up the Case. ■

To him who thinks Icmg enoo^ that 

Cometh at the last a suggestion. To Kd 

it seemed to come from withoai. It vm 

a truly villainous and disgraoetiil soggesBoi^ 

black as Erebus, crafty as the Serpsst, 

and cowardly as the Skunk. It had beet 

whispered in his ear at the Hoq^itaL Nor 

it was whispered again. ■

** You must accuse someone. It is yov 

only chance. If yon acknowledge thatyos 

have failed, your father will immediateij 

take up the Case himselC He will advertiie 

and offer a reward. He is quite sure to 

find out the trutL You must accuse some- 

one. Whom will you accuse 1 ■

" It must be someone who haa access to 

the office; someone who knows year 

father's habits in drawing cheques ; sons- 

one who would get at his signature easily. ■

'<No. Not the office-boy. There canned 

be a proof or ashadow of proof against die 

office-boy. Who else comes to the office 1' 

Dick waited while that question was put to 

him a hundred times. ^'Who rise but 

Norahl There is no other. Nonh 

Cronan." ■

Dick Murridge had known this gtA ill 

his life. When she was five and he eight, 

they played together. When she was ten 

and he thirteen he teased and bullied ha 

after the manner of boys ; when she wu 

sixteen and he nineteen he began to 

perceive that she was beautiful ; aoig a 

fortnight before he had told her that he 

loved her. And now he could harbour the 

thought of accusing her in order to save 

himseli Said the Voice in his ear : ■

'* The first rule of life is self-preservatioB. 

Before that everything must give way. A 

man must save himself at any eaaifice. 

Honour, Love, Friendship, Truth — what 

are they ? Shadowa The first thing k 

self-preservation." ■

lus father had taught him this precis 

hundred times. What was it he was going 

to do but to preserve himself 1 ■

How would his father take it 1 Why, 

that made the thing all the more ^asy. 

She was, if anyone, a favourite with him. 

He trusted her more than any other person 

in the world — more than his own son. If 

he interested himself or cared about any 

one it was about this clever, quick, and 

industrious girl-clerk, who for sevens-five 

pounds a year did the work of two men* 

clerks at double the salary. If his hiba 

could only be persuaded that it was Nondi ■

'. I ■
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he would probably say nothing more about 

it He wonld forgive her, and all would 

go on as before. Here Dick was wrong. 

Mr. Murridge and men who, like him, 

trust few, and those not unreservedly, are 

far more dangerous if they are betrayed 

than men who trust lightly and easily. ■

He thought over this villainy all the 

evening. The longer he thought of it the 

more easy and the more likely it appeared. 

He saw a way of making the charge 

plausible and possible. He made up Us 

mind what he would do and how he would 

do it. At the same time he resolved to 

keep on with the Count. It miffht be well, 

in case things turned out bacUy, to listen 

to the proposals, at which he kept hint- 

ing, wit^ promises of wealth unbounded. ■

It was past ten when he went home. 

He took hu candle, and, without seeing his 

father, went straight to his own room. ■

" Of course," he said, " I would not have 

her tried, or sent to prison, or anything. 

It will be quite enough for my father to 

think she's done it They can't send her 

to prison, or anyone else, if there are no 

forgeries to convict with.'' Then suddenly 

cameareally brilliant idea. ^'Theymusthave 

a forgery to go upon. Suppose a man says 

that a cheque was cashed which he did not 

draw, very well then, where is your cheque) 

Produce your cheque." He did produce a 

little heap of cheques and a cheque-book. 

He placed them in the fireplace ; he struck 

a match; and he saw them quickly con- 

sume into ashes. ■

"There," he said, "where's your proof, 

now 1 Where is your forgery 1 The worst 

that can happen to Norah, now, when she 

says I gave her the cheque, is not to be 

believed. It's all right now. They can't 

prove anything." ■

He was so pleased, pacified, and easy 

after this act of decision, that he went to 

bed, and for the first time for many weeks 

slept soundly, and without any apprehen- 

dons, nightmares, or dreadful dreams. ■

CHAPTER VII. ■ DOWN WITH THE LAND- 

LORDS. ■

"We have now," said Uncle Joseph, 

regarding his first glass of gin-and-water 

with discontented looks — " we have now, 

Maria, been members of the Peerage — 

actually of the Peerage — the Peerage of 

Idle Bealm for nearly a week. Yet I see 

no change." ■

*' No one has called," said her Ladyship. 

" I have put on my best gown every night. ■

But no one has thought fit to take the least 

notice of us." ■

"Where is the Coronet 1 Where are 

the Bobes ) Where is the Star 1 Where 

is the Collar » " ■

The Doctor silently filled his pipe and 

went on reading his evening paper, taking 

no notice of these complaints. Yet it did 

strike him as strange that a man should 

succeed to a Peerage with so little fuss. ■

"No message m>m the Queen," Uncle 

Joseph continued; "no officer of the 

House of Lords with congratulations 

from that August Body; no communica- 

tions from Provincial Grand Lodge; no 

deputations from a loyal tenantry; no 

ringing of bells. Maria, in the whole 

course of my experience among the titled 

classes I never before saw such a miserable 

Succession." ■

" Miserable, indeed," said her ladyship. ■

** The reason," continued Uncle Joseph, 

" is not difficult to find. They are waiting, 

Maria, for the Banquet. How can a noble 

Lord succeed without a Banquet 1 You 

can't do anything without it. Why, if you 

initiate a little City clerk, you have a 

Banquet over it If you raise a man to the 

dazzling height of Thirty-Third, you must 

celebrate the occasion with a Banquet. 

And here we succeed to the rank of 

Viscount, and not even a bottle of cham- 

pagne. Ginand-water, in the house of 

the Bight Honourable the Viscount Clon- 

sillal" ■

There was a full attendance of the 

House, so to speak. The Honourable 

Hyacinth was present; the Honourable 

Norah, with Mr. Hugh Aquila, had just 

returned from an evening walk among the 

leafy groves of Camden Town's one square; 

the Honourable Terry, Larry, and Pat were, 

as usual, quarrelling over a draught-board. ■

"Well, my dear," said the Doctor at 

last, " what did you expect 1 " ■

"I expected Becognition. I thought 

that our brother Peers would call upon 

us." ■

" What have we received, Maria 1 " said 

Uncle Joseph. " The outstretched hand 

of Brotherhood 1 Not atalL Cold neglect" ■

" We may belong to the Irish peerage/' 

said the Doctor, " but, remember, if you 

please, that I am still, and am likely to 

remain to the end of the Chapter, a General 

Practitioner, with a large practice and a 

small income, of Camden Town. It will 

be a proud distinction^ no doubt, to reflect 

that we are the only titled people in Camden 

Town. Well, we must be contented with ■
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the pride. You may add to the Alder- 

man^ robe, my dear, your coronet| when it 

comes along." ■

" We ought," said Uncle Joseph firmly, 

" to assert ourselvea There ought to be a 

Banquet." ■

" At the funeral to-day," the Doctor con- 

tinued, ''there was not a single mourner 

except myself, and Daff, and Hush who 

went with us. Not one. The old Lord 

seems to have outlived all his friends. He 

left no will, so that all the property, what- 

ever it is, entailed or not, should have 

come to me, but for an accidental circum- 

stance which you ought to learn at once." ■

'* As the old Lord is buried," said Uncle 

Joseph, '^ the time has come for action ; of 

course it would have been unseemly to 

rejoice before the funeral Now, if my 

advice is thought to be worth anything in 

this family — the advice of a man who has 

shaken hands familiarly, yet respectftllly, 

with Earls, and sat next to a Prince at a 

Banquet — is, that we should, without any 

delay, issue invitations to a large number 

of our noble and illustrious brother Peers 

for a Banquet in robes and coronets at the 

Freemasons' or the Criterion. I will my- 

self superintend the Banquet, inspect the 

menu — at this time of year, what with 

lamb, duckling, green peas, salmon, white- 

bait, turtle, young potatoes, early apricots 

and strawberries, the Banquet will be un- 

usually choice — choice and toothsome. As 

for the champagne — ah ! " he gasped and 

drank off the whole glass of gin-and- water, 

"I will order it Do not be in anxiety 

about the champagne. Maria. It shall be 

my cara When the Banquet is over, your 

health — ^you will be in the chair, Doctor — 

shall be taken after the loyal toasts. I 

will myself respond for the Craft Then 

we will give up this house, which is mean 

for a Viscount's Town Residence, and we 

will move to a Mansion in the West, where 

Maria can take that place in Society which 

she was bom to adorn." ■

He spoke so confidently, with so much 

enthusiasm, that her Ladyship murmured, 

and even Norah was carried away with the 

thought of the Family greatness. A large 

house in the West End, with nothing for 

her father to do, and Society — though it 

is not certain how she understood that 

word — seemed fitting accompaniments to 

a Title. ■

The Doctor listened gravely. Then he 

laughed. ■

y It is too ridiculous," he said. << I am 

Viscount ClonsiUa. You, my dear, are ■

Lady ClonsiUa. All you boys and pA 

are Honourables. And, except for yoor 

mother's money, there isn't a penny in the 

world for any of us. What do you eaj, 

Hugh 1 " ■

'* I should let the Title fall into abey- 

ance," said Hugh. "I don't know wlqr, 

but a title, without land or money, seem 

contemptible. I should give it up." ■

" Never 1" said Uncle Joseph, witk 

decision. " Give up a Title t Give up % 

thing that thousands are en^ng and 

longing after ) Throw away a Title f Toa 

must be mad, young man. Actoally rsfose 

to enjoy your Title f You misht as well 

go to a Banquet and pass the champagna 

But it shows your ignorance. Ton hsTS 

never been among Lords and HonouraUei 

You don't know, young man — ^you cannot 

know, what I mean. You are only a 

young Doctor. Be humble. Don't pre- 

sume to advise, sir, on matters connected 

with Rank and Society." ■

'*I know what science means," said 

Hugh ; " and that's enough for me. Titb 1 

Who would not rather make a name for 

himself than bear a Title t " ■

" Let us look at the thing practical^, 

children," said the Doctor. *' I shall never 

make a name for myself, unless I make a 

name as a great Donkey. Ajs for the Title, 

then. If Rank allows me to enlarge my 

practice and makes a better class <h 

patients send for me, and enables me to 

ride in a carriage instead of trudging aloDg 

the streets, and to double all the biUs, and 

togive up making up my own medicines, and 

to have a balance at the bank, why then I 

will gladly sport the Title. Bat U it (mlr 

makes us ridiculous, let us give it up. A 

Coronet on the door of a surgery, when 

medicines are made up by the noble Lofd 

within, does seem ridiculoaa, doemt 

itt" ■

Uncle Joseph shook his head. ■

"Rank," he said, " can never be lidicu- 

lous. But, if you feel it that way, follow 

my advice: give up the surgery, take a 

house at the West End, and go into 

Society." ■

The Doctor shook his head impatiently. ■

**Let the thing slide," s^d Hn^ 

" What do you think, Norah t " ■

" I sh^ always be glad, whatever hap- 

pens, to think that my father can be a 

Viscount if he pleases. Of course, at fint 

I thought there must be a great fortime 

with it I always thought that Peers were 

very rich men, and I thought it would be 

delightful to see him restmg a little £rmb ■

^i-= ■
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his hard work, and not to be afraid any 

more of the night-belL" ■

The Doctor kissed his daughter. ■

« Children/' he said, "I have a con- 

fession to make. Listen, now. Yoor 

father has been a terrible Donkey ! " ■

"If I had been consulted " said ■

Undo Joseph. ■

"No doubt," the Doctor interrupted 

him. " Now hear my tale. Three years 

ago, I happened to be very much in want 

of money. The practice had been very 

bad, as far as paying patients go. I was 

80 troubled for money that I consulted 

Mr. Murridge as to the best way of 

getting a loan. I then learned, for the 

first time in my life, that my second cousin- 

ship to an Irish Lord might be turned into 

money. Mr. Murridge thought it was 

worth exactly two hundred pounds, and 

for the two hundred pounds, without 

which I could not have sent you, Daff, to 

University, I sold my reversion." ■

"There was some estate, tibent" said 

Hneh curiously. " I understood there was 

nothing." ■

" There was this small estate of — ^I do 

not know how many acres, and I do not 

know what it is worth, or whether the 

tenants have paid any rent" ■

"And Mr. Murridge — Dick's father — 

bought your reversion 1 " said Hugh. " It 

seems a very strange thing for him to do." ■

"His business Ues among genealogies 

and family histories," said the Doctor. 

'* He found out what I ought to have 

learned before signing and selling — that 

my chances were really very good indeed 

— almost a certainty." ■

"Then," said Hugh, "Mr. Murridge 

thinks he is going to be the landlord, I 

suppose 1 " ■

" Certainly ; he has bought me out" ■

"Father," said Norah, "you did it for 

the best It was for us — for Daff — that 

yon took the money. What does it matter ) 

Let us all go on just as before. Hugh 

won't mind ; will you, Hugh 9 " ■

"No, I don't mind, Norah. But I 

venture to make a little prophecy. Doctor. 

Mr. Murridge will never be owner of the 

Clonsilla estates, even if they consist of 

sothing but a four-acre field of bog. He 

thinks he has got them, but he may find 

that he has overreached himseli" ■

"If I were consulted," said Uncle 

Joseph, "I should invite the tenants to 

a '* ■

Again he was interrupted. This time it 

the last post of the day, which brought ■

a letter in a great blue envelope, addressed 

in a great sprawling hand, as if written 

with a pitchfork : " For the Hoimable Lord 

Viscount Clonsilla, somewhere in London." ■

"It is the first Recognition of Rank," 

said her Ladyship. " Open it and read it 

quickly. Perhaps it is a missive from 

the Queen — a missive of congratulation." ■

" Or an invitation from the Lord Chan- 

cellor," said Uncle Joseph. "A summons, 

no doubt, to a Banquet on the Woolsack." ■

The Doctor opened it curiously. It did 

not look, somehow, like an Invitation. It 

was more like a BilL The writing of the 

letter was even worse, more sprawling, 

than that of the address. ■

" My Lord," the letter ran, " this is to 

warn you that the first man evicted from 

his holding will be the signal for your 

Bloody End. No rents. No eviction. 

Remember Lord Mountmorres. We will 

have Vengeance. Blood and t Revenge. 

You shall die. Look at the picture. 

Think of the Whiteboys and the Invin- 

cibles. Death! Death 1 Death I Every 

man has got his gun, and we are sworn. 

Death! Death! Blood and Death! 

Down with Landlords ! " ■

And at the bottom, rudely designed, 

were a coffin, a gun, a skull, efifectively and 

feelingly delineated, and two cross-bones 

copied from the churchyard. ■

The Doctor handed this cheerful epistle 

to his wife with a laugh ; but no one, even 

in the secure retreat of a fastness of Camden 

Town, quite likes to have a letter sent to 

him with a promise of murder if he dares 

to enforce his rights, and the picture of a 

coffin and a skull. ■

" Murridge, I suppose, has sent them all 

notices to pay up," he said. " This is a 

cheerful situation. He is to get the 

rents, and I am to get the credit for them 

— ^in bullets. I don't think this was in the 

agreement" ■

" At all events," said Hugh, " they don't 

know where to find you. ' Somewhere in 

London ' is a little too vague even for an 

evicted Irish tenant" ■

" As their landlord," said Uncle Joseph, 

"you should gain their loyalty — by a 

Banquet" ■

" Well, children," the Doctor continued, 

disregarding this suggestion, "you have 

now heard the whole story. What are we 

to dol Shall I alter tibe plate on the 

door 1 Shall I attend my patients, at any- 

thing I can get a visit, in my coronet 1 

ShaU we invite the landlord shooters to 

Camden Town t What do you say, Daff » " ■
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" Well,'' said the medical stadent, " as 

there is no money, there will be no fan 

with the Title." ■

"We will go on," said Norab, "just as 

before. Only, of coarse, with a Uttle more 

pride. Yoa are pleased, Hngh, are yoa not, 

that yoa are engaged to a real lady by 

birth, and the daaghter of a Viscount, if he 

chooses to take the Title) It is always best 

to belong to a good family." ■

" Yes, said the Doctor ; " Creeping Bob 

was " ■

" Hush 1 " said Norah. '< I will not hear 

any stories about my great-great-grand- 

father. There are always scandals in every 

old family. I prefer to believe that they 

have all been the soul of honour — every 

one of them." ■

" Yoa are disappointed, my dear." The 

Doctor turned to his wife. ■

" Oh ! " she cried, bursting into tears, 

with the revolutionary letter in her hand, 

"if we are to be murdered in our beds, 

and all for nothing, with no money, and no 

land, let us say no more about it. But it 

is a cruel thing to give up your Bank. And 

just as the tradespeople are beginning to 

find it out. Why, this morning the butcher 

congratulated me. He had just heard it, 

he said. And he put a penny a pound more 

upon the beef." ■

" Well," said the Doctor, " that is settled, 

thea The Title is extinct My children, 

you will, however, continue to be as 

Honourable as you can." ■

Before Hugh went to bed that night he 

read over again a letter which he had 

received that morning from his mother. 

This was the conclusion : ■

"And now, my dear boy, you know the 

whole. If you are desirous of acting before 

the doctor allows me to travel, go to my 

solicitors, Messrs. Ongar and Greensted, of 

Lincoln's Inn Fields. They have the 

papers and know my secret If it is not 

necessary, wait until my arrival I expect 

to be released in a week or so, if things go 

well Do not, however, move in the matter 

without consulting them, and I do not 

think it is prudent to tell anyone — even 

Norah— -until you have consulted them. It 

is vexatious to conceal anything from her. 

Still, have patience for a week.' ■

"I don't think," said Hugh, "that the 

Doctor will mind much. Murridge, I take 

it, will be astonished." ■

CHAPTER Vin. THE GRAVE OF HONOUR. ■

Let this chapter be printed within a 

deep black border. Let it be in mourning. ■

Let it be illustrated with all the embloBB 

which can be gathered together of diignfii 

and dishonour. The Valley of Toj^ 

with ite balefdl fires, may fiirmsh a front., 

piece — there may be fanereal cypress, hmt- 

bane, deadly nightshade, and the poisoooii 

flowers of marsh and ditch may adorn the 

comers of its pages. There should bet 

drawing of Adam turned out of PazadH 

with portraits of all the most celebrated 

renegades, turncoats, and traiton, and tba 

most eminent Sneaks, in history. For a 

man may do many things wicked and baM^ 

and yet find forgiveness ; he may drag his 

name in the dust, and trample on his setf- 

respect, and give a rein to his passion, aod 

vet be welcomed back into the world of 

honourable men. But the thing which Di^ 

Murridge did was one which can never be 

forgiven him in this world, save by the 

girl to whom he did this wrong. And Aa, 

I think, has forgiven him already. ■

He did it on the Tuesday morning, two 

days before his week expired. He spent 

the whole of Monday in patting his Cass 

upon paper in the form of a Report On 

Tuesday he went into town before ha 

father, and on his arrival followed him into 

the inner office, with a roll of paper in his 

hand. ■

" I think, sir," he said, " that I have 

done all I can in this matter. I have pat 

down on paper what I have to tell you^ 

for your private information." ■

" Do you mean that you have foond the 

thief and forger f " ■

" I think I hava" ■

" Think 1 I want you to be sura And 

what do you mean by talking of my private 

information 1 If you've got the man, 

I'll soon show you how private I wiD keep 

the information." ■

" If you will read these papers " ■

" Afterwards Tell me who did it" ■

" Well, then. It was— none other — than 

— your private clerk — Norah Cronan." ■

Dick looked his father steadily in the 

face, speaking slowly and deliberately.' ■

" I don't believe it 1 " ■

Mr. Murridge sprang to his feet and 

banged the table with ms fist ■

" Kead these papers, then." ■

" Dick, I don't believe it ! The thmg is 

impossible 1 Where are your proofs f ^ ■

" Bead these papers." ■

" Norah Cronan ! It cannot be ! " ■

Dick smiled, as one who is on a rock of 

certainty and can afford to smile. ■

"What have you always told me, sir! 

Never trust anybody. Every man is for ■
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himBeli Every man has his price. Every- 

body thinks of nothing bat himself. Very 

well, then. Remember these TnftYJnfuy 

before you say that anything is impos- 

sible. If you will read these papers, you ■

wiU find " ■

" Read the paper yourself. Let me know 

all that you can prove. Read the paper 

yourself. Quick ! " ■

He threw himself into a chair and waited 

with angry light in his eye. ■

Everything happens in the way we least 

expect Dick had made up his mind that 

he would lay the paper upon the table 

with solemnity suitable to the occasion, 

and then retire, leaving the document to 

produce its natural e£fect. He further cal- 

culated that, after reading the paper, his 

father would most likely send for Urn, and 

enjoin him to say nothing more about 

the matter. That, at least, was what he 

hoped. But he had not expected to be 

asked to read the paper aloud, and he 

natiurally hesitated. He had committed to 

writin|^ an Enormous Lie, or, rather, 

a Oham and Series of Lies — cdl strong, 

massive, well-connected, forming together a 

tale which, for cowardice ana meanness, 

never had an equal since the days when 

men first learned to tell lies, swop yams, 

invent excuses, and pass on the blame. 

Certainly, it would never have f^ superior. 

To write such a thin^, however, was one 

thing — ^to read it calmly and coldly was 

another. ■

When Dick had once made up his mind 

that escape was only possible by 6ne 

method, he gave his whole thought, and 

devoted the greatest possible pains to 

make the narrative complete in all its parts, 

and impregnable at every point. He wrote 

and re-wrote every single sentence half-a- 

dozen times; he read it over and over 

again; he examined the document cri- 

tically ; he put himself in the place of a 

hostile and suspicious critic ; he even read 

it aloud, which is the very best way pos- 

sible of testing the strength of such a docu- 

ment, whether from the credible and the 

probable, or from the plausible and per- 

suasive, or from the purely literary point 

of view. He was not greatly skiUeii, as 

may be supposed, in Fiction considered as 

a Eine Art, which is, perhaps, the reason 

why he was quite satisfied in his own mind 

with his statement, looked at from any 

point of view. ■

" Read it," his father repeated. << Let 

me hear what you have found. If it is 

true " ■

r= ■

He stopped, because he knew not what 

he should do if it were true. ■

The young man hesitated no longer. 

With perfectly steady eyes, which met his 

father's fearlessly and frankly, and with 

brazen front, and with clear, unhesitating 

voice, he read the Thing he had made up. ■

*' Before I begin this Statement" — the 

words formed part of the Narrative — " I 

wish to explain that nothing but your 

express command that I should investigate 

the Case for you would have induced me to 

write down what I know about it. You 

will consider it as, in part, a Confession." ■

Mr. Murridge looked up sharply and 

suspiciously. ■

•* Yes, as you will presently see," Dick 

repeated, answering that glance, " a Con- 

fession. When the duty of taking up and 

investigating this case was laid upon me, 

my lips, which would otherwise have re- 

mained shut, as a point of honour, were 

opened. If I did not obey your command 

to the fullest extent, innocent persons 

might be suspected and even be punished. 

I have, therefore, resolved upon telling yon 

all that I know, whatever happens. And 

since I must write down the Truth, I pray 

that no further action may be taken in the 

Case, and that this most deplorable business 

may be forgotten and dropped, never to be 

mentioned again." ■

** What the Devil do you mean by that t " 

his father cried. " The business forgotten 1 

The matter allowed to drop ! Do I look 

like the man to forget such a thing) No 

further action, indeed 1 Wait, you shall see 

what further action I shall take." ■

Dick did not stop to press this petition 

for mercy. ■

''It is now four weeks," he continued, 

reading from the paper, '' since I had the 

misfortune — it was a great misfortune to 

me, and I am very sorry that it happened 

— to observe, quite accidentally, a certain 

suspicious circumstance which took place 

in your own office. This circumstance 

caused me the greatest uneasiness and 

suspicion at the time, and has filled me 

with anxiety ever since. Of course, as you 

will imme&tely understand, directly you 

spoke to me last week my suspicions turned 

to certainty. I was, as usual, in the outer 

office, and I had nothing to do but to sit 

and wait for any work which might be 

sent out The time was a quarter-past 

two. You were gone out to your dinner, 

and the boy was gone to his. There was, 

therefore, no one at all in the place except 

myselC Before you went out you locked ■
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up your safe with your papers in it I 

know that, because, as you passed through 

the outer door, you dropped the keys into 

your pocket You left your own door wide 

open. A few minutes afterwards, to my 

astonishment, Norah Cronan came in. * Is 

your father in ? ' she asked in a whisper. 

I asked her if she knew what time it was, 

and whether she expected a regular man 

like you to be in at a quarter-past two. 

She made no reply, but went into your 

office very quickly and shut the door. As 

she passed me I remarked that her face 

was red and her eyes looked swollen, as if 

she had been crying. I dare say you your- 

self have noticed that, for some time past, 

she has been out of spirits f " ■

Mr. Murridge grunted; but what he 

meant is not known. ■

'* She shut the door, but, as sometimes 

happens, the lock did not catch, and the 

door stood ajar. From the place where I 

was sitting I could see through the door, 

and could catch something of what she 

was about I was not curious, but I looked, 

and I observed that she was tearing some- 

thing out of a book. This was such a 

strange thing to do, that it caught my eye. 

Why should she come to your office, when 

you were out, in order to tear leaves out 

of a book ? It certainly seemed to be a 

book of some kind, but from my place I 

was quite unable to see what it was, or 

why she was tearing it up. Then she folded 

the leaves very carefully, and, so far as 

I could see, put them in her pocket After 

a few minutes she came out again. Of 

course I was by this time very curious 

indeed, but I asked no questions. A man 

does not like to seem curious about a thing 

which he has seen, so to speak, through a 

keyhole. I noticed, however, that her 

breath was quick, and that her hand 

trembled. And she said a very strange 

thing to ma ' Dick,' she said, ' when your 

father comes back, do not tell him that I 

came here. I only came to get something 

— something which I forgot this morning, 

nothing of any importance.' She stammered 

a great deal whUe she said thia I told 

her that it was no business of mine whether 

she came or whether she stayed away, 

because I had nothing to do with her or 

her work. Then she laid her hand on my 

shoulder, and looked into my face. ' But 

promise, Dick,' she said. 'You see we 

are such old friends, you and I, and DafiP 

is your bosom friend. We ought to be able 

to depend on you. Promise, dear Dick ; 

say that you will never tell your father ■

that I came to his office any day when be 

was out of it' I naturally prondeed. 

And she went away. As soon as she ww 

gone I went into your office to find od 

what she had been tearing, if I ccmld, bdmg 

still curious, and not best satisfied -wrtk 

myself for having made that promise. 

There were two or three great books on 

the table, your genealogical books. Bst 

she would not be likely to tear any of the 

leaves out of them, because they are not 

the only copies. I looked about, thertfart, 

and presently, poked away under ^ soiDe 

papers, I found your cheque-book lying on 

the table. I took it up and examined it 

I do not know why, because I had no 

suspicion of this kind of thing. What was 

my astonishment to discover that six of 

the cheques had been taken out of the book ! 

Six ; they were scattered here and there, 

not taken out in a lump. This, of course, 

was in order to lessen the chance of inune- 

diate discovery. I never before knew that 

you were in the habit of leaving jour 

cheque-book out This was the thing that 

I found. It was afterwards, when I began 

to think about it, that I connected the 

leaves torn out of the book, and so carefully 

folded, with the cheque-book." ■

Mr. Murridge's face, which had been at 

first expectant and interested, was now u 

black as Erebus. ■

« Go on," he siid. '< Get on faster. Let 

us finish with this." ■

'* I returned to my desk, and oonsideied 

what was best to be done. Of course— I 

admit this freely — I ought to have gone 

directly to you and informed you ci my 

discovery. In not doing this I committed 

a great error of judgment, as well as t 

breach of duty. For I should have con- 

sidered that, when the absence of the 

cheques was discovered, it would be re- 

membered that there were only two 

Eersons — not counting the office-boy — ^wko 
ad access to your offica These wen 

Norah and myself. One of us muai have 

taken them." ■

" Why, no," said Mr. Murridge. " For 

it cannot be proved that no one came into 

this office except you twa There is the 

office-boy ; there is the housekeeper ; these 

are any number of people whom the house- 

keeper may have admitted on the Sunday 

or in the evening; there is nothins to 

prove when I left my cheque-book lying 

about It might have been lying on the 

table all night, or from Saturday until 

Monday. I cannot admit that the thing 

lies between you and Norah Cronan." ■
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" Very well, sir ; I am glad you thiok 

that it may lie oatside a& That^ however, 

was how I put it to myself, I confess." ■

" You ought to have told me at once. 

You find my cheque-hook with six cheques 

torn out, and you did not tell me. Were 

you mad ) '' ■

''Perhaps; but remember that I only 

saw leaves, or what seemed to be leaves, 

torn out and folded up. It was not till 

afterwards, I repeat, that I suspected Norah 

of stealing cheques. It was not till you 

told me of your loss that I really connected 

her with those cheques." ■

''You ought to have told me directly 

you heard of the loss." ■

" I confess, again, that I ought to have 

told you. Well, I did not That is all I 

can say. Firsts I had passed my word to 

Norah that I would not mention her visit 

Next, I was confused and bewildered on 

her account and then I was afraid of you." ■

" Oh, afraid of me 1 " ■

" Yes, afraid of you. Norah has been 

your favourite alwaya You give her the 

confidential work, and me the office 

drudgery. I thought you would not 

believe me. Perhaps I hoped that she 

would get off altogether. But when you 

placed the whole Case in my hands, the 

first thing that forced itself upon me was 

that the forgery must have been committed 

by means of these very missing cheques." ■

*' Well, the numbers prove that" ■

" So that nothing was left to me but to 

confess what I knew, and to follow up that 

fact as a due." ■

Dick sighed heavily. ■

" I wish the task had been entrusted to 

another man. First I thought of going to 

Calista and telling her everything. But 

Norah is her sister, so that it seemed best 

to tell you M myself. Perhaps Calista 

may be spared the pain of ever learning 

this dreadful thing. As for the actual 

forger, I cannot yet speak. Bat I have 

proofs as to the presentation of two cheques 

oat of the five." ■

"Proofs) Nothing but the clearest 

proofs will satisfy me !" ■

"You shall be satisfied, then. What 

do you think of this for one proof ? The 

girl described by the Bank Clerk as having ■

E resented one of the cheques was Norah 
erself. For proof send for the clerk when 

she is here. He will be able to identify 

her, I dare say. That is my first proof. 

Now for the second : The young gentle- 

man who presented and cashed the cheque 

last Thursday, at one o'clock, was no other ■

than her brotl\er, young Hyacinth Cronan — 

DafibdiL He must have gone to the Bank 

just before one o'clock, because he came 

here a few minutes after one, and we went 

out to dinner together. We went to 

Crosby Hall, and sat there till two. The 

clerk, you know, gave one o'clock as the 

hour. I have no doubt but he will 

identify Dafibdil as well It will be per- 

fectly easy." ■

" The cheques may have been given to 

theuL" ■

" By the actual forger 1 Very possible. 

Bat in this case unlikely. Because who 

would do it for them 1 " ■

" Go oa" The Case was getting blacker. 

"As regards tl\^ character of Daff—I 

mean Hyacinth, for steadiness, I am 

afraid we cannot say much. He is, as 

you know, perhaps, at University College 

Hospital, and he belongs to a fast set 

They play billiards, smoke together, have 

parties in each other's rooms, and go to 

theatres and music-halls" — all this was 

strictly true, and yet — poor Daffodil 1 — 

" worse still, he goes to a gaming den. It 

is a place open every evening for playing 

baccarat, and every kind of gambling 

game. I dare say, when they do nothing 

else, they play pitch and toss. I remembered 

your recommendation to use every means 

in order to find out the truUi, and I 

went with him. We went twice last week." 

This also, as we know, was literally true. 

" I have also learned that he is in money 

difficultiea" Daffodil had shown Dick a 

letter from his tailor intimating that some- 

thing on account would be desirable. 

" Altogether, I think my theory will prove 

right — Norah took the cheques with a view 

to help her brother. Of course she knows 

very well your custom of drawing twelve- 

pound cheques for private purposes. There- 

fore she filled these up for that amount, 

confident that they would then pass with- 

out suspicion, and might even escape your 

notice. She imitated your signature ; and 

she gave them every one to her brother, 

except that which ahe cashed herself, pre- 

sumably also for him. I am quite sure she 

did it for her brother. Whether he knows 

how she got the cheques — whether he 

stands in with her — I cannot tell. That 

will be seen when he is confronted with 

the Bank Clerk, and charged with present- 

ing the cheque. You will judge by whal 

he replies to the charge." 

" Has the girl a lover ? " 

" She has been engaged for the last weel 

or so only." ■
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« Who is the man r' ■

''His name is Hugh Aqaila. He is 

Resident MedicsJ Officer at the Children's 

Hospital I was at school with him. Bat 

you need not enquire about him. He has 

got nothing to do with it" ■

" How do you know that ?" ■

"Because his mother has money. Madame 

Aquila was a professional singer, who made 

money and retired from the profession. 

Besides, he thinks about nothing but his 

work. He has as much money as he wants, 

and he never was in debt or any trouble. 

Why should he stand in T' ■

" He is not a man who bets and gambles)" ■

" Not at all" ■

" Humph 1 Give me the paper. There's 

a nest of villainy somewhere about the 

placa" ■

Dick folded it neatly, and handed it over 

with the air of the undertaker's man hand- 

ing the gloves at a funeral ■

" Of course you are prepared to swear to 

this statement 1 " ■

" Certainly." This with perfectly steady 

eyes. " Of course, I trust it will not be 

necessary." ■

'^Yery well There remains the man 

Vho presented the three cheques. I have 

not yet laid my hands upon him. No 

doubt if Norah confesses, she will tell you 

who he i& If not, you have enough to 

satisfy you." ■

" I have enough, when I have all Go 

now — or stay — ^where are the cheques and 

the cheque-book that I left in your hands?" ■

"They are locked up in my private drawer 

in the other room. I will get them." 

He vanished, but returned in a moment 

" They are gone ! " he cried. " The cheques 

are gone 1 " ■

" Gone 1 " ■

"They are gone I On Saturday I left them 

in my private drawer. Now they are gone." ■

" Was the drawer locked ?" ■

" It is always locked. Here is the key 

which has just unlocked it Indeed, I am 

sure they were in the drawer on Saturday." ■

Mr. Murridge went into the outer office. 

The private drawer contained nothing but 

a few unimportant papera The drawer, 

indeed, might just as well have been un- 

locked. For the forged cheques and the 

cheque-book, which Dick said were left 

there on Saturday, had disappeared. ■

"Who has been in this office, boy," 

asked Mr. Murridge, "besides yourself, 

since Saturday ) " ■

" Only Miss Cronan, sir; and Mr. Richard 

to-day, sir. Nobody came yesterday, sir 1 " ■

" What time did you leave the place on 

Saturday?" ■

" Not till three o'clock, sir. Miss Cronin 

was with you when you brought me oat 

the letters to copy and to post" ■

"Norah was workine with me on 

Saturday afternoon," said Mr. Murridge, 

" until four o'clock. I remember. TImq 

she went away. I worked here alone tS 

six. Have you a bunch of keys at all, 

you boy % " ■

" No, sir ; I haven't got anything to lock 

up. Search me, if you like." ■

" Have you seen Mr. Richard's drawer 

standing open % 1 don't want to searek 

you. What the devil should I search you 

for?" ■

" No, sir. The drawer is never open Aal 

I know of, except Mr. Richard's in Ik 

chair." ■

"Have you ever tried to open that 

drawer yourself, with a key or without?' 

. " No, sir. He always locks it And I 

haven't got no keys. And why should I 

want to open Mr. Richard's drawer ? " ■

"There's villainy somewhere." Mr. 

Murridge breathed hard, and put his hands 

in his pockets. " Villainy somewhera Fil 

get to the bottom of this." ■

"The vanbhing of the cheques," said 

Dick, "seems to crown the whole thing" ■

" What do you mean ? " asked his fiskther 

roughly. ■

Dick showed his key. ■

"You see, it is quite a common key. 

Anybody with a good big bunch of keys 

could open the drawer. Perhaps, even— 

such things do happen — when the key 

was turned the bolt fell back, and the 

drawer was open. What did you gi?e me 

the cheques for? They were no use to 

me — not the least use." ■

Mr. Murridge grunted. The chequei 

could not, under any circumstances, hsTe 

been of use to his son in his investigatioiL 

Nowthey were gone, perhapslost altogetha. 

Why, it was now become a forgery with- 

out what the French call the pieces of 

conviction. Who can prove a foigeiy 

when there is no document before tte 

Court ? Mr. Murridge retired to his own 

office, followed by his sou. ■

" Look here, Dick," he said, " this tiling 

is getting more complicated. I must think 

it over. You've done your shar& Leave 

it to me." ■

" You needn't go investigating, or en- 

quiring, or anything," said his son ; "yon 

may entirely depend on the truUi of my 

facts. Start from them." ■
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"Perhaps. Yes; well IVe nothing 

for yoa at the office, Dick. Go and 

take a holiday; amuse yourself somehow 

— as you like to amuse yourseli But, 

mind, not a word to anybody — not a 

syllable. Not a breath of what youVe 

told me either to Norah or to her brother. 

This paper and the accusation it contains 

belong to ma Do you hold your tongue 

about the matter. Let no one suspect" ■

Dick desired nothing so much as com- 

jplete obliyion and the burial of the whole 

{{business. He said so, in fact. ■

*'But what shall you do neztl" he 

asked. ■

" That is my business. Only hold your 

tongue, and leave the rest of the Case to 

me." ■

"It has come," said the office-boy, 

watchin|^. " He's done something at last 

He's ordered to leave the office in disgrace. 

I knew he would do something ; and IVe 

got something more, and I shall make him 

wriggle. He thinks he won't be found 

out Ho 1 I'm a measly little devil, and 

she's a Sapphier. It's something against 

her, is it Just you wait The office-boy 

has a eye open." ■

Mr. Murridffe went back to his own 

office and sat down gloomy and wrathful 

He left his door wide open, and the boy, 

sitting at his own table, his hands on the 

handle of the letterpress, watched him 

carefully, wondering whether the time 

was yet arrived for him to step in. But 

for such a lad to "step in" before the 

right moment might enilanger everything. 

Suppose if by reason of premature stepping 

in instead of seeing Mr. Richard wriggle, he 

might himself have to do all the wriggling ? 

If he got turned out of his berth tms 

would certainly happen to him when he 

went home, his father being a Fellowship 

Porter, and stout of arm. ■

All this took place at ten o'clock, the 

first thing in the morning. It was over 

by half-past tea When, at eleven o'clock, 

Norah came as usual, she found her em- 

ployer sitting idle. His letters were un- 

opened, his safe was still shut, his papers 

were not laid out before him. The day's 

work was not yet commenced. ■

"Why!" cried Norah; "what is the 

matter with you to-day 1 Are you ill ? " ■

Her eyes were so bright, her face so full 

of sunshine, her look so radiant with the 

happiness of youth, innocence, and love, 

that Mr. Murridge groaned aloud, wonder- 

ing how this thing could be possible. ■

" Wait a moment here," he said, taking ■

his hat; "I will be back in a few 

minutes." ■

Norah had plenty to occupy her. She 

opened her black bag, spread out hei 

papers, and put them in order, till Mr. 

Murridge returned, which was after five 

minutes ; he was accompanied by a young 

gentleman, who, while Mr. Murridge opened 

his safe, and rummaged among Ms papers, 

stared at Norah rather more closely than 

was consistent with good manners, accord- 

ing to her own views. ■

"Here," said Mr. Murridge presently, 

taking his head out of the safe, " is what 

you want" He gave the young gentle- 

man a paper, and followed him out of the 

office. " Well ? " he asked in a whisper. ■

"That is the young lady," ike clerk 

replied, also in a whisper. ■

But the office-boy heard and wondered. ■

" You are quite sure of it 1 " ■

" Quite sure. I would swear to her. I 

am certain of her identity." ■

Then Mr. Murridge came back and shut 

the door. ■

" Norah," he said, walking up and down 

the room in considerable agitation, "a 

very curious thing has happened." ■

"What is that?" ■

" I have been robbed." ■

" Oh 1 How dreadful ! Is it much 1 " ■

" I have been robbed — treacherously 

robbed," he added, as if most robberies 

were open-handed and friendly, " of sixty 

pounds, by means of five forged cheques, 

payable to bearer.". ■

"Oh!" ■

"Each was for twelve pounds. Now, 

listen. Three were brought to the Bank 

and cashed by one man — a man who spoke 

a foreign accent, and who can be easily 

identified. He presented them on the 

third, the sixthj and thirteenth of this 

month." ■

"Well," said Norah, "if he can be iden- 

tified, you ought to be able to find him." ■

"One, also one of the forged cheques 

was presented on Friday, the fifteenth, at 

a quarter-past twelve, by a young lady." 

Mr. Murridge watched the effect of his 

words, and spoke very slowly. " It was a 

cheque for twelve pounds, payable to 

bearer. It was cashed by a young lady. 

What is the matter, Norah ? " for the girl 

turned white, and reeled as if she was 

about to faint ■

"Nothing. Go on. It is nothing." 

But she was white and frightened, and she 

trembled, and was fain to sit down. Norah 

was a bad actress. ■

r ■
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"By a youDg lady who ^n also, if 

necesFary, be identified. And on Thursday 

last, another for the same sum of twelve 

pounds was presented at about a quarter 

to one by a young gentleman whom the 

clerk declares he would recognise at once. 

He is described as a handsome boy, with 

light, curly hair, and an easy manner ; he 

wears a pot-hat, and has a red tie. Well, 

that is nearly all we know at present I 

have nothing more to tell you. Stay, one 

thing more. The forged cheques, with 

the cheque-book from which they were 

stolen, were all in my son's private drawer, 

which he keeps locked, on Saturday morn- 

ing. Of that he is certain. They have 

now disappeared. They, too, have been 

stolen. My son's drawer has been broken 

open, and the cheques have been taken 

from it. Do you quite understand f " ■

She tried to speak, but she could not 

In the young lady she recognised herself. 

She had, with her own hands, presented 

that cheque, and received gold for it ; she 

remembered who had given her the cheque, 

and to whom she had given the money ; 

more than this, in the handsome boy with 

the red tie she recognised her own brother 

Daff; not because he, too, wore a red tie, 

but because he had told her, talking trifles 

over an evening pipe, how he had cashed 

one of Mr. Murridge's cheques that morn- 

ing, and for whom he had cashed it ■

" Are you quite sure — are you positive 

that these two cheques, cashed by the 

youn^ lady and by the boy, were forgeries f 

Oh, Mr. Murridge, think It is a dreadful 

charge to bring against' anybody. Were 

they really forgeries ? You may have for- 

gotten, you know. They may have been 

your own. How do you know for certain 

that they were forgeries ) " ■

What did she mean? What on earth 

did she mean by talking in this way % ■

" They were not my own. They were 

forged," he repeated sternly. "I know 

that from the dates, and from the number 

of the cheques. ■

" Norah," he swd presently, " you have 

been a good girl to me ; a very clever and ■

food girl youVe been to me for five years, 
acknowledge it— I feel it I wish I had 

raised your salary before. Tou deserve 

more : you've been a very good girL You 

have carried through many difficult Cases 

for me. I don't know what I should have 

done in lots of Cases without your help. 

This robbery distresses me. I did not 

think I could have been so much distressed 

by anything. I say it is a most distressing ■

thing to me." He repeated his words, tnd 

seemed at a loss how to express himnU. 

" Now I will give you one more sign of 

my confidence in you — a complete proof of 

my confidence in you. I will put this Case, | 

too, into your handa Do you hear I Yoa * 

shall carry it through for me." ■

She made no sign whatever. \ ■

"I will give it to you for your own 

investigatioa You shall find out, Nonli, 

who took the cheques ^m my dieqiie- 

book, who filled them and signed ihm, 

who presented them. You shall helpDe^' 

to bring this villain to justice." The ffA 

sat before him with pale cheek, and ejei 

down-dropped, and she trembled. H« 

hands trembled, her lips trembled, hm ; 

shoulders trembled. '' It shall be your taiL 

Will you undertake it % " ■

Still she made no sign. ■

"It may be — I say it may be-4hat 

some excuses, what men call exeoses idle 

things, but they are sometimes accepted— 

may be found. The thing may have been 

done by someone to help another person 

in trouble. Oh, there are people so foolirii 

and weak that they will even incur the 

risk of crime, and disgrace, aad poniah- 

ment for others. Women have been known 

to do such things for their prodigal \o7m% 

and their unworthy brother& Find on^ 

if you can, such an excuse ; and when yon 

bring me the name of the jguilty penon 1 

will consider how far that excuse msj 

avail in saving him from punishment" ■

" Spare me 1 " cried Norah. '< Oh, I will 

do anything else that you ask me — anythinf 

else ; but I cannot do this." ■

" Why not ? " ■

" Because I cannot I can g;iye you no 

reasoa" ■

" You refuse to do it Why 1 I don't 

ask you this time, Norah. I oommaod 

yoa If you are still to remain in my 

service, undertake this investigation." ■

"I will not I cannot I will rattier 

leave your service." ■

*< Then, before we part, read Uiis papcz. 

It was placed in my hands this mononc 

by my son. He is your old friend and 

companion. Your brother is also his old 

friend and companion. Your family hart 

all been kind to him. Yet he has bees 

compelled to write this report for ma 

Eeaa it Think of ike pain it must hsn 

given him to write it ; and the pain, ye^ 

the deep pain, it gives me to read it" ■

Norah read it When she came to tbi 

place where the writer spoke of hers«K 

she read slowly, not able at first to under- ■

■
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stand it Then she cried aloud in amaze- 

ment from the pain of the blow, which 

was like the stabbing of a sharp stiletto. 

Bat she recovered, and went on to the end. 

When she had quite finished it, she sunk 

into her chair and buried her face in 

her hands, sobbing and crying without 

restraint. The man who had told her he 

loved her, and had implored her to marry 

him one day, had done this thing the next. 

The boy in the outer office heard her cry- 

ing, and wondered whether now the time 

had arrived for his own appearance. ■

Not yet, he thought ; not yet Above 

all things an opportune appearance and a 

dramatic effect ! ■

" What have you to say 1 '' asked Mr. 

Murridga ■

" Oh, Dick, Dick ! ' ■

It was all she had to say. Presently 

she lifted her head and dashed away her 

tears, and proudly gave back the paper to 

Mr. Murridge. ■

" WeU 1 " ■

'*I have nothing to say," she replied. 

" What is there to say ? " , ■

" Here is a distinct charge against you. 

A most serious charge. The most serious 

charge that could be made against you." ■

** I have nothing to say. Stay 1 Yes. 

The Bank Clerk, he says, can identify two 

persons who presented cheques. He need 

not be called upon to do so. They were 

myself and my brother Hyacinth. I have 

nothing more to say. I will answer no 

questions. You must do as you please." ■

**I have done all I could for you. I 

offered you your chance for confession and 

for excuses ■

» ■

" Confession 1 He says, confession 1 " ■

"And you meet me with the daring 

avowal that you and your brother presented 

those two forged cheques. Is it possible ) 

You! ' ■

'' The two cheques. I did not say the 

two forged cheques. It is quite true. I 

drew twelve pounds with one cheque, 

and Daffodil drew twelve pounds with 

another." ■

The girl repeated this avowal, looking 

Mr. Murridge straight in the face, without 

the least shrinking or shame. ■

« Forged or not, it is the same thing. 

Since you have owned so much, confess 

the rest Why did you take those 

cheques 1 " ■

« Why did I take those cheques f Oh, I 

have been with this man for five years, 

and now — now he asks me why I stole 

his cheques 1 " ■

" Tell me, Norah. Yes, you have been 

with me five years. You have been so 

honest and faithful that I cannot under- 

stand it Tell me why. I cannot under- 

stand it" ■

"I will answer no questions. Take up 

the Case for yourself, Mr. Murridge. You 

will find me at my mother's, or with 

Calista, when you want me. You must 

take it up. You cannot let it stay where 

it is. You shall not When you have 

come to the truth, you will understand 

why I refused to speak." ■

" Tell me the truth now, then, NoraL" ■

Mr. Murridge, who trusted no one, and 

thought love and friendship fond and 

foolish things, was strangely moved by 

this business. He had thought that when 

he could lay his hands upon the person 

who had robbed him, he would straight- 

way hale that person before the magistrate 

without pity, and, indeed, with revengeful 

joy. ^ But that person stood before him, 

convicted by his son's evidence and out of 

her own mouth, and he was nioved to 

pity. ■

"Tell me the truth, Norah," he re- 

peated. "For God's sake, tell me the 

truth, and nothing more shaU be said about 

it! Na one shall know; it shall be 

between us two. We will all go on as 

before. Only, my girl, tell me the truth." ■

" I cannot — I cannot You must find it 

yourself. I presented one of those cheques, 

and my brother presented another. That 

is all I can tell you." ■

She was no longer pale. SM did not 

tremble any more. In her cheek there 

was a burning spot^ which might have been 

the outward and visible sign of conscious 

guilt. As such Mr. Murridge read it On 

the other hand, it might betoken a wrath 

too deep for worda But as such he did 

not read it Whatever it was, her eyes 

were aflame as she turned her face once 

more to Mr. Murridge, as she stood with 

the door open. ■

"I advise you for once to follow your 

own maxims. You have always advised 

me to trust no one. Yet you have 

sometimes trusted me. In this case 

trust no one but yourself. When you 

are satisfied, you will ask me to come back 

to you. Till then you will see me here no 

longer." ■

The office-boy listened. ■

" Oh, miss," he said as she closed the 

door, "are you going? He's gone too. 

He's done something. Oh, I know very 

well 1 Are you really going V\ ■

I ■

■
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" Really going, for a time, Joe ; perhaps 

altogether." ■

"18 there a row, missl Is he" — ^he 

jerked in the direction of Mr. Richard's 

chair — " is he in it 1 " ■

•* You had better ask him. Joe, good- 

bye." ■

" She's been crying. The tears were on 

her cheeks. I wonder," said the boy, 

" whether I ought to go in now ? Oh, if 

I could go in with a cutlass and a brace of 

pistols 1 " ■

Bat he was afraid. ■

" It is impossible," said Mr. Murridge. 

" She must have done it Why did she 

turn so paJel Why did she tremble? 

Why were her cheeks so red ? She must 

haye done it ! Why did she refuse to 

take up the Case 1 She must ! Yeiy 

weU, then. There is something behind it 

— something that Dick can't find out. 

Very well, then ; they've got me to deal 

with now. I will find out the truth for 

myself." ■

CHAPTER IX. THE BROKEN RING. ■

"Calista," aid Norah, half an hour 

later, walkin? nto the Infants' Ward, "I 

have come tc stay with you a littla" ■

" To stay with me 1 My dear Norah 1 

What has happened f " ■

<' Nothing. I have left Mr. Murridge, 

that is all I am come to stay with you." ■

" Tell me, Norah. What is it 1 " ■

« Nothing." ■

In proof of this assertion she burst into 

tears and fell upon her sister's neck. ■

"Tell me, Norah." ■

" I cannot — yet Write to mother and 

tell her that I am here — ^say, if you please, 

for a holiday. Yes, tell her I am here for 

a holiday." ■

" Go into my room, dear. I will be with 

you directly, and then you shall tell me 

as much as you please." ■

The Sister's room is at the end of the 

Ward, so that even when she is asleep she 

is never really away from her charge. It 

is at once her bedroom and sitting-room, 

furnished with a table and easy-chair, as 

well as a bed. In Calista's case — but this, 

I believe, is matter of individual taste — 

there were books — in case she might find 

time to read a little — and pictures, and 

work. Here Norah sat down and took off 

hat and jacket, wondering how long people 

live who are accused of dreadful and 

shameful things. ■

'' Don'tiisk me why I am here," she said, ■

when Calista, after seeing that every Babj 

was comfortable, and having examined the 

thermometer and looked to the ventili^ 

came to her; ^don^ ask me, Galktet 

because I cannot tell you. I cui tdl bo 

one." ■

" You have left Mr. Murridge, deart" ■

<' Yes. I have left him. I can nerat, 

never go back to him again. And, oh, 

Calista! I must see Hugh as soon aspotdhb 

—directly." ■

'* He is somewhere in ike Hospital I 

will send for him. He can see you in (he 

corridor or somewhere. You are going to 

tell him what has happened 1 " ■

''I am ^oing to teU him, Calista," aid ■

Norah frigidly, " that it is all over betwoa ■

us. I am going to give him back Ik 

* II 

nng. ■

" Oh, Norah I " ■

<' Please don't ask me why. Icanul 

tell you. It is not my fault, Calista," Ae 

said, while the tears came again; "il is 

not my fault 1 " ■

Calista remembered Dick's strange words 

on Sunday : *< Whatever happens it wiD 

be her fault" ■

<< Tell me," she said, '< what has Did 

done 1 " ■

" I cannot tell you." ■

Then it was something done by DieL 

How had he contrived to make miiddef 

between Mr. Murridge and Norah) Oalsta 

resolved upon taking the earliest oppor- 

tunity of seeing Ma^er Dick. Unnita- 

nately the events of the next day nadt 

that interview impossible for some tioeto 

coma ■

The Corridor in the Children's Hospital, 

Shadwell, is a quiet place for a Lmrs* 

Tryst, though not like a boaky |^e, 

entirely secluded from observation. And 

there are no flowers or hedges in it^ and 

the spicy breezes blow not over cottagi- 

gardens, but over the London Docks, vhUi 

is, perhaps, the reason why they are some- 

times very highly spiced. One is, howsrer, 

safe from being overheard. Theiefoie, 

when Norah went out to meet her lover 

there, she began, quite comfortably, to 

cry. ■

" Oh, Hugh ! " she said, " I wonda if 

you will be sorry ? " ■

" What for, dear ? " ■

** I wonder whether you will console yonr- 

self very soon ? There are lots of prettier 

and better girls in the world. Oh, you will 

soon be happy again without me ! " ■

" My dearest child, what do yon meanf ■

"I mean, Hugh, that it is all over. ■

HP ■
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Take back your ring. Oar engagement is 

broken o£" ■

Hugh pat his hands behind him. ■

<' Ton mast take it, Hugh. I am serious." ■

'*I shall not take it, Norah. I am 

serious toa It takes two to make an en- 

gagement, and two to break it oS, I refuse, 

my darling." ■

** Hugh, it must be 1" ■

" Tell me why it must be." ■

"Because — ^because I cannot tell ■

you 1 Oh, Hugh, believe me I I can never 

marry you noW| and I can never marry 

anyone ! " ■

" Why— why— why $ " ■

" Hugh," she turned upon him a pair of 

the most sorrowful eyes ever seen, " would 

you like to marry a girl disgraced for 

ever 1 " ■

" Disgraced, Norah 1" ■

"Disgraced! Go away, Hugh; I can 

tell you no more 1 " ■

"This is truly wonderful," said her 

lover. "Whodiures to speak of disgrace 

and my Norah in the same breath $ My 

dear, when we two plighted our troth and 

kissed each other firsts it was like the 

Church sOTvice, you know — for better for 

worse. Perhaps a little of the worse has 

come at the very beginning. Let me share 

it with you." ■

He took her tearful face in his hands — 

one on each side — and kissed her forehead 

and her lips. ■

« There is trouble in those dear eyes," he 

said, "but no disgrace. Norah, I flatly 

refuse to break it otL What will you do 

then ? " ■

"Nothing," she replied. "I can do 

nothing. But I am in serious — terribly 

serious earnest, Hugh." ■

" Then tell me— tell me all." ■

She hesitated. The girl who hesitates 

is not always lost ■

"I have been charged with a terrible 

accusation, Hugh — a dreadful accusation, 

and I have nowing to meet it with but 

my own denial" ■

"That is enough for those who love 

you, Norah." ■

"It is a charge for which people are 

every day sent to prisoa" She shuddered 

and trembled. " Do you understand that, 

Hnghl You are engaged to a girl who 

may even be sent to prison, because I 

cannot prove that I am innocent. What 

can innocent people do when other people 

tell lies about them? I am disgraced, 

Hugh." ■

" No, dear ; you cannot be disgraced by ■

a mere accusatioa Tell me all — exactly 

as it happened." ■

"No. I cannot tell you — I will not. 

Let him find out the truth for himself. If 

it is hard for me to bear the falsehood, it 

will be harder for him to bear the truth." ■

" Tell me the truth, then, Norah." ■

" No, I will tell no one — ^not even you." ■

" Norah dear, it is my right to ask it." ■

" Then I withdraw the right. We are 

not engaged any loi^ger, Hu^" ■

"Tdl me tms, thea Is it something 

connected with Mr. Murridge 1 " ■

Norah made no reply. ■

" Is it anything to do with Dick ? " ■

Still she was suent ■

"Dick came here on Sunday, grumpy 

and miserabla Norah, let me bear your 

burdens for you." ■

" You cannot bear my burdens. I take 

away the right Hugh, as long as this thing 

is hanging over me, until my accuser shafi 

withdraw his charge, I am not engaged to 

you. Oh, Hugh, I am in dreadful earnest 1" 

She drew his ring from her finger and 

kissqd it— a pretty, fra^e little t&ead of 

gold, set with pearls and emeralds. " Take 

it, Hugh." He refused with a gesture. 

<*You must — oh, Hugh, you mustl Can 

I wear your ring when I mipht have hand- 

cuffs on my wrists 1 Take it" Again he 

refused. She twisted it with her fingers and 

the gold snapped. " Your ring is broken, 

H^h. No — ^let me go — ^let me go 1 " ■

He tried to hold her ; he implored her 

to let him speak, but she broke from him 

and fled swiftly down the Corridor to her 

sister's Ward. ■

Presently Calista came out, and found 

the Resident Medical standing beside the 

open window, confused and bewildered. ■

" Do not contradict her," she said. " Let 

her have her own way. She tells me that 

she has broken off her engagement, and 

she is crpng and sobbing in my room. 

Hugh, it IS something that Dick has done. 

I am certain of it He was here on Sunday, 

gloomy and careworn. He told me — he 

warned me, he said, that whatever happened 

was Norah's fault, because, you know, she 

refused him." ■

" Did he use those words ) He is a cur, 

Calista 1 He was a cur at school, and he is 

a cur still. But what could he do or say ) 

She has been accused — ^hush, Calista ! the 

very whisper makes one's cheeks hot — she 

has been accused of something — something, 

she says, for which people are sent to prison. 

Think of that — our poor Norah! — our poor 

child I " ■
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OaUsta laughed Bcomf ally. ■

<<Ohr' she cried. "This is foolish; 

this is absurd 1 Who can have accused 

her?" ■

<<I do not know. But I will find out 

before long." ■

^* She has left Mr. Murridge, she tells ■

me. ■

M ■

" Then it must be Mr. Murridge — or — 

Dick." ■

"Hugh! Can it be that Dick has 

himself " ■

She did not finish her question, because 

Hugh answered it by a responsive light in 

his eyes. ■

" I will go presently," he said. " This 

morning there is too much to do, but in 

the afternoon or to-morrow I will go and 

see lifo. Murridge myself. Somehow or 

other, Galista, we will get to the bottom of 

this." ■

" Dick could not," said Calista. « Oh, it 

is impossible 1 Consider. We have always 

known Dick. He is almost a brother. 

He has been our friend and companion all 

the days of his life. He thought he was in 

love with Norah. Can a man make loye 

to a girl, and ask her to be his wife one day, 

and tiie next day accuse her of abominable 

and shameful things? It is impossible, 

Hugh. Don't let us suspect Dick." ■

" Why, then, did he give you that warn- 

ing, Calista 1 Yet we will not suspect him 

until I have seen Mr. Murridge, and learned 

all that can be learned. Meantime, what 

are we to do with Norah ? " ■

" Leave her to me. Hush." ■

" But she is crying and unhappy. She 

should be with ma" ■

*' Leave her with me, Hugh, for to-day. 

When you have seen Mr. Murridge we can 

consider what is to be done. Perhaps you 

will be able to lay this spectre. Then you 

can see her and console her as much as you 

please." ■

Norah sat on Calista's bed, crying. 

Presently she left off crying and began to 

wonder how a man could be so revengeful 

and so wicked. Because now she under- 

stood quite clearly that the thine must 

have been done by no other than Didc, who, 

in order to screen himself and divert 

suspicion, had deliberately, and in cold 

blood, accused her. And this was her old 

playfellow, the man who had told her he 

\ovoA her ! ■

She sat there until the evening. Then 

she got up, bathed her tearful face, brushed 

her hair, and went out into the Ward. ■

" I am come to work, Calista. My dear. ■

I must work. It will do me good to sit op 

all night. If I lie down I shiul hear voices 

and see figures. Let me stay here among 

the Babies and help to nursa" ■

The day-nurses went away and the night- 

nurses came to take their places, and among 

them Norah stood all the brief aommer 

night till the early morning, when the son 

rose over the silent City of Labour, and then 

she sat down in a chair and fell fast asleefi. 

At five o'clock Calista came out in her 

dressing-gown, and the nurses carried 

Norah to the Sister's room and laid her on 

the bed, just as she was, in her clothoB, aad 

sleeping heavily. ■

CHAPTER X. THE ADVERTISEMSNT. ■

In the whole of Dick Murridge'a fotme 

life, whether that be long or short, obo 

day will stand out in his memory as die 

most unlucky. Every man who has been 

weak and wicked thinks that the day when 

he was found out is the most onlacky day 

in his life. Of course, he should consider 

that the day when he first left the path of 

virtue was really that day ; but to airivie 

at that conclusion implies a retom to that 

tiiomy path with what used to be called heart 

and soul, which is, I believe, rare. TIm 

wicked man not infrequently turns away 

from his wickedness, so many forces a^ing 

upon him in the direction of righteous- 

ness; but it is seldom indeed that he 

regards the dodges, tricks, cheats, aod 

deceptions of the past widi Might bat 

complacency. There was notiiing, at first, 

to rouse special apprehensions. His bti^ia 

was gloomy at breakfast; he had lost Iiib 

clerk as well as his sixty pounds, and tiie 

clerk was bv far the more serious loss; 

^so he could not understand, in spte of 

his own maxims, how the giri could 

possibly have done it, and what she meant 

by avowing the worst piece of evidenoe 

against her, and then bidding him take xnp 

the Case himself. But to Ms son he said 

nothing to alarm him. Dick accepted fak 

father's silence as a proof that nothing 

more was going to be done. Norah woold 

be forgiven, he fondly thought. As if 

Mr. Murridge was the kind of man to sit 

down satisfied with so strange a thing as 

this unexplained ! Dick, like many crafVy 

persons, was a great Fool. In fact, the 

whole history of Crime shows a remark- 

able development of the imaginative 

faculty going parallel with great craf tinesa, 

which prevents its possessors from seeing 

things in their right proportions, so that ■

^: ■
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they freqaently get caaght in their own 

nets. And as if Xorah was the kind of 

girl to accept forgiveneoi 1 ■

He spent the morning — ^for the third 

time — with the Oonnt, who was showing 

him most surprising things with the cards 

— ^things which, he clearly perceived, 

might, in the hands of one who could 

do them dexterously, lead to surprising 

results. ■

''There was a time," siid the Count, 

*' when I could do these things, before I 

lost my finger. Do you think I lived in 

a place like this, the companion of such 

men as come here every night 1 Now I 

can show you how we do them. Anybody 

may learn how they are done. But there 

are few indeed who can do them so as 

never to be suspected or caught I have 

watched you, fnend Richard, and I know 

that you can learn. I will make you, if 

you please, and little by little, a master of 

the great Art" ■

The great Art, of course, was the prac- 

tical appHcation of scientific L^rdemain 

to cara-playing and gambling. In its 

simpler forms it means turning the king, 

forcing a suit, making the bridge, palming 

a cara, giving your adversary the worst 

hands and yourself the best When a 

young man nas learned these things, and 

can do them with a turn of the wrist and 

without a movement of the eye, he has 

indeed advanced far, and may be trusted 

to earn a very decent and comfortable 

maintenance. But there are higher flights, 

and although there are many Greeks about 

the gaming-tables, there never was one 

who brought to the profession a keener 

intellect, a more copious resource, a greater 

wealth of trickery in its highest and most 

occult branches than the Signer Giuseppe 

Piranesi ■

"And when I have learned all this, 

what am I to do $ " ■

" Long before that time comes, you will 

be glad of the protection which I can give 

you. Ask me when the Trouble comes." ■

" What do you mean by the Trouble 1 

You are always talking about the Trouble," 

Dick threw the cards upon the table. *' I 

tell you there is no Trouble coming." ■

" And I tell you, young gentleman, there 

is a very great Trouble coming upon you, 

and that very soon. I have seen it coming 

day after day, and at last it has come. I 

believe, Richard, that it has come upon 

you this very day ; I believe you will not 

go home to your father's this evening." ■

Dick tried not to tremble, but he suc- ■

ceeded iU. He tried to laugh, and there 

came a dismal cackle. He picked up the 

cards, but his hand shook. Was the man 

a Prophet ) ■

" I have had a dream, my son," said the 

Count softly. " I dreamed that age and 

youth, experience and inexperience, might 

help each other." ■

" What has that got to do with me and 

—and the Trouble 1 " ■

"Wait — wait, and listen. My dream 

was of an old man and a young man. They 

travelled together, and were Partners, 

thouffh no one knew it They worked 

together. The old man knew where to go, 

and the young man how to work. He had 

been taught by the old man. They went 

wherever the money is — there are only a 

dozen places in 'the world worth going to — 

where, that is, there are rich young fellows 

who are fools enough to think they can 

win at the game-table. Do you begin to 

understand this dream 1 " ■

"But what has it got to do with the 

Trouble $ " ■

"The Trouble may be ^the means of 

making this Dream a reality. It is a 

beautiful dream. There is in it the life of 

luxury, and of ease, and of leva" Dick 

heard of the love and luxury without 

much emotioa The former moved him 

but little, the latter not at all " And a 

life of getting money in it — ^money, my 

young friend." ■

Dick's cold eyes lit up. ■

"It will only be necessary for you to 

follow my instructions, and to be my 

pupiL You must obey me, and you shall 

be my Partner. I will introduce you, and I 

will play square, like the fools at the table, 

because the cursed loss of my finger 

prevents me from playing any other way. 

But you — ^you — ^you shall play with every 

advantage of Science, skOl, and couraga" ■

" Oh 1 " Dick, it is fair to say, had no 

objections on the score of honesty, but he 

distrusted his own powers. "Oh, it is 

impossible ! " ■

"A beautiful dream. Everywhere the 

most delightful Ufe, and the easiest; every- 

where the fools who sit about the tables, 

and expect to win. Perhaps a time may 

come when it will be no dream, but a 

necessity." The Count sighed, and Dick's 

eyes kindled. " A divine life, with every- 

thing that can be bought, and always 

money at your fingers' enda You might 

be my pupQ. In six months I would teach 

you enough. Then we would begin. You 

should be the young Englishman of fortune ■

i= ■

■
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on his travela. No one suspects the young 

Englishman of fortune; he is always a 

Fool ; he is always the prey of the rro- 

fession. Would you like to be that young 

Eoglishmani He loses when the stakes 

are low, and he wins whin the stakes are 

high. Would that suit you % " ■

The spider has many blandishments. To 

the fly he talks the language of innocence, 

of flattery, of disinterested friendship, and 

of leva But to brother-spider he uses a 

different kind of talk. ■

"If I could only get away 1'' he said. 

" As for the City, I hate it 1 If I could 

only get away I " ■

" You may — ^you shall My dear young 

friend, I wUl help you because you can help 

me. That is the foundation of every fnena- 

ship. My secrets are yours' and yours are 

mine for the futura We must trust each 

other, because we can be of sendee to each 

other. Hands upon it" ■

Dick gave him his hand. ■

" So," said the Count. " Now, my Mend, 

I have business. I will leave you hera I 

shall return in two hours. You will stay 

here ; " for the first time he assumed a 

tone of command. "You will not leave 

this hoTlse until my return." He put on 

his hat and lit a cigarette. " By the way, 

have you got me anoUter cheque 1 " ■

" No," said Dick shortly. ■

"Those first three cheques — they were 

all right — on the square ) " ■

" Of course they were all right. Why 

should they not be all right ) " ■

"Good — very good. Your secrets are 

mine, and mine are yours. Partners such 

as we shall be have no secrets from each 

other, have they $ " ■

He laughed pleasantly, and went «way. ■

Dick, l^t alone, began to imagine that 

life. His own had been so dufi that he 

had not the least idea what it would be 

like. But there would be no City work, 

no office, no drudgery of copying and of 

making up books. There would be change 

and excitement in it; there would be 

money in it, and gambling (on the safe 

side) in it Was the Count serious 9 Yet 

he had spent a great deal of trouble over 

him. He was not likely to spend that 

time and trouble for nothing. The chance 

of leading such a life depended upon him- 

self ■

He seized the pack of cards, and began 

to practise some of the passes and tricks 

wmch the Count had taught him. But he 

was excited and nervous. The most that 

he dared to hope that morning was safety ■

for a time ; what was opened up for him 

now was more than safety for a time : it 

was rescua ■

The Count 4uid that the Trouble wu 

comins that very day. Well: he knew 

that the cheques were burned, with Ihi 

cheque-book. There can be no forgerf 

unless the documents are produced, and 

they were gona Ob, what a fortiuiate 

chance was this that placed in his hands 

the very proofs of his own guilt ! The 

cheques were burned. If his &Uier dis- 

covered the truth, he would do nothing- 

nothing at all There would be a Sow; 

there would certainly be a Sow. Well, the 

greatest Sow breaks no bones. And he 

would, perhaps, be turned into the street 

Very well Then, perhaps, the Coast 

would really do what he had promised — 

become his friend and Partner. Becaun^ 

you see, Dick had as yet none of that sense 

of honour which exists between farotiian 

in iniquity. That had to be creAted in 

him. ■

Hb could do nothing with the eaida. 

He threw them down, and took op the 

paper. It was the Times, and on the aeocmd 

colomn his eyes fell upon the foUowiBg 

advertisement : ■

"FoTEEN Pounds Seward. — ^Whereas 

on the 3rd, the 5th, and the 11th days of 

June respectively, there were presented 

and cashed at the Soyal City and ProvincU 

Bank, Finsbury Circus Branch, three 

cheques, each for twelve pounds, payable 

to self or bearer, and purporting to be 

signed by myself The above - named 

reward wUl be paid to any person who 

shall discover the man who presented 

them. He is described as an elcterly man, 

well dressed, speaks with a foreign accent, 

has short white hair and white mousta^M^ 

without beard, and has lost the forefinger 

of his right hand. ■

"(Signed) John Murridge, ■

« Finsbury Circus, EC." ■

Mr. Murridge, in short, was a practieal 

man. The Case perplexed and wecried 

him. He could see nb way out of it 

Norah took the cheques; that was certain. 

She and her brother preaented two of 

them; that was certain. Why I And 

who presented the other three ? ■

There cannot be many men in London 

with the three distinctive characteristics of 

age, a foreign accent, and the loss of the 

forefinger on the right hand. The man he 

wanted must be an accomplice in this 

robbery, or he must have reoeivedpaynunt ■
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with these cheqneB. In the former case, 

he might be discovered hj someone who 

would see the advertisement ; in the latter, 

he might himself come forward. He was 

quite right; the advertisement produced 

the man. It did more. There were, I 

think, fifty-two members of the Club. It 

was, therefore, remarkable that, in the 

course of that day and the next, Mr. 

Murridge received forty-six letters, all from 

the immediate neighbourhood of St Pan- 

eras, King's Cross, and Camden Town, and 

all informing him that the writer had it in 

his power to produce the man advertised 

for on the receipt of the promised reward, 

which might be sent by return post 

Thirty-six of the writers followed up the 

letter by a personal call ; twenty-six were 

abusive when they found that they had 

to go away with nothing — ^not even their 

tempers, which they lost in the office — and 

ten went away sorrowful There would 

have been fifty-one letters ; but, unfortu- 

nately, the remaining five did not see the 

Times, ■

A simple advertisement Nothing more. 

Yet it Imocked down at one stroke the 

whole of Dick's careful constructioa No 

more was left of it after the advertisement 

appeared than remains of an Ice Palace in 

the summer. ■

Dick knew that The moment he read 

the advertisement he understood what 

would happen. ■

At two o'clock the Count returned. ■

"My fnend," he said gravely, "you 

have done wrong." ■

" What have I done 1 " ■

" You have not trusted me. A dozen 

times have I asked you if those cheques 

were right" ■

" Wdl, they are " he began. ■

" Have done with lies," said the Count 

roughly. " Understand, once and for all, 

that there are to be no more lies between 

us. You are to tell me the truth — alwaya 

Do you hear ) Else you go your own way. 

Even this morning I gave you another 

chance." ■

"You ought to have shown me the 

paper." ■

" Yon might have seen the paper." ■

" Have you been to my father's 1 " ■

"I have. In anv case I should have 

gone to him. Wnat! Am I to be 

advertised for) Am I to go into hiding? 

Besides," his face broke into a sweet 

smile, "there are our worthy friends, 

the members. Do you think that, for 

fifteen pounds, these gentlemen would not ■

rush to denounce the man without the 

forefinger 1 Therefore I anticipated them. 

Why not 1 " ■

Dick waited to know what happened. ■

"I took a cab. I drove to Finsbury 

Circus. I sent my card to your father. 

He was not alone, but he admitted me 

immediately." ■

"What did he say?" ■

"Notiiinff — ^your h/bhetr said noUiing; 

from which I augur the worst For 

myself, as he might wish to hear from me 

further, I have given him my name and 

my address — not at this housa" ■

" He knows thatlgave you those cheques. 

Did he say nothing T" ■

" He said nothi^. When you go home 

this evening, he will, without doubt, have 

a great deu to say. But to me he said 

nothing at all Tliere is more, however. 

I was not alona" ■

•i Who was there $ " ■

" Your father knows now that you gave 

two more cheques to be cashed. There 

was another cheque half filled un. A boy 

in the office has found it and given it 

to your father." ■

"I knew tiie little devil had got it I 

wish I had him here — ^just for five m nutes. 

I wish I had him here 1 " ■

"He had also picked up and gummed 

together the fragments of paper written all 

over by you in imitation ol your father's 

handwriting. A dangerous boy ! " ■

" I wish I had him here." ■

" What will you do now 1 " ■

" I won't go home again," said Dick. ■

"WeUI" ■

" Oh," cried Di<^, " let that dream of 

yours come to something, Count Teach 

me all you can, and I will obey you, and 

be your servant, or your Partner, or any- 

thing you please. I was a fool not to tell 

you all a week ago and Qiore." ■

" It was fooUsh, indeed, because I goessed 

the truth all along. There are many young 

men who do these things. They are always 

found out ; then there is Trouble. As for 

them, they are mostly silly boys who are 

bom only to sink and be forgottea But 

you are different; you are clever, though 

too crafty, and cold, yet too easUy 

frightened; you have courage — of a kind 

— such a land as I want; therefore I will 

help you." ■

Dick murmured something about grati- 

tude. ■

" No," said the Count ; " do not talk of 

gratitude. First of all, you will stay here 

for a while until I am ready. While you ■
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are here yoa must not leave this room. 

Yon are a prisoner. I will give ont to the 

landlord that you are an invalid. Yon 

will spend yonr time in practising the 

things I will teach yoa Courage I You 

have humed your boats ; you have broken 

with the past" ■

CHAPTER XL STILL ONE CHANCE LEFT. ■

The blackest cloud sat on the brow of 

Mr. Murridga Business wad before him 

which wanted his clever clerk, and she was 

gona Wonderful ! unheard-of I She con- 

fessed what she had done, and she went 

away without a word of excuse, without 

any appeal to mercy; just as if somebody 

else had done the thing. Never was 

audacity more complete. ■

" I could forgive her," said Mr. Murridge. 

"I feel it in me to forgive her." Perhaps 

the thought of her cleverness, and the loss of 

her departure, assisted him to this Christian 

frame of mind. " Yes ; I feel that I could 

forgive her. I could stop the sixty pounds 

out of her salary, and we could go on just 

exactly the same as before ; only I should 

lock up the cheque-book ; if she'd only tell 

me why she did it, and say she was sorry. 

And the little devil ^oes off with a toss of 

her head and a glare m her eyes as if some- 

body else had taken the cheques 1 It's 

wonderful ! it's wonderful ! " ■

Meantime, how could he replace her f ■

"I'll make her come back to me," he 

said. ** If she won't accept my terms 111 

prosecute her, even without the cheques. 

She must have taken them out of Dick's 

drawer, toa Women will do anything — 

anything! But that was clever. What 

will her father say) I don't care. FU 

prosecute the Honourable Norah Cronan, 

daughter of Viscount Clonsilla, for forgery ! 

lliat^is " — ^he paused — " if I can without 

the cheques; and then she'll be glad 

enoueh to accept my terms." ■

While Mr. Murridge was thus breathing 

fury and flames, he received a caU. A 

young gentleman, whose appearance was 

unknown to him, knocked at the door and 

walked in. ■

" My name is Aquila," he said. " You 

will understand why I have called when 

I tell you^that I am engaged to Miss Norah 

Cronan." ■

"Oh!" Mr. Murridge replied, with a 

snort; ''you are, are youl And has that 

youne lady seen you since yesterday 

mommg!" ■

" Yes ; I have seen her." ■

" Has she made any kind of statement 

to you? Do you understand what has 

happened 1 " ■

"I leam from her that some kind of 

charge has been brought against her." ■

"She is accused — not by me, bat^ by 

another— of theft and forgery. Six^ 

pounds is the total. I have been robbed in 

my own office of sixty pounds by fire 

distinct forgeries. She made no bones of 

confessing Sie thing to me. Latched at 

it, so to speak. Laughed at it ! Told me 

to find out the truth for myseli" ■

" Confessing 1 Norah confessing f " ■

"Certainly. And if, young gentleman, 

you can explain how she came to oonf eas 

without the least shame, I should be ^bd 

to hear that explanation Come." ■

" Let me understand. How could she 

confess 1 What did she say ! " ■

" She confessed that she cashed one of 

the cheques herself, and that her brother 

cashed another. Is not that confesnm 

enough for you ! " ■

"Nothing would be enough for me, 

because I am as firmly convinced of her 

innocence as of my own. Much more 

firmly, in fact, because Norah could not do 

this thing. Consider, Mr. Murridge"-— 

the young man's voice trembled — "this u 

a very dr^f ul charge to bring aguust any- 

one, and most of iJl against a girl. Yet 

you talk of it as if it was not only a poedUe 

charge, but already proved." ■

"Every day in this City," said lb: 

Murridge, "there are robberies of this 

kind. They are all committed by perfecHy 

innocent persons previously onsuspectea 

When they are found out, the first cry is 

that it is impossible. Now, youne gentle- 

man, I am very sorry, for the girl a sake — 

I don't know another person in Uie worU 

for whom I would say so much. The thing 

is impossible, is it not! Yet it has 

happened " ■

" Is that all ! Tell me exactly. Is it 

aU that Norah said $ " ■

"She said that she would answer no 

more questions." ■

"IsthataUl" ■

"Not quite. What she said then — ^I 

can't understand it — ^was that I most find 

out the truth for myself. What do you 

make of that 1 " ■

" Only that you have not got the truth 

yet Stay; let us send for her brothn. 

Will you let me put a question to him in 

your presence f " ■

" Bv all means. Send tiie offioe-boy m 

a cab. ■

t ■
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Hagh ha&tilj wrote a note, and dis- 

patched the boy in a hansom. From the 

City to Gk>wer Street a tolerably swifb cab 

takes twenty minutes. They had, there- 

fore, forty minutes at least to wait. ■

** And now," said Mr. Murridge, "your 

relations with this young lady are so 

intimate, and you know so much, it would 

be just as well if you knew all" ■

He opened his safe, and took from it a 

roll of paper. ■

*<Tms document," he said, " was placed 

in my hands by no other than my own son. 

Eead it^ remembering that the eirl is his 

old companion and fnend from childhood." ■

Hugh read it through, slowly and de- 

liberately. Then he read it a second tima ■

" You accept this statement^" he asked, 

" without question 1 " ■

" Surely. It is a perfectly plain state- 

ment by my own son, who can have nothing 

whatever to gain by misrepresenting the 

facts. You observe that he suppresMd as 

long as he could the most important fact" ■

Hugh made no i^ply* But he read the 

paper a third time. Then he looked care- 

fully about the room. ■

« Come, Mr. Murridge," he said, " let us 

examine this document with a little more 

care. Dick says that Norah shut tiie door ; 

that the door, as sometimes happens, 

was not quite close, but stood ajar; that 

from the place where he sat he could see 

through tiiis partly open door. Come into 

the ouier office with me." ■

He carefully adjusted the door so that it 

should be ajar at an angle of about eleven 

and a half degrees, which is, so to speak, a 

good large jar. ■

" Now," he said, " if it was ajar it 

certainly could not have been wider than 

this. Here are two tables and two chairs; 

I suppose he must have been sitting at one 

of them while he saw the door ajar." ■

*< This is my son's chair." ■

" Sit here, then," Hugh went on. " Tell 

me what you can see in your own office ) " ■

Nothing whatever could be seen of the 

inner office from Dick's seat, and nothing 

from the other seat. This will readily be 

understood if we, remember that the fire- 

place was on the same side for both rooms, 

and that Mr. Murridge sat near the fire in 

. his room, and Dick between the fireplace 

and the window in his, while the office- 

boy was accommodated with a table and a 

chair on the other side of the fire. ■

" Very good," said Hugh. " The first 

point of the story is that your son saw 

Norah from his own place, through the ■

partly opened door. Now, in oider to see 

her, he would have been obliged to leave 

the seat and go over to tiie other side of 

the room." ■

"That makes no difference," said Mr. 

Murridga "The point is that he saw 

what was being dona He may have been 

standing— or prying and peeping — that 

matters nothing." ■

" I do not agree with you," said Hugh. 

" The point is that, not beins curious, he 

saw without taking the trouble to spy." ■

" Still, no difference. Why shouldn't he 

spy ) A man doesn't like to confess that 

he was prying and spyine." ■

Hcu;h went on to another point. ■

" He says that Norah folded the cheques 

and placed them in her bosom. Very good. 

Let us see the cheques ! " ■

"They are lost. They have been 

stolea" ■

"That is unfortunate. Did you see 

them ? " ■

" Of course I did." ■

"In what manner. Had they been 

folded?" ■

It was a bow drawn at a venture. But 

Mr. Murridge changed countenance and 

was disconcerted. ■

" Strange," he said ; " I had forgotten. 

Only one was folded. The others had been 

rolled or carried flat in a pocket-book. I 

noticed that they were not folded. But 

one was folded. I am certain that one of 

tiiem was folded." ■

" This makes, you see, the second mistake 

in this document." ■

" What do these little mistakes matter in 

so weighty a charge as this $ M^ son says 

that he saw with his own eyes — it doesn't 

signify to me whether he was peeping 

through a keyhole — ^he actually saw Norah 

tear those cheques out of the book. You 

cannot get over that plain fact" ■

"Plamly, then, Mr. Murridge, I don't 

believe it If that is the only way out of 

the difficulty, I do not believe it" ■

" You think my son lied ! " ■

" I am perfectly sure that if he charged 

Norah witJi theft, he lies." ■

"You are engaged to the young lady. 

You are bound to say that But, young 

gentleman, get over her confession, if you 

can. I tell you I am ready to believe that 

my son was mistaken if you can get over 

the plidn facts — ^that I have been robbed, 

and that Norah confesses." 

« Let us wait till Daffodil comes." 

He sat down opposite to Mr. Murridge, 

and they waited. There was nearly half ■
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an hoar yet to wait. To sit opposite to a 

man for half an hour, waiting for a question 

to be asked, a question in which is con- 

cerned the honour of the girl you love, is 

awkward. ■

While they waited, however, there came 

another visitor. ■

Mr. Murridge's door was standing wide 

open, and the visitor walked ia ■

He was an elderiy gentleman with large 

white moustache, very neatly dressed, 

with an upright, soldierly bearing. He 

took off his hat politely, and as he did so 

Mr. Murridge started, because he recog- 

nised the man for whom he had that morn- 

ing advertised. At least, this man was 

short of one finger — ^the forefinger of his 

right hand was gone. ■

'* You are Mr. Murridge $ " he asked in 

a sUghtly foreign accent ■

" 1 am, sir. And you $ " 

^ *' I believe I am the man whose descrip- 

tion is given in the Times of this morning." ■

" Pray go on, sir." ■

" It is, perhaps^ usual to advertise for a 

gentleman under the promise of a reward 

as if he was a orlminaL" ■

" If he is wanted for evidence, why not ? " ■

''You may withdraw that advertise- 

ment) sir; and you may save your money. 

I am the man who presented three cheques 

at your bank, and for twelve pounds, and 

eadi signed by yourself." ■

" Oh 1 " said Mr. Murridge. « Now we 

shall sea" He turned to Hugh. " Perhaps, 

as you feel so strongly in tlus business, you 

would like to leave me alone with this— 

this gentleman f" ■

''On the contrary, I feel so strongly 

about it, that I must ask your permission 

to hear -what he has to say." ■

" As you please. It is the next step in 

the Enquiry. You understand tiiat I shall 

connect these three cheques, as well as the 

other two, with Norah or her brother." ■

" You wiU ty." ■

" The question is," said Mr. Murridge, 

" first, where you got those cheques ; and 

next, for what consideration $ " ■

"As regards the first," replied the 

stranger, "you ought to know to whom 

you gave them." ■

" I did not give them to anyone. Those 

cheques were stolen, and the signature is 

a fbrgery." ■

^' Seally f That is awkward. It is very 

awkward." ■

" But tell us/' cried Hugh impatiently, 

springing to his feet. " Tell U9, man ! " ■

"I am much distressed to hear this," ■

said the stranger. " I confess, when I saw 

this advertisement this morning, that I 

feared there was sometiiing wrong about 

the cheques. I am most distreesed." ■

" You have not answered my queatioii 

yet," said Mr. Murridge. " Never wbod 

yourdistresa" ■

"lam distressed on your accoantfSii: 

However, the person from whom I recdred 

the cheques was your own son, Mr. Riehurd 

Murridge." ■

" What ! " Mr. Murridge shouiedL ■

" Your own son — ^no o&er, oettainly." ■

Hugh sat down. ■

"Why — why — few what coQsideratioB 

did you receive that money V ■

"In part payment of a loan. I hid 

lent my young friend, from time to tioM^ 

sums of money amounting in all " — he pro- 

duced a pocket-book and looked at an 

entrv — "to forty-nine pounds nineten 

shillings. He has paid me by ihiee instal- 

ments of twelve pounds each — ^thir^-«x 

pounda There remains, therefore, the 

sum of thirteen pounds nineteen ahillingi— 

thirteen guineas we will say. For this I 

have his acknowledgment — ^here it ia" ■

He handed Mr. Murridge a slip of paper 

— ^a simple I O U drawn and signed bj 

his soa Mr. Murridge examined it Am 

he held it in his hand, the room benme 

dark, and the figures before him stood m 

if in thick cloud, and Hugh's voice was Ifte 

a voice in a dream. For he suddenly wt 

derstood that it was his son, and not 

Norah at all, who had done this thing, and 

he saw, in the si^piature of his son what 

he had never noticed before — ^perlu^ he 

had never before seen his son's signataiw 

— a fatal resemblance to his own. ■

"You have not yet, sir," said Hu^ 

" given us your name and addresa" ■

The stranger laid his card npaa the 

tabla Hugh took it^ read it, and handed 

it to Mr. Murridga ■

"Signer Giuseppe Piraneai, Na S8, 

Argyle Squara That address will always 

find you?" ■

" I am in lodgings thera That address 

will find me for a few weeks longer." ■

" Why did you lend my son money 1" 

Mr. Murridge asked quietly. ■

" To pay his losses at csida,^* ■

" His losses at — at cards t Dick's lonea 

at cards 1 " ■

" Your son's losses at cards." ■

" You will have to prove tiieso things, 

sir," said Mr. Murridga " You will have 

to prove them. You shall go before « 

magistrata" ■

k ■
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'' Before the Lord Mayor himself if yoa 

please. Meantime, I will keep this little 

doeament." He replaced the 1 U in his 

pocket-book. "And, if I might suggest as 

the next step, you might pat one or two 

questions to your son. Ajb, first, how and 

where he spends his evenings ; next, how 

he has done lately in the matter of lack ; 

and, thirdly, who has lent him money to 

go on with 1 " ■

Mr. Morridge said nothing. ■

" As to the first, he will reply that he 

spends all his evenings at a certain dab, 

where there is social conversation, with a 

little friendly gambling — sach as a baccarat- 

table and tables for 6cart6, and so forth, 

and that he is a gambler acham6 — 

for his age, I have never seen a more 

determined gambler. As for the second 

question, he will tell you that luck has been 

very much against him for some weeks; 

and, as to the third, that the Proprietor of 

the Club lent him money from time to 

time. When you have put these questions 

and received these answers, I &ink that you 

will not want to go heiove any magistrates." ■

"You are, then," said Hugh, "the Pro- 

prietor of a Grambling Club V ■

" I am its Founder, young gentleman. I 

shall be happy to welcome you, in case you, 

too, like Mr. Richard Murridge, are de- 

voted to the green table. You will find 

the Club a lughly respectable body of 

gentlemen." ■

Mr. Murridge sat quite silent ■

Just then Dafibdil arrived. He knew 

nothing of any trouble, and walked in with 

his careless, cheerful bearing. ■

" Here I am, Mr. Murridge. What do 

you want me for ) Is my father elevated 

to an Earl or a Duke I " ■

"Will you ask him the question, or 

shall II" said Hugh. ■

Mr. Murridge shook his head. ■

"Well, then," Hugh went on, "be 

serious, Daff, if you can. Do you re- 

member cashing a cheque at the Royal 

City and Provincial Bank the other day ) " ■

" Yes ; I cashed a cheque all right For 

twelve pounds, it wa&" ■

" How did you get that cheque ) " ■

" Why, Dick gave it to me. Asked me 

to cash it on my way to Crosby Hall, 

where I was to meet him. I gave him the 

money. Why 1 " ■

" Never mind why. Do you know this 

gentleman 1 " ■

The Signor offered his hand. ■

" It is my young friend whom Fortune 

favours. Yfhen shul you come again )" ■

The young man blushed. ■

" I know him," he said. " I have seen 

him twice." ■

" Only twice 1 " Hugh asked^ " Con- 

sidor " ■

" Only twice," repUed the Signor. " The 

young gentleman has only twice been to 

the Club." ■

"Are you in the habit of gambling, 

Daffl" ■

" I've only gambled twice in my life," 

he replied, blnSiiing; ■

"Are you in debtl" ■

" I owe about five pounds to my tailor. 

It is more than I can pay, but it is all I 

owe." ■

" You have only played cards foe money 

twice]" ■

"I have played whist in some of the 

fellows' rooms for threepenny points. But 

I have only gambled twice. The first time 

I won five shillings, and the second fifty 

shillings and more." ■

" Well, who took you 1 " ■

Daff hesitated and turned red again* No 

one likes to tell tales. ■

" You must tell us. It is for Norah's 

sake." ■

" Well, then, Dick took me." ■

" Dick is my most regular member," said 

the Signor, as if it was a credit to him. 

" He begins with the first, and he plays as 

long as he can stay. My most regular 

member. There is no one more regular 

than Dick. He should have been a 

Russian." ■

" Very good. There is only one other 

question I want to adc you. Did Dick, to 

your knowledge, ever ask anyone else to 

cash a cheque for him 9" ■

" Once he asked NoraL" ■

" How do you know I " ■

" Norah told me. We were talking, and 

she told me. I said she had no business 

to mn errands for Dick." ■

"Now, sir," said Hngh, "I hope you 

understand the reason which prompted 

Norah to refose any other answer, or to 

conduct thu Enquiry 1 She knew before- 

hand." ■

" There is villainy somewhere," said Mr. 

Murridge harshly; "villainy somewhere I 

Howdo I know that this is not a conspiracy ) 

As for you, sir," he turned to the Signor, 

" I believe you can be sent to prison for 

corrupting Uie young*" ■

Signor Piranesi laughed courteously. ■

"I assnre you, sir," he said, "the 

members of my Club are quite corrupt, as re- 

gards gambling, before they come to me." ■

I ■
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'* And as for you," Mr. Morridge shook 

his finger at Dafifodil, " as for you, I believe 

yoa are in the job somehow. Villains 

aU ! viUains aU! " ■

" And I too 1 " said Hugh. ■

" You have got the girl to defend." ■

"The villainy, Mr. Murridge, is estab- 

lished nearer home. You are ready, I 

hope, to acquit the person first charged f " ■

« Certainly not — certainly not How do 

I know that this is not a conspiracy against 

my son % Where is he t Let him be con- 

fronted with these two. Let me have 

more evidence. Let me find the last of the 

stolen cheques." ■

Now, all this time the door had been 

standing wide-open, and behind it sat the 

office-boy eagerly drinking in every word. 

He now, for the first time, understood 

exactly what had happened. And he now 

began to experience the joys of revenge, 

because he had it in his power to deal his 

long-meditated blow on the man who had 

called him a measly little devil ■

Accordingly, he stepped from his place 

and boldly entered the inner office. ■

" What do you want ) " asked his master. ■

" Please, sir, IVe heard it all" ■

"What if you have) All the world 

shall hear it all before long." ■

" Please, sir," the boy's bearing was con- 

siderably more humble than that invariably 

adopted by his favourite heroes, but the 

matter is more important than the manner; 

*^ please, sir, IVe found something which 

Mr, Richard dropped." ■

"What is it r ■

The boy produced an envelope in which 

were two pieces of paper. One of them, 

pink in colour, he laid on the table. ■

"It is the last of the cheques!" cried 

Mr. Murridge. ■

The signature was only, as yet, in pencil, 

very carefully written. The rest of the 

cheque was filled up. Like all the rest, it 

was drawn for the sum of twelve pounds. ■

" What is the other paper i'l your hand 1 " 

asked Hugh. ■

"Mr. Richard was always writing things 

and tearing them up. One day he spent 

all the morning in writing over a single 

sheet of paper. Then he tore it up into 

little pieces. I picked them up and pieced 

them together." ■

He gave Hugh the result It was a half 

sheet of foolscap. It had been torn into a 

hundred pieces, and was now put together 

like a child's puzzle, and gummed upon 

another paper. Across it was written, over 

and over again, like one of Coutts's cheques, ■

the name of John Murridge — John Murridge 

— John Murridge, all exactly alike, and iH 

in exact imitation of Mr. Murridge'a naual 

signature. Hugh placed this before Mi; 

Murridge. ■

" Are you satisfied now, sir I " he asked. ■

" I want my son's explanation. You can 

all go. I am not satisfied until I have my 

son's explanation." ■

They left him. But in the outer office^ 

boy satwitha broad grin upon his exprenive 

countenance. He was one of Natore't 

artless children, and the thought of Didc'i 

downfall filled him with a joy which he 

had not learned to suppress and was not 

ashamed to show. Presently Mr. Ridanl 

would come in unsuspecting. Then his 

father would call him, and the Bow would 

begin. And then the policeman would be 

called in and they would all go off together 

to the Mansion House, where he, the office- 

boy, would give evidence. ■

"And then — " he smiled sweetly — " then 

I shall see him wriggla" ■

The office-boy sat all day long lolkd 

with this pleasant anticipation, and con- 

tented though he had no novelette in the 

drawer. Mr. Richard would come npetairB, 

unsuspecting that his father wonld odi 

him. ■

Unfortunately, Mr. Richard did b<^ oome 

that day at aU. The office-boy was d»- 

appointed. The Row would take place in 

the privacy of Camden Town. Again, 

unfortunately, though Mr. Murridge went 

home thinking he would get that explana- 

tion from his son, he was unable even to 

ask for it, for his son was out when he 

arrived, and didn't come home at alL And 

the office-boy will now, probably, never see 

Mr. Richard wriggle. ■

CHAPTER XII. UNCLE JOSEPH AS AN 

INSTRUMENT. ■

" No, sir ! " Mr. Murridge r^>eated 

obstinately ; " I am not satisfied." ■

It was the next morning. Hugh called 

again to learn the result of the proposed 

explanation. ■

'*I am not satisfied," he r^pei^ed. 

« Where is my son % I don't know. He 

has not been home all night." ■

" Has he run away, then 9 Itlooks like 

it" ■

*' 1 do not know. I say, that nntQ he 

has an opportunity of meeting these chaigeib 

I will not condemn him. What do I know t 

The case against him may be a consjpkmsf 

got up by you, tiie girl, and her farothsr, ■

i ■

^' ■ 4 ■
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and the scoundrel who owns a gambling 

den. Am I to believe that a boy who has 

all his life been quiet and orderly is 

suddenly to become a thief and a gambler 1" 

"We do not ask you to bel^ve that 

We ask you to believe that his vices were 

kept a secret from you — that he lost 

money, borrowed in the hope of winnins 

it back, lost tiiat, and borrowed more, untu 

he became deep in debt— deep, that is, for 

a man of his position — and that under the 

temptation and pressure, he gave way. 

That is what we ask you to believe ! " ■

"I shall believe nothing. I will form 

no theory, and I will not condemn my son 

until I have seen him, and heard what he 

has to say. For aught I know you may be 

keeping him hidden out of my way." ■

" Then you will not withdraw this charge 

against Norah 1 " ■

"Certainly not It was my son's 

accusation, not mina It is not for me to 

withdraw it until I am convinced that it 

is false." ■

" You have evidence in your hand suffi- 

cient to convince any reasonable person." ■

" Perhaps you think so. The evidence 

of two persons already accused, and by 

their own admission implicated — the evi- 

dence of a foreigner and a professed 

gambler, and the evidence of a miserable 

office-boy." 

" With his documenta" 

" What do the documents amount to I 

Nothing. The imitation of my signature 

may have been Norah's for aught I know." 

Hugh left him. He was not to be shaken. 

I suppose Mr. Murridge knew perfectly 

well that there was no escape. The fact 

was proved, but he was obstinata Until 

his son could be confronted with this evi- 

dence he would not condemn him. Until 

that time, therefore, the charge against 

Norah would not ba retracted. Nor would 

she listen to the voice of Love ; nor would 

she return to Mr. Murridge; nor would 

his business get itself accomplished; nor 

would his clients establish their Itoyal, 

Noble, and Gentle Descent So that the 

impediment of Dick's flight produced con- 

sequences of a very wide and unexpected 

kind. You stick a little pin into a piece of 

machinery; there is the least possible jar 

which spreads through all the wheels and 

pistons, and is felt even to the foundations 

on which the machinery is built For a 

whole fortnight they lived in this suspense, 

Norah remaining with her sister at the 

Hospital. 

It was reserved for Uncle Joseph to be ■

the humble instrument by which this im- 

pediment was to be removed. And it 

happened in this way. ■

It was his custom, in these long summer 

evenings, to revisit, by the help of the 

omnibus, some of the scenes of his former 

greatness, and especially a certain well- 

known tavern in Great Queen Street Here 

he knew the manager and some of the 

head-waiters — in fact, he knew by sight 

every waiter in London, and had anoddwg 

acquaintance with hundreds of the gentry 

who every morning, about ten o clock, 

assemble on the kerbstone outside the 

great restaurants, waiting to be taken on 

fbr the evening. Under their arms most 

of them carry the uniform of their profes- 

sion. They are an inoffensive folk, as may 

be gathered by anyone who will loiter for 

a minute and listen to their talk; they 

give no trouble; they never want any- 

body's property ; if you were to offer them 

three-acre allotments they would not listen ; 

they have never been known to strike, to 

combine, to agitate, or to demonstrate; 

they never march in procession, and have 

not» between them all, a single banner or a 

bit of bunting ; they are, in the evening, 

always beautucdly dressed for their work ; 

they are civil of speech, active, and zealous; 

they have, one and all, a curiously culti- 

vated taste in wine ; and they are said to 

have but one vice. This they share with 

many landed gentlemen. It is a love for 

the Turf ■

Uncle Joseph, who had formerly been 

an honoured guest two or three nights 

in every week, now sat humbly in the 

managePs room, reading the m^nus of the 

day. Alas ! they were not for him — ^those 

gorgeous-coloured cards, inscribed with the 

names and titles (all in French) of the 

most toothsome and delightful dishes. It 

was something to know that the Banquets 

still went on, though he was no longer 

seated at the table near the presiding 

officer, as richly decorated as a German 

official ; and, no doubt, it was a consolation 

to accept the hospitable glass of sherry 

which was sometimes proffered in the 

manager's room. ■

One evening, about ten days after Dick 

vanished away. Uncle Joseph paid a visit 

to the tavern. There were several beau- 

tifcd banquets going on, and he read the 

m^nus with the soft regrets due to the 

happy past It was nearly nine when he 

got up' to go — the hour when the active 

business of the banquet is finished, and 

after the material, the intellectual Feast ■
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was to begin with the speeches. AUs! 

thev would never hear him speak again. ■

As he passed from the manager's room 

into the hall a door on the first floor was 

thrown open, and there came out such a 

joyous sound, a mingling of many sounds 

in a fine confusion, such as the cliquetes of ■

S lasses, the lauehter of men who have 

runk plenty of wine, the shuffling of 

waiters' feet, the noise of plates, and the 

popping of corks, that Uncle Joseph's 

knees trembled. ■

" Ah," he said, " it is a blessing indeed 

to feel that the Craft is not falling ofif!." ■

He went away, and presently found an 

onmibus. ■

Every night about this time he was 

seized with a dreadful yearning for cham- 

pagna This evening it was a yearning 

which tortured him. The festive soxmd of 

the revelry was too much for the old man, 

and his heart felt like lead to thiuk that 

there was no more champagne to be had 

during the short remainder of his history. 

When he got out of his omnibus at Kin^s 

Cross, and began to walk homewards, tUs ■

£ earning held him and shook him so that 

e trembled as he walked, and people 

thought that he must be suffering from 

senile weaknesa It was not this ; it was 

the yearning after champagne whidi made 

his brain to reel and his eyes to swim. 

Uncle Joseph had never married; the 

experience might have taught him that the 

passion of Love in some of its forms, as 

when its object is absent, closely resembled 

this craving of his for the divine drink 

which sparkles in the cup and mounts to 

a man's brain, filling him with pride, and 

joy, and charity towards all men. Oin-and- 

water might stay the craving, but as yet 

he was a quarter of anhourfromhis gm- 

and-water, and though there were many 

public-houses on the way, Unde Joseph 

had no money; even gin-and-water was 

almost as unattainable as champagne. ■

While he stopped, however, letting his 

fancy revel in imaginary goblets, beakers, 

cups, and glasses, all full, and brimming 

over, and foaming, and sparkling, and 

trembling, he became conscious of a face, 

the sight of which was so little in harmony 

with his thoughts, that the cup was, so to 

speak, dashed from his lips and the beverage 

of the gods was spilt upon the ground. ■

The face, or rather the head, was in a 

second-floor window of a house on the 

other side of the street ; it was looking up 

and down the street ; a perfectly familiar 

face, yet for a while Uncle Joseph could not ■

remember at all to whom it belonged, so 

great was the yearning within him for 

champagne. Presently, however, he re- 

gained some command over himself, and 

understood that the face belonged to none 

other thaji to Dick Murridge. It was twi- 

light now, but the old, that is to say, some 

of the old, have long sights and the 

gas below caught the face. Oh, tbsce 

could be no doubt that it was the face of 

Dick Murridge the Runaway. ■

For by this time it was well known in 

vague terms that there was Trouble about 

some cheques, and that Dick had ran away, 

and that Norah had quarrelled with Ms, 

Murridge, and was staying with Calista 

under the pretext or pretence of a holiday. ■

This seemed a very remarkable dis- 

covery. Uncle Joseph was, by nakne, 

curious, inquisitive, into other people'^ I 

affairs, and of a prying nature. Thunefere, I 

he at once resolved to pursue this adven- 

ture farther. ■

The house, he now perceived, was a 

public-house — something bettw than the 

ordinary run of street-tavenui — ^for it had 

aside entrance, marked "HoteL" His wits 

were now completely restored, and he was 

able to observe carefully the position of 

the window at which Dick Murridge wsis 

sitting As soon as he was quite certain 

on this point, he boldly entered by the side- 

door, and walked "upstaira ■

Ten days of hiding in his upper 

chamber had begun to tell upon SSdc 

Murridge. So great was the terror ioatined 

into him by his Instructor and Protector of 

his father's vengeance and wrath, that he 

was afraid to venture out, even after daik, 

having a confused notion that every poUee* 

man m London would have a warrant bs 

his arrest in his pocket, and that he wosld 

be taken up on suspicion. He stayed, 

therefore, all day long in one room, leading 

a most doleful and miserable existenee, 

ordered by the Count to practise continu- 

ally the tncks and cozenage of the cards, 

which were to advance him to that life o£ 

Perfect Delight promised by the Ten^ytei: 

Never had Professor a more eager or an 

apter pupiL Never did Chinaman ti^ 

more kindly to ways of guile than JXA 

Murridge, insomuch that his past ardour 

and passion for gambling wholly died 

aw^y, and the excitement of chance ae^oied 

a poor thing indeed compared with the 

excitement of dexterity. He called ii 

dexterity because the Professor gave il 

that name, and because, in his haadfli the 

mystery of cheating at cBiiB became a Fme ■

'^ ■

k ■
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Art of the most manifold and occult con- 

trivance, the most profound combination 

and calculation, the swiftest movement of 

hand, and the steadiest guard on eye and 

face. Yet to practise the Black Art all day 

long, hidden away from the worid in a 

single room, is monotonous. ■

Suppose that one were to receive, as a 

gift, the power of cheating with the 

certaintv of never being found out There 

are a thousand ways of cheating besides 

that of cheating at carda Would not this 

power be a constant temptation even to the 

most virtuous among us f What would it 

not be to one who, like this unfortunate 

Dick, had been brought up from childhood 

to believe that there never * was any 

morality, any honour, any honesty, except 

what springs from a feeling of self-preserva- 

tion and protection t Would he not jump 

at such a chance ) Now this was exactly 

the chance that was offered to Dick Mur- 

rid^. It came in his extremity, when he 

had cut himself off from his ovm people by 

a deed which would never be forgotten or 

forgiven. It came when he was in an 

agony of despair and terror, and it seemed 

to open a wav of life of the greatest ease, 

comfort, and profit He knew not yet 

that there is no way of life without com- 

petition, and therefore jealousy; with its 

attendant tokens of miJ^ce, slander, mis- 

chief, calumny, and the biting of back. 

Also he knew not how quickly the profes- 

sional gambler is detected, and how even 

the most unbounded lovers of the cards 

become shy of playing with him. All this 

he had stffl to learn. \' ■

But it was dull in that upper' chamber, 

which he left only to go do wnstidrs at meal- 

time to the Bar Pwlour, where he sat at 

table with the landlord and his famfly. 

They knew him as a young gentleman, pre- 

sumably under a temporaiy cloud, in whom 

the S%nor, Proprietor of the Club, was 

interest. It was horribly dullr He hated 

teadiag; he grew tited of drawing; he 

could not be always practisiiig with the 

cards ; he wanted someone to tMk with. ■

''G^d-evetiing, Mr. Richard," said 

Uncle Joseph, entering noiaelestiy. ■

Dick's head and shoulders were out of 

the window; but it does not take long 

to change the position of a head and 

shoulders.. ■

** What 1 " he cried, springing to his feet 

" You here — you I " ■

"Yes, I am here. Ah, you are very 

snug and quiet^ Dick, here ! No one would 

ever expect to find you here. I was just ■

going along the street, you know — just 

walking down the street, when I saw your 

face at the window. What a surprise 1 

what a surprise 1 How pleased your father 

wiUbe!" ■

'^ Is he f What does he — ^what does he 

— what does he want with me 1 " ■

Uncle Joseph nodded his head im- 

pressively. Some men can convey a 

solemn and impressive assurance much 

better by a nod of the head than by any 

words. Uncle Joseph's nod made this 

young man understand first that his evil 

deeds were known to everybody, and next 

that his father would certainly prosecute 

him. Therefore he sat down again with 

terror undisguised. ■

" What did you do it fori" asked Uncle 

Joseph, who had not the least idea what 

had been dona But everybody knew that 

something must have been done, else why 

did Dick run away % ■

*' Because I was hard up. What else 

should I do it for r' ■

In the extremity of his terror Dick pre- 

sented a manly suUdness. ■

" How did you do it I " asked Uncle 

Joseph again. ■

'' Well, if you want monev, and can get 

it by signing another man s name to a 

cheque, 1 suppose you'd do it that way." ■

" Ah ! To be sure — to be sure ; I never 

thought of it in that light" Uncle Joseph 

was acquiring information rapidly. " Ah, 

and when did you do it % " ■

" Six weeks ago, if you want to know." ■

"To be sure. Six weeks it was ago. 

Yes. You are perfectly right, Dick, to 

keep out of the way^ — perfectly right — 

perfectly right If I were you I would 

continue to keep out of the way. It is 

a very serious tmng. And your father is 

a hard man — ^very. What did you do 

with the money 1 " ■

" I paid some of my debts." ■

"Quite right Quite right As an 

honest man should. So far you acted 

wisely. And have you any of it left 1 " ■

'* Some — ^not much." ■

" This is a very^uiet and comfortable 

room, Dick. I don't know that I should 

like to live in a bedroom always, but for a 

change now, when one really wishes to be 

undisturbed. Isn't it rather dull here 1 " ■

"I suppose it is." ■

" Look here, Dick, I'll come here some- 

times." The old man's dull face lit up 

suddenly as a brilliant thought occurred 

to him. " I'll come here sometimes of an 

evening, and we'U chat It's dull for me, ■

^ I ■
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too, in the evenings when I recall the 

gloriooB evenings I used to have in the 

time— dear me ! — in the time that is past." ■

Dick received the proposition doubtfully. ■

'*This will be very much better than 

going to your father and telling him where 

you are, won't it 1 " ■

"Can you keep a thing quiet f' asked 

Dick ■

" Can I f Haven't I kept the sublime 

secrets of Thirty-Three Degrees 1 Secrets 

of all the Degrees 1 You forget, young man, 

that you are speaking to one whose life 

has been spent in domg nothing else 

except to keep the secret and work the 

Degree, and enjoy the Banquet afterwards. 

Oive me a secret and I am happy. With 

the Banquet afterwards." ■

Dick reflected. There had been, earlier 

in the day, a conversation with his Pro- 

fessor, in which the latter promised to 

take him out of the country in a week at 

furthest, as soon, in fact, as he had con- 

cluded the sale of his Proprietary Club 

with all its rights, aiivantages, privileges, 

goodwill, and clientdla The purchaser, 

we may explain, in parenthesis, was a 

gentleman connected with the Turf, and in 

some ways entirely fitted for the post of 

Proprietor. That is to say, he was perfectly 

unscrupulous, without morals, honesty, 

prejudice, or pity. And yet for want of 

the good manners which served the Count 

in lieu of these things, he speedily ruined 

the Club, and dispersed the gamblers, who 

now gamble elsewhere. A week at furthest. 

He could not shove the old gentleman down 

the stairs as he wished to do. It was 

necessary either to change his lodging or to 

conciliate him. ■

He conciliated him. He assured Uncle 

Joseph that it would give him the greatest 

satisfaction to confide in his honour, and 

to receive him in this apartment ■

"Then," said the old man, with an 

involuntary smacking of his lips, "as ■

Jrou've got, no doubt, some of the money 

eft, my dear young friend, and it is very 

f)leasant to sit and talk, let us have — ah 1 — 

et us have— oh ! " he^drew a long, deep 

sigh, " a bottle of chan.^agne." ■

I suppose his long professional career 

had accustomed him to associate champagne 

with secrecy, just as other people's 

experience leads them to associate cham- 

pagne with Love, or with racecourses, or 

with dancing. ■

They had a glorious bottle of champagne. 

Uncle Joseph drank it nearly all, and on 

parting shook Dick efiusively by the hand, ■

promised to come again next day, and 

swore that his secret was as sacred as that 

of the Thirty-Third Degree. ■

He kept his word, and returned faith- 

fully the next evening, when he had anotlier 

bottle of champagne. How valuable t 

thing is a secret properly handled ! ^ Unde 

Joseph rubbed his hands over his^ own 

cleverness. Why, it was almost like t 

return to the good old times, except that 

the bottle of champagne was not preceded 

by a Banquet This caused unsteadineK 

of gait on the way home, and a disposHicni 

to laugh and sit on doorsteps, to become 

playfiu, and to find one's speedi atrangely 

thick. Dick's secret, however, was aafo. ■

" Oh, my dear young friend," said Uncb 

Joseph, "what a happiness for you that it 

was I who discovered you ; suppose it had 

been your father or Norah 1 What would 

have happened I I was in a Police Court 

this morning " — he certainly was a delist- 

f ul companion — " I was in a Police Courts 

and there was a poor young man brought 

up for embezzlement He had run away, 

and they found him, and he was com- 

mitted for trial. I thought of you, Dick, 

and my heart bled. I'll come again to- 

morrow." ■

He did return next day, but meantime 

Dick had heard somethmg which made 

him less careful to conciliate the man who 

had his secret In fact, the word had come 

to be in readiness. ■

The Count had settled everything, and 

they were to go away the very next day. 

Therefore, when Uncle Joseph robbed hii 

hands, and said that it was tUrsty weather, 

sent by Providence in order to bring oat 

the ftdl flavour of a dry, sparlding wine, 

Dick coolly said that he wasn't g<Hng to 

stand any more, but if Uncle Jcmsfk 

chose to drink soda-and-whisky, instead, 

he could. ■

The old man was wounded in his 

tenderest and most sacred depths. Bui 

he dissembled, and drank the substitute, 

which, as compared with the Great Original, 

is little better than mere Zoedonei He 

drank it» and went away early, with 

treachery in his heart, but a smile npon 

his lips. ■

" Come to-morrow nighty Unde Joeeph," 

said Dick, "and you shall have as much 

champagne as you can drink. You shall 

bathe in champagne if you like." ■

There was a Somethingy this injored M 

man felt, which meant mischiei He wooU 

not set the promised champagne. Didk 

wouldn't look like that if he meant hiz ■

=s= ■ =f ■
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and honestb Yet how mean ! How 

paltry ! To gradge a single bottle of 

champagne^ just one a day, for the safe 

guarding of so valoable a secret ! ■

In the morning, Uncle Joseph made 

qoite a long joorney. He took the train 

from King's Cross to Bishopsgate, whence 

he walked to the Whitechapel Road. Here 

he took the tram which goes along the 

Commercial Road. He got out haS'-way 

down, and made his way through certain 

by -streets to Glamis Road, Shadwell, 

where stands the Children's Hospit^L ■

By this time he had learned everything, 

partly by pretending to know already, and 

partly by cunning questions, and partly 

because Dick, with a brutal cynicism, made 

no secret of his ovm infamy. Among other 

things, therefore, he knew that Norah's 

pretended holiday was a blind to conceal 

from the Doctor for a while the fact that 

she had left her post as Private Secretary 

to Mr. Murridge, under an accusation of 

complicity, at least, in a crime. ■

He went first to Hugh, who presently 

called Calista. ■

''I thought," he said, in conclusion, 

"that the young man's friends ought to 

know. He may be snatched from worse 

evils, even if he is punished for what he 

has dona His father is a hard man, but 

he is, I dare say, just And Dick is, I 

fear, in very bad company — very bad 

company indeed. There were cards on 

the table, and I fear there has been drink- 

ing. ■

He lingered, as if there was something 

more he would like to say. Presently he 

desired a word in private with Hugh. ■

He went away with a sovereign in his 

pocket. He had sold his secret for a 

sovereign. It was unworthy the Possessor 

of so many Degrees. ■

He spent the evening at a restaurant in 

the Stnmd over a large bottle of cham- 

pa^e, taken with and after a colourable 

imitation of a Banquet. There were, how- 

ever, no speeches, because it might have 

appeared strange for an elderly gentleman 

to rise at his little table and propose 

his own health, and respond for the Craft. 

But the wine was Perrier Jouet, and he 

drank it slowly and blissfully. ■

If in these days of forced abstinence, the 

Tempter were to approach Unde Joseph, 

holding a bottle of champagne in his hand 

in exchange for the Sublime Secrets of the 

Thirty-Third Degree, would his virtue 

sustain him in that hour ) ■

CHAPTER XIU. A LAST APPEAL. ■

The Count's preparations were complete. 

He had sold his club ; he was going to 

take his pupil with him to some quiet 

place in Pans, where serious instruction in 

the Art of seeming to play fairly could be 

carried on without interruption. They 

were going to cross by the night-boat in 

deference to a newly-developed modesty in 

Dick. In the afternoon the Count came 

with a portmanteau containing all that was 

wanted in the way of temporary outfit ■

" We will start," he said, " as we shall 

continue, as gentlemen. If we take fur- 

nished lodgings, you must not creep in with 

no luggage of your own." ■

He then proceeded to exhort and 

admonish his pupil to obedience, diligence, 

and zeal, all of which, he assured him for 

the hundredth time, would be rewarded by 

such success as his pupil little dreamt of, 

and by such dexterity as should make him 

the Pride of the Profession. ■

" Above all," he said, " Patience, cool- 

nesp, and continual practice. You must 

never for a single day lose the steady eye 

and the quick hand. I have confidence in 

you, my friend. And you have everything 

to learn — everything. You can play a 

little and draw a little. You must learn 

to play well and draw well They are 

accomplishments which will be useful to 

you. You must even learn to dance, 

because a man of your age ought to love 

dancing. You must always seem ready to 

desert the table for the ballroom. You 

must learn to fence, and you must learn 

to use a pistol Yon are going into 

a country where men fight. You will 

cease to be an Englishman. Henceforth 

you will have no country. The whole 

world is yours, because you will command 

everything which the world producea Are 

you ready 1 " ■

" I am both ready and willing." ■

" Good. You must leam to carry your- 

self less like a London clerk, and more like 

a gentleman. You must assume the air of 

distinction if you can. You must leam to 

laugh, and to smile. But all that will come 

in another country, and with a new 

language. Come," he looked at his watch ; 

'' only two hours more and we shall be in 

the train — the past gone and forgotten, 

everything before you new and delightful, 

not one of the old friends left " ■

Here the door opened, and Dick sprang 

to his feet with a cry, and a sudden change 

in his eyes to the wildest terror. ■

PWWI ■
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"Galistal You here! What do yoa 

want 1 " ■

She saw a table littered with cards. On 

the bed was a portmanteau, closed and 

strapped, beside it a hat-box and a 

strapped bundle. With Dick, and standing 

over him, was a man whom she had never 

seen; but, from Hugh's description, he 

looked like the foreign person who had 

called on Mr. Murridge. ■

" I want to talk with you, Dick — alone." ■

" You can talk, mademoiselle," said the 

stranger, "in my presence. I believe I 

may say that our friend here has no secrets 

from me — ^now." ■

" None," said Dick, emboldened by the 

reflection that he was under protection, 

and that Calista was alone. " No secrets 

at alL Say what you have to say, Calista, 

and get it over. You are come to pitch 

into me. Very well then." ■

" Oh, Dick, I do not come to reproach 

you. But — oh, Dick, Dick — ^how could 

you do it % " ■

" Never mind that now. What else do 

you want to say t " ■

"Have you confessed to your fatiier, 

Dick?" ■

"No, I haven't; what's the goodi 

Confess I Why, do you take me for a 

fool 1 Confess to him 1 " ■

" Dick, my old friend, there is another 

person to think of besides yourself There 

is Norah." ■

" What about Norah ? My father knows 

all by this tima But he hasn't got the 

cheques. Without the cheques there is 

no proof." ■

"If there are no proofs, come with me 

to your father and tell him that Norah is 

innocent" ■

"What's the usel He knows it 

already." ■

Calista pointed to the portmanteau. ■

" You are ^oing away 1 " she said. ■

"I am going away altogether. You'll 

get rid of me, and never see me again. So 

now you will all be happy." ■

" Where are you going 1 " ■

" That is my busines& You would like 

to go and tell my father, wouldn't you 1 " ■

" And how are you going to live 1 " ■

" Like the sparrows." 

^'*0h, Dick, you have in your head some 

wild and wicked scheme. What does it 

mean ? You are deceived and betrayed by 

—by your advisers — by this man. Con- 

sider, Dick ; no one knows except your 

father, and Norah, and HugL I will beg ■

your father to forgive you. Nothing need 

ever be said about it All shall be for- 

gotten, and we will go on as if this dreadful 

time had never happened — ^just as we did 

in the old days, when we were boys and 

girls together, and innocent — oh, Dick I — 

and innocent 1 " ■

"Listen to this young lady, Dick,^' said 

the Count softly, " and consider. There ii 

still plenty of time to change your mind 

Consider what she says. You will have a 

delightful time. Your father is never ii 

an iU-temper, is het He looks and talks as 

if he was the most indulgent of parents 

and of the sweetest disposition. Of coarsei 

he will never remind you of this little indis- 

cretion — never. And he will trust yoa 

always — always. And he will advance you 

in his business and make you partner. And 

you will always live in this delightful 

suburb, where there is nothing. Heaven ! 

nothing 1 Neither theatre, nor caf6, nor 

society, nor amusement of any kind. As 

for your secret, it is known to no one ex- 

cept three other peopla Of course, they 

have told nobody ; of course, they never 

will ; so that there is no chance of the 

story being told abroad, and people will 

not point foigers at you, and say: 'There k 

the man who forged his father's name^ but 

repented, and came back again, and was 

f oxgiven ! ' What a beautiful thing it wiB 

be all your life, to feel that yoa have 

been so bad, and that everybody else k so 

good 1 " ■

"Oh no— no!" said Calista. "ItwOl 

not be so, Dick ; it will not" ■

"I have considered," Dick cried; "I 

have made up my mind." ■

" And there is the ofEce-boy, ioo^ who 

found the last of the cheques, and pot 

together those bits of paper. He wiU ludd 

his tongue, too, of course. Consider wdl, 

Dick. You will live deepieied and sus- 

pected. Bah 1 To be a young man for- 

given ! The forgiveness will be a tickel- 

of-leaye ; the return to work will be under 

surveillance of the Police. You can never 

get promotion; you can never live down 

Uie past Young lady, k not thk true 1 * ■

Calkta hesitated; theii she took courage. ■

"Better thk, better obscurity and oott> 

tempt, tha9 a life of wickednesa What is 

he to do ) What do you yourself do I Yoo. 

play cards. Doyouplayhonestiyt Baiter 

the most humble life." ■

"Matter of opinion, mademoiselle. It 

he goes with me, I offer him — what % He 

knows very well that at least he will enjoy 

an easy Ufe and profitable work, Wi^ ■

m^ ■
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plenty of money in it^ and society^ 

and " ■

" Oh, Dick, it cannot be possible ! How 

should this man give yon all these things) " ■

" Dick is a free man," said the Italian ; 

" he is perfectly free. He can go with yon, 

or he can come with me, jost as he pleases. 

I understood that he had resolved to accept 

my offer, and to come with me. His port- 

manteau is ready and packed, as you see. 

Bat if he prefers " ■

" I do not prefer ; I will go with you. 

Go away, Oalista 1 Repentance ! For- 

giveness I " ■

"Then, Dick, if you must go, before you 

do go, I ask you for one simple act of 

justice. Write me a letter clearing Norali 

altogether." ■

<< I won't, then ! After Norah's conduct 

to me " ■

<'Sir," said CaUsta, turning to the 

stranger, " you say that you are going to 

introduce Dick to the society of gentlemen. 

I do not quite understand how he is to 

take his place among gentlemen, or what 

gentlemen will receive him; but that is 

your concern. Will you Idndly tell these 

gentlemen that this man made love to a 

girl whom he had known all his life^ and, 

whensherefusedhim, charged her solemnly, 

and in writing, with the crime which he 

had himself committed I I suppose you 

oare nothing about Us having stolen the 

thing himseU "— Calista, in the satiric vein, ■

snrprised herself—" but perhaps " ■

" I have forgiven him, young lady," the 

Count interrupted with a smile. " I have 

anticipated your own kindness, and^ his 

fiEithei^s, and I have already forgiven him." ■

'' But, at least," she went on, regardless, 

«« you may have manliness ehough left to 

blame him for accusing this innocent girl 

She is my sister, and once his friend. Will 

you join him in making all diat girFs future 

life miserable f It is not enough that you 

know, and I know, and her lover knows, 

the truth. This wretched boy has left 

behind him a paper to which his father 

cUngs as a kind of last chance that his son 

is not guilty, after alL" ■

Dick laughed aloud, and Oalista shtid- ■

" I think," said the Count gravely, " that, 

if I were our young friend here, I should 

sit down and write a letter withdrawing 

the document in question." ■

"What's the good? "said Dick. "Of 

course, he knows the truth by this time." ■

"I should write a short letter, simply 

stating Uiat this young lady — ^who must ■

be charming indeed to have diverted our 

friend's attention from his cards — is per- 

fectly innocent. Our friend, thus for- 

given by you, mademoiselle, and by me — 

presumably also by his father — and, we 

will hope, by the young lady concerned 

with himself in the matter, will embark 

upon his new career with a clear conscience 

such as you English love to possess, and a 

light heart, and an utter freedom from 

anxiety as to enquiry by detectives or 

unpleasant messages." ■

" No one will enquire, I am sure ; no 

one will send any detectives after him. I 

think I can promise that. As for the 

money, Dick, Hugh sends me word that he 

will repay the whole for you." ■

Dick offered up, so to speak, a sort of 

prayer or aspiration concerning the de- 

struction of Hugh. But he was well aware 

that the repayment of the money was about 

the surest way of securing himself from 

pursuit ■

"Come," said the Count, "write, my 

friend — ^write this letter to the young lady, 

your old friend. Take the pen." ■

Dick sat at the table and unwillingly 

obeyed. ■

"Write. I will tell you what to say." ■

" Go on, then." ■

"My dear mademoiselle— or my dear ■

friend ■

M ■

"Dear Oalista," wrote Dick. ''There, 

I knew very well what to say. Listen to 

this: ■

"Dear Calista, — The yaipet which I 

gave my &ther about Korah was false from 

beginning to end. I made it up in order 

to stop him from taking up the Case him- 

self. I thought that perhaps as he was so 

fond of Norah he would be staggered and 

let Hbe thing drop. I thought he would 

rather believe it was me than believe it 

was Norah. And it lay between us. Norah 

did not take the cheques. Norah had 

nothing to do with them, nor had Daff. 

Norah presented one of the cheques for me, 

Daff presented one for me ; and if I ever 

meet that office-boy. 111 wring his neck. 

You can do what you like with this letter. 

—Good-bye, Dick Mubbidge. ■

" There," he said, " take and give that to 

my father. Tell Norah I didn't mean, at 

first, to be haid upon her. But it was 

either her or me. And, besides, she had 

treated me so badly that I was savage. 

Tell her that I don't want any for^ving or 

nonsense. Who cares about forgiveness 1 

All that I want is to be left alone." ■
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*' Oh, thank you, Dick ! " Calista received 

the letter with softened eyes. ''Norah 

forgives you, whether you want her forgive- 

ness or not. I am very glad I found you. 

Now good-bye !" She held oat both hands. 

** Oh, Dick ! — ^poor Dick ! — trj brother 

Dick I be good, be honest There is nothing 

else in the world worth living for. Be 

good, Dick.** ■

Was it by chance or was it by design 

that the Signor's hands should be in his 

pockets at that moment, and that there 

should be the clink of coin ) ■

<* Nothing else 1 " said Dick. <' There is 

money." ■

He turned his face away without taking 

her hands or being softened by the tears in 

her beautiful eyes. ■

The Signer stepped to the door and held 

it open while CaJista passed out Will 

there ever, in that unknown future which 

lies before this young man, fall upon him 

the memory of this last chance and the 

tears of the girl who was with him more 

patient than a sister with a brother, more 

ready to hear his sorrow, more sure to 

forgive, and more careful to excuse 1 Will 

he ever discover in the years to come that 

a life of obscurity with honour is better 

than the life marked out for him of trickery 

and cheating 9 ■

Exactly an hour afterwards another cab 

drew up at the " Hotel Entrance " of the 

tavern. There stepped out of it an old 

gentleman — none other than Uncle Joseph 

— and an elderly gentleman, who was 

Mr. Murridga ■

** On the second floor I " you said. ■

''Second floor — ^first door on the left 

when you get to the landing. I'll wait for 

you down hera You can't miss him, and 

he's afraid to go out, because of you." ■

Mr. Murridge went slowly up the stairs. 

Any man bound on such an errand would 

go slowly. He was resolved what to do. 

There should not be the least appearance 

of anger. But he should demand a full ■

confession. Otherwise He reached the ■

first floor and looked about him. Through 

an open door he saw a large room filled 

with little tables, the atmosphere thick with 

stale tobacco-smoke and the reek of spirits. ■

"The gambling club," he said, and 

mounted to the second floor. ■

He went to the door indicated, and 

opened it without knocking. The room 

bore signs of recent occupation ; the bed 

had not been made since the night, and 

the bed-clothes were tumbled about; there 

were cards on the table, and a pipe, and a ■

jag which had contained beer. Hethoo^ 

he must have mistaken the room, and toed 

the next, and the next There were aonu 

more rooms on the landing. They all 

presented the appearance of beincc family 

bedrooms. Mr. Murridge slowly cidm 

downstairs again. ■

" You told me the first door on the left," 

he said to Uncle Joseph. ■

** First door on the left it is." ■

Mr. Murridge this time sought the hai- 

lord in the bar. ■

The functionary who was in the bar ex- 

plained that a young gentleman had been 

staying there some Uttle time, bat tiiat hs 

was gone — ^eone off in a cab that very 6xf. 

Being asked if he kept a gambling dab id 

the house, he said that he did not ; he lat 

his first floor to a social dub, ifhiA 

met every night for conversaticm and 

tobacco. There might be caida He did 

not know the names of the membos; it 

was not his business. The young gen^ 

man who had just gone away paid his biB 

regular, and was quiet and well-mamiered. 

He kept indoors because he was recovmiiig 

from an illnesa He did not know when 

he had gone. ■

Nothing more could be got out of die 

landlord. ■

Mr. Murridge came away. ■

" WeU, sir—well t " asked Unde JoaoplL 

'* You have seen him, and made short work 

with him, no doubt Ah, he was pemtenl, 

I larust 1 And you forgave him, on cosdi- 

tions — of course on conditions. It rejoieeB 

me to have been the humble means, imdff 

Providence, of bringing together father sad 

son, under these most interestii^ and 

peculiar circumstancea Sixty p<Mmd% I 

think yon said f And five pounds for the 

humble Instrument More ProTideDee! 

Sixty-five pounda It is a sad, sad loo." ■

«I promised you five pounds for put- 

ting the boy into my handa Well, be is 

not there." ■

" Not there t Mr. Murridge, I ffiveyon 

the word of— of an officer in I don^t know 

how many Lodges, that he was there yes- 

terday." ■

''Very likely. He isn't there to-day. 

However, as you did your best^ here's half- 

a sovereign for you." ■

He gave the old man this paltry coin, 

which will do little more than purchase one 

bottle of really good champagne, and left 

him standing sorrowfully on the kerbetona ■

Half-a-sovereign 1 And Unde Josi^ 

thought he had secured, at one strcrfw, a 

whole dozen of champagne I ■

^ ■

I-, ■
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CHAPTER THE LAST. ■

"My poor dear Norah," said Galiflta 

next morning — she had actually kept her 

secret the whole night — "is it not time 

that things shoold change ) " ■

"They will never c^ge for me," said 

Norah. "I have been thinkii^ what I 

had better do. I never can go back to Mr. 

Marridge, that is quite certain; no one 

else wants a girl who can hunt up 

genealogies. I could not live at home 

doing nothing. I have made up my mind, 

Cali^ to become a nursa I will go to the 

London Hospital, and become a Proba- 

tioncor, and then I will be a hospital 

nurse." ■

'<My dear child, you could not," said 

Calista. ■

"I could, and I will Why, if Hugh 

could be a Doctor, and you can be a Sister, 

cannot I be a nurse f Besides, then I shall 

be in the same Profession as Hugh, and 

hearing something about him, though we 

are parted I should go mad if I were never 

to hear anything more of him. * ■

** Poor Norah ! But suppose that it will 

not be necessary for you to do auything at 

all — suppose, my dear " — sisters do some- 

times kiss each other without f« eling the 

force of Hood's remark about sandwiches 

of veal — " suppose good news were to come 

for you I" ■

''There cannot be any good news for 

me. Why, Calista, you Imow that Mr. 

Murridge will hear of nothing until Dick 

has an opportunity of meeting his accusers. 

I, for one, have never accused him — and I 

never will And now he has run away, is 

it likely that he will accuse himself t " ■

« Never mind what is likely. Think of 

the very best that could possibly happen." ■

" The very best 1 " ■

" The very best" ■

''Remember, Calista, it is not enough 

that Hugh should be satisfied. Of course 

he is satisfied. How can he ever love me 

unless he respects me 1 I must have much 

more than that." ■

" You shall have much more." ■

''Calista!" Norah caught her hand. 

" What have you heard ? What have you 

done) Have you seen him) Have you 

seen Dick 1 " ■

" Patience, dear, for half an hour more, 

and you shall know alL Tell me, Norah, 

just this about Dick. Are you very — very 

bitter about him 1 " ■

" I don't know. He has robbed me of 

Hugh." ■

" He will give Hugh back to you. Can 

you forgive him t " ■

Norah hesitated. ■

" I know everything, dear ; more than 

you know, even. Dick has gona He has 

fled the coxmtry, I belleva There is 

nothing left us but to forgive him. He will 

never know whether you have forgiven 

him or not. But tell me that you da" ■

" Oh, what will it help him for me to say 

that I forgive him 9 I would not wish to ■

punishhim,nor to take revenge,and yet ■

Yes, Calista, I forgive him. Poor Dick ! 

we loved him once, did we not I " ■

" Even if he does not know, it is some- 

thing that you forgive him. Men's crimes 

follow them with scourges in their hands — 

scourges with knots in them, and evwy 

knot, for poor Dick, your vengeance and 

your xmforgiveness. Now he will be 

punished less fearfully. My dear, your 

trouble is over. No one, not even the 

most spiteful, will ever be able to hint 

that there was the slightest truth in this 

monstrous accusation. No one except 

ourselves will ever know of it. Come, 

Norah, to Hugh's room. Someone awaits 

you there — a most important person, 

almost as important as Hugh. Come ! A 

most delightful person; and oh, Norah, 

be prepared for the best news in the world, 

and for the greatest surprise you ever 

imagined." ■

Calista led her sister to the Resident 

Medical Officer's room, where they found,' 

besides Hugh, a lady whom Norah recog- 

nised at once as Hugh's mother — Madame 

Aquila, the singer. She was in black silk, 

that kind of lifelong mourning which some 

widows adopt Her face was kindly and 

soft, still beautiful, though her youth had 

long since vanished. ■

" My dear," she said, taking Norah by 

both hands, so that she could draw her 

close and kiss her comfortably — " my dear 

child, I have heard aU. You have greatly 

suffered. But all is over now. Your sister 

has made the rough way smooth, and 

removed the last obstacle. See what it is 

to be a Sister in the Hospital ; how helpful 

it makes one ! And now you will take my 

Hugh again, will you not 1 He is worth 

taking, my dear." ■

"Oh," said Norah, her eyes running 

over, " Hugh knows that first " ■

" Yes, my dear," Madame Aquila inter- 

rupted ; " Hugh knows exactly what you 

intend. Not yet, then. We will wait a 

little." ■

They had not long to wait, for steps were ■

^•" ■

f ■
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heard in the corridor, and the Doctor 

entered, accompanied hj Mr. Murridge. ■

" Well, Calista,'' said the former, " I am 

here in reply to your letter. What have 

yon got to tell me 1 " ■

" First, here is Madame Aqaila, Hogh'a 

mother. Next, you will have to keep per- 

fectly quiet, and not interrupt for five 

minutes. And then I have got a Surprise 

for you. Such a Surprise 1 ** ■

" Not another coronet, I hope ) " ■

"And I am here, Calista," said Mr. 

Murridge. "I have brought with me a 

certain document in obedience to your 

request What next ) My son has left 

the country, I understand. What next % " ■

" First, Mr. Murridge, will you withdraw 

that document, and own to Norah that you 

have proved it to be false and treacherous 

from beginning to end, and then tear it up 

in our presence f " ■

These were brave words. Mr. Murridge 

heard them with some surprise. ■

"I have only to repeat what I said 

before. I withdraw notlungi and I acknow- 

ledge nothing, until my son has had a 

chance of explanation. I admit — ^I have 

never tried to deny — that the case against 

him is very black. But I will not condemn 

my own son unheard. The paper shall lie 

in the safe ; the subject shall never be 

mentioned ; Norah can come back as soon 

as she pleases. But if my son ever returns 

again — he has gone without a word — ^he 

shall have an opportunity of giving any 

explanation he pleases." ■

" Norah can never go back to you until 

that Document is destroyed, and its con^ 

tents acknowledged to be false. More than 

that, she can never renew her broken 

engagement until you yourself acknowledge 

that its falsehood has been proved." ■

"I cannot help her, then," said Mr. 

Murridge coldly. ■

" I wonder if I might ask what is the 

meaning of all this w asked the Docton 

" I was promised a Surprise, and it begins 

with a mystery." ■

"Presently," said Calista; "presently, 

perhaps. In the meantime, sit down and 

say nothing. I have got something to 

show to Mr. Murridffe, and then you shall 

have your Surprise. ■

"Perhaps you have another so-called 

proof," Mr. Murridge went on. " I warn 

you that nothing — nothing but my son's 

voice — can convince me." ■

"Yet you are morally certain?" said 

Hugh. ■

" It is not a question of my opinion, but ■

of my son's honour. Go on, Caliata. 

Produce your adiiitional facts if you have 

any, and let me go." ■

"You shall have his own words, then." 

Calista produced her letter. ^'listen to 

this." ■

She read aloud the letter whidi she had 

got from Dick. ■

Norah breathed a deep sigh. ■

" Why " began the Doctor, about to ■

ask how anyone in the world could be such 

an idiot as to suppose that his daughter 

Norah could be wrongly connected with 

cheques, but he was peremptorily ordeced 

by Calista to preserve silenocL ■

" Here ia the letter, Mr. Murridge. Lode 

at it. You know your son's handwriting^ 

He gave me that letter yesterday afternoon 

at the place where he was lodging." ■

"At what time 1" ■

" At six in the afternoon." ■

"I must have missed him," said Ml 

Murridge, "by an hour." ■

" Are you satisfied now 1 " asked Calialai 

"Do you hear hia voice in this letter I " ■

Mr. Muriidge read the letter again, as if 

considering every word, whether it was 

genuine or not, and whether the signatove 

was really his son'a ■

"The writing is my son's," he said, 

returning the letter. " What do yoa wish 

me to say % " ■

" Nay, Mr. Murridge'; you know what 

you have to say." ■

He still hesitated. Then he drew a 

paper from his pocket-book, unfolded it, 

and handed it to Norah. ■

" It concerns you, Norah," he said. "I^ 

me place in your hands the string of fabe- 

hoods which has given you so much pam. 

I cannot offer any excuses. I have no 

apolories to make for my unhappy son. 

You ao not wish me to tdl you what I 

think of him. I had but one son,* he 

added sorrowfully. "As for that boy's ■

"Oh no— no!" said Norah. **It is 

enough. Hugh, tear — ^bum — destroy this 

horrible paper 1 Let us never mention ik 

again. Let us all agree to forget it Hn^ 

tear it into a thousand fragments 1 "* ■

Hugh placed it in the grate, and app&d 

a lighted match to it In a few seeonds 

Dick's masterpiece was in ashes. ■

"I have one thing to say, Nomh," 

added Mr. Murridge. " On that day whea 

the facts were made clear to me, ai^ 

the witnesses one afber the other — the 

gambling man, and your brother, and Uie 

boy — showed that there was one, and only ■
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one, gtdlfey person, I would not admit the 

truth because there was the chanoe, l^e 

slender chance, that my son might have 

had something to explain — some kind of 

excuse. I even tried to persuade myself 

that there might be a conspiracy against 

him," ■

" He was your son," said Calista ; " poor 

Dick ! " ■

''At all events/' said Hugh, ''you might 

have trusted someona" ■

" Young gentleman, I trusted — my own 

son." ■

No one replied. ■

''I trusted my son," he repeated; ''I, 

who have spent my life in calling those 

people Fools who trust anyone. Norah, 

will you come back to me I " ■

Norah looked at Hugh. ■

"No, sjr," the Resident Medical replied, 

taking her hand ; " Norah shall not work 

for you or for anyone else any more. It 

will be my happiness to work for her." ■

" In that case," said Mr.Murridge, "and 

as I have no longer a clerk, ana time is 

money — at least, my time— I will go. 

(3ood-bye, Norah ! " She gave him her 

hand. " I am sorry, my dear. You were 

a very good clerk to me, worth three times 

— nay, six times what I gave you. Well, I 

wish you " — he hesitated, and laughed 

incredulously — "I wish you what they 

call happiness in Love and Marriage. I do 

not quite understand what they mean by 

Happiness, but I think it chiefly means 

makmg believe, and pretending, and 

shutting your eyes to facts a great deal. 

If you do that, I don't see whv you may 

not expect to be fairly happy if you have 

money enough. Of course that is the &nt 

thing. With the recollection of my 

example, you will naturally never place 

any hope or belief in thefuture of achild." ■

" Do not go, Mr. Murridge," said Hugh ; 

" there remains something which concerns 

you. It is the Surprise, sir " — ^he turned to 

the Doctor — " of which Calista spoke." ■

" Now for the Surprise," said the Doctor. 

" After the Mystery comes the History." ■

" It is a Surprise about — ^about the 

Title," Hugh began. " It was as much of a 

Surprise, when I first learned it, as it will be 

to ydtt and to Mr. Murridge. To you, I 

hope, not a disagreeable Surprise. And to 

1^. Murridge " ■

*• Well, what will it be to me 1 " ■

" You will see directly. Were you quite 

sure, Mr. Murridge — perfectly sure, from 

your information and the enquiries you 

made, when you bought those reversionary ■

rights, that only two lives stood between 

the Doctor and the Title 1" ■

Mr. Murridge started. ■

" Sure f Of course I am quite sure. The 

late Lord Clonsilla had two brothers. One 

of them died young, and the other died a 

few years ago without issua The next heir 

was his first cousin, the erandson of the 

first Viscount and the third Baron. He it 

was who died the other day. But the 

papers took no notice of his death. The 

next heir is, without the least doubt^ the 

Doctor here. There are other cousins ; but 

they have no clum, and they may be 

neglected." ■

"That is quite right so far; but are 

you sure that the late Viscount had no 

children?" ■

" He had one son, who died young." ■

" He died at seven-and-twenty. He died, 

Mr. Murridge — ^to my mothers lifriong 

sorrow — ^in the second year of his mar- 

nage." ■

" What ! " cried Mr. Murridge. " To your 

mother's sorrow 1 " ■

"To your mother's lifelong sorrow 1" 

Norah repeated. ■

The others, I am ashamed to say, not 

being genealogists, failed to catch the 

meaning of these simple words. ■

Then Mrs. Aquila supplem^ited them, 

saying softly : ■

" It is quite true ; my husband was the 

only soil of Lord Clonsilla. Af teir his death, 

I went back to my profession and con- 

tinued to sing. Hugh is my son. He is, 

therefore, if he pleases. Lord Clonsilla." ■

"You doa't mean this, Hughl" cried the 

Doctor, springing to his feet. ■

'' It is quite true. If I please, I can call 

myself by that title," said Hugh. " Forgive 

me. Doctor. Forgive me, Norah. It is 

only a very short time since I heard this 

intelligence. But it is quite true. Tell 

me you do not regret the loss of the Title 

you had resoivBd never to ^ear?" ■

The Doctor gave Hugh his hand. ■

"Regret it, my dear boyl I rejoica 

I have got sixteen threatening letters, all 

aMved within the last three days. Here 

they are, with the coffins and skulls and 

all complete. You are welcome to them, 

Hugh; only, my dear boy, you will be 

shot instead of me '* ■

" Oh, Hugh ! " cried Norah. ■

^ No, my dear," said her father. " On 

second thoughts, I'll keep the letters, and 

Hugh shall be safe. As for me, who ever 

went out of his way to shoot a walking 

general practitioner) And as for this ■

# ■
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mind like a 

I got it. ■

Title, it has been on my 

dreadful bugbear ever since 

Take it, Hugh— take it 1 " ■

**1 don't understand this," said Mr. 

Murridge. "I don't understand this at 

alL If you thinks any of yon, that I am 

going to lose these estates, which I fairly 

bought, without a blow for them, you are 

mistaken.'' ■

" I do not at all expect that you will let 

things go until you are quite satisfied,'' said 

Hugh. ■

'*I have issued orders to the tenants 

to pay up, under pain of eviction. I will 

evict them all, if I want the whole British 

Army at my back." ■

"On the contrary," said Hugh, "the 

tenants will be served with notices not to 

pay you any rent Then it will be for you, 

I believe, to find your remedy." ■

" Poor Maria 1 " the Doctw sighed, " she 

is no longer Lady Clonsilla." ■

"I am sorry for her disappointment; ■

but Norah will, I hope No, dear," said ■

Hugh; "let us have done, once and for 

all, with the gingerbread rubbish. There 

is neither a noble record, nor a long 

pedigree, nor a single great achievement 

preserved in such a Title as ours. There 

is not even the duty of maintaining a 

great family estate. Let us remain what 

we are, and, if I succeed, let me make a 

name worth having for those who come 

after us. This will be worth a thousand 

Titles. As for the inglorious coronet, with 

the memory of the ignoble services by 

which it was won, let it go." ■

" Yes, Hugh,'' said Norah ; " let it go. 

We will begin afresh." ■

Just then Uncle Joseph appeared. He 

was hot and flushed, because he had lost 

his way in the network of streets between 

the Commercial Road and the EUgh Street, 

Shadwell. ■

" Most important news, Mr. Murridge ! " 

he said. "News worth telling; news 

worth hearing. I heard you were come 

down here, and I made haste after you." ■

"I want no more news," said Mr. 

Murridge. " I think I have had enough." ■

" There has been a steamboat accident — 

a collision. They have put back, and Mr. 

Richard, Mr. Murridge — Mr. Richard '^ ■

"What? IshekiUedl" ■

" No, sir, he is not killed. They have 

put back. His name is in the list of pis- 

sengers picked up. He can be stopped if 

you pleasa You can have him arrested bj 

telegraph ; he is still at Dover." ■

Mr. Murridge made no reply. He put 

on his hat and walked away. ■

" Now, really, do you think he has gone 

to send that telegram f " said Uncle Joseph. 

" And without a word of thanks." ■

He then became aware that I^Torah was 

in Hugh Aquila's arms, and that the young 

man was kissing her without the least 

afiectation of concealment. ■

" Oh," he said, " I am glad that thinss 

are made up. It will take place soon, lb. 

Hugh 1 I am very happy indeed to think 

of my part in bringing together two hearts 

which will . not, I am sure, be ungntefoL 

Will the Ceremony of Initiation, I mean of 

Marriage, take place soon 1 " ■

" Very soon. Uncle Joseph," said Hugh. 

" As soon as we can arrange it" ■

"There is no ceremony," said Uncle 

Joseph with a sweet smile of antidpadon, 

" no ceremony at all, next to the Inaugura- 

tion of a new Lodge, where I am more at / 

home than a WedcQng Brei^^t On this l 

occasion. Doctor — on this occasion, though ' 

our accession to the Peerage, actual^ to 

the Peerage, was allowed to pass onnotieed 

and unmarked in the usual manner — on 

this occasion I trust that Champagne will 

mark the day." ■
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